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Although every precaution has been taken to verify the accuracy of the information contained 

herein, the authors assume no responsibility for any errors or omissions. No liability is 

assumed for damages that may result from the use of information contained within.  



Oh Lord,  

Why have you made so many swarms of stars 

that started forming on the Big Bang day? 

Why have you shaped so many living beings 

on our Earth - a tiny dust in Space? 

Have you allowed our earthly human tribe  

which is possessed, perfidious and false 

to destroy your Work and to befoul it 

despite the Law says: we must pass away? 

 Believing that the Universe is made just for us –  

That’s another fruit of our empty pride 

(Jan Szargut 1993) 

 

Preface 

 

Contrary to emotionally-loaded and frequently unprecise political discussions, a scientific 

conference is a place where ideas concerning the development of human civilization, in 

particular in terms of primary energy and raw materials, can be exchanged and discussed 

based on objective criteria justified by facts, numbers and mathematical formulations. The 

organizers are grateful to participants from all over the World for attending the 5th 

International Conference on Contemporary Problems of Thermal Engineering and for 

submitting more than one hundred original scientific articles related to the scope of the 

conference. 

The submitted articles represent the wide range of problems which can be tackled using the 

scientific methods of thermodynamics. Simultaneously, the papers reflect the current global 

trends in research and development, which seems to focus on new, unconventional energy 

conversion processes and some well-known-yet-new fuels obtained by electrolysis, pyrolysis, 

gasification and other physicochemical processes. Issues of energy management, including 

thermal energy storage, waste energy recovery, co/tri- and poly-generation, district heating, 

cryogenic exergy recovery are covered by a large number of papers. Finally, many articles 

present advanced methods of numerical modelling applied to various engineering and 

scientific problems.  Most of the papers have a strictly engineering format, however, there are 



also some outstanding submissions presenting a second-law-based approach to global or even 

very old historical problems.  

We are pleased to present the proceedings of the 5th International Conference on 

Contemporary Problems of Thermal Engineering, containing 138 scientific articles, of which 

115 have been presented in 21 oral sessions, and 23 have been shown and discussed within a 

poster session. Additionally, 3 extended abstracts of keynote lecture are presented. 

Let the reading of texts presented in this book be an opportunity to build new scientific 

connections between experts in our common field of work: thermodynamics.  

The Conference is dedicated to the memory of our great teacher, Professor Jan Szargut (1923–

2017), one of the most recognized specialists in exergy analysis, an outstanding person and 

researcher in many areas of applied thermodynamics, and – first of all – an example of 

rigorous intellectual approach to work.  

Requiescat in pace, Professor! 

Wojciech STANEK Chair of the CPOTE 2018 Conference  

Wojciech KOSTOWSKI Co-chair of the Conference 

George TSATSARONIS Chair of the Scientific Committee  

Tatiana MOROSUK Co-chair of the Conference 
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Abstract 
Secure and stable energy supply (electricity, heat, and cold) to cover the worldwide demand is one of 
the main goals of regional, national and international energy policies. The globalisation of the electrical 

grid based on the concept of “Energiewende” (turn in energy policy according to which nuclear energy 

is being phased out, as renewable energy is taking over)  as well as the demand for high flexibility of 
the electrical grid associated with new technologies that purely depend on electricity (electro mobility, 

smart buildings, smart cities, digitalization, etc.) request economically and environmentally effective 

solutions for a new level of power generation approaches (Industry 4.0). 

The concept of “Energiewende” involves increasing the contribution of various renewable energy 
sources with the implementation of new services for stability and flexibility of the electric grid. This 

concept cannot be applied in a simple way. It requires a multi-criteria evaluation of existing (installed) 

power generation technologies and optimal implementation of renewable energy sources. In addition to 
this, new options should be considered: large scale energy storage, demand-response management, 

“power-to-fuels”, “waste-to-energy”. In addition, CCS/CCU (Carbon Capture and Storage/Utilization) 

options should be implemented within the fossil-fuel-based individual and integrated/cooperating 

technologies. 
Developing a sustainable energy sector is a very challenging matter that requires the application of 

effective energy tools for modelling, evaluation and optimization of individual plants (energy 

technologies) as well as their combinations and integrations. A tool is needed that should be capable of 
providing comprehensive evaluations of the actual status of a regional, national and international energy 

generation sector. This includes existing power generation technologies, their options for cooperation 

and integration, while considering a maximal implementation of renewable energy technologies, 
especially at the industrial level, and taking into account new available options. 

Research and innovation are crucial for developing a common policy for energy supporting systems. 

Integration of multidisciplinary scientific knowledge is necessary for the development of a system that 

considers all available technologies, complex links and interrelations between different factors, multi-
criteria aspects and a better understanding of the interactions among energy systems, economy and 

environment. Optimal solutions should be determined using three independent criteria: thermodynamic 

(energy efficiency), economic (economic effectiveness) and ecological (environmental impact, clean 
and sustainable approaches for power generation). Such evaluations should be meaningfully conducted 

for the entire life cycle of installations. 
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Exergy is a thermodynamic concept that allows for the combination of the quantity and quality of 
energy. The principles of exergy-based methods state that exergy is the only rational basis for assigning 

monetary values and environmental impacts to the transport of energy and to the thermodynamic 

inefficiencies within a system. The further development and application of exergy-based methods 
provide us with a comprehensive multi-criteria evaluation tool that can be used for energy planning and 

optimization purposes. The application of exergy-based methods, i.e. a combination of exergy analysis 

with economic analysis (exergoeconomic analysis and diagnosis) and with environmental-impact 
methods (exergoenvironmental analysis, exergetic life cycle assessment, thermo-ecological cost and 

pro-ecological tax) represent innovations in comparison to other methods used for analysis, evaluation 

and optimization purposes. 

Further development of exergy-based methods includes, but is not limited to the 
 implementation of advanced exergy-based methods into optimization algorithms 

(including pinch-analysis, and mathematical methods of optimization), and 

 development of exergy-based predictive control strategies (Industry 4.0). 
 

 

Figure 1: The role of the exergy-based methods within the modern global energy sector 

Figure 1 shows the role of the exergy-based methods within the modern global energy sector. It is 

necessary to note, that the exergy-based methods are not well established in industrial design processes, 
because of the lack of knowledge about these methods among designers and practicing engineers. 

However, in academia the reputation of these methods and the interest for practical applications is very 

high. Therefore, the engineering applications of exergy-based methods will be one of the focal points in 

the near future. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the eighties, exergy analysis, previously only used in engineering calculations, has become 
increasingly important and has been gradually introduced into ecological and even social issues. 

Contributions of prof. Szargut [1] clearly paved the way, yet there were others such as Stanek [2], 

Sciubba [3], Ayres [4], to name a few. 

This is because Thermodynamics unifies concepts. Whilst a deep understanding of this science is not 
easy and its application in many cases used only superficially, this branch is a founding one, whose 

messages are both well placed and poignant for those wishing to investigate and push for sustainability. 

The First Law provides the definition for the metrics of energy and the basis of material and energy 
balances. The Second Law is often used in a metaphorical way. At this point, the analyst abandons the 

Thermodynamics that he or she considers an aloof scientific instrument and moves towards those ad-

hoc indicators which are more closely related to the spatial-temporal reality in which we all live. With 
such indicators one can construct mathematical forecast models, input-output analysis, LCAs and 

various other programmes with which to simulate and analyse the behaviour of various phenomena, 

including populations, ecosystems and the financial markets. 

However, the Second Law plays more than a metaphorical role in the analysis of the evolution and 
consumption of the planet's natural resources, particularly the abiotic ones, which up until recently had 

nowhere near enough been comprehensively examined.  

All natural resources are interconnected and this fact is becoming steadily more evident, as the world 
looks at its problems through an increasingly global and intertemporal magnifying glass. Sustainability 

provides the overriding conceptual bridge with which to treat all these problems: there is only one Planet 

Earth and all must take care of it, not just for the benefit of the current generation but also the many after 
it. To be able to do this one must first understand the effect that society is having on the health of the 

planet and its resources and how to reduce it. And this takes more than nice words in global conferences 

- it requires measuring units and reference frameworks. 

Furthermore, and with good reason, it is the physical not the economic which must serve as the reference 
point, as it is the latter which is subject to the former and not the other way round. Apart from that, no 
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single currency has stood the test of time, which begs the question: how does one reliably measure the 
dispersion of societal mineral stock, or the exhaustion of mines? How can one fairly or adequately 

account for the use of energy, water or soil? All such questions find their answer in the use of one 

universal unit of measure, exergy. Exergy has the ability to undertake the global and intergenerational 
analysis that monetary units simply cannot. It can also quantitatively demonstrate the effect of waste, 

mine extraction, water consumption or soil erosion on resource stocks, which can then be extrapolated 

to indicate those risks posed on society, should they continue or even accelerate. This is because it is the 
variation of an intensive property with respect to a reference environment, which exergy quantifies in 

SI units (e.g. kJ). This then means that the same unit with which one measures energy, can also be used 

to measure materials. This then serves to avoid the possibility of trying to add apples to oranges. 

Moreover, processes involving mixing and separation, manmade as much as natural, can also be 
measured in terms of exergy loss, even if there are no energy losses. In addition, as the exergy of a fuel 

is approximately equal to its high heating value, one can reference exergy in terms of toe (tonnes of oil 

equivalent) or any other conventional energy unit, whilst maintaining the scale used by a practitioner. It 
also permits the addition of different kinds of resources and supports dynamic or cost benefit analysis 

as is done with money. 

2 Why mineral resources are becoming key for technical development 

Decarbonizing world economies and thereby avoiding a 2ºC global average temperature increase implies 

the urgent adoption of the so called “green technologies”. Their deployment will mean a renovation of 

the energy sector toward using renewable sources and zero emission transport technologies. This 
renovation will require a huge amount of raw materials some of them considered to have high supply 

risks. Accordingly, the electrification of vehicles will be probably constrained by the use of cobalt,  

lithium and nickel. Additionally, there could be constraints regarding the manufacturing of steel alloys 
that need chromium, molybdenum or vanadium and with certain electric and electronic equipment, 

which require neodymium, dysprosium, silver, copper or tantalum. In the case of solar photovoltaic, it 

will demand materials such as indium, silver, selenium, tin and tellurium. For wind power, the highest 

risks are associated to the use of permanent magnets, as they require neodymium and dysprosium... 
Arguably, there is going to be a shift from fossil fuels to mineral resources dependency because “green 

technologies” have a greater demand in minerals than conventional technologies (i.e. conventional 

power plants or internal combustion vehicles vs. renewable or hybrid and electric vehicles) [5]. Avoiding 
the dependency on fossil fuels will thus imply to accept the dependency on raw materials.  

Europe is particularly vulnerable to the supply of certain raw materials, as no or very few mines with 

such minerals exist in the region. In fact, in the European Union, the initial concern on raw material 
supply started decades ago, and this issue has been progressively becoming more and more relevant, 

establishing policies to reduce the use and dependency and elaborating several reports on this matter. In 

this respect, the EC has set a critical raw material list for Europe based on supply risks and economic 

importance.  
Criticality can be assessed also from a thermodynamic point of view through exergy, providing a robust 

and steadfast indicator on how mineral resources are becoming depleted. 

3 The exergy of mineral resources and Thanatia 

As opposed to fossil fuels, the chemical exergy of non-energy minerals such as metals or industrial 

minerals is extremely low. A piece of gold has almost zero exergy. Obviously its exergy is not related 

to its industrial or even social value. The value of gold is rather related to its chemical stability, its 
scarcity and perhaps its color and brightness. The value of minerals is thus deeply related to their 
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chemical and mechanical properties as well as their scarcity in the Earth’s crust. Therefore, it is better 
to assess their value as the physical effort needed to obtain them and hence, one needs an indicator rather 

than a physical property for mineral assessment. Buy there is an additional issue: some metals may be 

scarce yet they commonly appear as secondary metals in many metal ores. That is the case of cobalt or 
platinum in nickel ores or silver and gold in galena ores. Thus scarcity is not always related to 

“difficultness to find”. One needs an indicator that describes both its absolute scarcity as well as the 

energy needed to extract it. The absolute scarcity can be obtained from the well-established geological 
elementary composition of the earth’s crust [6]. However, most chemical elements in the crust appear 

combined to form a myriad of minerals of different compositions. Therefore, the list of the most common 

minerals and their crustal concentrations is also needed. Grigorev [7] proposed such a list with the 300 

most common minerals. The task of allocating all chemical elements among such minerals and 
quantifying an approximated molecular composition of the Earth’s crust gave birth to Thanatia concept  

[8]. Thanatia is simply an idealized Earth’s crust with an approximate mineral composition equal to the 

average current crust. The model of Thanatia assumes that there are no fossil fuel deposits, since all 
have been burned (with a subsequent increase in temperature and CO2 concentration in the atmosphere) 

and no concentrated mines since they have been extracted and dispersed throughout the atmosphere, 

hydrosphere and crust [9][10]. 

In such conditions, the exergy replacement cost (kWh) is defined as “the quantity of exergy needed, 
using prevailing technology, to replace a material from the dispersed conditions in Thanatia, to its 

original composition and concentration before extraction” The exergy indicator related to materials as 

proposed in this paper is thus the exergy replacement cost (ERC) [11]. ERC values are much higher than 
their chemical exergy counterparts and accordingly, non-energy minerals and fuels have the same order 

of magnitude and hence can be compared. Table 1 shows a selection of ERC values as calculated in 

Thanatia. 

Table 1: Exergy replacement costs and mining and metallurgical costs of selected metals. Values 

expressed in GJ/ton. Updated from [8] 

Element (Mineral) 

Exergy 

replaceme
nt costs, 

GJ/ton 

Mining and 

metallurgi
cal costs, 

GJ/ton 

Element (Mineral) 

Exergy 

replaceme
nt costs, 

GJ/ton 

Mining and 

metallurgi
cal costs, 

GJ/ton 

Aluminium - Bauxite 
(Gibbsite) 

627 54 Molybdenum (Molybdenite) 908 148 

Antimony (Stibnite) 474 13 Neodymium-Monazite 78 592 

Arsenic (Arsenopyrite) 400 28 
Nickel (sulphides) 

Pentlandite 
761 115 

Barite 38 1 Nickel (laterites) Garnierite 167 414 

Beryllium (Beryl) 253 457 Niobium (ferrocolumbite) 4.422 360 

Bismuth (Bismuthinite) 489 56 Palladium 8.983.377 583.333 

Cadmium (Greenockite) 5.898 542 Phosphate rock (Apatite) 0,35 5 

Cerium (Monazite) 97 523 
PGM (average value for all 
PGM) 

2.695.013,
09 

175.000 

Chromium (Chromite) 5 36 Platinum 4.491.688 291.667 

Cobalt (Linnaeite) 10.872 138 Potassium (Sylvite) 665 2 

Copper (Chalcopyrite) 292 57 Praseodymium-Monazite 577 296 

Fluorite 183 1 REE (Bastnaesite) 348 384 

Gadolinium-Monazite 478 3.607 Rhenium 102.931 156 

Gallium (in Bauxite) 144.828 610.000 Silicon (Quartz) 1 77 
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Germanium (in Zinc) 23.749 498 Silver (Argentite) 7.371 1.566 

Gold 553.250 110.057 Sodium (Halite) 17 41 

Graphite 20 1 Strontium 4,2 72 

Gypsum 15 0 Tantalum (Tantalite) 482.828 3.091 

Hafnium 21.814 11.183 Tellurium-Tetradymite 2.235.699 589.405 

Indium (in Zinc) 360.598 3.320 Tin (Cassiterite) 426 27 

Iron ore (Hematite) 18 14 Titanium (Ilmenite) 5 135 

Lanthanum-Monazite 39 297 Titanium (Rutile) 9 258 

Lead (Galena) 37 4 Uranium (Uraninite) 901 189 

Lime 3 6 Vanadium 1.055 517 

Lithium (Spodumene) 546 433 Wolfram (Scheelite) 7.429 594 

Magnesite (from ocean) 136 447 Yttrium-Monazite 159 1.198 

Manganese (Pyrolusite) 16 58 Zinc (Sphalerite) 1.627 56 

Mercury (Cinnabar) 28298 409 Zirconium (Zircon) 654 1.372 

4 Measuring circularity with exergy 

The European Union has adopted the so-called Circular Economy Package, with the objective of 

“Making the transition to a stronger and more circular economy where resources are used in a more 

sustainable way. […] The proposed actions will contribute to "closing the loop" of product lifecycles 
through greater recycling and re-use, and bring benefits for both the environment and the economy.”  

 Yet, the Circular Economy is an illusory concept. It is like declaring the existence of the perpetuum 

mobile of fourth species. This is because the energy needed to recover the last small particle is 

unsurmountable high, just infinite. This is in fact the consequence of the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics. If we recognize that material cycles cannot be fully closed, we can also recognize 

how close or how far we are from circularity. That is, one can quantify the true efficiency of these 

closing processes. Only by accepting such spiral behavior can we see how far we are from circular 

ideality.  
In this respect, Thermoeconomics has been widely used for the evaluation of resource efficiency and 

consumption of energy systems. Traditionally, thermoeconomics has been used to evaluate the exergy 
efficiency and cost in power systems [12,13]. However, the possibilities of applying the same 

methodology to other types of systems, such as circular economy ones, are very promising, as well as 

the interaction between different types of industries, creating eco-industrial parks [14,15]. However, 
circular economy systems are quite more complex because of the difficulties for evaluating recycling 

processes of complex materials and their integration with energy systems.  
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Figure 1. Interactions between energy and materials in circular economy [16] 

As the cost of all processes in terms of resources depends on the downgrading of the materials and 

resources used, i.e. its entropy generation, exergy is a suitable measurement unit since it takes into 

account the second law of thermodynamics. Therefore, the quantity and the quality of the flows are 

evaluated. Moreover, as all resources are measured with the same units (kW or kJ), energy, water and 
material flows can be integrated, hence, complex industrial processes, such as metallurgical processes 

or recycling, can be evaluated through one indicator [17–21].  

The second law of thermodynamics states that entropy is generated in every real process, that is to say, 
exergy is destroyed. This exergy destruction is associated with the resources consumed when a process 

operation is carried out, hence, its cost. The core of thermoeconomics is the connection between the 

exergy destroyed and the cost of that quality destruction in terms of resources. Therefore, 

thermoeconomics has a considerable potential for the resource consumption and efficiency assessment 
of industrial processes during design and operation stages, seeking a resource efficiency maximization.  

As explained in [22], we have established the basis of the connection between a simulation platform and 

thermoeconomics to assess the resource consumption of circular economy systems through a rigorous 
simulation-based approach. The software used to perform the simulation of the processes is HSC 

Chemistry and a thermoeconomics calculator has been developed for the commercial HSC Sim 

flowsheet simulation module of the software (see Fig. 2). This module can be used to simulate 
flowsheets of different mining, metallurgical and chemical processes.  
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Figure 2. Example of the thermoeconomics calculator of a Smelting + Electrorefining plant for a 

copper production process [22]. 

Therefore, thermoeconomic analysis can be readily applied to any flowsheet in HSC Sim with the 

thermoeconomics calculator. The connection between thermodynamics and metallurgy has thus been 
established and circular economy systems can now be easily assessed through this module. 
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1 Extended abstract 

In the various technologies, solar thermal power includes systems utilising either the thermal radiation 

or the light of solar irradiance. The former includes solar thermal systems, which comprise both low 
temperature systems (mostly for water heating and industrial processes) and high temperature systems 

(mostly for CSP and high temperature industrial processes), whereas the latter refers to solar 

photovoltaics. Both have shown a steady increase year-by-year. For solar thermal power the mostly used 

type of collectors are the glazed water ones. Worldwide the mostly used type is the evacuated tube, 
whereas in Europe is flat plate collector [2]. Research in this area lead to several new innovations like: 

 Use of polymeric materials for the manufacture of solar thermal absorbers to:  

 reduce cost due to lower raw material and manufacturing costs.  

 reduce weight compared to copper or aluminium. 

 Improved heat transfer with the use of nanofluids. 

 New transparent covers with anti-reflective coatings for high optical transmission, and the use 

of high vacuum or noble gases. 

 Switchable coatings to reduce stagnation temperatures.  
 New selective absorber with low emission coatings.  

 Temperature-resistant super-insulating materials. 

Photovoltaics are breaking every year a new threshold. In 2015 for the first time the installed capacity 
exceeded the 200 GW limit (actual value: 228 GW), in 2016 the 300GW limit (actual value: 303 GW) 

and in 2017 the 400GW limit (actual value: 402 GW). In just the 2017 an additional of 98 GW were 

installed, which is equivalent to the installation of more than 40,000 solar panels every hour worldwide. 
From the 98 GW installed in 2017, 53 GW were installed in China (also leading the world in terms of 

total installed capacity with 131 GW), USA with 10.6 GW is second and India with 9.1 GW is third [3]. 

Hydro energy comes in a wide variety of sizes starting from the very large units which are greater than 

10 MW to the pico size of less than 5 kW. The largest application worldwide is the 18 GW scheme at 
the Three Gorges in China. The four top countries are China with 28%, Brazil 9%, Canada and USA 

both with 7% [1]. Another area of renewables is wind power, which also shows a year-by-year increase. 

As shown above the current installed capacity is 539 GW with 52 GW installed just in 2017 [1]. Wind 
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has become the least-cost option for new power generating capacity in an increasing number of markets.  
The last area of renewables examined is biomass in general, which comprise as main areas in addition 

to biomass, biogas and biofuels (biodiesel) whereas some people considered waste, like Municipal Solid 

Waste (MSW), and landfills also as renewables. The big question here is whether to use land for growing 
energy crops instead of food to satisfy the human needs. The answer to this is to utilize for this purpose 

land which is not currently used for food production. The biggest challenge here is the transportation 

sector as more than 90% of transport depends on oil. For example, US consumption with its 200 million 
cars, is 3.5 million barrels of oil per day, which shows the prospects for biofuels.  At the end of 2017 

the shares of biomass in total final energy consumption and by end-use sector, is 87.2 % based on non-

biomass and 12.8% on biomass. The majority of the biofuels produced are ethanol and biodiesel [1]. 

Other forms of renewables like ocean energy systems, geothermal and hydrogen and fuel cells are finally 
briefly presented.  

Current hot research areas concerning renewables include: 

 Increase efficiency of various renewable energy technologies 
 Design renewable energy components at lower cost 

 Extensive use of RES (many regions, even countries consider transformation into 100% 

renewables). This will need high shares of renewables, power system transformation and the 

implementation of storage/integration within a smart energy system; and 
 Effective coupling not only for electricity but also heating, cooling and transportation. 

It can be concluded that although the total installed capacity of RES is small, relatively to the total 

conventional annual fuel consumption, these constitute an important environmental friendly solution to 
protest the planet with very good prospects of expansion in the coming years. These systems are now 

becoming cheaper compared to conventional energy sources. 
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Abstract 
The article presents a dynamic analysis of a compressed air energy storage for using in automobile 

applications. The analyzed capacity of an air reservoir equals 200 dm3 for the all analyzed cases with 
maximum pressure in the tank at 35 MPa. The analysis gives opportunity to indicate the main processes 

parameters for achieving highest possible efficiency of energy storage utilization based on a 

comprehensive energy and exergy analysis. The exergy destruction values in the main points of the 
proposed system are identified. The calculations based on mathematical models of the systems build by 

using commercial software (Aspen Hysys). Based on local (Polish) conditions, a simple technical-

economic analysis for those kind of energy storage in mobile applications is done, discussed, and 
compared against electric market. Main advantages as well as drawback of the compressed air cars are 

pointed out. 

1 Introduction 

In an era of intensive environmentally friendly actions in the face of a global economic crisis, increasing 

emphasis is placed on energy efficiency issues, e.g. utilizing fuel cells [1-8] or hybrid systems [9]. 

Although mining technologies are opening up the prospect of exploiting previously unusable fossil fuels, 
there is no doubt that the overall reserves of natural resources continue to shrink with increasing CO2 

emission [5]. From the viewpoint of the Polish economy, dependent as it is on gas and oil from abroad, 

a temporary solution might be found in the shape of either underground coal gasification (which enables 
the recovery of natural resources from poor quality or otherwise uneconomic seams) or shale gas, 

assuming gas-rich shale is found, or sewage treatment facilities [11]. Fossil fuel savings are both 

desirable for self-evident reasons and achievable through recently built high-efficiency power plants, 

but the solutions are expensive and it will be quite some time before the Polish energy sector renews its 
capacity. European Union regulations are driving energy efficiency initiatives such as the gradual 

elimination of incandescent light bulbs in favor of low energy lighting alternatives. They also set down 

the rules for marking electrical equipment in terms of their energy efficiency class.  
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Over the past few years has published several scientific works based on a concept of air engine. In 2008, 
Liu and Yu [12] published the results of calculations for the air compressed to 200 bar. They obtained 

result that normally the total system efficiency is 25...32% and for decompression of 10...30 bar reaches 

value up to 34%. U. Bossel [13] performed calculations for the tank with a capacity of 300 dm3 and a 
maximum pressure of 300 bar. He showed that the total efficiency of single-stage system is 9% whereas 

the four-stages (for both engine and compressor) with a heat exchangers between the stages, the system 

efficiency can be increased up to 61%. This indicates a huge impact on the efficiency of heat transfer in 
this process. W. Hei et al. made calculations [14] for compressed air vehicle based on single-screw 

expander and 0.3 m3 (tank of 300 dm3) with maximum pressure of 300 bar. They focused on the 

selection optimal expansion ratio, the impact of the efficiency of expander and influence of heating up 

inlet air. H. Chen et al. [15] were considered a system which also include tank with 300 dm3 volume 
and 300 bar working pressure for compressed air engine as well as liquid air engine. Overall efficiency 

for the liquid air engine ranged from 13...23% and for the compressed air engine: 28...46%. They 

concluded that the usage of liquid air to power the engine is inefficient. All this arguments shows the 
growing interest in alternative means of transport including compressed air cars. More about energy 

storage through compressed air can be found in the previous work of the authors [16-19]. 

2 Methods and materials 

The calculations shown in the following paragraph were done in commercial software [20]. Dynamic 

calculations of physical phenomena are described using linear and nonlinear differential equations and 

were presented in our previous study [16]. Thus, this section contains the only governing equations.  
The mass flow of working medium through the valve was described by the following formula: 

 

ṁ = k√Δp (1) 

 

�̇� mass flow, 

k coefficient representing the inverse of flow resistance (conductivity), 

∆p pressure drop across the valve. 

 

The basic equation defining the characteristics of the valves takes into account the coefficient Cv  
and pressure drop across the valve as a result of flow resistance: 

 

ṁ = f(Cv, p1,  p2) (2) 

 

ṁ mass flow, 

Cv  coefficient representing the inverse of flow resistance (conductivity), 

p1  inlet pressure, 
p2  outlet pressure. 

 

The relationship describing heat exchange in shell side of heat exchanger: 

 

ṁshell ⋅ (hin − hout)shell − Qloss + Q = ρ
d(V ⋅ hout)shell

dt
 (3) 
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The relationship describing heat exchange in tube side of heat exchanger: 
 

ṁtube ⋅ (hin − hout)tube − Q = ρ
d(V ⋅ hout)tube

dt
 (4) 

 

ṁshellflow rate of working medium in shell side, 

ṁtube flow rate of working medium in tube side, 

ρ density, 
h enthalpy of the working medium, 

Q heat transfer between shell side and tube side, 

Qloss heat losses, 
V volume of holdup in shell or in tube. 

 

Both the polytropic and isentropic power of a compressor or expander can be calculated using (5). 

 

P = ṅ1 ⋅ M ⋅ (
n

n − 1
) ⋅ CF ⋅ (

p1

ρ1
) [(

p2

p1
)

(
n−1

n
)

− 1] (5) 

 

n the volume exponent, 

CF correction factor, 

p1  inlet pressure, 
p2 outlet pressure, 

ρ1 inlet density of the working medium, 

ṅ1 molar flow rate at the inlet, 
M molecular weight of the working medium. 

 

The correction factor is expressed by the following equation: 

 

CF =
h′

2 − h1

(
n

n − 1
) (

p2
ρ′

2
−

p1
ρ1

)
 

(6) 

 

h’2 enthalpy of working medium at the outlet for the isentropic process, 

h1  enthalpy of working medium at the inlet, 
 

Power imparted to the working medium in the compressor is described as follows: 

 

P1−2 = ṅ1 ⋅ M ⋅ (h2 − h1) (7) 

 

ṅ1 molar flow rate at the inlet, 

h2 enthalpy of the working medium at the outlet, 
h1 enthalpy of the working medium at the inlet, 

M  molecular weight of the working medium. 

 
Power taken from the working medium in the expander was expressed by the following relationship: 

 

P1−2 = ṅ1 ⋅ M ⋅ (h1 − h2) (8) 
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Rotational inertia: 
 

I = M ∙ R2 (9) 

 
M the rotating mass, 

R  the radius of gyration. 

 

The power needed to change the rotation speed: 
 

PI = I|ω|
dω

dt
 (10) 

 

ω  the rotation speed. 

 
Exergy losses could be described using Gouy-Stodola equation [21, 22]: 

 

δB = T0 ∑ Δ𝑆 (11) 

 
T0 ambient temperature in Kelvin, 
∑ ΔS the sum of entropy changes in the system. 

 
The outflow specific exergy loss for the pneumatic engine is [21]: 

 

δboutflow = hout − h0 − T0(sout − s0) (12) 

 
hout specific enthalpy of working fluid at outlet, 

h0 specific enthalpy of working fluid in ambient conditions, 

sout specific exergy of working fluid at outlet, 
s0  specific exergy of working fluid in ambient conditions. 

 

And the outflow exergy loss (δBoutflow) is obtained by multiplying outflow specific exergy loss 

(δboutflow) by mass of working fluid. 
Exergy destruction in the elements of modelled system is described below: 

Compressors: 

 

δB = Bout − Bin − Eel c (13) 

 

Turbines: 

 

δB = Bout − Bin + Em t (14) 

 

Heat exchangers: 

 

δB = Bout cs + Bout hs − Bin cs − Bin hs (15) 
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Tanks, valves: 
 

𝛿𝐵 = 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝐵𝑖𝑛 (16) 

 
Bout exergy at the outlet, 

Bin exergy at the inlet, 

Bin cs exergy at the inlet of the cold side of the heat exchanger, 

Bin hs exergy at the inlet of the hot side of the heat exchanger, 
Bout cs exergy at the outlet of the cold side of the heat exchanger, 

Bout hs exergy at the outlet of the hot side of the heat exchanger, 

Eel c electrical energy consumed by the compressor, 
Em t mechanical energy from the turbines, 

 

Efficiency of the cycle is defined by the following formula: 

 

ηcycle =
Em t

Eel c
 (17) 

 

Eel c electrical energy consumed by the compressor, 

Em t mechanical energy from the turbines. 

Table 1: Main assumption made during the model preparation.  

Parameter  Value  

Ambient temperature, °C  15  

Ambient pressure, bar  1  

Working medium  Air  
Equation of the state  Peng-Robinson  

Tank volume [23], liters  200  

Full load pressure, bar  350  
Initial temperature, °C  99  

Air compressor efficiency, %  80  

Air turbine efficiency, %  80  

Electric motor power, kW  5.5  
Electric motor efficiency [24], %  85  

Heat exchanger pressure drop, bar  0.5  

Heat exchanger outlet temperature, °C  0  

 
The main model assumptions are collected in Tab. 1. 

3 Themodynamic analysis of using CAES in car applications 

The thermodynamic analysis of the storage was based on the following processes:  

1. Filling a tank with compressed air, including cooling.  

2. Discharging the tank: 
case 1 Simple tank discharging through a turbine [25] operating at constant pressure.  

case 2 Discharging the tank using atmospheric heating of the working medium between two 

turbines operating at constant pressures.  

case 3 Discharging the tank by using two turbines in turn – the first working at a pressure of 
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100 bar and the second of 20 bar.  

case 4 Discharging as in case 2 for the last final pressure (pf = ΔpT1 + ΔpT2, ΔpT1=92 bar, 

ΔpT2=7 bar) bypassing the first turbine and the heat exchanger 

3.1 Preliminary techno-economic analysis 

It costs $2.21 (Polish conditions, $1=3.76PLN) to fill the tank from the pressure of 10 bar at night tariff 

($0.048/kWh gross for electricity in the night and $0.0243/kWh gross for distribution of electricity at 

night at the tariff “Ekonomiczna Dolina” by Energa valid for 2018). The modeled tank (AIRONE of 
MDI) available to drive on a single load about distance of 80...135 km. The real process of loading to 

the high pressure of 350 bar is done with a reciprocating compressor, not a centrifugal compressor 

(which would need several stages). The process of compression is not adiabatic, moreover – the 
compressor cylinder is fanned and intensely cooled so that the energy needed to compress the gas is 

lower. This process is slow (several hours) and the difference in temperature between the compressed 

gas and the environment is very high, so despite the small area of heat transfer inside the cylinder the 

difference in electricity consumption should be significant. 

3.2 Filling a tank with compressed air, including cooling 

Simulations of filing the storage tank for 10 initial pressures (from ps=1.1 bar to ps=100 bar) were carried 
out – Fig. 1. The initial pressure in the tank is equal to the minimum pressure discharging pressure. 

 

Figure 1: The process of filling with compressed air, including cooling. 

As a result of compression including cooling for all initial pressures about 59 kg of air has been pumped 

into the tank due to the assumed final temperature of the process: 99°C.  

The resulting electricity consumption (Fig. 2) ranged from 85800 kJ (23.83 kWh, for ps = 100 bar) to 

110129 kJ (30.59 kWh, for ps = 1.1 bar). 
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Figure 2: Energy consumption when filling a tank with compressed air, including cooling. 

The work of compression during this solution is the greatest possible because the cooling is done only 
after the compressor. To bring this process closer to a real case scenario, compression should be modeled 

using several compressors in a series with cooling for each of them. 

3.3 Case 1 – the simplest solution 

For the process of discharging the tank with a turbine operating at constant Δp (Fig. 3) 6 final pressures 

were considered – from pf = 10 bar (pf = Δp + 1 bar) to pf = 60 bar. Energy from the discharge (Fig. 4) 

ranged from 7814 kJ (2.17 kWh for pf = 10 bar) to 9316 kJ (2.59 kWh for pf = 40 bar). 

 

Figure 3: Simple process of unloading the tank at constant pressure before the turbine. 
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Figure 4: Effect of final pressure (ΔpT + 1 bar) on energy derived from a simple discharge of the tank 

for ts = 99°C. 

Maximum occurring in this case, it follows that for large pressure drops in a turbine we obtain a higher 

enthalpy drop, but there is a larger quantity of air in the tank which is not expanded (the assumption 

ΔpT = const). 

 

Figure 5: Effect of final pressure (ΔpT + 1 bar) on efficiency of a simple discharge of the tank for 

ts = 99°C. 

The efficiency of the process increases with the final pressure despite a decrease in the discharge of 

energy from above ΔpT = 39 bar. This is due to decreasing electricity consumption for air pressure from 

the higher pressure. The maximum obtained in the calculation of gross efficiency and electrical 

efficiency reached 10.77% and 9.15% (for pf = 50 bar) (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 6: Energy balance for case 1 and final pressure of 40 bar. 

 

Figure 7: Exergy balance for case 1 and final pressure of 40 bar. 
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Figure 8: Energy balance for case 1 and final pressure of 50 bar. 

 

 

Figure 9: Exergy balance for case 1 and final pressure of 50 bar. 

For the final pressures giving longest range (pf = 40 bar) and the greatest efficiency (pf = 50 bar) a 
detailed energy (Figures 6 and 8) and exergy (Figures 7 and 9) balance were conducted. In view of the 

fact that the energy is supplied to the system by means of electricity the energy and exergy efficiency 

are equal. As well as losses resulting from the efficiency of the electric motor are equal in point of view 
of both of these balances. Loss of cooling for the energy balance is almost 76%, while for the exergy 

balance is less than 50%. In case of exergy balance we have also loses such as: outflow loss ( ~ 15%), 

loss on regulating valve (5...6%), on turbine ( ~ 5%), on compressor ( ~ 4%). 

3.4 Case 2 – ambient temperature heating 

As in the case of the charging process, discharging is not adiabatic and occurs in a piston engine. That 

engine block is heated by ambient air, but in the case of expansion the temperature difference between 
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the gas and the surrounding is less than during compression (the gas is cooled before it goes to the tank 
and the expansion occurs in a smaller pressure difference due to throttling). For this reason, in a real 

case scenario the energy of the discharge (the maximum may occur for other final pressure), and the air 

temperature leaving the engine must be greater than in this example. In the MDI cars, which include an 
additional heat-up of the working medium by ambient air, the outlet temperature is in the range 0°C to 

 − 15°C [26]. 

 

Figure 10: The process of discharging the tank using atmospheric heating of the working medium 
between two turbines operating at constant pressures. 

The efficiency of the real process should be enhanced by the combination of two factors – the use of 

less electricity to compressed air and gaining more energy from the discharge. 
Discharging the tank using atmospheric heating of the working medium between two turbines operating 

at constant pressures (Fig. 10) was examined for 10 final pressures – from pf = 10 bar 

(pf = ΔpT1 + ΔpT2 + 1 bar) to pf = 100 bar. 

 

Figure 11: Effect of final pressure (ΔpT1+ΔpT2 + 1 bar) on energy derived from discharging the tank 

using atmospheric heating of the working medium between two turbines operating at constant 

pressures for ts = 99°C. 

Energy from the discharge (Fig. 11) ranged from 8484 kJ (2.36 kWh for pf = 10 bar) to 11766 kJ 

(3.27 kWh for pf = 40 bar). 
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Figure 12: Effect of final pressure (ΔpT1+ΔpT2 + 1 bar) on efficiency of discharging the tank using 

atmospheric heating of the working medium between two turbines operating at constant pressures for 

ts = 99°C. 

As in the case of a simple discharge process the efficiency of the discharging using atmospheric heating 

increase with increasing final pressure (with the previously accepted assumptions).  

For pf = 100 bar gross efficiency and electrical efficiency (Fig. 12) are 14.70% and 12.49%. 
Both the energy of the discharge, the efficiency of this process as well as the air temperature at the outlet 

for discharge using atmospheric heating of the working medium are greater than in the case of simple 

discharge. 

 

Figure 13: Energy balance for case 2 and final pressure of 40 bar. 
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Figure 14: Exergy balance for case 2 and final pressure of 40 bar. 

 

 

Figure 15: Energy balance for case 2 and final pressure of 100 bar. 
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Figure 16: Exergy balance for case 2 and final pressure of 100 bar. 

For the analysed final pressures giving longest range (pf = 40 bar) and the greatest efficiency 

(pf = 100 bar) a detailed energy (Figures 13 and 15) and exergy (Figures 14 and 16) balance were 

conducted. Comparing to previous case for the exergy balance we have here a new one lose – on heat 

exchanger (1...2%). The sum of loses on turbines is about 3.79%...4.80%. 

3.5 Case 3 – two turbines 

For the process of discharging the tank by using two turbines in turn (Fig. 17) only one example was 

considered: ΔpT1 = 99 bar and ΔpT2 = 19 bar (pf = 20 bar).  

The energy obtained from discharge was 10158 kJ (2.82 kWh). The medium temperature leaving the 

system in the first part of the discharge was -134°C, while the second rises to  -91°C.  

Gross efficiency of the process was 11.10% and electrical efficiency 9.43%, which shows the superiority 

of this variant compared to simple discharge. 

 

Figure 17: The process of discharging the tank by using two turbines in turn. 

The better results are due to bigger enthalpy drops at the beginning (lower throttling losses), and the use 

of gas remaining in the tank in the turbine with lower Δp.  

Four turbines (or pistons) would produce good results, with the same working pressure initially declining 
in series, then in a series – parallel and finally in parallel. As you move to a parallel connection the exit 

area would also increase, which would allow for greater flow of the working medium, thereby reducing 

power loss during discharge of the tank. 
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Figure 18: Energy balance for case 3 and final pressure of 20 bar. 

 

 

Figure 19: Exergy balance for case 3 and final pressure of 20 bar. 

Detailed energy and exergy balance was shown in Figures 18 and 19. Comparing to previous two cases 
in this one we have exergy loses on two regulating valves. 

3.6 Case 4 – two turbines and heat exchanger 

To obtain better results, a heat exchanger can be placed in front of each of the turbines with a bypass to 
heat up (if necessary) the working medium using the heat of the ambient air. 

Case 4 (discharge as in Case 2 for the biggest considered final pressure, using a bypass of the first turbine 

and heat exchanger – Fig. 20) is a combination of Cases 2 and 3. Only one example of this was noted: 

ΔpT1 = 92 bar and ΔpT2 = 7 bar. As a result of the discharge 12913 kJ (3.59 kWh) of energy was 

obtained, which is the best result of all the cases considered thus far. Outlet temperature was initially 

 − 101°C, rising later to  − 56.5°C. 
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Figure 20: The process of discharging as in Case 2 bypassing the first turbine and the heat exchanger. 

Figures 21 and 22 represent the energy and exergy balance the considered case.  

Analysis of these cases shows that the heat exchange with the surrounding has a decisive influence on 

the amount of energy obtained from the discharge and thus the range of the vehicle. An interesting 
solution involving heat exchange would be combining the internal combustion engine with an air engine. 

 

Figure 21: Energy balance for case 4 and final pressure of 8 bar. 
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Figure 22: Exergy balance for case 4 and final pressure of 8 bar. 

The exhaust gases leaving the small spark ignition engine or compression ignition engine could flow 

into the same heat exchanger as part of the compressed air supply pneumatic system. The internal 

combustion engine could also be cooled by the air before it goes to the heat exchanger. A more advanced 
way of cooling can be achieved by placing the cylinder internal combustion engine and air engine in 

one block, in which, to achieve a better alignment of temperatures a pump could circulate liquid in the 

appropriate drilled channels. The amount of fuel would be chosen by the computer so that the air motor 
can use excess heat from the conventional engine. With this combination, the two largest engine power 

losses would be recovered to some extent in the air engine. 

4 Conclusions 

Cars powered by compressed air are an alternative to hybrid vehicles and to cars powered only by 

electricity from fuel cells or lithium-ion batteries.  

The greatest advantage of air vehicles is their low price – the simplest MDI model costs less than 
$10,000. For comparison, the most popular hybrid car – the Toyota Prius LIFE (bottom of the range) 

costs $32,427 in 2018.  

One feature where the compressed air vehicle outclasses other cars is its light weight (due to its 

composite tank and simple structure), which easily translates into energy needs.  
By contrast, other energy-saving solutions are equipped with a heavy pack of battery or fuel cells. 

Moreover, these expensive batteries have to be replaced every few years at great cost and with due care 

given to eco-friendly disposal. A compressed air tank will suffice for the entire lifetime of the vehicle 
and is safe even during accidents (according to [26] the composite material does not explode but only 

cracks allowing the reservoir pressure to fall slowly without causing any danger).  

Air cars are becoming more comfortable and better equipped, catching up others from the clean vehicle 
stable: MDI’s AIRCity is a prime example and costs a mere 33% of a bottom-of-the-range Toyota Prius.  

Electric, hybrid and most compressed air cars perform ultra-efficiently when stationary (not forgetting 

conventional cars equipped with a start/stop system), thus reducing noise, any emissions and the cost of 

travel.  
Electric and hybrid vehicles can recover a large part of the braking energy, which cannot be said about 

almost all air vehicles. One exception comes in the shape of MDI products, but they are able to recover 

only 13% of energy during deceleration (according to [26]).  
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One major drawback of pneumatic motor vehicles is their poor range, resulting from the limited size of 
the compressed air tank (low density energy). This disadvantage is only slightly offset by the small mass 

of the vehicle.  

Filling up the 200 liter tank to a pressure of 350 bar at the assumptions adopted previously cost $ 2.21 
(in reality, less), which like-for-like is about one-quarter the cost of a gasoline-powered car. This volume 

of air enables the AIRONE MDI to go about 80 to 135 km (according to [23]).  

In its simplest configuration, air motor efficiency is very low, due to the need to cool the compressed 
air before it goes into the tank.  

The best way to improve the efficiency of this engine is to use ambient heat to warm the working medium 

and engine cylinders.  

Another possible way to enhance pneumatic performance is to organize the expansion in such a way as 
to make better use of high enthalpy decreases early on in the process (when reservoir pressure is greatest) 

and smaller ones when the tank is low.  

Positive effects of energy are also obtained through appropriate charging of the tank by using cooling 
during the compression process and not only after compression.  

For all cases in the energy balance a dominant role plays cooling loss, whereas for exergy balance this 

loss is less than 50%. Both in the case of energy and exergy balance electrical loss was 15% (as a result 

of assumptions made). For the exergy balance a significant role plays the outflow loss (from 10.27% to 
16.02% – for analyzed cases). Useful energy to the shaft represented from 7.15% to 12.49%. The rest 

of the exergy losses are: losses on turbines, on compressor, regulating valves loses and exergy loss on 

heat exchanger which is used to recover some heat from the environment.  
While compressed air vehicles do enjoy little niche markets, they are nowhere near ready to replace 

diesel and gasoline cars at present. And yet all is not lost: a place in the vehicle mix would appear assured 

for them given the right set of circumstances. Doubtless, in light of the interest they attract, technical 
advances are inevitable, but the moment of truth will really only come when government gives air the 

green light. Until then we seem doomed to false dawns sugared slightly by occasional incremental 

increases in use. 
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Abstract 

During combustion of solid fuels the undesired effects of ash transformation are bed agglomeration as 

well as slagging and fouling processes. The agglomeration is the process taking place in the fluidised 
bed combustors involving the creation of bigger agglomerates of bed particles and ash due to the 

influence of sticky layers existing on the particle surfaces. Especially, very troublesome consequence of 

bed agglomeration is defluidization process resulting from the disappearance of gaseous bubbles in a 
bed that are created behind air distributors. As a consequence, the disturbance of efficient bed material 

mixing can be observed leading to the uncontrolled boiler shut-downs. Different remedies can be applied 

against agglomeration process while one of the possible ways is to apply some additives influencing ash 

behaviour so that the agglomeration process is inhibited. The most frequently applied additives against 
agglomeration are kaolin and halloysite. This paper shows the results of investigations of the ash-related 

issues in lab-scale reactor (BFB). In particular, the impact of additives (kaolin, halloysite, fly ash and 

the residuals from wet de-sulfurization system (IMOS)) on bed agglomeration was investigated. The 
role of fuel blend, additive type and particles size on agglomeration process was discussed. The impact 

of kaolin and halloysite addition to the bed material, at the presence of limestone (necessary for semi-

dry desulphurisation methods applied in fluidised bed combustors) was investigated. It has been found, 
that the addition of these compounds increased defluidization time from ~100 min (without additive) to 

~285 min in the lab scale (addition of 1g/min of kaolin). It was found that the crucial parameter 

influencing the additive positive effect is the diameter of material particles. Another interesting remark 

is that the residuals from wet de-sulfurization system (IMOS) exhibited the ability to be an additive 
against agglomeration process. The defluidization time can be also remarkably increased by the 

simultaneous application of the additive and the control of fluidisation air velocity. The procedure of 

periodical bed moving by impulse primary air-feeding against defluidization (PADM) is suggested and 
discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

During combustion of alkali-metals (K, Na) biomass the undesired processes of ash transformation like 

agglomeration, slagging and fouling occurred. The agglomeration is the process existing in a bed and it 

involves the creation of bigger agglomerates of bed particles and ash due to the influence of sticky layers 
existing on the particle surfaces. Slagging involves the creation of deposits on boiler surfaces and heat 

exchangers surfaces. Thus, the corrosion and heat resistance can appear as main operational problems. 

Two main types of slagging are known [1]:  

 alkali-induced slagging, 

 silicate melt-induced slagging. 

Fouling is the process occurring in lower-temperature zones of a boiler (i.e. convective pass between 

superheater and reheaters). It involves the condensation and deposition of solid products of combustion 
on heat exchange surfaces. A two main groups of parameters influencing ash-related issues can be 

underlined: 

 fuel parameters,  

 process parameters. 

These parameters influenced the mentioned ash-related issues, ARI. Thus, a proper technology strategy 

should be chosen to avoid undesired results of ARI. The key-fuel parameters are fuel composition, 

calorific value, ash content and ash composition. One of the most crucial parameter that has a negative 
impact on ash-related issues is potassium, sodium and chlorine content in fuel. It is known that KCl and 

K2SO4 are compounds contributed in the conversion of sub-micro solid particles existing in flue gas. 

These particles influence to create sticky and adhesive layers on bed particles surface, being the main 
reason of agglomeration. The key-process parameters are temperature inside a furnace, residence time 

of fuel and its products in a high-temperature zone, gas velocity (relative solid particles and aerosols) 

and oxygen content in flue gas [1]. The higher risk of slagging, fouling and agglomeration occurs at 
higher temperatures during combustion in fluidized-bed combustors [2, 3]. Pettersson et al. [4] 

suggested that the agglomeration in a 20 MWth BFB furnace can be limited after the bed temperature 

reducing by ~150°C comparing to nominal limit of 850-900°C. Liu et al. [5] noticed (lab-scale BFB 

reactor) that during combustion of a rice straw gradually increase of bed temperature (from 750°C up to 
900°) caused shorter defluidization time (from 150 minutes to 20 minutes). There are several remedies 

for ash-related issues. These methods can be classified into two main groups: 

 the remedies realized outside boiler, 

 the remedies realized inside boiler.  

Fuel pre-treatment (e.g. torrefaction, batch leaching by water, acetate and acid) can be classified into the 

first group. Leaching by water, acetate and acid removes alkali metals, sulphur and chlorine from 

biomass. It was estimated that almost 100% of chlorine and 90% of alkali metals can be removed by 
water. Thus, water leaching is the simplest way to remove problematic ash-related compounds [1, 6, 7]. 

Beside of main benefits related to the torrefaction (e.g. better fuel quality due to moisture removal, 

decrease of atomic H/C and O/C ratios, improvement of grindability and hydrophobicity, biological 
stabilization and others) [8] some part of chlorine and potassium can be removed from fuel by 

torrefaction. Thus it can inhibit the problems related to ARI [9-12]. The second group of methods are 

all processes realized inside boiler bed. The control of primary combustion parameters like temperature, 
fluidization velocity, air distribution influence the ash-related issues. It has been already mentioned that 

the increase of fluidization velocity avoids agglomeration and defluidization [3]. One of the simplest 

strategy against agglomeration process is temporary stopping of fuel feed with addition of fluidization 

gas (air or mixture of air and flue gas). It let to break agglomerates and to avoid defluidization. The 
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increase of air flow rate by 50% (i.e. to 0.425 m3/min of primary air and 0.707 m3/min of secondary air) 
caused the decrease of time necessary to agglomerates breaking (6-7 minutes) [13, 14]. Another way to 

avoid agglomeration is to apply the pulsations of air introduced to burners. If it is possible in case of 

industrial chamber, the application of air pulsation (frequency of ~5 Hz) caused less intensive 
agglomeration [13, 15]. The agglomeration can be also inhibited by the control of particles diameter in 

bed and by the exchange of an useless bed by a fresh bed. Next remedy against ash-related issues is the 

application of additives that are introduced into combustion chamber. Kalisz et al. [16] concluded that 
the additives against negative effect during ash transformation can be divided into two groups: 

 the additives influencing on the reactions in gaseous (including aerosols) phase evolving K-S-

Cl system, 

 the additives influencing on physical and chemical properties of post-created deposits that cover 
a boiler surface. 

Vamvuka and co-workers [17] reviewed literature data in terms of additives against ARI in fluidized 

bed combustors and they mentioned about kaolin, dolomite, calcite and others. One of the most popular 
and most often applied additive against ARI is kaolin [1, 18]. This additive contains mainly kaolinite 

(Al2Si2O5(OH)4) that dissociate at temperature of 450-600°C, evolving water vapor and creating meta-

kaolinite (amorphous alumina silicate). The beneficial effect of this additive is related to the capture of 

potassium compounds. It was revealed that kaolin was able to capture potassium evolved directly from 
biomass and to capture gaseous compounds of potassium existing in combustion chamber. The 

potassium capturing relies on its transformation into high-temperature melting compounds of potassium 

alumina silicate. The main products of the capture process are kalsilite (KAlSiO4, melting temperature 
of 1600°C) and leucite (KAlSi2O6, melting temperature of 1500°C) [1]. K-capture level and the rate of 

capture process depend on mutual coexistence of K-species (i.e. KOH, K2CO3, KCl and K2SO4) and 

temperature in a furnace. K-aluminosilicate has a higher melting point compared to KOH, KCl and 
K2SO4 and thereby the potassium becomes less problematic for the boiler operation [19, 20].  

Different strategy against ARI suggested in literature. Recently halloysite was found as an effective 

additive against ARI [16, 21, 22]. However, the investigations were carried out in a pulverized fuel 

combustor [16, 21] and CFB combustor [22]. To the best of our knowledge, particular study of halloysite 
application in BFB combustors seems to be less investigated process. The paper presents the study on 

the impact of the additives on the decrease of agglomeration tendencies as well as slagging and fouling 

risks. Research was carried out using maize straw and wood biomass blends as a fuel. The application 
of kaolin, halloysite, fly ash and the residuals from wet de-sulfurization system (IMOS) as additives 

against ash-related issues is investigated using BFB combustor. 

2 Experimental 

2.1 Fuel and ash investigations 

The chemical composition of ash was carried out using iCAP 6500 DUO spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific). The ash of the biomass sample was achieved by the combustion of sample portion in an 

electric heated furnace at temperature of 873 K. Ash fusion temperatures, AFT were determined using 

a furnace PR-25/1750 (provided by Instytut Tele- Radiotechniczny, Warszawa, Poland). Rolling-shape 
ash samples were placed in the furnace. Next, the change of sample shape was observed in function of 

time. The AFT analysis was carried out in semi-reducing atmosphere. The typical mass fraction of 

additives (kaolin and halloysite) was mixture of particles diameter 25% (<0.315 mm), 50% (0.315-0.7 
mm), 25% (>0.7 mm). The properties of used fuels and additives are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 

respectively.  
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Table 1. The properties of fuels used in experiments 

Parameter Unit 
Wood 

biomass 

Maize 

straw 

Proximate and ultimate analysis 

Mr % 16.1 6.5 

Ma % 4.8 5.8 

Aa % 0.8 13.3 

Va % 78.32 62.7 

HHVa kJ/kg 19030 15804 

LHVa kJ/kg 17745 14621 

Cla % 0.018 0.276 

C % 49.6 42.3 

H % 5.35 4.77 

N % 0.14 1.26 

St % 0.07 0.12 

SA % <0.02 0.06 

S.C. % 0.06 0.06 

O % 39.25 32.51 

Ash fusion temperatures 

IDT ºC 670 670 

ST ºC 1260 880 

HT ºC 1310 1250 

FT ºC 1340 1320 

Ash composition    

SiO2 % 23 62.33 

Al2O3 % 4.85 4.08 

Fe2O3 % 3.5 1.37 

CaO % 30.05 6.28 

MgO % 4.62 1.82 

P2O5 % 3.44 2.12 

SO3 % 2.72 1.62 

Mn3O4 % 1.24 0.13 

TiO2 % 0.26 0.27 

BaO % 0.12 0.04 

SrO % 0.09 0.02 

Na2O % 1.01 0.82 

K2O % 8.51 10.58 

Others (e.g. chlorine, carbonates …)* % 16.59 8.52 

M- moisture, A-ash, V- volatile matter, r- as received state, a- dry-

air state, ultimate analysis is at dry-air state; IDT- initial deformation 

temperature, ST- softening temperature, HT- hemispherical 
temperature, FT- flow/fluid temperature, * not detected, values % of 

mass fraction 
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Table 2. Additives composition (mass fraction, analysis using XRF technique) 

Parameter Halloysite Kaolin 
Fly 

ash 
IMOS 

SiO2 38.58 53.68 52.35 28.44 

Al2O3 30.18 32.02 24.37 13.33 

Fe2O3 21.04 0.4 9.32 3.94 

CaO 0.62 0.1 3.57 15.8 

MgO 0.59 0.1 2.95 2.19 

P2O5 0.74 0.11 0.43 0.45 

SO3 0.06 0.04 0.19 15.28 

Mn3O4 0.55 0.01 0.11 0.57 

TiO2 3.35 0.28 0.99 0.63 

BaO 0.1 0.02 0.11 0.09 

SrO 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.03 

Na2O 0.25 0.07 0.8 0.83 

K2O 0.48 0.33 2.66 1.6 

Others (e.g. chlorine, carbonates … not detected)  3.44 12.82 2.08 16.82 

2.2 Laboratory-scale fluidized bed combustor 

The investigations were carried out using laboratory-scale fluidized bed combustion facility placed in 

Institute for Chemical Processing of Coal (IChPW). The main component of the experimental setup was 
a fluidized bed combustor (bubbling regime). The reactor consisted of a stainless steel tube with a reactor 

diameter of 105 mm, height of 1500 mm. In the bottom part of the reactor, the diameter is reduced to 75 

mm and electric heating elements are installed in order to heat up the reactor up to 900°C. The flue gas 
was continuously analyzed for CO2 (0-45 vol.%), CO (0-6000 ppmv), H2O (0-30 vol.%), NO (0-1000 

ppmv), N2O (0-200 ppmv), NO2 (0-200 ppmv), SO2 (0-6000 ppmv), NH3 (0-100 ppmv), HCN (0-100 

ppmv) and HCl (0-100 ppmv) using an FTIR analyzer (GASMET DX4000), and O2 (inlet and outlet) 
was measured by a paramagnetic analyzer (Oxymat 61) and a zirconium sensor analyzer (AMS 

Analysen). The measurement uncertainty of presented analyzers were estimated as below 2 % of the 

total measuring range. Silica sand (diameter of 0.7-1 and 0.315-0.5 mm) were used as the bed material. 

Temperature (inside combustion chamber) were measured using K-type thermocouples (with shells) in 
three points, at 30 (control), 130 (bed), 680 (above bed) and 1080 (top zone) mm from the grid. The 

scheme of an experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of laboratory-scale facility of fluidized bed combustion. 

The combustion was carried out at temperature typical for fluidized-bed boilers (i.e. ~850°C). During 

experiments the selected process parameters were continuously monitored and registered (i.e. 
temperatures inside reactor, pressure drop, flue gas composition (CO2, O2, CO, H2O, NO, NO2, N2O, 

SO2, HCl)). Experiments parameters were carried out using different fuel blends and additives. An 

overall description of the experiments is presented in Table 3. In the case of experiments No. 6-20 maize 

straw (30 %w.) and wood biomass (70 %w.) blends were applied. Thus, the experiment No. 5 is called 
as base experiment. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Ash investigations 

Figure 2 shows the results of XRF analysis of bottom ash after kaolin addition The captions represent 

amount, time period between addition and size of additive particles. For example, 1g/10 means one gram 

of additive per 10 minutes. The fraction of potassium (represented as K2O) increased when the fraction 
of kaolin increased. The same tendency was observed for halloysite (not presented here). It is consisted 

with the expectations. The additives caused capture of potassium in the bottom ash as high temperature 

melting phases and it avoids bed agglomeration and defluidization. Moreover, it should be underscored 
that additive of bigger (uniform, 0.315-0.7 mm) particles has higher fraction of potassium comparing to 

additives of smaller particles. 
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Fig. 2. XRF analysis of bottom ash during combustion of biomass blend (wood biomass of 70 w.% and 

maize straw of 30 w.%) in the presence of kaolin 

3.2 Impact of additives presence on agglomeration 

Fig. 3 (left side) shows the observes symptoms of agglomeration during combustion of biomass blend 

(wood biomass of 70 w.% and maize straw of 30 w.%) without additives. The decrease of pressure drop, 
pressure fluctuation and increase of temperature difference between two bed locations are the simplest 

way to detect defluidization [13, 23]. The symptom of agglomeration and, as a consequence 

defluidization is decrease of pressure drop of fluidization gas. Due to presence of sticky layers on bed 
particles (e.g. silica sand) these particles create bigger agglomerates and they disturb fluidization 

process. The supplied fluidization gas is looking for the simplest way to emerge from the reactor bed 

zone to the freeboard. In another word, the emerged gas creates  channels between agglomerates that 
are not moved by the flowing gas. The fluidization crisis (i.e. bed is fixed and immovable) leads to 

defluidization and the bed mixing is completely stopped, thus the temperature difference (between inside 

and outside of the bed) increases. It is caused by the local increase of temperature due to combustion of 

fuels portion without intensive bed mixing. Thermocouple localized in 130 mm from the grid (i.e. T 
bed) measured increase of temperature. In this zone the introduced portion of fuel generated the locally 

increase of temperature because the inhibition of the bed mixing did let to increase temperature in “T 

control” zone. The crucial parameter is defluidization time. In the case of biomass blend combustion 
(wood biomass of 70 w.% and maize straw of 30 w.%) without additives, the time was 109 min. It means 

that the combustion process was stable between the period when the first portion of fuel was introduced 

and the agglomeration symptoms were observed.  

 

Fig. 3. (LEFT) Observed agglomeration process during combustion of biomass blend (wood biomass 
of 70 w.% and maize straw of 30 w.%) without additives in lab-scale BFB reactor; (RIGHT) Increase 

of primary air flow rate as a remedy against defluidization process. The characteristic symptoms of 

agglomeration were marked by pink circle (i.e. increase of temperature difference) and grey circle 
(decrease of pressure drop) 
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Table 3 shows the impact of fuel and additive properties on defluidization time. As it was expected, 
defluidization time during combustion of maize straw was the shortest, i.e. 51 minutes. The decrease of 

maize straw fraction in biomass blend caused increase of defluidization time.. Moreover, during 

combustion of maize straw (20 w%) and wood biomass (80 w%) the symptoms of agglomeration were 
not observed for process period longer than 356 minutes. The crucial amount was 30% of maize straw. 

For this case defluidization time appeared in 109 minute of the process. Introduction of kaoline (1g per 

10 minutes), halloysite (1g per 10 minutes) and limestone (2g per 10 minutes) caused the increase of 
defluidization time up to 286; 145 and 118 minutes respectively. From practical point of view, positive 

effect of limestone is interesting due to simultaneous sulphur retention in the bed. The positive effect of 

calcium compounds on ash-related issues was observed by other researchers. Vamvuka and co-workers 

[17] mentioned that oxides of calcium, magnesium, aluminium and iron can play a role as additives 
againts agglomeration. The addition of lime or limestone causes the creation of high-temperature 

melting phases of calcium, phosphorus and potassium that are stabilized in the bed [1]. 

Moreover, the potential properties against agglomeration were observed for boiler-delivered additives. 
Namely, the residuals from wet de-sulfurization system (IMOS) was tested during combustion of 

biomass blend (wood biomass of 70 w.% and maize straw of 30 w.%). It was proved that addition of 

4g/10 min of IMOS caused increase of defluidization time up to 207 minutes. It is consistent with the 

observation of Chin et al. [18]. They noticed that using another additive the similar inhibitory effects 
comparing to kaolin can be obtained but the higher concentration of the another additive is required.  

Table 3. Main parameters of test in lab-scale BFB reactor 

No. 
Used fuel and/or 

additive 

Δp, 

mbar 

Primary air 
flow rate, 

kg/h 

T control T bed 
Defluidization 

time, min 
Value 

1 
Maize straw 

(100%) 
2.6 1.55 839 832 51.0 exactly 

3 

Maize straw (20 

%w.) wood 

biomass (80 %w.) 

3.1 1.8 855 835 356 
longer 
than 

5 

Maize straw (30 
%w.) wood 

biomass (70 %w.)- 

base experiment 

2.5 1.7 848 846 109 exactly 

6 
Halloysite (4g/10 

minutes) 
2.5 1.7 840 849 186 

longer 

than 

7 
Kaolin (4g/10 

minutes) 
2.5 1.8 843 850 305 

longer 

than 

8 
IMOS (4g/10 

minutes) 
2.6 1.8 847 846 208 exactly 

9 
Fly ash (4g/10 

minutes) 
2.5 1.7 848 846 276 exactly 

10 
Bottom ash (4g/10 

minutes) 
2.5 1.7 850 852 40.6 exactly 

11 
Halloysite (2g/10 

minutes) 
2.7 1.7 847 848 353 

longer 

than 

12 
Halloysite (1g/10 

minutes + PADM) 
2.5 1.8 849 851 302 exactly 

13 
Halloysite (1g/10 

minutes) 
2.4 1.7 845 851 145 exactly 
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14 
Kaolin (2g/10 
minutes) 

2.6 1.8 850 850 321 
longer 
than 

15 
Kaolin (1g/10 

minutes) 
2.5 1.7 845 850 286 exactly 

16 
Kaolin (1g/10 
minutes) fine 

(d<0.315mm) 

2.5 1.7 852 850 178 exactly 

17 

Kaolin (1g/10 

minutes) thick 
(d=0.315-0.71 

mm) 

2.6 1.7 851 849 309 
longer 
than 

18 
Limestone (2g/10 
minutes) 

2.5 1.7 848 847 139 
longer 
than 

19 

Limestone (2g/10 

minutes) 

(continuation) 

2.5 1.7 852 850 118 exactly 

20 
Kaolin/limestone 

(50%/50%) 
2.5 1.7 844 843 309 

longer 

than 

If agglomeration symptoms can be successively detected then it is possible to apply the remedy strategy 

in order to prolong defluidization time. During experiment of combustion of biomass blend (wood 
biomass of 70 w.% and maize straw of 30 w.%) at presence of halloysite (1g/10 min) a special procedure 

(called periodical bed moving by impulse primary air-feeding against defluidization, PADM) was 

applied. It is known that increase of fluidization velocity can be a remedy against agglomeration [3, 5, 
24]. Moreover, the increase of additive portion can also inhibit the agglomeration more efficiently. Fig. 

3 (right side) shows the PADM procedure during the moment of combustion process when 

agglomeration symptoms were observed (i.e. increase of temperature difference (see pink circle in Fig. 

3) and decrease of pressure drop (see grey circle in Fig. 3)). It is clear that the increase of air flow rate 
and application of additional halloysite portion (i.e. 4 g) caused inhibition of defluidization effects. 

These procedure was repeated three times during combustion process. Table 4 shows main parameters 

during PADM procedure. The relative increase of primary air flow rate was higher than 50%. It is 
consistent with the observations of Ergudenler and Ghaly [13, 14]. They noticed that the increase of air 

flow rate by 50% caused the observable decrease of time necessary to agglomerates breaking. It can be 

noticed that periods between following agglomeration episodes were shorter when the combustion 
process proceeded. It was presented in Fig. 4. In the beginning, the period between agglomeration 

episodes was longer than two hours. In 5th hour of process, the period between agglomeration episodes 

was shorter than half hour. It should be explained that the last PADM procedure (i.e. at ~14:30) was 

carried out without additional (i.e. 4g) halloysite application and only the increase of primary air flow 
rate was applied. Thus, the remedy efect was inhibited due to lower amount of halloysite. However, the 

monotonic decrease of period between agglomeration episodes is unequivocal. This phenomenon can 

be explained by the saturation of bed by the crucial compounds that influenced ash-realetd issues (i.e. 
K and Na). The amount of these compounds increased in bed as combustion proceeded because only 

part of these compounds were transformed into high temperature melting phases in the reaction with 

halloysite. Nevertheless, even the increase of primary air flow rate is applied it is still possible to gain 
time to apply some additional and efficient remedies (i.e. more amount of halloysite, exchange of bed 

sand/material into fresh one and others). 

Table 4. Main parameters during PADM procedure  

Time of agglomeration symptoms 11:50 13:40 14:32 

Period of agglomeration symptoms, minutes 0:10 0:02 0:05 
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Period of remedy procedure, minutes 0:11 0:12 0:10 

Primary air flow 

rate 

before agglomeration 1.66 1.80 1.83 

during remedy 3.11 2.87 2.81 

Velocity, m/s 
before agglomeration 0.33 0.36 0.37 

during remedy 0.63 0.57 0.56 

Additional halloysite amount in the bed 4g 4g - 

 

Fig. 4. The change of time period between agglomeration episodes during process. 

4 Conclusions 

Investigations of ash-related issues in lab-scale BFB combustor were carried out. The application of 

kaolin, halloysite, fly ash and the residuals from wet de-sulfurization system (IMOS) additives as 
remedy against agglomeration was confirmed in lab-scale BFB combustor. The most efficient additives 

were kaolin and halloysite. It has been found, that the addition of these compounds increased 

defluidization time from ~100 min (without additive) to ~285 min in the lab scale (addition of 1g/min 

of kaolin). The increase of potassium compounds inside bottom ash after kaolin and halloysite addition 
indicates the efficient K-species capture in the presence of mentioned additives. The similar inhibitory 

effects comparing to kaolin and halloysite can be obtained but the higher concentration of the other 

additives (i.e. fly ash and IMOS) is required that using another additive. Moreover, the efficient way 
against defluidization process is combined method of periodical bed moving by impulse primary air-

feeding against defluidization (PADM). Application of periodical bed moving and additives 

significantly decrease defluidization time. 
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Abstract 

Municipal solid wastes (MSW) are considered as a valuable energy source that can be applied as a 

secondary (co-combustion) or even primary fuel in a power plant. Unfortunately, due to some formal 

(legislative) and technological barriers MSW are not widely applied in Polish energy sector. Especially, 

a crucial problem is the utilization of some part of MSW called over-sieve fraction (OSF). This fraction 

(30-40% of a total MSW amount) is achieved from the selection of MSW. Crude OSF can generate 

problems because this material include moisture and organic matter. Thus, it is not stable material and 

can generate some technological and hygienic problems due to suppuration, unpleasant odour and the 

change of parameters during storage. These problems can be solved by the application of low-

temperature pre-treatment of solid waste. During this process, some physical and chemical properties of 

crude OSF (i.e. calorific value, energy demand for fragmentation and milling, properties stability) can 

be improved. The aim of this paper is to investigate physical and chemical properties of OSF after low-

temperature (150-235°C) treatment. Proximate and ultimate analysis of waste after thermal pre-

treatment are presented and discussed in terms of waste application as alternative fuel in energy sector. 

1 Introduction 

 

According to waste management hierarchy, the most favoured option is to prevent waste production. 

The next steps in hierarchy structure are waste minimisation, waste reuse, recycling and use waste as 

energy source (energy recovery). The last favoured option is waste disposal by their collection in 

landfill. Waste-to-energy is a currently important topic because wastes collection in landfill is not most 

efficient way of the waste utilization. Some parts of combustible municipal solid waste (MSW), called 

over-sieve fraction (OSF) are crucial problem in Poland. Moreover, only 1% of total produced MSW 

(in Poland) are thermally treated in incinerators [1]. Nevertheless, significant progress recycling rate 
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and other waste treatment parameters (e.g. composting or fermentation, incineration)  was observed in 

Poland in the period of 2011-2015. Despite of this progress, it is not possible to use all amount of 

produced waste in existing incinerators due to limited capacity of incinerators. It has been estimated that 

the total capacity of newly opened plants was almost one million tonnes of waste per year, which will 

allow them to process about 9% of municipal solid wastes (MSW) generated in Poland [2]. MSW are 

considered as a valuable energy source that can be applied as a secondary (co-combustion) or even 

primary fuel in a power plant. Nevertheless, some formal (legislative) and technological conditions have 

to be fulfilled to apply of such waste utilization [3].  

One of the possible way to waste valorization (as energy source) is its low-temperature thermal treatment 

(i.e. torrefaction). Torrefaction is the process of low-temperature pyrolysis (i.e., thermal conversion 

without oxidants) carried out in a temperature range of 200-300°C and a residence time of 15-30 minutes 

[4]. The large number of benefits (i.e. biological stabilization, easier milling, increase of heating value, 

lower cost of transportation and storage) related to torrefaction process were underscored [5, 6]. Early 

research (related to torrefaction) focused on biomass treatment [4]. However, recently torrefaction of 

waste is recognize as an efficient of waste processing [7, 8]. Recari and co-workers [7] noticed that 

torrefaction is a proper process to prepare waste before its gasification.  It was noticed that torrefied 

samples released lower levels of tar and HCl in the syngas than the parent fuel.  Yuan and co-workers 

[8] torrefied municipal solid waste in the presence of N2, temperature 300, 350, 400 and 450 °C and 

residence time 30 minutes. It was confirmed that torrefaction casued significant decrease of chlorine 

content (i.e. 57%) in MSW comparing to raw material. Iroba et al. [9, 10] applied  Microwave-assisted 

torrefaction of construction demolition and grass clippings. They noticed significant benefits related to 

torrefaction of waste (e.g. increases the thermochemical properties of the material,  decrease of grinding 

energy consumption,  reduction of moisture adsorption on torrefied municipal solid waste). However, 

the undesired effect was degradation of physical quality of MSW pellets. Torrefaction was applied as 

thermos-chemical treatment of other types of waste (e.g. agriculture residuals [11], sewage sludge waste 

[12], food waste [13]). Nevertheless, investigations of OSF/MSW torrefaction in terms of mass/energy 

balance seems to be “a knowledge gap”. 

The aim of this work is to show results of OSF torrefaction in batch reactor. 

2 Experimental 

Physical and chemical analyses were performed at the Institute for Chemical Processing of Coal 

(IChPW) in Zabrze, Poland  in an analytical laboratory per the European Standards and Procedures of 

IChPW. All samples were investigated in a doubled series of measurement. Proximate analysis involves 

the determination of the following parameters: moisture, ash, volatile matter, and fixed carbon for the 

collected algae sample. The proximate analyses were performed by the standard method. The 

combustion heating values (dry) were determined using formula (1), suggested by Channiwala and 

Parikh [14] 

 

HHV=0.3491C + 1.1783H + 0.1005S – 0.1034O – 0.0151N – 0.0211 A (1) 

 

The elemental composition, such as carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen, of the collected 

algae were determined using an elemental analyzer: an LECO TrueSpec (LECO, United States of 

America) and an LECO SC 632 (LECO, USA). The amount of oxygen was obtained by the following 

formula: 

 

Oa=100- (Cad+Had+Nad+Sad)-Aad-Mad (2) 
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Over-sieve fraction (OSF) was provided by industrial partner (ZGK Zawiercie). OSF is a part of 

municipal solid waste collected after mechanical separation. This raw material included unprocessed, 

not-fragmented parts of waste from common used, daily materials like plastic bags, papers, cloths, 

plastic bottles etc (please see Fig. 1., left). Next, this material was dried in open air place (see Fig. 1, 

left). Next, it was grinded to fraction in range of “below 10 cm” (see Fig. 1, middle), and in range of 

“below 4 mm” (see Fig. 1, right).   

 

   

Fig. 1. Over-sieve fraction (OSF) at different stage of processing (left- raw material, middle- grinded 

to fraction in range of “below 10 cm”, right- grinded to fraction in range of “below 4 mm”. 

 

Torrefaction was carried out using batch (retort) reactor, described in work of Sajdak et al. [15, 16].  

In each test, 50 g of sample was placed in a steel retort and pyrolyzed in a nitrogen atmosphere.Nitrogen 

was pumped into the retort from the bottom at a flow rate of 50 mL/min. Before the torrefaction, the 

bath was rinsed with nitrogen for 15 min, and the processed material was then heated to the 

aforementioned temperature at a heating rate of 5 K/min. After reaching the desired temperature, the 

temperature was maintained for 30 min, and then the sample was cooled to room temperature.  

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Format 

Fig. 2 shows the raw and torrefied waste in terms of temperature. Fig. 3 shows the change of mass 

sample after torrefaction. It is typical for torrefied fuels to change to a darker colour upon torrefaction 

as a result of biomass carbonization [4]. However, it should be explained that the carbon content 

decrease in range of 150-215°C  because some carbon could be released with the volatile matter (see 

Table 1). It is why the higher heating value decreased in range of 150-215°C. Nevertheless, torrefaction 

of waste caused other significant beneficial effects.  

 

Fig. 2. Photograph of OSF samples after thermal processing (torrefaction) at temperature of 235°C, 

215°, 200°C, 150°C and residence time of 30 min. 
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Fig. 3. Mass loss of waste after torrefaction process 

One of the most important benefit of torrefaction the possibility of chlorine content decrease in torrefied 

waste. It is known that chlorine in fuel can be a reason of serious problems related to corrosion and ash-

related issues like slagging, fouling and agglomeration tendency [17]. To evaluate the influence of 

biomass composition on slagging, fouling and agglomeration tendency the selected indexes were 

adopted from literature [18, 19], i.e. chlorine content (as received state, Clr) and Bed agglomeration 

index (BAI) (3) was applied. It is know that low chlorine content caused low probability slagging 

inclination. The characteristic values of chlorine content and bed agglomeration index (BAI) are 

presented below. These characteristic values are also marked in Fig. 4. 

 

 Chlorine content (as received state, Clr) 

 

Clr <0.2  low slagging inclination 

Clr =0.2-0.3  medium 

Clr =0.3-0.5  high 

Clr >0.5  extremely high 

 
 Bed agglomeration index (BAI) 

 

BAI=(Fe2O3)/(Na2O + K2O) (3) 

 

BAI<0.15 high agglomeration inclination 

Table 1. Ultimate and proximate analysis of raw and torrefied OSF 
 

Raw 150 200 215 235 

Mar 19.2 1.7 1.5 1 1.2 

Mad 2.7 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.8 

Adb 11.5 30.1 41.7 43.8 43.2 

Vad 76.6 64.6 55 50.7 51.3 

Vd 78.7 65.3 56 51.1 51.7 

w S. d 0.19 0.3 0.26 0.27 0.33 

Cd 59.1 48.2 40.8 38.9 42.7 

Hd 6.21 6.3 5.45 4.8 4.93 

Nd 0.46 0.68 0.63 0.62 0.7 

O 22.54 14.42 11.16 11.61 8.14 
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Cla 3.07 1.44 1.26 0.96 0.95 

Vdaf 88.89741 93.41917 96.05489 90.92527 91.02113 

HHV, 

MJ/kg 

25.39 22.149 18.65 17.13 18.98 

Key ash-related issues compounds, % in ash 

SiO2 48.64 39.03 44.44 52.93 50.45 

Al2O3 13.69 9.73 10.01 10.77 10.87 

Fe2O3 5.79 22.6 24.87 15.15 13.53 

Na2O 2 2.76 2.86 3.35 3.15 

K2O 1.49 1.52 1.52 1.7 1.7 

Trace elements, mg/kg 

As 2.48 2.59 5.32 3.14 7.96 

Cd 0.477 0.448 <0.204 <0.204 0.534 

Co 0.742 8.21 9.27 11.34 8.28 

Cr 298 2383 2420 2664 1854 

Cu 21.6 81.5 82.6 85.9 75.1 

Mn 88.4 350 470 524 425 

Ni 12.7 1615 2046 1571 1678 

Pb 38.1 121 108 127 116 

Sb 78.6 80.2 97.6 57.2 56.1 

V 5.93 25 34.4 36.7 36.1 

Zn 0 38.9 530 534 492 

Hg 0.189 0.23 0.103 0.043 0.033 

 

It can be noticed in Fig. 4 that increase of torrefacttion temperature caused decrease of chlorine content 

(as received state) in waste. It was also confirmed by Recari and co-workers [7] and Yuan and co-

workers [8] that torrefaction caused decrease of chlorine content giving beneficial results in further 

application (e.g. gasification or combustion). Torrefaction of waste reduces the risk for alkali-chloride 

corrosion in in waste-to-energy (WtE) incineration plants [20]. Thus, the chlorine content index was 

changed from “medium” to  “low slagging inclination”. The BAI index increased initially and decreased 

at temperature higher than 200°C. However, all calculated values are “far” from the crucial value “below 

0.15”. Thus, the decrease of BAI at temperature higher than 200°C did not achieve the crucial value.  

Considering the trace elements contents it can be concluded that some values are comparable with the 

values obtained for biomass but some are significantly higher, e.g. Niu et al [17] presented the 

comparison of trace elements included in woody biomass, straw, coal, cement and soil. For example, in 

case of straw the range of detected trace elements (mg/kg) are As (7-10), Cd (3-8), Cr (7-22), Cu (<5), 

Ni, (<5), Pb (<25), Zn (145-238). Nevertheless, obtained values are consistent (in terms of order of 

magnitude) with the values presented by Badyda et al. [21]. Other potentially beneficial effect of 

torrefaction is the possibility of trace elements release from waste.It is obvious that in such low 

temperature of thermal processing the release of some metals is rather not possible. Furthermore, due to 

loss of some contents in waste (resulting in mass change) the fraction of some elements (e.g. Cr, Mn, 

Ni, V, Zn)  increased significantly (see Table 1). Nevertheless, mercury content decreased significantly 

at temperature higher than 200°C. This effect was also observed by Edo et al. [20] who investigated 

torrefaction of demolition and construction wood.  
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Fig. 4. Impact of torrefaction temperature of waste on selected ash-related issues.  

4 Conclusions  

Torrefecation of processed over-sieve fraction (OSF) was investigated in temperature range of 150-

235°C and residence time of 30 min in laboratory-scale batch reactor. It was observed that torrefaction 

of OSF caused decrease of higher heating value due to loss of some volatile matter. Nevertheless, 

torrefaction caused significant benefits related to material stabilization, loss of chlorine and mercury 

content.  
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Abstract 

The results of investigations on solids flow in a cold model of dual-fluidized bed reactor designed for 

chemical looping combustion of solid fuels (DFB-CLC-SF) are presented in this paper.  

The constructed unit consists of two interconnected reactors. The first one, so-called fuel reactor (FR), 

is operated under bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) conditions, whereas, the second one, so-called air reactor 

(AR), is structurally divided into two sections. The bottom part of AR works under BFB while the upper 

part, so-called the riser, is operated in a regime of fast fluidized bed (FFB). The facility also includes 

two non-mechanical loop-seals, which integrate both reactors. Thereby, the whole system makes up the 

closed loop for circulating solids (circulating fluidized bed – CFB).  

In these studies, the air at ambient temperature was used for fluidization process in all parts of dual-

fluidized bed reactor. The glass beads with a diameter of 100-200 μm and density of 2450 kg/m3 were 

used as an inventory, which are quite similar to the properties of oxygen carriers used in the CLC 

process. The fluidization conditions are controlled by using the sets of pressure sensors installed on the 

reactors, loop-seals and the return passage. The experimental data acquired in the tests appeared to be 

sufficient for further analysis of solids behaviour in a cold model of DFB-CLC-SF reactor.  

The main goal of these studies was to establish the conditions for smooth fluidization, which 

concurrently provide the required residence time of solids in both reactors. This issue is crucial for 

further operation of dual-fluidized bed reactor with oxygen carriers (OCs) during combustion tests. It 

was found that the fluidizing gas velocity in both reactors has a significant impact on solids behaviour 

and other investigated parameters. However, what is the most important, it was confirmed that the 

operated DFB-CLC-SF reactor can be adjusted to meet the requirements resulting from the properties 

of oxygen carriers, which are prepared for further combustion tests. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the increasing concentration of greenhouse gas (GHG) into atmosphere is noticeable. Carbon 

dioxide (CO2) is generally recognized as one of the major GHG, which is responsible for increasing 

global temperature and climate changes. According to the fifth assessment synthesis report of 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide origin 

from combustion process of fossil fuels and another industrial processes contributed to about 78% of 

the total GHG emission increase from 1970 to 2010 [1]. It is supposed that if the current trend of 

emissions of main GHG will continues that in 2050, the CO2 emissions from power sector will get 

almost doubled or even tripled compared to the level in 2010 [1]. In order to stop the process of global 

warming while maintaining the appropriate level of the production of electric energy, it is necessary to 

implement all the available energy producing fossil fuels based technologies that will allow to reduce 

pollution, including, first and foremost, GHG emitted into the atmosphere. An opportunity to solve the 

conflict between the need to burn coal for energy purposes and the necessity to reduce the emission of 

CO2 is implementation of the Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technologies.  

One of the options considered in this field is Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC), proposed by Richter 

and Knoche [2]. This process is characterized by use of solid metal oxides so-called oxygen carriers 

(OCs) [3, 4]. CLC is one of the most promising CO2 capture technologies, with the potential of reducing 

the costs and energy penalty in comparison to other pro-CCS technologies. The chemical looping system 

is usually designed as two interconnected reactors, which are so-called the fuel reactor (FR) and the air 

reactor (AR), respectively (see Fig. 1) [5]. Oxygen carriers circulate between these reactors carrying 

oxygen from the air to the fuel, without their direct contact, which is the key point of this process [6]. 

In this case, the elimination of atmospheric nitrogen from the combustion chamber leads to flue gases 

containing mainly CO2 that is almost ready for sequestration [7, 8]. Thereby, the whole system makes 

up the closed loop for circulating solids. 

 

Figure 1: General idea of chemical looping process 

In the FR combustion products are created and reduction of the oxygen carriers takes place (1). The 

reduced OCs are transported to the AR, where they are re-oxidized (2) by the air and return to the fuel 

reactor to start a new redox cycle [9, 10, 11]. 

 

(2n+m) 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑂𝑦 + 𝐶𝑛𝐻2𝑚 → (2n+m) 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑂𝑦−1 + m𝐻2𝑂 + n𝐶𝑂2 (1) 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑂𝑦−1 + 
1

2
 𝑂2 → 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑂𝑦 (2) 

 

This paper presents the results of investigations conducted on the cold model of dual-fluidized bed 

reactor for chemical looping combustion of solid fuels (DFB-CLC-SF). The aim of these studies was to 

determine the operating conditions for the efficient use of oxygen carriers in a hot CLC system. 
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Test rig 

The cold model of DFB-CLC-SF test rig is made of two interconnected reactors with fluidized beds (see 

Fig. 2), so-called the fuel reactor (FR) and the air reactor (AR). The fuel reactor and bottom part of the 

air reactor are operated under bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) regime, whereas in the upper part of air 

reactor (so-called the riser) a fast fluidization (FFB) takes place. The reactors are connected by two non-

mechanical loop-seals, which work under BFB conditions. At the bottom of reactors and loop-seals, the 

wind-boxes are located. Between these parts the fabric grids are placed. The fuel reactor is designed as 

cuboid chamber with four connected sections, which extends the residence time of fluidized solids (fuels 

and oxygen carriers) in combustion zone. The dimensions of the fuel reactor are: W = 0.08 m, L = 0.145 

m and H = 0.5 m, respectively. The diameter and the height of the main parts of the air reactor are as 

follows: D = 0.102 m and H = 0.32 m (bottom part) and D = 0.044 m and H = 2.08 m (riser). The 

converging cone (H = 0.12 m) combines both tubes, making the total height of the air reactor of 2.52 m. 

The cold model of dual-fluidized bed reactor is entirely made of Plexiglas, which makes the research 

fully transparent.  

The test rig is equipped with a set of pressure measurement ports installed along the whole circulation 

loop (see Fig. 2), which are connected to the pressure transducers. For the acquisition of experimental 

data the DasyLab software was used. The locations of all measurement ports (see Tab. 1) are determined 

in relation to the air reactor grid, which is in this case the reference level (0.00 m). The grid of FR is 

located at the height of 0.53 m above the AR grid. The measurements of pressure were conducted with 

a sampling rate of 1 Hz. 

          

Fig. 2. Configuration of the DFB-CLC-SF test rig 
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Table 1: Levels of pressure measurement ports 

Air Reactor Fuel Reactor Loop-Seals Other points Wind-Boxes 

P5- 0.02 m 

P6- 0.12 m 

P7- 0.30 m 

P8- 0.46 m 

P9- 0.95 m 

P10- 2.43 m 

P1- 0.55 m 

P2- 0.63 m 

P3- 0.80 m 

P4- 0.97 m 

Loop-Seal I 

P11- 0.38 m 

P12- 0.51 m 

 

Loop-Seal II 

P13- 1.21 m 

P14- 1.31 m 

 

Gas Pass 

P16- 3.11 m 

 

Downcomer 

P15- 2.32 m 

 

 

Wind-Box AR 

P18- -0.07 m 

 

Wind-Box FR 

P17- 0.49 m 

 

2.2 Process conditions 

In these studies, glass beads with particle size distribution from 100 µm to 200 µm were used as the bed 

material. The solids density is determined to be 2450 kg/m3, whereas the bulk density is calculated at 

1500 kg/m3, hence the bed voidage is estimated at 0.4 [12]. The Sauter mean diameter is 141 µm, 

whereas the median diameter is 139 µm, respectively. Furthermore, the sphericity of the bed material is 

estimated at 0.9 [12]. The glass beads particles can be classified as Geldart group-B particle [12]. 

Properties of the selected bed material correspond directly to the oxygen carriers (OCs), which are going 

to be employed for the hot experimental tests. The solids inventory in a cold model of dual-fluidized 

bed reactor in each test was equal (7 kg).  

During these studies, the air at ambient temperature was used as a fluidizing medium in all parts of dual-

fluidized bed reactor. The following tests were carried out with different superficial gas velocities (see 

Tab. 2) in AR and FR, whereas the conditions in both loop-seals were kept invariable. For the assessment 

of gas velocity in the reactors, it was assumed that there is no gas flows between the AR and the FR via 

loop-seals. Moreover, the minimum fluidizing velocity (umf) of 0.025 m/s and the terminal velocity (ut) 

of 1.00 m/s were calculated.  

Table 2: Gas velocities (in m/s) in AR and FR 

Test 
Air Reactor 

Fuel Reactor 
bottom part riser 

I 0.25 1.33 0.35 

II 0.31 1.66 0.35 

III 0.35 1.90 0.35 

IV 0.35 1.90 0.30 

V 0.35 1.90 0.40 

3 Results and discussion 

The behaviour of solids circulating in the cold model of dual-fluidized bed reactor (DFB-CLC-SF) is 

described below. The scheduled experiments were divided into two series. The 1st approach (Tests I-III) 

was focused on the effects caused by the change of the gas velocity in the AR, while the fluidization 

conditions in the FR were maintained. On the contrary, in the 2nd approach (Tests IV-(III)-V) the gas 

velocity in the fuel reactor was varied (see Tab. 2). Test no. 3 is common for both series. 

At the beginning, the pressure fluctuations from 1-hour period were studied. The experimental data were 

taken from all pressure measurement ports located around the circulation loop of dual-fluidized bed 

reactor. The examples of pressure fluctuations that correspond to the fuel reactor and to the air reactor 

are given separately in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Pressure fluctuations in FR and AR (Test I: VFR= 0.35 m/s, VAR- riser= 1.33 m/s) 

The biggest pressure fluctuations were observed in wind-boxes (P17 and P18) and in the lower parts of 

both reactors (P2 and P6-P7) where bubbling fluidization of dense bed takes place. In the upper sections 

with lean bed (P3-P4 and P8-P10), the recorded pulsations are much lower, as expected. In all tests (I-

V) the fluctuations of pressure in all parts of the test rig remain uninterrupted, which indicates 

undisturbed fluidization and smooth flow of solids through the dual-fluidized bed reactor. 

These experimental data enable the determination of mean values of pressure for all measuring points, 

on the basis of which it becomes possible to plot pressure distribution in both reactors (see Fig. 4) as 

well as to define the pressure balance (see Fig. 5) around the whole circulation loop. First and foremost, 

it is easy to find the breaking point at the plotted profiles in the air reactor (P7) and in the fuel reactor 

(P3) as well. These points determine the fluid boundary between the zones with a dense bed and a lean 

bed in the case of the AR and define the height of the bubbling bed in the FR, respectively. Moreover, 

the obtained profiles seem to be consistent with pressure distribution in typical circulating fluidized bed 

(CFB) systems described by Basu [13]. Similar profiles for the cold flow investigations in CLC 

equipment were found by Proll et. al [14], Dubey et. al [15] and Markstrom and Lyngfelt [16].  
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Fig. 4. Pressure distribution in FR and AR (Test I: VFR= 0.35 m/s, VAR- riser= 1.33 m/s) 

  

Fig. 5. Pressure balance around circulation loop (Test I: VFR= 0.35 m/s, VAR- riser= 1.33 m/s) 

The data presented above (Fig. 4) can be further used for the estimation of suspension density (Eq. 3) 

[12] varying with the heights of AR and FR, which makes the obtained results more vivid. The effect of 

increasing gas velocity on suspension density in the following zones of the fuel reactor and the air reactor 

can be seen in Fig. 6. 

 

⍴ =  
∆𝑝

∆ℎ ×  𝑔
 (3) 

 

⍴ suspension density (kg/m3), 

∆p differential pressure (Pa), 

∆ℎ
 

distance between pressure measurement ports (m), 

𝑔 acceleration of gravity (m/s2). 
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Fig. 6. The influence of gas velocity on suspension density in FR and AR- 1st approach (variable VAR) 

It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the increase of the gas velocity in the air reactor only affects the solids 

concentration and distribution in both reactors concurrently, by means of depleting of the bed in a central 

part of AR while enriching of bubbling bed in FR.  

In further studies, another experimental data such as: solids mass flux (Gs), cyclone separation efficiency 

(ηcyc) and solids loss to the bag filters (see Tab. 3) were taken into consideration. The values of Gs were 

found experimentally by measuring of solids flux falling from the cyclone by the downcomer to the 

Loop-Seal II. Furthermore, the residence time and the number of cycles (see Tab. 4) were calculated for 

both reactors. The increase of the gas velocity in the AR contributes significantly to the increase of both: 

solids mass flux and the cyclone separation efficiency. However, despite of the increasing efficiency of 

cyclone separation, the amount of bed material that escaped to the AR bag filter grows, which results 

directly from the higher load of the separator. Finally, as a result of increasing VAR- riser from 1.33 m/s to 

1.90 m/s, it was possible to shorten the residence times of solids from 2446 s to 1000 s in the air reactor 

and from 4233 s to 1083 s in the fuel reactor. These values correspond directly to the numbers of cycles 

performed by oxygen carriers, as shown in table 4. 

In the 2nd approach (the results are not presented graphically in this paper) the VFR was changed, while 

the gas velocity in the air reactor was kept invariable at the level established in test III (1.90 m/s). 

Generally, the increase of the gas velocity in the fuel reactor leads to a significant depletion of the 

fluidized bed in the central and the upper part of FR, which results in the increase of bed concentration 

in the central part of the air reactor. At the same time, the concentration of bed material in the grid zones 

of both reactors keeps similar level in all tests (I-V). Similarly to the first measurement series (tests I-

III), it was noticed that the lowest value of solid mass flux corresponds to the lowest value of the cyclone 

separation efficiency, which then increases for the higher loads of the separator (see Tab. 3). Second 

approach (test IV-(III)-V) shows also that the dual-fluidized bed reactor is much less sensitive to the 

changes in the gas velocity in the fuel reactor (VFR) than was in case of changing of VAR in the air reactor. 

Thereby, it was found that the residence time and hence the number of cycles in both reactors can be 

further controlled by the gas velocity in the FR, as presented in table 4. 

The conducted analyses show that the gas velocities in both reactors have a significant impact on the 

key operating parameters discussed above, mainly on solid mass flux, cyclone separation efficiency and 

residence time of solids in the reaction zones. Ultimately, the operating conditions defined for the test 

III was chosen and recommended for further investigations on the hot CLC test rig. First of all, the 

established conditions provide required residence time of oxygen carriers in both reactors in terms of 

their kinetics and capacities. Moreover, the selected settings offer the highest efficiency of cyclone 

separation. 
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Table 3: Solids mass flux, cyclone separation and solids loss (tests I-V) 

Test 
Gs 

kg/(m2s) 

𝜂𝑐𝑦𝑐 

% 

Solids loss  

(AR bag) 

kg/h 

Solid loss  

(FR bag) 

kg/h 

I 0.43 93.4 0.16 0.03 

II 0.79 94.8 0.23 0.10 

III 1.26 95.2 0.33 0.22 

IV 1.22 95.0 0.33 0.13 

V 1.36 95.1 0.36 0.06 

Table 4: Residence time and number of cycles in the fuel- and air reactor (tests I-V) 

Test 
Residence time 

s 

Number of cycles 

cycles/h 

Fuel Reactor Air Reactor Fuel Reactor Air Reactor 

I 2446 4233 1.5 0.9 

II 1519 2035 2.4 1.8 

III 1000 1083 3.6 3.3 

IV 1117 1029 3.2 3.5 

V 858 1118 4.2 3.2 

4 Conclusions 

This paper presents the findings from experimental studies on solids flow in a cold model of dual-

fluidized bed reactor designed for chemical looping combustion of solid fuels. 

Initially, it was confirmed that the fuel reactor and the bottom part of the air reactor work under bubbling 

fluidized bed conditions, while the riser is operated under fast fluidized bed regime. In these 

investigations, the oxygen carriers were substituted by the glass beads with a diameter of 100-200 μm. 

The air was used for fluidization process in all parts of dual-fluidized bed reactor. 

The conducted analyses of solids flow in the cold model of DFB-CLC-SF reactor show that the gas 

velocities in the fuel reactor as well as in the air reactor have a strong influence on the key operating 

parameters, such as solid mass flux (Gs), cyclone separation efficiency (ηcyc) and residence time of 

solids in both reactors. The increase of gas velocity in the fuel reactor causes the highest concentration 

of bed material in the air reactor while depleting the bed in FR. Opposite situation takes place when the 

gas velocity in AR is changed. Moreover, direct correlation between Gs and ηcyc was found, where 

values of both parameters increase with higher gas velocity in AR. 

It was found that the residence time of solids in both reaction zones can be controlled by the gas 

velocities in both reactors. However generally the dual-fluidized bed reactor appears to be much less 

sensitive to the changes in the gas velocity in the FR (VFR) compared to changing of VAR in the AR. 

On the basis of these results, the operating conditions established for the test III were selected for further 

investigations on the hot CLC system. Thereby, these settings provide required residence time of oxygen 

carriers in both reaction zones in terms of their kinetics and capacities. What is more, the operating 

conditions established for the test III offer the highest efficiency of cyclone separation. 
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Abstract 

In the last two decades, many scientific papers and reports have been published in the field of application 

of CO2 as the working fluid for power/refrigeration systems using diverse heat sources, including 

supercritical (transcritical) cycles. This paper discusses a tri-generation concept of a combined cycle: a 

closed-cycle power cycle coupled with a supercritical refrigeration cycle. A stand-alone system, which 

uses waste heat to produce power, refrigeration and heating capacities simultaneously, was simulated 

using HYSYS. Further analyses of various evaporation temperatures from the exergetic, economic and 

exergoeconomic viewpoints have been conducted by coding in Python. The results showed that the 

system has higher exergetic efficiency and lower specific cost of the products with the condition of 

lower evaporation temperature. Moreover, the particular attention should be given to the gas cooler and 

the throttling valve. To further improve the performance of the overall system new configurations should 

be considered. 

1 Introduction 

Industrial processes often produce large amounts of waste heat, which should be cooled or directly 

exhausted into the environment. Considering energy and environmental isssues, the efficient and 

suitable measures for utilizing of the waste heat need to be investigated. In the last two decades, many 

scientific papers and reports have been published in the field of waste heat recovery technology. 

Carbon dioxide as an old natural refrigerant has been widely investigated because it has zero ozone 

depleting potential and low global warming potential. It is also safe, reliable, inexpensive and abundant 

[1]. Especially in supercritical cycles, CO2 as working fluid offers high efficiency, simplicity, 

compactness and low cost [2]. 

The initial idea of the tri-generation system in this paper is to design a stand-alone system, which can 

take advantages of the properties of carbon dioxide near its critical point and recover the energy from 

waste heat to generate the electricity needed for the cooling requirement and fully/partially fulfill the 

needs of the power and the heating capacity simultaneously. It is expected to be environmentally benign 

and flexible with low cost and low footprint. 
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2 System description and simulation 

Chistiakov and Plotnikov (USSR) proposed (and patented) the first heat driven compression 

refrigeration machine in the year 1952 [4]. It combines direct Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and Vapor-

Compression Cycle (VCC) with a common condenser (Figure 1 (a)). The machine consists of seven 

main components: a compressor (CM), a condenser (CD), a throttling valve (TV), an evaporator (EV), 

a generator (G) as well as a pump (P) and an expander (EX).  

This idea was extended by the authors in order to develop a tri-generation system. The following has 

been proposed: 

 Natural refrigerant CO2 is selected as working fluid for the overall system due to its high 

efficiency, safety, reliability, environmental friendliness and low cost [2], 

 Instead of ORC, a closed-cycle gas turbine cycle is applied. Therefore the pump is replaced by 

a compressor (CM_P) that operates in the supercritical condition, and the gas will be cooled 

down in a gas cooler (GC) rather than condensed in the condenser, 

 VCC (subcritical cycle) is replaced with a supercritical refrigeration cycle, 

 The refrigeration capacity of the evaporation process and the electricity generation from the gas 

turbine are considered as the main products, while the heating capacity of the gas cooler is 

treated as the available product as well. 

The software Aspen HYSYS was used for the simulation and optimization of the tri-generation system, 

and the programming language Python was applied for conducting exergetic, economic and 

exergoeconomic analyses via automation.  

 
                               (a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 1: (a) Chistiakov-Plotnikov refrigeration machine [4];  (b) Tri-generation system.  

Four evaporation temperatures (T_EVAP=-15, -5, +5, +15oC) are selected for the evaluation. The 

isentropic efficiency of both compressors (CM_P and CM_R) is assumed to be equal to 0.85 [5], and 

the isentropic efficiency of the expander is 0.9 [5]. The pinch temperature of 5 K in gas cooler (GC) and 

evaporator (EVAP) is assumed. And the refrigeration capacity should be 100 kW. 

The objective function of the optimization procedure in the present study is defined to maximize the 

exergetic efficiency of the overall system, as shown below. 

 

Maximize ηsys (PRc, T_10, P_10, P_2): 

   2.2 ≤ PRc ≤ 4.2; 
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   220 ≤ T_10 (oC); 

 P_10 (bar) ≤ 200; 

                                                                     P_4 ≤ P_2 ≤ P_10. 

 

Where PRc is the pressure ratio of the compressors, T_10 and P_10 are turbine inlet temperature and 

pressure, respectively, P_2 is the pressure of mixing two streams coming from the closed-cycle gas 

turbine and supercritical refrigeration cycle, and P_4 presents the pressure within the evaporator.  

The range of the pressure ratio of the compressors was obtained from [5]. A minimum value of 220 oC 

is known as the least feasible turbine inlet temperature for a closed-cycle power cycle [6]. And the reason 

for operating supercritical CO2 cycles at the maximum pressure of 20 MPa is the components would 

become heavier with thicker walls, and this will increase the cost of the overall plant if the maximum 

cycle pressure is over 20 MPa [5]. Also, the improvement of the overall energetic efficiency is less 

attractive once the highest operating pressure is over 20 MPa [1]. Therefore, the maximum operating 

pressure of 20 MPa as the compressor outlet pressure and the turbine inlet pressure was conservatively 

selected. 

3 Evaluation and results 

3.1 Exergetic analysis 

For implementing the exergetic analysis, the exergy of fuel and exergy of product for each component 

as well as for the overall system need to be defined (Table 1). Note that �̇�𝑃 is for the condition of the 

evaporation temperatures of -15, -5, +5 oC, while for evaporation process with the temperature of +15 
oC, the equations of  �̇�𝑃

′  for defining the products of the evaporator as well as the overall system should 

be applied because the temperature of stream 5 in this condition is becoming higher than the ambient 

temperature. And two definitions of exergetic product and loss for the overall system (Overall and 

Overall_C) are implemented, the first one considered both heating and refrigeration capacities as the 

products, while for the second one, the product is only refrigeration capacity and the heating capacity is 

defined as the exergetic loss of the overall system. The mixer is considered as a dissipative component 

(the exergy destruction is defined as the subtraction of the sum of exergy outputs from the sum of exergy 

inputs). 

The optimal results of T_10, P_10 and P_2 for various evaporation temperatures are identical: T_10 = 

220 oC, P_10= 200 bar and P_2 = 77 bar. The results of exegertic efficiency for the overall system are 

demonstrated in Figure 2. The values of the overall exergetic efficiency are relatively low and vary 

between 17% for T_EVAP = -15 oC and 10% for T_EVAP = +15 oC if heating and refrigeration 

capacities are both counted as products. While for the condition that only cooling is required, the values 

of exergetic efficiency are lower and it is only 1.52% for T_EVAP = +15 oC. It can be noticed that the 

system with this configuration is relatively not efficient enough, and the lower the evaporation 

temperature, the better exergetic performance. 

Table 1: Definition of exergetic fuels and products for components and the overall system. 

 EVAP CM_R MIX GC TV CM_P HE EX Overall Overall_C 

�̇�𝐹 �̇�4

− �̇�1 

�̇�𝐶𝑀 - �̇�2

− �̇�3 

�̇�3_1
𝑀

− �̇�4
𝑀

+ �̇�3_1
𝑇  

�̇�𝑆_𝐶𝑀 �̇�𝐻𝐸(1

−
𝑇0

𝑇𝐻𝑆
) 

�̇�10

− �̇�2_2 

�̇�𝐻𝐸(1

−
𝑇0

𝑇𝐻𝑆
) 

�̇�𝐻𝐸(1

−
𝑇0

𝑇𝐻𝑆
) 

�̇�𝑃 �̇�6

− �̇�5 

�̇�2_1

− �̇�1 

- �̇�8

− �̇�7 

�̇�4
𝑇 �̇�9

− �̇�3_2 

�̇�10

− �̇�9 

�̇�𝐸𝑋 �̇�6 − �̇�5

+ �̇�8

− �̇�7 

�̇�6 − �̇�5 
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�̇�𝑃
′  �̇�6

+ �̇�5 

- - - - - - -  �̇�6 + �̇�5

+ �̇�8

− �̇�7 

�̇�6 + �̇�5 

�̇�𝐿 - - - - - - - - - �̇�8 − �̇�7 

 

 

Figure 2: Exergetic efficiency of the overall system for different evaporation temperatures 

Figure 3 illustrates the exergy destruction within the components of the tri-generation system: The 

heater, the gas cooler, and the throttling valve have the highest exergy destruction rates for the different 

operating conditions. The enormous destruction occurs within heat exchangers usually due to the high 

temperature difference between the hot and cold streams. However, for throttling valve, since it cannot 

be improved by itself, the modification of the configuration of the system can be considered. And by 

increasing the evaporation temperature T_EVAP, the exergy destructions within all the components 

decrease except for the mixer. It has to be mentioned that the values of exergy fuels of the components 

and the overall system also change for the various evaporation conditions because the mass flow of the 

system is controlled to set the W_El = 0. This indicates the lower exergy destruction does not equal the 

higher exergy efficiency for each component as well as for the overall system. 

The results of the exergetic efficiency of the components are shown in Figure 4. The changes of the 

efficiencies by increasing the evaporation temperature are generally small, exceptions are for the 

evaporator, throttling valve and gas cooler. For the evaporator, the cooling output is set by energy value 

of 100 kW, i.e., the product of energy keeps constant, however, with the concept of exergy, since the 

quality of the same amount of energy varies a lot by different operation conditions, the product of exergy 

within this component is affected dramatically when the evaporation temperature changes. 
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Figure 3: Exergy destruction for different evaporation temperatures of the tri-generation system 

within each component. 

 

Figure 4: Exergy efficiency for different evaporation temperatures of the tri-generation system within 

each component. 

3.2 Economic evaluation 

The feasibility of the system should be considered not only from thermodynamic aspects but also 

economic perspective, especially for new and non-commercialized systems. Therefore, an economic 

analysis with the Total Revenue Requirement (TRR) method [3] is performed, and the assumptions have 

been used for the economic analysis are presented in Table 2. All the costs are brought up-to-date by 

using the cost indexes from the Chemical Engineering (CE). 

  

EVAP CM_R MIX GC TV CM_P HE EX

T_EVAP=-15 4,63 5,92 1,29 24,24 16,19 3,22 57,37 5,86

T_EVAP=-5 4,28 4,52 2,04 17,08 11,73 2,38 42,38 4,33

T_EVAP=+5 3,97 3,25 2,70 11,42 8,10 1,66 29,50 3,01

T_EVAP=+15 2,78 2,08 3,02 6,52 5,12 1,03 18,27 1,87
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Table 2: Assumptions for the economic analysis.  

Item Nomenclature Value Unit 

Economic lifetime of the power plant n 20 a 

Annual full load hours τ 8000 h/a 

Effective interest rate ieff 10 % 

Average general inflation rate ri 2.5 % 

Total Capital Investment  TCI 6.32 * PEC [3] $ 

Fuel cost at the beginning of the first year 𝐹𝐶0 0 $ 

Operating and maintenance cost at the beginning of the first year 𝑂𝑀𝐶0 5%*TCI/n $ 

3.3 Exergoeconomics 

Exergoeconomics is a method combined the concept of exergy with economic analysis, and it helps to 

determine the relative cost importance of components within a system [3]. And it can offer further useful 

information for improving the cost-effectiveness of the overall system. 

The results obtained from the exergoeconomic analysis are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 

demonstrates the cost rate of exergy destruction within each component. It can be seen that the highest 

exergetic destruction cost occurs in the gas cooler (mainly due to the high mass flow rate), while within 

the expander, the compressor in the closed-cycle power cycle and the mixer, the cost rates of destruction 

are relatively small. The cost rate of exergy destruction within the throttling valve is also notable besides 

the gas cooler, especially in the condition of low evaporation temperature. The values of the exergetic 

destruction cost for the heater are 0, since the fuel cost of the heater (waste heat) is assumed for free.  

 

 

Figure 5: Cost of the exergy destruction within components of the tri-generation system at different 

evaporation temperatures. 

In Figure 6, the values of the total cost, which is the sum of �̇�𝐷,𝑘 and 𝑍�̇�, are presented. The gas cooler 

still has the highest total cost, because at the same operating condition, the higher mass flow rate, the 

higher exergy destruction and the higher cost rate of it as well. The following components with relative 

high total costs are the compressor in the supercritical refrigeration cycle and the expander, which are 

both due to the high contribution of  𝑍�̇� . The heater and the mixer have only minor effects, because 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 of heater is 0, and the PEC of the mixer is neglected. 
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Figure 6: Total costs (�̇�𝐷,𝑘 + 𝑍�̇�) associated with components of the tri-generation system at different 

evaporation temperatures. 

 

Figure 7: (Average) product costs per unit of exergy for the overall system and the specific product 

cost (the cost of electricity) within the expander 

Figure 7 shows the specific (average) product costs per unit of exergy for the overall system and the 

specific product (electricity) cost within the expander. The first assumption regarding the product for 

the overall system was that both refrigeration and heating capacities are required, and the second 

assumption was made that only refrigeration capacity is needed. The specific cost of the electricity is 

only calculated within the component rather than for the overall system is because there is no net 

electricity produced by the overall system, and if the net electricity is generated, its specific cost for the 

overall system should be higher than that within the components. 
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It can be noticed that the specific cost of the product(s) for the overall system increases drastically when 

the evaporation temperature varies from -15 oC to +15 oC. Especially, the specific cost of the 

refrigeration capacity at the condition of +15 oC evaporation temperature is exceptionally high. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, the tri-generation system using CO2 as working fluid, which combined a closed-cycle 

power cycle and a supercritical refrigeration cycle, is evaluated based on exergetic, economic and 

exergoeconomic analyses. The stand-alone system driving by waste heat can produce refrigeration 

capacity, heating capacity and electricity simultaneously.  

The system is favored to be applied in the condition of lower evaporation temperature. Once the 

evaporation temperature increases, the exergetic efficiency drops significantly, and the final specific 

cost of the product(s) for the overall system rises remarkably, especially when the refrigeration capacity 

is considered as the only product from the system. According to the results of the exergetic and 

exergoeconomic analyses within each component, the particular attention should be given to the gas 

cooler and the throttling valve due to their low exergetic efficiencies and high cost rates of the exergy 

destruction. The economic estimation in this paper has relative high uncertainty since the technology is 

still immature and little information can be found. And to improve the performance of the overall system, 

new configurations should be considered in the further research. 
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Abstract 

Since the industrial revolution, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has been 

unprecedentedly rising. Burning of traditional fossil fuels for thermal and power generation results into 

the increase of greenhouse gases emission. In order to effectively achieve carbon dioxide abatement, the 

strategy of partially replacing coal with biomass as carbon neutral has become a trend globally. 

However, the solid fuel properties between raw materials and coal are very distinct. Torrefaction, 

considered as one of thermal degradation process, can effectively improve the grindability, 

hydrophobicity and heating value of solid fuel. In this study, Taguchi method was employed to probe 

the optimization parameters of Alee trees torrefaction process for maximizing the solid combustion, 

evaluating via the criterion of comprehensive combustion characteristics index (S Index) and the 

combination index derived from proximate analysis. 

1 Introduction 

Biomass is one of the most abundant resources in the world, and over 1.5 billion people are still using 

this original resource. Due to low heating value, low bulk density, poor grindability and high moisture 

content, it’s not cost-effective to burn directly for thermal and power generation. On the other hand, 

because of the rising environmental awareness and the deterioration of climate change, how to 

effectively use renewable energy and achieve the carbon dioxide abatement is one of the most important 

issues. From [1], it points out that thermal treatments such as torrefaction converts biomass into higher-

value or more convenient products. 

 In Taiwan, owing to the government’s “non-nuclear” policies, the dependence on coal-firing power 

generation is expected to unprecedented increase in future decades. In the aspect of environmental 

protect, using torrefied waste energy as part of the needed coal has its potential and advantages. 

Torrefaction is an efficient fashion to upgrade biomass into high quality solid fuels. The operating 

temperature ranging from 200 to 300°C dries out the moisture and parts of the volatile organic 
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compounds from raw biomass. Nonetheless, it retains most of the chemical energy and improves the 

grindability and hydrophobicity of torrefied fuels. [2] In [3], it states that torrefaction improves the 

characteristics of biomass for energy utilization considerably. With the final temperature increases, the 

proportions of volatiles being emitted increases. However, torrefied biomass present lower ash content 

The objective of the present work is to examine the effects of torrefaction process on the chemical 

composition of the produced biochar and seek the optimal condition for torrefaction via Taguchi method. 

For the impact of torrefaction on woody biomass, [4] points out that torrefaction temperature and 

residence time had effects on the grindability and chemical compositions of the studied biomass 

samples. However, the torrefaction temperature was more influential. [5] also concludes that the effect 

of torrefaction temperature is larger than the effect of residence time. While many literatures have 

investigated the torrefaction effect on woody biomass, none of them analyze the combustion behavior 

of biomass co-firing with Australian coal. In this study, alee trees are selected. Alee trees are mostly 

consisted of hardwood Banyan trees planted in the urban cities in Taiwan. 

2 Experimental methods  

2.1 Materials  

To investigate the combustion behavior of woody plants, alee trees are selected. Raw materials are sun 

dried for 7 days, then grinded by a rotary miller. The biomass was meshed to size less than 18 mesh, 

then stored into electronic dry cabinet to prevent the moisture absorbing.  

From literature [6], the average hardwood polynomic composition includes 43-47% of cellulose, 18-

26% of lignin, and 15-35% of hemicellulose. Regarding element analysis, alee tree consists of 44.3% of 

C, 5.9% of H, and 49.1% of O. Proximate analysis gives the percentage of moisture (M), volatile matter 

(VM), fixed carbon (FC), and ash (ASH). Raw alee tree material contains 3.3% of moisture, 87% of 

volatile matter, 6.9% of fixed carbon and 2.3% of ash. 

2.2 Torrefaction 

Torrefaction is a pre-treatment process where biomass is heated to a lower temperature range with absent 

oxygen environment. It is being considered for effective utilization of biomass as a clean and convenient 

solid fuel. In this process, the biomass is slowly heated to the temperature range of 200-300oC with a 

lack of oxygen environment. Torrefaction alters the chemical structure of biomass by removing oxygen 

and hydrogen element and remaining carbon element in the produced fuels. Torrefaction also increases 

the energy density of the produced fuels and meantime makes the biomass hygroscopic. These attributes 

enhance the commercial value of wood for energy production and transportation.  

According to reference [7], thermal behavior of woody biomass is dominated by the temperature. On 

the contrary, residence time does not have much influence. As for the torrefaction equipment, tubular 

high temperature furnace was used. The heating temperature agenda is set to rise 10oC per minute, while 

stagnate for 20 to 60 minutes. For every single experiment, approximate 15 grams of raw biomass was 

measured and placed into a quartz pipe at the middle of the reaction chamber. 
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2.2.1 Thermogravimetric analysis  

Proximate analysis has been used to determine the rank of coals by separating volatile components, 

fixed carbon and inert components. The analytical requirements for proximate testing by TGA are 

modest: the ability to accurately record the weight of a sample as it is heated over a temperature range 

and held isothermally at designated temperatures, then change the sample’s environmental atmosphere 

from inert to oxidizing.  

In this case, PerkinElmer STA8000 was used for thermogravimetric analysis. The sensitivity of the 

weight scales is 0.1 µm and the maximum heating range was 1500oC. For an experiment, about 10-15 

mg of grinded material (200 mesh) is needed. 

2.3 Single pellet combustion 

To investigate the combustion behavior, alee tree biochar is made into fuel pellets in order to conduct 

single pellet combustion. About 0.8 gram of testing materials is pelletized into 12 mm (in diameter) × 6 

mm (in depth) pellets. The combustion furnace is constructed with two heating plates on both sides with 

a distance of 4.5 cm, with a thermocouple constantly record the temperature in the middle. Both plates 

can heat to approximately 900°C with 220v power supply. Air was used as carry gas in this experiment, 

and the flow rate was 3.5L. A hot air gun is connected on the upstream of the furnace, in order to heat 

the coming air so that the inlet air temperature matches the furnace temperature. The sample pellet was 

dropped freely through a metal tube to a 2x2 stainless square which is connected a quartz holder. The 

quartz holder connects to an electronic balance, which can print out the weight change to the connected 

computer per second, with the accuracy to 10-4 gram. A GA was used to measure the gas emissions 

generated throughout the whole combustion process. The whole combustion process was filmed by a 

video camera through the observation window in front of the furnace. For an experiment, the furnace 

temperature was set to 600°C, ignition delay time, volatile burning time, fixed carbon burning time, and 

total combustion time are recorded. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Taguchi method  

To find the optimization through torrefaction, Taguchi method was used. Taguchi method is used for 

quality control methodology that combines control charts and process control with product and process 

design to achieve a robust total design. It aims to reduce product variability with a system for developing 

specifications and designing them into a product or process. 

Taguchi method uses Signal-Noise (S/N) ratio as the quality characteristic of choice. The S/N ratio is 

used as measurable value instead of standard deviation due to the fact that as the mean decreases, the 

standard deviation also deceases and vice versa. [8] The S/N ratio is shown as below:  

 

S N⁄ =-10 log [
1

n
∑

1

y
i
2

n

i=1

] (1) 

 

where n is the number of total experiment, yi is the value to be analyze. 
In this experiment, as shown in Table 1, there are three parameters, including one with six levels and 

two with three levels. L18 (61x37) is selected. The whole eighteen experiments configurations are 

listed in Table 2. 
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Table 1: Parameters for torrefaction.  

Level Temp. (℃) Res. Time (min) N2 flow rate (ml/min) 

L1 200 20 30 

L2 220 40 50 

L3 240 60 70 

L4 260 - - 

L5 280 - - 

L6 300 - - 

 
Table 2: Experimental configuration. 

NO. Temp. (℃) Res. Time (min) N2 flow rate (ml/min) 

1 200 20 30 

2 200 40 50 

3 200 60 70 

4 220 20 30 

5 220 40 50 

6 220 60 70 

7 240 20 50 

8 240 40 70 

9 240 60 30 

10 260 20 70 

11 260 40 30 

12 260 60 50 

13 280 20 50 

14 280 40 70 

15 280 60 30 

16 300 20 70 

17 300 40 30 

18 300 60 50 

3.2 S index 

When it comes to solid fuel combustion, ignition feature and burning performance are two major factors 

to be taken into consideration. S index is a straightforward way to compare and assess the performance 

of a solid fuel combustion. Accordingly, the larger S index indicates better combustion reaction. S index 

is defined as [9]: 

 

𝑆 =  
(
𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝜏

)𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ (
𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝜏

)𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑇𝑖
2 × 𝑇𝑏

 (2) 

 

where (
𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝜏
)𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum weight loss rate; (

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝜏
)𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the average weight loss rate. 
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Under the circumstances of oxidation, 𝑇𝑖 is obtained by cross method. 𝑇𝑏 is defined as the temperature 

when fuel conversion rate (α) reaches 99%.  

 

𝛼 =  
𝑊𝑖 − 𝑊

𝑊𝑖 − 𝑊𝑓
× 100% (3) 

 

The results of experiments are listed in the table below.  

Table 3: Experimental results and S/N ratio for S index.  

NO. 
DTGMean 

(wt%/oC) 

DTGMax 

(wt%/oC) 

Ti 

(oC) 

Tb 

(oC) 
S Index 

S/N Ratio 

(S index) 

1 -6.09 -20.08 283.20 555.28 27.43 28.76 

2 -6.78 -20.35 293.77 531.83 30.08 29.56 

3 -6.75 -19.28 282.82 532.90 30.53 29.69 

4 -6.58 -19.37 294.59 538.99 27.27 28.71 

5 -6.56 -19.56 283.83 547.07 29.13 29.29 

6 -6.84 -20.49 284.42 535.40 32.34 30.19 

7 -6.31 -22.49 303.41 558.75 27.59 28.81 

8 -6.83 -24.35 307.48 543.44 32.37 30.20 

9 -6.48 -23.75 300.87 565.60 30.04 29.55 

10 -6.28 -24.07 304.59 580.71 28.03 28.95 

11 -5.84 -23.73 315.62 605.22 22.98 27.23 

12 -5.99 -23.74 310.14 602.22 24.56 27.81 

13 -5.87 -21.74 309.45 613.77 21.72 26.74 

14 -5.52 -20.08 312.19 627.50 18.12 25.16 

15 -5.50 -20.21 309.11 633.35 18.37 25.28 

16 -4.89 -12.19 300.83 676.62 9.74 19.77 

17 -4.66 -10.31 302.91 698.23 7.49 17.49 

18 -4.67 -9.62 303.79 689.76 7.06 16.98 

 

Ignition temperature is an important property of any fuel because the combustion reaction of the fuel 

becomes self-sustaining only above this temperature. For raw alee trees, the ignition temperature is 

about 283oC. From Table 3, the ignition temperature is increasing while the torrefied temperature raises. 

Owing to the torrefaction degree increases, the volatile matter content in the biomass becomes smaller, 

leading to the increase of ignition temperature, which is not favor for combustion application. 

Table 4: S/N ratio for each level (S index).  

S Index Temp. (oC) Res. Time (min) N2 Flow Rate (ml/min) 

L1 29.341 26.958 26.173 

L2 29.398 26.490 26.531 

L3 29.524 26.585 27.329 

L4 27.996 - - 

L5 25.727 - - 

L6 18.080 - - 

 

From Table 4, the S/N ratio of each level is calculated. The maximum value of temperature happens at 

the torrefied temperature of 240℃, that is L3. The values of the temperature below 240oC are mostly 

identical, indicating that lower temperature is better for S index. Regarding the resident time, three 
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values are similar too, so that the maximum value is chosen for the optimal case. N2 flow rate shows 

more different, and the best parameter is 70ml/min. because none of the experiments matches the 

optimism parameters, confirmation experiments is conducted to check the accuracy of the experiment. 

Consequently, the difference between theoretical and experimental results is 4.31%. 

3.3 Proximate analysis-based index 

Different contents of proximate analysis have different influence on combustion. Biomass with higher 

volatile matter [VM] content has significantly lower ignition temperature. Fixed carbon [FC] content in 

the biomass leads to higher heating value. On the contrary, moisture [M] content would absorb the 

exothermic heat and ash [ASH] content needs extra procedure to process. Moisture and ash are not good 

for combustion. This index is deliberately derived to anticipate the combustion behavior based on the 

theory and phenomenon observed from the proximate analysis. Therefore, the proposed index for 

Taguchi method is the ratio of the product of volatile matter content and fixed carbon content to the 

product of moisture and ash. 

The weight percentage of moisture and ash content are almost the same for all cases, while there is a 

significant difference in volatile matter and fixed carbon matter. For raw materials, there are almost no 

fixed carbon. As the torrefaction degree increases, more and more fixed carbon is detected. Although 

the volatile matter content continually decreases, the total percentage is still higher than coal. 

Table 5: Experimental results and S/N ratio for Proximate analysis-based index. 

NO. M Ash VM FC 
VM×FC

M×ASH
 S/N Ratio 

1 2.54 1.43 94.15 1.88 48.81 33.77 

2 1.87 2.44 91.61 4.01 80.62 38.13 

3 2.92 1.74 90.73 4.61 82.62 38.34 

4 1.49 1.56 92.47 4.49 179.10 45.06 

5 2.44 2.29 88.47 6.79 107.24 40.61 

6 1.66 1.53 91.64 5.18 187.55 45.46 

7 1.85 2.68 81.97 13.50 222.69 46.95 

8 1.83 2.20 82.81 13.16 269.90 48.62 

9 1.84 2.25 81.01 14.90 291.61 49.30 

10 1.02 1.73 87.02 10.23 503.57 54.04 

11 1.27 2.89 76.08 19.76 409.08 52.24 

12 1.00 2.02 75.77 21.21 792.26 57.98 

13 1.30 3.21 74.54 20.95 374.46 51.47 

14 0.76 2.15 69.13 27.97 1186.79 61.49 

15 1.09 2.15 70.87 25.89 785.87 57.91 

16 1.01 2.59 63.95 32.45 793.16 57.99 

17 0.74 2.55 60.22 36.50 1172.00 61.38 

18 0.93 1.67 73.11 24.30 1143.73 61.17 

 

For proximate analysis-base index (PA), the ideal parameters for torrefaction are the temperature of 

300℃, the residence time of 60 min, and nitrogen flow rate of 70 cc/min. According to S/N assessment, 

temperature is the most dominant control parameter, while the resident time is secondary but more 

important than N2 flow rate. In this experiment, the S/N value is more different, which means that 

different levels of torrefaction has more significant effect. Confirmation test also be performed to 

validate the result of Taguchi method. 
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3.4 Single pellet 

In the experiment of single pellet combustion, it attempts to simulate the combustion process of the solid 

fuel in the combustion chamber, and the system is allowed to control the surrounding temperature for 

further inspecting the effect of surrounding temperature on the solid fuel. The process of combustion 

includes several stages: heating, drying, devolatilization, volatile burning, char burning and ash 

formation. Each stage has its own relevant time. With the condition of higher temperature, the release 

rate of volatile matter is higher, resulting in the decrease of total combustion time. 

To survey the combustion behavior of different optimism experiments, single pellet combustion is done 

to compare the difference in time history of pellet combustion for the biochar with various SI and PA 

index of Taguchi method. Both pellets are blended with 50% of Australian coal and 50% of torrefied 

biomass. The results are listed in Table 6. The ignition time of SI and PA are the same in both 

temperature. While for the total combustion time, PA is slightly longer than SI. This indicates that more 

fixed carbon content existed in PA than SI. Comparing to Australian coal, both ignition delay time and 

total combustion time is much shorter, and the ash content is lesser.  

In order to investigate the surrounding temperature on the combustion behavior of solid fuels, the 

experiments are conducted in two different temperatures, 600oC and 800oC. as the temperature rises to 

800oC, it’s obvious that the time of all cases is shorter. This is due to devolatilization happens faster in 

the condition of higher temperature. 

Table 6: Characteristic time and ash content of two studied fuels at different surrounding 

temperatures.  

T (℃) Fuel ti (s) ttotal (s) Ash (wt. %) 

600 

SI (50%)+AC (50%) 9 1150 11.96 

PA (50%)+AC (50%) 9 1194 10.49 

AC (100%) 25 1694 19.60 

800 

SI (50%)+AC (50%) 2 1016 10.37 

PA (50%)+AC (50%) 2 1079 13.44 

AC (100%) 4 1407 21.39 

4 Conclusion  

For the experiment, the results show that both S index and proximate analysis-based index can 

effectively reduce the ignition temperature and the ignition delay time. In spite of the different 

torrefaction temperatures, both optimal parameters are of significance in combustion. Higher 

surrounding temperature leads to faster reaction but shorter total combustion time. The ash content 

shows different trends under different temperature conditions, and it anticipates that the cellulose, 

hemicellulose and lignin contents in the biomass have degraded due to the change in torrefaction 

temperatures. However, the speculation needs further investigation. 
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Abstract 
Pinch analysis is a thermodynamic approach that serves in finding an optimum configuration for heat 
exchanger networks that result in minimizing the total annual levelized cost. An important application 

of pinch analysis is performed on the heat exchanger networks of the LNG plants that are wound coil 

heat exchanger in precooling and liquefaction phases and two-plate fin heat exchangers and gas 

expander cycle for subcooling. All of the heat exchangers are replaced with plate-fin heat exchangers 
along with hot and cold utilities where needed. Results have shown that thermodynamic optimization 

through pinch analysis network lead to decrease in the required rate of heat exchange, thus a decrease 

in area and cost, hence, saving as much as three times than that of either wound coil heat exchanger or 
multi-stream 4-plate-fin heat exchangers networks with the energy maximally recovered. Another factor 

taken into consideration is the total area of both networks as this directly affects the total capital 

investment. The larger the area needed for a certain network, the more considerable land area would be 
required. As it is also directly proportional to the prices of all piping, connections and material needed 

for erection that might cause in oversizing. Finally, pinch analysis is conducted to reveal opportunities 

for design improvements operating at maximum energy recovery basis that might not be detected by 

other optimization methods. 

1 Introduction 

The design of heat exchanger networks can be tackled through different approaches when designing for 
the optimum configuration, targeting for instance minimal total annual levelized cost, maximum energy 

recovery or both if applicable taking into consideration several features related to a set of process stream: 

inlet and outlet temperatures, flow rates, specific heat capacities and accessibility to utility streams such 

as steam, exhaust gas in a certain case or cooling water [1]. One of the most effective methods for 
optimization of heat exchanger networks will be performed on 4 plate-fin heat exchanger network in 

LNG plant that originally substitute the coil-wound heat exchanger network, pinch analysis. Pinch 

analysis is achieving an alternative design of a plant mainly dealing with heat exchangers. The main 
goal is to target the “maximal energy recovery” and a better heat exchangers network integration. Pinch 
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analysis leads to developing simpler networks, more elegant and without requiring advanced unit 
operation technology [2]. In order to provide a feasible and optimized solution, the LNG plant acting on 

two plate-fin heat exchangers and two nitrogen-expander heat exchangers taken from US 6 308 531 

(Figure 2) is simulated on Aspen HYSYS V9.0 investigating the technical and energetic aspects. Hence, 
the goal is to perform a feasibility study on the heat exchanger network that results from pinch analysis 

on LNG plant, thus proposing a concrete alternative solution for the challenges associated with the 

CWHE. 

2 State-of-the-Art 

Pinch analysis was first developed in 1977 by Linhoff that stated the systematic procedure to identify 

various possibilities in heat recovery so that the energy recovery is minimized [3]. This procedure was 
applied on various heat exchanger networks in different types of energy conversion plants. for instance, 

mass pinch, water pinch and hydrogen pinch [4].   However, few papers in open literature have discussed 

the direct optimization of heat exchanger networks in LNG plants through pinch analysis. In 2007, 
Aspelund and Gundersen [4] introduced the extended pinch analysis and design (ExPAnD) in 

subambient processes namely LNG plants for minimizing the total shaft work by optimizing both the 

compression and expansion work for process streams along with the work needed for cooling utilities. 

In 2012, Marmolejo-Correa [5] proposed a graphical methodology for supply and target temperatures 
in pinch analysis of the streams through evaluating extended exergy such as the minimum values for 

exergy requirement, exergy rejection and exergy destruction through a new useful energy factor called 

exergetic temperature. In 2013, Kamalinejad and Naenian [6] applied the exergetic grand composite 
curves to reduce the irreversibility and exergy loss of cascade plants and to minimize compressor shaft 

work to a value 2.46% less than the required work in LNG plants. In 2015, Fu [7] proved theoretically 

that sub-ambient compression at pinch temperature will reduce the heat demand above pinch while not 
affecting the cold utility load. As this leads to higher shaft work needed, the exergy consumption 

decreases by approximately 20%. Alves [8] discussed a pinch model applied to a single multi-stream 

heat exchanger targeting a maximum profit of the process. 

3 Aspen HYSYS Preliminary Optimized Simulation 

Natural gas feed (NGFeed) in the vapor phase is assumed to be already cleaned from impurities and 

acids (H2S, CO2, SO2, NH3, etc.) to prevent heat exchanger network components from frozen substances 
[8,9]. It enters the pre-cooling heat exchanger at a temperature of 32oC, a pressure of 66.5 bar, a molar 

flow of 24 431 (kg ∙ mole)/h (118.3 kg/s) and the following molar fraction (Table 1). The pre-cooling 

and liquefaction of natural gas is accomplished by the mixed refrigerant (MR) having the following 
molar composition (Table 2). 

Table 1: Composition of Natural Gas Feed in Molar Fraction 

Composition of Natural Gas Feed in Molar Fraction 

Nitrogen Methane Eth. Prop. i-But. n-But. i-Pent Pen Hex Hep 

0.009 0.937 1 0.031 0.013 0.003 0.004 0.000 8 0.000 5 0.001 0.006 

Table 2: Composition of Mixed Refrigerant in Molar Fraction 

Composition of Mixed Refrigerant in Molar Fraction 

Nitrogen Methane Ethane Propane i-Butane n-Butane 

0.014 0.343 3 0.395 4 0.006 0.090 1 0.151 2 
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4 Pinch Analysis  

In the first step, the optimized values of temperature, pressure and mass flow rate of the inlet and outlet 

streams of all heat exchangers are provided in each section to initialize pinch analysis. The minimum 

temperature approach ΔTmin is specified to be 10oC. The heat rate is 
 

�̇� = �̇�𝐶𝑝∆𝑇 (1) 

 

�̇� stream of k-th harmful substance leaving balance boundary of power unit; �̇� mass flow 

rate; 𝐶𝑝 
specific heat capacity and constant pressure, ∆𝑇

 
temperature difference. 

4.1 Pinch Analysis on Precooling Heat Exchanger 

The procedure for the pinch analysis has been shown in detail for the precooling, liquefaction, 

subcooling and gas expander heat exchanger. For each heat exchanger, the process stream data are given 

in tables at the beginning of each section. Pinch temperature is defined as the closest point between the 

overall hot and cold streams that is found when an addition and subtraction to both streams of ΔTmin/2 = 
5 oC takes place. These temperature shifts for the hot and cold streams ensure more heat transfer within 

the sections of a given heat exchanger in the streams intervals [2]. Then in the cascade tables, �̇�𝑖 = 

[(Σ�̇�𝐶𝑝)cold - (Σ�̇�𝐶𝑝)hot] ∆𝑇 values are calculated and shown [1]. The infeasible cascade represents the 

cumulative heat flow calculated in the step before through Δ�̇�𝑖 = ∑ �̇�𝑗
𝑖
𝑗=1 . In other words, the addition 

of heat loads for all the hot streams and all the cold streams the reveals the total heat recovered by heat 

exchange. Subtracting the cold and hot utility targets gives the total heat recovery [2]. In this heat 

exchanger, all streams are below the pinch that occurrs at the inlet of the warm mixed refrigerant 

(MRHotIn) meaning that it is a threshold problem. Because of that, no value of demand can be seen in 
the table and a hot utility does not exist due to heat transfer occurring below pinch, thus leading to the 

same results in the cascades. In general, after locating pinch temperature, minimum hot utility and 

minimum cold utility are also calculated to the other three heat exchangers. Minimum cold utility is 

automatically exposed after the calculation of the modified cumulative net heat transfer ∆�̇�𝑖
∗= Δ�̇�𝑖   - 

�̇�ℎ𝑢,𝑚𝑖𝑛  , having a value of 71 463 kW. From the input data table, heat flow of each stream and the 

calculated minimum cold utility from the cascade diagrams leads to the design of the heat exchangers.  

Table 3: Precooling Heat Exchanger Input Data  

Stream 

Name 

Supply 

Temperature 

Target 

Temperature 

Mass 

Flowrate 

Specific 

Heat 

Capacity 

Heat 

Rate 

Stream 

Type 

Supply 

Shift 

Targe

t 

Shift 

  °C °C kg/s kJ/(kg ∙ K) kW   °C °C 

MRHotIn 35 -40 891 2.42 161 716 Hot 30 -45.0 

NHot5% 32 -40 15.7 1.2 1 356 Hot 27 -45.0 

Light 30 -31 0.6 3.5 128 Hot 25 -36.0 

NGFeed 32 -31.14 118.3 3.13 23 379 Hot 27 -36.1 
MRColdInt -46 18.6 891 2 115 117 Cold -41 23.6 
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Table 4: Precooling Heat Exchanger Problem Table and Cascades 

Shift 

Temperature 

Interval T(i+1)-Ti �̇�𝐶𝑝net �̇�i 

 

 Infeasible 
Cascade 

  

Feasible 
Cascade 

 

  °C   °C kW/K kW   
     

30          Pinch ▼ 0 
 

▼ 0 

  1 3 2 156 6 468 surplus 
 

6 468 
  

6 468 
 

27           
 

▼ 6 468 
 

▼ 6 468 

  2 2 2 545 5 090 surplus 
 

5 090 
  

5 090 
 

25           
 

▼ 11 559 
 

▼ 11 559 

  3 1.4 2 547 3 566 surplus 
 

3 566 
  

3 566 
 

23.6           
 

▼ 15 125 
 

▼ 15 125 

  4 59.6 765 
45 

620 
surplus 

 
45 620 

  
45 620 

 

6           
 

▼ 60 745 
 

▼ 60 745 

  5 0.14 763 106 surplus 
 

106 
  

106 
 

-36.1           
 

▼ 60 852 
 

▼ 60 852 

  6 4.86 393 1 910 surplus 
 

1 910 
  

1 910 
 

-41           
 

▼ 62 763 
 

▼ 62 763 

  7 4 2 175 8 700 surplus 
 

8 700 
  

8 700 
 

-45           
 

▼ 71 463 
 

▼ 71 463 
 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Precooling Heat Exchanger Grid Diagram 

 

  

     Interval   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   

      
Pinch                             

Stream Name 
Heat 
Flow 
(kW) 

�̇�𝐶𝑝 
(kW/K) 

Shifted 
Temp 
(°C) 

3
0
 

  2
7
 

  2
5
 

  2
3

.6
 

  -3
6
 

  -3
6
.1

4
 

  -4
1
 

  -4
5
 

MRHotIn 
161 
716 

2 156 Hot 

●
 

| | | | | | | | | | | | | ▼
 

NHot5%In 1 356 18 Hot     ●
 

| | | | | | | | | | | ▼
 

LightHC 128 2 Hot         ●
 

| | | ▼
 

            

NGFeed 23 379 370 Hot     ●
 

| | | | | | | ▼
 

        

MRColdInt 
115 
117 

1 782 Cold 

            ▲
 

| | | | | ●
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Figure 2: Precooling Heat Exchanger MER Diagram 

 
 
Up to this point, calculations of minimum utilities and locating the pinch points were discussed. The 

next step will be designing the heat exchanger network with the minimum number of heat exchangers 

required according to the maximum energy recovery (MER) design [1]. The design is done by splitting 

the system into two subsystems or networks, where the first network is below pinch, and the second 
network is above the pinch, thus avoiding any heat transfer across the pinch. 

 

Above the pinch:                                                          Below the pinch [2]: 
(Nh)pinch ≤ (Nc)pinch     (Nh)pinch ≥ (Nc)pinch 

�̇�ℎ𝑐𝑝h ≤ �̇�𝑐𝑐𝑝c                                                                      �̇�ℎ𝑐𝑝h ≥ �̇�𝑐𝑐𝑝c 

  

Nh number of hot streams, Nc number of cold streams. 

 

There are four hot streams and one cold stream where �̇�𝑐𝑝 of MRHotIn is larger than �̇�𝑐𝑝 MRColdInt. 

Therefore, both equations are satisfied. The maximum heat transfer exists through one heat exchanger 

between both streams is �̇�𝑖 = 115.1 MW. The outlet temperatures of MRColdInt is 23.6 oC and the outlet 
temperature of MRHotIn is calculated referring to Eq.(1) to be -23.3 oC. To reach  

-45 oC, a cold utility is placed with duty of 46.6 MW. The rest three hot streams are cooled down with 

cold utilities as shown below. 

4.2 Pinch Analysis on Liquefaction Heat Exchanger 

The liquefaction heat exchanger’s task is to liquify the natural gas feed exiting precooling heat 

exchanger to a temperature of -102.4 oC. This occurs by heat transfer with colder mixed refrigerant 
(MRColdIn) at -104.9 oC that also cools down precooling nitrogen feed (NHot5%Int) and intermediate 

hot mixed refrigerant stream (MRHotInt). So as shown below in Table 5, liquefaction heat exchanger 

has three hot streams and one cold stream. With the inlet and outlet temperatures, mass flow rates and 

specific heat capacities, the intervals in the following problem table (Table 6) allows to calculate the 

temperature difference between each consecutive stream, thus, finding �̇�i and revealing whether each 
stream is in surplus or demand. Namely, any heat available in interval i is hot enough to supply any duty 

in interval i + 1 [2]. So instead of cooling down the surplus heat of 2 127 kW in interval 1 using a cold 
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utility, this surplus cascades to the next interval. Thus, the cascade tables are calculated and plotted after 
finding the cascaded heat flowing between intervals. To locate the pinch, the surplus of heat transforms 

to demand at -45 oC. The feasible cascades show that the hot utility required is 3 712 kW and the cold 

utility required is 53 622 kW. A cross-check can be done by adding all cold utilities in the maximum 
energy recovery diagram and all hot utilities and compare them with the values calculated in the feasible 

cascade. 

CUTotal = CU1 + CU2 + CU3 = 24.8+ 1.5 + 27.3 = 53.6 MW 

HUTotal = HU1 = 3.7 MW 

Table 5: Liquefaction Heat Exchanger Input Data 

Table 6: Liquefaction Heat Exchanger Problem Table and Cascades 

Shift 
Temperature 

Interval T(i+1)-Ti �̇�𝐶𝑝net �̇�i 

 

 Infeasible 
Cascade 

  

Feasible 
Cascade 

 

  °C   °C kW/K kW   
     

-36.14           ▼ 0 
 

▼ 3 712 

  1 4.86 437 2 127 surplus 
 

2 127 
  

2 127 
 

-41           
 

▼ 2 127 
 

▼ 5 840 

  2 4 -1 460 -5 840 demand 
 

-5 840 
  

-5 840 
 

-45           Pinch ▼ -3 712 
 

▼ 0 

  3 54.9 631 34 654 surplus 
 

34 654 
  

34 654 
 

-99.9           
 

▼ 30 942 
 

▼ 34 654 

  4 7.5 2 529 18 967 surplus 
 

18 967 
  

18 967 
 

-107.4           
 

▼ 49 910 
 

▼ 53 622 

 

  

Stream 

Name 

Supply 

Temperature 

Target 

Temperature 

Mass 

Flowrate 

Specific 

Heat 

Capacity 

Heat 

Rate 

Stream 

Type 

Supply 

Shift 

Target 

Shift 

  °C °C kg/s kJ/(kg ∙ K) kW   °C °C 

MRHotInt -40 -102.4 891 2.32 128 988 Hot -45 -107.4 

NHot5%Int -40 -102.4 15 1.54 1 508 Hot -45 -107.4 

NGInt -31.14 -102.4 114 3.84 31 194 Hot -36.1 -107.4 

MRColdIn -104.9 -46 891 2.13 111 782 Cold -99.9 -41 
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Figure 3: Liquefaction Heat Exchanger Grid Diagram 

  
Interval 

  

  
  

1 
  

  
  

2 
  

  
Pinch 

3 
  

  
  

4 
  

  
  

Stream 
Name 

Heat Flow 
(kW) 

ṁCp   
(kW/K) 
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Temp (°C) -3

6
.1

 

  -4
1
 

  -4
5
 

  -9
9
.9

 

  -1
0

7
 

MRHotInt 128 988 2 067 Hot 

        ●
 

| | | ▼
 

NHot5%Int 1 508 24 Hot 

        ●
 

| | | ▼
 

NGInt 31 194 437 Hot 

●
 

| | | | | | | ▼
 

MRColdIn 111 782 1 897 Cold 

    ▲
 

| | | ●
 

    

Figure 4: Liquefaction Heat Exchanger MER Diagram 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Pinch Analysis on Subcooling Heat Exchanger 

Similarly, the same methodology done on the precooling and liquefaction heat exchangers,  is done 

subcooling and gas expander heat exchangers.  

Table 7: Subcooling Heat Exchanger Input Data  

Stream 

Name 

Supply 

Temperature 

Target 

Temperature 

Mass 

Flowrate 

Specific 

Heat 
Capacity 

Heat 

Rate 

Stream 

Type 

Supply 

Shift 

Target 

Shift 

  °C °C kg/s kJ/(kg ∙ K) kW   °C °C 

NGLiquid -102.4 -152.6 134 3.7 24 904 Hot -107.4 -157.7 

NColdIn -167.4 -119.5 314 1.3 19 555 Cold -162.4 -114.5 

NGVapor -161.5 -102.5 9.1 1.96 1 053 Cold -156.6 -97.5 
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Table 8: Subcooling Heat Exchanger Problem Table and Cascades 

Shift 

Temperature 

Interval T(i+1)-Ti �̇�𝐶𝑝net �̇�i 

 

 Infeasible 
Cascade 

  

Feasible 
Cascade 

 

  °C   °C kW/K kW   
     

-97.5           ▼ 0 
 

▼ 176.5 

  1 9.9 -17 -176.5 demand 
 

-176.5 
  

-176.5 
 

-107.4           Pinch ▼ -176.5 
 

▼ 0 

  2 7 477.7 3 388 surplus 
 

3 388 
  

3 388 
 

-114.4           
 

▼ 3 212 
 

▼ 3 388 

  3 42 69.5 2 927 surplus 
 

2 927 
  

2 927 
 

-156.5           
 

▼ 6 139 
 

▼ 6 316 

  4 1 87.4 95 surplus 
 

95 
  

95 
 

-157.6           
 

▼ 6 234 
 

▼ 6 411 

  5 4.75 -408.2 -1 938 demand 
 

-1 938 
  

-1 938 
 

-162.4           
 

▼ 4 295 
 

▼ 4 472 

Figure 5: Subcooling Heat Exchanger Grid Diagram 
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Figure 6: Subcooling Heat Exchanger MER Diagram 
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4.4 Pinch Analysis on Gas Expander Heat Exchanger 

Table 9: Gas Expander Heat Exchanger Input Data  

Stream 

Name 

Supply 

Temperature 

Target 

Temperature 

Mass 

Flowrate 

Specific 

Heat 

Capacity 

Heat 

Rate 

Stream 

Type 

Supply 

Shift 

Target 

Shift 

  °C °C kg/s kJ/(kg ∙ K) kW   °C °C 

NHotMain 32 -102.4 298.3 1.48 59 543 Hot 27 -107.4 

NColdInt -119.5 30.5 314 1.09 51 339 Cold -114.5 35.5 

NGVaporInt -102.5 9 9.1 2 2 029 Cold -97.5 14 

Table 10:  Gas Expander Heat Exchanger Problem Table and Cascades 

Shift 
Temperature 

Interval T(i+1)-Ti �̇�𝐶𝑝net �̇�i 

 

 Infeasible 
Cascade 

  

Feasible 
Cascade 

 

  °C   °C kW/K kW   
     

35.5           ▼ 0 
 

▼ 2 913 

  1 8.5 -342.2 -2 913 demand 
 

-2 913 
  

-2 913 
 

27           Pinch ▼ -2 913 
 

▼ 0 

  2 13 100.7 1 310 surplus 
 

1 310 
  

1 310 
 

14           
 

▼ -1 603 
 

▼ 1 310 

  3 111.5 82.5 9 207 surplus 
 

9 207 
  

9 207 
 

-97.5           
 

▼ 7 604 
 

▼ 10 517 

  4 9.9 100.7 997 surplus 
 

997 
  

997 
 

-107.4           
 

▼ 8 601 
 

▼ 11 515 

  5 7 -342.2 -2 427 demand 
 

-2 427 
  

-2 427 
 

-114.5           
 

▼ 6 174 
 

▼ 9 087 

Figure 7: Gas Expander Heat Exchanger Grid Diagram 
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NGVaporInt 2 029 18 Cold         ▲
 

| ●
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Figure 8: Gas Expander Heat Exchanger MER Diagram 

 

5 Results and Conclusions 

The optimization of a thermal system rarely results in an exclusive solution corresponding to a global 

mathematical optimum [1]. However, “A good model can make optimization almost easy, whereas a 

poor one can make correct optimization difficult or impossible” [12]. The suggested LNG plant design 

is simulated and optimized from a thermodynamic view along with a rough economic calculation in 
parallel. It is essential to draw conclusions from the comparison between the heat exchanger network 

derived from the pinch analysis (heat exchangers and utilities) and the standard 4 PFHE. 

Table 11: Network Type Purchased Equipment Cost Comparison 

 

Table 8 shows that the PEC of the pinch analysis network would save as much as 3 times than that of 4-
plate-fin heat exchangers network with the energy maximally recovered. 

In conclusion, the feasibility study of the thermodynamic optimization analysis applied on the LNG 

plant shows that the effect of the investment cost is significant on the components during the design and 
decision making period, especially for the components with special design and large capacities or 

complexities such as liquefaction heat exchangers and refrigerant compressors. On the other hand, the 

results of the LNG plant that satisfy the parameters needed in the liquefaction process specifications, 

proved that the LNG plant design is recommended to be a concrete, profitable and competitive.  
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Abstract 

This paper aims to conduct exergy based evaluation for innovative supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) 

power systems. Supercritical CO2 cycles could be coupled to potential applications like concentrated 

solar power (CSP), combined heat and power (CHP), clean coal technologies and others. It is 

increasingly gaining interest from market stakeholders as a potential substitute to current conventional 

and commercially available systems that employ conventional working fluids like water/steam, air, 

among others. The idea is not new and many detailed studies already investigated the potential benefits 

of employing CO2 in its supercritical state. Still more research is required to push the technology’s 

learning curve forward to reach a viable commercial technological model. An overview on previously 

conducted studies and applications are presented here. Then simulation of different sCO2 cycle concepts 

were executed, and a comparison was conducted to show the advantages and disadvantages of each 

simulated cycle. The cycles were compared using a wide range of Turbine Inlet temperature (TIT) while 

varying the cooling system used (air vs. wet cooled systems). Inefficiencies within the simulated cycles 

were identified to be able to improve the power conversion efficiency of each system using exergy based 

evaluation methods. Economic analysis and cost evaluation was recommended where the results should 

be employed in an exergoeconomic methodology. The analysis showed that sCO2 based cycles are 

promising for various applications, resulting in system efficiencies and costs that would be able to 

compete with conventional power generation technologies soon. The sCO2 recompression concept and 

the proposed sCO2 cycle design showed the best results compared to the investigated sCO2 concepts. 

1 Introduction 

Although Rankine steam cycles are efficient and the cycle’s configuration have been improved rapidly 

during the last two decades, steam plants still possess at present some thermodynamic and technological 

limitations, which is hindering further development. The efficiency of Rankine steam cycle doesn’t 

improve significantly when TIT of the cycle increases beyond 600 °C. Also, the cycle’s complexity 

increases dramatically with the increase in plant capacity, due to the necessity of providing additional 

feed water heating lines and additional low-pressure turbine sections to reach higher capacities. 

Supercritical Carbon Dioxide power conversion cycles are currently receiving a strong attention from 

power market stakeholders, industry and research institutes. While a steam turbine typically has 10 to 

15 rotor stages, an equivalent supercritical turbine would have only four. In its supercritical state, carbon 
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dioxide is nearly twice as dense as steam, resulting in a very high-power density. Supercritical carbon 

dioxide is easier to compress than steam and allows a generator to extract power from a turbine at higher 

temperatures. However, before the benefits of sCO2 could be realized, it must be shown as a reliable and 

ready to be used commercially. The investment cost as well should be accounted to achieve competitive 

electricity prices. Many sCO2 power test loops are in operation at different research facilities globally 

and a couple of demonstration plants are underway. Such projects are based on specific sCO2 cycle 

arrangements that were selected based on the thermodynamic performance of the cycle’s layout. In this 

paper, selected sCO2 cycle schemes were simulated and compared from an exergy analysis viewpoint. 

These selected sCO2 designs are investigated while considering a certain TIT range and cooling 

methods, which represent the wide variety of power applications that could provide the required heat to 

the sCO2 cycle. 

2 Literature review 

The idea of using sCO2 as a working fluid to generate power is not new. In 1950, Sulzer Bro patented a 

partial condensation CO2 closed cycle [1]. In the 60s and early 70s, the advantage of CO2 fluid was 

quickly realized and many countries carried out investigation for sCO2 cycles [2, 3, 4, 5]. In 1970 Feher 

and Hoffman [6, 7] proposed a 150 kWe test loop cycle, which operated entirely above the critical 

pressure of carbon dioxide with only keeping the compression process in the liquid phase below the 

critical temperature to minimize pump work. While Angelino [8] in Italy performed an extensive review 

of various arrangements of sCO2 cycles with respect to their thermodynamic efficiencies showing that 

the partial cooling cycle with improved regeneration and the recompression cycle have the potential for 

the highest efficiencies. Extensive design work on the recompression design, including preliminary 

assessment of plant start-up and control, was done by Brown Boveri-Sulzer Turbomachinery Ltd, 

Zurich. Then the development of sCO2 cycle was very slow due to the absence of adequate and mature 

technologies to respond to the high pressures and temperatures of the sCO2 power conversion system. 

Recently, many projects and studies have been carried out to reveal the advantages of sCO2 cycle with 

an aim to commercialize it. Stakeholders started to build interest again in the technology due to new 

developments in turbomachinery, compact heat exchangers and the rise of new heat source technologies 

[9, 10, 11, 12]. In 2004 at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), a systematic detailed major 

component and system design evaluation and multiple-parameter optimization under practical 

constraints has been performed for selected range of supercritical CO2 power cycles for application to 

advanced nuclear reactors [6]. Since 2008, Sandia laboratory and others in the US have already built 

small scale sCO2 test loop facilities for turbomachinery verification. Echogen power systems also US 

based, erected with a vision of commercializing an sCO2 waste heat recovery heat engine. In 2009, a 

250 kWe demonstration simple cycle plant was constructed, whereas in 2014 a presentation of 8 MW 

commercial system was demonstrated [13, 14]. 2016, the US Department of Energy (DOE) launched a 

6-year project ($80 million) to design, build and operate a 10 MW sCO2 pilot plant facility. It is to be 

located in San Antonio, Texas, where the project is managed by a team led by the Gas Technology 

Institute (GTI), the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) and General Electric Global Research (GE). 

The construction of this pilot plant started on April 2017 [15]. 

Supercritical CO2 power cycle could be capitalised in many applications like concentrated solar power, 

nuclear energy, conventional fossil fuels (including direct oxy-fuel combustion), geothermal energy 

source and other applications, due to its flexibility and wide operating temperature range. In Figure 1 

heat source operating temperature ranges and efficiencies with sCO2 are plotted. 
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Figure 1: Heat sources’ operating temperature ranges and efficiencies with sCO2 [16] 

3 Methodology 

Supercritical CO2 cycles are very sensitive to cycle arrangement where heat transfer process within its 

heat exchangers is very crucial due to the sCO2’s unstable behaviour around its critical point that might 

lead to pinch point problems. For this reason, various sCO2 cycle configurations were simulated in this 

study to identify the pros and cons of each layout. These layouts were achieved after reviewing earlier 

literature publications that have focused on sCO2 cycles. A specific temperature range was considered 

(500 °C – 900 °C) while varying the cooling method of the cycle (wet vs. dry cooling). Then exergy 

analysis was conducted for each design to be able to identify the inefficiencies within each design. 

The possibility of wet and dry cooling was examined for all studied cycles. In case of wet cooling, the 

availability of cooling water at 25 °C was assumed. The dry cooling plays important role in areas, where 

the sCO2 cycles are coupled with concentrated solar plants. The scarcity of the water and the high 

ambient temperature should be considered, therefore, air with 40 °C was assumed to be a cooling 

medium as well. Ebsilon professional software was used to simulate the cycles. The main reference 

design parameters shown in table 1 below were fixed for all simulated cycles to be able to compare the 

results in a logical way. To avoid pinch point problems and potential high irreversibility in the system, 

the cycle’s high pressure was limited to around 200 bars [6]. The minimum pressure in the cycle was 

limited to 77 bars, to be able to achieve a pressure ratio of 2.59 in the cycle. This allows the system to 

use the full potential of the high density in the CO2 working fluid near its critical point and achieve the 

lowest possible compression work at the compressor. The isentropic efficiencies of turbines and 

compressors, efficiencies of heat exchangers and mass flow rates were kept constant for all simulated 

cycles and the default value of pressure drop in the software was used for heat exchangers. While other 

parameters have been optimized for each cycle, as the splitting ratio and the intermediate pressure in 

case of using two compressing stages. Consequently, it was easy to compare all simulated cycle 

configurations at the end. 
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Table 1: Main reference design parameters 

Design parameter Value 

Minimum temperature at compressor inlet (wet cooling) 33 °C 

Minimum temperature at compressor inlet (dry cooling) 50 °C 

Minimum pressure at compressor inlet 7.7 MPa 

Maximum pressure at turbine inlet 20 MPa 

Isentropic efficiency compressor 0.89 

Isentropic efficiency turbine 0.88 

Mass flow rate 100 kg/s 

Recuperator efficiency 0.9 

Cooling water/Air temperature 25 °C/ 40 °C 

3.1 Simple sCO2 Cycle 

A simple sCO2 cycle is considered in this paper as the base for the other simulated sCO2 cycle 

configurations. As shown in figure 2 below, the sCO2 working fluid is compressed at the compressor, 

heated up in the recuperator, further heated up through any heat source that would be coupled as an 

energy source (CSP, conventional fuels, etc.), then the high temperature and pressure sCO2 enters the 

turbine to be expanded to the low pressure of the cycle and to produce electricity through the generator 

in return. The output flow coming from the turbine is being used to preheat the compressed working 

fluid before entering the main heat exchanger (main heat source). 

3.2 sCO2 recuperative cycle 

The simple sCO2 cycle was simulated to be used as a base case for the rest of the other cycle 

configurations, and to show the contribution and the added value of each arrangement to the total thermal 

efficiency of the cycle. Therefore, an additional recuperator was added to the base configuration to allow 

the sCO2 working fluid to capture additional heat before entering the main heat exchanger. Hence, the 

cycle’s thermal efficiency is improved. However, there is a huge difference in the specific heat capacity 

between primary and secondary sides of the recuperators. In this case a pinch point problem is 

developed, where the temperature difference between the hot stream and cold stream reaches zero. 

Therefore, in practice no heat transfer could take place and would result into a very poor effectiveness 

for the two recuperators. The solution to this problem is to divide the working fluid stream and 

compensate the heat capacity in the recuperators. 

 

  

Figure 2: Simple sCO2 cycle Figure 3: sCO2 recuperative cycle 
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3.3 sCO2 recompression cycle 

The recompression configuration can avoid the pinch point problem by splitting the recuperator into a 

low temperature recuperator (LTR) and a high temperature recuperator (HTR). Therefore, two 

compressors are needed to accommodate the split in the flow of the working fluid. The split happens at 

the inlet to the precooler and then merges again at the inlet to the cold side of the HTR. This allows for 

a higher thermal efficiency while only adding one more compressor to the cycle. The simulation in 

figure 4 below shows the split that happens for stream 9. Splitting ratio was determined by carrying out 

a sensitivity analysis to achieve the highest possible efficiency for the cycle as shown in Figure 5. 

The maximum heat capture at the heat exchangers differs from wet to dry cooling setups, therefore both 

have different optimum split ratio. It is clear from the sensitivity graph that in the case of wet cooling 

the optimal split ratio is around 70% while for dry cooling it surpasses 80%. The recompressor consumes 

additional energy but still improves the overall efficiency, and this is simply because splitting the flow 

after the LTR decreases the specific heat capacity for LTR’s high pressure side. Hence, the pinch point 

problem is solved as well. 

 

  

Figure 4: sCO2 recompression cycle 
Figure 5: Split ratio sensitivity analysis for the 

recompression layout 

3.4 Partial cooling cycle 

In this simulation, one additional compressor and a precooler are included. The pressure increases to an 

intermediate level before splitting. This intermediate pressure needs to be optimized using a sensitivity 

analysis like the pressure ratio. The best efficiency for both wet and dry cooling accordingly was found 

to be 120 bars at a turbine inlet temperature of 750 °C. while the splitting ratio for this cycle shifts to 

around 70% for wet cooling and around 65% for dry cooling. The simulated schematic is shown in 

Figure 6 below. 

3.5 sCO2 partial condensation cycle 

The first to point out the advantage of condensing or partially condensation cycles using carbon dioxide 

as a working fluid was Angelino in 1969 [8]. This configuration still preserves the simple arrangement 

of a gas turbine setup, however due to the low critical temperature of CO2 it should use cooling water at 

low temperatures. Angelino assumed in his work 30 °C as a minimum temperature difference for the 

HTR and 15 °C for the LTR. However, using today’s heat exchanger technologies such temperature 

differences could be significantly decreased. Hence, cooling water at 20 °C would be enough to 

condensate sCO2 using a relatively reasonable condenser size. But still in practice the working fluid 

needs to get even cooler to avoid any sort of cavitation inside the pump. Consequently, the use of this 
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cycle is limited to availability of low temperature water that depends on location and time of the year. 

Like previous cycles, splitting ratio is optimized using sensitivity analysis, resulting in almost one third 

of the total flow to be directly compressed and mixed with the condensed fraction after the LTR. The 

reason for the high efficiency of this cycle is the decrease in the required amount of work required to 

compress the condensed fraction of the high-pressure flow, since a pump (liquid state) is used instead 

of a compressor (for gaseous state). Using a pump allows for a decrease in the economic cost of this 

cycle in comparison to the recompression design. Hence, it is recommended to be employed over the 

recompression setup, in case there is an available source of low temperature water. 

 

  

Figure 6: simulated sCO2 partial cooling cycle 
Figure 7: Simulation of sCO2 partial 

condensation cycle 

3.6 Proposed sCO2 cycle design 

In this proposed simulated cycle, two compression stages with interstage cooling are considered. The 

flow at point 11 is divided, part of sCO2 flows through the cooler then compressed by the main 

compressor to intermediate pressure. The flow then is cooled down by the interstage cooler to bring it 

close to critical point, and compressed by the interstage compressor to the maximum pressure of the 

cycle. While the stream at point 13 is directly compressed by the recompressor. Both streams then mixed 

before the HTR. The split in the stream was introduced to avoid possible pinch point problems and 

compensate the specific heat and maximize the heat capturing in the recompressing layout. Hence, heat 

waste is reduced and thermal efficiency is improved. 

After conducting sensitivity analysis like previous cycles, it was found that 70% for wet cooling case 

and 75% for dry cooling of the main flow should be split and cooled before the main compressor, 

assuming a TIT of 750 °C. The intermediate pressure is optimized as well to be 120 bars, to decrease 

the work done by the compressors. While other cycle parameters were kept like previous simulated 

designs. 
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Figure 8: Proposed sCO2 cycle 

4 Exergy analysis 

Exergy analysis [17] was carried out for the simulated cycles to compare the exergetic efficiencies and 

the irreversibility (exergy destruction within each component in the system) within the system 

boundaries. The exergy analysis helps in verifying the causes of inefficiencies and losses within the 

system. The following equations were used to perform the exergy analysis for all simulated cycles, after 

importing the thermodynamic values of all cycles’ streams from the simulations created using Ebsilon 

Professional software for the design of power plants from STEAG Energy Services GmbH. 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 = �̇�𝐹,𝑘 − �̇�𝑃,𝑘 (1) 

�̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = �̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡 − �̇�𝑃,𝑡𝑜𝑡 − �̇�𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡 (2) 

𝜀𝑘 =
�̇�𝑃,𝑘

�̇�𝐹,𝑘
= 1 −

�̇�𝐷,𝑘

�̇�𝐹,𝑘
 

 

(3) 

𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
�̇�𝑃,𝑡𝑜𝑡

�̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 1 −

∑ �̇�𝐷,𝑘 + �̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑛
𝑘−1

�̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (4) 

𝑦𝐷,𝑘 =
�̇�𝐷,𝑘

�̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (5) 

𝑦𝐷,𝑘
∗ =

�̇�𝐷,𝑘

�̇�𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

(6) 

�̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
�̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡

�̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (7) 

�̇�𝐹,𝑘  exergy of the fuel at the k-th system component, 

�̇�𝑃,𝑘 exergy of the product at the k-th system component, 
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�̇�𝐷,𝑘
 

exergy destruction (irreversibility) at the k-th system component, 

�̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 total losses at the system level (based on the definition of the system boundaries), 

𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡    exergetic efficiency for the overall system, 

𝑦𝐷,𝑘   exergy destruction at the k-th component relative to the total exergy of the fuel, 

𝑦𝐷,𝑘
∗    exergy destruction at the k-th component relative to the total exergetic destruction of the system, 

�̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 exergy loss relative to the exergy of the fuel provided to the overall system. 

5 Results 

The results obtained from the simulated cycles are compared (except for the partial condensation design, 

due to its dependence on the geographical location), to be able to conclude on the advantages and 

disadvantages of each design in both cases wet and dry cooling. Figure 9 shows the energetic efficiencies 

for the simulated cycles under wet and dry cooling conditions respectively. Noticeable to mention that 

wet cooling method provides better system efficiencies since it possesses lower temperatures at the 

compressor’s input. 

Simple cycle shows lowest efficiency, besides having pinch point problems which don’t allow for 

application in practice. While this problem is solved in the other configurations by splitting the flow to 

decrease the specific heat capacity difference between the cold and the hot sides of the heat exchanger 

and satisfy the minimum temperature difference required to avoid pinch points. The recompression cycle 

is the most attractive sCO2 cycle configuration and this is due to its simple design which makes it 

attractive at economical aspects. For instance, the partial cooling cycle has slightly better efficiency than 

the recompression cycle in case of dry cooling but at the expense of investing additionally on an extra 

compressor and precooler in the main design. The main advantage though for the partial cooling layout 

is the robustness in the pressure ratio variation, which is not examined clearly in this study, since the 

pressure ratio was kept constant. 

 

 

Figure 9: Energetic efficiency of selected simulated cycles; left (wet cooling) right (dry cooling) 

Detailed results for all cycles were obtained, however exergy destruction analysis only for the proposed 

design in a wet cooling setup is shown here in this paper in Figure 10. It has been found out that HTR 

for all arrangements has the highest exergy destruction ratio due to the big difference in temperatures 

between the hot and the cold sides. The second critical components are the coolers, which represent high 

exergy destruction sources. While the results for the overall systems show that the suggested design has 

the lowest total exergy destruction within the system followed by the recompression cycle, which 

emphasizes the advantages of these two designs compared to the simple and partial cooling cycles. As 

shown in figure 11, in a wet cooling setup, the HTR was the biggest contributor to exergy destruction 

within the system with ~1.9 MW that accounts for 32% from total exergy destruction within the system 

~6 MW. While for dry cooling method the coolers show much higher exergy destruction contribution, 
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due to low efficiencies of gas heat exchangers. Figure 11 shows comparison between the simulated 

cycles within the selected TIT range for overall exergetic efficiency and exergy destruction ratios. 

 

 

Figure 10: Exergy destruction ratio for each component for the proposed design at 750 °C TIT 

 

Figure 11: Comparing simulated cycles; left (overall exergetic efficiencies) right (overall exergy 

destruction ratios) 

6 Conclusion 

For the proposed design, more compression stages could be added to further improve the efficiency. 

Reheating also could be applied on this arrangement with two expansion stages, in addition to other 

improvements that could be revealed after conducting an optimization process for the cycle. With the 

absence of the heat source in this study the total exergy fuel is represented by the difference between 

the stream entering to the turbine and the stream leaving the LTR. Hence, the simulated cycles are 

recommended to be coupled to different energy sources to study the performance of the whole system 

and understand the advantages and disadvantages of each design when specifically used for various 

applications. From the results obtained from the exergy analysis, the following is concluded as well: 

1. The regenerative heat exchangers and recoolers are the most crucial components in the system, 

that need close attention while designing the sCO2 cycle 

2. Inefficiencies within component do not depend only on the cycle’s arrangement, but also on the 

cooling method and turbine inlet temperature 
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3. The proposed design revealed the highest exergetic efficiency and the lowest exergy destruction 

ratio, followed by the recompression cycle 
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Abstract 

Grid-scale energy storage is widely considered as one of the most effective methods for integrating high 

shares of intermittent non-dispatchable renewable electricity generation into future power grids. 

Cryogenics-based energy storage (CES) is a low-carbon bulk energy technology without geographical 

constraints. CES additionally has a significantly higher exergy density, longer cycle life, very low 

storage losses and positive environmental impact compared to competing technologies. Moreover, CES 

is expected to reach technological readiness and low specific costs quickly as it is based on a mature 

technology. This paper aims to identify the trade-offs between thermodynamic effectiveness and 

investment cost on system and component level with the help of exergy-based methods. A base case 

CES system with a power/energy capacity of 100MW/400MWh with integrated cold and heat recovery 

was simulated with Aspen Plus® and evaluated with the aid of exergetic, economic and exergoeconomic 

analyses. The base case was found to have a relative high specific cost of 2.485   €2016/kW. The cost of 

discharged electricity of the base case was calculated as 305 €2016/MWh and is predominantly caused by 

the high capital investment of the system. The cost of electricity charged to the system has a small effect 

on the product cost. Means to decrease the cost were identified and applied. The measures are presented 

and the best case is compared to the base care.  Cost savings amount to 62% and system configurations 

in the optimized case enabled the system to approach the aimed range of 120 – 200 €2016/MWh with a 

small reduction in efficiency. 

1 Introduction 

Large-scale electricity storage is widely considered an essential for integrating bigger shares of 

intermittent non-dispatchable renewable electricity generation. Large capacity and low cost are claimed 

to provide the flexibility needed by grid operators to sustain the uninterrupted power supply. 

Cryogenics-based energy storage (CES) is the only energy storage technology so far, which is capable 

to store large quantities of electricity without geographical limitations or a negative environmental 

impact. CES stores electricity in the form of a liquefied gas e.g. air at cryogenic temperature, which is 

why CES is also referred to as liquid air energy storage (LAES). The storage operates in three successive 
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steps: (1) charging, (2) storage and (3) discharging. The Schematic of CES operation is shown in Figure 

1. The charging process consists of an energy intense air liquefaction process. During discharge, the 

charged electricity is partially regained in a liquid air Rankine cycle. In an adiabatic system, both heat 

and cold is recycled in the system. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of cryogenic energy storage operation steps, heat and cold recovery 

CES is suitable for large-scale applications of hundreds of MW. Anticipated application of CES are bulk 

energy services such as renewable energy capacity firming and energy arbitrage at charge durations of 

multiple hours. The high exergy density of CES (120 Wh/kg) is, apart from the site-free storage in 

cryogenic tanks liberating CES from geographical limitations, its greatest advantage towards other bulk-

energy storage technologies such as pumped hydro storage and compressed air energy storage. Available 

industrial storage tanks enable storage capacities of more than 20 GWh. CES specific energy costs are 

comparatively low. The limiting factor to CES is its low stand-alone efficiency of 40-60% and its high 

specific investment costs (800-2,500 €/kW). As the projected CES applications aim to store large 

quantities of low (or negative) cost electricity, CES efficiency may become less important than its 

specific costs and size.  

CES is a technology composed of well-known components and evaluated with a high technology 

readiness level (TRL). Thus, CES is predicted a rapid development towards commercialisation. The 

concept of liquid air as electricity storage media was firstly proposed by Smith et al. [1] in 1977. In 1995 

Mitsubishi built the very first CES pilot – a cryogenic power recovery unit (2.6 MW) as extension of an 

air liquefaction plant. The pilot verified system viability in testing [2] but reached a ground-level 

efficiency. In 2011 the first integrated pilot scale plant (350 kW/2.5 MWh) was installed as result of a 

multi-party research project by the University of Leeds alongside Highview Power Storage Ltd, a 

privately owned company. Findings were published in 2015 by Morgan et al. [3]. CES was evaluated 

able to reach competitive costs and efficiencies once commercial and to economically follow demand 

curves. In 2014, Highview Power Storage Ltd and project partners started the design and construction 

of a demonstration plant (5 MW/15 MWh) in a UK government funded project. The demonstration plant 

is scheduled to start operation in 2018 and to demonstrate numerous balancing services.  

The thermodynamic performance of CES systems has recently been subject to a number of papers. 

Different system configurations and optimal parameters reaching efficiencies of 40 to 55 % have been 

proposed. An optimal CES system configuration could not be derived as suggested parameters varied 

significantly. Reviewed publications rarely used exergy-based methods on component level. Neither the 

fuel and product approach nor the splitting of physical exergy was taken into consideration in any of the 

papers except for a previous publication by the authors [4]. 

Regarding CES economic evaluation, wide-ranging specific costs are reported but concrete economic 

data is rarely presented. A comparative economic analysis of two compressed air energy storage systems 

and a LAES system was presented by Stöver et al. [5]. An economic analysis of an adiabatic CES system 

was published by Morgan et al. [6]. Highview Power Storage [7] reported the purchase equipment cost 

and cost of engineering and construction of the pilot plant along with an estimate for a 20 MW plant in 

a technology and performance review.  

As none of the reviewed literature discusses thermo-economic or exergoeconomic analysis applied to 

CES, the paper at hand aims to show the correlations between thermodynamic inefficiencies and 
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economic effectiveness on system and component level. Finally, an optimized system configuration is 

proposed resultant of exergoeconomic optimization of a 100 MW cryogenic energy storage system. 

2 Methodology 

The exergoeconomic optimisation of the cryogenics-based energy storage system follows the approach 

of Bejan et. al [8]. The simulation was commenced in AspenPlus®. Exergoeconomic analysis was 

performed in multiple iterations to determine the effect of parametric changes on the cost-effectiveness 

of the system. Each iteration followed the schematic in Figure 2. For exergy analysis the fuel and product 

approach was used. The economic analysis used the Total Revenue Requirement (TRR) method 

according to [8]. 

 

Figure 2: Methodology followed in authors’ research. 

2.1 System design and simulation 

The proposed energy storage employs air as working fluid. The Peng-Robinson-Equation was used as 

equation of state in the Aspen Plus® simulation. The base case system has an installed capacity of 100 

MW/400 MWh. The system is a daily cycling unit, designed to supply electricity for up to four hours of 

peak demand at charge-to-discharge ratio of 2/1. The flow sheet of the system configuration is shown 

in Figure 3. 

The pre-treated air enters the system at ambient temperature and pressure (15 °C, 1.013 bar). In the first 

step of the air liquefaction process the air is compressed to 120 bar in three compression steps with inter-

stage cooling – (a) compression block. The liquefaction cycle is a Heylandt system with one cold 

expander – (b) liquefaction block. The heat rejected to the intercoolers is recovered and stored – (e) heat 

recovery and storage – to enhance the performance of the discharge unit. The heat storage media is water 

(at 25 bar). The hot water storage has an exiting temperature of about 200 °C. Heat losses of the heat 

storage are approximated at 5 K/cycle. The cold exergy recovery method of the discharge process is a 

simple direct expansion of liquid air. The liquid air is pumped to supercritical pressure (150 bar) and 

supplied to the Main heat exchanger 2 (MHE 2) to be evaporated and heated in heat exchange to the 

cold storage media – (c) regasification block. 

The cold released during regasification of the pressurized liquid air is recovered in the cold storage – (f) 

cold recovery and storage. The cold storage is realized with two recycling working media in liquid state: 

Perfluoropropane (R218, C3F8) and Methanol (CH3OH), at two temperature levels:  –180 to –61°C and 

–59 to –19 °C respectively. Heat leakage was estimated at 4 K/cycle. The recovered cold is supplied to 

the Main heat exchanger 1 (MHE2) to increase the liquid yield of the liquefaction process of the 
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subsequent charging process.  The liquid yield  refers to the percentile of mass flow (�̇�18) that is 

liquefied relative to the mass flow (�̇�1= 186 kg/s) of the entering air. 

 

Figure 3: Flowsheet of the base case cryogenic energy storage system 

The liquid air is stored in a simple insulated storage vessel at ambient pressure and a temperature of         

–194 °C. Boil-off losses in the storage tank are projected at 0.2 % by volume per day. The air flow in 

the discharge process is twice as high (�̇�20= 2 ∙ �̇�18 ≈ 215 kg/s), due to the charge to discharge ratio 

(2/1). The high-pressure air is super-heated and expanded in four gas turbine stages with reheating – (d) 

expansion block. The super-heating with the aid of the recycled heat increases the power output of the 

expanders significantly. Isentropic efficiencies of the compressors were assumed at 85 % and for the 

turbines 88 %. The minimum temperature approached in the main heat exchangers (MHE1 and MHE2) 

were 1.0 and 3.5 K respectively.  

2.2 Exergy-based methods 

In exergy analysis for each component of the system, the exergy of fuel and the exergy of product were 

defined. The evaluated systems partially operates below the environmental temperature. For such 

systems, the physical exergy of each 𝑗-th stream �̇�𝑗
𝑃𝐻 should be split into its thermal �̇�𝑗

𝑇 and mechanical 

�̇�𝑗
𝑀 parts [9]. A more detailed explanation and the definitions of the exergy of the fuel and of the exergy 

of the product for CES system components can be found in [4]. The component cost rates �̇�𝑖 for 

exergoeconomic analysis were calculated based on the total revenue required (TRR), the share of total 

bare module costs and the full load hours of the respective component (FLH). The purchased equipment 

costs (PEC) were estimated on component level. The cost estimation is based on cost graphs, cost 

estimate equations, and past purchase orders. Assumptions made are: an effective interest rate of 10%, 

a plant economic life of 30 years, the average general inflation rate 2.5 %, annual discharge hours 

1460h/a and the price of electricity is 20 €/MWh. An exemplary economic analysis for a CES can be 

found in [10]. 
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3 Results  

3.1 Base Case 

The final cost of the product of the base case system amounts to 305 €2016/MWh. The contribution of 

cost of the fuel, cost of the exergy losses and cost of the exergy destruction to the final product cost are 

shown in Figure 4. The losses of the system are relatively high, as the heat losses in the hot storage and 

the heat leaks into the cold storage are accounted as losses. The exergy destruction makes up for 58 % 

of the product costs. The distribution of cost of exergy destruction is shown in Figure 5. The highest 

cost of exergy destruction is caused in the turbines. In Figure 6, the cost of exergy destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑖 is 

contrasted to the sum of component cost rates �̇�i for most components, ordered by their magnitude. The 

components that have the most significant sum of cost of exergy destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑖 and cost rates �̇�𝑖 are 

turbines, intercoolers, MHE1 and MHE2 as well as the compressors. 

 

Figure 4: Contribution of the cost rate of the fuel  

�̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡  , the cost rate of the losses �̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 and the cost 

rate of exergy destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡 to the cost rate of 

exergy of the product �̇�𝑃,𝑡𝑜𝑡 

 

Figure 5: Distribution of the cost of exergy 

destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡 among the system 

components 

 

Figure 6: The cost rate of exergy destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑖, the component cost rates �̇�𝑖 and the 

exergoeconomic factor 𝑓𝑖 for most components 
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Most of these component cost rates are significantly higher than the cost of the exergy destruction 

occurring in the respective component. This is also indicated in the high exergoeconomic factor (𝑓𝑖 =

�̇�𝑖 (�̇�𝐷,𝑖 + �̇�𝑖)⁄ ≫ 0.5). The overall system has an exergoeconomic factor of 0.73. It is strongly 

recommended to reduce the component cost rates �̇�𝑖 for most components while allowing the exergetic 

efficiency to decrease. 

The turbines also have the highest share in sum of exergy destruction and exergy destruction. The 

exergoeconomic factor of the turbines (𝑓𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏. = 0.46) is relatively low, as for turbo machinery the 

component cost rate commonly exceeds the cost of exergy destruction in the component. In case of this 

energy storage system the discharge unit operates half of the time as the charging unit, which 

additionally doubles the component cost rate in comparison to components of the charging process.  

Table 1: Exergoeconomic optimisation options 

 𝑓𝑖 (-) 𝑟𝑖 (-) 𝜀𝑖 (%)  𝑃𝐶𝑀 �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 �̇�10 �̇�7⁄  𝜂𝑇 𝜂𝐶𝑀 ∆𝑇𝑅𝐻𝐸 

Turbines 0.47 1.33 84.9 ε𝑖 ↑ (↑) - - ↑ - (↓) 

Intercoolers 0.99 2.7 - 5.5 98.8 �̇�𝑖 ↓ ↑ - - - - - 

Main HE2 0.89 1.66 93.1 �̇�𝑖 ↓ - ↓ ↓ - - - 

Main HE1 0.81 1.38 93.2 �̇�𝑖 ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ - - - 

Compressors 0.85 1.6 - 1.9 89.5 �̇�𝑖 ↓ ↓ - - - ↓ - 

Re-heater 0.76 1.5 - 2.0 78.5 - 96.1 �̇�𝑖 ↓ (↑) - - (↓) ↓ ↑ 

Cryo Pump 0.38 1.11 93.7 ε𝑖 ↑ - - - - - - 

For exergoeconomic analysis the relative cost rate 𝑟𝑖 was also taken into account, which is defined as 

the difference in specific cost of the product and the fuel over the specific cost of the fuel (ri =
cP,i −cF,i 

cF,i
). 

The value of the relative cost rate in the turbines is relative low, 𝑟𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 ≈ 1.33, which indicates, that 

the cost of the fuel entering the Turbine is already very high. Which is why, not only an increase in 

turbine efficiency but a cost reduction in the fuel to the turbines on system level is necessary.  

The recommendation resulting from exergoeconomic evaluation of the base case: component cost 

reduction (Żi ↓) and increase in efficiency (ε𝑖 ↑) are given for most significant components in Table 1. 

3.2 First iterations 

In the first iterations of the exergoeconomic optimization the pressure ratio 𝑃𝐶𝑀 of the compressors was 

increased to reach a higher absolute pressure in the liquefaction process. The component cost rates for 

the base case (120 bar) and the cases with increased pressure are shown in Figure 7. The goal of 

decreasing the investment costs of the intercoolers, the Main heat exchanger 1 and the re-heaters was 

achieved. Moreover, cost of exergy destruction in the turbines was reduced, resulting in an increased 

exergoeconomic factor of 𝑓𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏. = 0.46. 
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Figure 7: Change of component cost rates �̇�𝑖 with increased compression pressure 

3.3 Second iteration 

As in the first set of iterations, the component cost streams of all heat exchangers were reduced with 

exception of the Main heat exchanger 2, aim to the second set of iterations is the reduction in costs of 

the MHE2. The mass flow of the cold storage working fluid (�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑) was reduced to increase the 

temperature difference (∆𝑇𝑀𝐻𝐸2) from 1.4 K to 5.6 K. Additional parametric changes were: the increase 

in turbine efficiencies (𝜂𝑇 = 90%), the decrease in compressor efficiency (𝜂𝐶𝑀 = 83 %) and the 

increase in temperature difference in the re-heaters (∆𝑇𝑅𝐻𝐸 = 6 𝐾). The results of the second set of 

iterations are shown in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8: Exergoeconomic analysis results for the first and second set of iterations compared with the 

base case  
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The Sum of exergy destruction and component cost rate are further reduced for the turbines, the MHE1 

and the re-heaters. The cost rate of the MHE2 is significantly reduced and the cost of exergy destruction 

in the turbines is further decreased. The cost of the final product reaches a significantly lower value of 

220 €/MWh. The exergoeconomic factor of the total system is reduced by six percentage points to 0.67. 

4 Conclusion 

An adiabatic cryogenic energy storage base case system was presented and analyzed with exergy based 

methods. Using exergoeconomics the final cost of the product – the discharged electricity – was reduced 

from 305 €/MWh to 220 €/MWh, significantly closer to the aimed range of 120 – 200 €/MWh. The cost 

of electricity charged to the system was found to have a minor effect on the product cost.  Allowing the 

systems exergetic efficiency to reduce from 48% to 42%, reduced the product costs by 62%. The largest 

potential for cost savings in the system was found to be the compression pressure in the liquefaction 

cycle and the temperature difference in the main heat exchangers. Other means to decrease the cost were 

identified and applied.  
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Abstract 
In this paper, results from the application of the Dynamic Advanced Exergy Analysis (DAEA) to a 
building energy system are reported. The novel aspect of this work is associated with the application of 

DAEA using measured data from a Building Automation System (BAS). The results obtained from the 

DAEA indicate that the interdependencies among system components are relatively strong, and 

therefore, for the overall performance improvement priority should be given to a better control 
algorithm. These results can be used for either control strategy optimization, or fault detection approach 

or even design improvement. From the initial results of the present paper, it can be concluded that the 

exergy destruction in heating and cooling consumers are entirely endogenous, since these components 
are located at the end of the energy supply chain and are connected to the final product of the system 

directly. Therefore, these components are the ones with a noticeable contribution to the exogenous 

exergy destruction in the upstream components, not only because they are located at the end of the chain, 
but also because of their large exergy destructions. Moreover, it is shown that the façade ventilation 

units and the active chilled beams cause a large amount of exergy destruction in other components of 

the system. Improvement of these consumers not only decreases the endogenous exergy destruction 

within the considered components, but also results in lower (exogenous) exergy destructions in the 
remaining components of the system. 

1 Introduction 

Unlike energy, exergy can be destroyed in a process due to irreversibility and the idea that something 

can be destroyed is useful in the design, analysis and optimization of energy systems [1]. A conventional 

exergy analysis only obtains exergy destruction within components of a system and the processes that 

cause them. However, it cannot take into account the interdependencies between different components 
of the system. In this context, the advanced exergy analysis (AEA) has been developed [2], in which 

exergy destruction can be partly attributed to the intrinsic irreversibility of the components and partly to 

the interactions between the components. The main objective of a plant analysis using the Advanced 
Exergy Analysis (AEA) is, therefore, to identify the causes of irreversibilities and their impacts on the 
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performance of the system [3].  
In each component of a system, some irreversibilities might occur due to the inefficiencies of other 

components. In other words, exergy destruction within a component of a system depends not only on its 

own efficiency, but also on the efficiencies of the other components and on the interactions between 
system components [4]. That part of exergy destruction associated with irreversibilities within other 

components is denoted exogenous exergy destruction (�̇�𝐷
𝐸𝑋), while the other part caused by internal 

irreversibilities within the component itself is called endogenous exergy destruction (�̇�𝐷
𝐸𝑁).  

The separation of these two exergy destructions thus makes it possible to determine improvement 

potentials for system components. In addition, �̇�𝐷
𝐸𝑋 can also be linked in a binary fashion to the external 

components that cause this irreversibility, so that the exogenous exergy destruction within component k 

caused by inefficient operation of component i can also be calculated (�̇�𝐷𝑖→𝑘
𝐸𝑋 ). Furthermore, the 

mexogenous1 exergy destruction can be calculated, which accounts for the part of �̇�𝐷 in component k, 
not caused by other components individually, but by the combination of all other components of the 

system (�̇�𝐷
𝑀𝐸𝑋) [4]. 

There are different approaches to divide exergy destruction into its endogenous and exogenous parts. 

Some of these methods are based on the analysis of theoretical thermodynamic processes, so that they 
cannot be applied to systems in which it is not possible to design a theoretical process [5]. Others focus 

on results from exergetic sensitivity analysis [6], so they require laborious mathematical work. These 

are approaches based on exergy balance methods or equivalent component methods. So, the main 
disadvantage associated with these methods is a large number of simulations that cannot be always easily 

carried out using commercial software [7]. Recently, a new easy-to-use and time-saving approach called 

“decomposition method” has been developed in Ref. [4], based on a systematic method derived from 
the general process design and synthesis. This method has been implemented in the present paper in 

order to conduct a DAEA to a complex and multifunctional building. One of the main advantages of 

this approach is that it does not need any commercial software for conducting simulations, and as soon 

as the measured data on site are collected and corrected (if necessary), it can be directly used to conduct 
a dynamic advanced exergy analysis. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Exergy Destruction 

A graphical representation of the dynamic exergy balance for an open system with thermal inertia and 

with multiple inlet/outlet flows is illustrated in Figure 1. According to this figure, the exergy destruction 

rate within the component k due to the irreversibilities in a process is equal to the difference between 
the dynamic exergy transport in forms of material, heat and work through the system boundaries and the 

temporal exergy change of the system under consideration.  

As seen in Figure 1, when the exergy content of the component is increasing with time (𝑑𝐸𝑘 𝑑𝑡⁄ > 0), 

it means that some part of inlet exergy is stored in the component and later will be used as a part of the 
“driving force” for this component. Therefore, in this case, exergy destruction is smaller than the 

difference between the inlet and outlet exergies (shown with blue-dashed line in Figure 1). In another 

case, when 𝑑𝐸𝑘 𝑑𝑡⁄ < 0, or in other words, when the exergetic driving force (or part of it) in component 

k is provided by the stored exergy in this component, �̇�𝐷,𝑘 in this situation is larger than the difference 

between inlet and outlet exergies. This is also shown with red-dashed line in Figure 1. By using the 
concept of fuel and product, proposed for the first time in Ref. [8], to conduct a dynamic exergy analysis, 

𝑑𝐸𝑘 𝑑𝑡⁄  will be considered as fuel when it decreases; and as product when it increases. 

                                                   
1 Mixed-exogenous 
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of a dynamic exergy balance for component k. 

Following equation can be formulated accordingly, to calculate �̇�𝐷,𝑘 for this component.  

 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 =∑�̇�𝑚 ∙ (1 −
𝑇0
𝑇𝑚
)

𝑚⏟            
∑ �̇�𝑄,𝑖𝑛−∑ �̇�𝑄,𝑜𝑢𝑡

+ ∑�̇�𝑛
𝑛⏟  

∑ �̇�𝑊,𝑖𝑛−∑ �̇�𝑊,𝑜𝑢𝑡

+∑�̇�𝑖,𝑖𝑛
𝑖

−∑�̇�𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑗

−
𝑑𝐸𝑘
𝑑𝑡

 
(1) 

 

In this equation, it is assumed that: 

 heat transfer into a system is positive, and heat transfer from a system is negative. 

 work done by a system is negative, and work done on a system is positive. 

2.2 Endogenous Exergy Destruction 

Assuming that all components of the plant, except component k, are in ideal operation without any 

exergy destructions or losses, the only cause for the corresponding �̇�𝐷 within component k would be the 

intrinsic thermodynamic inefficiencies in the component itself. This portion of �̇�𝐷 is called endogenous 

exergy destruction within component k and is denoted by �̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑁 . This variable is obtained from the 

decomposition method, proposed in Ref. [4]. In this way, the system needs to be divided into irreversible 

(the component being analysed) and reversible (the rest of the system) sub-groups. Indeed, �̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑁  results 

from the fact that the k-th component is operated at its current exergetic efficiency (𝜀𝑘), while the rest 

of the components are assumed to be completely reversible, i.e. has an exergetic efficiency of 100% [4]. 

The idealization of the other components must not change their arrangement and the structure of the 

process flow diagram, as they are used to determine the endogenous exergy destruction within the 
component under consideration. The entire product of the system also needs to remain the same as in 

the real system.  

2.3 Exogenous Exergy Destruction 

As stated before, some part of �̇�𝐷 within a system component is generally caused by thermodynamic 

inefficiencies in other components of the system, which is called exogenous exergy destruction of the 

k-th component (�̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑋 ). Once the endogenous exergy destruction is determined, the exogenous part can 

be calculated as shown in the following equation. 
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�̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑋 = �̇�𝐷,𝑘 − �̇�𝐷,𝑘

𝐸𝑁 (2) 

 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑋  can also be divided into several parts, each of them generated from a specific component in the 

system. This is achieved by combining scenarios for two components working at their real exergetic 

efficiencies (i.e. the component k being analysed, and the component i), while the rest remains reversible 

with a virtual exergetic efficiency of 100%. In this case, the �̇�𝐷 in the k-th component consists of two 

parts: the already calculated endogenous exergy destruction and the exogenous one, which is now caused 

by the irreversibilities in component i (�̇�𝐷𝑖→𝑘
𝐸𝑋 ). This value is obtained by subtracting �̇�𝐷,𝑘

𝐸𝑁  from the new 

exergy destruction of the k-th component (�̇�𝐷,𝑘
′ ), which is estimated in this calculation step (see Eq. (3)). 

 

�̇�𝐷𝑖→𝑘
𝐸𝑋 = �̇�𝐷,𝑘

′ − �̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑁 (3) 

 

The analysis of binary interactions between components of the energy supply chain shows that the 
downstream components are those that mainly impose exergy destruction on the upstream components. 

In fact, the exogenous exergy destruction in component i caused by the irreversibilities occurring in the 

upstream component k (�̇�𝐷𝑘→𝑖
𝐸𝑋 ) is zero, because �̇�𝐷,𝑖

′  would be equal to �̇�𝐷,𝑖
𝐸𝑁.  

2.4 Mexogenous Exergy Destruction 

Apart from endogenous and binary exogenous exergy destructions, there is an additional exergy 

destruction in each component caused by the simultaneous interactions between the component under 

consideration and the rest of the system. This term is referred to as mexogenous exergy destruction [9], 
which is obtained from the following equation: 

 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝑀𝐸𝑋 = �̇�𝐷,𝑘

𝐸𝑋 −∑�̇�𝐷𝑖→𝑘
𝐸𝑋

𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑘

 (4) 

 

where 𝑛 is the total number of components. 

3 Case Study 

The main building of the E.ON Energy Research Center (E.ON ERC) is considered as the case study in 

this paper. The building is located in the Campus Melaten of RWTH Aachen University in Germany 

and has a net floor area of 7,222 m2. In addition to laboratories, conference rooms and common areas, 
the building mainly consists of offices for more than 200 employees. As reported in Ref. [10], the overall 

heat transfer coefficient for windows and external walls of this building are 1.22 and 0.19 W/m2.K, 

respectively. Accordingly, an annual primary energy demand of 105.1 kWh/m2 and a net energy demand 
of 68 kWh/m2 were reported in the same reference, whereby the building meets the requirements of 

EnEV 2014 [11]. 

3.1 Process Flow Diagram 

The process flow diagram of the heating and cooling systems in the building under consideration is 

shown in Figure 2. The most important component of this system is a heat pump (C-01) coupled to a 

geothermal field (C-26) and connected to hot and cold-water storage tanks (C-05 and C-13). It provides 
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high-temperature cooling2 and low-temperature heating3 and transfers the extracted heat from one part 
of the building (i.e. cooling consumers) to another (i.e. heating consumers). 

In case the heat pump is not able to cover the heat demand in the low-temperature heating consumers 

(C-10 and C-11), additional heat will be supplied from the high-temperature heating network through a 
heat exchanger (C-07) to the low-temperature heating network. Two condensing boilers (C-41 and C-

42) and a gas-fired combined heat and power unit (C-44) are the heat suppliers in the high-temperature 

heating network. Under optimum operating conditions, the CHP provides the base load and the 
condensing boilers serve as back-up devices, since the CHP simultaneously generates electricity and 

heat and thus increases the energy efficiency of the building. 

 

 

Figure 2: Process flow diagram for heating and cooling systems in the main building of the E.ON 
Energy Research Center. 

3.2 Monitoring system of the building 

An extensive and flexibly expandable monitoring system has been implemented in the E.ON ERC main 
building to collect data with a high level of detail. The system collects data from the building automation 

system and stores it in an efficient and event-based database, which is part of a data warehouse system 

where all building-related information, including measurements and simulation results, can be retrieved 
centrally and used for data analysis. Further information on the building monitoring system can be found 

in Refs. [10,12,13]. 

In this study, data was collected from around 150 measuring points along the entire energy supply chain 
of the building. This data includes weather data, flow and return temperatures, mass flow rates, operation 

modes of energy conversion units, etc., recorded by a variety of measuring devices and stored in the 

                                                   
2 For cooling demand in Façade Ventilation Units (FVU), Active Chilled Beams (ACB), Concrete Core Activation 

(CCA) systems, and server rooms. 
3 For heating demand in Façade Ventilation Units (FVU), Air Handling Unit (AHU), Underfloor Heating (UFH), 
and Concrete Core Activation (CCA) systems. 
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SQL (Structured Query Language)) database. 
In this study, several Matlab scripts were developed to access data in the SQL database, to correct this 

data using the mass and energy balances, and to perform a DAEA based on the measured data. 

3.3 Definition of the Products of the System 

Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the decomposition method for applying the DAEA to the 
main building of the E.ON ERC. The first step for DEEA is to define the final products of the system 

under study and to keep them constant in both “ideal” and “real” operations of the system components. 

The products associated with the requirements for heating and cooling must be carefully considered. For 
instance, in the case of heating, one could assume that the exergy of the heating demand corresponds to 

the exergy supplied by the energy emission component (e.g. the exergy of the heat flow at the surface 

temperature of the heating devices). Nevertheless, the exergy of the emitted heat must be calculated at 

room air temperature, since the aim of a heating device is to temper the indoor air in order to fulfil the 
comfort conditions. Therefore, the exergy of the required heat is significantly lower than the exergy 

supplied and the endogenous exergy destruction in these components is thus significantly high. This 

causes relatively high exogenous exergy destruction in other components of the system and makes the 
quality mismatch between required and supplied energy one of the main sources of inefficiencies in the 

entire energy system of the building. 

 

 

Figure 3: The graphical representation of the decomposition method for performing dynamic 

advanced exergy analysis for energy system of the main building of the E.ON ERC. The units for all 

exergy flows between components as well as exergy destruction within the components are MWh. 

The calculation of the final product for the components of this case study is based on the data shown in 

Figure 3, and are listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Final products of the heating and cooling system of the main building of the E.ON ERC in 
terms of exergy for the year 2015. All units are in MWh. 

Component*  
Exergetic Demand Final 

Exergetic Product positive negative 

01 – cooling consumer FVU & ACB 0.127 6.683 0.127 

02 – cooling consumer CCA 0.109 0.184 0.109 

06 – cooling consumer in server rooms 0.033 2.351 0.033 

07 – cooling consumer in laboratories 0.021 0.168 0.021 

16 – heating consumer CCA 3.634 0.003 3.634 

17 – heating consumer AHU, FVU & UFH 8.122 0.005 8.122 

19 – heating consumer in laboratories 15 0 15 

25 – generated electricity in the CHP 1.033 – 1.033 
*According to Figure 3. 

In Figure 3, the ideal exergies leaving/entering each component of the system are shown in parentheses, 

while the real exergies are given without parentheses. When applying the DAEA to the present case 
study, the following aspects must be noted: 

1) In some components of the system, in addition to the continuous outgoing blue lines (representing 

the final products), there are other incoming streams, which are also marked with blue colours, but 
as dashed lines. These flows represent the amount of exergy in the total demand that could have 

been met directly from the ambient air (i.e. the reference environment) without operation of heating 

or cooling devices. However, due to an inefficient control system or to the restrictions on indoor air 
quality, the demand was never covered by the outside air. For this reason, all incoming exergy 

currents to the consumers (blue dashed lines at the end of the energy supply chain) within these 

components are destroyed. Therefore, they are not included in the final product of the system and 

are only used to calculate the exergy destruction and exergetic efficiency of the components in their 
real operating mode. 

 

2) Another important point is that in some parts of the system, mainly in the cooling network, due to 
the changes in the reference temperature, the amount of exergy supplied from an upstream 

component to the downstream ones may not always decrease. For instance, to meet the annual 

cooling demand in FVU and ACB, 1.074 MWh of exergy was supplied to these units by sending 
cooling water to them through an upstream component “Mixer & Splitter High-Temperature 

Cooling Network” (see the black line connecting these two components in Figure 3). In this case, 

the forward temperature of the cooling water is obviously lower than the return temperature coming 

back from the cooling consumers. Normally, in case of cooling, the ambient temperature is higher 
than the forward and return temperature of water. The exergy thus will be transferred from the 

cooling medium to the conditioned zone. In some situations, however, it could also be possible that 

the ambient temperature is between the forward and return temperatures, so that the exergy content 
of the return water within the cooling process begins to increase immediately after the temperature 

exceeds the ambient temperature. However, this “gained exergy” is not in favour of the cooling 

process and must be wasted/destroyed in the system to cover the cooling requirements again. In 

Figure 3, the increments in exergy contents within a process are depicted with dashed grey lines 
between components. 

 

3) As already mentioned, the dashed lines (either the blue lines into the end consumers or the grey ones 
between components) are used only for the calculation of exergy destruction and exergetic 

efficiencies in components of the system under their real operating conditions. Since these exergies 

are caused by changes in the reference temperature and will be destructed in the system, they are 
excluded from the DAEA. This assumption also simplifies the problem to some extent. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Endogenous and Exogenous Exergy Destructions 

The percentage of endogenous and exogenous exergy destructions in different components of the system 

for one year are shown in Figure 4. From this diagram it can be concluded that in situations where 

changes in the reference temperature do not change the exergy destruction within a component 
significantly (e.g. in the heating network), the closer the components are to the end products, the smaller 

the share of exogenous exergy destruction will be. In other words, if the downstream components 

contain irreversibilities, the upstream components must provide more exergy to compensate for these 
irreversibilities, resulting in greater exergy destruction in the upstream components. This is one reason 

that justifies the high proportion of �̇�𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑋  in heat pumps and other energy conversion units. 

 

Figure 4: The percentages of endogenous and exogenous exergy destructions in different Components 

of the building energy system under consideration in the year 2015. 

Since the geothermal field and the free cooler have no productive purposes, and they only serve other 

components of the system, they are considered as dissipative components, in which the exergy 

destruction is completely exogenous. On the contrary, the exergy destructions within heating and 
cooling consumers are completely endogenous, as these components are at the end of the energy supply 

chain and are directly connected to the final product of the system. Table 2 summarizes the average 

results of the DAEA for all components of the case study. 
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Table 2: The average results of the dynamic advanced exergy analysis for all components of the main 
building of the E.ON ERC for the year 2015. 

Component* 
𝐸𝐷,𝑘 𝐸𝐷,𝑘

𝐸𝑁  𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑋  𝐸𝐷,𝑘

𝑀𝐸𝑋 

[MWh] [MWh] [MWh] [MWh] 

01 – Cooling Consumer FVU & ACB 6.161 6.161 0 0 

02 – Cooling Consumer CCA 0.357 0.357 0 0 

03 – Mixer & Splitter in High-Temperature Cooling 
Network 

0.068 
0.005 0.063 0.035 

04 – Mixer & Splitter in Cooling Network 0.284 0.038 0.246 0.147 

05 – Mixer & Splitter in Low-Temperature Cooling 

Network 
0.597 

0.037 0.560 0.261 

06 – Cooling Consumer in Server Rooms 1.853 1.853 0 0 

07 – Cooling Consumer in Laboratories 0.282 0.282 0 0 

08 – Cold-Water Storage Tank 1.051 0.163 0.888 0.475 

09 – Chiller 7.003 0.733 6.270 0.762 

10 – Geothermal Field 1.870 0 1.870 1.200 

11 – Heat Pump 101.998 22.602 79.396 14.929 

12 – Free Cooler 67.082 0 67.082 18.563 

13 – Warm-Water Storage Tank 1.346 0.189 1.157 1.011 

14 – Mixer in Low-Temperature Heating Network 1.063 0.558 0.505 0.099 

14 – Splitter in Low-Temperature Heating Consumers 0.531 0.313 0.218 0 

16 – Heating Consumer CCA 2.272 2.272 0 0 

17 – Heating Consumer AHU, FVU & UFH 5.982 5.982 0 0 

18 – Heat Exchanger 7.237 3.940 3.297 0.242 

19 – Heating Consumer in Laboratories 5.990 5.990 0 0 

20 – Splitter in Low & High-Temperature Heating 

Networks 
0.340 

0.182 0.158 0.034 

21 – Hydraulic Separator 0.643 0.340 0.303 0.069 

22 – Mixer in High-Temperature Heating Network 0.037 0.020 0.017 0.003 

23 – Condensing Boiler 1 51.603 26.733 24.870 5.844 

24 – Condensing Boiler 2 66.955 34.699 32.256 7.559 

25 – Gas-Fire Combined Heat & Power Unit 1.724 0.894 0.830 0.642 
*According to Figure 3. 

4.2 Binary Exogenous Exergy Destructions 

The exogenous exergy destruction in each component can be separated according to the component 

causing it using binary interactions between these two components. Figure 5 is one of the main results 
of the DAEA representing the binary interactions between different components of the system. This 

figure shows the ratio of exogenous exergy destruction caused by component i in component k to total 

exergy destruction in the k-th component of the system (�̇�𝐷𝑖→𝑘
𝐸𝑋 �̇�𝐷,𝑘⁄ ). 

As expected, heating and cooling consumers are the components with a significant contribution to 
exogenous exergy destruction in the upstream components, not only because they are at the end of the 

chain, but also because of their large exergy destruction. 
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Figure 5: The ratio of exogenous exergy destruction caused by component i in component k to the 

total exergy destruction in component k. 

4.3 The Overall Amount of Exogenous Exergy Destruction 

Figure 6 shows the overall amount of exogenous exergy destruction caused by each component in the 

rest of the system. It becomes clear that cooling consumers FVU and ACB impose a great amount of 

exergy destruction in other components of the system. Improving these consumers not only reduces 
endogenous exergy destruction within the same components, but also leads to less exogenous exergy 

destruction in the rest of the upstream components. 
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Figure 6: The total amount of exogenous exergy destruction caused by each component in the rest of 
the system. 

4.4 The Entire System 

From Figure 7 it can be concluded that almost two-thirds of the total exergy destruction is exogenous 

due to the structural limitations of the system. According to the results of another DAEA applied to the 

building heating systems, the proportions of avoidable and unavoidable exergy destructions in buildings 
energy systems are 23% and 77%, respectively. Using the same values for this case study, it can be 

concluded that only about 8% of total exergy destruction within the entire system can be avoided by 

applying the best technological measures currently available in the market (i.e. reducing endogenous 
avoidable exergy destruction). Approximately 15% of total exergy destruction can be avoided by 

improving interactions between system components, e.g. by improving the control system. 
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Figure 7: The fractions of endogenous, binary exogenous and mexogenous exergy destructions for the 

entire system. 

5 Conclusions 

In the present paper, a dynamic advanced exergy analysis was applied to the energy system of a complex 
multifunctional building. This analysis was performed to the measured and corrected data (based on 

mass and energy balances) from almost 150 data points along the entire energy supply chain of the 

building. The DAEA indeed emphasizes the role of the control strategy in the energy systems of 

buildings and provides information on the potential improvements that can be achieved through a better 
control strategy. In summary, the results obtained by the DAEA indicate that the dependencies between 

system components are strong and therefore a better control strategy should be used to improve the total 

energetic efficiency of the building under consideration. Results obtained from the DAEA can be used 
to optimize control strategy, fault detection or even design optimization. Thus, a step towards reducing 

energy use can be achieved by utilizing the information provided by this analysis 
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Abstract 
Hydrogen production from photocatalysis of water has assessed over perovskite photocatalysts. A liquid 

phase plasma was introduced in the photocatalysis as a light energy source. The photocatalytic activities 
for hydrogen production by irradiation of liquid phase plasma were compared to under UV light 

irradiation. Hydrogen was produced from water splitting by irradiation of light energy though absence 

of photocatalysts. Rate of hydrogen generation was improved by applying perovskite in the 
photocatalysis. The rate of hydrogen evolution using the liquid phase plasma was significantly enhanced 

compared to the rate obtained from UV light-driven hydrogen generation. 

1 Introduction 

Hydrogen has been concerned as a future clean energy. Hydrogen is used in many chemical industries 

and fuel cells. The search for effective methods for hydrogen production from sustainable and renewable 

resources has attracted considerable attention. Generally, hydrogen is produced by steam reforming 
from a petroleum or natural gas [1,2]. Only 4 % of hydrogen is produced via water electrolysis [3]. It 

has been developing the method of hydrogen production using new alternative and eco-friendly energy 

sources [4]. The photocatalytic splitting of water for hydrogen generation including the thermochemical 
is a very useful and is the most effective skill for production of hydrogen [5-7]. The photocatalytic 

splitting of water over metal-loaded TiO2 photocatalysts has attracted attention as an efficient clean 

technology. Water decomposition by photocatalysis using solar energy provides an ideal method for 
hydrogen production. In photocatalytic water splitting, the photocatalysts are the most important factor. 

Recently, many studies have focused on the development of more photosensitive photocatalysts but the 

light sources are also very important in the photochemical reaction. Effective light sources for the 

photocatalysts greatly affect the photocatalysis. Although diverse light sources have been introduced to 
the photocatalytic reaction, there have been few studies on photocatalysis by irradiation into water 

directly by liquid phase plasma (LPP). In the photocatalytic water splitting, the light sources are an 

important factor for enhancement of hydrogen generative with photocatalysts [8]. Electrolysis of plasma 
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discharge is regarded as an unconventional electrolysis [9]. Recently, the glow discharge has been 
concerned as a promising technology which has shown the chemical effects [10]. LPP is generated by 

discharging of a high voltage into liquid directly. The LPP can emit a strong UV and visible light with 

many active species. The LPP generates a high density of plasma and a large spatial distribution than 
that of UV lamp irradiation [11]. Thus, the LPP can attribute to a photochemical decomposition of water 

for hydrogen production [12]. 

Some additives act as additional proton sources for hydrogen producing. Indeed, alcohols are relatively 
easier to achieve, and the rate of hydrogen is remarkably increased above 10 times than that obtained 

from pure water [13]. The most active metals for photocatalytic hydrogen production have been 

surveyed in many studies [14]. Several studies suggest that Pt is the most promising metal to improve 

the photoactivity of titanium dioxide [15]. Gold-loaded TiO2 photocatalyst also presented a high 
photoactivity for hydrogen production from pure water. However, these metals have limitation for an 

industrial use because of their expensive cost [16]. It is necessary to substitute the metals which are 

effective and cheaper [17]. 
This study reports on the enhanced hydrogen production by photocatalytic water splitting by LPP on the 

metal-loaded perovskite photocatalysts. Ag was employed as the metal loaded on the photocatalysts. 

The photocatalytic activities were examined from rate of hydrogen evolution. The effect of methanol 

addition into water was also investigated to the hydrogen production. 

2 Experimental 

2.1 Preparation of photocatalysts 

Eu-dopped CaTiO3 (CTO) was prepared according to the sol–gel method on the basis of the 

CaZnTiO3:Eu3+ formula. Stoichiometric amount of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, Ca(NO3)3·4H2O, and 

Eu(NO3)3·6H2O were introduced as starting raw materials. Ti(OC4H9)4 was dosed to the starting material 

with a vigorous stirring. Citric acid dissolving in 2-methoxyethanol and alcohol solution as a chelating 
agent was introduced in the reactant materials. The mixtures were stirred for 2 h to obtain a highly 

transparent sol. The mixture was heated at 130 ◦C for 48 h. The sample was heated in a furnace at a 

5◦C/min heating rate to a 1100 ◦C, and held for 5 h. The dried-materials were crushed to obtain a fine 
powder.  

Silver(Ⅱ) (Junsei, 99%) was used as a precursor of Ag/TiO2 photocatalysts. The Ag-incorporated in TiO2 

was prepared by an incipient impregnation method. The Ag ions were incorporated onto TiO2 

crystallines at ca. 3 wt %. Commercially available TiO2 (Degussai, P25) was used as a reference 
material. Nonocrystallines titanium dioxide sol (TIS) was synthesized by dissolving titanium tetra 

isopropoxide (Dajung, 98%) and isopropanol (Duksane, 98%) into distilled water. The concentration of 

titanium isopropoxide was controlled to ca. 10 wt% to the titanium dioxide. After stirring of the solution 
at 25°C for 3 h, a distilled water was injected drop-wise to initiate the hydrolysis.  

2.2 Photocatalytic water splitting  

A diagram of photoreaction device adopted the LPP is presented in Fig.1. The photocatalytic 
decomposition was performed in distilled water and methanol solution. The photocatalytic reaction 

performed in the photoreactor irradiated the LPP into reactant directly. The gas phase products were 

carried by nitrogen gas to GC device. The N2 carrier gas is controlled by mass flow controller to supply 

as constant flow rate. Temperature of inside of the reactor installed the LPP system was controlled at 
25°C by water circulating bath maintained constant temperature. The gaseous products were analyzed 

using GC (Younglins, M6500D) installed a thermal conductivity detector with MS 5A packing column. 
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Liquid phase plasma was generated by pulsed electric discharging system using a needle to needle 
electrode. Tungsten was employed as the material of the needle electrode with a 0.3 mm inter electrode 

gap. The LPP pulse width and frequency of the electric discharge supply are 3-5 μs and 25-30 kHz, 

respectively. 

2.3 Optical analysis and characterization of perovskites 

Optical emission spectrum (OES) of the LPP was recorded by a fiber optical spectrometer (Kavantes, 

KavaSpec-K3648) during plasma discharge in the water. The spectra were measured at 250 V discharge 
voltage, 3 μs pulse width, and 30 kHz frequency during acquisition. The crystallinity and structure of 

the perovskites were identified by X-ray powder diffractions (XRD; Brukers, D5050). The 

morphologies and particle sizes of the photocatalysts were observed by transmission electron 
microscope (TEM; FEI Titan G2). The components of the photocatalyst were identified by energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX; Hitachis S-5000). The UV-visible diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy (DRS) was measured using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzue, UV-3000). The 

optical bandgap (Egap) was determined according to the equation for indirect electronic transitions 
proposed by Kubelka and Munk. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of photochemical reaction apparatus using LPP system. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Characteristics of perovskite and optical emission 

The OES estimated during LPP discharging in distilled water and aqueous methanol solution is 

presented in Fig. 2. Strong emission peaks such as O1 at 778 nm, Hα at 657 nm, and Hβ at 486 nm 

appeared in the distilled water. In addition, the molecular band of OH radical was observed at 310 nm. 
The strongest emission peak was shown at 310 nm. Another strong emission peak appeared at 657 nm. 

These indicate that the irradiation of LPP brought to photoreaction both ultraviolet and visible light 

region. The OES at 310 nm was strengthened according to injection of methanol into water. 
Fig. 3 presents the SEM images of TiO2, TIS, and CTO crystallines. The morphologies of titanium 

dioxide (P25) and TIS were spherical shape. In contrast, the shape of CTO crystalline was flake type. 

The crystal size of TiO2 (P25) was ca. 30-60 nm. The crystal size of TIS was below 20 nm. The size of 
CTO was bigger than the two titanium dioxides.  
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Fig. 2. OES of the LPP recorded in (a) distilled water and (b) methanol solution 

Fig. 3. FE-SEM images: (a) Ag/TiO2, (b) Ag/TIS, and (c) Ag/CTO photocatalysts 

3.2 Hydrogen evolution by photocatalytic splitting of water using LPP 

Hydrogen was generated in the gaseous products with a little O2 from the water photocatalysis. New 

liquid product was not observed during the photoreaction. Fig. 4 illustrates the rate of hydrogen 
evolution from pure water by irradiation of LPP absence of photocatalyst and with TiO2 dose. A little 

amount of hydrogen was generated by LPP irradiation in spite of lack of a photocatalyst. As confirmed 

from OES of Fig. 2, H+ ions and OH- radicals were generated by LPP discharging. The plasma irradiation 

was enforced increasing conductivity of solution. This suggests that a high conductivity of the solution 
can lead an increase of hydrogen generation. Hydrogen generation was increased apparently by dose of 

TiO2 in the water photocatalytic splitting. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the rate of hydrogen evolution over various photocatalysts at 1 h of irradiation time. 
The evolution rate of hydrogen was similar on the TiO2 phtocatalysts and CTO perovskite. The hydrogen 

generations were increased on Ag-loaded photocatalysts in the photocatalytic water splitting. Ag/CTO 

perovskite photocatalysts exhibited the highest rate of hydrogen evolution. Ag loading onto the 
photocatalysts led to enlarged photosensitivity resulting in a progressed of hydrogen evolution. Rate of 

hydrogen evolution from photocatalysis of methanol solution on Ag/CTO perovskite was significantly 

improved with increasing of methanol concentration, however, it was not improved identically 

according to the increment of methanol concentration.  
The rate of hydrogen evolution has been reported as ca. 0.11 mmol/h·g on Pt/TiO2 in the similar 

photoreaction conditions [18]. When an Hg−UV lamp (500 W) was used as a light source in the water 

photocatalysis, we obtained the rate as 0.07 mmol/h·g on Ni/TiO2 photocatalyst. The rate of hydrogen 
evolution (1.52 mmol/h·g) on the photocatalysis using the LPP was higher than that obtained from 
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photocatalysis by the UV lamp irradiation on Pt/TiO2 photocatalyst. This indicates that the LPP 
irradiation leads a remarkable improvement of photocatalytic activity compared with the irradiation of 

UV lamp. 

 

Fig. 4. Rate of hydrogen evolution by the water photocatalytic splitting in different photoreaction 
condition: (a) TiO2 with Na2CO3 injection (b) injection of Na2CO3 only, and (c) distilled water.  

 

Fig. 5. Rate of hydrogen evolution from photocatalytic splitting of water on various Ag-loaded 

photocatalysts. 

4 Conclusion 

The hydrogen production from photocatalytic splitting of water using LPP irradiation was examined on 

CTO perovskite photocatalysts. Hydrogen was generated in the photocatalytic water decomposition 

without photocatalysts through the LPP irradiation. The CTO perovskite photocatalysts exhibited higher 
photocatalytic activities than TiO2 photocatalyst. The Ag loading on photocatalysts attributed to the 

increase of hydrogen evolution. Rate of hydrogen evolution in the photocatalysis applying the LPP was 

significantly enhanced compared to the rate obtained from UV light-driven hydrogen generation. 
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Abstract 

Since the use of fossil fuels would still be dominant for electricity generation, at least in the near future, 

measures such as Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) are necessary. The objective of this paper is to 

evaluate the capture of CO2 from combustion gases using low-temperature post-combustion 
technologies. Two methods for the liquefaction and separation of CO2 will be discussed, which are the 

use of the low-temperature exergy of LNG (while regasifying the LNG), and a refrigeration cycle with 

helium. Each of these methods will be investigated at three different CO2 concentrations: 30%, 13% and 

4%. The results showed that an increase in the concentration of CO2 within the combustion gases not 
only causes a large decrease in the energy penalty of the capture process and the cost of CO2 capture, 

but also a large increase in the overall exergetic efficiency of a power plant. Moreover, these advantages 

can be observed when the helium refrigeration cycle is replaced with LNG regasification. For a 30% 
CO2 concentration using LNG, the overall exergetic efficiency and the cost of CO2 capture are 41.2% 

and 45.5 $/tCO2 respectively, when a CO2 capture rate of 96.3% is achieved. 

1 Introduction 

As the amount of greenhouse gases continue to rise, the earth is under the increasing danger of global 

warming. Since CO2 accounted for about 80% of the global warming effect in the US in 2015, it is the 

gas with the largest contribution among the greenhouse gases [1]. This is especially important in the 
power generation sector, since it is responsible for the production of a large part of the CO2 released. To 

reduce this amount, measures such as limiting the amount of fossil fuels used, enlarging the share of 

renewable energy in many industries, increasing the efficiency of energy systems, etc. need to be taken. 
However, the use of renewable energy still faces some issues such as weather dependency, unreliability, 

inconsistency, the required greater system flexibility and cost, among others [2]. Therefore, an 

alternative way of achieving the set target of CO2 emissions is needed, and one way is Carbon Capture 
and Storage (CCS). 

The focus of this work is on CO2 capture by liquefaction and separation, where different capture systems 

were simulated and evaluated using exergy and economic analyses. After investigating different 
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configurations, two capture systems were considered: Using LNG as the method of cooling, and (b) 
using a closed refrigeration cycle with helium as the working fluid. Both configurations were simulated 

at three different concentrations of CO2 in the combustion gases, 30%, 13% and 4.2%. 

2 System Analysis 

Since capture using the MEA and Selexol absorption methods are mature technologies that have already 

been studied and implemented, this research focused on the cryogenic separation of CO2 through its 
liquefaction. The goal was to study whether it is possible to cryogenically separate the CO2 requiring a 

similar energy penalty as the MEA and Selexol absorption processes but having the advantages of a 

lower environmental impact (as no solvent is regenerated) and a capture facility independent of the 

power plant. 

2.1 Simulation 

In order to study the energy and economic requirements of the cryogenic separation of CO2, the 

simulations were performed using Aspen Plus software [3], and the property method chosen was the 
REFPROP method. All simulations were performed using three CO2 concentrations: 30 mol.%, 13 

mol.% and 4.2 mol.%. These concentrations were chosen as typical CO2 concentrations within the 

combustion gases of a coal-gasification power plant, a coal-fired power plant, and a combined cycle 
power plant, respectively. Although pre-combustion capture is usually used in a coal-gasification power 

plant, a concentration of 30% was used to determine the effect of the concentration of CO2 on the capture 

process. Trials of different cycles and working fluids were performed to determine which configuration 
is most suitable for the separation of CO2. 

2.2 LNG Regasification 

One method to reach the temperature required for CO2 separation is to use Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). 

The LNG regasification technologies currently used are not very efficient, as approximately 1.5% of the 

energy in the LNG is required for regasification. Therefore, the aim is to use the LNG to separate the 
CO2 from the rest of the combustion gases, while simultaneously regasifying it. Moreover, the 

temperature of the LNG is low enough to achieve the separation of CO2 at any initial concentration. The 

simulation flowsheet can be seen below in Figure 1. The LNG was assumed to be composed of pure 
methane for simplicity. 

In the main cycle, the combustion gases enter the capture block at 90 °C and a pressure slightly above 

environmental pressure. First, water needs to be completely separated from the flue gas stream in order 
to have a dry compression and expansion. This is done by cooling the combustion gases to a temperature 

between -35 and -40 °C, where the water can then be separated using a simple flash separator. 

Afterwards, the combustion gases are compressed using a two-stage compressor, and cooled to 

environmental temperature. The LNG enters heat exchanger LNGCOOL at -165 °C and a pressure 
slightly above atmospheric pressure, where it provides further cooling to the combustion gas stream. 

The temperature of this stream is lowered to -120°C, -130°C, or -140 °C when the initial concentration 

of CO2 is 30%, 13% or 4.2% respectively. Simultaneously, the LNG is regasified, and exits the heat 
exchanger as natural gas at a temperature between 6 °C and 14 °C. The natural gas can then be 

pressurized and transported in pipelines to the location of use. 
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Figure 1: Flowsheet of the post-combustion unit using LNG 

The CO2 is finally separated in a flash separator, pumped to a pressure of 150 bar which is suitable for 
transportation by pipeline, and heated in heat exchanger HE4 by cooling the incoming flue gas stream. 

As for the rest of the combustion gases (mostly nitrogen and some oxygen), they are heated to a 

temperature of -44 °C and expanded to environmental pressure. Heating the gas stream before the 

expansion process is necessary to keep it exclusively in the vapor state at the outlet of the expander. 
Finally, the flue gas stream is heated to environmental temperature before being released into the 

environment.  

2.3 The Helium Cycle 

Another method that can be used for the separation of CO2 is using an additional refrigeration closed 
cycle as shown below in Figure 2. Helium was chosen as a working fluid as it is inert, non-toxic, and 

has the lowest boiling point among all elements. Moreover, the separation temperature was easily 

achieved for all three CO2 concentrations studied, and the pressure required was lower than that when 

using other working fluids (ranging between 10 and 15 bar for an initial CO2 concentration of 30% and 
4.2% respectively).  

The main cycle is exactly the same as in the case of using LNG, but replacing the LNG heat exchanger 

by a helium cycle. In this cycle, the helium is compressed to a pressure of 10-15 bar using two 
compressors with interstage cooling, then cooled to environmental temperature, and expanded to a 

pressure slightly above the environmental pressure. Finally, heat exchanger HE is used to heat the 

helium, while providing enough cold energy to the combustion gases to separate the CO2 in flash 
separator FLASH2. The helium is then returned to the first compressor and the cycle is completed. 
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Figure 2: Flowsheet of the post-combustion unit using a helium cycle 

2.4 Comparison analysis 

There are two advantages of using LNG as a method of cooling over using the helium cycle. First, the 

cycle is significantly simpler and contains fewer components, making it easier to install and implement 
and cheaper from the equipment costs point of view. Second, the inefficient and energy-wasting 

regasification process is no longer needed for the LNG, as this process offers a simple and more efficient 

alternative. However, the transportation of LNG to the capture plant might not be simple or convenient, 

unless the plant is located near the harbor where LNG is imported. In addition, Germany imports a very 
small amount of LNG at the moment, which makes it difficult for this system to be used by several 

power plants. However, in the end of 2017, there were plans to build a new LNG terminal in Germany, 

which could start operations by the end of 2022 [4]. If this terminal was built, it would provide a stable 
and sufficient source of LNG that can be used in the CO2 capture process.  

2.5 Simulation Results 

2.5.1 Power Consumption 

The CO2 purity in the captured stream, CO2 capture rate, total power consumption, and power 

consumption per kg of CO2 can be seen below in Table 1. It is clear that the power consumption values 

for the simulations using LNG are much lower than those using helium. This result is expected, as there 
are two more compressors for the case of 30% initial concentration of CO2 and three more compressors 

for the cases of 13% and 4.2% CO2 when using the helium cycle in comparison to using LNG.  

However, the most significant value to be calculated is the power consumption per kg of CO2, as this 
value is most often reported in literature and allows the comparison of the two methods of CO2 capture. 

As the initial concentration of CO2 decreases, the power consumption per kg of CO2 significantly 
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increases: the specific consumptions for CO2 concentrations of 13% and 4.2% are more than twice and 
6 times that for a concentration of 30% respectively. Moreover, the power consumption per kg of CO2 

is much larger when using the helium cycle as compared to using LNG for the same initial concentration 

of CO2. Therefore, it is concluded that the concentration of CO2 in the combustion gases as well as the 
method of capture both have a significant effect on the energy required for the capture process, and thus 

on the feasibility of the capture process. It is very important to note that the amount of LNG required 

was not considered for calculating the specific energy consumption. The amount of energy supplied by 
the LNG is significant, especially since the mass flow rate of LNG required is substantial. 

Table 1: CO2 capture rate and power consumption results 

 LNG Helium 

 30% CO2 13% CO2 4.2% CO2 30% CO2 13% CO2 4.2% CO2 

CO2 purity (%) 99.67 99.65 99.36 99.67 99.65 99.36 

CO2 capture rate (%) 96.33 96.38 96.56 96.33 96.38 96.56 

Total power 

consumption (MW) 
58.20 60.35 58.84 314.15 302.36 263.35 

Power consumption/ kg 

of CO2 (MJ/kg) 
0.286 0.624 1.783 1.545 3.128 7.980 

2.5.2 Energy Penalty 

Another important value to calculate is the energy penalty, which can be defined in many ways, 

specifically in this thesis as the amount of power needed for CO2 capture as a fraction of the total power 

produced in the power plant. According to Bhown and Freeman, using this definition of energy penalty 
and for a 90% CO2 capture and 11-15% initial concentration of CO2, the minimum energy penalty 

required is 4.0-4.5% of the power generated before capture [5]. However, the energy penalty is more 

commonly calculated by keeping the power generated constant and determining the increase in fuel 
required for CO2 capture to generate the same power [5]. By calculating the energy penalty in this way, 

a larger energy penalty is achieved, such as 23-40% for coal-fired power plants and 10-28% for NGCC 

plants [6]. However, in the case of this thesis, the first definition is used since the power plants 

themselves were not simulated (only the capture plant), and thus no information is available on the 
amount of fuel required before and after capture.  

The energy penalty calculated ranges between 14 and 17% when using LNG as the method of cooling, 

and between 70 and 75% when using the helium cycle. Therefore, when using the helium cycle, the 
energy penalty is much larger than that using LNG (by a factor of 5) for the same concentration of CO2. 
In absolute terms, an energy penalty of 14 or 17% might be acceptable; however, an energy penalty of 

70 or 75% would render the capture process infeasible. Optimization can significantly help reduce the 
energy penalty; on the other hand, the helium cycle is still not likely to be implemented unless major 

structural improvements could be done.  

3 Exergy Analysis 

The reference environmental temperature and pressure for the exergy calculations were set to 10 °C and 

1.013 bar respectively [7]. The splitting of physical exergy into its thermal and mechanical parts was 

required for the definition of exergy of fuel and exergy of product for some components, since they 
operate below or crossing the temperature of the environment. 
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Heat exchangers have, in general, the lowest exergetic efficiency, as there are many constraints on the 
system in terms of the temperature required to be achieved by the hot or cold stream. For example, the 

heat exchanger placed before the expander in the main cycle is required to reduce the temperature of the 

combustion gases until the point just before liquid starts forming at the outlet of the expander. The 

results show that the exergy destruction of heat exchangers represents around 60% of the total exergy 

destruction for the simulations using helium, and around 90% for the simulations using LNG. 
The exergetic parameters for the overall system are shown below in Table 2. The exergy of fuel was 

calculated by adding the exergy of the combustion gases entering the system, the sum of the power of 

the compressors and the pump minus the sum of the power of expanders, and the exergy of the LNG 
stream minus the exergy of the natural gas stream (only for the simulations using LNG as a method for 

cooling). As for the exergy of product of the overall system, it is simply equal to the exergy of the 

captured CO2 stream leaving the system. Furthermore, the exergy loss was calculated by adding the 

exergy of the stream of combustion gases and the exergy of the water stream leaving the system. 
The exergetic analysis shows that the concentration of CO2 is a very significant factor for the post-

combustion capture of CO2 through liquefaction, which is in accordance with the energy analysis. On 

the other hand, the method of cooling represents a less significant factor in comparison to the 
concentration drop. In absolute terms, an exergetic efficiency of 32% or 41% is relatively low but still 

acceptable (especially that no optimization has been performed yet). However, a system with an 

exergetic efficiency of 7% or 8% should not be implemented unless it can be majorly optimized, as the 
irreversibilities in the system are too large. 

Table 2: Exergetic parameters for the overall system 

 LNG Helium 

 30% CO2 13% CO2 4.2% CO2 30% CO2 13% CO2 4.2% CO2 

�̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡  (MW) 308.82 277.93 247.49 399.07 348.96 290.01 

�̇�𝑃,𝑡𝑜𝑡  (MW) 127.21 61.56 20.76 127.21 61.37 20.76 

�̇�𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡  (MW) 5.72 6.43 4.66 5.72 6.43 4.67 

�̇�𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡 (MW) 175.89 209.94 222.07 266.15 281.16 264.58 

ε (%) 41.19 22.15 8.39 31.88 17.59 7.16 

𝑦𝐷,𝑘 (%) 56.96 75.54 89.73 66.69 80.57 91.23 

4 Economic Analysis 

An economic analysis is used to determine costs such as the total capital investment, operation and 

maintenance costs, and the cost of product generated. In order to calculate these costs, many methods 

are available, including the revenue requirement method which is used in this work. It involves 
calculating the total capital investment first, followed by estimating the market and economic input 

parameters. This is followed by calculating the Total Revenue Requirement (TRR), and finally the CO2 

capture cost in the case of this work [8]. 
After calculating the equipment cost, the next step is to calculate the Total Capital Investment (TCI). 

For the purpose of this work, the analysis was conducted for Germany in the year 2017. Many 

assumptions were undertaken to perform the economic analysis, some of which include the plant’s 
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economic life to be 20 years, the total annual time of system operation at full load to be 8000 hours/year, 
the fuel cost to be zero for the helium simulations (since helium is charged once and only recharged to 

account for losses), the fuel cost for the LNG simulations to be the cost of buying LNG minus the cost 

of selling the natural gas, among others. The TRR is then calculated by adding the levelized carrying 
charges (CCL), the levelized operating and maintenance costs (OMCL), and the levelized annual fuel 

cost (FCL) [8]. However, for CO2 capture plants, the TRR is not enough as an indication to whether the 

project should be implemented or not. The cost of CO2 capture provides a more accurate value that 
presents the cost of capturing CO2 from combustion gases for the proposed methods, in dollars per ton 

of the CO2 captured. The cost of CO2 capture is not only composed of the TRR, but also of the annual 

cost of electricity since power consumption is needed for CO2 capture. The latter was calculated using 

the power consumption and the price of electricity. The cost of CO2 capture was finally determined by 
adding the TRR and the annual cost of electricity, and dividing by the annual CO2 captured [9]. 

The results, presented in Table 3, show that the cost of CO2 capture increases significantly as the 

concentration of CO2 decreases (by a factor of 2 to 3). The same effect is observed when the method of 
cooling is changed from LNG to helium, as the cost of CO2 capture increases by a factor of two. 

Table 3: Economic analysis results 

 
30% 

LNG 

13% 

LNG 

4.2% 

LNG 

30% 

Helium 

13% 

Helium 

4.2% 

Helium 

CCL (US$ million/ year) 10.926 11.223 11.343 34.206 36.045 36.350 

OMCL (US$ million/ 

year) 
8.453 8.682 8.775 26.463 27.885 28.121 

FCL (US$ million/ year) 174.598 179.857 170.391 0 0 0 

TRR (US$ million/ year) 193.978 199.762 190.509 60.669 63.930 64.471 

Annual cost on electricity 

(US$ million/yr) 
115.951 120.231 117.228 625.873 602.379 524.669 

Cost of CO2 Capture 

($/tCO2) 
45.49 98.73 277.63 100.78 205.58 531.51 

When comparing the cost of CO2 capture obtained for the two methods of cooling studied here to that 

of other post-combustion capture technologies in the literature, the former has a much larger CO2 capture 
cost. According to Xu et al., for an initial concentration of CO2 of 13.3%, the MEA absorption process 

can achieve a CO2 capture cost of only 24 $/tCO2 [9]. In comparison, the cost of CO2 capture for a 13% 

initial concentration of CO2 when using LNG and helium as the method of cooling are 98.73 and 202.90 
$/tCO2 respectively. Moreover, for an initial CO2 concentration of 30%, the Selexol absorption process 

can achieve a CO2 capture cost of 19 $/tCO2, in comparison to 45.49 and 100.78 $/tCO2 when using 

LNG and helium as the method of cooling respectively [9]. However, no optimization was performed 
on the systems analyzed here yet, so it is possible to significantly decrease the costs through 

optimization. Moreover, unlike the MEA absorption process, the proposed systems can function 

independent of the power plant. Thus, the capture process does not have to be in close proximity to the 

power plant, as transporting the combustion gases by a pipeline is sufficient. Furthermore, the CO2 purity 
in the captured stream and the CO2 capture rate are both higher for the systems proposed here as 

compared to the MEA and the Selexol absorption processes. The CO2 purity in the product is 98% and 

95% for the MEA and the Selexol absorption processes respectively, as compared to over 99.6% for the 
proposed system. In the same way, the CO2 capture rate is 90% and 87% for the MEA and the Selexol 

absorption processes respectively as compared to over 96.3% achieved by the proposed system [9]. 
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5 Conclusion 

The purpose of this work was to study the process of post-combustion CO2 capture through liquefaction 

and separation of the CO2. Two different methods of supplying the cold energy for separation of CO2 

were analyzed: using LNG and using an additional closed refrigeration cycle with helium as the working 
fluid. Both methods were investigated at three different concentrations of CO2 in the combustion gases: 

30%, 13% and 4.2%, which are typical concentrations in the combustion gases of a coal-gasification 

power plant, a coal-fired power plant, and a combined cycle power plant respectively. The two methods 

were compared and the effect of the initial concentration of CO2 on the capture process was analyzed 
using energy, exergy, and economic analyses.  

When comparing the results of the three concentrations of CO2 analyzed, it is evident that decreasing 

the CO2 concentration in the combustion gases has a negative effect on the capture process. The specific 
power consumption, energy penalty, and the cost of CO2 capture increase, and the exergetic efficiency 

decreases. The same effect was observed when the method of cooling was changed from using LNG to 

using a helium cycle. Therefore, the simulation using LNG as a cooling medium with a 30% initial 
concentration of CO2 provided the best results, with an overall exergetic efficiency of 41.2% before 

performing any optimization on the system. Moreover, a specific power consumption of only 0.286 

MJ/kgCO2 is required, with a CO2 capture cost of 45.5 $/tCO2. Although the capture cost is still higher 

than the one achieved by other post-combustion capture technologies such as MEA and Selexol 
absorption technologies, it has the potential to be significantly reduced through optimization. Moreover, 

this system can be located independently of the power plant, which provides a great advantage for power 

plants that are already in operation. The next step of this work would be to apply the conventional and 
advanced exergy-based methods. 
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Abstract 

Although Cyprus is the worldwide leader country for the use of solar water heating systems per capita, 

especially of the thermosiphon type, the technology of the parabolic trough collector (PTC) is not 

adopted yet due to the high cost and people’s ignorance of the technology. In this paper, the 

performance of a real size PTC system is investigated with simulations, considering real industrial 

load requirements and real system specifications. The system consists of a PTC with 8 CF100 

collectors (12 m/piece) of total nominal thermal power of 125 kWth. The collector has 3m aperture and 

operating temperature of 425 °C. The system has a concrete thermal energy storage (C-TES) with a 

total capacity of 640 kWth which operates as a buffer when there is not enough thermal energy 

production by the collectors. A dynamic model is built in TRNSYS, able to predict the annual 

performance of the system under four different operation configurations. The objective is to show the 

capability of the system to satisfy the thermal energy needs of food and beverage industry in Cyprus. 

1 Introduction 

Around 94 % of the energy demand in Cyprus is covered by fossil fuels imports. Cyprus has a small 

and isolate energy system and is highly dependent on imported fuels. Sectors such as transportation 

and industry are the biggest fuel consumers, corresponding to a consumption of 57 % and 20 % 

respectively [1]. Apart from the environmental impact resulting from the use of fossil fuels, the fuels 

cost has a direct impact on the country’s economy as well. Based on these facts and having as a goal to 

reach the EU 2020 energy efficiency target, an effective way to reduce the use of fossil fuels and 

energy consumption is the use of renewable energy systems. Solar energy is the most widespread form 

of renewable energy sources due to the unlimited solar radiation, and the easier applicability of the 

solar energy systems compared to other renewable energy systems. The solar energy potential is very 

big in Cyprus because it is a country with significant solar availability, with an average global 

radiation which exceeds the value of 2000 kWh/m2 [2]. The fact that Cyprus is the worldwide leader in 

the use of the thermosiphon solar water heating systems, proves that it has a great potential to use 

more solar thermal energy systems to cover large amounts of energy that are now covered using fossil 

fuels.  
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Based on the energy consumption statistics in Cyprus, the industrial sector is the second biggest 

energy consumer, with the biggest thermal energy consumption. Comparing the fuel consumption after 

2011, the manufacturing sector is the most intensive category with an average consumption of 60 % of 

the whole consumption [3]. Moreover, it was revealed that the major energy consumers from the 

industrial sector are the food & beverage industries with a fuel consumption of 40 % of the total 

consumption corresponds to a consumption of 171,597 kWth/yr and an annual average cost of 20.2 

MEUR [4]. While these industries are fully depended on fossil fuels, none of them have installed any 

solar system to cover their thermal needs. The solar energy systems that could support the thermal 

energy needs of these industries are the flat-plate collectors and concentrated collectors that could 

achieve temperatures up to 90 °C and from 120 oC -300 °C respectively. To satisfy the thermal needs 

of these industries at the higher temperature range, concentrated solar collectors could be used, such as 

small-scaled middle-temperature parabolic trough collectors (PTC) with thermal storage and auxiliary 

system. 

In fact, 60 % of the industrial sectors worldwide with heat demand under 250 oC use PTC systems [5]. 

The typical processes that can be covered by a PTC system are: water heating, drying, preheating, 

steam heating, washing, pasteurization, and sterilization [6]. The potential of this technology is 

confirmed by the predictions for solar thermal production of 32000 GWth by 2050 [7]. Up to now, 90 

industrial process heat (IPH) systems are operating worldwide with an overall capacity of 27 MWth 

corresponding to 35000 m2. This percentage however, corresponds only to 0.02 % of total solar 

thermal energy production.  

Several PTC plants were installed for IPH applications after 1980 and some of them are summarized 

here. Most IPH plants were installed in food industries, with Mexico being the dominant country [6]. 

A system of 950 m2 area had been designed to produce steam with an annual oil saving of 90 m3. The 

system installed in 1981 for application in chemical operations [8]. In a manufacturing factory in 

Texas, a PTC system was used for heating pressurized water to a steam boiler at a temperature of 174 
oC. The daily energy delivered efficiency from the collector field to the steam was 30-40 % [9]. In 

2008 in California, a 5068 m2 PTCs had been installed for cooking and in 2011 a 70 kWth (116 m2) 

was installed in a dairy factory in Bever, Switzerland. [10]. Moreover, in 2012 a high capacity plant of 

1 MWth was installed in a dairy factory in Castrogonzalo – Zamora in Spain with 2040 m2 PTC system 

to produce steam at 185 oC [10]. Additionally, in a textile industry in Germany, a PTC system of 50 

kWth was installed to produce steam at 140 oC and in Cairo, Egypt, a pharmacy factory had installed 

36 PTCs for steam production at 173 oC [10]. Finally, NEP SOLAR installed in 2012, 627m2 of PTCs 

for water heating at 110 oC-130 oC with a capacity of 360 kWth [11]. 

Regarding the performance analysis of the PTC systems, there are various studies carried out to 

investigate several parameters. Cotrado et al., [12] developed a dynamic simulation TRNSYS model 

and monitored data of a large-scale solar plant for IPH for a meat factory in Austria. The system 

consists of 1067.5 m2 of PTCs, a storage tank of 60,000 L, 4 pumps and 3 heat exchangers. The first 

one was used to transfer the heat from the heat transfer fluid (HTF) to the tank and the rest were 

employed for water preheating for the steam boiler (79 %) and for drying & air conditioning systems 

(21 %).  Biencinto et al. [13] presented a TRNSYS model to simulate a direct steam generation in 

PTC, validated with real experimental data obtained from the DIrect Solar Steam (DISS) solar test 

loop in Spain [14]. It was observed that the impact on the two-phase flow was greatest at low mass 

flow rates and inlet pressures.  Cundapi et al. [15] carried out a thermo-hydraulic study of the water-

steam flow of a PTC for IPH applications and an analysis to investigate the effects of inlet temperature 

and pressure. Ghazzani et al. [16] carried out a dynamic TRNSYS simulation of a PTC plant. Heated 

air for a food factory was generated at 150 oC from 8:30 am to 12 pm daily throughout the year. Under 

Moroccan meteorological conditions, the simulation results showed that the CO2
 emission could be 

reduced by 57 %. 

The purpose of this study is to present the first pilot PTC system installed in Cyprus, in a soft drinks 

factory named KEAN. In addition, the scope is to present the dynamic simulation model developed to 
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predict the annual performance of the system, considering real size collector and real specifications. 

For the dynamic modeling of the system, TRNSYS software was used, with weather data from TMY 

files for Nicosia Cyprus. To examine the annual performance of the system and the system’s 

dispatchability four-operation configurations were simulated. 

2 PTC system installed in KEAN industry 

The first step of the EU funded research project titled “Evaluation of the Dispatchability of a 

Parabolic Trough Collector System with Concrete Storage” with acronym ‘EDITOR’ was to define 

the most suitable factory for the installation of the PTC system. The basic criterion was that the 

thermal production of the system should satisfy the thermal needs of the factory. After an investigation 

of the various factories in Cyprus regarding their thermal energy needs and space availability, KEAN 

factory was selected, which is located at the east of Limassol near the seafront. KEAN is one of the 

largest soft drinks industries in Cyprus and the installation of a PTC can support part of its thermal 

load. The processes that require heat are cleaning / disinfecting of the glass bottles and juicing of 

fruits. It should be noted that the size of the solar system is a fraction of the actual heat demand 

required by the industry. 

The installed system is a pilot system developed under the EDITOR project with the main objective to 

prove that this technology is feasible. It consists of 8 PTC (CF100) connected in 2 parallel rows of 4, 

with an aperture of 3 m and a length of 12 m. The nominal thermal power of the system is 125 kWth, 

from which the 40 kWth is utilized by the industry and the 85 kWth is stored in a concrete thermal 

energy storage (C-TES) constructed by S.L. CADE Company in Spain. The CF100 PTCs used are 

constructed by protaget AG in cooperation with the German Aerospace Center DLR and industrial 

partners (Figure 1a) [17]. These PTCs employ a high efficient receiver tube for operation at 

temperatures up to 425 oC. The HTF is a new environmental friendly silicone-based thermal oil named 

HELISOL®XA. The fluid is a linear, non-reactive polydimethylsiloxane, which is clear, odorless and 

colorless. It has a long life, no hazard classification and is also a non-corrosive [18]. Details about the 

absorber tube and HTF are presented in (Table 1). 

Table 1: Properties of absorber tube  

Receiver tube parameters Value HELIOSOL®XA parameters Value 

Mirror reflectivity 0.94 Recommended use temperature -40 oC-425 oC 

Outer radius of the absorber pipe 19 mm Boiling point 375 oC 

Outer radius of glass envelope 50 mm Density @ 25 oC 0.93 g/cm3 

Absorption coefficient for absorber tube 0.95 Specific heat @ 400 oC 2.3 kJ/kgK  

Transmissivity of the glass envelope 0.91  

The C-TES has high performance at temperatures up to 400 oC and will supply heat to the industry 

when it is needed. It is important to note that with the new composition of the concrete, higher storage 

capacity and thermal conductivity is achieved, and the performance of concrete volume, density, 

conductivity and specific heat is improved. The storage system is enclosed in two container modules 

with a total mass of 28157 kg and the storage modules are surrounded by a thermal insulation. The 

steam is produced by the steam generator (SG) located in the control room (white container Figure 1b) 

which also includes valves and expansion tanks for the HTF circulations. Finally, there is a computer 

system in order to control all the operation strategies. 
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Figure 1: (a) PTC CF100 (b) Concrete storage system and control room 

A photo of the plant as it was on May 2018 is shown in Figure 2a. As can be seen in Figure 2b, a 

weather station provided by SIJ is also installed to take several weather measures. The purpose was 

the protection of the PTCs operation in case of severe weather conditions and to record the available 

solar radiation as well, in order to estimate the efficiency of the system. The station consists of a wind 

mast where an anemometer (Figure 2c) and a wind direction vane (Figure 2d) are placed, facing the 

north and measures the wind velocity and direction. On the control box (constructed by CSP 

Technology) a rotating shadowband irradiometer is installed to measure the direct, ground and 

diffused solar irradiation (Figure 2e). In order to measure the rainfall, the ambient temperature and 

relative humidity, a rain gauge (Figure 2g), a temperature and RH probes (Figure 2h) are installed. All 

measured data are sent to the PC400 software and then transferred directly to the computer system in 

the control room. Finally, the control box is fed by a battery, which is charged by a 50W PV-panel 

(Figure 2f).   

 

Figure 2: (a) Solar PTC system (b) Weather station (c) anemometer (d) Wind direction vane (e) 

Irradiometer (f) PV-panel (g) rain gauge (h) Temperature & RH probes 

3 PTC system description 

The solar system was designed to operate from 7 am to 3 pm to produce 125 kWth. The main 

configuration of the PTC solar system consists of two series of four PTCs each, where the HTF is 

heated at the temperature of 425 oC. The concrete storage system is in a parallel configuration and its 

operation depends on the charging and discharging modes. The charging mode occurs when there is 

available heat from the collectors to be stored to C-TES and the discharging mode occurs when heat 

from C-TES is feeding to the SG, where heat is transferred from the hot HTF to the fresh water 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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entering from the storage tank at ambient conditions. The steam produced is delivered to the industrial 

processes indicated before. 

The general system configuration is presented in Figure 3. There are four different operation modes 

which are selected in accordance with the needs of the factory and the characteristics of the system 

(especially of the storage).  

 Mode A occurs in early morning hours when the steam lines (collector receiver tubes and 

connecting pipes) have to be preheated. As a result, the HTF will be circulated through the 

steam lines.  

 Mode B occurs when the solar collectors produce excess heat, which is more than the demand. 

Therefore, the heat is fed to the concrete storage system for charging and to the SG at the 

same time.  

 Mode C occurs early in the morning or in a cloudy day where the solar radiation is close to 

zero. In that case, the concrete storage system will be employed to feed heat to the SG. In this 

case, the valves V1 and V2 will be closed. 

 Mode D occurs when the heat produced by the PTC does not satisfy the required load fully, so 

the storage system needs to complement the load. 

 

Figure 3: System configuration. 

4 Simulation TRNSYS model 

A dynamic simulation model has been developed on TRNSYS to predict the annual performance of 

the system (Figure 4). The industry runs from 7 am to 3 pm and the solar system has a nominal 

thermal power of 125 kWth, feeding the 40 kWth to the process, at 11 bar and 188 oC. The simulation 

use real weather data from TMY files, the real CF100 collectors’ parameters, the C-TES concrete 

storage and HELIOSOL®XA properties for the HTF. The operation of the system is controlled by 

four different modes mentioned above, which are also considered in the simulation. At the beginning 

of every day, the operation mode A is initially used to preheat the pipes. From 5 am to 7 am, the solar 

port of the diverter valve-2 (Figure 4) is open and the heated HTF circulates from the concrete storage 

through the pipes. From 7 am to 3 pm the industry is operating, so, steam at the desired temperature 

and pressure is delivered from the solar system to the process using one of the other three scenarios 

described above. If the production from the collectors is greater than the required thermal demand, the 

charging control valves 1 & 2 (Figure 4) are opened. Therefore, the HTF is heated and circulated 

through the PTC array and is fed to the C-TES storage and to the SG (Mode B). Furthermore, early in 

the morning or in the case of a cloudy day where the thermal production by PTC array is close to zero, 

the discharging control valves 1 & 2 are opened and heat is fed directly to the SG from the C-TES 

(Mode C). Finally, if the production by the collectors does not satisfy the thermal needs fully, the 

discharging valves 1 & 2 open and heat from the C-TES complement the load (Mode D).  
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Figure 4: TRNSYS simulation model 

5 Results 

The monthly results of the estimated thermal energy system production and consumption obtained 

from the dynamic simulation are presented in Figure 5. It was observed that the energy produced by 

the system is dispatchable, as the production by the collectors can satisfy the thermal needs of the 

factory throughout the year for all hours. 

 

Figure 5: Monthly thermal production and consumption   

The daily performance of the system was investigated as well. Figure 6 shows the thermal energy 

production at the 1st and 2nd of March.  

 Mode A: At 5 am, 6 am for both days, the production from the PTC and the heat from storage 

was negative as the HTF was circulated from the C-TES to the steam lines, in order to preheat 

them (not clearly shown in Figure 6). 

 Mode B: On 2nd of March from 12am to 3pm, the production was satisfying the required load, 

so the available heat was stored and utilized by the industry at the same time. 

 Mode C: On 1st of March, at 8 am, 9 am, 10 am, 1 pm, 3 pm and on 2nd of March at 8 am, 

where is no sunshine (no PTC production) the C-TES is used exclusively to supply energy to 

the SG.  

 Mode D:  On 1st of March at 7 am, 11 am, 12 (noon), 2 pm and on 2nd of March at 7 am, 9 am, 

10 am, 11 am, the production of the collector does not satisfy the required load fully, so the 

storage system complements the load. 
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Figure 6: Charging and discharging mode on 1-2 of March 

The dispachability of the system is also verified by the investigation of the performance of the system 

on December when the total solar radiation is generally low. As can be seen from Figure 7 the biggest 

period without sunshine, (no PTC production) occurs on 24th – 25th of the month where the required 

thermal load is covered exclusively by the C-TES, which was fully charged the previous days. This 

can be explained by the fact that the storage capacity is 640kWth, which means it can supply the load 

for two continuous days without PTC production.  

 

Figure 7: Performance of the system on December 

6 Conclusions 

The conclusions drawn from the work are: 

1. Cyprus industry is the second highest consumer of fossil fuels on the island with the food and 

beverage sector being the highest consumer, paying an annual average cost of 20.2 MEUR. 

2. The first pilot PTC system in Cyprus has a nominal thermal power of 125 kWth from which 

the 40 kWth is utilized by the industry and the rest is stored in the concrete storage system with 

an overall capacity of 640 kWth. 

3. From the simulation results carried out, it was proved that the system is functional in all 

operation modes. 

4. Simulation results revealed that the solar system is dispatchable and it can satisfy the required 

thermal needs even in winter period. 
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Abstract 
The increasing LNG market enables more flexibility in the natural gas market. In the importing 

country, the LNG is either regasified or stored in liquid form. During the regasification process, the 
low temperature exergy of the LNG is destroyed in the most of existing terminals, if conventional 

regasification processes (open-rack or submerged combustion vaporizers) are used. The alternative 

systems are under development and evaluation, where low-temperature energy source is required, 
i.e. the integration of the LNG regasification into an energy-conversion system. This leads to an 

improvement of the system from thermodynamic point of view. In several countries (Japan, China, 

France and Taiwan) alternative systems are already with practical application. A further option is 

the integration of the regasification of LNG into an air separation process. This results in a higher 
performance of the entire integrated system. Different schematics for the LNG regasification 

integrated into an air separation unit with external compression of the gaseous nitrogen and oxygen 

streams were already reported in previous publications of the authors. In this paper, the integration 
of the LNG regasification into an air separation unit with internal compression is discussed. For the 

evaluation, the exergetic and economic analyses are conducted. 

1 Introduction 

Natural gas has an important role in the energy sector. This is underlined by the increased share of 
natural gas on the total primary energy supply from 16 % to 21 % during the period from 1973 until 

2015 [1]. Natural gas can be either transported in gaseous state via pipelines or in liquid state as 

liquefied natural gas (LNG). In 1990, the share of LNG was app. 4% of the global gas supply [2]. 

This value increased significantly to 40% in 2016 [2,3]. The LNG supply grew rapidly with an 
average rate of 6.2% per year from 2000 to 2015 [3]. In 2016, the total trade of LNG reached an 

amount of approximately 260MT which corresponds to an increase of 7.5% compared to the year 

2015 [3,4]. The number of exporting and importing countries amount to 18 and 35, respectively. 
Qatar and Australia are the countries with the highest export of LNG which correspond to a 

percentage of 30% and 17% of the world traded LNG, respectively [3]. The highest amount of LNG 
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is imported by Japan (32 %), South Korea (13 %), and China (10 %) [3]. 
In countries importing LNG, the LNG is regasified within further distribution using the national 

gas grid. A direct or indirect heat transfer processes between LNG and other working fluid(s) is the 

basic principle for the regasification of LNG: Open-rack or submerged combustion vaporizers [5]. 

During such regasification processes, the low-temperature exergy of LNG is destroyed. The LNG 
regasification can be integrated into different processes where the low-temperature exergy of LNG 

will not be destroyed, and, therefore, the entire can be improved from the thermodynamic point of 

view. The concepts for the integration of LNG regasification into air separations units are reported 
in [6-8], into process for the generation of electricity - in [9], into desalination processes – in [10], 

and into the agro-food industry in [11]. 

The authors’ research focuses on the integration of the LNG regasification process into the air 

separation units. For these systems, the advanced exergy analysis was applied in [6]; ref. [7] focuses 
the economic evaluation of safety-related concepts, and ref. [8] reports the systems were the LNG 

regasification is a part of the industrial parks. In the previous publications, the integration of LNG 

regasification was applied into the air separation units with external compression of products. In 
this paper, the LNG regasification is integrated into an air separation unit with internal compression 

of products [12]. For the evaluation of the new concept, an exergetic and economic analysis are 

applied. 

2 Process description 

Figure 1 shows the flowsheet of the analyzed system (authors’ title is Case B Design 2 Safety, 

CBD2S). A modern air separation unit with internal compression of the oxygen product stream 
forms a basis for the integration of the LNG regasification. The assumptions for the simulation are 

based on [13]. The single air separation unit is discussed in detail in [12]. For the development of 

this systems safety issues are considered. This means, the LNG stream is not integrated into 
components where an oxygen or oxygen-enriched stream are present. 

The incoming dustless air is compressed in a two-stage compression process with interstage cooling 

and cleaned in the purification block (where water vapor and carbon dioxide are removed). After 

the cleaning (stream 10), the air is divided into two parts: 70% (stream 11) is further directed to the 
main heat exchanger (MHE), and 30% (stream 17) is compressed to in the booster air compressor 

(BAC or AC3) (up to 41.2 bar according to [13]). The air (stream 17) is compressed within AC3 

and the oxygen vaporizes at 20 bar. In the MHE, the air streams (streams 12, 14, and 18) are cooled 
using the product streams after the column block. Stream 15 (28.1% of the air mass flow, stream 

11) leaves the MHE at a temperature of -120°C and expands in the expander (EXP1). The share of 

this mass flow rate is slightly higher in comparison to the data available in literature. As given in 
[13] a mass portion of 10-20% at a temperature of -100 to-130°C is common for this stream. In 

[14] it is mentioned that the air is divided at a temperature level of -140°C and fed to the expander. 

After the expander, stream 16 enters the low-pressure column (LPC) at an intermediate sieve tray. 

The air stream at high pressure leaves the MHE (stream 19) and is expanded within a throttling 
valve (stream 20). This stream as well as stream 13 are fed to the high-pressure column (HPC). The 

high- and low pressure columns are thermally coupled by the condenser/reboiler (CD/REB). The 

bottom product (stream 21) of the HPC expands to the pressure of the low-pressure column and 
enters it. The top-product of the HPC is gaseous nitrogen which is condensed in the CD/REB. It is 

assumed that no liquid nitrogen is withdrawn as a product stream, thus the entire liquid nitrogen 

stream (stream 25) is cooled in the subcooler (SUB) by the top-product of the LPC (stream 34) and 
is then throttled and fed to the LPC. The bottom-product of the LPC is liquid oxygen is pressurized 

(in the oxygen pump) up to 20 bar while a small amount of the liquid oxygen is withdrawn from 

the system as a product stream (stream 29). The oxygen pressure depends on the requirements of 

the consumers. In general, the pressure of the vaporizing oxygen stream is lower than the pressure 
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of the air stream [14,15]. In [15], the air is compressed up to 73 bar while the typical range for the 
oxygen pressure is between 30 and 80 bar. 

Additionally, a waste nitrogen stream leaves the column block. The liquid oxygen stream vaporizes 

within the MHE while the gaseous nitrogen stream from the top of the LPC and the gaseous waste 

nitrogen stream are heated. The gaseous oxygen (stream 33) leaves the main heat exchanger at 
ambient temperature. The nitrogen stream (stream 36) is compressed to the consumer's pressure 

(20 bar are assumed). The LNG stream enters the system with a pump and is then heated within the 

nitrogen interstage coolers. After the two interstage coolers, the LNG is completely vaporized and 
heated to ambient temperature in the heat exchanger 5 (HE5). Between the HE5, IC2, IC5, and IC1, 

a heat transfer medium is used in order to avoid the direct contact of oxygen-enriched or oxygen 

streams and LNG. The heating loop is closed by a pump (WP) to overcome the pressure drops. 

Thus, in the interstage cooler the cooling water is replaced by the heat transfer medium. In this 
system, a mixture of water and ethylene-glycol is used as heat transfer medium. 

Figure 1: Flowsheet of Case BD2S 

3 Simulation 

The simulation was conducted using Aspen Plus. The Peng-Robinson equation was selected as 

equation of state. The air enters the system at environmental conditions. The mass flow rate of the 
entering air was set to 33.5 kg/s. The air separation unit produces 3 kg/s of gaseous oxygen, 0.5 

kg/s of liquid oxygen, and 13.3 kg/s of gaseous nitrogen. This leads to a production rate of 260 t/d 

of gaseous oxygen which correspond to a small-scale unit. The purity of the product streams is 
given in Figure 2. The LNG is fed to the system with a temperature of - 162°C and a pressure of 

1.3 bar. Within the air separation unit, 10.93 kg/s of liquefied natural gas are regasified. The 

composition of the inlet air as well as the LNG are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The 

isentropic efficiency of the compressors, expanders, and pumps were set to 88 %, 90 %, and 70 % 
respectively. 
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Table 1: Composition of the air 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

     Figure 2: Purity of the product streams  

 

Table 2: Composition of the LNG stream 

  

component 𝑥𝑖 , kmol/ kmol⁄  

nitrogen 0.7729 

oxygen 0.2073 

argon 0.0093 

water 0.0100 

carbon dioxide 0.0003 

component 𝑥𝑖 , kmol/kmol 
nitrogen 0.0071 

methane 0.8698 

ethane 0.0935 

propane 0.0233 

butane 0.0063 

4 Exergy analysis 

Average European have been accepted for conducting the exergy analysis: 𝑝0 = 1.0134 bar and 

𝑇0 = 15 °C. For each system component, the exergy of product and exergy of fuel were formulated 
and calculated according to [16]. The detailed information will be published elsewhere. For 

components, where the during the processes, the temperature of the environment is crossed, the 

physical exergy has to be split in its thermal and mechanical part [17]. The exergy destruction for 

the overall system and each system component is �̇�D,tot = �̇�F,tot − �̇�P,tot − �̇�L,tot and �̇�D,k =

�̇�F,k − �̇�P,k, respectively. 

5 Economic analysis 

The economic analysis is performed according to the total revenue requirement (𝑇𝑅𝑅) method [16]. 

In order to determine the 𝑇𝑅𝑅, the purchased equipment cost and the total capital investment has 

to be estimated. The estimation of the purchased equipment costs (𝑃𝐸𝐶) and bare module costs 

(𝐶𝐵𝑀) are based on values from cost graphs or cost correlations. Afterwards the fixed capital 

investment (𝐹𝐶𝐼) is determined. The 𝐹𝐶𝐼 consists of the direct and indirect costs, whereas the direct 
costs are further divided into onsite and offsite costs. The calculation of the fixed capital investment 

(𝐹𝐶𝐼) is either based on the sum of the purchased equipment costs or on the sum of the bare module 

costs. If the bare module costs are used in order to calculate the 𝑇𝐶𝐼, the additional onsite costs as 

installation, piping, and electrical equipment are already considered with the bare module factor. 
For the estimation of the bare module costs of the components the following references were used: 

[18-20]. 
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6 Results and discussion 

The results of an energetic and an exergetic analysis for the overall system are shown in Table 3. 

The total power consumption decreased by 27% in comparison to a single air separation unit as 
reported in [12]. In general, a decrease of up to 50% of the power consumption if the LNG 

regasification is integrated into an air separation unit is reported in literature [5,21] and was already 

achieved for different systems analyzed by the authors [6-8]. The air separation with LNG 
regasification has an exergetic efficiency of 41.4%, which corresponds to an increase of 33% in 

comparison to the single air separation unit [12]. 

Table 3: Results obtained from the exergy analysis of the overall systems  

 
�̇�tot, 

MW 

𝑤GOX, 

kWh/Nm³GOX 

�̇�F,tot, 

MW 

�̇�P,tot, 

MW 

�̇�D,tot , 

MW 

𝜀tot , 

% 
�̇�𝐿,tot , 

MW 

CBD2S 11.6 1.54 21.1 8.7 11.4 41.4 0.93 

The exergy destruction values within the group of selected components are given in Figure 3. The 
HE5 is the component with the highest exergy destruction followed by the LPC, MHE and ICN1. 

The HE5 is required for the vaporization and heating of the LNG stream by using water-ethylene-

glycol. The high exergy destruction is related to the large temperature difference between the LNG 
and the water-ethylene-glycol streams. 

Figure 4 shows the bare module costs for the component blocks. The corresponding components 

forming the air compression and purification and the column blocks (Figure 1). The post product-
processing block contains the oxygen pump, the nitrogen compressor 5, and the nitrogen interstage 

cooler 1 and 2. The most expansive component block is the main heat exchanger which is 60% of 

the total bare module costs. The block with the second highest bare module costs is the air 

compression and purification block - 15% of the total bare module costs. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Exergy destruction of selected 

components  

Figure 4: Distribution of the bare module 

costs among the component blocks 

The fixed and total capital investment are 44.4∙ 106 US $ and 51.7∙ 106 US $, respectively. The 

specific investment costs per amount of gaseous oxygen is 5.94 ∙ 103 𝑈𝑆 $/𝑘𝑊�̇�P
. The levelized 

carrying charges, operating and maintenance and fuel costs as well as the total revenue requirement 

are given in Table 4. The results show that the total capital investemnt costs increases by 8% in 
comparison to the single air separation unit. In literatatur, a decreas of the total capital investemt 
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costs was reported if the LNG regasification is integrated into an air separation unit which ranges 
form 10 % to 17 % [22,23]. The results of previous analyzed concepts for the integration of the 

LNG regasification into air separations units show a decrease of the TCI which ranges from 12 % 

to 25 %. 

Table 4: Levelized carrying charges, operating and maintenance costs, fuel costs and total 
revenue requirements 

 
𝐶𝐶L in 

103 US $/a 

𝑂𝑀𝐶L in 

103 US $/a 

𝐹𝐶L in 

103 US $/a 

𝑇𝑅𝑅L in 

103 US $/a 

CBD2S 6,077 2,155 11,833 20,065 

7 Conclusion 

This paper analyzes a new system for the LNG regasification integrated into an air separation unit 

with pumped liquid oxygen cycle. The safety issues were included. The results obtained from the 
energetic analysis demonstrate that the power consumption is decreased by the integration of the 

LNG regasification. The exergetic efficiency was improved as well (by 33%). The results obtained 

from economic analysis show an increase in the total capital investment costs by 8%. In future, the 
exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental analyses will be conducted in order to obtain the 

information about the specific product costs and the specific environmental impact of the three 

product streams. 

Nomenclature 

𝐶 costs US$ 

𝐶𝐶 carrying chrages US$/a 

�̇� exergy rate MW 

𝐹𝐶 fuel costs US$/a 

𝑂𝑀𝐶 operating and maintenance costs US$/a 

p pressure bar 
T temperature °C 

�̇� power MW 

𝑤 specific power consumption kWh/Nm³ 

𝑥 molar composition kmol/kmol 

Greek symbols 

𝜀 exergetic efficiency % 

Subscripts and superscripts 

BM bare module  

D destruction  

F fuel  
GOX gaseous oxygen  

i i-th chemical component  

k k-th component  
L loss  

L levelized  

P product  
tot total  

Abbreviations 

AC air compressor  
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Abstract 

The paper presents development of an experimental stand with centrally located specimen for the 

investigation of heating and drying processes in porous building materials. Additionally, the paper 

contains preliminary measurement results which test and verify the assumed operation conditions of the 

stand. In order to control the parameters of air which was used to heat and dry the specimen, the stand 

was working in a closed loop and was equipped with several elements, i.e., the cooler (humidity 

condenser), fan with variable rotation speed, humidifier and heater. Moreover, the stand consisted of 

two square and parallel measurement ducts allowing to obtain two air streams with identical parameters. 

This enabled carrying out two measurements at one time and verification of the repeatability of the 

proposed investigation method. The specimen was located in the middle of the duct, which allowed for 

multidimensional heat and moisture transfer inside the sample. The moisture content at different 

positions and the overall moisture amount in the specimen were measured applying a system of 

resistance meters and a force meter, respectively. The specimen temperature variations were measured 

with several K-type thermocouples and IR thermography. Experimental measurements were carried out 

for following ranges of the air velocity, temperature and relative humidity: 0.1-10 m/s, 15℃-60℃ and 

10-90%, respectively. During the measurements temporal temperature and moisture content variations 

in several points of the specimen as well as changes in the total amount of moisture in the sample were 

registered and analysed. 

1 Introduction 

The building structures are sensitive to the moisture content in building materials. Many sources of 

water in porous building materials might be found, e.g., condensation of water vapour from humid air, 

rising of groundwater level and rain are typical examples. The moisture deteriorates properties of 
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building thermal insulation, changes mechanical properties of building materials, induces biological 

corrosion and salts decay [1-3]. Moreover, it influences the indoor microclimate conditions as well as 

affects the comfort of the occupants and their health, which refers to sick building syndrome [4]. Water 

in building materials might be accumulated for a long time, especially in historical buildings [5, 6].  

Drying process is characterised by complicated mathematical description based on partial differential 

equations, which in practical cases could not be solved analytically. Therefore, researchers are 

developing numerical models which involve the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to simulate 

combined heat, mass and fluid flow [7-12]. These models take into consideration each phase (vapour, 

dry air, solid phase and liquid moisture) separately or collectively by balancing the moisture in the 

material [7-9].The numerical models allow for computing the moisture transfer assuming the 

equilibrium state between vapour and liquid water [8, 10] or considering the local non-equilibrium state 

[7, 9, 12]. The wide range of models with different assumptions and different but equivalent systems of 

equations have be validated and compared for the same conditions applying experimental data obtained from the 

specially-designed validation experiments. The influence of modelling assumptions on calculated results 

and their matching with experimental measurements should be analysed.  

Drying process in porous media is present not only in the building materials but, e.g., also in the food 

processing, paper production, crops drying and garments. The wide range of different types of dried 

media results in significant potential for complex research. To the authors’ knowledge, model 

validations concerning various material types (e.g., brick, cloth, food, etc.) applying the same 

experimental stand were not reported in the literature. 

Different drying techniques were proposed, e.g., convective drying [13-17], vacuum drying [17] and 

microwave drying [16, 18-20]. The convective drying process is widely used particularly in the  food 

processing. The influence of the pre-treatment of the samples on process kinetic was examined in a wind 

tunnel under air velocity and temperature of 2 m/s and 60C, respectively [13]. Junqueira et al. [14] 

noticed that, the problem in modelling of convective drying, especially in fruits, is related main to 

availability of material properties, which might depends on the pre-treatment. These parameters should 

be determined experimentally. Moreover, convective drying might be combined with microwave or 

vacuum drying to obtain higher drying ratio. Combined convective and vacuum drying attains good 

kinetic at relatively low temperature, e.g., at 55C [15]. Convective drying with microwave assistance 

was exanimated in [16, 17] and also showed good result in increasing drying kinetics. However, the 

main disadvantage of the microwave drying process is significant increase of medium temperature, 

which might be harmful for sensitive samples, e.g., for food. The automatic temperature control with 

microwave drying was proposed in [18]. Moreover, ultrasound and convective drying was also 

exanimated in [17]. Although, better convection parameters were obtained, the energy efficiency of 

ultrasound was low [17]. 

In order to analyse drying process different experimental stands were built which accounted for different 

drying mechanism. In the case of existing buildings, most important is the convective drying in which 

the moisture and heat transfer between flowing air and sample depends on the local climate conditions, 

e.g., air velocity, temperature and relative humidity [3]. For this reason the range of air flow parameters 

influences the experimental stand development. For example, the experiment may be conducted in free 

convection conditions or with low velocity forced convection in a climatic chamber [21-23]. For high 

speed forced convection, special wind tunnels are built. These tunnels are of either open-flow [8, 16, 

24] or closed-loop [3] type. Experiments described in the literature were conducted with air flow 

velocities up to 5 m/s [3, 8] and relative humidity as high as 35% and 44%. 

The convective drying process of whole brick or section of the wall placed in the wind tunnel was not 

investigated experimentally till now. Instead, experiments with small specimens (e.g., 333 cm) or 

with convection at one face of the sample were conducted [3, 8]. 
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2 Experimental stand 

2.1 Main assumptions 

The designed stand will meet several requirements. Majority of them concerned the parameters of the 

working fluid (air) such as: 

 velocity, 

 temperature, 

 relative humidity. 

These parameters have to be measured and controlled in the following range: 0.1-10 m/s, 15-60℃ and 

10-90%, respectively. Additionally, in order to obtain the data for the validation of numerical models 

developed parallel following parameters in dried material will be measured: 

 temperature distribution on the surface and within the specimen, 

 moisture content distribution within the specimen, 

 global moisture content. 

2.2 Main concept 

In the development process of the experimental stand two main concepts were initially considered 

(Figure 1 and Figure 2): 

 open flow, 

 closed-loop flow. 

In both cases, the system consisted of the following elements (numbers listed below refers to respective 

numbers in Figure 1 and Figure 2): 

1. cooler/condenser, 

2. heater, 

3. humidifier, 

4. stabilizer, 

5. integrated velocity, temperature and humidity transmitter, 

6. sample holder and force meter, 

7. sample, 

8. integrated temperature and humidity transmitter, 

9. fan, 

10. throttle. 

 

 

Figure 1: Simplified schematic of the open-flow experimental stand 
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Figure 2: Simplified schematic of the closed-loop flow experimental stand: (top – side and bottom – 

top view). 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 graphically present both concepts (open- and closed-loop test stands) and their 

elements denoted by numbers from 1 to 10. The closed-loop stand includes 3 channels which allow to 

take simultaneously two measurements in the same conditions. After initial verification, the closed-loop 

flow stand was chosen for further development. Main arguments for selection of this variant were 

following: lower power required by the heater, cooler and humidifier, ability to achieve operation 

parameters in few cycles, less dependence on the environmental conditions, less impact on the 

surroundings and the ability to investigate two specimens in identical conditions at the same time.  

2.3 Construction 

The experimental stand was made as modular construction divided into three parts. Each part contains 

of upper and lower duct. The lower duct is round and the upper one is square and split to three internal 

channels (see Figure 3). The outermost parts of the stand include connections between the upper and 

lower ducts which consist of two 90° bends and round-to-square connectors. The upper duct is split into 

three internal channels (see Figure 3), two identical on the top and one bigger at the bottom. In the top 

channels measurement areas are located. The bottom channel is used in the first stage of experiment for 

stabilisation of operating conditions of the stand. All air conditioning equipment is located in the lower 

duct (see elements no. 1-3 and 9 in Figure 2). In the first part, cooler/condenser (1) and fan (9) are 

situated. The cooler/condenser is made as copper pipe twisted into spiral and connected to a refrigerated 

circulation bath with glycol. This solution allows for both air cooling in case of measurements at low 

temperatures and removal of excessive moisture which reduces the relative humidity to assumed level. 

The localisation of the cooler shortly before the fan protects it from overheating. The fan, with rotation 

speed controlled by a frequency inverter, allows for smooth changes of air velocity from 3.5 m/s up to 

10 m/s. In order to reduce the flow velocity below 3.5 m/s (i.e., in the range from 0.1 to 3.5 m/s), throttle 

(10) situated in the third part or additional resistance in the top channels of the upper duct may be used. 

In the third part electrical heater (2) of power 3 kW and humidifier (3) are located. The humidifier is 

made as a pipe with gap at lower pressure side, connected with a tank with mist. The mist is produced 

by an ultrasonic, piezoelectric mist generator. To stabilize and homogenize the flow field after round-

to-square connector and throttle, stabilizers (4) in the top channels of the upper duct were applied. 

Stabilizers were made as an array of several small square channels of cross-section dimensions equal to 
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2530 mm and length of 300 mm placed inside both measurement channels as shown Figure 3. In the 

middle part of the stand the top channels of the upper duct contain the place for the specimen (7) and 

force meters (6), i.e., measurement areas, with sample holders (6) which allow for adjustment of the 

level and position of the sample. 

 

Figure 3: Cross-sections of ducts with dimensions (left – the square upper duct divided into three 

internal channels, right – the round lower duct) 
 

2.4 Acquisition and control 

In order to measure the air velocity the thermo-anemometer was applied in integrated with temperature 

and relative humidity measurement probe connected to analog transmitter and placed before the sample 

(see elements no. 5 in Figure 2). Additional integrated temperature and humidity transmitter (8) was 

also used after the sample. Temperature distribution on the top surface of the sample was obtained by 

the IR thermography. Moreover, to measure temperature inside the sample the K-type sheath 

thermocouples of 0.5 mm diameter were applied. The measurement of global moisture content was 

made gravimetrically with two force meters (6) per sample. Moisture content distribution was measured 

with a system of resistance meters. All signals were converted in a multifunction data acquisition (DAQ) 

instrument connected with a computer with dedicated in-house software built in the LabView 

environment. Digital outputs of the DAQ equipment were used to control the solid-state relays and 

regulate the parameters inside the experimental stand. 

3 Test measurement 

3.1 Stability measurement 

In order to verify the stability of controlled parameters several measurements were conducted. The 

standard deviation and difference from the mean value were principal indicators applied for stand 

evaluation. Table 1 contains experimentally-obtained values of stability indicators, while Figure 4 

presents variations of controlled parameters. The results shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 prove that 

obtained stability of the controlled parameters (i.e. velocity, temperature and relative humidity of the 

air) is high. 

Table 1: Stability indicators for the air parameters 

Indicator Velocity [m/s] Temperature [℃] Relative humidity [%] 

Standard deviation 0.056 0.13 0.064 

Maximum spread from mean 0.20 0.26 0.13 
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Figure 4: Variation of velocity (left), temperature (middle) and relative humidity (right) of the air 

flowing in the stand 
 

3.2 Drying tests 

In order to verify the functional correctness of the stand, few measurements have been carried out. 

Figure 5 and 6 present results for drying of the whole ceramic brick with initial moisture content of 

13.5%. The air conditions during measurements were following: 

 air velocity 9.9 m/s, 

 air temperature 50℃, 

 air relative humidity 25%. 

Before measurements the specimen was fully-submerged in water for 24 hours to obtain high moisture 

content. After this period the specimen has been wrapped in plastic foil and conditioned in 60℃ for 

another 24h to obtain homogeneous moisture distribution.  

 

 

Figure 5: Variation of temperature in different locations inside the sample (left) and variation of total 

moisture content (right) in the specimen dried by the air of velocity 9.9 m/s, temperature 50℃ and 

relative humidity 25% 

The locations of thermocouple (see Figure 5) in the sample were as follows: 

 T1 – middle of the sample, 5 mm deep from the top surface, 

 T2, T3 – 6 cm from the front and rear edges in half width of the sample, 5 mm deep from the top 

surface, 

 T4, T5 – 3 cm from the side edges in the half length of the sample, 5 mm deep from the top 

surface, 

 T6 – middle of the rear surface, 5 mm deep, 

 T7 – middle of the side surface, 5 mm deep, 

 T8 – middle of the front surface, 5 mm deep. 
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The first stage of drying resulted in the rapid decrease of temperature to the saturation conditions – see 

Figure 5. This stage was characterized by fast water evaporation and reduction of the moisture content 

in the sample. Later on in the second stage, increase of the sample temperature towards the flow 

temperature was observed. The temperature distributions on the top surface of specimen at different 

stages of drying are also presented in Figure 6. Brighter lines on the specimen are resistant meters, while 

darker ones are thermocouples guided on top surface. It was found that the location of the drying front 

is strongly connected with temperature distribution. Saturation temperature and the front proceed 

together with the flow direction, i.e., from right to left side. After the evaporation of the liquid water, 

the sample temperature started to increase. 

a) b) c) 

   
d) e) f) 

   

Figure 6: Temperature distribution at the top surface of the specimen after: a) 1 min, b) 35 min, c) 

85 min, d) 2.1 h, e)3.6 h and f) 17.5 h for drying air at velocity 9.9 m/s, temperature 50℃ and relative 

humidity 25%. The minimum scale temperature is 31℃ and the maximum one is 51℃.  

4 Conclusion 

Presented experimental stand with centrally located specimen meets the requirements and assumptions 

related to controlling of operating conditions in the wide ranges. These ranges are wider than for stands 

presented in the literature. Moreover, stands which allowed for changing the relative humidity were not 

reported, e.g., in [3, 8] all measurements were carried out with one fixed value of the relative humidity. 

Velocity range in the present stand is two times higher than for stands used in literature [3, 8]. Good 

stability of controlled conditions shown in verification measurements indicates that the test stand is 

ready for future experiments. In the next step measurements with different operating conditions will be 

carried out in order to examine duration and energy consumption of drying process for various building 

materials. Additionally,  this stand will be applied for validation of mathematical and numerical models 

of heat and moisture transport in the porous building materials which are developed in parallel. 
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Abstract 
The authors present a numerical study of a start-up of a boiler with a thick-walled element subjected to 

thermo-mechanical loading. The significance of calculations of real heat transfer coefficients has been 
demonstrated. Fluid dynamics, mechanical transient thermal and static structural calculations have been 

conducted in both separate and coupled modes. Strain-stress analyses prove that the effect of the heat 

transfer coefficient changing in time and place in comparison with a constant one as recommended by 

standards is the key factor of fatigue calculations. 

1 Introduction 

The developments observed in the contemporary power industry are conditioned by both environmental 
and economic criteria. Research into new options for the use of more renewable energy sources and the 

application of less environmentally harmful fuels is accompanied by exploration of new technical 

solutions intended for power plants running on conventional fuels. All such investigations are aimed at 
various targets, including those oriented towards increasing service parameters of power units in order 

to ensure higher performance and reductions in carbon dioxide emission. For these purposes, the existing 

power plants are revamped more and more frequently, whereas power units currently under construction 

must face increasingly demanding requirements. On the other hand, due to the economic criteria an 
increased availability of power units as well as serviceability under the conditions of frequent changes 

in demand for electricity have become a prerequisite. Therefore, it is also necessary to adapt power 

plants to frequent changes of their operating loads. 
Increased power plant service parameters lead to changes in operating conditions for power unit 

components. In order to ensure that they conform with the relevant strength criteria, new materials are 

used, characterised by increasing creep resistance and matching the requirements of operation under 

higher temperatures. However, the use of these materials triggers some further issues connected with 
the possibility of predicting their behaviour under operating conditions. In view of expected higher 

values of loads and temperatures, the available data pertaining to their basic mechanical properties and 

creep resistance prove insufficient for the assessment of operational safety of machinery in several cases. 
The increasing importance of cyclic effects emphasises the necessity of considering fatigue processes 
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taking place in materials. Higher operating temperatures and pressures as well as increased thicknesses 
of walls of individual elements, which accompany the former with frequent load changes, require that 

both engineers and users pay more attention to thermal stresses which may lead to thermal and 

mechanical fatigue. 
Contemporary methods in the design of pressure components for power units take into account the 

values of these stresses through the application of simplified computational procedures and methods for 

estimating service life based on fatigue characteristics developed for selected groups of materials and 
transformed into dependences between the number of cycles before rupture and the range of stress 

changes. These characteristics are obtained and matched in the designing process, relying on the 

material’s tensile strength [1]. The values of the temperature gradient considered in thermal stress 

calculations are established in the simplified way as dependent on the assumed characteristics of the 
power unit start-up and shut-down [2-6]. In many cases, the said characteristics depart considerably 

from the actual pressure and temperature changes under unsteady service conditions of such 

installations. Due to the higher degree of uncertainty in the designing process and the possibility that 
more serious threats to the operational safety of power units working under increased service parameters 

may occur, traditional methods of strength analysis may prove insufficiently accurate in certain specific 

cases, particularly when new materials are introduced into service. The currently applicable standards 

for the design of pressure equipment do not fully take account of this complex issue. What seems vital 
now is to determine to what degree a change in the operating conditions for new materials used in the 

power industry in components working under conditions of increased service parameters will affect their 

strength and service life. In this respect, one should bear in mind their fatigue properties determined 
under conditions like those of the service process, including the characteristics of strain and durability 

in the processes of low-cycle fatigue and thermo-mechanical fatigue. Particularly important are well-

selected and defined boundary conditions which influence the rate of heat transfer. The paper presents 
a methodology for stress-strain behaviour modelling, which considers the influence of heat transfer in 

components of steam pipelines on the local stress and strain fields. 

The issue addressed in this study is the development of an accurate method of the description of the 

time-variable temperatures which influence the thermal stress fields in selected components. However, 
the main attention has been paid to the influence of the boundary conditions on the temperature fields 

in models of the components. These conditions strongly influence the accuracy of the modelling of 

transient temperature fields. 

2 Assumptions of modelling 

The problem outlined above has been analysed in two steps including transient numerical simulations 
of heat transfer from steam to a metal thick-walled element followed by an export of its transient 

temperature field to a static analysis of thermo-mechanical loading. The second step uses time-

temperature and pressure history of the nickel-based alloy component for calculations of stress to 

determine final stress-strain fields during a several hour start-up and a period of stable operation. A Y-
junction made of HR6W alloy has been used in the test discussed below. The mechanical and thermal 

loadings have been assumed at values close to those predicted for high efficiency boilers. The 

geometrical features of the Y-junction in question are shown in Fig. 1. The model shown in Fig. 1 
contains the Y-junction and straight parts of pipes which are connected with this component. Taking 

into account the symmetry of the element, only a quarter of the analysed component of the pipeline have 

been considered. 
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Fig. 1. Model of Y-junction tubing split into a fluid (left) a solid (right), along with boundary zones for 

a fluid (Fluent) and solid (Transient Thermal and Static Structural) analysis 

2.1 Outline of thermal boundary conditions 

The test began with a transient simulation of heat transfer from steam to metal tube with the boiler start-
up described by steam temperature changes, and pressure and mass flow rate. It was assumed that 

temperature increase is exponential from an initial value of around 100 to 610 C. As it is assumed that 
the steam is always dry, the pressure growth was set to fulfil this, and it rises linearly from around 0 to 

315 bar (positive pressure) (Fig. 2). Steam properties such as density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity 

and dynamic viscosity have been determined on the basis of literature data [7]. The lacking parameter 
of steam mass flow rate was assumed to ensure no rapid change of its velocity accompanying density 

changes. The operational mass flow rate was assumed at 2450 t/h, as for a 900 MW class boiler. Figure 

2 shows how density and mass flow rate of steam change in function of operation time. Table 1 presents 

the assumed steam properties. 

Table 1. Assumed in numerical modelling properties of steam 

temperature t, 

C 

density , 

kg/m3 

heat capacity 

cp, kJ/kgK 

thermal 

conductivity 

, W/mK 

dynamic viscosity 

, kg/ms 

pressure p, 

bar 

100 12.5 2.1 0.02 1.2 1 

377 14.6 2.4 0.05 1.5 40 

503 24.1 2.5 0.07 2.9 80 

561 33.8 2.6 0.08 3.2 120 

588 44.2 2.7 0.1 3.3 160 

610 91.2 3.2 0.1 3.5 315 

Coupled calculations have been done. Both fluid (steam) and solid (thick-walled Y-junction of HR6W 

alloy) were numerically analysed during their transient heating. Apart from the mentioned properties 

and parameters of steam, the lacking boundary condition on the outer surface of the tube was described 

as free convection with the ambient temperature of 40C and a heat transfer coefficient of 1 W/m2K. 
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Apart from the physical properties of steam, the thermal ones of HR6W nickel alloy were assumed in 
function of temperature. The data have been taken from research described in a doctoral dissertation [8]. 

 

Fig. 2. Pressure, temperature, density and mass flow rate of steam in function of boiler operation time 

2.2 Outline of mechanical boundary conditions 

As this paper focuses on the heat flow and stress-strain behaviour during thermo-mechanical fatigue of 

thick-walled boiler elements, the major loading comes from temperature gradients. However, it is 

accompanied by pressure of steam. Its time profile is shown in Fig. 2 along with the temperature of the 
steam flowing inside the pipeline. Restrictions on displacements perpendicular to the symmetry planes 

have been assumed. The same restriction on displacements has been assumed on the cross-section 

perpendicular to the vertical part of the pipeline – located on the end of the considered part. 

3 Results 

First, an attempt to calculate the range of heat transfer coefficient changes was made. A simulation by 

Fluent software included a geometry-definition in the form of a thick-wall pipe. Fluid flow through the 
modelled Y junction was analyzed to show the facet minimum, maximum and the area-weighted average 

of heat transfer coefficient from steam to the solid material of the wall. Average thermodynamics 

parameters of steam were reported as well. Overall results are shown in Table 2. The heat transfer 

through the solid wall has been simplified by software to a one-dimensional heat conduction with the 
following values: wall thickness of 127 mm, density of 7840 kg/m3, thermal conductivity of 19 W/mK, 

and heat capacity of 550 J/kgK. Outside the wall natural convection was described by the ambient 

temperature of 40 ºC and the heat transfer coefficient of 1 W/m2K. Some relationships have been 
presented in Fig. 3. Especially interesting is how an average of heat transfer coefficient changes during 

the time of the boiler operation. The assessment of the dependency of the heat transfer coefficient on 

the steam parameters and time is very important in the process of thermal stress calculations during the 
design of power plant components operated under mechanical and thermal loading. In standards used 

by designers [1] the proposed value of this coefficient is constant for steam and water. The values 

calculated in this study considerably differ from those specified in the standard [1] at the value of 1000 

W/m2K. The differences are both global and local. This factor strongly influences the accuracy of the 
stress strain fields assessment and will determine the accuracy of the assessment of the strength and 

durability of the designed components. The results shown in Table 2 are largely qualitative, however, 

they clearly demonstrate that the values of the heat transfer coefficient in conditions close to those 
occurring in actual operation strongly differ from those assumed by designers. The assessment of the 
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influence of this coefficient on temperature, stress and strain fields requires a more detailed analysis that 
takes into consideration an accurate description of the component's geometry. 

Table 2. Heat transfer parameters calculated for a 4-hour start-up period 

 Fluid to solid transfer Volume (fluid) inside the Y-junction domain 

time 
heat transfer 
coefficient, 

average/min/max 

heat 

flux 
temperature density 

heat 

capacity 

thermal 

conductivity 
velocity 

h W/m2K W/m2 K kg/m3 kJ/kgK W/mK m/s 

0.5 5136 2218 13352 335 650 14.6 2.42 0.05 79 

1.0 10736 4532 27914 460 776 24.1 2.42 0.07 96 

1.5 16538 6958 41882 518 834 33.9 2.57 0.08 103 

2.0 21997 9250 56578 544 861 44.1 2.57 0.09 105 

2.5 29485 12432 75938 556 875 70.6 2.92 0.096 82 

3.0 36060 15217 92798 562 878 83.0 3.08 0.098 84 

3.5 41792 17738 107473 564 881 88.7 3.16 0.1 92 

4.0 47102 20094 120986 565 882 91.2 3.19 0.1 102 

 
Fig. 3. A range of heat transfer coefficient and heat flux from steam to Y-junction calculated for a 

simulated 4-hour start-up of a boiler 

The step followed the assessment of the influence of fluid flow parameters on the heat transfer 
coefficient was the analysis of the global and local values of this coefficient on the temperature, stress 

and strain fields. This time it was a fluent analysis as well, but the solid tubing was considered with its 

real geometry and material properties in function of temperature (without the simplifications mentioned 

for the previous step). Considering the characteristics shown in Fig. 2 the fluid flow characteristics and 
temperature distributions in the component have been described as time dependent. The transient heat 

transfer coefficient has been calculated for the points located on the inner surface of the Y-junction (Fig. 

4a). The obtained distributions of the value of heat transfer coefficient enabled a more precise evaluation 
of the temperature field. Finally, coupled simulations were done. CFD software (fluent) provided a 

simulation of a heat flow from steam to the tube wall, while the transient thermal of FEM software 

(ansys) sent back the wall temperature. This way the start-up period of the boiler was simulated. 
Eventually, the temperature field of the solid was imported to a static structural analysis of FEM 

software where along with pressure loading stress and strain fields were calculated for the selected 

characteristics of the start-up period of operation. Figure 5 shows a comparison of temperature fields on 

the inner surfaces of the Y junction calculated for transient heat transfer and constant heat transfer 
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coefficients. The patterns shown in Fig. 5 have been calculated for the same instant of time. The maps 
reveal differences in temperature fields which result from the application of different methods in these 

calculations. The nonuniform field of the temperature causes thermal deformation, which at restrictions 

of internal movement leads to thermal stress. So the stress and strain fields will be different when they 
are calculated for constant or varying with time heat transfer coefficients. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Heat transfer coefficient distributions on the inner surface of the Y-junction for the chosen 

instant of time calculated for the pipeline under consideration 

   
a)                                                                      b) 

Fig. 5. Heat temperature distributions in the Y-junction 0.5 hour after the start-up calculated for 

changeable (in time and on inner surface) heat transfer coefficient –a) and for constant coefficient of 
1000W/m2K –b) 

Sample results of the stress and strain analysis are shown in Figure 6. The characteristics presented in 

this figure represent the stress-strain curves calculated for x components of stress and strain at points A 
and B located on the inner surface of the Y-junction. From the analysis of the characteristics shown in 

 

Time 14400 s 

Time 3600 s Time 7200 s 

Time 10800 s 
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Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b it is evident that the value of the heat transfer coefficient significantly influences the 
stress state close to the inner surface of the component. The influence of the distribution of the heat 

transfer coefficient on the stress and strain fields in the areas of the most intensive damage accumulation, 

which could probably be not the same as the areas of the most intensive heat transfer, will be the 
objective of a following study. Fig. 6 reveals the difference in the material behaviour at points A and B. 

The characteristics shown in this figure have been obtained for the first part of the plant operation cycle, 

i.e. the start-up. The stress-strain curves worked out for these points show that the different characters 
of the temperature fields calculated for transient and constant values of the heat transfer coefficient has 

an essential influence on the local mechanical behaviour of the material. 

 
a)                                                                          b) 

Fig. 6. Stress-strain curves calculated for A and B points of the Y-junction in the period of 0.5 hour of 

start-up period of time calculated for changeable (in time and on inner surface) heat transfer 
coefficient –a) and for constant coefficient of 1000W/m2K –b) 

4 Discussion 

These results obtained in this simulation made it possible to compare the intensity of the impact of 

different factors on parameters responsible for fatigue processes, which could occur in components of 

modern power plants operating under mechanical and thermal loadings. The methodical approach 
designed for this analysis can be used in future research of this kind. 

The results of modelling show that the conditions of the fluid flow strongly affect the temperature field 

in the analysed components. As a consequence, the stress and strain fields will depend on the fluid flow 

parameters. A constant value of the heat transfer coefficient in design procedures for components under 
mechanical and thermal loading - as defined by the standard [1] - seems to be too rough approximation. 

Changing the operating parameters of materials intended for operation in power units with increased 

service parameters requires far more attention to be paid to the possibility of the activation of fatigue 
processes in the components made of these materials. The foregoing outcome stems from several 

reasons, such as different physical properties of new materials, including those connected with the heat 

transfer process, and in certain cases, from the different thermal expansion of those materials compared 
to the conventional ones. In this respect, it should be noted that precision in establishing the thermal 

fields responsible for the magnitude of thermal stresses depends to a considerable extent on the boundary 

conditions assumed for calculations, and particularly on the heat transfer coefficient. In computer 

modelling this coefficient should be considered as a quantity variable in time and changeable at the 
interface between the solid and the fluid and dependent on the parameters and the state of the medium 

flowing through individual elements of the system. 
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Stress-strain curves in Fig. 6 show the effects of plastic strains at points A and B accumulated during 
the start-up period. The repeated start-ups could lead to damage accumulation at these points as a result 

of the fatigue process induced by cyclic thermal strains and stresses. Such a process is called thermo-

mechanical fatigue [9-12]. This kind of fatigue requires special methods of behaviour analysis of 
components under mechanical and thermal loadings and special methods of material testing which 

simulate the local material behaviour. This analysis concentrates on one of the problems encountered in 

the description of the behaviour of components, which should be solved for the elaboration of a reliable 
method for component fatigue life assessment.  
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Abstract 

Methanol is rated among the top chemical commodities worldwide with a forecasted production 

capacity of 110 million metric tons in 2020. The production is primarily based on indirect synthesis 

routes via syngas generation from natural gas. These processes are energy-intensive and costly in 

terms of investment and operation. This study investigates the economics of methanol synthesis routes 

with different reforming technologies. Processes with steam reforming, autothermal reforming and dry 

methane reforming are considered as basic processes for medium capacities below 3,000 metric tons 

per day. Furthermore, combined methane reforming, two-step reforming and a parallel configuration 

of steam – and dry methane reforming represent advanced processes for high methanol yield and large 

capacities above 5,000 metric tons per day. The processes with endothermic reforming technology 

inherently feature a co-production of electricity for high efficiency. The annual total revenue 

requirement is in the range of 200 – 600 million US$ and is mainly determined by the expenditures for 

fuel.  The impact of the fuel costs on the levelized cost for methanol and electricity is investigated.  

For a reference price of 2.9$/GJ, levelized cost of methanol and electricity are in the range of 200 – 

300 US$/mt and 70 – 140 US$/MWh. The two-step reforming process constitutes the most attractive 

design from an economic point of view, having the lowest levelized cost of methanol and electricity 

among all processes.  

1 Introduction 

Methanol plays an integral role in the global economy as a starting material for many chemical 

industries. The applications range from the further processing to bulk chemicals, e.g., formaldehyde 

and acetic acid, to the production of synthetic fuels. Worldwide the chemical commodity is produced 

in about 90 plants which have capacity between 2,500 and 10,000 metric tons per day [1]. The 

construction of a variety of new large-scale plants increases the competition and thus the pressure on 
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the market price. Large-scale applications for methanol production are exclusively based on the 

indirect synthesis route via the intermediate step of syngas production. Natural gas, as the dominating 

feedstock, is mainly processed to syngas by means of steam reforming. However, the single-train 

capacity of steam methane reformers (SMR) in low-pressure synthesis routes is limited 2,500 mtpd. 

Above this capacity, large steam reformers become progressively more expensive and thus show no 

economies of scale. 

 

Alternative technologies for increased thermodynamic efficiency, improved economics and reduced 

greenhouse gas emissions are available. The autothermal reforming technology (ATR) is favoured for 

a capacity range above 5,000 mtpd, as high cost reductions are associated with an upscaling of the air 

separation unit. Two-step reforming concepts consisting of a tubular steam reformer and an 

autothermal reformer are economically beneficial in the intermediate capacity range of 2,500 – 5,000 

mtpd. 

 

Dry reforming of methane (DMR) by CO2 is considered as pre-commercial technology which has 

various environmental and economic incentitives. The main obstacles for an industrial application are 

related to a poor catalyst performance and the energy intensity of the reforming process [2]. 

 

A careful selection of a suitable reforming technology is essential for the thermodynamic efficiency 

and profitability of a methanol plant. The reforming unit is the most capital-intensive unit, accounting 

for approximately 60% of the overall investment cost. Moreover, the choice and performance of the 

reforming unit determines the demand for fuel which constitutes the major contributor to the variable 

cost. 

 

Balsutraitis et al.[3] investigated the total annual cost of combinations of  SMR, ATR, and DMR for 

generation of a Fischer-Tropsch syngas. They identified the lowest cost for a system composed of a 

SMR and a DMR reactor. Pellegrini et al. [4] analysed the economics of a SMR based methanol plant 

with an integrated combined cycle. The co-production of electricity allows increased revenues and a 

reasonable payback time. The national energy technology laboratory [5] reported detailed cost data on 

a methanol plant with autothermal reforming . A breakdown of the costs showed that the fuel cost 

account for approximately 60% of the methanol selling price. Boulamanti et al. [6] compared the 

methanol production costs in different continents and also reported the major cost impact of the 

feedstock on the total product cost. 

 

This paper analyses the economics of six different indirect process routes for the production of 

methanol from natural gas. Three Base Processes incorporate a single SMR, DMR, and ATR unit, 

while the other processes are based on advanced designs, comprising complex syngas generation and 

conditioning technologies. The total revenue requirement (TRR) method is applied to investigate the 

influence of the fixed cost and variable cost on the annual product cost. Furthermore, the impact of 

changes in the fuel cost and the electricity wholesale price on the minimum product price of methanol 

is analyzed. 

2 State-of-the-Art and Process Description 

A natural gas based methanol plant consists of a pretreatment unit for the removal of sulfur impurities, 

a reforming unit for syngas generation, a conditioning section for adjusting the syngas composition, a 

synthesis unit for the conversion of syngas to methanol, a purification section for refining the crude 

product, and a steam-cycle for balancing the overall heat supply and demand of the process units. Fig. 

1 shows a superstructure of synthesis routes for the production of methanol from natural gas. 
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Industrial processes are exclusively based on the low-pressure methanol synthesis. The reactions are 

typically carried out over a Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst at temperatures between 200 – 300 °C and a 

pressure in the range of 50 – 100 bar, resulting in yield of 5 – 15%. Due to low per pass conversion, 

the synthesis unit is operated with a loop for recycling the unconverted syngas back to the inlet of the 

reactor. Sensitivity analyses have shown that higher yields can be achieved with an isothermal shell 

and tube reactor technology than with an adiabatic reactor technology [7]. 

 

 

Fig. 1:Schematic of the synthesis routes for the production of methanol from natural gas. 

In order to obtain a high methanol yield at the reactor outlet, the composition of the feed syngas 

should meet the stoichiometric requirement of the synthesis reactions in Eqs. (1) – (3).  The syngas 

module S is used to describe the composition of a synthesis gas, having ideally a value of slightly 

above 2 for the methanol synthesis (see Eq. (4)). 

                                                        
  

   
 (1) 

                                             
  

   
 (2) 

                                                    
  

   
 (3) 

S = 
      

       
 = 2 (4) 

 

Previous studies have shown that single reforming technologies SMR, ATR and DMR are not suitable 

to produce a syngas with a stoichiometric composition for high methanol yield [7]. A combination of 

different reforming technologies with application of syngas conditioning technologies generates a 

highly reactive syngas for increased methanol yield. 

 

Steam methane reforming is a proven and the most widely applied syngas generation technology. In 

SMR, methane reacts in highly endothermic reactions with steam over Ni-based catalysts at 

temperatures between 800 - 1000 °C and a pressure in the range of 20 - 30 bar. Typically, the steam-

to-carbon molar ratio (S/C ratio) is in the range of 3.0 - 5.0. 

 

Autothermal reforming comprises partial oxidation and steam reforming in one reactor vessel. Steam 

and oxygen are supplied along with methane at a S/C ratio and an O/C ratio of 0.5 – 1.5 and 0.6 – 1.0. 

The reactions are carried out in a temperature range of 950 – 1400 °C at an elevated pressure of 30 – 

50 bar. The composition of a syngas produced by ATR is characterized by a S module in the range of 

1–2. Regarding DMR, carbon dioxide is supplied to the reaction at a CO2/C molar ratio of 1. 
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Thermodynamic analysis shows that a high conversion can be achieved at high temperature above 900 

°C and a pressure in the range of 5 - 10 bar.  A syngas obtained from DMR has a S module of 0.8 – 

1.6. 

 

The ternary diagram in Fig. 2 shows the methanol yield at equilibrium conditions at a pressure of 50 

bar and 250 °C. The ellipses indicate the agglomeration of recorded syngas compositions that are 

obtained from the basic reforming technologies under the typical operation conditions. Obviously the 

syngas from SMR, DMR and ATR is not in the optimal range for high methanol yield. Thus, 

approaches to combine different reforming and syngas conditioning technologies are conducted to 

increase the efficiency of conventional methanol production routes. It should be noted, that the 

conversion is also kinetically restricted, resulting in lower yields than in the chemical equilibrium. 

 

Combined methane reforming (CMR process) uses an insitu combination of steam and dry methane 

reforming to shift the composition to the area of high methanol yield. Other alternatives to increase the 

chemical conversion of a methanol process refer to two-step reforming (SMR-ATR process) and a 

parallel configuration of SMR and DMR (SMR-DMR process). 

 

Depending on the process heat demand of the synthesis route and thus on the reforming technology, 

the steam cycle features a different design for the overall heat integration. The processes with 

endothermic reforming technology (SMR, DMR, CMR, SMR-DMR) require a supply of high-

temperature process heat, which is typically generated by combustion of natural gas. A use of low 

temperature waste heat by recovery as steam for electricity generation is essential for a high efficiency 

of those processes.  In contrast, processes with exothermic ATR can dispense with the supply of 

process heat and natural gas as a combustion fuel. As a consequence, the steam cycle can be designed 

to cover only the internal electricity demand. 

 

Depending on technology selection and the operation of the reformer and the synthesis reactor, 

significant differences also occur for the syngas compression and the distillation unit. The energy 

demand of the syngas compression is determined by the type and the amount of used reforming agent. 

The performance of the reactor is decisive for the production of impurities, thus influencing the design 

and the operation of the distillation unit. 
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Fig. 2: Ternary diagram for the methanol yield at equilibrium conditions of 

50 bar and 250 °C for a given inlet composition. 

3 Modelling, Methodology and Assumptions 

The simulations were conducted using the software Aspen®Plus V9.0. The major design 

specifications for modelling the processes have been published in our previous studies [7],[8]. The 

thermodynamic properties are calculated by employing the Redlich-Kwong-Soave equation of state. In 

regard to the reforming and the synthesis unit, kinetic inputs were taken from  [9][11]. 

 

The total revenue requirement method is applied for an economic assessment of the investigated 

processes. Information on the methodology can be found in [12]. The underlying assumptions and 

specifications are summarized in Tab. 1. All monetary values are calculated in US$2016. The annual 

operation time τ is assumed to be 8000 hours. 

 

                                          (5) 

 

The total revenue requirement is calculated as the sum of the levelized carrying charges CCL, the 

levelized operation and maintenance cost OMCL and the levelized fuel cost FCL. The CCL represent the 

annuity of the total capital investment (TCI), which includes the bare module cost (BMC), the 

expenses for civil, structural and architectural work as well as allowances for funds during 

construction time. The modular method is applied to determine the purchased equipment cost of the 

components (PECk). The levelized operation and maintenance cost (OMCL) are taken into account 

with 5% of the TCI. 
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Table 1: Specifications and assumptions for the economic analysis 

 Variable Unit Value Variable Unit Value 

Availability % 93 Service facilities % of BMC 30.0 

CEPCI 2004 - 444.0 Architectural work % of BMC 30.0 

CEPCI 2010 - 532.9 Contingencies % of BMC 15.0 

CEPCI 2014 - 541.7 O&M cost % of TCI 5.0 

Eff. interest rate  % 8.0 Synthesis catalyst $/kg 2.2 

Gen. inflation rate % 2.5 SMR catalyst $/kg 10.0 

Esc. rate fuel % 1.0 ATR catalyst $/kg 10.0 

Esc  rate comp % 4.0 WGS catalyst $/kg 3.0 

Fuel cost $2016/GJ 2.9 Prereforning catalyst $/kg 10.0 

 

Furthermore, an exergetic and an exergoeconomic analysis were conducted for the six processes to 

calculate the levelized cost of the products electricity and methanol (see Eqs. (6) – (8)). By application 

of the exergy costing principle, costing equations are set up for each component. These equations 

consider cost rates of entering and exiting streams  ̇  by assigning specific monetary values    to each 

stream as well as cost rates associated with the investment  ̇  of each component k. The terms  ̇       

and  ̇    refer to the cost rates associated with dissipative components and the exergy losses which are 

assigned to the exergy product streams of methanol  ̇     and electricity  ̇   .  

 

∑      ̇        
                

 ∑      

 

   

  ∑      ̇       

 

   

              (6) 
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4 Results 
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Table 2 shows a selection of the results of the thermodynamic analysis. The SMR, ATR, DMR and 

CMR process are designed for a medium capacity of 2,450 – 2,800 mtpd while the SMR-ATR and the 

SMR-DMR process have a large capacity above 5,000 mtpd. In all processes, electricity can be 

supplied to the grid as a second product. The net power  ̇el,net is particularly high for the processes 

with endothermic reforming technology. The electric intensity is calculated as the ratio of the 

electrical duties, which are associated with the synthesis process chain to generate the chemical 

product, to the mass flow rate of methanol. Thus, this number includes the power required for 

compression of the natural gas, the syngas and the recycle streams. The CH4 –intensity represents the 

ratio of the natural gas intake, including the amount for syngas generation and combustion, to the 

exergy of product of the overall system. Furthermore, the exergy of product  ̇  and fuel  ̇  as well as 

the exergy destruction  ̇  and loss  ̇  are given. 
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Table 2: Selected results of the thermodynamic and exergetic analysis. 

  

SMR ATR DMR CMR SMR-ATR SMR-DMR 

CH3OH-capacity mtpd 2590 2452 2719 2803 5440 5694 

 ̇el,net MW 140.2 4.5 222.9 30.9 146.3 215.2 

CH4 process gas  kg/s 16.9 22.8 25.3 16.9 43.9 45.6 

CH4-fuel kg/s 38.7 - 19.9 14.9 11.8 27.9 

Elec. intensity MJ/kg 1.8 1.1 3.2 3.1 1.7 1.5 

CH4 intensity kg/MWh 202.0 126.1 175.1 149.5 126.4 154.9 

CH3OH-yield mole-% 6.0 8.0 5.0 15.0 10.4 9.9 

 ̇  MW 2334.4 1144.3 2336.9 1576.5 2772.2 3689.8 

 ̇  MW 812.5 651.2 929.1 766.0 1587.0 1707.8 

 ̇  MW 1327.9 453.2 1245.5 653.7 1083.3 1735.5 

 ̇  MW 194.8 40.0 162.3 156.8 101.8 246.5 

 

The results obtained from the economic analysis of the six processes are shown in Tab.. 

The cost composition of TRRL shows that the economic feasibility is significantly influenced by the 

fuel costs. Considering the relative contribution per MWh of exergy of product, a dominating impact 

of the specific levelized fuel costs fcL particularly is given for the processes with endothermic 

reforming technology. Especially for the SMR process, the fuel cost represents a very high proportion 

in the cost of the end-products. The ATR and the SMR-ATR process profit from a high efficiency and 

thus have low specific fuel cost. 

The sum of ccL and omcL accounts for 40 – 60% in the specific cost per unit of exergy product. Slightly 

increased specific carrying charges arise for the SMR and the DMR process. The relatively low ccL  for 

the large-scale processes SMR-ATR and SMR-DMR can be derived from the effect of the economies 

of scale. 
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Table 3. The BMC, and the TCI mainly depend on the capacity of the respective process.  The 

breakdown of the BMC shows that the investment is mainly assigned to the reforming unit (RE), 

having a share of 60 - 70% in the BMC. If the BMC of the air separation unit (ASU) is added to the 

reforming unit, the proportion of the subsystem is similar high for the ATR and the SMR-ATR 

process. The steam cycle (STC) investment (11 - 17% of BMC) depends on the process heat demand 

of the reforming unit. The investment for the syngas compression unit (COM) is determined by the 

pressure difference between the chemical units and by the syngas volume flow. The synthesis unit 

(SYN) accounts for 7 - 13% of the BMC, whereby the investment costs are proportional to the 

circulating flow rate of unconverted syngas. 

The cost composition of TRRL shows that the economic feasibility is significantly influenced by the 

fuel costs. Considering the relative contribution per MWh of exergy of product, a dominating impact 

of the specific levelized fuel costs fcL particularly is given for the processes with endothermic 

reforming technology. Especially for the SMR process, the fuel cost represents a very high proportion 

in the cost of the end-products. The ATR and the SMR-ATR process profit from a high efficiency and 

thus have low specific fuel cost. 

The sum of ccL and omcL accounts for 40 – 60% in the specific cost per unit of exergy product. Slightly 

increased specific carrying charges arise for the SMR and the DMR process. The relatively low ccL  for 

the large-scale processes SMR-ATR and SMR-DMR can be derived from the effect of the economies 

of scale. 
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Table 3: Results obtained from the economic analysis of the overall processes. 

  

SMR ATR DMR CMR SMR-ATR SMR-DMR 

BMC 10
6 
US$ 507.5 309.0 505.2 358.4 594.9 642.0 

PRE % BMC 2.1 5.1 0.9 0.7 4.9 0.9 

RE  % BMC 64.5 41.9 60.4 51.5 44.7 68.9 

COM  % BMC 4.9 8.0 9.1 17.9 5.8 4.4 

SYN % BMC - - - 0.1 5.3 - 

STC % BMC 10.9 8.3 17.7 11.1 12.3 15.1 

DISTL % BMC 4.6 7.8 3.5 4.5 3.9 3.3 

ASU % BMC - 17.5 - - 13.1 - 

TCI 10
6 
US$ 674.7 420.3 671.3 477.5 788.7 852.8 

CCL 10
6 
US$/a 68.7 42.8 68.4 48.63 80.4 86.86 

OMCL 10
6 
US$/a 62.8 40.5 62.5 47.61 76.5 122.7 

FCL 10
6 
US$/a 250.0 132.4 248.0 174.0 305.5 402.7 

TRRL 10
6 
US$/a 476.2 215.7 378.8 270.3 462.2 612.3 

ccL US$/MW

h 

10.6 8.2 9.2 7.9 6.3 6.4 

omcL US$/MW

h 

9.7 7.8 8.4 7.8 6.0 9.0 

fcL US$/MW

h 

43.1 25.4 33.4 28.4 24.1 31.7 

 

 

Fig. 3: Levelized cost of methanol (left) and electricity (right) as a function of the fuel cost. 

 

The fuel cost is revealed to be the major cost contributor to the product cost. Fig. 3 shows the levelized 

cost of methanol (LCOM) and electricity (LCOE) as a function of the fuel cost   . Considering the 

LCOM, the SMR process obviously cannot produce methanol at competitive cost. Crucial is the 

supply of large quantities of high pressure steam as a reforming agent, which increases the average 

cost per unit exergy of the syngas. In regard to the other processes, the LCOM are in a similar range. 

The SMR-ATR process can produce methanol at the lowest levelized cost. As the specific fuel cost 

increase, the cost advantage of producing methanol increases. It should be noted that the CO2 intake 

for dry reforming was assumed to be free of charge (concerning the SMR, DMR, and SMR-DMR 

process). Under these terms, the SMR-DMR process can generate methanol at the second lowest cost. 

The increased product cost of the ATR and the CMR process at low fuel cost result from the costly 

supply of the reforming agents. For fuel cost of 8 US$/GJ, the ATR and CMR process reach 

breakeven with the DMR process. Taking into account the reference fuel price of 2.9 US$/GJ, the 

levelized cost of methanol are 295, 249, 224, 275, 198, and 215 US$/mt for the SMR, ATR, DMR, 
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CMR, SMR-ATR, and SMR-DMR process, respectively. The LCOE directly depend on the average 

cost at which exergy is supplied to the steam cycle. Thus, the electricity generation costs are mainly 

determined by the cost of the exhaust gas in the heat recovery steam generator and the cost of the 

process gas downstream of the reforming unit. The LCOE of the SMR-ATR process and the ATR 

process show a comparatively low sensitivity to the fuel cost which is mainly caused by the low fuel 

consumption (Table 2). In regard to the reference fuel cost of 2.9 US$/GJ, the levelized cost of 

electricity are 113.4, 135.5, 98.1, 138.0, 68.4, and 119.8 US\$/MWh for the SMR, ATR, CMR, SMR-

ATR, and SMR-DMR process, respectively. 

5 Conclusion 

Six process routes for the production of methanol from natural gas are evaluated and assessed from 

thermodynamic and economic viewpoints. Three synthesis routes with a single reforming technology 

(SMR, ATR, DMR) and three advanced synthesis designs with combinations of reforming and syngas 

conditioning technologies are investigated (CMR, SMR-ATR, SMR-DMR). The single reforming 

technologies are not suitable to produce a syngas for high methanol yield. Therefore, the advanced 

processes are designed to achieve a higher methanol yield at the reactor outlet. The processes with 

endothermic reforming technology must be designed for a co-production of electricity in order to 

achieve a high efficiency. The application of the TRR method shows that the fuel costs fcL have a 

contribution of 50-60 % to the specific product cost. The remainder is attributable to the capital cost 

and the operating and maintenance cost. The large-scale processes have a low value for the product 

related capital cost due to the effect of the economies of scale. A breakdown of the capital investment 

shows that the reforming unit has a share of 60 - 70% in the total BMC of the SMR, DMR, CMR, and 

SMR-DMR process.  The ASU in the processes with autothermal reforming has a share of 13 – 17 % 

in the total BMC. On the base of an exergoeconomic analysis, the levelized cost of methanol and 

electricity are calculated. The LCOE and the LCOM are in the range of 70 – 140 US$/MWh and 200 – 

300 US$/mt for fuel cost of 2.9 US$/GJ. The two-step reforming process (SMR-ATR) is the most 

attractive design from an economic point of view, having the lowest LCOM and LCOE. 
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Abstract 

High-energy lasers are used in arms industry and material processing, but also in many scientific 

experimental setups. The spatial energy distribution of the laser beam may vary from nearly-rectangular 

flattop shape to a smooth Gaussian curve. It often happens that the beam profile needs to be verified at 

the end of the optical track as it may be distorted due to thermal deformation of the elements of the track 

(e.g. mirrors, polarizers). This task is typically performed by means of expensive commercial laser beam 

profilers. Less expensive approach to the laser beam profiling problem based on infrared thermal 

imaging have recently been proposed by Kujawińska et al. In the current paper, the inverse algorithm 

for the aforementioned approach is constructed using Finite Volume Models of the forward problem 

implemented in ANSYS Fluent and unknown parameters of the laser pulse retrieved with artificial 

neural networks implemented in MATLAB’s Neural Network Toolbox. The spatial energy distribution 

of the pulse is parametrized as super-Gaussian. Among the retrieved parameters of the pulse are the laser 

power, shape coefficient of the super-Gaussian distribution and pulse duration. The start time of the 

pulse is assumed known. The algorithm performance was tested using synthetic data. The influence of 

the noise level of the data and the size of the database on the method accuracy was checked. Several 

techniques improving the network performance were considered. 

1 Introduction 

High-power lasers are used in many areas of science and technology - for example in materials 

processing [1], defense [2] medicine [3] and materials characterization [4]. One of their key 

characteristics considered in practical applications is the spatial distribution of energy density across the 

beam, also known as the beam profile [5]. The beam profile may be often described by the super-

Gaussian function [6]. Three basic shapes of that function are recognized i.e. Gaussian, super-Gaussian 
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and flattop (see Fig. 1B). In laser-based devices it is frequently the case that light travels through various 

optical elements before it leaves the device and interacts with its target. The profile of the working laser 

beam at the end of the optical track may differ from the profile at the source due to distortions caused 

by interactions of light with the elements of the optical track such as mirrors, lenses and polarizers. The 

main cause of distortion is mechanical deformation of these elements resulting from heating [8]. 

Verification of beam parameters and monitoring of their stability is required to assure controllable and 

repeatable operation of laser-based devices. It is typically achieved with the use of laser beam profilers 

[5,8] which often have disadvantageous properties of being expensive and fragile. Fragility often 

excludes their application in field conditions, and high-cost limits their use in the industry.  

In response to the need for improvements in the field of laser beam profiling, a new method has been 

recently proposed by Kujawińska et al. [7] which is meant to be less expensive and more robust to 

operating conditions. This method utilizes measurement techniques of fast infrared thermography and 

digital image correlation (DIC) [9]. These techniques are used to acquire temperature maps 

(thermography) and displacement maps (DIC) resulting from the interaction of a short laser pulse with 

a thin aluminum plate. The plate has circular hollow in the illumination area (see Fig. 1A). Kujawińska 

and her collaborators assumed that their experimental setup may be used to identify four parameters of 

the laser pulse i.e. its spatial profile coefficient, beginning time, end time and power [10]. In their 

approach, the density of heat flux at the sample surface resulting from the laser strike was assumed in 

the super-Gaussian form [6] and the impulse itself was treated as rectangular with respect to time. Pietrak 

et al. [10] and Łapka et al. [11] confirmed that useful results may be obtained with that approach even 

if only the thermal part of the problem is considered and the mechanical part (the measurement and 

simulation of displacements) is ignored. To solve the inverse problem, they employed the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm with sensitivity matrices obtained by numerical simulation of the forward thermal 

problem in the Ansys Fluent software. That approach has one drawback i.e. the presence of a significant 

delay between the physical measurement and the end of the data analysis that is caused by the 

requirement of numerical simulations of the forward problem using the Finite Volume Method (FVM). 

To assure fast operation of the data analyzer program in field conditions, numerical simulation process 

may be moved to the time before the field measurements. This can be achieved with the artificial neural 

network (ANN) approach investigated in the current article.  

The present approach is based on the experimental setup proposed by Kujawińska et al. [7]. Similarly 

to previous versions [10,11] it includes the thermal problem and neglects the mechanical one. It uses 

temperature values at the rear surface of the plate (opposite to the heated one) as basis for the recovery 

of three parameters of the laser beam i.e. super-Gaussian shape coefficient p, laser power Q and pulse 

duration tend (the start time of the pulse was considered known). The task may be classified as an inverse 

heat transfer problem (IHTP) of parameter estimation. Classical solution methods used for such 

problems were reviewed by Beck and Woodbury [12]. Artificial neural networks, which constitute an 

important element of the current solution strategy, have been previously considered an interesting 

alternative method to solve IHTPs of conduction [13–16]. Detailed description of the theory of neural 

networks for engineering and scientific applications is given in book by Samarasinghe [17]. 

2 Direct problem 

In the considered direct problem, an aluminum (alloy AW2017A T4), rectangle-shaped sample with 

circular hollow in the center is struck by a short high-power laser pulse arriving perpendicularly to the 

plate from the side of the hollow (see Fig. 1). The reduction of sample thickness in the heating area 

decreases its temperature-damping ability and improves the accuracy of the subsequent parameter 

estimation as the temperature sensing is carried out at the back side of the plate (opposite to the 

illuminated one) [11]. Front-face sensing of temperatures was also considered but it was finally rejected 

because of the risk of damaging the IR camera by the reflected laser light. The geometry of the modeled 
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body subjected to laser heating is given in Fig. 1A, except for its thickness (1 mm) and the depth of the 

hollow (0.5 mm). The sample was considered homogeneous and isotropic with thermophysical 

properties dependent on temperature, except for density which was assumed constant (see [7,10] for the 

thermophysical data of material). The measurement method is designed as non-destructive and thus the 

temperature within the heated body do not exceed the melting point of aluminum. Therefore, the phase-

change was neglected and only the transient heat conduction within the sample was considered (see [7] 

or [10] for detailed mathematical description of the phenomenon). The boundary heat flux at the front 

surface (irradiated by laser beam) was assumed in the super-Gaussian form [6] as follows: 

 

𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟  =

{
 
 

 
 
𝜀𝑄

𝑝2
2
𝑝
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exp [−2(

𝑅
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]  for 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

0.0 for  𝑡 > 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑  

 (1) 

 

where 𝜀 denotes surface emissivity, Q - laser power, p - curve shape coefficient, R0  - length scale over 

which the profile decreases to e-2 of its axial value (for the case of the Gaussian beam i.e. p = 2), R - 

distance from the center of the specimen and 𝛤(. ) – the Euler Gamma function. 

 

Fig. 1. A) The geometry of the laser-heated plate; B) Temperature profiles at the laser-heated surface 

for different types of beams  

On other walls combined convection and radiation boundary condition was assumed with coefficients 

taken from the literature [18] and later confirmed by fitting the numerically-obtained temperatures to 

experiments [11]. Initial temperature T0 = 288 K was assumed within the whole body.  

Thermal problem stated above was solved using the FVM method in the commercial software ANSYS 

Fluent 19.2. The geometry has been transformed to 2D axisymmetric to reduce the computational cost. 

In the reduced model, the sample was treated as cylinder of radius 40 mm and height 1 mm, with 

cylindrical hollow of radius 8 mm and depth 0.5 mm. The 2D model was meshed using regular grid 

containing 48450 rectangular elements with maximal aspect ratio of 271.46 and maximal skewness 

equal to 7.4 ∙ 10-4. The detail view of computational mesh is shown in Fig. 2. 

3 The inverse problem 

For the sake of the inverse analysis, it was assumed that the results of temperature measurements 

carried out at the rear side of the heated plate are available. Two scenarios of parameter estimation based 
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on these assumptions were investigated:  

1) estimation of laser power Q and spatial profile coefficient of the beam p (the start and end times 

of the laser pulse are known), 

2) estimation of laser power Q, spatial profile coefficient of the beam p and pulse end time tend (the 

start time is assumed known tstart = 0). 

Both scenarios have been solved using shallow, feedforward ANN models. Before applying the ANNs 

it was necessary to select the inputs. Temperature measurements in real experiments are performed by 

fast IR cameras capturing full temperature maps of the investigated area with temporal resolution of 

0.27 ms and spatial resolution of 80×64 pixels [19]. This array of data must be limited to become an 

input vector to ANN. Appropriate selections were made based on earlier analyses of sensitivity [10]. It 

was assumed that the laser pulse end time tend belongs to the range [0.2, 2] ms. The maximal duration of 

temperature measurement was limited to 12 ms, which assured that the decrease of temperatures due to 

heat loss to the surroundings is captured. The area of temperature sensing was limited to the central 

region of the wall placed vis-à-vis the heated area. Ten evenly-spaced measurement points were placed 

in that region (along the radius of the cylinder, see Fig. 2).  

 

 

Fig. 2. The cross-section of considered axisymmetric geometry with locations of measurement points 

from which the inputs to artificial neural networks were extracted. The total number of measurement 

points was 10. The central point is distinguished by black filling. Fragment of mesh is also shown. 

The input vector of measurements used by ANNs was constructed from two subsets: 

1) temperature change history at the central point of the sample (10 inputs), 

2) temperature values at the end of the data acquisition period (for one time instant t = tend) at all 

selected measurement locations (10 inputs). 

The values of temperature in subset 1 (at the central point) were retrieved every 0.4 ms in the first 2 ms 

of the simulation (2 ms was the maximal considered pulse duration) and every 2 ms afterwards, which 

resulted in total 12 ms of data acquisition. Subset 2 contained the information about spatial profile of 

the beam.  
The training data sets for ANNs, in which both unknown parameters and resulting temperatures are 

known, were generated by simulating the axisymmetric FVM model with different values of input 

parameters Q, p and tend. For both scenarios, the values of parameter Q (in watts) were taken from the 

set   

{5000, 6000, 7000, . . . , 20000}, (2) 

and parameter p (dimensionless) from the set 

{2, 8, 14, . . . , 98}. (3) 
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Scenario 2 required additional simulations with different values of parameter tend (in 1/10 of ms) taken 

from the set 

{2, 4, 6, . . . , 20}. (4) 

The whole database for the first scenario contained 276 cases and for the second scenario - 2760 cases. 

Artificial neural networks were prepared and trained using MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox 

application [20]. Various network architectures (with 0 to 3 hidden layers) were tested on generated 

databases. The best network arrangements selected for specific cases are shown in Tab. 1.  The networks 

were trained using two backpropagation learning strategies available in the MATLAB package i.e. the 

Levenberg-Marquardt method (LM) [21] and Bayesian regularization method (BR) [22]. The algorithms 

worked in batch mode, which means that weights and biases were updated after the whole set of training 

data was processed [17].  

4 Performance assessment methods  

In most applications ANNs are trained on physical experimental data and afterwards they are 

employed to make estimations regarding other physically-generated experimental data, i.e. the data for 

training and estimations are taken from the same source. In the current case, the performance of ANN 

models was assessed using data from the 2D FVM model used for training. They were selected from 

databases defined in section 3, formulas (2)-(4). By default, MATLAB software randomly divides 

supplied data into 3 subsets – “training”, “validation” and “test”. The first subset contains 70% of the 

data and is used to adjust network weights and biases. The second one contains 15% of the data and is 

monitored during training to detect overfitting [20]. The last set is not used for training and may be used 

to assess the network performance. These settings were kept unaltered.  

Furtherly, the performance of ANNs was verified in two modes – without noise and with added noise. 

In the second mode, the data for both “training” and “test” (also “validation”) were altered by adding 

pseudorandom, normally-distributed noise of zero expected value. The basic amplitude of the added 

noise was ± 0.25 K, but the network performance with other noise amplitudes was also investigated 

(results in section 5.2).  

The mean relative error (MRE) defined in eq. (5) was used as the measure of the level of agreement 

between the test datasets and network predictions. Let 𝒒 denote the vector of unknown parameters 𝑞𝑘 

being estimated and k  1,…,M denote the indices of elements in that vector. In the considered case, M 

was equal to 2 or 3, depending on the scenario (1 or 2). The elements of vector 𝒒 were as follows: 𝑞1 =
𝑄 (the power of the laser) 𝑞2 = 𝑝 (shape coefficient of the super-Gaussian function describing the heat 

flux) and 𝑞3 = 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 (pulse duration). Furtherly, let �̂� be the vector of estimated values, N – the number 

of estimations, i  1,…,N – the index of estimation and |.| - the absolute value. Then, the mean relative 

error for N estimations of M parameters may be written as 

 

MRE = 
1

𝑁𝑀
∑∑

|𝑞𝑖
𝑘 − �̂�𝑖

𝑘|

𝑞𝑖
𝑘 .

𝑀

𝑘=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (5) 

It can be noted that the MRE metric used in this paper becomes the well-known mean absolute 

percentage error (MAPE) when multiplied by 100 (see [23]). It gives the information about the mean 

deviation of estimations from the accurate parameter values expressed as percentage: 
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MAPE =  MRE ∙ 100 % (6) 

5 Results and discussion 

5.1 Initial results for unperturbed and perturbed data 

The results of accuracy testing are shown in Tab. 1. Apart from the MRE parameter calculated for all 

estimations, the MAPE is also shown. The number of epochs (iterations in which weights and biases 

were updated in the ANN) is given next to each obtained result. Both LM and BR methods performed 

very well in the absence of noise. In that case, the accuracy of retrieval was one order of magnitude 

better for scenario 1 (2 unknowns) but even if 3 parameters were estimated, the MAPE did not exceed 

0.2%. The accuracy of estimations dropped to realistic values after the addition of perturbation. In case 

of perturbed data, estimations of ANNs trained via BR method were roughly twice as accurate as those 

trained by the LM method. However, the BR method required slightly more time to perform the network 

training. The lowest accuracy was obtained by the LM method for perturbed data and 3 unknowns 

(11.2%). Application of the BR method in the same case allowed to double the accuracy (5.93 %).  

Tab. 1. The results of performance assessment for considered parameter estimation scenarios 

Scenario Training 

method 

Noise No. of 

hidden 

layers 

Neurons in 

hidden layers 

No. of 

learning 

epochs 

MRE MAPE 

     

1) 

Unknowns: 

p, Q 

LM N 2 15 x 15  747 1.77∙10-4 0.018 % 

Y 2 20 x 20 103 3.45∙10-2 3.45 % 

BR N 2 15 x 15  1000 1.28∙10-4 0.013 % 

Y 2 15 x 15 1000 1.79∙10-2 1.79 % 

2) 

Unknowns: 

p, Q, tend 

LM N 2 40 x 40 1500 1.40∙10-3 0.14 % 

Y 3 30 x 30 x 30 290 1.12∙10-1 11.2 % 

BR N 2 40 x 40 2500 1.10∙10-3 0.11 % 

Y 2 15 x 15 2500 5.93∙10-2 5.93 % 

5.2 Improvement of estimation accuracy using additional measurements and data scaling 

The LM training method was used to examine the effect of noise peak amplitude on estimation accuracy 

in the second scenario, using network with 2 hidden layers (each with 30 neurons) trained on noisy data. 

The obtained relation is shown in Fig. 3A. If the experiment performed to generate the temperature data 

for which the unknown parameters are to be estimated is repeated N times, the effect of noise on the 

network predictions may be decreased. It is achieved by averaging the data from N experiments before 

presenting them to the network. In the process, the effect of noise cancels out. The repetition of 

experiments was simulated by adding pseudorandom noise N times to the same temperatures obtained 

from a single simulation of the numerical model. The number N was varied from 1 to 106. The 

improvement of prediction accuracy for network trained on noisy data (noise peak amplitude ± 0.25 K) 

obtained using this technique is shown in Fig. 3B. 

In the considered problem, the order of magnitude of parameter Q is considerably greater than that of 

two other parameters – see formulas (2)-(4). Disproportions between magnitudes of estimated 

parameters lower the accuracies of ANN estimations and therefore data normalization is a standard 
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procedure [17]. It is also implemented in the utilized scripts of the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox 

[20]. Nevertheless, it was decided to test a solution where the power Q was expressed in kilowatts 

instead of watts, which made the range of this parameter comparable with other two. That solution was 

tested with the LM method on a network having 2 hidden layers (each with 15 neurons) in case of 3 

unknowns. MAPE as low as 2.6% was obtained. Moreover, the LM method needed less epochs (68 as 

opposed to 290) to obtain its best performance (compare with Tab. 2, scenario 2, LM method, noise 

present, where MAPE = 11.2%). 

 

Fig. 3. A) The relation between peak noise amplitude and MRE for the second scenario; B) The effect 

of test data redundancy on MRE error in the second scenario, where N denotes the number of times 

each measurement was repeated for averaging. Both graphs are for the LM method. 

6 Conclusions  

ANN-based retrieval of high-power laser beam parameters utilizing thermographic data has been 

proposed and tested with the aid of synthetic data obtained by numerical modeling of the heat transfer 

model. Relatively high estimation error (MAPE = 11.2%) occurred in case of 3 unknown parameters 

and noisy data for network trained using the LM method. Techniques allowing to reduce error in the 

presence of noise have been considered. It was found that Bayesian regularization effectively improved 

the results obtained in all cases. The application of less than 10 additional experiments and an averaging 

technique can double the estimation accuracy (see Fig. 3B). Manual data scaling to similar orders of 

magnitude allowed to reduce the MAPE in case of 3 unknowns from 11.2% to 2.6%, despite the presence 

of default scaling routines in utilized software packages. Proposed method is worth considering in 

practical applications, as the trained neural network model allows to obtain parameter estimation results 

with minimal delay, contrary to many other inverse methods. 
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Abstract 
 

Natural gas is considered the most attractive future fossil fuel. Combined-Cycle power plants achieved 

the highest efficiencies among other types of conventional fossil fuel fired plants. Integrating such plants 

with Linear Fresnel Collectors (LFC), which is considered the most promising concentrated solar power 
conversion technology, will facilitate the transition from conventional power production to a more 

sustainable one, also Integrated solar combined cycle (ISCC) plants provide valuable baseload power. 

A large capacity ISCC power plant is designed and simulated. The design is based on the new 
configuration concept, connecting the solar field in parallel with the gas turbine system. LFC technology 

is selected for the solar field due to its reduced cost and maturity with direct steam generation (DSG) 

which allows higher live steam temperature and pressure which is directly fed to a separate solar steam 
turbine. An exergoeconomic analysis was conducted, resulting in levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) 

of 33.2 $/MWh and 37.5 $/MWh during day and night operations respectively and calculated the 

exergetic efficiency of the system as 53.4% and 57.5% for both operations respectively. This paper aims 

to optimize the proposed ISCC design using exergoeconomics. A minimized LCOE was achieved by 
parametric optimization. On the system level the optimization successfully managed to further decrease 

the LCOE to reach 32.5 $/MWh and 36.9 $/MWh during day and night operations as well as increasing 

the system exergetic efficiency during both operations to 54.8% and 58.8% respectively. The system 
specific investment cost was barely affected by the optimization and estimated to be 854 $/kWex. 

1 Introduction 

The energy sector worldwide is under transition towards a more sustainable and more environmental 
friendly energy supply. Renewable energy can offer some advantages in this matter. However, its 

integration in the current electricity grids along with conventional energy sources showed many 

difficulties due to their intermittency nature and the crucial need for base-load power plants. As a result 
of the high initial investment cost and high electricity production costs, many developing countries are 
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facing challenges introducing such relatively new technologies, although they are blessed with 
renewable energy resources. 

Natural gas (NG)- fired combined-cycle power plants (CCPP) are considered as the cleanest 

conventional technology because of their reduced emissions in comparison to other fossil fuel fired 
plants. Also NG CCPPs can reach the highest efficiencies at the present time of approximately 63% as 

claimed by Siemens through their latest HL-Class turbine [1] 

Solar technologies without storage cannot replace conventional base-load plants, paving the way to the 
development of the hybrid systems to reduce fossil fuels consumption until solar plants including storage 

are more feasible. ISCC technology is considered as a cost-effective baseload alternative to speed up 

the transition from conventional towards a sustainable power production. In 2015, a study on ISCC 

technology was carried out, comparing five different locations in the USA. The study concluded that, 
integrating concentrated solar power (CSP) with NG CCPPs reduces the Levelized Cost of Electricity 

LCOE by 35-40% if compared to stand alone CSP, in addition to providing high dispatchability 

advantages. Under the current conditions, the analysis showed that ISCC is more economically 
advantageous in harnessing solar energy than CSP with or without thermal energy storage (TES). 

However, comparing ISCC with CCPP under the current low or moderate NG prices and other factors 

like carbon prices and subsidies, CCPP produces electricity at lower costs [2]. 

Most of the operating ISCC nowadays are using parabolic trough collectors (PTC). Comparative life 
cycle assessment of the four types of CSP plants presented in [3] concluded that, the parabolic trough 

plant is the one with the worst environmental performance among the other CSP technologies as a result 

of using the synthetic oil as the network heat transfer fluid (HTF) and the molten salt storage system. 
Aside the fact that LFC are less expensive compared to PTC, it offers maturity especially with direct 

steam generation DSG [4]. DSG means directly generating steam and feeding the steam turbine directly 

with the steam produced in the solar field, thus, avoiding additional heat exchangers between heat 
transfer fluid HTF cycle and steam cycle. From the thermodynamic viewpoint DSG reduces the total 

number of heat exchangers, reaches higher temperatures and avoids additional exergy destruction. From 

the economic viewpoint, beside cost reductions attributed to using less heat exchangers, it also means 

further cost reduction by avoiding the use of expensive HTF. Additionally, from the environmental 
viewpoint major environmental hazards from HTF leakage are avoided [5]. 

After a special ISCC configuration was designed using DSG in such a way to reduce some of the part-

load losses due to the presence and absence of the heat coming from the solar field, the system was 
analysed using exergy-based methods and an economic analysis was conducted. This paper offers an 

iterative exergoeconomic optimization conducted on component level for the proposed ISCC 

configuration. The system evaluation will decide which components need to have a higher efficiency 
and reducing its cost of exergy destruction and which components needs to have lower investment cost 

by accepting more exergy destruction in order to reach the main aim of the optimization which is 

minimizing the system LCOE.  

2 Methodology 

2.1 Design and simulation 

The exergoeconomic optimization conducted in the paper is based on the results of the previously 

conducted plant design and exergy-based analysis according to [6]. The configuration is based on the 
parallel connection between the solar field and the gas turbine as shown in Figure 1. Superheated steam 

is partially generated from the high temperature gas turbine exhaust in the heat recovery steam generator 

HRSG and partially inside the LFC during day operation which is simulated as a once-through. 
However, during night operation in the absence of the solar collector, steam is generated as a result of 

only the gas turbine exhaust gases, where the fuel consumption increase to provide the same system 
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output. A separate solar steam turbine has been allocated to expand the superheated stream provided by 
the LFC and to be directly fed to the low-pressure (LP) turbine. If the steam provided by the solar field 

would be introduced directly to the main steam turbine, during night operation the main steam turbine 

would be working on the off-design mode with large amount of part-load losses. Based on the Siemens 
gas turbine SGT6-5000F, the ISCC capacity was selected to be 345 MW. The ISCC power plant was 

simulated with the help of the simulation program EBSILONProfessional® where one configuration 

with four different operation modes has been simulated. The suggested plant location is in Egypt. The 
year is divided into a seven-month summer (April – October) and a five-month winter (November – 

March) which is the reference case for the analysis and optimization. Day and night operations were 

also simulated, the main difference is the participation of the solar field and the average temperature, 

27.4 °C and 13 °C for day and night respectively. 
 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the ISCC EBSILONProfessional® 

2.2 Exergetic-based analysis 

Exergy analysis has been conducted to the system separately for day and night operations using the excel 

visual basic. In order to apply the exergy balances for individual components as well as the overall 

system, the exergy of fuel (Ė𝐹) and exergy of product (Ė𝑃) concept has been applied [6]. The exergy 

analysis resulted in the overall system and components exergy destruction and exergy efficiencies as 

well as other exergetic variables. 

Afterwards an economic analysis was conducted to estimate the total project expenditures and decide 
about the project profitability. The total revenue requirement (TRR) method has been applied. As vendor 

quotations couldn’t be obtained, the cost estimating charts presented in [7] were used to estimate the 

components’ purchase costs. For the solar field, it is estimated that the specific investment cost of the 
Linear Fresnel Collectors is 150 €/m2 [8]. Financing has been assumed to be in USD with inflation rate 
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1.7% which is 10 years’ average [9]. The interest rate consists of base interest rate of 2% which is the 
USD LIBOR plus 6% interest rate margin for the lenders which is a bit high due to the use of the linear 

fresnel technology which is considered still to be relatively new, summing up to total interest rate of 

8%. Other important economic assumptions are: natural gas price 3 $/MMBtu which is the natural gas 
price in Egypt, with average nominal escalation rate of 3%, plant capacity factor of 80% and 20 years 

as economic lifetime. The economic analysis resulted in, among others, the TRR, the specific investment 

cost of the plant and the cost rate associated with the investment and the operation and maintenance cost 

of each component (Ż𝑘) which will be used as input for the exergoeconomic analysis. All costs in US$ 

are reflected to the year 2016. 

Exergoeconomic analysis was further applied to the proposed ISCC design which combines the results 

of the exergy analysis with the results of the economic analysis, such analysis is essential for designing 
a cost-effective system. The exergy costing principal has been applied on both, system and components 

level in compliance with [6]. The analysis was conducted using the same approach as the exergy 

analysis, using the Excel visual basic. It resulted in each component cost of fuel (Ċ𝐹,𝑘) and product (Ċ𝑃,𝑘) 
as well as its exergy destruction cost (ĊD,k), moreover, the cost of system losses (Ċ𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡) and the most 

important parameter which is the LCOE. Also some other important factors such as the exergoeconomic 

factor (𝑓𝑘) and the relative cost difference (𝑟𝑘) were also obtained. The 𝑓𝑘 identify the major cost source, 

whether it is the cost rate related to the component investment and operation and maintenance or to its 

exergy destruction. However, the relative cost difference 𝑟𝑘 expresses the relative increase in the average 

cost per exergy unit between fuel (𝐶𝐹,𝑘) and product (𝐶𝑃,𝑘) of any component. Both are useful variables 

for evaluating and optimizing components in an iterative cost optimization of a system. 

2.3 Exergoeconomic optimization 

The main aim of the iterative exergoeconomic optimization is to minimize the system LCOE. 

Components to be optimized are selected according to their sum of ĊD,k + Ż𝑘 and their corresponding 

 𝑓𝑘 is an indication of either their low exergetic efficiency (Ɛ𝑘) or high investment cost which should be 

adjusted during the optimization to reach the least LCOE. Table 1 ranks the components according to 
their cost rates which are associated from their exergy destruction as well as investment, operation and 

maintenance costs and shows their  𝑓𝑘. 

Table 1: Components ranking according to the highest cost rates 

Rank Component  𝑓𝑘 
ĊD,k + Ż𝑘 

($/h) 

1 Solar Field 0.46 2711 

2 Combustion Chamber 0.03 2468 

3 Air Cooled Condenser 0.74 1147 

4 Expander 0.69 989 

5 Compressor 0.64 606 

6 LP Steam Turbine 2 0.40 467 

2.3.1 Selecting decision variables 

In order to start with the iterative optimization, variables that have significant influence over the system 
thermodynamic performance as well as its investment cost, should be first selected. Such variables are 

known as decision variable. Some variables were easily identified as they have a direct influence over 

the component. However, some variables were identified through manipulating the thermodynamic 
parameters on EBSILONProfessional© and observing their influence over many components, such as 
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the effect of solar field pressure on the air cooled condenser. The selected system decision variables are 
listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Identification of decision variables 

Component  Decision Variables 

Solar Field  �̇�26 , PSST,27 

Combustion Chamber  πcomp ,  TIT 

Air Cooled Condenser  PSST,27, PCOND 

Expander  πcomp , TIT 

Compressor  πcomp  

LP Steam Turbine 2  �̇�26, PSST,27, PIP-TUR, PCOND 

 

�̇�26 solar field mass flow rate 
PSST,27 solar steam turbine pressure which refers to the solar field pressure 

πcomp compressor pressure ratio 

TIT gas turbine inlet temperature 

PCOND condenser pressure 

PIP-TUR intermediate-stage steam turbine pressure 

3 Results 

3.1 Base Case 

Conducting exergoeconomic analysis resulted in the LCOE of the base case simulation which amounts 

to 33.2 $/MWh and 37.5 $/MWh during day and night operations respectively, specific investment cost 
of 855 $/kWex and exergetic efficiency of 53.4% which increased during night operation to 57.5% due 

to the absence of the solar field. In order to optimize the system, the base case was evaluated as shown 

Table 1. It is strongly recommended to decrease the investment cost of the condenser, expander and 
compressor in contrast to the solar field, combustion chamber and LP steam turbine 2 where an increase 

in the exergetic efficiency is required. 

3.2 First Iteration 

In the first iteration only parametric optimization was considered and no structural optimization has 

been implemented. All recommended new parameters’ values could be found in the last row of Table 3. 

The first iteration successfully increased the exergetic efficiency of the solar field and the combustion 

chamber also the investment cost of the condenser was reduced. However, the efficiency of the LP steam 
turbine 2 decreased 0.1% and it was observed that no possible reduction in any of the gas turbine 

components as it is based on a commercially available turbine present in the market having a constant 

gross output power. The first iteration successfully decreased the LCOE to 32.8 $/MWh and  
37.1 $/MWh during day and night operations respectively, also the specific investment cost to 853 

$/kWex as well as increasing the system exergetic efficiency during both operations to 54.2% and 58.2%. 
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Table 3: First iteration suggested parametric changes 

R
an

k
 

C
o

m
p
. ĊD,k + 

Ż𝑘 

[$/h] 

f 

[-] 

Objective �̇�26 
PSST, 

27 
πcomp TIT 

PIP-

TUR 
PCOND 

Ż𝑘↑ or Ɛ𝑘↓        

1 Solar-Field 2711 0.46 Ɛ𝑘 ↑ ↓ ↑ - - - - 

2 GT-CC 2468 0.0302 Ɛ𝑘 ↑ - - ↑ ↑ - - 

3 COND 1147 0.74 Ż𝑘 ↓ - ↑ - - - ↓ 

4 GT-EXP 989 0.69 Ż𝑘 ↓ - - ↓ ↓ - - 

5 GT-COMP 606 0.64 Ż𝑘 ↓ - - ↓ - - - 

6 LP-TURB-2 467 0.40 Ɛ𝑘 ↑ ↓ ↓ - (↑) ↓ ↓  
   ĊD,k + Ż𝑘↑ 0 3858 2468 2468 0 0  
   ĊD,k + Ż𝑘↓ 3177 467 1595 989 467 1614  
   Suggestion ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓  

   Initial 

Values 

57.3 

kg/s 

50 

bar 

18.4 

bar 

1297 

°C 

80 

bar 

0.097 

bar  
   New 

Values 
56.3 
kg/s 

55 
bar 

18.9 
bar 

1320 
°C 

70 
bar 

0.08 
bar 

3.2.1 Second Iteration 

As in the first iteration, the second iteration only considered parametric optimization and as a result of 
not being able to decrease the cost of the gas turbine system as explained in the first iteration, the 

objective for optimizing the gas turbine expander and compressor was changed to an increase in the 

exergetic efficiency instead of reduction in investment cost as in Table 3 above. All new parameter 
values were further changed in the same direction of increasing or decreasing as in the first iteration 

except for the pressure in the intermediate-stage steam turbine, which was increased to 90 bars instead 

of decreasing it in the first iteration from 80 bars in the base case to 70 bars as seen in Table 4. 
The second iteration also increased the exergetic efficiency of the solar field and the combustion 

chamber as well as a further reduction in the investment cost of the condenser was achieved. Although 

the intermediate-stage pressure was increased in contrast to the first iteration, the efficiency of the LP 

steam turbine 2 also decreased by the same percentage of 0.1%. The second iteration further decreased 
the LCOE to 32.5 $/MWh and 36.9 $/MWh during day and night operations respectively as well as 

increasing the system exergetic efficiency during both operations to 54.8% and 58.8%. Such 

modifications reflected in a slight increase in the specific investment cost to 854 $/kWex. 

Table 4: Second iteration suggested parametric changes 

 �̇�26 PSST, 27 πcomp TIT PIP-TUR PCOND 

Initial Values 56.3 kg/s 55 bar 18.9 bar 1320 °C 70 bar 0.08 bar 

New Values 55.3 kg/s 60 bar 19.9 bar 1340 °C 90 bar 0.07 bar 

3.2.2 Iterations comparison 

Table 5 and  

Table 6 show the results on the components level according to each component objective as decided in 

the optimization. One objective of the first iteration was to reduce the investment cost of both the gas 

turbine expander and compressor. However, no cost reductions in any of the gas turbine components are 

possible, as its cost estimation is based on the size of a commercially available turbine in the market 
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with a constant gross power output that can’t be changed. In the used cost estimation curves, the output 
power of the turbine is its cost driver [7], which means that the investment cost of the complete gas 

turbine system will remain the same, and as the cost of each component of the gas turbine was assumed 

as a percentage of its total cost, there will be no change in any of them. 
Throughout the iterations, the LCOE and exergetic efficiency of the system were improved. Figure 2 

and Figure 3 below compares the results of all iterations together for day and night operations. The 

figures show a decrease in the LCOE and an increase in the system efficiency. The specific investment 
cost of the plant was slightly affected and is considered to be nearly constant through the iterations. 

Table 5:Comparing Ɛ𝑘 of the selected components 

Component First iteration Second iteration Third iteration 

Solar Field 45.7% 46.4% 47.1% 

GT-CC 71.9% 72.3% 72.6% 

LP Steam Turbine 2 88.9% 88.8% 88.7% 

 

Table 6: Comparing bare module cost of the selected components 

Component First iteration Second iteration Third iteration 

Condenser    (M$ 2016) 35.8  35.3 34.9 

GT-EXP       (M$ 2016) 28.8 28.8 28.8 

GT-COMP   (M$ 2016) 16.2 16.2 16.2 

 

4 Conclusion 

NG is considered the most promising future fossil fuel, most importantly as it provides grid balancing 
solutions to cover the intermittent energy supply from renewables. LFC offers a cheaper alternative of 
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collecting solar thermal energy and is mature technology for employing DSG. In this regards, a NG-
fired ISCC power plant utilizing DSG was simulated under day and night operation conditions. The 

power plant was then analysed and evaluated with the aid of the exergy-based methods. Exergoeconomic 

evaluation suggested components to be optimized, specifying either to increase its efficiency or accept 
more exergy destruction to decrease its investment and ranked them according to their priority, then 

decision variables were identified. Throughout the iterations and as suggested by the exergoeconomic 

evaluation, the exergetic efficiency of the solar field was successfully increased from 45.7% to 47.1% 
and the combustion chamber efficiency was also increased from 71.9% to 72.6%. The investment cost 

of the condenser was also successfully reduced by approximately $1 Million. Although, the evaluation 

suggested to decrease the investment cost of gas turbine compressor and expander, no reductions are 

possible as the gas turbine is based on commercially available turbine present in the market having a 
constant gross output power. Unlike it was suggested, the efficiency of the LP steam turbine 2 decreased 

but with very small amount of 0.1% through each iteration although its recommended design variable 

was changed in both directions of increasing and decreasing than its value in the base case.  
Analysis of the base case resulted in LCOE of 33.2 $/MWh and 37.5 $/MWh during day and night 

operations and exergetic efficiency of 53.4% and 57.5% respectively. Applying the exergoeconomic 

iterative optimization successfully managed to further decrease the LCOE to reach 32.5 $/MWh and 

36.9 $/MWh during day and night operations as well as increasing the system exergetic efficiency during 
both operations to 54.8% and 58.8% respectively. However, the system specific investment cost was 

barely affected by the optimization and estimated as 854 $/kWex. 
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Abstract 

Sida hermaphrodita is one of the energy crops with high potential for energy conversion technologies. 
The torrefaction is an applicable pre-treatment process that can improve fuel properties leading to the 

following: low moisture content, higher energy density and lower biodegradable tendency. In this study 

the torrefaction process of Sida hermaphrodita has been carried out at the specially constructed 

apparatus. The torrefaction temperature was in the range from 250 to 350 C. The obtained solid 

products (biochars) were characterized in terms of its proximate and ultimate properties. The chemical 
analysis of liquid phase was also performed. The combustion process of obtained biochars was examined 

by Simultaneous Thermal Analysis (STA) through dynamic runs at 10 C/min from RT to 700 C. The 
structural changes during the torrefaction were studied using scanning electron microscope technique. 

The fiber analysis was performed to determine structural composition (the content of hemicellulose, 
cellulose and lignin). The results confirmed positive features of obtained biochars comparing to raw 

material. Additionally, the mineral matter was investigated using X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) to study 

the influence of torrefaction on chemical composition of the ash. Insignificant differences in between 

ash compounds were observed.  
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1 Introduction 

Biomass plays essential role in strategy concerning state renewable energy plans, especially since the 

EU set target, established in the Renewable Energy Directive and enacted in legislation in 2009, to 

achieve at least 20 % total energy demands covered by renewable sources by 2020. Biomass can be 
treated as attractive solution and the significant component in diversification of energy sources, because 

it is relatively inexpensive (primarily when it is from agricultural or woody wastes) and widely available. 

The current worldwide final energy from biomass is estimated approximately at 50 EJ what constitutes 

14 % the world’s final energy use [1]. The energy potential of biomass wastes from agriculture and 
forestry is evaluated nearly at 30 EJ/year, while annual world energy demand is at level of 400 EJ [2].  

The additional advantage of biomass appears in its cultivation process. Energy crops, properly selected, 

can be used for reclamation and phytoremediation of degraded post-industrial areas usually 
contaminated with heavy metals [3]. Sida hermaphrodita (Virginia mallow) is an excellent example of 

a plant, which does not require high soil quality. Sida hermaphrodita grows up to 1.8 m in height, 

yielding on average 5-20 tons of fresh weight per hectare/year [4]. Although this plant originates from 
the US, European scientists have made first experiments in terms of its energy use. In 1955 Sida 

hermaphrodita was brought to Poland, where most of the research works have been carrying out until 

today [5]. The calorific value plays a fundamental role in the assessment of fuel quality for energy 

purposes. Strongly correlated parameter is the moisture content influencing on the calorific value, which 
in the case of this energy crop depends on the date of harvest. Sida hermaphrodita collected in autumn 

is characterized by moisture content as twice high as in winter time [6]. Recently, different pathways of 

its pre-treatment and thermal conversion processes have been studied e.g. torrefaction and gasification 
[6-8]. Werle et al. [3] have performed gasification of heavy metal contaminated biomass of Sida 

hermaphrodita in fixed bed installation in order to evaluate the energy potential of the produced gas. 

The analysis confirmed that gasification process gives the opportunity to obtain valuable gaseous fuel. 
As found, torrefaction seems to be promising solution for Virginia mallow pre-treatment process. This 

process is usually carried out at a temperature range in between 200 to 350 °C, under atmospheric 

pressure, in environment of inert gases and at the residence time in between 15 minutes to 3 hours 

(depending on both type of a reactor and raw material) [9, 10]. As a result of torrefaction, a solid 
(biochar), liquid and gaseous products are produced. Main aim of this process is the improvement of 

biomass properties by change the morphology, removing water and oxygen through carboxylation and 

dehydration reactions as well as destroying the fibrous structure of biomass. Torrefied biomass gains 
new physicochemical properties, especially beneficial when used as a fuel for energy purposes, e.g. for 

combustion process. During torrefaction the biomass is dried and partially devolatilized. Its mass 

decreases with preserving its energy content [11]. Torrefaction process eliminates most of adverse 

biomass properties so thus producing a fuel with increased carbon content, higher calorific value, higher 
energy density, better grindability, hydrophobicity and resistant to biodegradation. Thus, reduction of 

biomass storage, transport and handling costs is also possible to achieve [12]. 

Despite the fact that there are many works concerning the torrefaction of different kinds of biomass, the 
torrefaction of Sida hermaphrodita still needs further investigation. Thus, that main aim of this paper is 

to perform detailed analysis of products from torrefaction of Sida hermaphrodita. The advanced 

instrumental techniques were applied to study the chemical and physical properties of obtained biochar 
and liquid phase. 

2 Experimental 

The Sida hermaphrodita as an example of energy crop was pre-treated under torrefaction process. Sida 
hermaphrodita was taken from Polish site (agriculture area). The biomass samples were delivered as  

straw, next - for further investigation, grinded using a cutting mill (Fig. 1).  
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The torrefaction tests were carried out in horizontal reactor with the internal dimensions of 0.08 m and 
length of 0.67 m equipped with temperature program. The rotameter had controlled the volumetric flow 

rate of inert gas, which was in this case argon. The scheme of apparatus used for tests, was presented in 

detail in another paper by these authors [6]. The torrefaction process was carried out at 250, 275, 300, 

325 and 350 C under 15 min of residence time, respectively. The moisture content in a raw sample was 

9.4 %. 

 

Figure 2: Real photo of Sida hermaphrodita. 

For further studies, the samples were denoted as follows: RB (raw biomass), TB_250, TB_275, TB_300, 

TB_325 and TB_300 (named biochars, obtained during the torrefaction at 250, 275, 300, 325 and 350 C 
temperature process, respectively). 

The proximate and ultimate analyses of raw and torrefied Sida hermaphrodita were performed according 
to European Standards (M, moisture content - EN 15934:2012; A, ash content – EN 15403:2011; VM, 

volatile matter – EN 15402:2011 methods). Elemental Analyser Truespec CHN Leco was used to 

determine the carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen contents. Simultaneous determination of C, H and N is 
based on the Dumas method of combustion, also referred to as the method of high-temperature 

combustion in oxygen. High temperature (950 °C) in combination with the flow of pure oxygen results 

from a rapid and efficient burning of the fuel analysed.  
The main chemical composition of raw and torrefied biomass ashes was determined by the X-ray 

fluorescence spectrometer (Riau ZSX Primus II). The content of the major inorganic elements in the 

form of oxides is given in Table 2. Two kinds of oxides were taken into account: basic oxides  Na2O, 

K2O, MgO, CaO, Fe2O3, and the acid oxides  SiO2, Al2O3 and TiO2.  
A Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (SEM-EDX) was applied to 

perform structural analysis of biomass samples and its ashes. The SEM analysis was used to observe the 

structural and morphological changes in torrefied products comparing to raw biomass.  
The van Soest analysis with some modifications was used to determine fractions of hemicellulose, 

cellulose and lignin [13]. This method enables separation of biomass fractions with use of two 

detergents: a neutral detergent solution which removes pectic polysaccharides, phenolic compounds, 
proteins and sugars (later call extractives), and an acidic detergent solution used to remove 

hemicelluloses. In a third step the cellulose is solubilised by 72 % sulphuric acid with separating lignin 

fractions. 

STA analysis was carried out for investigation of thermal behavior of raw and torrefied biomass. For 
the thermogravimetric analysis (TG –Thermogravimetric Analysis and DSC – Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry), the samples were placed in the alumina crucible. 10 mg sample was heated from an 

ambient temperature up to 700 C at a constant heating rate, 10 C min-1 in 40 mL min-1 flow of air 
(combustion). TG and DSC curves for each fuel sample were determined. The STA measures the weight 
(so does mass) of a sample vs. temperature. In DSC, the heat flow in and out of a sample and reference 

material is measured with temperature change as the sample is heated. DSC allows detecting the 

endothermic and exothermic effects. Additionally, the DTG curves were obtained. DTG is the first 

derivative of TG.  
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For selected liquid phase (condensates obtained at 300, 325 and 350 C), the chemical composition of 
condensable species were analyzed using GC-MS (Agilent, GC- GC 7890B and MS 5977A). Before 

analysis, diluted condensable species were filtered with the 0.45 m microfilter. The molecules were 

identified by comparing their spectrum with those in the database. The percentage content of the specific 
molecule was determined as a ratio of area surface molecule to sum of all identified area surface 

molecules.  

3 Results 

The proximate and ultimate analysis of raw material and biochars obtained from torrefaction is presented 

in Table 1. The effect of torrefaction process is evident, taking into account the carbon content, fixed 
carbon and HHV (high heat value). The carbon content increased up to 58.6 % with increase of 

temperature process, whereas HHV increases to 26,6 MJ/kg, respectively. Moreover, the impact of 

torrefaction is well visible in decrease of volatile matter content and increase of fixed carbon. With 

attention focused on ash content, it should be noted the increase of ash amount was observed. Analyzing 
the influence of torrefaction on ash chemical composition, several issues were observed (Table 2). The 

main ash elements were CaO, Fe2O3, P2O5, SiO2, MgO and K2O. The analyzed biomass ash was typically 

rich of  Ca and K. The effect of torrefaction on chemical composition of biochar ashes can be observed, 
unfortunately the tendencies are difficult to be explained. Only credible trend was observed between 

CaO and Fe2O3. Whereas CaO content decreased, the Fe2O3 increased. It is worth of mentioning that 

ashes contained high amount of P2O5 what resulted from the origin of Sida hermaphrodita (the use of 

fertilizer on the side).  

Table 1: Chemical composition, ash, VM, and HHV of raw and torrefied Sida hermaphrodita, where: 

VM – volatile matter, FC – fixed carbon (FC = 100  M  A  VM), FC/VM – fuel ratio [6]. 

Sample Ash, % VM, % C, % H, % H/C O/C FC FC/VM HHV, MJ/kg 

RB 1.57 82.91 45.00 6.07 1.58 0.76 4.12 0.05 17.24 

TB_250 1.59 79.82 46.71 5.89 1.51 0.73 18.59 0.23 18.43 

TB_275 2.88 77.75 48.42 5.81 1.44 0.67 20.37 0.26 19.46 

TB_300 2.18 74.36 50.68 5.65 1.34 0.61 23.45 0.46 20.00 

TB_325 2.88 60.57 56.19 5.23 1.12 0.47 36.56 0.60 23.06 

TB_350 3.74 54.55 58.63 5.00 1.02 0.41 42.44 0.78 26.60 

Table 2: The main elements of raw and torrefied biomass ashes, expressed in oxide form, % (XRF 
method. 

Sample RB TB_250 TB_275 TB_300 TB_325 TB_350 

Na2O 0.58 0.30 0.16 0.96 0.31 0.91 

MgO 6.13 2.56 2.21 7.82 2.49 7.35 

Al2O3 0.80 0.23 0.35 0.52 0.22 1.00 

SiO2 4.22 1.37 1.14 3.45 1.09 8.11 

P2O5 8.65 3.76 3.09 7.67 3.59 6.56 

SO3 3.86 1.63 1.49 4.61 1.78 4.51 

K2O 5.59 3.61 4.16 7.88 4.85 7.84 

CaO 67.82 46.16 43.83 48.46 54.23 42.01 

MnO 0.44 0.65 0.75 0.47 0.68 0.51 

Fe2O3 14.10 39.12 42.00 17.76 30.11 20.71 

NiO 0.03 0.03 0.08 - 0.05 - 

CuO 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.01 0.08 0.02 
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Additionally, the fiber analysis had confirmed the influence of pre-treatment on the raw biomass. The 
raw Sida hermaphrodita had contained 26 % hemicellulose, 42 % cellulose and 14 % lignin. Attention 

should be paid to the fact that the content of the lignin increased significantly up to 14 % with increase 

of temperature. However, the hemicellulose content decreased at temperature above 300 C, reaching 

the value close to 0 at 350 C. Whereas the cellulose decomposed above 325 C. In this study, it was 
confirmed that the decomposition of these organic compounds were in line with expectations 

(hemicellulose - up to 320 C, cellulose - 280  400 C) [14].  
 

 

Figure 3: Fibre analysis of raw and torrefied Sida hermaphrodita. 

   
RB TB_250 C TB_275 C 

   
TB_300 C TB_325 C TB_350 C 

Figure 4: SEM images of the raw and torrefied Sida hermaphrodita. 
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The SEM analysis presented changes in structure of biomass. After the torrefaction the tubular structure 
with partly cellular surface was observed. The number of openings in the structure increased with 

torrefaction process, what resulted from release of volatile matter during the process.  

The differences in thermal behavior (combustion process) of raw and torrefied biomass were studied 
using STA (example: Fig. 4 and 5). Combustion process of raw and biochars resulted in the mass loss 

of c.a. 98 % for raw one. For biochars the amount of residue was c.a. 3 %. The moisture content was 

observed only for raw sample (Fig. 5). For biochars the mass loss connected with moisture release was 
not observed, thus confirming the hydrophobic properties of torrefied material and removal of moisture 

from raw material during the torrefaction. Generally, for both presented samples the combustion process 

can be divided for three stages: fist – release of moisture, second – oxidation and removal of volatile 

matters, and third – oxidation of char. The profiles of TG and DTG are similar, but the combustion of 
biochars took place at higher temperatures, towards the coal combustion. The significant differences 

were obtained in DSC curves, three exothermic effects were observed for biochar resulting the changes 

in organic composition concertation.  

 

Fig. 5: TG, DTG and DSC curves for raw Sida hermaphrodita at heating rate 10 Cmin-1 in air 

atmosphere. 

 

Fig. 6: TG, DTG and DSC curves for torrefied Sida hermaphrodita (torrefaction temperature 350 C) 

at heating rate 10 Cmin-1 in air atmosphere. 
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Table 3 presents GC-MS results of liquid phase (condensate) obtained during the torrefaction. It should 
be mentioned that the amount of condensate production had increased with the increasing of process 

temperature, that is why only for 300, 325 and 350 C torrefaction temperature the condensates were 
analyzed. Torrefaction condensate mainly had contained water and organic compounds (e.g. organic 

acids, aldehydes, ketones, phenolic compounds). The pH of torrefaction condensate was around 2.5. The 

main organic compounds identified in analyzed condensates were acetic acid, 2-propanone, 1,2-
ethanediol, 2-pentanone, furfural, hexadecanamide and 9-octadecenamide. Its content had changed 

dependently on the tofferaction temperature. The condensate obtained at 350 C contained the highest 
concentration of acetic acid, which is typically produced from decomposition of hemicellulose. Phenols 

and its derivatives could be produced from hydrolysis of cellulose in biomass.  It should be mentioned 
the large amount of nitrogenous compounds (amides) such as hexadecanamide and octadecenamide 

were detected.  

Table 3: The molecules identified in liquid products from torrefaction process (GC-MS method). 

Molecule 
Molecular 

formula 

RT, 

min 

Torrefaction temperature 

300 C 325 C 350 C 

Content, % 

Acetic acid C2H4O2 3.783 4.01 5.30 13.54 

2-Propanone, 1-hydroxy- C3H6O2 6.713 9.83 13.69 13.53 

2-Butanone, 1-(acetyloxy)- C6H10O3 13.065 1.35 1.59 1.61 

1,2-Ethanediol, monoacetate C4H8O3 15.162 6.04 9.36 8.56 
2-Pentanone, 4-hydroxy-4-methyl- C6H12O2 17.044 8.27 8.92 5.56 

Butanedial C5H6O2 18.067 - 0.65 0.74 

Furfural C5H4O2 19.272 11.59 14.51 11.93 
2-Cyclopenten-1-one C5H6O 20.029 1.00 1.03 1.25 

2-Propanone, 1-(acetyloxy)- C5H8O3 22.211 1.70 2.55 2.25 

2-Furancarboxaldehyde, 5-methyl- C6H6O2 27.535 1.28 1.49 1.04 

4-Decenal, (E)- C10H18O 28.415 0.79 1.14 1.12 
2-Cyclopenten-1-one, 2-hydroxy-3-methyl C6H8O2 30.918 1.63 1.80 1.83 

Phenol, 2-methoxy- C7H8O2 34.144 2.26 2.07 1.86 

2-Methoxy-5-methylphenol C8H10O2 38.796 1.80 1.83 1.92 
Glycerol 1,2-diacetate C7H12O5 46.433 2.61 1.49 0.98 

Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy- C8H10O3 48.56 2.41 2.19 2.00 

3,5-Dimethoxy-4-hydroxytoluene C9H12O3 51.901 1.48 1.79 1.75 
Hexadecanamide C16H33NO 73.767 6.08 3.26 2.83 

9-Octadecenamide, (Z)- C18H35NO 79.272 34.79 20.39 22.03 

4 Conclusions  

The torrefaction process of Sida hermaphrodita was studied with focus on the physical and chemical 

properties of solid (biochars) and liquid (condensate) products. The torrefaction temperature evidently 

influenced on chemical composition of biochars and condensates. The obtained biochars characterized 
by hydrophobic properties and higher energy density due to the higher heating value and higher density 

of biochar comparing to raw biomass. The high fixed carbon corresponds to a solid carbon after the 

devolatilization process and describes a fuel useful parameter. The fiber and structural analyses 

confirmed the changes in morphology structure, giving the material with low volatile matter content and 
getting more stable. On the basis of results from this work, one can conclude and suggest that 

torrefaction of Sida hermaphrodita is appropriate pre-treatment technology for similar-like energy crops 

and can be successfully introduced.  
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Although, torrefaction of Sida hermaphrodita delivers carbon-rich biochar with good properties, but 
increase of torrefation temperature leads to production of condensate at higher amounts. The acid 

reaction of condensate requires special application and more attention, but from the other side, the 

obtained liquid product can be used as a valuable chemical substrate for further processing.  
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Abstract 

High-temperature ceramic membranes for air separation represents an important option to reduce the 

significant efficiency drops incurred by cryogenic air separation for high tonnage oxygen production 

required in oxyfuel power stations. This study is focused on the exergy-based advanced 

thermodynamic analysis of the state-of-the-art reference power plant Nordrhein-Westfalen and the 

membrane-based oxyfuel concept implemented in this reference plant. The structure of the exergy 

destruction is determined at the component and full process level. Endogenous and exogenous parts 

are calculated by the decomposition method, a straightforward methodology suitable for complex 

energy conversion processes with a large number of components.  

1 Introduction 

The abatement of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions from coal power stations is necessary to 

tackle climate change effectively. Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), specifically oxyfuel combustion 

is an auspicious technology for transforming new and existing coal-fired power plants into near-zero 

emission power stations. This technology is associated with severe burdens to the net plant efficiency, 

most of them coming from cryogenic oxygen production and CO2 purification and compression 

processes (decreasing efficiency is from 8% to 12%-points) [1]. Thus, efficiency improvements in the 

coal power plant concept are crucial for its future cost-effective deployment. High-temperature 

ceramic membranes, which are associated with significantly lower efficiency losses, are foreseen as 

the best candidate to challenge cryogenics for high purity oxygen production. The authors’ study 

focuses on the thermodynamic analysis of two ultra-supercritical 600°C coal-fired power stations: (i) 

The reference plant Nordrhein-Westfalen (RPP-600) and (ii) a membrane-based oxyfuel concept 

implemented in the reference plant (OXYMEM-600). Conventional and advanced exergetic analyses 

have been applied to determine the structure of the exergy destroyed at the component level, and the 

novel and time-saving “Decomposition Method” has been used to calculate its endogenous and 

exogenous parts. 
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2 Membrane-based Oxyfuel Power Plant 

The power plants studied have been modeled using Aspen Plus process simulation software, and the 

thermodynamic calculations of streams from the flue gas path and steam cycle were carried out by 

using Peng-Robinson and IAPWS-95 property methods, respectively. Thermal performance 

calculations were done under ISO-conditions (ambient at 15°C, 1.101325 bar, and 60% relative 

humidity) and the total amount of coal fed into the mills (48.4 kg/s) represents a thermal input of 1210 

MW. The composition of the Kleinkopje hard coal used [2], and detailed information about plant 

design and configuration of the state-of-the-art reference plant Nordrhein-Westfalen (RPP-600) can be 

found in the literature [3] and are not presented in this paper. 

 

High-temperature ceramic membranes (Mixed Ionic Electronic Conducting membranes) for oxygen 

separation are currently in the development stage and require temperatures above 700°C to ionize and 

transport oxygen throughout the membrane material with a selectivity of 100% [4]. Due to technical 

advantages over the conventional four-end operation mode, the three-end membrane configuration 

mode was adopted for this type of power plant. It means that no sweep gas is required on the permeate 

side and membrane surfaces remain chemically stable without any contact with contaminants from 

flue gases. Moreover, regular flue gas cleaning units and conventional materials can be adopted. The 

amount of pure oxygen separated by the membrane unit (96.4 kg/s) was calculated considering coal 

combustion with 15% of oxygen in excess, whereas the amount of ambient air required corresponds to 

an oxygen separation ratio of 60%. Membrane operating parameters such as: oxygen separation ratio, 

turbo-group compression ratio, and retentate oxygen partial pressure ratio have relevant influence on 

the global plant performance, more details about these parameters and the values selected for the plant 

design can be found in a previous publication [5]. 

 

The membrane-based oxyfuel power plant configuration is presented in Figure 1 (flue gas and air 

paths) and Figure 2 (steam cycle). The inlet ambient air (698.4 kg/s) is compressed to 10 bars (AIR-

COMP), pre-heated (REGEN), and then heated up to 850°C into the boiler (BOIL) before being 

supplied to the membrane unit (MEMBRANE). Afterward, the separated oxygen stream (O2) from the 

permeate side is gradually cooled down to 60°C (through HXO2-1, HXO2-2, and HX-BFW6 heat 

exchangers) before entering into the vacuum pump (VACUUM unit), and then led to enrich the 

secondary recycled flue gas (FGS-3) with oxygen. Finally, the mixed stream (FGS+O2) is heated up to 

477°C before entering into the coal furnace. The oxygen-depleted air stream (N2) leaving the 

MEMBRANE unit at high temperature and pressure is expanded in a turbine (AIR-TURB) to drive the 

AIR-COMP unit and to generate additional power (turbo-group). 

 

The primary recycled flue gas (FGP-1) was set at two-times the amount of coal, whereas the amount 

of secondary recycled flue gas (FGS-1) fed to the furnace corresponds to an adiabatic combustion 

temperature of 2120°C. The total recycled flue gas calculated (FGP-1 and FGS-1) represents two-

thirds of the total flue gas stream (FG). After combustion, the flue gas exiting the boiler (FG stream at 

370°C) is denitrified by a hot-side DENOX unit and then cooled down to 259°C to heat the primary 

and secondary recycled flue gas streams via a regenerative heat exchanger (GAS-HEAT unit).  

Afterward, this stream is dedusted by a hot-side electrostatic precipitator (ESP unit), and the presence 

of air infiltrations (AIR-INF2) reduces the flue gas temperature to 255°C. Part of the remaining flue 

gas thermal energy is recovered by cooling it down to 160°C throughout boiler feed water pre-heaters 

(HX-BFW1 and HX-BFW2 units). Subsequently, the dedusted flue gas is separated into two streams: 

the secondary recycle flue gas (FGS-1) which is heated up to 350°C and sent back to the furnace, and 

the remaining flue gas which is further cooled down to 125°C (HX-BFW3 unit), desulphurized (FGD 

unit), dehydrated and cooled down to 25 °C (FG-COND unit). The cleaned flue gas is then split again 

into a primary recycled flue gas (FGP-1) and a net flue gas (FG12).  
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Fig. 1: Process diagram of the membrane-based oxyfuel power plant (flue gas and air paths). 

 

 

Fig. 2: Process diagram of the ultra-supercritical steam cycle (reference and oxyfuel plants). 
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Part of the primary recycled flue gas is heated in the GAS-HEAT unit (FGP-4 at 333°C) and sent into 

the mills to dry and transport the pulverized coal to the burners. The final temperature of the dried coal 

was set at 100°C. Finally, the net flue gas, which is mainly CO2 (purity ~ 81%), is compressed and 

purified in the CO2-COMP unit before delivery into a pipeline for further transport and storage. This 

process is done by condensation and requires the net flue gas FG12 to be cooled down and compressed 

(from 25°C to -39°C and from 1 bar to 35 bar) to achieve the two-phase region. Additional thermal 

integrations with the steam cycle are performed by HX-BFW4, HX-BFW5, and HX-BFW6 heat 

exchangers. Because of this thermal integration, streams and equipment depicted in red in Figure 2 are 

no longer necessary in the steam cycle of the oxyfuel plant. 

3 Decomposition Method 

The endogenous part of the exergy destruction is calculated by considering the k-th component 

operating with its real exergetic efficiency while the remaining components operate under ideal 

conditions (quasi-ideal power plant). Previous methodologies, which used complicated 

thermodynamic cycles or hybrid processes to idealize the operation of remaining components, face the 

problem that a large number of tedious computational calculations were required, and in case of 

processes with chemical reactions, mass and energy balances were not adequately fulfilled [6, 7]. The 

“Decomposition Method” [7], overcomes these problems by breaking down the whole system into two 

parts: (i) the studied k-th component itself operating with its real exergetic efficiency, and (ii) the 

remaining components considered in group as a “black box” operating under the second-law 

idealization (�̇�𝐷,𝑖𝑖 = 0). The total plant product remains constant and equal to the real case value, and 

mass, energy, and exergy balances are accomplished for both parts. Figure 3 depicts an example of 

this method applied to the GAS-HEAT unit as a component of the OXYMEM-600 power plant. 

Except for captured CO2 (stream 23), under ideal conditions, all incoming and outgoing streams of the 

overall plant are in thermal equilibrium with the environment (15°C, 1.01325 bar), and the cooling 

tower process is no longer necessary. There is no exergy destroyed within the second part ii (region in 

pink) and temperature of FGP-4 stream is calculated in order to get an exergetic efficiency of 81.9% 

for the studied GAS-HEAT component. Mass and energy balances should determine a total plant 

product of 476 MW (�̇�𝑁𝐸𝑇 + �̇�𝐴𝑈𝑋). 
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Fig. 3: Decomposition method for GAS-HEAT unit: quasi-ideal oxyfuel power plant process. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

Table 1 summarizes the main performance results (from energy balances) of the modeled power 

stations. Compared with the reference plant, the oxyfuel plant has a lower thermal efficiency (-6.9 %-

points) mainly because of the vacuum pump and CO2 compression loads. In addition, higher amounts 

of energy are integrated into the steam cycles from flue gases and O2-depleted air streams (12.8 MW 

vs. 243.6 MW)1 and the CO2 emissions released are reduced by 90%. 

 

Table 1: Energy outputs and loads for reference and oxyfuel plants. 

  
RPP 

600 

OXYMEM 

600 
  

RPP 

600 

OXYMEM 

600 

Thermal efficiency LHV (%) 45.9 39.0 Power Loads [MW] 

CO2 emissions (kg/s)  116.9 11.6 Vacuum pump - 23.9 

Power Outputs [MW] CO2 compression - 53.2 

Net electric power 554.9 472.4 Steam cycle pumps 20.3 14.6 

HP turbine 168.5 121.0 Cooling tower pump 2.7 2.9 

MP turbine 240.4 198.7 Coal mill 2.0 2.0 

LP turbine 196.6 191.6 Flue gas blower 7.9 2.1 

Steam cycle 605.4 511.3 Recirculation blowers 1.7 6.2 

Turbo-group - 80.6 Air blower 1.1 - 

Integrated heat 12.8 243.6 Total equipment 35.7 105.0 

Released heat 556.2 731.5 Auxiliary equipment 3.6 3.6 

4.1 Exergetic Analysis 

The essence of exergy-based methods lies in the exergetic product �̇�𝑃,𝑘 and fuel �̇�𝐹,𝑘 definitions 

established for each plant component. Most of the single components studied are typical compressors, 

turbines, generators, and heat exchangers. Thus, fuel and product definitions for them are well-known 

and can be easily found in related literature [8]. Table 2 shows these definitions for singular 

components such as oxyfuel boilers, coal mills, and three-end membrane units. 

Results of conventional exergy analysis at the overall plant level, as well as for individual boilers are 

shown in Table 3. Boilers (coal combustion) are the major contributors to the exergy destruction in 

each plant (79.9% vs. 70.3%). Although the exergetic efficiency of the oxyfuel plant declines respect 

the reference plant (-6.3 %-points), less exergy is destroyed within the oxyfuel boiler (553.3 MW vs. 

503 MW) because of the drastic reduction of air infiltrations (AIR-INF1 and AIR-INF2 streams) along 

the oxyfuel flue gas path (65.8 kg/s vs. 13.8 kg/s). 

Figure 4 shows in descending order the individual components’ exergy destruction for values above 2 

MW. The exergetic efficiency is also shown, but for dissipative components (condensers, cooling 

towers, and flue gas cleaning units) this parameter cannot be defined [8]. Likewise, for relative 

complex units (CO2 compression and vacuum pump units) the exergetic efficiency is also not defined 

because these systems are not at the component level and can be further segregated. In these cases, this 

parameter has been represented by zero. 

                                                      
1 In case of two values compared in brackets, the first value corresponds to the reference plant and the second to 

the oxyfuel plant. 
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 Table 2: Exergetic product and fuel definitions for singular components of the oxyfuel plant. 

Component Exergetic Product and Fuel definitions 

Boiler 
�̇�𝑃,𝐵𝑂𝐼𝐿 = (�̇�𝑆𝑇1 − �̇�𝐹𝑊6) + (�̇�𝑆𝑇3 − �̇�𝑆𝑇2) + (�̇�𝐴𝐼𝑅3 − �̇�𝐴𝐼𝑅2)  

�̇�𝐹,𝐵𝑂𝐼𝐿 = (�̇�𝐷𝑅𝑌−𝐶𝑂𝐴𝐿 + �̇�𝐹𝐺𝑆+𝑂2 + �̇�𝐹𝐺𝑃−6 + �̇�𝐴𝐼𝑅−𝐼𝑁𝐹1) −  (�̇�𝐹𝐺 + �̇�𝐵𝑂𝑇𝑇−𝐴𝑆𝐻)  

Coal mill 
�̇�𝑃,𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐿 = �̇�𝐷𝑅𝑌−𝐶𝑂𝐴𝐿 − �̇�𝑅𝐴𝑊−𝐶𝑂𝐴𝐿  

�̇�𝐹,𝑀𝐼𝐿𝐿 = �̇�𝑃𝑈𝐿𝑉 +  (�̇�𝐹𝐺𝑃−6𝐴 − �̇�𝐹𝐺𝑃−6)  

Membrane 
�̇�𝑃,𝑀𝐸𝑀𝐵𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸 = �̇�𝑂2

𝐶𝐻 + �̇�𝑁2
𝐶𝐻 − �̇�𝐴𝐼𝑅3

𝐶𝐻   

�̇�𝐹,𝑀𝐸𝑀𝐵𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸 = �̇�𝐴𝐼𝑅3
𝑃𝐻 − (�̇�𝑂2

𝑃𝐻 + �̇�𝑁2
𝑃𝐻)  

Overall 

Plant 

�̇�𝑃,𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇 = �̇�𝑁𝐸𝑇 + �̇�𝐴𝑈𝑋  

�̇�𝐹,𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇 = ∑ �̇�𝑖,𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡  

�̇�𝐿,𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇 = ∑ �̇�𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡  

 

 

Table 3: Exergetic parameters at the overall plant and boilers of modeled power stations. 

  
ĖF 

[MW] 

ĖP 

[MW] 

ĖD    

[MW] 

ĖL  

[MW] 

ε       

[%] 
yD           

[%] 

yL               

[%] 

RPP-600 1 296.2 558.5 675.8 61.8 43.1 52.1 4.8 

Boiler-RPP 1 216.6 663.5 553.0 - 59.3 38.9 - 

OXYMEM-600 1 294.5 476.0 716.5 102.0 36.8 55.3 7.9 

Boiler-OXYMEM 1 236.5 732.9 503.6 - 54.5 42.7 - 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Conventional exergetic results at component level for RPP-600 and OXYMEM-600 plants. 
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4.2 Advanced Exergetic Analysis 

In this analysis, the structure of the exergy destruction at the component level is revealed. The 

avoidable part is the most relevant because it is the real portion susceptible to reductions. Figure 5 

shows the calculated unavoidable, avoidable-endogenous and avoidable-exogenous exergy destruction 

portions for components. Table 4 shows this structure for the overall plant level and for boilers, which 

are the major contributors to the exergy destruction. These results reveal that for both plants the real 

potential for improvements is very low; in fact, in the oxyfuel case, only 10.6% of the total destroyed 

exergy can be avoided (76.2 MW from 716.5 MW), whereas in the reference plant, just 12.1% (81.7 

MW from 675.8 MW). As expected, this tendency is also reflected in both boilers where the highest 

irreversibility rate occurs. In the oxyfuel boiler exclusively 2.3% of the exergy destroyed is avoidable 

(11.8 MW from 503.6 MW), while in the reference plant only 6.1% (34 MW from 553 MW). 

Respecting thermodynamic interactions, the least of the exergy destruction within the reference plant 

is found to be exogenous (27.9%), whereas for the oxyfuel plant this portion is higher (43.8%). This 

increment is directly related to the recirculation of flue gas streams (FGP and FGS), the considerable 

higher thermal integration with the steam cycle (12.8 MW vs. 243.6 MW), and the exergy destroyed in 

VACUUM and CO2-COMP units (30.6 MW) because they were considered as completely exogenous. 

 

Based on avoidable-endogenous values ĖAV,END, the most relevant components for further 

thermodynamic improvement in both plants are: boilers, steam turbine sets (LP-T, MP-T, and HP-T), 

and generators. Moreover, the air preheater unit (HX-AIR) is also relevant for the reference plant, as 

well as the turbo-group set (AIR-TURB and AIR-COMP) and MEMBRANE units for the oxyfuel 

plant. 

 

Table 4: Structure of the exergy destruction for the overall plant and boilers of modeled stations. 

Power plant 
ĖUN,END         

[MW] 

ĖUN,EXD         

[MW] 

ĖAV,END         

[MW] 

ĖAV,EXD         

[MW] 

ĖD         

[MW] 

RPP-600 442.97 151.13 44.41 37.30 675.82 

Boiler-RPP 414.34 104.72 27.12 6.85 553.03 

OXYMEM-600 370.49 269.83 32.51 43.66 716.49 

Boiler-OXYMEM 333.30 158.54 7.96 3.79 503.58 

 

 

Fig. 5: Exergy destruction structure at component level of RPP-600 and OXYMEM-600 plants. 
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Thus, the avoidable-endogenous irreversibilities ĖAV,END within the following components can be 

directly diminished by: 

 Boilers (27.1 MW vs. 8 MW): the avoidable value can be reduced by improving the boiler 

insulation against air leakages. 

 Steam turbine sets (9.3 MW vs 6.5 MW): The ĖAV,END is similar in both plants and can be 

decreased by improving the isentropic efficiency through better fluid-dynamic design and better 

thermal insulation. 

 Generators (2.9 MW vs. 2.6 MW): Irreversibilities occur because of the Joule effect and rotor shaft 

friction (windage losses). These values can be reduced by increasing the purity of the coolant gas 

(nitrogen) over 98% through better insulation integrity. 

 Air preheater (2.2 MW): Exergy destruction in HX-AIR unit can be lessened by reducing the 

minimum temperature difference (20°C) via more heat transfer surface area. 

 Turbo-group set (8.9 MW): Irreversibilities can be reduced by improving the isentropic efficiency. 

 Membrane unit (1.4 MW): The exergetic efficiency can be improved by increasing the chemical 

exergy of the O2-depleted air stream (N2) via a higher oxygen separation ratio. 

5 Conclusions 

In this work two ultra-supercritical 600°C coal-fired power stations have been studied by conventional 

and advanced exergy analyses: A reference power plant (555 MW, ƞth=45.9%) and a membrane 

oxyfuel power plant (472 MW, ƞth=39%). Most of the total exergy destroyed within each studied plant 

is unavoidable (87.9% vs 89.4%), and boilers are the main contributors (87.4% vs. 76.8%). Based on 

the ĖAV,END, the most relevant components with potential for improvements are: boilers, steam turbine 

sets, turbo-group unit, generators, air-preheater, and membrane unit. The viability of suggested 

betterments will be evaluated in future work by complementary conventional and advanced 

exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental analyses. Because of their limited thermodynamic 

improvement potential, no changes in plant layout are suggested for both power plants. Another 

important option for increasing thermodynamic efficiency is by higher maximum pressures and 

temperatures in the steam cycle via advanced ultra-supercritical 700°C power technology. The 

complex CO2 compression and purification processes have not been studied in detail in this analysis, 

thus the effect of their real potential for improvement, as well as the potential for improvement 

through their integration with the remaining plant are not available. Despite the complexity and large 

number of components of the modeled plants, the “Decomposition Method” approach was a suitable 

and straightforward method to determine the endogenous/exogenous components of exergy 

destruction. 
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Abstract 

Intensive industries are continuously facing new challenges in order to increase efficiency and reliability 

of their production processes. In particular, industrial furnaces are under the spotlight of multiple 

researches, since they are one of the most energy intensive processes. One of the key actions to improve 

the overall performance of industrial furnaces is the implementation of energy recovery solutions. In 

this sense, combustion furnaces have important heat losses in flue gases. However, much of this heat can 

be recovered and re-used to increase the thermal efficiency not only of the furnace but also of the whole 

system. Although conventional energy recovery systems are broadly used, some technical limitations hinder 

the achievement of maximum efficiency. Latent Heat Storage systems based on phase change materials 

(PCM) have emerged as an innovative and alternative option to establish advanced Thermal Energy Storage 

(TES) technologies. Compared to conventional sensible heat based systems, which are simple and less 

expensive, but require large amount of storage material and valuable space; PCM-TES systems can provide 

a much high-energy storage density and then release it to different industrial applications with an nearly 

isothermal behaviour during the phase change. The integration of PCM would allow reducing the energy 

resources consumption, environmental impact and operating costs of the industrial systems unable to manage 

the waste energy generated. However, the applications and studies found at high temperature levels is very 

limited due to technological and economic barriers. Under this scope, this study aims to demonstrate the 

feasibility of implementing a PCM-based TES to recover the wasted energy at high temperature from melting 

furnaces of the energy intensive industry. To this end, a two-dimensional heat transfer model is performed to 

find a suitable design. The model allows carrying out simulations of charge/discharge cycles to study the 

PCM thermal behaviour and is highly adaptable to the key parameters of the system design. 
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1 Introduction 

Main concerns about the sustainability of current emissions levels and production practices in energy 

intensive industries are directly bounded with the ambition of the long-term meeting the environmental 

targets expressed in the Paris Agreement [1] and through the 2050 roadmap for energy [2]. Currently, 

great efforts are focused on decarbonising the energy intensive industry (aluminium, cement, steel, 

ceramic, glass, etc.) by cutting emissions by more than 80% [3] and promoting new technologies and 

production processes. The key actions aim at switching to alternative fuels, carbon capture, advanced 

materials and technologies for energy storage [4], all of them under a lifecycle product thinking. These 

strategies arise as promising and cost-efficient actions in industrial plants to increase resources and 

energy efficiency, optimize the manufacturing processes and minimize the residues and heat losses [5].  

The working temperature range of the energy-intensive industries achieve very high levels, even up to 

1600 ºC [6]. Examples of typical heat sources can be melting and heating furnaces, boilers, incinerators, 

thermal treatments, steam distributions, etc. All of them represent a possibility to recover considerable 

amounts of heat, otherwise wasted. In particular, it is widely known that furnaces heated by combustion 

of hydrocarbon fuels, such as natural gas, can have important heat loses in the flue gases (40% in 

average, but up to 70% in very poor performances [7]). To this end, thermal energy storage (TES) arises 

as a great potential technology for waste heat recovery, saving a considerable amount of primary fuel 

and reducing the greenhouse gas emissions [8]. Among the different options for TES, Latent heat storage 

based on Phase Change Materials (PCM) can be distinguished by its high energy storage density, storing 

thermal energy at constant temperature and an acceptable long-term reliability [9]. While absorbing the 

heat, the PCM becomes liquid; whereas, the stored thermal energy is released during the solidification.  

For a certain application, the operating temperature of the heat transference should match the transition 

temperature of the PCM. The organic materials are normally limited to operating temperatures below 

100 ˚C; otherwise, the inorganic materials (salts and metals) extend from 250 to 1680 ˚C [10]. However, 

despite the advantages that the PCM presents, the amount of applications are drastically reduced when 

working with high temperature levels. This is due to the lack of cost-effective options, the unsolved 

technological barriers and the degradation and corrosion risks. Hence, since few works are found at 

those levels, there is a need to conduct computational models in order to predict and study the thermal 

behaviour of this kind of PCM systems.    

Under this scenario, a paramount importance must be given to these issues when designing the storage 

systems. The systems based on latent heat present a non-linearity of phase changing that limits the 

suitability of conventional design methods. Thus, in the present work, a computer-aided design based 

on a two-dimensional model is applied to a case study in the ceramic sector regarding PCM integration. 

At a first stage previous to more complex design, two-dimensional modelling could be a powerful tool 

to predict the potential implications of a PCM based heat recovery system. Consequently, the further 

detailed design is clearly supported reducing the level of uncertainty. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 System description 

The objective of PCM-TES integration is to increase the preheating air temperature entering the furnace, 

and consequently, a potential energy and environmental efficiency enhancement. To do so, the PCM-

TES takes advantage of wasted heat contained in high temperature flue gases, so it can be stored inside 

the PCM by means of latent heat. Later, the heat is discharged to the combustion air circulating through 

the external shell. Specifically for the case study, the combustion air flow comes from an existing heat 

exchanger, which preheats the air to an average temperature of 650 ˚C before entering to the PCM-TES. 

There, that temperature rises again with the purpose of achieving even a higher level (around 800 ˚C). 
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Figure 1 gathers the temperatures related to the available heat source and the process operation to preheat 

the combustion air. These requirements set the basis for the research of the most suitable PCM-TES 

design. The operation consist of a sequential process: firstly charging the PCM with the flue gases flow 

(red arrows) and secondly, discharging that heat to the combustion air stream (blue arrows). 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of PCM-TES input/output parameters and a detailed tube material configuration. 

A summary of the most relevant parameters of the PCM-TES design are gathered in Table 1.  

Table 1. Main PCM design parameters and thermal-physical properties. 

Parameters/Properties Value and units 

PCM-TES configuration Shell and tube 

Type of tubes Doubled-concentric 

PCM type Inorganic salt 

Phase transition temperature 885 ˚C 

Latent heat capacity 236 kJ/kg 

Thermal conductivity 0.6 W/m·K 

2.2 Numerical model for the PCM system 

A two-dimensional numerical model is developed in accordance with the studies developed by 

Mazumder [11] and Ferziger JH [12]. This model is the basis of the computer-aided design, adapting 

the main parameters in order to reach a suitable PCM-TES for a specific study case. The main equation 

to solve the complete model (PCM ring and tube walls) is presented in Eq. (1):  

 

p

T T T
c

x x y y t
  

      
    

         

(1) 

 

As the purpose of this work is to obtain both the temperature profile and the phase change variations 

along time, the best option is to apply a numerical approximation. Finite Differences Method (FDM) 

with stair-step modification was chosen due to its advantages: easier to programming, less memory 

resources needed, appropriated adaptation for geometries and less iteration time. Figure 2 suggests the 

mesh approximation by stair-stepping to adapt the boundaries of the geometry in the study case. 
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Figure 2. Mesh approximation by stair-stepping for the doubled concentric tube geometry. 

Discretization applied in the simulation for an internal node is as illustrated in Eq. (2): 
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The boundary conditions at internal tube walls and at external tube walls follow Eq. (3), reported in [4]: 
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Finally, the interface boundary condition, which is represented in Eq. (4), was applied in each node 

where PCM and tube walls are in contact. 
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Considering the phase change as isothermal, it is possible to define the liquid fraction [13] as in Eq. (5): 
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In order to solve the previous governing equations, the following assumptions were considered: 

 Flow regime is considered laminar and an adiabatic system is considered. 

 Internal natural convection in the PCM are computed through effective conductivity [14]. 

 All the thermophysical properties of the PCM are temperature-independent, but different values 

are considered in function of the state (liquid/solid). 
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3 Results and discussion  

The computer-aided design based on the previously described PCM modelling allows obtaining the 

thermal performance of the PCM-TES and thermo-physical parameters. The temperature was calculated 

for all the mesh points allowing to determine the thermal profile of the PCM, the metal tubes, the flue 

gases and the combustion air along the tube length during the whole charge/discharge process.  

 

 

Figure 3. PCM Temperature profile during charging in the middle of the tube. 

Simulations illustrated in Figure 3 show the temperature profile in the middle of the PCM-TES tube 

during the charge phase. The flue gases from the furnace enter to the PCM-TES at a very high 

temperature level (>1000 ˚C) and release the heat to the PCM. The PCM unevenly increases its 

temperature from the inside towards outer part when charging. Before the melting starts, the temperature 

increases rapidly until the PCM achieved its phase change temperature (around 885 °C). Then, the PCM 

begins becoming liquid, by absorbing thermal energy by means of latent heat. For low melting ratios, 

i.e. 23%, only the inner part of the PCM in contact with the flue gases is already melted; while the 

external ring is still solid. When the charging increases, 46% of the PCM is melted and it is very easy 

to appreciate in the liquid and solid rings. Hereafter, the ring of melted PCM, coloured in yellow, starts 

to expand homogenously layer by layer as the melting ratio increases up to 900 °C. 
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Figure 4. Combustion air and PCM temperature profile during discharging in the middle of the tube. 

Similarly, the temperature profile for the discharge phase in the midpoint of the tube is shown in Figure 

4, and the temperature of combustion air stream is determined at the outlet of the PCM-TES. Since the 

combustion air is preheated in a conventional heat exchanger beforehand, it enters at PCM-TES with a 

temperature of 650ºC. During the first hours of operation, the combustion air increases very fast its 

temperature due to the high gradient (more than 200°C) between the PCM and the combustion air inlet. 

Due to the heat released during the solidification process of the PCM, the combustion air is able to 

achieve at least 800 °C, mainly due to the latent heat transference. This phenomena can be seen directly 

in Figure 4, where the phase transition is illustrated in the thermal profile progression, since different 

temperature layers are very well distinguished. For example, in the upper right side of Figure 4, the PCM 

has almost completely solidified (blue and green layer) and only the inner part of the ring is still in liquid 

state (over the melting point).  

Once the PCM is 100% solid, the combustion air still leaves the PCM-TES at very high temperature 

values (811 °C). Hereafter, it decreases as the PCM releases the stored heat. Now, the heat transference 

is based on sensible heat and the PCM temperature decreases in a more homogeneous profile, as depicted 

in the bottom right side. When the discharge phase is over the cycle is complete, and the PCM can start 

the charge again absorbing and storing thermal energy. 

Simulations results suggest that the cycle time and temperature is very much affected by the convective 

coefficient in the tube side with the flue gases, due to the restrictions set by the furnace operational 

characteristics and also the PCM low thermal conductivity, since it is salt hydrated based. In order to 

decrease the charge and discharge time, studies are focused on improving the heat transference by 

incorporating fins, metallic structures, nanomaterials and other thermal conductivity enhancement 

techniques. In function of the parameters resulting from the modelling, the design and sizing might be 

further adapted in order to accomplish the target results, if necessary. For instance, if the results 

evidenced that the transferred heat is not enough to increase the combustion air up to the desired 

temperature, several alternative strategies could be adopted, i.e. decreasing the PCM thickness selecting 

a PCM with higher conductivity or changing the tube diameter to increase the heat exchange area.  
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4 Conclusions 

This study suggests a two-dimensional numerical model for studying the thermal performance of a latent 

heat TES to assess the PCM feasibility for heat recovery at very high levels. This model sets the basis 

of the computer-aided design, adapting the parameters in order to reach a suitable PCM-TES to be 

integrated in energy intensive industries. 

Key parameters for the PCM-TES performance and design are defined following the mentioned 

modelling as a guideline. Specifically, a study case in the ceramic industry is presented to recover heat 

at very high temperature levels (exhaust gases at over 1000 °C). The system configuration consists of 

an external shell containing three doubled concentric tubes filled with PCM whose melting point is 

around 885 °C. 

Subsequently, numerical and in-house-developed computational simulations are performed to describe 

the charge and discharge operation. Overall, the temperature for combustion air at the exit of the system 

ranges from 870 to 770 °C, considering the proposed PCM-TES design using a commercial PCM. 

Therefore, the combustion air along the discharging shows a relevant increase respect to the limit usually 

reached by conventional heat exchangers (700 °C). 

The obtained results represent valuable information to predict both the temperature profile of PCM and 

the combustion air and better knowing the behaviour of the PCM in its phase change process during the 

operation cycle. Thereafter, PCM-TES design and sizing parameters can be adapted to achieve a better 

adequacy to the process where it is integrated or evaluate if there are potential risks due to working at 

very high temperatures that could compromise the thermos-mechanical properties of the system. 

Future work should develop a three-dimensional model approach including a more accurate 

approximation for natural convection in order to improve the numerical model. Besides, the model 

should be validated with experimental data to evaluate the accuracy of the model. 

Nomenclature 

A Area (m2) 

cp Specific heat (J/kg·K) 

f Liquid/solid fraction (-) 

h Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·K) 

i, j  Space and time step (s), respectively 

𝑘 Thermal conductivity (W/m·K) 

L Length (m) 

n Iteration step (-)  

m Melting 

T Temperature (ºC) 

t Time (s) 

 Density (kg/m3) 

 Fourier number (-) 
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Abstract 

Process industries and, more particularly those based on combustion, are continuously looking for new 

strategies to increase the efficiency and reliability. To do so, different retrofitting measures can be 

implemented at different levels of the furnace such as refractory layers, energy recovery solutions, 

new burners and fuel types or monitoring and control systems. However, due to the high level of 

competitiveness in the market, decision makers are normally reticent about implementing changes 

without having a holistic perspective.  This fact is mainly caused by the high level of uncertainty about 

the possible implications of integrating new technologies not only on the furnace but also on upstream 

and downstream processes. In this vein, there is a lack of holistic approaches to design the optimal 

system configurations under a multicriteria perspective, especially when innovative technologies and 

multi-sectorial processes are involved. In particular, the present work proposes a holistic approach to 

be applied to melting furnaces in the energy intensive industry. The methodology behind is based on 

technical indicators, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and thermoeconomic (TE) 

analysis devoted to evaluate the current state of existing melting furnaces. Once the current state is 

characterized, the methodology used will allow determining potential of efficiency improvement and 

environmental impact reduction and cost savings caused mainly by the implementation of new 

retrofitting solutions including new refractories, new burner concepts (co-firing) and innovative 

energy recovery solutions based of phase change materials (PCMs). As a result of this analysis, 

decision makers will be able to prioritize the different alternatives under a multicriteria perspective.  

Preliminary results display that the melting yield in this type of furnaces is around 20-50% of the input 

energy, whereas around 30% of energy is lost through exhaust gases. Consequently, there is still a 

wide potential of improvement not only in terms of energy saving but also in their corresponding 

effect on environmental, economic and thermoeconomic indicators. 
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1 Introduction 

Intensive industries are continuously facing new challenges in order to increase the efficiency, 

reliability and competitiveness of their processes. In particular, due to being one of the most energy 

intensive processes, industrial furnaces have been the focus of multiple researches in order to address 

radical improvements in the competitiveness and energy, environmental and cost performance at 

system level. For that purpose, the development of improved designs based on new materials, 

alternative feedstocks, equipment and the integration of permanent monitoring and control systems 

into new and existing furnaces seems to be essential instrument to meet those demands. In this vein, 

the combination of technical indicators together with environmental and economic life cycle 

assessments is seen as an useful tool for decision making in energy intensive industry [1, 2]. These 

tools are aimed to identify and evaluate technical, economic and environmental impacts attributed to 

all streams and processes alongside the whole value chain. Particularly, the LCA methodology has an 

important framework provided from the ISO 14040 standard, which guarantee that evaluation methods 

have been developed with substantial consistency and quality assurance. Based on selected indicators, 

e.g., global warming and ozone formation, that somehow allow measuring the environmental impacts 

of a process, it can be identified strategies to optimize the process under an environmental perspective. 

Accordingly, the use of LCA presents interesting opportunities in the area of sustainable resources 

consumption [3,4].  

 

Regarding Life Cycle Costing (LCC), an economic evaluation of the different phases of the product 

life cycle is performed. Generally, a purely cost valuation is most widely used in practical terms 

involving the following four categories: investment, operation, maintenance and end-of-life disposal 

expenses. 

Besides the LCA/LCC studies, the third pillar on which the proposed multicriteria analysis rests is 

Thermoeconomic Analysis (TA). TA is based on the combination of the second law of 

thermodynamics and other concepts associated with an economic analysis. This analysis uses exergy 

accounting as a tool to evaluate the use and degradation of the energy quality and other natural 

resources along a system. Its final objective is to reveal potentials for process improvements, in terms 

of types and magnitudes of destroyed exergy [5]. 

 

With this third approach, the multicriteria analysis tool will be able to assess the best alternative for 

optimizing the furnace system not only from an environmental and economical perspective but also by 

means of an innovative methodology of sustainability optimization.  

To sum up, the current work intends to deal towards the achievement of the LCA, LCC and TA goals 

offering guidelines to perform all these methods on the aluminum sector with a special focus on 

melting furnaces. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Process description 

As an example of the application of the methodology introduced in this work, the aluminium casting 

sector has been selected as study case. Among all the showed stages, the more energy intensive step is 

the one related to the furnace system and, hence it is selected to this evaluation. Here, the furnace 

system is a melting unit that is in charge of heating the aluminium loaded from room temperature to 

730 ºC (higher than its fusion temperature), as well as holding that temperature during the required 

time. Raw materials introduced into the oven mainly comprises primary aluminium mixed with traces 
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of other elements such as silicon (Si), iron (Fe) and magnesium (Mg). The other major ingredient used 

is the scrap, mainly composed by secondary aluminium and traces of Si, Fe and Mg. 

The furnace is fuelled with natural gas and combustion air preheated up to 550 ºC in an auxiliary 

regenerative burner to keep the aluminium alloy at 720 ºC and a furnace pressure of 0-15 mbar. Main 

flue gases stream leaving the furnace at 950 ºC (the highest temperature reached into the furnace) is 

split into two outlets. One is the main exhausted gases flow (around 90% of the total flue gases), 

which goes to a regenerative burner to heat up the combustion air from room temperature to 550 ºC, 

whereas gases finally leave the system at an outlet temperature of 145 ºC. Another part is removed as a 

hot gases drainage though a damper system (without heat recovery) and represents 10% of the total 

gas flow.  

2.2 Technical analysis 

The first stage to analyse the potential implementation of retrofitting measures consists in the 

comprehensive analysis of all the material and energy streams in order to evaluate relevant indicators. 

Among other, the most relevant indicators to be applied in a melting furnace analysis can be described 

as follows: a) Net Energy Input: calculated as the difference between the enthalpy of the exhausted 

gases and the fuel energy input divided by the fuel energy input, b) Melting Yield: defined as heat 

necessary to melt the incoming charge divided by the fuel energy input, c) Energy losses inside the 

furnace: Evaluated as the difference between the net energy input and the sum of  heat required to melt 

the incoming charge d) Recoverable energy: Energy that could be potentially recovered from exhaust 

gases using an energy recovery system. 

2.3 Life Cycle Assessment Methodology 

A LCA has been performed in order to quantify the magnitude of the economic and environmental 

benefits offered by retrofitting measures that can be implemented at different levels of the aluminium 

melting furnace. The methodology for conducting an LCA to the melting furnace system is based on 

the application of the four steps involving this type of evaluation, according to the standards ISO 

14040:2006  and ISO 14044:2006. In this study, the environmental analysis was developed with 

SimaPro software version Analyst 8.5.0.0, in-house databases complemented by the Ecoinvent 3.0 and 

ReCiPe 2016 v1.1 Midpoint Hierarchist method. According to analysed the most relevant emissions 

related to melting furnaces (namely, CO2, CO and NOx), the impact categories selected to make a 

more detailed analysis are climate change (kg CO2 equivalent emissions), photochemical ozone 

formation (kg NOx equivalent), considering both human health and terrestrial ecosystem damage 

(both, and fossil resource scarcity (kg fossil fuel equivalent). 

 

As a functional unit to evaluate the environmental impact of the process, one kg of raw materials (i.e., 

primary Al, additives, scrap) to be processed has been considered. The system to be study as part of 

the LCA of the melting stage are schematically presented in Fig. 1. As it is showed, this stage involves 

all inputs and outputs related to the melting furnace. On the one hand, main inputs comprise primary 

aluminium, additives, scrap (recycled), combustion air and natural gas. On the other hand, main 

outputs involve molten aluminium, slag and fumes.  

Regarding Life Cycle Costing (LCC), an economic evaluation of the different phases of the product 

life cycle is performed. It mostly involves the following four categories: investment, operation, 

maintenance and end-of-life disposal expenses. However, due to the confidentiality of the data, the 

cost detailed information is not shown in the present work.  
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Fig. 1. System boundaries of the Al melting furnace system 

2.4 Thermoeconomic Analysis 

The first step for developing a thermoeconomic analysis consists of identifying and quantifying all the 

material and energy flows involved in the system under study. Once this step is finished, it is possible 

to perform the exergy balance of the same system. On one hand, exergy of material flows is formed by 

two components: chemical exergy, that can be found in specific databases (such as [6]), and physical 

exergy, whose value depends on the thermodynamic properties of the flow. On the other hand, exergy 

of energetic flows such as electricity or pure work is equal to its energy. Once all exergies are 

calculated, exergy balances are developed to compute irreversibilities and exergy yields of each stage. 

From this point, these exergies are introduced in a software called TAESS v2.0[7], which was 

developed by CIRCE, and that is able to provide the most important thermoeconomic parameters, such 

as the unit exergy costs or the unit exergy consumptions among others. The analysis of these 

parameters is the main target of any thermoeconomic analysis. 

 

In the previous paragraph, some important parameters have been introduced. Exergy is defined as the 

maximum amount of work that can be produced by a system, a flow of matter or energy as it comes to 

equilibrium with a reference environment [8]. Irreversibility is the exergy that is destroyed in a system 

because unlike energy, exergy is not conserved. The exergy cost of a mass or energy stream is the 

amount of exergy required to produce it and finally, the unit exergy consumption is defined as the 

number of units of exergy that each component requires from other components (or from the 

environment) to obtain a unit of its exergy [9] . 

2.5 Multicriteria analysis 

All the analysis previously mentioned are fully integrated into a holistic approach in order to select the 

most sustainable innovation. Fig. 2 displays the structure of the visualization tool able to support the 

implementation of the methodology.  
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Fig. 2. Visualization tool conceptual structure 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Technical indicators 

Firstly, the detailed analysis of all the material and energy streams results in the energy flow 

distributions shown in the Sankey’s diagram depicted in Fig. 3.  

Apart from the graphical solution, a set of technical indicators must be calculated in order to perform 

the complete characterization of the melting furnace. According to the methodology explained in 

section 2, these ratios are the following: 1) Net energy input: 55%, 2) Melting yield: 43% 3) Losses 

inside the furnace: 12% and 4) Recoverable energy from exhaust gases: 23%. Taking into account 

these values, it worth mentioning that, at a first sight, two different retrofitting measures could be 

proposed. Firstly, due to the high percentage of recoverable energy from exhaust gases, the 

implementation of an energy recovery system seems to be a promising option to improve the 

efficiency of the whole system. Secondly, although the potential of improvement is lower (around 

12%), the reduction of losses inside the furnace is another possible solution. Finally, the 

implementation of co-firing strategies could be also taken into account to reduce the fossil fuel 

dependence. The most suitable solution will be extracted from a multicriteria analysis using 

LCA/LCC/TA analysis.  

 

Fig. 3. Energy flows distribution. Units: kWh/h 
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3.2 LCA analysis  

Data collected regarding the LCI of the melting stage comprises main inputs such as raw materials, 

such as primary Al, scrap and additives as well as natural gas and air streams. Outputs considered 

involve molten aluminium, slag and fumes. Input data were calculated in terms one kg of material 

(i.e., primary Al, additives, scrap). For instance, it was needed 0.6 kg of primary Al/kg of raw 

materials to be processed.  

 

Based on the whole stage evaluation, more than 90% of environmental impact is due to the raw 

materials and more particularly, primary aluminium input. Due to the effect attributed to raw material 

consumption can be only minimized by strategies that are out of the scope of this work (e.g., 

increasing the use of recycled material as scrap, recycling residues or considering less materials 

consumption), the evaluation of raw materials has been isolated from the LCA.  

 

Focused on the melting furnace, most impacts are related to natural gas combustion (use of furnace, 

natural gas consumption, combustion air and emissions), and therefore, impacts can be minimized by 

implementing strategies to improve the furnace efficiency and lowering natural gas consumption, 

which are expected to be evaluated in future stages of this work.  

3.3 LCC analysis  

Regarding Life Cycle Costing (LCC), the analysis of operational and maintenance costs of the furnace 

system was carried out. Based on results, maintenance costs have a rather low contribution <1% of 

total costs), which is mainly related to use of furnace refractories). In terms of operational costs, the 

analyses involved inputs such as primary Al (aluminium ingots), scrap, additives (only for Si and Mg) 

and natural gas. It was determined that main contributors is the primary Al input and scrap, which 

represents around 62%. 

3.4 Thermoeconomic analysis 

This analysis aims at identifying how energy is used in order to optimize its consumption and this 

way, reduce the resources consumption. To this purpose, the first step consisted of performing the 

exergy balance. Irreversibility incurred in the total melting furnace system (furnace + regenerative 

burner) is 1455 kWh/h, and its exergy yield, is 91%. The exergy yield is so high due to the high 

chemical exergy of the aluminium alloy (29369.4 kJ/kg) and because the exergy increase due to 

temperature variation (physical exergy variation) is small if it is compared with the total exergy of one 

kilogram of alloy. For example, in the furnace considered, 1807 kWh/h per final kg are introduced as 

electricity and natural gas, but the heated billet (product) increases its exergy in 6 kWh/h. This means 

that only 0.33% of the exergy input is incorporated in the product despite of the high exergy yield. 

One of the reasons of this small value is the aluminium lost as slag. Since it has so high chemical 

exergy, avoiding any loss of aluminium would significantly increase the exergy yield of the furnace.  

 

On the other hand, the value of the unit exegetic consumption for the furnace system is 1.07. This 

value is very close to one because of the high chemical exergy of aluminium. The meaning of this 

parameter is that 1.07 units of exergy from input flows are required to obtain one unit of exergy of the 

melted aluminium flow. 

 

Regarding the unit exergy cost, the only product generated in this stage is aluminium melted. 

Considering its exergy content and its exergy cost, the unit exergy cost of the furnace product is 1.069. 

This value is the same as the unit exergy consumption because according to the boundary condition 
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previously defined, the manufacturing of any by-product is not considered. Under these premises, the 

sum of the fuel flows is the same as the exergy cost of the product. 

3.5 Multicriteria analysis 

Once all the individual analyses were performed, the next step consist in the holistic analysis of all the 

results extracted and shown in Table 1. According to the technical analysis, three potential 

improvement solutions could be implemented within this furnace: 1) Energy recovery system, 2) 

Improved refractories and 3) Co-firing. Benefits related to the three innovation solutions are estimated 

taking into account the related natural gas savings considering impacts estimated by applying the four 

criteria to the three retrofitting alternatives. 

 

Applying the methodology explained in the previous sections, the expected impacts on selected 

indicators can be obtained. For example, the expected effects of three different scenarios are shown in  

Table 1. The three scenarios analysed can be described as: 1) Energy recovery system assuming a 70% 

on heat exchanger, 2) Improved refractories assuming a 30% of losses reduction and 3) Co-firing for a 

20% of substitution ratio. Then, taking into account the results above, the required investment and the 

priorities of each stakeholders, the presented methodology will result in the most convenient solution. 

Table 1. Retrofitting scenarios analysis 

Analysis Technical Environmental Economic Thermoeconomic 

Innovation 

Melting 

yield, % 

Climate change, t 

CO2 eq/year 

saved 

Yearly Savings , 

€/year 

Exergy cost reduction  

kWh/h 

Energy recovery 65% 450 16350 111 

Refractories 57% 73 3630 48 

Co-firing -- 580 --- -- 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In order to improve the efficiency of industrial furnaces, different retrofitting measures can be 

implemented such as refractory layers, energy recovery solutions, new burners or co-firing strategies. 

However, due to the high level of competitiveness in the market, decision makers need holistic 

perspective able to foresee the effects of new technologies on the overall system performance. To 

solve this challenge, a novel approach based on technical indicators, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), 

Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and thermoeconomic (TE) analysis has been presented.  

 

Using this approach, a case study focused on the analysis of an aluminium melting furnace has been 

thoroughly analysed in this work. As a result, different options have been evaluated resulting in 

different scenarios than can be applied individually or together. Once the multiperspective analysis is 

provided by the tool, a prioritisation strategy should be applied to decide the most convenient option. 

To do so, additional analysis such as the evaluation of potential investment and the internal return rate. 

Consequently, this methodology can be considered as a first stage that guarantee technical, 

environmental and economic feasibility previous to apply more complex engineering calculations. 
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Abstract 
This work shows results of numerical simulations of CuO – based oxygen carrier in the Chemical 

Looping Combustion technology by the use of the 4th Generation of CeSFaMB software. The CuO – 
based oxygen carriers guarantee high both reaction rates and oxygen transfer capacity. However, their 

disadvantage is tendency to agglomerate at higher temperatures. Hence, the support materials are usually 

used in order to improve properties of oxygen carrier [1].  

In this work, the oxygen carrier consists of CuO (60%) and support: ilmenite (20%) and fly ash (20%). 
The 4th Generation of the CeSFaMB simulator was used to develop a 1,5D CLC model for the CuO-

based oxygen carrier. Validation of the comprehensive model was carried out on  experimental results, 

obtained from the Fluidized-Bed Chemical-Looping-Combustion of Solid-Fuels (FB-CLC-SF) unit. The 
FB-CLC-SF facility is located at the Institute of Advanced Energy Technologies, Czestochowa 

University of Technology, Poland. The validation of the model showed that the maximum relative error 

between simulations and experiment results does not exceed 8%, which confirms good accuracy of the 

developed model.  

1 Introduction 

The recent climate changes, and especially the increase in global CO2 emissions is the reason to looking 
for new advanced clean coal combustion processes [1-3]. One of promising technologies is Chemical 
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Looping Combustion (CLC), which avoids direct contact between the fuel and the air. The transport of 
oxygen in this technology from the air reactor (AR) to the fuel reactor (FR) occurs via solid oxygen 

carriers (OC). The isolation of fuel from the source of oxygen causes the formation of exhaust gas which 

consists of primarily carbon dioxide and water (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of CLC process [1] 

Therefore, the CLC technology allows to avoid expensive CO2 absorption installations and is considered 
to be one of the cheapest methods of CO2 capture [4-7]. 

The CLC technology is still in the development stage, therefore, both experimental and model studies 

have particular practical significance. 
This paper presents the results of numerical simulations of CuO – based oxygen carrier in Chemical 

Looping Combustion system. For the purpose of the work, the 4th Generation of CeSFaMB simulator is 

employed as is allows to perform simulations of CLC processes. 

2 Material and methods 

2.1 An object of investigations 

The presented innovative method is known as Hybrid Chemical Looping Combustion (HCLC) as it 

combines two complementary technologies: CLOU (Chemical Looping with Oxygen Uncoupling) and 
iG-CLC (in-situ Gasification Chemical Looping Combustion). The way of releasing oxygen by the 

oxygen carriers in a fuel reactor is a main difference between CLOU and iG-CLC methods. In this work, 

the oxygen carrier (OC) consists of CuO (60%) and support: ilmenite (20%) and fly ash (20%). The 
copper oxides belong to the type of the CLOU process in which a solid oxygen carrier does not require 

direct contact with the fuel to release oxygen in the fuel reactor. On the other hand the ilmenite is an 

oxygen carrier which belongs to the second type, i.e. the iG-CLC and requires direct contact of the OC 
with the fuel. The combination of these two types of oxygen carriers aims to improve oxygen transport 

between air and fuel reactors as well as the improvement of physical properties [8-10]. 

The design of the Fluidized-Bed Chemical-Looping-Combustion of Solid-Fuels (FB-CLC-SF) unit was 

discussed in other works [7, 10-15]. The main parts of the FB-CLC-SF equipment are shown in the 
Figure 2. Very important elements of this system are the heaters which allow to control and maintain 

the appropriate temperature level inside the reactors during the experiments.   

The detailed description of the FB-CLC-SF unit can be found in the previous works [7, 12] 
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a)                                                      b)                                                  c) 

      

Figure 2: The FB-CLC-SF facility; a) scheme; b) view from the floor level; c) bottom view 

2.2 Research material 

The copper oxide (60%) with the support: ilmenite (20%) and fly ash (20%) were used as oxygen carrier  

during the investigations (Figure 3a). The particle properties of oxygen carrier are as follows: the Sauter 

mean diameter of particles of 175 μm, true density of 4240 kg/m3 and sphericity of 0.7. Bituminous coal 
from polish coal mine “Sobieski” was applied as a fuel (Figure 3b). Its properties are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Proximate and ultimate analysis of "Sobieski" bituminous coal 

Proximate analysis /wt. % Ultimate analysis/wt. % 

Net calorific value [kJ/kg] 26318 Carbon, % (wet) 69,10 

Moisture, % (wet) 5,3 Hydrogen, % (wet) 4,92 

Ash, % (wet) 5,4 Nitrogen, % (wet) 1,01 

Volatile, % (wet) 35,7 Total sulfur, % (wet) 1,02 

Fixed carbon 53,6 Oxygen, % 13,25 

             
                             a)                                                               b) 

          

Figure 3: Microscopic photograph of materials used in the study: a) oxygen carrier b) fuel: hard coal 
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2.3 CeSFaMB simulator  

The CeSFaMB software is a simulation program for bubbling and circulating fluidized-bed as well 

downdraft and updraft moving-bed equipment. Marcio L. de Souza-Santos described in detail the 
properties and functions of CeSFaMB (previously called CSFB or CSFMB) software in [16-20]. 

Numerous works confirm that CeSFaMB was used successfully for industrial and pilot units, such as 

furnaces, boilers, gasifiers, dryers and other reactors [21-24]. 

The 4th generation of CeSFaMB software is more robust than the previous series and includes many 
other possibilities like the simulation of Chemical Looping Combustion process among others. The 

previous versions were successfully used for hydrodynamics description of the cold and hot CLC models 

[7, 10-15]. 
New version of CeSFaMB allows much more flexibility on setting parameters related to fluidization 

dynamics, provides more methods to control and influence reaction rates, additional methods to facilitate 

convergences, as well as many other features [25]. 

2.4 Research methodology 

CeSFaMB simulator requires the formulation of the so-called initial and boundary conditions to carry 

out computer simulations. A one-hour stable experimental test provided the necessary data for modelling 
of the considered CLC process. Optimum operating parameters for the oxygen carrier used in this study 

are shown in the Table 2. 

Table 2: Basic operational conditions of the FB-CLC-SF unit 

Operational Parameters value 

Gas mass flow rate in AR - gas: air, [x3600-1 kg s-1] 4,21 

Gas mass flow rate in FR - gas: CO2, (sum all chambers)  [x3600-1 kg s-1] 6,52 

Fuel mass flow rate mf, [kg s-1] 8·10-6 

Average bed temperature in FR, [K] 1087 

Average bed temperature in AR, [K] 1106 

Absolute pressure below the gas distributor in AR, [Pa] 103 449 

Absolute pressure below the gas distributor in FR, [Pa] 105 560 

Total mass of solids in the AR, [kg] 0,87 

Total mass of solids in the FR, [kg] 2,25 

 

Copper oxide is an active phase applied on the supports in the process of production of oxygen carriers. 

The following main chemical equations for copper oxide (equations 1-7) are considered [25]: 

4Cu + O2 ↔ 2Cu2O                                                                          (1) 

2Cu2O + O2 ↔ 4CuO                                                                            (2) 

2CuO + H2 ↔ Cu2O + H2O                                                               (3) 

Cu2O + H2 ↔ 2Cu + H2O                                                                 (4) 

2CuO + CO ↔ Cu2O + CO2                                                               (5) 

Cu2O + CO ↔ 2Cu + CO2                                                                  (6) 

4CuO + CH4 ↔ 4Cu + CO2 + 2H2O                                                  (7) 
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However, since the support of oxygen carrier in this study consists of ilmenite in 20%, therefore the 
chemical equations for iron oxide should be also taken into account (equations 8-20) [25]: 

2Fe + O2 ↔ 2FeO                                                                           (8) 

6FeO + O2 ↔ 2Fe3O4                                                                         (9)  

4Fe3O4  + O2 ↔ 6Fe2O3                                                                       (10)  

3Fe2O3 + H2 ↔ 2Fe3O4 + H2O                                                         (11) 

2Fe3O4 + 2H2 ↔ 6FeO + 2H2O                                                          (12) 

FeO + H2 ↔ Fe + H2O                                                                  (13) 

3Fe2O3 + CO ↔ 2Fe3O4  + CO2                                                        (14) 

2Fe3O4 + 2CO ↔ 6FeO + 2CO2                                                          (15) 

FeO + CO ↔ Fe + CO2                                                                  (16) 

FeO + CO2 ↔ FeCO3                                                                       (17) 

4Fe2O3 + 3CH4 ↔ 8Fe + 3CO2 + 6H2O                                            (18) 

Fe2O3 + 3H2 ↔ 2Fe + 3H2O                                                            (19) 

Fe2O3 + 3CO ↔ 2Fe + 3CO2                                                            (20) 

3 Results and Discussion 

The results of numerical simulations show the effect of change of gas velocity in the fuel reactor on the 

basic parameters of the CLC system. The successfully validated mathematical model allowed to create 

the 1.5D CLC model with CuO- based oxygen carrier. 

3.1 Model validation  

In order to perform the validation, the experimental results were compared with the calculated data from 

numerical simulations for the most important parameters, such as: main pressure losses, solids 
recirculation flux, void fractions, superficial gas velocity and gas mass flow rate. In addition, the 

emissions of CO2, SO2, NO were considered.  

3.1.1 Main pressure losses and solids recirculation flux  

The values of the average pressure losses across the fluidized bed for the experiment and simulation 

results are given in Table 3. The maximum relative error between experimental and calculated results is 
about 4%. 

Total mass of solids recycled to the fuel reactor from the cyclone system is equal 0,0024 kg s-1 both for 

experimental and calculated data. This value also represents a parameter of solid mass flow rate in the 

CLC system. 
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Table 3: Pressure loss across the bed 

 Experiment [Pa] CeSFaMB [Pa] Err [%] 

Air Reactor 1064 1100 -3,4 

Fuel Reactor Chamber I 2084 2170 -4,1 

Fuel Reactor Chamber II 2084 2170 -4,1 

3.1.2 Void fractions 

The space of the reaction chamber consists of two parts with dense and lean region, respectively. The 

dense region is formed by particles of oxygen carriers in the lower part of the reactor. In this work the 
height of dense fluidized bed is 0,2 m and 0,25 m for air reactor and fuel reactor, respectively. The 

Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison between experiment and simulation results for void fractions in 

the air and fuel reactor.  
 

a)                                                                                  b) 

   

Figure 4: Comparison between desired (from experiment) and predicted by the model void fractions in 
the air reactor: a) dense region (εb) b) lean region (εf) 

a)                                                                                  b) 

   

Figure 5: Comparison between desired and predicted void fractions in the fuel reactor:  

a) dense region (εb) b) lean region (εf) 

The maximum relative errors between experimental and calculated results are lower than 3,01% for 
dense zone and 1,49% for lean region, respectively. 
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3.1.3 Superficial gas velocity 

The geometry of the reaction chamber and the gas temperature are the main parameters influencing the 

superficial gas velocity. The cross section area of the air reactor has a circular shape. The fuel reactor as 
opposed to the air reactor has complex geometry and consists of several rectangular chambers, 

connected each-others.  

The comparison between experimentally determined and predicted by the model data of superficial gas 

velocity for air and fuel reactors are given in Figure 6. Since the cross-section area of the air-reactor  
decreases at the height of 0,29 m, the increase in superficial gas velocity can be observed (Figure 6a). 

The maximum relative errors between experimental and calculated superficial gas velocities for the air 

reactor and fuel reactor do not exceed 1% and 5%, respectively. 
 

a)                                                                                  b) 

   

Figure 6: Comparison between desired and predicted values of superficial gas velocity: 

 a) air reactor b) fuel reactor 

3.1.4 Gas mass flow rate 

The comparison between experiment and calculation results for gas mass flow rate for the air reactor 

and fuel reactor are shown in Figures 7. The maximum relative errors between experimental and 

calculated gas mass flow rate for the both reactors do not exceed 3%. 
 

a)                                                                                  b) 

    

Figure 7: Comparison between desired and predicted gas mass flow rate: a) air reactor b) fuel 

reactor 

3.1.5 CO2, O2, SO2 , NO emissions 

The Gasmet analyzer DX-4000 was used for the measurements of NO, SO2, O2 and CO2 emissions in 
flue gas. The device uses the FTIR measurement method (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy). 
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The emissions are measured at the outlet of fuel reactor in the FB-CLC-SF facility. The obtained results 
are given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Comparison between desired and predicted CO2,O2, SO2 and NO concentrations in flue gas 

Emission Experiment CeSFaMB Err [%] 

CO2 [%] 97.98 98.18 -0.20 

O2 [ppm] 371 400 -7.82 

SO2 [ppm] 60.61 63.00 -3.94 

NO [ppm] 103.44 106.00 -2.47 

3.2 A CLC Model  

The successfully validation of CLC model allows to determine the influence of the superficial gas 

velocity in the Fuel Reactor on the dynamics parameters of a CLC process, such as: solid circulating 

rate (GS), number of a particle cycles, particles residence time, mass of solids in reactors and basic 

emissions. 

3.2.1 Solid circulating rate (GS) 

The influence of the superficial gas velocity in fuel reactor on solid circulating rate is given in Figure 8. 
As expected an increase in superficial gas velocity in fuel reactor causes an increase in the solids 

circulating rate. This can be described by the following correlation: 

GS = 1,67e0,36U                                                         (21) 

 

Figure 8: Solid circulating rate versus superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor 

3.2.2 Number of oxygen carrier cycles (nc) 

The influence of superficial gas velocity in a fuel reactor on the number of oxygen carrier cycles in 

reactors is shown in Figure 9. The increase of superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor causes the 

increase in the number of cycles of oxygen carrier in the fuel reactor and decrease the number of oxygen 
carrier cycles in the air reactor. These parameters can be described by equations (22) and (23): 

 

𝑛𝑐
𝐴𝑅 = −3,67𝑈 + 11,10                                                   (22) 

𝑛𝑐
𝐹𝑅 = 3,29𝑈 + 2,38                                                      (23) 
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Figure 9: The number of oxygen carrier cycles in reactors versus superficial gas velocity in the fuel 
reactor 

3.2.3 Particles residence time (tR) and mass of solid in reactors (m) 

The residence time of the oxygen carriers in the reactors depends primarily on the bed weight mb and 

mass flow of particles mf, which can be calculated by [17, 18]: 

𝑡𝑅 =
𝑚𝑏

𝑚𝑓
                                                                 (24) 

The dependences between superficial gas velocity and particles residence time in reactors are given in 
Figures 10. The increase of the superficial gas velocity in fuel reactor causes the increase of the particles 

residence time in air reactor and the decrease of the particles residence time in fuel reactor. These 

behaviour can be described by equations (25) and (26): 

𝑡𝑅
𝐴𝑅 = 466,64𝑈0,22                                                          (25) 

𝑡𝑅
𝐹𝑅 = 658,95𝑈−0,4                                                          (26) 

 

Figure 10: The particles’ residence time in reactors versus superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor 

 
The obtained results are in coincidence with the mass of solids in reactors (m). The total mass in reactors 

versus superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor are shown in Figure 11. The mass of solids in air and 

fuel reactors can be described by equations (27) and (28): 

𝑚𝐴𝑅 = 0,85𝑈 + 0,58                                                    (27) 

𝑚𝐹𝑅 = −0,10𝑈 + 2,79                                                  (28) 
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Figure 11: The total mass in reactors versus the superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor 

As the superficial gas velocity in fuel reactor increases the mass in air reactor also tends to increase. 

This leads to the increase in particles’ residence time in air reactor given in Figure 10. 

3.2.4 Gas emissions 

From the CO2, O2 SO2 and NO emissions point of view, the superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor 

strongly influences the concentration and distribution of gas emissions in the fuel reactor [26, 27]. In 
this study, the fluidizing gas fed to the fuel reactor is CO2, so the increase in superficial gas velocity 

leads to the increase in CO2 emissions (Figure 12a). The considered emissions can be described by the 

following equations (29)-(32): 

𝐶𝑂2
𝑑𝑟𝑦

= 0,70 ln(𝑈) + 98,92                                      (29) 

𝑂2
𝑑𝑟𝑦 = −113,2 ln(𝑈) + 283,08                                       (30) 

𝑆𝑂2
𝑑𝑟𝑦 = −40,84 ln(𝑈) + 98,92                                      (31)  

𝑁𝑂𝑑𝑟𝑦 = −76,75 ln(𝑈) + 38,72                                      (32)            

    a)                                                                             b) 

   
    c)                                                                              d) 
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Figure 12: The basic emissions versus the superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor: a) CO2, b) O2, 

c) SO2, and d) NO 

At the same time hand the O2, SO2 and NO emissions decrease (Figure 12 b-d), due to dilution of exhaust 

gases by CO2. In addition, the shorter residence time of particles in the combustion chamber affects the 

conversion of fuel. As a result, the fuel does not burn completely, hence the reduction of SO2 and NO 

emissions [26]. 

4 Conclusion 

The 4th Generation of CeSFaMB software was used to carry out the simulation for CuO – based oxygen 
carrier in Chemical Looping Combustion system. The simulation model calculates the hydrodynamic 

processes and the basic emissions versus superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor for the CLC 

technology. Simulations for hydrodynamics include the solid circulating rate, number of oxygen carrier 
cycles, particles residence time and mass of solids in reactors.  

The simulation results for hydrodynamic show that the increase of superficial gas velocity in the fuel 

reactor causes decrease in the number of oxygen carrier cycles in the air reactor, total mass of solids and 

particles residence time in the fuel reactor. In addition, the increase of superficial gas velocity in the fuel 
reactor leads to the increase in solid circulating rate, number of oxygen carrier cycles in fuel reactor, 

total mass of solids and particles residence time in the air reactor. 

Analysis of simulation results shows that the increase in superficial gas velocity in the fuel reactor causes 
an increase in CO2 gas emissions. This is mainly due to the fact that the CO2 constitutes the fluidizing 

gas. This phenomenon has further consequences in the dilutions process of the other flue gas 

components.   

The comparison of the experimental and simulation results shows that the maximum relative error does 
not exceed 8%. This confirms a good accuracy of the developed CLC model. In addition, the 

successfully  validated model indicates that CeSFaMB is an effective tool for simulating CLC process. 
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Abstract 
In the present paper the laboratory scale test stand of a magnetic cooling device is briefly introduced. 

One set of measurements, for a given geometry of a cartridge filled with gadolinium are presented and 

used as reference results for a developed zero-dimensional (0D) model. The 0D model assumes adiabatic 
heat transfer in the magnetic bed and thermal interaction of system with surrounding ambient air. 

Moreover, it takes into consideration the basic dimensions of the bed geometry. Its results give a 

theoretical upper limit of a temperature span of the proposed magnetic cooling device. The ultimate goal 
of the proposed 0D numerical model is to get insight into basic physics needed to build a full CFD model 

and optimize the system efficiency to approach the theoretical temperature limits. 

1 Introduction 

Magnetocaloric cooling can be effectively used as an alternative to a conventional compressor cooling 

system. The cooling loads of magnetocaloric systems achieved and published in the last years can be 

certainly applicated in a few sub-branches of refrigeration industry, with the special interest of the home 
appliances industry. The attractive feature of this technology is the fact, that it is environmentally safe. 

The worldwide eco-regulations are constantly introducing limitations of the HCFC gases usage.  

The magnetocaloric cooling phenomenon causes change of the solid material's temperature in presence 
of the external magnetic field. It affects an internal structure of the material and results in a change of 

its magnetic entropy [1]. In the closed thermodynamic system of localized magnetic moments, total 

entropy S of the given material is a function of the temperature T, pressure p and external magnetic field 

H. These factors are incorporated into the three main components: magnetic, network and electron 
entropies [2]: 

 

𝑆(𝑇, 𝑝, 𝐻) = 𝑆𝑀(𝑇, 𝑝, 𝐻) + 𝑆𝐿(𝑇, 𝑝) + 𝑆𝐸(𝑇, 𝑝) (1) 
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The pressure variations in material may be generated by the external mechanic fields [4,5], creating 
elastocaloric (single axis force field) or barocaloric (multiple axis force field) effects, respectively. 

Combining mechanic interactions with the magnetic field is positively enhancing the magnitude of the 

temperature variation. The changes of the electron entropy are negligibly small and may be omitted (SE 

(T, p) = 0) without any impact on the output results. This work is however focused on magnetocaloric 

effect only, hence only magnetic field magnitude is considered in presented paper (SP (T, p) = 0). 

Treating the given material with the externally-driven magnetic field results in reorientation of magnetic 
moments (parallelly field’s vectors). The decrease of the magnetic entropy SM may cause two possible 

events: increase of the network entropy SL (for isothermally-constrained system) or temperature 

increase, proportional to the variation of acting field magnitudes (adiabatically-constrained system). In 

case of the demagnetization described effects are reversed.  
The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is defined by the two major quantities: the magnitude of externally 

created magnetic field as well as the ambient temperature in which the magnetization takes place [1]. It 

should be emphasized that the best possible performance is achieved in the temperature of the Curie 
point of the material (characteristic temperature which defines transition between the ferromagnetic and 

paramagnetic properties of the material). 

Investigation of magnetic cooling refrigerators has been done frequently during recent dozen years. 

Work of Brown [3] for the first time describe the concept of magnetocaloric device exchanging heat 
with the surroundings. Since then, magnetic cooling research areas are related mainly to: development 

of new magnetocaloric materials [4,5], novel magnetic field source arrangements [6,7], investigation of 

different regenerative matrix geometries [8-11] and prototyping of magnetocaloric devices [12,13]. 
Frequently used chemical element to be used is gadolinium (Gd) - the lanthanide, which during recent 

years was intensively studied [14,15,16]. Gadolinium is characterized by the Curie point of the typical 

ambient temperature level [14]. It may also provide relatively big temperature difference when magnetic 

field is acting (the relation for Gd material is approx. ∆T ~ H2/3). The temperature change in general is 

equal 2.5 K per each 1 T of magnetic field intensity [17].  

A rotary active magnetocaloric refrigerator, which provided 540 W maximum cooling power and a 

largest temperature span of 21 K, was developed by Okamura et al. [18]. Engelbrecht et al. [19] a rotary 
prototype exhibiting a no-load temperature span of over 25 K and maximum cooling power of 1010 W 

using gadolinium spheres. Arnold et al. [20] reported on a compact magnetocaloric refrigerator realizing 

a 33 K no-load temperature span using 650 g of Gd. Jacobs et al. [21] built a rotary prototype using six 

layers of LaFeSiH particles, producing 3042 W of cooling power at zero temperature span and 2502 W 
over a span from 32 to 44 K with a COP coefficient around 2. 

The Gd is usually formed into the small spherical particles or thin plates. Alloys of various chemical 

elements are also in frequent use. Porous character of bed enables to contact the magnetocaloric material 
with the fluid transporting the heat energy out of the system. The size of particles forming porous bed 

have to be small (smallest particles has 0.3 – 0.5 mm diameter) to intensify the heat transfer phenomena 

and reduce the magnitude of eddy electric currents generated as the result of the magnetic field 

variations. 
The main objective of the present study was to create a robust zero-dimensional (0D) methodology to 

create a mathematical description of heat and fluid flow phenomena present in magnetocaloric cooling 

device. The main purpose of the developed model was to investigate the same system used as laboratory 
test stand. Based on this comparison the new proposals of system design optimization can be verified 

numerically and in the next step applied in examined test stand. 

2 Laboratory test stand 

The laboratory stand used in this paper has been schematically showed on Fig. 1. For further reference 

see [22]. The magnetic bed (3) is mounted into trails and is periodically pushed and pulled creating a 
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reciprocating motion between the magnetic Gd bed and the magnets. It ensures cycling manner of 
consecutive magnetization and demagnetization states [22]. Liquid is pumped (4) two-directionally 

through the system exchanging energy with the bed. Due to reciprocation cycling, generating MCE 

effect and two-directional pumping of liquid, the temperature (measured by thermocuples) on both cold 
(1) and hot (2) side of the system starts to diverge from the initial AMB conditions. 

Table 1: Experimental data  

Dimension Value 
Total mass of Gd bed 9 g 

Average diameter of single particle 1.6 mm 

Bed cartridge diameter 8 mm 
Bed length 43.7 mm 

Cold tank volume 0.8 ml 

Pumped liquid volume 0.1618 m] 

Time of pumping  0.419 s 

Time of magnet motion 

Time of single cycle 

0.051 m2 

1.315 s 

Ambient temperature 

Number of cycles 

Achieved temperature span 

18°C 

1000 

approx. 5K 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of the test stand [22] 

To perform the basic assessment of the system performance the properties of the Gd material used had 

to be measured. Fig. 2. presents the characterization of obtained Gd properties influenced by the 

magnetic field varying between 0 – 1 T. The curves were used as input values in the 0D model described 
below. The amount of temperature the Gd particles gained or lost by Gd particles due to two-state 

magnetic impact is obtained by the point-interpolation of experimentally acquired dataset. It is observed 

that the specific heat and temperature rise are varying the most in the range of 270-300 K. In this region, 
the magnitude of MCE strongly depends on the ambient temperature of the system. Measurements are 

available up to approx. 307 K. Consequently, it is also a boundary limit for the 0D numerical model. 

  

Figure 2: Experimental measurements of the Gd material used in the study. Left – specific heat 

capacity, right – temperature span. Magnetized by a field intensity of the 1 T 

3 Developed 0D model 

Fig. 3. conceptually presents the mathematical 0D model which has been designed to reproduce the 

experimental setup described in [22.The novelties of proposed 0D model consider parallel computations 
using multiple processors (which enables to calculate heavy tasks in acceptable span of time) and 

incorporation of heat loss model present in both magnetic bed and liquid tanks. In present model, the 
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shape of each Gd piece is assumed to be perfectly spherical. The bed is represented as a system of 
sequentially arranged single Gd particles. Every sphere is not in contact with neighbors and fully 

separated by a volume of liquid (called: unit flow operation). 20% ethylene glycol – water solution was 

considered as a liquid medium. The Gd element immersed in the volume of liquid is called a segment 
and is considered as unit system in which all the physical phenomena take place. The number of 

segments in model is equal to a number of bed particles used in the experimentation procedure, hence 

equivalent to the total bed mass. The volumes occupied in every segment by each of the phases are 
derived from experiment. The segments are considered to be cylindrical. Local porosity changes are not 

considered in 0D model, as porosity in each of the segments equals the overall calculated total porosity 

for the whole bed. 

 

 

Figure 3: Final concept of developed 0D model, used for comparison with experiment 

The flow is perceived as iterative propagation of portion of liquid between two consecutive boxes. In 

this conceptual approach the calculations are not including pressure or flowrate. Nonetheless the 
presented method is consistent with experiment by setting the number of liquid's unit flow operations to 

be equivalent with total volume of liquid pumped through the system in each cycle. The similar method 

has been applied to model the heat transfer between the Gd solid particles and liquid passing-by. In 
general, the heat transfer between the bed and liquid is designed as set of equilibrium energy balances. 

In each segment, if the temperature difference between solid and liquid is detected, the simple energy 

balance equation is applied: 
 

𝑚𝐺𝑑𝑐𝑝,𝐺𝑑(𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑇𝐺𝑑,𝑠𝑡) = 𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑐𝑝,𝑙𝑖𝑞(𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑠𝑡) (2) 

 

and the new output temperature Tend, identical for both phases, may be calculated. According to the Fig. 

1 the specific heat of Gd is varying significantly in the desired range of temperatures for both magnetized 
and non-magnetized state. Hence, the constant cp,Gd value could not be employed. The solution is to 

interpolate the experimental curve data points (Fig. 2) and integrate it numerically over the considered 

temperature levels. As a consequence, Eq. (2) needs to be solved iteratively. The stop criterion has been 

set for 0.01% of difference between two consecutive iterations. 
Additionally, a heat transfer interaction with surroundings was implemented. The free convection heat 

transfer coefficient has been calculated from the either Churchill-Chu [23] (for cylindrical slices of bed 

or pipe) or Chu [24] (for spherical cold tank) correlations. Different heat transfer areas have been 
considered for the each of component of the system (see Fig. 3) e.g. the sphere (for spherical cold 

reservoir), the side surface of the cylindrical segment (for cylindrical bed) and the side surface of the 

pipe’s slice (for linear pipe hot reservoir). The latter case corresponds to the volume transported out of 

the system in single unit flow operation. 
Equations responsible for the heat losses were incorporated into the existing model after the calculation 

step of the adiabatic energy balance. The adiabatic Tend temperature from Eq. (2) is treated as an input 

in convective heat transfer coefficient correlation. Next step is to calculate the heat flux to be dispersed 

 Cold-side tank      Magnetic bed             Hot-side pipe         Pump 

   

Segment Unit flow operation 
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in the surroundings using all three quantities needed. The corrected temperature of the segment is used 
in the next iteration. 

To countermeasure too intensive heat losses a time constraint was introduced. It was derived based on 

the experimental inputs an defined as tloss = ttot / nit , where ttot stands for the total pumping time of pump 
to transfer the whole liquid from one side of the system to another, nit is the number of liquid transport 

operations, as in each a constant liquid volume is carried. For the experimental setting used as a reference 

in this paper the tloss value has the order of 10-3 s. The time constraint of heat losses has been introduced 
only in the hot and cold reservoirs. The thermal losses from the magnetic bed were described as 

equilibrium processes in order to keep the consistence with the aforementioned approach of modeling 

energy balances between the Gd particles and volumes of liquid. 

In summary, the 0D model proposes an approach in which the bed is transformed into linear, sequential 
arrangement of bed particles, through which the certain volume of liquid, expressed by a number of unit 

flow operations, is being pumped. Every unit flow operation is coupled with respective unit thermal 

operation, which is assumed to be a simple equilibrium heat balance. 
 

 

Figure 5: Temperature difference (left) between cold tank (middle) and hot tank (right) for the work 

duration of 5 cycles (top) and 10 cycles (bottom) 

4 Results 

Multivariant small-scale study has been conducted to characterize mutual dependencies between 

segments and unit flow operations and their influence of hot and cold tanks (at that time the pipe was 
replaced with spherical tank, equal in volume to the cold one). Obtained results has been presented on 

Fig. 5. Two series of calculations was conducted for 5 and 10 cycles respectively. In all three cases 

increasing number of segments contributes to better effectiveness, which is expressed by magnitudes of 
temperature variations. 

Based on conclusions derived from the small-scale study from Fig. 5 it was decided to investigate bigger 

systems, being similarly complex as experimental porous bed. The assumed number of segments 

represented exemplar bed investigated in previous works (443 Gd particles were represented by same 
number of segments). Fig. 6 presents three different values (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 ml) of volume Vpump two-

directionally pumped in every cycle. The system during several dozen cycles reached very high levels 

of temperature span between the tanks. This behavior of the system is caused by increasing the number 
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(frequency) of unit heat transfer events between Gd particles and liquid indicating efficient performance. 
Varying Vpump volume is directly representing the number of unit flow operations (104, 208 and 311 

respectively). Therefore, for the most complicated case of 0.75 ml the number of energy balances is 

equal to 2·311·443·150. Due to the adiabatic character of heat transfer unit operations, the thermal effects 

accumulate very fast as the consecutive cycles are pending. 
The course of cold side curves indicates, that case 0.75 ml in the region of approx. 110th cycle after 

gradual flattening, is warmer that temperature from case 0.50 ml. This observation can indicate existence 

of theoretical optimum of input parameters (mainly segments and unit flow operation) combinations, 
which can deliver the best results. 

 

 

Figure 6: Adiabatic full-scale model for exemplary experimental data. Various total volume 

transported through system 

Fig. 6 indicates that without heat loss model the hot side fluid dynamically increases the temperature, 
reaching level of 310 K in approx. 150 cycles. This observation is followed by a conclusion, that 

gadolinium particles firstly located close to the hot side, and eventually all of them, can reach the 

temperature of 307 K, which is the limiting value for the experimental gadolinium data provided for the 
study. As a consequence, due to lack of experimental data, adiabatic version of the presented 0D model 

cannot by applied beyond the point, when first gadolinium particle reaches the temperature of 307 K. 

After addition of heat losses model, the calculations have been repeated, but this time for the inputs 

corresponding to the most recently performed experiment (Tab. 1). Fig. 7 presents the course of hot and 
cold temperatures in the simulated system. Both experiment and simulation has been compared for 1000 

working cycles, which is equal to the time of 1315 s. Considering the hot side, the simulation provides 

good agreement with the experiment. As the system is exposed to the ambient temperature, the heat 

losses intensify while the hot-side temperature is increases over cycles. For the approx. 20°C losses 

equalize the heat gains due to MCE generated by Gd particles. Similar behaviour can be observed in 

model. The fluctuations of plots are related to relatively significant temperature gradient in the pipe, 

which are formed when the fluid is pumped out of the system and exposed for thermal contact with 
ambient. 

The cold side temperature is significantly colder in simulation comparing to the experiment. Assuming 

best possible conditions for heat and fluid flow in magnetic bed, it enabled the system to reach its 

theoretical upper limit of performance. Due to maximum effectiveness of heat removal from Gd particles 
generating MCE effect, the cold side of the device reach temperatures approx. 10 K colder than ambient 

(initial) temperature. There are a few reasons for this behavior of idealized system e.g. lack of time 

constrain for the heat transfer duration, perfect contact of solid gadolinium particle with a liquid and 
instantaneous time of magnetization and demagnetization. 

The temperature span, presented on the Fig. 7, visualizes the difference between effectiveness of both 

systems. The experimental test stand was able to achieve span magnitude of approx. 5 K, while in 
simulation the idealized model reached triple higher value of approx. 15 K. An optimized design of 
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magnetic porous bed, which can provide intensified heat transfer between particles and liquid, is crucial 
for the magnetocaloric cooling devices. The most important directions of system optimization are: 

finding the best porosity of bed, decrease of bed pressure drop, study of various shape of bed particle 

(spheres, plates, other), definition of the best fluid flowrate and derivation the optimal bed length / 
diameter ratio. These aspects may be studied with utilization of CFD numerical methods to develop 

extensive directional investigation of the magnetic cooling device. 

  

Figure 7: Full-scale model with heat losses incorporated. Calculations for experimental data from 

Tab. 1. Hot and cold tanks temperature measurements (left) and temperature span (right) 

5 Conclusions 

The article presents the 0D model of the magnetocaloric cooling test stand. The bed has been reproduced 

as sequence of Gd-liquid segments, in which flow and heat transfer phenomena has been implemented. 
The results of the calculations confirm that improvement of the system’s performance may be achieved 

by increasing the unit heat transfer balances between magnetocaloric material and liquid fluid. 

Generally, it may be achieved by increasing the total mass of the bed, smaller diameter of the particles 

and increasing the fluid flowrate through the bed. The latter option may be not effective in real device 
as the pressure drop through the bed will also increase in this way. The full-scale adiabatic model showed 

that there is optimal volume of the fluid transported in the system.  

Initially used adiabatic approach contributed to presence of the extremal temperature span (order of tens 
of kelvins). The main reason for this was lack of heat losses considerations, which are increasing in 

magnitude as the cold and hot side of system is diverging across the cycles from the starting ambient 

conditions. In order to model the heat transfer phenomena more coherently with real process, the 
mechanism of heat losses was implemented. Its main feature is to constrain the heat loss intensity by 

introduction of time limit of unit operation. It decreased the heat losses and ensured a similar thermal 

behaviour as in experimental measurements. The numerical simulation provided the temperature span 

of approx. 15 K. Comparing to the experimentally achieved temperature span of approx. 5 K it is 
suggested that the performance of the considered Gd bed can be improved. 

The conclusions derived with the 0D model confirm the presence of the performance gap between the 

obtained experimental values and theoretical bound limits defined by the model. The described approach 
introduced several significant simplifications to the hydrodynamics and heat transfer phenomena for the 

porous bed flow. It motivates a development of more detailed model based on CFD methodology. 

Creation of the CFD model capable to capture the necessary physics and the complexity of considered 
flow will be a next step of the presented study. 
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Nomenclature 

Letters:     Indexes: 

 

𝑆 - entropy   𝑀 - magnetic  𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 - heat loss 

𝑇 - temperature   𝐿 - network  𝑡𝑜𝑡 - total 

𝑝 - pressure   𝐸 - electron  𝑖𝑡 - iteration 

𝐻 - magnetic field intensity 𝐺𝑑 - gadolinium 

𝑚 - mass    𝑙𝑖𝑞 - liquid fluid 

𝑐𝑝 - specific heat   𝑠𝑡 - start of heat balance 

𝑡 - time    𝑒𝑛𝑑 - end of heat balance 
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Abstract 
Geometry of plate heat exchangers (PHE) is characterized by a complex net of narrow channels. It 
enhances turbulence and results in better heat transfer performance. Theoretically, larger number of 

channels (plates) should proportionally increase the PHE heat power capacity. In practice a nonuniform 

massflow distribution in consecutive flow channels can significantly deteriorate the overall heat 

exchange performance. The flow maldistribution is one of the most commonly reported exploitation 
problems and is present in PHE with and without phase-change flows. 

The presented paper investigates numerically a flow pattern in PHE with evaporation of R410A 

refrigerant. Various sizes of PHE are considered. The paper introduces a robust methodology to 
transform the complicated geometry of a real 3D PHE to its 2D representation. It results in orders of 

magnitude faster calculations and allows for fast evaluation of different geometrical changes of PHE 

and their effect on flow maldistribution. 

1 Introduction 

Plate heat exchanger (PHE) is very efficient exchanger design characterized by many advantages. 

Nonetheless, comparing to other design solutions, some undesirable phenomena may be significant for 
the PHE. The experimental and numerical findings of numerous authors are confirming the 

maldistribution problem in practically every type of heat exchanger design. The work of Mueller et. al. 

provides a comprehensive review of different causes provoking flow maldistribution [1]. The presence 
of maldistribution may be created by mechanically-driven factors such as fouling, fabrication tolerances, 

bypass and poor header performance or be related to thermodynamic character of ongoing processes 

(two-phase instabilities, and heat-transfer induced as a consequence of changes in viscosity or density) 

[2]. 
Considering PHEs, the maldistribution problem is reported in non-phase change applications [3] as well 

as in PHE condensers [4] or evaporators [5]. In the latter case, the phenomenon is especially undesirable, 

as it promotes uneven distribution of evaporating refrigerant massflow across the consecutive PHE 
flowchannels. The dead zones in the furthest channels on the refrigerant's side may be created - the 
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vapor may be trapped in certain part of the device causing a local dry out. Hence, the overall heat transfer 
efficiency of the exchanger would be significantly decreased. 

In different subcategories of plate heat exchangers the solutions to decrease the magnitude of 

maldistribution are mainly related to the inlet header design modification. In case of multi-stream plate 
fin exchangers, some solutions consider adding additional inlet baffles [6], rearranging configuration of 

channels [7], introducing internal two-phase distributor inside the exchanger [8]. For two-stream PHE, 

inlet distributor improvement is justified with results of Sterner et al. [9]. 
The main objective of the present study was to create a robust methodology to transform a 3D geometry 

of real PHE to its 2D representation. It helped to develop a fast and accurate 2D model of PHE which 

could be used as a platform to investigate a flow behaviour in PHE and optimize its performance. 

The currently proposed methodology of 2D reduction was based on preservation of a geometrical 
features and pressure drops. It resulted in orders of magnitude smaller computational mesh and allowed 

for an investigation of a wide range of  geometrical and flow condition modifications. 

2 Numerical model and transformation to 2D geometry 

Plate heat exchanger usually consists of several dozen plates, which are forming the flowchannels when 

assembled together. The shape of the plates design is complex (see Fig. 1). It includes wavy shaping of 

plate's surface. That intensifies turbulence in the wall region, what promotes heat transfer magnitude. 
What is more, another important design feature has been applied in industrial manufacturing - the V-

shape protrusion in vertical direction across the whole plate's height. 

 

Table 1: PHE dimensions used as reference [5].  

Dimension Value 

Plate length 300 [mm] 

Plate width 102 [mm] 
Distance between the stream ports 250 [mm] 

Plate thickness 0.4 [mm] 

Amplitude of the chevron passage 2 [mm] 

Chevron angle 65 [°] 
Hydraulic diameter of the chevron  4 [mm] 

Heat transfer area  0.051 [m2] 

Cross-section area of a single passage 0.000204 [m2] 
 

   

Figure 1: Comparison of real 3D 

geometry and its 2D representation. 

On the basis of geometrical characterization of single plate one may conclude that full 3D numerical 

analysis of PHE is a tedious task. For single phase flow, with great support of High Performance 

Computing machines, the calculations may be feasibly performed in the acceptable amount of time. 

However, for the phase change processes, the computational effort is elevated, due to two main reasons: 
the requirement of heavily refined mesh, which enables to simulate the evaporation or condensation 

phenomena as well as introduction of new equations to model phase change processes. The considered 

PHE dimensions were taken from [5], see the Tab. 1. The sufficiently refined mesh of only one 3D PHE 
flowchannel consisted of a several millions of computational cells. Therefore, full-scale 3D phase 

change analysis would need to be performed on the mesh of hundreds of millions of computational 

nodes. Even with help of supercomputers, such calculations would be extremely time-consuming. It 
highly motivates the need of robust transformation of the considered 3D geometry to it 2D 

representation.  
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Crucial dimensions of the considered 2D geometry are duct width Wch, depth D and longitudinal height 
of plates LHT. If aforementioned dimensions are identically set for 2D geometry, it will assure the same 

channel Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ =
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

𝑁𝑐ℎ𝐴𝑐ℎ
 𝐷ℎ/𝜇𝑙 and heat transfer area for each plate, where minlet is 

inletting two-phase massflow, Nch is number of channels and geometric dimensions of passage's 

hydraulic diameter is Dh and cross-sectional area is Ach: 

The headers as well as the collective horizontal channels were simplified to 2D representation preserving 
their inlet area. Hence, it implies that inlet velocity consistency was also satisfied. This requirement 

determined the height of the rectangular 2D inlet section Hin,out = 7.4 [mm]. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of characteristic features used in 2D geometry of PHE to model its 3D original: 
left - basic dimensions of 2D PHE, middle - placement of throttling baffles, right - additional baffles 

modeling complexity of the flow of the 3D PHE. 

To reproduce the wavy (chevron) flow pattern inside the PHE channels without substantial increase of 
mesh size per plate, it was decided to introduce zero-thickness mixing baffles inside the 2D flow 

channels. They were placed alternately on both plates as shown on Fig. 2. Applying these baffles allowed 

reproducing a wavy pattern present in the real PHE. Described approach was previously introduced and 
tested by author's in [10,11]. Amount of these baffles (26) was determined by analysis of the considered 

real 3D PHE geometry.  

Other critical aspect of 3D to 2D transformation was preservation of a pressure los balance. Its 

discrepancy had it source in a different hydraulic diameter of PHE headers (top and bottom collector 
pipes) and different inlet and outlet shapes of the channels, see Fig. 1. A general idea to level these 

differences was to assure the same cumulative pressure losses in the 3D and 2D geometrics: 

 

2∆𝑝ℎ
3𝐷 + 𝑁𝑐ℎ2∆𝑝𝑐ℎ

3𝐷 = 2∆𝑝ℎ
2𝐷 + 𝑁𝑐ℎ2∆𝑝𝑐ℎ

2𝐷 (1) 

 
where ∆ph

3D and ∆ph
2D are the total pressure losses in the header of 3D geometry and its 2D 

representation respectively, ∆pch
3D and ∆pch

2D are total losses in the channels of the 3D and 2D 

geometries respectively. It can be noticed that ∆ph
3D < ∆ph

2D and ∆pc
3D > ∆pc

2D. To assure the pressure 

balance described by Eq. (1) an additional local pressure loss was introduced in form of a throttling 
baffles placed at inlets and outlets of every of the channels, see Fig. 2. The size of the throttling baffles 

were uniform in every channel and equal to 0.83 [mm] and 1.21[mm] and the inlets and outlets 

respectively (for the derivation details see [12]). 
To decrease the flow maldistribution phenomena the redesign of the inlet header channel by introducing 

different type of baffles has been proposed. The main function is to force the fluid stream to inflow into 

channels with more uniformly distributed massflow. It should be mentioned that all the configurations 
may be potentially applied in mass industrial production, because the changes proposed are not critical 

from the manufacturability point of view. 
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Figure 3: Schemes of inlet header modifications; left: case 1 - horizontal baffle placed symmetrically, 
middle: case 2 - baffle closed at the end, right: case 3 - baffle placed at 80% of header's height. 

The investigated proposals have been collected on Fig. 3. There are three configurations presented. The 

first one is the horizontal baffle, sized as half of the PHE length, which has been placed in the symmetry 
plane of the header's geometry. The flow is supposed to split out on two equal massflow streams. Second 

option is reproducing the previous design with addition of closure presented at the end of the upper 

surface of the baffle. The last proposal is also a modification of the first option. The vertical coordinate 
of the baffle is increased - it separates the internal header volume into the two parts equal to 20% and 

80% of the total volume. 

The PHE geometry used for the evaporation process is characterized by the 15 mesh elements included 

across the 2 [mm] width flowchannel. Additional 3 levels of wall refinement has been introduced, to 
preserve the wall treatment with good resolution. For inlet and outlet header the mesh count in cross 

direction amounts to 70, with 2 levels of wall refinements. The size of computational domain equals 

approx. 2.2 million elements. 
To further reduce the mesh count it was assumed not to simulate the hot fluid side. Constant temperature 

boundary condition has been introduced on the plate surfaces. Such conditions might not reflect the 

actual real behavior of commercial PHE, but may still serve the purpose. Constant hot fluid temperature 

may be present in system if the massflow of hot fluid is large enough to drive the temperature difference 
infinitesimally small. In the current study, which is intended to develop a robust numerical methodology, 

such assumption can be accepted as having a minimal impact on generalization of achieved results and 

conclusions. 
Both throttling and wavy baffles has been configured as thermodynamically inert. Hence, they were 

contributing only to the flow pattern and pressure balance. The two-phase flow inlet composition 

corresponds to the inlet vapor quality of refrigerant of x=0.385. The saturation temperature has been 

defined as 1.1°C. Thermodynamic properties such as density, conductivity and viscosity have been 

acquired using open-source CoolProp material libraries [13]. The volumetric liquid fraction at inlet is 

equal to the approx. 0.16 (calculated from Baroczy formula for R410A properties at given saturation 

temperature and vapor quality [14]). The inletting refrigerant is perfectly uniform across the cross-

section. The massflow has been adjusted in each case to conserve Rech = 250. The k-ω turbulence model 

was used; the velocity profile has been assumed as turbulent. The boundary conditions of kinetic 

turbulent energy and rate of its dissipation were based on [15]. 

3 Mathematical model description 

In order to solve the described flow an open-source OpenFOAM 16.12+ software was employed [16]. 

The main solver used was interCondensatingEvaporatingFoam [17] which includes Lee phase change 

model [18]. The solver is designed for simulations of two incompressible, non-isothermal immiscible 
fluids which may exchange mass during phase-change process. The momentum, energy, and other fluid 

properties are derived for a the two-fluid mixture model: 

 

𝜌𝑚 = 𝛼𝑙𝜌𝑙 + 𝛼𝑣𝜌𝑣;  𝜇𝑚 = 𝛼𝑙𝜇𝑙 + 𝛼𝑣𝜇𝑣 (2) 

 

and αl + αv =1 [19]. It allows to define the momentum and energy equations for the mixture flow [19]: 
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𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑚𝒖𝒎) = ∇ · (𝜌𝑚𝒖𝒎𝒖𝒎) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ · 𝜇𝑚∇𝒖𝒎 + 𝜌𝑚𝒈 (3) 

 

The evaporation process is modeled by the Lee model [15] which has been widely used in various phase-

change processes [20]. The rates of mass exchange between liquid and vapor are added to the continuity 
equation: 

 
𝜕(𝜌𝑣𝛼𝑣)

𝜕𝑡
= ∇(𝜌𝑣𝑢𝑣𝛼𝑣) = 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 − 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ;   

𝜕(𝜌𝑙𝛼𝑙)

𝜕𝑡
= ∇(𝜌𝑙𝑢𝑙𝛼𝑙) = 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 − 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 (4) 

 

The rates of mass either condensated or evaporated are defined as follows: 

 

 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝐶𝑐𝜌𝑣𝛼𝑣(𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡  ;      𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝐶𝑒𝜌𝑙𝛼𝑙(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) 𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑇 > 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡  (5) 

 
Parameters Cc and Ce are numerical constants. High values of these parameters assure fast calculations. 

It was stated in [22] that large values of Cc and Ce may cause issues with simulation convergence, while 

too small values could be a reason of significant deviation between the inter-facial temperature and the 

saturation temperature. An intense sensitivity analysis regarding coefficients Cc and Ce  has been done 
in terms of our case geometry. It was reported that the results were coherent with conformity error up to 

10%. It showed that these parameters had a minor influence on the overall two-phase flow behavior. 

Therefore to maintain a high speed of solver these parameters were both set to 10. 

4 Results 

At first the baseline PHE geometry (without any modifications) has been simulated as a reference. Fig. 
4 illustrates the two-phase massflow distribution across the consecutive channels of PHE. The section 

is extracted from the half-height of the exchanger. It can be seen that the flow maldistribution is 

significant – the first channels is feeded with approx. twice larger than in the last channel. The white 

arrows point the direction of the flow. The behaviour of throttling baffles has been also visualized.  
 

 

 

 

Figure 4: No baffle case results. Left: massflow in the PHE channels, middle – the  wavy pattern of 

internal channel flow, right – flow near the inlets/outlets from the channels. 
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As a consequence of massflow non-uniformity, it may be observed that the upper right region of PHE 
(the furthest from the inlet) is working in superheated conditions (Fig. 5). The amount of liquid 

refrigerant provided to rear channels is insufficient. This drives the tendency to evaporate whole liquid 

portion before it reaches the outlet header. For the investigated geometry of 40 channels significant 
region of PHE has been superheated with more than 5 [K]. It is expected to observe enlarged superheat 

region for the bigger PHEs. Fig. 5 provides the preliminary assessment of the inlet header modifications 

considered in this paper. Out of three proposals, relatively smallest improvement may be seen for case 
1 (symmetrical baffle). The closing baffle option (case 2) provides visible improvement. The top region 

of PHE is performing more evenly. Last variant improves the flow on the intermediate level between 

aforementioned previous cases. It decreased the superheat magnitude in top right corner of PHE, 

however created a new superheat area. 
 

         

Figure 5: Superheat region: from left to right: no baffle, case 1, case 2, case 3. 

 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of proposed geometrical modifications: vapor (top left) and liquid (top right) 

massflow, vertical velocity (bottom left) and vapor quality (bottom right).  

Results extracted from the half-height plane of PHE supports the conclusions derived based on Fig. 5. 
On Fig. 6 four parameters has been plotted – vapor and liquid mass flowrate, vertical component of 
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velocity and vapor quality. For the case 1, the PHE works very similarly to the baseline geometry, only 
in the middle of exchanger (on the end of the baffle), small local massflow rise can be observed. 

The case 2 and case 3 are reducing the flow maldistribution. As a direct consequence of stream 

separation the flow in front has been reduced and in the same time intensified at the rear part of PHE. 
The sudden massflow increase in the middle of PHE is observed at the end of the horizontal baffle. The 

flow maldistribution expressed as an average absolute deviation is: 0.1608, 0.1578, 0.1393 and 0.1112 

for the baseline, case 1, case 2 and case 3 geometry respectively. The best from the proposed 
solutions  can reduce the maldistribution by ~ 31%. 

5 Conclusions 

The presented work has been focused on developing efficient and fast numerical methodology for PHE. 
The robust transformation of real 3D geometry into its 2D representation was a key feature to 

significantly reduce the computation time but provide trustworthy results. The current methodology can 

direct to most optimal improvements of PHE geometry. It was shown, that an application of horizontal 
baffle in refrigerant inlet header may contribute to significant decrease of the flow maldistribution. The 

developed methodology can be used with different substances, e.g. LNG.  
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Nomenclature 

Letters:       Indexes: 
 

𝑚 - refrigerant massflow    𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 - inletting the PHE 

𝑁 - number of flowchannels   𝑐ℎ - channel 

𝐴 - cross-section area of single flowchannel ℎ - hydraulic, header 

𝐷 - hydraulic diameter    𝑚 - mixture 

𝛼 - volume fraction    𝑣 - vapor 

𝜌 - density     𝑙 - liquid 

𝜇 - dynamic viscosity    2𝐷 - two-dimensional 

∆𝑝 - pressure drop     3𝐷 - three-dimensional 

𝒖 - velocity     𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 - evaporation 

𝒈 - gravity     𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 - condensation 

𝑅 - rate of phase change in Lee model  𝑠𝑎𝑡 - saturated 

𝐶 - phase change parameter in Lee model   

𝑇 - Temperature      
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Abstract 
In this paper the focus is on the reactive material, reactor design, and heat capacity properties of a TES 

process. A standardized method for producing the reactive material is being developed, for use in a TES 

reactor vessel. The magnesium hydro carbonate (Nesquehonite, MgCO3· 3H2O) used can be produced 
by a carbon capture and storage by mineralization process. A composite material for the TES using 

chemisorption of water is a mixture of MgCO3· 3H2O and silica gel. Several heat effects are tested 

simultaneously with a recently constructed set up for 40-70 g composite material using temperature and 
relative humidity sensors to monitor the reaction and its conditions. The cyclability of the reversible 

reaction and the performance of the reactive material are analysed. A thermal storage capacity of 0.41 

MJ/kg using 70 g composite material could be measured, while using 3 g sample 

hydration/chemisorption effect of 0.71 MJ/kg was obtained. Earlier studies addressed application 
concepts of combining the TES reactor with heat pumps, to be used as an extra heat source during colder 

periods to improve the efficiency and COP. For the current paper, operating temperatures and humidity 

were measured in the reactor, as to match the parameters in of technical concepts, while also the 
maximum reaction heat effect using the composite material was measured.   

1 Introduction 

To reach the goals of the Paris climate agreement on reduced CO2 emissions, several studies suggest 

that both renewable energy technologies and carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies have to be 

applied. However, for several renewable heat sources the availabilities are fluctuating. Especially, 

thermal solar heat is largely exceeding the heating demand during summer, while the major demand is 
during winter. Solving this problem requires seasonal storage, in the form of thermal energy storage 

(TES), within affordable boundaries. Full scale water and/or gravel tanks have been widely tested for 

thermal storage for heat, resulting in 60% reusable energy, requiring large installations underground [1]. 
Chemical sorption reaction based TES require lower volumes, being more energy dense compared to 
latent storage and requiring an input temperature of 60-150 °C.  

In this paper, heat effects and storage capacity are assessed of a composite material, that is composed of 
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50% (by mass) silica gel (SG) and 50% a magnesium carbonate hydrate, Nesquehonite (NQ), which can 
be produced by a carbon capture and storage by mineralisation (CCSM) process [2-5]. Studies have 

shown that zeolites are suitable for TES, with around 1.0 MJ/kg thermal storage capacity at 
dehydration/charging temperatures of 100-140 °C, depending on which type is used [6-8]. However, 

several affordable salts would be a less expensive choice than zeolites [9]. By dehydrating MgCl2·6H2O 

to MgCl2·2H2O, a reaction enthalpy of 2 GJ/m3 is reached. Using granulate in a packed bed with 50% 
porosity gives a theoretical storage capacity of 1 GJ/m3, while experiments gave a storage capacity of 

0.5 GJ/m3 [7]. Organic composite phase changing materials can be another option for seasonal TES and 

is widely studied for this purpose. One recent development  is a microstructured polyol(erythritol) – 

polystyrene composite produced using high internal phase emulsion polymerisation. These have shown 
up to 0.33 MJ/kg and 0.2 MJ/kg at melting/crystallisation temperatures at about 115-120 °C and 0-50 

°C, respectively [10]. 

Studies have shown that silica gel (SG) is suitable as a TES material, reporting storage capacity and heat 

effects data [7,11,12]. Hardly any data from research on the thermodynamic properties of NQ can be 
found in the literature. The theoretical capacity storage capacity for NQ reacting according to reaction 

R1 is 1.0 MJ/kg while for water absorbed in SG 0.62 MJ/kg was measured. However, in a mixture with 
NQ and SG heated to just 65 °C during dehydration, maximum heat capacity for SG kg equals 0.52 

MJ/kg [11,13]. 

 

MgCO3 + 3H2O(g) ↔ MgCO3∙3H2O ΔH = -1.00 MJ/kg MgCO3∙3H2O, T=298K (R1) 
 

It was shown in our earlier studies that mixing NQ with SG increases the hydration (according to R1) 

conversion by creating a better transport and contract structure for the water vapour to react with the 
NQ [14]. Advantages of using NQ as TES material are the low (compared to eg. zeolite) operations 

temperature for the dehydration/desorbing of the storage material at preferably 65 °C, besides flame 

retardant properties of releasing CO2 and H2O at elevated temperatures [15,16]. Lower operating 
temperatures for the TES process decrease heat losses and enables longer operational time (cloudy days 

and morning/evening sun) of solar collectors.  

2 Concepts 

In this paper, the hydration reactor as part of a TES concept is simulated experimentally and the reaction 

rate and heat effects are determined. Several studies regarding TES by chemisorption involve heating 

up exhaust air in a reactor [7, 8]. In many cases heat is transferred, via a heat exchanger, to the inlet air. 
However, the low relative humidity (RH) then more or less compromises the storage capacity, depending 

on the TES material(s) used [12, 15]. 

To increase the RH in the reactor, TES can be coupled with an exhaust air heat pump (EAHP) as we 

developed in our earlier studies and have published, as shown in Fig. 1. This TES uses exhaust air 
containing water vapour from the indoor air of a building, collecting heat while the exhaust air is chilled 

down to e.g. 4 °C. This gives a suitable 60–100% RH for the hydration of NQ and SG, as indicated in 

the scheme in Fig. 1 [15].  
The reaction heat (for NQ mixed with SG according to R1) gives a temperature increase of 5–8 °C (20-

40% RH at 21 °C), depending on the partial pressure of water vapour in the exhaust air. The heat is 

further used for preheating the fresh inlet air, lowering the energy needed for heating this inlet air flow. 
The heat output of the TES would be 22–32% of the EAHP output, depending on the RH of the indoor 

air [15]. 

Naturally, excess moisture in a building space arises from indoor activities (shower, cooking etc.). Also, 

outdoor air can be a water vapour source for the TES reactor, considering that the house ventilation 
systems outlet air has a lower water vapour pressure than its inlet air. This is the result of chemisorption 
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(according to the concept studied here) at low temperature (giving a higher RH) at which water vapour 
adsorption in the TES occurs. 

EAHP often requires an auxiliary heat source especially for colder days [17]. Considering this, the heat 

stored during summer in a TES could be used as an assisting heat source where EAHPs are used during 
winter. A typical modern EAHP gives a COP ~ 3.4 while providing heat for floor heating and slightly 

lower value of ~ 3.0 when used for domestic heating water [18]. The COP of the total system would be 

increased by integration with TES during colder periods, considering that when the TES discharge-step 
unit operates, only one extra fan is required with some electricity input. Clearly, such TES can only 

operate in combination with an EAHP. 

During the dehydration stage the reaction air/gas should contain ~ 3% CO2 to prevent NQ to form 

hydromagnesite (which implies releasing some CO2). This could be implemented through injection from 
a small CO2 container into the closed air/gas cycle during dehydration. In the experimental part of this 

paper, the behaviour of this concept is simulated and the measurement of heat effects and capacity of 

the TES material are reported. 

 

Figure 1: Process scheme of the concept, presented in earlier work. Thermal energy storage reactor 

combined with an auxiliary heat pump. Simple line arrows contains gas/air flow, double lined 

contains liquid. [15]. 

3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Experimental set up (hydration) 

A set up was constructed for experimental measurement of the heat effects and to simulate the concept 
presented as shown in Fig. 2. The reactor vessel is insulated with 100 mm think polyurethane, and heat 

conduction was measured. For generating a certain humidity, air was pumped through a bubble column 

allowing up to 100% relative humidity (RH).  
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Figure 2: Scheme of the experimental set up and typical temperatures around the reactor. 

3.1.1 Hydration experiments 

As mentioned, the experiments aim to simulate the concept described in section 2. In our earlier studies, 
a hydration of dehydrated NQ (DNQ) with a mass increase 0.21 g/gsample was achieved at 8-11 °C with 

a granulate sample of 3 grams, giving a thermal storage capacity of 0.36 MJ/kg [15]. The reactor and its 
insulation were placed in an insulated box which’ inside is cooled down to 10 °C using ice. Moreover, 
experiments at 25 °C were done to measure and achieved maximum storage capacity for comparison 

with the previous thermal storage results (0.70 MJ/kg) calculated from a hydration mass increase of 0.42 

g/gsample [15].  

Samples of about 70 g (50%/50% dehydrated NQ i.e. MgCO3 , DNQ +SG) and 40 g (60%/40% DNQ + 
SG) reactive material were produced. The ratio between DNQ and SG is based on the mass of not-

hydrated material. The heat effect and reaction rates were measured using temperature and relative 

humidity sensors (Testo 650) to monitor the reaction and its conditions.  

3.2 Reactor design and TES material mixtures. 

In our earlier studies, round granules were found to be the most suitable shape for hydration of the 

composite material. Initial tests with the NQ and SG (0.5-1 mm) mixture granulates in the reactor 

showed challenges with collapsing structure and a sufficient air flow was not reached. For the 
experiments reported here a design with the TES material as 2mm thick plates with support grids 

integrated in the materials was made, for better structural strength and stability. In addition to using 

support grids, considerably smaller (150-250 µm instead of 0.5-1mm) particle size for the SG were 
tested for better stability of the NQ+SG material mix in the reactor. This mixture was used as TES 

material as 40-70 g samples to give both better hydration/storage capacity and better strength of the 

composite mixture.   
Basically, the reactor contained six or eight two-sided TES material layers as plates on a plastic grid for 

better mechanical stability. The mixture containing NQ and the 150-250µm SG showed to be strong and 

well mixed. 

The bulk density of NQ is 1840 kg/m3 and samples of re-hydrated NQ would have a density of 700-850 
kg/m3, which is similar to SG [19]. The MgCO3 or DNQ used in the composite mixture was dehydrated 

NQ according to the procedures in our earlier studies to determine the non-hydrated (initial) mass [14].  
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3.2.1  NQ production 

The preparations of NQ used for the composite reactor material followed the procedure of a CCSM 

process, precipitating the CO2 captured in aqueous solution as NQ (MgCO3·3H2O) as its product 
according to reaction R2 [2]. The magnesium is extracted from minerals using ammonium (bi)sulphate 

and introduced to the carbonation/precipitation stage as MgSO4 [2,3]. 

 

MgSO4(s) + 2NH3(g) + CO2(g)+ 3H2O(l) ↔ MgCO3·3H2O(s) + (NH4)2SO4(aq) (R2) 

4 Results and discussion 

Preliminary tests showed an increased (compared to our earlier work) hydration capacity, when a smaller 
particle size for the SG was used. Experimental results with 3 g granules using a mixture with 50/50 

DNQ+SG for the hydration step (energy discharge) after a few days gave a hydration of 0.46 g/gsample 

which implies a calculated storage capacity of 0.72 MJ/kg. This is an approximately 4.5 times larger 

TES capacity than heating up a similar mass of water by 40 °C. However, a similar test with 150-250µm 
silica gel gave a calculated storage capacity of 0.79 MJ/kg. 

4.1 Heat of hydration 

The hydration of 72.3 g Sample 1 composed of 50/50 DNQ/SG ratio with 100% RH air at 25 °C gave a 

mass increase of 0.259 g/gsample, which is theoretically calculated to 0.43 MJ/kg, as shown in Table 1. 

However, the conversion to NQ is only 57% of the results earlier obtained with 3 g granulate samples.  

Table 1: Process parameters and experiment results.  

 Unit SG+NQ 25°C SG+NQ 15°C SG+NQ 25°C  

Sample:  1 1 2  
Mass g 72.3 72.3 4.,5  
DNQ+ST mass ratio             g/g 50/50 50/50 60/40  

Temperature °C 25 12-17 25  
RH % 100* ~ 80  100*  
Water vapour pressure mbar 16 7 16  
Gas flow, mair l/min 2.7 2.7 1.8  

 g/s 0.035 0.053 0.053  

Time h 80** 40 48  
Hydration mass increase       g/gsample 0.259 0,061 0,217  
Calculated ΔHR1  MJ/kg 0.43 0.099 0.36  
Measured (ΔHR1) MJ/kg 0.41 0.057 0.35  
Measured/Calc. % 95 % 58% 98 %  
ΣQΔT W 290 125 223  
ΣQconduction W 299 60 252  
ΣQpump  W 182 128 142  

* 100% RH at 23 °C ** Temperature logging stopped 4 hours before reactor, results in a slightly 

larger hydration mass increase. 

 Using temperature data, using according heat balance Eqs. 1-5 a heat effect of 0.41 MJ/kg was obtained, 
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which is 95% of the theoretically calculated result. This indicates that the hydration data for hydration 
reactions of MgCO3 and SG can be applied and combined and are valid for the composite produced. 

Eq. 1 gives the heat (loss as) conduction through the reactor insulation and Eq. 2 gives the heat effect 

for the temperature rise of the air flow due to the TES conversion reaction. Eq. 3 takes into account the 
pre-heating of the air flowing into the reactor (mainly heat from the circulation pump used), further 

increasing the reactor temperature difference with the surroundings, resulting in increased heat 

conduction. In Eq. 4, the total specific heat rate (W/kgsample) is described and in Eq. 5, the sum Qtot gives 
the total heat effect obtained during the entire experiment. 

  

Qcond =  (Tins. air - Tsurroundings) · Ainsulation · U (1) 

QΔT = (Tout - Tin) · ṁair · cp,air + mair · cp,air · ln ((Tout+273.15) / (Tin+273.15)) (2) 

Qpreheat = (Tin - Tsurroundings )· mair · cp,air + mair · cp,air · ln ((Tin+273.15) / (Tsurroundings +273.15)) (3) 

Σqtot = (QΔT + Qcond - Qpreheat) / msample (4) 

ΔHR1 = ΣQtot = msample∙Σqtot (5) 

 

Second sample 2 with a 60/40 DNQ+SG mass ratio was tested under the same conditions with a 0.217 
g/gsample hydrated result giving a calculated 0.36 MJ/kg, while a heat effect of 0.35 MJ/kg (98% of the 

calculated value) was calculated from the temperature data. A smaller SG content, giving less 

transportation capacity of the water vapour seems to decrease the hydration capacity. However, as shown 
in Fig. 3, Sample 2 has a higher specific heat rate starting at 6 W/kg compared to Sample 1 starting at 

3.5 W/kg until 0.15 g/gsample hydration is reached after which the rates become similar. 

 

Figure 3: Temperature increase in the reactor of the experiments. 

To simulate the concept explained in section 2, Sample 1 was hydrated at 12-17 °C degrees. In our 

earlier studies, hydration test during 4 days at this temperature range and a RH of 65-75% gave 0.214 

g/gsample giving a calculated storage capacity of 0.36 MJ/kg, shaped as granules [15].  

The test with Sample 1 reached steady state after around 30 hours. At the end of the experiment, after   
41 ~ 42h the temperature values remained constant at Tin = 12.5 °C, Tout = 12.2 °C, Tsurroundings = 9.0 °C 

and Tins. Air = 11.9 °C. The temperature in the entire environment inside the ice-cooled, insulated box 

(generating the cooled environment) may be assumed to be quite uniform. Because of offset values of 
the thermocouples, the temperatures date around 12 °C are corrected to equal Tout. Thermocouple 

Tsurroundings  measures the temperature inside the cooled box  around the TES reactor insulation, which 

varies a few °C depending on the position (such as height and distance to the ice bath) of the 

thermocouple. Due to the constant temperatures when reaching steady state, it was estimated that the 
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average surrounding temperature would be equal to Tout, which is 3.2 °C higher than Tsurroundings. The 

hydration obtained at this temperature and with 80% RH was 0.061 g/gsample , which theoretically 

calculates to 0.099 MJ/kg, being less than a third of the result obtained in earlier studies. The total heat 
effect of 0.057MJ/kg was obtained, which is only 58% of the theoretical value for the hydration, 

indicating that the error due to temperature variations is larger at lower temperatures, while also the low 

value for hydration mass increase probably increases the relative error.  
The insufficient hydration obtained suggests a poor contact between the reaction gas and part of the 

material considering that a 3× better result was obtained earlier with a different sample 

structure/geometry. Overall, using this material design the highest hydration result obtained is 57% of 

that of our earlier results, suggesting that thinner plates (or layers) of the composite material must be 
used. Moreover, it is not impossible that the reactor design gives interference with the dehydration 

process. For dehydration, the aluminium wall material TES reactor is heated in a water bath and injected 
air is preheated to give a 60-65 °C output temperature. The heat absorbing characteristics of the TES 

material may cool the inner parts of the reactor, preventing full conversion. 

Shown in Fig. 4, the specific heat rate (Qtot, W/kgsample) during hydration at 15°C is half of the rate at 25 
°C. This would double the amount of reacting composite material needed for a certain heat output 

demand, compared to the earlier tested TES material morphology. Overall, 20-30% of the water vapour 
has reacted at the point where the heat rate shows a maximum. Considering that our earlier studies 

showed sufficient hydration with lower RH, achieving higher specific heat rates should be possible [15]. 

In case the reaction rate is too slow, increasing the residence time would decrease the RH of the outlet 

air.  
It seems essential to obtain a greater the temperature rise in the reactor. In Fig. 3, the temperature 

increase in the TES reactor vessel is shown, but it should be noted that a part of the reaction heat can 
also be conducted through the insulation, giving an about 3 °C increase for the test done at around 15 

°C. A theoretical temperature increase of 8.2 °C was calculated for the TES reactor at Tout = 12.2 °C, 

using 1/3 of the 5 mbar partial pressure water vapour (calculated with the heat losses neglected). 

Temperature increase values close to this value are sufficient for this concept, considering that the heat 

is used for preheating inlet air. Full-scale reactor volumes (>1m3) would give lower heat losses through 
the insulation, considering that the mass per wall area ratio would increase multiple times (at least 10). 

Moreover, a feature to consider for increasing the temperature rise in the reactor is that more water 

vapour reacting per amount of air results in a decreased RH in the reactor outlet air stream. Presumably, 

also increased residence time and contact area for the chemisorption would give a larger temperature 
rise. 

 

Figure 4: Specific heat rate against hydration mass increase. 
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5 Conclusions 

This paper reports on a reactor set-up for testing an inorganic carbonate TES material based on 

magnesium hydromagnesite. Samples of dehydrated nesquehonite (DNQ) and silica gel (SG) were 

prepared as plates of a composite material for hydration experiments. The hydration of material 
composed of 50%/50% DNQ+SG ratio at 100% RH at 25 °C gave a hydration mass increase of 0.259 

g/gsample, and a heat release effect (TES capacity) of 0.41 MJ/kg. At around 15 °C 0.061 g/gsample was 

obtained with the heat effect of 0.057 MJ/kg. This can be compared to earlier hydration mass increases 

of 0.46 g/gsample and 0.21 g/gsample obtained with other morphology samples and 15x smaller reactor size 
at 25 °C and 8-11 °C respectively. Increasing the DNQ content in the composite material to 60% gave 

a slightly smaller storage capacity of 0.35MJ/kg but an up to 50% better specific heat release rate. The 
specific heat rate generating a temperature rise  of 3 °C that is obtained at 15 °C is insufficient for the 

TES system concept presented; temperature increases closer to 8 °C are required for that. For better heat 

rate and storage capacity the contact between the humid air and the composite material needs to be yet 

further improved while also a longer residence time for the air flow is an option for better specific heat 

rate. 

Nomenclature 

Ainsulation  Inner area of the insulation around the reactor (m2) 
AH  Absolute humidity (mbar) 

COP  Coefficient of performance (-) 
cp,air  Heat capacity of air (kJ/(kg· °C)) 

DNQ  Dehydrated nesquehonite 

EAHP  Exhaust air heat pump 

HM  Hydromagnesite 
ΔHR1  Total heat effect generated by the reactor (kJ/kg) 

mair  Gas flow in the reactor (g/s; l/min) 

NQ  Nesquehonite 
q  Specific heat rate (W/kgsample) 

QT  Heat of the temperature increase in the reactor (W) 

Qcond  Heat conduction of the reactor insulation (W) 

Qpreheat   Heat absorbed in the inlet air before the reactor (W) 
Qtot  Total heat rate in the reactor (W)  

RH  Relative humidity (%) 

SG  Silica gel 
Tin  Inlet temperature of the reactor (°C) 

Tout  Outlet temperature of the reactor (°C) 

Tsurrondings Temperature of the insulation surroundings (°C) 

Tins. Air  Temperature of the air between the reactor and insulation (°C) 

U  Heat conductance of the reactor insulation, (W/(m2∙K)) 
TES  Thermal energy storage 
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Abstract 

The following paper focuses on the electric vehicles sector development and its possible influence on 

power system load in Poland. The goal is to estimate the increase of power demand resulting from the 

electric cars charging. 

First of all, the current legal environment, which provides a framework for the e-mobility sector 

evolution, was described. Furthermore, the technical process of electric vehicles charging was 

depicted and the applicable methods of cooperation between e-mobility and power system were 

proposed. 

The quantitative analysis of the impact of the electric vehicles charging on the power demand in the 

National Power System was conducted. The input data and adopted assumption were specified. The 

structure of the calculation model and the differences between analyzed scenarios were described. The 

outcome obtained for the National Power System and Warsaw distribution area were presented. 

1 Introduction 

The issue of the transport sector in the European Union member states, concerns mainly its negative 

impact on the environment and the high degree of dependence on crude oil, which is obtained mainly 

through its import from third countries. For these reasons, more and more attention is paid to efforts to 

change the current shape of the industry, which manifests itself, among others, in documents published 

by the European institutions. The chosen direction is to increase the share of alternative fuels in 

transport by expanding the infrastructure of refueling and charging vehicles based on unconventional 

fuels, promotion of unconventional technologies and common technology standards. 

In elaboration [1] issued by the European Commission on 3 March 2010, the objective was set to 

increase the competitiveness and energy security that is to be achieved through more efficient use of 

energy resources. A year later, the White Paper on Transport was adopted [2], which noted the need to 

reduce energy dependence. As one of the means to meet this challenge, the development of alternative 

fuels is mentioned. It is also proposed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the transport sector by 
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60% by 2050, taking the 1990 levels as the baseline. 

The first binding purpose addressed to European Union Member States was developed within the 

framework of Directive 2009/28/EC [3], which determined the required share of renewable fuels in the 

transport fuel market in the amount of 10% in 2020. This led to the popularization of the so-called 

biofuels, whose implementation in European conditions was relatively simple and cheap compared to 

other renewable energy sources for transport. As a result of industry consultations, a communication 

[4] was also elaborated, which indicates electricity, hydrogen, biofuels, natural gas and liquid as fuels 

with the greatest potential to replace petroleum in transport. 

The latest document on the development of alternative fuels for transport - Directive 2014/94/EU [5], 

to a greater extent than previous acts, deals with the topic of electric vehicles, indicating new 

recommendations and targets for electromobility. Member States were obliged, among others, to 

present the National Policy Framework within the scope of the areas addressed by the Directive until 

November 16, 2016. Within their framework, they are required to present, among others:  

• assessing the current state and future development of the market in relation to alternative 

fuels in the transport sector and assessing the development of alternative fuels 

infrastructure, 

• national general and specific objectives for the development of alternative fuels 

infrastructure, 

• the measures necessary to meet national general and specific objectives, 

• measures that can support the development of alternative fuels infrastructure in public 

transport services, 

• urban and suburban agglomerations, other densely populated areas and networks to be 

equipped with publicly accessible recharging points for electric vehicles. 

In the light of the above obligations imposed under Directive 2014/94/EU, the Polish Ministry of 

Energy presented on September 20, 2016. The Clean Transport Package [6], which includes: 

• National framework for alternative fuels infrastructure development policy [7], 

• Electromobility Development Plan [8], 

• Low-emission Transport Fund. 

The national framework for the development policy of alternative fuels infrastructure meets the 

requirements of the Directive on the development of alternative fuels infras- tructure. The assessment 

of current state of charging infrastructure for electric vehicles (as well as those supplied with other 

alternative fuels) was conducted and proposition of a number of changes regarding tax instruments and 

technical regulations was issued. From the point of view of this work, however, the most important 

analysis will be the introduction of the main national target, which includes the existence of: 

• 50,000 electric vehicles by 2020, 

• 6,000 charging points with normal power and 400 high-power charging points in 2020, 

• 1,000,000 electric vehicles in 2025. 

The legal framework for the development of electromobility was established in the draft Act on 

electromobility and alternative fuels [9] published by the Minister of Energy on 27 April 2017. 

2 Methods and materials 

The cooperation of electric cars with the power system should be understood not only in the form of 

energy consumption from electric networks, but also in Vehicle-To-Grid applications, where the 

power is delivered form the vehicle's battery to the power grid. The number of currently used charging 

modes and the differences in the parameters of individual batteries are the main problem in modeling 

the charging process. 
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Fig. 1: Simplified electric scheme of the car battery and charger [10]. 

The simplest diagram of the electrical circuit including the battery and charger is shown in Fig. 1. 

From the power supply side, the electric charger is supplied with a current of ci  and a voltage cV . The 

output parameters from the charger are the current and voltage 
packV . The current with such 

parameters supplies the battery with an internal resistance 
eqR . The voltage of the battery being 

charged has been marked in the diagram as 
eq

ocV . 

The basic parameter of the battery which is subject to modeling is the level of SOC (State of Charge), 

which can be expressed by the formula: 

nomQ

Q
SOC =  (1) 

Q   actual battery capacity, 

nomQ  nominal battery capacity. 

However, the change in the charge level SOC can be determined from the following formula: 

     dtti
Q

tSOCtSOCSOC
t

t
nom


0

0

1
==  (2) 

The DOD (Depth Of Discharge) parameter, which value reflects the size of the battery discharge, is 

also used to describe the battery condition: 

SOCDOD 1=  (3) 

2.1 Battery charging characteristics 

Electric The standard battery charging scheme for lithium-ion cells used in electric vehicles consists of 

the Constant Current and Constant Voltage phases and is commonly known as CC/CV charging. In the 

CC phase, a constant current is maintained on the battery side until the nominal voltage of the cell is 

reached. During this time, the charging power, which is the product of the charging current and the 

cell voltage, increases until reaching the maximum when switching from CC to CV phase. The charge 

level of the cell (State of Charge, hereinafter: SOC) increases linearly during this charging phase. In 

the constant voltage range the nominal voltage of the cell is maintained. In this time, the charging 

current is reduced, and thus the charging speed of the cell decreases. Charging ends when the full cell 

capacity is reached. 

 

The most important parameter from the point of view of the power system is the charging power. 

Assuming the indications from Fig. 1, we can describe the power of charging the battery as: 
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iVP packdc =  (4) 

However, the power consumed from the network can be expressed in the form: 

ccac iVP =  (5) 

Power on the network side is greater than charging power due to the efficiency of the charger, and the 

relationship between them can be described as: 

ac

dc

p

P
=  (6) 

It is worth noting that the voltage on the battery side is directly dependent on the level of charge SOC. 

The current on the battery side in the CV charging area also depends on the SOC level. It can therefore 

be concluded that the power on the side of the battery is a function of the level of its charge: 

     SOCiSOCVSOCP packdc =  (7) 

As the voltage in the power network is unchangeable, the charging power on the network side can be 

expressed in the SOC function as follows: 

   SOCiVSOCP ccac =  (8) 

 

 

Fig. 2: Charging curve of the battery used in the calculation model. 

In the charging area at constant current, the controlled value, kept constant by the controller, is the 

current. The voltage increases as the level of charge increases, until the nominal voltage is reached and 

the CV charging area is reached. Then the charging current, and thus the charging power, ceases to be 

a controlled quantity. This is particularly important in the case of car cooperation in the V2G scheme, 

where it is particularly useful for the operator of the network or other entity providing services to the 

operator to stay in the linear area of the SOC. In this case it is easy to model the power delivered to the 

network, without knowing the non-linear characteristics of charging individual batteries. The linear 

area for modern lithium-ion batteries ranges from about 50-60% to about 90% of the full battery 

charge. For the purpose of this work, an approximate course of the battery charging curve was 

determined, which will then be used in the calculation model (see Fig. 2). 
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3 Model description 

3.1 Construction of a model simulating the load of the power system 

In order to more accurately examine the possible impact of electric cars on the load on the power 

network, a model simulating additional electricity demand from charging electric vehicles was 

programmed. 

The purpose of the created model was to be the most accurate reproduction of the real conditions for 

the use of electric vehicles in 2025 (the nationwide target for electromobility was set for this year) and 

comparing the resulting electricity demand values with historical load data for the electricity grid. To 

achieve this goal, it was necessary to provide the model with many statistical data from the studies of 

Polish, German and British statistical offices and research units. The model has been constructed in R 

language, due to the possibility of handling large data sets based on libraries adapted for this purpose. 

Using the model, analyzes of additional power demand were carried out on the national and Warsaw 

scale. Both PSE (national transmission system operator) and Inogy Stoen Operator (distribution 

system operator in Warsaw) provide data on the power demand in the system in 15-minute 

granulation. As the simulation result was to be compared with the above data, the model was designed 

to perform simulations at 15-minute intervals. The remaining input data constituting the input to the 

model were adjusted to this granulation. 

3.2 Input data for the model of the National Power System 

First of all, the simulation of the power system load in a wide scale covering the entire country was 

performed. It can be expected that the impact of electromobility on the scale of the entire national 

system will be smaller than in cities experiencing a proportionally larger increase in the number of 

electric cars. The results of the model are to provide confirmation of this assumption. 

First, data on the power demand in the national power system, published by PSE [11], was developed. 

To ensure coherence of the approach, both in the case of domestic and Warsaw simulations, historical 

data were used in the range from 2010 to 2016 (only for these full years data for the Warsaw 

distribution area are available). Being aware of the variability of electricity demand during the year, 

four basic periods for which simulations were conducted were distinguished: summer workday, 

summer day off, winter workday and winter day off (see Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3: Curve of daily power demand in the national power system (based on [11]). 
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Limiting up to four different types of days avoids unnecessary fragmentation of data, and at the same 

time provides a good representation of the variability of network load on an annual and weekly basis. 

Free days include weekends and public holidays. Then, it is possible to notice a significant reduction 

in power demand. The winter season includes six months with the lowest average daily demand for 

power, which are the months from October to March. The summer season covers the months from 

April to September. 

3.3 Input data for the model of the Warsaw distribution area 

The expected impact of charging electric cars on the local power system in cities being the main 

centers for the development of electromobility is greater than in the case of the analyzed domestic 

case. Warsaw was selected for comparative purposes due to the possibility of obtaining data about the 

power demand relatively simply. The area of the capital city is excluded from the territory divided 

between four large distribution system operators. The operator of the distribution system in Warsaw 

and its vicinity is Innogy Stoen Operator. 

Similarly to the national system, data from the Warsaw network were divided into four types of days 

(see Fig 4). 

 

Fig. 4: Curve of daily power demand in the Warsaw distribution area (based on [12]). 

Observations made for load curves in the national power system are also valid for the local distribution 

area in Warsaw. Similarly, the differences between the summer and winter seasons, working and free 

days as well as the shift of evening peaks in the summer and the extension of the night valley on 

weekends are noticeable. Similarly as in the case of the national system, also for Warsaw a simulation 

of additional network load was performed, divided into four characteristic types of days. 

3.4 Statistical data 

In addition to historical data from power system operators, the input into the model also includes 

various statistical data. Unfortunately, there is no extensive research into the mobility of the society in 

Poland. For this reason, a large part of the data comes from tests carried out in Great Britain and 

Germany. It can be assumed that data collected in those countries where car culture is not significantly 

different from Polish (as opposed to mobility culture, eg in the USA) is better input than assumptions 

resulting from own experience or imprecise national data. 
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Using the data of experimentally tested distributions, it is reasonable to simulate the load induced by 

individual cars and the aggregation of the given output, which is the additional power demand. 

Aggregation of input data into sets revealing specific values of particular features would be associated 

with the unambiguous assignment of such sets of characteristics, such as travel duration, daily number 

of trips, travel time, etc. Such aggregation could, however, contribute to the disruption of final results 

due to the small number of possible to achieve the value of individual features, so that their 

distribution cannot be described in the form of an equation and enforces the use of discrete values with 

the probability assigned to them. 

At the stage of data preparation, four separate categories of input data can be distinguished. The first 

one was to simulate the way cars are used, taking into account statistical data and distributions 

obtained from them. These include data such as the number of trips during the day, the time of 

departure and the duration of the journey. The next category is related to the availability and type of 

chargers for electric cars. In the next stage, a charging curve for lithium-ion batteries developed for the 

needs of the model was used along with the probability distribution of their charge at the moment of 

launching the model. The last part of the script responsible for data preparation was designed to reflect 

the parameters of various types of electric cars, including battery capacity, available charging power, 

unitary electricity consumption and their market share. 

The individual input data for the model and their source are presented below. 

1. Number of trips during the day [13] 

2. Time of departure [14] 

3. The duration of the trip [13] 

4. Availability of chargers [15] 

5. Battery pre-charge curve - In order to maintain the maximum battery life of lithium- ion 

batteries, it is assumed that the preferred battery charge will be the SOC range between 

60% and 90% 

6. Distribution of electric cars PHEV (Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle) and BEV (Battery 

Electric Vehicle) - for testing on real data, five most popular PHEV and BEV car models 

in Europe were used [16]. 

3.5 Other assumptions 

The model simulated the situation in 2025, due to the fact that targets for the number of electric cars in 

Poland were set for this year. On a national scale, it is supposed to be 1 million vehicles with electric 

drive (PHEV or BEV type). Due to the lack of targets at the level of individual cities for 2025, 

Warsaw assumed the proportional share of 2020, resulting in a simulated number of electric cars on 

the streets of Warsaw is 104630. 

Due to the possibility of choosing different paths for the development of electromobility in Poland, the 

research was carried out for three levels of fully electric cars (BEV) in general electric cars (sum of 

BEV and PHEV): 0%, 50% and 100%. 

Due to the issues of battery life raised previously in the text, it was assumed that the range of SOC 

achievable for each car is 20% - 90%. This assumption aims to approximate the conditions of using 

lithium-ion batteries to real ones. What’s more, the assumption of 95% efficiency of the charging-

discharging cycle for the lithium-ion battery was assumed. This level is currently the maximum 

achievable ceiling, but it can be assumed that with the technological development the average battery 

efficiency will be close to this value. The second factor increasing the actual production of electricity, 

compared to its consumption by chargers, is the transmission energy losses. The model assumes that 

they can reach up to 10%. Therefore, the total efficiency with which the energy generated in the power 

system is used in the batteries of electric vehicles is η = 95% * 90% = 85.5%. 
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3.6 Simulation methodology 

As part of this work, two models were prepared simulating the impact of electric vehicles battery 

charging on the load of the power system. The first one assumes passive implementation of electric car 

technology, which will manifest itself in the lack of systemic changes that facilitate their integration 

into the network. In the second scenario, changes are being introduced in the form of creating 

incentives to shift the charging of electric vehicles to hours of valleys of 24-hour power demand in the 

power system. 

As previously mentioned, the first part of the model is to prepare the batch data in the appropriate 

form for the mathematical model. The following values of variables whose introduction is required by 

the program are the same for both scenarios: 

a) Number of cars: 

- 1,000,000 cars for the national model 

- 104,630 cars for the Warsaw model 

b) Number of days: 

- 8 days - the decision was made to simulate the whole week in 15-minute 

granulation. Thanks to this approach, it is possible to analyze changes in the scope 

of the day on one set of output data, as well as conduct case analysis for the entire 

week and obtain averaged values for a weekday (5 days) and free day (2 days). 

The model was adopted 8 days as an input value to allow the output from the first 

day to be cut off. This is done in order to get rid of distorted results for the first 

15-minute simulation periods, during which the model strives to stabilize, ie to 

achieve a situation in which the results from the next days are comparable. 

c) The first day of simulation 

- Sunday - the last day of the week was selected, because as the first day of entry 

into the model it will be finally cut off in the preparation phase of the results. As a 

result, the model will return the result in the form of an additional load 

distribution from 00:00 on Monday (adopted as the beginning of the first 15-

minute interval on Monday) to 23:45 on Sunday (adopted as the beginning of the 

last 15-minute interval on Sunday). This format of results seems to be the most 

intuitive in further analysis. 

d) BEV car share - three levels were adopted for analysis: 

- 0% 

- 50% 

- 100% 

e) Season 

- Summer - specific energy consumption has been assigned according to the energy 

consumption in summer 

- Winter - specific energy consumption has been assigned in accordance with the 

energy consumption in winter (assumption of unit energy consumption in winter 

higher by 25% than in summer) 

Based on the above data, with the help of sampling with the probability resulting from the 

distributions contained in subsection 3.4, tables are prepared for each car containing the number of 

journeys, start and end times of individual journeys, the availability of the charger during each car stop 

and the type of charging that this it offers. Next, for each car are assigned technical parameters, taking 

into account their probability distributions. Obviously, in the case when a car without fast charging has 

access to a quick charger, such charging is not carried out - then it is assumed that the car can take 

advantage of slow charging. The above procedure allows to prepare matrices with vehicle states, 

taking values 0 (journey), 1 (slow charging) and 2 (fast charging). The matrix of the above states 

assigned to each car in 15-minute intervals constitutes the charge to the second part of the model. 
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The right model algorithm is performed for each vehicle separately. For a given 15-minute time 

window, the status of the vehicle is read, depending on which the corresponding calculations or value 

assignments are made. The sizes determined in this part of the model are the level of SOC battery, 

energy accumulated in battery Q and energy change in a given time window dQ. In addition to the 

vehicle state matrix, the SOC0 level is also known at the time the calculations begin, and thus the value 

of Q0. 

3.7 Algorithm of basic simulation 

The basic simulation assumes maintaining the status quo in the field of cooperation between the 

electricity consumer and the network, which results in lack of incentives for charging electric vehicles 

in the daily valleys of power demand in the power system. In this case, it was assumed that users will 

want to charge electric vehicles immediately after the end of the journey. As a result, the car’s charge 

level would be kept as high as possible. On the other hand, loading the car after each trip will be a 

troublesome act and users of cars tend to charge them during longer, scheduled stops of the vehicle. 

For this reason, the loading of vehicles during the stopping process lasting less than 2 hours in the case 

when the SOC level exceeds 50% has been eliminated in the model. 

In the case of status 0, which means vehicle travel, the algorithm performs the following actions: 

sqQQdQ iii  == 1  (9) 

dQ  change of the energy value accumulated in the battery between the end and the beginning of the 

time window, 

q unit energy consumption [kWh/km], 

s the distance traveled by the car in the time window (10km/15min accepted in the model) 

max

i
i

Q

Q
SOC 1

1 = 
  (10) 

SOC  battery level [%], 

Qmax maximum amount of energy that can be stored. 

If in a given time window the algorithm returned the SOC value below 20%, the trip was 

forced to end. In line with previous considerations, the minimum SOC value that should be reached for 

batteries has been set at 20%. The final charge state of the SOC in this time window is 20%. 

For state 1, corresponding to a standstill lasting at least 2 hours, with the possibility of slow 

charging or a standstill of less than 2 hours in the case when the battery charge is lower than 50%, the 

following actions were performed: 
















slow
P

max

ii
T

min
SOCfSOC

15
,=1  (11) 

slow
P

maxT   change of the energy value accumulated in the battery between the end and the beginning of 

the time window. 

The 1iSOC  value was determined based on the generated battery charging profile. Knowing the 

iSOC  value and the ratio of the length of the 15-minute interval to the time of full battery charging. 

maxii QSOCQ  11 =  (12) 

iii QQdQ 1=  (13) 

 

If 90% of the maximum battery charge is reached, the algorithm forces the charging to end. 
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For state 2, corresponding to a standstill of at least 2 hours, with the possibility of quick charging or 

parking less than 2 hours in the case when the battery charge is lower than 50%, actions were carried 

out analogically to the previous case: 
















fast

P

max

ii

T

min
SOCfSOC

15
,=1

 (14) 

fast
P

maxT  fast battery charging time from SOC = 0% to SOC = 100%, 

The 1iSOC  value was determined based on the generated battery charging profile. Knowing the 

value of iSOC  and the ratio of the length of the 15-minute interval to the time of full battery 

charging, you can determine the state of charge at the end of the 15-minute loop window. 

maxii QSOCQ  11 =  (15) 

iii QQdQ 1=  (16) 

If 90% of the maximum battery charge is reached, the algorithm forces the charging to end. 

In the event that the stop lasted less than 2 hours and the SOC exceeded 50%, no calculations were 

carried out and the following values were attributed: 

ii SOCSOC =1  (17) 

ii QQ =1  
(18) 

0=idQ
 

(19) 

For each of the above cases, the change of the energy value accumulated in the battery between the 

end and the beginning of the ith time window idQ  has been converted into the value of the additional 

power demand iP . 

h

dQ

P
i

max
n

n
i

4

1
= 1=


 (20) 

maxn  the number of cars for a given case. 

4 Results 

4.1 The basic model for the national power system 

The calculations were carried out for three levels of the share of BEV cars in the electric car market, 

for a period of 7 days, starting from Monday. The results were presented graphically in Figures 5–7. 

Analysis of the daily travel profile allows for preliminary validation of the model’s results. The power 

demand curve turns out to be slightly shifted in time relative to the travel curve. Demand in the winter 

season exceeds the summer values due to the higher unit energy consumption of electric cars in 

winter. Free days are characterized by clearly lower additional demand, which is the effect of a lower 

number of trips on these days. 
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Fig. 5: Time distribution of the demand for power caused by charging electric vehicles for basic 

model in case of the national power system assuming a BEV share equal to 0%. 

 

Fig. 6: Time distribution of the demand for power caused by charging electric vehicles for basic 

model in case of the national power system assuming a BEV share equal to 50%. 

 

Fig. 7: Time distribution of the demand for power caused by charging electric vehicles for basic 

model in case of the national power system assuming a BEV share equal to 100%. 
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The average demand for power resulting from the charging of electric cars is 548 MW on weekdays 

and 431 MW on non-working days. However, the additional power requirement is not evenly 

distributed. In each of the analyzed cases, it can be seen that the peak of demand on weekdays falls on 

evening hours, coinciding with the largest daily demand for power in the national system. On free 

days, the highest demand was observed in the afternoon. For the zero share of BEV (100% share of 

PHEV cars) among electric cars, the maximum chargers demand for power reaches about 1100 MW in 

winter and 1000 MW in summer, while for a hundred percent share of BEV it grows to 1500 MW in 

winter and less than 1200 MW in summer. 

From the point of view of network stability and working conditions of generation sources, the 

dynamics of changes in power demand is important. When the fleet of electric cars is composed only 

of PHEV cars (Fig. 5), the chart is smooth and the periods of increases and decreases of the demand 

are reproducible and smoothly changing. On weekdays, the first increase in demand falls on the 

morning hours - after arriving at work. With small fluctuations, demand continues until return home 

from work, when there is another increase in chargers power consumption. From now on, there is a 

continuous decline to the early hours of the morning. On the days off, the largest increases in power 

take place after traveling around midday. The highest positive dynamics of change in the total power 

demand is observed in the morning and reaches around 90MW/15 min. The biggest drops are recorded 

in the evening and reach values above 70MW/15 min. 

For the case of the maximum share of BEV cars, the appearance of the curve is clearly changing (see 

Fig. 7). It is ragged, which indicates a sudden, abrupt change in the demand for power to charge 

electric cars. The explanation of this phenomenon is a short time of fast charging combined with high 

power consumed from the network during this process. The rapidly changing number of cars loaded in 

this case has a much greater impact on the network than in the previously discussed example. The 

disadvantageous effect of such a structure of electric cars on the network can be observed by 

comparing the rate of change in power. For the 100% share of BEV, they show greater randomness 

and higher absolute values. Transitions between individual time windows are not smooth which 

indicates high demand volatility. The maximum increases recorded for this case are even above 

300MW/15min, and drops above 250MW/15min, although it is possible that the rate of change 

observed in shorter intervals would be even higher. 

The results for the case with equal share of PHEV and BEV cars are between the two situations 

described above. Due to the initial phase of development of electromobility in Poland and the 

unpredictable further development of the domestic electric vehicle market, the option of PHEV and 

BEV’s participation in the amount of 50/50 will be accepted for further analysis of the impact on the 

domestic electric power system. This will allow for averaging the obtained results and avoiding 

extreme scenarios that are not very achievable. 

Due to the stabilization of the demand for electricity in recent years, the historical data from 2010-

2016 were adopted for the analysis for 2025. The results presented in Figures 8 and 9 show the share 

of power consumed by the chargers in the total domestic demand in the summer. It is visible that they 

account for a small portion of the total demand - it is a maximum of 5.6% on a weekday and 5.1% on a 

day off. It can also be noted that system load will occur mainly during the day, while at night the 

demand increase will approach zero. There will therefore be an increase in the differences between the 

daily valley and the peaks of demand. It results from the lack of incentives to shift charging in time 

and is an unfavorable factor from the point of view of the network operator and generation sources, 

causing, among others, higher values of power changes over time, as well as a lower rate of utilization 

of installed capacity in the system, resulting from greater daily irregularity of the load distribution. 

The situation in the winter period is presented in Figures 10 and 11. It is analogous to the situation 

during the summer. The share of electric car chargers in total power consumption is in this case a 

maximum of 5.5% and 5.3% for working and free day, respectively. 
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Fig. 8: Daily power demand in Poland for the summer working day including charging electric cars in 

the basic model. 

 

Fig. 9: Daily power demand in Poland for the summer day off including charging electric cars in the 

basic model. 

 

Fig. 10: Daily power demand in Poland for the winter working day including charging electric cars in 

the basic model. 
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Fig. 11: Daily power demand in Poland for the winter day off including charging electric cars in the 

basic model. 

For the purpose of comparison, the additional electricity demand per year was also estimated based on 

the calculation model. With data on power demand in 15-minute intervals and the number of 

individual types of days in a year, it is easy to calculate the system load of EV chargers for the whole 

year. In the table below, the average number of occurrences for 2010-2016 is assigned to each type of 

day. 

Based on the above data and the results of the weekly model, the result can be calculated as follows: 

hPE ti

av

ti 4

1
= ,

96

1=

4

1=

   (21) 

t  ordinal number of the time window, 
ti

avP ,  the average power value for the i-th category of the day in the t-th time window. 

The additional electricity demand estimated in Poland for one million electric cars in use would 

amount to 4.41 TWh compared to 4.3 TWh forecasted in the Ministerial Development Plan for 

Electromobility.  

4.2 The basic model for the Warsaw area 

The analysis of changes caused by electromobility in Warsaw presents similar conclusions as for the 

national system. The main difference between the situation of both systems is the greater share of 

electric cars in the total number of cars in a given area, which implies a greater share of energy 

collected by EV loaders in total demand. 
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Fig.12: Time distribution of the demand for power caused by charging electric vehicles for basic 

model in case of Warsaw area assuming a BEV share equal to 0%. 

 

Fig.13: Time distribution of the demand for power caused by charging electric vehicles for basic 

model in case of Warsaw area assuming a BEV share equal to 50%. 
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Fig. 14: Time distribution of the demand for power caused by charging electric vehicles for basic 

model in case of Warsaw area assuming a BEV share equal to 100%. 

From the analysis of the seven-day periods for different BEV shares in general electric cars, identical 

conclusions can be drawn as for the national case. The increase in saturation of the market with fully 

electric cars worsens the grid’s working conditions, introducing greater load variability and higher 

nominal values of its increments and decreases. For example, for the zero share of BEV (100% PHEV) 

in general electric cars, the maximum power increase is 10MW/15min, and the maximum power drop 

is around 8MW/15min. On the other hand, for a car fleet consisting of only BEV cars, the parameters 

discussed are rising to 29MW/15min and 34MW/15min respectively. 

 

Fig. 15: Daily power demand in Warsaw for the summer working day including charging electric cars 

in the basic model. 
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Fig. 16: Daily power demand in Warsaw for the summer day off including charging electric cars in 

the basic model. 

 

Fig. 17: Daily power demand in Warsaw for the winter working day including charging electric cars 

in the basic model. 

 

Fig. 18: Daily power demand in Warsaw for the winter day off including charging electric cars in the 

basic model. 

The daily analysis shows the greater impact of charging electric cars on the total power consumption 

from the network. On weekdays it is the highest in the evening peak, and on weekends in the afternoon 
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and reaches about 11-12% of the total demand. On the other hand, during the night the share of EV 

charging in the total electricity consumption drops almost to zero. A favorable situation would be if 

local generation sources were able to develop a rapidly changing demand for power. An example of a 

source that can compensate for significant power fluctuations can be a newly built combined cycle 

unit in Żerań CHP. 

5 Conclusions 

The promotion of electromobility in Poland seems to be inevitable due to the technological 

development of the e-mobility industry and the constantly growing benefits of using electric cars. In 

Poland, a fast growth of the electromobility sector in the following years is expected and a million 

registered electric vehicles are to be achieved in 2025. The implementation of the proposed act on 

electromobility and alternative fuels, which establishes the legal framework for the sector, determines 

the directions of its development and defines goals. 

The planned increase in the number of cars charged with electricity will mean an increase in the 

demand for power in the national power system, and therefore it seems appropriate to analyze the 

impact of the development of the electric vehicles industry on the working conditions of the power 

system. In addition to estimating the total increase in electricity demand, the key issue is the 

simulation of its potential daily distribution in different scenarios. In order to carry out such an 

analysis, a computational model was created to estimate the distribution and amount of additional 

power demand. 

Preparing to program the model consisted of conducting analysis of electromobility markets in the 

leading countries in this field, development of technical data in the field of electric vehicles and their 

charging infrastructure, as well as obtaining statistical data. Various examples of the development of 

e-mobility markets have suggested the need to take into account different scenarios for the 

development of the structure of the electric car market that differ in the level of market saturation with 

fully electric cars. Obtained technical data allowed to simulate the charging process of a lithium-ion 

battery used in electric cars. Statistic data distributions have in turn made it possible to implement 

different ways of using vehicles. The designed model was used to perform calculations for the national 

system and for the Warsaw distribution area, where the effect of electromobility development will be 

correspondingly larger. The simulation was carried out in the basic scenario assuming the maintenance 

of current system solutions. This analysis will be extended by a progressive scenario in which price 

incentives for electric car users is programmed. 

The results of the model confirm the assumptions about the possibility of a twofold effect of 

electromobility on the power system load. As a rule, the greater share of BEV cars is accompanied by 

greater variability of power demand and higher power consumption peaks. The difference between the 

scenarios manifests itself in the daily distribution of the load from charging electric cars. The 

simulation indicates a deterioration of the conditions of the generation sources by increasing the 

demand for power during the day and a small impact on the network load at night, which results in 

deepening the differences between the daily valley and the peak. Higher load unevenness will 

adversely affect the use of installed power in the power system. It is expected that in the progressive 

scenario, assuming the introduction of variable electricity prices, the values of maximum energy 

consumption from the network will increase and the peak of the load caused by battery charging will 

shifts to night hours, causing flattening of the daily power demand graph. 

The results of the model indicate a non-negligible impact of economic incentives on the distribution of 

power demand resulting from the charging of electric cars. Depending on the implemented solutions, 

electromobility can help or harm the power system. The legislator, the power system operator and 

electricity generators should therefore take action to develop system solutions that will encourage 

users of electric vehicles to load them in a way that benefits them and for the power system operator 
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and owners of power sources. 
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Abstract 
Solar thermal energy systems offer large potentials in efficiency-enhancing applications for the Middle 

East and North Africa (MENA) region, especially in coastal desert areas. While currently common air 

conditioning systems and membrane based desalination units have a negative impact on electric grid 
stability, small scale decentralized solar heat generators make solar heat as a largely available resource 

locally available. The combination of solar thermal systems with other thermal processes can tap 

economic incentives to disseminate solar thermal applications in the region. Combined solar thermal 
desalination and facility cooling processes, hybridized in parallel with local residual biomass and sewage 

sludge fuelled pyrolysis units, can contribute to mitigate high power cost for residential and small 

communal industries. Additionally, reducing water consumption and generating by-products such as salt 

from zero-liquid discharge desalination and biochar suitable for soil recovery, carbon sequestration is 
performed under simultaneous support of local supply chain structures and micro-economies. Based on 

scenario comparison and process oriented simulation methods for combined energy conversion 

technologies with biochar generation, e.g. pyrolysis, a decentralized solar thermal desalination and 
cooling process is designed and implemented. In the framework of a feasibility study, a demonstration 

plant based on full time renewable energy operation is currently developed. As a first step of 

implementation, a Linear Fresnel Collector (LFC) with pressurized water system at TU Berlin Campus 
El Gouna, Egypt, is designed to serve as multi-purposed, decentralized thermal energy conversion unit 

connected to an extendable local heating grid. Applying a sensitivity analysis under respective boundary 
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conditions from the pilot plant, the results can lead to economically viable business models which are 
sustainable for the environment. An exergy analysis can be used for the development of calculation tools 

to evaluate the integrated thermal processes suitable for coastal resorts with rural structures. 

1. Introduction 

A large number of different projects making use of the commercialized solar concentrating technology 

have been realized in the MENA region during the last ten years [1] entailing large scale projects mainly 
focused on power generation [2]. Due to the lowered costs for solar thermal systems, concentrating solar 

heat generators (CSH) with Linear Fresnel Collectors (LFC) become applicable for small scale 

applications leading to fuel savings and CO2 emission reduction. In rural coastal resorts holding biomass 

from landscape conservation the simultaneous generation of fresh water and biochar products for 
agriculture [3] presents an option to solve the issues of water scarcity and time-of-day conditioned 

availability of solar radiation. Thermochemical processes supplement the daily output of useful heat 

implementing simultaneously carbon sequestration [4]. Agricultural analysis of high quality biochar 
products has shown them economically attractive under given boundary conditions [5]. Energy and 

exergy analysis show comparable results for water resource savings by combined thermal desalination 

and refrigeration process variations [6]. Based on mass and energy balancing, two scenarios are 

discussed in this study implementing the above described combined solar thermal and carbon 
sequestration technology. 

2. Objective 

The objective of the present project is the development of a method for simulation of economically and 

ecologically sustainable facilities for decentralized hybrid solar thermal energy conversion adapted for 

given quantity structures. Steady-state conditions for irradiation offer the potential for solar storage 
systems. Combined systems keep potentially expensive storage systems small and ensure flexible plant 

operation. As shown in Fig. 1, combined desalination based on biomass and solar thermal systems 

generating refrigeration energy and desalinated water simultaneously for agricultural application can be 

assembled from system modules which are available on the market. Useful by-products such as high 
quality biochar from biomass converters for soil improvement and industrial salt from desalination may 

present additional benefits. 

The thermal desalination system is specially adapted to the operation with solar heat and due to an 
improved internal heat transfer system, it is able to work efficiently in part load. Depending on the 

available steam from the solar collector, the system can be improved by applying a thermal vapor 

compression unit increasing the water output. The system oversaturates the feed water until precipitation 
of salts occurs. Depending on system configuration and salt purity, salt drying allows a zero-liquid 

discharge (ZLD) operation and the generation of salt as an additional product. The desalinated water has 

a high purity and can be used as drinking water or for agricultural purposes. As environmental pollution 

by brine effluents, as they emerge from conventional desalination plants, are avoided, these systems 
present an additional environmental benefit. 

Fig. 2 gives a more viable and less complex solution for small industrial plants where low temperature 

heat can be used, e.g. in facilities. This model has as its main purpose the solar thermal desalination of 
well or sea water with simultaneous thermal facility refrigeration while it gives the opportunity to 

generate biochar suitable for diverse purposes as a by-product. Additionally, such systems could be also 

powered by various waste heat sources, which are commonly present in industrial environments. 

Both concepts are compared technically and economically under defined boundary conditions. Further 
considerations focus on the adaption of the concept and the discussion of several variants by means of 
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quantitative criteria from the energetic and exergetic efficiencies as well as from the environmental 
impact of each multi-staged overall process. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Combined pyrolysis and solar thermal desalination, CSH plant with AHP 
for cooling and LTDis for desalination (concept 1: agricultural application case) 

 

Fig. 2: Combined solar / biomass CHP heat generation plant for desalination and 
facility cooling with biochar as a by-product (concept 2: industrial application case) 

3. State of the Art 

Presently, economically viable solar facility refrigeration systems offer the possibility to be 
accomplished as full day operative combined systems. Research activities on solar thermal processes 

have led to technically feasible processes for power generating CSP technology [7]. The linear Fresnel 

collector (LFC) technology with secondary reflectors has been proven as low investment and most viable 
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for decentralized small scale plants for heat generation [8]. The thermal desalination system (LTDis) is 
specially adapted to the operation with solar heat. Due to an improved internal heat transfer system, it is 

able to work efficiently in part load. Depending on the available steam from the solar collector, the 

system can be improved by applying a thermal vapor compression unit increasing the water output. As 
the effluent from desalination plants (brine) can be seen as environmental pollution, the system 

oversaturates the feed water until the precipitation of the salts is reached. Depending on the configuration 

and the purity, this salt can be dried to allow a zero-liquid discharge (ZLD) operation and the generation 
of an additional product. The desalinated water has a high purity and can be used for drinking or 

agricultural purposes. [10]. 

3.1. Solar thermal desalination 

The presented LTDis technology is already applied in several industrial applications treating high saline 

feed water with low-grade waste heat. Basically, the system applies the mechanisms of multi stage 
vacuum distillation in a different configuration compared to conventional MED or MSF desalination 

plants. The main reason for the high thermal efficiency is a drastically improved heat transfer resulting 

from a special spray system in the evaporating and condensing reactors (direct contact condensation). 
Here, the heat exchange is realized in standard plate heat exchangers outside the reactors while the 

internal heat transfer takes place on cooled distillate droplets. Fig. 3 visualizes the principal process 

scheme for one stage. 

In order to realize zero-liquid discharge (ZLD), the oversaturation and precipitation of salts from the 
seawater is necessary. Due to the thermodynamic characteristics of the most important ions in the 

seawater, the precipitation can take place any time in the evaporation reactors resulting in clogging of 

valves and pipes. The design of the plant prevents this effectively by the connection of siphons between 
the stages. By the application of thermodynamics and salt kinetics, there can be precipitated single types 

of ions in high purity.  

 

  

Fig. 3: Principal process scheme  

           of the LTDis technology [11] 

Fig. 4: Energy demand and water output 

            of the desalination unit 

3.2. Biochar generation from biomass 

Additionally, thermo-chemical biochar generation from residual biomass represents a sustainable niche 

application targeted at combined raw material and energy savings while natural carbon sinks and 

providing closed matter cycles, e.g. for water savings or sustainable land use in arid regions. High quality 
biochar as a by-product from these processes is applied for soil improvement, e.g. as certified biochar 

according to the European Biochar Certificate (EBC) criteria. EBC biochar is characterized by 

potentially low critical concentrations of basically harmful components such as PAHs and toxic mineral 
components. Soil quality improvement parameters due to biochar substrates have not yet been identified 
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conclusively. Biochar generated at middle temperature pyrolysis of dry lignocellulosic biomass followed 
by Low-NOx-combustion zones [12] leads to favorable morphology of the material [13, 14] and has a 

high heat output potential. However, pyrolysis and partial combustion at temperatures of <800°C remain 

at lower thermal efficiency compared to conventional combustion or total gasification process due to 
relatively low process temperature. Though solar thermal pyrolysis would technically be an option [15], 

so that biomass would be useful as a storable energy resource during times of low or unavailable direct 

solar irradiation. Solar steam can potentially be useful as an oxidizing agent increasing the calorific 
value of the gasification gas. 

4. Methodology 

As a result of first considerations, two models varying in the type of biomass decomposition and in the 
quantity of solar steam generation, the overall efficiency and hence the economic viability of hybrid 

combined solar / biomass processes is defined by the valorization potential due to carbon sequestration, 

soil recovery parameters and water saving potential. The process concepts chosen and presented in Fig. 
1 and Fig. 2 are developed as need oriented cases for 2 different types of operational objectives for the 

exploitation of locally available resources: 

Concept (1): Agricultural application case: aiming for EBC biochar generation and water savings, 

occasional refrigeration for energy savings 
Concept (2): Industrial application case: aiming for refrigeration energy savings for facility operation, 

biomass gasifier biochar generation as by-product 

For both concepts the baseline in resource needs, i.e. fresh water output, refrigeration energy and 
biomass resources, are considered as well as financial boundary conditions for coastal resorts in the 

MENA region. Local use of lignocellulosic biomass, air dry <10% moisture content landscape 

conservation material is foreseen. Concept 1 implements the use of additional biomass with moisture 
contents of up to 25% (sun dry water sewage sludge) as well as grey water from domestic resources and 

aims for a communal or SME joint venture business model. The LFC system is simulated by a model 

for existing plants [6]. The biomass based heat generation unit (Fig. 3) is based on combined pyrolysis 

and synthesis gas combustion (concept 1) or gasification (concept 2) systems. 
The simulation is conducted by mass and energy flow structure models based on the equations below. 

Under the assumption of negligible tar losses within the system because of temperatures >900°C in the 

combustion zone, ideal conditions for middle temperature pyrolysis are assumed. The formation of 
biochar is considered as being determined by mass transfer and reaction kinetics in the first place. It is 

regarded as the result of slow first order reduction of carbon monoxide under pyrolysis conditions with 

neither water nor oxygen present. In spite of these simplifications and the exclusion of the influence of 
mass transport, the conversion rates calculated in the range of 0.02 ÷ 0.2 correspond to empirical values 

given by small scale system suppliers. 
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(a) 

   

(b)

 

Fig. 3: Partial process simulation with Aspen® [12]: (a) Combined pyrolysis and synthesis gas 
combustion with single process kinetic approach, (b) gasifier with phase separation model 

5. Results 

The above mentioned methodology of mass and energy balances with regarding reaction kinetics shows 

advantages of concept 2. Though concept 1 fits in available structures and offers more benefits in terms 

of biochar output, the concept 2 design is more need oriented, energetically more efficient and 
economically more viable. The analysis of energy and exergy flows potentials for economic viability 

regarding facility refrigeration as sole time-dependant heat sink. In combination with solar desalination 

better load behaviour of the overall system is expected, since the low temperature distillation (LTDis) 

shows better efficiency values while running permanently. Table 1 gives an overview on 3 process 
variants resulting from the preliminary consideration of heat generating processes. Though single 

gasifiers are more efficient in terms of NCV exploitation for synthesis gas, pyrolysis can lead to higher 

overall process efficiency as exploitation of low NCV biomass and higher biochar yield and quality are 
taken into account. This means that only full load configurations are efficient. One exception is the 

pyrolysis, as it has the capacity to generate the useful energy containing product of biochar even at no-

load. Generally, in hybrid heat exchange processes the overall efficiency can be increased by inner heat 

exchange or substitution of disadvantageous load situations of the less resource intensive technology 
(solar heat) by a technology having higher part load capacity, such as gasifiers. 
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Table 1: Comparison of different combined process variants 

 

Fig. 5: Comparison of different operation modes for combined solar (LFC)/ biomass (1: pyrolysis-
combustor combi unit, 2: gasifier-combustor combi unit) heat generation for desalination (LTDis) and 

absorption heat pump (AHP): Overall process simulation based on energy balances 

6. Conclusion 

Combined decentralized solar and biomass energy systems are flexible in hybrid applications, though in 

the first place their exergy losses are potentially high related to gas generating concepts. Consequently, 

24h-operation renewable energy based systems are technically possible and economically viable. 
Carbon sequestration and energy saving operation is also possible adapted to arid climate regions.  

Further potential efficiency increase can be performed by steam generation for thermal vapor 

compression in LTDis system or allowing back-up heat generation by autothermal gasification. 
However, steam generation systems require additional solar hybrid boiler and water treatment systems. 

In spite of this, the continuous development of the individual components and their combination lead to 

competitive systems suitable for investors in different sectors. The economic comparison of further 

scenarios based on exergoenvironmental balances with introduction of real factors for the environmental 
impact presents an applicable method to find suitable solutions for decentralized clean energy systems. 

List of Abbreviations and Symbols 

Process variant 

Overall 

Process 

Energetic 

efficiency 

Energetic 

Efficiency 

Biochar 

generation 

Expected 

Biochar 
yield 

Expected 

Biochar qualtity 

1) Combined pyrolysis model (1) 31.9% 15.2% 
ca.15% 

NCV based 
EBC compatible 

 

2) Single gasifier model (2) 
 

22.1% 18.8% 
ca.7% 

NCV based 

Further 

treatment 
recommended 

3) Combined 

pyrolysis+combustor / Solar 

desalination (LFC) 

40.6% 15.2% 

ca. 15% 

NCV based 
EBC 

Compatible 
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AHP 
CHP 

CSH 

CSP 
EBC 

LTDis® 

m 
NCV 

P 

PAH 

Recycl. 
TDS 

ƞ 

ZLD 

: absorption heat pump 
: cogeneration of heat and power 

: concentrated solar heat 

: concentrated solar power 
: European Biochar Certificate 

: Low Temperature Distillation ®, patented process by TPTec GmbH 

: mass [kg] 
: Net Calorific Value [kJ/kg] 

: electric power [kW] 

: Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

: from Recycling Facility 
: Total Dissolved Solids (with salinity unit) 

: efficiency [%] 

: zero liquid discharge 
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Abstract 
The ash deposits rich in alkali metals and chlorine are the main operating problems during biomass 

combustion. The slagging, fouling and high temperature corrosion can appear causing limitation of heat 

transfer, bed agglomeration and metal surface degradation. This paper reports the results of the 
laboratory-scale corrosion studies of steel under biomass ash deposits. Selected steel grades with various 

chromium content from 0.5 to 17 % were analyzed. Three well-characterized biomass ashes doped with 

0.1 and 0.5 % wt. of KCl were used for corrosion tests. The corrosion experiments were carried out 

under oxidizing conditions, at 560 °C and 610 °C through 168 hours. To determine the corrosion rate 
the mass of steel samples were measured after 24, 72 and 168 h. The corrosion tendencies (scale 

thickness and morphology) were analysed by SEM-EDS technique. The results showed that rate of oxide 

layer growth determines the influence of ash deposits on steel surface and overall corrosion mechanism. 
For low-chromium steel the rate of oxide layer growth is significant and a scale forms a barrier between 

the deposit and metal surface. Additionally, the deposit limits the further oxidation. The highest 

influence of ash on corrosion was observed for medium-chromium steel. The high-chromium steel 

shows the highest corrosion resistance. 

1 Introduction 

1.1.  Steel oxidation process in contaminated environment 

Chlorine and its compounds in the flue gas accelerate steel corrosion processes by: increasing oxidation 

rate and metal loss, protective oxide scale degradation, pitting and sub-surface corrosion mechanism [1]. 

Figure 1 presents the main corrosion mechanisms of steel in biomass-firing boilers were presented. The 
most common in the litterature mechanism of high-temperature corrosion is an active oxidation model, 

based on the idea of steel oxidation rate acceleration by chlorine closed cycle of reactions in the gas and 

liquid/solid phase [2, 3]. However, in biomass-firing units the alkali metals concentration in raw fuel is 

significant and the main corrosion mechanisms are under-deposit and molten salt corrosion [4, 5]. 
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Figure 1: High-temperature corrosion mechanism during biomass combustion [3] 

1.2. Corrosion under the deposits 

Slagging and fouling of ash deposits increase the risk of high temperature corrosion on the heat 

exchanging surfaces. Alkali metals volatile compounds: chlorides, sulphates, carbonates and hydroxides 

are main corrosive species during biomass combustion. Additionally, ratio between chlorides and 

sulphates determines the low temperature eutectics concentration in the ash deposits. The stability of 
carbonates and hydroxides depend on temperature and CO2 concentration in the flue gas [6]. 

 

𝐾𝑂𝐻 + 𝐶𝑂2 ↔ 𝐾2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑂 (1) 

 

Due to alkali metals hydroxides formation in the gas phase additional corrosive salts are formed through 
the secondary reactions strongly affecting the corrosion process of steel: 

 

𝐾𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻𝐶𝑙 ↔ 𝐾𝐶𝑙 + 𝐻2𝑂 (2) 

 

𝐾𝑂𝐻 + 𝑆𝑂2 +
1

2
𝑂2 ↔ 𝐾2𝑆𝑂4 + 𝐻2𝑂 (3) 

 
Chlorides and other salts condenses on heat exchanging surfaces and reacts with oxides forming the 

protective scale [7, 8]. The structure of the oxide scale is damaged and additional Cl2 released can 

directly participate in the gas phase corrosion (active oxidation) or form chlorides through secondary 

reactions: 
 

4𝐾𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑟2𝑂3 +
5

2
𝑂2 ↔ 2K2𝐶𝑟𝑂4 + 2𝐶𝑙2 (4) 

 

2𝐾𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑟2𝑂3 + 2𝑂2 ↔ K2𝐶𝑟2𝑂7 + 2𝐶𝑙2 (5) 

 

Alkali metals salts condensed on heat exchanging surfaces can react each other and with scale oxides 
leading to formation of low-melting eutectic mixtures (Table 1). In case of straw combustion, the 

inorganic salts concentration is high and the ash deposits starts to melt at 700–900 °C [9]. 

Due to enhanced diffusion process in the liquid phase, the corrosion process is accelerated when the ash 

melting is observed.  
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Table 1: Melting and eutectics points for selected potassium salts [6,8,10] 

Compound/eutectics 
Melting temperature/ 

eutectic point, °C 

Composition at eutectic 

point, wt. % 

KOH 360 - 

KCl 772 - 
K2CO3 891 - 

K2SO4 1069 - 

KCl-K2Cr2O7 368 25 
KCl-K2CO3 632 61.6 

KCl-KCrO4 650 68.4 

KCl-K2SO4 694 73.4 

In all corrosion mechanisms chlorine acts as a catalyst in the corrosion process. The presence of Cl2 and 
its compounds in the environment accelerates the oxidation proocess of steel. The process conditions, 

fuel properties and contaminations concentration determine the high-temperature corrosion mechanism.  

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Three kinds of agricultural biomass ashes were considered in this study. The samples were denoted as 

MCS1  mixed cereal straw 1, MCS2 – mixed cereal straw 2, CS – corn straw. A low-temperature ash 
was prepared for the experiments (24h at 550 °C). Inorganic elements in ash samples were determined 
by ICP-AES (Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy) using a ICP-AES-JY 2000 

apparatus. Chlorine content in ash was determined accordig to PN-EN 196-2:2013-11 – using a titration 

method, sulfur content was measured with Truspec CHN628 with an additional high-temperature (up to 

1350 °C) furnace. 

Table 2: Concentrations of major ash constituents of selected biomass samples, wt. % 

Sample Na Mg Al Si P K Ca Ti Fe Cl S 

MCS1 0.68 1.66 2.12 25.10 1.12 14.50 7.41 0.11 1.25 1.33 0.736 

MCS2 0.18 1.26 0.52 30.40 1.40 11.70 11.6 0.05 0.39 1.75 0.870 
CS 0.13 2.18 1.57 23.90 1.75 19.80 5.99 0.17 1.08 1.51 0.728 

For the corrosion studies 4 boiler steels were selected according to the main anticorrosive constituent 
(chromium) concentration: 16Mo3 – S1, 10CrMo9-10 – S2, X10CrMoVNb9-1 – S3, X7CrNiNb18-10 

– S4. Steel sample composition was determined by SEM-EDS analysis (Nova NanoSEM 450). 

Table 3: Selected steel grades composition, wt. % (SEM-EDS) 

Element 

Steel sample 
Fe Cr Ni Mn Mo Si 

16Mo3 – S1  95.9 0.5 0.4 0.9 1.2 0.2 

10CrMo9-10 – S2 92.3 2.6 - 3.6 1.1 0.4 
X10CrMoVNb9-1 – S3  86.2 8.8 0.4 1.2 1.1 0.4 

X7CrNiNb18-10 – S4 64.6 16.9 13.2 2.9 - 0.8 
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2.2 Long-term high-temperature corrosion tests 

Long-term corrosion tests in oxidizing atmosphere were performed in a muffle furnace with temperature 

regulation and air supply. Weight measurements were taken after: 24 h, 72 h and 168 h. The kinetic 
model of high-temperature corrosion in this study was assumed to be at the beginning linear and 

afterwards parabolic. Based on performed experiments in given conditions, the corrosion rate 

characteristics were determined. 

The process conditions during all tests were isothermal, selected temperatures: 560 °C and 610 °C are 
characteristic for biomass combustion corrosion studies [11]. Additionally, the influence of passive 

oxide layer on corrosion rate was analysed. Pre-oxidation procedure was performed according to [12], 

the corrosion coupons were heated up at 200 °C for 24 h in air. All specimens were made form seamless 
pipe and cut into 10-20 x 10 mm pieces. Coupons were polished with SiC paper of different grid size: 

from 180, up to 2500 in acetone to obtained flat and smooth surface. Samples before the ash covering 

were cleaned and degreased in ultrasonic bath in acetone. The outer pipes side were covered with an 

anticorrosive scale, which was not included in the calculations. Prior the corrosion tests, all samples 
(except one – acting as the reference measurement) were covered with a known amount of pure biomass 

ash and its mixtures with KCl.  

2.3 SEM-EDS analysis 

After the exposure the corrosion coupons were cooled down in desiccation and afterwards mounted in 

chlorine-free epoxy resin to stop the process and fix the corrosion products. For the SEM-EDS analysis 

the specimens were cut off in the middle to reveal the cross-sections. The selected samples were analysed 
with a scanning electron microscope and energy-dispersive X-ray (Nova NanoSEM  450) to identify 

scale chemical composition. The SEM backscatter images were taken to reveal the structure of the scale.  

3 Results 

3.1 Gravimetric corrosion exposure tests 

First, corrosion tests under real biomass ashes were performed. The influence of the temperature, the 

ash composition and pre-oxidation process on corrosion rate of 10CrMo9-10 steel were analysed. The 
coupons were covered with the deposit only on the one side, but the mass gain was determined in mg/cm2 

for the whole specimen (except the outer surface covered with fabric anticorrosive scale).   
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Figure 2: Gravimetric corrosion tests results of 10CrMo9-10 steel at 560 °C and 610 °C 

At 560 °C a steel sample covered with pure CS ash showed no tendencies for corrosion, it was at least 

corrosive ash, however after increasing the temperature up to 610 °C, the CS ash influence was most 
visible.  It might be assumed that possible eutectic formation occurred (due to high chlorine and low 

sulphur concentration) increasing the diffusion in ash-scale interface. The CS sample melting 

characteristics were determined by means of high-temperature microscope and the sample shows that 

initial melting starts < 700 °C. It was the lowest temperature among the analysed samples and it proves 
the possibility of eutectics formation. The high impact of temperature on corrosion rate was also 

observed, in case of 10CrMo9-10, the mass gain was increased almost 3 times due to the temperature 

increase by 50 °C. Also the initial influence of the ash on oxide scale formation at high temperature was 
noticed. After first 24 h the protective scale was formed and the influence of the deposits was decreased.  

At 610 °C additional corrosion tests for pre-oxidized specimens were carried out.  The corrosion rate of 

pre-oxidised coupons was slightly lower, however the influence of the ashes at initial stage was not 
observed. The protective passive oxide layer was a good barrier against corrosive components of ashes.  

Second part of the corrosion tests included high-temperature exposure of 4 boiler steel grades: 16Mo3, 

10CrMo9-10, X10CrMoVNb9-1, X7CrNiNb18-10 covered with biomass ashes doped with KCl. 

During combustion most alkali metal compounds (chlorides, sulphates, carbonates and hydroxides) are 
released to the flue gas in the form of aerosols. Several secondary reactions are observed between 

reactive compounds in the flue gas and fly ash. Additionally, the condensation process of alkali metals 

salts is the major factor increasing the concentration of the corrosive species on heat exchanging surfaces 
in power boilers. The field studies show that fly ash deposits from real units contain higher 

concentrations of alkali metals, chlorine and sulphur than in laboratory ash biomass samples [13]. In the 

tests, fuel was doped with a known amounts of KCl (0.1% and 0.5% added to dry, raw fuel) to simulate 
observed potassium salts condensation process. The fuel doping to increase the corrosive species 

concentration to see more visible results is a well-known in the literature procedure [14]. 
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Figure 3: Gravimetric corrosion tests results of selected steel grades at 560 °C and 610 °C 

In case of steels with a low and moderate chromium content: 16Mo3 and 10CrMo9-10, CS (corn straw) 

deposit was most aggressive and increased the oxidation rate of steel. In case of 10CrMo9-10 steel the 

addition of 0.5% KCl to the CS sample increased the corrosion rate more than twice. In other cases, the 
ash deposits decreased the corrosion rate, possibly due to a decrease of oxidant concentration in the 

boundary layer. In case of S1 and S2 steels the oxidation rate of steel at high-temperatures is high enough 

to build a protective oxide layer fast and decrease the influence of the deposit, only CS ash characterised 
by the lower melting temperature (possibly due to eutectics formation) affected the corrosion of steel.  

Completely different properties shows high-chromium steel - X10CrMoVNb9-1, in the corrosion test 

the deposits increased the rate of corrosion. However, the mass gain was in all cases lower than in case 

of low and moderate chromium steels. High-chromium steel is characterised by a low oxidation rate, the 
protective oxide scale is formed slowly and the deposits easily react with the steel material. In this case, 

the formation of K2CrO4 (bright yellow precipitate – Fig. 4 B) was noted during the corrosion tests. 

Additional tests at 560 °C for X10CrMoVNb9-1 steel were performed and prove the results obtained at 
610 °C. 
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A - B -  

Figure 4: Steel coupons made of X10CrMoVNb9-1 before the tests (A) and after 168 h at 610 °C (B) 

The X7CrNiNb18-10 steel with the highest chromium and nickel contens shows very different than 

previously observed behavior, mostly the evaporation process was noted.  

3.2 SEM-EDS analysis 

To prove observed in corrision tests results and conclusions, additional SEM-EDS analysis was 

performed for selected samples.  

 
  S2 with no deposit     S2 with CS + 0.5% KCl     S1 with no deposit      S1 with CS + 0.5% KCl  

 
  S3 with no deposit     S3 with CS + 0.5% KCl     S4 with no deposit      S4 with CS + 0.5% KCl  

Figure 5: SEM-EDS analysis of selected samples cross-sections 

In case of low and moderate chromium steels (16Mo3 and 10CrMo9-10) in both cases: with and without 

the deposits, the main constituent of the oxide scale are iron oxides. It means that no interaction between 
the scale and the deposit was observed. In case of high-chromium steel (X10CrMoVNb9-1) very dense 

and adherent oxide scale composed mainly of Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 is formed. However, under deposits 

small amounts of potassium in form of K2CrO4 are also noted indicating the interaction between the steel 
material and the deposit.   

After 168 h at high-chromium and nickel steel (X7CrNiNb18-10) no scale was formed. The oxidation 

rate of steel without the deposit was low and after the exposure time protective oxide scale was not 

formed. The gravimetric tests results under the deposits was not clear, the SEM-EDS analysis shows 
that deposits increased the oxidation rate of steel, after 168 h a multilayer scale was formed and presence 

of potassium in the oxide layer was observed. 
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3.3 Parabolic corrosion rate constant 

To compare obtained corrosion results for different steel grades, a parabolic rate constant was calculated 

according to (6) for samples doped with KCl. First 24 h of the tests were assumed as the stabilization 
stage, only results between 24 h and 168 h were included in the calculations. 

In the parabolic kinetic model the diffusion through the growing oxide scale is the limiting process of 

the oxidation process, in this case the mass gain can be determined as: 

 

(
∆𝑚

𝐴
)

2

= 𝑘𝑝 ∙ 𝑡 (6) 

 
∆𝑚

𝐴
  - mass gain, mg/cm2, 

𝑘𝑝 – parabolic rate constant, mg2cm-4h-1, 

t – time, h.  

The chromium addition increases the resistance of steel against high-temperature corrosion. However, 
the influence of the deposit on steel depends on the oxidation rate of the given material and the properties 

of protective oxide scale. In case of low and moderate-chromium steels (16Mo3 and 10CrMo9-10) the 

effect of the deposit is minor, due to fast growing scale. In case of high-chromium steels 

(X10CrMoVNb9-1 and X7CrNiNb18-10) the oxidation rate is low and the interaction between metal 
and deposit is observed. Additionally, the melting process of ash strongly increases the aggressiveness 

of the deposit.  

Table 4: Parabolic corrosion rate constant 

Lp. Steel grade Temp. Ash deposit kp, mg2/(cm4·h) R2 

1 10CrMo9-10 (S2) 610 °C 

MCS1 + 0.1% KCl 0.078 0.985 

MCS1 + 0.5% KCl 0.075 0.999 

MCS2 + 0.1% KCl 0.072 0.995 
MCS2 + 0.5% KCl 0.095 0.993 

CS + 0.1% KCl 0.221 0.984 

CS + 0.5% KCl 0.497 0.742 
REFERENCE 0.159 0.983 

2 16Mo3 (S1) 560 °C 

MCS1 + 0.1% KCl 0.059 0.978 

MCS1 + 0.5% KCl 0.054 0.992 

MCS2 + 0.1% KCl 0.077 0.978 
MCS2 + 0.5% KCl 0.067 0.998 

CS + 0.1% KCl 0.084 0.990 

CS + 0.5% KCl 0.105 0.982 
REFERENCE 0.074 0.989 

3 
X10CrMoVNb9-1 

(S3) 
610 °C 

MCS1 + 0.1% KCl 0.027 0.978 

MCS1 + 0.5% KCl 0.040 0.935 

MCS2 + 0.1% KCl 0.035 0.983 
MCS2 + 0.5% KCl 0.034 0.927 

CS + 0.1% KCl 0.069 0.999 

CS + 0.5% KCl 0.099 0.987 
REFERENCE 0.005 0.988 
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4 Conclusions 

Concluding, the obtained experimental results concerning the corrosion resistance of different kinds of 

steel under biomass ash deposits gave valuable information. This allowed to analyse the processes going 

under high temperature. It should be noted that applied methodology of corrosion tests required 
approximation and some errors and discrepancies could appear. During the weight measurement the 

cooling of steel sample was necessary, sometimes it caused the degradation of the layer. Despite this 

fact the influence of the chemical composition of ashes, kind of steel and temperature were evidently 

observed. The key fact of this study was that chlorine in the scale has not been observed, which further 
confirmed that the presence of potassium chromate in the scale indicated that "under-deposit" corrosion 

was the main mechanism.  
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Abstract 
The agriculture biomass (especially, agriculture residue) and energy crops have significant energy 

potential, which is not enough used. The agriculture production, in Poland, and other countries of EU, 

gives a huge amount and variety of agriculture wastes. Whereas, energy crops characterise large annual 
growth at low-quality soil and high energy yields per unit of area. Thus, the thermochemical conversion 

of these biomass (e.g. combustion and gasification) should be studied and further developed. The main 

aim of the paper is presentation the influence of biomass particle size distribution on the combustion 

and gasification processes. For the experiments three different agriculture biomass and two energy crops 
were selected. The samples were characterized in terms of their proximate and ultimate analysis. Two 

fractions of biomass samples were obtained, first after crushing in a knife grinder with a 0.425 mm sieve 

and second performed in 6 minutes sessions in a ring-roller mill. Particle size distribution of both 
fractions was determined using a lab vibrating screen.  

Thermogravimetric analysis is a well-known and useful technique in thermal conversion studies of solid 

fuels.  During the analysis weight loss (TG) and thermal effects (DSC) are obtained as a function of time 
and temperature. In the present study, TGA was used to determine the thermal decomposition profiles 

of the biomass samples under oxidizing and inert atmospheres. Additionally, the gaseous products of 

the combustion and gasification were identified by gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry 

(GC-MS). 

1 Introduction 

1.1  Biomass and its potential as a fuel 

Biomass is organic material such as trees, plants, agricultural and urban wastes. In detail biomass can 
divided to the following groups: wood and wood wastes; the organic part of municipal solid waste; the 

organic part of industrial waste; sewage sludge; manure; energy crop plants and plant by-products of 
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food production. Nowadays biomass can be successfully used for energy and heat production replacing 
the fossil fuels by converting into bioenergy through combustion, either directly or via derived products. 

It was reported that c.a. 64 % of total primary energy production of renewable energy in the EU-28 in 

2015 was generated this way [1]. In a longer perspectives the demand for biomass energy will be 
increased because of environmental protection and EU law regulations. According to Polish Energy 

Policy Until 2030 (EPP 2030), the National Renewable Energy Action Plan 2010, and Renewable 

Energy Sources Act 2015, Poland is focused on the biomass as a renewable energy source. The wood-
derived biomass has the biggest energy potential. Nevertheless agriculture biomass has lower energy 

intensity than wood it can bring the energy benefits, too [2,3]. Agriculture biomass and energy crops 

have been starting to play an essential role in bioenergy production. The agriculture biomass includes 

the food and nonfood-based portion of crops (such as corn, sugarcane, beets, the leaves, stalks, cobs and 
straw. In Poland, the cereal crops dominate in agriculture production, giving straw in large quantities. 

The straw potential is very wide and it concludes the following plans: wheat, barley, triticale, rye, oats, 

mixed cereals, maize, rapeseed and turnip rape [4]. In addition to agriculture biomass the energy crop 
plants are potential energy source with extra role in phytoremediation of contaminated soil. Energy crops 

can help in cultivation of perennial grasses on reducing leaching of heavy metals to groundwater and 

have ecological capabilities affecting the physical and chemical properties of the soil (improving 

aggregation and infiltration capacity and increasing the availability of nutrients) [5].  

1.2 Biomass size reduction  

Biomass grinding is one of the most frequently used technique of  pre-treatment, during the process the 
material bulk density together with energy density are increased and the costs of transport are reduced 

[6]. Biomass densification into pellets or briquettes is an effective way to minimize problems with 

dusting during transportation and storage. By means of pre-treatment and pre-processing methods 

cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin matrix in lignocellulosic biomass can be modified. Particle size 
reduction affects also other biomass properties like a total surface area and pore size [7]. Additionally, 

grinding process changes the biomass properties by increasing the accessibility to cellulose [8]. 

On the market there are many types of mills: ball mills, hammer mills, knife mills, ring-roller mills and 
other used for biomass size reduction, they are manufactured in different scale and capacity. The most 

important factor determining suitable technology for biomass size reduction is the initial moisture 

content in the material. [7]  
Biomass grinding is still a challenging procedure in the industry, many additional pre-treatment 

techniques (e.g.: torrefaction, HTC) are applied to increase the biomass grindability [9]. 

1.3 Biomass thermal conversion technologies 

Thermal conversion (combustion and gasification) are the most common biomass utilization 

technologies in the industry. Combustion is the oldest and most widely used technology for thermal 

decomposition of materials in oxidizing atmosphere. Gasification and pyrolysis are alternative 

technologies for energy production from fuels hard to combust. Both technologies are very promising 
for clean energy production. Pyrolysis, also called partial gasification is a process of a thermochemical 

decomposition of biomass into other, useful products, the process may be run in the complete absence 

of an oxidizing agent [10]. 
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Five kinds of biomass ashes were considered for this study: three agricultural biomass and two energy 

crops. The samples were denoted as MCS1 mixed cereal straw 1, MCS2 – mixed cereal straw 2, 
CS – corn straw and MxG – Miscanthus x giganteus and SV - Salix viminalis. Proximate analysis of 

biomass samples was determined based on  PN-EN ISO 18134-3:2015-11, PN-EN ISO 18123:2016-01 
and PN-EN ISO 18122:2016-01. The moisture content of the selected fuels was determined for the 

samples after first stage of the milling process in the knife grinder with a 0.425 mm sieve denoted with 

a superscript TK - thick and for the samples after the second stage of the milling process in a ring-roller 

mill denoted as TN - thin.  

Table 1: Proximate analysis of selected biomass samples, wt. %  

Sample Ma(TK) M(TN) Aa VMa VMdaf 

MCS1 7.4 6.6 10.6 67.3 82.1 

MCS2 9.0 6.0 10.0 64.8 80.0 
CS 10.3 7.6 13.3 65.5 85.7 

MxG 7.2 6.6 5.0 71.1 81.0 

SV 7.1 6.1 1.4 74.0 80.9 

The carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur content were determined using Truspec CHN628 Leco 

analyser. Inorganic elements in biomass samples were determined using ICP-AES-JY 2000 apparatus. 

Chlorine content in ash was determined using ion chromatography (IC) according to PN-EN ISO 

16994:2015-06. 

Table 2: Fuel analysis of selected biomass samples, wt. % 

Sample Nad Cad Had Oad Kad Naad Clad Sad 

MCS1 0.89 49.32 6.64 42.70 1.285 0.047 0.324 0.134 

MCS2 0.95 47.46 6.89 44.21 1.160 0.036 0.420 0.136 

CS 0.67 46.86 6.54 45.54 1.180 0.096 0.308 0.080 

MxG 0.67 51.86 7.02 40.29 1.178 0.089 0.091 0.084 

SV 0.31 49.39 6.78 43.46 1.278 0.050 0.019 0.040 

2.2 Biomass milling procedure 

The first part of this study was to determine lignocellulosic materials size reduction procedure to obtain 
very fine material < 0.1 mm. The motivation was that in some cases very fine size of the sample is 

required and the interference into the fuel structure will definitely affect also the kinetics of thermal 

conversion technologies like combustion or gasification (pyrolysis). For this study several laboratory 
scale mills presented in Figure 1 were tested. 
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Figure 1: Biomass milling procedure  

2.3 The Simultaneous Thermal Analysis (STA) with GC-MS 

The Simultaneous Thermal Analysis (STA) was performed to observe the kinetics of biomass thermal 
conversion technologies: combustion and partial gasification (pyrolysis). The STA technique combines 

the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) – continuous mass measurement with differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) - continuous heat flow measurement, both in function of temperature and in a 
controlled atmosphere. In the presented study the thermogravimetric analysis was combined with gas 

chromatography and mass spectrometry. Such combination of analytical methods allows to correlate 

thermal effects with information about released gas composition. 
For each biomass sample STA analysis was carried out twice. First, to determine most interesting 

measuring points based on TG/DTG/DSC curves and second to collect gas samples for GC-MS analysis. 

During the second run a series of gas samples of 250 μL volume were collected, stored and analysed by 

GC-MS. For a comparative study purposes, sampling time was set the same for both samples of the 
same biomass kind: TK and TN.  

All samples were tested in oxidizing (combustion conditions) and inert (partial gasification/pyrolysis 

conditions) atmosphere to determine the influence of biomass sample particle size distribution on the 
kinetics of these processes. All details concerning the STA conditions are presented in Table 3.   

Table 3: Conditions of performed STA experiments  

Sample Process Atmosphere 
Sample 

mass, mg 

Heating 

rate, 
°C/min 

Temperature 

range, °C 

MCS1, MCS2, 

CS, MxG, SV 
combustion 

Oxidizing: 

Synthetic air, 
50 ml/min 

~ 10 10 25-800 

MCS1, MCS2, 

CS, MxG, SV 

gasification/ 

pyrolysis 

Inert: Nitrogen, 

50 ml/min 
~ 10 10 25-800 

3 Results 

3.1 Milling and sieving 

Biomass, especially straw is a very hard and fibrous, but also not brittle material. Manual grain grinder 

and impact mill are both suitable for small portions of fuel, but the particle size of obtained fractions 
was not satisfactory. Any changes in sample size and grinding time did not give a sufficient 

improvement in size reduction.  Application of smaller sieve size (smaller than 0.425 mm) in a knife 

grinder caused material retention in the apparatus, the capacity was very poor and a representative 
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sample was not obtained. After grinding in a ball mill, still major thick fraction were hard biomass fibers. 
Increasing the grinding time caused the apparatus heat up and no improvement of size reduction was 

observed. Additionally, an increase of grinding time may cause attrition of steel apparatus components 

and the contamination of sample might be observed. Cryogenic mill was used to check if freezing of 
sample by liquid nitrogen will increase its brittleness. The analysed samples were characterized by a 

moderate moisture content and the use of cryogenic mill did not enhanced the grindability of the fuel. 

The most suitable apparatus for size reduction of the selected for this study biomass samples was a 
laboratory ring-roller mill (EKO – LAB TEST-LAB-09) used for grinding medium and very hard 

materials. In the apparatus grinding process is performed in a closed working vessel with 3 stainless 

steel rollers (grinding elements). The working vessel filled with the material is attached to the upper part 

of the vibrating apparatus. Grinding time depends on the type of the material, sample size, its initial 
particle size distribution and the required final particle size. The grinding time of the pre-ground samples 

analysed in this work, was set to 6 minutes. In order to determine the biomass samples particle size 

distribution, a vibrating sieve machine MULTISERW-Morek LPzE-2e was used, measurements were 
taken in 2 sets of 4 minutes each. It is worth mentioned that biomass is less brittle than fossil fuel 

materials, obtained fraction is not spherical shape. Some particles of larger size (cylindrical shape) 

passed through the sieves increasing the incorrectness of the obtained results. 

After final grinding in the ring-roller mill more than 60% of biomass sample were under 0.09 mm. 
However, the worst results were obtained for MCS2 sample which was characterized by the highest 

moisture content. It might be concluded, that higher amounts of water in fuel influences the grinding 

efficiency.  

 

Figure 2: Particle size distribution after first (TK) and second (TN) stage milling procedure, wt. % 

3.2 The Simultaneous Thermal Analysis (STA) of combustion and gasification  

Agricultural biomass residues are composed of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. The content of these 

organic compounds depends on the biomass origin, stage and conditions of growth (hemicellulose: 20–
40 wt. %, cellulose 35-55 wt. % and lignin 10-25 wt. %) [11]. Thermal decomposition of hemicellulose 

might be observed within the temperature range of 150–350°C, cellulose decompose in 275– 350°C. 

Lignin decomposes in the highest temperature range: 250–500°C [12]. 
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Figure 3: STA results of CS and MxG samples combustion process, * - gas sampling 

In all cases mass reduction in the temperature range 50-150°C was connected with an initial moisture 
release. During the combustion process of raw biomass two inflection points on TG curve and 

corresponding picks on DSC curve were observed. First, determines thermal decomposition of 

hemicellulose and cellulose and second corresponding with lignin decomposition.  

The influence of fuel particle size on decomposition process of hemicellulose and cellulose were very 
limited, but in case of lignin the effect was more visible and its decomposition was shifted by 20 – 50 

°C towards lower temperatures. Fuel grinding had the greatest impact on the thermal effects associated 

with the combustion process. In the case of agriculture biomass samples, an increase in thermal effects 
during the release and combustion of volatile matter was observed, whereas during combustion of power 

crops an increased thermal effect was observed in the temperature range related to the char burnout.  

It might be concluded that in case of TN samples more intensive evaporation and decomposition process 
of volatile parts (both organic and inorganic) takes place. Slight differences on the DSC curve, between 

the TN and TK samples at temperatures above 550 °C may also prove this theory. During the release of 

combustible volatiles, also volatile ash components were released more intensively into the gas phase.  
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Figure 4: STA results of CS and MxG samples gasification process, * - gas sampling 

During the gasification process of raw biomass one inflection point on TG curve was observed. 
However, no influence of particle size reduction on the TG/DTG/DSC curve of gasification process was 

observed.  

3.3 Released gases analysis ( the GC-MS analysis) 

Performed GC-MS analysis of released gas during combustion process in selected measuring points 

marked on Figure 2 showed no differences between the samples. In case of combustion process the GC-

MS analysis is not appropriate technique, because no organic compounds are released. More suitable 
will be FTIR analysis of the flue gas, which will determine the decomposition and evaporation of 

inorganics species.  

In case of gasification process the difference between the measuring points marked on Figure 3 was 
observed. Much heavier (long carbon chain compounds) were identified in the beginning of the process. 

There are two possibilities to explain this observation. First, the heavier compounds were released earlier 

in case of TN samples or size reduction influences the released gas composition and no long carbon 

chain compounds ware liberated. The differences in released gas composition was presented on the 
example of corn straw (CS) sample and the results are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 4: Compounds released during gasification process of corn straw samples  

4 Conclusions 

In this work, the impact of particle size of four kinds of biomass on thermal behaviour profile using STA 

technique were studied. No particle size effect was observed during gasification process, whereas the 
impact was evident during the combustion, especially it was observed on DSC curves (it confirmed that 

thermal effects had gone in the different way). Additionally, using TG/GS/MS the gaseous products 

released during combustion and gasification processes were detected. A large variety of chemical 

organic compounds were identified in 250 - 350 C range of temperature. The TG/GC/MS results 

showed changes in chemical composition of gaseous during the partial gasification of corn straw product 
with the increase of temperature and moreover changes depending on particle size of biomass. 

Concluding TG/GC/MS is a new and effective way in analysing biomass and its constituents during 

thermal conversion processes. TG/GC/MS analysis provides detail information which is complimentary 
to other techniques used to analyse thermal behaviour of biomass and can be use in thermal 

decomposition of biomass in larger scale.  

No. Compound 

Measurement temperature (°C) and sample 

(TK/TN) 

Corn straw 

250 250 280 280 310 310 350 350 

TK TN TK TN TK TN TK TN 

1 Dodecanoic acid, 3-hydroxy- C12H24O3         

2 8-Octadecanone C18H36O         

3 
Tetradecane, 2,6,10-
trimethyl- 

C17H36         

4 tert-Hexadecanethiol  C16H34S10         

5 
7-Methyl-Z-tetradecen-1-ol 
acetate 

C17H32O2         

6 1-Heptatriacotanol C37H76O         

7 
Cyclohexane, 1,3,5-

triphenyl- 
C24H24         

8 Carbamic acid, CH6N2O2         
9 Hydrazinecarboxamide CH5N3O         
10 Azodicarbonamide C2H4N4O2         
11 2-Propanone, 1-hydroxy- C3H6O2         

12 Succindialdehyde C4H6O2         

13 Furfural C5H4O2         
14 2-Furanmethanol C5H6O2         

15 Propanedioic acid C3H4O4         

16 Ethylene oxide C2H4O         

17 1,2-Epoxy-3-propyl acetate  C5H8O3         

18 Acetic acid, hydrazide  C2H6N2O         

19 Acetic acid ethenyl ester  C4H6O2         
20 Amino-oxazole  C3H4N2O         

21 Propane, 2-(ethenyloxy)-  C5H10O         

22 3-Amino-2-oxazolidinone  C3H6N2O2         
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Abstract 
The share of wind energy in modern societies energy supply increases constantly. Whereas blade pitch 

and torque control of wind turbines are extensively covered within literature, yaw control is rarely 
discussed. Yaw is controlled in order to increase the turbines energy output, yet turning a heavy nacelle 

with a large rotor into the wind also consumes significant amounts of energy. Furthermore, there is the 

desire to reduce wear in gears, bearings, and brakes. To make matters worse, the sensitivity of the 
turbine’s power generation on the yaw angle depends on the overall wind velocity in a non-linear way. 

Practical problems like sensor noise and the avoidance of cable twist occur as well. Therefore, we 

developed an energy optimized control scheme based on a dead-band controller with hysteresis and an 

integrated positioning feed forward algorithm. For the control design, the DLR EWITAC Library was 
used that enables the object-oriented modelling and simulation of wind-turbines based on the Modelica 

standard. The controller was designed using simplified models and validated with the computer 

simulation of a fully flexible wind turbine combined with a stochastic wind model. 

1 Motivation 

Wind energy implies renewable, green energy. Energy, whose relevance is increasing rapidly due to 

climate change and the growing environmental awareness of the population. Yet, wind turbines do not 
produce as much power as many other energy sources. To enable wind turbines to reach full capacity, 

controllers are crucial. Whereas most of research focuses on the dynamic and complex pitch control, the 

yaw control is rarely discussed. Due to its slow dynamics, yaw control is often mistaken as trivial. 
Thereby yaw control is not yet flawless. Most papers do not consider an optimization in accordance with 

economic aspects. Also, the resulting behaviour of the wind turbine that should follow the control 

command without overshoots to a preferably ideal position is barely considered. Furthermore, tearing 
of the cables, the interaction between pitch and yaw control, the sensible activation of the brake, etc. are 

an issue. This paper addresses these challenges.  

Naturally, the wind turbine should be able to generate the maximum power at any time with respect to 

the power curve. This power is not only dependent from the efficiency, but also from the available wind 
speed and direction [1]. It is especially in the partial load region crucial to align the turbine with the 

wind since the generated power is proportional to the cube of the cosine of the yaw angle. The yaw 
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alignment in larger turbines is controlled actively with a yaw motor [1]. However, if the yaw actuation 
is active all the time it would increase wear and reduce the turbine life time [2]. Therefore, the wind 

turbine should not be too sensitive to wind direction changes but still sensitive enough to have good 

tracking properties [3].  
The mass moment of inertia causes time delays, oscillations and torque. If the wind turbine is turning 

too fast it would invoke large gyroscopic forces [4]. It is undesired that the turning stirs up eigenstates. 

To prevent this, a slow turning is essential. Also, the deceleration to stop should be gradual and not 
abrupt. If the nacelle is turning in the same direction for several rounds the wires, which run between 

nacelle and tower, twist and tear [1]. The yaw control should be automatic, and adaptive to different 

environments and turbine types. Security issues should be considered and prevented [4]. 

Based on these considerations, eight main requirements were identified for yaw control: 

 good tracking properties and adequate response times of the wind turbine for wind direction 

changes 

 no tracking of short term variation in wind direction and turbulences 

 no overshoots regarding the position of the nacelle 

 no induced oscillations in the structure of the wind turbine due to turning  

 affordable, straightforward and flexible yaw control 

 secure and safe system 

 low torque on tower nacelle interface 

 angular velocity of tracking system of 1°/s [4-7] 

Important issues like the replacement of sensors with other measurements and a reduction of the 

necessary torque during the yaw turning by using pitch control are investigated as well. Reducing the 
energy demand economically is defined as the overall main requirement of the controller. Therefore, the 

controller should be activated if the power loss due to the misalignment of the nacelle is higher than the 

energy needed for turning the nacelle.  
Different concepts concerning yaw control suggested by other researchers served as inspiration for the 

actual controller design. These concepts will be introduced in a short overview. Then it is shown how 

the control concept is derived, tested and verified in Modelica. The flexible wind turbine model of the 

DLR SR (German Aerospace Centre, Institute of System Dynamics and Control) is used for this. 

2 State of Art 

Public available research concerning yaw control is limited. The proposed applicable controllers can be 
categorized in two main groups: simple control strategies like Proportional control or Proportional-

Integral control [1, 2, 4- 6] and optimisation based approaches [8, 9]. Especially in books, simple control 

strategies are mentioned as the state of the art. R. Gasch and J. Twele assume a Proportional Integral 
Derivative (PID-) control [6]. Erich Hau specifies the yaw control for bigger plants as Proportional-

Integral (PI-) controller [4]. Burton expects a dead-band controller to be used in wind turbines [5]. 

Also, researchers as Rijanto et al. explored the possibilities of a dead band controller for positioning 

control of the wind turbine. They design a yaw positioning control system for a 100kW horizontal axis 
wind turbines based on on/off control with dead band and hysteresis in their paper. The controller has 

four modes: maximizing power, minimizing power, anti-twist and shut down for security reasons. The 

first two modes are realized as dead band control with hysteresis. Rijanto et al. state that the controller 
is stable according to the Nyquist criterion [1]. Yet, it is not clear how the researchers determined their 

controller specific parameters and how robust these are. The anti-twist laws lack the use of prediction 

and heuristics. 

Bu et al. used a stepping motor [2]. The sensor on top of the nacelle measures the wind angle deviation. 
The controller should reduce this measured angle to zero. To enhance the lifetime of the wind turbine, 
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there is a range of tolerance (15°) where the controller does not react. The controller has the modes: turn 
clockwise, turn counter-clockwise, cross wind and anti-twist [2]. Experiments show that the controller 

is functioning [2], but the validation was only made with constant wind angle deviations. Also the 

controller is not able to reach a deviation of zero since it stops at 15°. This causes performance losses 
and high torques and forces on the structure. 

Farret et al. used optimization tools for yaw control [8]. Instead of using sensors, their controller 

maximizes the power with the simple hill climbing algorithm [8]. They also take the stochastic nature 
of the wind and the inertia of the nacelle into account [8]. Problems evolve due to the interaction of wind 

direction, speed and power. If wind direction and speed change simultaneously it is possible that the 

controller is not activated due to any change in the power. Yet, more power could be generated then. 

Also, the wear due to turns in the wrong direction is high. Furthermore, there is no clear power maximum 
for turbines at their power limit.  

Mesemanolis and Mademlis use a similar approach. They measure the wind speed but not the direction 

and combine a maximum power point tracking with a power maximizing approach [9]. Since the sign 
of the turning direction cannot be determined the turbine turns in one direction and checks if the power 

is increasing [9]. The wind speed in the experiments was with a maximum of 9 m/s very small [9]. 

Similar considerations as for Farret et al. hold here.  

In summary, public available concepts represent mostly only partial solutions. 

3 Model 

The used simulation model is from the DLR SR-wind energy library [10]. It uses the 5MW NREL 
(National Renewable Energy Laboratory) turbine as reference. This upwind offshore turbine has three 

blades and a height of 85 m [7]. The turbine is modelled in the open source language Modelica [11]. 

The model itself is structured hierarchically. The topmost level can be seen in fig. 1. The turbine 
comprises several modules like tower, nacelle, rotor, drive train and the torque-pitch controller with its 

sensors. The world-module defines an inertial system and gravity. The environment is modeled using a 

local wind part and a global atmosphere. Local wind specifies local effects as tower dam on the wind 

turbine; the global atmosphere defines global properties as the wind speed, direction and wind shear 
 

 

Figure 1: Wind turbine model (left) and nacelle model (right)  

[10]. The aerodynamics of the model take also pre-cone and shaft tilt of the rotor into account [10]. 
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Flexible or rigid components can be chosen to model blades and tower.  
The yaw controller is incorporated in the nacelle subsystem. Figure 1 (right) shows the nacelle with the 

controller. It consists basically of a mass, which also comprises the inertia, and connects to rotor and 

tower. The alignment of rotor and nacelle is set by the shaft tilt, the alignment between nacelle and tower 
by the yaw bearing and yaw revolute. Furthermore, the nacelle includes wind direction and speed 

sensors, a parking brake and a motor. The motor is modeled in a simple way: it consists of a torque 

source and a gain as inner loop. The gain has no physical resemblance. The used data is mainly gained 
from the NREL-documents and interpolated Liebherr data sheets [7, 12]. The control of the position 

loop is the main task of this research. 

4 Control Concept 

The scheme of fig. 1 stipulates velocity to be the controller output. This velocity is compared with the 

real velocity of the yaw engine and limited to a maximum speed of 1°/s due to the high inertia of the 

wind turbine and the rotor. The parking brake keeps the turbine at standstill if the controller is not active. 
The controller, therefore, needs to control the activation of the parking brake as well. To avoid the tear 

of the cables a monitoring system called anti-twist is employed. As a maximum the turbine is allowed 

to turn 2 ½ times in the same direction. This is, compared to the literature, a conservative approach [1]. 

The three sub-controllers are prioritized according to their importance: anti-twist is a safety relevant 
system and has priority over the actual controller and the brake. The brake is the least important system 

for the control and only gets activated if the other systems are inactive. The control approach needs 

knowledge about wind direction and speed, measured by two sensors. Since the sensors are located on 
the top of the nacelle, the wind direction is measured directly as relative angle deviation. The typical 

feedback part of the controller [13] is therefore incorporated in the sensor. To avoid high frequency 

disturbances by the stochastic nature of the wind a low pass filter is set before the controller. Its time 
constant is, in accordance to the controller of E. Hau, 10 seconds [4]. 

The easiest control design would therefore just be a feedthrough of the measured wind derivation to the 

speed loop. Yet this would lead, due to inertia and the ever changing wind, to a permanently actuating 

controller, which enhances wear. A hysteresis as well as a dead band can solve these problems.  
The conditions on the branches of the hysteresis are a function of the wind direction and speed.  The 

controller has the wind direction and speed as an input, as well as the nacelle angle and rotational speed 

relative to the tower. Since the input of the nacelle speed is noisy, it is filtered by a low pass filter with 
a two seconds time constant. The limiter limits the velocity output (desired yaw rate) to a maximum of 

1°/s. The other output controls the brake. The controller comprises the three main subsystems anti-twist, 

yaw control and brake control. The anti-twist is periodically triggered by a Boolean pulse signal and can 
override the other control laws when required. The yaw control system interacts also with the brake by 

Boolean output for its deactivation. A real value sets the desired yaw-rate. 

The central part of the control system is the yaw control law. It consists of a set of threshold values 

which determine when the wind turbine should align itself with the wind. In contrast to other approaches, 
this control law results from economic considerations. It states that the turbine should be only aligned 

with the wind direction when the energy for its alignment does not exceed the power generation losses 

due to a misalignment of the turbine. Hence, the power generations of the aligned and the non-aligned 
turbine are needed. Latter depends on the wind direction and wind speed. It is, furthermore, necessary 

to identify the total power to turn the turbine from the misaligned position to the aligned position. 
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Figure 2: (a) power difference in the aligned and nonaligned case (b) required motor energy 

Figure 2a shows the power difference of these two cases and 2b the required power of the motor to turn 

the nacelle. The engine power is asymmetrical and direction depended, which was expected since the 
torque is depended on the wind direction as well. Reasons for this behavior can be found in the 

aerodynamical behavior of the turbine blades, the structure of the whole turbine and the rotor turning.  

To compare the engine power and the power difference due to the misalignment, it is necessary to 

convert the power difference into an energy difference. This can be done by multiplying the power 
difference with the time in which it subsides. Figure 3a shows the results as 2D plot for different 

subsiding times. The smallest possible time is 10 seconds due to the filter time constants. Fortunately 

the changes in the intersection are small when the time grows. Polynomial functions and thresholds are 
fitted to the intersection curves. Turning is not reasonable between ±9° wind direction deviations or 

beyond 3 m/s wind speed.  

For the upper threshold of the wind speed the following polynomial function is found: 
 

𝑤𝑓_𝑝𝑎𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 7.8 ∙ 10−7 (𝑤𝑑_𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∙ (180/π))4 + 0.0004 ∙ (𝑤𝑑_𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∙ (180/π))2 + 12 (1) 
 

 

The parameter wf_par_max gives the upper threshold for the wind speed, wd_par is the measured wind 

direction deviation. The control law coincides with the results of other researchers which also state that 
there is no need to turn the turbine for small wind direction deviations. The upper threshold is similar to 

the boundaries of region III – the part of the energy curve where more power is generated than converted.  

Figure 3: two dimensional graph of the intersections (a) and with approximation (b) 
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Figure 4: Subsystem controller 

The controller itself consists of three subsystems (see fig. 4). If the controller is activated, it first of all 

checks if turning is necessary. This happens in the thresholder block according to the found thresholds. 

If turning is needed the measured wind direction deviation is feedthrough to the controller. It is not 
possible to reach zero deviation by a feedthrough. Hence, a third block is implemented. It consists of an 

open-loop controller and is activated for the last 9° of the turning. When the deviation is less, the desired 

position at this moment is saved and the open-loop controller turns the nacelle to this position. If there 
is a change in the wind direction during the last 9° of turning, it is not considered anymore. Therefore, 

oscillations are prevented in the yaw turning. To take stick-slip effects, calculation errors and noise into 

account all real-to-Boolean blocks have some small thresholds. 

The Anti-twist block consists of rules based on the wind speed. It integrates the measured nacelle angle. 
Since there is no yaw alignment for wind speeds less than 3 m/s and also only little torque, the anti-twist 

turns the turbine back if the absolute value of the total angle is higher than 360°. If the absolute value of 

the total nacelle angle is higher than 540° and the wind speed is less or equal to 12 m/s, the nacelle turns 
as well. The value 12 m/s is the border between region II and region III for wind deviations higher than 

|9°|. For values higher than 720° the nacelle turns back immediately. The anti-twist turning happens in 

such a manner that the end position is shifted approximately 360° but also has zero wind direction 

deviation. The desired end position is determined before the turning. Changes in the wind direction 
during the turning are not taken into account.  

The brake is the most straightforward subsystem. It activates if the other subsystems are not active. To 

avoid damage to the turbine it only brakes if the yaw rate is below 0.03°/s.  

5 Test and Verification 

The controller was tested and verified with numerous test cases which demonstrate the ability of the 
controller to perform its basic tasks of controlling, braking and anti-twist and its adaptability to high 

jumps in the wind direction, wind deviations above 90° and stochastic signals. The rigid body model 
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was used for testing, the flexible body model for the verification. For illustration, the results of one case 
are shown here. This particular case was designed to test the characteristics of the first order filter for 

the wind speed. The wind speed is therefore noisy (Gaussian noise) with an expectation of 15 m/s and 

standard deviation of 0.8 m/s. The wind direction is deterministic with jumps at the times 100 s, 200 s, 
250 s and 400 s. The first jump goes from 0° to 35°. The next jump is 60°, which means to a total wind 

direction deviation of 95°. The jump afterwards decreases the wind direction with -45° and the last jump 

with -10°. The simulation time is 510 seconds.  
Figure 5 shows the results. The low pass filter works reliable. The results are as expected. At the time 

of 200 s the controller activates and releases the brake. The nacelle is turned to align with the wind. 

Small changes in the wind speed occur due to coupling effects. The filter delays the measurement of the 

wind direction. The next jump happens before the controller has reached its desired position. Due to 
this, it is not possible for the controller to settle at the ideal position. Instead it is turned to a deviation 

angle of 11.5°.This is below the threshold. The controller is not activating itself again. Still the turbine 

gives the maximum possible power. The last jump does not activate the controller anymore, due to the 
established prior offset. 

6 Discussion 

The found results of all test cases are promising. The controller is able to perform well in all test cases. 
Yet, in order to understand the results, it is necessary to show the limits of the test cases. The standard 

deviation was set in a way that the low pass filters can deal with it (0.8 m/s for the wind speed and later 

3° for the wind direction). At a certain amount the low pass filter won’t be able to filter it completely 
and the input signals get noisier. The filter time constants should be chosen in a way that they can deal 

with the occurring noise in reality. Also the measurement errors need to be determined in real life 

applications and set accordingly. 
An important point is that the controller remains inactive between ± 9°, since the commonly used sensors 

are erroneous. New systems as LIDAR and SONAR provide better results. Yet, the classical 

anemometers are not very precise in the wind direction measurements especially caused due to rotor 

movement [14]. Deviations of a few degrees in the wind direction measurements are usual. It could be 
that for real world applications a different filter type (f.e. extended Kalman filter) is beneficial.  

An even more important limitation is the verification model. Although it is not the same model as the 

design model, it is still very similar. It should be a part of future work to verify the controller in a 
  

 

Figure 5: Results of test case 6 
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different environment or in experiment. Since the proposed controller is very robust it is likely that the 
results will show similar outcomes. 

Emergency stops were not part of this research. Furthermore, analysis done with the model showed that 

an interaction of yaw and pitch control is not needed, due to a high torque in the aligned case. 

7 Conclusion 

The found control concept is robust and able to feature different types of motor. It uses mostly simple 
control components, which is cost effective and increases the reliability. The control law is applicable 

to a wide range of turbines due to the steepness of the intersecting curves. It is based on economic 

aspects which enhance power generation dependent on the costs and, therefore, helps to make wind 

energy more competitive. The found controller extends current research and coincides with it in many 
aspects. The controller should be tested in a different environment and on a real turbine in future. 
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Abstract 
Environmental control systems of aircraft are complex thermodynamic systems. In modern aircraft 

design, the industry uses design parameters such as fuel weight penalties and gross take-off weight for 
the evaluation of aircraft environmental control systems. Exergy analysis is seen as a powerful tool for 

the analysis of complex energy intensive systems and has been applied to aircraft environmental control 

systems for more than 20 years. This paper presents a methodology for combining the aircraft fuel 
weight penalties with the conventional exergy analysis. The combination of the two methods locates the 

thermodynamic inefficiencies in the components and measures the impact on aircraft level in terms of 

fuel consumption. This method requires an exergetic expression of the aviation fuel. An approach is 

presented for calculating the flow exergy of aviation fuel taking the reference environment into account. 
The developed methodology is applied to a conventional bleed air driven pack architecture and the 

advantage of the obtainable results are demonstrated. 

1 Introduction 

In modern aircraft design, the main design drivers are the minimization of fuel consumption and 

inefficiencies. The so-called "traditional" design parameters include weight, fuel consumption and drag. 
Basic calculations such as trade-off analyses rule most optimization studies. They rely on rules-of-

thumb, individual experience and non-integrated, non-interdisciplinary approaches [1]. Cost-benefit 

studies among various options are performed on different basis and thus may lead to sub-optimal 

solutions [1]. 
Several authors demand a common basis for the comparison of different architectures in aircraft design, 

both existing systems and for the development of new systems [2,3]. Moorhouse [3] explains the 

possibility of defining aircraft design parameters as energy functions. These traditional fuel penalty 
factors [4] link the energy demanding disciplines of an aircraft environmental control system (ECS), i.e. 

bleed air mass flow, weight, drag and power consumption, with additional fuel consumption on system 

level. The optimization problem can now be characterized by minimizing additional weight and losses 
constrained by energy requirements of the customer, such as weight to be transported [1]. In 1997, 
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Tipton et al. [5] already compared first and second law analysis methods for the analysis and evaluation 
of aircraft ECS. They concluded that there is a strong need for defining direct correlations between fuel 

penalties due to the ECS and second law methods (in this case entropy generation). Some years later, 

Figliola et al. [2] came up with similar conclusions after they applied first law methods and exergy-
based methods to an advanced ECS in order to minimize gross take-off weight (GTW).  Endeavors on 

the formulation of coupling functions for ECS with gross take-off weight or specific fuel consumption, 

were made around 2000 by Munoz et al. [6–8]. The equations used in this work for describing the aircraft 

fuel weight penalties due to air conditioning follow the manual of the SAE AIR1168/8 [4].  
Gandolfi et al. [1] introduced an index that combines the exergy of aircraft fuel that is consumed by the 

ECS with the total exergy of fuel burnt in the engine. The specific exergy consumption gives information 

about the impact on the overall aircraft performance. The same authors applied this approach to a 
complete flight mission analysis [9] and more-electric-aircraft analysis [10]. The consideration of the 

exergetic performance of the air conditioning unit confines to the entering and exiting streams such as 

ram air flow, bleed air flow and supplied power. A more detailed analysis on component level using the 
latter approach is to the author's knowledge not reported in literature.  

This paper provides a methodology to close the gap between the isolated analysis of the ECS using 

exergy-based methods and the evaluation on aircraft level. A formulation is presented that expresses the 

fuel weight penalty parameters in terms of exergy rates of fuel consumption.  

2 Methods 

Modern aircraft design parameters always rely on fuel consumption and gross take-off weight. The 
impact on aircraft performance caused by the installation of an air conditioning unit can be split into 

four categories: 

 weight, 
 bleed air off-take from the engine, 

 aerodynamic drag induced by the ram air, 

 shaft power off-take from the engine. 

All four categories impact the aircraft performance in different ways and magnitudes. Nevertheless, all 
of them result in fuel consumption. The increase in fuel consumption consists of two parts. The 

additional fuel actually consumed and the fuel that has to be carried until the point it is expended. The 

SAE aerospace information report AIR1168/8 [4] provides a manual with coupling functions to calculate 
the penalty on aircraft level induced by the listed categories. The following sections introduce the fuel 

weight penalties and present a way to transform them into exergy rates of fuel consumption. The 

approach for the fuel weight penalty due to weight is described in detail. The remaining categories 

follow the same approach, but are presented less detailed in order to keep the limitation of pages for this 
paper. 

2.1 Exergy of Fuel Consumption Related to Weight 

Due to the laws of physics, energy must be spent to lift weight. The additional weight of the ECS results 

in a higher fuel consumption to carry this weight. Two types of weight are distinguished. The fixed 

weight of a system or material that is carried during the flight do not change. The weight of the fuel that 

is needed to carry the fixed weight until it is expended is called dead weight. Expendable materials that 
are used during flight are considered as variable weight penalty. This penalty is neglected within this 

work as the considered systems do not contain expendable materials.  

According to [4], the fixed weight penalty is expressed as: 
 

𝑊𝑓0
+ 𝑊𝐹

𝑊𝐹
= exp (

(𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝜏

𝐿 𝐷⁄
) (1) 
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The left side of the equation consists of the system fixed weight  𝑊𝐹 and the additional fuel weight  𝑊𝑓0
 

required the system. (𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ denotes the thrust specific fuel consumption, 𝜏 the mission time and 𝐿 𝐷⁄  

the lift-to-drag ratio. The thrust specific fuel consumption and lift-to-drag ratio are engine as well as 

aircraft specific data and vary for each flight phase. 
The general idea of coupling the exergy of fuel consumption with the system weight is to introduce a 

specific exergy parameter per weight of the system. The exergy of fuel consumption related to system 

weight can then be calculated in the following way: 

 

𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝑊 = 𝑒𝐹𝐶

𝑊 ∙ 𝑊 (2) 

 

with 𝑊 being the weight of the system and 𝑒𝐹𝐶
𝑊  constitutes the specific exergy per kg of weight. The 

specific exergy factor is described by the relation: 

 

𝑒𝐹𝐶
𝑊 =

𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
=

𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑊𝑓0

𝑊𝐹
= 𝑒𝑓 ∙

𝑊𝑓0

𝑊𝐹
 (3) 

 

with 𝑒𝑓 being the specifc exergy of fuel (i.e. jet fuel). At this point, the link to the penalty factor is made. 

The fixed fuel weight penalty of Eq.(1) is can be transformed into 

 
𝑊𝑓0

𝑊𝐹
= exp (

(𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝜏

𝐿 𝐷⁄
) − 1 (4) 

 

and thus integrated into Eq.(3).  𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝑊  then constitutes the total exergy of fuel consumption required to 

carry the system weight. The time-dependent exergy flow rate of fuel consumption due to fixed weight 
can then be determined by: 

 

�̇�𝐹𝐶
𝑊 =

𝑑𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝑊

𝑑𝜏
=

𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝑊

𝜏
 (5) 

 

with 𝜏 being the mission time within which 𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝑊  is consumed. 

2.2 Exergy of Fuel Consumption Related to Shaft Power Off-Take 

The engine is the only significant power source aboard the aircraft. Here the chemical energy stored in 

the fuel is transformed into different kinds of power. Besides thrust, bleed air and hydraulic power, 
generators are mounted on the shaft to produce electricity. Power that is extracted from the engine shaft 

results in a power loss for the net thrust. This loss is compensated by an increased fuel flow rate to the 

engine. The increased fuel consumption leads to a take-off fuel weight penalty. Assuming a constant 
power consumption during a mission phase, the fuel weight penalty according to [4] is expressed as: 

 

𝑊𝑓0

𝑃 ∙ (𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑃
=

𝐿 𝐷⁄

(𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ
 [exp (

(𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝜏

𝐿 𝐷⁄
) − 1] (6) 

 

with 𝑊𝑓0
 being the weight of the additional fuel needed for the shaft power off-take 𝑃 and (𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑃 the 

power specific fuel consumption. The power specific fuel consumption is an engine specific data and 

can be obtained from aircraft specific datasets such as [11]. 
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The general idea of coupling the exergy of fuel consumption with the shaft power off-take is to introduce 
a specific exergy parameter per power off-take of the system. The exergy rate of fuel consumption 

related to power off-take can then be calculated in the following way: 

 

�̇�𝐹𝐶
𝑃 =

𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝑃

𝜏
=

1

𝜏
∙ 𝑒𝐹𝐶

𝑃 ∙ 𝑃 =
1

𝜏
∙ 𝑒𝑓 ∙

𝑊𝑓0

𝑃
∙ 𝑃 (7) 

 

with 𝑒𝐹𝐶
𝑃  constituting the specific exergy per power off-take and a transformation of the fuel weight 

penalty of Eq.(6). 

2.3 Exergy of Fuel Consumption Related to Ram Air 

The waste and cooling heat of the air conditioning unit needs to be discharged. Outside air enters the 

ram air channel through inlet located at the fuselage and passes the heat exchanger(s) of the ECS pack. 

The ram air works as the heat sink of the ECS.  
The exergy of fuel consumption related to ram air use can be calculated the following way. During 

ground operations, the ram air mass flow is enforced by a powered fan. In flight the airspeed provides 

the mass flow. The kinetic energy of the air speed is used to overcome the momentum losses caused by 

the flow resistances within the ram air channel. The momentum loss causes an additional aerodynamic 
drag that has to be compensated by an additional fuel consumption.  

According to [4], the ram air penalty in terms of take-off fuel weight is expressed by: 

 

𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝑅 ∙ 𝑣
=

𝐿 𝐷⁄

𝑔
 [exp (

(𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝜏

𝐿 𝐷⁄
) − 1] (8) 

 

with 𝑊𝑓0
 being the weight of the additional fuel caused by the ram air mass flow �̇�𝑅 as well as the 

airspeed 𝑣. 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration.  

The approach of coupling the exergy of fuel consumption with the ram air is to introduce a specific 
exergy parameter per drag caused by the ram air mass flow. The exergy rate of fuel consumption related 

to ram air mass flow can then be calculated in the following way: 

 

�̇�𝐹𝐶
𝐷 =

𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝐷

𝜏
=

1

𝜏
∙ 𝑒𝐹𝐶

𝐷 ∙ 𝐷 =
1

𝜏
∙

𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑊𝑓0

𝐷
∙ 𝐷 =  

1

𝜏
∙ 𝑒𝑓 ∙

𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝑅 ∙ 𝑣
∙ 𝐷 (9) 

 

with 𝐷 being the the additional drag caused by the ram air, 𝑒𝐹𝐶
𝐷  constitutes the specific exergy per drag, 

and 
𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝑅∙𝑣
 is the ram air penalty given in Eq.(11). 

2.4 Exergy of Fuel Consumption Related to Bleed Air 

Bleed air is extracted at the compressor stage of the turbojet engine. Power has already been spent to 

compress the air. Thus, the bleed air off-take results in a power extraction from the engine. Similar to 
the shaft power off-take, this loss has to be compensated to avoid power loss in net thrust. Additional 

fuel flow rate is needed to fill this gap. The increased fuel consumption leads to a take-off weight 

penalty. According to [4], the bleed air penalty in terms of take-off fuel weight can be calculated in the 

following way: 
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𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝐵
= 0.0335 

𝐿 𝐷⁄

𝑔 ∙ (𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ
 

𝑇𝑡𝑏

2000
 [exp (

(𝑆𝐹𝐶)𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝜏

𝐿 𝐷⁄
) − 1] (10) 

 

with 𝑊𝑓0
 being the weight of additional fuel needed for the extraction of the bleed air mass flow �̇�𝐵 

from the engine. The gravitational acceleration 𝑔 is not present in the original equation of [4], but was 

subsequently added to comply with the correct units. 𝑇𝑡𝑏 is the turbine inlet temperature of the engine. 

The thrust specific fuel consumption, lift-to-drag ratio and turbine inlet temperature are engine and 

aircraft specific data and can be obtained from aircraft specific datasets [11] and depend on the flight 

phase.  
Following the approach of the previous described fuel weight penalties, a specific exergy parameter per 

bleed air mass flow is introduced. The exergy rate of fuel consumption related to ram air mass flow can 

then be described as: 

�̇�𝐹𝐶
𝐵 =

𝐸𝐹𝐶
𝐵

𝜏
=

1

𝜏
∙ 𝑒𝐹𝐶

𝐵 ∙ �̇�𝐵 =
1

𝜏
∙

𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝐵
∙ �̇�𝐵 =  

1

𝜏
∙ 𝑒𝑓 ∙

𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝐵
∙ �̇�𝐵 

(11) 

 

with �̇�𝐵 being the bleed air mass flow extracted from the engine, 𝑒𝐹𝐶
𝐵  constitutes the specific exergy per 

mass flow of bleed air, and 
𝑊𝑓0

�̇�𝐵
 is the bleed air penalty given in Eq.(15). 

2.5 Exergy of (Jet) Fuel 

The turbojet engine converts the chemical energy stored in the fuel into thrust, pneumatic power (bleed 

air for ECS, anti-ice, etc.), hydraulic power (e.g. hydraulic pumps) and electric power (e.g. avionics, in-
flight entertainment, etc.). The previous sections introduced a method to combine aircraft fuel weight 

penalty induced by the environmental control system with exergy of the fuel consumed to compensate 

the different penalties. The exergetic value considered by this approach is the chemical exergy stored in 
the jet fuel. 

Aviation fuel for turbines, in particular Jet-A, are mixtures of many hydrocarbons [12]. In order to 

determine the specific exergy of the fuel without putting huge effort in calculating the specific exergy 
for each constituent of the mixture, a surrogate composition is needed. Gracia-Salcedo et al. [13] present 

the formula of C12H23 to represent Jet-A. This one is used within this work to calculate the fuel exergy 

following the approach of Clarke and Horlock [14].  

 

 

Figure 1: Sensitivity of specific fuel exergy for Jet-A (C12H23) for varying altitudes. 
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Figure 1 shows the sensitivity of the specific fuel exergy for the surrogate composition of Jet-A. The 
studied altitudes cover the typical flight levels for aircraft. 

3 Results 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the conventional bleed air driven pack. [15] 

Figure 2 illustrates the detailed schematic of the environmental control system that is used for the 

analysis in this work. It includes a conventional bleed air driven three wheel bootstrap cycle. Hot 

(~200°C) and high pressure (~2-2.5bar) bleed air arises from the compressor stage at the engine, and 
enters the pack after passing the pneumatic distribution device. The bleed air is conditioned inside 

several components such as heat exchangers, a compressor, a water extractor and a turbine before it is 

discharged to the mixer where it meets recirculated air from the cabin and is then distributed to the cabin. 

The heat of the bleed air is transferred to the ram air flow. It functions as a heat sink and enters the 
aircraft through inlets outside the aircraft's fuselage. During ground operation, the ram air flow is driven 

by the ram air fan that is mounted on the same shaft as the compressor and turbine. 

The combination of the conventional exergy analysis with the developed methodology has been applied 
to the pack architecture shown in Figure 2. The pack was modeled using the equation-based object-

oriented modeling language Modelica [16]. The simulation was performed for the flight conditions at 

cruise level and a cruise time of 1.5h. The conditions listed in Table 1 for the cruise phase are 
concurrently used for the definition of the reference environment.  

Table 1: Flight conditions for cruise phase. 

Altitude Flight Speed Pressure Temperature Humidity System weight 

37000 ft 0.77 Ma 0.22 bar -56.3 °C 60.0% 118kg 

 
Before the methods were combined, a conventional exergy analysis has been performed and the fuel 

weight penalties have been calculated separately. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the fuel weight 

penalties and the major component weight for the bleed pack. The conventional bleed pack is driven by 
the energy stored in the hot and high pressure bleed air. Additional power is not supplied. That is the 

reason why there is no share for the fuel weight penalty due to shaft power off-take.  
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The exergy flow of fuel consumption for bleed air constitutes the exergy flow that is needed to provide 
the bleed air mass flow at the pack inlet. The exergy of the entering bleed air expresses the fuel exergy 

of the pack system balance. Table 2 lists the numbers of the exergy of fuel consumption due to bleed air 

split into further parts. Before the bleed air enters the pack it passes the engine bleed air system 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of fuel weight penalties during cruise phase and major component weights of 

conventional bleed pack. 

where it loses 86.1% of the exergy of fuel consumption. The remaining 13.9% enter the bleed pack in 

form of bleed air which is assigned as fuel exergy within the system balance. The fuel exergy supplied 
to the pack balance is then divided into exergy of losses and exergy destruction. From an exergetic point 

of view, no product exergy can be identified for the conventional bleed pack. The losses are therefore 

listed separately into the exergy that is transferred to the ram air flow and the part that is stored within 
the exiting bleed air flow. The results show that 3.5% of the exergy of fuel consumption is discharged 

to the ambient within the ram air. 5.6% of �̇�𝐹𝐶
𝐵  leave the pack as conditioned bleed air ducted to the 

mixing unit. The remaining 4.8% account for the exergy destruction within the pack due to 

irreversibilities. 

Table 2:Exergy flow of fuel consumption due to bleed air split into further parts 

�̇�𝐹𝐶
𝐵  (kW) �̇�𝐹𝐶

𝐵,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
 (kW) �̇�𝐹𝐶

𝐵,𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 = �̇�𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡    (kW)   

793.93 (100%) 683.35 (86.1%) 110.58 (13.9%) �̇�𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡  38.21 (4.8%) 

      �̇�𝐿,𝑟𝑎𝑚   27.64 (3.5%) 

      �̇�𝐿,𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑑  44.73 (5.6%) 

 

Combining now the exergy of fuel consumption with the conventional exergy analysis, the exergy 

destruction of the individual components can be set in relation to the exergy of fuel consumption, and 
the impact on aircraft level can be measured. Table 3 shows results of the conventional exergy analysis 

and the combination with the exergy of fuel consumption for bleed air and the total fuel consumption. 

 

Table 3: Results of the conventional exergy analysis and combination with fuel weight penalties.  

 
Conventional  

Exergy Analysis 
Combination 

Component �̇�𝐷,𝑘 𝜀𝑘 𝑦𝑘
∗ 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘

�̇�𝐹𝐶
𝐵

 
�̇�𝐷,𝑘

�̇�𝐹𝐶

 

CRUISE (kW) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

turbine 6.815 67.0 17.8 0.86 0.75 

compressor 1.223 91.3 3.2 0.15 0.13 
PHX 5.083 75.0 13.3 0.64 0.56 
MHX 8.294 67.0 21.7 1.04 0.91 
reheater 0.309 59.0 0.8 0.04 0.03 
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condenser 1.305 25.9 3.4 0.16 0.14 

overall system 38.213 0.0 100.0 4.81 4.19 
 

4 Conclusions and Outlook 

A methodology was developed to link fuel weight penalties due to air conditioning with the conventional 
exergy analysis. This allows the assessment of the exergetic performance of the ECS on aircraft level 

and to measure the impact on exergy of fuel consumption. The exergy of aviation fuel is described with 

available equations that consider the reference environment.  
A recommendation for future work is the application of the advanced exergy analysis. Splitting the 

exergy destruction into avoidable and unavoidable parts gives a realistic assessment of the potential for 

optimization. Combining the advanced analysis with the new methodology that is proposed in this work, 

link the potential for optimization on a thermodynamic level with the appropriate possible reduction of 
fuel consumption. 
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Abstract 

The propane pre-cooled mixed refrigerant (C3MR) is the most popular liquefaction technology for base-

load LNG plants. Due to high investment plus operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of this process, 

economic analysis and the exergy assessment are essential aspects in evaluating the design and operation 

variables of the plant. Complex system such as C3MR process is benefited from the exergy analysis, as 

already demonstrated in numerous studies, in which highly irreversible components can be identified. 

Likewise, exergoeconomic analysis is applied to combine the economic analysis with its exergetic 

attributes, which is useful in determining the cost rate of irreversibility and investment at the component 

level. Optimizing the exergetic and economic objectives are both quintessential in the decision making 

process, hence it would be inaccurate to arbitrarily assign the weight of importance between the two. A 

multi-objective optimization with genetic algorithm would be the appropriate approach to this case, 

since it can produce the choices of compromised solutions, known as Pareto optimal solutions. Both 

exergy and exergoeconomic analyses are applied to C3MR, which are simultaneously optimized to 

maximize the overall exergetic performance 𝜀 and minimize the cost of product �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 . The process 

simulation is developed using Aspen Plus while the Pareto-optimal solutions are calculated using non-

dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). This study demonstrates the approach on how to 

obtain Pareto optimal solutions for C3MR process without any preferences imposed prior to the 

optimization. The results revealed that the objectives are very sensitive to the change in propane and 

mixed refrigerant flow rate. It is also shown that within the range of objective space, PCHE and MCHE, 

followed by MR compressors, are the main contributors for the cost of investment and exergy 

destructions. 

1 Introduction 

In the recent years, natural gas has been experiencing the steady growth of world's energy demand. The 

popularity directly implicates the liquefied natural gas (LNG) market at 8.8% growth rate in 2017, with 

additional spot market opportunity accounts to 18% of total LNG market volume. Propane pre-cooled 

mixed refrigerant process, known as C3MR, is the leading technology for liquefied natural gas (LNG). 

It is typically built for medium to large-scale plants and designed to increase the efficiency on the base-
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load plants. C3MR is also characterized by high investments, high O&M due to the proportion of scale, 

thus optimization around two aspects, plant efficiency and economics are essential in determining a 

successful LNG project. In this case, exergy-based method is implemented in order to evaluate the 

C3MR process and assess the thermodynamic performance based on "fuel and product" approach 

introduced by Tsatsaronis [1–3]. Furthermore, exergoeconomic analysis is the extension of the 

economic and exergy analysis to assign cost into each process streams and ultimately, the total cost of 

product. High exergetic efficiency might lead on operational cost savings, however it would also 

increase the investment and O&M costs on some certain components. On the contrary, low cost of 

product with less efficient plant would not be a desirable scenario either since the decision makers would 

not want large exergy destruction in designing any of liquefaction plant. Multi-objective optimization is 

an appropriate way to analyse the system when two or more objectives that have the same importance 

and might be conflicting to each other. Theoretically, each objective can be easily combined into a single 

objective function. However, the result is heavily relied on the weights that are assigned prior to the 

optimization and therefore very subjective. Instead of referring to a single value solution, the purpose 

of multi-objective optimization should be presenting all of the feasible values in the given set of decision 

variables. Ultimately, the results should give optimum feasible solutions that are leads to Pareto 

optimality or non-dominated solutions within the objective space. This is characterized when the 

solution of an objective function cannot be improved further without worsening other functions.  

 

 

Figure. 1: C3MR process flowsheet modeled in Aspen Plus 

2 Submission 

In a typical C3MR process, propane serves as the pre-cooling medium for the natural gas and the mixed 

refrigerant (MR), where the MR subsequently act as the main refrigerant to liquefy the natural gas. Both 

pre-cooling and liquefaction are configured on separated cycle. The natural gas feed from acid gas 

cleaning unit is pre-cooled to about -35oC in the pre-cooling stage. Afterwards, it passes through the 

main cryogenic heat exchanger (MCHE) where it is sub-cooled and liquefied to between -155oC to -

162oC by MR and sent to the LNG storage. The process flowsheet, depicted in Figure. 1, is created and 

simulated using Aspen Plus. Propane is compressed using a four-stage compression (PROP-C1 to 

PROP-C4) with one aftercooler while the MR is compressed in three-stage process (MR-C1 to MR-C3) 

with intercooling. Four heat exchangers represent precooling of propane cycle (PHX1 to PHX4) and 
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two heat exchangers (MHX1 and MHX2) represent the MCHE. The composition of natural gas feed 

and base case value of MR are listed in Table 2. At the pre-cooling stage, throttling process of propane 

is carried out to maintain the desired pre-cooling temperature, where natural gas and MR streams exit 

at -33oC. Furthermore, the gaseous and liquid part of MR is subsequently separated and pass through 

the throttling valves to reduce its temperature and liquefy the natural gas to -139oC. The last step is 

conducted using a throttling valve (NGTV) to further sub cooled the natural gas temperature to -160oC 

at near-atmospheric pressure. At this stage, the LNG ready to be stored.  

3 Process simulation and exergy-based analyses 

The initial inputs for simulation and assumptions is adopted from [4], which are presented in Table 1 

and used as the base case for the rest of analyses. The composition of natural gas feed and MR used in 

the base case are listed in Table 2. Process simulation allows thermodynamic properties of all streams 

and components to be obtained. Thereafter, exergy analysis is performed based on fuel and product rule 

in order to analyse the irreversibility of each component. The exergy streams are split into mechanical 

and thermal parts as already demonstrated by Morozyuk et al. [5,6]. This proves to be important aspect 

to increase the accuracy of the analysis, particularly in evaluating process that operates below and above 

the environment temperature such as C3MR. Additionally, base case values are used to start the 

optimization procedure as the initial condition for the process simulation.  

Table 1: Base case inputs of the C3MR simulation 

Specification Value 

Natural gas mass flow rate 158.42 kg/s 

Natural gas feed temperature 300 K 

Natural gas feed pressure 65 bar 

LNG temperature 113 K 

LNG pressure 1.2 bar 

Propane mass flow rate 442.7 kg/s 

Mixed refrigerant compressors discharge pressure 2.5 – 5.1 – 7.2 – 14.3 bar 

Propane compressors discharge pressure 7.5 – 17.5 – 48.6 bar 

Table 2: Initial mass fraction of natural gas and mixed refrigerant 

Component Natural gas Mixed refrigerant 

Propane 0.021 0.213 

Nitrogen 0.041 0.07 

Methane 0.875 0.418 

Ethane 0.055 0.299 

N-Butane 0.005 0.00015 

I-Butane 0.003 0.00015 

3.1 Exergy and Exergoeoconomic analysis  

Referring to the process flowsheet in Figure. 1, exergetic efficiency is formulated with the following 

equation 

 

𝜀 =  
�̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠

�̇�𝐹,𝑠𝑦𝑠 
=  1 −

�̇�𝐷,𝑠𝑦𝑠

�̇�𝐹,𝑠𝑦𝑠

 (1) 
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where, 

 

�̇�𝑃 = �̇�𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐺𝐴𝑆−7
𝑇 − �̇�𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐺𝐴𝑆−1

𝑇  (2) 

 

�̇�𝐹 = ∑ �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑛
𝑁

+ �̇�𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐺𝐴𝑆−1 
𝑀 − �̇�𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐺𝐴𝑆−7

𝑀  (3) 

 

In our case, the feed gas temperature, pressure, and flow rate is kept constant. Consequently systems' 

exergy of product of the system �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 is at a fixed value. Therefore, maximizing exergetic efficiency 

means the systems' exergy of fuel has to be reduced, which largely depends on the total energy 

consumption. Furthermore, the term exergoeconomics is first coined by Tsatsaronis [2] as the extension 

of exergy analysis based on the same fuel and product rule. Over the recent years, exergoeconomic 

analysis has been broadly implemented in numerous studies for energy conversion systems [1,6–10]. 

Using this method, As the prerequisite of the analysis, exergy analysis and economic analysis have to 

be initially calculated. The exergoeconomic balance of each component is determined using fuel-product 

approach:  

 

𝑐𝑃,𝑘�̇�𝑃,𝑘 = 𝑐𝐹,𝑘�̇�𝐹,𝑘 + �̇�𝑘 (4) 

 

The cost rate for the capital investment and O&M, symbolized by �̇�𝑘, is formulated as 

 

�̇�𝑘 =
𝐶𝐶𝐿 + 𝑂𝑀𝐶𝐿

𝜏
×

𝐶𝐵𝑀,𝑘

∑ 𝐶𝐵𝑀,𝑘
 (5) 

 

where 𝐶𝐶𝐿, 𝑂𝑀𝐶𝐿, 𝜏, 𝐶𝐵𝑀𝑘 are the annualized investment and O&M cost, the operation and 

maintenance cost, the average capacity factor, the bare module cost of 𝑘𝑡ℎ component, respectively. 

Further details about fuel and product rule as well as modeling the exergy and exergoeconomic balance 

can be found in [2,3,11]. Referring to the process flowsheet, the systems' cost of fuel and product are 

formulated with the following equations: 

 

�̇�𝐹,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = ∑ 𝑐𝑤�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑛
𝑁

+  𝑐𝑁𝐺−1
𝑀 �̇�𝑁𝐺−1 

𝑀 − 𝑐𝑁𝐺−7
𝑀 �̇�𝑁𝐺−7

𝑀  (6) 

 

�̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑐𝑁𝐺−7
𝑇 �̇�𝑁𝐺−7

𝑇 − 𝑐𝑁𝐺−1
𝑇 �̇�𝑁𝐺−1

𝑇  (7) 

 

Further detailed equations for the set of exergy balance, exergoeconomic balance and auxiliary equations 

of all C3MR components are summarized in Appendix A. 

4 Multi-objective Optimisation 

The optimisation is performed using genetic algorithm (GA), pioneered by Holland [12]. This approach 

is quite popular among engineers for optimizing a function of a system which is mathematically complex 

to model, non-linear and has non-convex characteristics. Further details about GA implementations, the 

approach to crossovers and mutations can be found in [13,14]. Although the approach is, to some extent, 

similar with the single-objective optimization, the sorting and selection method implemented in the GA 

for multi-objective optimization has to be modified. Assigning weights to each objective would not be 
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acceptable in this case, since the optimization results needs to have a range of selection of non-

dominated solutions, known as Pareto frontiers. In minimization objectives, a solution 𝑥𝑜𝑝𝑡 ∈ 𝑋 is 

Pareto optimal if there does not exist another point, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, such that 𝐹(𝑥)  ≤  𝐹(𝑥𝑜𝑝𝑡), and 𝐹𝑗(𝑥)  <

 𝐹𝑗(𝑥𝑜𝑝𝑡) for at least one function [15]. In practical application such as GA, the result might not be 

Pareto optimal but close enough to the optimum boundary. This condition is known as weakly Pareto 

optimal. 

The multi-objective optimization work flow is illustrated in Fig 3. Sorting method carries the most 

important part of the algorithm. Instead of sorting the variable sets based on single-objective, it applies 

non-dominated sorting and assigns a parameter called crowding distances. The former sort the 

population selection based on the front or non-domination characteristic, while the latter ensure the 

diversity on the objective space. This method, introduced by Deb [16], known as non-dominated sorting 

genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). The whole algorithm is written in Python coupled with VBA for exergy 

and exergoeconomic analyses, with the number of iterations is specified to 100. 
 

 

Fig. 2: Multi-objective optimization workflow using GA and NSGA-II non-dominated sorting 

4.1 Objective functions and decision variables 

Exergetic efficiency maximization and cost of product minimization, referred in equation (2) and (11), 

are chosen as the objective functions for the optimization. Both objectives are conflicting to each other 

and at the same time strongly correlated, which is the main motivation to conduct the multi-objective 

optimization. The decision variables include the most important parameters from the process. MR 

composition, pressure and flow rate is the most apparent since the multi-component of the refrigerant 

would greatly change the performance of the system. Propane flow rate directly correlates to the energy 
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consumption, as well as the discharge pressure of propane and MR. Furthermore, performing 

exergoeconomic analysis on this case also takes the following assumptions [17]: 

1. The thermal and mechanical average costs of natural gas feed stream according to fuel rule is 

given by 𝑐𝑁𝐺−1
𝑇 = 𝑐𝑁𝐺−1

𝑀 = 𝑐𝑁𝐺,𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑.  

2. The price of natural gas 𝑐𝑁𝐺,𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 is assumed at 5.872 $/GJ, whereas the specific cost of 

generating power for all compressors  is assumed to be taken from the average cost of electricity 

with 𝑐𝑊 = 23.441 $/GJ 

4.2 Optimization results 

Early iterations of the optimization created a quite disperse solutions in the objective space, although as 

optimization progressed, they are concentrated in the either side of high exergetic efficiency or low cost 

of product. The process constraints in C3MR affecting this condition, since the feasible values are 

limited due the constraints in the component variables, for instance temperature difference in heat 

exchangers and the liquid fraction in the compressors. Hence the new iteration results tend to be closer 

with the population from the previous generations. Nonetheless, the solutions became more diverse in 

the later iterations due to better selection from NSGA and better new generations from crossovers and 

mutations procedure. When the optimization approached 100th iterations, the solutions are slowly 

converged towards Pareto optimal curve. The result in Fig. 3. shows the range of Pareto frontier is from 

55.7% to 61.5% for exergetic efficiency and from 45648 to 52245 $/hour for the cost of product. 

 

Fig. 3: Progression of C3MR multi-objective optimization towards Pareto frontier 

The Pareto front curve provide the range of preference for decision makers to enable them to choose the 

best tradeoffs between the exergetic efficiency and total cost of product. In this process we consider a 

posteriori articulation of preferences, where all results have to be initially quantified and thereafter the 

decision makers can impose their preference. For the purpose of evaluation, we preferred the solution 

that has the best tradeoffs between two objectives (FF3), as shown in Fig. 3. Note that the selected 

solution does not imply that FF3 is the only "best" solution from the Pareto frontier. The important 

information here is to show how the decision variables affects the performance of C3MR using exergy-

based analysis. The result of multi-objective optimization is compared with base case and two single-

optimization cases: maximization of exergetic efficiency (FF1) and minimization of cost of product 

(FF2), which is presented in Table 3.  

In terms of exergetic efficiency, FF1 has the highest value that the system can achieve at 61.5%. The 
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design parameter has improved the efficiency of MCHE, which from the base case analysis has the 

biggest exergy destruction. The drawbacks however, is this solution has increased its �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 to 52245 

GJ/hour, a 3.5% rise compared to the base case. Since the main objective in FF1 is to maximize exergetic 

efficiency, MCHE is configured to have less exergy destruction, consequently increases the equipment 

cost of the heat exchangers. This explains the cost increase in FF1 case. On the contrary, FF2 is able to 

achieve 9.5% reduction of  �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 to 45648 GJ/hour by significantly reduced the investment and O&M 

cost of PCHE and MCHE. Despite the increase of �̇�𝐷,𝑠𝑦𝑠, FF2 has the near-optimum solution in terms 

of minimizing total cost of product. The contribution of PCHE and MCHE investment and O&M cost 

in FF2 is 59%, which is considerably lower than base case (61%) and FF1 (71%). Ultimately, FF3 has 

the total investment and O&M cost 35007 $/hour, where PCHE, MCHE and MR Compressors are the 

major cost contributors at 38%, 27% and 23%, respectively. All of the key results, from exergetic 

efficiency to �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 lies between FF1 and FF2, demonstrating the tradeoffs between the two. It is also 

revealed that the value of  �̇�𝐷,𝑠𝑦𝑠 is 5258 $/hr, which is 10% higher than FF1 and 24% lower than FF2. 

Finally, the results revealed that a slight increase in the refrigerants flow rate play a significant role in 

the cost associated with exergy destruction, particularly for both PCHE and MCHE. It can also be 

concluded from all cases described above that PCHE and MCHE, followed by MR compressors are the 

main cost contributors to the system. 

Table 3: Overview of the analysis results of all cases 

 Base case FF1a FF2b FF3c 

Exergetic efficiency, 𝜀 (%) 53.4% 61.5% 55.7% 59.6% 

Total exergy of fuel, �̇�𝐹,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (MW) 239.20 207.62 229.08 214.33 

Total exergy of product, �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (MW) 127.68 127.68 127.68 127.68 

Total exergy destruction, �̇�𝐷,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (MW) 111.52 79.94 101.40 86.65 

Total cost rate of inv. and O&M, ∑ �̇�𝑘 ($/h) 35538 39833 31802 34970 

Total cost rate of of fuel, �̇�𝐹,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ($/h) 14937 12412 13846 13006 

Total cost rate of product, �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ($/h) 50475 52245 45648 47976 
a Maximize exergetic efficiency. b Minimize the cost of product. c Multi-objective optimization. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Distribution of �̇�𝐷,𝑘 and  �̇�𝑘 from exergoeconomic analysis of all cases 
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4.2.1 Solutions of the optimizations 

The decision variables for base case and each optimization scenario are presented in Table 4. 

Maximizing the exergetic efficiency resulted in relatively high MR flow rate with less methane and 

more ethane in the composition. The outlet pressure MR compressors also play a major role, where the 

value is reduced in order to lower the exergy destruction. The lowest MR flow rate is found when 

minimizing the cost of product, as shown in FF2. In this case, more propane and methane while slightly 

increase ethane in the mixture proves to be the optimum solution for the objective. As for the multi-

objective FF3 case, MR composition of FF2 follow the same trend with FF1, albeit a slight increase in 

the flow rate or refrigerants. The MR throttling pressure outlet of FF3, however, is the same as FF2 to 

avoid a high �̇�𝐷 of MCHE, as occurred in FF1. 

Table 4: Decision variables from all optimization scenarios 

Variables Unit Base case FF1 FF2 FF3 

MR Compressor outlet pressure bar 48.6 48.3 57.0 48.3 

MR flow rate kg/s 301.8 285.7 277.6 285.8 

MR composition      

   Methane mass fraction 0.248 0.118 0.221 0.121 

   Ethane mass fraction 0.332 0.499 0.349 0.514 

   Propane mass fraction 0.347 0.284 0.376 0.292 

   Nitrogen mass fraction 0.072 0.099 0.052 0.102 

   MRTV1 pressure outlet bar 2.9 2.9 6.3 6.3 

   MRTV2 pressure outlet bar 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 

Pre Cooling      

   Propane flow rate kg/s 442.7 444.3 442.7 444.5 

   Compressor 1 pressure outlet bar 2.5 2.6 1.6 2.5 

   Compressor 2 pressure outlet bar 5.1 5.4 2.7 3.7 

   Compressor 3 pressure outlet bar 7.2 7.2 4.4 7.2 

   Compressor 4 pressure outlet bar 14.3 11.6 11.6 11.6 

   Throttling valve pressure outlet bar 1.3 1.4 1.03 1.3 

5 Conclusions 

Designing liquefaction process involves several steps including process design, thermodynamic and 

economic evaluation and as process optimization. In this study, we modeled C3MR process and 

established evaluation methods with the aid of exergy-based analyses. Subsequently, a multi-objective 

optimization is performed by implementing genetic algorithm and a modified version of selection 

system, tailored for multi-objective purpose called NSGA-II. The objectives are maximizing the 

exergetic efficiency and minimizing the total cost of product �̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠, which assumed to be a priori, 

meaning that no particular preference is assigned to any of the objective. The purpose of multi-objective 

optimization is not to find a single optimum value, rather it is designed to determine non-dominated 

solutions within the objective space, known as Pareto optimum. The technique demonstrated in this 

study is able to find near Pareto optimum solutions, in which the efficiency ranges from 55.7% to 61.5% 

and the cost of product of the system ranges from 45600 to 52900 $/hour. The result from the Pareto 

frontiers also revealed that the investment and O&M costs of PCHE and MCHE are the major 

contributors of the total cost, followed by MR compressors. Selecting MR composition and flow rate as 

the decision variables are an apparent choice and significantly affects the affects the performance of the 

system. Additionally, the optimization results shown that amount of pre-cooling is also quite sensitive 
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to perturbation. A slight change of the flow rate has caused a major shift in the exergy destruction of 

PCHE and the costs associated with it. Ultimately, the solutions that lies at Pareto frontier can be used 

to establish the empirical relationship between exergetic efficiency and the cost of product, thus 

providing the decision makers with a wide range of design preferences. 
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Abstract 
Wind power is one of the most popular renewable energy sources, characterized by a rapid growth of 

installed power in the energy mix of many countries. Usually, the influence of wind technologies on the 
depletion of non-renewable resources is evaluated taking into account the consumption of energy and 

materials in the construction phase. However, it must be taken into account that the major drawback of 

wind energy is its random availability which also influences the consumption of resources. Additional 
consumption results from the necessity of compensation for random operation of wind power plants by 

conventional ones operating in off-design point. This negative effect, expressed by means of thermo-

ecological cost (TEC) can be significant in comparison to the TEC of construction phase of a wind 
turbine. TEC is defined as the cumulative consumption of non-renewable exergy connected with the 

fabrication of a particular product with additional inclusion of the consumption resulting from the 

necessity of compensating the environmental losses caused by the rejection of harmful waste substances 

to the environment. Power plant cycling could be minimized by applying an energy storage system, 
which would absorb wind energy when it is available in excess and return it to the grid in periods of 

high demand. In the present work, several scheduling strategies for cooperation of an energy storage 

system with wind turbines are investigated. The effect of minimization of compensation component of 
wind turbines’ TEC is evaluated. 

1 Introduction – renewable energy sources and energy storage 

In recent times, due to depletion of fossil fuels reserves and concerns of global climate change, more 

focus is put on switching the energy sector to renewable energy sources (RES). In Europe, it is reflected 

in the European Union’s environmental and energy policy. The Renewable Energy Directive sets rules 

for the EU to achieve a target of 20% of energy produced from renewables by 2020 [1]. In the sector of 
renewable electricity production in the EU, the largest share is provided by hydropower plants (38% in 

year 2015). However, wind is the energy source that is characterized by the most rapid growth in the 

energy mix; its presence has more than quadrupled over the period 2004–2015. In 2015, it accounted 
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for 31% share in renewable electricity production, or 24.6 Mtoe in absolute figures. It is projected that 
in 2020 the electricity generation from wind will grow to 32.7 Mtoe and equal the electricity generation 

from hydropower plants [2]. 

Wind power has numerous advantages which make it the most popular renewable energy source 
worldwide. Being one of the most mature RES technologies, it is also the most affordable and is 

perceived as the cleanest [3]. The operation phase of a wind turbine does not involve emission of toxic 

gases or CO2 to the environment. It requires a significant amount of steel to build a wind farm, but 
energy consumed during the construction phase of a wind power plant is equal to energy produced by 

the plant within a few months of operation [4,5]. Wind farms are not free from negative environmental 

impact, but these effects are minor. Among the most raised arguments are: noise, danger for birds and 

visual intrusion [4,6,7]. Contrary to the other RES with high potential - large hydropower plants, the 
development of wind farms is virtually unlimited. This is because wind is a practically infinite source 

of energy that can be harvested anywhere, both in the mainland and offshore [4]. 

A major drawback of wind energy is its random availability. Wind is unpredictable and uncontrollable, 
so electricity generation from this source strongly fluctuates over time. According to the guidelines of 

the Renewable Energy Directive [1], either priority access or guaranteed access to the grid shall be 

provided for electricity produced from RES. On the one side, this helps to integrate RES into the market 

of electricity and to utilize the maximum available amount of renewable electricity. On the other side, 
this may cause instability of the electric power system. In every second, the balance between electricity 

supply and demand must be maintained. When no energy storage is used, conventional power units 

continuously need to adjust their load to match the system’s demand. As the level of wind power 
penetration (the share of wind energy in the system) grows, the variations in the net load curve become 

higher. This results in increased cycling of thermal power units. The term “cycling” refers to shutting 

power plants down and starting them up and increasing or decreasing their power generation output. 
Overall, such working regime reduces the efficiency of power plants. This issue is addressed in further 

sections of the paper. 

A way of reducing the phenomenon of cycling and improving the overall performance of the energy 

system would be application of large-scale energy storage. Methods of energy storage can be categorized 
into several main groups. Since it is difficult to directly store electric energy (only capacitors and 

superconductors fall into this category), the majority of methods rely on converting electric energy in 

order to store it in a different form. The most common methods are mechanical and chemical energy 
storage. Mechanical methods include pumped hydro storage (PHS), compressed air storage (CAES) and 

flywheels. Among chemical methods there are various kinds of electrochemical batteries (BES), as well 

as electrolyzers/fuel cells (for storing energy in the form of hydrogen). Other methods utilize thermal 
energy storage (i.e. storing energy in suitable materials at high or low temperatures and then utilizing it 

in a heat engine, thus producing electricity). All these technologies vary greatly in terms of main 

characteristics, which are: storage capacity, power output, energy density, power density, response time, 

charge/discharge duration, lifetime and round-trip efficiency. Depending on these factors, different 
technological solutions are applicable for various purposes that could be served for the energy system. 

The purposes are associated with the possible duration of energy storage and include: power quality 

support, load leveling, spinning reserve, energy arbitrage and long-term energy storage [8-10]. Table 1 
presents a summary of the most common methods of energy storage together with their main 

characteristics. 
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Table 1: Comparison of technological solutions of energy storage [8-10].  

Technology Round-trip efficiency, % Storage duration 

Pumped hydro storage 70÷85 Medium, long 

Compressed air storage 45÷85 Medium, long 

Thermal energy storage 40÷80 Medium, long 
Electrolyzers + fuel cells (hydrogen) 20÷50 Medium, long 

Lead-acid batteries 70÷90 Short, medium 

Lithium-ion batteries 85÷95 Short, medium 
Flywheels 85÷95 Short 

Capacitors 90 Short 

Superconductors 90÷98 Short 

 
The problem of scheduling energy storage units cooperating with renewable electric energy sources is 

widely studied in the literature. Research in [11-15] focuses on use of energy storage system (usually 

BES) to smoothen the output of a wind farm and a solar photovoltaic plant, so that they can be dispatched 
on an hourly basis like any other conventional generator and actively take part in the market [16]. 

Similarly, studies [17-22] deal with optimal scheduling of renewables-storage generation systems 

focusing mainly on the technical constraints of various analysed storage systems. Studies [23-25] 

investigate a control strategy for an energy storage system which aims to increase the RES penetration 
level while improving the electric grid reliability and power generation scheduling. Since the grid 

imposes a set of requirements regarding the quality of electric energy, it does not permit presence of 

highly variable sources (such as wind) over a certain threshold. Smoothening the power output from 
these sources would allow for a better integration of renewables into the grid. Research in [26] proves 

that due to their intermittent nature, renewable sources alone cannot fully cover the system’s demand 

for electric energy. It would require an overscaled system of renewable sources, characterized by huge 

losses of energy (defined as forced curtailment of production due to lack of demand). Such investments 
would therefore be not feasible. The required storage capacity for various levels of renewable energy 

penetration in the system is also determined in that study. Regarding the cooperation of renewable 

sources with thermal power generators, scheduling of an energy storage system for an isolated power 
system comprising wind turbines and diesel engine is investigated in [27]. Study [28] examines 

combining a wind farm and a conventional thermal unit with a CAES unit in order to increase profits 

and reduce costs for the owner of such system. A similar topic, but in a larger scale, is investigated in 
[29]. Related research in [30] focuses on optimizing the cost of energy in the network and investment-

operational costs of the storage units, considering their practical characteristics as a design variable. 

The abovementioned works focus mainly on the technical and design aspects of energy storage units 

and/or economy, yet the system effects, including the overall consumption of resources are rarely 
investigated. The aim of this paper is to examine strategies for system-scale cooperation of renewable 

electric energy sources, energy storage units and conventional thermal power plants with the focus on 

consumption of non-renewable primary energy. Energy losses both in storage units and thermal power 
plants are taken into account. 

2 Losses induced by wind power intermittency 

Thermal power units, fired with fossil fuels, are designed to operate at their base load and their flexibility 

is low. They suffer from efficiency drop when operated below nominal parameters. Lower efficiency 

means higher fuel consumption and higher emission of CO2 and toxic gases (e.g. NOX and SOX) per unit 

of produced electric energy. Also the process of starting up a power plant involves significant energy 
losses and associated costs. All in all, cycling results in faster deterioration of the plant’s components, 
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shortens its lifetime, worsens its performance and forces extra costs [5,31-34]. Introduction of highly 
variable wind sources to the grid imposes additional cycling, causing power plants to operate with lower 

efficiency more often. In addition, it increases the number of shut-down/start-up procedures. The 

intermittency and unpredictability of wind requires also an additional reserve in the electric power 
system. In case of a sudden drop of wind power production, the power shortage must be immediately 

covered by remaining power sources. This duty is best served by gas-fired power plants, as they can be 

quickly started up and adjusted. However, if the power system comprises mostly of coal fired plants, as 
in the case of Poland (which will be investigated in this paper), they must take the role of reserve units. 

Since it takes several hours to start up a coal-fired power plant, a certain amount of them constantly 

needs to operate at low load to be able to compensate for an unexpected decrease of wind power. A 

conclusion from these issues is that 1 MW of produced wind power is not equal to 1 MW of avoided 
fossil fuel power, or in other words, it does not allow to completely avoid negative effects of utilizing 1 

MW of fossil fuel energy [35,36]. Consequently, the negative effect of the off-design work of thermal 

power units caused by wind intermittency should be allocated to the operational phase of wind turbines. 
An attempt to assess this effect was done by the authors in their previous work [37], where the thermo-

ecological cost of electricity produced by wind turbines was complemented with an additional portion 

resulting from the compensation of hourly wind power variations. 

The thermo-ecological cost (TEC) has been defined by Szargut [38,39] as: the cumulative consumption 
of non-renewable exergy connected with the fabrication of a particular product with additional inclusion 

of the consumption resulting from the necessity of compensating the environmental losses caused by 

the rejection of harmful waste substances to the environment. The concept is therefore similar to 
cumulative exergy efficiency, but taking into account only non-renewable resources. In particular, TEC 

of electric energy can be considered as an inverse of cumulative exergy efficiency of production of this 

form of energy. In the case of electricity produced from non-renewable sources it will be higher than 1, 
accounting for the extraction of exergy of fossil fuel from the environment, exergy consumption required 

for this process and finally the exergy losses in a power plant. In the case of renewable sources, such as 

wind, the TEC of electric energy will be lower than 1, but not equal to 0. This results from the fact that 

production of a wind turbine itself requires use of exergy and non-renewable materials such as steel. 
Table 2 lists average thermo-ecological costs of electric energy produced from various sources. The 

typical coal-fired power plant considered here is a 260 MW unit with efficiency characteristic given in 

Fig. 1. The value listed in Table 2 corresponds to the nominal efficiency of this plant. 

Table 2: Thermo-ecological cost of electric energy [40].  

Technology TEC 

Wind turbines 0.081 

Photovoltaic panels 0.294 
Biogas power plants 0.082 

Coal-fired power plants (typical for Poland) 2.910 
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Figure 1: Efficiency of a 260 MW coal-fired power plant. 

In previous work, authors proposed several approaches to estimate the compensation part of TEC of 

electricity produced by wind turbines. The one which will also be used here takes into consideration the 

actual demand curve of the Polish power system (based on data from PSE – the operator of Polish grid 

[41]). It was assumed that the dispatchable part of electric power system comprises only coal-fired 
thermal units with gross power 260 MW (net power 238 MW) and efficiency characteristic presented in 

Fig. 1. Their minimal load was assumed to be 60%. For each hour, the number of thermal power units 

required to balance the system was calculated. Their total output equals the system’s demand minus the 
generation of non-dispatchable sources, including wind (later referred to as “net power demand”). If in 

the subsequent hours the net power demand decreases, the thermal units first reduce their load. If the 

minimal load of all currently operating units is achieved, only then are they turned off. The procedure 
is analogous when the net demand increases. Starting up a thermal unit is associated with additional 

energy losses. The exact value of these losses is difficult to quantify, as it is a function of several 

parameters, the most important being the amount of time since shutdown. The losses were estimated at 

1500–2500 GJ [42]. This calculation was performed twice: one time for the actual wind generation 
throughout 2015, and second time with an assumption that there is no wind generation at all. The 

analysis was repeated for different wind penetrations (by scaling the actual wind generation up and 

down). The TEC of compensation (TECcomp) was calculated as the additional consumption of exergy of 
coal due to off-design operation of power plants divided by the amount of electric energy produced by 

wind turbines (see Equations (1–3)). 

 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 =
𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 ∙ Σ∆𝐸𝑐ℎ

𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
 (1) 

 

Σ∆𝐸𝑐ℎ = 𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ∙ (

1

�̅�𝑒𝑙
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

−
1

�̅�𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑜 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

) (2) 

 

�̅�𝑒𝑙 =
𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙

∑
Σ𝑁(𝜏) ∙ ∆𝜏
𝜂𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑣(𝜏)

8760
𝜏=1 + Σ∆𝑛 ∙ ∆𝐸𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

 
(3) 
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𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙   thermo-ecological cost of coal burned in thermal power units (equal to 1.12), 

𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑  total amount of electric energy provided by wind farms during the year, 

Σ∆𝐸𝑐ℎ
 

additional amount of chemical energy consumed in power plants due to part-load operation, 

�̅�𝑒𝑙  yearly average efficiency of the system of thermal power plants, 

𝜂𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑣(𝜏) hourly average electric efficiency of the system of thermal units, 

𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙  total amount of electric energy produced by thermal plants throughout the year, 

Σ𝑁(𝜏) total output power of thermal units (equal to the net demand), 

∆𝐸𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 chemical energy loss associated with a start-up procedure of a thermal unit, 

Σ∆𝑛 total number of start-up procedures per year, 

∆𝜏 time step (1 hour).  

The superscript wind refers to the actual work of the system, and the superscript no wind refers to the 

hypothetical situation when there are no wind sources. 
For the actual data for Poland from 2015 (with wind energy covering 6.6% of the total demand), the 

result of TECcomp turned out to be rather low (in the range of 0–0.03). However, the simulation showed 

that if the wind penetration increases, its negative effect on thermal units grows accordingly and the 
value of TECcomp may reach the same order of magnitude as “investment” TEC of wind turbines 

presented in Table 2. 

3 Methodology 

The next phase of the abovedescribed research is introducing energy storage units to the analysed system 

and examining strategies for system-scale cooperation of renewable electric energy sources, energy 

storage units and conventional thermal power plants. In the first step, no specific energy storage 
technology is chosen. Instead, energy storage unit is simply modeled as a “black box” with given round-

trip efficiency and no restrictions regarding storage capacity or charge/discharge rate. It was assumed 

that at the beginning of the year, energy storage is empty and during the year the amount of stored energy 
cannot drop to a negative value. The round trip-efficiency was assumed in the range of 65–90% 

(compare with Table 1); calculations were repeated for various values. The simulations of work of the 

power system were based on the previously developed model, quoted above [37]. Calculations were 

performed based on the actual hourly demand profile of Polish power system and production of wind 
turbines installed in the system (data from the year 2017) [41]. During the simulations, energy 

production from wind was scaled to obtain results for various levels of penetration of wind energy into 

the system (the actual value for year 2017 was 8.56%). Scaling was not done by simply multiplying the 
actual profile by a constant factor (thus increasing the hourly power variations), but rather by moving 

the whole profile “up”. This corresponds to an assumption that new installed wind power would be 

evenly distributed around the country. 
Several variants of controlling the charge/discharge schedule of the energy storage subsystem were 

conceived and investigated; they are described below. A new general assumption added to the model 

involves the need to ensure spinning reserve in thermal units in case of a sudden drop of power output 

from wind turbines. The required reserve was assumed to be equal to the maximum observed hourly 
ramp of wind power output. Dividing the reserve by the range of operation of one thermal unit results 

in the number of required reserve units. In this case, the result is 12. As a consequence, even if the net 

demand for power is lower than the total power output from these reserve plants, they are not shut down. 
In such case, an overproduction of electric energy in the system appears. 

3.1 Variant 1 

The aim of this variant is to estimate the amount of “redundant” wind energy. In this case, energy storage 
was only charged when an overproduction of energy in the system appears. The stored energy was not 
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returned to the grid. At low levels of wind penetration overproduction does not appear, so this variant 
can be treated as a reference for the rest of variants. 

3.2 Variant 2 

Variant 2 aims to equalize the power output from the wind farms. It bases on an assumption that each 

wind farm is equipped with an energy storage unit, which attempts to ensure a constant power output 

from the wind farm. Therefore, energy storage is charged when wind power is greater than the average, 

and discharged when it is lower. 

3.3 Variant 3 

Here, the purpose of energy storage is to reduce the phenomenon of cycling by fixing a minimum and 

maximum number of thermal units that can operate in the system. The minimum mad maximum number 
of units were determined under an assumption that 25% of energy production occurring during peaks 

would be shaved and allocated to valleys. If the net power demand increases over the available power 

output of thermal units, no new units are turned on, energy storage is discharged instead. It is charged 
in periods with low net demand. 

3.4 Variant 4 

Variant 4 is similar to the previous one in terms of reducing cycling. However, it bases on a forecast of 
net demand. The gross demand of the system is easy to predict, as its nature does not change much over 

years and there is extensive amount of historic statistical data. Exact power output of wind turbines is 

difficult to predict, but nevertheless, it was assumed that the grid operator knows the exact value of the 
net demand 6 hours in advance. If it turns out that in the forecasting horizon a thermal unit would need 

to be started up and then quickly shut down (or the opposite – shut down and then started up), the energy 

storage intervenes to prevent such situations. Therefore, local peaks and depressions of the net demand 

are smoothened. 

3.5 Assessment indicators 

System effects are assessed with a series of indicators, both locally (whether introduction of energy 
storage helps to reduce cycling of thermal power plants and improve their efficiency) and globally 

(considering the additional use of primary energy due to losses in storage). The size of energy storage 

system is also estimated for each variant. The indicators are described below. The obtained values for 

different variants will be compared with each other and with the reference variant, which assumes no 
wind energy in the system at all (further referred to as “Variant 0”). 

 

 Number of start-up procedures per annum (Σ∆𝑛) 
 

This indicator sums the number of shut-downs/start-ups of thermal power plants throughout the year. It 

helps to determine whether the employed strategy for energy storage scheduling helped to reduce 

cycling. 
 

 Average efficiency of thermal power plants (�̅�𝑒𝑙) 

 
This is the average yearly efficiency of power plants, calculated according to Eq.(2). It accounts both 

for the characteristic in Fig. 1 and start-up losses. 
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 Thermo-ecological cost of compensation (𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝) 

 
Calculated according to Eq.(1). If the value of this index is lower than for Variant 1, it means that the 

employed strategy of energy storage scheduling helped to reduce the losses in thermal power plants 

induced by the presence of wind energy sources. It can be considered as an assessment indicator in a 

local balance boundary. 
 

 Thermo-ecological cost of electricity delivered to the system (𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑) 

 

Consumption of non-renewable exergy per unit of electric energy delivered to the system. This indicator 

evaluates the effects of presence of renewable energy sources in a global balance boundary. It also takes 

into account the energy losses associated with converting energy when charging or discharging the 
storage. It is calculated according to Eq.(4). Note that this is not yet the “full” thermo-ecological cost, 

because it does not account for the investment TEC of energy storage units. Calculating this component 

of TEC is not possible if energy storage is modelled as a “black box”, without choosing a specific 
technology. 

 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 =
Σ𝐸𝑐ℎ ∙ 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ∙ 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑚 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑡
 (4) 

 

Σ𝐸𝑐ℎ  total amount of chemical energy of coal used in power plants during the year, 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
 
thermo-ecological cost of wind turbines (according to Table 2), 

𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑚
 

yearly demand for electric energy by the system, 

𝐸𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑡
 

amount of energy available in the storage at the end of the year. 

 

 Required power of energy storage (𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒) 

 

This is the maximum total required charging/discharging capability of energy storage system, expressed 

in MW. 
 

 Required storage capacity (𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒) 

 

This is the maximum required capacity of the energy storage system, i.e. the maximum observed amount 

of energy stored at a given hour (expressed in GWh). Due to the assumptions employed in the model 

and the character of wind production curve, the maximum value usually occurs at the end of the year 
and is therefore equal to the amount of energy left in the storage at the end of the year. 

4 Results and discussion 

Values of the abovementioned indicators have been calculated for various levels of wind penetration in 

the system. The simulations were performed in the range of 8.56–42.8% (8.56% being the actual wind 

penetration in the year 2017 and 42.8% being a value 5 times higher). The base value of energy storage 
round-trip efficiency was assumed to be 75% and the value of power plant start-up energy losses was 

2250 GJ. Sensitivity analysis  of these two parameters was carried out. 

Figure 2 presents the overproduction of energy relative to the system's demand plotted against wind 

penetration. 
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Figure 2: Overproduction of electric energy in the system as a function of wind penetration. 

The overproduction of energy starts to rise rapidly when the wind penetration exceeds 30%. However, 

even at high levels of wind penetration in the system, the amount of surplus energy is insignificant. At 
50% wind penetration, the overproduction would be about 2 100 GWh, which is less than 1.5% when 

compared to the system’s total yearly demand for energy. A conclusion from these results is that energy 

storage would be rather useless if its sole purpose was to absorb excess energy present in the system. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the values Σ∆𝑛 and �̅�𝑒𝑙 respectively. 
 

 

Figure 3: Total yearly number of start-ups of thermal power plants as a function of wind penetration. 
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Figure 4: Average efficiency of the system of thermal power plants as a function of wind penetration. 

Clearly, increasing presence of wind energy in the system has an adverse effect on the operation of 

thermal power plants. It turns out that all the proposed strategies of energy storage scheduling help to 
reduce the number of start-ups and the associated drop of efficiency. Variant 3 even manages to keep 

the average efficiency at a constant level, with only a slight increase of the number of start-ups. 

Figures 5 and 6 present the values of 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  and 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5: Required power of the energy storage system as a function of wind penetration. 
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Figure 6: Required capacity of the energy storage system as a function of wind penetration. 

Variant 3 requires significantly larger size of the energy storage system than the other variants, both in 

terms of storage capacity and power. Variant 2 exhibits a constant value of required storage capacity 

and power. This is a consequence of the assumption that the shape of wind energy supply curve does 
not change at higher levels of wind penetration. In real conditions, it need not necessarily be true, and 

both 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  and 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 may be increasing functions of wind penetration, as it is in the case of other 

Variants (with the exception of 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  for Variant 3). 

Figures 7 and 8 present the values of 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 and 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 respectively. 

 

 

Figure 7: Thermo-ecological cost of compensation as a function of wind penetration. 
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Figure 8: Average thermo-ecological cost of electricity in the grid as a function of wind penetration. 

As proven in the previous work, 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 increases with increasing wind penetration. This is a direct 

consequence of the trends presented in Fig. 4. Despite the negative effect of intermittent renewable 

energy sources on utility thermal power units, wind generation still has a significant positive impact on 

the overall thermo-ecological balance of the power system, as it can be seen in Fig. 8. All investigated 

strategies of energy storage scheduling reduced the thermo-ecological cost of compensation. Negative 

value of 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 for Variant 3 means that not only it compensated for the variations of wind energy 

supply curve, but also for the variations of the system energy demand curve. Regarding the average TEC 
of electric energy delivered to the grid, only in Variant 4 the result is lower than in the base variant. 

However, the difference is minute. 

Tables 3 and 4 contain a comparison of all assessment indicators for all variants for two levels of wind 
penetration. The values outside brackets were calculated for the base values of energy storage round-

trip efficiency and power plant start-up energy losses. The values in brackets were calculated for the 

worst case (energy storage round-trip efficiency equal to 65% and the value of power plant start-up 
energy losses equal to 2750 GJ) and for the best case (energy storage round-trip efficiency equal to 90% 

and the value of power plant start-up energy losses equal to 1750 GJ) respectively. 

Table 3: Comparison of assessment indicators (for actual level of wind penetration in the year 2017).  

 Variant 

Indicator 0 1 2 3 4 

Σ∆𝑛  
743 

 
2054 

 
1346 

(1338–1332) 
1162 

(1083–1304) 
1821 

 

�̅�𝑒𝑙  
37.41% 

(37.40–37.42%) 
37.35% 

(37.32–37.39%) 
37.40% 

(37.38–37.42%) 
37.62% 

(37.66–37.60%) 
37.36% 

(37.33–37.39%) 

𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 , MW - 
0 

 
3589 

 
9568 

(10046–8852) 
1060 

 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 , GWh - 
0 

 
969.37 

(784.73–1211.94) 
1625.47 

(2247.25–1010.43) 
34.56 

(31.21–39.10) 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝  - 
0.0384 

(0.0535–0.0234) 
0.0066 

(0.0130–0.0004) 
-0.1374 

(-0.1699–-0.1165) 
0.0315 

(0.0440–0.0190) 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑   
2.9938 

(2.9947–2.9929) 

2.6731 

(2.6756–2.6706) 

2.7000 

(2.7116–2.6825) 

2.6828 

(2.7032–2.6639) 

2.6728 

(2.6751–2.6704) 
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Table 4: Comparison of assessment indicators (for 4 times higher wind penetration than in 2017).  

 Variant 

Indicator 0 1 2 3 4 

Σ∆𝑛  
743 

 
5807 

 
5313 

(5309–5328) 
2460 

(2107–3109) 
3949 

 

�̅�𝑒𝑙  
37.41% 

(37.40–37.42%) 
36.92% 

(36.76–37.07%) 
37.01% 

(36.87–37.14%) 
37.57% 

(37.61–37.55%) 
37.09% 

(36.98–37.19%) 

𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 , MW - 
3571 

 

3589 

 

6636 

(7113–5920) 

3571 

 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 , GWh - 
165.69 

(154.25–181.50) 
969.37 

(784.73–1211.94) 
7052.95 

(8043.99–5361.79) 
533.89 

(477.24–610.08) 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝  - 
0.0498 

(0.0643–0.0352) 
0.0415 

(0.0547–0.0285) 
-0.0174 

(-0.0243–-0.0139) 
0.0328 

(0.0423–0.0233) 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑   
2.9938 

(2.9947–2.9929) 
1.7189 

(1.7262–1.7144) 
1.7526 

(1.7675–1.7331) 
1.8131 

(1.8570–1.7596) 
1.7184 

(1.7244–1.7117) 

 

The value of the round-trip efficiency of storage only influences the 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 . However, it is only 

affected for Variants 2 and 3, while Variants 1 and 4 are unaffected. On the other hand, changing the 

value of start-up losses has effect on both 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 and 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 . The difference of the results of 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 for various values of start-up losses is in the range of 0.01–0.03. The relationship is stronger 

for higher wind penetrations. Similarly, for high wind penetrations, the start-up losses start to play an 

important role for the value of 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 . 

Variant 3 is the best from the point of view of operators of thermal power plants, because it does the 

best work stabilizing the performance of these units, making them more efficient. However, this comes 
at the cost of a large size of energy storage system. Also, the losses of energy during storage drive up 

the overall consumption of primary exergy. Both Variants 2 and 4 provide compensation of the wind 

power intermittency. Variant 4 is better, because not only it requires a smaller size of energy storage 

system, but also the overall consumption of primary exergy is lower for this variant than in the base 
case. 

5 Summary and conclusions 

In the present work, several scheduling strategies for cooperation of an energy storage system with wind 

power sources and thermal power plants were investigated. A thermo-ecological cost was proposed and 

applied for the evaluation of local and global performance of such system. The presence of intermittent 
wind energy sources in the system was proven to induce losses in thermal power plants which make the 

dominant part of the energy system. Obtained results show that the compensation part of TEC may have 

a significant value when compared to the TEC resulting from life cycle assessment of wind turbines. 

Therefore, if a thermo-ecological or life cycle analysis of wind farms is performed, the negative effects 
induced on thermal plants should be also taken into consideration, especially for systems with high wind 

penetration. It was determined that introducing energy storage may reduce these losses. Among the 

analysed variants of energy storage scheduling, the one most beneficial was based on forecasting of the 
system’s net demand for energy and smoothening the local peaks and depressions of the net demand. 

However, it must be taken into consideration that introduction of energy storage, while locally 

improving the performance of thermal power plants, may increase the overall consumption of non-

renewable resources due to the associated energy losses. Nevertheless, the development and application 
of large-scale energy storage is a necessity if we want to achieve independency from fossil fuels and 

rely solely on renewable energy. 

Next steps in the research include preparing a more detailed model of the Polish power system and 
replacing the “black box” model of energy storage with specific technologies. More detailed model of 
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the power system would distinguish between the different types of centrally dispatched power plants 
present in Poland (differentiating their capacity and efficiency characteristics). It would also provide a 

better estimation of the losses of energy during start-ups. Substituting the “black box” model of energy 

storage with concrete technological solution would allow to employ specific constraints to the model 
(such as maximum allowed power input/output), and also consider the actual efficiency characteristics 

of given energy storage units. Additionally, it would make it possible to perform a “full” thermo-

ecological analysis, especially in cases when electric energy is not the final product of energy storage. 
An example of such situation is converting the surplus energy to the form of hydrogen. 

Finally, an economic analysis of various solutions of energy storage systems can be performed. It would 

determine whether such systems would be profitable and competitive on the market or if they would 

require some form of support, similar to that offered for renewable sources by governments in many 
countries. The TEC methodology proposed in this paper can be used for division of subsidies between 

renewable power plants and energy storage units based on objective criteria. 
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Abstract 

A substantial potential exists for the thermal power plants efficiency and power upgrades by the 

utilization of flue gas waste heat at the steam boiler. The paper presents solutions for the waste heat 

utilization and different balance of plant modifications for the regeneration of waste heat into the plant 

thermodynamic cycle. A comparative analysis of different solution modes is performed for the more 

than 30 years aged lignite-fired 2x620 MWe power plant “Nikola Tesla B”. Different modes of waste 

heat regeneration into the plant cycle are flue gas cooling by the “cold” feedwater taken from the main 

feedwater pump discharge line before high pressure heaters, by the “hot” feedwater after the high 

pressure heaters and by the condensate taken from the low pressure condensate line. The energy 

efficiency and power upgrades of proposed methods is evaluated and compared. The highest increase 

of power plant efficiency is achieved by the flue gas cooling by the feedwater taken from the feedwater 

pump discharge line. This solution was implemented within the first phase of power plant overhaul, with 

a reduction of the flue gas temperature for more than 20 oC and the boiler and power plant efficiency 

increases of approximately 2 and 0.53 percentage points respectively.  
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1 Introduction 

Coal is the dominant energy source in total energy consumption for electricity production with a share 

of about 40% [1]. Almost half of the installed coal-fired thermal power plants (TPPs) are older than 20 

years, and about 30% of all plants are older than 30 years [2]. These plants are the first candidates for 

retrofits with the aim of efficiency and environmental protection upgrades. Environmental concerns and 

regulatory measures about global warning and CO2 emission, air pollution, economic competitions 

among electrical utilities and electricity market impacts require constant improvements of every aspects 

of electricity production. In the recent years a considerable research and engineering effort have been 

devoted to the optimization of boiler cold-end and the integration of the waste heat recovery with the 

steam cycle of TPPs. A significant potential for an energy efficiency increase exists in the reduction of 

the flue gas temperature at the exit of the steam boiler. This is an imperative for new designs, but it is 

also very important in refurbishments and modernizations of aged plants, which were designed a few 

decades ago. The minimal flue gas temperature at the steam boiler exit is limited by the acid dew point. 

The aged TPPs were designed for the operation with the exit flue gas temperatures higher than 140 – 

150 oC, depending on the sulphur content in coal. New designs reduce exit flue gas temperature below 

100 oC with the application of plastic coatings for protection of metal surfaces [3].  

The paper presents analyses of energy effects of retrofits at the 30 years old lignite-fired 2x620 MWe 

power plant “Nikola Tesla B” with the aim of plant power and efficiency upgrade. The plant retrofits 

are based on the flue gas waste heat utilization and different balance of plant modifications for the 

regeneration of waste heat into the plant thermodynamic cycle. Considered methods of waste heat 

regeneration into the plant cycle are flue gas cooling by the “cold” feedwater taken from the main 

feedwater pump discharge line before high pressure heaters [4], by the “hot” feedwater after the high 

pressure heaters and by the condensate extracted from the low pressure condensate line. The energy 

efficiency of proposed methods is evaluated and compared. The highest increase of power plant 

efficiency is achieved by the flue gas cooling with the feedwater taken from the feedwater pump 

discharge line. This solution was implemented within the first phase of overhaul of the power plant, 

with a reduction of the flue gas temperature for more than 20 oC and the boiler and power plant efficiency 

increase of approximately 2 and 0.5 percentage points respectively [4].  

2 TPP “Nikola Tesla B” status prior to retrofit  

The lignite-fired power plant “Nikola Tesla B” has two identical units B1 and B2 with originally 

designed electric capacity of 620 MWe per each unit. The lignite has the lower heating value in the 

range form 5800 kJ/kg till 8000 kJ/kg, and the fractions of wetness and mineral materials are 

respectively about 50% and 18% per unit mass of working fuel. The schematic layout of the unit is 

shown in Fig. 1. The steam boiler is of the once-through tower type. The feedwater is preheated in the 

high pressure feedwater heaters (HPFWHs denoted with 17-19 in Fig.1) and enters the feedwater heating 

economizer section EKO 1 at the top of the boiler. Feedwater heating continues in the second 

economizer section ECO 2. From ECO 2 the feedwater flows through the downcomer pipes (3) to the 

bottom of the boiler furnace and it is fed to the spiral evaporator pipes (4), which form the membrane 

water walls of the furnace. Above the furnace the steam generation is continued in vertical evaporating 

tubes, and after that the steam is superheated in four superheaters. The fresh steam from the boiler enters 

the high pressure section of the steam turbine (5). After the expansion in the high pressure section the 

steam is returned to the boiler for reheating (6). The reheated steam is fed to the intermediate pressure 

section of the steam turbine (7) with two passes and then to the two low pressure sections (8) with two 

passes per each section. The exhaust steam is condensed in a condenser (9) cooled by the river water. 

The condensate is pumped through the condensate line and heated in four low pressure heaters (10 - 13) 

by the steam extracted from the intermediate and low pressure turbine sections. The condensate line 
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feeds the feedwater tank (14), and water from the feedwater tank is pumped by the main feedwater pump 

(15) to the steam boiler. The main feedwater pump is driven by the auxiliary steam turbine (16). The 

feedwater is heated in three high pressure heaters (17 - 19) with steam extracted from the high pressure 

and intermediate pressure section of the steam turbine.  

Unit B1 was connected to the electric grid in 1983 and Unit B2 in 1985. After 30 years of operation the 

revitalization and modernization of these units was performed. Besides the long period of operation and 

a need for the replacement of some vital parts of the steam boiler components, prior to overhauls both 

units showed a high temperature of flue gas at the boiler exit after the regenerative Ljungstrom air 

preheater and an increased pressure drop in water and steam flow through the heating surfaces and pipe 

system of the steam boiler. The design flue gas outlet temperature was 151 oC, while the operational 

temperature was almost 200 oC. The main causes of this malfunction are consistent problems with 

increased uncontrolled air leakage into the boiler furnace and consequent reduced air flow through the 

Ljungstrom air preheater, the problems with the higher burning flame position in the large furnace 

volume and aged heat exchanger surfaces with increased heat transfer resistances. Such a high 

temperature was not acceptable for the operation of the electrostatic precipitator and it led to a substantial 

reduction of the boiler efficiency. Therefore, the plant was forced to operate with switched off one line 

of high pressure feedwater heaters (as shown in Fig. 1, the balance of plant has two lines of HPFWHs), 

but this mode of operation has a reduced plant efficiency. The pressure drop increase of almost 70% 

compared to the design value was observed in the economizer’s heating sections, in the economizer-

evaporator connecting pipelines and in the evaporator tubes. This pressure drop increase was caused by 

the magnetite deposition on the tube walls and by the formation of periodic ripples of roughness on 

magnetite layers, the phenomenon that is characteristic for the higher fluid velocity in tubes of once-

through boiler [5]. This phenomenon was even intensified since the tube systems in boilers of Units B1 

and B2 have not been cleaned since the start of their operation. In order to overcome these deficiencies 

and with the aim of upgrading plant power, the retrofit of both Units B1 and B2 was performed in 2012 

and 2016 respectively, as it is described in the next section.    

3 Energy efficiency and power upgrades by high pressure installation at 

the TPP “Nikola Tesla B” 

In the framework of operational conditions presented in the previous Section 2, an additional high 

pressure economizer (HPE) was implemented for recovery of the waste heat from the steam boiler’s exit 

flue gas [4], what led to an increase of the Unit gross power to 650MWe and an increase of the Unit 

gross efficiency by 0.53 percentage points.  

A connection of the HPE ECO 1A to the originally built economizer and to the feedwater line is shown 

in Fig. 2. ECO 1A is installed at the top of the boiler. It is in parallel connection to the first section ECO 

1 of the originally built economizer, regarding the feedwater flow side, and in serial connection to the 

economizer sections ECO 2 and ECO 1 regarding the flue gas flow side. ECO 1A is fed with water 

through the new additional feedwater pipeline (marked with 1 in Fig. 2). The additional feedwater line 

is connected to the discharge line of the main feedwater pump. The feedwater is delivered to ECO 1 

through the original main feedwater pipeline (line 2 in Fig. 3) and it is heated by the steam extracted 

from the exit of the high pressure turbine (5) and from the intermediate pressure turbine (7) in the 

HPFWHs 17-19. The flow rate towards ECO 1A is in the range from 25% to 40% of the total feedwater 

flow towards the boiler economizers ECO 1 and ECO 1A. The feedwater flows from ECO 1 and ECO 

1A are mixed and the mixture inflows the second economizer section ECO 2. The retrofit with the 

additional ECO 1A installation is economically very attractive with the payback period of investment 

lower than 2 years [4]. The parallel connection of the additional economizer also leads to the partial 

feedwater bypass of the high pressure heaters, which results in an increase of the fresh steam mass flow 

rate through the turbine stages and, consequently, to the plant electric power increase up to 30 MWe. 
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The accompanying effects are the reduction of the pressure drop in the feedwater line and the 

economizers, which leads to the decrease of the energy consumption for the main feedwater pump 

operation.  

In the next section the energy efficiency and power upgrade effects are evaluated for the case with 

presented HPE installation and other cases with HPE and low pressure economizer (LPE) installations. 

The comparison of obtained energy parameters demonstrates the advantage of the performed retrofit 

and indicates further possible upgrades of the plant energy efficiency.  

4 Analysis of variants of high and low pressure economizer installations  

The energy efficiency and power upgrades of the performed installation of the HPE ECO 1A, presented 

in Fig. 2 (Case 1), and additional considered retrofits with HPE and LPE installations, presented in Figs. 

3 (Case 2) and 4 (Case 3) are analyzed and compared.  

Case 1 is analysed by adopting that 33% of the total feedwater flow rate towards ECO1 and ECO 1A 

flows towards ECO 1A. The analyses of the original thermal power plant (TPP) design and Cases 1-3 

are performed for the fresh steam flow rate of 549.7 kg/s (1979 t/h), and the feedwater injections for the 

temperature control of superheated fresh steam (denoted as fw,inj,fs in Fig. 2) and reheated steam 

(denoted as fw,inj,rs) of 33.3 kg/s (120 t/h) and 5.2 kg/s (19 t/h) respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the serial connection of the additional high pressure economizer ECO 1A with the 

originally installed first section of the economizer ECO 1 (the serial connection is defined regarding the 

feedwater flow path). The drawback of this solution, compared to Case 1, is an increased pressure drop 

in the feedwater flow through the feedwater line and economizer sections ECO 1A and ECO 1. An 

additional disadvantage of Case 2 is the lack of possibility to vary the turbine mechanical power, and 

consequently the unit electric power, by the redistribution of the feedwater flow through the HPFWHs 

and HPE, as it is possible in Case 1 with parallel ECO 1A connection (this possibility can be utilized for 

the primary power control, as presented in [6]). The advantage of Case 2 solution is that there is no need 

for an additional feedwater line, as it was applied in Case1. The energy and power upgrades parameters 

are presented in Table 1 and they will be discussed below. Case 3 is analysed under the assumption that 

the heat transfer surface of ECO 1A is the same as in Case 1. The value of heat transfer surface of ECO 

1A is 19200 m2, but since ECO 1A is installed at the top of the boiler, where the flue gas flow change 

direction from vertical to horizontal, the estimated effective heat transfer area is 13900 m2.  

Figure 4 shows the installation of the LPE, which is fed by the condensate that is extracted from the 

condensate line between the last low pressure condensate heater (component 13 in Fig. 4) and the 

feedwater tank (14). The point of condensate extraction for the feeding of LPE is chosen in order to 

provide as low as possible condensate temperature at the inlet of the LPE, which would not lead to the 

sulphuric acid condensation and low temperature corrosion of LPE components (otherwise a more 

expensive plastic coated heat transfer surfaces have to be applied in the LPE). An obvious disadvantage 

of present Case 3 solution is a need for a longer pipeline between the steam turbine plant and the LPE, 

which would be installed outside the turbine and boiler building. An additional disadvantage is its 

position downstream of the electrostatic precipitator, which means that the flue gas of high temperature 

still flows into the electrostatic precipitator and its operation is deteriorated. The advantage is a lower 

cost and simpler installation of the LPE compared to the HPE installation at the top of the boiler, as 

applied in Case 1. In order to compare energy and power upgrades of Case 3 against effects achieved in 

Cases 1 and 2, the heat transfer surface of the LPE is assumed to be equal to the HPE ECO 1A surface 

of 19200 m2.  

Results of the energy efficiency and power upgrades, which are obtained by the performed retrofit of 

Case 1 and that can be achieved by the application of Cases 2 and 3, are presented in Table 1. As 

presented, the highest energy efficiency upgrade of the TPP unit of 0.53 percentage points is achieved 

by Case 1, while in Case  2 and 3 the achieved efficiency upgrade is 0.36  and 0.40 percentage points 
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respectively. Also, the highest power upgrade of 24.4 MWe is achieved by Case 1, in Case 2 there is no 

power upgrade, while it is 6.9 MWe in Case 3. The electric power production achieved by the unit 

efficiency upgrade of 9.4 MWe is also the highest in Case 1, while in other two cases its value is lower 

(6.2 MWe in Case 2 and 6.9 MWe in Case 3). 

The results presented in Table 1 are calculated according to the procedure outlined in [4]. The energy 

balances are calculated for the steam boiler and steam turbine plant (the boundary between these two 

power plant systems is depicted in Figs. 1-4), as well as for the whole TPP unit.  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the TPP “Nikola Tesla B” identical Units B1 and B2 (original design).  
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Figure 2: High pressure economizer ECO 1A installation in parallel (regarding the feedwater side) to 

the original economizer section ECO 1 at Units B1 and B2 of TPP “Nikola Tesla B” (Case 1).  

 

 

Figure 3: High pressure economizer ECO 1A installation in serial (regarding the feedwater side) to 

the original economizer section ECO 1 at Units B1 and B2 of TPP “Nikola Tesla B” (Case 2). 
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Figure 4: Low pressure economizer installation at Units B1 and B2 of TPP “Nikola Tesla B”(Case 3). 

 

      Table 1: Energy efficiency and power upgrades achieved by additional economizer installations 

Parameter Original TPP3) 

design (Fig. 1) 

Case 1 

(Fig. 2) 

Case 2 

(Fig. 3) 

Case 3 

(Fig. 4) 

Heat power input  to STP1), 

�̇�𝑆𝑇𝑃 (MW) 
1510.17 1582.72 1510.17 1530.07 

Increase of heat power 

input to STP, ∆�̇�𝑆𝑇𝑃 (MW)  
 72.55 0 19.9 

Heat power of the flue gas 

flow rate at the boiler 

exit2), �̇�𝑓𝑔 (MW) 

232.32 199.18 217.47 212.42 

Decrease of heat power of 

the flue gas flow rate at the 

boiler exit, ∆�̇�𝑓𝑔 (MW) 

 -33.14 -14.85 -19.90 

Decrease of flue gas 

temperature at the boiler 

exit, fgT  (oC) 
 -28 -12 -17 

Change of the fuel heat 

power, ∆�̇�𝑓 (MW) 
 40.21 -15.15 0 

Change of the steam boiler 

efficiency, SB  
 0.021 0.008 0.0124) 

Boiler efficiency, SB  0.88 0.901 0.888 0.892 

Change of steam turbine 

plant efficiency, STP  
 -0.005 0 -0.001 

Steam turbine plant 

efficiency, STP  
0.446 0.441 0.446 0.445 

Change of TPP efficiency, 

TPP  
 0.0053 0.0036 0.0040 
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     Table 1: Energy efficiency and power upgrades achieved by additional economizer installations     

                  (continued) 

Electric power upgrade, 

∆𝑃𝐺 (MWe)  24.4 0 6.9 

Electric power gain based 

on the efficiency upgrade, 

∆𝑃𝐺
+ (MWe) 

 9.4 6.2 6.9 

           Notes:  1) STP – Steam Turbine Plant. 

        2) �̇�𝑓𝑔 = (�̇�𝑐𝑝𝑇)𝑓𝑔, where �̇� is the mass flow rate, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat, 𝑇 is the 

        temperature and fg denotes the flue gas. 

                         3) TPP – Thermal power plant unit.  

                  4) It is assumed that LPE is inside energy balance boundary of the steam boiler.  

5 Conclusions 

Presented results show that the highest energy efficiency and power upgrades are achieved by the HPE 

installation in parallel to the original economizer first section, regarding the feedwater flow (Case 1, 

Fig. 2). The lowest gains are provided by the HPE installation in serial to the original economizer first 

section (Case 2, Fig. 3). The upgrades of Case 3 (Fig. 4) with the LPE installation are between those of 

Cases 1 and 2. In addition, Case 1 and Case 3 enables an upgrade of power by additional economizer 

installation, while it is not the result of Case 2. The greatest utilization of the flue gas waste heat power 

is achieved by Case 1because it provides the highest temperature difference between the flue gas and 

the feedwater in the additional economizer. The greater power upgrade is achieved in Case 1 than in 

Case 3 since the utilized flue gas waste heat is introduced into the feedwater line of the STP at the higher 

temperature level, the steam turbine extraction is reduced at the higher enthalpy level and consequently 

the steam flow rate through the turbine is increased at the higher enthalpy level, which results in the 

greater turbine and TPP unit power.  
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Abstract 
The paper presents a new statistical, non-destructive method for experimental determination of the 

channels clogging rate in a mini- or microchannel heat exchanger. Channel clogging may be caused by 

inaccurate fabrication of the heat exchanger or by fouling of microchannels during exploitation. The 
theoretical model, used in this method, predicts significant increase of the pressure drop as the number 

of clogged microchannels increases. However the exchanger's heat transfer rate decreases moderately. 

It may partly be caused by the additional heat transfer in metal walls, bypassing the inactive, clogged 
microchannels. The presented method was tested on the prototype of a microchannel heat exchanger. 

The experimental values of the pressure drop of the hot and cold water flows are 2..5 times higher than 

the values predicted for clean microchannels. The experimental values for the pressure drop and heat 
transfer are in good agreement with the values calculated by use of the theoretical model. The presented 

statistical method gives two channels clogging rates (for the "hot" and "cold" channels) obtained during 

normal exploitation without cutting (destroying) the heat exchanger. 

1 Introduction 

Mini- and microchannel heat exchangers (MCHX) become popular in various application [1]. 

Fabrication of microchannels demands high precision, otherwise part of them may be clogged. The 
channels clogging may also appear because of fouling of microchannels during exploitation. 

The paper presents a non-destructive, statistical method for experimental determination of the channels 

clogging rate in a mini- or microchannel heat exchanger. The preliminary model of the channels 
clogging phenomenon was introduced in [2]. 

The method is based on statistical comparison of the experimental and designed pressure drops of the 

single-phase flows. Flows in mini- and microchannels are mainly laminar and pressure drop can be 

calculated with good accuracy. The designed pressure drop is lower than the experimental one and 
should be corrected considering channels clogging. Two models of channels clogging are presented. 

Application of these models gives the experimental values of the clean channels rates βh, βc (and the 

clogging rates 1-βh, 1-βc) of the hot and cold side of the investigated microchannel heat exchanger. 
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The influence of channels clogging on heat transfer is also analyzed. 
The presented method follows the idea of the statistical Wilson plot methods ([3], [4]), commonly 

applied to determine the heat exchanger’s experimental thermal characteristics. In such approach only 

the inlet and outlet flow measurements are used with no measurements inside the heat exchanger. 

 

Figure 1: The example of a plate with two rows of microchannels in one of the tested exchangers [2]. 

The investigated prototype of a counterflow microchannel heat exchanger consists of 30+30 copper 

plates 0.3mm with Ns=2 serially connected rows of parallel 67 microchannels per 1 plate (total parallel 

Np=30∙67=2010). The designed microchannel’s length and cross section: L=17 mm, a=0.3 mm, b=0.1 
mm (aspect ratio rba=b/a=1/3, hydraulic diameter dh=0.15 mm, total cross section S=6.03∙10-5 m2, total 

heat transfer area A=5.467∙10-2 m2). The example of a plate in one of the tested heat exchangers is shown 

in fig. 1 ([2]). The N=5 measurements concern single-phase laminar water flows. 

2 Pressure drop of single-phase laminar flows in mini- and microchannels 

In the presented models it is assumed negligible influence of the inlet and outlet collectors on the total 

pressure drop, which means the same pressure drop in parallel channels. In the investigated heat 
exchangers there are Ns serially connected rows of Np parallel channels. 

According to [5] total pressure drop of Ns serially connected channels, including the channels inlet and 

outlet effects and the influence of the developing region of the laminar flow, is given by: 
 

∆𝑝 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
𝜌 ∙ v2

2
∙ (𝐾𝑐 + 𝐾𝑒 +

4 ∙ 𝑓𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝐿

𝑑ℎ
) (1) 

 
Apparent Fanning friction factor fapp contains contribution of both developing and fully developed 

regions of the laminar flow. The inlet contraction and outlet expansion loss coefficients Kc, Ke depend 

mainly on the ratio of microchannels and plenum cross sectional areas σ ([5]). For the value σ=0.1 of 

the investigated heat exchanger, the diagram in [5] gives the values Kc=1.03 and Ke=0.75. 
Apparent Fanning friction factor for laminar flows is given by: 

 

𝑓𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝑃𝑜𝑎𝑝𝑝

𝑅𝑒
 (2) 

 

with Reynolds number: 
 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝐺 ∙ 𝑑ℎ
𝜇

 (3) 
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where mass velocity in the particular channel is given by: 
 

𝐺 = 𝜌 ∙ v =
�̇�1

𝑆1
 (4) 

 

The formula for apparent Poiseuille number of rectangular channels comes from [6], [7]: 

 

𝑃𝑜𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
3.44

√𝐿+
+
𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 +𝐾𝑓𝑑/(4 ∙ 𝐿

+) − 3.44/√𝐿+

1 + 𝐶/(𝐿+)2
 (5) 

 

where the dimensionless hydraulic channel's length: 

 

𝐿+ =
𝐿/𝑑ℎ
𝑅𝑒

 (6) 

 

Laminar flows of L+<0.05 are developing ([5]) and Poapp>Pofd of fully developed flows. 
The numbers Pofd and Kfd are, respectively, the Poiseuille number and Hagenbach factor for fully 

developed laminar flow ([7]). Poiseuille number for fully developed laminar flow is given by ([8]): 

 

𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 = 24 ∙ (1 − 1.3553𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1.9467𝑟𝑏𝑎
2 − 1.7012𝑟𝑏𝑎

3 + 0.9564𝑟𝑏𝑎
4 − 0.2537𝑟𝑏𝑎

5 ) (7) 

 

where the normalized aspect ratio rba of the channel’s cross section is given by: 
 

𝑟𝑏𝑎 = Min(𝑏/𝑎, 𝑎/𝑏) (8) 

 
Using the table with the values of Kfd and C in [7], the authors of this paper derived the formulae: 

 

𝐾𝑓𝑑 = 0.67400 + 1.1066 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1.4896 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎
2 − 3.2750 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎

3 + 1.4348 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎
4  (9) 

 

𝐶 = (2.9 − 1.0792 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 163.42 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎
2 − 219.20 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎

3 + 82.958 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎
4 ) ∙ 10−5 (10) 

 

The use of the Reynolds number’s definition leads to the other form of the formula for pressure drop: 

 

∆𝑝 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
𝜇2 ∙ 𝑅𝑒2

2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑑ℎ
2 ∙ (𝐾𝑐 + 𝐾𝑒 +

4 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝐿

𝑑ℎ ∙ 𝑅𝑒
) (11) 

 

In the case of long microchannels (L+>0.05) the flow is fully developed and the influence of the 
channel’s inlet and outlet and of the developing region is neglected. The pressure drop is given by: 

 

∆𝑝 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
2 ∙ 𝜇2 ∙ 𝑅𝑒 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿

𝜌 ∙ 𝑑ℎ
3  (12) 

3 Statistical estimation of the channels clogging rate 

It is assumed that the set of N measurements of pressure drop, inlet and outlet temperature, mass flow 

rate at the hot and cold side of the heat exchanger is known from the experiment. 

The number Np of parallel channels is not low and for the convenience the integer index i=1..Np of the 
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particular channel is replaced by the continuous, real variable 0≤x≤Np. 
In the ideal (designed) case all channels are clean with the designed total cross sectional area: 

 

𝑆𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑁𝑝 ∙ 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠 (13) 

 

where the designed value S1,des of one channel: 
 

𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 (14) 

 

The designed hydraulic diameter of the rectangular channel with the aspect ratio rba is given by: 

 

𝑑ℎ,𝑑𝑒𝑠 =
2 ∙ 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏

𝑎 + 𝑏
=
2 ∙ √𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1
 (15) 

 

The actual cross sectional area S1 of the particular channel is less or equal S1,des and may be described 
by the distribution function 0≤y(x)≤1, for all parallel channels 0≤x≤Np (i=1..Np), defined as: 

 

𝑦(𝑥) =
𝑆1(𝑥)

𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠
 (16) 

 

Since the pressure drop is assumed to be the same for all parallel channels, the values of y(x) may be 
sorted, from the max y (the most clean channels) to the min y (the most clogged ones). The parameters 

describing the distribution y(x) are obtained statistically from the experimental pressure drops. 

The same distribution y(x) is assumed for Ns serially connected rows of Np parallel channels. 
The distribution y(x) is used to calculate the corrected values Δpcorr, used in the statistical comparison 

of the experimental Δpexp and designed Δpdes values, to determine the channels clogging rate. 

3.1 Version 1 – rectangular distribution of the cross sectional area 

In the simplest model the part β·Np of the total Np parallel channels is assumed to be completely clean 

and the part (1-β)·Np to be completely clogged (0≤β≤1; β=0 means all channels clogged and β=1 all 

channels clean). The total mass flow �̇� passes through the actual cross sectional area S given by: 
 

𝑆 = 𝛽 ∙ 𝑆𝑑𝑒𝑠 (17) 

 

The mass velocity in the clean part, used to calculate the corrected Reynolds number, is given by: 
 

𝐺 = 𝜌 ∙ v =
�̇�

𝑆
=

�̇�

𝛽 ∙ 𝑆𝑑𝑒𝑠
=

�̇�

𝛽 ∙ 𝑁𝑝 ∙ 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠
 (18) 

 

For the clean channels the designed value of the hydraulic diameter (16) is used, dh=dh,des. 
The rectangular distribution of the channels cross sectional area (fig. 2) depends on one parameter β: 

 

𝑦(𝑥) = {
1 : 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝛽 ∙ 𝑁𝑝

0 : 𝛽 ∙ 𝑁𝑝 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝑁𝑝
 (19) 
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Figure 2: Rectangular distribution of the channels cross sectional area (solid line), with the 
exemplary clean channels rate β=0.70. 

The clean channels rates βh, βc (and the clogging rates 1-βh, 1-βc) may statistically be estimated by 

comparison of the experimental and the corrected designed values of pressure drop, for the hot and cold 
side of the exchanger. It is done by minimization of the sum of squares for N measurements ([9]): 

 

𝜑∆𝑝(𝛽) =∑[∆𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑗 − ∆𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑗(𝛽)]
2

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (20) 

3.1.1 Version 1.a – developing flows 

The values of the corrected pressure drop Δpcorr in short channels (L+<0.05) are calculated using (11). 

The designed pressure drop Δpdes is equal to Δpcorr for βh=1, βc=1. 
A numerical method should be used to minimize (20) since β is a nonlinear parameter of Δpcorr(β). 

3.1.2 Version 1.b – fully developed flows 

In this version the analytical formula for β is obtained. The values of the corrected pressure drop Δpcorr 

in long channels (L+>0.05) are calculated using (12). The combination of (12), (3), (15), (18) gives: 

 

∆𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1)2

2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠
2 ∙ 𝛽 ∙ 𝑁𝑝

∙ �̇� (21) 

 

For β=1 (all channels clean) (21) gives the designed pressure drop Δpdes: 

 

∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1)2

2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠
2 ∙ 𝑁𝑝

∙ �̇� (22) 

 
It gives the simple linear relation between Δpcorr and Δpdes with the linear correction coefficient C: 

 

∆𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =
1

𝛽
∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝐶 ∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 (23) 

 

where C=1/β. Since 0≤β≤1, Δpcorr≥Δpdes. The sum of squares (20) may be written in the form: 

 

𝜑∆𝑝(𝐶) =∑[∆𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑗 − 𝐶 ∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠,𝑗]
2

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (24) 
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The value of the linear correction coefficient C can be calculated analytically. Solving the condition 
dφΔp/dC=0 gives the formula for C and finally gives the formula for the clean channels rate β=1/C: 

 

𝛽 =∑(∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠,𝑗)
2

𝑁

𝑗=1

/∑(∆𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑗 ∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠,𝑗)

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (25) 

3.2 Version 2 – general types (including the linear) of the cross sectional area distribution 

In version 2 general types (including the linear) of the distribution y(x) are analyzed. The formula (12) 

for pressure drop in long channels (L+>0.05) is the same as in version 1.b. 
The actual cross sectional area of one particular channel S1 changes among the parallel channels 

according to the distribution y(x) (16). The aspect ratio rba of the partially clogged channel is assumed 

to be preserved and equal to the value rba of the clean, designed channel. Hence Pofd (7) is the same for 
all channels and the hydraulic diameter dh is given by (15), using S1 instead of S1,des. Combination of 

(12), (3), (4), (15) with S1, (16) gives the pressure drop in one particular channel: 

 

∆𝑝 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1)2

2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ 𝑆1
2 ∙ �̇�1 (26) 

 

The mass flow rate in one particular channel is given by: 

 

�̇�1 =
2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ 𝑆1

2

𝑁𝑠 ∙ 𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1)2
∙ ∆𝑝 (27) 

 

The total mass flow rate in Np parallel channels is a sum of the individual mass flow rates: 
 

�̇� =∑�̇�1,𝑖

𝑁𝑝

𝑖=1

=
2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ ∑ 𝑆1,𝑖

2𝑁𝑝
𝑖=1

𝑁𝑠 ∙ 𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1)2
∙ ∆𝑝 (28) 

 

The sum in (28) can be approximated by the integral: 

 

∑𝑆1,𝑖
2

𝑁𝑝

𝑖=1

≅ ∫ 𝑆1
2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑁𝑝

0

= 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠
2 ∙ ∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑁𝑝

0

 (29) 

 

which gives the pressure drop, corrected by the distribution y(x) of the cross sectional area: 

 

∆𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑠 ∙
𝜇 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑑 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 1)2

2 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 ∙ 𝑆1,𝑑𝑒𝑠
2 ∙ ∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑁𝑝
0

∙ �̇� (30) 

 

For all channels clean, i.e. y(x)=1 for all 0≤x≤Np, the integral ∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑁𝑝
0

= 𝑁𝑝 and (30) gives the 

same result for the pressure drop Δpdes as in version 1.b (22). 

The formulae (30) and (22) give the linear relation between Δpcorr and Δpdes with the linear correction 
coefficient C, like the formula (23) for the rectangular distribution: 
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∆𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =
𝑁𝑝

∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑁𝑝
0

∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝐶 ∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 (31) 

 

where 𝐶 = 𝑁𝑝/ ∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑁𝑝
0

. Since 0≤y(x)≤1, 0 ≤ ∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑁𝑝
0

≤ 𝑁𝑝 and Δpcorr≥Δpdes.  

Comparison of (23) and (31) allows derivation of the formula for the equivalent clean channels rate βe 

of the equivalent rectangular distribution, which gives the same corrected pressure drop: 

 

𝛽𝑒 =
∫ 𝑦2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑁𝑝
0

𝑁𝑝
=
1

𝐶
 (32) 

 

Figure 3: Linear distribution of the channels cross sectional area (solid line), with the exemplary 

parameters y0=0.90, yNp=0.77 and the equivalent rectangular distribution, βe=0.70 (dotted line). 

The linear distribution y(x) (fig. 3) is described by two parameters y0=y(0) and yNp=y(Np): 
 

𝑦(𝑥) =
𝑦𝑁𝑝 − 𝑦0

𝑁𝑝
∙ 𝑥 + 𝑦0 (33) 

 

The formula (31) for the corrected pressure drop Δpcorr, with the linear y(x), is given by: 
 

∆𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =
3

𝑦0
2 + 𝑦0 ∙ 𝑦𝑁𝑝 + 𝑦𝑁𝑝

2 ∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝐶 ∙ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑠 (34) 

 

where 𝐶 = 3/(𝑦0
2 + 𝑦0 ∙ 𝑦𝑁𝑝 + 𝑦𝑁𝑝

2 ). The equivalent clean channels rate βe is given by:  

 

𝛽𝑒 =
𝑦0
2 + 𝑦0 ∙ 𝑦𝑁𝑝 + 𝑦𝑁𝑝

2

3
 (35) 

 
Unfortunately it is impossible to statistically determine from the experiment two parameters y0, yNp, or 

generally several parameters of any distribution y(x). The general formula (31) contains only one 

coefficient C which may statistically be determined. It is impossible to separate the single value C into 
two values y0, yNp, or generally, into the values of several parameters. Only the one equivalent clean 

channels rate βe=1/C may be obtained. It means that version 2 gives the same results as version 1.b. 
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4 Influence of channels clogging on the heat transfer rate 

The already determined βh, βc are used to calculated the corrected heat transfer rates Qcorr. 

Heat transfer coefficient α of the fluid flow can be calculated from Nusselt number: 

 

𝑁𝑢 =
𝛼 ∙ 𝑑ℎ
𝜆

 (36) 

 
where the heat transfer coefficient α and thermal conductivity λ are determined for the mean temperature 

value between the channel’s inlet and outlet. Nusselt number for developing laminar flow in a 

rectangular microchannel is given by the formula ([10]), used for the aspect ratio 0.1≤rba≤1: 

 

𝑁𝑢 =
1

𝐶1 ∙ (𝐿∗)𝐶2 + 𝐶3
+ 𝐶4 (37) 

 
where the reduced, dimensionless thermal channel’s length L* and the coefficients C1..4 are given by: 

 

𝐿∗ =
𝐿/𝑑ℎ
𝑅𝑒 ∙ 𝑃𝑟

=
𝐿+

𝑃𝑟
 (38) 

 

 

𝐶1 = −2.757 ∙ 10−3/𝑟𝑏𝑎
3 + 3.274 ∙ 10−2/𝑟𝑏𝑎

2 − 7.464 ∙ 10−5/𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 4.476 (39) 

 

𝐶2 = 0.6391 (40) 

 

𝐶3 = 1.604 ∙ 10−4/𝑟𝑏𝑎
2 − 2.622 ∙ 10−3/𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 2.568 ∙ 10−2 (41) 

 

𝐶4 = −6.094 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎
3 + 15.19 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎

2 − 13.11 ∙ 𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 7.301 (42) 

 
Laminar flows of L*<0.1 are developing ([5]) and Nu>Nufd of fully developed flows. 

For fully developed laminar flow the Nusselt number is given by ([8]): 

 

𝑁𝑢𝑓𝑑 = 8.235 ∙ (1 − 2.0421𝑟𝑏𝑎 + 3.0853𝑟𝑏𝑎
2 − 2.4765𝑟𝑏𝑎

3 + 1.0578𝑟𝑏𝑎
4 − 0.1861𝑟𝑏𝑎

5 ) (43) 

 
Heat transfer rates at the hot and cold side of the counterflow heat exchanger, with neglected heat 

transfer to the ambient, are calculated by use of the formulae: 

 

�̇�ℎ = �̇�ℎ ∙ ∆ℎℎ = �̇�ℎ ∙ [ℎ(𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑛, 𝑝ℎ,𝑖𝑛) − ℎ(𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 , 𝑝ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡)] (44) 

 

�̇�𝑐 = �̇�𝑐 ∙ ∆ℎ𝑐 = �̇�𝑐 ∙ [ℎ(𝑇𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡 , 𝑝𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡) − ℎ(𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑛, 𝑝𝑐,𝑖𝑛)] (45) 

 

The experimental heat transfer rate Qexp is calculated as a mean value of Qh,exp, Qc,exp, using the 

experimental temperatures of the exchanger’s inlets and outlets. Pressure drop in the laminar flows may 

be neglected in practice and only the inlet experimental pressures are used. In the presented model, to 
calculate Qcorr using (44), (45), two experimental values of inlet temperature are used and two unknown 

values of outlet temperature are calculated by solving the system of two equations: 
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 heat transfer balance: 
 

�̇�ℎ ∙ [ℎ(𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝, 𝑝ℎ) − ℎ(𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , 𝑝ℎ)] = �̇�𝑐 ∙ [ℎ(𝑇𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , 𝑝𝑐) − ℎ(𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝, 𝑝𝑐)] (46) 

 

 heat transfer in the counterflow heat exchanger, with the corrected heat transfer areas: 

 

𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = (𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝) ∙ 

∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{[1/(𝛼ℎ ∙ 𝛽ℎ ∙ 𝐴𝑑𝑒𝑠) + 1/(𝛼𝑐 ∙ 𝛽𝑐 ∙ 𝐴𝑑𝑒𝑠)]
−1 ∙ [1/(�̇�ℎ ∙ 𝑐𝑝,ℎ) − 1/(�̇�𝑐 ∙ 𝑐𝑝,𝑐)]} 

(47) 

 
Thermal resistance of metal walls is neglected according to [11]. 

The corrected heat transfer rate Qcorr is calculated as a mean value of Qh,corr, Qc,corr. The corrected heat 

transfer area at the hot and cold side (βh·Ades, βc·Ades) is lower than the designed Ades, and Qcorr≤Qdes. 

5 Discussion and conclusions 

The experimental data was obtained in the Heat Transfer Laboratory at Gdańsk University of 
Technology. The results of the comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected pressure drop 

in versions 1.a and 1.b are shown in table 1, figs. 4, 5. Version 2 gives the same results as version 1.b. 

Table 1: Comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected pressure drop. 

Experimental Version 1.a Version 1.b and 2 

Nr Δph,exp 
[kPa] 

Δpc,exp 
[kPa] 

Δph,des 
[kPa] 

Δpc,des 
[kPa] 

Δph,corr 
[kPa] 

Δpc,corr  
[kPa] 

Δph,des 
[kPa] 

Δpc,des 
[kPa] 

Δph,corr  
[kPa] 

Δpc,corr  
[kPa] 

1 45.0 13.5 6.3   6.5 28.1 17.0 6.2   6.4 28.8 17.6 

2 43.0 13.1 9.0   6.1 41.6 16.1 8.8   6.1 41.4 16.7 
3 41.0 31.4 9.7 13.2 44.4 35.2 9.5 12.8 44.5 35.4 

4 41.0 60.9 9.5 20.6 43.8 55.8 9.4 19.8 43.7 54.7 

5 40.0 34.0 9.9 13.3 45.5 35.5 9.8 13.0 45.7 35.8 

      

Figure 4: Comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected pressure drop at the hot side. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected pressure drop at the cold side. 

The results of version 1.a (developing flows) and 1.b (fully developed flows) are almost the same. The 

investigated heat exchanger has long microchannels (L+>0.05 about 10 times), flows are fully developed 

and the designed pressure drops Δpdes in version 1.a are only slightly higher than in 1.b. In this case the 
simpler, easy to calculate version 1.b is recommended. For short channels (L+<0.05) the differences 

between versions 1.1 and 1.b would be higher. In that case version 1.a should be used. 

Numerical minimization of (20) in version 1.a and the analytical formula (25) in version 1.b give the 
experimental clean channels rates βh, βc for the hot and cold side, table 2. 

Table 2: Obtained clean channels rates, clogging rates and pressure drop correction coefficients. 

Version βh 

[-] 

βc 

[-] 

1-βh 

[-] 

1-βc 

[-] 

Ch=1/βh 

[-] 

Cc=1/βc 

[-] 

1.a 0.2315 0.3888 0.7685 0.6112 4.32 2.57 
1.b and 2 0.2137 0.3627 0.7863 0.6373 4.68 2.76 

In the investigated heat exchanger the experimental pressure drops are much higher than the designed 

ones, which have to be multiply by high correction coefficient C=1/β (23) to achieve the comparable 
values. The clean channels rates βh, βc are very low which means majority of the channels is clogged. 

Correctness of the estimated values of βh, βc may statistically be checked by comparison of the 

experimental and corrected heat transfer rates. It is done by calculation of the sum of squares: 

 

𝜑𝑄(𝛽ℎ , 𝛽𝑐) =∑[�̇�𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑗 − �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑗(𝛽ℎ , 𝛽𝑐)]
2

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (48) 

 

For all clean (designed) channels (βh=1, βc=1) the sum (48) is equal to φQ=25720. For partially clean 
channels the results are better: φQ=15545 in version 1.a, φQ=15013 in version 1.b (and 2). These results 

independently shows correctness of the values of βh, βc obtained by use of the pressure drop. Table 3 

and fig. 6 present comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected heat transfer rates. The 

experimental heat transfer rates are only moderately lower than the designed ones. The negative 
influence of channels clogging (decreased heat transfer area) may be compensated by the additional heat 

transfer in the relatively thick copper walls, bypassing the inactive, clogged microchannels. 
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Table 3: Comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected heat transfer rate. 

Nr Qh,exp 

[W] 

Qc,exp 

[W] 

Qexp 

[W] 

Qdes 

[W] 

Qcorr v1.a 

[W] 

Qcorr v1.b 

[W] 

1 186 171 179 243 211 207 

2 195 209 202 229 206 203 
3 201 209 205 213 175 171 

4 220 175 197 337 290 284 

5 251 201 226 189 155 152 

      

Figure 6: Comparison of the experimental, designed and corrected heat transfer rate. 

Conclusions 

 The non-destructive statistical method for determination of the channels clogging rates in mini- 

and microchannel heat exchangers is presented and experimentally verified. 
 The method is based on statistical comparison of the experimental and designed values of the 

pressure drop, with no measurements inside the heat exchanger. 

 The results are the synthetic rates βh, βc of the clean channels and the corresponding rates 1-βh, 
1-βc of the clogged channels for the hot and cold side of the exchanger. 

 The one- and multiple parameter models of channels clogging are developed. However only one 

parameter is determined from the experiment and both models give the same results. 

 The influence of channels clogging on pressure drop is much higher than on heat transfer. 

Nomenclature 

𝐴 heat transfer area, m2, 

𝑎, 𝑏 sides of the rectangular cross section, m, 

𝐶 correction coefficient of the pressure drop or other coefficient, 

𝑐𝑝 specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kgK), 

𝑑ℎ hydraulic diameter, m 

𝑓 Fanning friction factor, 

𝐺 mass velocity, kg/(m2s), 

ℎ specific enthalpy, J/kg, 

𝐾 contraction or expansion loss coefficient or Hagenbach factor, 

𝐿 length of the channel, m, 

�̇� mass flow rate, kg/s, 

𝑁 number of measurements, 

𝑁𝑝, 𝑁𝑠 number of parallel channels, number of serial sets of parallel channels, 

𝑁𝑢 Nusselt number, 
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𝑃𝑜 Poiseuille number, 

𝑃𝑟 Prandtl number, 

𝑝 pressure, Pa, 

�̇� heat flow rate, W, 

𝑅𝑒 Reynolds number, 

𝑟𝑏𝑎 normalized cross section aspect ratio, 

𝑆 cross sectional area, m2, 

𝑇 temperature, K, 

𝑣 flow velocity, m/s, 

𝑥 real (continuous) index of the particular parallel channel, 

𝑦 distribution function of channels cross sectional area, 

Greek symbols 

𝛼 heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2K), 

𝛽 clean channels rate (clogging rate 1-β), 

𝜆 thermal conductivity, W/(mK), 

𝜑 sum of squares, 

𝜌 density, kg/m3, 
Subscripts 

1 of one channel, 

𝑎𝑝𝑝, 𝑓𝑑  apparent or fully developed, 

𝑐, ℎ cold or hot, 

𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟, 𝑒𝑥𝑝 designed, corrected, experimental, 

𝑖𝑛, 𝑜𝑢𝑡 inlet or outlet, 
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Abstract 

Due to the increasing concerns about the marked dependence on fossil resources and their intrinsic 
economic uncertainty, as well as motivated by more stringent environmental regulations, the pursuit of 

alternative energy resources for the synthetic fertilizers sector have recently gained more attention. The 

decarbonization of this productive sector, responsible for about 2% of the global energy consumption 
and an important source of CO2 emissions, might help not only improving the carbon footprint of these 

fundamental commodities but also reducing their dependence on the international market prices, 

traditionally dominated by the main natural gas producers. Accordingly, in this work, the use of biomass 
gasification for partially - or totally - replacing the use of non-renewable methane in ammonia 

production is compared with a conventional route, typically based on steam methane reforming. 

However, by introducing a novel approach, additional or totally different demands are created along 

with the need for an optimal integration of the new chemical plants to the alternative utility systems, so 
that the power and steam requirements remain satisfied. Therefore, a systematic methodology that 

allows selecting the most suitable utility systems (refrigeration, waste heat recovery and cogeneration 

systems) that satisfy the minimum energy requirement (MER) with the lower resources consumptions 
and cost (fuel resources) is performed. On the other hand, exergy analysis is used to identify the potential 

improvements that may remain hidden to the energy integration analysis, especially when referring to 

reactive components, combined heat and power production (CHP) and avoidable exergy losses. 

1 Introduction 

The global supply of nitrogen fertilizers faces an increasing trend estimated in 176.5 million of tons in 

2018 [1]. However, the production of these large volume inorganic chemicals, of which ammonia is an 
staple intermediate feedstock, entails an intensive generation of atmospheric emissions, totalizing 

approx. 353 million of tonCO2,eq in the same year [2, 3]. In order to palliate the environmental impacts 

that nitrogen fertilizers production is responsible for, several efforts have been addressed to incentivize 
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the partial or total decarbonization of the ammonia supply chain by introducing alternative pathways of 
hydrogen, such as solar or wind energy used for electrolyzing water and obtaining the nitrogen from air 

by means of different separation technologies (cryogenic distillation, selective membranes, etc.) [4]. 

However, as concerns the most promising alternative energy resources for hydrogen production, the 
thermochemical conversion routes of biomass have shown to be the most suitable opportunity to 

capitalize the underexploited biomass potential in tropical countries [5]. The earliest example of 

pressurized steam/oxygen-blown, fluidized-bed biomass gasification technology (140 MW) coupled to 
an ammonia synthesis unit run on peat and saw dust (originally designed for heavy oil gasification) in 

the Kemira Oy ammonia plant in Oulu, Finland, during the late eighties [6]. Eventually, and due to its 

limited competitiveness in a variable ammonia price market, the plant had to be shut down [7]. Hitherto, 

the main drawbacks of the biomass-based ammonia synthesis remain to be related to the high investment 
risk, the biomass availability and the scale-up of the gasification concept [8], as it may not fully compete 

with current fossil-based commercial production capacities well above 1000 tNH3/day. For the sake of 

comparison, ‘handier’ coal feedstock generally allows for gasification capacities from ten to one 
hundred times larger (>2000MWth) than those of biomass gasification plants (<170MWth). It is expected 

though that larger pressurized biomass gasifiers may help reducing these limitations [8]. Furthermore, 

it must be recognized that large scale biomass conversion systems are not without precedent, especially 

in Brazil, where the estimated national production capacity of bagasse in sugarcane mills has already 
surpassed 190 million tons per year [9]. In fact, the largest sugarcane mills have throughputs between 

0.5 to 1 million tons per year of bagasse, equivalent to the biomass required to operate a 1000 t/day 

ammonia plant (1.8-2.7 tonBiomass/tonNH3) [5, 8, 10], even when the productive season covers typically 
less than half of a year [9, 11].  

However, it must be also acknowledged that, differently from the well-established infrastructure and 

mature technology of the ammonia production based on fossil fuels, better solutions for the supply 
management, reliability and profitability of the renewable resources are still required [8]. Fortunately, 

the technology is revisited when the access to natural gas and coal is limited, mainly due to scarcity or 

high prices [12]. Additionally, more stringent environmental regulations along with increasing concerns 

about the marked dependence on imported fertilizers, which renders the nation vulnerable to volatile 
international markets, have led some Brazilian governments and research institutions to seek for the 

utilization of the readily available bagasse stock in the production of hydrogen and other commodities 

traditionally based on fossil resources [13-15]. Certainly, there are well-known uses for the produced 
bagasse, but gasification represents a more efficient and environmentally friendly alternative compared 

to current bagasse combustion. The economic aspects are also relevant, as the average price of bagasse 

oscillates around 15-20 USD per ton of wet biomass, 40% lower than the  cost of the same quantity of 
available residue in United States [16]. It makes bagasse one of the cheapest lignocellulosic agricultural 

byproduct [9, 17], not to mention that the transportation costs represent also a competitive advantage, 

as the bagasse is available on site [16].  

Some authors performed the energy and environmental analysis of the ammonia production via biomass 
gasification [10, 18], either considering its integration to other chemical facilities (e.g. kraft pulp mill) 

or conditioning its operability to an external electricity supply. However, a more interesting scenario in 

the middle term in Brazil should consider instead the energy, economic and environmental benefits of 
the use of the fairly available and affordable sugarcane bagasse to partially or totally replace the natural 

gas in the nitrogen fertilizers facilities (FAFEN). This is motivated by a broader assessment that projects 

to enable an integration of the Sao Paulo state natural gas distribution system to the State’s sugar can 

mills, as the former strategically goes through the area where the mills settle. Accordingly, in this work, 
by applying a systematic approach, an exergy and energy integration assessment of the most suitable 

technologies and parameters that minimize the utilities operating costs of a conventional and various 

alternative ammonia production units is presented. 
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2 Natural gas and Biomass-based Ammonia Production Plants 

Figure 1 shows the simplified layout of the conventional configuration of an ammonia production plant, 

based on the steam methane reforming process (SMR) [19]. This process comprises an endothermic 

primary reformer (SMR, 700-800°C) in series with an autothermal reformer (ATR~1000°C), where part 
of the reformed gas is burnt with the aid of enriched air (30-40%) to provide the heat required by the 

endothermic reactions as well as to separate the nitrogen required to attain a H2/N2 ratio, suitable for 

ammonia production. Downstream of the reforming section, a set of high temperature  (350°C) and low 

temperature (200°C) water gas shift reactors are used to further increase the hydrogen production by 
using the water and CO content in the reformed gas [20]. Next, a purification section, composed of a 

physical absorption unit (DEPG) and a methanation system, is used to remove the carbon oxide 

components present in the syngas produced [3]. The purified syngas is compressed up to 200 bar and 
fed to a synthesis loop, where the H2/N2 mixture is partially converted into ammonia through a series of 

catalytic beds indirectly cooled in order to shift the equilibrium conversion towards a higher ammonia 

yield [21]. Then, most of the produced ammonia is separated by using cooling water and a vapor 
compression refrigeration system, whereas the unreacted mixture is recycled to the converter beds. A 

portion of the unreacted gas is purged to prevent the built up of inerts (methane and argon) in the loop 

at the expense of a withdrawal of the valuable hydrogen produced. Furthermore, the waste heat produced 

along the chemical processes is recovered by using an integrated steam network, so that the methane 
fuel consumed to balance the power and heat demands of the plant (feed preheating, endothermic 

reactions, etc.) can be reduced [19].  

 

Fig.1. Conventional natural gas-fueled configuration [19] . 
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Figure 2 shows the process flowsheet used to determine the performance of the ammonia production by 
using the gasification of sugar cane bagasse. The bagasse ultimate composition is set as 46.70%C, 6.02% 

H, 44.95% O, 0.17% N, 0.02% S and 2.14% Ash, whereas proximate analysis is considered as 50% 

moisture (as-received), 14.32% fixed carbon, 83.54% volatiles, and ash in balance.  
Figure 2 also shows the superstructure composed of the different alternatives of utility systems selected 

for supplying the power and heat demands of the chemical plant, including a steam network, a gas 

turbine system, syngas and biomethane-fired furnaces, a cooling tower, a vapor-compression 
refrigeration system, as well as the energy resources consumed (natural gas, biomass, water, electricity).  

The gasification step is the conversion of carbonaceous materials into a gaseous mixture called syngas, 

rich in CO, H2, CO2 and CH4, among other components. This gas can be used as process feedstock or 

can even provide the combined heat and power required by the chemical processes more efficiently than 
biomass combustion. It is thus not surprising that gasification has gained renewed interest worldwide 

mainly for the production of chemicals including fertilizers (60%), liquid fuels (24%) and power and 

gaseous fuels (8%) [12]. However, the variable biomass composition and its relatively high moisture 
content, along with the complex gasification operation conditions strongly influence the process yield, 

the energy requirement and, consequently, the efficiency of the chemical process [22, 23]. The bagasse 

as-received from the sugarcane mill has a large moisture content (50%), which must be reduced to less 

than 10% in a rotary dryer that consumes the power and heat supplied by the utility systems as well as 
the heat recovered from the gasifier flue gases [24]. Bagasse must be also chipped by means of an energy 

intensive process that may require between 1 to 3% of the total energy embodied (LHV basis) in the 

consumed biomass [10].  
Moreover, the Battelle Columbus Laboratory (BCL)  indirect gasifier at atmospheric pressure shown in 

Fig. 2 avoids the dilution with nitrogen of the syngas produced, as the combustion and gasification 

processes occur in a separate double column system [25]. Steam is used as the gasification medium 
(steam-to-biomass ratio 0.75), whereas the combustion with air of a fraction of the char produced in the 

bagasse pyrolysis step supplies the heat required by the endothermic drying, pyrolysis and gasification 

reactions. After the syngas produced leaves the gasifier, a thermal catalytic cracking of the tar produced 

is performed. Then, the syngas is cooled down to 400ºC and scrubbed with water in order to remove the 
impurities that may affect the downstream equipment and compressed to 35 bar. As syngas still contains 

high levels of CO, a water gas shift reaction, analogous to that described for the ammonia production 

via the conventional process, helps increasing the hydrogen content simultaneously producing more 
CO2. Henceforth, the hydrogen-rich syngas can be either sent to purification for ammonia production 

or used in the utility system to generate electromechanical power or supply heat exergy.  

It is worthy to point out some effects of the changes made on the original process. Firstly, biomass can 
be chosen to either totally or partially replace the natural gas as feedstock, as fuel or as both, opening an 

opportunity to diversify the input of the system based on the availability and cost of the resources. 

Cheaper energy sources such as bagasse may be favored over other energy demands [26]. Also, by 

importing electricity in lieu of generating it in the utility systems, the energy, economic and 
environmental impacts are transferred to the outside of the battery limits. Thus, depending on the 

electricity mix, it may bring more energy and environmental benefits than using natural gas [27]. 
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Fig. 2. Superstructure used for the minimization of the operating cost of the utility system in a 
biomass-based ammonia plant. 

3 Methodology 

In the following, the modeling and optimization methodology, based on a combined exergy analysis and 

energy integration study, is discussed.  

3.1 Process modeling: Properties calculation and Performance indicators. 

The evaluation of the thermodynamic properties of each flow as well as the mass, energy and exergy 

balances of each unitary operation are carried out by using Aspen Plus® V8.8 software and the Peng-

Robinson EOS with Boston-Mathias modifications. The Perturbed-Chain Statistical Associating Fluid 
Theory (PC-SAFT) is used to model the physical absorption of CO2 with DEPG as in [19]. Physical 

and chemical exergy calculations, as well as exergy efficiencies are assessed using VBA® scripts as 

user defined functions [28]. Gasification is modelled as a series of interrelated drying, pyrolysis, 
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reduction and combustion processes. In order to estimate the actual yield rates of hydrogen, CO, CO2, 
methane, tar, char and water in the pyrolysis reaction step, empirical correlations reported in the 

literature as a function of temperature were used [29]. Moreover, for the sake of correcting the 

underestimation of the tar and methane produced, a known shortcoming of the non-stoichiometric 
equilibrium methods, a set of approach-to-equilibrium temperatures for the char gasification and water 

gas shift reactions are adjusted to reflect the actual syngas composition of the BCL gasifier [30]. Bagasse 

lower heating value (LHV) is estimated based on correlations reported by ref. [31], whereas the ratio of 
specific chemical exergy to LHV is calculated by means of the proposed Szargut’s correlations for solid 

fuels with given atomic C, H, O, N composition [32].  

Some performance indicators for each ammonia plant configuration are proposed to allow systematic 

comparisons between different designed setups: totally and partially natural gas-fuelled, and totally 

biomass fuelled ammonia plants with and without electricity import. Table 1 compares the rational 

exergy efficiency, Eq. (1), with other exergy efficiency definition, Eqs.(2), proposed for evaluating the 

overall performance of chemical production plants [3]. It must be noticed that, the rational exergy 
efficiency is higher than the relative one as it accounts for the outlet exergy of other byproducts (CO2, 

purge gas). 

Table 1. Plantwide exergy efficiency definitions of the ammonia production plants. 

Definition Formula Eq. 

Rational  

 
4

,

Rational 1 1
useful output Dest Dest

Import

input input CH Bagasse BFW Net

B B B

B B B B B W
     

  
 

(1) 

Relative  

 
4

,

Relative

,

consumed ideal Ammonia

import

consumed actual CH Biomass BFW Net

B B

B B B B W
  

  
 

(2) 

B = exergy rate or flow rate (kW), BFW = boiler feedwater, Dest = destroyed. 

3.2 Optimization problem definition 

As it has been shown hitherto, ammonia production plants are designed in complex ways where 
processes streams are integrated through recycle loops and an extensive heat recovery network. This 

renders the determination of the optimality a complex non-linear problem. Moreover, energy integration 

method alone falls short to put on evidence the exergy destruction in the heat exchanger network and 

reveal the potential for reducing the inherent driving forces by rationally performing the waste heat 
recovery and power generation. In this way, the selection of the most suitable alternatives of a set of 

proposed energy technologies, as shown on Fig. 2, allows modifying the shape of the composite curves 

of the chemical process aiming to minimize the exergy destruction. The systematic procedure consists 
of an efficient computational approach in which all the potential technologies, energy resources and 

production routes are included in a comprehensive superstructure. 

By separating the process flowsheet modelling from the heat integration problem, the calculation of the 
mass and energy balances and the complex energy conversions can be handled by the process system 

modeler Aspen® Plus. Meanwhile, the determination of the minimum energy requirements (MER) and 

the solution of the energy integration problem is performed by using the OSMOSE Lua platform 

developed by the IPESE group at EPFL, Switzerland. This tool allows to determine the most suitable 
utility systems (steam network, refrigeration system, heat pump, cogeneration system) and their 

operating conditions, that satisfy the minimum energy requirement (MER) with the lowest resources 

consumption and optimal operating cost (water, natural gas and bagasse) [33]. This computational 
framework manages the data transfer with the ASPEN Plus® software and builds the mixed integer 
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linear programming (MILP) problem described in the Eqs.(3-7) that minimizes the operating cost of the 
chemical plant while satisfying the constraints of the MER problem. Thus, the optimization problem 

consist of finding the multiplication factor, fw, of each utility unit ω that minimizes the objective 

function given by Eq.(3): 
 

           
4 3 2,

1
,

min

r

N
import

OPCH Biomass Water Power NH COf y

R W

f B c B c V c W c B c m c t


 




            
 

 

(3) 

 

Subject to the following constraints: 

 Heat balance of temperature interval 
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 Electricity production, consumption and export (if any) 
 

exp

1

0
N
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(5) 

 

 Existence and size of the utility unit w 
 

min, max,y y 1 ..f f f N        
 

(6) 

 

 Feasibility of the solution (MER constraints) 

 

1 10, 0, R 0
rN rR R   

 and exp0, 0prodW W 
 (7) 

 

where Nw are the number of units in the set of utility systems; B and c stand, respectively, for the exergy 

flow rate (kW) and costs (euro per kWh, m3 or kg/h) of the feedstock and electricity consumed (or 

selling prices of marketable ammonia and CO2); V is the flowrate of water consumed (m3/h); Q and q 
are the heat exchanged between the process streams (Qi,r > 0 hot stream, < 0 cold stream), and the 

heating/cooling supplied by the utility systems (kW), respectively; tOP is the operation time (h); R is 

the heat cascaded from higher and to lower temperature intervals (kW); W is the power produced by 
either the utility systems, the same chemical process or imported from/exported to the grid (kW). 

Additional equations for the mass and energy balances on each stream layer (water, feedstock, ammonia, 

electricity), along with the equations for modeling each one of the different energy technologies, are 

also included in the optimization problem. The optimal utility set is determined by calculating the integer 
variables, yw, associated to the existence or absence of a given utility unit and the corresponding 

continuous size, fw, of the selected utility systems. Representative market cost for the water (3.69 

euro/m3), bagasse (0.0056 euro/kWh) and natural gas consumed (0.032 euro/kWh), as well as the selling 
prices of ammonia (0.098 euro/kWh) and CO2 (0.0084 euro/kWh) produced are taken from literature 

[9, 19, 34]. 
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4 Results and discussion 

In this section, the energy consumption remarks and the performance of the optimized ammonia 

production cases are presented. The partial replacement of the natural gas is achieved by using the 

biomass-derived syngas as process feedstock. Natural gas is thus alternatively consumed in the fired 
furnace for balancing the heating requirements in the ammonia plant and the steam network. It can be 

also fed to the gas turbine technology in order to supply the power to drive the compressors and pumps 

through all the chemical plant, including also the cooling tower and the vapor compression refrigeration 

systems. As concerns the case of total substitution of natural gas, a fraction of the produced syngas must 
be consumed instead, which directly affects the ammonia yield and, most importantly, the overall 

combined heat and power production balance of the plant. The decision making is thus not a trivial 

problem, as it involves the iterative adjustment of the energy integration results [35], so that the waste 
heat available for cogeneration purposes can be thoroughly exploited, whereas minimizing the operating 

cost of the plant and maximizing the total amount of ammonia produced. 

4.1 Exergy consumption remarks 

Apart from the conventional case using only natural gas as both feedstock and fuel (Fig. 1), thirteen 

additional scenarios have been tested in which the biomass-derived syngas is used as the main feedstock 

for ammonia production, but the input to the utility systems varies according to economic and 
environmental targets. These scenarios combine the utilization of the various energy sources to the 

utility systems (i.e. natural gas, syngas, as well as electricity) along with the integration of either a 

Rankine or a combined cycle. However, it is found that only five out of all the tested combinations have 
independent optimal solutions, as summarized in Table 2. For instance, by enabling the natural gas 

turbine system (e.g. combined cycle) while electricity import is not allowed (see case NG-CC-noEE, 

Table 2), the optimization solution is equivalent to that of another scenario in which, even if the 

electricity consumption is now enabled, the optimizer solution still favours the natural gas consumption 
in a combined cycle over the use of the electricity import from the grid (NG-CC-EE).  

According to Table 2, the non-renewable exergy consumption in the conventional case achieves 32.34 

GJ/tonNH3, with an overall CO2 emission of about 1.75 tonCO2/tonNH3 out of which 29.3% are not 
captured and, thus, emitted to atmosphere. The source of these emissions is related to the use of natural 

gas in the fired furnace of the primary reformed. The conventional case presents the lowest exergy 

consumption among all the analysed configurations nevertheless, due to the higher operating pressures 

of the primary reformer when compared to the atmospheric gasification processes. In this latter case, the 
water-scrubbed raw syngas must be further compressed, not to mention the consuming bagasse 

treatment process, which renders the biomass-based route more power intensive (cf. Fig. 3). The 

conventional case also presents the lowest overall power consumption (2.49 GJ/tonNH3), 60% lower 
than the highest power consumption (6.4 GJ/tonNH3) corresponding to the case in which only syngas 

is used as the fuel source in the combined heat and power generation (SG-RC-no EE, Fig. 3). It is thus 

not surprising that the latter case also accounts for the highest overall plant input (57.32 GJ/tonNH3). 
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Table 2. Optimal process variables of the studied ammonia production facilities 

Process parameter Conventional 
WF-RC 

-EE 

NG-RC 

-no EE 

NG-CC 

-no EE 

SG-RC 

-no EE 

SG-CC 

-no EE 

Feedstock input Natural Gas Biomass Biomass Biomass Biomass Biomass 

Utility system input Natural Gas Electricity 
Natural 

Gas 
Natural 

Gas 
Syngas Syngas 

Cogeneration system Rankine Rankine Rankine Combined Rankine Combined 

Feedstock 

consumption 
(GJ/tonNH3) 

23.51 47.04 47.04 47.04 57.32 51.66 

Utility fuel 

consumption 
(GJ/tonNH3) 

8.83 0.00 6.90 2.91 6.799 3.059 

Utility electricity 

consumption 

(GJ/tonNH3) 

0.00 1.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Overall plant 

consumption 

(GJ/tonNH3) 

32.34 48.4510 53.95 49.95 57.329 51.669 

Rankine cycle power 
generation 

(GJ/tonNH3)
1 

2.49 4.22 5.73 4.32 6.40 4.53 

Brayton cycle power 

generation 
(GJ/tonNH3)

1 

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.43 

Chemical  process 

power demand 

(GJ/tonNH3)
2 

1.81 4.88 4.88 4.88 5.56 5.19 

Ancillary power 

demand (GJ/tonNH3)
3 

0.68 0.75 0.85 0.77 0.84 0.77 

Cooling requirement 

(GJ/tonNH3)
4 

5.86 10.92 10.91 10.92 10.95 10.93 

Heating requirement 
(GJ/tonNH3)

4 
2.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Fossil CO2 emissions 

avoided 

(tonCO2/tonNH3)
5 

1.237 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Fossil CO2 emitted –

direct 

(tonCO2/tonNH3) 

0.470 0 0.368 0.155 0.000 0.000 

Fossil CO2 emitted – 

indirect 

(tonCO2/tonNH3)
6 

0.043 0.227 0.236 0.217 0.246 0.222 

Total fossil CO2 
emitted 

(tonCO2/tonNH3) 

0.513 0.227 0.604 0.372 0.246 0.222 
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Process parameter Conventional 
WF-RC 

-EE 
NG-RC 
-no EE 

NG-CC 
-no EE 

SG-RC 
-no EE 

SG-CC 
-no EE 

Feedstock input Natural Gas Biomass Biomass Biomass Biomass Biomass 

Utility system input Natural Gas Electricity 
Natural 

Gas 

Natural 

Gas 
Syngas Syngas 

Cogeneration system Rankine Rankine Rankine Combined Rankine Combined 

Biogenic CO2  

emissions avoided 

(tonCO2/tonNH3)
5 

0.000 2.503 2.503 2.503 2.503 2.503 

Biogenic CO2 emitted 

– direct 

(tonCO2/tonNH3) 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.569 0.256 

Total atmospheric 

emissions 
(tonCO2/tonNH3) 

0.513 0.227 0.604 0.371 0.816 0.478 

Overall CO2 

emissions balance7 
0.513 -2.276 -1.899 -2.131 -1.687 -2.025 

Biomass 
consumption 

(tonBagasse/tonNH3) 

-- 2.41 2.41 2.41 2.94 2.65 

Gasifier syngas 

production 
(GJ/tonNH3) 

-- 31.06 31.06 31.06 37.859 34.119 

Operating Incomes8 

(euro/tonNH3) 
516.72 529.34 529.34 529.34 529.98 529.63 

Operating 
Costs8(euro/tonNH3) 

281.05 107.59 124.73 90.31 79.53 71.67 

Operating Revenues8 

(euro/tonNH3) 
235.67 421.75 404.62 439.04 450.45 457.96 

Ammonia production 

(ton/day) 
950.84 1119.22 1119.22 1119.22 918.459 1019.149 

1. Steam pressure levels 110, 25, 2.5 and 0.10 bar, steam superh. 200°C, Brayton cycle with 

regeneration, pressure ratio 20:1; 2. Power consumed by the chemical plant alone; 3. Cooling tower and 
vapor compression refrigeration systems; 4. Heating requirements of the chemical processes (energy 

basis) determined from the composite curves; 5. CO2 emissions captured through the physical 

absorption system; 6. It considers the indirect emissions due to the upstream supply chains of natural 
gas (0.0049 gCO2/kJCH4), electricity (62.09 gCO2/kWh) and residual bagasse (0.0043 

gCO2/kJBagasse) [27, 36]; 7. Consider overall CO2 emitted (either fossil or biogenic) minus biogenic 

CO2 captured; 8. Operating cost calculated by means of representative prices of water, bagasse, 
electricity, natural gas, ammonia and carbon dioxide; 9. It considers bagasse as the only energy input of 

the ammonia plant, thus the utility fuel consumption is a fraction of the syngas produced. It also reduced 

the amount of ammonia produced; 10. Overall exergy efficiency is reduced to 46.78% as well as the 

overall exergy consumption is increased to 49.58 GJ/tonNH3 if the efficiency of the electricity grid 
(55.67%) is considered as in [27]. 
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For the sake of a fair level playing field comparison, the indirect emissions related to the supply chain 
of the electricity, natural gas and bagasse (production, distribution, etc.) have been included in the 

calculation of the actual CO2 fossil emitted [27, 36]. Such indirect contribution is not negligible and 

reveal environmental issues that otherwise may remain hidden if electricity imported is considered as 
an emissions-free input. For instance, the bagasse supply indirect emissions are the largest share of 

indirect emissions (85-89%) in the biomass-based route (0.23 tonCO2/tonNH3). This value is on 

average fivefold the indirect emissions associated to the conventional route (0.043 tonCO2/tonNH3) 
and can be explained by the large amount of bagasse required, which not only takes a toll to the 

efficiency of the overall plant but proportionally increases the indirect emissions produced. On the other 

hand, the direct emissions are derived from the combustion of natural gas or raw syngas (still with a 

large biogenic CO2 content) to supply the combined heat and power production. The avoided emissions 
are related to the carbon capture system in the syngas purification section. Since direct biomass-derived 

emissions are considered as neutral emissions [37], the difference between the biogenic CO2 captured 

and the overall CO2 emitted is considered as the balance of CO2 emissions (see Table 2). The negative 
value indicates an overall positive impact in the depletion of CO2 present in the atmosphere, meaning 

that for each ton of ammonia produced, between 1.7 to 2.3 tons of CO2 are withdrawn from the 

environment. This is in close agreement with reported literature [18]. In this way, the indirect emissions 

from the bagasse utilization are not only offset by the captured biogenic ones, but also the import 
scenario  of ‘greener’ Brazilian electricity (WF-RC-EE) leads to the best results in terms of overall 

exergy consumption and CO2 emissions among the partially and totally renewable routes. 
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Fig. 3. Power consumption breakdown of the selected scenarios, EE: electricity, superh.: steam 
superheating, (a) Conventional, (b) WF-RC-EE, (c) NG-RC-no E, (d) NG-CC-no EE,(e) SG-RC-no 

EE, (f) SG-CC-no EE, see Table 2. 

From Table 2, it is also evidenced that even for a higher specific consumption of feedstock, a cheaper 
biomass input allows for a lower operating cost and, thus, higher operating revenues than if the utility 

system is fueled with costly natural gas. It explains why the lowest amount of operating revenues 

corresponds to the conventional case, in which natural gas is used as both feedstock and fuel. As a 

conclusion, the use of cheaper energy resources  as well as the diversification of the energy input to the 
ammonia plant may help not only reducing the amount of emissions produced but also increase the 

revenues obtained, even at expense of lower efficiencies (see Section 4.2) [26]. 

4.2 Energy integration and Exergy Analyses 

Figure 4a-f shows the integrated curves corresponding to the simulated scenarios described in Table 2. 

As it can be observed, the bagasse-based ammonia production scenarios (b-c) present a higher potential 

of heat recovery due to the excess exergy heat produced throughout the whole chemical plant. This is 
profited by integrating a steam network that recovers and then supplies the heat required, either by 

preheating process streams or by raising steam (used as process steam and power fluid). On the other 

hand, the reduced excess heat available in the conventional case must be compensated by an increased 
consumption of fuel in the utility system, about 21 to 84% higher than cases (b-c) (see Table 2). In spite 

of this, the overall exergy destruction when a natural gas-fired furnace is used along with a primary 

reformer (6.7 GJ/tonNH3) is still substantially lower than the sum of the irreversibilities comprised in the 

bagasse treatment (chipping, drying, scrubbing), gasification and syngas compression processes 
together. As it can be seen from Fig. 5 and Table 3, those irreversibilities account for approx. 16.2 

GJ/tonNH3 or 60-80% of the exergy destroyed in the bagasse-based ammonia production configurations. 

The gasifier itself is responsible for half of the exergy destruction in the plant and, as the char combustion 
process is inevitable, there is a small room for reducing its contribution to the total process irreversibility. 

However, as concerns the drying, chipping and cold syngas cleaning (water scrubbing) and compression 

processes, better technologies for moisture reduction of bagasse, hot catalytic cleaning of the syngas and 
increased gasifier pressures may help reducing the amount of avoidable exergy destroyed in the frontend 

of biomass-based ammonia plants [38]. The calculated overall production efficiencies shown in Table 3 

are in close agreement with those reported for the thermo-environonomic optimization of  two biomass 

and natural gas-based ammonia production plants with electricity import [18]. 
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Fig. 4. Integrated composite curves (1000 tonNH3/day). EE: electricity, superh.: steam superheating, 
(a) Conventional, (b) WF-RC-EE, (c) NG-RC-no E, (d) NG-CC-no EE,(e) SG-RC-no EE, (f) SG-CC-

no EE, see Table 2.  

As a final remark, from a sustainability point of view, it can be observed that lower electricity prices 

would promote improved energy integrations so that the fuel consumption in the ‘internal’ electricity 
generation utility systems is reduced with respect to an ‘external’ standalone cogeneration system (i.e. 

a waste heat is upgraded to useful input). Paradoxically, higher buying prices are also necessary if the 

aim is to encourage the rational transformation of the process exergy into mechanical power by using 
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cogeneration (since imported electricity cost becomes prohibitive high). At the end, the relative prices 
of electricity and fuels (natural gas and bagasse) play an important role when determining the pathway 

that must follow the economic process optimization. That explains why better solutions in terms of 

exergy efficiency or reduced environmental impact are not necessarily meant to be as well the most 
profitable ones [39], as it is found from the calculated operating revenues. 

Table 3. Exergy destruction and exergy efficiencies for the studied configurations 

Process parameter Conventional 
WF-RC 

-EE 

NG-RC 

-no EE 

NG-CC 

-no EE 

SG-RC 

-no EE 

SG-CC 

-no EE 

Rational exergy 

efficiency (%) 
70.17 47.871 42.99 46.43 40.46 44.89 

Relative exergy 

efficiency (%) 
61.47 41.02 36.85 39.79 34.67 38.47 

Exergy destruction 

(GJ/tonNH3) 
9.64 25.26 30.75 26.75 34.13 28.47 

1.Overall exergy efficiency is reduced to 46.78% as well as the overall exergy consumption is increased 

to 49.58 GJ/tonNH3 if the efficiency of the electricity grid (55.67%) is considered as in [27]. 

 

Fig. 5. Exergy destruction breakdown for the selected scenarios, EE: electricity, superh.: steam 
superheating, (a) Conventional, (b) WF-RC-EE, (c) NG-RC-no E, (d) NG-CC-no EE,(e) SG-RC-no 

EE, (f) SG-CC-no EE, see Table 2. 

It is important to mention other scenarios which recently have earned attention in Brazil to mitigate the 

fossil fuel consumption in the ammonia production process, including the syngas production by using 
the steam reforming of ethanol, encouraged by a well-established sugarcane ethanol economy [40-44]. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this work, a conventional natural gas-based ammonia production plant is compared with a set of 

alternative biomass-based ammonia production facilities, aiming to reduce the amount of non-renewable 
exergy consumed whereas increasing the operating revenues. The combined energy integration and 

exergy analyses performed allowed for spotting the best alternatives of utility systems that increased the 

revenues, while maximizing the profiting of the available waste heat exergy. As a result, the exergy 
efficiencies of the natural and biomass-based ammonia plant averaged 65.8% and 41.3%, whereas the 

overall emission balance varies from 0.5 to -2.3 tonCO2/tonNH3, respectively. The electricity import, 

whether available, may help reducing the irreversibilities in the biomass-based ammonia production, as 

well as reducing the overall CO2 emissions. However, higher operating revenues can be rather achieved 
by totally replacing the natural gas input and avoiding the electricity import, favoring the consumption 

of the syngas produced in a combined power cycle for supplying the heat and power demands. The 

results show to be strongly dependent on the indirect emissions, the energy resources used (natural gas, 
electricity or bagasse) and the ratio of the price of electricity to natural gas. 
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Abstract 

The transition from a Linear to Circular Economy has become a societal challenge to be tackled. 

However, the increasing complexity of materials and products increases the resources required to 

recover the starting materials. Thermoeconomics has been widely used for the evaluation of resource 

efficiency and consumption of energy systems. However, circular economy systems are quite more 

complex because of the difficulties for evaluating recycling processes of complex materials and their 

integration with energy systems. For this reason, a rigorous simulation-based approach is needed to 

obtain an accurate approximation to reality. A thermoeconomics tool has been developed in the existing 

HSC Sim software based on theory to perform a simulation-based thermoeconomics. This connection is 

tested in a Combined Heat and Power plant and a sulfur capture plant of a copper production process. 
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A rigorous simulation of both processes is performed and a thermoeconomic analysis is conducted 

through the connection between the simulation software and the thermoeconomic calculator. As this 

link will be used to assess technically and sustainably the design and operation stages of metallurgical 

and recycling systems, new issues may appear because thermoeconomics will be also used to evaluate 

material systems. These potential issues are discussed in the paper. 

1 Introduction 

The pressure on the environment is increasing yearly because of the growing demand of resources to 

satisfy the human well-being. For instance, the fossil fuel consumption has increased twelvefold over 

the 20th century, while the raw material extraction have increased thirty-fourfold [1]. Moreover, the 2050 

population prospect states that the world population will increase over 2 billion [2], and hence, the 

perspective is not at all good for the health of the planet. This growing concern has led to expand the 

energy efficiency goal to resource efficiency, including not just energy as a main priority but also raw 

materials [3]. 

For this reason, concepts like eco-design or design for recycling are becoming more popular over the 

years [4]–[6]. However, the complexity of the recyclates and the entropy generated in their production 

processes, from raw materials to product, make the creation of sustainability systems difficult because 

of the huge amount of resources required to reduce the waste as much as possible [7], [8]. Additionally, 

processes that include minerals and metals generate also a variety of other residues, the majority of them 

complex from the point of view of waste treatment; hence, the circular economy is not easy from a 

resource consumption perspective. Reuter and Kojo [9] and Reuter and Van Schaik [10] show these 

limits using simulation tools that permit system evaluation also on the basis of exergy. 

With that in mind, the resource consumption assessment of recycling and circular economy processes is 

crucial. As the report of the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) on recycling states, a 

feasibility study of a product-centric recycling process requires rigorous simulation [11]. The mass 

balances must include all details about the elements, compounds and the way they are connected 

(solutions, phases, etc.). The energy streams must also be defined and quantified so that the 

environmental impact and resource consumption of the circular economy can be evaluated with an 

acceptable accuracy (Figure 1). Reuter et al. conducted a rigorous simulation of the recycling process 

of mobile phones [12]. This study shows the limits of the recycling process of a mobile phone through 

a simulation-based approach, sorting the recycling alternatives by their recyclability. 
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Figure 1. Interactions between energy and materials in circular economy. [12] 

However, several questions come to mind after the recyclability studies. What is the resource efficiency 

if the cost of resources is taken into account? Are these processes feasible from the point of view of 

resource consumption? Therefore, an economic approach, with relation to the resource consumption, 

must be included in the recyclability analysis.  

As the cost of all processes in terms of resources depends on the downgrading of the materials and 

resources used, i.e. its entropy generation, exergy is a suitable measurement unit since it takes into 

account the second law of thermodynamics. Therefore, the quantity and the quality of the flows are 

evaluated. Moreover, as all resources are measured with the same units (kW or kJ), energy, water and 

material flows can be integrated, hence, complex industrial processes, such as metallurgical processes 

or recycling, can be evaluated through one indicator [13]–[17]. Actually, exergy has already been used 

to account for resources [18], resource depletion [19], [20], and Life Cycle Assessment [21], [22], 

although it is not a very well know concept outside the academic field. 

The second law of thermodynamics states that entropy is generated in every real process, that is to say, 

exergy is destroyed [23]. This exergy destruction is associated with the resources consumed when a 

process operation is carried out, hence, its cost. The core of thermoeconomics is the connection between 

the exergy destroyed and the cost of that quality destruction in terms of resources. Therefore, 

thermoeconomics has a considerable potential for the resource consumption and efficiency assessment 

of industrial processes during design and operation stages, seeking a resource efficiency maximization. 

Traditionally, thermoeconomics has been used to evaluate the exergy efficiency and cost in power 

systems [24]–[27]. However, the possibilities of applying the same methodology to other type of 

systems, such as circular economy ones, are quite interesting, as well as the interaction between different 

types of industries, creating eco-industrial parks [28], [29].  

This paper establishes the basis of the connection between a simulation platform and thermoeconomics 

to assess the resource consumption of circular economy systems through a rigorous simulation-based 

approach. The software used to perform the simulation of the processes is HSC Chemistry and a 
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thermoeconomics calculator has been developed for the commercial HSC Sim flowsheet simulation 

module of the software. This module can be used to simulate flowsheets of different mining, 

metallurgical and chemical processes. Therefore, thermoeconomic analysis can be readily applied to any 

flowsheet in HSC Sim with the thermoeconomics calculator. 

The new thermoeconomics tool has been tested in a combined heat and power (CHP) plant. The resource 

consumption of each stream and unit of the plant is calculated with the tool. Additionally, two different 

operational scenarios have been compared through a thermoeconomic diagnosis to look for more 

resource-efficient processes. After the power plant example, the tool has been tested with a waste 

treatment process of a metallurgical plant. The process is the sulfur capture plant of a copper production 

plant. In this case, a thermoeconomic analysis has been performed to evaluate the cost of the gas cleaning 

stage. 

As it is planned that the connection between thermoeconomic analysis and advanced process modeling 

in HSC Sim will be used for the assessment of circular economy systems, an evaluation of the main 

issues and concerns that may appear when complex material flows come into play is also conducted in 

the paper, since it is a new field in thermoeconomics. 

2 Thermoeconomics and implementation in HSC Sim 

The first step required to conduct a thermoeconomic analysis is the productive structure definition of 

the analyzed system [30]. The physical structure of a system represents the components of the plant and 

how energy or material streams connect the different units of the system. Nevertheless, the productive 

structure focuses on the purpose of each component. Therefore, each element of a productive structure 

is associated with a purpose, which is called “Product (P)”, and the required resources to meet that goal, 

which are known as “Fuel (F)”. 

The other essential step before the thermoeconomics calculations are applied is the exergy analysis of 

the system. The total exergy of each stream (𝐵) can be defined as the sum of the chemical (𝐵𝑐ℎ) [31] 

and physical exergy (𝐵𝑝ℎ) (1). 

 

𝐵 = 𝐵𝑐ℎ + 𝐵𝑝ℎ       [kW] (1) 

 

Chemical exergy expresses the exergy of a substance at ambient temperature and pressure. However, 

some issues could appear when material flows come into play because their chemical exergy is 

considerably lower than the exergy of the energy flows, such as coal or natural gas. This difference may 

lead to a confusion because of materials with an important industrial value, like gold, are devalued when 

they are compared with energy flows through exergy. For this reason, concepts like Exergy Replacement 

Cost has been proposed to evaluate material flows in a fairer way [32], [33]. 

Physical exergy shows how far from the reference, i.e. ambient temperature and pressure, the system is. 

It can be calculated by equation (2). 

 

𝑏𝑝ℎ = (ℎ − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 · (𝑠 − 𝑠0)       [kJ/kg] (2) 

 

As properties of the flows must be obtained, it should be considered that the properties of some metal 

solutions, mixtures and alloys may not match the sum of the properties of the elements/compounds 

themselves. Therefore, the exergy values of these flows may be incorrect. Accurate data of metal 

solutions and mixtures must be considered to avoid wrong properties values of this kind of flows, which 

would lead to an incorrect exergy analysis. 
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2.1 Theory of the Exergy Cost 

As thermoeconomics researches the connection of thermodynamics with economics, the idea of cost is 

a core concept. Typically, the cost of a commodity is defined as the amount of resources that have been 

spent to produce it. However, the exergy cost of a flow is the amount of exergy needed to produce it (3). 

It is represented as 𝐵∗. It includes the exergy of the stream as well as the irreversibilities generated to 

produce it. That means that the upstream processes conducted to produce the stream are considered. 

 

𝐵∗ = 𝐵 + ∑ 𝐼

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

 (3) 

 

Furthermore, the exergy cost can also be expressed as a dimensionless parameter by dividing the exergy 

cost by its exergy (4). This parameter shows the amount of exergy required for producing one unit of 

exergy of that flow, and it is called unit exergy cost. 

 

𝑘∗ =
𝐵∗

𝐵
 (4) 

 

However, the cost assessment becomes more complex when there are more than one process in the 

system, and even more if there are recirculation of streams or parallel processes. Therefore, general 

methodologies are required to allocate the costs of complex systems. One of these methodologies is the 

Theory of the Exergetic Cost [30]. It sets the rules to get the equations required to obtain the cost of all 

streams of a system. The Theory of the Exergetic Cost is based on the following propositions: 

 The exergy cost is a conservative property, so, the cost of the input flows equals to that of the 

outputs for each component. This proposition formulates as many equations as components in 

the system. 

 The exergy cost of the streams entering the plant equals its exergy, in absence of external 

assessment. This provides as many equations as streams entering the system. 

The remaining equations to complete the analysis are obtained from the bifurcations. Some units may 

have several output streams; therefore, the cost of these bifurcations must be allocated. There are two 

propositions to do it: 

 If a fuel stream of a unit has an output flow, i.e. non-exhausted fuel, its unit exergy cost is the 

same as that the input stream which it comes from. 

 If a product of a component is formed by several streams, then, the unit exergy cost of each of 

them is the same. 

2.2 Thermoeconomic input-output analysis 

The thermoeconomic input-output analysis, or Symbolic Thermoeconomics [34], is a methodology that 

combines the Theory of the Exergetic Cost with the Leontief’s Input-Output Analysis. The objective of 

this methodology is to obtain general equations that link the individual performance of the processes of 

a system with the global performance. Furthermore, the cost allocation process is also evaluated. 

If a productive structure consist of n components, and the exergy flows belonging to the product of the 

component i and to the fuel of the component j are represented as 𝐵𝑖𝑗, the fuel (𝐹𝑖) and product (𝑃𝑖) of 

the component i are calculated by equations (5) and (6). 
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𝑃𝑖 = ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=0

 (5) 

 

𝐹𝑖 = ∑ 𝐵𝑗𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=0

 (6) 

 

The “0 component” is included to represent the exergy flows between the components of the system and 

the environment. 𝑷𝒔 is a vector (𝑛 𝑥 1) that represents the contribution of each component to the final 

product of the plant. The table that contains all the 𝐵𝑖𝑗 elements, and the sum of its columns and rows is 

called Fuel-Product Table (FP Table). 

Furthermore, the unit exergy consumption is defined as the exergy needed by each component from 

other components (of the environment) to produce one unit of product (7). 

 

𝜅𝑖𝑗 =
𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑃𝑗
 (7) 

 

The 〈𝑲𝑷〉 matrix (𝑛 𝑥 𝑛) contains the unit exergy consumptions 𝜅𝑖𝑗. The unit exergy consumptions 

related to the interaction with the environment (𝜅0𝑗) are shown in the 𝜿𝒆 vector.  

Because of the Theory of the Exergy Cost, the unit exergy costs of the product flows of each component 

have the same value. The value of those unit exergy costs are represented in the 𝒌𝒑
∗  vector (𝑛 𝑥 1). 

The product of the components of the system can be obtained through the relation (8). 

 

𝑷 = (𝑼 − 〈𝑲𝑷〉𝑇)−1 · 𝑷𝒔 (8) 

 

Moreover, the unit exergy cost of the product of all components is calculated by (9). 

 

𝒌𝒑
∗ = (𝑼 − 〈𝑲𝑷〉𝑇)−1 · 𝜿𝒆 (9) 

 

Once the abovementioned parameters have been calculated, different process scenarios can be compared 

to find anomalies and optimization possibilities. The methodology to compare several cases is called 

thermoeconomic diagnosis. This methodology comes from the idea that a modification in a component 

(e.g. process parameters) of the system generates an irreversibility variation. The irreversibility increase 

is given by (10). 

 

Δ𝑰 = Δ𝑲𝑫 · 𝑷𝟎 + (𝑲𝑫 − 𝑼) · Δ𝑷 (10) 

 

Where 𝑲𝑫 is a diagonal matrix (𝑛 𝑥 𝑛) whose values are the unit exergy consumption of each 

component; 𝑷𝟎 is a vector (𝑛 𝑥 1) which contains the product of each component in the reference 

scenario; 𝑼 is the unit matrix (𝑛 𝑥 𝑛); and Δ𝑷 is the variation in the product between a reference and the 

active operational scenario. Therefore, the irreversibility variation of a component has two components: 

 Malfunction (Endogenous irreversibility). The irreversibility increase because of the increase of 

the unit exergy consumption of the component itself. The malfunction is calculated through (11) 

and (12). 
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𝑀𝐹𝑗𝑖 = Δ𝜅𝑗𝑖 · 𝑃𝑖
0 (11) 

 

𝑀𝐹𝑖 = ∑ 𝑀𝐹𝑗𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=0

 (12) 

 

 Dysfunction (Exogenous irreversibility). The irreversibility increase induced by the malfunction 

of other components. It is calculated by (13). 

 

𝐷𝐹𝑖 = (𝑘𝑖 − 1) · Δ𝑃𝑖 (13) 

 

The additional fuel consumption of the new scenario (or Fuel Impact) can be calculated through the 

relation (14). 

 

Δ𝐹𝑇 = ∑ Δ𝐼𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

= ∑ (𝑀𝐹𝑖 + ∑ 𝐷𝐹𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (14) 

2.3 Thermoeconomics in HSC Sim 

Exergy has been implemented in HSC Sim (www.outotec.com/hsc) to perform a wide basis of analysis 

of metallurgical systems [35] and also for design for recycling of products [36]. A further development 

has been to use the exergy evaluation of processes in HSC to perform thermoeconomics as discussed in 

the previous section. 

 

Figure 2. The use of HSC to develop a fundamental basis for estimating environmental footprint and 

exergy of complex systems [35]. 

Initial data for:

• Proposals, engineering, OPEX, CAPEX, energy 

efficiencies, performance guarantees, etc.

• Energy, exergy, thermoeconomics, CO2, SOx, 

NOx, water, emissions, etc.

Calculation engine for:

• Virtual Experience training (VeX), Process Advisor, 

ACT, intelligent process monitoring, and 
automation.

Environmental footprints:

• GWP - Global Warming Potential

• AP - Acidification Potential

• EP - Eutrophication Potential

• HTP - Human Toxicity Potential

• ODP - Ozone Layer Depletion Potential
• POCP - Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential

• AETP - Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential

• ADP - Abiotic Depletion

• Water Footprint (Green, Blue, Gray)
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All the required formulas to conduct a thermoeconomic analysis and diagnosis have been implemented 

in a new tool in HSC Sim, the “Thermoeconomics Calculator”. This tool reads the flowsheet to get 

information about how the units are connected by the streams of the system and the exergy values of the 

flows. Therefore, the only inputs that the user must provide for the tool are the Fuel-Product definition 

of each unit. Additionally, the exergy values that are taken from the flowsheet can be modified 

automatically, if the user deems it appropriate. 

 

Figure 3. Input data sheet. Thermoeconomic calculator. 

Once the Fuel-Product definition is complete, the thermoeconomic analysis is conducted. The results 

are presented in two different sheets. The first one is the “Flow and Unit Cost” sheet. It shows the exergy 

cost and the unit exergy cost of all flows of the system as well as the fuel, product, irreversibility, unit 

exergy consumption, efficiency, exergy cost and unit exergy cost of each unit. These results are plotted 

in several charts to make easier its understanding. The unit exergy cost of each unit is plotted in Figure 

4. The second sheet is the “Fuel-Product” sheet, where the fuel-product table is shown (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Flow and unit cost sheet. Thermoeconomic calculator. 

 

Figure 5. Fuel-Product table sheet. Thermoeconomic calculator. 
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Furthermore, as thermoeconomic diagnosis needs two scenarios to be conducted, the tool gives the 

possibility to save the active case as a reference. Therefore, the subsequent modifications in any 

parameter of the flowsheet will be compared with the saved scenario (reference). Malfunctions, 

dysfunctions and the fuel impact between the active and reference scenarios are calculated on this sheet. 

The results of the diagnosis are also plotted, as Figure 6 shows. 

 

Figure 6. Diagnosis sheet. Thermoeconomic calculator. 

Several case studies are carried out in the next section to demonstrate the potential for assessment and 

optimization when the HSC Sim process simulation tool is integrated with thermoeconomic analysis. 

3 Studied cases: Power Plant and Waste Treatment System 

The two industrial processes studied are shown in this section. Both processes have been simulated in 

HSC Sim. 

3.1 Power plant case. 

A CHP power plant has been modeled in HSC Sim, the plant layout is presented in Figure 7. This generic 

static power plant model can be broken up in three essential stages. The first one is the combustion and 

the flue gas side. In this stage, coal is combusted in a Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) boiler and 

limestone is fed to control the SOx emissions. The furnace is modeled as Gibbs balance reaction between 

the fuel, air and the limestone, with coal specifications from literature. Furthermore, primary and 

secondary airflows are preheated using heat coming from the flue gas (LUVO). The outputs of the boiler 

consist of the flue gas and the solid material to recirculation. Additionally, two heat exchangers have 

been considered in the CFB hot loop, apart from the evaporator. In the chosen boiler setup these heat 

exchangers are a superheater and a reheater.  

The energy produced by the CFB boiler is used for steam generation. The steam generation begins with 

the pumping of the feedwater (FW) to the boiler operating pressure. Afterwards, the water flows through 
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the economizer, evaporator and three superheaters (SH). Heat exchangers are modeled as simple heat 

transfer units with heat transfer coefficients based on the design load. Moreover, two desuperheater 

spray flows (DSH1 and DSH2) are used to control the temperatures between superheating stages, with 

the last one controlling the main steam temperature.  

Once the steam has been produced, it enters the heat and power generation stage. The user can set the 

amount of steam that is going to generate electricity or heat by modifying a ratio in the “HP split” mixer 

unit. Depending on that ratio, part of the steam will flow through the two steam turbines, where it will 

expand to generate electricity. The output steam of the Low Pressure (LP) turbine is cooled down in the 

condenser. The remaining steam is used to generate heat.   

The user specifies the operation parameters required. Therefore, several scenarios and new cases can be 

simulated just by modifying the operation parameters of the flowsheet, e.g. different operation 

temperatures or pressures, heat/electricity production ratio, etc. In this paper, a drop in the efficiency of 

both turbines is investigated. 

 

Figure 7. Flowsheet CHP plant. Separate DSH pumps are included only for model notation purposes. 

3.2 Sulfur capture plant case. 

Metallurgical processes produce a wide variety of residues. Most of these residues contain valuable 

materials or hazardous components that require a waste treatment, so an extra cost must be added to the 

system. For instance, a copper production process from mine to cathode generates a huge amount of 

residues. If the copper ore concentration stage is observed, a large amount of flotation tailings is 

produced (see the arrow width of the t/h view) as Figure 8 shows. Unfortunately, flotation tailings are 

not the only residues of the plant. Next stages, such as the smelting process (Figure 9) generates slag, 

dust or furnace off-gas with a high concentration of sulfur and traces of other hazardous elements like 

arsenic or lead. Furthermore, other kind of residues are produced in the last stages of the process, the 

anode casting and electrorefining. Residues like rejected anodes, solid slimes or polluted electrolytes 
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can appear too. This quantity of residues and specially their complexity make the waste management in 

industries an important issue to consider.  

For this reason, a residue of a copper production process has been selected and its waste treatment 

process has been studied. The residues are the off-gases of the plant (after dust removal) and the process 

is a conventional sulfur capture plant by contact, whose flowsheet is shown in Figure 10. The inputs of 

this plant are two off-gases from a copper production process (after dust removal). The hazardous 

components of the gas, such as lead, selenium or arsenic, are removed through a water quenching and 

scrubbing. The temperature of the gas is also reduced in this stage. There is also water is in the gas, so 

a drying tower is required to get rid of it. The gas drying is conducted using sulfuric acid. Once the gas 

is ready to remove the SO2, it is preheated and introduced into the catalyst beds, where the SO2 is 

transformed to SO3 through a catalyst (V2O5-K2SO4). Afterwards, the SO3 is absorbed into H2SO4 in the 

absorption towers. The simulated process, also conducted using HSC, has four catalyst beds and two 

absorption towers. 

 

Figure 8. Concentration stage. Copper production process. t/h view selected. 
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Figure 9. Smelting + Electrorefining plant. Copper production process. 

 

Figure 10. Sulfur Capture Plant. Copper production process. 
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4 Results and discussion 

The results of the thermoeconomic analysis of the two cases are shown and discussed in this section. 

The power plant case shows also how thermoeconomic diagnosis works through comparing two 

different operating scenarios of the system. Furthermore, the sulfuric acid plant case calculates the 

amount of resources needed to treat a residue, in this case, the off-gases of a copper production plant. 

4.1 Power Plant 

The default configuration and parameters of the simulated power plant are considered as a base case. 

Afterwards, a new scenario that evaluates an efficiency drop of the turbine is evaluated. A comparison 

between both scenarios is conducted through a thermoeconomic diagnosis with the HSC Sim 

thermoeconomics tool. The efficiency of each unit and exergy cost of the products are calculated, as 

well as the exergy destroyed in each process (Irreversibility). Therefore, a first assessment about how 

the power plant works is conducted through an exergy point of view. The Fuel, Product, Irreversibility 

and Efficiency (Exergy) of each component are shown in Table A.1. 

The largest exergy or quality destruction, that is, the highest irreversibility, happens in the CFB furnace 

because of the combustion reactions. However, other unit operations also show a low exergy efficiency, 

especially heat exchangers that operate at low temperatures, such as the LUVO air-air exchangers, the 

ECO, the condenser and the CHP process heater. Furthermore, several units have a 100% efficiency. 

This is the case of the splitters, where no exergy destruction has been supposed, and the pumps and 

turbines, which have been considered as ideal (isentropic efficiency equal to 100%). Regarding the 

cumulative exergy cost (𝑃∗), unit exergy cost of the fuel (𝑘𝑓
∗) and product (𝑘𝑝

∗), the results are presented 

in Table A.2. 

As the cumulative exergy consumption has been calculated, very interesting results can be obtained 

from the analysis. For instance, the amount of exergy required to produce the main steam before the 

turbine. This value is around 375 MW of exergy or, in other words, 2.08 units of exergy required to 

produce one unit of exergy of steam. At the same time, a much higher unit exergy cost appears at the 

“CHP Process Heater” and the “Condenser” units. That is because several heat exchanges at low 

temperature happens, hence, the unit exergy cost is elevated.  

Additionally, thermoeconomics can provide the causes of the cost of a unit. In case of the low-pressure 

turbine, the main contributor to the cost of the unit is the “CFB Furnace” unit, as the cost breakdown of 

this unit shows (Figure 11). It makes sense because of the large amount of exergy consumed in this 

device to produce the steam. Moreover, heat exchangers, such as the economizer, evaporator or the 

superheaters, also have a relevant contribution to the cost of the low-pressure turbine. 
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Figure 11. Cost breakdown of the LP Turbine. Reference case. 

As the second law of thermodynamics is taken into account, a drop in the efficiency of the pumps and 

turbines would be expected. However, as the cost breakdown of the turbine shows, this drop does not 

happen because these units have been considered as ideal. Therefore, a new scenario has been proposed 

to evaluate the impact of not having ideal units. The new scenario considers an isentropic efficiency of 

80% in the turbines, instead of 100% in the reference case. As the efficiency of the turbines has dropped, 

new results are obtained. These results are shown in Table A.3 and Table A.4.  

As the results of the thermoeconomic analysis of the new case show, the only units that present a 

significant drop in efficiency are, as expected, both turbines. The new efficiencies are around 89%, in 

case of the HP Turbine, and around 83% in case of the LP Turbine. In case of the unit exergy cost, it 

has increased in both turbines, as is presented in Table A.4. 

Furthermore, the cost breakdown of the low-pressure turbine (Figure 12) shows now that a 14% of the 

cost is due to the non-ideality of the turbine. 
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Figure 12. Cost breakdown of the LP Turbine. New scenario. 

However, an easier comparison between both scenarios can be conducted through a thermoeconomic 

diagnosis. In this diagnosis, the irreversibility increment (Δ𝐼), broken down in endogenous (𝑀𝐹) and 

exogenous (𝐷𝐹) factors, and the product variation (Δ𝑃) of each unit has been calculated, obtaining the 

comparison between both scenarios. The results are shown in Table A.5. 

The largest irreversibility increments appear in both turbines. The isentropic efficiency decrease of the 

turbines generates these increments. Moreover, these inefficiencies cause an exogenous irreversibility 

(dysfunction) in other devices, like the condenser or the process heater. These dysfunctions make these 

devices work in a less efficient way. In total, the irreversibility of the power plant has increased around 

14 MW, that is, 14 MW of exergy more than the reference case is destroyed if the plant operates under 

the conditions of the new scenario.  

Another interesting result is the production decrease of the units because of the inefficiencies of the 

turbines. As expected, the production of both turbines decreases. However, other units, like the “CHP 

Process Heater” and the “Condenser Shell Side” units increase their production. The reason is the higher 

output temperature of the turbines in the new case. Nevertheless, the total production of the plant under 

the new operation parameters decreases around 14 MW. 
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4.2 Sulfur capture plant 

The evaluated sulfur capture case uses the conventional parameters of a contact type acid plant. The 

thermoeconomic analysis was conducted with the HSC Sim Thermoeconomics tool. The fuel, product, 

irreversibility and exergy efficiency of the plant are shown in Table A.6.  

As the results show, there are units that have a large consumption of exergy, that is its fuel exergy is 

considerable, i.e. the drying tower or the catalyst beds. However, the exergy efficiencies are high. The 

reason is that the product of these units is also large because there is not a considerable exergy 

destruction in the unit. For instance, a huge amount of sulfuric acid is fed in the drying tower but it is 

recovered in the product, so the efficiency is close to 100%. Furthermore, other units also show a low 

exergy efficiency, such as the heat exchangers or the absorption towers. The low efficiency of the 

absorption towers is due mainly to the heat loss of that unit. 

The cumulative analysis, whose results can be consulted in Table A.7, shows also the conclusions 

abovementioned. The highest exergy costs (not unit exergy cost) happens in the drying tower and the 

catalyst beds, however, the unit exergy costs of the product are approximately the same that the unit 

exergy costs of the fuel for these unit operations. The highest unit exergy costs appears in the units that 

have a low efficiency, hence, the heat exchangers and absorption towers. In case of the final absorption 

tower, 2.37 units of exergy are needed to produce one unit of exergy of product. 

The causes of the exergy cost of the absorption tower can be found in the cost breakdown of the unit 

(Figure 13). The main contributor to the cost of the absorption tower is the unit itself because of the 

large heat loss produced. Other processes, such as the gas cooling tower or some heat exchangers, 

contribute slightly to increase the cost of the unit. 

 

Figure 13. Cost breakdown of the final absorption tower. Sulfur capture plant. 

Since the studied sulfur capture plant is a waste treatment process of a copper production process, the 

exergy cost must be allocated to the units that have created it, that is, the smelting and converting 
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processes of the copper plant. The cost allocation of residues and wastes of energy systems has been 

researched in several studies [37]–[39]. However, the large variety of residues that appears in circular 

economy systems and the complexity of their treatment imply that a further research must be carried out 

to find the best way to allocate correctly the cost of waste treatment processes through thermoeconomics. 

5 Conclusions 

The work conducted in this paper paves the way to the evaluation of circular economy systems from a 

rigorous simulation-based second law perspective. It is done through the connection between the HSC 

Chemistry simulation software and a thermoeconomic calculator developed for the HSC Sim flowsheet 

simulation module. This connection has been tested in an energy system. Therefore, a detailed 

simulation of a combined heat and power plant has been performed and a thermoeconomic analysis has 

been conducted. The thermoeconomic analysis has pointed out the less efficient units as well as the unit 

operations with the highest unit exergy costs (resource consumption) and their causes. These processes 

are the heat exchangers and the furnace of the power plant.  

As circular economy seeks to minimize the waste production, a second test was performed to assess a 

waste treatment process.  The off-gas waste of a copper production plant was selected and its SO2 

removal process was simulated. In this case, the cost of the waste treatment was calculated. This cost 

must be allocated to the process unit operations that have generated it, that is, to the copper production 

process in case of the sulfur capture plant. As discussed above, several studies have already researched 

the cost of residues and their allocation in power systems. However, it is necessary to research deeper 

on the connection between the residue cost and the main process through thermoeconomics, especially 

in metallurgical processes because of the complexity of the residues produced. 

Furthermore, other issues related to the exergy values of material flows appear. The chemical exergy of 

the material flows, especially metals, is low compared to the energy flows. Therefore, the contribution 

of material flows in an exergy analysis is usually negligible when they come along with energy flows, 

even though some material flows have a higher industrial value. A clear example is that the exergy of 

one kg of pet coke is 100 times higher than the same amount of gold, however, the industrial value of 

gold, especially in metallurgy, is greater. This problem appears also when the exergy cost is allocated 

through thermoeconomics. As energy flows have a greater value of exergy, they get the largest part of 

the cost of a unit while the material flows do not. For this reason, concepts like Exergy Replacement 

Cost has been created to assess in a fairer way material flows, as discussed above.  

To sum up, Design for Resource Efficiency (DfRE) requires being feasible technically and sustainably. 

Therefore, bringing together a process simulation tool with an extensive database (e.g. HSC Sim), a 

sustainability assessment methodology (like Thermoeconomics) and environmental assessment (as 

LCA) is a way of evaluating the DfRE of several products or processes from a point of view of 

recyclability and resource consumption. Since materials are becoming more complex and natural 

resources are being depleted, rigorous feasibility studies must be conducted not just to assess the 

production stage of processes, but also to ensure a sustainable and less resource-damaging End of Life. 

These design studies are absolutely necessary to find an equilibrium between environmental impact, 

resource efficiency (resources consumed) and circular economy (materials recovered), maximizing the 

sustainability of the product value chain. 
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Nomenclature 

𝐵 Total exergy, kW 

𝐵𝑐ℎ Chemical exergy, kW  

𝐵𝑝ℎ Physical exergy, kW 

𝐵∗ Exergy cost, kW 

𝐹 Fuel, kW 

𝐹𝑇 Fuel impact, kW 

ℎ Enthalpy, kJ/kg 

𝐼 Irreversibility, kW 

𝑰 Vector of irreversibility increment (𝑛 𝑥 1) 

𝑘∗ Unit exergy cost, kW/kW 

𝒌∗ Vector of unit exergy cost (𝑛 𝑥 1) 

〈𝑲𝑷〉 Matrix of unit exergy consumptions (𝑛 𝑥 𝑛) 

𝑲𝑫 Diagonal matrix of unit exergy consumptions (𝑛 𝑥 𝑛) 

𝜿𝒆 Vector of unit exergy consumption of external resources (𝑛 𝑥 1) 

𝑀𝐹 Malfunction, kW 

𝐷𝐹 Dysfunction, kW 

𝑃 Product, kW 

𝑷 Vector of product of the units (𝑛 𝑥 1), kW 

𝑷𝒔 Vector of final products (𝑛 𝑥 1) 

𝑠 Entropy, kJ/kg/K 

𝑇 Temperature, K 

𝑼 Identity matrix (𝑛 𝑥 𝑛) 

Greek symbols 

Δ Difference 

𝜂 Exergy efficiency 

𝜿 Unit exergy consumption 

Subscripts and superscripts 

0 Environment/Reference scenario 

𝑒 External resources 

𝑖 Unit or component 

𝑗 Unit or component 

𝜿 Unit exergy consumption 

𝑠 Final product 
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Appendix 

The detailed results of the thermoeconomic analysis of the CHP plant and the sulfuric acid plant are 

shown in this appendix. 

Table A.1. Fuel, Product, Irreversibility and Efficiency (Exergy). CHP plant. Reference Case. 

Unit Fuel [kW] Product [kW] Irreversibility [kW] η [%] 

1. FW VIRTUAL PUMP 1,858.43 1,858.41 0.02 100.00 

2. DSH1 VIRTUAL PUMP 370.37 370.36 0.00 100.00 

3. DSH2 VIRTUAL PUMP 318.93 318.92 0.00 100.00 

4. ECO 29,684.06 15,207.25 14,476.81 51.23 

5. EVAPORATOR 103,075.37 69,355.09 33,720.28 67.29 

6. SH1 CONV 35,489.33 28,808.03 6,681.30 81.17 

7. DSH1 SPRAY 122,344.31 117,005.78 5,338.53 95.64 

8. SH2 RAD 41,876.47 33,075.33 8,801.15 78.98 

9. DSH2 SPRAY 151,365.22 146,061.18 5,304.04 96.50 

10. SH3 CONV 36,851.99 34,267.43 2,584.56 92.99 

11. HP SPLIT 180,328.61 180,328.61 0.00 100.00 

12. TURBINE VALVE 162,295.75 161,764.21 531.54 99.67 

13. HP TURBINE 49,087.64 49,087.62 0.02 100.00 

14. RH BYPASS SPLIT 112,676.57 112,676.57 0.00 100.00 
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15. RH RAD 44,117.65 33,723.41 10,394.25 76.44 

16. RH BYPASS MIX 146,399.98 145,944.65 455.33 99.69 

17. LP SPLIT 145,944.65 145,944.65 0.00 100.00 

18. LP TURBINE 41,620.85 41,620.85 0.00 100.00 

19. CONDENSER 14,721.71 4,208.15 10,513.56 28.58 

20. HP REDUCTION 18,032.86 15,598.25 2,434.61 86.50 

21. PROCESS HEATER SHELL SIDE 96,932.51 44,444.78 52,487.73 45.85 

22. CHP PUMP 872.73 872.73 0.00 100.00 

23. CHP PROCESS HEATER 44,444.78 18,877.49 25,567.30 42.47 

24. COOLANT PUMP 61.30 61.29 0.02 99.98 

25. CONDENSER SHELL SIDE 4,208.15 4,148.58 59.57 98.58 

26. LUVO PRIM 12,490.49 4,258.05 8,232.44 34.09 

27. LUVO SEC 2,781.93 949.34 1,832.59 34.13 

28. CFB FURNACE, COAL 516,432.85 368,511.15 147,921.71 71.36 

29. SH1 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 36,423.92 35,489.33 934.59 97.43 

30. SH3 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 38,569.40 36,851.99 1,717.41 95.55 

31. ECO COMBUSTION SIDE 32,024.02 29,684.06 2,339.96 92.69 

32. LUVO COMBUSTION SIDE 16,532.90 15,272.42 1,260.48 92.38 

33. ASH REMOVAL 12,004.94 11,995.04 33,117,00 99.92 

Table A.2. Cumulative Exergy Cost and Unit Exergy Cost. CHP plant. Reference Case. 

Unit F*=P* [kW] k*f k*p 

1. FW VIRTUAL PUMP 1,858.43 1.00 1.00 

2. DSH1 VIRTUAL PUMP 370.37 1.00 1.00 

3. DSH2 VIRTUAL PUMP 318.93 1.00 1.00 

4. ECO 46,474.39 1.57 3.06 

5. EVAPORATOR 149,586.64 1.45 2.16 

6. SH1 CONV 52,859.69 1.49 1.83 

7. DSH1 SPRAY 257,894.68 2.11 2.20 

8. SH2 RAD 60,772.62 1.45 1.84 

9. DSH2 SPRAY 319,951.42 2.11 2.19 

10. SH3 CONV 55,973.28 1.52 1.63 

11. HP SPLIT 375,924.70 2.08 2.08 

12. TURBINE VALVE 338,332.23 2.08 2.09 

13. HP TURBINE 102,667.52 2.09 2.09 

14. RH BYPASS SPLIT 235,664.72 2.09 2.09 

15. RH RAD 64,025.11 1.45 1.90 

16. RH BYPASS MIX 299,689.82 2.05 2.05 

17. LP SPLIT 299,689.82 2.05 2.05 

18. LP TURBINE 85,466.28 2.05 2.05 

19. CONDENSER 30,230.27 2.05 7.18 

20. HP REDUCTION 37,592.47 2.08 2.41 

21. PROCESS HEATER SHELL SIDE 204,272.16 2.11 4.60 

22. CHP PUMP 872.73 1.00 1.00 

23. CHP PROCESS HEATER 204,272.16 4.60 10.82 

24. COOLANT PUMP 61.30 1.00 1.00 

25. CONDENSER SHELL SIDE 30,230.27 7.18 7.29 

26. LUVO PRIM 19,622.69 1.57 4.61 

27. LUVO SEC 4,370.44 1.57 4.60 

28. CFB FURNACE, COAL 535,218.59 1.04 1.45 

29. SH1 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 52,859.69 1.45 1.49 

30. SH3 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 55,973.28 1.45 1.52 

31. ECO COMBUSTION SIDE 46,474.39 1.45 1.57 

32. LUVO COMBUSTION SIDE 23,993.13 1.45 1.57 

33. ASH REMOVAL 16,985.49 1.41 1.42 
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Table A.3. Fuel, Product, Irreversibility and Efficiency (Exergy). CHP plant. New Scenario. 

Unit Fuel [kW] Product [kW] Irreversibility [kW] η [%] 

1. FW VIRTUAL PUMP 1,858.43 1,858.41 0.02 100 

2. DSH1 VIRTUAL PUMP 370.37 370.36 0.00 100 

3. DSH2 VIRTUAL PUMP 338.65 338.65 0.00 100 

4. ECO 29,698.87 15,214.84 14,484.02 51.23 

5. EVAPORATOR 103,918.67 69,880.32 34,038.35 67.25 

6. SH1 CONV 35,692.32 29,002.07 6,690.24 81.26 

7. DSH1 SPRAY 123,071.18 117,661.72 5,409.46 95.60 

8. SH2 RAD 42,089.44 33,294.27 8,795.16 79.10 

9. DSH2 SPRAY 152,319.52 146,672.87 5,646.66 96.29 

10. SH3 CONV 37,730.97 35,051.67 2,679.31 92.90 

11. HP SPLIT 181,724.53 181,724.53 0 100 

12. TURBINE VALVE 163,552.08 163,016.43 535.65 99.67 

13. HP TURBINE 44,350.99 39,574.13 4,776.86 89.23 

14. RH BYPASS SPLIT 118,665.43 118,665.43 0 100 

15. RH RAD 42,100.11 33,204.07 8,896.05 78.87 

16. RH BYPASS MIX 151,869.50 151,485.03 384.47 99.75 

17. LP SPLIT 151,485.03 151,485.03 0 100 

18. LP TURBINE 41,866.53 34,923.62 6,942.91 83.42 

19. CONDENSER 16,676.44 5,153.78 11,522.66 30.90 

20. HP REDUCTION 18,172.45 15,718.99 2,453.46 86.50 

21. PROCESS HEATER SHELL SIDE 100,329.23 45,600.96 54,728.27 45.45 

22. CHP PUMP 872.73 872.73 0 100 

23. CHP PROCESS HEATER 45,600.96 19,814.80 25,786.16 43.45 

24. COOLANT PUMP 61.30 61.29 0.02 99.98 

25. CONDENSER SHELL SIDE 5,153.78 5,073.90 79.88 98.45 

26. LUVO PRIM 12,496.59 4,260.52 8,236.06 34.09 

27. LUVO SEC 2,783.29 949.89 1,833.40 34.13 

28. CFB FURNACE, COAL 516,436.42 368,760.24 147,676.18 71.40 

29. SH1 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 36,626.42 35,692.32 934.10 97.45 

30. SH3 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 39,524.17 37,730.97 1,793.20 95.46 

31. ECO COMBUSTION SIDE 32,039.53 29,698.87 2,340.66 92.69 

32. LUVO COMBUSTION SIDE 16,540.69 15,279.87 1,260.82 92.38 

33. ASH REMOVAL 12,066.97 12,056.62 10.35 99.91 

Table A.4. Cumulative Exergy Cost and Unit Exergy Cost. CHP plant. New Scenario. 

Unit F*=P* [kW] k*f k*p 

1. FW VIRTUAL PUMP 1,858.43 1 1 

2. DSH1 VIRTUAL PUMP 370.37 1 1 

3. DSH2 VIRTUAL PUMP 338.65 1 1 

4. ECO 46,465.24 1.56 3.05 

5. EVAPORATOR 150,707.77 1.45 2.16 

6. SH1 CONV 53,117.37 1.49 1.83 

7. DSH1 SPRAY 259,264.35 2.11 2.20 

8. SH2 RAD 61,040.09 1.45 1.83 

9. DSH2 SPRAY 321,667.97 2.11 2.19 

10. SH3 CONV 57,319.82 1.52 1.64 

11. HP SPLIT 378,987.80 2.09 2.09 

12. TURBINE VALVE 341,089.02 2.09 2.09 

13. HP TURBINE 92,798.23 2.09 2.34 

14. RH BYPASS SPLIT 248,290.78 2.09 2.09 

15. RH RAD 61,055.58 1.45 1.84 

16. RH BYPASS MIX 309,346.36 2.04 2.04 

17. LP SPLIT 309,346.36 2.04 2.04 

18. LP TURBINE 85,495.29 2.04 2.45 

19. CONDENSER 34,054.82 2.04 6.61 

20. HP REDUCTION 37,898.78 2.09 2.41 

21. PROCESS HEATER SHELL SIDE 210,339.02 2.10 4.61 

22. CHP PUMP 872.73 1 1 
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23. CHP PROCESS HEATER 210,339.02 4.61 10.62 

24. COOLANT PUMP 61.30 1 1 

25. CONDENSER SHELL SIDE 34,054.82 6.61 6.71 

26. LUVO PRIM 19,618.57 1.57 4.60 

27. LUVO SEC 4,369.52 1.57 4.60 

28. CFB FURNACE, COAL 535,214.11 1.04 1.45 

29. SH1 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 53,117.37 1.45 1.49 

30. SH3 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 57,319.82 1.45 1.52 

31. ECO COMBUSTION SIDE 46,465.24 1.45 1.56 

32. LUVO COMBUSTION SIDE 23,988.09 1.45 1.57 

33. ASH REMOVAL 17,064.54 1.41 1.42 

Table A.5. Thermoeconomic Diagnosis. CHP plant. 

Unit MF [kW] DF [kW] ΔI [kW] ΔP [kW] 

1. FW VIRTUAL PUMP 0 0 0 0 

2. DSH1 VIRTUAL PUMP 0 0 0 0 

3. DSH2 VIRTUAL PUMP 0 0 0 0 

4. ECO -0.02 7.23 7.21 0 

5. EVAPORATOR 62.23 255.84 318.07 0 

6. SH1 CONV -35.82 44.76 8.94 0 

7. DSH1 SPRAY 40.78 30.16 70.93 0 

8. SH2 RAD -63.82 57.84 -5.98 0 

9. DSH2 SPRAY 319.07 23.55 342.62 0 

10. SH3 CONV 34.80 59.95 94.75 0 

11. HP SPLIT 0 0 0 0 

12. TURBINE VALVE 0 4.11 4.11 0 

13. HP TURBINE 5925.18 -1148.34 4776.84 -9513.48 

14. RH BYPASS SPLIT 0 0 0 0 

15. RH RAD -1359.06 -139.14 -1498.20 0 

16. RH BYPASS MIX -84.93 14.06 -70.87 0 

17. LP SPLIT 0 0 0 80.29 

18. LP TURBINE 8274.33 -1331.43 6942.91 -6697.23 

19. CONDENSER -1105.12 2114.21 1009.10 0 

20. HP REDUCTION 0 18.85 18.85 -16.28 

21. PROCESS HEATER SHELL SIDE 852.95 1387.59 2240.54 0 

22. CHP PUMP 0 0 0 0 

23. CHP PROCESS HEATER -1000.92 1219.78 218.86 937.31 

24. COOLANT PUMP 0 0 0 0 

25. CONDENSER SHELL SIDE 5.74 14.57 20.30 925.33 

26. LUVO PRIM -1.15 4.78 3.62 0 

27. LUVO SEC -0.25 1.06 0.81 0 

28. CFB FURNACE, COAL -345.28 99.76 -245.53 20.70 

29. SH1 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE -5.80 5.31 -0.48 0 

30. SH3 CONV COMBUSTION SIDE 34.01 41.77 75.79 0 

31. ECO COMBUSTION SIDE -0.46 1.17 0.70 0 

32. LUVO COMBUSTION SIDE -0.27 0.61 0.34 0 

33. ASH REMOVAL 0.39 0.05 0.44 8.66 

Total 11546.57 2788.1 14334.67 -14254.7 
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Table A.6. Fuel, Product, Irreversibility and efficiency (Exergy). Sulfur capture plant. 

Unit Fuel [kW] Product [kW] Irreversibility [kW] n [%] 

1. Scrubber 132,269.38 127,472.03 4,797.35 96.37 

2. Drying Tower 1,253,257.55 1,253,232 25.54 100 

3. Cold Heat Exchanger 1 7,899.32 3,860.20 4,039.12 48.87 

4. Hot Heat Exchanger 1 10,168.42 8,003.36 2,165.06 78.71 

5. Catalyst Bed 1 240,905.90 238,234.92 2,670.98 98.89 

6. Catalyst Bed 2 224,813.18 223,622.30 1,190.87 99.47 

7. Hot Heat Exchanger 2 4,697.30 4,101.17 596.13 87.31 

8. Catalyst Bed 3 217,844.27 217,539.78 304.48 99.86 

9. Cold Heat Exchanger 2 6,671.72 4,370.77 2,300.95 65.51 

10. Gas Cooling Tower Intermediate 

Absorption 
104,174.89 99,030.39 5,144.51 95.06 

11. Intermediate Absorption 91,557.63 59,568.79 31,988.84 65.06 

12. Catalyst Bed 4 122,437.48 122,246.14 191.34 99.84 

13. Gas Cooling Tower Final 

Absorption 
7,854.04 7,647.54 206.50 97.37 

14. Absorption Tower 5,002.99 2,233.83 2,769.16 44.65 

Table A.7. Cumulative Exergy Cost and Unit Exergy Cost. Sulfur Capture Plant. 

Unit F*=P* [kW] k*f k*p 

1. Scrubber 132,269.38 1 1.04 

2. Drying Tower 1,257,830.18 1 1 

3. Cold Heat Exchanger 1 8,146.87 1.03 2.11 

4. Hot Heat Exchanger 1 10,595.21 1.04 1.32 

5. Catalyst Bed 1 248,234.07 1.03 1.04 

6. Catalyst Bed 2 229,779.30 1.02 1.03 

7. Hot Heat Exchanger 2 4,826.63 1.03 1.18 

8. Catalyst Bed 3 220,910.11 1.01 1.02 

9. Cold Heat Exchanger 2 6,775.08 1.02 1.55 

10. Gas Cooling Tower Intermediate Absorption 105,788.87 1.02 1.07 

11. Intermediate Absorption 97,806.12 1.07 1.64 

12. Catalyst Bed 4 126,077.24 1.03 1.03 

13. Gas Cooling Tower Final Absorption 8,100.18 1.03 1.06 

14. Absorption Tower 5,299.11 1.06 2.37 
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Abstract 

This study presents results of investigation on anisotropy of thermal conductivity of masonry bricks. 

Few results of anisotropic thermal properties were presented in literature. Most of them were focused 

on thermal conductivity measurement through the sample thickness only or additionally in one in-plane 

direction parallel at the top sample surface. In this work thermal conductivities of several types of bricks 

were determined by means of indirect method. Hence thermal diffusivity, specific heat and density were 

measured for each type of sample. Thermal diffusivity of ceramic bricks has been measured using the 

flash technique within temperature range 30-60°C. Differential scanning calorimetry technique was 

applied for specific heat measurement at the same temperature range. Apparent densities were 

determined at room temperature. Measurements which were taken in three directions normal to the main 

planes of the brick revealed that thermal diffusivity in bricks is anisotropic. Investigations were repeated 

on several bricks coming from different local manufacturers. Differences of thermal conductivities 

determined for samples cut in various directions were up to 36%. The connection between principal 

directions of thermal diffusivity tensor and microstructure of the material was also investigated using 

the scanning electron microscopy technique. The precisely evaluated thermal conductivity tensor might 

be of relevance in the modelling of heat and moisture transport phenomena in building materials. 

1 Introduction 

Since 19th century machine molding has been utilized for mass production of building materials which 

became beneficial for large scale masonry all over the world. A milestone at this field was invention of 

a dry press process by Carl Schlickeysen in 1854 [1, 2] which was based on application of high pressure 

at shaping stage of brick manufacturing. This method required clays in the form of powder at the 

moisture content of only 6-10% wt. Hence bricks manufactured by the dry press process were ready to 

use just after demolding as opposed to traditional methods at these times which required 10-14 days of 

drying before use. Repeatability in the brick shape was also the strong point of this method. Nowadays, 
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in order to preserve optimal properties of building materials, their composition of substrates (clay, shale, 

or similar naturally occurring earthy substances) as well as shaping methods (molding, pressing, or 

extrusion) were standardized, e.g., ASTM C62-17 in United States or PN-EN 771-1 in Poland [3, 4]. 

One of the properties which is crucial for application of bricks is their thermal conductivity. It depends 

on numerous factors such as volume fraction of their components and voids, their microstructural 

alignment or water content, as well as manufacturing process parameters. In general, thermal 

conductivity of bricks was reported to be approximately 1.0 +/-0.4 W/(m∙K) depending on raw materials 

properties as well as bricks processing. Dondi et al. [5], Akyochi et al. [6] and Erker [7] indicated that 

thermal conductivity of bricks might be impacted with change in the bulk density and their porosity. In 

order to lower thermal conductivity of clay bricks Kornman [8] proposed application of expanded 

vermiculite as a pore-making additive which is introduced into brick’s prefabricates before shaping 

process. In Kornman’s case [8], this resulted in lowering apparent density up to 46% and showed 

reduction in thermal conductivity up to 0.65 W/(m∙K) which was around 30% less than values for 

reference sample. The other additives presented in the literature are, e.g., wood sawdust, polystyrene, 

organic residues, coal dust, powder limestone and papermaking sludge [9-11]. Gracia-Ten [12] showed 

the impact of firing temperature as well as shaping pressure on bricks density which indicated that 

change in manufacturing parameters might induce changes in the microstructure of the product, e.g., 

pore size and shape. Moreover, shaping process, e.g., pressing or extrusion might lead to microstructure 

texturing, i.e., the pores and grains in the brick become aligned in preferred directions. Schön [13] 

showed such effect in case of sedimentary rocks whose grains tend to align in favorable directions under 

pressure. This leads to their anisotropy of thermal conductivity. Similar results were indicated by Dao 

[14] in case of research on bedded natural boom clay as well as Maillard and Aubert’s [15] investigation 

on unfired bricks. These studies revealed the effect of self-orientation of clay layers during extrusion 

process which resulted in the anisotropy of thermal conductivity. Both papers distinguished two 

directions, i.e., parallel and perpendicular to bedding plane or extrusion direction. The same effect of 

anisotropy but in case of fired bricks was formerly described by Kornman [8]. Maillard and Aubert [15] 

indicated also that the direction of extrusion promotes different anisotropic properties at the same plane 

of a brick. Nevertheless, above mentioned studies reported anisotropy in thermal conductivity of bricks 

at only two directions. In this study, it was decided to perform investigations of thermal conductivity 

according to all directions normal to the main planes of bricks. Two types of bricks, i.e., fired red bricks 

and silica bricks which came from local manufacturers were investigated. The measured anisotropic 

thermal conductivities of the bricks will be applied in the modeling of complex heat and moisture 

transport phenomena through the walls, e.g., during drying process. Literature shows that differences in 

thermal conductivity between distinguished directions may be as high as 80%. Moreover, investigations 

performed by other authors indicate that thermal conductivity of bricks depends also on the substrate 

used for bricks manufacturing which varies depending on geographical location. These show that 

measurements of thermal properties of local building materials should be always done before modeling 

tasks. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Bricks 

In the present work tested materials were three batches of masonry bricks coming from different local 

manufacturers. Two of them were traditional fired red bricks and the other was silica-based brick. Both 

types represent construction materials which are commercially available and are regularly used 

nowadays. Three bricks of each batch were selected randomly to prepare samples for measurements. 

Initially, only one batch of each bricks type was considered but further investigation exhibited that fired 

red bricks show anisotropy of thermal conductivity in more than two directions. This observation was 
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not a frequent result according to the literature. Therefore, it was decided to include the second batch of 

red bricks which came from other manufacturer. This was done in order to enable direct comparison of 

their thermal and physical properties as well as their microstructures with the first batch of bricks. 

2.2 Thermal conductivity measurements 

Effective thermal conductivity of samples was determined indirectly according to the following 

equation:  

 

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑎𝑒𝑓𝑓 · 𝜌 · 𝑐𝑝 (1) 

 

where aeff denotes effective thermal diffusivity (mm2/s), ρ is density (g/cm3) and cp is specific heat 

(J/(g·K)). The measurements of thermal diffusivity were performed applying the flash technique (LFA 

447 Nanoflash, Netzsch) which require thin samples. Sampling points were set to 2000 points/s. The 

center volumes of tested materials were extracted and sliced in three different directions normal to bricks 

surfaces according to the schematic shown in fig. 1. Thin samples of rectangular shape approximately 

14142 mm were prepared with table buzz cooled with water. Then sandpaper was used to smooth and 

obtain top and bottom surfaces parallel. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of samples preparation with plane directions, i.e., D1, D2 and D3 

All samples were dried before measurement at 110C for minimum 72 h. Thermal diffusivity was 

measured at the following temperature set points: 30°C, 45°C and 60°C. Specific heat was determined 

applying the Perkin Elmer DSC 7 apparatus at the temperature range of 30-60°C. Conditions of heating 

rate of 10°C/min and argon flow rate of 20 ml/min were held during the measurements. Samples in the 

form of dry powder were placed in the aluminium crucible and compressed gently with loose lid. 

Specific heat was determined based on the second run of heating.  

2.3 Density measurement 

Ceramics are well known for their stable physical properties especially at low temperatures. Therefore 

apparent density was determined by means of geometrical method at temperature around 25C and it 

constant value in the range from 25C to 60C was assumed.  For this purpose, 5 samples of cuboid 

shape, coming from each batch were cut from the inner area of bricks Three measurements of each batch 

of bricks were performed and average values were taken for further calculations.. Samples were dried 

at 110C with assist of vacuum for 72 h. Then, their dimensions were measured with the calliper and 

masses with the analytical balance to calculate their apparent densities. 

  

D1 

D2 

D3 
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2.4 Microstructure observation 

The microstructure of bricks was revealed with the scanning electron microscopy technique (SEM 

TM3000, HiTachi). The observations of samples cross-sections were performed on the same specimens 

as these prepared for thermal diffusivity measurement. One of their surfaces was polished with 

sandpaper of the following grits: 800, 1200 and 2500. Then observed surfaces were sputtered with 

electrically conductive lead-gold film. The SEM images were taken at 100 magnification. 

3 Results 

3.1 Specific heat 

The measurements of specific heat were based on samples in the form of powder which were prepared 

by mixing similar amount of material coming from three different bricks. This preparation procedure 

was repeated for each batch. Then, drying of the materials and measurements of specific heat were 

performed. Figure 2 shows average values of specific heat for two samples of fired red bricks (RB1 and 

RB2) and one sample of silica brick (SB). 
 

 

Fig. 2. Specific heat vs temperature for each batch type (RB and SB denotes fired red and silica 

bricks, respectively) 

Measurement of specific heat showed that values determined for samples made of fired red bricks (RB1 

and RB2) are very close. According to fig. 2, at temperature range up to 40C the difference was 

evaluated to be less than 1% while for the range up to 60C it was less than 3%. Specific heat for RB1 

and RB2 at temperature 30-60C ranged from 0.679 J/(mK) to 0.821 J/(mK). However, samples 

prepared from silica bricks (SB) exhibited higher specific heat, i.e., from 0.719 J/(mK) at 30C to 0.888 

J/(mK) at 60C. 

3.2 Density 

Measurements of apparent densities were performed on 4 samples of each type. Table 1 shows results 

of apparent density measurement performed with geometrical method. 

Tab. 1. Apparent densities of investigated samples 

Sample 

type 

Sample 

no. 

ρAPPARENT 

(g/cm3) 

Standard 

deviation 

RB1 5 1.763 0.015 

RB2 5 1.622 0.009 

SB 5 1.740 0.026 
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3.3 Thermal diffusivity 

Specimens denoted by D1, D2 and D3 were cut from different planes of bricks shown in fig. 1. Series 

of samples were prepared for each direction, i.e., 8 samples from the first batch of fired red bricks (RB1), 

5 samples from the second batch of fired red bricks (RB2) as well as 5 samples from the batch of silica 

bricks (SB). Results of thermal diffusivity measurement are shown in tab. 2-4. Average values for each 

type of bricks were utilised in further calculations of thermal conductivity according to eq. (1).  

Tab. 2. Thermal diffusivity of samples from batch RD1 in different directions (D1-D3) 

T  

(C) 

D1 D2 D3 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

30 0.715 0.041 0.598 0.053 0.458 0.038 

45 0.699 0.036 0.588 0.051 0.444 0.042 

60 0.676 0.038 0.568 0.050 0.431 0.043 

Tab. 3. Thermal diffusivity of samples from batch RD2 in different directions (D1-D3) 

T  

(C) 

D1 D2 D3 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

30 0.699 0.024 0.646 0.028 0.613 0.058 

45 0.677 0.022 0.629 0.030 0.597 0.055 

60 0.658 0.021 0.618 0.032 0.581 0.055 

Tab. 4. Thermal diffusivity of samples from batch SB in different directions (D1-D3) 

T  

(C) 

D1 D2 D3 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

aAVG  

(mm2/s) 

Standard 

deviation 

30 0.924 0.091 0.999 0.063 0.935 0.062 

45 0.898 0.088 0.975 0.063 0.919 0.066 

60 0.882 0.086 0.955 0.062 0.892 0.060 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Average thermal conductivity vs. temperature for (a) RB1 and (b) RB2 in directions D1-D3 

3.4 Thermal conductivity 

Figures 3 and 4 presents thermal conductivities of each brick type measured in their three main 

directions. Calculations were based on previous measurements of specific heat, density and thermal 

diffusivity. In case of fired red bricks, anisotropy in three directions was observed which can be clearly 

seen at fig. 3. This effect was observed to be stronger for samples from batch RB1. The largest difference 
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occurred between samples denoted as D1 and D3. The first mentioned sample exhibits the highest values 

of thermal conductivity which rises from 0.928 to 0.976 W/(m·K) with increase in temperature from 

30C to 60C – see fig. 3a. Thermal conductivities measured for samples D2 and D3 are lower than D1 

by about 16% and 36%, respectively. Samples prepared from batch RB2 exhibited lower anisotropy, 

although the character was similar to measurements presented for batch RB1 (see fig. 3b). Thermal 

conductivities of samples denoted as D1 (0.832-0.852 W/(m·K)) are higher up to 7% and 12% than that 

of samples denoted as D2 (0.769-0.800 W/(m·K)) and D3 (0.729-0.752 W/(m·K)), respectively. In case 

of silica bricks samples exhibited similar thermal conductivities in directions D1 and D3. Their 

difference were determined to be less than 1.5%. Samples cut according to direction D2 have thermal 

conductivities higher up to 7.5% than samples cut from the remaining two directions. It increases from 

1.352 W/(m·K) to 1.476 W/(m·K) with increase of temperature from 30C to 60C – see fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Average thermal conductivity vs. temperature for samples SB in directions D1-D3 

    

Fig. 5. Microstructure of samples RB1 cut in directions D1-D3 

3.5 Microstructure 

Images taken with SEM are shown in fig. 5-7. Microstructures of each sample type and for various 

directions were shown at magnitude of 100. Images of fired red bricks (fig. 5 and 6) show textures 

which are aligned depending on the sample cut directions (D1-D3). For each image the direction of 

thermal conductivity measurement is vertical, meaning that the cross-section through the sample 

thickness is presented. In these images, micro- and macropores are seen as well as larger grains. The 

pores are aligned with grains in case of both D1 and D3 (fig. 5 and 6). Dominant direction of pores and 

grains in D1 is perpendicular to the corresponding direction in D3. The texture of samples D2 is 

described as moderate. In this case, none of the directions is clearly distinguished. Both pores and grains 

are aligned rather randomly. Moreover, in case of bricks from batch RD2, clay platelets appeared to be 

thinner. Analysis indicates also that larger pores are characteristic for bricks of this batch. They can be 
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seen as dark, black areas in the SEM images (see fig. 6 for D1). The microstructure of samples made of 

silica bricks is shown in fig. 7. Large quartz grains bonded with auxiliary phase and with pores between 

are visible.  

   

Fig. 6. Microstructure of samples RB2 cut in directions D1-D3 

   

Fig. 7. Microstructure of samples SB cut in directions D1-D3 

4 Conclusions 

This paper presents an investigation on the anisotropy of thermal conductivity performed on samples 

from two batches of fired red bricks and one batch of silica bricks. Thermal conductivity of dried 

samples was determined for samples oriented in three perpendicular directions which were normal to 

main planes of the bricks. Obtained results (see fig. 3) showed anisotropy of thermal conductivity. In 

case of fired red bricks, three main directions were distinguished. Anisotropy of thermal conductivity 

was the highest for samples from batch RB1. The largest difference was detected between orientation 

D1 and D3 where the latter possessed lower average thermal conductivity. Batch RD2 exhibited similar 

character but scatter of measurements results was smaller, up to 12% in comparison to approximately 

36% for RD1. Similar results were obtained for silica bricks where only two directions were 

distinguished either D1 or D3 and D2 with maximum difference between them being approximately 8%. 

Despite the difference in thermal conductivity between bricks from batch RD1 and RD2, results of 

specific heat measurements are close to each other (difference up to 3%, see fig. 2). This fact indicates 

that substrates used in the process of manufacturing were very similar. It should be emphasized that 

specific heat were determined on the basis of powdery samples which porosity might differ from those 

of a real brick. This fact wasn’t take into consideration when determining effective thermal 

conductivities of investigated samples. The influence of the microstructure on the capability of heat 

conduction through bricks was confirmed with the SEM images. Cross-sections of samples cut 

according to directions D1, D2 and D3 revealed that both clay platelets and large grains are oriented at 

particular directions which can be seen as texture at the observed surfaces (see fig. 5 and 6). In direction 

D1 their orientation was parallel to direction of thermal diffusivity measurement while for samples 

oriented according to D2 it was perpendicular. The bricks from batch RD1 and RD2 differ in the size of 

D1 D2 D3 

D1 D2 D3 
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their clay platelets which are smaller in case of batch RD2. These platelets affected their overall structure 

which seems to be more homogenous for RD2 than for bricks from batch RD1. This may explain the 

smaller scatter of thermal conductivity between investigated directions. In case of silica bricks, no 

particular texture could be distinguished amongst three orientations. Their microstructure was 

characterized by large quartz grains connected with bonding phase and large nonregular shaped pores. 

However, cross-sections of samples cut in direction D2 (see fig. 7), revealed minor dominance of grains 

oriented closely to the horizontal axis which resulted in slightly higher thermal conductivity. According 

to the literature review, shaping process might affect texturing of bricks microstructure which results in 

changes of their capability of heat conduction at particular directions. Investigated batches of fired red 

bricks exhibit the same character, therefore the applied method of shaping, probably pressing, was the 

same for both types in contrast to silica bricks which seemed to be extruded in the lengthwise direction. 

However, as it was mentioned their orientation of microstructure components was not as clear as in case 

of fired red bricks. Unfortunately the information about the actual manufacturing techniques used to 

prepare investigated bricks was not available. Nevertheless, more samples from specified suppliers as 

well as historical samples are planned to be investigated in order to collect materials data base. Moreover 

impact of bricks microstructure on their permeability as well as impact of moisture content on thermal 

conductivity will be also investigated. Then these measured parameters will be applied in the modelling 

of drying process of masonry walls. 
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Abstract 
Building integrated thermal energy storage (TES) systems are of growing interest in recent years, since 

they provide the ability to efficient use of both renewable energy sources and natural variations of the 

ambient air temperature for air conditioning of internal space. The effective operation of the phase 
change material (PCM) based TES system strongly depends on the proper choosing of the PCM and its 

operating conditions for a given application. Selection of phase transition temperature level and range 

is crucial and should be done with respect to the range of daily variations of the local ambient air 
temperature. Moreover, determination of the optimal characteristics of the PCM requires an analysis of 

heat transfer during the whole cycle, i.e., during charging and discharging, with local climatic conditions 

included. In this study the TES system in the form of U-shaped channel integrated with building 
ventilation system and operating during the summer in Central Poland is investigated. For this purpose 

numerical model which combined two coupled components, i.e., the 1D which deals with the air flowing 

through the U-shaped channel and the 3D which deals with heat transfer and phase transition in the body 

of the panel was applied. Moreover, the model accounted for experimentally determined properties of 
the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite and real meteorological data for considered location. 

Series of simulations for different thermal characteristics of the PCM and variable mass flow rate of the 

air flowing through the panel were carried out. Based on the obtained results optimal characteristics of 
the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite were determined. Moreover, the studies showed that 

considerable variation of daily averaged temperature during the summer in Poland significantly affects 

the performance and efficiency of the TES unit.  

1 Introduction 

The effective operation of the thermal energy storage (TES) system with the phase change material 

(PCM) strongly depends on the proper selection of the PCM for a given application, basically it is related 
to the range of its phase transition temperature. Building integrated TES systems provide the ability to 
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efficient use of both renewable energy sources and natural variations of the ambient air temperature 
which is applied for ventilation/air conditioning of internal spaces. Therefore, these systems are of 

growing interest in recent years [1-5]. The TES systems might be incorporated into building envelop in 

different ways. One of the possible way is a combination of the PCMs integrated into the building 
structure with the night ventilation. The night ventilation is a low-cost technique which might be applied 

for adjustment of indoor conditions in buildings usually during the summer. However, the range of 

indoor temperature variations in daily cycle depends, among others, on the rate of building cooling 
during the night, which in turn depends on the intensity of the night ventilation and on the thermal 

capacity of the building structure. 

The PCMs applied into the building envelope increase the thermal capacity of buildings and when 

combine with ventilation system results in a low-cost technique that might be used to obtain thermal 
comfort inside buildings during the summer [6]. However, in this free cooling based technique an 

adjustment of phase change temperature of the PCM to the range of daily and monthly variations of the 

ambient air temperature is crucial [7], i.e., during design of these system local climatic conditions have 
to be taken into consideration. The PCMs absorb (and subsequently release) great amount of heat in a 

certain range of temperature while they melt (solidify). Therefore, if the melting temperature level and 

range are incorrectly chosen with regard to the characteristic temperature of the heat (coolness) source 

to be stored the TES unit will not use entirely its thermal capacity and will work with a low efficiency. 
This means that the PCMs properties have to be chosen with regard to both daily and monthly variations 

of the ambient air temperature at the particular location. Moreover, other problems related to the 

application of the PCMs into the building structure have to be solved, e.g., modification of material 
properties [8], development of methods of incorporation of these materials in the structure of buildings 

[5, 9, 10] or enhancement of heat transfer rate between the heat transfer medium and PCM [11-13]. 

In Poland the air temperature in the summer usually varies significantly not only in the daily cycles but 

also in the monthly periods, i.e., very hot day with maximal temperature at high level above 30-35C as 

well as cold days with maximal temperature at low level below 15-20C are usually found. Therefore, 
the investigation of thermal performance of the TES unit with PCMs in Polish conditions requires 
analysis of heat transfer process in the unit during the whole cycle, i.e., during charging and discharging, 

with variations of the local climatic conditions included for the whole summer season. Such study for 

the TES unit integrated with ventilation system of the building [14] and operating during the summer, 

i.e., during May, June, July, August and September in Central Poland is presented in this paper. 
Investigations are carried out using data for typical meteorological year as well as previously developed 

1D-3D advanced numerical model of the TES unit [6, 15]. Seven different PCMs thermal characteristics 

and four mass flow rates of the air were investigated. Based on the obtained results the optimal range of 
the working temperature of the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite was determined. 

2 The TES unit in the form of ventilation duct 

The schematic of the TES unit in the form of ventilation duct (the ceiling panel) with U-shaped channel 

of the square cross-section and with basic dimensions is shown in Fig. 1A. The unit is made of a 

composite of gypsum mortar and micro-encapsulated PCM. Its basic dimensions are following: channel 

width and height of 33 cm, panel wall thickness of 1.5 cm and panel length of 3 m. The shape of the 
channel and its cross-section are arbitrary and might be adjusted to the specific requirements and 
constrains, e.g., the panel might be a part of the suspended ceiling system (see Fig. 1B) in which several 

repetitive elements are utilised whose number and dimensions depend on the dimensions of the room. 

The main goal of the proposed TES unit is to decrease daily variations of the temperature of air which 

is used in building ventilation. This function is realized by means of accumulation of heat which is taken 
away from the hot air during the day (charging period), and released to the cool air during the night 

phase of the cycle (discharging period). Therefore, the TES unit operates in the following way. The 
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ambient air passes through two branches of the U-shaped square channel before entering the interior of 
the building as shown in Fig. 1B. When the ambient air temperature is higher than upper range of the 

thermal comfort temperature (which takes place during hot summer day) it is cooled down during flow 

through the channel which absorbs a large amount heat. In this process melting of the PCM component 
occurs and the panel is being loaded with heat. During the night when the outdoor temperature is much 

lower than the lower limit of the thermal comfort the ambient air is heated up during flow through the 

channel which releases heat accumulated during the day. In this process solidification of the PCM 
component occurs and the panel is being discharged. The loading and discharging cycle is repeated on 

subsequent days. 

  
(A) (B) 

Figure 1: Schematic view of: A) the ceiling panel under consideration, B) the concept of an 

integration of the TES unit into building’s ventilation system. 

   
(A) (B) 

Figure 2: Enthalpy vs. temperature curves for the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite: A) the 

curves for a real composite used in an experimental set-up, experimentally measured characteristics – 

case “0”, B) modified curves by shifting the temperature range by 1, 2, -3 and -4. 

The proposed ceiling panel was made of a composite of gypsum mortar (Knauf) and micro-encapsulated 
PCM (Micronal DS-5008X, BASF). The mixture contained about 27.6% wt. of PCM (30% wt. for dry 

components). The melting point of the PCM was equal to 22.8C (determined by DSC, Perkin-Elmer). 
The measured enthalpy vs. temperature (h-T) curve exhibits hysteresis between cooling and heating 

process as is presented in Fig. 2A. Thermal conductivity, which was estimated with the use of mini-

plate apparatus (Poensgen type), was found to be temperature dependent according to the following 

relationship: k(T(C)) = 0.57720.01611T (W/m/ K) in the range of temperature 15-30C [16]. The 

density of the composite equals to  = 1000 kg/m3. 
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In order to determine the optimal characteristics of the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite 
additional h-T curves were artificially generated by shifting the temperature range of the enthalpy vs. 

temperature curve measured for the initial gypsum and microencapsulated PCM composite (denoted as 

the base case “0”) [7, 17]. The initial h-T curve for case “0” (Fig. 2A) was shifted both towards lower 
working temperatures (denoted by “-“) and towards higher working temperatures (dented by “+”) – see 

Fig. 2B. In the initial studies [7, 17] all together ten additional curves were generated, i.e., case 1, 2, 

3, 4 and 5. However, from all considered composites, the ones denoted by “-1” and “-2” with 

working temperature range between 13 and 23C as well as 12 and 22C, respectively were initially 

considered as optimal for the local summer conditions in Central Poland [17]. For these curves the TES 

unit operated with the highest efficiency. Therefore, only six additional curves, i.e., case 1, 2, -3 and 
-4 (see Fig. 2B) were taken for detailed studies presented in this paper. These additional curves refer to 

different working temperature ranges. Such a modification of the melting range can be obtained by the 

change of the composition of hydrocarbon mixture which is the core of PCM microcapsules. 

3 The TES unit model 

The numerical model of fluid and heat flow in the considered celling panel was developed and presented 

in details elsewhere [6, 15]. This simulator combined the 3D model which accounts for heat transfer and 
phase change phenomena in the body of the panel made of the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM 

composite with 1D model which deals with fluid flow and heat transfer in the air flowing through the 

U-shaped channel. The 3D energy equation for the panel was following: 
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where: cp – specific heat which is a function of both the temperature and history of temperature changes 
(this function accounts for the hysteresis of enthalpy vs. temperature curves), k – thermal conductivity 

which is a function of temperature and  – density. 

The boundary condition at the top external wall was in the following form: qw,e = he(Tw,eT), where: he 
– heat transfer coefficient (assumed value for natural convection was equal to he = 5.55 W/m2/K), Tw,e – 

temperature of top external wall of panel subjected to the convective cooling/heating, T – temperature 
of the surrounding air. The front, back, bottom and side external walls were adiabatic, i.e., qw,e = 0. 

Internal walls (channel’s walls) were cooled/heated by the flowing air at temperature which varied along 

the flow direction x and in time t. Therefore the boundary condition at these internal walls was given by 

the formula similar to the one assumed for the external top wall, i.e.: qw,i(t,x) = hi(x)[Ta(t,x)Tw,i(t,x)], 
where: hi – internal heat transfer coefficient, Ta – bulk air temperature and Tw,i – temperature of channel 

walls. All the above variables depend on the location x along the channel and on time t expect the heat 

transfer coefficient which depends only on x. The cp in eq. (1) depends on both temperature and history 

of temperature changes and was found from enthalpy-temperature curves (Fig. 2) by applying the 

following formula: cp = H/T. 
The governing equation for 1D incompressible air flow through the U-shaped channel was as follows: 
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where for the air: cp,a = 1.005 kJ/kg/K, ka = 0.0259 W/m/K and a = 1.205 kg/m3, Tw,m –temperature of 
the channel’s wall averaged over the perimeter, u – air velocity. For considered geometry the cross 
section area and perimeter of the duct were equal to: Ac = 0.0009 m2 and Pc = 0.12 m, respectively. At 
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the inlet and exit from the channel the following boundary conditions were assumed for eq. (2): 
Ta(x = 0) = Tin and Ta/x(x = L) = 0. 
The heat transfer coefficient at walls of the channel was estimated based on the following Nusselt 
number correlation for low Reynolds number internal turbulent flows [6]: 
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where: dh = 4Ac/Pc = 0.03 m – hydraulic diameter of duct, Rea = udha/a – Reynolds number, 
Pra = cp,aa/a = 0.694 – Prandtl number and a = 1.7894105 Pa s – dynamic viscosity. The friction 
factor f in turbulent flows was calculated assuming smooth tubes from the following relation [6]: 
f = (0.79lnRea1.64)2, which is valid for 3103 < Rea < 5106.  
Uniform temperature distributions in both the panel and in the flowing air were assumed as the initial 
conditions for eq. (1) and (2), i.e., T(t = 0) = Ta(t = 0) = Tinit. 
 

 
 

 

(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 3: Schematic of A) the 1D-3D numerical model of the celling panel, B) the coupling of the 1D 

and 3D models in the ANSYS Fluent. 

  

In-house C code

Solution of 1D flow problem –
heat transfer in the flowing air.

Estimation of cp of the composite.

ANSYS Fluent

Solution of 3D thermal problem – heat 
conduction and phase change process in the 

body of the panel by applying UDS with 
modified unsteady term (implementation of 

dependence of cp on temperature and history 
of its changes).

Update of cp and calculation of Tw by UDFs & UDMs macros, i.e., 
DEFINE_ADJUST, DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END & DEFINE_PROFILE

Calculations of Tm,w by UDFs & UDMs macros, i.e.,
DEFINE_ADJUST & DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END
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The 3D model was coupled with the 1D flow model through boundary condition at internal walls of the 
channel, specifically through the air temperature Ta which was found from the solution of eq. (2). The 
1D model was coupled with the 3D model through the last term on the right hand side of eq. (2), i.e., 
through the averaged over the channel perimeter wall temperature Tw,m which was found from the 
solution of eq. (1). The general schematic of the developed 1D-3D numerical model and generated 1D 
and 3D meshes are presented in Fig. 3A. For the panel cubical grid was generated while for the fluid 
flow line grid was created. The 1D mesh in the air was strictly connected with 3D mesh in the panel. 
For the straight channel the position of the central node of 1D element in the fluid coincides with the 
respective central nodes of 3D elements in the body of the panel. For the bend only one element in the 
air is used. Equations (1) and (2) were solved implicitly by applying the finite volume [18] based 
commercial software ANSYS Fluent 19.0 and its advanced functionalities, i.e., User-Defined Scalar 
(UDS), User-Defined Function (UDF) and User-Defined Memory (UDM) as well as the in-house code. 
The flowchart with the procedure of the coupling of the 1D and 3D models is presented in Fig. 3B. For 
more details regarding the 1D-3D numerical simulator see Łapka et al. [15] and Jaworski et al. [6]. 

4 Results 

Numerical calculations were performed for four inlet velocities of the ambient air in the channel, i.e., 2, 
3, 4 and 5 m/s and for the variable ambient air temperature in the region of Central Poland (Warsaw) for 
summer conditions. The period of five months, i.e., May, June, July, August and September was 
simulated. The hourly averaged ambient air temperature characteristics were assumed based on the 
metrological data for typical meteorological year for Warsaw (www.http://mib.gov.pl/2-
Wskazniki_emisji_wartosci_opalowe_paliwa.htm, accessed on November 2017) and are presented in 
Fig. 4. One can find that the ambient air temperature varies significantly not only in the daily cycles 
(what is quite obvious) but also in the monthly cycles. Even for July and August variation of the daily 
averaged temperature is from about 15C to 24C and from 12C to 25C, respectively.  

   

  

Figure 4: Assumed hourly averaged ambient air temperature variations for May, June, July, 

August and September for Warsaw (Poland). 
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The TES system under consideration is designed to stabilise temperature of the air which enters the 
building (Ta,out), i.e., minimalise peaks of temperature of ventilation air during the hot days. Therefore, 
its efficiency might be assessed by analysing how it decreases peaks of temperature when the outdoor 
temperature exceeds the assumed certain level. From the point of view of maintaining comfortable 
conditions inside the building the desired level of outdoor temperature was assumed in the range 
between 18C and 20C. The difference between temporal outlet temperature and ambient temperature 
from desired range (Ta,outTd) was used to the select the optimal gypsum-microencapsulated PCM 
composite. The lowest value of this difference is considered as the best one. The results of simulations 
are summarised in Tab. 1. In this table the mean value for the whole five months period of difference 
between temporal outlet and desired ambient temperatures, i.e., mean of (Ta,outTd) are presented for 
different composites and for different inlet velocities of the ventilation air. Three values of ambient 
desired temperatures were assumed in the analysis, i.e., Td = 18C, 19C and 20C. The lowest value of 
this factor is considered as the best one. 

Table 1: Comparison of mean values for the whole five months period of difference between temporal 
outlet and desired ambient temperatures for different composites and inlet velocities (the yellow 

background indicates the best value of selected parameter). 

u 

(m/s) 
case 

mean of 

(Ta,out18) 

(K) 

mean of 

(Ta,out19) 

(K) 

mean of 

(Ta,out20) 

(K) 

2 

"-4" 2.36 2.76 3.40 

"-3" 2.40 2.70 3.31 

"-2" 2.50 2.75 3.28 

"-1" 2.59 2.84 3.32 
"0" 2.67 2.93 3.40 

"+1" 2.72 3.00 3.48 

"+2" 2.76 3.05 3.54 

3 

"-4" 2.47 2.85 3.48 

"-3" 2.51 2.80 3.39 

"-2" 2.61 2.86 3.37 

"-1" 2.70 2.95 3.42 
"0" 2.77 3.04 3.50 

"+1" 2.81 3.10 3.57 

"+2" 2.83 3.13 3.62 

4 

"-4" 2.84 3.24 3.86 

"-3" 2.87 3.20 3.78 

"-2" 2.96 3.25 3.77 

"-1" 3.06 3.34 3.82 
"0" 3.12 3.42 3.89 

"+1" 3.16 3.48 3.96 

"+2" 3.19 3.52 4.01 

5 

"-4" 3.09 3.50 4.12 

"-3" 3.12 3.47 4.04 

"-2" 3.21 3.51 4.03 

"-1" 3.30 3.60 4.08 
"0" 3.36 3.68 4.15 

"+1" 3.40 3.73 4.22 

"+2" 3.42 3.76 4.26 

In Tab. 1 the best values of mean difference between temporal outlet and desired ambient temperature 
were indicated with the yellow background. Due to significant variations of the averaged daily ambient 
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air temperature for each months it is difficult to select one the best gypsum-microencapsulated PCM 
composite for application in the summer in Central Poland. The composites denoted by “0”, “-1”, “-2”, 
“-3” and “-4” preformed similarly. Considering all results and the fact that the higher outlet temperatures 
should be avoided the composites denoted as case “-1” and “-2” might be selected as the best solution 
for the local summer conditions in Central Poland. On the other hand the case “+2” with the highest 
differences between temporal outlet and desired ambient temperature was worst one. 
 

   

   

  

  Figure 5: Hourly averaged: A), B), C) and D) the outlet temperature from the panel for July and E), 
F), G) and H) the total enthalpy of the panel for variable inlet velocity and for two gypsum-

microencapsulated PCM composites, i.e., case “-2” – the optimal one and case “+2” – the worst one. 

The comparison of the outlet temperatures from the panel and total enthalpies of the panel for all air 

velocities and for two gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composites, i.e., “-2” which is considered as the 
optimal one and “+2” which is the worst one, are presented in Fig. 5. July was selected as representative 

month. At Fig. 5 one can see that the composite “-2” performs better than composite “+2”. For the most 

of the time variations of the outlet temperature from the panel are lower for case “-2” than for case “+2”. 
The case “+2” seems to perform better for very high ambient air temperatures which appear seldom. 
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Moreover, for the most of the time the total enthalpy of the panel is significantly higher for case “-2” 
than for case “+2”. This means that for case “-2” the amount of heat accumulated by the panel is much 

higher than for case “+2” and the panel made of composite “-2” operates more effectively than the one 

made of composite “+2”. With increase in the air inlet velocity the differences between case “-2” and 
“+2” decreases, because more heat is accumulated (realised) in the panel per daily cycle for higher air 

velocities than for lower ones. This means that for higher mass flow rates of the air the thermal capacity 

of the TES unit is much better utilised, i.e., the panel is more effectively charged and discharged. 

5 Conclusions 

In this study the TES system in the form of U-shaped channel integrated with the building ventilation 

system and made of the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite was considered. The thermal 
behaviour of the panel was numerically investigated by applying the novel 1D-3D numerical model and 

the local climate conditions during the summer in Central Poland. The four mass flow rates of ventilation 

air and the period of five months, i.e., May, June, July, August and September were simulated applying 
meteorological data for typical meteorological year for Warsaw (Poland). Moreover, seven gypsum-

microencapsulated PCM composites with different h-T curves were studied. These curves might be 

obtained by the change of the composition of hydrocarbon mixture which is the core of PCM 

microcapsules. The aim of performed analysis was to find the optimal range of working temperature of 
the gypsum-microencapsulated PCM composite for which the proposed TES unit operates with the 

highest efficiency. 

During Polish summer the ambient air temperature usually varies significantly not only in the daily 
cycles but also in the monthly periods. Therefore, it is difficult to select one the best gypsum-

microencapsulated PCM composite for application during the summer in Central Poland. The obtained 

results revealed that composites denoted by “0”, “-1”, “-2”, “-3” and “-4” preformed similarly. However, 

composites denoted as case “-1” and case “-2” with working temperature range between 13 and 23C 

or 12 and 22C, respectively might be selected as the best solution for the local summer conditions in 
Central Poland, while the one denoted as case “+2” with working temperature range between 16 and 

26C had the worst performance. The comparison of the outlet temperatures from the panel and total 

enthalpies of the panel for case “-2” and case “+2” revealed significant differences between these cases. 
The variation of outlet temperature from the panel was much more effectively damped for case “-2” 

than for case “+2”. This means that the thermal capacitance of the TES unit was utilised much better for 

case “-2” than for case “+2”. Moreover, with increase in the mass flow rate of the ventilation air the 
differences between case “-2” and “+2” decreased, because for higher velocities of the air the panel was 

working more effectively, i.e., was more effectively charged and discharged. 
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Abstract 
The upgrading of the biorefineries residues is a possible way to increase the overall process efficiency 

while attaining economical revenues from wastes that otherwise would be disposed. In this sense, 

anaerobic digestion and gasification represent interesting alternatives to convert organic residues into 

biofuels, electricity or other bioproducts. However, few studies have explored energy integration 
possibilities between those options or evaluated various final product pathways. Thus, in this work, 

different scenarios aimed to capitalize the main residues of the sugarcane ethanol industry (vinasse and 

bagasse) are investigated. In order to calculate the mass, energy and exergy balances, a thermodynamic 
model is developed in Aspen Plus and connected with the Anaerobic Digestion Model  Nº1 (ADM1) in 

Matlab. Two process layouts combining anaerobic digestion and gasification are proposed for each 

desired product (methane, hydrogen or power). As a result, the highest exergy efficiency (48%) was 
obtained for the configuration focused in methane production and using a combined cycle, since it 

requires fewer resources and reaction steps to feedstock conversion. On the other hand, exergy was 

primarily destroyed in vinasse disposal, since anaerobic digestion cannot fully convert organic wastes, 

followed by the bagasse gasifier and utility systems, due to the irreversible reactions occurring at high 
temperatures. In short, this study points to some improvement opportunities and reinforces the 

advantages of the waste capitalization concept.  

1 Introduction 

Biomass is an important source of renewable energy that may help reducing the fossil fuel dependency 

and CO2 emissions, especially in countries such as Brazil with a large biomass potential. In the recent 

years, biofuels represented almost 70% of renewable energy production in the world [1] and biomass 
was responsible for 25.5% of Brazilian domestic energy supply [2]. This contribution could be further 

enlarged if undesired biorefinery wastes were converted into valuable energy products. This approach 

could also reduce the energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of biomass processing plants, 
reducing the waste disposal costs and environmental impacts. In Brazil, bagasse and vinasse are the 

main residues of the sugarcane industry, which is, in turn, the major source of bioenergy in the country 

[2]. Normally, bagasse is used to provide combined heat and power to the sugarcane mill, whereas 
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vinasse is typically used as an alternative fertilizer in sugarcane crops [3]. Although they are well 
established procedures in industry, these practices are still fairly inefficient and can be replaced by 

improved energy conversion processes, among which is the production of methane and hydrogen. 

Certainly, alternative production routes for these substances may lead to economic and environmental 
benefits, since methane and hydrogen are important feedstock nowadays mainly produced from non-

renewable energy sources.  

In this context, gasification and anaerobic digestion are prominent research topics among the available 
biomass waste conversion routes for methane and hydrogen production. Accordingly, these tecnologies 

together could lead to higher energy production yields and reduced sizes for treatment plants [4]. 

However, although different energy integration options have been already proposed within each one of 

these processes [5,6], there is a lack of studies dedicated to analyze their performance when integrated 
to broader polygeneration systems. Thus, this paper presents a thermodynamic evaluation of possible 

processes combining anaerobic digestion and gasification to capitalize vinasse and residual bagasse 

from biorefineries by using a systematic approach of energy integration and exergy analysis.  

2 Process description 

Figure 1 shows the detailed superstructure used for each one of the biofuel production routes and 

electricity generation, including the energy resources, the integrated utility systems and the chemical 
plants. The optimized systems were designed to be self-sustained in terms of power and heat supply, by 

using purified syngas or biomethane (or both) as fuels. For each desired final product (methane, 

hydrogen or electricity), the process was optimized by using two different utility solutions (Rankine or 
combined cycle based cogeneration plant), totalizing six optimized cases in this study. As it can be 

observed in Figure 1, apart from the steam and combined power cycles, other integrated energy 

technologies are syngas or biomethane-fired furnaces, a cooling tower and a vapor-compression 
refrigeration system. The quantity of residues generated by an average sugarcane ethanol distillery was 

estimated to be 474 m³/h of vinasse and 7.4 kg/s of residual bagasse [3,7,8]. Methane and hydrogen 

purity were set as 97%mol CH4 and 99%mol H2, respectively, based on the biomethane regulation in 

Brazil and related literature [9,10]. 

2.1 Vinasse conversion: biomethane and hydrogen production units 

The vinasse separated in the ethanol distillation column is at temperatures higher than ambient (60ºC) 
and presents a low pH (3.75-5) [3], which are not close to the ideal conditions for anaerobic bacteria 

cultures. Thus, vinasse must be first cooled down and mixed with a recycled digestor effluent (15:1 

effluent to influent flow ratio) [11] for temperature and pH correction. Mesophilic anaerobic digestion 

(35ºC) is conducted in an upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactor, as widely practiced in 
vinasse treatment plants [12]. The treated vinasse is temporarily stored in lagoons to be distributed to 

sugarcane crops (fertirrigation) by means of channels, diesel-fuelled pumps or special trucks. On the 

other hand, biogas is desulphurized using a cold sodium hydroxide solution (10g NaOH/L; 15ºC) in 
order to avoid corrosion in others downstream equipment. The caustic solution flow rate is adjusted to 

guarantee a maximum output H2S concentration (200 ppmv). The remaining biogas impurities, mainly 

CO2, are physically absorbed by using a Selexol process to achieve comercial specifications. Selexol 

purification unit consists of a high pressure column absorber (30 bar, 25ºC) using a mixture of dimethyl 
ethers of polyethylene glycol (DEPG). The rich solution is partially regenerated by desorbing the CO2 

gas at lower pressures (1 bar) and higher temperatures (60ºC). The purged gas may still contain a portion 

of methane and, thus, it has to be burned to avoid environmental damages. 
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Figure 1: Detailed superstructure of the various biofuel production routes. 

In the hydrogen unit, biomethane is reformed by using steam in order to produce a H2 and CO rich 

mixture. The highly endothermic steam reforming requires a large heat duty well above 700ºC. To avoid 

excessive formation of carbon that could affect the performance and lifetime of catalyst, the molar steam 
to methane ratio is set as 3 [10]. Two sequential high (390ºC) and a low (212 ºC) temperature shift 
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reactors are used to increase hydrogen concentration through the water-shift exothermic reaction. In this 
step, the hydrogen rich mixture is intercooled by using a heat recovery system in order to control the 

maximum attainable reaction temperature [13]. The additional CO2 produced is removed again by using 

physical absorption and pressure swing adsorption systems. At last, purified hydrogen is compressed 
(200 bar) for commercialization. 

2.2 Bagasse conversion: Gasification, Biomethane and Hydrogen production units. 

The bagasse as-received from the sugarcane mill has a large moisture content (50%) which must be 
reduced to less than 10% in a rotary dryer that consumes power and heat provided by the utility systems 

as well as recovers heat from the gasifier flue gas [14]. Bagasse is also chipped in an energy intensive 

process that may require between 1-3% of the total energy embodied (Lower Heating Value basis) in 
the consumed biomass [15]. The bagasse ultimate composition is set as 46.70% C, 6.02% H, 44.95% O, 

0.17% N, 0.02% S and 2.14% Ash, whereas proximate analysis is considered as 50% moisture (as-

received), 14.32% fixed carbon, 83.54% volatiles, and ash in balance [16]. The Battelle Columbus 

Laboratory (BCL)  indirect gasifier at atmospheric pressure avoids the dilution with nitrogen of the 
syngas produced, as the combustion and gasification processes occur in a separate double column system 

(Fig. 1) [17]. Steam is used as the gasification medium (steam-to-biomass mass ratio 0.75), whereas the 

combustion with air of a fraction of the char produced in the bagasse pyrolysis step supplies the heat 
required by the endothermic drying, pyrolysis and gasification reactions. After the syngas produced 

leaves the gasifier, a thermal catalytic cracking of the tar produced is performed. The syngas is cooled 

down to 400ºC and scrubbed with water in order to remove the impurities that may affect the 
downstream equipment, and then it is compressed to 30 bar. As it still contains high levels of CO, a 

water gas shift conversion (analogous to that described for the hydrogen production via vinasse) helps 

increasing the hydrogen content simultaneously producing more CO2. At this point, the hydrogen-rich 

syngas can be converted to either biomethane, hydrogen or used in the utility system to produce 
electromechanical power.  

The production of pure hydrogen by using biomass gasification shares some similar process with 

biomethane conversion in the vinasse route, namely, Selexol and PSA purification steps and multistage 
hydrogen compression. On the other hand, when biomethane production from biomass gasification is 

intended, the hydrogen, CO and CO2 present in the syngas at the required stoichiometric molar fractions 

are converted into methane in three sequential methanator reactor beds  based on the TREMP process, 
which can operate from 250ºC to 700ºC [18]. The methanation reactions are exothermic and, therefore, 

an interbed heat recovery system is required to avoid the fast catalyst deterioration. For instance, the 

first methanator bed uses a recycle stream combined with intercooling in order to maintain the maximum 

temperature below 700 ºC.  

3 Methodology 

Mass, energy and exergy balances for the unitary operations of the studied cases are carried out in Aspen 
Plus software as well as a Matlab integration routine to compute the mass balance in the anaerobic 

digestion model [19]. The exergy analysis and energy integration process are used to assess the 

performance and the possible improvements for production route. A detailed model description is 

presented in the following sections. 

3.1 Process modeling 

The composition of vinasse has been estimated based on the experimental observations of Barrera et al. 
[11] and modeled as general components (e.g. sugars, lipids, inert, etc.) commonly observed chemical 
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substances (e.g. glucose, linoleic acid, lignin, etc.) [20]. The thermophysical properties of this effluent 
mixture were calculated using the Non-Random Two-Liquid model (NRTL). Fertirrigation was assumed 

as a black box model with specific diesel consumption of 0.19 L per m³ of vinasse transported, based 

on previous studies [21,22]. The anaerobic reactor was modeled as a continuous ideally stirred-tank 
reactor using the Anaerobic Digestion Model Nº1 (ADM1) [23], a generic kinetic model for anaerobic 

digestion, with modifications and parameters adapted for vinasse [24]. Moreover, the inlet vinasse 

temperature was calculated considering the reactor heat loss, estimated by using average heat transfer 
coefficients [25] and a constant process temperature (35ºC). 

In the desulfurization unit, the process mass balance is estimated using a rate-based model and a set of 

chemical reactions involving electrochemical and gas-liquid interactions [26,27]. Since this process 

involves ionic substances, the Electrolyte Non-Random Two-Liquid model (ELECNRTL) was used to 
calculate the thermophysical properties. On the other hand, the Perturbed-Chain Statistical Associating 

Fluid Theory (PC-SAFT) is used to model the physical absorption of CO2 with DEPGs [28]. In the 

remaining simulated components (e.g. methanation, PSA, gasification, etc.), the Peng-Robinson EOS 
with Boston-Mathias modifications is used. Gasification is modeled as composed of sequential drying, 

pyrolysis, reduction and combustion processes. In order to estimate the actual yield rates of hydrogen, 

CO, CO2, methane, tar, char and water in the pyrolysis reaction step, empirical correlations reported in 

the literature as a function of temperature were used [29]. The tar and methane produced, typically 
underestimated via the non-stoichiometric equilibrium methods, is adjusted with a set of approach-to-

equilibrium temperatures to reflect the actual syngas composition of the gasifier [30]. Pressure swing 

adsorption was simplified as a black-box model assuming a hydrogen recovery efficiency of 80% mol, 
based on previous works [10]. 

3.2 Energy Integration and Operating Cost minimization 

The energy integration analysis is performed by using the OSMOSE Lua platform developed by the 
IPESE group at EPFL, Switzerland. This tool allows to determine the most suitable utility systems and 

their operating conditions, that satisfy the minimum energy requirement (MER) with the lowest 

resources consumption and optimal operating cost (water consumption, vinasse and bagasse). This 
computational framework manages the data transfer with the Aspen Plus software and builds the mixed 

integer linear programming (MILP) problem described in the Eqs.(1-4) that minimizes the operating 

cost of the chemical plant [31] while satisfying the constraints of the MER problem. In other words, the 
optimization problem consists of finding the multiplication factor, fw, of each utility unit that minimizes 

the objective function given by Eq.(1):  
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Additional equations for the mass and energy balances on each stream layer (water, feedstock, fuels, 
electricity), along with the equations for modeling each one of the different energy technologies, are 

also included in the optimization problem. Representative Brazilian market costs for water (3.03 €/m3), 

vinasse (0.0006 €/kWh), and bagasse (0.0056 €/kWh) consumed, as well as the selling prices of 
hydrogen (0.072 €/kWh), biomethane (0.032 €/kWh) and electricity (0.06 €/kWh) produced are taken 

from literature [31–33]. 

3.3 Exergy analysis 

Vinasse chemical exergy is estimated based on its theoretical chemical organic demand (ThCOD) 

concentration, as proposed by Nakashima and Oliveira Junior [20]. Assuming that ThCOD and 

experimental chemical organic demand (COD) are approximately equal, the chemical exergy of vinasse 
organic material can be estimated based on the reported COD concentrations according to Eq. (5). 

Bagasse lower heating value (LHV) is estimated based on correlations by Channiwala and Parikh [34], 

whereas the ratio of the specific chemical exergy to the LHV is calculated by means of the proposed 

Szargut’s correlations for solid fuels with given atomic C, H, O, N composition [35]. Furthermore, the 
specific chemical exergy of diesel fuel was considered as 44.85 MJ/kg [36].  

 

𝑏𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒
𝑐ℎ = 14.56 𝑇ℎ𝐶𝑂𝐷 (5) 

 

Figure 2 briefly depicts the methodology adopted to perform the exergy balance for the analyzed 
biofuels and electricity production routes. As it can be observed, the chemical process units consume 

exergy from the external feedstock streams (Bf), as well as the power (Win) and the heating or cooling 

demands (Bqi) to deliver the process products (Bp or Wex) to the market. The chemical process units also 
supply heat exergy to the heat recovery section of the utility systems (Bqo) in order to energetically 

integrate the chemical plant, while reducing the amount of fuel consumed. Despite of this, a portion of 

the produced biofuel (Bb, purified syngas or biomethane from vinasse) must still be used in the utility 

to supply the balance of exergy for the chemical process plant. 
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Figure 2: Overall exergy balance for the analyzed biofuels and electricity production routes.  

The exergy efficiency of the chemical process units, the utility system and the overall plant shown in 
Figure 2 can be calculated as the ratio of useful output-to-total input exergy flows for each sub-system, 

according to Eqs.(6-8). In order to spotlight each product type contribution, the chemical process unit 

efficiency is decomposed into related to biofuel production (ηp) and to heat transfer (ηq). Moreover, it 
must be noticed that all the irreversibility generated via the heat exchanger network and the power 

generation systems is allocated to the utility systems. This simplifies the exergy analysis, since the 

heating or cooling exergy requirements (Bqi and Bqo) can be easily calculated based on the knowledge 

of the exergy balance of each process equipment (e.g. heat exchangers, endothermic reactors, etc.). 
Otherwise, a detailed design of the utility system would be necessary in the first stages of the overall 

plant design. 
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𝜂 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

= 𝜂𝑝 + 𝜂𝑞 = (
𝐵𝑝 + Bb

𝐵𝑓 + 𝐵𝑞𝑖 + 𝑊𝑖𝑛
) + (

𝐵𝑞𝑜

𝐵𝑓 + 𝐵𝑞𝑖 + 𝑊𝑖𝑛
) (6) 

 

𝜂 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

= 
𝐵𝑞𝑖+𝑊𝑖𝑛+𝑊𝑒𝑥

𝐵𝑞𝑜+𝐵𝑏
 (7) 

 

𝜂𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡

= 
𝐵𝑝+𝑊𝑒𝑥

𝐵𝑓
 (8) 

4 Results and discussion 

The main exergy consumption and production remarks for each analyzed case are summarized in Table 
1. It can be observed that the biomass route produces more goods to the market, once vinasse is not 

completely transformed in anaerobic digestion differently than bagasse. This discrepancy decreases in 

the methane case, since anaerobic digestion directly transforms vinasse in methane, while the bagasse 

route relies in multiple processes. In general, the use of combined cycle increases the amount of exported 
products (72% for electricity and 5-7% for biofuels) due to the higher efficiency and, consequently, 

lower fuel consumption. The difference may have low impact in the revenues (roughly estimated in this 

analysis) for the biofuel production, considering the additional investment cost of a gas turbine. This is 
mainly due to the fact that, in the biofuel cases, an effectively integrated steam network can supply most 

of the electricity demand by using the waste heat exergy. Nevertheless, the hydrogen production offers 

an advantageous financial return per product with utilities fuel consumption similar to the CH4 option, 
regardless the process involve more reactions, due to the increased exergy being delivered to the heat 

recovery system. Other interesting remark is that most biofuel cases use purified syngas as utilities fuel 

to minimize production costs. This optimal choice is mainly due to the higher efficiency of the hidrogen 

conversion route via vinasse. Nonetheless, this may change according to the utilities technology 
efficiency and unit exergy requirements, as shown for hydrogen production using a steam network 

utility. Although producing hydrogen via vinasse-derived biomethane is more exergy efficient, it 

requires more power and heat. Thus, even if there is a gain on efficiency by prioritizing the vinasse route 
for hydrogen production, there is also a penalty related to the increased consumption of fuel in the utility 

system. 
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Table 1: Exergy consumption and production remarks for each product and power production system 

Parameter Simulated case 
Final product Electricity Electricity CH4 CH4 H2 H2 

Power generation 

system 

Combined 

cycle 
Rankine 

Combined 

cycle 
Rankine 

Combined 

cycle 
Rankine 

Fuel consumed in 

utility system 

Purified 

syngas and 

vinasse 

biomethane 

Purified 

syngas and 

vinasse 

biomethane 

Purified 

syngas 

Purified 

syngas 

Purified 

syngas 

Vinasse 

biomethan

e 

Fuel 
consumption: 

molar flow rate 

(Exergy) 

All the fuel 

produced 

All the fuel 

produced 

110 kmol/h 

(6.9 MW) 

188 kmol/h 

(11.8 MW) 

116 kmol/h 

(7.3 MW) 

46 kmol/h 

(10.7 MW) 

Exported product 

- Biomass route 
16 MW 9.3 MW 144 kmol/h 127 kmol/h 405 kmol/h 478 kmol/h 

Exported product 

- Vinasse route 
9.6 MW 5.6 MW 122 kmol/h 122 kmol/h 291 kmol/h 182 kmol/h 

Total product 

(Exergy) 

-- 

(25.6 MW) 

-- 

(14.9 MW) 

266 kmol/h 

(62.3 MW) 

249 kmol/h 

(58.2 MW) 

695 kmol/h 

(48.2 MW) 

670 kmol/h 

(45.7 MW) 

Revenues 

(EUR/h) 
803 289 1569 1438 2990 2806 

In the following, the exergy efficiency and the exergy destruction breakdown of the various production 
routes for biofuels and electricity, related in Table 1, are presented in Figure 3a-b. It can be observed 

that higher overall exergy efficiencies (blue bars, Figure 3a) are obtained for the biofuel production 

routes, whereas the exergy destruction rates are concentrated in the gasification, anaerobic digestion and 
utility system units. Although the chemical plant process unit has similar efficiencies for each case (53-

56%), the proposed breakdown in the efficiency calculation demostrates differences in the nature of the 

process plant products. Since in this study cenario heat is not an exportable product, the ηq parameter 
indicates the importance of the energy integration between process plant and utility unit. The best 

performance scenario is found for biomethane production route by using combined cycle (43%), because 

the processes involved have less exergy requirements and, therefore, requires less utility demands. This 

fact results in less exergy destruction in the utility systems, as it can be observed in Figure 3b. Moreover, 
in this process less CO2 needs to be removed in the biomass route (since part of CO2 is to be converted 

in the methanator) and the PSA unit is not necessary, which contributes with lower losses due to 

purification.  

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3: Exergy analysis for each production route: (a) Efficiency (b) Exergy destruction breakdown. 
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As expected, the efficiency of the utility system (green bars, Figure 3a) is drastically lower for the 
scenarios of electricity production (only), since it entails a large amount of exergy destroyed in the 

combustion of all fuel produced by the chemical process plant. On the other hand, in biofuel exportation 

scenarios, the sources of irreversibilities in gasification and anaerobic digestion processes become more 
important, since fuel consumption in utility system is reduced to supply only the internal energy 

requirements. In fact, as it can be observed in Figure 3b, the exergy analysis points out that gasification 

and wastewater (vinasse) treatment offer the most remarkable opportunities for improvement in most 
cases. For example, vinasse has a high concentration of inert material (related to the anaerobic digestion) 

that is discarded in the sugarcane crops, thus the reuse of vinasse water or the exploitation of vinasse 

organic inerts (e. g. concentration and combustion) could significantly reduce the exergy destruction in 

the routes analyzed. As for gasification, a significant part of the exergy of the biomass has to be 
internally consumed in syngas production, which significantly reduces the produced gas. Moreover, 

higher gasification pressures may lead to reduced power consumption and, consequently, lower exergy 

destruction in the utility system. Other envisioned possibility include increasing the efficiency of the 
separation processes to reduce purged gas, which is burned in the proposed designs, or mixed it with 

byproduct gas to directly produce electricity in gas turbines. 

5 Conclusions 

In this work, six scenarios are proposed for upgrading the main sugarcane wastes into added-value 

products, namely methane, hydrogen and electricity. An exergy analysis and energy integration study 

has been performed in order to determine the best configuration of chemical processes and utility system 
parameters that allow the minimization of the operating costs while reducing the process irreversibilities. 

Among the studied cases, methane production presented the highest exergy efficiency due to the lower 

exergy consumption of the chemical process plant and purification purge losses. However, the hydrogen 
exportation is expected to obtain the higher revenues at competitive efficiencies. The introduction of 

gas turbine and combined cycles among the utility system represented small efficiency gains for biofuel 

production (1-3% points) compared with electricity generation cases (8% points). Technological 

improvements associated with reduced power consumption in the gasification and wastewater (vinasse) 
treatment units may substantially increase the overall plant efficiency regardless of the production route. 

Moreover, since anaerobic digestion cannot fully convert the exergy of the vinasse, other processes 

would be employed to reduce losses in wastewater disposal (e.g. concentration, solid separation, etc.).  
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Nomenclature 

�̇� Exergy rate or flow rate (kW) 𝑅 Cascaded heat flow (kW) 

𝑐 Feedstock cost 𝑡 Time (h) 

𝑓 Multiplication factor 𝑇ℎ𝐶𝑂𝐷 Theoric chemical organic demand (gO2/kmol) 

�̇� Mass flow rate (kg/s) 𝑊 Power (kW) 

𝑁 Total number 𝑦 Integer variables 
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𝑄 Heat flow (kW) 𝜂 Efficiency (-) 

Subscripts and superscripts 

0 Reference 𝑝 Product 

𝑏 Byproduct fuel 𝑝ℎ Physical 

𝑐ℎ Chemical qi Heat related demand (heating and cooling) 

𝑒𝑥 Exported qo Heat related supply (heat recover system) 

𝑓 Feedstock r                        r-th temperature interval 

𝑖 i-th component w w-th utility unit 

𝑖n Internal demand   

𝑂𝑃 Operation   
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Abstract 

One modern method of lowering the energy use by buildings is to exchange heat between ventilation air 

leaving a building and incoming fresh, typically colder air. Moisture in the exhaust air condenses in the 

heat exchanger, giving liquid water that must be removed. With a low absolute humidity of inlet fresh 

air especially at low ambient temperatures, a significant overall drying effect results for the air inside 

the ventilated building. Increasing the air humidity by, for example, spraying water or increasing the 

watering of plants may give an increased energy penalty. This paper presents the analyses of the energy 

efficiency of a modern house equipped with external heating supplied by a geothermal heat pump and 

an exhaust air heat recovery system (EAHR). Indoor temperature is controlled at 22°C and the relative 

humidity at between 30 and 70%. Temperature and humidity of inlet air and its flow rate into the building 

are varied and the effect on the power use by the heat supply is assessed. The results show that without 

moisture recirculation in the EAHR a net water loss up to 1 kg/h from the building may be possible. 

Also several kWh electricity may be consumed daily by a (geothermal) heat pump that supplies heat to 

a 99 m2 modern house depending on outdoor temperature and indoor and outdoor air humidity. Besides 

water consumption, this may imply 10-15 % of total electricity use.   

1 Introduction 

One modern method of lowering the energy use by buildings is to exchange heat between ventilation air 

leaving a building and incoming fresh, typically colder air. (It is possible that the temperature of the 

incoming air is warm for longer periods of time, for example during the summer of 2018.) One feature 

of this is that moisture in the exhaust air condenses in the heat exchanger, giving liquid water that must 

be removed. With a low absolute humidity of inlet fresh air especially at near or below 0°C ambient 

conditions, a significant overall drying effect results for the air inside the ventilated building [1,2]. 

Taking cold air into a building without such heat exchange between separated streams would allow for 

transfer of moisture before the exhaust air leaves the building. Besides heat recovery, taking out 

humidity via a heat recovery system removes microbial activity from a building as well. This will have 

positive effects on health and suppression of fungi growth (with costly consequences). On the other 
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hand, increasing the air humidity by, for example, spraying water or increasing the watering of plants 

would give an increased penalty for the heating system of the building. 

Performance data on air ventilation heat recovery systems (EAHRs) is almost exclusively available in 

the open domain as commercial product data published on-line. These sources do acknowledge that 

combining air ventilation with heat recovery has an effect on the humidity of the air in the building 

considered. Indeed, heat recovery ventilation (HRV) systems are distinguished from energy recovery 

ventilation (ERV) systems, where the former involve only heat exchange between air streams while the 

latter also include transfer of moisture between the air streams [2,3]. While there is a significant literature 

on ice formation and frosting [e.g., 1-5], much less quantitative reporting is available, however, on:  

 The amounts of water involved when considering the condensation of humidity, 

 on the effects these amounts can have on building envelope air humidity and water use, and  

 how the need to externally control the humidity affects the building’s energy requirements. 

Thus, below a case study is given of the energy recovery in a modern house equipped with external 

heating supplied by a geothermal heat pump and an exhaust air heat recovery (EAHR) system. For this 

study, the indoor temperature is fixed at 22°C and indoor the relative humidity is chosen to be either 30 

or 50%. Temperature and humidity of inlet air are varied while also flow rate into/out of the building is 

considered. The effect on the power use by the heat pump used for heating the building is assessed, 

especially for low ambient temperatures when ambient air humidity (relative as well as absolute) is low.  

2 Case study description 

The exhaust air heat recovery (EAHR) system is part of a new house built in 2017 in southwest Turku, 

Finland (99 m2, one floor, two-under-one-roof with neighbour house on the north side). See Figure 1 

(left) for an impression. The building volume is approx. 275 m3. The house is heated using geothermal 

heat pump NIBE F1226-8-R (nominal heat output 8 kW, COPHP = 3.07...4.21 for outside temperature    

-7…+12°C) for floor heating and hot water production (max temperature 63°C).   

  

Figure 1: The case study house in Turku, Finland, and the exhaust air heat recovery (EAHR) system 

The focus of this study, the EAHR system, is an Iloxair type Ilox 89Plus (Fläkt Woods) unit [6,7]. Fig. 

1 (right) shows the EAHR unit, which has a maximum flow capacity of up to 102 litres/s (100 Pa gauge), 

recommended 20-55 litres/s (150 Pa gauge). The average annual heat recovery is specified to be approx. 
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75%  ̶  this number will be used here for all calculations (although it would depend on temperature 

differences and air flow rates): 

𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 ≈ 𝐻𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 = 0.75 ∙ 𝐻𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥 

                                                                  = 0.75 ∙ (𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟,ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 − 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒)  
(1) 

 

The number of 75% heat recovery is also one of the definition criteria of a Passive House [8]. It is 

assumed that heat Q ≈ enthalpy difference ΔH (i.e. pressure/volume work << heat).  Heat and air flows 

through the system are shown in Fig. 2, with some detail on the EAHR. Not visible is the EAHR outlet 

for liquid water which may condense from the hot, exhaust air stream – it can be seen in Fig. 1. Of 

course, this liquid water output is an important contribution to avoiding ice formation and frosting in 

the EAHR; this outlet is not considered in the studies referenced above.  

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of the case study heat and air flows, and, (taken from [2]) the flows through the 

exhaust air heat recovery (EAHR) system (red = hot, blue = cold,   ̶̶̶̶̶̶       ̶̶̶̶̶̶  ̶̶̶̶̶̶   = air, - - - = water) 

Several built-in features limit the ranges of operation of the EAHR [6,7]:  

 During summer, no heat will be exchanged, which occurs if ambient temperature is  > 12°C and 

in-house temperature  > 22°C (no heat-up of incoming fresh air will occur), and  

 during winter (ambient temperature < 8°C) the flows are controlled to a minimum temperature 

of 15°C for the inlet air leaving the EAHR, if necessary deploying a 1.2 kW electrical resistance 

heater. To avoid frosting in the EAHR the air flows may be temporarily interrupted: this may 

occur if ambient temperature drops below -10°C.  

Figure 3 below shows the average monthly temperatures in Turku, Finland, for the years 2010 to 2017. 

As can be seen only two observations are higher than 20°C. For about 35% of the observations the 

ambient air temperature is above 12°C, and for 54% of the observations the ambient air temperature is 

below 8°C. 
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Figure 3: Average monthly air temperatures in Turku, Finland, from 2010 to 2017. The data is taken 

from the Finnish Meteorological Institute [9]. 

3 Calculation of water condensation amounts 

Absolute humidity, ω (kg moisture/kg dry air) of a humid air stream was calculated from temperature 

and relative humidity, RH (%) and for a (constant) total, ambient pressure ptotal = 101.3 kPa using [10]: 

 

𝜔 =
0.622∙(

𝑅𝐻

100
)∙𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇)

𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  −   (
𝑅𝐻

100
)∙𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇)

  (2) 

 

with the saturation pressure psat(T) (kPa), with T in °C, given by 

 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 100 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
11.78 ∙ 𝑇 − 99.64

𝑇 + 230
) (3) 

 

The specific enthalpy h (kg / kg dry air) was then calculated, with T in °C, using [10] 

 

ℎ = 1.005 ∙ 𝑇 + 𝜔 ∙ (2500 + 1.87 ∙ 𝑇) (4) 

 

combining properties of air and water vapour. The mass flows ṁ (kg/s) of incoming and outgoing humid 

air are calculated by multiplying the (ideal gas) air density with the volume flows (STP), with molar 

mass 29 kg/kmol for dry air,  adding the humidity using ṁ = ṁdry air ∙ (1+ω) kg/s.  

Using (1) the enthalpy change (decrease) of the outgoing air stream was calculated from the incoming 

enthalpy streams, after heat exchange with the colder inlet air: 

 

�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∙ ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∙ ℎ𝑖𝑛 − 0.75 ∙ (�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∙ ℎ𝑖𝑛 − �̇�𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∙ ℎ𝑖𝑛) (5) 
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For the outgoing air stream the saturation temperature was then calculated at which condensation may 

occur. For this, the saturation pressure psat (kPa) is calculated from its absolute humidity, followed by 

the saturation (condensation) temperature (°C), by reversing, equations (2) and (3) for RH = 100%: 

 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇) =
𝜔∙𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0.622∙𝜔
      and   𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 =

3883.16

16.3852−ln (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡)
− 230 (6a,b) 

 

Using the exit enthalpy for the outgoing air, a criterion for condensation can be given: condensation 

occurs when the exit enthalpy of the outgoing air stream is lower than the enthalpy of that stream at 

T=Tsat. Thus the amount of condensation water ṁcondens (kg/s) can be calculated 

 

∆𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 = 𝐻𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −  𝐻𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑇 = 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) = �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 ∙ ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠   ≥ 0      (7) 

 

with condensation heat for water (kJ/kg) vs. temperature (°C) by: 

 

∆ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 = 2508.1 − 2.77 ∙ T + 5.173 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝑇2 − 2.47 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑇3 (8) 

 

Also, a value for the fraction of the water condensation can be calculated by comparing ṁcondens (kg/s) 

with the incoming water content ṁdry air ∙ω (kg/s) in the air from the building space. When that fraction 

is within the range 0 – 100% it can be assumed that the outgoing air stream leaves the EAHR unit at 

T=Tsat. Likewise, the temperature at which the inlet air leaves the EAHR (and enters the building space) 

can be calculated using a heat balance similar to (5); for the current work this was not necessary. (Also, 

no moisture condensation would occur in this stream.) The net amount of water (kg/s) leaving the 

building space as moisture can be calculated as: 

 

      �̇�𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 = �̇�𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∙ 𝜔𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − �̇�𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝜔𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛    (9) 

 

For optimal energy efficiency of the EAHR this is completely condensed. A make-up amount of water 

(liquid) ≥ what is calculated using (9) must be added to the building space to compensate for this, with 

heat requirements: 

 

𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = �̇�𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ∙ ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠 (T = 22°𝐶) (10) 

 

The expressions above are used also for sub-cooled humid air, considering temperatures down to -10°C, 

but ice formation is not considered here (as this is circumvented by the bypass operation of the EAHR). 

4 Calculation results: energy and water mass balances 

As noted above, the air flows will be by-passing and heat transfer won’t occur in the EAHR if building 

space temperature is > 22°C and ambient temperature > 12°C (“summer mode”). A normal in-house 

comfort zone lies between 18 and 24°C temperature and between 30% and 70% RH [8]. According to 

current building regulations, in general cases, 0.35 (litres /s)/m2 is the minimum ventilation requirement, 

giving 0.5 ACH (air change per hour) [11]. For the air flows, 40 litres/s in- and outgoing humid flows 

through the EAHR unit on both the hot and cold side are used for the calculations; this corresponds to 

an ACH equal to 0.52 for the 275 m³ building envelope. 
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 For flow rates other than 40 + 40 litres/s the result values given below for energy and moisture can be 

linearly recalculated 1. 

4.1  Building space 22°C, RH 50% and varying fresh air inlet conditions  

A first system calculation result is given in Fig. 3, for a building space at 22°C, RH = 50%. The total 

building space moisture content is then 275 m3 ∙8.25 g/kg dry air = 2.27 kg. Ambient temperature as 

entering the cold side of the EAHR is varied from -8°C to 22°C, at ambient RH = 30%.  

Fig. 4 gives the 1) heat transferred in the EAHR and 2) the heat that must be supplied by the building 

space heating system as to evaporate liquid water, both in kW, besides 3) the water amount that is 

condensing in the hot side of the EAHR, as g/s and as % of the incoming amount. Fig. 3 gives also 4) 

the net loss of water from the building space, in g/s, as a result of a (much) higher absolute humidity in 

the air going out compared to the fresh air coming in. For convenience and giving higher accuracy, the 

lowest and highest numbers of the respective curves are given in the tables next to the Figures 4 – 7. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Heat recovery and water condensation in the EAHR, and building humidity mass balance. 

Building ̶̶̶̶̶̶temperature ̶̶̶̶̶̶22 ̶̶̶̶̶̶°C, ̶̶̶̶̶̶RH ̶̶̶̶̶̶50%, ̶̶̶̶̶̶in- and outflows 40 l/s, outside air RH 30%. 

% indicates % of moisture content condensed in EAHR. 

For this situation the heat recovered by (transferred in) the EAHR varies from ~ 1.8 kW at – 8°C ambient 

temperature to zero heat transfer which occurs at ~ 26°C ambient temperature. At the same time 

condensation of water in the exit air stream drops from 100% of the moisture entering from the building 

space, corresponding to 0.39 g/s water condensation at the lowest temperature, to zero which occurs at 

around 18°C incoming ambient air.  The net amount of water leaving the building space decreases from 

0.36 g/s at -8°C ambient inlet to 0.16 g/s at 22°C, which equates to 1.30 (!) and 0.57 kg per hour, 

respectively. (For comparison: it was reported that a typical family of four persons “produces” 10 kg of 

water vapour per day [5].)  

Heat recovery becomes significant at low ambient fresh air inlet temperatures but obviously the 

customer/user should supply the water that will go out via (and partially condensate in) the EAHR, for 

as far this does not enter with incoming ambient air. This applies especially at low ambient temperature 

and absolute humidity. The water the user must supply will presumably be in liquid form and must be 

evaporated before it adds to building space air humidity. This heat requirement is also given in Fig. 3: 

at –8°C ambient air a 0.89 kW heat input is needed for this, later contributing to 1.81 kW condensation 

                                                      
1 Thus, for 20 + 20 litres/s the values given in the Figures and Tables below should be multiplied by 0.5; for 50 + 

50 litres/s the values given below should be multiplied by 1.25, etc. 
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heat transferred in the EAHR. This heat requirement drops to 0.39 kW at 22°C ambient temperature.   

The corresponding exergy consumption as a result of water evaporation 22°C ranges from 90 W at -8°C 

ambient temperature to zero at 22°C ambient temperature (= building space temperature). In the EAHR 

this moisture condenses, at 11°C, giving exergy in return: this results in an overall exergy consumption 

of 30 W at -8°C ambient temperature and equal to zero exergy consumption at 22°C.  

Exergy of heat Q at temperature T (K), with ambient temperature T°, and of electric power P are 

calculated using [12]: 

 

𝐸𝑥 (𝑄) = Q ∙ (1 −
𝑇𝑜

𝑇
)         𝑎𝑛𝑑          𝐸𝑥 (𝑃) = 𝑃 (11a,b) 

 

For the case study house considered, the heat for water evaporation is supplied by a geothermal heat 

pump with COPHP ~ 3 at lower temperatures, which implies that the 0.89 kW for water evaporation 

comes at an electricity use of 0.89 kW / 3 =  0.30 kW which is 10× exergy penalty for evaporation minus 

condensation in the EAHR. At higher temperatures, where COPHP ~ 4.2, evaporation of water comes at 

an electricity cost of 0.39 / 3 = 0.13 kW, without a further exergy penalty since T = T° = 295K. 

The above shows that a significant amount of water evaporation is necessary to compensate for a net 

outflow of moisture for a building envelope. This gives an electricity penalty via the heat pump that is 

significant too: 0.13 – 0.30 kW corresponds to 3.1 – 7.2 kWh per day. This is of the order of 10-15% of 

the total electricity consumption of the case study house, including lightning and electrical equipment.   

The calculation summarized by Fig. 4 was repeated for more humid ambient air with RH = 70%, giving 

the results shown in Fig. 5. A first striking difference with 30% ambient air RH is the net amount of 

water entering the building space. 

Values for heat recovered in the EAHR and for heat required for liquid water evaporation are somewhat 

smaller than for 30% ambient RH, while moisture amounts condensed in the EAHR are similar. At 

higher ambient air temperatures, the heat recovered may become zero and even negative 2. The EAHR 

system can, however, not operate as an inlet air cooler, turning into bypass mode instead, with zero heat 

exchange. This will bring the water loss from the building to around zero rather than a building envelope 

moisture accumulation of 0.16 g/s as calculated.    

 

 

 

Figure 5: Heat recovery and water condensation in the EAHR, and building humidity mass balance. 

Building temperature ̶̶̶̶̶̶22 ̶̶̶̶̶̶°C, ̶̶̶̶̶̶RH ̶̶̶̶̶̶50%, ̶̶̶̶̶̶in- and outflows 40 l/s, outside air RH 70%. 

% indicates % of moisture content condensed in EAHR. 

As for the electricity penalty that arises from the evaporation of moisture to maintain building envelope 

                                                      
2 It may be assumed that the EAHR is equipped with temperature measurement rather than measurement of 

enthalpy, therefore it is possible to calculate a negative value for recovered heat based on enthalpies. 
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humidity, 0.78 kW / 3 = 0.26 kW is needed at -8°C ambient temperature, with  a 26 W exergy penalty 

for evaporation minus condensation in the EAHR. At 22°C ambient temperature the electricity needed 

for the heat pump drops to zero while the exergy of evaporation minus condensation is positive: a net 

exergy supply to the building envelope. This is a result of a higher ambient RH than building envelope 

RH, giving a net influx of moisture into the building envelope which eventually via condensation gives 

an overall heat effect. As noted above, this would be prevented by the gas flows going into bypass mode. 

Thus at 70% ambient air RH the energy penalty for water evaporation as electricity use by the heat pump 

is somewhat smaller than at 30 % RH for sub-zero ambient temperatures; at higher ambient temperatures 

this electricity consumption becomes zero for 70% ambient RH but not quite so at 30% ambient RH.    

4.2 Building space 22°C, RH 30% and varying fresh air inlet conditions  

Humidity in the building envelope for this case study is in practice measured to be around 30% RH, 

regardless of outside ambient conditions. This is experienced as a significant drop in humidity compared 

to older housing, where RH is typically varying around 50 - 60%. Therefore the calculations given above 

are repeated for RH = 30% building envelope humidity (total air moisture content 275 m3 ∙ 4.93 g/kg 

dry air = 1.36 kg).  

Calculated results are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for 30% and 70% ambient air RH, otherwise similar to 

the calculations in the previous section. 

Compared to a 50% RH air building envelope case, EAHR heat recovery rates are ~ 15% smaller, while 

less electricity is needed to evaporate water to maintain 30% RH. Accordingly, less humidity may 

condense in the EAHR while also the net water loss rate from the building envelope is less. At 70% 

ambient RH and ambient temperatures above 10 – 15°C there is a risk for a net influx of moisture; this 

will be suppressed by the heat exchanger being by-passed since it cannot act as an inlet air cooler.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Heat recovery and water condensation in the EAHR, and building humidity mass balance. 

Building ̶̶̶̶̶̶temperature ̶̶̶̶̶̶22 ̶̶̶̶̶̶°C, ̶̶̶̶̶̶RH ̶̶̶̶̶̶30%, ̶̶̶̶̶̶in- and outflows 40 l/s, outside air RH 30%. 

% indicates % of moisture content condensed in EAHR. 

The exergy penalty is a result mainly of electricity use by the heat pump that provides the heat for 

evaporation of water: this will be 0.13 – 0.16 kW at -8°C and becomes zero at approx. 20°C at 30% RH 

or at approx. 10°C at 70% RH. Overall, tolerating a 30% building envelope RH has an energy savings 

advantage which may be of the order of 5-10% total electricity use when compared to 50% RH.   
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Figure 7: Heat recovery and water condensation in the EAHR, and building humidity mass balance. 

Building ̶̶̶̶̶̶temperature ̶̶̶̶̶̶22 ̶̶̶̶̶̶°C, ̶̶̶̶̶̶RH ̶̶̶̶̶̶30%, ̶̶̶̶̶̶in- and outflows 40 l/s, outside air RH 70%. 

% indicates % of moisture content condensed in EAHR. 

5 Conclusions 

An analysis on the in- and outflows of moisture and the heat recovery in an exhaust air heat recovery 

(EAHR) system without moisture recirculation was made for a modern house in Finland. It is shown 

that net outflows of water from a building envelope can be very significant especially at low ambient 

temperatures where absolute humidity will be low. Compensating for water losses brings an energy 

penalty for water evaporation; supplying this as heat via a geothermal heat pump (COP 3 – 4) may add 

5 – 15% to the house’s total electricity consumption depending on building envelope humidity (30 – 

50% RH) and ventilation rate (0.3 – 0.5 air changes per hour). It saves energy and water if the air 

ventilation flow is minimal if no persons are present in the house. Also plants will survive better. 
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Abstract 
To fulfil strict emission regulations defined for stationary internal combustion (IC) engines an 

intensive experimental and numerical work is required. The IC engines operating on biogas show great 

potential in terms of NOx, CO and HC emissions reduction. Due to the fact that biogas mixtures are 

characterized by lack of the chemical energy density, low heating value which can leads to incomplete 

combustion, low burning velocity, lowering power output and mediocre efficiency a careful 

experimental work is required to find optimal operating conditions. Thanks to increase of computer 

power it is gradually possible to replace experimental work by cost of effective numerical simulations, 

which allows tracking variety of parameters that could not be investigated experimentally. In 

presented work numerical model for modelling methane and biogas combustion in single cylinder four 

stroke engine was developed. Numerical results were compared against experimental data collected at 

in-house test-rig. 

1 Introduction 

Environmental regulations forced the energetic sector for constant improvements of the fossil fuels 

conversion process into the useful form of energy. To limit emission of harmful species the 

conventional energy sources need to be gradually replaced by renewable form of energy. In the field 

of Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) gaseous fuels (i.e. methane, biogas derived from agricultural 

and human waste, H2 blends, etc.) are seen as a good alternative to the traditional petroleum derived 

fuels. Gaseous fuels, combusted in ICE show great potential in terms of NOx, CO and HC emissions 

reduction [1,2]. However, such technique is not free of disadvantages. The problem with using the 

biogas are characterized by low chemical energy density which causes incomplete combustion, low 

burning velocity (non-uniform laminar flame speed), knocking problem, stability of combustion 

conditions and high cycle-to-cycle variations. In order to better understand how the biogas affect 

engine performance parameters, like as low power output or mediocre efficiency [3,4] an intensive 
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experimental and numerical work is required.  

In order to investigate the impact of biogas blends on the IC engine working conditions an 

experimental work need to be carefully conducted. However, it is well known that running 

experiments is not the cheapest way to gain knowledge about certain process. In order to limit 

expenses on experimental work an alternative technique, like as Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) 

can be utilized for that purpose. CFD technique is capable to provide detail information with cost 

effective way [5] about investigated phenomena in contrary to traditional experimental work. This 

technique allows to model dozen of scenarios to give answer for formulated questions. The main 

bottleneck of numerical simulations is the computational time, which is very long in case of predicting 

complex combustion processes and other physics occurring in IC engine. Nevertheless, constant 

technological progress in produced hardware like the acceleration of the clock-speed of processors, 

escalation their concurrency, the augmentation of the memory resources leads to a faster and cheaper 

computation, which is one of the most important factors for a successful CFD application for 

modelling IC engines.  

The complexity of combustion phenomenon, movable engine parts, high temperature, high velocity in 

narrowing between valves and cylinder head during intake and exhaust cycles do not make this task 

easy. Each numerical model, before its application for modelling different scenarios need to be first 

validated against experimental data. This steps allows to check model sensitivity on certain values of 

mathematical model coefficients. Due to the complexity of combustion processes the combustion itself 

is often modelled using simple premixed combustion model. For instance, in [6] the premixed model 

was used for modelling isobaric combustion in IC engine. Nevertheless, the features of this model do 

not allow to model composition of the flue gases, the radicals formation cannot be modelled, nitric 

oxides and dissociation of carbon dioxide in function of temperature and in-cylinder pressure cannot 

be predicted which is very  important in case of adjustment engine for emission regulation. In 

presented work in order to resolve this problem the Ansys Forte code coupled with detailed chemistry 

model (Reaction Design tool) has been used. The application of Forte for modelling IC engine has not 

been yet well discussed in literature. It is highly demanded to provide work, where Forte code 

application for IC engine modelling will be discussed. Based on provided information in presented 

paper other research teams can use Forte code for simulating IC engine.  

In presented work the experimental rig configuration, used equipment, design of the rig and 

experimental work is described. Experimental work was performed for methane and biogas, for 

different air excess ratios (λ=0.95-1.2) and ignition delays before top death centre (BTDC) (30, 35 and 

40 BTDC). Next, the numerical work applying Ansys Forte for modelling selected conditions was 

performed and sensitivity of mathematical model parameters on predicted numerical results was 

studied. 

2 Test-rig configuration 

The in-house experimental test bench used in this work is illustrated in figure 1. It consists of a two 

valve single cylinder four-stroke naturally aspirated spark ignition (SI) engine. Head as well as piston 

surfaces are flat. Spark plug is located sideways between two valves. Engine construction allows to 

changes the compression ratio for knock problem investigation. The compression ratio was set to 8.4 

and was calculated by measuring mass and density of oil injected to the combustion chamber at top 

dead centre (TDC). In all discussed here cases the compression ratio remained constant. The engine 

rotational speed is controlled by electrical Direct Current (DC) T-T Electric motor. The engine 

rotation speed is monitored using an incremental encoder Leine&Linde RSI 503 with resolution of 

1024 points per rotation. Furthermore, the system for engine control is supervised by an external 

controller ECU Master EMU. The fuel flow rate is controlled by signal provided by lambda (oxygen 

excess ratio) sensor that is placed in exhaust channel while fuel is injected via Port Fuel Injector (PFI) 
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incorporated in the throttle. The ignition is initiated by a commercial coil with low resistance Kistler 

spark plug with 0.7 mm distance between the electrodes and 10 J release energy. The start moment of 

the ignition can be adjusted for specific requirements as well as its duration. The in-cylinder pressure 

was measured by the dedicated indicator system that consists of piezoelectric Kistler 6117B pressure 

sensor incorporated in spark plug. The signal from pressure sensor is delivered by in-house system 

built at the NI PXI platform managed by LabVIEW application (National Instrument). 

 

 
Fig. 1: Scheme of the internal combustion engine - major components, control and measuring 

equipment of the test rig 

 

The engine operation temperature was controlled by cooling water circuit. The water temperature was 

measured with two thermocouples for hot and cold line and the water volumetric flow was measured 

with water meter. As a result, the temperature in the course of the experimental campaign was 

contained in a narrow range from 80 degC to 85 degC. Tests were performed at 1500 rpm with Wide 

Open Throttle (WOT). Intake air temperature amounted to 27 degC and it was measured by 

thermocouple located within the intake manifold. 

Experimental work was carried out for four values of excess air ratios (EAR) (λ=0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 

1.20), three values of ignition timing (BTDC: 30, 35, 40) that refers to the timing relative to the 

current piston position in function of crankshaft angle before the end of the compression stroke, and 

two fuels methane (CH4: 98%, other: 2%, LHV: 802.3 MJ/kmol) and biogas (CO2: 43.0%, H2: 0.6%, 

O2: 0.3%, N2: 4.8%, CH4: 50.1%, CO: 1.2% [dry volume], LHV: 406.9 MJ/kmol). Figure 2 illustrates 

fuel consumption averaged during 170 seconds of engine operation. It can be easily seen that in order 

to keep similar value of EAR for selected BTDC the biogas consumption is almost three times higher 

in contrary to methane.  The acquisitioned pressure profiles using NI PXI platform for all investigated 

cases are depicted in figure 3. 

 
Fig. 2: Average fuel consumption for investigated cases 
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Fig. 4: Used mesh at the death top piston 

position 

 

 
Fig. 3: Pressure distribution for all investigated cases 

3 Numerical model 

In order to accurately simulate combustion process within IC engine the complex geometry of the 

head need to be carefully digitalized. The balance between accuracy of the geometrical model and 

simulation time need to be addressed. Including too many details in geometrical model will leads to 

high mesh resolution yielding long computation times. In presented work geometrical model was 

reconstructed using data collected from caliper measurements with resolution of $0.02$~mm. In order 

to simplify numerical model, the spark plug was ignored and the crevices around piston and valves 

were replaced with flat surfaces using Geomagic DesignX (3D Systems, Inc., USA). In used solver 

(Ansys Forte) utilizes the immersed boundary method to predict deformation of the mesh during 

engine cycles. This method was originally intended for modelling fluid-structure interaction, 

especially in biological fluid dynamics. This method allows solving equations for body and fluid on 

separate meshes that are actively exchanging 

data, as the impact of fluid on solid and vice 

versa is taken into consideration. The idea is 

that the fluid is solved on a Cartesian mesh and 

rigid region is also treated as fluid, but into 

Navier-Stokes' momentum equation additional 

forcing function is added. Using this 

methodology mesh resolution is less sensitive to 

geometrical shapes which give possibility to 

reduce number. Depending on the piston and 

valve position the number of mesh elements was 

changed from 60,000 up to 300,000. The global mesh size used in discussed simulation was 32 mm, 
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whereas at the walls the elements were halved and at the valves the element size was set to one quarter 

of global size. The comparison of Fluent and Forte grid is shown in Fig. 4. 

The Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian - Immersed Boundary Method (ALE-IBM) calculations are divided 

into three stages. In the first one the Navier-Stokes, chemistry and energy transportation equations are 

solved for a Lagrangian mesh in which cells move with the fluid. The second stage consists of a 

calculation of acoustic modes, diffusion of mass and momentum and remaining source terms in 

turbulence and energy equations. In this stage the calculation is performed on the new mesh but 

assuming Eulerian approach. In the third stage, called rezoning, the solver freezes the flow field, 

applies the wall motion and revises the computational mesh and in last step the flow field is remapped 

onto new revised mesh.  

The spark ignition was modelled using Discrete Particle Ignition Kernel Flame (DPIK) model. By 

assuming a spherical-shaped kernel, the flame front position is marked by Lagrangian particles, and 

the flame surface density is obtained from the number density of these particles in each computational 

cell. Assuming the temperature inside the kernel to be uniform. 

To model the combustion process the premixed flame front propagation speed need to be firstly 

calculated. Therefore, the G-equation model has been used. It is based on the turbulent premixed 

combustion flamelet theory by Peters [7]. Using these combustion model two regimes can be 

distinguished. The first is the corrugated flamelet regime where the entire reactive-diffusive flame 

structure is assumed to be embedded within eddies with Kolmogorov length scale. The latter is the 

thin reaction zone regime where the Kolmogorov eddies can penetrate into the chemically inert 

preheat zone of the reactive-diffusive flame structure, but cannot enter the inner layer where the 

chemical reactions occur. The G-equation model consists of Favre averaged equations of flame front 

propagation and its variance: 

4 Results 

Numerical results for both methane and biogas were compared against experimental data using 

acquisitioned pressure profile. For all methane cases (see Fig. 5) predicted pressure profiles are 

slightly off from the experimental results. It was observed that the ignition delay is the crucial 

parameters which affect the shape of pressure profile and position of its maximal value. In investigated 

cases all mathematical model parameters (combustion model parameters: flame development 

coefficient, turbulent flame speed ratio, turbulent speed diffusion ratio, spark ignition model 

parameters: Kernel to G-eq switch constant 𝐾𝐺𝐸, number of flame particles 𝑁𝐹𝑃, Min. Kernel Radius 

of switch 𝑆𝑅, Energy Transfer Efficiency 𝐸𝑇𝐸) where defined based on the simulation run for λ=1.00. 

Determined parameters were next frozen and used in all remaining simulations. Undoubtedly, this 

strategy has negative impact on predicted pressure profiles, however it is clear that case to case 

adjustment is useless if the aim of numerical model application is investigation of the engine response 

on changes operating conditions.   

Similar strategy was used for biogas combustion. All model parameters where adjusted using 

experimental data acquired for λ=1.00. λ and high fraction of CO2 in combusted fuel affects the 

combustion rate. This cause problem with determination mathematical model parameters which can 

cover wide range of working conditions. For larger λ as it can be seen in Fig. 6 calculated pressure 

considerably drive off from experimental data which forces that at certain value of excess air ratios 

selected mathematical model parameters need to be modified. This problem still need to be 

investigated and the sensitivity of the mathematical model on selected parameters need to be careful 

analysed.  
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Fig. 5: Comparison of pressure profile for different values of air excess ratios and ignition delays for 

engine fuelled by methane 
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Fig. 6: Comparison of pressure profile for different values of air excess ratios and ignition delays for 

engine fuelled by biogas 

5 Conclusions 

The set of numerical simulations was performed using geometrical model of the single cylinder four 

stroke in-house laboratory engine built at the Institute of Thermal Technology. The main purpose of 

presented work was development of the accurate and robust numerical model that can be used for 

predicting engine performance parameters. As the solver the ANSYS Reaction Design Forte code was 

used. Numerical simulations were run using two fuel, methane and biogas. Calculated results were 

compared against experimental data using acquisitioned pressure profile.  

Due to the reason that the accuracy of calculated pressure profile strongly depends on mathematical 

model parameters a simple calculation strategy has been proposed. Intuitively for each of investigated 

case (excess air ratios, ignition delays) those parameters should be adjusted due to different 

combustion behaviour. From practical point of view such strategy is useless, mainly if the goal of 

numerical modelling is finding optimal working condition of the engine. To solve this problem, in 

presented work all parameters were selected once for one scenario parameters (excess air ration 1.0 
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and 35 degBTDC) and then frozen for remaining simulations. The same strategy was used for biogas 

fuel. For methane cases the measured and calculated profiles slightly differs from each other while for 

biogas cases with air excess ratio higher than 1.10 high discrepancies were observed. This situation 

was caused by abruptly changes of the combustion conditions due to higher fraction of oxygen.  In 

order to resolve this problem future study is needed.  
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Abstract 
High toxicity of Hg contributes to significant damage to the environment and constitutes a direct threat 
to human health. The content of Hg in coal deposits is at trace levels but taking into account the 

amount of fuel burned for energy production, i.e., 36,616 thousand tons of hard coal and 62,371 

thousand tons of lignite were used by thermal power plants only in 2015 in Poland at energy sector the 
average emissions of mercury become serious problem. Announced in 2017, the European 

Commission Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) / Industrial Emissions Directive 

(IED) Best Available Techniques (BAT) make the emission regulation outlined in 2010/75/EU more 

strict for heavy metals emission like mercury. Updated BREF Large Combustion Plants (LCP) 
standards for mercury emission requires new integrated and/or flue gas purification technologies. 

Current primary mercury control techniques using wet Flue Gas Desulphurization (FGD), electrostatic 

precipitator are not sufficient to ensure required mercury reduction levels. Accordingly, there is a need 
to research and develop new and efficient mercury removal techniques. Due to the mercury content in 

the fuel, power stations will not be able to operate in the market without use of highly efficient 

systems reducing mercury emissions. The most frequently used technique is an injection of powder 
activated carbon (PAC). The drawbacks of injecting PAC are the continued operational costs of 

injected AC and high content of carbon in ash, bringing down its market price. . Currently investigated 

possibility is to utilize some relatively new techniques based on installing Hg polymer adsorption 

modules within wet FGD which should ensure high mercury reduction with low running cost contrary 
to PAC injection.  
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1 Introduction 

Increasingly strict EU regulations require coal-fired boilers to adapt to a wide range of new 

environmental requirements. Entering into force in 2016, IED 2010/75/EU of the European Parliament 
introduces new regulations regarding SO2, NOx, particulate matter and also heavy metals emissions; 

i.e., mercury. Power plants producing electricity and/or heat which fire lignite or hard coal are deemed 

to be major anthropogenic sources of mercury emissions. High toxicity of Hg contributes to significant 
damage to the environment and constitutes a direct threat to human health [1]. In 2013, the total 

amount of mercury emitted to the environment in Poland reached 10.4 tonnes, including 5.7 tons from 

combustion processes of which 4.9 tons were emitted from thermal power plants and Combine Heat 
and Power plants [2]. In There is are no current binding regulations limiting mercury emissions for the 

power generation sector in Poland. In the case of mercury, regulations that are expected as a new 

emission standard will be introduced on the basis of updated best available technique (BAT) reference 

documents. Applicable BAT conclusions, for large combustion plant (LCP) indicate the need of 
mercury reduction in the range of 70% to 98% for hard coal and from 30% to 70% for lignite. 

Following the publication of the BAT conclusions adoption, the EU Member States will need to 

implement their emission reduction modifications within four years. In the case of mercury, existing 
coal power plants fired by lignite coal will need to attain the following levels: 

  <1-9 µg/dNm3 for hard coal plants with a capacity below 300 MW 

  <1-10 µg/dNm3 for lignite coal plants with a capacity below 300 MW 

  <1-4$ µg/dNm3 for hard coal plants with a capacity of ~300 MW 
  < 1-7 µg/dNm3 for lignite coal plants with a capacity of ~300 MW 

Accordingly, there is a need to research and develop new and efficient mercury removal techniques. 

The solutions proposed in this paper attempt to fill the emerging market technological gap. The new 
regulations will contribute to new technological needs of the Polish and European industry sector. 

Current mercury reduction methods based mainly on absorption of this heavy species by fly ash which 

is next removed in electrostatic precipitator (ESP) or fabric filter (FF) [3],  flue gas desulphurization 
systems (FGD) [4] and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) [5] processes are not sufficient to achieve 

reduction of mercury, especially in cases where lignite coal is used.  

Mercury can be emitted in several forms however, the most dangerous and permanent is the elemental 

form. It has the longest residence duration within the atmosphere (from six months to two years) and 
can propagate hundreds of kilometres from the source of the emission. Its insolubility in water means 

that wet FGD scrubbers do not remove it efficiently [6]. Consequently, there is a need to research and 

develop new and efficient mercury removal techniques that fits to emerging market technological 
gaps.  

This study presents the possible application of the mercury control techniques by installation of 

polymer adsorption modules in the LCP fired with lignite coal with installed downstream flue gas air 

pollutant control (APC) devices. Due to the mercury content in the fuel, LCPs will not be able to 
operate in the market without use of highly efficient systems reducing mercury emissions. Currently 

on the market, there is no experience in the area of reduction of Hg and the choice of technology is 

essential to optimize costs in achieving environmental results. In presented work the possible 
application of polymer modules for controlling mercury emission is presented. To confirm capabilities 

of this technology pilot tests have been carried out at the Polish power plants fired with lignite coal. 

Performed tests shown that the installations of polymer modules give possibility to achieve emission 
levels below 1 µg/dNm3. 
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2 Mercury reduction in air pollutant control devices  

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the coal combustion process which occurs at temperatures 

considerably higher than 1000 𝐶𝑜  promotes the liberation of nearly all mercury from coal to flue gas in 

the elemental form Hg0. The mercury chlorination process, where the elemental mercury in the 

presence of HCl, Cl2 or HOCl is dominant, mercury transformation mechanism leads to formation of 

oxidized state HgCl2 [7]. The Cl2 is mainly produced from the Deacon reaction, while the HCl is 
released during coal combustion processes. Additionally, it has been already studied that the Cl2 is a 

more active mercury-chlorinating agent [8] then HCl. The Deacon reaction requires the presence of 

metal catalyst species and it cannot proceed at temperatures, below 600 𝐶𝑜 . Moreover, the presence of 

SO2 and NO considerable inhibit the formation of chlorinated compounds by depleting the Cl2 

concentration and, as a result, higher emission of Hg0 can be expected. This effect can be observed 

during cooling of the flue gases, as it passes the steam superheaters and other convective heat transfer 
surfaces. The flue gas temperature is decreased and the portion of Hg0 may remain as a monatomic 

species.  

The mercury which is carried by the flue gas can be partially reduced within air pollutant control 
(APC) devices. This kind of mercury controlling process can be named as passive methods. The APC 

devices are; the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) installation which can promote the elemental Hg0 

mercury oxidation Hg2+ [9] (power plants firing lignite coal are generally not equipped with SCR 
systems); the air pre-heater, similar as found within electrostatic precipitators (ESP) and fabric filters 

(FF) the elemental and oxidized mercury states can be partially reduced due to the adsorption process 

[3]. The most crucial element of the exhaust gas purification system to improve the reduction of Hg is 

the installation of  dry/wet scrubbers which  almost completely removes the oxidized mercury from 
the flue gas. However, in the case of improper operation of the scrubber, Hg can revert to the 

elemental form and can be remitted. Due to the phenomenon of secondary emission, it is 

recommended that before desulphurization installations, the levels of Hg0 should be maintained as low 
as possible (i.e., maximum oxidation) because this type of mercury cannot be removed in a standard 

desulphurization scrubber as it is insoluble in water [4,6]. This process however can be controlled by 

operating temperatures, limestone injection rate or slurry PH maintenance within wet FGD. The 
effectiveness of passive methods ranges from 10-90%, depending on the type of coal (the higher are 

the impurities of Hg, the lower is the efficiency of the passive method) and biomass addition as well as 

the equipment installed within plant for the purification of gas. Other methods make use of the active 

Hg capture mechanisms; i.g., coal blending, coal washing, halogen addition, unburned carbon in ash, 
injection of mercury sorbents,  other particulate additives and other technologies. The effectiveness of 

these methods can achieve a maximum of 90%.  

3 Pilot installation 

To check the functionality and efficiency of the adsorption modules the pilot rector was designed and 
installed at a selected Polish power station fired with lignite coal with mercury content higher than 

200 µg/kgcoal. The pilot scale facility equipped with polymer adsorption modules was used to collect 

all necessary information during measurement campaign to provide answer about modules 

functionality. The design of the pilot allows its installation at the side elevation of the flue gas duct 
connecting wet FGD with emitter. This location ensures that the pilot operates at the same condition as 

this expected in the target location of the modules, i.e. upper part of the wet FGD. As it can be seen in 

Fig. 1 reactor consist two columns where 6 modules can be installed in each column. T;po flush the 
surface of adsorption material in order to remove sulphur acid and all contaminations carried by flue 

gas, both columns are connected with water source and to a sewage system.  
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Hg emission was measured using TEKRAN Instrument Corporation system where two flue gas probes 
are used. Both probes, through in/out switching system are connected with one measurement path. 

Main TEKRAN measurement path is divided into two streams. In the first one, using catalytic 

converter all forms of gaseous mercury are converted to elemental form to measure total mercury. In 
second path oxidized form of mercury is flushed out in water and only the content of elemental 

mercury is measured. Taking the difference between total and elemental the concertation of oxidized 

mercury can be calculated.  

 
Fig. 1: Pilot installation (A, B, and C highlight location of the measurement ports) 

4 Pilot results  

Before exact measurements can be run, all elements of the pilot including modules need to be pre-

conditioned to ensure that measured mercury level will be realistic. After this step, an exact 

measurement campaign was started. Each test was run for approximately 45 min where the mercury 

was continuously measured. Measured mercury emission for pilot equipped with 12 and 4 modules are 
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. Selected results collected  for reactor operated with 

installed 12 modules are shown in Tab. 1. Sampling probes were located in three locations marked at 

Fig. 1 (A, B and C). It can be seen that measured mercury level, downstream through modules is 
subsequently reduced. The mercury content within flue gas passed first columns (6 modules) is 

already below limit defined for lignite coal plants with a thermal capacity higher than 300 MW (1-

7 µg/dNm3). An additional advantage of presented technology is the possibility of SO2 reduction. 
Hydrophobic surface of the modules adsorb SO2 and the oxidation of the sulphur dioxide to trioxide 

take place. The latter absorbs water creating the sulphuric acid. In full scale application when polymer 

modules are installed within the SO2 absorber, thesulphuric acid is naturally neutralized by limestone 

presented in absorber. For SO2 emission similar trend as for mercury can be observed. Figure 4 
illustrates SO2 reduction efficiency achieved for different number of used polymer modules.   
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Fig. 2: Measured mercury reduction for pilot operated with 12 installed modules 

 

 
Fig. 3: Measured mercury reduction for pilot operated with 4 installed modules 

 
Table 1: Detaille results for reactor operated with 12 installed modules 

 O2 Hg SO2 

Volumetric flow 

rate, dNm3/h 

@6%O2 

Probe 

location 
A B C A B C A B C  

Test 1 4.7 4.1 4.1 13.8 4.8 2.6 199.9 74.3 17.6 3 558 

Test 2 4.8 4.2 4.4 12.0 4.0 2.5 126.3 48.4 9.2 3 442 

Test 3 6.6 4.2 4.3 10.8 3.0 0.7 499.9 220.8 99.1 3 585 

Test 4 4.1 4.2 4.3 7.9 1.8 1.0 394.9 177.6 56.1 3 633 

 

 
Fig. 4: SO2 reduction in function of operated modules 
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5 Numerical model 

To goal of numerical model application is to develop stable and robust engineering tool which can be 

used for re-designing wet FGD unit and optimization number of modules which need to be used to 
achieve defined Hg reduction. Numerical model was developed in Ansys Fluent Computational Fluid 

Dynamic (CFD) environment, based on the data collected at the reactor. The initial step is to develop 

porous zone model to predict pressure drop through the module. The pressure drop through the porous 

body was defined in function of flue gas velocity as Δ𝑝 = 6.2616𝑤2 + 10.926𝑤. Reduction rate 

which controls mercury adsorption was implemented into the solution procedure using set of User 

Defined Functions (UDF). The main parameters which affect the reduction efficiency are flue gas 

velocity, temperature, and mercury concentration. Based on information provided from module 
manufacturer the velocity is the crucial parameters which controls adsorption process. The total 

reduction rate was defined as 

𝑅𝐻𝑔 = 𝑅𝑤𝜖𝑇 + 𝜖𝑐 (1) 

Where 𝜖𝑇 defines the correction due to temperature fluctuations: 𝜖𝑇 = −0.0012(𝑇 − 273.15) +
1.3889, 𝜖𝑐 stands for correction due to Hg concertation, and 𝑅𝑤 is the reduction rate controlled by 

velocity: 𝑅𝑤 = 0.5015𝑤2 − 6.7202𝑤 + 44.494. The developed model was used to simulate mercury 

reduction in one columns equipped with 4 modules. Rector geometrical model is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

Simulated mercury reduction profile is shown in Fig. 6, where the Hg concentration and velocity 

distribution at the cross section through the reactor are depicted in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Measured and calculated mercury reduction profile (measurement performed using 12 

modules while simulations were run using 4 modules) 
 

 
Fig. 5: Geometrical model of the rector 
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Fig. 7: Concentration of Hg (left) and velocity magnitude (right) contours at the cross section through 

pilot 

In order to make the mathematical model independent from the manufacturer data additional lab-scale 
tests are required.. For that purpose small scale installation shown in Fig. 8 was built. Test-rig facility 

collects a wide range of data which can be used for development of a general mathematical model. 

This stage is currently in progress and only preliminary results are available.  

 
Fig. 8: Test-rig facility for lab-scale experiments 

6 Conclusions 

Presented paper shows possible application of the polymer modules for controlling mercury emission 

at the large combustion plants (LCP). To demonstrate capabilities of this technology the pilot 

installation was setup at selected power plant in Poland at which lignite coal is fired with high content 
of Hg (>250 µg/kgcoal). Performed tests have shown that considered technology can be successfully 

used for mercury reduction to reach defined IED/BAT limits. Carried out measurements have 

confirmed additional benefit of using polymer modules. Used material is capable to transform SO2 into 
the sulfuric acid. This allows reducing SO2 emission which is important factor in terms of new 

regulation were also limit for SO2 emission was reduced below 200 mg/dNm3.  

Besides of doing only experimental work also some numerical work has been presented in this paper. 

The goal of numerical model development was to develop robust and stable engineering tool which 
can be used for optimization of the module location and their number in terms of reducing investment 

cost (CAPEX). Numerical model can be used for modelling impact of different parameters, i.e., flue 

gas composition, mercury content, flue gas velocity in absorber etc., on Hg reduction efficiency 
without performing expensive pilot tests. The developed model still needs to be slightly improved to 

cover specified parameters. For that purpose lab-scale installation has been built. Using test-rig the 

behaviour of polymer material under wide range of operating parameters can be investigated. 
Acquisitioned data give possibility to extend mathematical model for wider applications and increase 
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its accuracy.  
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Abstract 
Carbon accounting has become a valuable tool to express the fossil energy demand of products, 

organizational entities, or entire countries. About a decade ago, cities also began accounting their carbon 
emissions The first major city was London in 2009, stating a carbon footprint of 

4.84 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita) for 2008. Nowadays, multiple rankings compare the carbon 

emissions of cities. For example, the Urban Land Magazine lists São Paulo as the city with the world’s 
lowest carbon emissions (1.4 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita)). Such listings typically present the 

depicted emission values as scientifically indisputable numbers. However, a close look at the applied 

methodology frequently reveals a wide range of implicit, often undisclosed assumptions at the base of 
the calculations.  

This paper analyses the uncertainties of carbon accounting on the city scale, using the example of the 

Red Sea resort town of El Gouna. The estimations of El Gouna’s carbon footprint were conducted by a 

student group of TU Berlin Campus El Gouna for the year 2014, resulting in annual emissions of 
14.3 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita). 

Third Scope emissions constitute the majority of El Gouna’s carbon footprint. Varying their underlying 

assumptions only slightly can lead to alterations of the final results of more than 50%, questioning the 
robustness of the findings. To increase the robustness and the comparability of carbon accounting on 

the city scale, this paper suggests emphasizing first and second Scope emissions, while limiting the role 

of third Scope emissions. 
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1 Introduction 

Cities are a major contributor to the causes of climate change. They consume two thirds of the world’s 

energy and are suspected of causing up to 70% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1]. 

Consequently, UN-Habitat declares that “urban centers have become the real battle-ground in the fight 
against climate change” [2]. Urban areas differ greatly with respect to their GHG emissions. On average, 

cities that are richer, less dense, and predominantly produce energy from coal emit more greenhouse 

gases per capita than their poorer, denser, or regenerative counterparts [3].  

Other important factors that influence urban carbon footprints include the prevailing types of industries, 
construction methods, modes of transportation, and the residences’ activities and behaviors. 

Furthermore, the degree of deforestation, land-cover changes, agricultural utilization, quality of waste 

disposal, types of power generation, and intensity of refrigeration and air conditioning also play 
important roles for the quantity of local GHG emissions [1]. 

1.1 Carbon accounting on the city scale 

The first major city to establish its carbon footprint was London in 2009. The estimate yielded 
9.6 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita). As the procedure became more formalized [4], other cities followed, such 

as Sydney with emissions of about 20.3 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita), Toronto with 

11.6 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita), or Madrid with 6.9 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita) [5]. 
Due to scaling effects, big metropolises can rather easily afford to invest monetary resources and 

working time into the evaluation of their emissions. The smaller a city, however, the higher the relative 

burden of the corresponding cost implications tends to be on municipal finances. 
After analyzing a city’s GHG emissions and establishing an overview of the most crucial emitters, the 

obtained information ought to be transferred into concrete emission reduction measures. For this 

purpose, big consulting companies, such as McKinsey [6] or Bloomberg [7], offer sophisticated and 

expensive CO2-abatement-cost analyzes. However, the high financial demands of such tools render 
them practically unfeasible for most Egyptian cities - especially the smaller ones -, which are coping 

with moderate budgets.  

The World Bank recently released a free tool for carbon accounting and CO2-abatement-cost 
calculations, called MACTool [8], which is geared to enable local actors to create cost-curves that are 

similar to the ones offered by commercial consultancies. However, the demand for input data is 

considerable and requires advanced knowledge of numerous city facilities and insights into financial 

resources. Many municipalities in Egypt and the MENA-region do not collect the required data, nor do 
they possess the know-how to process them. It therefore appears prudent to devise an approach that is 

more suitable for the regionally prevalent circumstances. 

1.2 Case study El Gouna  

1.2.1 The town 

El Gouna is located about 450 kilometers southeast of Cairo and 25 kilometers north of Hurghada on 
the Red Sea coast in Egypt. It is a private resort town, owned and managed by Orascom Hotels and 

Development, a developer with a focus on touristic destinations. While El Gouna is reported to have 

“between 22,000 – 24,000 residents” [9], the research underlying this publication estimates the amount 

of people staying in El Gouna to be only 14,000 on an annual average - including international tourists 
and domestic visitors. Fluctuations are substantial: in low season the number of people present in El 

Gouna may drop as low as 10,000, whereas in festive seasons it can grow beyond 30,000.  

El Gouna is governed by General Manager and number of subordinate departments (e.g. Customer 
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Service, Marketing and Communication, Commercial Space, Culture, Security). A corporate charge is 
levied on El Gouna’s inhabitants to cover services such as security, street cleaning, garbage collection, 

as well as the provision and maintenance of town infrastructure. By providing a wide range of typical 

urban amenities (e.g. hospital, childcare, schools, mosque, church, university campus), El Gouna aspires 
to become a “fully-fledged” (www.orascomdh.com) or “self-sufficient” (www.elgouna.com) town and 

consequently markets itself under the slogan “life as it should be”. 

1.2.2 One town, two carbon footprints 

In 2013, the management of El Gouna commissioned a carbon accounting study, published in 2016, 

reporting emission of 4.9 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita) [10]. This result would rank El Gouna within the 

group of least polluting settlements, along cities like Copenhagen, whose emission were below 
3 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita) in 2016 [11]. It would also justify the disputable Global Green City Award, 

which El Gouna was awarded by the United Nations Environment Program in 2014 [12]. In 2014, 

Hartenstein et al. also calculated the carbon emissions of El Gouna, estimating 

14.9 tCO2,equivalent/(year*capita). The margin of difference between the two studies is remarkable - greater 
than a factor of three. The source of the diverging results is subject of the forthcoming analysis. 

2 Analysis of methodologies 

2.1 General carbon accounting on city scale 

Based on the Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories [4], carbon 

emissions of cities are classified according to their place of origin (Figure 1). Scope 1 emissions occur 

directly within the boundaries of the city under investigation. They mainly include the emissions 
associated with the use of fossil fuels. Furthermore, they include direct emissions stemming from 

agriculture, forestry, waste and wastewater treatment, and industrial processes. Scope 2 emissions 

depend on the city’s electricity consumption, encompassing power production that occurs outside of the 
city limits. Scope 3 emissions comprise waste and wastewater treatment processes outside of the city 

and half the emissions of in- and outbound traffic. Furthermore, they include the embodied energy (“grey 

energy”) of all products which are brought into the city.  

 

Figure 1 - Scopes of carbon emissions [4] 
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Small and medium cities often lack the capability to account their emissions, as they lack the resources 
and expertise to acquire, estimate and process necessary data. To enable municipalities with restricted 

budgets to establish at least a rudimentary carbon footprint for their settlement, Banhardt et al. [13] 

published a guideline to estimate urban emissions by means of a makeshift approach, which requires 
limited means and tools. This process was piloted for the calculation of El Gouna’s carbon emission in 

2014. 

2.2 El Gouna’s carbon emissions 

The overall annual emissions of El Gouna have been calculated by two independent institutions: a 

contractor working for Orascom Hotels and Development (OHD) in 2013 and an interdisciplinary 

student group of Technische Universität Berlin Campus El Gouna (TUBCG) in 2014. While the OHD 
study reports 68,359 tCO2equiv/a, the TUBCG study lists 253,890 tCO2equiv/a. The margin between the 

two studies seems comprehensible for Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions, yet the difference between the 

respective Scope 3 emissions is striking: 7,950 compared to 166,536 tCO2equiv/a. 

 

Figure 2 - Annual CO2equivalent emissions by Scope and study 

In order to demonstrate why the two analyses came to varying results and to validate the numbers 

presented in Hartenstein et al. [14], the proceeding sections alter some of the input factors used for the 

TUBCG study. The results of the OHD study cannot be verified or reproduced as the utilized 
methodology is not specified in the report [10].  

3 Scope 1 – emissions inside the city boundaries 

3.1 Overall emissions of Scope 1 

According to the TUBCG study, El Gouna emits 25,289 tCO2equiv/a within its geographical boundaries. 

The majority of these Scope 1 emission, close to 60%, is due to the use of fossil fuels in cars and private 

yachts. This share is highlighted in blue in Figure 3. Together with combustion in stationary units, such 

as decentralized power generators, (7%, red) and for heating hotel-owned swimming pools (23%, 
orange) burning fossil fuels accounts for 90% of El Gounas primary emissions. Further contributors to 

Scope 1 emissions are the landfill and sewage water treatment process (8%, green), and Freon leakages 

from air conditioning units (2%, purple).  

 

Figure 3 - Scope 1 emissions of El Gouna in 2014, based on Banhardt et al. [13] 

In comparison, the OHD study reports Scope 1 emissions of 18,507 tCO2equiv/a, 27% less than the 
TUBC study. 
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3.2 Uncertainties of Scope 1 emissions 

The combustion-based emissions are proportionate to the amount of fuel burned within the town limits. 

The TUBCG study obtaining the required data by consulting local fuel suppliers, which provide petrol 
and diesel for road and marine usage in El Gouna. The fuel quantities were multiplied by emission 

factors (EF) of EFpetrol = 2.31 kgCO2equiv/liter and EFdiesel = 2.68 kgCO2equiv/liter, respectively. 

The emission factors are based on an overview by Davis [15] and are in line with more recent numbers 

by Isermann [16].  
The difference in Scope 1 emissions between the TUBCG and the OHD studies could be the result of 

increased overall consumption, which in turn can be attributed to a recovery in tourism from 2013 to 

2014. Due to the so called “Arab Spring” in February 2011, tourism decreased sharply in the following 
years and began to recover in 2013 [17]. The German Trade and Investment (GTAI) reports a rise in 

tourism related revenue by 47% for the year 2014. 

4 Scope 2 – emissions due to electricity demand 

4.1 Overall emissions of Scope 2 

El Gouna’s Scope 2 emissions are caused by the town’s electricity consumption. The resort is connected 

to Egypt’s national grid, with the closest power plant located in Hurghada, 40 km south. The OHD study 

calculated Scope 2 emissions of 41,901 tCO2equiv/a whereas the TUBCG study estimated 
62,066 tCO2equiv/a, i.e. 33% less.  

The distribution of the various usages within the TUBCG study is represented in Figure 4. The local 

industry, outlined in green, consumes a relatively small share of less than 1%. Water supply (including 
seawater desalination and distribution), highlighted in blue, absorbs 17% of the used electricity. 36% 

are used for lighting, shown in yellow. Residential hot water production, shown in red, takes about 12% 

of the electricity. Air conditioning is represented in purple and takes up about 34%. 
 

 

Figure 4 - Scope 2 emissions of El Gouna in 2014, based on Banhardt et al. [13] 

4.2 Uncertainties of Scope 2 emissions 

The overall carbon emissions of Scope 2 are based on the annual energy demand of El Gouna in 2014: 

104,000 MWh, multiplied with EFelectricity = 596.8 kgCO2equiv/MWh. This value is based on the overall 

electricity mix of Egypt, mainly consisting of gas fired power plants (80%), oil fired plants (15%), 
hydropower (4%), and a small share of renewable energies (<1%).  

Brander et al. lists the emission factors related to electricity production for multiple countries in 2011 

[18]. For Egypt, they report EFelectricity = 500.9 kgCO2equiv/MWh, while Mansour et al. state EFelectricity = 
531.5 kgCO2equiv/MWh for 2013 and 2014 [19]. Assuming these two lower available factors, the 

equivalent emissions are reduced to 52,093 and 55,276 tCO2equiv/a, respectively. Even after these 

adjustments, the results are still 20 to 25% above the findings of the OHD study.  

One reason for an increasing power demand is the higher cooling energy demand. According to 
historical weather data, the average temperature has been 31°C in both years within the main cooling 
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season (1 May to 31 October) from 2013 to 2104, but the overall cooling degree days where increased 
by 2.2% from 4088 K/d to 4177 K/d [20]. The cooling degree days is a general climate indication which 

directly links to the cooling energy demand of buildings. The stated increase between both years of 

investigation can explain parts of the difference between both studies. 
Further differences might be explained by an increased number of tourists from 2013 to 2014, as 

described within the uncertainties of Scope 1 emissions. 

5 Scope 3 – emissions by sources beyond city limits  

5.1 Overall emissions of Scope 3 

The OHD study lists Scope 3 emissions of 7,949 tCO2equiv/a, while the TUBCG study lists 166,536 

tCO2equiv/a, 21 times more. Figure 5 illustrates the considered emission sources. One of the major 
contributors are imported building material (36%, blue). 88 new single-family houses were built in 2014. 

All of them were erected on the basis of the skeleton method with reinforced concrete. Food (red, 16%) 

and other imported products (<1%, yellow) are transported by truck from the Nile delta, Cairo or from 

overseas to El Gouna. The biggest share of Scope 3 emissions is due to inbound traffic. Total emissions 
of domestic traffic by car, bus and plane (9%, green) and of international plane traffic (37%, purple) are 

split equally between the city of origin and El Gouna. 

 

Figure 5 - Scope 3 emissions of El Gouna in 2014, based on Banhardt et al. [13] 

5.2 Uncertainties of Scope 3 emissions 

Emissions of Scope 3 are based on emission factors for imported products like steel and concrete, food, 

or emissions based on means of transportation. Abdrabou et al [21] use the emission factors by Burk for 
their calculations of El Gouna’s carbon discharge related to building materials [22]. For example, 

producing 1 kg of steel, concrete or bricks emits 4, 0.8 and 0.14 kg of CO2, respectively. For each erected 

building, the combined emissions amount to 438 tCO2, given an estimated demand of 20.3 tsteel, 400.8 
tconcrete, and 256 tbricks. 

Burk illustrates that the carbon emissions of steel greatly depend on the form of utilzed energy [22]. 

Countries with a high share of coal-based electricity production tend to have a high emission factor for 

their steel products (i.e Germany: 6.9 kgCO2/kgsteel, China: 7.2 kgCO2/kgsteel). Egypt imports most of its 
steel, causing additional emissions due to shipping. Hence, it can be assumed that the resulting emission 

factors per building are even higher than stated by Abdrabou et al [21]. 

The carbon emissions of inbound aviation traffic bare further uncertainties. The emission factors used 
by Banhardt et al. are based on an average travel distance of 3000 km and carbon emissions of 112 

gCO2/(km * person) [13]. The website Carbon Independent [23] lists various sources for plane based 

transport emission, varying from 101 to 180 gCO2/(km * person). Assuming the lower end of the spectrum 
for domestic and international flights, the Scope 3 emissions could be as low as 157,948 tCO2equiv/a, 

6.2% less than the emissions presented by Banhardt et al. Regardless, this alteration cannot explain the 

low Scope 3 emissions presented in the OHD study. 
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6 Discussion of results and conclusion 

Several newly published studies break down the single value carbon footprint into its shares, combining 

Scope 1 and 2 emissions and separating Scope 3 emissions [23]. Emissions from Scope 1 and 2 sources 

can be viewed as direct emissions. Without the presence of a city, these emissions would immediately 
disappear: cars wouldn’t drive, waste water wouldn’t be treated, and the electricity output of the 

connected grid would be reduced. Scope 3 emissions are indirect emissions and are shared with another 

origin or destination. For example, incoming goods would still be produced but sold elsewhere. As 

shown above, the calculations for Scope 3 emissions are based on factors that can vary significantly and 
make results less comparable. 

In the case of El Gouna, the differences in Scope 1 and 2 emissions between the OHD and TUBCG 

studies can be partially explained by a varying occupation rate due to changing tourist arrivals or annual 
fluctuations of the weather. The tremendous difference in Scope 3 emissions can be explained only by 

attributed to omitted CO2 sources in the OHD study. Removing inbound traffic (77,249 tCO2equiv/a) and 

emissions caused by imported building materials (60,715 tCO2equiv/a) would converge the findings of 
both studies to comparable levels. It appears prudent, therefore, to limit urban GHG analyses to Scope 

1 and 2 emissions and to reduce the significance of the highly volatile Scope 3 emissions, as already 

piloted by other studies [23]. 

El Gouna portrays the unique characteristics of an urban lab. Data is abundantly available and 
innovations and concepts can be implemented and tested easily across town. This exceptional setting 

allowed for the unhindered execution of the research for this paper. A detailed carbon footprint could 

be established and the underlying sources could be analyzed. Notwithstanding, the methodology can 
and should be improved further by tapping into new sources of data, utilizing better calculation methods, 

making assumptions more realistic, and gaining a deeper understanding of the processes that contribute 

to the production of GHG emissions. 
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Abstract 

This document deals with waste heat recovery from a natural gas compressor station. The recovered 

waste heat may be used for the production of useful heat and/or electricity. Possible sources of waste 

heat comprise: exhaust gas from gas combustion engines driving gas compressors, engine cooling 

water and oil in the lubrication circuit. Possible options for energy recovery include: a) direct heat 

recovery with optional thermal energy storage, b) conversion of waste heat to electricity with an ORC 

module, or a CO2 Brayton cycle, and (additionally) c) replacement of reduction valves with 

turboexpanders. 

Accounting for the technology readiness level and the cost for the given scale of the installation, only 

two options (direct heat recovery, electricity generation with an ORC) were considered for the 

implementation as a pilot plant at two studied CS objects (CS1 and CS2). 

Based on historical data for 2016, it was shown that the total quantity of waste heat available in 

exhaust gases (cooled to 120°C) equals 15 935 MWh at CS1 and 8 242 MWh at CS2 per year. This 

heat can be recovered and used either for in-house needs of CS or for external consumers. The in-

house heating demand was estimated at 2 770 MWh for CS1 and 751 MWh for CS2, the possible 

recovery rate is between 9.1% (only one ‘retrofitted’ engine at CS2) and 25.7% (five engines at CS1) 

depending on the number of ‘retrofitted’ engines, i.e. engines where a heat recovery heat exchanger is 

installed. The in-house electric power demand does not exceed 500 kW (CS1) and 460 kW (CS2) 

respectively, this power can be partially covered by the installation of an ORC. 

Options for external utilization of the recovered waste heat comprise: a) supply of heat for the existing 

local residential area, whose thermal demand profile was estimated, b) supply of heat for a dedicated 

consumer, which is intentionally located in the neighbourhood of the CS. The latter option provides 

the most attractive economic benefits. 

The performed calculations were aimed at specifying the amount of available waste heat recoverable 

from exhaust gases from gas combustion engines driving the gas compressors. The analysis was 
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carried out in several variants, e.g. cold production or utility heat production. Finally, an economic 

analysis was made for all variants, and the most cost-effective variants were discussed in the final part 

of the article. 

1 Introduction 

This paper describes technical possibilities and presents a preliminary economic evaluation of the 

project of waste heat recovery from gas compression stations, with special attention on recovery of 

waste heat from exhaust gases produced by gas internal combustion engines driving the gas 

compressors. 

In the first part of the work, a review of available commercial solutions for waste heat utilization is 

made.  Then, measurement data from two studied compressor station (CS) objects was collected. 

Finally, relevant analyses were made to determine technical, energy and economic possibilities of 

waste heat recovery, accounting for changeability in time. Possible parameters of heat carriers were 

taken into analysis. Both in-house consumption and possible external heat consumers were identified 

as the potential target of heat recovery.  

Two medium size gas compressor stations were analyzed, where the power required for gas 

compression is generated by several gas combustion engines. The studied engines comprised 2-stroke 

Cooper-Bessemer GMVH engines with 6,8 or 12 pistons, and 4-stroke engines type Waukesha 12V-

AT27GL. Two gas Compression Stations (CS) were subject to the analysis: CS1 with six GMVH-8 

and five Waukesha machines, and CS2 with two GMVH-6 and five GMVH-12 units. Operational 

parameters of each engine are registered by the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

system. The range of data available for Waukesha engines is wider, while the older GMVH units are 

described only by basic measurement information. In general, information available for engines 

comprises: mechanical power, rotational speed, flux of fuel gas and the temperature of exhaust gas. 

Partial information (temperature only) is given for the water/oil circuits. The flux of exhaust gases is 

not measured except for a single emission control measurement (once a year). More data are available 

for gas compressors (suction/discharge pressure and temperature), but they are not relevant for waste 

heat recovery.  

Within the analysis, following variants (options) for energy recovery were considered: 

 direct heat recovery for in-house needs of the CS, 

 direct heat recovery for an external heat consumer, 

 heat-to-electricity, for in-house needs of the CS, 

 heat-to-electricity and direct heat recovery, for in-house needs of the CS, 

 heat and cold production, for in-house needs of the CS, 

Some sub-variants were created, depending on the number of engines equipped with a waste heat 

recovery heat exchangers. The variant which could be recommended to the Operator should be 

characterized by a short payback time, should not affect the current mode of CS operation and should 

use waste heat to the highest degree. 

The following sections describe: technical possibilities of heat/electricity production and storage, 

energy modeling of the system, results for the case study CS and some brief final conclusions. 
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2 Technical possibilities of waste energy recovery 

2.1 Direct heat recovery 

Combustion engines are characterized by two possible solutions of waste heat recovery: 

1. Heat recovery only the heat from exhaust gases (reducing the exhaust loss); 

2. Heat recovery both from exhaust gases and from the engine cooling and lubricating systems; 

Waste heat recovery from exhaust gases can be arranged by a heat exchanger installed in the existing 

stack system. This can be done by using a single stack and a heat exchanger with an internal by-pass, 

or using a separate, second stack for non-heat recovery flue gas exit. Making a separate stack system is 

more expensive, yet it allows the heat exchanger to be working with regulated exhaust gases mass 

flow (mass flow controlled by a throttle valve in the exhaust gases duct downstream of the engine). 

Heat exchangers in waste heat recovery system with combustion engines, in terms of construction, are 

divided into: 

 cross-current heat exchangers with ribbed tubes, 

 shell-and-tube heat exchangers in vertical arrangement, 

 shell and tube heat exchangers in horizontal arrangement, 

 spiral exchangers, 

 plate exchangers, 

Only plate heat exchangers are currently used to recover heat from the engine coolant [21]. For heat 

recovery from exhaust gases, shell and tube heat exchanger can be used. Manufacturers declare the 

pressure drop at the gas side to be not higher than 1.5–3.0 kPa (for the power range of about 300 kW) 

which is essential for an undisturbed operation of the gas engine. 

2.2 Electricity production 

2.2.1 ORC 

Currently, the most common technology for generating electricity from waste heat is the organic 

Rankine cycle (ORC). In recent years, a wide range of modular devices for generating electricity in the 

circulation of a steam power plant with an organic factor has appeared on the market. The ORC power 

plant operates in a manner analogous to a conventional steam power plant. The advantages of ORC 

systems comprise: high availability (98% hours/year), low maintenance requirements and maintenance 

and service costs, flat energy efficiency characteristics in a wide load range, possibility of supplying 

heat at a low temperature level. However, their key disadvantages are: high investment cost, large 

dimensions due to the low temperature level at heat transfer, large flows of working medium in 

circulation, and low efficiency of electricity generation. 

An example of a market-ready solution for direct use of heat from exhaust gases is the Triogen system 

(the Netherlands), shown in Figure 2.1. The ORC module is integrated with an exhaust gas heat 

exchanger where heat from the exhaust gas is transferred directly to the working fluid. The module 

uses toluene: a high-boiling working medium. It provides relatively high efficiency of energy 

conversion, on the other hand, it requires a relatively high temperature of exhaust gases fed to the 

exchanger (above 350°C). 
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Fig. 2.1. Technological solution of Triogen company using exhaust gas from piston engines[20]. 

2.2.2 The supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle 

The supercritical Brayton cycle with CO2 as a working medium is now an alternative to ORC systems. 

Its advantage is primarily the use of a widely available and cheap work medium. This cycle is also 

characterized by higher efficiency of heat-to-electricity conversion. 

The first commercially available electricity generation module using the supercritical CO2 cycle (the 

so-called CO2 cycle) was developed by the Echogen company and launched on the market under the 

brand name ThermafficientTM. 

The technological scheme of the cycle (Figure 2.2) is basically identical to the ORC cycle. The main 

difference and at the same time the advantage of the product is the use of direct heat exchange between 

the engine exhaust and CO2 circulating in the cycle, omitting the circulation of thermal oil or 

pressurized water. 

 

Fig. 2.2. CO2 flow diagram – Echogen solution. 

Unfortunately, the temperature level and the available flux of exhaust gases both at CS1 and CS2 

are not sufficient to drive a supercritical Brayton cycle, which is more suitable for gas turbine 

driven CS units.  
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2.2.3 Turboexpander 

The studied objects require in-house natural gas consumption needed to drive the compressor units and 

as a fuel for local boilers. The fuel gas used in these units has a lower pressure (suitable for the 

operation of the facility) than the pressure available in the high-pressure network. Accordingly, there is 

a need to reduce the pressure from the high pressure of about 3.0 MPa to about 0.7 MPa or lower [18]. 

This reduction is carried out using conventional pressure regulators, whereby the mechanical potential 

of the gas under high pressure is irretrievably lost. This potential can be recovered by means of 

expanders, however, the temperature drop in the expander can reach tens of degrees, which in practice 

would mean outlet temperatures at –30 to –50 ° C [6]. 

There are several reasons why a significant reduction in temperature in the expander must be 

compensated by gas heating [5]: 

 Risk of freezing of moisture contained in the gas, 

 The risk of condensation of liquid hydrocarbon phase, 

 The risk of a solid phase: gas hydrates, 

 External icing of devices - unfavorable operating conditions 

 Validity of metrological procedures limited to –10 ° C 

 Pressure safety of polyethylene networks (in case of output for distribution). 

CS2 offers more favorable conditions for the installation of a turboexpander, with an average gas flux 

of 1319 Nm3/h and the level of pressure reduction from 3.0 to 0.6 MPa, which enables to generate 

about 23 kW electric power according to one of the received commercial offers. Implementation of the 

concept is under development. 

2.3  Absorption and adsorption technologies 

An absorption chiller is a device in which the refrigerant is compressed in the liquid phase (in a 

mixture with an absorber), which significantly reduces the consumption of electricity. The main 

propulsive energy here is the heat supplied to the desorber in order to pass the compressed gas to the 

gas phase. 

The cooling demand exists in 2-3 summer months only, which makes the capital investment not 

economically attractive in the considered 15 years period. 

3 Case study modelling 

3.1 Waste heat carriers 

Waste heat from piston engines can be extracted from three carriers: 

 lubricating oil, 

 engine jacket water, 

 exhaust gas. 

Energy of a stream flowing through the boundaries of the system (control volume) is expressed by its 

enthalpy, being the sum of internal energy and the work of transfer. Enthalpy values for pure gases 

(N2, O2, CO2, H2O) have been calculated based on Szargut’s handbook [15]; for gas mixtures 

enthalpies of ingredients at a given temperature have been calculated as the appropriate weighted 

average: 
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𝑀𝑖 = ∑ 𝑧𝑖 ∗ 𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1) 

 

where zi – molar fraction of the i-th component, Mi – specific enthalpy of a pure component, kJ/kmol. 

 

The flux of the practically available waste heat results from the difference of flue gas enthalpy 

between the given temperature and the reference temperature of 120 °C: 

 

�̇�𝑒𝑥ℎ = �̇�𝑒𝑥ℎ ∗ (𝑀𝑖𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑡𝑛=0°𝐶
𝑡𝑖𝑛 − 𝑀𝑖𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑡𝑛=0°𝐶

𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡=120℃) (2) 

 

where: 

ṅexh 
– molar stream of wet exhaust gas determined on the basis of combustion 

stoichiometry, kmol/s 

Miexhtn=0°C
tin    

– molar mixture enthalpy of hot wet exhaust gas at the temperature of exhaust gases 

at 0°C, 

Miexhtn=0°C
tout=120℃ – molar mixture enthalpy of hot wet exhaust gas at 0⁰C, 

 

The stoichiometric calculations were performed based on the measured value of oxygen content in dry 

exhaust gases ranging from 10.22% to 15.53 depending on the type of the engine.  

A significant part of the waste energy is transferred by cooling the engine's jacket water and some 

energy is carried by the lubricating oil. The coolant, which is the most commonly an aqueous solution 

of ethylene glycol in concentrations of 37% – 50% along with the additives in winter, flows through 

the cooling channels in the cross-section of the engine block. 

The heat flow through the water jacket and lubricating oil cooler has been estimated based on the 

known nominal parameters and the measured value of mechanical power: 

 

�̇�𝑤 =
𝑁

𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑚
∗ �̇�𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ (𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖𝑛) (3) 

 

where: 

�̇�𝑠  – mass stream of exchanger cooling medium, kg / s, 

𝑐𝑝𝑤  – specific heat of cooling mixture/oil,  kJ/kg, 

𝑁/𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑚  – temporary engine load, which is the ratio of actual power to nominal motor power, 

𝑡𝑖𝑛/𝑜𝑢𝑡  –  inlet/outlet temperature. 

 

Similarly, a linear characteristic of heat flux from the oil cooler as a function of the engine load was 

assumed: 

 

�̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙 =
𝑁

𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑚
∙ �̇�𝑛𝑜𝑚.𝑜𝑖𝑙 (4) 

 

Where: �̇�𝑛𝑜𝑚.𝑜𝑖𝑙 is the waste heat thermal power for nominal parameters equal �̇�𝑛𝑜𝑚.𝑜𝑖𝑙 =112 kW 

(Waukesha engines only).  
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3.2 Demand for heat of external recipients 

The analysis of heat demand was carried out on the basis of normative heat demand indices for 

particular types of buildings. The methodology and indicators were adopted on the basis of [16]. 

The maximum heat demand for space heating of individual buildings Q0, was calculated as: 

 

Q̇o = 0,001 ∙ qo ∙ V (5) 

 

Where: 

V  – volume of heated buildings, m3 

qo  – unit heat demand for space heating purposes, W/m3  

For existing, single-family housing it was assumed qo= 25,5 W/m3. 

 

Next, the maximum hot water consumption Ġhw  (kg/h) was determined as: 

Ġhw = ġhw ∙ N ∙ K (6) 

 

Where: 

ġhw   –average hourly demand for domestic hot water per one inhabitant (the assumed value 

equals 5,4 kg/(h ∙ inhabitant), 

N  – number of inhabitants. The average value of 4 was adopted for single-family houses, 

K  – hourly diversity factor for hot water consumption - for individual single-family houses the 

value of 4.5 is assumed (for the case - the number of inhabitants less than 50). 

 

The thermal power Q̇hw (kW) for the preparation of domestic hot water was calculated as: 

 

Q̇hw =
1

3600
 ∙ Ġhw ∙ cp ∙ Δthw ∙ a1 (7) 

 

Where: 

Δthw  – design temperature difference between warm and cold water, it was assumed  
  Δthw= 55 – 5 = 50°C, 

cp  – thermal capacity of water (cp= 4,1868 kJ/(kg ∙ K)). 

a1  – coefficient depending on the type of heat substation, for individual nodes the value is 1. 

 

In order to ensure the additional thermal power for ventilated buildings, the following index method 

was used: 

 

�̇�a = 0,001 ∙  �̇�𝑎 ∙ 𝑉𝑎 (8) 

 

Where: 

Va  – volume of ventilated rooms, m3, 

q̇a  – unit heat demand for ventilation systems. 

 

The unit heat demand varies from 11.6 and 20.9 W / m3 depending on the type of a building. For some 

older buildings, no extra ventilation demand was added (�̇�𝑎= 0). 

 

The next step is to determine the annual heat demand of the whole considered area which should be 

connected to the waste heat recovery system. The average heat load during the heating season for 
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central heating of buildings was determined as: 

 

Qh
avg

= Qh ∙  
tin − tr.i

𝑎

tin − tr.o
a  (9) 

 

Where: 

tin.  – indoor air temperature of heated buildings, °C, 

tr.in
a.   – average outdoor temperature during the heating season – assumed based on historical 

data registered by the local CHP company MPEC Rzeszów, °C [22], 

tr.out
a.   – design temperature for the so-called third climate zone (of Poland), equal –20 ⁰C. 

 

Annual heat demand for central heating has been determined as: 

 

Qh
r = Qh

𝑎𝑣𝑔
∙ no ∙  24 ∙ 3600 ∙ 10−3 = 86,4 ∙ Qo

avg
∙ no (10) 

 

 

Where: 

no  – duration of the heating season expressed in days: 212 days, 

Qo
𝑎𝑣𝑔

  –  the previously determined average heat demand during the heating season. 

 

Similarly, the average heat load for ventilation during the heating season was determined. 

A special case is the consumption of heat for production of domestic hot water, which is an 

unchanging element of annual demand in the heating network. The model of the annual heat demand 

for hot water, with a planned maintenance break of nrepairs = 15 days and the average time of hot water 

consumption zhw = 12 h a day, takes the following form: 

 

Qhw
r =

10−3

kdb ∙ kh
∙ [Qhw ∙ no ∙ 18 ∙ 3600 + Qhw

𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 ∙ (365 − n0 − nrepairs) ∙ 18 ∙ 3600] (11) 

 

The annual heat demand in a given area is the sum of the annual demand for heating, ventilation and 

domestic hot water: 

 

∑ Qr = Qo
r + Qw

r + Qcw
r  (12) 

 

Results of heat demand calculation for a sample residential area located in the proximity of CS2 are 

shown in Fig. 4.3.  

4 Results and discussion 

Calculations of the waste heat generation  were made based on the historical SCADA data recorded on 

full clock hours, provided by the CS Operator. The profile of waste heat production is presented in 

Fig. 4.1. Results are presented for CS2, which was selected as more appropriate for a pilot plant 

installation. 
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Fig. 4.1. Heat production: yearly load curve for the availability of waste heat in exhaust gases from 

particular engines, CS2. 

The heat generation can only be practically recovered if it can be matched with a corresponding 

consumption. The in-house consumption of a CS unit comprising space heating and hot water is 

presented in Fig. 4.2. 

 

Fig. 4.2. Heat consumption (in-house): yearly load curve for  the total heat demand (central 

heating., hot utility water and heating of fuel gas), CS2. 

The flux of heat available in the exhaust from engines installed at CS2 is potentially sufficient to meet 

the in-house heating needs of the compression station. However, the engine selected for the installation 

of a heat recovery heat exchanger should be operated constantly in the heating season, in order to 

match waste heat generation and the local demand. 

A much higher level of consumption can be potentially achieved if external customers (residents of a 

nearby town) are connected, Figure 4.3. . 
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Fig.4.3. Heat demand for external customers in terms of the outdoor temperature (left) and shown 

as a yearly load curve, residential area close to CS2. 

If external consumers are connected, the demand side provides sufficient consumption (reaching about 

4.5 MW in peak hours and more than 2.0 MW in all the heating season), however, the available waste 

heat power is unfortunately not sufficient to fully supply the entire residential area with heat. 

Finally, Fig. 4.4. shows the operation of the ORC module in cooperation with waste heat from 

individual engines. Two different ORC modules were chosen for compression stations 1 and 2 in order 

to match the ORC operation to the heat supply conditions as good as possible. 

It was found that at CS1, at least one engine is constantly in operation during the whole year, and there 

are minimum 3 engines constantly operating at CS2, including one GMVH-6 and two GMVH-12 

units. 

 

Fig. 4.4. Thermal power available in the exhaust gas and the nominal power required for the 

ORC module, CS2. 

In case of several motors working simultaneously, the production is sufficient to satisfy the needs of 

electricity production.  

A brief selection of key energy and economic results is shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
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Table 4.1. Energy effects of chosen variants 

Variant 

Number of 

‘retrofitted’ 

engines 

Recovered heat, 

MWh 

Recovery rate, 

% 

Compressor station 1 

Heating variant, in-

house needs 
1 764 7.5 

Heating variant, in-

house needs 
5 2 619 25.7 

Heating variant, 

external recipient 
11 15 454 100 

Electricity production 

variant 
2 3 603 22.6 

Compressor station 2 

Heating variant, in-

house needs 
1 793 9.1 

Heating variant, 

external recipient 
7 8 243 99.7 

Electricity production 

variant 
7 6 674 80.9 

Tab.  4.2 Economic feasibility of chosen variants. 

Variant 

Number of 

‘retrofitted’ 

engines 

Economic result 

Compressor station 1 

Heating variant, in-

house needs 
1 unprofitable 

Heating variant, in-

house needs 
5 profitable 

Heating variant, 

external recipient 
11 profitable 

Electricity production 

variant 
2 unprofitable 

Compressor station 2 

Heating variant, in-

house needs 
1 profitable 

Heating variant, 

external recipient 
7 profitable 

Electricity production 

variant 
7 unprofitable 

5 Conclusions 

Technologically, it is possible to design a heat recovery system in which both heat and electricity will 

be generated. However, it is essential to match the production and demand, which poses some 

limitations to the available range of solutions. Following the analysis of several variants of heat 
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generation and electricity production, the following conclusions were drawn: 

- The investment required for the mixed variant (heat+electricity) increases significantly, which results 

from the simultaneous implementation of two most cost-intensive elements of the system, i.e. the ORC 

module and the heating network. In addition, the technological solution requires additional indirect 

heat exchangers in connection with various parameters of the heat recovery system operating for the 

needs of the heating system and the ORC module. 

- In the case of electricity generation in the ORC module, the amount of heat available to the heating 

system is significantly reduced assuming the current mode of operation of the CS. Therefore, the effect 

of replacing the heat generated in the gas boiler room would be significantly limited. 

The variant with the production of electricity, unfortunately, is also not profitable, due to the high cost 

of the ORC modules and their appropriate connection, and due to the relatively small in-house electric 

consumption. Therefore, no electricity storage system is considered. 

Both internal (in-house) and external utilization of waste heat are economically viable. Detailed 

economic results are subject of confidentiality. 
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Abstract 

The effects of offgas recirculation, in a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) hybrid system, are evaluated by 
using the exergetic analysis method. The overall electrical efficiency of an SOFC system can be 

improved by recirculating the fuel-electrode exhausted-gas, a so-called anode offgas. The anode offgas 

contains a certain amount of un-reacted fuel-component; therefore it can be re-utilized in the anode 
through being recirculated into the anode inlet. Furthermore, the anode offgas contains a large amount 

of steam at a high temperature; therefore it can be effectively used for the steam reforming of 

hydrocarbon fuel. As a way of recirculation, an ejector is considered in this study. The effect of the 
anode offgas recirculation and the behavior of the ejector are analysed through the exergetic analysis. 

As another way of efficiency improvement, the cathode offgas recirculation is also examined; an ejector 

is also considered for the cathode offgas recirculation. During system simulation, the SOFC and ejectors 

are rigorously modelled and experimental data are used for the model validation. 

1 Introduction 

As a future power generation technology, fuel cells have been received much attention particularly in 
the distributed power generation areas [1]. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices, converting the 

chemical-energy of fuel into the electrical-energy through electrochemical reactions. Fuel cell based 

power generation systems have relatively higher electrical efficiency, subsequently lower CO2 emission, 

lower or almost no NOx and SOx emissions, and very lower noise and vibration [2]. Among many types 
of fuel cells, the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) has been regarded as the most promising, since it shows 

higher electrical efficiency primarily resulted in by its high operational temperature. The SOFC runs, in 

general, at the temperature between 600 to 1000°C; thus a hydrocarbon fuel, such as methane, can be 
directly reformed into hydrogen inside the SOFC stack, an internal reforming [3]. 
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As a way of improving efficiency of SOFC power systems, a hybrid system, which is a combination of 
an SOFC and other power generation units, has been suggested and continuously studied [4]. In many 

hybrid concepts, a gas turbine (GT) has been primarily considered as a bottoming unit; numbers of 

studies has been carried out in system simulation, system integration, and demonstration of prototype 
system. For a stable operation of the SOFC-GT hybrid system, the operational conditions of SOFC and 

GT, e.g., temperature and pressure, need to be well-matched to each other, eliminating the negative 

mutual-interdependencies. The hybrid concept has also been studied in other types of fuel cells, e.g., 
molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) [5]. 

Another possibility of pursing higher electrical efficiency is on the recirculation of the stack-emitting-

gases into the entering-ports [6]; through the recirculation, the chemical and thermal energies can be 

internally re-utilized, reducing the energy-input into the entire system and contributing to the efficiency 
improvement. 

In this context, this paper examines the effects offgas recirculation in the pressurized SOFC-GT hybrid 

system by using the exergy-based analysis method. The analysed system adapts the offgas recirculation 
of both anode and cathode, where the chemical and thermal energies/exergies are recirculated from the 

outgoing streams of the SOFC to the incoming streams. The exergy flow of the entire system and the 

exergy destruction of each component have been clearly revealed. As a reference case, a conventional 

SOFC-GT hybrid system, without recirculation, has also been analysed. 

2 Description of the analysed systems 

2.1 Conventional SOFC-GT system without offgas recirculation (Case-A) 

Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of the conventional SOFC-GT hybrid system without offgas recirculation 

(reference system) and Table 1 summarizes the parameters and assumptions used in the system 

simulation. The air and natural gas fuel are compressed up to the appropriate pressure, the operating 

pressure of the SOFC, and enters the SOFC stack. The operating temperature and pressure of the SOFC 
stack are assumed to be 900°C and 4 bar, respectively, by referring to Ref. [7]. The compressed fuel is 

mixed with water (MIX-1) then heated up at the fuel/water heater (HEX-3). In the external reformer 

(EXT REF), the natural gas is converted into a hydrogen-rich syngas. In this study, it is assumed that 
70% of the H2 and CO is produced in the external reformer while the remaining 30% is obtained through 

the internal reforming within the SOFC stack. The fuel utilization factor is assumed to be 75%, 

indicating that 75% of H2/CO is consumed within the anode for the electrochemical reaction, and the 

remaining 25% is released outside, the anode offgas. The anode offgas (stream 5) is burnt in the catalytic 
combustor (CC), providing heat to the endothermic external steam reformer. The depleted air released 

from the cathode (stream 11), the cathode offgas, is used for preheating the incoming air at the air heat 

exchanger (HEX-2). After heating the incoming air, the cathode offgas is spilt into two streams. One 
stream flows into the catalytic combustor (CC) as an oxidizer and the other goes to the gas turbine. By 

using the high-pressure high-temperature gas (stream 16), gas turbine produces additional power, 

increasing the power production of the entire system and improving the overall electrical efficiency. 

2.2 SOFC-GT hybrid system with offgas recirculation (Case-B) 

Fig. 2 depicts the flow diagram of the SOFC-GT hybrid system with offgas recirculation. The 

configuration is similar to that of the conventional SOFC-GT hybrid except that some portion of the 
anode offgas and cathode offgas are recirculated (stream 6 and 14). To recirculate the anode and cathode 

offgas, in this study, ejectors are assumed and designed accordingly. The compressed fresh air (stream 

9) is mixed with some portion of the cathode offgas (stream 14) then enters the cathode of the SOFC 

stack (stream 11). Cathode offgas recirculation can heat up the fresh air (stream 9) but it is not sufficient 
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to reach the required temperature of the cathode inlet. Therefore a small-scale heat exchanger (HEX-2) 
is additionally installed and used for further heating. The stream 11 in Fig. 2 is a mixture of a fresh air 

and an oxygen-depleted air, therefore its oxygen concentration is calculated to be 10.7%, which is much 

lower than the nominal oxygen concentration of fresh air, 21%. Due to the lower oxygen concentration, 
a certain amount of performance decrease is unavoidable in this configuration. For the fuel side, ejector 

is also used for the offgas recirculation. Ejector inherently uses the mechanical energy, i.e. pressure, of 

the fluid entering its primary port as a driving force. For instance, the pressure of the stream 9 and stream 
2 are the driving force of the air ejector and fuel ejector, respectively. Therefore the air and fuel 

compressors (AC and FC), in this configuration, require higher compression, consuming more electrical 

energy than that required in the reference system, the Case-A. It needs to note here that the concept 

shown in Fig. 2 was formerly proposed in the patent [8] of Rolls-Royce Fuel Cell (currently LG Fuel 
Cell Systems); in this study, we have slightly revised the configuration for study purpose. Other 

conditions, given in Table 1, are consistently used for the Case-B. 

 

  

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of conventional SOFC-GT 
hybrid system (Case-A) 

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of SOFC-GT hybrid 
system with offgas recirculation (Case-B) 

Table 1. Parameters and assumptions used in system simulation 

Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value 

SOFC 

Operating Temperature °C 900 Anode inlet temperature °C 850 

Operating pressure bar 4 Anode-off-gas temperature °C 900 

Current density mA/cm2 280 Cathode inlet temperature °C 800 

Fuel utilization % 75 
Cathode-off-gas 

temperature 
°C 900 

External & Internal reformer Gas Composition of LNG (vol.%) 

Steam to carbon ratio - 2.5 CH4 91.3%, C2H6 5.4%, C3H8 2.1%, C4H10 

1.0%, N2 0.2% Internal reforming rate* % 30 

Heat loss in the system** % 2 LHVLNG (mass-averaged) kJ/kg 49226.2 

*) Internal reforming rate determines the external reformer temperature. 

**) The heat loss occurs in integrated reformer, HEX2, HEX3, and OGB. 
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3 System simulation and analysis method 

3.1 Modelling of SOFC 

In this study, the SOFC stack is assumed to be 250 kW-class, pressurized, flatten-tubular, and integrated-

planar type stack by referring to Ref [7]. The operational cell voltage is calculated by using Eq. (1) by 

taking the thermodynamic reversible voltage (Nernst voltage) and irreversible voltage losses, such as 
activation loss, ohmic loss, and concentration loss, into account. Detailed information of the 

electrochemical model is provided in authors’ previous publications, e.g., Refs. [9]. 

 

𝑉𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑉𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠𝑡 − ɳ𝐴𝑐𝑡 − ɳ𝑂ℎ𝑚 − ɳ𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐     (1)  

 

To validate the SOFC model, experimental data is retrieved from Ref [7]; then the parameters within 

the SOFC model are adjusted to make a good agreement between the modelling results and experimental 
data. Fig. 3 (a) presents the comparison result and Fig. 3 (b) shows the I-V curve calculation results over 

various operating pressures of the SOFC. 

 

  
(a) Comparison of simulation results and 

experimental data 

(b)I-V curve calculation results over various 

operating pressures (modelling results) 
Fig. 3. SOFC electrochemical modelling results 

3.2 Modelling of ejectors 

The offgas of the SOFC can be recirculated by means of a blower or an ejector [3]. When considering 
the high operating temperature of the SOFC, the ejector is more favourable than the blower since it has 

simple structure and no moving part within it. An ejector is a device for inducing a fluid flow by using 

the pressure of a jet of liquid or gas through creating a partial vacuum pressure within it. Depending on 
the position of the nozzle exit, ejector is classified into two types: a constant-area-mixing ejector and a 

constant-pressure-mixing ejector. In addition, ejector can be categorized into supersonic ejector (with 

convergent-divergent nozzle) and subsonic ejector (only with convergent nozzle) [10]. In this study, a 
supersonic constant-area-mixing ejector is assumed for the fuel-side recirculation and a subsonic 

constant-area-mixing ejector is chosen for the air-side recirculation. During the past years, the design 

procedure of ejectors, which is applicable to the fuel cell application, has been established and improved 

through series of publications [10-12]; in this study, we have followed the procedure suggested by Liso 
et al. [12]. 

To validate the ejector model, a test-purpose subsonic ejector is designed and fabricated. Then serise of 

experiment has been made over various operating conditions (Detailed information of the experiment is 
not presented in this paper). As shown in Figs. 4 (a) and (b), the mass flow rate of the secondary flow 
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and the entrainment ratio show good agreement between the modelling results and the experimental 
data. 

 

  
(a) Secondary flow rate (b) Entrainment ratio 

Fig. 4. Comparison of modelling results and experimental data 

3.3 Modelling of other component and system simulation 

System simulation, in this study, has been carried out using a commercial software package, the Aspen 

plus [13]. The components, other than SOFC stack and ejector, within the SOFC system, such as pump, 

reformer, heat exchanger, compressor, turbine, etc., are modelled by using the in-built models within 
the software package. 

During the simulation of both cases with and without offgas recirculation, (i) the geometry data of SOFC 

stack, (ii) fuel utilization factor, and (iii) current density were fixed. Consequently the molar flow rate 

of H2 and CO at the anode of SOFC stack was fixed. Under this assumption, the natural gas fuel input 
to the overall system is reduced for the cycle with anode offgas recirculation. The operating cell voltage 

of both cases are calculated at different values since the offgas recirculation affects to the gas 

composition of the anode and cathode inlets; lower operating voltage is calculated for the case with 
offgas recirculation, the Case-B. 

4 Analysis method - Exergetic analysis 

In this study, the effects of offgas recirculation are evaluated by using the exergetic analysis method. 
Exergy is defined as the maximum theoretical useful work obtainable from an energy conversion system 

[14]. By analysing the exergy flow within an energy conversion system, the location, magnitude, and 

sources of thermodynamic inefficiencies can be identified; then this information can be used for 
improving the thermodynamic performance of the system [15]. 

The exergy value of each material stream is calculated using Eqs. (2) to (4), by taking physical and 

chemical exergies into account. Based on the exergy of product (�̇�𝑃,𝑘) and exergy of fuel (�̇�𝐹,𝑘) of each 

component, the destroyed exergy value (�̇�𝐷,𝑘) and exergetic efficiency (𝜀𝑘) of each component are 

calculated by using Eqs. (5) to (6). 
 

𝐸�̇� = �̇�𝑘
𝑃𝐻 + �̇�𝑘

𝐶𝐻 = �̇�(𝑒𝑃𝐻 + 𝑒𝐶𝐻) (1) 

 

ePH = (h − h0) − T0(s − s0) (2) 
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eCH =∑xke̅k
CH

N

k=1

+ R̅T0∑xk ln(xk)

N

k=1

 (2) 

 

ĖD,k = ĖF,k − ĖP,k (3) 

 

εk =
ĖP,k

ĖF,k
 (4) 

5 Results and discussion 

5.1 Results obtained from the system simulation and energetic analysis 

Table 2 summarizes the results of system simulation and (energetic) efficiency calculation. As 

mentioned in section 3.3, geometry data of the SOFC stack, fuel utilization factor, and current density 

were fixed in energy/mass balance calculation for both cases. Thanks to the recirculation of the anode 
offgas, the fuel input of the Case-B is reduced 16.5% being compared to the fuel input of the Case-A, 

contributing to the efficiency improvement. The electrical efficiency of the two systems is calculated to 

be 55.8 % and 62.3 %, respectively. 

Table 2. Results obtained from the system simulation and energetic analysis 

Item Unit Case-A Case-B Remarks 

Fuel input (LNG) 
kg/h 36.049 30.111  

kW 492.93 411.74 LHV-based 

SOFC power 
kW 281.98 262.2 AC 

kW 267.88 249.1 DC 

Operating cell voltage (SOFC) V 0.8094 0.7525  

BOP’s power consumption kW 3.37 5.06 FC and WP 

Gas turbine  net power kW 10.70 12.43  

Total net power kW 275.21 256.47  

Electrical efficiency (energetic) % 55.8 62.3 LHV-based 

5.2 Results obtained from the exergetic analysis 

The exergy flow diagrams of Case-A and Case-B are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. All the values 

of the diagrams are normalized by using the exergy value of LNG fuel input of each case. 

In the conventional SOFC-GT hybrid system (Case-A), the exergy of fuel of the overall system (stream 
1), value of 100, increases up to 119.86 through the fuel compressing (FC), pre-heating (HEX3), and 

partial reforming within the external reformer (EXT REF). After entering the SOFC together with the 

hot air (stream 10), it generates 55.04 of electrical power (DC) through the electrochemical reactions. 
After the SOFC, 49.9 of exergy (stream 5, anode offgas) is transferred to and used within the catalytic 

combustor (CC), providing thermal energy (stream 14) with the external reformer (EXT REF). At the 

catalytic combustor, 13.66 of exergy is destroyed due to the irreversible chemical reaction, the 

combustion reaction. During the electrochemical reaction of the SOFC, the hot air stream (stream 10) is 
heated up; the temperature of the stream increases and consequently exergy value, primarily physical 

exergy, increases (stream 11). The cathode offgas (stream 11) transfers exergy back to the cathode 

incoming air (stream 10) at the air heat exchanger (HEX2), then goes to the gas turbine after being 
mixed with the combustion gas (stream 15) released from the catalytic combustor. In the gas turbine, 
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very small amount of exergy, 2.09, is recovered in the form of electrical energy whereas most of the 
power produced by the turbine (GT) is used to drive the air compressor (AC). 

 
Fig. 5. Exergy flow diagram of conventional SOFC-GT hybrid system (All values are normalized) 

 
In the SOFC-GT hybrid system with offgas recirculation (Case-B), the exergy of fuel of the overall 

system (stream 1) increases up to 151.68 through the fuel compressing (FC), anode offgas recirculation 

(Fuel Ejector), and partial reforming within the external reformer (EXT REF). In Case-A, as shown in 
Fig. 5, the exergy value of the fuel increases approximately 20% before entering the SOFC. However in 

Case-B, as shown in Fig. 6, the exergy of the fuel increases approximately 40% through the anode offgas 

recirculation (see stream 3), then 12% is additionally increased through the reforming process.  

 
Fig. 6. Exergy flow diagram of SOFC-GT hybrid system with offgas recirculation (All values are 

normalized) 
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To impose high-pressure to the fuel ejector, greater power is consumed for the fuel compressor in Case-
B; 0.66 is used in Case-A while 1.18 is consumed in Case-B. In the SOFC stack, 61.26 of electrical 

power (DC) is generated. In Case-B, the cathode offgas is directly used as a heat-source of the external 

reformer (EXT REF), then recirculated (stream 14) to the cathode inlet (stream 11) after being heated 
at the air heat exchanger (HEX2). In this configuration (Case-B), high-flow-rate exergy streams are 

observed in the upstream location, e.g., streams 3, 4, 11, 13, and 14; we can say that streams are 

effectively organized for better use of exergy.  
The exergy loss (stream 18) of the Case-B is calculated to be 17.12, much higher value of the Case-A 

of 4.26; we can say that the potential of further power generation, by using the exergy loss, is higher in 

Case-B. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper evaluates the effects offgas recirculation in the SOFC-GT hybrid system by using the exergy-

based analysis method. Through the recirculation of the anode and cathode offgas, high-flow-rate exergy 
streams appear in the upstream location of the SOFC system, implying that these high-flow-rate exergy 

streams can effectively contribute to the better use of the exergy. Being compared to the reference case, 

a conventional SOFC-GT hybrid without recirculation, the proposed system shows higher energetic and 

exergetic efficiency of 6.5% and 4.9%, respectively. 
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Abstract 
The combustion characteristics of an oxyfuel combustion flame (methane/oxygen premixed flame) have 
been experimentally investigated, targeting the application to oxyfuel combustion gas turbines. A swirl-

stabilized oxyfuel combustor has been designed and experiments have been carried out, in order to 

investigate how the swirl-intensity affects the flame structure and stability. To analyse the flame 
structure, still photos and OH radical’s chemiluminescence images have been collected using a digital 

camera and an ICCD camera, respectively. Gas concentration of NOx, CO and O2 has been measured 

and used in the analysis. Results reveal that the flame structure, stability, and the longitudinal 

distribution of CO within the combustor are strongly affected by the swirl intensity. Among various 
swirl numbers, 0.8 can be concluded as an optimal design condition based on the experimental results. 

1 Introduction 

Growing problems of global warming and climate change, mostly accelerated by the increasing 

greenhouse gas emissions, put a great pressure on the power generation sector to move to clean and 

environmentally friendly options from their conventional technologies. Concerning the CO2 reduction 
in power generation sector, the CCS (Carbon capture and storage) has been recognized as a feasible 

option; the CCS can be classified into post-combustion, pre-combustion, and oxyfuel combustion 

technologies [1]. An oxyfuel combustion, which uses pure or nearly pure oxygen as an oxidizer instead 

of air, can capture a CO2 by simply condensing the H2O from the combustion gas; therefore the oxyfuel 
combustion, on one hand, has been regarded as the most economic and promising CCS technology [2]. 

On the other hand, the oxyfuel combustion also has disadvantages; the most serious one is the efficiency 

penalty primarily caused by the oxygen production energy in an air separation unit (ASU); more or less 
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10% point of electrical efficiency is decreased when considering the commercial ASU [3]. 
During the past years, oxyfuel combustion in power generation has focused on the coal-fired power 

plant; oxy-coal burner development and plant-scale demonstration have been actively carried out in 

many countries [4]. Despite that the oxyfuel combustion in gas turbines have not received much 
attention, however cycle investigation, fundamental study on combustion, and small-scale system 

demonstration have been continuously carried out by several research groups [4].  

Fig. 1 shows schematics of a representative oxyfuel combustion gas turbine power cycle, which is 
commonly known as SCOC-CC (Semi-Closed Oxyfuel Combustion Combined Cycle). Fuel and oxygen 

are supplied with the oxyfuel combustor, generating high-temperature and high-pressure combustion 

gas. Then the gas drives a turbine (T), generating electricity (G). Theoretical maximum temperature of 

the oxyfuel flame reaches around 3000K at a stoichiometric condition; however due to the temperature 
limitation of materials, the turbine inlet temperature is determined at much lower temperature, more of 

less 1800K. To cool down the combustion gas, CO2 is recirculated to the oxyfuel combustor by using a 

CO2 compressor (C). The exhaust stream of the turbine (T) is sufficiently hot to produce a high-
temperature steam, a steam cycle is combined with the gas turbine and produces additional power, a 

combined power cycle (CC) [3-4]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Simplified flow diagram of SCOC-CC [4] 

 

In developing an oxyfuel combustor, which is applicable to an oxyfuel gas turbine, the easier and safer 

way is benchmarking the existing design of a conventional gas turbine combustor and modifying it. 
However, an oxyfuel combustion takes place in a CO2-rich environment; there exist several differences 

between the oxyfuel combustion and the conventional air-based combustion which occurs in a N2-rich 

condition. For example, the heat capacity of CO2 at flame temperature is approximately 1.7 times greater 
than that of the N2, therefore less CO2 is supplied to the combustor meeting a given flame temperature. 

Furthermore the transport properties such as thermal conductivity, viscosity, and diffusivity are 

different, e.g., the mass diffusivity of O2 into CO2 and H2O is 20% smaller than that into N2; such 

differences influence on the flame speed and flame stretch characteristics. In addition, the CO2 takes 
part in the chemical reactions whereas the N2 stays as a dilution gas; e.g., the higher CO2 concentration 

slowers the CO oxidation reaction thereby reducing the burning rate of the gas mixture [5]. Therefore, 

precise experimental investigation should be made, even though the oxyfuel combustor is designed 
based on the existing design of air-combustion gas turbine combustor. 

This paper, in this context, has investigated the combustion characteristics of an oxyfuel combustion 

flame, which targets the application to gas turbines. A small-scale, swirl-stabilized, combustor nozzle 

was designed and used for experimental work. To determine the optimal value of the swirl intensity, the 
flame structure and blowout characteristics were examined by experiment. Swirl intensity is varied by 

replacing the swirler with different swirl angles. Still photos and OH radical's chemiluminescence 

images of the oxyfuel flames were collected for analysing the flame structure. Also the longitudinal 
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profile of CO concentration within the combustor cylinder was measured, for various swirl conditions; 
this data was collected to be used for the liner design, determining the location of the dilution holes. 

2 Experimental setup 

2.1 Oxyfuel combustor nozzle design 

Fig. 1 shows a simplified drawing and photos of the oxyfuel combustor nozzle. The basic concept was 

adapted from a lean-premixed combustor used in micro-gas-turbines [6]. A swirler induces a rotational 

flow in the reactant gas and generates a central toroidal recirculation in the flame zone, the very 
downstream location of the nozzle exit. This central recirculation contributes to the increase in residence 

time and to improvement in flame stability [7]. The swirler vane angle was varied in 45.0°, 53.2°, 59.1°, 

and 63.5° and the relevant swirl number to each angle is 0.612, 0.818, 1.023, 1.228, respectively; the 
swirl number is calculated using Eq. (1) by referring to Ref. [8]. The flow velocity at the annular region 

(V1) and the nozzle exit (V2) are set at 15 m/s and 20 m/s, respectively; this velocity change is reflected 

to the swirl number calculation. The penetration-length of the injected fuel is calculated by referring to 

Ref. [9]; the penetration-distance is set at the double of the gap-length between the swirler hub and guide, 

2 × {(d − 𝑑ℎ)/2}. 
 

 
 

(a) 2-D drawing (b) Photos of the oxyfuel combustor nozzle assembly and swirlers 

Fig. 2. Simplified drawing and photos of the oxyfuel combustor nozzle 
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2.2 Experimental apparatus and test conditions 

Fig. 3 provides the schematics of the entire experimental setup and the detailed drawing of the test 
section. And Table 1 summarizes the test condition of the rated experimental condition (design point). 

The entire setup consists of a swirl-equipped nozzle, an optically accessible combustion chamber made 

by quartz, pilot burner for ignition, CH4/O2/CO2 supply units, gas analysing system, a DSLR digital 
camera, and an ICCD camera and its signal processing unit. To selectively obtain the OH radical signal, 

a 307 nm filter was equipped to the lens of the ICCD camera. Amplification ratio and exposure time 
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were set at 100 and 100 ms, respectively. The images were obtained by averaging ten instantaneous 
signals. 

High purity methane (99.95% CH4) was used as a fuel; evaporated liquid O2 and CO2 were supplied as 

an oxidizer. To allow an optical access to the oxyfuel flame, a quartz cylinder with 1000 mm length and 
250 mm diameter is used as a combustion chamber. To prevent an air leakage into the combustion 

chamber, the quartz cylinder was installed on a circular groove with high-temperature gasket. The flow 

rates of all gases were controlled by using the coriolis-type mass flow meters and control values. To 
analyse the gas concentration of NOx, CO, and O2 in the combustion gas, electrochemical type gas 

analyser (Greenline Inc., MK200 model) was used with appropriate gas drying unit. Gas sampling probe 

was fabricated to be able to move up and down; combustion gas was captured and analysed at various 

longitudinal locations inside the quartz cylinder. 
Fig. 3 (b) shows the detailed drawing of the test section. The oxidizer, O2 and CO2, is supplied into a 

mixing chamber after being mixed in a static mixer. Then the oxidizer flows into the annular space 

between the swirler hub and the guide. To ensure the well-distribution of the oxidizer over the annular 
passage, a perforated plate is equipped in the mixing chamber. Fuel is provided to the central inner space 

of the swirler hub, then injected into the oxidizer passage through injection holes. 

 

 
 

(a) Schematics of entire experimental setup (b) Detailed drawing of test section 

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for oxyfuel combustor nozzle test 

 
Table 1 Experimental condition of rated case (design point) 

Parameter Unit Value Remarks 

CH4 flow rate kg/h 3.6 Thermal capacity: 50 kWth 

O2 flow rate kg/h 15.12 Excess O2 ratio 5% 

CO2 flow rate kg/h 42.8 Adiabatic flame temperature is set at 2100 °C 

Pressure kPa 101.3 Ambient pressure 

Temperature °C 20 Ambient temperature 

 

In this study, two kinds of experiment were carried out. First, to identify the flame stability 
characteristics at different flame temperatures, the flow rate of CH4 and O2 were fixed and the flow rate 

of CO2 was manipulated, changing adiabatic flame temperature at the same thermal capacity and 

equivalence ratio. Due to the change in CO2 flow rate, the nozzle exit velocity (V2) was slightly changed 

during the test, but the effect is negligible. Second, to reveal the CO concentration profile inside the 
combustion chamber, all the flow rate of CH4, O2, and CO2 were fixed. Then combustion gas was 

captured at multiple locations and analysed. These two tests were repeated for four different swirlers 

with different angles. 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Flame structure over different swirl conditions 

Fig. 4 presents the flame images of different swirl conditions. The still photos of visible flame, shown 

in the first row, were taken by a digital camera. The OH radical's chemiluminescence images, taken by 

an ICCD camera, are presented in the second and third row of Fig. 4. The images, given in the second 
row, show spatially overlapped signal; the overlapped signal is converted into a single-plane value by 

using the Abel transformation, and the converted images are presented in the third row. The Abel 

transform is a mathematical integral transformation which is generally used in the analysis of axially 
symmetric functions. When the Abel transform is applied to the image processing, the overlapped signal 

of multiple axially-symmetric-images can be projected onto a single plane. 

By using the still photos, flame length of the visible flame was estimated. As shown in Fig. 4, the oxyfuel 
flame becomes shorter and flatter with increasing swirl intensity; the flame lengths are estimated to be 

approximately 200 mm, 175 mm, 80 mm, 70 mm for the swirl angle of 45°, 53.2°, 59.1°, 63.5°, 

respectively. The OH radical signal is associated with the high temperature zone in the flame, showing 

the heat-release characteristics near the flame zone. As shown in the Abel transformed images, a quite 
strong OH radical signal is observed near the central axis for the swirl angle of 45° and 53.2°, whereas 

very weak or almost no signal appears in the center for the swirl angle of 59.1° and 63.5°. The higher 

swirl intensity generates higher rotational velocity in the flow field, subsequently induces a strong 
recirculation of the product gas and spreading out of the flame zone toward a radial direction. As shown 

in the still photos of the swirl angle of 59.1° and 63.5°, the flame reaches the surface of the quartz 

cylinder, the combustion chamber, the surface is heated up and shows red and orange glow. If these 

swirl intensities are employed in the oxyfuel combustor design, combustion chamber should be designed 
with care, to have a proper diameter preventing this thermal problem. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Oxyfuel flame images with different swirl conditions 
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3.2 Flame stability characteristics over different swirl conditions 

In this study, we have divided the flame-stability-regime into five based on the experimental 

observations: (i) flashback, (ii) stable flame, (iii) unstable flame, (iv) helical flame, and (v) blowout. As 
described in section 2.2, the flow rate of CH4 and O2 were fixed and the flow rate of CO2 was varied to 

change the flame temperature. At a certain range of CO2 flow rate, the flame has attached well to the 

nozzle exit and exhibits stable structure, a “stable flame”. With reduced CO2 supply, the flame moves 

toward the nozzle exit direction and penetrates into the nozzle exit under a certain limiting value. High-
temperature flame has high flame-speed. When the flame speed exceeds the injecting velocity at the 

nozzle exit, the flame comes into the nozzle, generating strong vibration and noise. In this study, we 

define this phenomenon as a “flashback” [10]. When CO2 supply is increased from the stable condition, 
the flame shows irregular lift-off from the nozzle exit due to the lower flame speed affected by the lower 

flame temperature. In this study, this condition is defined as an “unstable flame”. Over a certain limit, 

the flame becomes very unstable; the flame shows helical behaviour and oscillates forward and 

backward inside the combustion chamber. We define this state as a “helical flame”. When CO2 supply 
exceeds a limiting value, the flame cannot be attached within the combustion chamber and is blown out, 

a “blowout” of the flame. 

 

 

    
(a) Flash back (b) Stable flame (c) Unstable flame (d) Helical flame 

Fig. 5. Flame structure change with respect to the change of flame temperature 

 

Fig. 6 shows the flame stability characteristics over different swirl intensities with respect to the change 
of CO2 flow rate. The temperature on the x-axis is an adiabatic flame temperature, theoretically 

calculated by using the gas flow rates of CH4, O2, and CO2. At the 45° swirl angle, the oxyfuel flame is 

stable between 2033°C and 2455°C. At the 53.2° swirl angle, the higher swirl intensity condition, the 

“stable flame” zone spans wider, particularly to the lower temperature region. With stronger swirl, the 
central recirculation is enhanced and the hot gas from downstream is more recirculated back to the flame 

zone [7], contributing to the increase in actual flame temperature and in flame speed. However, at the 

swirl angle of  59.1° and 63.5°, much higher swirl intensity conditions, the “stable flame” zone moves 
to a higher temperature region and spans narrower. On one hand, the higher swirl intensity increases the 

central recirculation and hog gas mixing, contributing to the actual flame temperature increase. However, 

on the other hand, the increased rotational velocity also enhances the corner recirculation, at the outer 
region of the flame, thus increases the flame stretch and reduces oxygen concentration at flame zone. 

Therefore, at much higher swirl condition, the oxyfuel flame becomes less stable. 

Concerning the “flashback”, in general, it appears at a higher temperature with stronger swirl intensity. 

However, at the swirl angle of 63.5°, the oxyfuel flame penetrates into the nozzle exit at a much lower 
theoretical flame temperature. It can be assumed that flame is attached deeper at the nozzle exit due to 

strong recirculation, then easily penetrates into the nozzle exit; however, further study needs to be made 

for precise analysis. 

Higher flame temperature Lower flame temperature

Smaller CO2 Flow rate Greater CO2 Flow rate
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Fig. 6 Flame stability map with different swirl conditions and different flame temperatures 

3.3 CO concentration within the combustion chamber over different swirl conditions 

Fig. 7 presents the measuring results of CO concentration within the combustion chamber. As described 

in section 2.2 and Fig. 3 (a), a gas sampling probe is prepared to be movable up and down inside the 

combustion chamber to analyse the gas concentration at different locations. As described in section 3.1, 
the length of the visible flame is estimated to be approximately 200 mm, 175 mm, 80 mm, 70 mm for 

the swirl angle of 45°, 53.2°, 59.1°, 63.5°, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, at the visible flame region 

and until the location of two- or three-times-long distance of the visible flame, CO concentration shows 

high value, more or less a thousand ppm, and rapidly decreases toward the downstream direction, finally 
reaching almost zero value near the exit of combustion chamber. For instance, for the 45° swirl angle, 

the length of the visible flame is estimated to be 200 mm; and at the 400 mm location, the CO 

concentration is measured to be 800 ppm. For the 59.1° swirl angle, the length of the visible flame 
approximates 80 mm; and at the 250 mm location, the CO concentration is measured to be 800 ppm. 

The CO concentration reaches very small value at the location of 900 mm, 700 mm, 500 mm, 500 mm 

for each swirl angle, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 6 CO concentration distribution within the combustion chamber with different swirl conditions 
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For the swirl angle of 53.2°, a sudden change of CO concentration is observed at the location between 
300 mm and 250 mm. As can be seen in the still photo in Fig. 4, a secondary recirculation zone is 

observed at 150 mm location; it can be assumed that this secondary recirculation affects to the CO 

concentration change; however further study should be followed to clearly figure out this phenomenon. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper experimentally analyses the combustion characteristics of an oxyfuel combustion flame, 
methane/oxygen premixed flame. A swirl-stabilized oxyfuel combustor nozzle has been designed with 

different swirl conditions, in the range from 0.6 to 1.2 of swirl number. And experiments have been 

carried out to reveal the effect of swirl intensity to the combustion characteristics. Results show that the 

swirl intensity strongly affects to the combustion characteristics, such as flame structure, flame stability, 
and CO concentration within the combustion chamber. Based on the experimental results, the swirl 

number of 0.8 can be recommended as an optimal value for the nozzle design of an oxyfuel gas turbine 

combustor. 
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Abstract 

Article presents the conceptual power-to-gas system based on the high temperature electrolysis unit. 

The solid oxide electrolyzer (SOE) enables highly efficient conversion of intermittent electricity from 

wind and solar into hydrogen which can be directly injected into the electrical grid or used for synthesis 

of methane in Sabatier reactor. Due to the unpredictable character of these sources, the grid experiences 

imbalances which destabilize the energy system. Solution which comes in the form of high temperature 

electrolyzer aids in resolving the problem by coupling of the electric and gas grids. 

The advantages of solid oxide electrolysis over the conventional electrolyzers should be noted: (i) SOEC 

offers an outstanding efficiency, exceeding 70-80%, (ii) no noble metals are needed for catalytic 

reactions - the ceramic materials of electrodes and the high temperature substitute noble metal loading, 

(iii) SOEC mode can be switched to SOFC and the interchange supports the unique self-healing of the 

cells, (iv) modular design makes it easy to scale-up the system based on SOEC stack, (v) absence of 

liquid electrolyte which has to be replaced on regular basis. The outline of the 10 kW-class power-

to-gas system is presented and the energy analysis of the efficiency is discussed. With the 

current assumptions related to the performance of cells making the electrolysis unit, the system 

can achieve efficiency in excess of 78%. The modeling approach is given and the performance 

map of the system is analyzed with respect to the variation of the voltage and steam utilization 

in the electrolyzer. 
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1 Introduction 

Rapidly increasing penetration of renewable energy sources is visible globally (see Fig. 1). The 

transition from fossil fuels-based generation to diversified energy mix with large share of wind and solar 

causes several issues to the electrical grid. Firstly, the intermittent character of renewable energies leads 

to high risk of imbalance between the demand and production. The cause of the problem is the fact that 

electricity cannot be storage in large quantities. For that reason the ability of large battery banks to play 

the role of grid balancing technology is limited if not marginal at the national level. Secondly, the 

variations of wind velocity and insolation are observed on an hourly are daily basic, often with major 

fluctuations. This makes it necessary to implement technologies for accommodation of the excess 

electricity which would be otherwise curtailed. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Changes in the power generation globally (2016-2040): growth of power generation (left) 

and changes in share of power generation (right) [2] 

 

Answer to these issues comes in the electrolysis technology which converts electricity into hydrogen 

via the electrochemical reaction. Several technologies should mentioned: (i) electrolysis based on proton 

exchange membranes (PEM), (ii) alkaline electrolysis, and (iii) solid oxide electrolysis (SOE).  

While the PEM and alkaline electrolysis have a well-established position in the market, the high 

temperature electrolysis is considered as technology at the early stage of commercialization. The 

advantages of solid oxide electrolysis over the conventional electrolyzers should be noted: (i) SOE offers 

an outstanding efficiency, exceeding 70-80% [3], (ii) no noble metals are needed for the catalytic 

reactions. The ceramic materials of electrodes and the high temperature substitute noble metal loading, 

(iii) SOE mode can be switched to fuel cell mode (SOFC) and the interchange supports the unique self-

healing of the cells [4], (iv) modular design makes it easy to scale-up systems based on SOE stacks, (v) 

absence of liquid electrolyte which has to be replaced on a regular basis. 

The solid oxide electrolysis overcomes therefore the drawbacks of low temperature electrolysis: (i) 

lowering the terminal voltage by 150-300 mV, (ii) no accumulation of impurities, contrary to  the 

systems with liquid electrolyte, which has to be periodically replaced due to contamination, (iii) no 

requirement for highly expensive catalysts based on noble metals, (iv) reversible operation is technically 

and economically viable. With these feature, SOE can be used for coupling of the electrical and gas 

grids, playing a role of  stabilization technology for the electrical system. 
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2 Principles of operation  

Solid oxide cell (SOC) operates continuously as long both the anodic and cathodic streams are supplied. 

The reversion of the polarization results in the change of roles of electrodes. The anode of a fuel cell 

becomes a fuel electrode (cathode) in electrolysis mode, and the cathode of a fuel cell becomes the air 

electrode (anode) in electrolysis mode, [5,6] Moreover, as it was recently demonstrated, the change of 

polarization can be done during operation of a cell with smooth transition between the modes [7,8]. The 

processes involved in operation of SOC in both modes are graphically presented in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Basic scheme of electrochemical reactions in the anodic and cathodic compartments of the 

solid oxide fuel cell and solid oxide electrolyzer. 

3 Analysis of power-to-gas system with SOE 

This section discusses the analysis of the 10 kW-class P2G unit, introducing the assumptions concerning 

the operation of the SOCs, model of electrolyzer and assumptions under which the system-level analysis 

was performed. 

3.1 Numerical model of the solid oxide electrolyzer 

The model of the electrolyser was based on an equivalent electric circuit of SOE proposed previously 

[9-10]. The equations which govern the operation of the solid oxide electrolysis cell follows formulas 

(1)-(15). The current density of the electrolyzer 𝑖𝑆𝑂𝐸 is found as a ratio of the total electric current 

applied to the cell 𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐸 and its active area  𝐴. The area specific resistance of the cell 𝑟 is found according 

to Eq. (2). 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑖𝑆𝑂𝐸 =
𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐸

𝐴
       (1) 

 

𝑟 =
𝑅

𝐴
       (2) 

 

Application of the Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s equations to SOE results in the set of equations correlating the 

resistances due to flow of electron and ions, maximum and current voltage of the cell. 
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{

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸 + 𝑟𝑖 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑒

𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐸 = 𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑒

𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑒 + 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

    (3) 

 

where 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑒 are the ionic and electronic resistances of the solid oxide electrolysis cell, respectively. 

 

𝑖𝐷𝐶 = 𝜂𝑤  (𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸 + 𝑖𝑒)     (4) 

 

Taking into account the maximum voltage, the steam utilization factor 𝜂𝑤 and parameters of the cell, 

the voltage of SOE can be found according to Eq. (5). 

 

𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐸 =
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸+ 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸  𝑟𝑖  𝜂𝑤

𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑒

 (1−𝜂𝑤)+1
    (5) 

 

The maximum voltage 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸 is obtained according to formula given by Eq. (6) which originates 

from the Nernst equation, while the maximum current density is found according to (7). 

 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸 =
𝐵 𝑇

4∙𝐹
ln

𝑝𝑂2,𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑝𝑂2,𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
    (6) 

 

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸 =
2 𝐹 �̇�𝐻2𝑂

𝐴
     (7) 

 

where 𝐵 is the universal gas constant, 𝐹 is the Faraday’s constant of 96,485 C/mol and �̇�𝐻2𝑂 is the 

molar flow of steam. As a result the efficiency of solid oxide electrolyzer 𝜂𝑆𝑂𝐸 can be found as: 

 

𝜂𝑆𝑂𝐸 =
(�̇�𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡

 − �̇�𝐻2,𝑖𝑛
) 𝐻𝐻𝑉𝐻2

𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐸 𝑖𝑆𝑂𝐸
    (8) 

 

The real steam utilization factor 𝜂𝑤,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 is determined in an iterative procedure, taking into account the 

direct current applied to the cell normalized to unit area (𝑖𝐷𝐶) and the current losses due to the limited 

yet present electronic conductivity (𝑖𝑒). 

 

𝜂𝑤,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =
𝑖𝐷𝐶+𝑖𝑒

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸
     (9) 

 

𝜂𝑤,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝜂𝑤 +
𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐸

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸 𝑟𝑒
(1 − 𝜂𝑤)   (10) 

 

The ionic and electronic resistances, 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑒, respectively, correspond to the material properties of the 

solid oxide electrolysis cells Open circuit voltage 𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉,𝑆𝑂𝐸 is found by following equation: 

 

𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉,𝑆𝑂𝐸 =
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸

𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑒

+1
      (11) 

where:  

   𝑟𝑒 =
𝛿

𝜎𝑒
        (12) 

 

𝜎𝑒 = 𝛿
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑆𝑂𝐸−𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉

𝑟𝑖∙𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉
     (13) 
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𝑟𝑖 = ∑
𝛿𝑛

𝜎𝑖,𝑛

𝑙
𝑛       (14) 

 

where 𝛿 is the thickness of cell, and 𝛿𝑛 is the thickness of neighboring layers of SOE including electrodes 

and separating them electrolyte, 𝜎𝑒 is the electronic conductivity of SOE. 

The model of a single cell was validated against experimental data in order to assess its ability 

to simulate different types of cells under various operating conditions. The detailed description of the 

validation phase is provided elsewhere [10]. 

3.2 Energy analysis of the system 

The system which was considered in the analysis is shown in Fig. 4. The design includes the 

recirculation of hydrogen to the cathodic side (fuel electrode) of the SOE stack in order to maintain 

proper atmosphere, preventing the oxidation/reduction of the compartments of the electrodes. The 

electrical heaters located upstream of the SOE stack make it possible to precisely control the temperature 

of the incoming streams. In the current study, four different temperature levels were considered in the 

operation of the electrochemical cells. 

 

 

Fig.3: Simplified schematic chart of the 10 kW-class power-to-gas system with SOE 

 

The definition of the efficiency of the system which was considered in the current analysis writes 

according to Eq. (15). 

 

𝜂𝑃2𝐺 =
𝑚𝐻2

𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2

𝑃𝑆𝑂𝐸 + 𝑃𝐴𝐵 + 𝑃𝑅𝐵 + 𝑃𝐶𝑃 + 𝑃𝐻1 + 𝑃𝐻2 + 𝑃𝑃
 (15) 

 

where:   

𝑃𝑆𝑂𝐸  power supplied to the stack,  

𝑃𝐴𝐵  power of air blower,  

𝑃𝑅𝐵 power of recirculation blower,  

𝑃𝐶𝑃 power of condensate pump,  

𝑃𝐻1,2 power of electric heaters located before the fuel and oxidant electrodes, respectively,  

𝑃𝑃  parasitic power consumption of the automation and control module,  

𝑚𝐻2
  mass flow of hydrogen produced in the system,  

𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2
lower heating value of hydrogen. 
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Parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1: Parameters in the model – reference specification of the system 

Parameter Specification 

Temperature of operation of the SOE Four levels: 700, 750, 800 and 850°C 

Actual and active area of cells in the stack 25 cm2/ 16 cm2 (actual/active area) 

Number of cells in the SOE stack 326 (same for all cases) 

Isentropic efficiency of blower 30% 

Isentropic efficiency of recirculation blower 30% 

Pressure drop in heat exchangers 0.03 bar 

Current density of the cell Varied in range from 0.055 to 2.06 A/cm2 

Voltage Resulting from the current density  

Steam utilization In range from 0.10 to 0.50 

Power of the condensate pump 0.1-0.6 W 

Power of electric heaters Fuel electrode: from 1,010 to 7,850 W 

Oxidant electrode: from 83 to 980 W 

Power consumption of automation and control 300 W 

Composition of gas entering the fuel electrode 50:50, H2:H2O (molar ratio) 

Molar flow of gas entering the fuel electrode 0.023-0.244 mol/s 

Composition of gas entering the air electrode  21:79, O2:N2 (molar ratio) 

Molar flow of gas entering the air electrode 0.002-0.061 mol/s 

Maximum content of oxygen in the outlet  45% (mole-basis) 

3.3 Results 

The model discussed in Section 3.1 was used to analyse the system presented in Fig. 3. In order to 

visualize the efficiency characteristics, performance maps were generated (Figs. 4-7). The power of the 

system, which was obtained from the model for four temperature levels is presented as well. 

    

Fig 4: Efficiency and power of the system during operation of the SOE at 700°C 
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Fig 5: Efficiency and power of the system during operation of the SOE at 750°C 

    

Fig 6: Efficiency and power of the system during operation of the SOE at 800°C 

    

Fig 7: Efficiency and power of the system during operation of the SOE at 850°C 

4 Conclusions 

The analysis of a 10 kW-class system based on solid oxide electrolyzer was performed. The modeling 

approach finds good application in energy efficiency. For the given operating conditions of the SOE 

stacks the electrical efficiency of the system varies in range from 28 to 69%. This value takes into 

account the fact that steam is generated using electric heaters, and no external sources of heat are used 

to preheat the streams entering the SOE stack. In a case when external source of steam can be used, for 

example from a steam turbine, the energy efficiency of the system can potentially increase. Such a 
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configuration requires however in depth analysis of the overall performance of the combined steam 

cycles cooperating with the power-to-gas unit based on SOE. Further work will address the detailed 

analysis of the efficiency of the systems, including the simulation of the components which will be 

modelled using actual characteristics and performance maps. 
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Abstract 

Article presents the method for increasing the power and efficiency of solid oxide fuel cells 

(SOFC) by integration with chiller-based recirculation unit.  

Solid oxide fuel cells operate at elevated temperature in range 650-850°C, typically utilizing 

between 50 and 75% of the incoming fuel. The remaining fuel can be either burned in post-

combustor located downstream of the SOFC stack or partially recycled. Several of the SOFC-

based power systems include the recirculation in order to supply the steam to the fuel processor 

based on a steam reforming reaction. In such a system, the recycled stream makes it possible to 

eliminate the need for continuous supply of water from the external source. At the same time, 

recirculation aids in increasing the overall fuel utilization in power system which results in 

increase of efficiency by 5-12 percentage points. The electrochemical reaction in SOFC 

produces substantial amount of water by combining the hydrogen molecules with oxygen 

extracted from air entering the cathodic compartments. In such a case, the recycled stream 

contains water vapor which is circulated in the recycled loop. The potential for further increase 

of the efficiency in a system is the reduction of water content in order to recycle high rank fuel 

without additional components. 

In the current analysis, a system for recirculating anodic off-gas with complete removal of water 

was under consideration. The experimental setup with chiller-based recycling was used to 

measure the performance of planar SOFC operated with different rate of recycling. 

Quantification of the efficiency gain was done by analyzing the increase of the voltage of cell 
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operated at a given current density. The increase of performance can be therefore expressed as 

a power gain. Experimental analysis has shown that the performance of a stand-alone SOFC 

can be increased by 18-31%. Potential applications of the proposed type of recirculation are 

discussed and the concept is critically analyzed. 

1 Introduction 

High temperature fuel cells, including solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and molten carbonate fuel cells 

(MCFC) offer a great promise for high electrical efficiency in power systems in range from single 

kilowatts to tens of megawatts [1-3]. Both types of fuel cells require continuous delivery of oxidant and 

fuel, and – in the case of MCFCs – presence of carbon dioxide is needed in the cathodic compartments. 

While different measures are taken to improve the modulation of the systems and advance the electrical 

efficiency of the systems, performance of SOFCs and MCFCs is related to number of parameters which 

vary during operation. Both types of fuel cells can operate using different fuels, including natural gas, 

biogas, hydrocarbons [4-6], carbon monoxide [7] and other fuels like DME, ammonia and jet oil (or JP-

8) [8-10]. 

Solid oxide fuel cells can efficiently operate using variety of fuels. Their performance is related to 

parameters, such as: 

 operating temperature, 

 composition of fuel and oxidant, 

 molar flow of reagents, 

 flow configuration, 

 geometry of the cell and its microstructure, 

 characteristics of materials making the interlayers of a cell, 

 rate of degradation, 

 microstructural uniformity and homogeneity of parameters across the cell, 

 current operating point (defined by a current which is drawn from the cell). 

 

As a result, for given operating conditions, the fuel and oxidant utilization can be determined. These 

two parameters mostly affect the efficiency. Further discussion focuses on solid oxide fuel cells which 

were considered in the study presented in the article. 

2 Recirculation in solid oxide fuel cells 

Several measures were proposed in order to increase the efficiency of SOFC-based power unit by the 

introduction of technical means to elevate the overall fuel utilization. Previously discussed concepts 

include the recirculation of the anodic stream [11-12], both streams [13-17] and – in some cases – the 

cathodic stream [18-19]. The two common options include the use of an ejector [20-24] and recirculation 

blower [25-29]. This can result in the overall fuel utilization reaching 90-95% [30]. 

As an alternative, the serial connection of fuel cell stacks can be considered in order to eliminate the 

ejector or the recirculation blower [31-33]. 

3 Analysis of the chiller-based recirculation 

This section discusses the use of chiller for recovery of the fuel from off-gases and its recirculation into 

the inlet to the anodic compartment of a fuel cell. The concept of chiller-based recirculation was first 
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proposed in 2017 and followed by the preliminary experimental analysis [34]. The experimental setup 

used for the analysis is presented in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig 1: Experimental setup used for the analysis of recirculation on the performance of SOFC. 

3.1 Model of the single solid oxide fuel cell with recirculation 

The numerical analysis of fuel recycling in SOFC, was based on a previously developed model of a 

single cell [35-36]. The method based on electrical circuit equivalent originates from the pure 

mathematical description by Kirchoff’s and Ohm’s laws described elsewhere [37-38]. 

As the electrolyte material can be characterized by both ionic and electronic conductivities, 

corresponding resistances 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 were proposed. Additionally, external load resistance of a fuel cell 

𝑅3 is introduced. Maximum theoretical cell voltage 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 corresponds to the electromotive force of the 

fuel cell, and 𝐸 is the real cell voltage. Currents 𝐼1, 𝐼2, 𝐼3 indicate the total flow of electrons transported 

by oxygen ions, electrons passing through the electrolyte layer in the opposite direction to the oxygen 

ions, and the presence of an external load, respectively. Application of the Kirchoff’s and Ohm’s laws 

results in Eq. (1). 

 

{

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑅1 ∙ 𝐼1 + 𝑅2 ∙ 𝐼2

𝐼1 = 𝐼2 + 𝐼3

𝐸 = 𝑅3 ∙ 𝐼2

 (1) 

 

where: 

 

𝐼1 =
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝑅1

 (2) 

 

𝐼2 =
𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝑅2

 (3) 

 

Electric current is related to the amount of gas supplied to the cell, therefore fuel utilization factor 𝜂𝑓 

was introduced for correlation purposes. It is defined as the ratio of fuel consumed by the cell to generate 

electrical current 𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶, to the maximum current 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 dependent on the total amount of fuel supplied to 

cell.    

 

𝜂𝑓 =
𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (4) 
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Using Eq. (4), the expression for 𝐼3 can be written according to Eq. (5). 

 

𝐼3 = (𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼2)𝜂𝑓 (5) 
 

As a result, the expression for determination of the voltage of a cell is obtained: 

 

𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 =
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝑅1 ∙ 𝜂𝑓

𝑅1

𝑅2
(1 − 𝜂𝑓) + 1

 (6) 

 

Additionally, the maximum cell current of a cell 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥   in Eqs. (4), (5) and (6) depends on the fuel flow 

and Faraday’s constant: 

 
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑛𝐻2,𝑒𝑞

 (7) 

 

Factor 𝑛𝐻2,𝑒𝑞
 present in Eq. (7) is the hydrogen equivalent molar flow to the anode compartments of a 

cell. 

 
𝑛𝐻2,𝑒𝑞

= 𝑛𝐻2
+ 𝑛𝐶𝑂 + 3𝑛𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 + 4𝑛𝐶𝐻4

+ 6𝑛𝐶2𝐻5𝑂𝐻 + 7𝑛𝐶2𝐻6
+ 10𝑛𝐶3𝐻8

+ 13𝑛𝐶4𝐻10
 (8) 

4 Results 

The cell was fed with 4 Nl/h of humidified hydrogen and 30 Nl/h of air, to the anodic and cathodic 

compartments, respectively. Use of the peristaltic pump allowed to set the flow which was recycled. 

Four different levels of recirculation were considered in the analysis: (i) 2.5 Nl/h (equivalent of 38.46% 

recycling), (ii) 5.0 Nl/h (55.56%), (iii) 7.5 Nl/h (65.22%), and (iv) 9.6 Nl/h (70.59%). Results can be 

seen in Fig. 2. The recirculation results in improved performance of the cell. As can be seen, the voltage 

of a cell increases which is followed by the increase of electric power obtained from a single cell. 

 
Fig. 2: Effect of the recirculation on the performance of a single SOFC. 

 

Additionally, the model was used to predict the possible performance gain in terms of elevated current 

density. It should be noted, that application of recirculation increases the overall fuel utilization, hence 

the concentration losses are reduced. In such a case, the cell can operate at higher current densities for 

a given flow of fuel. This allows to draw more electricity from a cell which performance is limited by 

the available fuel. Such a strategy enables reducing the amount of fuel delivered to the SOFCs. To 

visualize the effect of recirculation on the achievable electric current of the cell, simulation of 6 
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conditions was performed. The same cell was considered to operate at the nominal conditions, 

additionally operation with 15, 25 and 50% of the nominal flow of the fuel, as well as amount of fuel 

increase thanks to the recycling. In the recirculation, 33% and 50% were chosen as the representative 

cases. Results for a reference case are presented in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3: The increase of the achievable current using recirculation of fuel.  

5 Conclusions 

In the current analysis, a system for recirculating anodic off-gas with complete removal of water was 

under consideration. The experimental setup with chiller-based recycling was used to measure the 

performance of planar SOFC operated with different rate of recycling, between 38.5 and 70.5%. 

Quantification of the effect on the performance of SOFC was done by analyzing the increase of the 

voltage of a cell operated at a given current density. The improvement resulting from the use of 

recirculation can be therefore expressed as a power gain. Experimental analysis has shown that the 

performance of a stand-alone SOFC can be increased by 18-31%.  

Recirculation of the anodic stream based on chiller offers several advantages: 

(i) Fuel remaining in the anodic off-gas can be recovered to increase the overall fuel utilization, 

(ii) Higher current can be drawn from the cell when recirculation is engaged. This offers a 

potential application in systems that have to operate continuously with limited supply of 

fuel. The examples include distributed units in which the amount of gas and/or its lower 

heating value varies on hourly and daily basis. 

(iii) The chiller-based recirculation is an effective measure in order to increase the overall 

performance of the system with SOFC, including the fact that additional power for operation 

of the chiller and the recirculation machine is needed. 
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The discussed concept of recirculation can be effectively realized in regeneration systems integrated 

with chiller in which SOFCs serve as prime mover and the source of cold media is available for water 

removal from lean fuel. 
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Abstract 
This study investigates the influence of operating parameters on the physical and chemical properties of 

solid and liquid products from hydrothermal carbonization of acacia under different biomass to water 

ratios (1:10, 1:8, and 1:5) and temperatures (180, 200 and 220 C). In this work the utlimate and 
proximate analysis of raw and hydrochars from acacia were determined. Additionally, the structural 

features of hydrochars were conducted by SEM and van Soest analysis was used for hemicellulose, 

cellulose and lignin determination. Moreover, TGA techniques were applied to discover step by step the 

combustion process of hydrochars. All results were compared with those responsive for raw acacia. 
Collaterally, the liquid products were analysed by measuring pH and conductivity, which confirmed 

their acidic and polar character, and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) with a very high values 

indicating that the HTC-water contained a high concentration of organic matter and nutrients. Collected 
and analysed data revealed that biomass to water ratio and reaction temperature are the primary factors 

that influence the HTC process. The effect of increasing temperature is more prominent than the 

increasing biomass to water ratio confirmed mainly by higher HHV and FC values and energy 
densification ratios. 

1 Introduction 

In Poland, the biomass potential is high, so both domestic and foreign investors have been undertaking 
this subject for several years. In the same time, the Energy Regulatory Office has reported more than 

three times the installed capacity of renewable energy sources from biomass in Poland since 2011, which 

amounted to 1.37 GW at the end of December, 2017 [1]. Despite many advantages of biomass as a 
renewable fuel, it has also some weak points e.g. high moisture content, biodegradability, hydrophilic 

character, low grindability, and low energy density. Therefore, pretreatment processes of low quality 

biomass are necessary in order to upgrade its chemical and physical properties and to uniform and 
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homogenize the material. There are torrefaction, hydrothermal carbonization and slow pyrolysis 
processes, which are an effective way to densify the energy content of renewable fuels [2]. 

HydroThermal Carbonization (HTC) is a thermochemical process which involves the application of heat 

and pressure to convert raw biomass in the presence of water into carbonaceous biofuel. The HTC 
process results in three types of products: gases, aqueous chemicals, and a solid hydrochar. The gas 

product is about 1-3 % of the raw material, consisting mainly of CO2. The aqueous extractive compounds 

can easily be filtered from the reaction solution, avoiding complicated drying schemes and costly 
isolation procedures. They are primarily inorganic salts, sugars, and organic acids. Hydrochar is a 

homogenized, carbon rich, and energy-dense solid fuel, biologically sterilized due to thermal treatment. 

During the HTC by-products are also produced that can be successfully used for heat and power 

generation, for example from biogas obtained by anaerobic digestion from residual carbon found in 
liquid phase [3,4]. The mechanisms of hydrothermal carbonization are associated with a series of 

hydrolysis, condensation, decarboxylation, and dehydration reactions [5]. During HTC conditions, in 

presence of water, hydrolysis above 150 C causes fragmentation of large biomass molecules by 
disintegration of cellulosic and hemicellulosic fractions to smaller fragments. The removal of CO2 from 

biomass is called decarboxylation. Dehydration is the process relevant for water removal from biomass 
leading to hydroxyl group elimination. The efficiency of HTC process depends on reaction temperature, 

reaction time, biomass to water ratio and pressure. The HTC process is usually carried out in the range 

of temperature 150 - 300 C and the various pressures are maintained above the saturation pressure to 
ensure the liquid state of water, and 2 - 12 h of residence time is used [6-10]. 

The objective of this work was to study the main parameters of the process, e.g. temperature and biomass 
to water ratio that can be positively applied to convert acacia to a renewable solid fuel. The fuel 

characteristics, fibre, structural feature, and SEM-EDS analysis of hydrochar ash as well as the thermal 

combustion behaviour of solid hydrochars were investigated and compared to raw biomass. 
Additionally, the liquid phase was analysed. The results could provide a better understanding of the 

hydrothermal carbonization in order to successfully optimise this pre-treatment process. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 HTC experiments 

The wood biomass feedstock used in this study was acacia delivered from a Polish sawmill with  

a particle size range 0.5 mm. Hydrothermal carbonization was carried out in a Zipperclave Stirred 
Reactor. The reactor volume was 1000 ml, it was made of stainless steel and was equipped with a 

MagneDrive Agitator (Parker Autoclave Engineers). The full description of laboratory set can be found 

in [6]. The HTC process was studied under three different biomass to water ratios: 1:5, 1:8, and 1:10 (at 

200 C), and different temperatures 180, 200, and 220 C (at 1:10 biomass to water ratio) were applied. 
At the beginning, acacia was dispersed in deionised water in specific biomass to water ratio and placed 
into the vessel. Then, the reactor was sealed and heated up to specific temperature for 60 min and 

maintained for 4 h, at the end the reactor was cooled down to room temperature with cooling water. The 

mixture in reactor was stirred by a magnetic stirrer (150 rpm) during the entire process to avoid local 

overheating. The pressure was stabilized depending on requested temperature (up to max. 2 MPa). Then, 
the remaining products were extracted from vessel and the solid product was separated from the liquid 

phase by vacuum filtration process. The solid dark brown hydrochar was oven dried at 105 C for one 
day, weighed and stored in sealed containers for further analysis. The dark yellow liquid phase products 

from the HTC experiments was also stored in sealed containers in the refrigerator. 100 m3 of liquid was 
also distilled under low pressure. The obtained 90 % of distillate was clear and transparent. The other 

10 % was dark brown, it was heated up in a water bath to evaporate, then dried at 105 C, weighed and 
analysed in terms of its carbon content to determine the carbon balance. 
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2.2 Solid product characteristics 

2.2.1 Proximate and ultimate analysis 

The proximate analysis including moisture, ash, volatile matter contents were determined according to 
PN-EN ISO 18134-1:2015-11, EN 15403:2011, EN 15402:2011, respectively. Additionally, the fixed 

carbon was determined by difference. The ultimate analysis (carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen content) 

was measured by Elemental Analyser Truespec CHNS Leco (CHNS628) according to PKN-ISO/TS 
12902:2007. The higher and low heating values of raw samples were determined using a KL-10 bomb 

calorimeter. 

2.2.2 Specific surface area 

The specific surface area (SSA) of raw and HTC treated samples was determined using the multipoint 

BET adsorption method (ASAP 2010, Micromeritics Inst). Nitrogen was used as an adsorber and 

adsorption took place at the temperature of 77 K. Prior to the test, the samples were degassed overnight 
at 100 oC. 

2.2.3 Fibre analysis 

In order to determine hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin fractions the modified Van Soest analysis was 

used [11,12]. This method enables the separation of biomass fractions by using two detergents: a neutral 

detergent solution which removes pectic polysaccharides, phenolic compounds, proteins and sugars 

(later call extractives), and an acidic detergent solution used to remove hemicelluloses. In a third step 
the cellulose is solubilised by 72 % sulphuric acid separating lignin fractions. 

2.2.4 SEM-EDS 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were done for all studied samples using FESEM Nova 

NanoSEM 450. Particles of the raw acacia and hydrochars were mounted on metal stubs by double sided 

carbon adhesive discs. The samples were observed in the high vacuum mode by secondary electrons 
(SEM) using the accelerating voltage - 1 kV. Additionally, EDS analysis of hydrochar ashes compared 

to raw acacia ash were investigated in order to provide elemental composition analysis inside a SEM. 

2.2.5 TGA 

TGA analysis was performed. The TG, GTG and DSC were depicted of raw acacia and HTC_1, HTC_2, 

HTC_3, HTC_4, and HTC_5. The TGA instrument was calibrated with indium, zinc and aluminium. Its 

accuracy is equal to 10−6 g. For the thermogravimetric analysis, the samples were placed in an alumina 

crucible. The mass sample about 15 mg was heated from an ambient temperature up to 700 C at a 

constant 10 C/min, in 40 ml/min flow of air. 

2.3 Liquid product characteristics 

The liquid product from HTC experiment and distillate samples was characterized by pH, conductivity, 

and oxygen demands were measured by Multifunction Laboratory Meter CX-505 ELMETRON. 

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) analysis using potassium dichromate Cr2O7
2-, to oxidize the organic 

matter in solution to carbon dioxide and water under acidic conditions, was also performed in order to 

quantify the amount of organics in liquid phase. An acid-base titration of the distillate was also carried 

out to determine the concentration of acetic acid. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Physical and chemical properties of solid samples 

As presented in Table 1, the fixed carbon (FC) and carbon contents were on the rise with increasing 

temperature and biomass to water ratios corresponding with rising heating values. At the 200 C 
increased the biomass to water ratio upgraded the fixed carbon. But, the temperature impact on 

hydrochars produced at 1:10 biomass to water ratio was more prominent factor than the biomass to water 

ratio. Taking into account the increasing of the biomass to water ratio at 200 C on FC the effect is 

negligible, whereas the increase of temperature up to 220 C for 1:10 water ratio is significant causing 
40 % higher FC value. In this case, the fixed carbon and carbon content, HHV and LHV, fuel and energy 
densification ratios had the highest values, whereas hydrogen and oxygen content is lower. Moreover, 

the volatile matter significantly decreased indicating that part of light organic compound converted into 

liquid and gaseous phases of HTC. 

Table 1: Physical and chemical properties of raw acacia and hydrochar. 

Parameters Acacia HTC_1 HTC_2 HTC_3 HTC_4 HTC_5 

Temperature, C  180 200 220 200 200 

Biomass to water ratio    1:10 1:8 1:5 

Proximate analysis, wt (%) 

FC 16.04 21.09 26.35 36.80 25.75 27.72 

VM 76.58 77.82 71.13 61.49 71.85 70.85 
Ash 0.16 0.09 0.26 0.1 0.47 0.19 

M 7.22 1.00 2.26 1.61 1.93 1.24 

Fuel ratio 

FC/VM 0.21 0.27 0.37 0.6 0.36 0.39 

Ultimate analysis, wt (%) 

C 47.0 57.7 58.1 66.7 59.0 60.4 

H 5.76 6.04 5.87 5.7 5.85 5.81 

N 0.112 0.185 0.189 0.223 0.181 0.196 
S 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 

Oa 46.96 35.99 35.58 27.28 34.50 33.40 

Atomic ratio 

H/C 1.47 1.26 1.21 1.03 1.19 1.15 
O/C 0.75 0.47 0.46 0.31 0.45 0.42 

Energy factors 

HHV, MJ/kg 18.08 20.92 21.81 23.89 21.51 22.44 

LHV, MJ/kg 16.77 19.91 20.55 22.64 20.26 21.20 
Energy densification 

ratio 

- 
1.16 1.17 1.32 1.19 1.24 

Energy yield, % - 87 86 77 84 87 
Mass yield, % - 75 73 58 70 70 

SSA, m2/g 0.336 1.78 2.01 3.02 2.05 2.48 

Energy densification ratio increased a little with increasing biomass to water ratio, but the influence of 

temperature is also stronger. Additionally, the higher temperature used the lower solid product is 
obtained, confirmed by mass yield, and more liquid and gaseous product are produced. 

The specific surface area of hydrochars were investigated in order to assess their adsorptive properties. 

The hydrochars have relatively small specific surface area and thus indicates their porosity is also low, 
but comparing to the raw acacia it increased 5 to 10 times depending on temperature of reaction. 
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Figure 1: Van Krevelen`s diagram Figure 2: Van Soest analysis, where: NDS - neutral detergent 

soluble, H - hemicellulose, C - cellulose, L - lignin. 

It can also be seen on the Van Krevelen diagram (Fig. 1), where the H/C and O/C atomic ratios clearly 

indicated the upgrading character of HTC process and the spectacular temperature impact leading the 

HTC_3 to left bottom of the scheme. In this place the most carbon like renewable fuel is found. 
Additionally, the fibre analysis done by van Soest method is depicted in Fig. 2. As can be seen in all 

cases the hemicellulose and celullose are completely degraded and moved into volatile products. 

Whereas, the lignin content is in c.a. similar level. Therefore, it can be concluded that the both factors 
neither temperature nor biomass to water ratio did not significantly affect the fibre compounds of 

hydrochars. 

 

Figure 2: TG and DSC curves of acacia and hydrochars in air atmosphere 10C/min heated up to 

700C. 
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Biomass - Acacia Biomass ash Biomass ash – EDS analysis 

  
 

HTC_1 HTC_1 ash HTC_1 ash – EDS analysis 

  

 

HTC_2 HTC_2 ash HTC_2 ash – EDS analysis 

  
 

HTC_3 HTC_3 ash HTC_3 ash – EDS analysis 

  

 

Figure 3: SEM analysis of raw acacia, hydrochars and its ashes. 

Analysing TGA results the effect of hydrothermal carbonization is well observed on TG and DSC 
curves. For hydrochars the volatile mater release took place faster and in narrow range of temperature 

comparing to raw biomass where two small stages were found up to 330 C. The second stage of the 

combustion 330 – 500 C had confirmed the chemical differences in obtained hydrochars. The 
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combustion process of all hydrochars had finished at c.a. 520 C, whereas for raw acacia at c.a. 480 C. 
The temperature impact on hydrochars is found. The hydrochars obtained at higher carbonization 
temperature were characterized by the lower rate of combustion (it is observed in second stage), whereas 

the biomass to water ratio impact on combustion profile is negligible. 

Fig. 3 presents the structural changes in biomass material and its ash caused by carbonization process. 

The structure of hydrochars confirmed the impact of HTC process. For HTC_1 small openings were 
appeared and were irregularly distributed comparing to raw sample. The further increase of temperature 

(HTC_2) caused more porous structure with regular distribution openings which resulted from volatile 

matter release. The HTC_3 hydrochar is characterized by the most destroyed structure resulted from 
degraded fibre. The morphology of ash is also presented including EDS analysis. Apparently, the 

elemental composition of ashes were different because of leaching some inorganic matter to liquid phase 

of HTC. 
The study of liquid phase of HTC and their distillates included pH, conductivity, density and COD. The 

pH for the hydrochars were acidic, c.a. 3.2, but for the distillates were lower, c.a. 2.7. The conductivity 

of the distillates was 2 times lower than those measured for the HTC liquid. This indicated that there 

were some polar compounds in the solution. The results suggested that most inorganic compounds did 
not distillate. The resulting values of COD were very high indicating that the HTC liquid contained a 

high concentration of organic matter and nutrients. COD values of their distillates were 2 times lower. 

The density was on similar level in all samples. 

Table 2: Physical and chemical properties of liquid and their distillates from HTC of acacia. 

Parameters HTC_1 HTC_2 HTC_3 HTC_4 HTC_5 

pH 3.16 3.27 3.14 3.21 3.23 

pHd 2.86 2.83 2.89 2.77 2.74 

conductivity, mS/cm 1.52 2.07 1.90 2.17 2.64 

conductivityd, mS/cm 0.96 1.10 1.12 1.20 1.28 

density, g/cm3 1.0050 1.0045 1.0035 1.0046 1.0049 

densityd, g/cm3 1.0027 1.0021 1.0009 1.0022 1.0025 

COD, gO2/dm3 24.2 19.90 23.5 27.03 29.34 

CODd, gO2/dm3 13.3 9.9 5.97 14.4 14.6 

acidityd, mol/dm3 0.091 0.112 0.107 0.133 0.178 

d - distillate 

4 Conclusion 

The solid hydro-products of HTC were characterised by above 20 % carbon content for 200 C and above 

40 % for 220 C process temperature. Hemicellulose and cellulose in acacia had degraded after HTC 
process what was evidently confirmed by fibre analysis, structural studies (SEM) and thermal analysis. 

Additionally, TGA results showed that combustion of the hydrochars took place at higher temperatures 

than raw material providing effective combustion performance. Taking into account the presented 

results it can be concluded that temperature was undoubtedly the main parameter influencing physical 
and chemical properties of hydrochars, while biomass to water ratio was found insignificant. 
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Abstract 

At present, power systems based on gas turbines are mainly used for electricity and heat generation. Gas 

turbines are used in industrial and institutional applications due to high-temperature exhaust, which can 

be used for heating, drying or process steam production. The combined cycle gas turbines plants are a 

mature technology with high reliability and offering rapid-response to changing demand for electricity 

and heat. The combination of a gas turbine with heat recovery system and a heat accumulator makes the 

CHP plant a flexible unit. The paper presents the optimization tool for planning process of electricity 

and heat production in gas-fired CHP plant with heat accumulator. The detailed mathematical model of 

analyzed cogeneration plant was developed with the EBSILON®Professional and verified based on the 

results form on-site tests and warranty measurements. The implemented optimization algorithm is 

performed to minimize operational costs of CHP plant and allows indicate the economically optimal 

point of cogeneration plant operation. The presented calculation methodology is based on a non-linear 

optimization technique. The optimization algorithm is applied to the production determination of a day 

ahead in CHP plant, with one-hour time step. The obtained results show that the developed optimization 

model is a reliable and efficient tool for production planning in CHP plant with gas turbines. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the climate protection and the new environmental restrictions are at the top of the agenda in 

most industrial countries. In the last years, the governments have strengthened efforts to reduce total 

emissions of noxious substances to the environment. The efficient, reliable and low-emission energy 

system is essential for modern nations in many regions in the world. In order to achieve the assumed 

goals, the implementations of renewable energy resources and more-efficient power technology are 

necessary. The high-performance and advanced renewable technologies such as biomass, solar, wind, 

fossil-fuel power plants with carbon capture storage, nuclear, hydropower and fuel cell are considered 

as an innovative solution with sustainable potential for future development in Europe. The increase of 

the share of renewable technology in national energy balance will allow for preventing environmental 

degradation, improving resource efficiency and reducing greenhouse gases (GHG). However, today fossil 

fuels dominate the global energy demand and this is likely to continue in the near future. The emissions 

of harmful greenhouse gases from fossil fuel-fired power plants are a major problem related to the 

process of production of heat and electricity. The main economic sector responsible for the largest share 

of GHG emissions is the energy sector, where the coal, natural gas or oil are the most common fuels. 

From those listed fuels, the largest share in CO2 global balance has the coal, which is the most used fuel 

in the power-and-heat sector and currently fuel 37% of global electricity demand. Nonetheless, in some 

countries, the use of coal cover a higher percentage of electricity demand. It can be assumed that the 

emissions of greenhouse gases from the power sector could increase substantially in coming decades 

[1-3].  

The combined heat and power (CHP) technology, also known as cogeneration, is considered as a 

technique that provides a reduction of GHG emissions and allows improving the energy efficiency. In 

CHP systems, the electricity and heat are produced simultaneously from a single energy source. The 

energy efficiency of a CHP plant can reach 90% or more. Current technologies in CHP systems offer 

the energy savings from 5% to 40% in comparison to the separate production of heat and electricity. 

The energy factors depend on the type of replaced system. The high overall thermal efficiency of a CHP 

plants causes less fuel consumption in this system to obtain the same amount of heat and electric power. 

The CHP technology offers a number of energetic, environmental and ecological benefits. These 

advantages are usually compared to the conventional separate electricity and heat production. The high-

efficiency CHP systems can significantly affect the reduction of GHG emissions and other harmful 

compounds (e.g. NOx, SOx, CO, CH4). Among the advantages of simultaneous production of heat and 

electricity should also be mentioned the possibility to increase the electric grid reliability. Furthermore, 

the investments in CHP technology can support the economic growth through job creation and market 

development [3-6].  

The total installed capacity of combined heat and power plants in Europe is around 100 GW, which 

accounts for about 11.7 % of electricity demand. The production of electricity from CHP in Europe has 

been steadily increasing in recent years. According to the analysis of IEA report for the EU-28, it can 

be seen an increase of 60% in electricity produced from CHP plants since 1990. Currently, existing 

cogeneration systems use different production technologies, such as steam turbines, gas turbines, fuel 

cells, Stirling engines, gas or diesel engines and combined cycle gas turbines. The most common primary 

energy fuel is natural gas and coal, but renewable energy sources (RES) can also be used. The new 

technologically CHP systems installed in the last 10 years in Europe are Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 

(CCGT), Gas Turbines (GT) and Reciprocating Engines (RE) and Organic Rankine Cycle plants (ORC) 

[7,8].  

In recent times, energy market required power plants with high flexibility due to fluctuating energy 

demand associated with renewable energy. Existing fossil-fuel combined cycle plants and power stations 

with steam turbines are not always able to meet the power grid requirements because of their high 

thermal inertia. In this context, the natural gas-fired combined cycle plants are considered as the most 

energy efficient and flexible solution for simultaneous power and heat production. The number of 
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installed gas turbines in the world is going up and the CCGT plants are expected to be the dominant 

technology for new large-scale units in the future. Gas turbine technology is high-efficient and more 

reliable than conventional fossil-fuel power plants. Among the many features of gas turbines should also 

be listed the low capital cost to power ratio, high flexibility, short delivery time, fast starting–

accelerating and better environmental performance than other fossil-fuel technologies [9-11]. 

The energy storage systems have become an increasingly popular technology in the last years. 

Integration of heat storage with CHP unit is a cost-effective way to increase the flexibility and energy 

efficiency of the production process. The heat accumulator allows separating the electricity production 

from heat generation for some period of time. This operation is profitable during the hours where the 

highest price of electricity occurs. In other words, the heat accumulator is usually charged when the heat 

demand is low and discharged during hours with high heat demand. This feature can be also used when 

the market conditions make it profitable. The operation of CHP systems without heat storage mainly 

depends on the current heat demand. In this mode, the heat production determines electricity generation. 

To achieve the techno-economic benefits from the operation of CHP unit with heat storage, it is crucial 

to develop the algorithm for optimal planning and control management [12,13].  

In conclusion, in the present paper, the authors present the innovative approach of optimization of 

electricity and heat production in gas-fired combined heat and power plant with heat accumulator. This 

paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, production planning and scheduling definitions are 

presented. In the same section, the optimization methods are introduced with literature review. In 

Section 3, the general description of analyzed CHP plant is presented. The detailed description of gas-

fired CHP plant is performed in Section 3. The mathematical model of CHP plant and optimization 

model is presented in Section 4. The results of production planning example are presented in Section 5. 

Finally, concluding remarks and findings are presented in Section 6. 

2 Production planning and scheduling 

Nowadays, the development of computer technology and numerical software plays an important role in 

the modeling of thermal power systems. Furthermore, the analysis of a large amount of information is 

possible due to modern computer tools. Presently, many decisions related to the operation of a power 

system are presented in the form of process planning and scheduling. The planning and scheduling terms 

are often mutually substitutable due to the very similar definition and the difference between these two 

words is not precise. Scheduling defines short-term decisions (e.g. day, week) while planning normally 

involves medium-term (e.g. months, year) tasks. 

The optimal planning and scheduling process of thermal power systems operation is an area of much 

interest for power sector and many researchers. Presently, the main goal of production planning is to 

find the cost-optimal scheduling of power and heat production that meets all the operational restrictions 

and constraints. Due to the strong dependence of electricity price, heat demand, and fuel prices, the 

effective planning, and scheduling tools are essential in the optimization of combined heat and power 

systems, especially for thermal plants with complex structure. Mainly, there exist two classical operation 

strategies for CHP systems – the electric demand management (EDM) and thermal demand management 

(TDM). In the EDM approach, the CHP system provides electricity to the grid with high priority. In the 

TMD strategy, the heat production has the priority over electricity production. The detailed description 

and examples of EDM and TDM strategies are presented in [14,15]. 

In literature, numerous novel operation strategies for CHP plants operation were proposed and analyzed. 

In [16], Kumbartzky et al. proposed a comprehensive concept with potential for increasing the 

profitability of operation of CHP plant with heat storage by participating in multiple electricity markets. 

They developed a multistage stochastic optimization model that simultaneously optimizes the operation 

of the CHP plant with heat storage and bids in sequential electricity markets. In [17], the authors 

designed the short-term hourly scheduling model of industrial and commercial customers with 
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cogeneration facilities, conventional power units, and heat-only units. The demand response program 

has been implemented for serving the power and heat demands of the customer with minimum cost. In 

[18], Moghaddam et al. developed an innovative method for modeling energy hubs based on energy 

flow between its constituent elements. In this work, the optimization tool is presented for short term 24-

hour scheduling, where the objective is to fulfill daily cooling, heating and electric demands of a 

hypothetical building with the maximum profit. In [19], the authors developed a stochastic model for 

coordinated scheduling of combined heat and power units operation in microgrid considering wind 

turbine and photovoltaic units. 

2.1 Optimization of power system operation 

Optimal operation of combined heat and power plant can be prepared by using an optimization model. 

In the literature, many works have been done to investigate and analyze the optimization problem related 

to the operation of small- and large-scale CHP plants. Some researchers focus on the short- and long-

term optimal planning model for CHP plant coordination. In general, the optimization means the act of 

obtaining the best result under the given circumstances. Optimization can be also described as a process 

of finding the conditions that give the minimum or maximum value of a function, where the function 

represents the effort required or the desired benefit. Optimization in engineering problems mainly 

applies to maximizing/minimizing product cost in the manufacturing process, optimal production 

planning, controlling and scheduling or to find the optimal path in road networks. There are many 

numerical methods for solving both linear and nonlinear sets of equations, which represents the 

mathematical model of the analyzed power system. Many various optimization algorithms have been 

proposed and tested to achieve the optimal solution for different tasks and problems. Different 

mathematical modeling algorithms are used to solve given optimization problem. In general, the 

optimization modeling approaches can be categorized as follows: classical optimization techniques, 

linear programming, nonlinear programming, geometric programming, dynamic programming, integer 

programming, stochastic programming, evolutionary algorithms, etc. A comprehensive review of 

modeling methods, planning approaches and energy management algorithms for a combined heat and 

power systems are presented in [20]. An overview of the different types of optimization algorithms used 

in the different power systems applications is presented in Table 1. In this work, the authors focused 

solely on the optimization algorithms used in the production planning process. 

Table 1: Optimization methods in mathematical modeling of power systems [20]: LP - linear programs, 

MILP - mixed-integer linear programs, LGDP - linear generalized disjunctive programming, QP - quadratic 

programs, LCP - linear complementary problems, NLP - nonlinear programs, MINLP - mixed-integer nonlinear 

programs, GDP - generalized disjunctive programming 

 LP MILP/LGDP QP/LCP NLP MINLP, GDP 

Operations x x   x 

Planning x x   x 

Scheduling x  x x  

Real-time optimization      

Process synthesis      

Process flowsheet  x  x x 

Heat exchange networks x x  x x 

Water networks x x  x x 

Process control      

Linear x  x   

Nonlinear    x  

Hybrid  x  x x 
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The production planning and performance optimization of CHP operation have been discussed in many 

recent studies. In the CHP optimization problem, the mixed integer programming method is the most 

widely used. In [21], Cui et al. conduct the optimization of a combined heat and power system with ice 

thermal storage air-conditioning system in consideration of minimal cost. A MINLP algorithm is used 

to develop optimal operating strategies for the cogeneration system. Christidis et al. [22] propose the 

numerical algorithm for the combined optimization of the operation of nineteen existing power plant 

units and the design of six proposed heat accumulators which supply the district heating network. 

Authors solved this problem with the mixed-integer programming method. In [23], Elsido et al. set up a 

mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model for determining the most profitable synthesis 

and design of CHP units within a district heating network with heat storage. The authors take into 

account the optimal scheduling of the units over the whole year. The optimization algorithm was tested 

on an industrial side to find the two system designs leading to the minimum energy consumption and 

the minimum total annual cost. For the considered test case, the design optimized for the minimum 

energy consumption allows saving 64% of primary energy compared to the minimum total annual cost 

solution. Bischi et al. [24] propose the detailed optimization model presented for planning the short-

term operation of combined cooling, heat and power (CCHP) energy systems. The goal function 

concerns the operating schedule that minimizes the total operating and maintenance costs. This model 

takes into account the time-varying loads, tariffs and ambient conditions. Zhu [25] et al. formulate a 

multi-objective mixed integer nonlinear programming model for operation optimization of large-scale 

combined cooling, heat, and power system. The two objective functions were proposed – economic 

(minimizing the total annual cost, which comprises the operation and investment costs of large-scale 

CCHP plant) and environmental (minimizing the annual global CO2 emission from CCHP system). 

There are also many research studies in literature, where the other optimization methods were used for 

analysis of CHP plants operation. Rubio [26] et al. propose a two-steps optimization procedure of a 

polygeneration unit. The authors construct the nonlinear problem, which is solved by generalized 

reduced gradient (GRG) algorithm. The genetic algorithm (GA) was used in [27] to find the optimal 

operating strategy for combined cooling, heating and power generation system.  

3 General description of CHP plant 

This chapter provides a general description of analyzed gas-fired combined heat and power plant. Basic 

data and nominal parameters of each component in the system are also provided. The schematic diagram 

of gas-fired CHP plant is presented in Fig. 1. The CHP unit consists of two LM600 PF gas turbines, two 

heat recovery hot water boilers (HRHWB) with supplementary firing system (SF), hot water 

accumulator (AC) and four heat only boilers (HOB). The electricity is produced in two generators of 

each gas turbine, which are supplied with gas and air. Heat production is carried out for the purpose of 

heating water used to supply the district heating network (DHN). The exhaust gases from gas turbines 

and supplementary firing systems are used for water heating in heat recovery hot water boilers. Water 

can be also heated in four HOBs, which can be powered by gas or oil. The excess heat can also be stored 

in the hot water accumulator. The presented CHP plant has several possible operating configurations, 

depending on the availability of equipment and current heat demand, which strongly depends on ambient 

conditions. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of gas-fired CHP plant: AC – hot water accumulator, BBP – booster 

boiler pumps, CDP – cold discharge pump, DA – deaerator, DHN – district heating network, GT – 

gas turbine, HDP – hot discharge pump, HOB – heat only boiler, HRHWB – heat recovery hot water 

boiler, MUP – make-up water pumps, SF – supplementary firing 

3.1 Gas turbines 

The LM6000 PF is a dual-rotor aero-derivative gas turbine that consists of a variable inlet guide vane 

assembly (VIGV), a low pressure compressor (LPC), a variable-geometry high pressure compressor 

(HPC), a triple annular combustor, a high pressure turbine (HPT), a low pressure turbine (LPT), an 

accessory gearbox assembly and accessories. The low-pressure rotor consists of the low-pressure 

compressor and low-pressure turbine that drive it. Attachment flanges are available on both the front 

and/or rear of the LP rotor for connection to the packager-supplied power shaft and load. The driven 

load may be power generation (constant speed) or mechanical drive (variable speed) applications. The 

high-pressure rotor consists of HPC and HPT that drive it. The high-pressure core consists of the HPC, 

the combustor, and the HPT. The HPT and LPT drive the HPC and LPC through concentric drive shafts. 

The operation principle of the gas turbine is as follows: combustion air enters the gas turbine at VIGV 

and passes into the LPC part, which compresses the air by a ratio of approximately 2.4:1. Air leaving 

the LPC is directed into the HPC part. Variable bypass valves (VBV) are arranged in the flow passage 

between the two compressors to regulate the airflow entering the HPC at idle and at low power. To 

further control the airflow, the HPC is equipped with variable stator vanes (VSV). The HPC compresses 

the air to the ratio of 12:1, resulting in a total compression ratio of 30:1 (relative to ambient). From the 

HPC, the air is directed into the triple annular combustor section, where it mixes with the fuel from the 
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75 air/gas premixes that are packaged in 30 externally removable modules. The fuel/air mixture is 

initially ignited by an igniter and, once combustion is self-sustaining, the igniter is turned off. The hot 

flue gas that results from combustion is directed into the HPT, which drives the HPC. This gas further 

expands through the LPT, which drives the LPC and the output load. The nominal parameters of the 

analyzed gas turbines are presented in Table 2. The values were calculated for specified standard 

reference conditions (ISO conditions): ambient temperature 𝑡𝑎𝑚 = 15°C, ambient pressure 𝑝𝑎𝑚 = 

101325 Pa, and relative humidity 𝜑𝑎𝑚 = 84.6 %. 

Table 2: Nominal gas turbine parameters for ISO conditions 

Parameter Unit Value 

Net power output MW 42.136 

Heat rate kJ/kWh 8875 

Exhaust gas flow rate kg/s 125.16 

Exhaust gas temperature °C 463.1 

3.2 Heat recovery hot water boiler 

The main part of gas-fired CHP plant provides hot water to the district heating network. This part of 

CHP unit consists of two heat recovery hot water boilers (HRHUB) with supplementary firing system 

(SF), that are driven by hot flue gases from gas turbines. Exhaust gases at the inlet to the boiler may 

have different parameters depending on whether or not the supplementary firing system is active. The 

typical flue gas temperature at the gas turbine outlet is 420 -517°C. During SF system operation, the 

maximum flue gas temperature is 820°C. The amount of heat transferred in the HRHWB is determined 

by the exhaust gas parameters at the outlet of the boiler. The exhaust gas temperature at the HRHWB 

outlet is in the range of 70–115°C and the exhaust gases are directed to the stack and leave the system. 
Each of HRHWB unit is connected with the gas turbine by flue gas duct. The supplementary firing 

system is installed inside the flue gas duct. The SF system is equipped with low-emission burners. The 

heat recovery hot water boilers consist of the same subsystem: water cycle (pressure part), flue gas duct 

with compensators, cold stack with a throttle, circulations pumps and supplementary gas burners. The 

nominal parameters of the HRHWB units are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Nominal heat recovery hot water boilers parameters 

Parameter Unit Value 

Maximum thermal power - without SF burners MW 55.8 

Maximum thermal power of the SF burners MW 73.0 

Minimum thermal power of the SF burners MW 6.0 

Maximum thermal power – with SF burners MW 118.8 

Maximum flue gas temperature after SF burners °C 820.0 

Maximum flue gas pressure drop Pa 2500 

Minimum inlet water temperature °C 50.0 

Nominal outlet water temperature °C 135.0 
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3.3 Heat only boiler 

The CHP plant is equipped with four water heat only boilers. The main function of their operation is to 

cover the peak demand for heat when the total heat request from district heating network exceeds the 

capacity of the gas turbine system with heat recovery hot water boilers. Due to their construction and 

the system connections structure, they can also be used as a basic production unit. The nominal fuel for 

HOBs is high methane natural gas. This type of HOB is bi-fuel, which means that they are also equipped 

with oil burners. The boiler structure is a two-pass, two-burner, fire/flame tube configuration of large 

volume. HOBs are operated without steam generation. The heating surface consists of a flame tube, an 

internal water-flushed rear flue gas-reversing chamber, and the associated fire-tubes. The flame tube, as 

a combustion chamber, is adjusted to the shape of the burner flame, which ensures optimum combustion 

process. Flue gases from the combustion chamber are directed through the rear-reversing chamber to 

the second pass and the economizer, from where they are removed to the stack. The HOBs are equipped 

with economizer to increase the thermal efficiency boiler. The economizer consists of finned tube coil 

with the associated inlet and outlet manifolds. The nominal parameters of the heat only boilers are 

presented in Table 4. 

Table 4: Nominal heat only boilers parameters 

Parameter Unit Value 

Nominal thermal power MW 30.0 

Nominal water pressure kPa 1430 

Minimum inlet water temperature °C 45.0 

Nominal outlet water temperature °C 135.0 

Thermal efficiency (with economizer) % 95.5 

Number of burners - 2 

Thermal power of the burner MW 15.7 

Minimum power for gas combustion MW 4.4 

Minimum power for oil combustion MW 10.4 

3.4 Hot water accumulator  

The heat accumulator is used for short- and long-term storage of hot water. The water content in the 

tank by weight is constant. When charging the accumulator, hot supply water is directed to the top of 

the tank with simultaneous extraction of the same amount of cold return water from the bottom of the 

tank. When discharging, hot supply water is extracted from the top with a simultaneous supply of cold 

return water at the bottom. The height of non-pressurized heat storage tank is 10 m, the diameter is 

42 m and the effective volume is 12 000 m3. The other nominal parameters of hot water accumulator are 

presented in Table 5. 

Table 5: Nominal hot water accumulator parameters 

Parameter Unit Value 

Nominal thermal capacity  MWh 575.0 

Water temperature °C 45-95 

Maximum charging rate (95°C) MW 90.0 

Maximum discharging rate (95°C) MW 50.0 
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4 A mathematical model of CHP plant 

The model of gas-fired combined heat and power plant used in the present paper is developed using the 

software Ebsilon Professional [29]. The Ebsilon Professional is a commercial program used for 

numerical calculation and performance simulation of complex power plant systems in design and part 

load conditions. The Ebsilon software is based on the mass and energy balance equations, which allows 

solving specific engineering problems. The thermodynamic schemes of plants are constructed from the 

available list of components that are the representation of real machines and devices. Each of 

components has their own graphical form and all of them are described by a set of mathematical 

equations. The numerical simulation can be done in two basic calculation modes: on-design and off-

design. In design mode, the entire topology of the power plant is built and includes the following phase: 

components adding, objects linking, and entering the nominal parameters. Once the development of the 

model is complete, the simulation calculations can be carried out. The Ebsilon Professional allows 

analyzing parameters of power plant systems in part load conditions. The off-design mode enables to 

fast and precisely predict component and system performance at various operating points. Design and 

off-design modes are completely integrated. 

The cogeneration plant consists of two gas turbines, two heat recovery hot water boilers with 

supplementary firing system, four heat only boilers, hot water accumulator and component that 

represents the district heating network operation. The structure of gas-fired CHP plant developed in 

Ebsilon software is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2: A simulation model of CHP plant: AC – hot water accumulator, DHN – district heating 

network, GT – gas turbine, HOB – heat only boiler, HRHWB – heat recovery hot water boiler,                     

SF – supplementary firing 

The nominal conditions from operating data and technical specification in the one-design mode for each 

component of CHP plant are implemented. The detailed modeling of the gas turbine is required for 

precise and accurate analysis of gas-fired plant. The gas turbine component simulates the characteristics 
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of a real gas turbine utilizing vendor information in form of correction curves. Based on a data set under 

specified reference conditions the following parameters are determined by linear interpolation between 

characteristic lines: net output (power at generator terminals), heat rate, exhaust gas flow and exhaust 

gas temperature. The deviation between the rating under reference conditions and the current operating 

point is calculated as a function of the following parameters: compressor inlet temperature, ambient 

pressure, inlet pressure drop between ambient and compressor inlet, outlet pressure drop, humidity at 

compressor inlet, fuel lower heating value, grid frequency and power load factor.  

The ambient conditions have an important impact on achievable power and heat rate of a gas turbine, 

but also on part-load performance. The characteristics developed for the dedicated gas turbine type were 

used to calculate and determine gas turbine parameters across its full range of operation. The electric 

power as a function of gas turbine load and air inlet temperature is presented in Fig. 3. Calculations were 

performed across the full range of turbine load (20–100%) and for the air inlet temperature range from 

-15 to +40°C. Electric power production in the gas turbine for a given load depends very strongly on air 

temperature, and the highest value can be achieved for low air temperatures. 

 

Figure 3: Effect of ambient temperature on gas turbine power output 

The presented model of heat accumulator consists of two Ebsilon's components called Storage -  one is 

used for hot water accumulation and the other component accumulates cold water. This combination of 

components simulate the operation of heat storage tank, which depending on the operation mode can be 

charged with excess amount of heat in the CHP system, otherwise it is discharged by the heat. The 

operation of heat accumulator is controlled by the regulators/controllers, assisted by logic functions 

written in EbsScript (PASCAL-based script language). The  model  takes  into  account the heat  losses 

from  the  tank  through  convection  and  conduction. 
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4.1 Optimization model 

The non-linear model based on GRG (Generalized Reduced Gradient) method is used in optimization 

algorithm for production planning. The GRG method is an algorithm for solving non-linear problems 

The non-linear optimization problem usually has the following structure: 

 

Minimize or maximize       𝑦 = 𝑦(𝑥)               objective function (1) 

subject to                            ℎ(𝑥) = 0                equality constraints (2) 

                                           𝑔(𝑥) ≤ 0                inequality constraints (3) 

                                           𝑙 ≤  𝑥 ≤ 𝑢              range of boundary constraints (4) 

 

where x is a vector of j variables. The constraints h(x) and g(x) are vectors of independent equations. If 

these constraints are linear, then the problem is said to have linear constraints. Otherwise, it is said to 

have non-linear constraints. The constraints l and u are lower and upper bounds of the decision variables 

[28]. 

The objective function is to maximize the profits of the CHP plant operation for the day-ahead planning 

horizon. The objective function consists of the revenues from the electricity sold in the Day-Ahead 

Market and from the power certificates for high-efficient cogeneration process minus the variable 

production costs (fuel, pollutants emission, heat and electricity own need of CHP plant), start-up and 

shut-down costs for the 24-hours planning horizon. The profit function is defined as follows: 

 

max 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝑃 = ∑(𝑅𝑒𝑙,𝑡 + 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡,𝑡

24

𝑡=1

− 𝐶𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡 − 𝐶𝑒𝑚,𝑡 − 𝐶𝑜𝑛,𝑡 − 𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡,𝑡 − 𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝑡) (5) 

 

The operational limits of each component in CHP plant were included in optimization model. These 

restrictions concern performance characteristic of gas turbines, heat recovery hot water boilers, heat 

only boilers, heat accumulator and other auxiliary devices (e.g. pumps, anti-icing system, gas-heating 

station). The operational limits and the fuel consumption are calculated using simulation model for each 

hour of CHP plant operation. The heat and electricity production constraints for each component in CHP 

plant can be expressed as: 

 

�̇�𝑖,𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ �̇�𝑖,𝑡 ≤ �̇�𝑖,𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (6) 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝑖,𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑖,𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7) 

where: 

�̇�𝑖,𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛, �̇�𝑖,𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 minimum and maximum heat production limits of i-th CHP component, MW, 

�̇�𝑖,𝑡  heat production in i-th CHP component, MW, 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝑖,𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 minimum and maximum power production limits of i-th CHP component, MW, 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡  power production in i-th CHP component, MW 

𝑡    time step, h. 

 

Due to the maximum capacity of gas supply, the limit of fuel consumption each hour of CHP plant 

operation is defined as: 

𝐺𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡 ≤ 𝐺𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (8) 

𝐺𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡 = ∑ 𝐺𝑖,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (9) 
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where: 

𝐺𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡  total fuel consumption in CHP plant, m3/h, 

𝐺𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥   maximum fuel consumption, m3/h, 

N  number of CHP components. 

 

The thermal capacity in hot water storage is constrained to be not more than the maximum thermal 

capacity of heat accumulator and the hot water storage charging and discharging rates should be not 

more than its maximum charging and discharging rates: 

 

0 ≤ 𝑄𝐴𝐶,𝑡 ≤ 𝑄𝐴𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (10) 

0 ≤ �̇�𝐴𝐶ch,𝑡 ≤ �̇�𝐴𝐶ch,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (11) 

0 ≤ �̇�𝐴𝐶dis,𝑡 ≤ �̇�𝐴𝐶dis,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (12) 

where: 

𝑄𝐴𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 the maximum thermal capacity of heat accumulator, MWh, 

𝑄𝐴𝐶,𝑡  the thermal capacity of heat accumulator, MWh, 

�̇�𝐴𝐶ch,𝑚𝑎𝑥 the maximum charging rate of heat accumulator, MW, 

�̇�𝐴𝐶ch,𝑡  heat to heat accumulator (charging mode), MW, 

�̇�𝐴𝐶dis,𝑚𝑎𝑥  the maximum discharging rate of heat accumulator, MW. 

�̇�𝐴𝐶dis,𝑡  heat from heat accumulator (discharging mode), MW. 

The heat balance constraint secure that the total heat production is equal to the sum of the total heat 

demand and heat own need of the plant. This limitation includes the changes in the thermal capacity of 

the heat accumulator. 

�̇�𝐷𝐻𝑁,𝑡 = ∑ �̇�𝑖,𝑡 −  �̇�ℎ𝑜𝑛,𝑡 − �̇�𝐴𝐶𝑐ℎ,𝑡

𝑁

𝑖=1

+ �̇�𝐴𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠,𝑡 (13) 

 

where: 

�̇�𝐷𝐻𝑁,𝑡  heat demand of district heating network, MW, 

�̇�ℎ𝑜𝑛,𝑡  heat own needs of CHP plant, MW. 

5 Computational results 

5.1 Model input data 

The developed optimization model was used to perform the day-ahead planning horizon of combined 

heat and power plant operation. The hourly mathematical model was tested on the example of the mid-

hour values for one day of gas-fired CHP plant exploitation. Main input data of the optimization model 

are: the nominal parameters of the CHP plant and heat accumulator, the technological and production 

constraints (discussed in Chapter 4.1), the hourly thermal demand, the forecasted ambient conditions 

such as temperature, pressure and relative humidity and the forecasted values of electricity price in the 

Day-Ahead Market at 24 time points of the day. The planning operation of CHP plant has been 

investigated by selecting a typical daily heat demand profile in the transitional period of the year. The 
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heat accumulator is assumed to be nearly fully charged at the start of the day. The total heat capacity of 

the hot water accumulator is 520 MWh for the first operation hour. Additionally, it was assumed that at 

the end of the day the minimal value of heat capacity in hot water accumulator should be no less than 

25% of the nominal thermal capacity. The simulations are designed for hourly generation dispatch over 

24 h periods. The summary of the input data is presented in Tab. 3.  

Table 6: Input data for the optimization model of production planning 

Time 
Ambient 

temperature 

Ambient 

pressure 

Relative 

humidity 
Heat demand Electricity price 

hr °C kPa % MW zł/MWh 

0 8.4 101.4 87.0 84.8 112.53 

1 7.9 101.4 89.0 86.7 139.20 

2 7.5 101.4 90.0 88.2 149.55 

3 7.2 101.4 91.0 89.4 149.85 

4 7.1 101.3 92.0 89.8 149.89 

5 7.0 101.3 93.0 90.2 149.85 

6 7.0 101.2 92.0 90.2 149.89 

7 7.2 101.2 91.0 89.4 161.39 

8 8.0 101.2 87.0 86.3 221.16 

9 9.4 101.1 81.0 81.2 206.39 

10 11.3 101.0 74.0 74.6 221.16 

11 13.0 101.0 68.0 69.3 235.00 

12 14.4 100.9 62.0 65.1 205.89 

13 15.4 100.8 59.0 62.3 145.81 

14 16.0 100.7 57.0 60.7 142.75 

15 16.5 100.6 55.0 59.4 142.75 

16 16.7 100.5 55.0 58.9 145.81 

17 16.2 100.4 57.0 60.2 145.81 

18 15.3 100.4 60.0 62.6 145.81 

19 14.4 100.3 65.0 65.1 205.89 

20 13.5 100.2 70.0 67.8 173.45 

21 13.0 100.2 74.0 69.3 145.81 

22 12.6 100.1 77.0 70.5 145.81 

23 12.3 100.1 81.0 71.4 143.70 

5.2 Simulation results 

In this section, the simulation results from optimization calculations are presented. As can be seen from 

the Table 6, the ambient temperature and heat demand have the opposite peaks. This is a common 

situation in the real district heating system. The heat demand data is based on the weather forecast hourly 

data on an autumn day. The heat load in the morning and evening is usually higher than that in the 

middle of the day, which results with the ambient temperature profile and living habits of residents. The 

district heating network heat demand was calculated based on the ambient conditions using the empirical 

functions, which originate from the historical data of CHP operation. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that in 

the morning and evening the heat demand is covered by one heat recovery hot water boiler and heat 

stored in hot water accumulator. This means that for the most part of the day only one gas turbine is in 

operation. The second gas turbine was started during the hours with high electricity prices. When 

electricity prices reach peak values, the second HRHWB unit is in operation and the excess amount of 

heat is stored in heat accumulator. The profiles of supply and return temperature in district heating 
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system are calculated in the mathematical model. The heating water temperature is determined by the 

DHN regulatory curves considering the correction from the ambient conditions such as air temperature, 

insolation and wind speed. 

 
Figure 4: Heat production in CHP plant 

The hourly electricity production within 24 hours in CHP plant is shown in Fig. 5. Additionally, the 

diagram shows the price of electricity which actually occurred in a given hour of the analyzed day. The 

optimization model simultaneously minimizes the cost of heat and electricity generation in CHP plant, 

while maximizing profits from the sale of electricity. While the electricity price is low in Day-Ahead 

Market, the CHP plant operate only with one gas turbine and heat storage to meet the heat demand in 

district heating network. For 5 hours (between 8:00 and 12:00), the optimization algorithm suggests to 

run another gas turbine and generate additional revenue from the sale of electricity. The heat 

accumulator allows producing a large amount of heat and electricity during the hours when the power 

price is high. However, when the electricity price is low the heat storage gives heat to DHN. As can be 

seen in Fig. 5, there are several hours (between 19:00 and 21:00) when electricity price is high enough 

to make it profitable to operate the CHP at maximum power production with two gas turbines. Heat 

accumulator makes it possible to simultaneously minimize the heat and power production costs, 

maximize the energy efficiency of CHP plant and maximize the revenues from the sale of electricity. 
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Figure 5: Electricity production in CHP plant and electricity price changing on Day-Ahead Market 

6 Conclusions 

The optimal performance of the CHP plant is affected by different factors that collectively form the 

operational conditions in the heat and power market. However, the most important are weather 

conditions, heat and electrical demand. The combined heat and power systems provide heat and 

electricity simultaneously. This fact results in that the total heat production need to be balanced with the 

current heat demand. Nevertheless, the heat and power production can be decoupled by using the heat 

accumulators. 

In this paper, an optimization model for short-term production planning in gas-fired CHP plant with heat 

accumulator has been presented. In the first step, the mathematical model of analyzed power system was 

developed using the Ebsilon Professional software. Then, based on the simulation model, the 

optimization algorithm was implemented to determine the production planning. The objective function 

is to maximize the profits of the CHP plant operation for the day-ahead planning horizon. A non-linear 

optimization method was applied to solve the planning problem in order to optimize the CHP unit 

operation. The optimization algorithm includes restrictions and constraints such as minimum/maximum 

power and heat production of CHP components such as gas turbines, heat recovery hot water boilers 

and heat only boiler, heat accumulator operational limits, heat demand, start-up and shut-down costs, 

and fuel limits. The obtained results show that the developed model for production planning allows 
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determining the optimal strategy for the day-ahead system operation. The optimization algorithm can 

yield substantial net incomes from electricity sales in CHP plant through a proper scheduling of 

production units. The availability of a heat accumulator makes the operation of CHP system more 

flexible and enables to produce the excess heat for later usage. The heat storage can be also used during 

the most critical hours when the heat demand is higher than expected from the weather forecast and 

current operating conditions. As can be seen from the presented results, the heat accumulator improves 

the flexibility of the CHP system. The gas turbines produce electricity when the power price is high. 

During the hours with low power price, the heat demand is covered by the heat accumulator. Heat 

storage allows delaying the start-up of gas turbines and generates electricity when it is economically 

viable. 

The optimization model for production planning can provide benefits in operation of the CHP plants. 

The proposed operational planning algorithm can be used operatively by production control and 

planning specialist to determine the optimal configuration of production units and heat accumulator. In 

fact, with variable heat demand in a complex technological structure of CHP system, it is difficult to 

implement the economical load distribution in “on-line” mode. The development of modern 

computational systems supporting the production planning process can have a fundamental impact on 

increasing the efficiency of the CHP plants. 
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Abstract 

A large penetration of variable intermittent renewable energy sources, like wind and solar, into the 

electric grid is stressing the need of installing large-scale Energy Storage units. Pumped Hydro Storage, 

Compressed Air Energy Storage and Flow Batteries are the commercially available large-scale energy 

storage technologies. However, these technologies suffer of geographical constrains, require fossil fuel 

streams or are characterized by low cycle life. For these reasons, there is the need of developing new 

large-scale storage units which do not suffer of the above-mentioned drawbacks. Among the in-

developing technologies, the one which uses high temperature thermal energy storage is the most 

promising due to its long cycle life, no geographical limitations, no need of fossil fuel streams and 

capability of being integrated into conventional fossil-fueled power plants. Based on these evidences, in 

the present work, the Authors propose and test a new configuration based on the Air Bottoming Cycle 

concept. The off-peak power is firstly converted into thermal energy using an electric heater and, then, 

stored in a high temperature sensible heat storage unit which employs a packed bed. When the power 

demand is high, using the air cycle, the thermal energy is converted back into electricity. The plant 

mathematical model is implemented in Matlab environment with care on modelling the storage 

reservoir. The plant feasibility, the round-trip efficiency and the performance are estimated for both two 

storage materials and control strategies. Based on numerical results, the proposed system is 

characterized by poor round-trip efficiency but, being inexpensive and easy to build up, can compete 

with conventional large-scale storage units like Pumped Hydro or Compressed Air Energy Storage. 

1 Introduction 

In the last decades, the world energy consumption is increased more than 30% and, at the same time, 

also greenhouse gas emissions from human activities are raised. These aspects coupled with the 
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increment of fossil fuel prices have obligated the European Union and the other world authorities to 

ratify stringent environmental protection measurements devoted to the reduction of primary energy 

consumption and the spread of Renewable Energy Sources (RES). To reach the fixed targets, 

governments have established subsidies to support the electricity generation from new RES like wind 

and solar. These two sources are environmental friendly and guarantee the electricity production in an 

eco-friendly way but, their production suffers of high variability, unpredictability and uncontrollability. 

Features which cause large fluctuations in their daily, monthly or even annually power generation. For 

this reason, wind and solar are also called Variable Renewable Energy Sources (VRES). 

Adding a huge number of VRES plants to traditional electric grids introduce management and control 

issues because, with a high number of users and producers, the demand and plants production become 

difficult to forecast. Thus, there can be areas characterised by over-capacity and zones with under-

capacity. These unbalances between production and demand can cause local o even global blackouts. 

It is important to underline that unbalances between supply and demand will grow with the increment 

of VRES plants. In fact, the grid can absorb fluctuations only if the VRES power is up to 10% of the 

system installed capacity [1]. Therefore, being expected a large VRES integration to guarantee the 

energy transition, there is an urgent need of developing and building Large-Scale Electricity Energy 

Storage (LS-EES) units able to control and compensate the mismatch between supply and demand. 

The International Energy Agency estimates that an electricity capacity of 7200 GW needs to be built 

worldwide by 2040 to cover the increasing energy demand. But, also a capacity of 310 GW of additional 

LS-EES needs to be built in US, Europe, China and India to compensate the presence, in the electric 

grid, of a large number of VRES units and non-flexible plants (e.g. nuclear) [2,3]. 

The commercially available LS-EES systems are Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS), Compressed Air 

Energy Storage (CAES) and Flow Batteries (FBs). 

Pumped Hydro Storage is the most mature, commercially available and widely adopted LS-EES 

technology since the 1890s. It uses gravity to store the electrical energy and a typical plant layout consist 

of an upper and a lower reservoir, a waterfall, pipes, a pump, a turbine, an electric motor and an electric 

generator. The pump and the turbine can be separated machines or the same device supplies both the 

functions. To date, PHS covers the 99% of the world large-scale energy storage installations and it is 

characterised by a very low energy density (0.5-1.5 W h/l) and self-discharge (0.005-0.02 %/day), an 

acceptable price per stored energy unit (5-100$/kWh) and a high round-trip efficiency (65-87%) [4]. 

Compressed Air Energy Storage is the second commercially available LS-EES technology and its 

conceptualization date back to 1940s even if the first plant was built in 1970s. 

The CAES working principal is quite simple as the one of PHS. When the power demand is low, excess 

generation capacity is used to compress the air and store it in an underground cavern or in aboveground 

man-made tanks, pipes, containers or vessels. During high peak demand hours, the stocked and 

pressurized air is drawn from the storage, heated up by means of natural gas combustion and expanded 

in an air turbine. Being the air turbine mechanically coupled with an electric generator, the potential 

energy of the pressurized air is converted back into electricity. Technically speaking, the above-

mentioned CAES architecture is called Diabatic-CAES (D-CAES) because, during the compression 

phase, the generated heat is wasted. Despite this aspect, the two plants currently in operation are based 

on D-CAES concept. They use natural gas, this implies a non-negligible environmental impact. 

To reduce fuel consumption, recover the heat generated during the compression process and mitigate 

the issue related to the geographical requirements, several configurations of CAES are under 

investigation. More specification can be find in, e.g., [4]. 

Despite cross-technology research efforts, CAES and PHS have the same drawback: they require a 

specific morphology of the installation site. But, until now, CAES remains the only technology able to 

compete with PHS for LS-EES applications despite its need of a fossil fuel stream because, flow battery, 

the last already available LS-EES, suffers of low cycle life and high capital cost [4]. 

Bearing in mind that, in the near future, PHS will remains the dominant technology while CAES and 

Flow batteries can have a rapid development, researchers have to develop alternative LS-EESs that do 
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not suffer of geographical limitations (like PHS and CAES), low cycle life (like FBs), high capital cost 

and do not need fossil fuel streams (like CAES) [4]. In this context, Gravity Energy Storage, Liquid Air 

Energy Storage, Hydrogen Storage and Pumped Thermal Electricity Storage (PTES) can be considered 

in-developing LS-EES technologies. Among them, PTES is the most promising one because it is 

characterised by high energy density, low self-discharge rate, no geographical limitations and small 

installation footprint. PTES is based on a high temperature heat pump cycle, which converts the off-

peak electricity into thermal energy and stores it inside two man-made thermally isolated tanks: one hot 

and one cold. During delivery, a thermal engine cycle is adopted to convert the stored thermal energy 

back into electricity. The working fluid is a gaseous medium, air or argon, while electricity is stored as 

sensible heat using cheap and solid materials like concrete, gravel or other common minerals [5-7]. 

The two major drawbacks of the PTES technology are: 

 The fluid temperature is increased by means of the compression process irreversibility. Hence, 

high temperature implies high pressure ratio which in turns means high device purchasing costs. 

 There is the need of inserting heat exchangers to guarantee fixed turbine and compressor inlet 

temperatures. So, a lot of energy needs to be supply and rejected at different temperature levels. 

To overcome these issues and with the aim of reducing the plant complexity, the Authors have developed 

a LS-EES unit based on an Air Cycle and a Sensible Heat Thermal Energy Storage (SH-TES) tank [8]. 

When solar or wind production is high but users demand is low, the electricity is converted into heat 

using an electric heater and it is stored in the high temperature SH-TES consisting of a packed bed. The 

heat transfer fluid is air, the plant acts as open cycle and is constituted by a high pressure and temperature 

tank, a fan, an electric heater, an electric motor and a heat exchanger. 

During peak hours, a modified Air Bottoming Cycle (ABC) unit, in which the fluid is heated up into the 

high temperature SH-TES tank, is used to generate again electricity. Therefore, during delivering phase, 

the system consists of an air compressor and an air turbine, a heat exchanger, a high temperature SH-

TES and an electric generator. Being the ABC an external combustion Gas Turbine (GT) in which the 

combustion chamber is replaced by a heat exchanger (HX) which recovers exhaust heat from a topping 

cycle, in the proposed configuration the HX is replaced by the high temperature SH-TES. In this manner, 

an existing thermal plant based on the GT technology can be easily revamped into a LS-EES. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, the developed plant configuration and its 

mathematical model are introduced while, in Section 3, simulation results are outlined and discussed. 

Finally, conclusion remarks are given in Section 4. 

2 The LS-EES based on an air cycle and a sensible heat TES 

The architecture of the developed plant is shown in Figure 3. In a nutshell, the system consists of a high 

pressure and temperature tank (HS), a fan (FAN), an electric heater (EH), two turbomachines (a 

compressor, COMP, and a turbine, EXP), an electric motor/generator (MG) and a heat exchanger (HX). 

The adopted working fluid is a gaseous medium, air, while electrical energy is stored as sensible heat. 

The proposed plant arrangement is the object of an Italian and World Patent Proposal. 

During the charging phase, the plant architecture is the one depicted in Figure 3(a). The fan forces the 

air to follow the route 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. Then, the plant adopts an open cycle in which the electric heater 

converts the electrical energy into thermal one and it is used to maintain the temperature in point 4 (T4) 

equal to the maximum cycle temperature (Tmax). The insertion of the electric heater allows to adopt low 

pressure ratio and high maximum cycle temperature during the charging phase as well as to change the 

value of Tmax based on the available power. The HS material, initially at Tb,i, is slowly heated up by the 

hot air entering at Tmax but also the air temperature that leaves the HS raises up. A HX is, therefore, 

needed to increase the cycle efficiency and reduce the air temperature exiting from the cycle (T6). 

During the delivery (Figure 3(b)), the gas flows along the route 11,12,13,14,15 and 16 which 

corresponds to a modified ABC cycle. The air that leaves the compressor, enters the HX and, then, into 
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the HS tank, is heated up and leaves the HS at the temperature Tmax. Air at Tmax is expanded using the 

turbine and injected into the HX. Here, it is cooled and, then, released into the environment. 

Comparing the proposal with the ones presented in [5-7], only a tank is required; a fact that reduces both 

the plant complexity and cost as well as the adoption of a fan instead of a compressor and an electric 

heater to convert electricity in thermal energy. 

a)    b)  

Figure 1: Architecture of the storage plant a) Charging phase scheme; b) Delivery layout. 

The working fluid is a gaseous medium and, being the plant based on an open cycle, air is used instead 

of argon [5-7]. Air is an abundant, freely available, non-toxic and nonflammable working fluid that can 

be found and used all around the world. 

The compressor and the expander can be either turbomachinery-based or reciprocating devices. In the 

developed arrangement, there is the need of including only two machines because the COMP and the 

EXP are used during delivery while the fan is used during the charge. In the proposal, COMP and EXP 

are turbomachines and are mechanically coupled to the electric motor/generator (MG).  

a)    b)  

Figure 2: a) Architecture of the storage tank; b) Tank discretisation. 

The hot tank is arranged vertically to prevent buoyancy-driven instabilities of the thermal fronts. As 

depicted in Figure 2(a), the tank is cylindrical with an upper plenum, a packed bed storage and a lower 

plenum. During the charge, the air flows into the tank from the top to the bottom section while, during 

the delivery phase, the air flow is reversed. The storage material elements are spheres. In sensible heat 

storage, the most important aspect is the need of adopting an inexpensive, non-toxic, non-flammable, 

with high thermal diffusivity and good conductive solid storage medium. For this reason, materials like 

aluminium oxide, rocks, concrete, sand and brick are the most adopted due to their capacity of being 

used for low as well as high temperature thermal energy storage [8]. 

The core of the plant is the hot tank; therefore, efforts have been done to properly model this component. 
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Based on an “in-depth” literature review, the Mumma and Marvin model [9] has been selected and 

implemented to predict the hot tank behaviour. This is a one-dimensional two-phase model, in which 

the tank is discretized in “N” elements of equal axial thickness (∆x) as shown in Figure 2(b). At the 

begging of the first charging phase, the initial temperature of the “N” elements of the packed bed is 

equal to the ambient one (Tb,i = Tamb) while, to compute the temperature distribution for air and solid in 

the bed during the charge and the discharge, the equations listed in [8] are used. Note that, tank 

dissipations to the environment are neglected because the tank is equipped with an insulation material. 

At each instant of time and in each component, the air thermodynamic properties have been computed 

using CoolProp database [10] while, the packed bed material thermodynamic properties have been 

derived from NIST database [11]. 

The LS-EES plant size has not been designed or optimized because the Authors want to build a storage 

unit using components installed in thermoelectric power units that are no longer used due to their high 

operation cost. In fact, the compressor and the turbine are devices installed in a commercially available 

gas turbine, which, currently, is switched off and it is characterised by an air mass flow rate and a 

pressure ratio of 16 kg/s and 9.5, respectively. The compressor and turbine isentropic efficiency have 

been assumed equal to 0.8 as suggested by the gas turbine manufacturer. 

Also, the hot tank is a device already available in the same thermoelectric plant. So, in the present work, 

it is assumed that the storage has a vertical arrangement and a packed bed volume and height of 500 m3 

and 8.3 m, respectively. In the mathematical model, the tank is discretized in 83 elements while the 

initial temperature of the bed is fixed equal to the ambient temperature, 25°C. Doubling the bed layers, 

the computation time increases of 73% while the accuracy increases only of 2%. Therefore, discretizing 

the packed bed in 83 elements is a good compromise between accuracy and computational time. 

The storage material is composed by randomly packed spheres. The bed elements sphericity is equal to 

1 while the void fraction is 0.4. In the present work, the LS-EES plant performance are evaluated in the 

case of a packed bed made of aluminium oxide spheres and in the case where spheres are made of 

limestone. The Authors have selected these two materials for a simple reason: aluminium oxide is 

characterised by really good storage characteristics but high purchasing cost while, limestone spheres 

are characterised by low thermal properties, they are cheap and easy to find. 

Being the plant performance influenced by the maximum temperature of the cycle (Tmax=T4) and by the 

adopted control strategy, in this work, four maximum temperatures have been tested: 1000, 1050, 1100 

and 1150°C. These values can be easily reached with commercially available electric heaters and can 

be tolerate from both bed and turbine blades materials. 

A control system has been implemented to stop the charge when T5 ≥ Tmax − tolcharge while, the discharge 

is stopped when the produced power is 5% lower than the starting value. In this work, two charges stop 

conditions have been tested: tolcharge=10°C and tolcharge=100°C. 

The LS-EES mathematical model have been validated. The comparison between the Authors’ ABC 

model and the ones published in [12,13] shows less than 2% difference regarding temperatures and plant 

efficiency. The model of the packed bed has been compared with the one proposed in [14]. The obtained 

results (temperature and pressure trends in the tank) differ less than 1% from the ones reported in the 

reference. Based on these results, it is possible to claim that devices mathematical models have been 

successfully validated. 

3 Results and discussion 

The trends of the temperatures of each layer of the hot storage during charge and delivery period with a 

charging tolerance equal to 10°C and a maximum temperature of 1150°C are depicted in Figure 3(a) 

and 3(b), respectively. 

At the initial conditions, the tank is at the ambient temperature; then, the material is slowly heated up. 

At the end of the charging period, the hot tank temperature is approximately equal to 1150°C because 
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the charging tolerance has been set equal to 10°C. This means a charging time of 32.5 hours. 

a)    b)  

Figure 3: Layers temperature trends during a) charge; b) delivery period. 

The delivery period starts with the hot tank temperature approximately equal to 1150°C. During the 

delivery period, the compressor sucks the air from the ambient; then, air is heated up in the HS tank and, 

finally, expands into the air turbine. The HX is used to reduce the air outlet temperature, T16. The tank 

temperature changes and the delivery process stops when, again, the produced power is 5% lower than 

the starting value. 

The thermodynamic cycle at the first instant of time of the discharge is shown in Figure 4(a) while 

Figure 4(b) shows the trends of the generated power during the delivery phase. 

a)    b)   

Figure 4: a) Thermodynamic cycle at the first instant of time of the discharge; b) Trends of the power 

in the plant components during delivery. Maximum cycle temperature equal to 1150°C. 

With the implemented control strategy, the round-trip efficiency, defined in Eq. (1), computed from the 

second to the “j-th” charge and discharge, is 31.3% because the delivery period stops when the produced 

power is 5% lower than the starting value. Therefore, it is interesting to test the plant with different 

packed bed materials, maximum cycle temperatures and charging/delivering stopping conditions. 

 

𝜂𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑−𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 =
∫ (𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑃 − 𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃)

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

̇
𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

∫ (𝑃𝐸𝐻 + 𝑃𝐹𝐴𝑁)
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

̇
𝑑𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

 (1) 

 

Figure 5 depicts the trend of a) Generated power, (b) Plant round-trip efficiency, Time requested by (c) 

the first charge, (d) the discharges, (e) the second to the “i-th” charge and (f) the stored energy during 

the first charge vs maximum cycle temperature and for different storage materials. 

It is immediately possible to observe that the packed bed made of aluminium oxide spheres (Al2O3) 

allows to stock a higher amount of energy compared to a packed bed made of limestone spheres but 
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requires higher charging time. During delivery, the same power is produced by the two materials 

regardless the adopted charging tolerance. However, the delivery and re-charging periods are completely 

different: e.g., for a maximum cycle temperature of 1000°C and charging tolerance equal to 10°C, Al2O3 

requires approximately 30 hours for the first charge while limestone requested less than 15 hours. A 

similar trend can be observed for a charging tolerance of 100°C. Obviously, in the case of Limestone 

the delivery is one half of the Al2O3 one but, the purchasing cost of 1 ton of Al2O3 is 1500$ while the 

limestone one is 340$/ton. Therefore, Limestone spheres can be a good storage material candidate for 

LS-EES units that work with a daily charge/discharge cycle. In addition, Limestone reduces the bed 

material purchasing cost by 4.5 times compared to Al2O3. 

Another important result is that material and temperature influence the round-trip efficiency: the higher 

the cycle temperature, the higher the round-trip efficiency while, regardless of the material, increasing 

the plant maximum temperature allows to increase the stocked energy and the generated power. 

a)    b)  

c)    d)  

e)    f)  

Figure 5: Trend of a) Generated power, (b) Plant round-trip efficiency, Time requested by (c) the first 

charge, (d) the discharges, (e) the second to the “i-th” charge and (f) the stored energy during the 

first charge vs maximum cycle temperature and for different storage materials. 
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A charging tolerance modification from 10°C to 100°C helps to reduce the changing time while, the 

delivery period is only slightly reduced. Therefore, the proposed system is able to work with different 

charging tolerance without strongly compromising the performance. Note that this aspect requires 

additional investigation and optimisation to find the best value of the charging tolerance. 

4 Conclusions 

Large-scale Electricity Energy Storage systems need to be developed in order to compensate variable 

renewable energy sources power fluctuation. For this reason, in the present work, a new plant scheme 

based on the air bottoming cycle technology has been presented, modelled and tested. The electricity is 

converted into thermal energy using an electric heater. Then, it is stored in a sensible heat storage. The 

plant devices characteristics are derived from an existing gas turbine and storage tank with the aim of 

re-using machines and components installed in switched off thermoelectric units. 

The Authors built the plant mathematical model and tested its performance in response to the change of 

the maximum cycle temperature, charging tolerance and packed bed storage material. The obtained 

round-trip efficiency is lower than the ones obtained with Pumped Hydro Storage or Compressed Air 

Energy Storage but the proposal does not suffer of geographical constrains and does not requires fuel 

streams. In future works, other storage materials and charging/stopping tolerance will be tested to 

evaluate the influence of these parameters on the plant performance. An optimization tool able to design 

the storage components is also under-development. Finally, it is also plan to insert the proposed storage 

unit in an electric grid and study its capacity of compensate renewable plants power fluctuations. 
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Abstract 

The Photovoltaic (PV) cells are sensitive to the temperature variations due to changes in the ambient 

conditions: temperature, wind and solar irradiance intensity. Specifically, an increase of the PV cells 

operating temperature leads to an almost linear reduction of their performance. In particular, a reduction 

in open circuit voltage, fill factor and power output are observed. To overcome these issues, PV 

manufacturers and researchers are forced to continuous efforts devoted to the improvement of PV cells 

efficiency by decreasing their operating temperature. At this purpose, in previous works, the Authors 

have presented the possibility of adding a low-cost cooling system to an existing PV module without 

involving significant changes in the original structure. The selected cooling method uses a film of water 

to cool the front side of the module. To investigate the system behaviour, the PV dynamic model has 

been built with the aim of predicting the time-response of the module thermal mass during the variation 

of external parameters. Then, an experimental set up has been developed to explore the performance of 

the proposed cooling method. In this work, the results of the experimental campaigns are analyzed and 

discussed. The effects of the water pressure and mass flow rate have been investigated. Different 

ON/OFF cycles have been tested varying both the cycle duration and the ON/OFF ratio. Investigation 

goals are both the improvement of the PV efficiency and the limitation of the water consumption. 

1 Introduction 

Energy is a crucial requirement for the Countries’ development. In fact, in nations with high industrial 

growth, the standard living of people is also high. But, this is strictly related to energy availability. As 

underlined in [1], the annual energy consumption affected the country’s literacy rates: the higher the per 

capita annual energy consumption is, the higher the literacy rates are. Thus, to boost the growth of 

population, urbanization, industrialization and literacy, it is necessary to efficiently cover the ever-

increasing energy demand. 
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Nowadays, the energy demand is covered for more than 85% with fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas): 

non-renewable resources, which guarantee a predictable and stable energy production but characterised 

by finite and limited amounts. In addition, converting the chemical energy contained into fossil fuels 

produces harmful pollutants and can lead to global warming: one of the major threats that worry 

researchers worldwide. 

Due to the increasing concern about energy resources availability and pollution problems, the 

international administrations have been forced to adopt stringent environmental protection measures and 

policies devoted to the spread of renewable energy sources (RES) such as wind, solar, biomass, etc.. 

The first international agreement was the Kyoto Protocol but, since the 1990s, the European Commission 

released Directives devoted to the energy sector liberalization, the environmental protection, the 

operators’ competition and the RES progressive deployment. Being RES the most useful way to generate 

clean energy, government established incentives to boost research and investments in the RES field. 

Among RES, excluding the hydro power, the best alternative to fossil fuels to generate electricity is 

solar energy. It is the most abundant and available energy source on earth and does not produces 

pollutants like fossil fuels during the conversion process. 

The power coming from the sun that is intercepted by the earth is about 1.8×1011 MW, which is several 

thousand times higher than the actual world power consumption. However, Photovoltaic (PV) cells 

absorb 80% of the incident solar radiation, but they do not entirely convert it into electricity. In fact, the 

conversion efficiency depends upon the used PV cell technology: commercially available PV modules 

are characterized by a conversion efficiency in the range 12-18% while in-developing cells demonstrate, 

during laboratory scale tests, efficiency that reach 24.7%. The remaining part of the solar irradiance is 

converted into heat, which in turn increases the operating temperature of the solar module. However, 

PV cells are extremely sensitive to temperature variations because their operating temperature strongly 

influences the open circuit voltage, the fill factor and the power output. As underlined in [1], the mean 

reduction of the open circuit voltage (Voc) is in the range 2.0-2.3 mV/°C while the fill factor and the 

power output reduction can be estimated in the range 0.1-0.2%/°C and 0.4-0.5%/°C, respectively. On 

the contrary, an increment of the PV cells operating temperature generates a small increment of the 

circuit current (Isc) in the range 0.06-0.1%/°C. Despite these crucial aspects, the most important 

consequences related to the operating temperature rise are the irreversible damage to the cell materials 

and the efficiency degradation (0.25%/°C up to 0.5%/°C) [3]. 

To overcome these issues there are two possibilities: (i) developing novel PV cells characterized by 

higher efficiency; (ii) improving the efficiency of existing PV cells by means of cooling systems. 

The first option is essential for the future development of PV modules but, to date, PV cells based on 

technologies different from Silicon-poly or Silicon-mono are not ready for a wide market 

implementation due to really high cost. Note that, the average initial investment for a residential PV 

system is quite high and ranges between 2.6 USD/W to 3.4 USD/W [4] while, in the case of large-scale 

applications, the initial investment cost can be considered acceptable because it ranges between 2.0 and 

2.3 USD/W. However, being the PV panel the most expensive part of the system, adopting new and 

high-performance cells can further increase the PV system cost. A fact that can stymied the PV systems 

development due to too high cost for the current market capabilities. Therefore, the most feasible way 

to manage the transition from commercially available to new and high-performance PV cells is to 

develop adaptable, high efficiency and low investment cost PV cooling technologies. 

To date, the available cooling technologies can be classified as follows: passive cooling, active cooling, 

liquid immersion cooling and cooling by employing Phase Change Material (PCM). 

Passive cooling technologies do not require additional power to cool the PV module while an active 

cooling system is functioned by fans or pumps. Obviously, an active cooling system is much effective 

than a passive one especially when the PV system is in hot arid areas or in a desert. Liquid immersion 

technique consists of covering the PV cells with a thin layer of dielectric liquids of glycerine, isopropyl 

alcohol, acetone, butanol or water while cooling methods employing PCMs provide cooling by 

absorbing the heat using PCMs and, using water which flows through a pipe network, the heat is taken 
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away from the PCMs. Liquid immersion, cooling methods employing PCMs, insertion of colourless and 

lucid silicon coat, microporous evaporation foils or a thermoelectric cooling system based on the Peltier 

effects are in-development technologies while natural circulation over and under the PV module and a 

water film flowing on the module front or back or in both surface sides are the simplest and widely 

adopted passive and active cooling techniques, respectively. 

In general, a passive cooling system achieves a reduction of the PV module temperature in the range 6-

20°C and can improve the electrical efficiency up to 15.5% while an active cooling method can boost 

the electrical efficiency up to 22% and diminish the PV module temperature up to 30°C [5]. In addition, 

active cooling techniques generate a self-cleaning effect, which is of great benefit because additionally 

acts as a booster to the average delivered electricity [6]. For further information on available or in-

developing cooling techniques, refer to, e.g., [1,3,5-8]. 

Based on the large number of available works, it is possible to claim that PV cooling is a hot research 

topic in which numerical and experimental investigations need to be done to develop energy and cost-

effective cooling methods applicable to both new and existing PV systems. At this purpose, the Authors 

design a simple and low-cost water spray cooling system able to be applicable to both new and existing 

PV plants without extensive modification of the PV module. The cooling system is applied to the front 

side of the module and the sprayed water flows from the top to the bottom of the panel and creates a 

water film. The cooling system is built with low-cost commercially available devices. To the Authors 

knowledge, no one has proposed and experimentally tested a similar system. 

The present work is organized as follows: the developed cooling method and the assembled experimental 

setup used to evaluate the system performance is firstly presented in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, results 

of the experimental campaign are discussed while, in Section 4, conclusion remarks are given. 

2 The cooling system and the experimental set up 

With the aim of evaluating the efficiency of the designed cooling system, the Authors firstly built the 

mathematical model of the PV with and without the cooling system and tested the feasibility of the 

proposal (see, [9]). Then, they designed and built a laboratory test rig in which a single or multiple PV 

modules or different cooling methods can be investigated. In the present experimental campaign, a flat 

PV monocrystalline module composed by 60 cells and with a design power and surface equal to 230 W 

and approximately 1.6 m2, respectively, is considered. The panel’s general characteristics are listed in 

Table 1 while the PV shape and geometry specifications are depicted in Figure 1(a). 

Table 1: Panel’s technical data referred to 25°C, 1000 W/m2 and AM 1.5. 

Technical characteristics  

Rating power 230 W ± 3% 

Rating power voltage 29.9 V 

Rating power current 7.68 A 

Open circuit voltage 36.8 V 

Short circuit current 8.34 A 

Nominal operating cell temperature 45°C 

 

The PV module is fixed over a tilting desk as shown in Figure 1(b). The desk tilt angle can vary from 

0° (perfectly horizontal) to 90°. With this solution, the PV module specific angle can be easily changed. 

During the experiments, the PV tilt angle has been set equal to 30°. 

The test rig is installed in a laboratory; so, the sun is simulated by means of two halogen lamps 

characterised by a design power of 1000 W, a lumen output of 33000 lumen and a colour temperature 

of 3400 K. Lamps inclination angle and illuminated area on the PV module are shown in Figure 2(a) 

while, in Figure 2(b), the adopted halogen lamp model is depicted. 
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a)   b)  

Figure 1: a) Shape and geometrical characteristics of the tested PV module; b) Experimental setup. 

a)  b)  

Figure 2: a) Lamps inclination and illuminated area on the tested PV module; b) Adopted lamp. 

Being the Authors’ aim the development of a low-cost cooling system based on water spray principle, 

the selected water nozzles are the ones built up for irrigation purposes (see, Figure 3(a)). Several types 

of nozzles are available on the market but, after spraying tests, Authors have selected and tested the 

model with a sputtering angle equal to 90° (see, Figure 3(b)). 

The adoption of this nozzle model guarantees to test several water flow rates maintaining constant the 

sputtering angle because flow rate is a function of the pressure as shown in Figure 3(c). Then, one of 

the investigation objectives is to select the most appropriate pressure and, consequently, water flow rate 

that guarantees the compromise between cooling efficiency and water consumption. To guarantee a 

uniform spray, the PV module is cooled by 3 nozzles as shown in Figure 4. 

a)  b)  c)  

Figure 3: a) Commercial nozzle model used in the tests; b) Sputtering angle; c) Nozzle pressure vs 

water mass flow rate characteristic. 
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Figure 4: Hydraulic circuit and thermocouples position on the PV module. 

Nozzles are installed on an orientable pipe with a diameter of 20 mm and are feed with water taken from 

the waterworks. Before the first nozzle and after the third one, two pressure gauges (manometer 1 and 

2 in Figure 4) are inserted into the water circuit to control the nozzles inlet pressure and to measure 

pressure drop along the water distribution pipe. A T-type thermocouple is also installed to measure the 

water temperature before it is sprayed on the panel. In the water circuit a pressure regulating valve, a 

flow meter and an ON/OFF valve are placed to regulate the water pressure, to measure the inlet mass 

flow rate and to start/stop the water flow during cooling cycles. 

To detect heating and cooling effects, 50 T-type thermocouples are stuck to the back side of the PV 

module. Thermocouples are placed in cells intersections because this position is the best one to obtain a 

PV temperature matrix. Thermocouples marked with symbol “M” are placed in a specific area where, 

during preliminary spraying tests, the Authors observed a not-cooled zone. Therefore, with those 

thermocouples they want to detect the possible presence of hotspots. 

Air temperature is measured by means of 3 T-type thermocouples: one is placed under the tilting desk 

to measure module dissipation, one is located between the lamp and PV module to measure the 

temperature increment generated by lamps (named with Tair in results section) and the last one is placed 

in an unhindered place where the measured temperature corresponds to the room undisturbed 

temperature. Thermocouples error is ±0.3°C while the error in pressure measurements are ±0.01 bar. 

The open circuit voltage is also measured using an “ad-hoc” National Instruments acquisition board. 

Data are acquired using NI Modular DAQ system properly managed with a specific designed Labview 

code. Data are collected with a frequency of 1 Hz and saved in a matrix, which is then used in an in-

house Matlab code to post-processing the acquired experimental measurements. 

3 Results and discussion 

The Authors have firstly verified the water flow rate vs pressure characteristic with the aim of 

understanding if the measured and the provided curve are in line. This test is fundamental also to 

estimate the pressure drop across the nozzle when the inlet pressure changes. A single nozzle has been 

activated for 1, 2, 5, 10, 60 minutes and the sprayed water collected in a vessel and weighted. Then, the 

flow rate has been computed and compared with the one measured with the flow meter. The difference 

between the two data are less than 1%. Measuring the flow rate during different time periods is necessary 

to understand the stability of the pressure and, consequently, of the flow coming from the waterworks. 
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If tests demonstrated large instabilities or fluctuations in pressure or flow rate, the Authors would have 

to develop a different water supply system. 

Experimental measurements and data provided by the nozzle manufacturer are plotted in Figure 5(a). 

First of all, measured flow rates are grouped independently from the collection time; an error less than 

5% can be observed. However, for pressure in the range 0.25-1.60 bar, the sprayed flow rate is higher 

than the declared one while, for pressure in the range 1.75-2.00 bar, the flow rate is smaller than the 

design one. At 0.25 bar, the measured flow rate is 3.8 times the design one while, at 2.00 bar, the declared 

flow rate is 10% higher than the measured one. Around 1.6 bar, the discrepancy between the design and 

measured value are less than 1%. 

Pressure measurements highlighted that the nozzle introduces a pressure drop of 0.033 bar 

independently to the nozzle inlet pressure. 

After the estimation of the pressure vs flow rate characteristics and the nozzle pressure drop, the Authors 

studied the heating and cooling effects on the PV panel. As said, the panel tilt angle is fixed equal to 

30°, the cooling system is equipped with 3 nozzles settled as shown in Figure 4 while, lamps are 

orthogonal to the panel and their focus are arranged as depicted in Figure 2. The distance between the 

panel surface and each lamp focus is equal to 1 m. The tested water spraying pressure are: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 

and 2.0 bar while the cooling system is managed in ON/OFF mode using the ON/OFF valve. The 

following cycles have been tested: 30 seconds ON and 30 seconds OFF (30s-30s), 30s-60s, 30s-120s, 

30s-180s and 30s-300s. 

Before activating the cooling system, the PV module is heated up until it reaches the stability at 

maximum temperature while the cooling system operated until the PV panel temperature reaches the 

stability. For each pressure and ON/OFF cycle, the sprayed and the loss mass flow rates, PV 

temperatures, pressures, heating and cooling rates are computed. Obviously, for the sake of 

compactness, only the most relevant results are presented and discussed. 

Before analysing the temperature trends, it is important to underline the following aspects: 

 The PV module takes 100-110 minutes to reach the maximum temperature. The mean heating 

rate is 0.33°C/min while the maximum and minimum heating rate observed in point 28 (T28) e 

M1 (TM1) are, respectively, 0.45°C/min and 0.13°C/min. Obviously, to be sure of reaching the 

steady-state, cooling cycles started to operate after additionally 20-25 minutes. 

 The maximum temperature is reached in 28 (T28) and ranges from 74°C to 78°C while the 

minimum one is observed in M1 (TM1). The mean PV temperature after heating is 55-57°C 

which means 32-37°C above the measured air temperature between the panel and lamps. 

 During cooling cycles, the water distribution is uniform as well as the temperature trends. 

Considering Figure 4, at each second, the measured temperature, e.g., in point 1 (T1) differs 

from the one observed in point 5 (T5) less than 1%. Similarly, T4 ≈ T2 or T44 ≈ T42. Then, to 

reduce the number of measurements, only temperatures from the left of the PV to the module 

centre are analysed due to a symmetry in the profiles. 

 A water pressure of 0.5 bar does not guarantee to spray a flow rate able to ensure that the surface 

of the whole module is fully wet. Then, this pressure is not suitable for cooling systems equipped 

with 3 nozzles despite its guarantees to minimize the water consumption. 

 A water pressure of 1.0 bar is also not suitable because the sprayed water is not able to cool the 

PV module zone in which the thermocouples M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5 are placed. A specular 

not wet zone is observed on the panel’s right side. 

 The panel area is perfectly wet when a pressure of 1.5 or 2.0 bar are used. However, spraying 

water at 2.0 bar instead of 1.5 bar increases the water consumption and the loss of water of 20% 

and 16%, respectively. Therefore, the working pressure that guarantees a compromise among 

spraying uniformity, wet module area, water consumption and water losses for the proposed 

configuration is 1.5 bar. 

Figures 5(b)-5(f) show the temperature trends in the hottest and coolest point of the panel, the mean PV 

temperature, the air and the water temperatures for the different ON/OFF cycles at a pressure of 1.5 bar. 
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During the heating process, the water contained into the pipe, increases its temperature up to 5-8°C. 

Then, during the early spraying cycles, the cooling effect is reduced. The detection of this important 

issue demonstrates the test rig capability of simulating the real system behaviour because, in real 

application, pipes that feed the cooling system are subject to sunlight. Therefore, the water temperature 

rises up into the pipes if the cooling system is turned off. 

a)  b)  

c)  d)  

e)  f)  

Figure 5: a) Measured and design flow rate sprayed from a single nozzle, Trends of temperatures in 

different PV module points during b) 30s-30s cycles, c) 30s-60s cycles, d) 30s-120s cycles, e) 30s-180s 

cycles and f) 30s-300s cycles at a pressure of 1.5 bar 

Adopting 30s-30s cycles, the PV mean temperature reduction is equal to 35°C but requires 40 minutes 

to reach the stability while, with 30s-300s cycles, the PV mean temperature reduction is equal to 22°C 

but it does not reach the stability. A switched off period of 300 s instead of 30 s help to reduce the 
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sprayed water of 5 times but, as shown in Figure 5(f), there are several temperature fluctuations. In 

addition, during the 300 s in which the cooling system is switched off, a formation of limestone is 

observed on the module surface. A similar effect is observed in the case 30s-180s. Therefore, 30s-30s, 

30s-180s and 30s-300s cycles are not suitable option to this application. 

Comparison between Figure 5(c) and 5(d) shows that the PV mean temperature reduction is equal to 

29°C in the case of 30s-60s and to 28°C in the case of 30-120s. Considering that the cooling system 

works in ON/OFF mode from 10 AM to 4 PM, the sprayed water is reduced of 60% if the 30-120s is 

adopted. Then, the best compromise for the proposed configuration is to adopt a spraying pressure of 

1.5 bar and a 30s-120s ON/OFF cycle. In term of PV module efficiency, the cooling system guarantees 

to improve the efficiency from 12.2% to 13.9%. For a single module, the investment cost for pipes, 

nozzles and support devices is lower than 15 Euro. 

4 Conclusions 

In the present work, the Authors experimentally tested a low-cost PV module cooling system based on 

the sprayed water concept. Three water nozzles are placed in the upper part of the PV module, they are 

commercially available devices as well as the connecting pipes and support devices. Water pressure and 

temperature, and air and PV module temperatures are monitored using manometers and thermocouples 

directly managed with a Labview code. Four water spraying pressures and five ON/OFF cycles are 

tested. Results show that a good compromise is reached using 1.5 bar as nozzles spraying pressure and 

a 30s-120s ON/OFF cycle because these settings guarantee to reduce the water consumption and 

improve the PV efficiency from 12.2 to 13.9%. In addition, the investing cost for the cooling system is 

less than 15 € per single PV module. Finally, it is possible to claim that the proposed water spray cooling 

technique can potentially increase PV panel performance due to an evaporation and self-cleaning effect, 

which is also a great benefit in small to large PV applications. 
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Abstract 

Virtual storage in district heating systems consists in modifying the thermal request profiles of some of 

the connected buildings with the goal of modifying the thermal load of the plants. This approach allows 

one shaving the thermal peak and, consequently, reducing the primary energy consumption or 

connecting additional buildings to the network. Another use is related with the possibility to shift the 

thermal production in order to increase the possibility to compete on the electricity market. 

Good prediction of thermal behaviour of buildings is an important aspect for managing virtual storage 

in order to optimize the global effect while guaranteeing the same comfort levels to the end-users. This 

also allows one selecting the most suitable buildings that can be considered for the implementation of 

such approach. In order to perform this kind of analysis, the users have to be characterized in terms of 

building envelope as well as substations characteristics. In particular, the building characterization have 

to be performed only using the data at disposal by the network management companies. Indeed, as 

usually happens in extended DH networks, the only data available are the ones gathered in the 

substations by the smart meters. In this work, an approach for evaluating the main characteristics of the 

buildings, (comprehensive of their substations) connected to DH network is proposed, only using data 

gathered by smart meters installed in the various substations. 

1 Introduction 

The growing attention to environmental problems has led to an increasing interest and development of 

high efficiency and low emissions energy systems [1-3], such as district heating (DH). This technology, 

indeed, allows a reduction of the primary energy consumption and carbon emissions, exploiting surplus 

heat from industrial processes, high efficiency cogeneration plants and renewable energies [4,5].  

One of the main purpose of district heating technology is to enhance the exploitation of heat produced 

through cogeneration [6]. Indeed, daily fluctuations of the thermal demand usually entail the use of 

auxiliary boilers with the aim of supplying excess heat during peak demand periods, yielding reduced 

overall efficiency of the system. Moreover, technical constraints concerning the network capacity limit 

the amount of end-users that can be connected to the network.  

Several peak shaving strategies are analysed for the purpose of limiting boiler utilization, thus 
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maximizing cogeneration use, and reducing the mass flow rate on the primary circuit, allowing to 

connect new users. One of the most common technologies adopted consists on thermal sensible [7, 8] 

and latent heat storage [9,10] and virtual storage. These permit a reduction in the peak load by 

discharging the heat stored in periods characterized by low thermal request. However, storage tanks 

installation requires additional space and infrastructures, thereby increasing the costs and complexity of 

the system. Demand side management strategies are nowadays analysed as alternative solutions [11-

15]. These strategies rely on the exploitation of building thermal capacity as short-term heat storage in 

order to reduce the peak power demand without affecting the comfort level of the end-users. The effects 

of variations in the thermal demand profiles of some users, in terms of anticipating the switch-on time 

of the heating system have been investigated [12-14]. Following this, the proposed approach requires a 

tool able to evaluate the indoor ambient temperature, in order to define whether the changes adopted 

lead to acceptable comfort conditions.  

Many building models able to predict indoor temperature evolution are presented in literature. Mainly 

linear and neural network ARX models for indoor temperature evaluation are discussed, giving as inputs 

the external temperature and solar radiation levels, as well as the heating power, the wall temperatures 

and the ventilation flow rate of the buildings [16-18].  On the other hand, there are physically based 

software for building thermal behaviour prediction, such as EnergyPlus [19], TRNSYS [20] or ESP-R 

[21]. The software models are based on the laws of thermodynamic and they require a detailed 

characterization of building envelope, along with the thermal loads and losses and the external weather 

conditions. Both physical tools and black-box models yield appreciable predictions of indoor 

temperature evolution. However, because of the large amount and detail of the input data required, their 

application is restricted to a limited number of users.  

In this paper, a physical compact model based on energy balance equations, able to predict the behaviour 

of the thermal substation and of the building, is presented. The proposed model allows to evaluate the 

internal comfort conditions starting from data collected by temperature sensors and flow meters installed 

in the DH network. Thereby, building characterization can be easily carried out for a large number of 

end-users, facilitating its application to large scale problems. For each building, the heating terminals 

are modelled considering a single device, thus obtaining an average indoor temperature. The 

acceptability of the results is assessed comparing measured data of thermal power and temperature levels 

to the ones predicted by the model. 

2 Methodology 

In order to predict the thermal behaviour of DH users a simplified schematic of the heating system is 

considered, as shown in Figure 1. 

The system consists of two separated circuits: a primary circuit, which connects the power plant to the 

thermal substation, and a secondary one, which powers the user radiators. The heating system of the 

building is modeled considering a single compact heating device, therefore an average indoor 

temperature Tbuild is obtained.  
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Figure 1. Simplified scheme of the heating system 

The user model is made up of two blocks that simulate the thermal behaviour of the substation and of 

the heating device, in terms of temperatures and thermal power. Both the heat exchangers are modeled 

using the 𝜀 − 𝑁𝑇𝑈 method that allows to calculate the effectiveness as a function of the number of heat 

transfer units 𝑁𝑇𝑈 and the heat capacity ratio 𝑅.  

 

𝑁𝑇𝑈 =
𝑈𝐴

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
     ,      𝑅 =

𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
    →      𝜀 =

1 −  𝑒−𝑁𝑇𝑈 𝐹 (1−𝑅)

1 − 𝑅 𝑒−𝑁𝑇𝑈 𝐹 (1−𝑅)
 (1) 

 

The dimensionless parameter 𝑁𝑇𝑈 is indicative of the size of the heat exchanger. Counter-current 

configuration is considered, however a corrective coefficient F is introduced in order to account for the 

effectiveness deviations due to temperature levels and mass flow rate variations. 

The average indoor temperature, instead, is evaluated writing an energy balance of the building in 

unsteady condition, namely: 

 

𝛷 − 𝛷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 = 𝑐 𝑉 
𝑑𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 (2) 

 

The thermal power provided by the system 𝛷 is expressed as: 

 

𝛷 = 𝜀 𝛷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜀 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑐𝑝 (𝑇1 − 𝑇4) (3) 

 

whereas losses are calculated introducing the global volumetric dispersion coefficient 𝑘 

 

𝛷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 = 𝑘 𝑉 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣) (4) 

 

The temperature evolutions on the primary and secondary network are then obtained as follows 

 

𝛷 = 𝑚ℎ̇  𝑐𝑝 (𝑇1 − 𝑇2) =  𝑚𝑐̇  𝑐𝑝 (𝑇3 − 𝑇4) + 𝑐ℎ𝑥  
𝑑𝑇ℎ𝑥

𝑑𝑡
 (5) 

 

The parameters 𝑘, 𝑐, mċ , 𝑐ℎ𝑥 and 𝑈𝐴, introduced in the previous equations, characterise the thermal 

behaviour of the heat exchangers and of the building. These are evaluated by performing an analysis of 

the experimental data collected by temperature sensors and mass flow meters installed in the thermal 

substations. The available data concern the temperature levels at the inlet and at the outlet of the thermal 
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substation heat exchanger and of the heating device, the mass flow rate circulating on the primary 

network, the heat flux exchanged and the temperature of the surrounding environment. 

 Global volumetric dispersion coefficient k. 

The evaluation of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is performed considering the period 

when the system reaches a quasi steady-state operating condition, which usually occurs in the 

afternoon. The energy balance of the building is simplified as follows: 

 

𝑘 =  
𝛷

𝑉 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣)
 (6) 

 

In this situation the indoor temperature variation can be neglected, therefore the term 𝑘 is 

represented by the slope of the best-fit linear curve obtained by interpolation of the points (𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 , 

𝛷𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡). 

 Building thermal capacity 𝑐  

The term 𝑐 is calculated considering the transient condition, after system switch-off. The mass 

flow rate circulating in the heating device is stopped, therefore the temperature of the water in 

the secondary circuit will decrease similarly to the indoor temperature. This assumption is 

appropriate al low temperature level, thus the experimental data recorded during the last 3 hours 

of switch-off transient are considered for the evaluation of the building thermal capacity.  

In this condition, the Eq. 1 can be rewritten as 

 

𝑘 𝑉 (𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣) =  𝑐 𝑉 
𝑑𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 (7) 

 

By imposing Tbuild − Tenv = θ and integrating the above-written equation, it results  

 

𝜃 = 𝜃0 𝑒−
𝑘
𝑐

 𝑡
 (8) 

 

The temperature difference (𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣) decays following an exponential trend, which is best 

approximated by  

 

𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 = 𝐴 𝑒−𝐵 𝑡 (9) 

 

therefore, equating the results, the coefficient 𝐵 represents the ratio between the dispersion 

coefficient 𝑘 and the building thermal capacity 𝑐.   

 Mass flow rate on the secondary circuit 𝑚𝑐̇  

The evaluation of the mass flow rate on the secondary circuit is carried out through Eq. 5, in 

condition of quasi steady-state operation. 

 

 𝑚𝑐̇ =
𝑚ℎ̇  𝑐𝑝 (𝑇1 − 𝑇2)

𝑐𝑝 (𝑇3 − 𝑇4)
               (10)  (10) 

 
Indeed, since no variable flow valves are installed in the buildings, the mass flow rate on the 

secondary circuit keeps constant for as long as the system is in operation. However, the lack of 

experimental data concerning the heat exchanger thermal behaviour allows not solving Eq. 5 

during system start-up transient.  

When the system is switched-off, the mass flow rate on the secondary circuit goes to zero. 
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 Heat exchanger thermal capacity 𝑐ℎ𝑥 

This thermal capacity is introduced to take into account the additional thermal power required 

by the heat exchanger during the start-up transient of the system to increase its temperature. 
The thermal power absorbed by the heat exchanger is obtained as: 

 

𝛥𝛷 = 𝛷 −  𝑚𝑐̇  𝑐𝑝 (𝑇3 − 𝑇4) (11) 

 

Thus, the value of the thermal capacity is calculated integrating 𝛥𝛷 over the start-up transient 

of the heating system and dividing by the temperature variation of the heat exchanger: 

 

𝑐ℎ𝑥 =
∫ 𝛥𝛷 𝑑𝑡

𝑇ℎ𝑥,𝑓 − 𝑇ℎ𝑥,𝑖
 (12) 

 

The heat exchanger temperature is assumed to be equal to the water supply temperature in the 

secondary circuit.  

 Global heat transfer coefficient 𝑈𝐴 

The global heat transfer coefficient is evaluated through the equation 

 

𝛷 = 𝐹 𝑈𝐴 𝛥𝑇𝑚,𝑙𝑜𝑔 (13) 

 

where 𝛥𝑇𝑚,𝑙𝑜𝑔 is the logarithmic temperature difference.  

Since temperatures evolution during system operation cause a variation of the coefficient F, a 

linear best-fit curve is defined interpolating the values of global heat transfer coefficient and 

mass flow rate on the primary circuit obtained from the experimental data. 

 Time delay 𝛥𝑡𝑑 

The time delay is a parameter that allows to account for the average time required by water to 

circulate on the secondary network. The evaluation of 𝛥𝑡𝑑 is made through an analysis of the 

experimental data, considering the time necessary to the water exiting from the heating device 

to reach its daily average value.  

3 Results 

The evaluation of the parameters described in the previous section is carried out considering real 

experimental data from a sub-network of Turin district heating. 

3.1 Evaluation of the characteristic parameters of the building and thermal substation 

In order to show the full characterization of a building and of its thermal substation, four users (a-d) 

connected with the selected distribution network are considered. Figure 2 presents the results of the 

global volumetric dispersion coefficient k obtained from a yearly basis analysis. Since experimental data 

are available with a time step of 5 minutes, the daily values of thermal power and external temperature 

are obtained taking an average over the period when the system reaches a quasi steady-state operating 

condition.  
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Figure 2. Global volumetric coefficient evaluation 

As expected from Eq. 6 and shown in Figure 2, there is a linear correlation between the heat flux and 

the outdoor ambient temperature, where the parameter k corresponds to the slope of the best-fit curve.  

As concern building thermal capacity, instead, the last hours of switch-off transient are employed for 

the calculation. The temperature difference decay 𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 is illustrated in Figure 3, together with the 

exponential fitting curve. 

 

Figure 3. Building thermal capacity evaluation for user (a) 

Each subplot represents the daily evolution of the temperature difference between the water exiting the 

heating device of the building and the outdoor temperature. However, since building thermal capacity 𝑐 

is a parameter independent of external and operating conditions, a yearly-basis-averaged value of 

parameter 𝑐 is evaluated for each building. 

The results of secondary circuit mass flow rate are presented in Fig. 4.  

 

Figure 4. Daily evolution of secondary mass flow rate obtained from steady-state energy balance. 

It is possible to notice that the flow rate 𝑚𝑐̇  is not constant throughout the day. This behaviour is related 
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to the heating transient of the heat exchanger. In fact, as discussed in the previous section, 𝑚𝑐̇  is 

evaluated through Eq. 10, to avoid the issue of the quantification of the transient term, related to the 

thermal capacity of the heat exchanger 𝑐ℎ𝑥. Considering for each day the period when the system has a 

quasi steady-state functioning condition, 𝑚𝑐̇  only presents minor fluctuations. This happens because of 

measurement errors and uncertainties on the temperature and primary mass flow rate values due to the 

experimental nature of the data used. Therefore, a constant secondary mass flow rate is considered, 

taking an average of the daily values, excluding transient operation period. 

Once determined the value of the mass flow rate on the secondary network, it is possible to evaluate the 

thermal capacity of the heat exchanger that separates the primary circuit from the secondary one. Figure 

5 compares the thermal power exchanged by the primary circuit, in red, and the one supplied to the 

secondary network, depicted in black. 

 

Figure 5. Daily evolution of the thermal power provided to the primary (red) and secondary (black) 

networks 

As can be seen, during the start-up transient of the heating system, the two curves do not overlap. This 

gap is due to the additional thermal power required by the heat exchanger to increase its temperature. 

The heat exchanger thermal capacity 𝑐ℎ𝑥 is therefore obtained as the ratio between the green area, which 

represents the integral of 𝛥𝛷, and the temperature increase of the heat exchanger. 

Finally, to completely characterize the thermal behaviour of the whole heating system, the global heat 

transfer coefficient 𝑈𝐴 and the corrective factor F of the substation heat exchanger should be introduced. 

Figure 6 shows the outcomes of the analysis. 

 

Figure 5. Global heat transfer coefficient evaluation 

Since mass flow rate on the primary network constantly changes to satisfy the thermal power demand 

of the user, this affects the effectiveness of the heat exchanger. Results show a linear correlation between 

𝐹 𝑈𝐴 and the primary mass flow rate 𝑚ℎ̇ . Given that the global heat transfer coefficient 𝑈𝐴 depends on 

the size and typology of the heat exchanger and on the fluids involved in the heat transfer process, it is 

a constant value. Therefore, the corrective factor 𝐹 accounts for the effectiveness variations of the heat 

exchanger according to the operating conditions. 
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The value of the parameters obtained from the analysis are summarised in the following table. 

Table 1. Value of the parameters obtained from the analysis for the selected users 

User V [m3] 𝑘 [
W

m3 K
] 𝑐 [

J

m3 K
] 𝑚𝑐̇  [

kg

s
] 𝑐ℎ𝑥 [

J

 K
] 

𝛥𝑡𝑑 
[min] 

(a) 7881 0.61 41069 5.35 10059142 5 

(b) 15207 1.00 77275 6.24 23013251 10 

(c) 5126 0.72 34925 3.13 1759527 5 

(d) 2800 0.62 26141 2.29 1458312 5 

User Model Application 

Subsequently, the user model is used to predict the thermal power and temperature level evolutions and 

show the results of the application of the evaluated parameters. User model results are compared to the 

available experimental data in order to prove its reliability and accuracy for the forecast of user thermal 

request. In particular, four users of one of Turin distribution networks have been selected.  

Knowing the mass flow rate circulating on the primary network 𝑚ℎ̇  and the supply temperature 𝑇1, it is 

possible to calculate the thermal power and the return temperature 𝑇2, as shown in Fig. 6-7. 

 

Figure 6. Daily evolution of thermal power: predicted (red) and real (black) 

 

Figure 7. Daily evolution of primary network supply temperature: predicted (red) and real (black) 
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As can be seen, the estimation of the global heat transfer coefficient 𝐹 𝑈𝐴, as a function of 𝑚ℎ̇ , leads to 

a good prediction of the thermal power provided and, therefore, of the return temperature, both in 

transient and steady state conditions. Also the mass flow rate on the secondary circuit influences the 

performance of the heat exchanger, thus affecting the temperature and thermal power evolution.  

To prove the goodness of the estimation of 𝑚𝑐̇  value, the secondary network is considered. Figure 8 

illustrates the supply temperature 𝑇3 profiles obtained; in case (1) the thermal power required by the 

heat exchanger to heat up during system start-up is neglected while case (2) shows the results of the 

introduction of the transient term.   

 

Figure 8. Daily evolution of secondary network supply temperature: predicted (case (1):red, case 

(2):blue) and real (black) 

When the heating system reaches steady-state operation, the heat exchanger temperature remains almost 

constant and equal to the one of the water at the inlet of the user radiator. For this reason, in case (1), 

the model yields an appreciable prediction of the supply temperature evolution during off-peak 

functioning, especially for users a,b. For the others, since the heat exchanger capacity has smaller values, 

the temperature variation is barely noticeable. In case (2), instead, the thermal capacity of the heat 

exchanger is introduced, thus the supply temperature on the secondary circuit is reduced during system 

start-up, due to the thermal power absorbed by the heat exchanger to heat up. 

Finally, the return temperature 𝑇4 and the average indoor temperature 𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 are analysed. It is assumed 

that the return temperature 𝑇4 equals the temperature of the water exiting the heating device with a 

delay 𝛥𝑡𝑑, which accounts for the time required by water to circulate on the secondary network. 

 

Figure 9. Daily evolution of secondary network return temperature: predicted (red) and real (black) 
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Knowing the thermal load provided by the heating system, the indoor temperature evolution is strictly 

related to the thermal capacity and the dispersion coefficient of the building envelope. Fig. 10 shows the 

indoor temperature evolution in a winter day for the four users selected.  

 

Figure 10. Daily evolution of indoor ambient temperature 

4 Possible applications 

The compact model proposed in the current paper can be used for all the purposes requiring the 

modelling of the user substation. Some possible purposes are: 

1) The evaluation of the effect of demand side management in district heating systems, on the 

indoor temperature. This is particularly useful because allows to avoid changes in thermal 

request that would produce uncomfortable indoor conditions (temperature too low, too high, 

undesired temperature evolutions with temperature peaks and valley in unexpected time). This 

enable the possibility of: 

a. Anticipate or delay the switching on of the heating system. 

b. Perform changes in the evolution of the thermal demand. 

c. Modify the regulation strategy. 

d. Perform thermal recovery when the indoor temperature is high. 

e. Change the maximum value of mass flow at the primary side that can be provided to 

the user. 

f. Modify the regulation curve. 

g. Evaluate the effects of changes in secondary circuit (such as modification in mass 

flow rates). 

2) The temperature value T2 obtained through the model can be used in order to calculate the 

temperature of the water exiting all the heat exchanger of the network. It enable the evaluation 

of the temperature of the water that return at the power plants. This allows, when the supply 

temperature and the mass flow rate are known, the estimation of the thermal load at the power 

plants. It is worth to remind that this result can be obtained only through a model taking into 

account the thermal fluid dynamic within the pipelines [22-24], in order to consider the effects 

due to the long distances involved, the thermal losses and the transient effects. A complete 

model including the network and the users can thus be used for estimating: 

a. The effects of storage installation. 

b. The optimal location of distributed or centralized storage units. 

c. The effects of network expansion. 
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d. How connection of new buildings affect the request at the power plants. 

e. Analysing procedure for increasing income due to electricity selling in district heating 

fed by CHP.   

5 Conclusions  

In this paper, a physical approach for the evaluation of parameters that characterize the thermal 

behaviour of district heating users through experimental data is proposed. Furthermore, a user model 

able to simulate both the building and the heat exchange substation behaviour is introduced. These allow 

predicting the thermal request of end-users and the average indoor temperature, only relying on 

experimental data of temperature levels on the primary and secondary circuits, mass flow rate circulating 

on the primary network and temperature of the outdoor environment. This tool allows to evaluate the 

acceptability of the application of demand side management strategies, in terms of user comfort 

conditions. Moreover, its compact structure permits to easily characterize the thermal performances of 

the buildings and to extend its application to a large number of DH users. The model is based on energy 

conservation equations and it includes the above-mentioned calculated parameters.  

The building model results, in terms of thermal power and water temperatures exiting the heat 

exchanger, are compared to the experimental data to prove that it is able to suitably reproduce the 

temperature profiles and the thermal power evolution of the system.  
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Nomenclature 

𝑁𝑇𝑈 Number of heat transfer units  

𝑈𝐴 Global heat transfer coefficient W/K 

𝛷 Thermal power W 

𝛷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠  Thermal losses W 

𝑐 Thermal capacity J/m3 K 

𝑘 Global volumetric dispersion coefficient W/m3 K 

𝑐𝑝 Specific heat J/kg K 

𝑇 Temperature K 

�̇� Mass flow rate kg/s 

𝑉 Volume m3 
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Abstract 

In this work, the application of hybrid solar modules that combine photovoltaic panels and solar 

thermal collectors coupled with a low-temperature thermal cycle such as the Organic Rankine Cycle is 

discussed, their main purpose being an increase in the total electric power production per available 

area. This work will study the thermal and electrical power production efficiency of the hybrid system, 

the increase in the PV module electric conversion efficiency due to their cooling through heat transfer 

to the thermal cycle and the total exergetic efficiency of the system. A simplified simulation of the 

system in steady state conditions based on a thermal efficiency model will be performed with the aid 

of the EES (Engineering Equation Solver) software using climate data from Campinas, São Paulo, 

Brazil. The study shows that while the PV/T+ORC system does fulfill the purpose of increasing the 

electrical power generation both from the generator coupled to the thermal cycle and from the increase 

in the PV module efficiency due to its cooling. Thus, there is an increase the overall exergy efficiency 

of the system compared to uncoupled PV/T collectors. 

1 Introduction 

Hybrid solar modules, still rarely found in the solar solutions market, combine solar thermal collectors 

and photovoltaic panels in the same area of construction where they’re installed. This system, called 

PV/T (Photovoltaic / Thermal) presents advantages to the use of only PV modules, such as hot water 

cogeneration and saving in installation space and cooling of the PV panels, improving their efficiency. 

However, flat-plate PV/T collectors absorb radiation less efficiently than conventional flat-plate 

collectors,  may require additional glass coverings to reduce heat loss to the surroundings, have much 

lower thermal efficiency compared to concentrating collectors, and have higher cost [1]. It is known 

that Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) can be used in applications with heat source temperatures lower 

than 100°C. While their Carnot efficiency is low, they may still be viable as simple thermal cycles 

using solar energy as the heat source. In addition, working at low pressures it’s possible to use water 

as the heat transfer fluid instead of thermal oil, achieving working temperatures as low as 65°C in the 

evaporator in some cases [2]. This characteristic will be used in this study to couple a PV/T collector 
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to an ORC cycle and analyze its viability using climate data from the city of Campinas at peak solar 

irradiance. 

2 Modelling and simulation 

2.1 Solar irradiance 

In order to predict the average maximum solar irradiance on an inclined surface with its angle adjusted 

for the local latitude and for each month of the year, it is possible to approximate the daily irradiation 

curve to a sinusoidal function such as Eq.(1) with a minimum irradiance of 0 kW/m2 and maximum of 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 at solar noon and a half-period equal to the number of sunshine hours. These functions were 

obtained by equating the mean total daily irradiation on an inclined surface, obtained with the aid of 

the SunData program from CRESESB [3], with the integral of the functions over the average sunshine 

hours of every month. With that, it was possibly to calculate the maximum solar irradiance 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 for 

each month of the year. The effects of atmospheric refraction and apparent sunrise and sunset times 

were not considered, and neither were any other weather effects that could hinder the solar irradiance. 

 

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝜋

ℎ𝑑

(𝑡 − 𝑡0) (1) 

 

𝐼(𝑡) stands for solar irradiance, in kW/m2, 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥  maximum solar irradiance, 

ℎ𝑑 number of sunshine hours, 

𝑡0
 

time of sunrise, in hours.  

 

When taking into account the thermal inertia of the atmosphere and the earth’s surface and the daily 

temperature cycle, since the average daily temperature value is reached shortly before the solar 

irradiance peak around noon, the environmental temperature was defined as the average daily value 

for local temperature in each month [4], with values measured at UNICAMP’s School of Agricultural 

Engineering [5] for the city of Campinas in the São Paulo State. 

 

Of great importance to this study is the PV conversion efficiency, which decreases linearly with the 

panel operation temperature. In tropical climates such as that of Campinas, with the right weather 

conditions the surface temperature of the modules can reach upwards of their maximum operation 

temperature. The maximum surface temperature of the collectors is defined by Eq. (2) [6], in which: 

 

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇𝑎 +
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝐼𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

(𝑇𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎,𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇) (2) 

 

𝐼𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 stands for solar irradiance at NOCT (800 W/m2) 

NOCT stands for Nominal Operating Cell Temperature, reached by the solar cells in open circuit 

under irradiance of 800 W/m2, air temperature of 20oC and wind velocity of 1 m/s. 

𝑇𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 nominal operating cell temperature, 

𝑇𝑎 ambient air temperature, 

𝑇𝑎,𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 reference temperature at NOCT (20oC), 

𝑇𝑠
 

surface temperature at peak irradiance.  
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While it’s known that the PV cell temperature can be very sensitive to wind speed [7], Eq. (2) assumes 

that their thermal loss coefficient is constant.  

2.2 PV/T Collector 

Several hybrid PV/T collector prototypes have been proposed and had their analytical models 

validated through experimental work [1, 8, 9], but their commercial application is still limited. This 

paper uses the thermal efficiency model based on experimental work by Ghoneim et al. [8] and 

Sandnes and Rekstad [1] on PV/T collectors, as well as the dimensions and PV conversion 

characteristics of the commercially available PV/T collector TESP Twin Energy Solar Panel type 

XP60-265I+TESP from Sunerg, which can be sold in 12-collector kits including all accessories 

required for installation and storage of water at high temperatures. This middle-range panel of 265 Wp 

has a surface area of 1.628 m2, the twelve units totaling 19.54 m2. The mounting of the collectors is to 

be flat on a sloped roof facing north with angle equal to the latitude of Campinas’s meteorological 

station (22.801o S). 

 

The thermal model that follows was based on Zhou et al.’s method and validation of an experimental 

work of a solar PV/T cogeneration system [10] and adjusted to performance data from the PV/T 

collector’s manufacturer. The thermal efficiency of the hybrid PV/T collector can be expressed by the 

Hottel-Whillier equation, Eq. (3) [10, 11], in which the thermal efficiency parameters of 𝐹𝑅(𝜏𝛼) = 

0.58 and 𝐹𝑅𝑈𝐿 = 6 were conservatively chosen based on experimental data on PV/T collectors by 

Ghoneim et al. [8], nevertheless without considering the change in these parameters due to the 

collectors’ mounting configuration (six collectors connected in series and two groups of six connected 

in parallel). Then, this equation was used to calculate the energy transferred in the form of heat from 

the collectors to the heat transfer fluid.  

 

𝜂𝑇 = 𝐹𝑅(𝜏𝛼) − 𝐹𝑅𝑈𝐿

(𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑎)

𝐼
 (3) 

 

𝜂𝑇 stands for thermal efficiency, 

𝐹𝑅 heat removal factor, 

𝑈𝐿 thermal loss coefficient, 

𝜏𝛼 transmittance-absorbance product, 

𝑇𝑖 collector inlet water temperature. 

 

Meanwhile, the thermal efficiency of the PV/T collector as a function of the useful heat transferred 

from the collector to its circulating fluid is given by Eq. (4), in which:  

 

𝜂𝑇 =
�̇�𝑢

𝐼𝐴
 (4) 

 

𝐴 stands for total collector area, 

�̇�𝑢 useful heat output from the collectors at peak irradiance. 

2.2.1 PV panel 

The change in the PV panel efficiency due to cooling from the water circulating through the PV/T 

collector must be accounted for by means of the following Equation relating the conversion efficiency 

and cell temperature with its reference values at standard test conditions [8]: 
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𝜂𝑃𝑉 = 𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑓[1 − 𝜇(𝑇𝑃𝑉 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)] (5) 

 

𝜂𝑃𝑉 stands for the PV panel conversion efficiency, 

𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑓 stands for PV efficiency at reference condition, 

𝜇 stands for PV panel temperature coefficient, 

𝑇𝑃𝑉 stands for PV cell temperature, 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the PV cell temperature at reference conditions. 

 

The Sunerg model has a module efficiency of 16.27% and a thermal coefficient of -0.42%/oC. 

Together with the peak irradiance and collector area values, the peak PV power output �̇�𝑃𝑉 can be 

estimated. Furthermore, in order to estimate the power output when there is no fluid circulating in the 

collectors and the ORC cycle is not being powered, performance data from the manufacturer was used 

to predict the lower peak PV power output and the collector stagnation temperature. 

2.3 Organic Rankine Cycle 

The nature of the Organic Rankine Cycle, which allows the use of working fluids with lower boiling 

point than water, makes it more adapted than steam power to convert renewable energy resources with 

lower heat source temperature, such as from a solar collector [13]. The system has been modelled 

according to the first and second Law equations of a simple ORC cycle with no internal heat 

exchangers, as illustrated in Figure 1. Assuming no heat losses from the PV/T collectors to the ORC 

evaporator, the mean peak heat input at maximum irradiance is used to predict the upper performance 

limits of the ORC cycle in steady state conditions. The choice work fluid used in this ORC cycle is 

Toluene based on optimization studies for a similar ORC cycle in which Toluene delivered the highest 

exergy efficiency out of several work fluids [14], and the chosen heat rejection temperature at the 

condenser was 45oC with a water cooling flow. For simplification purposes, it was assumed that the 

evaporation temperature is the maximum surface temperature of the collectors, calculated from Eq. 

(2). This temperature ranges up to 65oC in this work, and temperatures as low as that were shown to 

power other PV/T+ORC systems such as the one from Kosmadakis at al. [2]. Coupled with low 

pressures, this enabled water to be used as the heat transfer fluid between the PV/T collectors and the 

ORC evaporator. Pumping power consumed in the evaporator heating and condenser cooling flows 

was not considered. 

 

 

Figure 1: Layout and control volume of the simplified ORC cycle 
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 The Second Law efficiency of the ORC cycle is in Eq. (6), in which: 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑥,𝑂𝑅𝐶 =
�̇�𝑡 − �̇�𝑝

�̇�𝑢 (1 −
𝑇0

𝑇𝑚𝑙
)
 (6) 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑥,𝑂𝑅𝐶 is the exergetic efficiency of the cycle, 

�̇�𝑡 is the power generated in the turbine, 

�̇�𝑝 is the power input to the pump, 

𝑇0  is the environment temperature (298 K), 

𝑇𝑚𝑙
 

is the mean logarithmic temperature of the heat transfer fluid between the collector inlet and 

outlet. 

2.4 Overall PV/T+ORC system 

Lastly, the overall exergy efficiency of the studied PV/T system coupled to a ORC cycle is defined by 

the following equation, where the denominator is the exergy input of the solar radiation to the 

collectors defined by Joshi et al. [15] for a PV/T system as a function of the total solar radiation it 

receives: 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑥 =
�̇�𝑃𝑉 + �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶

𝐼𝐴 (1 −
𝑇0

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑛
)
 

(7) 

 

�̇�𝑃𝑉 is the net power output from the PV cells, 

�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶 is net power output from the ORC cycle, 

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑛 is the surface temperature of the sun, 5777 K. 

 

This work has some limitations. All values of irradiance refer to solar noon, and thus these results 

show only the maximum performance the PV/T+ORC system could reach under ideal weather 

conditions. Cloud cover and wind speed can greatly affect peak irradiance and PV cell temperature, 

impacting the total electrical power output.   

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Collector temperature and PV panel efficiency  

The graph from Figure 2 shows the average peak solar irradiance for every month of the year and the 

two PV cell temperature curves illustrate the effect the cooling of PV cells due to the water circulation 

has on their surface temperature.  
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Figure 2: Peak solar irradiance (𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥), solar cell temperature with cooling (𝑇𝑠) and solar cell 

stagnation temperature (𝑇𝑠, no circulation) at peak irradiance for each month of operation. 

The effect is visibly more pronounced from mid-summer to early autumn in Campinas, where rainfall 

during these months is usually expected late in the day, thus far from solar noon. While the stagnation 

temperature at peak irradiance can easily exceed the PV collector manufacturer’s maximum 

temperature of stagnation (83oC), we’re reminded that this simulation only applies to clear weather 

conditions and doesn’t account for wind speed, which has a great effect on the collector’s surface 

temperature. Following these results, Figure 3 shows the effects of temperature on the PV panel 

efficiency and the subsequent increase due to the circulation of fluid in the collectors. 

 

 

Figure 3: PV panel efficiency with (𝜂𝑃𝑉) and without circulation (𝜂𝑃𝑉, no circulation) of fluid or 

cooling of the PV cells at peak irradiance for each month of operation. 
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3.2 Organic Rankine Cycle  

Figure 4 shows the overall efficiencies of the ORC cycle. The average first law efficiency, limited by 

the Carnot efficiency of around 4,9%, is around 4,1% while the average second law efficiency is 

37,2%, which shows the importance of exergy analysis in evaluating the usefulness of low-

temperature cycles for heat recovery and renewable power applications such as the ORC in converting 

energy from low-quality heat into high-quality work. After the Carnot efficiency limit, ORC 

performance is limited only by the thermal input to the cycle, which is high all year-round due to the 

relatively steady yearly solar irradiance in Campinas, which is also true for most cities in Brazil [3]. 

 

 

Figure 4: First (𝜂𝑒𝑛), Second law (𝜂𝑒𝑥) and Carnot (𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡) efficiencies of the ORC cycle at peak 

irradiance for each month of operation. 

3.3 Total power generation 

Figure 5 shows the electric power generated by the PV cells at stagnation, the increment of power due 

to their cooling and the further increment generated by the ORC cycle. The ORC output seems to be 

more dependent on solar irradiance than the collector fluid temperature, because while this limits the 

cycle’s Carnot efficiency, it is already very low due to the flat-plate PV/T collector’s design. 
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Figure 5: Electric power generated by the PV cells with (�̇�𝑃𝑉), without circulation of fluid (�̇�𝑃𝑉, no 

circulation) and total electric power generated by the PV/T+ORC system (�̇�𝑒𝑙,𝑂𝑅𝐶) at peak irradiance 

for each month of operation. 

For the sake of this energy analysis, the inverter and generator are outside the system control volume 

and their efficiencies weren’t accounted for. Both the cooling effect on the PV cells and in 

consequence the ORC power generation are more effective during the beginning of autumn and the 

end of spring, since summer has a noticeable rainy season which impacts solar irradiance [5] The 

average power increase due to the ORC system output averages 16,1%. 

3.4 First and Second Law efficiencies 

Meanwhile,  

Figure 6 illustrates the overall efficiencies of the studied system. The average first law efficiency of 

the PV/T+ORC is 65,4% and the second law efficiency is around 16,4%, a significant increase from 
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the averages of 51,9% and 12,5% from the PV/T system, respectively, which are compatible values 

with the efficiencies described in Ghoneim et al.’s work [8]. It shows how due to PV and ORC 

generation the energy efficiency of the PV/T+ORC system is on average 13% higher than the thermal 

efficiency of the PV/T collector, equivalent to its energy efficiency when it’s used only as a water 

heater. In the other hand, ORC generation and the cooling effect of the PV cells contributes to only 

around 2% of first law efficiency increase, but around 4% of the second law efficiency increase.  

 

Figure 6: Thermal efficiency of the PV/T collector (𝜂𝑡), 1st (𝜂𝑒𝑛) and 2nd (𝜂𝑒𝑥) efficiencies of the 

PV/T+ORC system and of the PV/T system with no circulation of fluid (𝜂𝑒𝑛,2, 𝜂𝑒𝑥,2) at peak irradiance. 

4 Conclusion 

The addition of an ORC cycle to the PV/T system was able to improve the overall first and second law 

efficiencies by an average of 13% and 4%, respectively, even though the electric power output 

increased by 15,7%. While the purpose of adding the ORC system is an increase in power output, 

exergy analysis shows that the increase came with more irreversibilities inherent to the ORC cycle that 

however can be studied in a component-by-component basis, and that the achieved results, while 

acceptable for hot, tropical climates, might not be viable in temperature climates with lower average 

solar irradiance. As a possible follow-up to this study, a transient system simulation with the addition 

of a water storage tank to the analysis is proposed to account for the effects of thermal shift and to 

predict the average performance of the system under variable solar irradiance and ambient air 

temperature. The model then may be used to validate PV/T performance data from the collector’s 

manufacturer and better estimate the efficiency increase with the ORC cycle and optimize for its 

working fluid. Furthermore, a cost evaluation of coupling the ORC cycle to the PV/T collectors would 

be needed to cement its viability. 
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Abstract 

DH network modelling constitute a crucial way for simulating the system responses to changes in 

operating conditions. These modifications can be planned for increasing the DH efficiency (such as heat 

storage installation or optimization of operations) or they can be unexpected, such as the occurrence of 

malfunctions or pipeline breakups.  

In this framework, an important issue regards the possibility of simulating of the entire DH networks. 

DH networks can be fully modelled through a numerical approach, which considers fluid flow and 

transient heat transfer. The model is based on conservation equations and it has been validated by 

comparison with experimental data of the Turin district heating network. In some cases, i.e. when a) 

super-real time simulations b) very large network c) optimization through heuristic methods are 

considered, faster computational approaches can be useful for simulating thermal fluid-dynamic within 

the network. The goal of this work consists in proposing a compact model for the simulation of DH 

network for obtaining a significantly the computational costs without compromising its reliability. 

1 Introduction 

The competitiveness of DH derives from the use of various sources and high efficiency plants for house 

heating and domestic hot water production in densely populated areas [1.2]. DH allows a higher 

exploitation of renewable sources [3-5], efficient technologies [6, 7] and waste heat [8, 10]. Furthermore, 

the simultaneous production of thermal energy and electricity significantly decreases the fuel 

consumption for building heating with a consequent reduction of carbon emissions. As a consequence, 

district heating system is one of the most convenient technology for house heating in urban areas [11, 

12] and it allows a reduction of primary energy consumption to about 50% with respect to the use of 

condensing boilers [13].  

Optimal control, design and management [14, 15] are crucial points for reducing primary energy 

consumption and pollutant production and increasing economic benefit from selling heat and electricity. 

In this framework, modelling of DH system is a crucial point in order to analyze effects of changes in 

a) the network topology b) system management c) operations d) power plants and storage capacity. 
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Typical applications deals with thermal storage [16-18] or virtual storage [19,20] installation. is For this 

reason modeling has been widely applied in both DH design [21, 22] and management [23, 24] phases.  

The most common modelling approaches are physical and black box approaches. Physical models rely 

on the definition and solution of the physical problem on a computational domain, which is the entire 

DH network pipeline. The non-linear problem that characterize the DHN fluid-dynamic is solved by 

numerical methods that are often computationally expensive. Physical models require the topological 

description of the network and allows evaluating mass flows and temperature distributions in the 

network. 

In black box approaches, the nonlinearity is overcome using standard transfer functions or neural 

networks. In order to build and validate these kinds of models, a certain amount of experimental data, 

or simulation results, are necessary [25, 26]. 

In the literature various different types of physical models have been developed, such as loop equation 

method [27], aggregated models [28] (applied to 20 km long network, with 1079 nodes and 10 MW of 

maximum heat production) and node based model [29]. Both aggregated and node-based models do not 

solve fluid-dynamic and thermal transient problems in all the network nodes [30]. In [30] the thermal 

fluid-dynamic problem has been solved for a medium size network, neglecting heat losses.   

When extended DH networks are considered, the computational cost becomes a crucial characteristic of 

a simulation tool. This is due to the large number of nodes and branches included in the network. Indeed 

the solution of the thermal fluid-dynamic problem may require very high computational resources. An 

alternative approach has to be used in these cases.  

As far as no modelling of extended network is presented in the literature, in the present paper the main 

strength of the physical approach are combined with the compactness of the black box model. This is 

done for achieving fast solution of fluid dynamic problem in extended DH networks. The circulation of 

the water within the network loops is computed through a black box approach while mass flows and 

temperature are evaluated by solving the mass and energy conservation equation for all the nodes of the 

network. It allows keeping computational expenses as low as possible, with a negligible error. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Physical model description (full model) 

Physical description of DH networks usually rely on a one dimensional model based on the description 

of the network through a graph based approach [31]. Namely, each pipe of the network is considered as 

branch that starts from a node, the inlet node, and ends in another node, the outlet node. Incidence matrix 

A is used to describe the connection between nodes and branches of the network. A general element Aij 

is equal to 1 or -1 if the branch j enters or exits the node i and 0 otherwise. A includes as many rows as 

the number of nodes and as many columns as the number of branches. 

The thermal fluid-dynamic model here used includes the mass and energy conservation equations 

applied to all the nodes and the momentum conservation equation to all the branches. The mass balance 

equation written using matrix form is: 

Papers submitted to the CPOTE2018 will be a subject of the normal reviewing procedure. A set of 

contributed papers will be selected by Scientific Committee for post-conference publication in a Regular 

Journal or Special Issues of: 

 

0 extGGA  (1) 

 

G is the vector including the mass flow rates in branches and Gext the vector includes the mass flow 

rates exiting the nodes towards the extern.  

The steady-state momentum conservation equation is considered for all the branches of the network, 
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considering an incompressible fluid, neglecting the velocity change within a single pipe and including 

the gravitational term in the static pressure. This can be written in a matrix form as described in (6) 

 

pumps

T

pYPAYG   (2) 

 

where the diagonal matrix Y represents the fluid dynamic conductance of branches: 
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The dependence of Y on pressure makes the system of equation non-linear, as already mentioned in the 

introduction section. The solution of the mass and momentum equations is performed using a SIMPLE 

(semi implicit method for pressure linked equation) algorithm [32], which is a common guess and 

correction method use for solving Navier Strokes equations.  

The energy conservation equation is written neglecting conduction in the fluid along the network and 

volumetric heat release within the control volume. The energy equation is written in transient form 

because the thermal capacity cannot be neglected and the temperature perturbations travel the network 

with the fluid speed. The matrix equation, including an equation for each network nodes, assumes the 

following form: 

 

𝑴�̇� + 𝑲𝑻 = 𝒈 (4) 

 

Where M is the mass matrix that includes the coefficient of the unsteady term, K is the stiffness matrix, 

including the terms multiply by T and g is the known term.  

The model equations are detailed in the simple and matrix form in Table Further details on the method 

are available in [33]. 

Table 1 Full model details 

 Mass conservation 

equation 

Momentum conservation equation Energy conservation equation 

Extended form ∑𝐺𝑖𝑛 −∑𝐺𝑜𝑢𝑡 = G𝑒𝑥𝑡 (pin − pout) =
1

2

f

D
L
G2

ρS2
+
1

2
∑βk
k

G2

ρS2
− t 

𝜕(𝜌𝑐∆𝑇)𝑖
𝜕𝑡

∆𝑉𝑖 +∑𝑐𝐺𝑗
𝑗

𝑇𝑗 = 𝑈𝑇𝑂𝑇(𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣) 

Matrix form 𝐀 ∙ 𝐆 + 𝐆𝐞𝐱𝐭 = 0 𝐆 = 𝐘 ∙ 𝐀T ∙ 𝐏 + 𝐘 ∙ 𝐭 𝑴�̇� + 𝑲𝑻 = 𝒈 

Solution Method SIMPLE SOLVER FOR LINEAR EQUATION 

SYSTEM 

Computational 

cost (for the 

examined 

network) 

1,7 s 10-? 

2.2 Compact model description 

As regards the thermal fluid-dynamic model discussed in section 2.1, the momentum equation is solved 

mainly to catch the water distribution within the loop. In fact the knowledge of pressure is not mandatory 

when the aim is the evaluation of the thermal request at the plants. This constitute a significant effort 
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for the computational point of view. The main question that authors want to answer in this paper is if an 

alternative way exist to evaluate the water distribution in the loops in order to keep low computational 

costs. The main idea of the work is to use a black box approach to evaluate the water distribution within 

the loop, and to solve the continuity equation on an equivalent tree-shaped network.  

In Fig. 1a a looped network is reported; it includes 3 loops. It is possible obtaining an equivalent tree 

shaped network by eliminating a branch in each loop (as indicated in Fig. 1b). In lieu of each deleted 

branch, the mass flow rate flowing in the branch has to be added as exiting the inlet node and entering 

the outlet node of the examined branch (red arrows in Fig.1b).   

The main issue is the evaluation of the mass flow circulating in the deleted branch. In this work, the 

mass flow is considered as linearly dependent from the mass flow produced at each power plants. This 

procedure allows significantly reduce the computational cost of thermal fluid dynamic model. 

This approach does not provide the pressure distribution along the network because it overcomes the 

solution of the momentum equation that is computationally expensive. Indeed the compact model solves 

the mass and energy conservation equation in the tree-shaped network and provides temperature and 

pressure in all the branches of the network. 

 

Fig. 1 a) looped network b) equivalent tree-shaped network 

3 System description 

The network considered in this work is the Turin network, which is located in the north of Italy. It is the 

largest network in Italy and one of the largest in Europe. This network has been used to validate the 

proposed approach. The main system characteristics are: 

 5500 buildings supplied 

 total volume of 56 million m3 

 annual thermal request of 2000 GWh  

 maximum thermal power request is over 1.3 GW.  

 Total length about 2500 km 

 It includes more than 60000 nodes. 
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Fig. 2 Schematic o Turin transportation line. In red the main loops 

The network outline is shown in Fig. 2. Thermal power is produced and stored in six thermal plants, that 

are located in different areas of the network. There are 3 cogeneration groups, 5 groups of boiler systems 

and 3 groups of storage tanks. The main characteristics of the power plants is reported in Table 2. 

Table 2 Characteristics of the thermal plants 

Plant Type Nominal Power [MW] 

Torino Nord 

Cogeneration 220 

Boilers 340 

Storage 150 

Moncalieri 
2 Cogeneration plants 520  

Boilers 141 

Politecnico 
Boilers 255 

Storage 60 

Martinetto Storage 60 

BIT Boilers 255 

Mirafiori Nord Boilers 35 

 

The DH network is considered as composed of two parts: the transportation network and many 

distribution networks. The first consists in pipes with large diameter, usually larger than 200 mm. The 

second one includes the smaller pipes and it is used to distribute water to the buildings located in the 

same area. The supply transportation pipeline is 70 km long and it includes 9 loops. Multiple loops are 

used to limit possible effects of failures as well as to allow better flow distribution and reduce pumping 

effort. In the Turin network there are 182 distribution networks. The nodes that connect the 

transportation line to each distribution networks are called barycentres.  
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4 Results 

In this section, mass flow rates obtained with both the full and the compact model have been reported 

and compared. In Fig. 3 the value of mass flow rates in the deleted branches are depicted. Both mass 

flows evaluated by solving the momentum equation and mass flow obtained through the simplified 

approach are reported. Three different thermal loads have been considered in the analysis: 30%, 60% 

and 90% of the maximum thermal load that can be provided to the network. The sign of the mass flow 

rates reported in Fig. 3 is due to the direction of the flow respect to the reference one. It is possible to 

notice that in all the considered cases the compact model correctly detects the direction of the flow. 

Furthermore, the error performed in the prediction of the mass flow rate value is low in all the cases 

considered. 

 

Fig. 3 Mass flow rates in the deleted branches, obtained through momentum equation and simplified 

approach 

In order to better visualize the performance of the compact model, the errors performed in mass flow 

rates calculation are shown in Fig. 4. The figure reports the percentage relative error in the mass flow 

rate evaluation for three load values. Only the cases when the mass flow rate is not negligible are 

considered in the analysis. Error are always lower than 5 %. These results are particularly encouraging 

as regards the use of simplified method to compute the mass flows in looped network. 
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Fig. 4 Error in mass flow rates evaluation  

Fig. 5 shows the mass flow rate circulating within the transportation network in various cases. Results 

are reported for 3 different loads and for both the full and the compact approaches. It can be seen that 

the mass flows entering the network in the power plants nodes increases, while increasing the thermal 

load. This is especially clear in the main branches near the Moncalieri power plants (south) and  near 

the Torino Nord power plant (north). Indeed, the lines representing these nodes in Fig. 4, become more 

and more yellow as the load increases. Fig. 4 allows also noticing that the mass flow rates predicted 

with the two presented approaches are very similar in all the nodes of the network. In particular, any 

differences cannot be detected in Fig. 4. Observing the various loops it is possible to notice that no 

differences in the amount of mass flow rate computed occur. 

 
Fig. 5 Mass flow rates distribution [kg/s] in all the branches of the transportation network 
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In Fig. 6 the absolute error obtained in the mass flow evaluation for all the branches of the network is 

depicted. Maximum deviation is 36 kg/s in case with 30% of the thermal load, 31 kg/s in case with 60% 

of the thermal load and about 20% in case of 90% thermal load. These values are very low if compared 

with the mass flow rates circulating the network (in Fig. 5). Indeed, 36 kg/s, which is the maximum 

value, represents about 1 % of the maximum mass flow rate circulating in a branch of the network. 

Furthermore, it is possible to notice that the maximum error occurs when 30% partial load is considered 

and it decreases while the load increases. This point is very important because the network simulations 

are mainly used to reproduce the system behavior when a high request occurs.  

Mean error in all the branches of the network are respectively 5.4 kg/s, 4.1 kg/s and 2.6 kg/s. These 

values represents the 0.1-0.3% of the maximum mass flow rate circulating in a branch of the network. 

 

Fig. 6 Absolute error in the evaluation of mass flow [kg/s] in the transportation network 

Fig. 7 shows the thermal request of all the 182 distribution networks (in ascending order), evaluated 

with both the full model and the compact model. Fig. shows that the thermal request are very similar. 

The average relative error is about 6 %. However this result strongly depends on the thermal power 

required by each building. In fact, when the thermal request is low, although the absolute error is high, 

the relative error can be high. In order to overcome this problem the total load required to the network 

is considered. 

 

Fig. 8 Absolute error in the evaluation of mass flow [kg/s] in the transportation network 
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In order to evaluate the error performed in the evaluation of the total load required, the sum of the 

thermal request required to the various users is done. Results are reported in Fig. 8 for three different 

thermal loads. The maximum error performed (load 60 %) is about 1%. In case of 30 % and 90 % of 

load request, the error are significantly lower (0.83 % and 0. 32%). This is a very satisfying result 

especially if the the difference in the computational cost that the two models require are compared. 

 

Fig. 8 Absolute error in the evaluation of mass flow [kg/s] in the transportation network 

As regards the computational cost, the full model solution requires about 1.5 s for each iteration on a 

single 3.3 GHz CPU. An iteration of the compact model requires about 0.0015 s. Ratio between the 

computational time is about 10-3. 

5 Conclusions 

The current work presents a compact model for describing the thermal fluid dynamic behavior of DH 

networks. The model relies on the main strength of both physical and black box approaches. It allows 

obtaining mass flow rates evolution in all the nodes of the network with reduced computational 

resources. 

The model is based on the idea of evaluating the water distribution within the loop through a black box 

approach. This allows solving a looped network as an equivalent tree-shaped network. The continuity 

and energy equations are solved on the tree-shaped equivalent network. This avoid high computational 

costs required to the solution of the non-linear coupled equations (continuity and momentum). 

The proposed approach has been tested to the Turin district heating network, one of the largest network 

in Europe, in order to analyze the start-up transient. The model provides mass flow rates in all the 

branches and then it can be used, coupled with a thermal model, the evolution of the temperatures in all 

the nodes. 

The computational time to solve the fluid-dynamic model applied to the entire network is about 1.5 s. 

The water distribution within the loops can be obtained by using the compact model in 0.0015 s. The 

compact model detects the mass flow direction in all the network loops. The error performed by the 

compact model respect to the full model is always lower than 5%. 

In conclusion, the use of compact model properly defined, can be considered a useful toll to simulate 

thermal fluid-dynamic behavior of large district heating networks with low computational cost. 
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Abstract 
Every power system needs back up generation capacity for emergency response. Such capacity reserves 

may be provided in various ways, one of which is construction of dedicated emergency reserve power 
stations, as recently done in Estonia and now planned in Poland. However, acquisition of such a capacity 

in form of a dedicated plant requires considerable funds. While by its very nature backup capacity cannot 

be profitable as such, there are different ways in which a transmission system operator may obtain access 
to such capacity, even in conditions of unbundled energy markets, and also without paying for it upfront. 

This paper compares different methods for acquiring such emergency response capacity, including: 

construction and ownership of a dedicated power plant, equipment rental agreements, and an innovative 
concept of using backup power generation facilities of industrial energy consumers as a backup capacity 

for the power system, including discussion of necessary technical structure of such a solution.  

1 Introduction – the need for new system reserves 

In order to operate safely and fulfil its essential function of reliably supplying power to consumers, a 

power system must maintain stability. As it is physically impossible to store any energy within 

transmission and distribution networks, this means that at any point of time sum of outputs of all 
generating units connected to a given system must be equal to the sum of all loads and losses in the same 

system. While it is not possible to continuously maintain absolute equality of load and generation, the 

inevitable deviations must be contained and diminished very rapidly to prevent major disruptions of 
power system operations. 

Every power system has adopted certain measures to ensure that stability may be maintained, under 

normal operating conditions, as well as in predictable abnormal situations. Therefore a system needs 

sufficient regulation capabilities to react to typical load changes, as well as potential disruptions, such 
as a sudden failure of a large generation unit or a heavily loaded power line, without affecting 
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consumers. Unscheduled disconnection of consumers, known as load shedding, while available to every 
power system operator as a method of defending power system stability, is generally only considered 

acceptable in case of major and very unusual disruptions. 

Generally speaking, power system stability is ensured by availability of sufficient amount of flexible 
capacity, able to react fast enough to disruptions of the load-consumption balance. Reaction is normally 

triggered by deviation of system frequency, which in an alternating current system is directly linked to 

the system balance, dropping whenever generation is insufficient, and rising, when generation exceeds 
the load. Therefore system balancing is effected by mechanisms referred to as the “frequency control”, 

typically split into three categories of primary, secondary and tertiary control, according to the reaction 

times. In most cases the capacity needed to effect frequency control, and therefore system stability, is 

provided by large power generation units, which operate at certain load between their minimum and 
maximum permissible load. If needed, those units rapidly increase or decrease their load, responding 

instantly and automatically to frequency deviations caused by momentary system imbalance.  

Traditionally this mechanism of spinning reserve, combined with certain capacity of pumped storage 
facilities, capable of very quick start in both pumping and generation modes, has been fully sufficient 

to maintain stability of many power systems, even if those systems were based on relatively inflexible 

generation technologies, such as coal or nuclear power plants. This, however, is changing at present, as 

more instability is introduced into power systems due to the ongoing energy transformation in developed 
countries. 

Traditionally there have been two potential sources of imbalance in a power system: 

 changes of load, 
 infrastructural failures. 

Both were relatively simple to manage. Changes of load, while sometimes very random in case of 

individual consumers, on regional or national scale follow patterns very well known to system operators. 
Infrastructural failures – e.g. failures of generation units, power lines or major consumers – while 

unpredictable in terms of time, have fully predictable outcome, normally limited to an instant loss of 

capacity equal to the rating of the largest generation unit in a system. In most cases this meant that a 

power system never had to deal with a sudden event more major than unscheduled shutdown of some 
800-1450 MW of capacity, depending on the system. 

In the 21st Century, however, the situation has changed. A new source of instability has been introduced 

into many systems by rapid deployment of intermittent generation capacity, especially wind power. 
Total wind power in most western systems is now well beyond capacity of single largest conventional 

unit. Admittedly, due to geographic distribution of wind turbines over larger areas, it is not physically 

possible to lose all the wind power in a system in an instant, however it is quite possible that very large 
wind capacity will be lost in a matter of minutes or hours, eventually exhausting system’s reserves of 

flexible capacity and leaving it with no means to react. While capacity itself might be actually available 

– for example in form of shut down coal units – it cannot be brought online fast enough to compensate 

for major drop in wind generation. Such a situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.Output of wind farms within the part of the German transmission system operated by E.ON Netz 

in December 2004. Note the loss of output during afternoon on 24 December. While a loss of 16 MW 
during a minute is not a major challenge for any system, loss of 4000 MW during a few hours may 

become problematic, especially if it occurs during an evening load peak. Under such circumstances it 

may happen so, that after a few hours flexible system reserves become completely exhausted, and 

other theoretically available capacity (e.g. coal fired units not operational at given time) may not be 
brought online fast enough [1]. 

Rapid deployment of wind power is not the only source of possible need for emergency capacity 

reserves. Other threats to stability may include restrictions on availability of conventional power plant 
capacity caused by extreme weather (e.g. prolonged periods of very hot weather leading to reduction of 

capacity of steam power units cooled with river water – as sometimes observed in Poland) or big reliance 

on interconnectors with other systems – particularly in case of relatively small systems, such as those of 
Lithuania, Estonia or Kosovo. It is also worth noting that unavailability of local capacity reserves, 

combined with international disputes, may lead to international disturbances in conditions of large 

international synchronous areas, as demonstrated by shortage of power in Kosovo in early 2018 which 

affected entire mainland grid of ENTSO-E [2]. 

2 Providing extra reserves 

In every power system a certain entity is appointed to manage its stability. In European Union those 
entities are transmission system operators (TSOs), in most cases operating on national scale (sometimes 

– like in Germany – a TSO serves a part of a country only). TSO normally do not own their own 

generation assets and are required to manage system stability using existing generation units and existing 
legal framework. This typically involves some form of balancing market and frequency control 

mechanisms. The TSO can only directly affect the latter by defining relevant requirements in its grid 

codes. 

This mechanism works well, provided that there are no very rapid changes in generation portfolio within 
a system. Unfortunately if such changes do occur, a TSO may be left without sufficient instruments to 

carry out its duties, as existing reserves may prove insufficient to manage certain situations. If such a 

situation is allowed to occur, the TSO may be forced to use load shedding more often, leading to adverse 
effects in national economy. The only way of preventing such situations is ensuring availability of 

sufficient reserves by active national energy policy. 
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2.1 Obtaining reserve capacity from the market 

Theoretically it might be expected that liberalised energy markets will provide an “automatic” answer. 
Increasing volatility of markets might be expected to create a demand for very flexible peaking power 

stations, responding to volatile prices on day-ahead or intra-day markets. Very existence and standard 

operation of such peaking plants would prevent many threats to system stability without TSO’s 
intervention. Besides, technology used in such plants, very flexible by nature (typically open cycle gas 

turbines or reciprocating engines), may provide much more frequency control reserves to the TSO. 

Unfortunately in reality of European power systems, investors are not willing to invest into such 
generating units (for Poland see for example [3]). One of the problems involves still insufficient price 

volatility, sometimes additionally limited by existing price caps. Another is instability of regulatory 

framework, which makes investors generally not very eager to invest in conventional power generation 

in Europe (it is worth noting that the situation is very different in certain areas of the United States, 
where such plants really are built). Whatever the reason, it is a simple fact that very few flexible peaking 

power plants are being now developed in Europe without any additional incentives – this may be 

considered a failure of a competitive power market, which theoretically was supposed to prevent such 
situations by simple demand-supply mechanisms. One positive development, however, is increasingly 

popular development of flexible combined heat and power plants, now observed especially in Germany. 

New gas-fired CHP generation facilities are designed for intermittent generation and expected to benefit 

from both volatile energy prices on day-ahead or intraday markets, and from secondary frequency 
control services. This type of operation is enabled by utilising very flexible gas engine technology, 

combined with heat storage capabilities, which ensure that heat consumers are supplied also when the 

plant is not in operation. Examples of major CHP plants of this kind are the 190 MWel Küstenkraftwerk 
K.I.E.L. (owned by Stadtwerke Kiel) [4] and a 100 MWel facility also under construction in Mainz 

(Kraftwerke Mainz-Wiesbaden) [5]. Both are expected to be commissioned by the end of this year. 

2.2 Creating additional incentives – capacity markets 

In a situation, where revenues from energy sales alone are not sufficient incentives for investors to build 
new power plants capable of fast response, additional incentive may be provided by capacity market 

mechanisms, where plant operators are paid for keeping power plants in readiness for generation. Such 

a mechanism may or may not prove effective depending on their design. In the simplest form, capacity 

market which does not prioritise flexible capacity, may lead to subsidising those power plants, which 
are not able to respond fast in emergencies. One of the capacity market examples is the Capacity Market 

introduced in Great Britain within the 2013 Electricity Market Reform. This particular mechanism does 

not differentiate technologies with different flexibility features, it is also open for existing plants. As a 
result, most of the funds have been channelled towards existing and inflexible capacities, although some 

new investments in flexible generation have also been incentivised [6][7][8]. Of course it would be 

possible to develop a capacity market mechanism prioritising flexible capacity. This however requires 
major political effort and careful preparation of relevant legal framework.   
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Fig. 2. Capacity Market in the Great Britain has managed to incentivise some new-build distributed 
generation with good flexibility characteristics [7]. 

2.3 Procurement of generation capacity by TSO: direct ownership 

In situation, where existing market mechanisms do not ensure availability of sufficient emergency 

response capacity among the generators, a transmission system operator may also find ways to secure 
such capacity within own actions. The most straightforward method (although not necessarily the 

simplest in formal terms) is acquisition of the generation capacity by TSO itself. While the fundamental 

rules of the European Union’s energy markets, established in the Directive 2009/72/EC, prohibit TSOs 
from being generators, in practice it is possible for a TSO to build, own and operate an emergency 

response power station, albeit under very strict conditions. In particular, such capacity may not possibly 

be activated whenever market mechanisms may still be utilised to maintain system stability; this is in 

order to prevent a situation where TSO would find itself in competition against market participants, 
contrary to the principle of unbundling. Yet in situations, where normal frequency control reserves 

procured from market participants, and energy procured at the balancing market are not sufficient to 

keep the system stable, TSO may start its own generation capacity and fill the gap. Naturally, this 
capacity must be of a fast-starting type, so it can be activated rapidly after a “market failure” is identified. 

Such a mechanism has been adopted by Estonian TSO Elering AS, which has built a 250 MW dual-fuel 

reciprocating engine power plant in Kiisa, near Tallinn [9], as well as by Finnish TSO Fingrid Oyj, 

which owns a 318 MW light fuel oil gas turbine power plant in Forssa [10]. Both those plants have been 
placed in strategic locations of power grids and are designed for rapid start in case of emergency.  
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Fig. 3. Kiisa Emergency Reserve Power Plant. This complex of two generation facilities, with a total 
nameplate capacity of 250 MW, is fully owned by Elering AS, the transmission system operator of 

Estonia, and has been constructed under an EPC contract awarded as a result of a public procurment 

procedure (photo by Wärtsilä). 

Unfortunately this approach, while straightforward and reliable, is quite wasteful. It leads to construction 

of modern flexible power generation facilities, which are extremely poorly utilised. It also means, that 

a transmission system operator needs to finance the capacity on its own, within its development budget, 
and the funds need to be paid upfront. In case of the Kiisa plant the cost was EUR 135 m, which means 

EUR 540 per kW of installed capacity. This is a considerable burden, compared to procurement of  

capacity on capacity markets – in case of British capacity auctions, the clearing prices for long-term 

auctions have peaked in January 2016 auction at 22.50 GBP/kW/a [8], i.e.  GBP 337.5 per kW for a 15-
year contract awarded for a new plant. At exchange rates of that time it was equivalent to approximately 

EUR 470/kW. Clearing prices during later auctions were even lower (and so was the GBP/EUR 

exchange rate). Therefore the auction mechanism proves much less expensive, and payments are also 
distributed over time. Part of the explanation may be the fact that operators of the plants holding 

Capacity Agreements under the Capacity Market are not prohibited from participating in normal energy 

markets and generating revenues from electricity sales in non-emergency conditions, which leads to 

more economically efficient utilisation of equipment.   

2.4 Procurement of generation capacity by TSO: build-own-operate contract 

Another option available to a TSO is awarding a build-own-operate (BOO) contract to an external 

contractor. This approach would remove the problem of high upfront cost of direct ownership, which 

would be replaced with a long-term service agreement with regular (e.g. monthly or annual) payments. 
Essentially it would be similar to a capacity market, although the generation capacity would be fully 

dedicated to the TSO, and would not be available for normal generation. The downside of this approach 

would be likely higher total cost, as the plant owner-operator would expect a healthy profit, and would 
not be able to secure revenues outside of the contract with the TSO. This approach was planned for the 

Polish grid stability power plant project developed by PSE Operator in 2012 , which was eventually 

discontinued and replaced with procurement of emergency reserve capacity from existing power stations 

which were deemed sufficient for the time being. 
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2.5 Procurement of generation capacity by TSO: rental 

Another option available to a TSO, similar to the one described above, is a limited-time rental 
agreement. It would involve construction of a temporary power generation facility for a period of several 

years, after which the plant could be dismantled and relocated or sold to a third party. This solution 

might help mitigating the higher cost of the BOO contract, as after the expiration of the contract the 
contractor would be left with a plant of significant residual value, thanks to its very low accumulated 

running hours. Of course this approach would require proper technology enabling relatively easy 

relocation. This could be provided by modular/containerised plants with small gas engines or gas 
turbines, or alternatively by a floating power plant. While it is not particularly popular solution in 

Europe, floating power stations based on reciprocating engine technology and fired with either fuel oils 

or natural gas are utilised for example in South America, Asia and Africa , and there are entities 

operating and renting such plants, with capacities of even hundreds of megawatts – the largest plant of 
this type reach capacities of 470 MW per vessel [11]. 

Financial efficiency of such a solution is naturally difficult to determine without specific boundary 

conditions, especially duration of the rental agreement.  

 

Fig. 4. Estrella del Mar II, a 106 MW floating dual-fuel power station. The plant supplies energy to 

the Dominican Republic (photo by Wärtsilä). 

2.6 Procurement of reserve capacity from industrial reserves 

Outside of commercial power industry, there is one more large source of potential power generation 

capacity, both already existing and prospective: emergency power generation facilities of other 

industries. There are many types of industrial and commercial facilities, which require reliability of 
power supply far exceeding values offered by any power grid. Those include for example hospitals, 

airports, and – increasingly – data centres. Such facilities normally have their own emergency power 

generation equipment, typically high-speed fast-starting diesel engines. Just like any other reserve 

capacity, most of the time they sit idle, not generating any revenues for their owners. This creates a 
potential source of considerable flexible power generation.  
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There are a few challenges related to this approach. Firstly, diesel power generation features quite high 
emissions of pollutants, and emergency-only facilities are normally not equipped with any emission 

control systems. Secondly, in most cases such facilities are not designed to operate in parallel with the 

power system, they are only started upon loss of voltage in the power supply grid. Converting existing 
plant in order to enable them to feed the grid might be a complex undertaking. Thirdly, in case of grid 

emergency there is always a threat of brownouts and drops in grid frequency and voltage – and in such 

a time the facility would be needed at the same time by its owner, and by the grid operator. 
These challenges, however, do not seem impossible to overcome. The pollution factor, while 

undeniable, is in fact no different in case of many emergency power plants operating within the power 

industry – Forssa plant already mentioned above is also fired with light fuel oil, in Kiisa it is one of two 

possible fuels, also existing reserve capacities in Germany or the UK are often fired with light fuel oil. 
Even some of the brand new plants build in Great Britain thanks to capacity contracts awarded under 

Capacity Market rules will in fact be diesel engine plants. That said, newest advances in engine 

technology allow removing that disadvantage. Such an opportunity is provided by state-of-the-art gas 
engines, capable of very fast start to full power (within less than a minute), combined with liquefied 

natural gas storage. This technology is now being addressed primarily to data centres, although may be 

adopted by other industries in the future as well. Necessary on-site fuel storage may be provided in form 

of liquefied natural gas tanks or by using dual-fuel engines with traditional oil storage [12]. 
The second challenge might prove too expensive to solve in existing facilities, but can easily be 

overcome in case of new ones. Especially in case of large facilities, such as major airports or new 

hyperscale data centres, with energy demands of dozens or even hundreds of megawatts, considerable 
electrical infrastructure must be in place in any case, and providing proper interconnection with the grid 

should not be a major issue, especially that such facilities are normally using power grid as their primary 

power supply anyway. Nonetheless, the generation facility would have to be designed to meet the grid 
code requirements, unlike a typical backup diesel system. 

The third challenge is the most complex one. Of course not every situation, where emergency capacity 

is needed, immediately causes disconnection of consumers. In such a situation, using data centre’s or 

airport’s own generation capacity would encounter no problems. But there is a possibility, that grid 
brownout would create a “conflicting claim” on emergency capacity. This can be resolved in a at least 

two ways: 

 Firstly, owner of the facility, might be excluded from load shedding plans in return for provision 
of its emergency capacity. Ultimately the effect would be somewhat similar to the demand side 

response, although nearly always net result would be better for the grid. This is because most 

industrial facilities do not operate continuously at 100% load. Therefore activation of an 
emergency supply service from such a facility would lead to a net result better than just shedding 

the load of that facility. Let’s take an example of a data centre with a nominal load of 100 MW, 

operating at 85 MW. In case of a normal demand side management – i.e. forced disconnection 

of the data centre from the grid – would cause a net change of +85 MW on the grid size, while 
activation of the backup power facility without disconnecting the data centre would yield 

+100 MW. In fact, it would most likely be more, as any such facility is designed with certain 

redundancy (typically N+2 units at least) to allow for scheduled maintenance and failures, so if 
the 100 MW plant was built of 10 MW generating units, the net result would be either +110 or 

+120 MW, depending on current availability of all generating units.  

 Secondly, it might be possible to only use redundant capacity for grid support. I.e. in the 

example mentioned above, the data centre could offer to the grid operator at least 20 MW of 
capacity (at certain predetermined availability). 

Using this kind of solution, regardless of fuel, should be more affordable than the standard demand side 

management, as it would utilise equipment which needs to be procured by the industrial facility in any 
case, with possible relatively minor upgrades related to parallel operation with the grid. It might, 
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however, require some updates to existing legal framework, especially if the TSO was to guarantee 
exclusion from load shedding procedures. 

3 Conclusion 

Securing sufficient emergency capacity reserves in European power systems may become increasingly 

important due to ongoing changes in power generation structure. Yet securing such capacity is not a 

straightforward process, to a large extent due to the design of EU energy markets in general, and 
unbundling in particular. Entities responsible for ensuring security of supplies on general level (i.e. the 

state) and for maintaining stability of power grids (TSOs) cannot directly control composition of 

generation fleets. Therefore ensuring continuous availability of sufficient capacity reserves will require 
selecting proper frameworks and financing models in order to either encourage investors to build 

sufficiently flexible generation units, or enable the transmission system operator to acquire capacities 

on its own. The methods where TSO acquires the capacity directly seem easier to adopt, although may 

be economically inefficient, as they generally lead to creation of single-purpose emergency reserve 
capacities, which do not create any revenues. On the other hand stimulation of the market to develop 

sufficient reserve capacities (or to increase flexibility of generation fleets, thus reducing need for 

dedicated reserves) is a much more complex task. It is also possible to look for synergies with other 
industries which require very reliable power supply. In any case final say on which method to utilise 

will belong to national (and possibly international) policy-makers and lawmakers, as only they can 

establish relevant legal frameworks.   
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Abstract 

In a modern economy, multiple facilities, such as hospitals, data centres, airports etc. need 

uninterruptible supply of electricity. While normally they may rely on the public power grid, its 

reliability is greatly insufficient to ensure required reliability and safety. A traditional solution for this 

problem is providing them with emergency diesel generators to ensure possibility of on-site power 

generation in case of a grid failure. This paper presents a new solution involving gas-fired reciprocating 

engines able to provide the same functionality, while offering much better economy and smaller 

environmental footprint. Newest test results concerning fast starting of 10 MW class gas engines will 

be discussed, along with technical arrangements necessary to enable using gas engines for supply of 

critical power. Possibilities of practical application of such gas-fired systems will also be briefly 

presented. 

1 Introduction 

In a modern economy, facilities of every kind, from households, to offices, to factories and public 

institutions, cannot normally function without electricity supply. In vast majority of cases such supply 

is assured by public power grids, which in most developed countries tend to be very reliable. Yet for 

some types of facilities reliability of any grid is not going to be sufficient. Examples of such facilities 

include airports, hospitals, government institutions, defence facilities, and also, increasingly, data 

centres. Such objects, because of their significance (or threat to human life in case of a failure) require 

additional technical insurance for grid outages, however unlikely they might be. The most popular 

solution for this is installation of on-site power generation systems, along with some fuel supply 

sufficient to sustain operation of the protected facility for certain amount of time (typically from a few 

hours to a few days), and a limited-capacity uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system with 

electrochemical batteries. An on-site power generation system must meet certain functional 

requirements, of which the most important is the very short start-up time – while UPS units are 

theoretically capable of bridging any time gap between the loss of off-site power and start-up of an on-

site system, their cost is high enough, that minimisation of the start-up time becomes critical. An on-site 
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generation system must also utilise easily storable fuel. It should also be possibly inexpensive, easy to 

maintain in readiness to start and modular – to enable achieving capacity redundancy without duplicating 

the whole system.  

The most popular solution to this is provided by high-speed diesel engines, as the only fuel-based 

technology fulfilling all those needs. Essentially, the requirement of very fast start-up excluded any 

other technologies (with a possible exception of hydroelectric generation, but this technology is 

unsuitable for most locations). Only diesels used to be able to start to full power in considerably less 

than one minute, while all other fuel-based technologies used to need at least ten minutes. Diesel engines 

also benefit from easily storable fuel and relatively low investment cost, especially in case of high-speed 

designs. 

Yet the backup diesels also have their share of disadvantages. The most important is related to the fuel. 

Light fuel oil, while easy to procure and store, is neither environment-friendly, not particularly 

inexpensive. This is not a problem for emergency-only facilities, which are not intended for prolonged 

operation, however this also means that it is not feasible (or even not allowed – due to emissions) to use 

them for any other purpose but emergency operation. And this means, that from economical point of 

view an emergency power generation facility is just a cost to its operator – not unlike a legal insurance. 

Despite the disadvantages, the diesels used to be – by far – the best possible technology for ensuring 

truly reliable power supply, and they are still the most popular solution. Yet in the 21st Century this 

solution is already becoming problematic for some operators, particularly in some areas of the United 

States, where it is getting increasingly difficult to secure an environmental permit for such facility, even 

if it only operates for emergencies and testing.  

2 Gas engines as an alternative 

Reciprocating engines in general are the most flexible fuel-based prime movers – they can start up in a 

matter of minutes, and shut down even faster; they can also change load very quickly. However, there 

used to be a considerable difference between the Diesel engines running on light liquid fuels, and Otto 

engines running on gaseous fuels. The former were – and are – capable of starts well within one minute 

to full power. The latter, even though faster than any other gas-fired solution, used to be much much 

slower. 

The key difference here is the mixture control. In a Diesel engine the traditional method of achieving a 

very fast start-up involves supplying the engine with excessive amounts of fuel. This of course leads to 

incomplete combustion, but enables very fast shaft acceleration and loading. The side effect is 

considerable (although short-term) pollution manifesting itself as a pall of black smoke coming out of 

the exhaust stack during such a rapid start-up. This method, however, cannot be employed in an engine 

fired with gaseous fuel: a mixture of unburned fuel and air in the exhaust system would create an 

unacceptable risk of explosion. Therefore in a gas engine, the mixture must be continuously controlled 

to ensure proper combustion at any moment of time.  

Around ten years ago, the most flexible gas engines available in the market were capable of starting to 

full power within 10-15 minutes, depending on the model [1]. This was already a very short time for 

commercial power generation, but at least by an order of magnitude too long for emergency power 

applications. Then, the startup time started to be reduced by the leading vendors. Incentive to do so was 

provided by increasingly volatile power markets, where very good revenues could be earned on intra-

day markets by operators of plants capable of extremely fast start-ups. Financial incentive on one hand, 

and technical progress on the other, allowed to shorten the start-up time to 5 [2][3] and then to 2 minutes 

[4], which is today an industrial standard for medium-speed gas engines in 5-10 MW class. While this 

is still quite long for emergency power applications, the gap was no longer so huge, and encouraged the 

designers to look for technical possibilities of reducing that time even further. This process has been 

successful, and today first gas engines capable of attaining full output within less than one minute of the 
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start-up command, are already available on the market.  

The second obstacle in using gas-based solutions used to be fuel storage. Until recently, storing gaseous 

fuels in small scale was not feasible. This, however, has changed with popularisation of small-scale 

liquefied natural gas storage systems. While still not nearly as common as diesel storage, they have 

already become a popular solution, especially in marine industry, where environmental regulations are 

often forcing shipowners to run their vessels on fuel cleaner than marine diesel oil. Recently, the LNG 

storage has also been appearing in on-shore applications, also as local short-term storage for power 

generation facilities (e.g. [5]). 

Progress in these two areas has allowed substituting gas engines for diesels in the role of emergency 

power for critical infrastructure. 

3 Fast-starting gas engine technology 

As already mentioned, the essential process for achieving very fast start-up and loading of a gas engine, 

is accurate mixture control. The air-to-fuel ratio (or AFR) needs to be carefully maintained in a 

realatively narrow band – too high AFR will cause misfiring; too many occurenes of misfiring lead to 

increased concentration of unburned fuel in the exhaust system and create a risk of explosion, and 

therefore need to be avoided due to safety reason. On the other hand too low AFR leads to knocking – 

explosive combustion which may cause damage to the engine (see Figure 1). Ability of the engine 

control system to control the AFR during transients becomes effectively the limiting factor for the 

possible load change rates, and therefore also start-up times.  

Generally, commercially available spark-ignited gas engines utilise two different fuel supply systems. 

The simpler arrangement, typical for smaller high-speed engines, involves gas injection into a mixer, 

before the turbocharger. Created uniform mixture is then compressed and fed into cylinders. The other 

system involves injection of fuel gas into inlets of individual cylinders, and is typically used in larger 

medium-speed engine designs. The latter system is more complex, somewhat more expensive and 

requires higher fuel gas pressure (as the fuel gas is injected into charge air already compressed in the 

turbocharger), however it enables shorter reaction time, and more accurate mixture control for every 

cylinder separately. This enables higher efficiency, and also better reaction to transients, as solenoid 

valves admitting gas into cylinder inlets may react to misfiring or knocking detected during the previous 

combustion stroke in that cylinder. Therefore this technology, combined with properly configured 

engine control system (hardware and software) is essential for enabling very short start-up times.  
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Figure 1: Optimal operating window for a modern lean-burn gas-fired Otto engine. During every 

cycle the control system must attempt to keep every cylinder within the narrow window between 

knocking and misfiring. 

 

Figure 2: Operating principle of a modern lean-burn spark-ignited gas engine. Main dose of fuel is 

injected into inlets of individual cylinders during the suction stroke. Dose of fuel gas is controlled 

using the solenoid gas admission valve (light grey); if during the previous cycle knocking or misfiring 

was detected, the engine control system effects adjustments. Each cylinder also has another gas 

admission valve for the pilot dose of gas (dark blue), which admits very small amount of gas to 

cylinder’s prechamber, where much richer mixture is formed. This valve is controlled mechanically 

and does not participate in the load control process, however it is also important for transient 

operation, as the prechamber design facilitates ignition at rapidly changing parameters [6]. 
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An additional measure which may be used to enable very fast start-up is turbocharger air assist. This 

technology is intended to remove another limiting factor – too slow increase of the combustion air flow 

during engine start, caused by inertia of the turbocharger (so-called “turbo-lag”). The air assist system 

is a very straighforward solution which simply provides some extra compressed air to the air receiver 

while the turbocharger is accelerating. The air typically comes from the readily available air storage 

vessel, part of the engine starting system, as most of the industrial scale engines are started with 

compressed air injection. 

Combination of the latest achievements in engine control has enabled reaching engine start-up times 

below one minute, measured from the engine start command to the full output. During such a rapid start-

up, engine may be ready to accept load (or to synchronise, if there is already a system to which 

synchronisation is possible) within 15-20 seconds. The same engine is also capable of full load rejection, 

while staying online, and has a very wide range of permissible loads (10…100% of the nominal value 

without time constraints). Exemplary start-up runs of a Wärtsilä 16V34SG engine tested in a research 

facility are shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Screenshots from a control system of a Wärtsilä 16V34SG engine (rated capacity of 8000 

kW) performing rapid starts at a research facility. Both in case of step-loading and ramp-loading, full 

power may be achieved within approximately 40 seconds. The engine was tested on load banks, 

without synchronisation to the power grid [7]. 
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4 Gas engine emergency power plant 

Apart from a properly designed gas engine, a gas-fired emergency power plant typically needs a few 

additional features. A typical requirement for such facilities is “concurrent maintainability”, which 

means that each component of the plant may be put under maintenance without impairing functionality 

of the plant. In practice this requires at least N+1 redundancy of all essential components, as well as 

properly designed fuel gas supply system, control system and power offtake system. The principles used 

here are no different than in case of diesel systems and will not be discussed here in detail. For illustrative 

purposes, a simplified diagram of a concurrently maintainable fuel gas system is shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: A concurrently-maintainable fuel gas system. Loop topology and double valves ensure that 

any pipe section or any single valve can be put to maintenance without disrupting operation of more 

than one generating set [6]. 

One major feature typically needed for an emergency facility will be fuel storage. In case of gas-fired 

engines this will take a form of liquefied natural gas storage. Small scale LNG storage, as required to 

achieve autonomy in a scale of no more than several days, is normally built in form of prefabricated 

steel bullet tanks. This technology is very similar to the one used on modern cargo or cruise vessels, 

where LNG is the main fuel used for operations near coastlines and in other sensitive areas. The required 

storage volume is approximately 50 m³ for 10 MW of electrical output for 12 hours of operation [6]. 

While gas engine power plant designed according to these principles may fulfil the same functionality, 

as a typical emergency diesel power plant, it will inevitably be more expensive. This is due to several 

factors, including higher cost of the engines themselves (because rapid-starting gas engines are the 

medium-speed machines, while typical emergency diesels are cheaper high-speed units), and higher cost 

of LNG infrastructure compared to traditional fuel oil storage. However, adopting gas as a fuel opens 

possibilities of earning back the extra cost or even using the equipment to generate revenues. This is 

because a gas-fired power plant may easily be built to fulfil any emission regulations currently in force 

in any developed region of the world. This means, that the equipment may be utilised not only in case 

of emergency, but also at other times – either to generate power for its parent facility, or to generate 

power for the grid. Supreme flexibility of such a plant makes it a perfect peaking generation facility, 

something very valuable on many power markets at present times, especially in power systems with 

high penetration of wind power generation [8].   
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5 Conclusions 

Recent developments in both gas engine technology, and liquefied natural gas storage technology, have 

enabled construction of gas-fired power generation facilities ensuring reliable power supply for critical 

infrastructure. Such plants may now take over the role of diesel power generation facilities, providing 

identical functionality to the parent facility at considerably lower environmental footprint. Additionally 

that lower footprint enables utilization of such power plants not only for emergencies, but also for 

commercial power generation, making the on-site power generation facility a multi-functional asset, 

capable of generating revenues to its owner.  
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Abstract 

Presence of liquid water is one of the factors responsible for increased heat losses and degradation of 

building materials. Drying of the building materials is mainly associated with the removal of the liquid 

water with the subsequent injection of the agent forming a hydrophobic barrier. In the paper a 

mathematical model describing the drying process of a building material was presented. The model 

accounts for accumulation and transfer of heat and moisture. The transfer processes include both 

diffusion and convection with the accompanying phase transformations of different forms of moisture. 

The preliminary numerical simulations using the in-house code based on the model were performed for 

the 1D domain containing a moist brick and a comparison of the results obtained with the proposed 

model with another presented in literature was carried out. The good agreement between the both models 

was found. Subsequently the influence of the orientation of the domain in respect to direction of gravity 

as well as the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients on the drying process was investigated. 

1 Introduction 

Appearance of moisture in building materials leads to increased heat losses (or gains) as well as to 

degradation of building materials. Most damages in buildings, in particle in the old ones, are a direct or 

indirect result of the moisture presence. The latter may be caused by many factors such as leakages in 

building compartments, rain infiltrating roofing, leakages from pies carrying water or moisture flow due 

capillary suction from foundations. To remove moisture from buildings many methods are used. One of 

them is the drying of building materials by heating with heaters placed in holes drilled in the moist wall 

and subsequent injection of the agent forming a hydrophobic barrier. If the local temperature exceeds 
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the freezing point the moisture in the building material can appear in three phases: water vapour in the 

moist air filling the pores, liquid (bound water) adsorbed at the surface of the solid component of the 

material and liquid water either in a discontinuous form (funicular) or  continuous one (pendular). The 

latter form allows for flow of the liquid due to presence of capillary forces. 

Building materials are usually porous and therefore due to existing differences in temperature, gas 

pressure in the pores and moisture content the heat and mass are transferred in these materials. 

Simultaneous heat and moisture transfer is of interest not only in the civil engineering but also in 

hydrology, meteorology, chemical engineering, energy storage, food processing, soil science, textile 

industry and functional protection clothing design.  

Considerable work both theoretical and experimental has been previously carried out on the diverse 

aspects of simultaneous heat and moisture transfer starting from Luikov [1]. The macroscopic equations 

describing transport process in the moist, porous media and based on the volume averaging approach 

using the representative volume were derived by Whittaker [2] and subsequently used in the further 

research [3-6]. Coupling between heat and vapour transfer in the region where the condensation occurs 

and liquid appears in the pendular state was for the first time studied by Ogniewicz and Tien [7] and 

extended to condensate motion by Shapiro and Motakef [8]. Different drying methods were analyzed 

both experimentally and theoretically in the past [9-10]. The infrared methods were also used to observe 

the evaporation process in moist building materials and to detect moisture content [11-12]. Many 

physical properties of building materials depend on presence of the moisture and therefore functional 

dependence of these properties was measured and predicted [13-15].  

The objective of the present paper is to propose a model for determination of temperature and water 

content distribution in a moist material, when the phase equilibrium between moisture phases in the 

pores is assumed. 

2 Mathematical description of energy and mass transfer in moist porous 

media 

The equilibrium curve relating the moisture content in the material to the relative humidity in the moist 

air does not distinguish between the water adsorbed at the surface of the solid component and the liquid 

either appearing in the discontinuous or continuous form. Therefore it is convenient to treat these both 

forms as the liquid phase with the volume fraction l  located in the pores and the water vapour 

occupying the volume fraction g  of the material. The listed volume fractions satisfy the condition: 

 

1 psgls   (1) 

 

where p is the volume fraction of pores in the material and s corresponds to volume fraction of the 

solid component. 

The amount of moisture in the material may be described in different ways. In this paper the volumetric 

moisture content, i.e., mass of moisture per unit volume of the material, is used: 

 

vlg

g

vll WWW    (2) 

 

where: l
g
v  , are densities of water vapour and liquid, while lW and vW  are the volumetric moisture 

contents for the liquid and water vapour, respectively. The sum of volumes of liquid moisture and water 

corresponds to the volume fraction of pores: 
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The latter relation together with eq.(2) allows to find expressions for lW and vW : 
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2.1 Accumulation and transport of moisture in the material 

Due to sorption/desorption and condensation/evaporation processes liquid moisture and water vapour 

concentrations in the porous material are varying. If the moisture content in the material exceeds minW  

the separate liquid regions join together allowing for flow of the liquid due to capillary forces (pendular 

state). The liquid and water vapour concentrations obey the following equations: 
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where lj  is the mass flux of the liquid water and vj  that of the water vapour and lvm  is the rate of 

liquid-vapour phase change. The fluxes, for the uniform total pressure gp  of the gas in the pores, can 

be expressed as: 
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where g  is the specific gravity, efavD ,  denotes the effective diffusion coefficient of water vapour in 

the dry air, 
l and g  are liquid and gas viscosities,   accounts for mutual interaction of liquid and 

gaseous phases during their flow in the material and cp  stands for the capillary pressure, which is a 

difference between gas and liquid pressures in the pores. The symbols glK  and lgK  are the 

permeabilities of the porous medium for water vapour and liquid moisture, respectively, when the other 

phase (either the liquid or gas) is present in the pores. 

The densities of  the dry air, water vapour and moist air can be found from the relations:  

 

TR

Mpp avgg
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)(,
 ,  
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a

g

v

g

g    (7) 

 

where va MM ,  are the molecular masses of the dry air and water, respectively, R is the universal gas 

constant,   is the relative humidity (with %100  for the phase equilibrium between the moisture 

phases) and the symbol satvp ,  denotes the vapour saturation pressure. 
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After summing up equations (5) side by side the following equation for the volumetric water content 

was obtained: 

 

0)( 



vl jj
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W
 (8) 

 

The capillary pressure cp , liquid density per unit volume of the porous medium, ll( ) and mass 

concentration of the water vapour 
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 in the moist gas filling the pores, appearing in eqs (5) and (6) 

depend on the temperature T , water content W and specific gravity. Hence the mass fluxes of liquid 

and water vapour can be presented as: 
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where the respective coefficients are defined as:  
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and  
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The above relations allow to write the final form of the eq.(9) for the moist region of the medium and 

the pendular form of the liquid water in the following way: 
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2.2 Energy transfer in the moist material  

If it is additionally assumed that the thermal equilibrium between different components and phases exists 

then the energy equation can be cast in the form: 

 

qjj vl 



)( vl hhH

t
 (13) 

 

where the heat flux q  and enthalpy per unit volume of the medium H are defined in the following way: 
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Tkef q ,   ag

g

avg

g

vlllsss hhhhH    (14) 

 

where efk  is the effective thermal conductivity of the medium, which is  dependent on the moisture 

content. The specific enthalpies of medium components are based on the triple point temperature as the 

reference one and can be expressed as:  

 

)]K[( refss TTch  , )]K[(, refapa TTch  , )]K[( refll TTch  ,

)]K[(, refvpvapv TTchh   
(15) 

 

where vplaps cccc ,, ,,  are the specific heats of the components and vaph  .latent heat of evaporation. 

Noting the relations for the specific enthalpies, eqs (5) and expressions for the liquid moisture and water 

vapour mass fluxes, eqs (10) as well as neglecting the differences between the specific heats of different 

moisture phases (in comparison to the latent heat) the energy equation reduces to the following form: 
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where efc)(  is the effective volumetric specific heat of the moist material defined as: 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the considered geometry and boundary conditions. 
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2.3 Boundary conditions at the moist material – ambient air surface 

If the moist porous medium is in contact with the ambient air at temperature ambT  and the relative 

humidity amb  at the external surface than the moisture and energy transfer conditions satisfy the 

relations:  

 

  Aamb

g

vA

g

vambmambvA TThj )()( ][ ,,   njj lv  (18) 

 

)()][ , ambAambTAvllef TThhhTk  njj v  (19) 

 

where: ambTh , , ambmh ,  - convective heat and  mass transfer coefficients, )( A

g

v T  - density of the water 

vapour at the surface temperature AT  and related to the sorption isotherm, )( amb

g

v T - density of the 

water vapour at the ambient air temperature ambT  and An  - external unit vector normal to the surface. 

Noting the relation between water vapour density and its relative humidity and expanding terms 

dependent on temperature AT  in a series close to the ambient temperature ambT  the boundary condition 

of eq.(20) can be cast in the following form:  

 

  AambambAAambmambAambTAef TTWhTThTk )(),()(][ ,,   
n  (20) 

 

where the new symbols are defined as: 

 

 

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the splitting scheme of the moisture and energy equations. 
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3 Numerical simulation of temperature and moisture content distributions 

3.1 Problem statement and material properties 

The mathematical model presented in the previous section was subsequently used to simulate the 

simultaneous heat and moisture transfer inside a brick. The simplified, one dimensional problem was 

considered with the brick length and boundary conditions presented in Fig.1. 

The upper surface of the brick is in contact with the moist air at the temperature and relative humidity 

C 8.23 ambT  and %44amb , respectively. The convective heat transfer coefficient on this 

surface was assumed to be )K W/(m5.22 2

, ambTh . The corresponding mass transfer coefficient was 

estimated as s/m 0214.0, ambmh  from the Chilton-Colburn analogy using the Lewis number 

Le=0.808 (for dry air at the actual conditions). The uniform temperature and moisture content in the 

brick, corresponding to C 8.23 inT  and 
3kg/m 126inW , were assumed as the initial conditions. 

The assumed dimensions and boundary conditions are similar to that in [16] in order to compare the 

numerical results. 

The eqs (13) and (17) for the moisture content and temperature were discretized on the control volume 

grid with the grid density uniform across the whole domain. The fully implicit scheme was used to 

integrate equations in time. An in-house code was written in C++. The flow chart showing the sequence 

of calculations is presented in Fig. 2. As the first the eq.(13) was solved and the additional parameters, 

like the capillary pressure, liquid and vapour water contents and their volume fractions were determined. 

Using these parameters eq.(17) was subsequently solved. 

The densities of brick and liquid water were treated as constant and equal to 2087 and 1000 kg/m3, 

respectively. The specific heats of brick, liquid water, water vapour and dry air were assumed as 840, 

4180, 1880 and 1005 J/(kg K), respectively. The thermal conductivity of the wet brick was given by the 

relation: K) W/(m0047.01 efk [[17] with the brick porosity at %13p . 

Also the other relations were assumed identical with these presented in [17], i.e., the moisture retention 

curve for the brick was given by: 

 

       
0.75 0.408

4 1.69
5 50.846 1 1.394 10 0.154 1 0.9011 10c cap c cW p W p p

 
  

      
 

 (22) 

 

where the capillary moisture content, Wcap, was assumed to be 130 kg/m3. The liquid permeability for 

the brick containing both liquid and gaseous phases was determined from: 
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while the vapour diffusivity was calculated from the formula: 
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where s/m 1015.1 211gK , dryC 24.79. The other parameters appearing in eq. (24) are presented 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Parameters appearing in the formula for the liquid permeability [17]. 

i 1 2 3 

ai 1.35e-5 4e-6 5e-7 

ni 6 2 0.7 

mi 0.8333 2 0.4 

wi 0.36 0.25 0.39 

τ 4.003 

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of the proposed model (blue line) with numerical results predicted by 

Belleghem [16] and corresponding to Le = 1 (red line) and Le = 0.808 (yellow line). 
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3.2 Verification and validation 

The sensitivity analysis was performed to find the impact of the time step and control volume grid 

density on the predicted temperature and moisture distributions. At first the time step was changed (with 

the values 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s assumed) keeping the domain discretized with 20 uniform control volumes. 

Comparison of the temperature and moisture content was carried in two points A and B located at 1 and 

2 cm from the upper surface – see Fig.1 , and revealed the perfect matching of both parameters for all 

considered time steps. The similar analysis was performed for various grid densities, (20 and 50 uniform 

divisions of the domain) and the constant time step of 0.5 s. It was found that at the point A the slight 

differences in temperature between two grids existed at the beginning of the process, which gradually 

vanished with the process progress. The respective differences at the point B were much lower. In 

general, for the fixed time instant, the observed temperature discrepancy increased when approaching 

the upper surface of the domain. No such differences were observed at the points for the moisture content 

with results for the considered grids perfectly matching. 

The temperature evolution at the upper surface of the domain predicted with the proposed model was 

compared with the results of a different model presented in [16] where two values of the Lewis number, 

Le=0.808 and Le=1.0 were analysed. Good conformity between results of the proposed model and the 

reference one were found. The more realistic value of the Lewis number, namely Le=0.808, resulted in 

lower temperature of the brick surface. The temperature initially dropped to value close to the wet bulb 

temperature, equal to 15.5°C, and then gradually tended to the steady state value of 23.8 C - see Fig 3. 

3.3 Results of the simulations 

The transport equations for moisture (eq. 19) and energy (eq. 29) account for the gravity g – see eqs 

(19) and (29). The analysis of the impact of domain orientation with respect to direction of the gravity 

vector on the dynamics of drying process was performed. The values of g= -9.81, 0.0 and 9.81 m/s2, 

which correspond to opposite, normal and coincident directions of the x axis and g  vectors (Fig. 1), 

were considered. No significant differences for different domain orientations were observed, which may 

be due to the small brick length.  

Subsequently, the effect of variation in the heat and mass transfer coefficients was considered. Two 

values of the heat transfer coefficient ambTh , =22.5 W/(m2K) and 8 W/(m2K) with the corresponding 

mass transfer coefficients ambmh , =0.0214 m/s and 0.008 m/s (reflecting the conditions typical for forced 

and natural) were assumed. Changes in the temperature and moisture content at the point A for the two 

cases are shown in Fig. 4. At the first stage of the process the temperature decreases to values close to 

the value of wet bulb temperature and subsequently increases due to drying of the material and finally 

the ambient temperature is reached after the liquid water is removed. The predicted drying rate for the 

elevated value of the heat transfer coefficient was obviously higher than for the lower one. The 

temperature and moisture variations at the point B did not significantly differ from these at the point A. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the temperatures (left plot) and volumetric moisture content, W, (right plot) 

predicted for values of the heat transfer coefficient, h = 8 W/(m2K) (blue line) and h=22.5 W/(m2K) 

(red line) at the point A. 

The liquid and water vapour transfer in the brick is affected by transport coefficients appearing in eqs 

(16) and (17). It was found that the highest absolute values of these coefficients were acquired by these 

related to the liquid transport.  

4 Conclusions 

Modelling of the drying process of moist porous materials is still the current topic of research. The 

mathematical model describing accumulation and transfer of heat and moisture during this process was 

developed. The model accounts for presence of moisture in two phases liquid and water vapour, their 

transport due diffusion and gravity accompanied by the phase transformations of water and presence of 

equilibrium between both phases in the pores of material. The in-house code, which is based on the 

model, has been written to allow for numerical simulation of the drying. The preliminary simulations 

have been carried out for the 1D case of heat and moisture transfer in the moist brick convectively dried 

in the surroundings. The code was verified and its results compared with the results presented of another 

model taken from the literature. The agreement between the results obtained from both models was 

confirmed. Influence of the orientation of the brick in respect to the gravity direction as well as variation 

in the external convective heat and mass transfer coefficients on temperature and moisture content 

distributions and the drying time were studied. It was observed that for the considered thickness of the 

brick the effect of gravity was negligible and verified that an increase in the convective heat transfer 

coefficients leads to a decrease in the drying time.  
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Abstract 

The effect of pressure drop on bed-to-wall heat transfer at membrane walls in a 966 MWth circulating 

fluidized bed (CFB) furnace was studied. By using the hydrodynamic parameters and the mechanistic 

heat transfer model based on cluster renewal approach, bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient was 

estimated. Furthermore, the heat transfer conditions in the CFB furnace were analyzed by taking into 

account concurrently percentage contributions of particle convection, gas convection, cluster 

convection, gas conduction and also radiation from dispersed phase and clusters. The heat transfer 

mechanisms in a CFB furnace have been analyzed for dilute phase and dense phase conditions above 

the secondary air injection, where membrane wall surfaces are located. The increased operating 

pressure drop enhances the particle convection component due to increase of cluster thermal 

conductivity was well as with decrease of boundary layer thickness. The local bed-to-wall heat 

transfer coefficient increases with operating furnace pressure, because of increased bed particle 

concentration. Also, the experimental results showed that the variation in share of convective mode 

and radiative mode was depended on local suspension density. The reported results from the cluster 

renewal approach were compared with the open CFB literature. 

1 Introduction 

Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) technology is as a one of solid fuels clean combustion technology 

which commonly is used to generation electric energy and heat. The key advantages of CFB 

combustors are: fuel flexibility (fossil fuels, biomass, municipal waste, wood chips), high overall 

efficiency, an environment friendly (excellent emission performance), reliability, steadily increased 

unit size (compact furnace size), high availability and competitive price. In order to maintain optimum 

furnace temperature and low emission of pollutants, CFB boilers require the removal heat transfer of 
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final combustion products. The major part of heat transfer process from the combustion products in a 

CFB furnace is located above the secondary air injection level and refractory line. Thermal energy 

extraction in circulating fluidized bed boilers is typically absorbed by means of membrane 

construction in the form of vertical water tubes welded with lateral fins. The right size of these active 

heat transfer surfaces is valid with point of view ensure proper operation, load turndown and 

optimization of CFB unit. Heat transfer between membrane wall and fluidized medium (i.e. gas-solid 

suspension density) can be considered to consist of: particle convection, gas convection, radiation for 

dispersed phase and clusters phase, respectively. Many scholars researched the heat transfer between 

the fluidized bed and the water-membrane wall, in both laboratory [1-6] and industrial-scale CFB 

combustors [7-11]. Basu and Nag [12] and also Glicksman [13] presented comprehensive reviews on 

heat transfer models which can to explain the nature of heat transfer process at the walls of CFB 

furnace. Those heat transfer models have been developed to predict the bed-to-wall heat transfer 

coefficient and can be classified on into three group: (i) single particle model [14], (ii) cluster renewal 

model [15] and (iii) continuous film model [16].  

This work discusses mechanistic heat transfer model based of cluster renewal approach for estimating 

the bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient for circulating fluidized bed operated in the fast fluidization 

flow regime. The need is for reliable model that can predict the bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient in 

applicable over broad ranges of operating conditions and dedicates to the furnace chamber in a large-

size. Researches establish a solid theoretical foundation for the properly design and the scale-up of 

active heat transfer area in CFB boilers. The current work is important to know the underlying heat 

transfer mechanisms between the fluidized bed and the water membrane walls. The knowledge on the 

effect of process data on bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient in CFB furnace is helpfully for reliable 

design, modeling and scale-up heat transfer surfaces. Not enough information is not reported in the 

available literature on the share of individual of heat transfer mechanisms regarding to commercial 

CFB reactors. Thus, this work is addressed to fill up the existing gap in CFB literature. 

2 Mechanistic heat transfer model 

Mechanistic heat transfer model based on cluster renewal approach is discussed in the following 

section. In the CFB furnace the bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient can be broadly divided into 

convection mode and radiation mode. The convection mode consists of the contributions of particle 

phase, gas phase whereas the radiation mode through the clusters phase and also the dispersed phase. 

The combined expression of the total bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient is given by [17-20] in the 

following form:  

 

ℎ = ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛 + ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝑓ℎ𝑝 + (1 − 𝑓)ℎ𝑔 + 𝑓ℎ𝑟𝑐 + (1 − 𝑓)ℎ𝑟𝑑, (1) 

 

where hcon denotes convective heat transfer coefficient, hrad represents radiative heat transfer 

coefficient, f is time fraction during which the membrane-wall surface is covered by clusters, hp means 

heat transfer coefficient during particle phase conduction, hrc is the heat transfer coefficient for cluster 

radiation and hrd expressed the radiation mode from dispersed phase. Since no details are reported in 

the CFB literature on the impact of pressure on parameter f, the following equation (2) is used in heat 

transfer calculation [21]: 
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𝑓 = 1 − exp(−4300{1 − }1.39{𝐷ℎ 𝐻⁄ }0.22). (2) 

 

In the above equation (2), the parameter  represents a cross-sectional bed average voidage obtained 

on the basis of measured pressure drop along furnace chamber, Dh denotes a hydraulic diameter of 

CFB combustor and H is a furnace height.  

Particle convective heat transfer refers to the energy transfer from the packet of particles (cluster) 

while it is in contact with the active heat transfer surface. This heat transfer mechanism occurs through 

thermal conduction into clusters hc which is assumed as semi-infinite medium and unsteady 

conduction through the thin gas gap between the clusters and the membrane wall hw. Mickley and 

Fairbanks [22] developed an expression for the particle convection component in the bed-to-wall heat 

transfer coefficient, as follows: 

 

ℎ𝑝 = {1 ℎ𝑐 + 1 ℎ𝑤⁄⁄ }−1 = {(𝑡𝑐 4𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐⁄ )
0.5

+ (𝑑𝑝 𝑘𝑔⁄ )}
−1

, (3) 

 

where dp means the bed particle diameter, kg denotes thermal conductivity of gas,  represents gas 

layer thickness the cluster properties cc, c, kc and average cluster residence time tc are depend on 

pressure. In the expression (3), the physical and thermal properties of clusters and gas phase was taken 

from the work of Blaszczuk et al. [23] based on the mechanistic heat transfer model.  

Gas convection constituent in the bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient is estimated by assuming that 

the cluster free parts are not solid free of fluidized bed but a small quantity of solids (i.e. Y = 0.001%) 

is dispersed phase in the up-flowing medium. This component is estimated from modified equation of 

Wen and Miller [24] which was provided by Basu et al. [25]: 

 

ℎ𝑔 = (𝑘𝑔 𝑑𝑝⁄ )(𝑐𝑝 𝑐𝑔⁄ ) (𝑑 𝑝
⁄ )

0.3
(𝑈𝑡

2 (𝑑𝑝𝑔)⁄ )
0.21

𝑃𝑟 (4) 

 

In order to estimate the gas phase heat transfer coefficient by means of the above mentioned equation 

(4) it is necessary to find proper values for the following parameters: (i) dispersed phase density d, 

(ii) terminal velocity Ut, (iii) specific heat of particle cp, (iv) specific heat of gas cg, (v) acceleration 

due to gravity g and (vi) Prandtl number Pr. Here we used well-knew expressions which describe 

mathematically physical and thermal properties of dispersed phase, particle and gas phase in industrial 

CFB applications [26- 28]. The mathematically form of the drag coefficient at the intermediate law 

was taken from the work [29]. Prandtl number is calculated by classically equation given by [30]. 

The heat transfer due to radiation modes are calculated similar to two parallel planes approach. The 

two planes are the clusters or dispersed phase (i.e. the first plane) and the membrane-wall as the 
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second plane. The radiation components for the cluster and the dispersed phase are considered as 

independent from each other. In order to evaluate the cluster radiation component of the bed-to-wall 

heat transfer coefficient, gray body expression is used in this heat transfer model, as suggested by 

Golriz and Sunden [31]: 

 

ℎ𝑟𝑐 = 𝜎(𝑇𝑐
4 − 𝑇𝑤

4) [(𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑤)(1 𝑒𝑐⁄ + 1 𝑒𝑤 − 1⁄ )]⁄ . (5) 

 

Here,  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Tc denotes the cluster temperature, Tw mean wall 

temperature, ec and ew represent emissivity of the clusters and the wall, respectively. In this work, the 

emissivity of cluster is calculated using the equation of Grace [32] at the particle emissivity ep = 0.7 as 

suggested Basu [29]. When calculating cluster radiation, the wall emissivity of 0.8 is assumed for 

oxidized steel. For the heat transfer analysis of industrial CFB boiler, the cluster temperature is 

estimated from the local temperatures expressions given by Golriz [33]. 

The radiation heat transfer coefficient for dispersed phase is calculated from the following equation:  

 

ℎ𝑟𝑑 = 𝜎(𝑇𝑏
4 − 𝑇𝑤

4) [(𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑤)(1 𝑒𝑑⁄ + 1 𝑒𝑤 − 1⁄ )]⁄ , (6) 

 

where Tb denotes the bed temperature, ed is the emissivity for dispersed phase and other parameters in 

Eq.(6) are explained in Eq.(5). Besides, the emissivity for dispersed phase is calculated as: 

𝑒𝑑 = √(𝑒𝑝 (1 − 𝑒𝑝)𝐵⁄ )(𝑒𝑝 (1 − 𝑒𝑝)𝐵 + 2⁄ ) − (𝑒𝑝 (1 − 𝑒𝑝)𝐵⁄ ). (7) 

 

In the case of large-scale CFB boilers, the isotropic scattering for a particulate system B is equal to 0.5 

according to Brewster [34]. The denotation ep in Eq. (7) represents particle emissivity and is equal to 

0.7, as suggested Basu [29].  

3 Input data to heat transfer modelling 

The heat transfer analysis assumes a core-annulus solids flow structure above the secondary air 

injection, where membrane wall surfaces are located. In the present model, the upper part of furnace 

chamber in fast fluidization regime is modeled as two phase flow which is subdivided into a core 

region with dilute phase (i.e. gas phase or dispersed phase) and an annulus region with dense phase 

(i.e. clusters or particles). Dispersed phase (i.e. gas + individual bed particles) occurs in the vicinity of 

a membrane wall due to the cluster disintegration and it can coexists along with the clusters near to the 

active heat transfer surface. There is a thin gas gap between the clusters or the emulsion layer 

(dispersed phase) and the membrane wall. For considered CFB boiler, it was not possible to perform 

measurements of exhaust gas composition along the height of the combustion chamber. Thus, the 
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following assumptions were used in formulating radiative heat transfer: (i) The solids concentration in 

the core region is homogeneous, whereas there is a non-uniform lateral particle concentration profile 

in the annulus region, (ii) the temperature in the solids suspension is assumed to vary only in the 

emulsion layer and to be given by the Golriz equation [33], (iii) the temperature of the heat transfer 

surface is uniform, (iv) the heat transfer surface is a gray, diffuse surface, i.e. the absorption of thermal 

radiation is independent of wavelength and direction, (v) the thermal conductivity of particles is large 

enough that temperature gradients within the particles can be neglected, (vi) the fluidizing gas between 

the wall and the emulsion layer is transparent, i.e. non-absorbing and non-scattering, (vii) the particle 

surfaces are non-gray and diffuse. The emulsion is a non-gray, absorbing, emitting and scattering 

medium. The scattering is multiple, independent and anisotropic. Similar assumptions were used by 

Dutta [35], Viskanta [36] and Dombrovsky et al. [37], which referred to commercial CFB boilers. 

In the current heat transfer model, for the axial profile of suspension density on the basis of measured 

pressure drop along the CFB furnace height the following expression is adopted from Blaszczuk et al. 

[23], where the impact of gas-solids acceleration and attrition are neglected: 

 

𝜌𝑏 = 9.81−1(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖+1)(𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻𝑖+1)−1. (8) 

 

Here, pi and pi+1 mean static pressure which are measured at the lower and the upper part of the 

membrane wall, respectively, and the denotations of Hi and Hi+1 represent position of pressure taps in 

the CFB furnace chamber. In order to calculate the heat transfer data by means of the cluster renewal 

approach, temperature data including bed temperature and wall temperature were measured along the 

CFB furnace height during all performance tests. Data acquisition system used in the measurements of 

above mentioned furnace data was described in details in the work [23] and it not will be presented 

here. The performance tests delivered data about the operating conditions of CFB furnace and allowed 

the estimation of fluidization parameters which is used in the heat transfer modelling. Some relevant 

data obtained from the tests are listed in Tab. 1. In this model, the prediction of bed-to-wall heat 

transfer coefficient is carried out for the water-membrane walls placed in CFB furnace.  

Table 1: Values of physical properties and conditions used in the current model. 

Parameter Unit Overall range 

Superficial gas velocity Ug m/s 2.92 – 5.21 

Pressure drop, p kPa 6.62 – 8.44 

Sauter mean particle diameter, dp mm 0.219 – 0.444 

Particle density, p kg/m3 2650 – 2750 

Suspension density, b kg/m3 1.96 – 7.05 

Bed temperature, Tb K 1080 – 1140 

 

The membrane walls are made of tubes welded together with a strip of metal (i.e. longitudinal fin) in 

between. More detail information about geometry of membrane wall is given in the work [23].  
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4 Results and discussion 

The effect of pressure drop (suspension density) on heat transfer characteristic in a large-scale CFB 

furnace was predicted from the cluster renewal approach and it are discussed below. The heat transfer 

data are generated for operating conditions of a circulating fluidized bed furnace presented in the 

previous section 3 (see Tab. 1). The share of the convective mode and the radiative mode at different 

suspension densities (1.96 < b < 7.05 kg/m3) and at different furnace heights of CFB boiler  

(i.e. z/H = 0.25; 0.5; 0.65 and 0.87) is demonstrated. Four sets of data are plotted in the Fig. 1. 

 

a)                                                                  b) 

   

c)                                                                  d) 

   

Figure 1: Variation of individual heat transfer mechanisms under pressure drop in CFB furnace with 

capacity 1296 t/h: a) p = 6.62 kPa, b) p = 7.54 kPa, c) p = 8.25 kPa, d) p = 8.44 kPa. 

The convection mode is plotted by black straight line for the particle constituent and for the gas 

constituent by black dashed line, respectively. While the radiation mode is drawn in the red lines, for 

the clusters by solid line and for the dispersed phase by dashed line, respectively. In the section, the 

impact of pressure drop variations within CFB furnace on the prediction of individual heat transfer 

mechanisms is demonstrated. Figure 1 depicts that the gas convection constituent in the bed-to-wall 

heat transfer coefficient is negligibly small in the opposite of other heat transfer mechanisms, in both 
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convection mode and radiation mode. In the present work, the gas convection in heat transfer between 

fluidized bed and the membrane wall is low and not much changes has been observed with the 

increase of pressure drop and furnace height. It is found that the gas convection varied between 0.01% 

and 2.55% during all performance tests. The pressure drop almost does not effect on the variation of 

gas convection share in bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient to surface located above the secondary air 

injection. Moreover, gas convection does not change significant along CFB furnace heights. The same 

trend of gas convection variation was also noticed in the work [23]. From Figure 1ab, it is observed 

that the particle convection heat transfer coefficient to bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient ratio 

variation has approximately parabolic distribution at low furnace pressure drop (i.e. p7.54kPa). 

Whereas pressure drop is high (i.e. p8.25kPa) particle convection component has quasi-linear 

variation along the furnace height. For pressure drop less than 7.54kPa, hp plays dominant role in heat 

transfer process between the core region and the membrane wall, especially until z/H equals 0.41 at 

p=6.62kPa and also in the case of z/H = 0.52 at p=7.54kPa. This is due to the fact that with the 

increase of suspension density, more bed particles are concentrated in the vicinity of the membrane 

wall. Share of the particle convection in heat transfer process decreases with increasing in furnace 

height coordinate z/H at a faster rate for the low pressure drop. This is due to low fraction of wall 

exposed to clusters (f < 32%) and also short the residence time of bed particles at the heat transfer 

surface (tc < 0.009s). More details on this reason are given by Reedy [38] and Blaszczuk et al. [23]. As 

shown in Fig. 1cd, the radiation heat transfer predominates in upper part of combustion chamber of 

CFB boiler (i.e. z/H > 0.65). Along the furnace height, the heat transfer coefficient for the dispersed 

phase increased whereas the particle convection constituent and the cluster radiation heat transfer 

coefficient decrease. At high level of furnace pressure drop, the dispersed phase radiation heat transfer 

predominates because of less concentration of bed particles near the wall surface. This fact confirms 

that the fractional wall coverage by clusters decreases along the furnace height. Consequence of this, 

the radiation heat transfer coefficient for the clusters has a linear downward trend with the increase of 

furnace height. At the low suspension density (dilute phase conditions, b < 2.51 kg/m3) and at higher 

bed temperature (1160 K > Tb > 1200 K) the radiation mode dominates. The cluster radiation 

contribution is comparatively low (hrc/h < 20%) under varying CFB system pressure drop. The cluster 

renewal approach predictions on the variation of radiation heat transfer contributions also show similar 

trend as reported by Nirmal Vijay et al. [39], He et al. [40] and Blaszczuk et al. [23].  

5 Conclusions 

In the current heat transfer study, a mechanistic heat transfer model based on the cluster renewal 

approach is proposed to estimate bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficients and also the shares of 

individual heat transfer mechanisms at different furnace pressure drop are shown. Following 

conclusions can be made for heat transfer data under consideration: (i) It can be notice by the obtained 

results that hg varies linearly with furnace height in a wide range of pressure drop; (ii) The values of 

particle convective heat transfer coefficient increase with the increase of suspension density within a 

combustion chamber of a 966MWth CFB boiler; (iii) Predominant role of the particle convective heat 

transfer in the bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient was observed in the region of furnace chamber with 

the high fraction of the wall covered by clusters (i.e. f > 41%); (iv) Convective mode decreases with 

increasing cluster time to a minimum value which this is obvious from Eq. (3); (v) The radiation 

component from dispersed phase has dominant role in the upper region of furnace chamber where the 

low bed particles concentration and the high bed temperature occur; (vi) Thermal radiation is 

important heat transfer process in CFB boilers. As seen in Fig. 1, under dilute phase conditions 

radiation dominates, contributing almost 50-75% in bed-to-wall heat transfer ratio. Model results 

obtained in this heat transfer investigation show the same tendency as it is reported in the works [23, 

38-40]. Through its ability to provide detailed information on the variation of the heat transfer 
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mechanisms in a furnace chamber, the cluster renewal approach confirms its usefulness for the 

development of design methodology and scale-up of heat transfer surfaces for CFB boilers in large-

scale. The presented model should be seen as a framework to be extended upon, and the results 

presented the highlights a number of issues that should be addressed in further development. First of 

all, in order to describe the detailed heat transfer in CFB boilers, a mathematical model needs to be 

developed with suspended surface at the top of CFB furnace and also heat transfer flow in solids 

separators. On the other hand, the experiments were carried out for only high level of air flow from the 

bottom of the bed. In the future, it is recommended to conduct experiments with secondary air staging. 
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Abstract 
First generation ethanol (1G) contributes to the majority of the ethanol produced worldwide, 

predominantly based on corn and sugarcane. However, several concerns over the long-term 
sustainability of this technology, such as its intensive water and land use, potential contamination of 

soils with the distillation residues, as well as the competition between food and fuel crops are frequently 

highlighted. 
Accordingly, in this work, a detailed process design strategy for biomass to ethanol production (1st-

generation ethanol technology) from sugarcane were performed using Aspen Plus® software based on 

the annexed plant (production of bioethanol and sugar) and autonomous distillery (only bioethanol is 

produced) systems. Furthermore, a performance comparison in terms of the exergy efficiency and the 
destroyed exergy rate as quality indicators of the conversion processes are determined to allow 

identifying potential improvements in the production facilities. Hence, the techno-economic bottlenecks 

in ethanol production can be overcome by using the exergy efficiency as a process performance index. 
In addition, the sustainability aspects involved in the process design of the sugarcane biorefineries are 

discussed through the use of the renewability exergy index. The results showed that the annexed plant 

has a reduction in the process irreversibilities rate of 6 % approximately, and in the average unitary 

exergy cost rate of 10 % approximately, in comparison to the autonomous distillery. Even though the 
proposed methodology is applied to 1G ethanol, it may well be suited for several bioprocesses as a tool 

to help in taking decisions regarding process design stage for further improvement. 
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1 Introduction 

The first-generation (1G) ethanol is at present produced commercially from edible crops using 

biochemical methods. Thus, more than the half of the world bioethanol production comes from sugar-

containing crops, mainly sugarcane, sugar beets, and sweet sorghum [1]. These crops accumulate high 
amounts of sugars that can be directly extracted and fermented into ethanol, according to the technology. 

Sugarcane is so far the most efficient feedstock for bioethanol production, particularly due to low 

consumption of fossil energy during sugarcane processing [1]. In 2016, US and Brazil were the first and 

the second largest producers of ethanol in the worldwide, respectively. In the US, approximately 58 
billion liters of ethanol were produced, primarily from corn starch using alcoholic fermentation [2]. 

Otherwise, in the Brazilian scenario sugarcane is one of the most important industries in the national 

economy, which processes 670.6 million ton of sugarcane to 38.9 million ton of sugar and 28.276,4 
thousand m³ of ethanol [3]. 

Application of the techno-economic approaches to assess the ethanol production from sugarcane is 

extensive research field around the world. In this respect, it must be underlined that several Brazilian 
institutions have been analysed different biorefineries configurations including the ethanol and sugar 

plants (Ensinas et al.[4], Pellegrini and Oliveira Jr.[5], Pina et al.[6], Albarelli et al.[7], Flórez-Orrego 

et al.[8]) as well as independent distilleries that focus on exclusively in the ethanol production [9]. 

Regarding the exergetic assessment of these systems, it should be noted previous results reported in the 
literature in this field by Ensinas et al.[4]; Pellegrini and Oliveira Jr.[5], Flórez-Orrego et al.[8], 

Pellegrini et al.[10], Modesto et al.[11], Palacios-Bereche et al.[12] and Pina et al.[13]. 

Furthermore, an extension of this approach that covers the integration of the first- and second-generation 
ethanol through the use of lignocellulosic materials in the supply/product chain has been realized looking 

to improve the ethanol production rate (Ensinas et al.[14]; Dias et al.[15]; Bonomi et al.[16]). 

This work deals with the biochemical method of ethanol production from sugarcane in a Brazilian 
biorefinery context. Hence, a general model to the autonomous distillery (1G-AUT) and to the ethanol 

and sugar production processes (1G-ANX) were developed based on data for typical plants, and an 

economic, environmental and exergy analysis for both systems were performed. 

2 Process description 

Data for the autonomous distillery and the annexed plant processing 4 million tonnes of sugarcane (TC) 

per season recovering 50 % of sugarcane straw with 30 wt.% moisture are considered. 
The processes for the sugarcane distillery and the annexed plant were separated into several control 

volumes. Extraction System: In this process it is obtained the bagasse, which represents a by-product 

in suitable condition for burning in the boilers. Two kinds of devices are employed to perform this 

operation: mills and diffusers. A comparison of milling and diffusion systems from sugarcane is 
presented in Palacios-Bereche et al.[17]. Juice Treatment: In this step, the raw juice from the extraction 

system is treated to remove non-sugar impurities, using chemicals (Sulfuric acid-H2SO4, Ammonium 

hydroxide-NH4OH (nutrients), Phosphoric acid-H3PO4, Calcium Oxide-CaO). During this process, the 
juice is heated using vegetable steam from the multiple-effect evaporator. Sugar Production: In this 

stage, boiling, crystallization, and drying processes are carried out. The sugar solution is denominated 

‘molasses’ or ‘syrup’ and is used to produce ethanol by fermentation. Sugar extracted by the centrifuges 
has high moisture level, being sent to drying before it is packed. Ethanol Production: This block 

included the alcoholic fermentation, distillation, rectification and dehydration steps. The Melle-Boinot 

fermentation process is most commonly used in the distilleries in Brazil. The alcohol in the broth is 

recovered by distillation, which uses the different boiling points of the various volatile substances 
present to separate them [5]. 

Since ethanol and water form an azeotrope with concentration around 95 wt%, conventional distillation 
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is used to produce hydrated ethanol, but alternative separation processes must be used to produce 
anhydrous ethanol, including azeotropic and extractive distillation and molecular sieves [15]. 

Combined Heat and Power-CHP: This system is responsible for the electromechanical demands of the 

mill. Hence, the bagasse generated in the extraction step is sent to the utility plant to raise steam to be 
used in extraction-condensing turbine. 

The main parameter conditions of the process that are representative for typical factories in Brazil are 

indicated in Table 1 [18]. Figure 1 displays a diagram of the ethanol–sugar–electricity production 
considered in these analyses. 

Table 1: Main parameters used in the simulation models. 

Parameters Value 

Crushing capacity 4 million TC/year 

Harvest period 200 days 
Effective hours operation (h/season) 5280 

Sugar extraction  

Efficiency of sugar extraction in the mills 96 % 

Bagasse moisture 50 % 

Juice treatment and concentration  

Temperature (first juice heating) 70 °C 

Phosphate content of the juice after H3PO4 addition 250 ppm 

Amount of lime (ethanol/sugar production) 0.6/1.0 kg CaO TC−1 
Syrup 65° Brix 

Ethanol production  

Fermentation  

Fermentation Temperature 33 °C 
Conversion of sugars to ethanol 89.5 % 

Ethanol content in the wine 80 g L−1 

H2SO4 addition in yeast treatment (on 100 % basis) 5 kg m−3
ethanol 

Distillation  

Vinasse and phlegmasse ethanol content <200 ppm 

Hydrated ethanol purity 93 wt% 

Feed temperature 150 °C 

Steam pressure 6 bar 
Ethanol recovered as final product 81.4 % 

Anhydrous ethanol purity 99.6 wt% 

Sugar production (Crystallization and Drying)  

Sugar Brix 99 
Sugar Purity 99.6 % 

Sugar overall recovery 76.5 % 

Moisture content of the dry sugar 0.1 % 
Outlet temperature of the sugar 35 °C 

Cogeneration system  

Pressure of the boiler system 65 bar 

Steam temperature 485 °C 
Boiler efficiency (LHV basis) 87.7 % 

Turbine isentropic efficiency 85 % 

Generator efficiency 98 % 

Energy demand of the process 30 kWh TC−1 
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Figure 1: Process flow diagram of the first generation ethanol process and electricity production. 

3 Methodology 

Mathematical models are used to simulate the steady-state operation of plants producing ethanol, sugar, 
and electricity (annexed plant, 1G-ANX) and producing ethanol and electricity (autonomous distillery, 

1G-AUT). Figure 2 shows a diagram of the design methodology for the assessment of the biorefineries 

configurations. 

 

Figure 2: Assessment methodology for the sustainable biorefineries configurations. 
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3.1 Modelling Approach 

The sugarcane biorefineries were simulated to determine mass, energy, and exergy balances. Thus, the 

Eq.(1), Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) illustrated the expressions used to obtained these balances for a generic control 

volume (CV), respectively. 

 

∑ �̇�𝑖

𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

= ∑ �̇�𝑒

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡

 
(1) 

 

∑ �̇�𝑖ℎ𝑖

𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

+ �̇�𝐶𝑉 = ∑ �̇�𝑒ℎ𝑒 +

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡

�̇�𝐶𝑉 (2) 

 

∑ �̇�𝑖𝑏𝑖

𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

+ �̇�𝐶𝑉 (1 −
𝑇𝑜

𝑇
) = ∑ �̇�𝑒𝑏𝑒

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡

+ �̇�𝐶𝑉 + 𝐼̇ (3) 

 

where ∑ �̇�𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡  represent the exergy of the process inputs (�̇�𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠), ∑ �̇�𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡  the exergy of the 

process output (�̇�𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠), and (𝐼̇) the Irreversibilities (exergy losses). 

3.2 Process Simulation 

The process simulation are carried out by the using of Aspen Plus® V8.6 software. Since processes 

streams in ethanol plants are complex multi-component/phase, the thermodynamic method used in the 
simulation was the non-random two-liquid (NRTL) model for the calculation of activity coefficients in 

the liquid phase, while ideal behavior was assumed in the vapor phase modelling in order to determine 

the thermo-physical properties of each flow present in the system. 
Alternatively, the NRTL-HOC (Hayden-O'Connell) method was used for vapor-phase calculation when 

the concentration of acetic acid and other carboxylic acids is significant, like on the fermentation and 

distillation steps, as recommended by Bonomi et al. [18]. In the cogeneration plant, an enhanced SRK 

equation of state (EOS) based on the semi-empirical Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications was 
used, since it is adequate for high temperature gases. In addition, STEAMNBS method was used for the 

steam streams, once it accurately represents pure water and steam for a wide range of pressures and 

temperatures [19]. 

3.3 Exergy calculation 

The exergy method, which combines the First and Second Law of Thermodynamics, was applied to 

assess the performance of the various components in the annexed plant and autonomous distillery. 
Exergy is defined as the maximum work that can be obtained by means of reversible processes from a 

thermodynamic system that interacts with the components of the environment until the dead state 

equilibrium is attained [20]. The thermodynamic properties of the streams and substances present in the 
processes are evaluated at ambient conditions (298.15 K and 1 atm), T0 and P0, respectively. In addition, 

the thermodynamic value of energy and materials that is based on a potential work exchange is measured 

with reference to the exergy reference environment that is a conceptual natural environment. The exergy 
reference environment is composed of common substances, selected for each chemical element [1]. The 

exergy analysis throughout this work was conducted using the data of mass flow rate, temperature, 

pressure, enthalpy, entropy and composition of each stream obtained in Aspen Plus®. For convenience, 

the sum of physical and chemical exergy called thermal exergy (Bth) as indicated by Szargut [20] was 
used for the total specific exergy calculation. Thus, the kinetic and potential exergy are assumed to be 
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neglected. The physical (Bph) and chemical (Bch) exergy were determinate according to Eq.(4) and 
Eq.(5). 

 

𝐵𝑝ℎ = 𝐻 + 𝐻0 − 𝑇0(𝑆 + 𝑆0) (4) 

 

𝐻  Enthalpy flow rate (kW), 

𝑇𝑜 Temperature at the reference state, 

𝑆
 

Entropy rate/flow rate (kW/K). 

 

𝐵𝑐ℎ = n𝑚𝑖𝑥 [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑖
𝑐ℎ

𝑖

+ 𝑅𝑢𝑇0 ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑛Ὑ𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝑖

] (5) 

 

Where nmix is the total amount of moles of all constituents in a mixture, xi is the mole fraction of 

component i in the mixture, and 𝑏𝑖
𝑐ℎ is the standard chemical exergy. The 𝑏𝑖

𝑐ℎ of the compounds was 

estimated using Szargut [20], as indicated for lignocellulosic biomass in Silva Ortiz and Oliveira Jr., 

[21] and [22]. In addition, the 𝑏𝑖
𝑐ℎ for compounds not available in the specialized literature of the exergy 

field was calculated according to the technical fuels procedure based on net heating values and atomic 
ratios [20]. 

3.4 Performance indexes 

Since exergy can be considered as a quality measure of the products, by-products, and residues at 
environmental/system conditions, it serves not only for defining indicators to assess the performance of 

chemical processes, but also as an indicator of environmental impact. Several technical indexes were 

proposed to evaluate the performance of the sugarcane biorefineries based on thermodynamic indicators. 
Energy efficiency: Is defined by the ratio between the useful output (products=ethanol+sugar+suplus 

electricity) and input (resources=sugarcane and straw) of an energy conversion process, Eq.(6). 

 

𝜂𝐸 =
∑(�̇� . 𝐿𝐻𝑉)𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 + �̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

∑(�̇� . 𝐿𝐻𝑉)𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠
 (6) 

 
Exergy efficiency: Is the ratio between the exergy of the products and the exergy of the resources, as 

indicated in Eq.(7). 

 

𝜂𝐵 =
∑ Ḃ𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

∑ Ḃ𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠

 (7) 

 
Renewability exergy index (λ): This indicator takes into consideration the exergy associated to the useful 

products (Bproducts/by-products) of a given energy conversion process, the destroyed exergy or total process 

irreversibilities (Bdestroyed), the exergy associated to the fossil fuels (Bfossil) required, the needed exergy 
to disposal the wastes, and the exergy related with emissions, residues and not treated wastes [23]. 

Depending on the λ value obtained from Eq.(8), it indicates that: (i). Processes with 0 ≤ λ < 1 are 

environmentally unfavorable, (ii). For internal and externally reversible processes with non-renewable 

inputs, λ = 1, (iii). If λ > 1, the process is environmentally favorable, and additionally, increasing λ 
implies that the process is more environmentally friendly, (iv). When λ →∞, it means that the process 

is reversible with renewable inputs and no wastes are generated. 
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(8) 

 

�̇�𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 Exergy associated to the useful products and by-products, 

�̇�𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑙   Exergy related to the fossil fuels required, 

�̇�𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑  Destroyed exergy or total process irreversibilities, 

�̇�𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 Exergy associated with the deactivation and treating wastes, when they are carried to 

equilibrium conditions with the environment, 

�̇�𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙  Exergy rate related to waste disposal of the process, 

�̇�𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠  Exergy rate of wastes that are not treated or deactivated. 
 

CO2 equivalent rate (BCO2 EE): This indicator represents the relation between the estimate global CO2 

equivalent emissions emitted into the atmosphere due to the operation of the plant and the exergy of the 
products (Bproducts) for each configuration, as shown in Eq.(9). 

 

𝐵𝐶𝑂2 𝐸𝐸 =
 Global CO2𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

 Bproducts
 (9) 

3.5 Economic Analysis 

For the techno-economic assessment, the capital investment (CAPEX) was estimate for each biorefinery 
configuration. The equipment sizing was defined based on the simulations results, and the economics 

were estimated for each scenario following well-known methodologies [24, 25, 26]. The purchase cost 

of most equipment was estimated from equipment cost databases, and adjusted using correlations from 
literature Turton [24] and Ulrich & Vasudevan [25] to detail the specific process pressures and material. 

The cost of decanters and distillation columns were estimated using built-in cost models in Aspen. The 

purchase cost was corrected to 2017 using the Marshall and Swift Index, and the installation cost was 
estimated using suitable factors from the literature [24, 25, 26]. 

4 Results 

The findings of this study indicate the relationship between the exergy and the sustainability aspects 
involved in the process design of the 1G-AUT and1G-ANX ethanol plants. Table 2 reports the data 

sources used in each biorefinery configuration to determine the renewability exergy index (λ). It was 

found that the annexed plant scores better considering the performance indexes previously defined 
(Section 3) with respect to the autonomous distillery. 
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Table 2: Renewability index (λ) for the annexed plant and the autonomous distillery systems. 

 1G-ANX 1G-AUT 

B chemical inputs (Fossil) [kW] 6720 3309 

 Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) 975 1547 

 Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) 907 1442 

 Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) 42 41 

 Calcium oxide (CaO) 4800 279 

B products [kW] 627.524 574.669 

 B surplus electricity 154.865 154.627 
 B ethanol 264.756 420.042 

 B sugar 207.903 0 

B by-products and residues [kW] 47.121 71.285 

 Filter cake 11.755 23.324 

 Vinasse 35.366 47.961 

B emissions [kW] 35.530 35.574 

B destroyed or Irreversibilities (I) [kW] 888.629 941.485 

Renewability exergy indicator (λ) 

 Considering only products 0.67 0.58 

 Considering products and by-products 0.72 0.65 

 
It is important to note that the exergy values of the net CO2 emissions are similar for both plants. 

Regarding the categories shown for the λ index, the results indicated that the biorefineries processes 

(1G-ANX and 1G-AUT) were categorized as environmentally unfavorable, which means that the exergy 
of the products could not be used to re-establish the environment to the conditions prior to the occurrence 

of the process. In addition, when it is considered the exergy values of products and by-products of these 

configurations, the renewability of the production processes could not be assured even for an alternative 

low-carbon fuel as sugarcane ethanol. 

4.1 Exergetic analysis of a sugarcane-based biorefineries 

Regarding the exergetic assessment of the 1G-AUT and 1G-ANX systems, an exergy analysis 
comparison based on technical data for typical first-generation plants is shown in Table 3. The traditional 

1G Mill corresponds to an annex plant producing sugar and ethanol (with 50% of sugarcane used for 

sugar, 50% for ethanol). It was also included several configurations at the CHP unit (Back-pressure, 

Condensing/Extraction steam turbines-ST) for the steam generation at different levels. In addition, the 

relation between the exergy destroyed or Irreversibilities (𝐼̇) and the exergy of the products (BP) for 

these configurations were determinate. It is emphasized that the irreversibilities rate and the exergy 

efficiency were obtained applying the exergy balance expression introduced in Eq.(3) and the efficiency 
performance index 𝜼𝑩 shown in Eq.(7), when these criteria were not reported by the authors. In those 

cases, the specific exergy values of the inputs considered were: Sugarcane 5130 kJ/kg, Straw 16725 

kJ/kg, and Bagasse 9667 kJ/kg. Concerning the exergy of the products, it was adopted for sugar 17479 

kJ/kg and for ethanol 27042 kJ/kg. 
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Table 3: Exergetic assessment of the 1G ethanol plants. 

Description 
Configurati

on 

Superheat

ed steam 

[bar, °C] 

𝜼𝑩 

[%] 

Bdest. 

[MW] 

Ratio 

[I/Bp] 

a Rankine without straw (Condensing ST) 1G-AUT 80 / 500 44.59 389 1.24 
b Base case (Back-pressure ST) 1G-ANX 22 / 300 36.10 470 1.77 
c Case I (Conf. I - Back-pressure ST) 1G-AUT 100 / 530 35.65 378 1.32 
c Case II (Conf. I - Back-pressure ST) 1G-ANX 100 / 530 40.11 386 1.20 
c Case I-TI (Back-pressure ST, thermally 

integrated) 
1G-AUT 100 / 530 33.85 296 1.09 

c Case II-TI (Back-pressure ST, thermally 

integrated) 
1G-ANX 100 / 530 38.10 273 0.89 

d Base case - Ethanol distillery 

(Hydrated ethanol without surplus electricity) 
1G-AUT 21 / 300 32.15 298 1.31 

d Configuration A (Hydrated ethanol and surplus 

electricity) 
1G-AUT 67 / 515 34.27 310 1.27 

d Configuration B (Electrification of the milling) 1G-AUT 67 / 515 34.72 312 1.27 
d Configuration C (Harvest, condensing ST) 1G-AUT 67 / 515 36.45 394 1.52 
d Configuration D 

(Harvest, electrification of the milling and 

condensing ST) 

1G-AUT 67 / 515 36.77 389 1.49 

d Configuration E (Harvest, Multiple effect 

distillation) 
1G-AUT 67 / 515 37.54 417 1.57 

e Base case - Traditional Mill 1G-ANX 21 / 300  43.50 323 1.34 
e BPST - Back-pressure ST 1G-ANX 67 / 515 45.60 316 1.22 
e CEST - Condensing-Extraction ST 1G-ANX 67 / 515 44.40 354 1.32 
e SuSC - Supercritical Steam Cycles 1G-ANX 292 / 590 50.00 322 1.06 
f Base case - Autonomous distillery 1G-AUT 65 / 480 37.58 440 1.66 
f Joint production conventional process 1G-ANX 65 / 480 44.30 393 1.26 
g Base case - Autonomous distillery 1G-AUT 67 / 480 28.4 424 1.41 

In this study - Annexed plant 1G-ANX 65 / 485 41.39 888 1.42 

In this study - Autonomous distillery 1G-AUT 65 / 485 37.90 941 1.64 
aModesto et al. [11], bEnsinas et al. [4], cPina et al. [13], dPellegrini et al. [10], ePellegrini and Oliveira [5], 

fAlbarelli et al. [7] and gPalacios-Bereche [12]. 

4.2 Exergy destruction and exergy-based efficiencies 

Figure 3 indicates the exergy efficiency of the different sub-systems of the 1G-AUT configuration. In 
addition, Figure 4 exhibits the exergy destruction rate of this process. In terms of the irreversibilities per 

litter of ethanol produced [kWh/l], it was obtained: Cleaning, preparation and extraction (milling unit) 

1.634, Juice treatment (clarification unit) 0.506, Juice concentration (evaporation unit) 0.114, 
Fermentation 2.158, Distillation 0.566, Dehydration 0.075, Condensate Tank 0.054 and Cogeneration 

system 8.00. 
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Figure 3: Exergy efficiency of the components of 1G-AUT configuration. 

 

Figure 4: Percentage destroyed exergy of the 1G-AUT system. 

On the other hand, Figure 5 provides the exergy efficiency results for the 1G-AUT. Figure 6 presents 
the process irreversibilities in this platform. With respect to the destroyed exergy per litter of ethanol 

produced [kWh/l] in each subsystem of this route, it was found: Cleaning, preparation and extraction 

(milling unit) 2.523, Juice treatment (clarification unit) 0.375, Juice concentration (evaporation unit) 
0.567, Fermentation 2.163, Distillation 0.208, Dehydration 0.063, Condensate Tank 0.20, Sugar 

production 1.173 and Cogeneration system 10.39. 
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Figure 5: Exergy efficiency of the components of 1G-ANX. 

 

Figure 6: Percentage destroyed exergy of the 1G-Annex system. 

4.3 Economic Analysis 

Concerning the economic analysis, the techno-economic assessment results of the 1G-ANX and 1G-

AUT systems were summarized in Figure 7. It is important to notice that the economic assessment is 
focused on the calculation of the total capital expenditure (CAPEX) of each configuration. 
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Hence, the CAPEX for the annexed plant (1G-ANX) was determined as 344 US$ million, and for the 
autonomous distillery (1G–AUT), its system was estimated as 338 US$ million. Fig. 7 shows the percent 

estimated of the capital expenditure components for each sub-systems. 

 

 

Figure 7: Percent estimated of the capital expenditure components. 

4.4 Overall performance of the systems 

Lastly, in order to contrast the global performance of the 1G-AUT and 1G-ANX systems with the earlier 

findings reported in Table 3, the overall assessment for the sugarcane biorefineries focused on the 

technical, environmental and economic (exergetic base) issues is summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4: Overall performance of the biorefineries configurations. 

 1G-ANX 1G-AUT 

Products 

 Ethanol production [L/TC] 53.07 84.19 

 Surplus electricity [kWh/TC] 181.86 181.58 
 Sugar production [kg/TC] 50.28 0 
Efficiencies 

 Energy efficiency [%] 48.93 44.81 
 Exergy efficiency [%] 41.39 37.90 

 Average unitary exergy cost [kJ/kJ] 2.41 2.63 
Destroyed Exergy 

 Irreversibilities [kWh/TC] 961.27 1018.45 

 Specific destroyed exergy [kJ/kg] 3460 3666 

Ratio [I/Bp] 1.42 1.64 
CO2 equivalent rate (BCO2 EE) [gCO2/MJ product(s)] 

 BCO2 EE  (Product: Ethanol, EtOH) 297.17 187.54 

 BCO2 EE  (Products: EtOH + Electricity) 187.50 137.08 

 BCO2 EE  (Products: EtOH + Sugar + Electricity) 125.38 137.08 
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It is noted that the BCO2 EE index was calculated in terms of the product(s) considered in the analysis. 
Highlighting the decrease of this index for the 1G-ANX system in 57%, when it is designed the joint 

production of ethanol, sugar and electricity. Thus, this information was used to evaluate the 

configurations performance according to technical, environmental and economic criteria, previously 
established. 

5 Conclusions 

The performance indexes allowed to determinate the global assessment for plants producing ethanol, 

sugar, and electricity. It must be underlined that the lignocellulosic material (bagasse and straw) in both 

configurations was addressed it for the cogeneration-CHP unit, looking for improving the electricity for 

the grid. Hence, this comparison also indicated that the main exergy losses take place in the sub-systems 
that exhibit the largest irreversibilities, the CHP unit, the juice extraction, and the ethanol fermentation 

section. 

The techno-economic analysis was performed to assess the annexed plant (1G–ANX) and the 
autonomous distillery (1G–AUT) systems considering the estimation on capital expenditure. It is 

important to notice that the higher investments are related to the combined heat and power (CHP), 

sugarcane reception and ethanol production (juice extraction) sub-systems. For the overall assessment, 

the results of the economic analysis indicated that the annexed biorefineries processes (1G-ANX) have 
the higher capital expenditure. 

As long as the overall energetic/exergetic efficiencies shown a better performance in the annexed plant 

than the autonomous distillery (1G-AUT) as a function of the destroyed exergy rate, highlighting for 
both plants the impact of the irreversibilities in the CHP system and its dependence on the performance 

of these biomass conversion technologies. Lastly, the exergy-based renewability indicator demonstrated 

that the sugarcane biorefineries were categorized as environmentally unfavorable. However, this 
calculation only referred to the industrial processing stage. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

1G  First ethanol production process 

ANX  Annexed plant 

AUT  Autonomous distillery 

CAPEX  Total capital expenditure 

etOH  Ethanol 

EOS Equation of state 

NRTL Non-random two-liquid 

TC Ton of sugarcane 

λ  Renewability exergy index 

 

b  Specific exergy (kJ/kg) 

𝑏𝑖
𝑐ℎ  Standard chemical exergy 

�̇�  Exergy flow rate (kW) 

x  Mole or mass fraction 

h  Specific enthalpy (kJ/kg) 

LHV  Lower heating value (kJ/kg) 

�̇�  Mass flow rate (kg/s) 

P  Pressure (kPa, bar) 

�̇�  Heat rate (kW) 

s  Specific entropy (kJ/kg K) 

T  Temperature (C, K) 

�̇�  Power, (kW) 
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Abstract 
One of methods for increasing the cogeneration steam power plant thermal efficiency is low temperature 

waste heat recuperation and utilisation. This may be done with use of absorption heat pump technology, 

however, the recipient of heat produced must be available. The paper presents calculation results of a 
steam power plant supplemented with absorption heat pump heat recuperation system which delivers 

heat to dedicated recipient (DHR). The demand for heat along the whole year was assumed, and the 

calculations were performed for two cases. In the first case which was called the reference case, the heat 

was produced by dedicated heat exchanger (DHX) fed with steam taken from the pipeline between the 
medium and low pressure turbine sections. In the second case, absorption heat pump (AHP) as the main 

unit for heat production and recuperation was assumed. However, due to insufficient heat production in 

some conditions, peak heat exchanger (PHX) placed directly behind the heat pump was considered. 
Both, heat pump and pick heat exchanger were fed with steam taken from MPLPP, however, due to the 

AHP requirements the stem was mixed with hot water taken from hot water tank to achieve the steam 

saturation state. Results of calculations performed show that implementation of a heat recuperation by 
absorption heat pump implemented to conventional steam power plant increases the overall efficiency 

of cogeneration system, but in the same time, it causes the electricity production to decrease. Generally 

it was observed, that the production of heat by absorption heat pump has lower impact on the electricity 

generation compared to generation of heat by conventional heat exchanger. If reference power plant 
without heat production is considered, due to the heat pump implementation the electricity production 

decreases of about 1.32% and 0.89% for heat production with dedicated heat exchanger and for 

absorption heat pump with peek heat exchanger respectively. It means, that owing to implementation of 
AHP instead of DHX with the same heat production, the power plant may generate more than 0.4% of 

total electricity produced. 
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1 Introduction 

One of most efficient methods of primary energy utilisation for electricity and heat generation is 

simultaneous production of both energies in cogeneration steam power plant. Such technology is well 

known and, depending on amount of heat generated, thermal efficiency of such systems may reach level 
of 70% or above. However, even in that case, large amount of energy is dissipated, especially with low 

temperature waste heat transferred from power plant condenser through cooling tower, finally to the 

atmosphere. Since that energy is carried out from the system at low temperature its direct utilisation is 

not possible. There are at least few technologies that would make use of such low temperature heat. This 
may be done for example by implementation of ORC systems for electricity generation[1, 2, 3], 

adsorption heat pump or chillers for cold generation[4, 5, 6 ], or by implementation of absorption chillers 

and heat pumps [7, 8, 9, 10]. 
While the existing cogeneration plant is taken into account, there is no reason for implementation of 

additional technology into the working system mainly because of investment costs and necessity of 

adaptation of plant infrastructure. However, if additional heat must be produced, for example due to  
needs of the new recipient connected to the system, such a solution may be considered instead of 

upgrading existing heat generation system with another conventional heat exchanger. Such a case had 

place in one of polish cogeneration plant. The new private investor was planning expansion of its 

installation, which required a substantial growth of heat delivery from cogeneration plant to the 
recipient. Since the thermal power of CHP plant was not sufficient they were considered two ways of 

extension of heat generation: by additional new conventional heat exchanger fed by steam bleeding 

steam, and by implementation of absorption heat pump with utilisation of low temperature waste heat 
from condenser cooling system. 

The paper presents results of the comparison analysis of mentioned above two cases. CHP plant itself 

and extended with conventional heat exchanger as well as with absorption heat pump system was 
modelled with IPSEpro software. Calculations were performed for one selected representative year of 

plant exploitation based on hourly data collected from the real plant. The AHP and PHX of appropriate 

thermal power were selected based on heat parameters (nominal power, temperatures, etc.) required by 

recipient.  

2 Assumptions 

As mentioned above, investor declared substantial demand for heat in the future, however, the 
investment was spread over the years. Therefore, even that the targeted value of heat demand was very 

high, it was assumed for the analysis that calculations will be performed for the lower heat demand 

which was assumed at maximum 35MWt. The detailed analysis of power plant thermal cycle showed 

that, due to the potentially higher heat demand in the future and limitation of necessary modification to 
the power plant infrastructure, additional heat exchanger as well as AHP may be feed with steam taken 

from the power plant steam bleeding placed at the outlet from the medium pressure part of the turbine, 

however, the heat exchanger may be fed directly by the steam taken from steam bleeding, while for the 
absorption heat pump steam temperature is to high, therefore it should be specially pretreated by 

injection of water from the boiler feed water tank to achieve saturated state of the steam. It was also 

assumed that the waste heat utilised by the AHP will be derived from the condenser cooling system that 
is characterised by the yearly mean cooling water temperature which was assessed at 29.65oC. Based on 

that assumption as well as on CHP plant thermal cycle analysis the appropriate heat exchanger and 

absorption heat pump were selected. The nominal parameters of AHP selected from one of 

manufacturers catalogue are shown in Table 1, while its exploitation characteristics in relative values 
are show in Figure 1 ÷ Figure 3. 
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Table 1 Nominal parameters of AHP 

Thermal power  35MWt 

Hot water (inlet/outlet)  50/88oC 

Hot water maximum outlet 

temperature 
95oC 

Hot water mass flow  220kg/s 

COP (Coefficient Of Performance) 1.66 

Waste heat temperature  

(low temperature source)  
29.65oC 

Upper heat source  saturated steam 

Pressure 0.5MPa 

Temperature for saturated pressure, (max. +15oC) 
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Figure 1 Relative heating capacity of AHP vs. relative steam pressure 
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Figure 2 Relative heating capacity of AHP vs. relative hot water entering temperature 
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Figure 3 Relative heating capacity of AHP vs. relative waste water entering temperature 

As may be seen from the AHP characteristics, its exploitation and especially thermal power is strongly 

affected by and depends on utilized waste water temperature, entering to AHP hot water temperature 

and AHP feeding steam pressure. These parameters change widely along the year and even along the 

day. Moreover, due to the changing weather, the heat demand also varies frequently and rapidly. 
Therefore, for the proper assessment of possibilities of implementation of absorption heat pump for 

generation of heat in such a different conditions, it was also necessary to assume the yearly demand for 

heat by the recipient. Since there was no information available from the heat recipient it was assumed 
that its heat demand would be proportional to the demand for heat from the district heating system 

already supplied with heat by CHP plant. The data of real heat demand along the year was derived from 

power plant measurements, and the distribution along the analyzed year is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Yearly distribution of recipients heat demand 

It must be mentioned that from the results achieved point of view, there was another one very important 

assumption concerning parameters of heat delivered to the recipient and their regulation, which 

especially concerned the returning hot water temperature. Since this temperature is one of crucial 
parameters for absorption heat pump exploitation it was agreed that the thermal power delivered to the 

recipient will be regulated by the power plant exploitation, which should allow for controlling that 
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temperature in such way, it will remain at almost constant value. According to this agreement, the 
temperature of returning hot water was assumed at constant level which was 50oC during all calculations. 

All other data necessary for simulation model elaboration and further calculations were derived from 

power plant DCS system for the selected representative year.  

3 Simulation model 

Analysis of these two mentioned solutions of additional heat generation with conventional heat 
exchanger and absorption heat pump required the simulation model of a combined system to be 

elaborated. It was done with IPSEpro software based on specific data such as process parameters, units 

characteristics, etc. The schematic diagram of elaborated model of an integrated system (absorption heat 

pump and pick heat exchanger connected to power plant thermal cycle) is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 Simulation model of combined system with AHP and PHX 

The similar simulation model was prepared for the case with conventional heat exchanger, which was 

different from one showed in Figure 5 in that way, there was no injection of boiler feed water into the 

steam bleeding steam feeding DHX. Places depicted in Figure 5 with red circles show the integration 

points between the heat generation system and power plant thermal cycle. Each system unit was 
prescribed in the model using the real units characteristics and calibrated on real system data. This 

allowed for performing calculations for all levels of power plant loads, from the minimum to maximum 

exploitation values of electric power of the power plant, and for all external conditions such as various 
heat demand and outside air temperature.  

TC

MP LP 
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DHX/PHX 

DHR 
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Figure 6 Outside air temperature distribution 

The special attention was given to accordance of steam parameters (temperatures and pressures) in steam 

bleedings along the turbine which was crucial from AHP feeding point of view, and to outside air 
temperature affecting the parameters of waste heat utilized by AHP. The outside air temperature 

distribution is shown in Figure 6. Some leakages in data seen in the Figure 6 (and also in Figure 4) result 

from the system (power plant) being in shut down state and therefore from their lack in DCS database. 

Due to that reason, calculations covered more than 6800 working hours within the year 2012.  

4 Calculations 

The main purpose of calculations performed was the assessment of possibility of useful heat generation, 
according to the recipients needs, by utilization of waste heat from the condenser cooling system by 

implementation of absorption heat pump, and assessment of potential benefits from production of heat 

for dedicated recipient in that way. Therefore, based on the elaborated simulation model of combined 
CHP plant, one representative year of plant exploitation was selected and calculation where performed 

for more than 6800 hours of its exploitation during that year in different external conditions (changing 

heat demand, various outside air temperatures and power plant electric power, etc.). Results obtained 

from calculations allowed for detailed analysis of system exploitation, performance and efficiency, as 
well as for amount of electricity and heat generation or absorption heat pump potential.  

Figure 7 shows calculated thermal power production, while Figure 8 shows the relative electricity 

generation done with Eq. (1) and relative decrease of electricity produced from the system with 
conventional heat exchanger DHX done with Eq. (2) along the analysed year. 

 

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝑁𝑖𝑃𝑃
𝑁𝑛

 (1) 

NiPP instantaneous electric power 

Nn nominal electric power 
 

∆𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝑁𝑖𝐷𝐻𝑋 − 𝑁𝑖𝑃𝑃

𝑁𝑛
 (2) 

NiDHX instantaneous electric power 
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Figure 7 Time distribution of heat generation for reference case (DHX) 
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Figure 8 Relative electric power of the power plant and relative decrease of electricity generation for 
reference case (DHX) 

Properly selected nominal power of DHX allows to fulfil heat demand at each conditions, however, heat 

generation strongly affects electricity production which in the winter time may exceeds even 6% of 

decrease in respect to electric power of power plant without heat generation at all. It must be mentioned 
that such a decrease of electricity generation is directly connected with amount of steam derived from 

the MPLPP pipeline. Depending on instantaneous value of heat demand and electricity generation, it 

may reach even 20% of total stream of steam in MPLPP which is inaccessible form turbine LP section 
exploitation point of view. Therefore, if conventional heat exchanger is taken into account, feeding DHX 

from two plants should be considered. Deriving steam from two plants, beside the minimisation of the 

negative impact on the turbine LP section has also additional advantage which is the increase of heat 
delivery security which is crucial regarding to recipients installation. 

Similar calculations were performed for the case with DHX replaced by AHP and PHX, and their results 

are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. As shown in Figure 9, the heat production potential of absorption 

heat pump is satisfactory along almost whole year which means that for almost whole year AHP may 
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fulfil heat demand. In very unfavourable conditions only, the pick heat exchanger must supplement heat 
production which is shown by working hours data of PHX depicted in the Figure 7 by blue squares. As 

mentioned before, these unfavourable conditions occur mainly during night operating hours, while the 

power plant electric load reaches minimum values and outside temperatures decrease significantly 
below -15oC. However, that solution affects electricity generation significantly less than conventional 

heat exchanger. Due to the waste heat utilization, amount of steam derived from turbine steam bleeding 

is lower than in case of conventional heat exchanger feeding. The relative decrease of electricity 
generation is significantly lower and in this case it not exceeds the value of 4% (see Figure 10), while 

for the reference case it exceeded 6% (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 9 Time distribution of heat generation for the case AHP + PHX 
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Figure 10 Relative electric power of the power plant and relative decrease of electricity generation for 

the case AHP + PHX 

The highest relative decrease is observed during these hours when pick heat exchanger supplements the 

heat pump, however, even in these periods the amount of steam taken from MPLPP pipeline is 

significantly less than in case of DHX implementation. The maximum value of steam stream derived 

from the turbine to feed AHP does not exceed 13% of total stream in MPLPP, however it will be a little 
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bit higher during the PHX operation. In most unfavourable conditions, the total amount of steam to 
absorption heat pump and pick heat exchanger may reach almost 16% which is more than 4 percentage 

points less than for DHX. 
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Figure 11 Ordered distribution of electricity generation 

Figure 11 shows ordered graph of electricity generation for the power plant without heat generation 

(blue) as well as for heat generation with AHP (red) and with DHX (green), and the increase of electricity 
production due to implementation of AHP instead of DHX (orange). The figure confirms that 

implementation of AHP instead of convention heat exchanger is more effective solution and allows for 

more electricity to be generated while the same amount of heat is delivered to the heat recipient from 
the system. The additional electric power produced varies from 0.4MWe to almost 3MWe depending on 

external conditions and amount of heat generated. 

Based on the hourly data, the total heat production, electricity generation and potential benefits from 
AHP implementation were calculated. Results are shown in Table 2 depicted as DHX and AHP+PHX. 

However, since the calculations were performed for one selected plant, and for the purpose of heat 

generation other plant would be considered, especially one in which the condenser cooling water 

temperature is slightly higher (with mean difference at 3oC) the same calculations were performed for 
that plant and results marked as “AHP+PHX+3” are also shown in Table 2. Because of the higher waste 

water temperature absorption heat pump potential for heat generation is also higher that case is a little 

bit more optimistic variant for AHP implementation. Moreover, since the power plant operation hours 
within the representative year of exploitation selected was only slightly above 6800, the total increase 

of electricity generated from the system with AHP+PHX compared to one with DHX was recalculated 

for 8000 hours of operation assuming linear regression. The total value for extended time of operation 

is shown in the last row of the Table 2. 
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Table 2 The total yearly production of heat and electricity 

  Calculation case 

 Unit DHX AHP+PHX AHP+PHX+3 

Thermal power in steam to AHP MWh 0 44605 45270 

Thermal power in steam to DHX/PHX MWh 75591 1546 442 

Total thermal power from PP for heat 
generation 

MWh 75591 46151 45712 

Thermal power in utilized waste heat MWh 0 29439 29878 

Total thermal power delivered to heat 
recipient 

MWh 75591 75591 75591 

Electricity generated without heat 
production 

MWh 1444011 1444011 1444011 

Electricity generated in cogeneration 
(production of heat for recipient) 

MWh 1423726 1430673 1430805 

Decrease of electricity generation due 
to heat production 

MWh 19045 12920 12837 

Increase of electricity generated 
(production of heat with AHP 
compared to DHX) 

MWh 0 6125 6208 

Amount of fuel saved (production of 
heat with AHP compared to DHX) 

ton/year 0 5392 5465 

Increase of electricity generated 
(production of heat with AHP 
compared to DHX) 8000h/year 

MWh 0 6313 6398 

Presented in that table total indicators show that  temperature of waste water and time of operation are 
both very important from the potential profits point of view. If the heat generation with conventional 

heat exchanger is taken as a reference case, the implementation of an absorption heat pump instead is 

beneficial and allows for additional electricity generation of more than 6000MWh per year for analysed 

power plant. If electricity would stay unchanged it would lead to significant less fuel to be combusted. 
In the analysed case it led to savings of almost 5400 tons of fuel per year, which was calculated for 

contract fuel heating value. It also may be seen that due to the AHP implementation the significant 

amount of waste heat, almost 30000MWh) may be utilised from the condenser cooling system. 

5 Conclusions 

Large amount of waste heat dissipated to the atmosphere from the power plant condenser cooling system 
may be utilised by implementation of absorption heat pump if heat generated within the system may be 

sell outside to the recipient. If the investment should be done, implementation of absorption heat pump 

instead of conventional heat exchanger should be considered. Due to the waste heat utilisation by AHP, 

less energy in stem may be taken from power plant compared to DHX, and therefore, significantly more 
electricity may be generated or less fuel combusted in power plant boiler. It must be mentioned that in 

the analysed case with DHX, the maximum amount of steam taken from power plant for feeding DHX 

reaches 20% of total steam stream in HPLPP which is not acceptable from the turbine LP section 
exploitation point of view, and therefore, such a solution requires steam to be derived from two power 

plants. Required steam stream for AHP feeding is significantly less, however due to necessity of pick 
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heat exchanger PHX it is also quite high and may reach 16% of total steam stream. Therefore, in that 
case feeding with steam from two power plants, or implementation of heat buffer between cogeneration 

plant and recipients installation should be considered. 
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Abstract 

The results of oxy-fuel flue gas purification for EOR as well as storage purposes using the adsorption 
method were presented. The research covered experimental investigations as well as numerical 

simulation. The adopted process parameters as well as experimental results allowed to validate the 

assumed numerical model and analyze process effectiveness for other parameters and configurations. 
The experimental research was conducted on bench scale four-fixed bed vacuum pressure swing 

adsorption installation, filled with activated carbon, whose processing configuration covering a 10-step 

cycle. The four different feed gas flow rates as well as the four different times of adsorption step were 
selected to assess their influence on separation results. The results confirm the possibility of enrichment 

the oxy-combustion flue gas to above 95% vol. of CO2 at the oxygen content of about 6000 ppm vol. In 

turn, the performed numerical simulations for various thermodynamic parameters values as well as two-

stage separation process confirmed the lack of the possibility to obtain the oxygen concentration in the 
product at the level of 10ppm vol. 

1 Introduction 

Many efforts are taken into account to reduce carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. They 

includes the improvement of energy efficiency at production, transfer and utilization step as well as the 

separation of carbon dioxide from exhaust gases coming from combustion [1] or gasification [2] 
processes. The most mature and well investigated absorption method [3, 4, 5] is widely proposed for this 

purpose, but also others, like adsorption [6, 7, 8], membrane [9] and cryogenic [10] have a potential to 

be competitive. To avoid capture of carbon dioxide from diluted flue gases (ca. 3.3% of CO2 for natural 

gas combustion, up to 10% with exhaust gas recirculation [11] and 10÷12% form coal combustion [12]) 
it is proposed fuel gasification process in which syngas produced from coal gasification contains about 

20% of CO2 [13] (that is next separated before combustion) or replacement the air supplied to the 

combustion chamber by means of the oxygen (oxy-combustion technology) [14, 15, 16] or by chemical 
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oxygen carriers (chemical-looping combustion technology) [17, 18] to obtain a flue gas stream 
characterized by a high concentration of carbon dioxide. However, the purity of CO2 from 75% to 85% 

on dry basis in the flue gas [14] characteristic for oxy-combustion is insufficient for EOR as well as 

storage purposes, therefore it must be treated to meet the purity requirements [19]. The biggest challenge 
is the oxygen concentration which for conceptual design [19] cannot exceed 10ppm vol., however in the 

literature the range of O2 concentration for EOR is wider and includes the values from 10ppm vol. up to 

1.3% vol. and for saline reservoir storage as well as for carbon steel pipelines includes the range of 
10ppm vol. up to 4% vol. [19]. The described CO2 purification technology by Zheng et al. [14] apart 

from flue gas cleaning and compression to the pressure of 25 ÷ 35bar abs. requires cold box application 

for CO2 purification which provides 90% recovery of CO2. Therefore, to avoid the compression of flue 

gas above 25 bar abs., which is finally expanded to 12 bar abs. or partially to 21bar abs. to provide 
refrigeration for incoming CO2 gas stream, the adsorption method is proposed for purification of CO2 to 

reach the concentration of above 95%. Then the product can be next compressed and directed to EOR or 

storage purposes. The conducted experimental research shows the concentrations of CO2 and O2 in the 
product, CO2 recovery rate as well as productivity, while the numerical simulation allows to determine 

the impact of process parameters on the results as well as to determine the energy demand. 

2 Experimental research 

2.1 Adsorbent properties 

The properties of applied activated carbon (Table 1), equilibrium capacities (Fig.1.) as well as the 

solution of isotherms equation for pure gas components (Table 2) have been investigated and determined. 

Table 1: Properties of activated carbon 

Particle size Bulk density 
Water vapor 

capacity 
He density BET Net price 

[mm] [kg/m3] [%] [kg/m3] [m2/g] [EUR/kg] 

0,6-2,36 470 37,4 2.041 1087 ~ 3.5 

 

The equilibrium capacities of pure (≥99,999%) gases: CO2, N2 and O2 in the pressure range from 0 bar 

abs. to 10 bar abs. and the temperature of 30°C have been determined using the thermogravimetric 
analyser. Then the coefficients of Langmuir adsorption isotherms equation were calculated based on the 

results, according to the formula (1) [20]: 

 

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑚

𝐵 ∙ 𝑝

1 + B ∙ p
 (1) 

 

𝑞  amount adsorbed [mol/kg], 

𝑞𝑚 monolayer or saturated amount adsorbed [mol/kg], 

𝐵
 

Langmuir constant,  

𝑝
 

total pressure [bar].  
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The details of the isotherm parameters were shown in Table 2. 

 

Figure 1: Adsorption equilibrium of CO2, O2, N2 for activated carbon 

Table 2: Coefficients of Langmuir isotherm 

 CO2 N2 O2 

𝒒𝒎 8.985 3.874 4.833 

𝑩 3.435·10-4 9.869·10-5 6.624·10-5 

2.2 Description of the bench scale installation 

The construction of four-fixed bed vacuum pressure swing adsorption installation has been shown in Fig. 
2. The feed gas which was a mixture of carbon dioxide and air (81.5% CO2, 11.9% N2, 3.0% O2 and 

3.6% Ar) was compressed by the blower and supplied to the bottom of the adsorber in which the 

adsorption step took place. The gas purified from CO2 after adsorption step was obtained at the top of 
the adsorber as the high-pressure product (CO2-lean gas) while the low-pressure product (CO2-rich gas), 

evacuated by the vacuum pump, was received at the same time from the bottom of the another adsorber. 

The gas flow was controlled by means of solenoid and manual needle valves. 

 

Figure 2: Scheme of four-bed VPSA installation 
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2.3 Process characteristic and parameters 

The ten-step separation process was developed to ensure continuity of the feed gas flow rate as well as 

the production of low-pressure product. Detailed sequential description of the VPSA process, divided 
into four time sequences, was presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Sequential description of the VPSA process for each adsorber 

A
d

so
rb

er
 

n
o

. 

Steps for each adsorption column 

A1 A EQ I PP I E1 P E2 EQ R 

A2 E1 P E2 EQ R A EQ I PP I 

A3 EQ R A EQ I PP I E1 P E2 

A4 EQ I PP I E1 P E2 EQ R A 

A – adsorption, EQ – pressure equalization, I – idle, PP – purge & product, E1 – evacuation 1,  

P – purge, E2 – evacuation 2, R – re-pressurization 

 

During each step of the process, the pressure in the adsorbers reached a characteristic value. In the case 

of first adsorber (A1), during the first sequence, the CO2 adsorption step (A) took place at the pressure 

of 160kPa abs. The second sequence included two co-current pressure decrease, i.e.: pressure 

equalization step (EQ) between two selected adsorbers (to 72kPa abs.) and purge & product step (PP) 
(to 60 kPa abs.) with rinsing gas production, separated by idle (I) steps. In the third sequence the CO2-

rich product was received in two evacuation steps (E1 and E2), in which the pressure was the same and 

equal 15kPa abs. These steps were divided by purge step (P) in which the rinsing gas from another 

adsorber was received to flash the bed (the pressure increase up to 18kPa abs.) with further CO2-rich gas 

production. The entire cycle was completed by the pressure equalization step (EQ) and next the re-
pressurization step (R) in which the CO2-lean gas supplied in a countercurrent direction to the feed gas 

flow rate was used to increase the pressure characteristic in adsorption step. The remaining adsorbers at 

the same time performed the steps in accordance with other relevant sequences. The research was carried 

out for four different cycle times (𝑡𝐶), i.e.: 600sec., 720sec., 840sec. and 960sec., which influenced the 

adsorption step time (𝑡𝐴 =
1

4
𝑡𝐶), and for four different feed gas flow rates (𝑉𝐹), equal: 2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 

3.7Nm3/h. The pressure fluctuated within ±4kPa of the setpoint and the temperature was in the range of 

23 ÷ 27°C. 

2.4 Results and discussion 

The results of the research (dependent on different feed gas flow rates and different cycle times) are 

presented in Fig. 3 ÷ 6. The carbon dioxide (𝐶𝐶𝑂2) and oxygen (𝐶𝑂2) concentrations in the product, the 

CO2 recovery (𝑅) and the productivity (𝑃) are calculated according to the formulas 2 ÷ 4: 

 

𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑜𝑟 𝑂2 =
∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑜𝑟 𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)
𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡

 [%], (2) 
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𝑅 =
∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡

∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)
𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡 + ∫ 𝑉𝐻𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝑃𝑃(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡

 [%], (3) 

 

 𝑃 =
3600 ∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃

𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡 ∙ 𝑀𝐶𝑂2

22,4 ∙ (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) ∙ 𝑉𝐴
[

𝑘𝑔

𝑚𝐴
3 ∙ ℎ

]. (4) 

 
The feed gas flow rate (VF) is calculated as the sum of the high-pressure product flow rate (VHPP) and 

low-pressure product flow rate (VLPP). The volume of adsorbers (𝑉𝐴) filled with activated carbon is equal 

of 0.041m3. The figures are also enriched with trends for better demonstration of the obtained averaged 
results. 

 

 

  

Figure 3: The influence of process parameters 
on concentration of CO2 in the product 

Figure 4: The influence of process parameters 
on concentration of O2 in the product  

  

Figure 5: The influence of process parameters 

on recovery of CO2 from the feed gas 

Figure 6: The influence of process parameters 

on productivity 

For all set parameters apart from the shortest cycle time and the lowest feed gas flow rate, the CO2 

concentration in the product was above 95%, however none of the parameters allowed to reach the 
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purity [19] the product is not suitable for EOR, transport and storage. This could be possible if the O2 
concentration limit allowed for 6000ppm vol. of O2. This value meets the range provided by other 

literature sources [19]. The conducted research showed the possibility of obtaining the high CO2 recovery 

rate (above 90%) at above 95% purity, for the five set process parameters, i.e.: the shortest cycle time 
(600sec.) at a feed gas flow rates of 2.5 and 3.0Nm3/h, the lowest feed gas flow rate (2.2 Nm3/h) at cycle 

time of 720sec. as well as 840sec. and with cycle time of 720sec. at feed gas flow rate of 2.5Nm3/h. The 

productivity was also at high level and allowed to achieve up to 105kgCO2/(m
3

A·h). 

3 Numerical simulation 

3.1 The concept of purification installation 

Due to the sensitivity of the adsorbent on the moisture content in the separated mixture of flue gas and 
the strong dependence of thermodynamic parameters on separation efficiency, the following concept of 

the purification installation was established and is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

Figure 7: CO2 separation concept for oxy-fuel power plant 

Before the CO2 purification preformed in VPSA unit, flue gas (FG) is compressed first by compressor 

(FGC) driven by mechanical work (MW). After compression, the flue gas is cooled down in the flue gas 
cooler (FGCO) while waste heat (WH) is generated, and then moisture is removed (MR) in flue gas 

dehumidifier (FGDH). It was assumed that drying process is done by adsorption on silica gel which leads 

to a very low moisture content in the dried gas. The flue gas prepared in such a way is then fed into the 
VPSA separation unit, where CO2 separation is performed. As a result of separation, two streams of 

gases are obtained. One is the high-pressure product (HPP) with a very low concentration of separated 

CO2, while the second, low-pressure product (LPP) is rich in CO2 but may contain some impurities. The 

low-pressure product is derived from the VPSA unit at pressure much lower than atmospheric one, 
therefore the vacuum pump (VP) must be used. At the end of the chain, the product gas (PG) is delivered 

to the next process at the atmospheric pressure. 

3.2 Simulation model 

In the following simulation the oxy-fuel power plant with wet flue gas recirculation into the boiler was 

established. The flue gas composition and flow rate are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4: The flow rate and composition of the flue gas 

Mass flow rate kg/s 66.22 

CO2  % mol 79.376 

H2O  % mol 3.356 

O2  % mol 3.256 

N2  % mol 10.487 

Ar  % mol 3.525 

 

The steady state model for such a conceptual installation was developed and implemented in IPSEpro 

simulation software. Model consists of a set of governing equations for mass, energy end momentum 
balances, however some time dependent characteristics such as breakthrough curves or sorption speed 

of mixture components were also taken into account an implemented. These allowed for modelling not 

only the steady state equilibrium adsorption process but for non-equilibrium as well. The time dependent 

characteristics for different times of sorption and flowrates of flue gas were derived from experimental 
research, and from the modelling point of view they were treated as calibration parameters. 

The results of simulation model of validation process are shown in Table 5 where experimental research 

and of numerical simulations results are supplemented with the calculated relative error (𝛿) done with 
equation (5). 

 

𝛿 = 100 ∙ |
𝑉𝑒 − 𝑉𝑚

𝑉𝑒
| (5) 

 

where: 

𝑉𝑒 – value from experiment, 

𝑉𝑚 – value from simulatioins. 

Table 5: Compliance of experimental and numerical results 
 

tA VF CCO2 R CO2 
 

[s] [Nm3/h] [%] [%] [%] 

experiment 

600 3.7 

96.93 75.36 0.573 

simulation 96.75 76.51 0.579 

relative error 0.1857 -1.526 -1.04712 

experiment 

720 2.2 

96.79 96.26 0.707 

simulation 96.71 96.58 0.708 

relative error 0.0827 -0.3324 -0.141443 

experiment 

840 3 

98.03 69.59 0.531 

simulation 97.92 68.75 0.515 

relative error 0.1122 1.2071 3.013183 

experiment 

960 2.5 

97.55 74.05 0.531 

simulation 97.49 73.61 0.527 

relative error 0.0615 0.5942 0.753296 
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For different time of sorption and feed gas flow rates the simulation results does not differ from 
experiment of more than 3% which indicates that the model was properly elaborated and calibrated. 

3.3 Process parameters research 

Based on the developed and validated model, the numerical simulations were performed for various 

process parameters to determine the purity of the product as well as recovery. The change in adsorption 

pressure, desorption pressure, flue gas temperature, method of rising the bed were taken into account. 

During the simulation research, the three different methods of bed regeneration have been applied: 
- purge with rinsing gas, coming from PP step (as described in Table 3), 

- purge with inert gas (nitrogen), 

- without purge step (only vacuum regeneration). 
Exemplary results of calculations at different adsorption temperature and pressure for desorption 

pressure at 15 kPa abs., 960s sorption time, flow rate 2.5 Nm3/h and bed regeneration by purge with 

rinsing gas are shown in Fig. 8 ÷ 10. 

   

 Figure 8: CO2 purity at different flue gas  Figure 9: CO2 Recovery at different flue gas 

 temperature and pressure temperature and pressure 

 

Figure 10: O2 content in the product at different flue gas temperature and pressure  
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The results show that due to the change in the thermodynamic parameters of the process at specified 
conditions, it is possible to achieve high CO2 purity exceeding 98%, and the low oxygen concentration 

in the product gas at about 0.317%. The carbon dioxide purity and recovery rate at about 73% are at 

acceptable levels, but the oxygen concentration in the product is inacceptable from EOR and storage 
point of view.  

3.4 Results and discussion 

The carbon dioxide purification in one stage adsorption unit allows for achievement of satisfactory level 
of CO2 concentration for the purpose of EOR at acceptable recovery rates. However, the required 

minimum level for oxygen concentration could not be met. Therefore the two stage adsorption process, 

simulating dual-reflux vacuum pressure swing adsorption method [21], has been arranged. The best 
results of these calculations are shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: DR-VPSA purification results 

Adsorption temperature oC 30 

Flue gas pressure MPa  2.1 

Desorption pressure MPa 0.005 

Product pressure MPa 0.1013 

Product mass kg/s 54.84 

CO2 recovery % 97.88 

Total electricity consumption MW 26.6 

CO2 % vol 99.21 

O2 % vol 0.21 

N2 % vol 0.58 

 

Even in this case, no satisfactory level of purity of CO2 product was achieved, because of 0.21% 
concentration of oxygen in the product. The calculated results show that 26.6MW energy demand for 

66.22kg/s oxy-fuel flue gas flow rate is required for DR-VPSA purification process. 

4 Conclusions 

The experimental investigations, for the assumed process parameters, confirmed the possibility of 

enriching the product above 95% vol. of carbon dioxide, however, the oxygen concentration 

significantly exceeded the assumed level of 10ppm vol. (in most research reached the value of about 
6000ppm vol.). The obtained results were used to develop and calibrate the numerical model, for further 

research to check the possibility of purification of CO2 at different parameters and at two-stage 

configuration. The results show that even the use of two-stage separation process (DR-VPSA 
technology) did not allow to reduce the oxygen content in the product below 2100ppm vol. Only if we 

consider a higher permissible oxygen content in the product (up to 1.4% or 4% of which is mentioned 

in the literature), the product will be suitable for EOR or storage, otherwise NETL projected value of 

10ppm vol. O2 excludes it for these applications. 
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Abstract 
Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology has been considered for many years as an interesting option 
for utilisation of local biomass resources. The knowledge on real plant behaviour  becomes crucial as 

economic conditions have recently changed and plant operators seek new operation strategies to improve 

financial performance. In this paper the system installed at the municipal heating system of the city of 

Krosno (Poland) is examined using long term measurement data collected within the SCADA system. 
Results reveal performance characteristics of the system and its individual components such as turbine, 

evaporator and condenser. The analysis also shows key issues of plant control and operation. 

1 Introduction 

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology coupled to the biomass combustion is nowadays widely used 

technology for utilisation of locally available feedstock for electricity generation in small scale 
distributed plants. According to Tartière et al. [1][2] the cumulated installed electric power of the 

biomass fired plants with ORC technology in 2016 was 301 MW an the number of installed ORC units 

was 332. 

In order to support existing plants in improvement of financial performance dedicated technical and 
organizational activities oriented on maximization of profits are being undertaken in many plants. The 

main focus is usually on system optimization, new control strategy, implementation of heat storage and 

either heating network water coolers for better flexibility of the plant running under variable electricity 
and fuel prices. An example of such work was presented by Rettig et al. [3]. Another example can be 

the Krosno plant presented in this study, where the owner in 2017 decided to change the electric power 

management strategy towards the use of electricity in own facilities at different locations as well as the 

sale of surplus electricity on balancing market. Such activities require knowledge on system behaviour 
and limits under variable load conditions.  

In this work operation of the ORC module Turboden 14 CHP [9] installed at Krosno biomass fired 

cogeneration plant is studied. All the studies were performed using Matlab software. Thermophysical 
properties of fluids were determined using the Open Source CoolProp library [6]. Empirical correlations 
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between operational parameters of the ORC unit have been developed using historical data acquired and 
collected over the period from 2013 to 2017 within the plant Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) system. The work has been done within the framework of the project that aims at development 

of software tool for supporting operation decisions and on-line diagnostics of the system [7]. As the 
mathematical models for thermal diagnostics of energy conversion plants operation should have simple 

structure and short computing time [8], the approach adopted in this work is based on process 

identification. In general, this is a procedure of finding a simplified mathematical representation of a 
physical system that would enable fast predictions of its parameters of state and output quantities with 

an acceptable accuracy. Process identification is typically used for estimation of output signals of 

dynamic systems due to a change of input signal or disturbances. However, in static processes this 

technique is useful for obtaining accurate correlations for unknown and difficult to estimate quantities, 
such as  turbine isentropic efficiency, friction losses and heat transfer coefficients. In cases where large 

collections of measurement data are available process identification techniques can be used instead of 

or together with physical modelling. In such cases empirical or semi-empirical models of a process can 
be developed [8][11]. 

2 Studied ORC unit 

The technological system consists of two main blocks namely heating subsystem with coal fired boilers 
and biomass fired cogeneration subsystem. Cogeneration plant is the only source of heat out of the 

heating season. Within the heating season cogeneration is run in series with coal fired boilers as a base 

load heating system. Schematic diagram of the Turboden 14 CHP SPLIT module with shown locations 
of measurement points is presented in Fig. 1. Technical specification of the unit is given in Tab. 1. This 

is module with the Split heat exchanger that allows better recovery of heat from biomass combustion 

gasses. The ORC working fluid is octamethyltrisiloxane C8H24Si3O2 (short name: MDM, CAS No. 107-
51-7). The heat between biomass combustion system and the ORC unit is transferred by thermal oil 

Therminol 66. In the high temperature (HT) loop the thermal oil at the temperature of TO,1 is delivered 

to the evaporator 3. Then it passes through fluid heater 2 and leaves the ORC at the temperature of TO,3. 

The respective input and output temperatures at the Split preheater 1 are TO,4 and TO,5. The working fluid 
leaves the evaporator slightly superheated at temperature T1 and pressure p1. Depending on the state of 

the system it flows through the turbine inlet valve 5 to the turbine 6, or by-pass the turbine through the 

valve 4 and goes directly to the hot side of the regenerative heat exchanger 8. The turbine drives electric 
generator 7. From 8 hot side outlet MDM goes into condenser 9, then through filter 10 to the main cycle 

pump 11. Condensation pressure is p2 and the condenser outlet temperature is T4. After the pump the 

flow of MDM is split into stream directed to cold side of the regenerative heat exchanger, where it is 
heated to T5, and the one directed to the Split unit from where the outlet temperature is T6. In the 

condenser network water is heated from Tw,1 to Tw,2. The flow of working fluid in not measured. The 

measured flows are thermal oil flows �̇�O,1 and �̇�O,2 respectively as well as the flow of condenser cooling 

water �̇�w,1. 
As the number of measurement points is too small to determine all the unknown variables many 

reasonable assumptions are required to establish a good theoretical predictive model of the system. On 

the other hand, existing measurements allow identification of the key performance parameters as well 
as the shape of the cycle. Monitoring of these parameters and comparison against reference values can 

be a tool for on-line system diagnostics. Example of the cycle T-s diagram drawn from on-line reading 

of measurement data is presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ORC system studied in this work 

Table 1. Technical specification of the ORC unit TURBODEN 14-CHP SPLIT [9] 

Quantity Unit Value 

Thermal oil loop 

Nominal temperature HT oil loop (in/out) °C 310/250 

Thermal power input HT loop kW 6130 

Nominal temperature LT oil loop (in/out) °C 250/130 

Thermal power input LT loop kW 585 

Overall thermal input kW 6715 

Cooling water circuit 

Heating network  water temperature (in/out) °C 60/80 

Thermal power to the water circuit kW 5341 

Performance 

Gross active electric power kW 1317 

Gross electric energy efficiency % 19.6 

Captive power consumption kW 62 

Net active electric power kW 1255 

Net electric efficiency % 18.7 

Indicative turbine isentropic efficiency % Up to 90 

Indicative biomass consumption kg/h 2935 

The ORC unit is controlled by the Siemens programmable logic controller Simatic OP 77A.  The control 

system communicates with the Proficy HMI/SCADA iFIX delivered by the GE Digital [10]  using the 

Ethernet TCP/IP protocol. The measurements are stored within the GE Proficy Historian ver. 4.5 

database server. As the software tool being developed is supposed to extend the existing SCADA system 
the available measurements were used for development of empirical correlations between key system 

parameters. 
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Fig. 2. Sample T-s diagram of the real ORC cycle of T14 CHP unit 

Mathematical model of the system is supposed to be used for estimation of performance parameters 
such power output and system efficiency due to changes of independent parameters set by the operator. 

The main independent parameters are thermal oil inlet temperature and condenser cooling water flow 

and outlet temperature. Parameters that change independently from the operator are ambient conditions, 

network water return temperature and biomass properties. These parameters can be to a certain extend 
forecasted.  

3 Operational experience and major observations 

In this paper only the operational characteristics of the ORC module is discussed. In the first stage of 

the analysis historical data were carefully examined in order to define the approach to the identification 

process.  
The system is never in steady state conditions as the amount of working fluid in low and high pressure 

sections vary in time. These changes correspond to the variations of measurement signals such as the 

level of working fluid in the condenser and the degree of superheating in the evaporator. Additionally 

the cycle is influenced by the operation of the vacuum pump system for removal of noncondensing 
gasses. 

Two important phenomena were observed. Firstly, the system parameters in some cases varied 

significantly. This occurred even at full load when ORC was running in series with the heating boilers. 
Therefore stability checks and data filtration were performed in order to select adequate sets of data. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the procedure of system stationarity tests. The applied method is based on linear 

regression of measurements within specified moving time window. After a visual evaluation of system 
dynamics the thirty-minute window was established and run over data collected within entire year. For 

each window a regression line was determined and then two parameters were calculated, namely 

gradient of the regression straight line and the sum of square errors: 
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𝑆𝑆𝐸 = ∑(𝑦 − �̂�)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (1) 

 𝑦  measured value; 

�̂�  value calculated from regression line equation; 

𝑛  number of available measurements within thirty minute time span. 

 

Fig. 3. Linear regression in moving time window for stationarity tests 

The second issue is that achievable electric power was different each year at the same external conditions 

such as heat input, network water temperature and thermal oil temperature. It was observed that the 
highest electric power was achieved in the year 2015. Therefore it was decided to use data from the year 

2015 as the reference data to establish model correlations for reference system performance.  

Fig. 4 visualises stability of the system operation in the year 2017. Gradient of the regression line 

indicates the trend of variations whereas the SSE indicates the amplitude of variations. In the electric 
power test the average value of the gradient (absolute value) in the reference year (2015) was 0.3408 

whereas the average value of SSE was 1465.7. In the next step data were filtered, i.e. only points for 

which the values gradient and SSE were lower than three times average were taken into account.  

 

Fig. 4. Gradient (left) and sum of square errors SSE (right) in 2017 
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Fig. 5 shows gross efficiency of power generation in the year 2015 calculated from recorded data before 
and after filtration. It can be observed that part load efficiency line is quite flat over significant range of 

load. This confirms general opinion on the ORC systems.  Therefore this technology can be regarded as 

an attractive option for the load following distributed generation systems.  

 

Fig. 5. Gross efficiency of power generation before (left) and after (right) filtration of data 

4 Identification of key system parameters 

After data filtration Matlab software was used to establish correlation between key parameters of the 

ORC system. The unit is tracking the heating network heat demand what is typical mode of operation 
of such systems [4][5]. The resulting parameter is condensation pressure that can be correlated with 

heating output and water outlet temperature. Best fitted correlation is (R2 = 0.9811): 

 

𝑝2 = 0.3458 + 4.314 ∗ 10−6�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐶 − 0.01045𝑇𝑤,2 + 9.035 ∗ 10−5𝑇𝑤,2
2  (2) 

𝑝2  condensation pressure, bar; 

�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐶   condenser heating capacity, kW; 

𝑇𝑤,2  network water condenser outlet temperature, °C. 

 

Fig. 6. Condensation pressure according to Eq. (2) 
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Evaporation pressure appeared to be best fitted by linear formula (R2 = 0.9992): 
 

𝑝1 = −11.93   +  0.06444�̇�𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑉 + 0.000443𝑇𝑂,1 (3) 

𝑝1  evaporation pressure, bar; 

�̇�𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑉   evaporator heat input flux, kW; 

𝑇𝑂,1  thermal oil evaporator inlet temperature, °C. 

An important parameter of the evaporator is the degree of superheat that shows how much the working 
fluid is superheated above the saturation temperature for a given pressure. This parameter for the overall 

range of working conditions was correlated with evaporator heat input and thermal oil inlet temperature 

TO,1. The correlation is as follows: 
 

∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 = 34.06 − 0.001417�̇�𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑉 − 0.3579𝑇𝑂,1 + 0.0009709𝑇𝑂,1
2  (4) 

 

Goodness of fit for this correlation is R2 = 0.9642. It also must be emphasised that for a given thermal 
oil temperature at the evaporator inlet the higher values of the degree of superheat resulted in lower 

evaporation pressure. Therefore for the efficient operation of the ORC unit the working fluid should be 

preheated only slightly above the saturation conditions. 
Generator power output and isentropic efficiency of the ORC turbine were correlated with turbine 

pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature. For isentropic efficiency usually either mass flow rate [4] 

or pressure ratio [5][11] is used as only independent variable. In our case, as the mass flow rate of the 
working fluid is not directly measured,  pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature were used, that 

resulted in the following correlations:  

 

�̇�𝑒𝑙,𝑔 = 𝑎 (
𝑝1

𝑝2
)

𝑏

𝑇𝑂,1
𝑐  (5) 

𝜂𝑖,𝑇 = 𝑎 +  𝑏 (
𝑝1

𝑝2
) + 𝑐 (

𝑝1

𝑝2
)

2

+ 𝑑𝑇𝑂,1 + 𝑒𝑇𝑂,1
2 + 𝑓𝑇𝑂,1

3 + 𝑔 (
𝑝1

𝑝2
) 𝑇𝑂,1 (6) 

�̇�𝑒𝑙,𝑔  gross electric power output, kW; 

𝜂𝑖,𝑇  turbine isentropic efficiency; 

Table 2. Coefficients for turbine correlations 

Eq. R2 a b c d e f g 

(5) 0.999 2.103e-07   0.04223   3.981   -   - 

(6) 0.8426 -33.12   0.01467   -1.507e-05   0.3875   -0.001478   1.882e-06   -4.592e-05   
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The turbine isentropic efficiency is presented in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. ORC turbine isentropic efficiency according to Eq. (6) 

Additional correlations were developed for an overall system performance, that is characterised by heat 

input, electric power output and electricity generation efficiency. These parameters were correlated with 

condenser heat output and thermal oil and water temperatures:  
 

Q̇
𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑉

= 𝑎 + 𝑏�̇�
𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐶

 (7) 

 

�̇�𝑒𝑙,𝑔 = 𝑎 (
𝑇𝑂,1 − 𝑇𝑤,2

𝑇𝑂,1
) + 𝑏�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐶 + 𝑐(�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐶)

2
 (8) 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑙 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 (
𝑇𝑂,1

𝑇𝑤,2
) + 𝑐 (

𝑇𝑂,1

𝑇𝑤,2
)

2

+ 𝑑�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐶  (9) 

Table 4. Coefficients for overall system correlations 

Eq. Goodness of 

fit R2 

a b c d 

(7) 0.9812 1452 1.054   - - 

(8) 0.9815 348.6   0.2201   3.012e-07   - 

(9) 0.7695 0.02492   0.0839   -0.01069   2.88e-06   

5 Conclusions 

In this paper empirical correlations between key parameters of the Turboden 14 CHP SPLIT ORC unit 
installed at Krosno heating system were developed using historical measurement data. These 

correlations were established for so called reference year and can be used for fast monitoring of system 

performance. It was found that correlations for energy quantities such as electric power and heat input 

as well as correlations for evaporation and condensation pressures were well fitted into measurement 
data. The goodness of fit for these correlations was relatively high. Worse quality of fit was encountered 
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for efficiency correlations. It was also noticed that a better quality of fit was obtained for two-parameter 
formulas as well as in the case of using heat input and output fluxes rather than mass flows in heat 

exchangers.  In future work the correlations will be used for development of empirical model of the 

plant for general studies of different modernisation projects such as implementation of heat storage unit 
or network water cooler. 
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Abstract 

In the proposed submission the effective thermal conductivity of carbon fiber reinforced epoxy 

composites manufactured with vacuum bag only process (VBO) is investigated. The geometric 

structure of such composite is highly complex due to high aspect ratio of its components, carbon 

fibers. The macro-structure is a result of packaging thousands of fibers into bunches which are 

interwoven mutually and next infiltrated with the epoxy resin. The careful infiltration process can 

effectively reduce the volume and number of air gaps in the bulk epoxy resin and enhance infiltration 

of bunches of carbon fibers with epoxy resin. In such manufactured composite at least two spatial 

scales can be identified, the micro-scale related to the diameter of a single fiber and the macro-scale 

related to the diameter of bunch of fibers.  

The multi-scale numerical model of the effective thermal conductivity is proposed. The meso-scale 

orthogonal tensor of effective conductivity of group of parallel carbon fibers immersed in epoxy resin 

is estimated, based on analytical or experimental formulae available in literature. It reflects the micro-

scale details of the structure and enables considerable simplification of the problem. The contact 

resistance between carbon fibers and matrix material is included in the model as well as estimated 

experimentally fraction of voids. The impact of the manufacturing vacuum level on the overall 
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thickness of the composite was observed. This fact indicated that fiber to matrix ratio vary with 

change of vacuum level which was included in the computational model. 

The effective thermal conductivity is estimated numerically by solving the stationary heat transfer 

problem in the small segment of the domain, containing several fibers. The detailed geometry of the 

segment is based on the microscopic images of the cross-section of the bunch. Such determined 

effective thermal conductivity tensor is used in the macro-scale analysis as the effective property of 

bunches of carbon fibers filled with resin. The macro-scale effective thermal conductivity of such 

defined composite is determined numerically, under assumption the heat transfer process is stationary 

and temperatures at the opposite walls are uniform. Results are compared to values determined 

experimentally. 

1 Introduction 

Polymer based composites reinforced with carbon fibers were sensitive when working in environment 

of higher temperatures or high temperature gradients. Their capability to withstand such severe 

conditions depends of both physical properties of a matrix as well as overall heat dissipation ability. 

The effective thermal conductivity depends on thermal conductivity of composite’s components, their 

alignment, ratio and voids volume fraction [1, 2]. Hence, simulation of heat conduction in such 

complex structure might be crucial at the stage of development of composite components e.g. engine 

and battery casings, composite tooling [3, 4] or could be applied in complex simulations e.g. 

manufacturing process. However, prediction of effective thermal conductivity (keff) is not obvious. 

Literature review shows that methods of modeling keff could be divided into two groups. 

Chronologically, very first were classical theoretical models e.g. effective medium approximation 

methods [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] or based on micromechanics approach [10, 11, 12, 13]. The second group are 

represented by computational simulations e.g. FEM, FDM, Element Free Galerkin, Lattice Boltzman 

Method, off-lattice Monte Carlo as well as Molecular Dynamics [14]. Generally, the former approach 

is considered as quick and easy to use but restricted to simplified shapes and alignment of their 

components as well as volume fractions. Simulations enable bypass the limitations of classical models 

however computational costs are usually incomparable higher particularly in case of multi-scaled 

domain. In both cases micro-scaled properties e.g. thermal conductivities of single fiber and thermal 

resistance at fiber-matrix interface (Rk) are needed as the input to models. There is a wide range of 

both values reported by many authors. In case of PAN-based carbon fibers thermal conductivity in 

axial direction can be as high as 4.4-75 W/(mK) [15-17] and as low as 0.5-25 W/(mK) in radial 

direction [18, 19]. In literature very few data on interfacial thermal conductance (reciprocal of Rk) at 

carbon fibre-epoxy matrix interface, can be found. It covers wide range of values from approximately  

1e-7 m2K/W to  1e-4 m2K/W [19, 20] and could be caused by differences in quality of fiber surface and its 

microstructure. 

In this paper the model based on the multi-scale domain representation and numerical simulation 

integrated with classical models was proposed. The domain geometry was built as a reflection of real 

composite structure. For this purpose three types of composites were manufactured by infusion 

method under three different vacuum levels: 30, 60 and 90 kPa below atmospheric pressure. Six layers 

of 3K plain woven carbon fabrics were positioned along the same direction and infiltrated with epoxy 

resin under vacuum. On the grounds of simulation results, calculation of effective thermal 

conductivity in through the thickness direction were performed and compared with experimental 

results. Effective thermal conductivity keff was determined on the basis of indirect method which 

includes measurement of thermal diffusivity a (LFA 447, Netzsch), specific heat cp (DSC 7, Perkin 

Elmer) and apparent density ρ (geometrical method). Each property was determined on the basis of 

measurement of 5 samples. Thermal diffusivity was measured under atmospheric pressure of air at 
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temperature 30°C. Specific heat measurements were performed under atmosphere of argon at 

temperature range 15÷50°C so that cp at 30°C was determined. Thermal conductivity of PAN-based 

single fiber and thermal resistance at fiber-matrix interface were assumed according to data available 

in literature. Microstructure of samples was investigated with scanning electron microscope (SEM 

TM3000, Hitachi). These images were used for measurement of meso-scale dimensions as well as for 

2D quantitative analysis which was performed in order to determine voids volume fraction 

(Micrometer program [21, 22]) and fiber volume fraction within single bunch. On the basis of SEM 

images, geometry of the meso-scale domain was developed. Properties of its constituents were 

determined with medium approximation models and then applied for further macro-scale simulation. 

Impact of void volume fraction and vacuum level on effective thermal conductivity were investigated. 

2 Model description 

2.1 Geometry 

The carbon fiber reinforced composite has complex, three-dimensional geometry. Detailed analysis 

done with a scanning microscope reveals its multi-scale structure. At the micro-scale, related to 

diameter of a single fiber, the detailed structure of nearly parallel fibers immersed in the matrix 

material, epoxy resin, can be distinguished. The meso-scale geometrical structures can also be 

identified as bunches of fibers immersed in the epoxy resin. The yarn and warp were assumed to be 

treated in that scale as the homogeneous material. Their properties are highly anisotropic due to 

anisotropy of thermal conductivities of carbon fibers. The same structure of both yarn and warp is 

assumed. The macro-scale is related to the total width of the composite, which can consists of several 

layers of interlaced yarns and warps, filled with epoxy resin. 

 

 
    A) 

 
    B) 

 

Figure 1: Isometric view of the considered domain with exemplary SEM image of composite 

microstructure (A) and the side view with dimensions of the meso-structures (B). Bunches of fibers are 

denoted with the blue colour. 
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The considered structure of the composite is presented in fig. 1, which is repeatable fragment of the 

composite. Dimensions of the box, filled with the interlaced bunches of fibers immersed in epoxy 

resin and the matrix material, epoxy, are Lx, Ly and Lz, measured along the X, Y and Z axes, 

respectively. The general view of the bunches and the wireframe of the considered domain and their 

exemplary microstructure are presented in fig. 1a, and the orthogonal view to the XZ plane is shown in 

fig. 1b. The orthogonal to fibers cross-section of the bunch is an ellipse with major and minor axes D 

and d, respectively. 

The proposed analysis is performed in the meso scale, so effective properties of yarn and warp are 

determined, based on the detailed analysis of images of the composite cross-sections with the scanning 

microscope and utilization of theoretical or experimentally based formulae for the effective thermal 

conductivity of simple configurations of the non-uniform materials. 

Parameters such as void volume fraction of composite and fiber volume fractions of mesoscopic bench 

of fibers immersed in epoxy matrix (ϕf) were determined according to quantitative image analysis 

technique. For this purpose, around 30 binarized 2D SEM images taken on 6 samples of each 

composite type were analyzed with image analyzer Micrometer to determine both parameters (tab. 2 

and tab. 3).  

2.2 Mathematical model 

The stationary heat conduction equation is solved 

 

  0k T   
 

(1) 

 

Where the thermal conductivity, k, is evaluated in each meso-scale subdomain, namely the yarn, warp 

and epoxy filling zones. Each material has the nonuniform structure. In the matrix material, epoxy 

resin, there are some entrapped bubbles of air. It is assumed that the distribution of gas is uniform 

across the epoxy resin. The effective thermal conductivity of the matrix material, km, is determined 

with the Maxwell model [23], 
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where ke and kv are thermal conductivities of the epoxy resin and entrapped air and ϕv is the volume 

fraction of voids. The latter parameter depends on the vacuum level imposed during manufacturing.  

Bunches of fibers have the complex microstructure but at the meso-scale they are treated as a 

homogeneous material. The highly anisotropic properties of carbon fibers results in anisotropic 

properties of the hypothetical effective material. Additionally, the thermal resistance at the interface of 

carbon fibers and epoxy should be taken into account. The matrix material filling the zones between 

fibers is not uniform, but there are some pores of entrapped air. The structure of bunches of fibers 

determine the methodology of evaluation of the effective thermal conductivity. In the direction parallel 

to fibers, the model of parallel configuration of thermal resistances can be utilized, and the effective 

thermal conductivity is given with the mixture law: 

 

 , 1p

b eff m

p

f f fk kk    
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Parameters 
p

fk and km are thermal conductivity of carbon fiber in the direction parallel to its axis and 

thermal conductivity of the matrix material, respectively. The latter, due to presence of voids also in 

bunches of fibers, is determined with the Maxwell model.  

The effective thermal conductivity across the bunch of fibers immersed in epoxy resin, taking into 

account the Kapitza thermal resistance at the interface of fibers, is evaluated with the Hasselmann-

Johnson model [7] 
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k R k

k a
  

. 
Parameters a and Rk are the radius of fibers and effective thermal resistance, respectively. Based on the 

analysis of microstructure pictures with microscope, the radius of the single fiber is estimated to be 

equal to 3.5 μm. Both yarn and warp are interlaced and crimped, so fibers are not straight, parallel to 

axes of Cartesian coordinate system, namely X or Y axes. However, estimated on the basis of analysis 

of the composite microstructure, the maximum inclination angles between fiber axis and horizontal 

direction, X or Y, does not exceed 6.3°. It means the values of the nominal thermal conductivity can be 

used along all directions of the Cartesian coordinate system. Thermal conductivities of components of 

the composite are listed in table 1. 

 

Table 1  Thermal conductivities of components of the composite 

 Units Value 

Thermal conductivity of epoxy resin, ke W/(mK) 0.19 [2] 

Thermal conductivity of voids (air), kv W/(mK) 0.01 

Thermal conductivity of the fiber, parallel to axis, kf   W/(mK) 30 [17, 18] 

Thermal conductivity of the fiber, perpendicular to axis, kf   W/(mK) 5 [24] 

 

The volumetric fraction of fibers in the bunch, equal to 55%, was determined for the composite made 

at the vacuum level 90kPa. At the same manufacturing pressure, the volumetric fraction of voids was 

estimated to be 1.6%. It was observed, that volume of voids increased with decreasing vacuum level. 

The effective thermal conductivities were also measured (table 2).  

 

Table 2  Experimental results of effective thermal conductivity and void volume fraction  

at various manufacturing conditions. 

Vacuum level below 

atmospheric pressure [kPa] 

Volume fraction of 

voids [%] 

Effective thermal 

conductivity [W/(mK)] 

90 1.6 0.54 

60 2.5 0.50 

30 3.5 0.45 

 

The bunch of carbon fibers, for considered geometry of the composite (fig. 1), takes 94.49% of the 

volume of the considered domain, namely the box Lx x Ly x Lz, and this fraction is constant for all 

considered vacuum levels. The total volume of carbon fibers in the box is 1.9489 mm3 and this value 

is also the same for all considered cases. The rest of the domain is filled with epoxy resin. It means, 

that the volume of epoxy resin increases, while vacuum level decreases.  
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The total thickness of the composite depends on the vacuum level, it decreases while the vacuum level 

is higher. The thicknesses of the considered segment of the composite (fig. 1), was scaled from the 

total average thickness. The average thickness of the composite was obtained on the base of detailed 

measurement of five specimens, thickness of each was measured in 5 points. Results are listed in table 

3. The thermal resistance at the interface of fibers and epoxy resin, Rk, is 1e-7 m2K/W   

The effective thermal conductivities of bunch of fibers and epoxy resin with voids of air were 

determined with formulae (2-4). Two groups of cases were considered. In the first one the variable 

volume fractions of air entrapped in epoxy resin, according to observations reported in table 2, were 

taken into account. It resulted in changes in effective thermal conductivity of the epoxy resin, 

predicted with the Maxwell model (eq. 2), and also conductivities of bunches of fibers in parallel and 

normal direction to fibers (eq. 3 and 4). In the second group of cases the constant volumetric fraction 

of air voids in epoxy resin was assumed, equal to estimated for vacuum level 90kPa, so the effective 

conductivity of epoxy resin was constant. Variations of conductivities of bunches were caused by the 

variation of volume fraction of fibers due to increasing volume of bunch and constant volume of 

carbon fibers. Resulting thermal conductivities are reported in table 3. 

 

Table 3: Measured total thickness of the considered domain and calculated fraction of fibers in the 

bunch and effective thermal conductivities of the bunch parallel and normal to fibers. 

Vacuum level 

below 

atmospheric 

pressure [kPa] 

Thickness of 

the segment of 

the composite, 

Lz [mm]  

ϕf  [-] Variable ϕv Constant ϕv 

,

p

b effk  

[W/(mK)] 

,

n

b effk  

[W/(mK)] 

,

p

b effk  

[W/(mK)] 

,

n

b effk  

[W/(mK)] 

90 0.6 0.55 16.5836 0.5653 16.5836 0.5653 

60 0.6156 0.5361 16.1668 0.5402 16.1679 0.5463 

30 0.6574 0.5020 15.1501 0.4919 15.1525 0.5038 

3 Results of simulations. 

The effective thermal conductivities of epoxy resin and bunches of fibers presented in tab. 3 were 

applied in the meso-scale computational model. The resulting temperature distributions determined for 

the conditions reflecting the vacuum level 90 kPa on two cross-sections of the domain and the rear 

wall are presented in fig. 2. Temperature gradient in the Z direction is nearly uniform due to 

intermediate contact of bunches of fibers and relative close conductivities of epoxy resin and bunches 

of fibers. 
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Figure 2: Temperature maps on two cross-sections and the rear wall.  

 

The resulting effective thermal conductivities of the whole composite were determined for various 

vacuum levels and constant or variable fractions of voids (tab. 3) with the formula 

 

,
z

z eff

Q
k

A

L

T


  
(5) 

 

where Q is the average heat flux measured on the top and bottom walls of the domain, namely surfaces 

z = 0 and z = Lz where isothermal conditions were applied. Parameter A is the area of each of the 

isothermal surfaces (z = 0 and z = Lz). The total thickness of the considered segment of the composite, 

Lz, varied according to the pressure of the manufacturing process (tab. 3). Imposed temperature 

difference was equal to 1 K for each considered case. Resulting calculated effective conductivities are 

compared to experimentally determined and presented in fig. 3 as a function of volumetric fraction of 

entrapped air voids. 

 
Figure 3: Variation of the calculated effective thermal conductivity as a function of manufacturing 

pressure and resulting variable void fractions compared to conductivity determined experimentally.  
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4 Conclusions. 

In this paper the computational model of conductive heat transfer across the carbon fibre-epoxy 

composite was developed. The complex three dimensional geometry of the computational domain 

reflects the real meso-scale geometry observed with the scanning electron microscope (fig. 1a). In case 

of manufactured composite samples, it is worth to emphasize that each layer of carbon fabric was 

align at the same direction. Nevertheless, they weren’t perfectly positioning but randomly shifted 

along X or/and Y axis which is normal in processing of such composites. This indicates that there is 

variety of possibilities for e.g. yarn-to-yarn positioning amongst layers. In this article domain was 

based on only one alignment of fabric layers. They were positioned in such a way that adjoined layers 

were shifted along X and Y axis by distance of D/2 (Fig. 1) which was assumed to be representative 

set for such composite structure. The micro-scale details of the geometry were utilized to determine, 

with analytical formulae, the effective properties of the meso-scale structures, but were omitted while 

building the computational domain.  

Proposed model takes into account the variation of the volume fraction of voids and variation of the 

total thickness of the composite with manufacturing vacuum level. The latter considerably changes the 

fraction of carbon fibers in the composite. The numerically predicted effective thermal conductivity of 

the composite taking into account its variable thickness and variable void fraction match well with 

measured values (fig. 3). Additionally, in the same figure the effective thermal conductivity calculated 

for variable composite thickness but constant voids fraction is plotted. The conformity of the latter 

results with measured ones is obviously reduced. 
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Abstract 
The premise for undertaking the article is the issue of the distribution of organic matter under anaerobic 

conditions. The state of the art of known installations was reviewed, using the example of fermenters. 

A new solution was proposed for the technical and technological criteria for biogas production in a 
mono-substrate reactor for biogas production. 

1 Introduction 

The biogas cogeneration development model and the microgeneration model, the development of which 

has recently been preferred, must now adapt the applied techniques and technologies to new 

requirements [1, 2]. Support systems should also be adapted to ensure optimal economic and social 
outcomes of the changes introduced. The global economic strategy and the European Union’s policy 

force us to support and develop low-carbon energy management and production systems. It is assumed 

that support schemes for low-carbon activities will take little account of renewable energy sources 

(RES). There is, therefore, a need to improve the efficiency of current RES production techniques in 
order to improve cost-effectiveness. 

As for a biogas plant, efficiency improvements must also include improvements in the use of biomass. 

The current technologies still have very large reserves in this area [3]. Their launch will enable the 
biogas plant to develop intensively, with the economical use of available agricultural lands and the 

limited use of fodder and consumption cultivations. 

In agricultural biogas plants, the possibility of using different types of feedstock is limited. When 

selecting the composition of the fermentation mixture, the specific properties of individual components 
must be taken into account, as this has a significant impact on the fermentation process efficiency.  

Fermentation mass may include: 

1) animal faeces (slurry or manure),  
2) crop residues comprising: 
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- monosaccharides and disaccharides (sugar beet, sweet sorghum, sugar cane), 
- starch (potatoes, Jerusalem artichokes), 

- ligno-cellulose (grasses, wood, beet pulp), 

3) - grass and maize silage,  
4) - distillery extracts,   

5) - slaughterhouse and other waste.  

Methane fermentation is a biological process in which methane bacteria decompose organic matter 
under anaerobic conditions and the final product of this process is biogas with the composition of CH4 

(50÷75)% and CO2 (25÷50)% [3, 4].  

Methane fermentation can be divided into four stages (Fig. 1), in which it takes place in the following 

order: 
1) hydrolysis - enzymes produced by hydrolytic bacteria, decompose proteins, lipids and carbohydrates 

into amino acids, fatty acids with long chains and sugars; 

2) acidification - acidogenic bacteria from hydrolysis compounds produce volatile fatty acids (butyric, 
acetic and propionic acid) and carbon dioxide, hydrogen and ethanol; 

3) acetogenesis - acetogenesis is formed with acidogenic bacteria, resulting in acetic acid, hydrogen and 

carbon dioxide; 

4) methanogenesis - the final product, i.e. biogas, is produced from acetic acid and hydrogen.  
 

 

Figure 1: The stages of organic matter decomposition under anaerobic conditions. 

Taking into account the first of the four phases of methane fermentation, the particle size of the 
fermented substrate is important for the biogas plant process. It should be noted that the smaller size of 

particles subject to the methane fermentation makes it easier to carry out the hydrolysis process, which 

gives rise to a more efficient biogas production process, as methane bacteria have better access to the 

ground substrate.  
A particular problem is cattle slurry, which may contain a large proportion of ligno-cellulose (from straw 

and fodder), which is very little fermented without prior preparation. Tab. 1 compares the composition 

of cattle and pig slurry with respect to components essential for the methane fermentation process. 
During the methane fermentation in a typical agricultural biogas plant, plant substrates such as rapeseed 

straw, hay, corn straw, i.e. ligno-cellulose substrates, are less degradable. This is due to the fact that 

these substrates are composed of lignin, which surrounds cellulose and hemicellulose. This structure 
severely limits their biodegradability. Cellulose and haemicellulose, however, are easily decomposed 

by anaerobic bacteria and can be converted into biomethane [5]. 

As lignin is not digested by anaerobic bacteria in the methane fermentation process, solutions are sought 

to develop methods for efficient pre-treatment of biomass fragmentation, thus contributing to facilitate 
hydrolysis in the fermentation process. This is a technical problem, and therefore methods are being 

sought that lead to the release of cellulose and hemicellulose, thus increasing the quantity and quality of 

biogas production. 
  

w - carbohydrates, t - fats, b - proteins, cp - simple sugars, and - amino acids, kt - fatty acids, 
 H2O - water, kkt - short chain fatty acids, alcohols, CO2 - carbon dioxide; H2 - hydrogen, 

NH3-ammonia, o-acetates, CH4-methane, H2S-hydrogen sulfide, N2-nitrogen 

w + t + 
 b  

cp + a + 
kt + H2O 

kkt + al + 
CO2 + H2+  
NH3 + H2S 

o + H2 + 
 CO2  

I. Stage 
HYDROLYSIS 

II. Stage 
KWASOGENEZA 

III. Stage 
ACETOGENESIS  

IV. Stage 

METHANOGENESIS 

CH4 + CO2 +  
CO + H2S +  

H2 + N2 
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Table 1: Selected parameters of pig slurry and cattle slurry [5, 6] 

Parameter Unit Cow slurry Pig slurry 

average 

value 

range average 

value 

range 

Dry mass g d.m./dm3 122.5 98.1-156.4 223.4 95.5-292.2 
Dry organic mass g d.o.m./dm3 895.2 796.8-939.1 848.7 803.5-912.1 

Protein  

 
 

 

 
g/kg d.o.m. 

150.1 76.1-201.6 229.2 175.7-299.5 

Fats 68.6 53.7 137.1 110.6-170.7 
Dessert sugars 433.9 318.8-555.6 347.1 285.4-393.0 

Uncrushed sugars 190.7 155.4-252.2 165.6 112.1-206.9 

Lignin 120.9 74.7-176.9 49.0 43.3-61.0 
Crude fiber 269.5 209.5-369.0 180.1 128.2-223.5 

2 Description of the state of the art 

The state of the art is known for systems, e.g. fermentation of degradable waste fractions, however each 
time the use of the resulting biogas as a fuel is mentioned [7, 8, 9]. 

The description [10] shows the treatment method for solid waste fermentation and separately the 

fermentation of liquid waste resulting in a higher degree of fermentation. The fermented liquid contains 
anaerobic bacteria and is added to the fermentation of solids. Both fermentation processes take place in  

towers and each time the temperature is adjusted by heating. Solids are fermented in a 

discontinuous way. 

The publications [11, 12] refer to separation methods in which solids are lifted from the bottom of the 
pool by means of a pressing device. The separation method applies to the material already composted 

or otherwise biodegraded.  

The description [11] describes the device with a settling tank in which a pumping agent is placed, for 
example a press spiral, to transport the deposited material from the bottom to the surface. Nozzles are 

placed beneath the pressing spiral and at the upper end above the spiral, from which water is poured 

onto the transported material. Nozzles are supplied with fresh water at the upper end for the desired 

cleaning action. 
According to [12], the relatively large components (≥ 50 mm in size) are separated by their specific 

mass. The water supply to the vertical duct from the bottom of the settling tank, containing a pressing 

device, is used to move (keep a distance) downwards light particles from the vertical duct and to generate 
an additional current in the settling tank, directed upwards, in order to make the relatively light 

particles rise. 

The patent description [13] of a biological-mechanical treatment facility characterized by the fact that 
waste is first sieved, shredded and homogenized, followed by biological decomposition, after which the 

decomposition product is separated into organic and non-organic fractions. In this solution, the 

separation of material after biological treatment into organic and non-organic fractions is carried out by 

size, using sieves with thick and fine meshes combined with wet separation. 
Wet fermentation technologies used in the system are well known and available in the market [14]: 

BIOFILL, BIOCEL, DEM, SUNDERBYN, BIOTHANE, SEBAC, VALORGA, ATF, DRANCO, 

KOMPGAS. 

2.1 The raw biogas production unit 

In Institute of Technology and Life Sciences, Department of Renewable Energy Sources, Poznan Branch 

has developed system of installations with a power of (3÷40) kW. It is a pilot installation (Fig. 2) with 
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an active capacity of 15 m3 of fermenter was located in a farm with 1100 fatteners (pigs) kept in a grate 
system. 

 

Figure 2: Pilot installation (source:Institute of Technology and Life Sciences, author of photography 

G. Wałowski). 

The raw biogas production unit is a biogas transport system produced in the fermentation tank with its 

equipment and enables the fermentation process to be carried out, controlled and adjusted. The 

fermentation tank (Fig. 3) is the main and key component of the system for achieving the maximum 
efficiency of the fermentation technology. 

The raw biogas production system consists of the following unit elements. 

The digestion tank is designed for a system in a vertical position. The bottom of the tank is truncated 

cone shaped with a centrally located trigger. The fermentation tank is sealed by a lid that closes the 
fermenter with a sealing element.  

The raw biogas production unit consists of the following elements: 

Circulation system - description of the system operation. The fermentation tank is filled with biomass 
from the top to ensure directional migration of the fraction through the entire system. The biomass 

vertical circulation system and the freshly extracted biogas circulation system are used for mixing the 

fermentation tank content. The biomass mixing system ensures the homogenization of the composition 
and temperature of the ferment as well as delivery of certain ingredients supporting the fermentation 

process. Mixing the content of the fermenter for averaging its composition is performed by means of a 

barbotage. This is done in such a way that part of the biogas is extracted from the fermenter gas 

compartment  by means of a blower and fed through a non-return valve into the lower part of the 
bioreactor via a bubbler system. Gas flows out of the bubblers in the form of bubbles and mixes the 

suspension upwards.  
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a) b) 

  

Figure 3: The fermentation tank: a) visualization of the reactor according to the AVEVA software - 

own model, b) schematic idea, mono-substrate reactor for methane fermentation of liquid 

manure [15]. 

Immobilization system - description of the system operation. Inside the fermentation tank there is a fill, 
i.e. a skeletal deposit made of vertical pipes (PVC) constituting the so-called "basket", whose purpose 

is to increase the active surface area for the flora of fermenting bacteria. The filling is located at a height 

of 1.22 m from the bottom of the tank, the so-called "basket" is supported by supports, which also 
centralize it in relation to the axis of the system.  

Heating system - description of the system operation. The inner wall of the fermentation tank is equipped 

with a heating spiral in the form of a plastic pipe DN32. The heating medium is hot water taken from 

the main heat exchanger located near the co-generator. For optimal biogas conditions, the walls, conical 
bottom and fermenter cover are insulated to limit heat emission to the outside. The optimal working 

conditions of the fermenter are as follows temperature (35÷40)°C, gas hypertension (10÷20) kPa. 

Currently, intensive work is underway to test the software for controlling the installation. After the 
acceptance of the installation, the start-up phase on pig slurry occurred. After the acceptance of the 

installation, the start-up phase on pig slurry occurred. 

2.2 Starting phase 

The start-up was carried out for 10 days on a digestate liquid inoculum from a biogas plant from the 
Wielkopolskie voivodship with analytical parameters of the process: temperature 27.20C, pH 8, dry mass 

4.37% dm, dry organic mass 62.25% dm, OWN 17.641 mg / l, LKT 3.117 mg CH3COOH/l, APB 0.177 

for a starting volume of 10m3. 

The liquid substrate was slurry of fattening pigs with analytical parameters of the process: temperature 
(26.5-30.5) 0C, pH (7.8-8.0), dry weight 3.92% dm, dry organic mass 66.70% dm, OWN 19.678 mg / l, 

LKT 8.958 mg CH3COOH/l , APB 0.450 for the feeding volume (250-500) liters. 

As a result, the gas pressure in the installation was obtained (15-25) mbar and the concentration of biogas 
components: CH4 57.3%, CO2 28.5%, O2 0.3%, H2S 232 ppm. 
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3 Conclusion 

Anaerobic fermentation plants are biotechnological installations whose proper operation requires strict 

conditions and procedures for handling, controlling and supporting the process of multiplication of 

specific cultures of microorganisms responsible for the synthesis of the final product. Taking into 
account the start-up phase of 10 days, interesting results have been obtained that allow you to carry out 

preliminary tests for the proper technological process. 
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Abstract 
Thermal and catalytic co-pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds over HZSM-5 was investigated 

using a pyrolyzer-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Non-catalytic co-pyrolysis of cellulose and 
spent coffee grounds produced larger amounts of small molecular oxygenates than the theoretical values 

due to the effective interaction between the pyrolyzates of cellulose and spent coffee grounds. Catalytic 

co-pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds also revealed the synergistic effect on the formation 
of aromatic hydrocarbons. The experimental peak areas for the aromatic hydrocarbons obtained from 

the catalytic co-pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds were higher than the theoretical values 

due to the effective role of spent coffee grounds as a co-feeding material to the catalytic pyrolysis of 

cellulose.  

1 Introduction 

Owing to the increased value of biomass as a renewable energy source, many researchers are 
investigating its thermal conversion using various kinds of technology, such as torrefaction, pyrolysis, 

and gasification, to produce the value-added products and it is being considered as a candidate way to 

mitigate the global warming, environmental contamination, and energy depletion [1, 2].  

Among various kinds of technology, pyrolysis is being considered as a proper method to produce a large 
amount of bio-oil from biomass. However, the high contents of oxygenates in biomass pyrolysis oil 

make it difficult to be used as a fuel and chemical feedstock. To increase the value of biomass pyrolysis 

oil, many researchers have investigated the catalytic pyrolysis of biomass over many kinds of catalyst, 
such as microporous zeolites and mesoporous materials [3-5]. Although the product oil quality of 
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biomass pyrolysis can be upgraded by applying the catalytic pyrolysis of biomass, the content of 
deoxygenated hydrocarbons is still high and difficult to be used as a commercialized product.  

To overcome the current limitation on the catalytic pyrolysis of biomass, catalytic co-pyrolysis of 

biomass and waste plastics is being intensively investigated by many researchers because waste plastics 
can be used as a hydrogen donor to biomass during the catalytic pyrolysis process and produce the larger 

amount of aromatic hydrocarbons additionally due to the synergistic effect [6, 7]. During the catalytic 

pyrolysis of biomass, large amounts of oxygenates, such as acids, furans, phenols, are produced by the 
initial thermal decomposition of biomass components and additional dehydration reaction together with 

the emission of water, CO, and CO2 [8, 9]. Among them, oxygenates can be converted to light olefins 

and aromatic hydrocarbons via additional dehydration, decarbonylation, decarboxylation, and 

aromatization reaction over acid catalysts [4, 10]. However, considerable amount of coke was also 
produced because of the condensation reactions of these oxygenates and decrease the overall lifetime of 

the catalyst. However, this fast deactivation of catalyst during the catalytic pyrolysis of biomass can be 

mitigated by co-feeding the hydrogen-sufficient plastics to the catalytic pyrolysis process of biomass. 
Kim et al. [11] reported the decreased coke formation during the catalytic co-pyrolysis of cellulose and 

waste plastics such as high density polyethylene and polypropylene. They also indicated the effective 

Diels-Alder reaction between the catalytic pyrolysis intermediates of biomass and plastics, such as 

furans from biomass and olefins from plastics, can be enhanced and lead the higher yields of aromatic 
hydrocarbons than the theoretical values.  

Spent coffee grounds is one of the biomass wastes and its worldwide emission amount is being 

continuously increased by the rapid increase of coffee consumption. Although some of spent coffee 
grounds is being used as animal feed or sorbent, most of them is being incinerated or landfilled [12]. 

Therefore, more desirable treatment need to be applied and energy production from spent coffee grounds 

can be one of potential methods because the considerable amount of oil is still remained in waste coffee 
grounds with its lignocellulosic components, such as hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin [13, 14]. 

Several researchers focused on the value of coffee grounds as the feedstock on the pyrolysis process 

because of its high content of residual oil in waste coffee grounds and produced a large amount of bio-

oil having the higher heating value than the wood biomass pyrolysis oil. The high quality oil of spent 
coffee grounds and its pyrolysis oil can suggest the use of spent coffee grounds as the co-feeding 

feedstock on the catalytic pyrolysis of woody biomass. However, catalytic pyrolysis of biomass and 

spent coffee grounds was not investigated, yet.  
Therefore, the use of spent coffee grounds on the catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose was attempted for the 

first time using a pyrolyzer-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (Py-GC/MS) in this study. HZSM-

5 was used as the catalyst on the catalytic co-pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds and the 
amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons in product oil was evaluated to know the synergistic formation of 

aromatic hydrocarbons indirectly.  

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Spent coffee grounds 

Spent coffee grounds, emitted as a by-product after the extraction of espresso, were obtained from a 

local coffee shop located in Korea. The spent coffee grounds were milled, dried at 100 oC to extract the 

residual moisture before the experiments, and sieved to make the smaller particle size than 300 ㎛. 

Cellulose (powder form, < 20㎛) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Table 1 shows the elemental 

analysis result of spent coffee grounds and cellulose used in this study. Compared to cellulose, spent 

coffee grounds had the higher C and H contents and smaller oxygen content. This suggests that the 

effective hydrogen to carbon ratio (H/Ceff) ratio of spent coffee grounds (0.39)  is higher than that of 
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cellulose (0.0), suggesting the potential use of spent coffee grounds as a hydrogen donor during the 
catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose.  

Table 1. Elemental analysis results of spent coffee grounds and cellulose used in this study. 

 C H O N S 

Spent coffee grounds 55.1 6.8 35.2 2.9 - 

Cellulose  43.6 6.2 50.2 - - 

2.2 Catalyst 

HZSM-5(50), SiO2/Al2O3: 50, was purchased from Zeolyst and calcined at 550 oC for 3 hours before 
the experiments.  

2.3 Py-GC/MS analsysis 

Micro-furnace type Py-GC/MS was used for the non-catalytic and catalytic pyrolysis of spent coffee 
grounds, cellulose, and their mixture. For non-catalytic pyrolysis, 0.6 mg of sample in a deactivated 

sample cup was free-fallen to the preheated furnace and the product vapor was analysed by the on-line 

coupled GC/MS. For catalytic pyrolysis, 6.0 mg of HZSM-5 was additionally mixed together with the 
sample and analyzed under the same condition. Table 2 shows the detailed Py-GC/MS condition applied 

in this study. 

Table 2. Detailed Py0GC/MS conditions applied in this study. 

Py 600 oC 

GC Inlet: 300 oC, Split ratio: 100/1 

Oven: 40 oC (5 min)  12 oC/min  320 oC 

MS Scan range: m/z 29-800 

Peak Identification: NIST 08th 

3 Results and Discussion 

Fig. 1 shows the pyro-grams obtained from the non-catalytic pyrolysis of spent coffee grounds, 

cellulose, and their mixture at 600 oC. Pyro-gram of spent coffee grounds, Fig. 1(a), produced many 
kinds of oxygen containing chemicals, such as furans, ketones, phenols, and oleic acids. Furans and 

ketones can be formed from the pyrolysis of cellulose and various kinds of phenols, such as phenol and 

cresol, can be produced from lignin pyrolysis. Oleic acids are generated from the extraction of residual 
oil contained in biomass. Interestingly, caffeine peak was also detected, suggesting that the caffeine in 

coffee grounds still remained after the hot water extraction of coffee grounds. Compared to other peaks, 

the peak intensities for oleic acids were much higher and this indicates large amounts of oleic acids are 

still remained in the spent coffee grounds after hot water extraction. These oleic acids have the long 
hydrocarbon chains with carboxylic acid group and can be act as hydrogen donor to the hydrogen 

deficient biomass during the catalytic pyrolysis. As shown in Fig. 1(b), cellulose produced large amount 

of levoglucosan together with small amounts of other oxygenates. Fig. 1(c) shows the pyro-gram for the 
mixture of spent coffee grounds and cellulose.  
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(a) Spent coffee grounds (0.6 mg) 

 
(b) Cellulose (0.6 mg) 

 
(c) Spent coffee grounds (0.3 mg) + Cellulose (0.3 mg) 

Fig. 1. Pyrograms for the non-catalytic pyrolysis of spent coffee grounds, cellulose, and their mixture 

at 600 oC. 
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As expected, the peaks detected on the pyro-grams shown in the pyro-gram of spent coffee grounds, 
Fig. 1(a), and cellulose, Fig. 1(b), were also observed on the pyro-gram of its mixture, Fig. 1(c). 

However, the peak intensities for large molecular compounds, such as levoglucosan, hexadecanoic acid, 

and octadecadienoic acid, were smaller than the theoretical peak areas (50 % of the peak area observed 
on the pyro-grams of spent coffee grounds and cellulose). On the other hand, the peak intensities for 

small molecular pyrolyzates of spent coffee grounds and cellulose were higher than the theoretical 

values. This suggests that the additional cracking reaction can be enhanced when cellulose was co-
pyrolyzed with spent coffee grounds. 

Fig. 2 shows the peak intensities for the aromatic hydrocarbons obtained from the catalytic pyrolysis 

of cellulose and spent coffee grounds over HZSM-5(50). Compared to the catalytic pyrolysis of 

cellulose, larger amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons were produced by the catalytic pyrolysis of spent 
coffee grounds over HZSM-5. The higher formation efficiency of aromatic hydrocarbons obtained from 

the catalytic pyrolysis of spent coffee grounds can be explained by its higher C and H contents of spent 

coffee grounds compared to those of cellulose. Large contents of oleic acids in spent coffee grounds can 
be the main reason for the large amount of aromatics formation during the catalytic pyrolysis of spent 

coffee grounds.  
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Fig. 2. Peak areas of aromatic hydrocarbons obtained from the catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose and 

spent coffee grounds over HZSM-5 at 600 oC. 

Fig. 3 revealed the theoretical and experimental peak areas obtained from the catalytic pyrolysis of 

cellulose, spent coffee grounds, and their mixture over HZSM-5. As expected, the catalytic co-pyrolysis 

of cellulose and spent coffee grounds produced the larger amount of aromatic hydrocarbons than the 
theoretical one. This indicates that the additional amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons can be produced 

by co-feeding spent coffee grounds to the catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose and suggests that spent coffee 

grounds can be the effective co-feeding material on the catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose and other woods.  
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Fig. 3. Theoretical and experimental peak areas for the aromatic hydrocarbons obtained from the 

catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds over HZSM-5 at 600 oC. 

4 Conclusion 

Non-catalytic co-pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds revealed the increased formation of 

small molecular pyrolyzates together with the decrease of large molecular pyrolyzates due to the 

additional cracking efficiency provided by the effective interaction between their pyrolysis 
intermediates. Experimental peak area for the aromatic hydrocarbons obtained from the catalytic co-

pyrolysis of cellulose and spent coffee grounds was higher than the theoretical value, suggesting the 

effective use of spent coffee grounds as the co-feeding material to the catalytic pyrolysis of cellulose.  
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Abstract 
Catalytic pyrolysis of organoslov lignin over red mud and HCl-treated red mud was performed using a 

tandem micro reactor-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Compared to the non-catalytic pyrolysis 
and catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin over silica sand, MgO, and CaO, that over red mud produced 

the higher quality oil having the higher contents of mono-phenol and aromatics. HCl treated red mud 

produced the much higher quality oil having the increased contents of mono-phenol, alkylphenols, and 
aromatics compared to RM.  

1 Introduction 

Worldwide crisis related with accelerated energy shortage, environmental contamination, and global 
warming make the value of renewable energy source to be increased. Among various kinds of renewable 

energy source, biomass is being considered as a potential source because of its abundance and 

renewability. Value added chemicals and fuels also can be produced when biomass is converted by 
applying proper thermo-chemical conversion technologies, such as torrefaction, pyrolysis, gasification, 

chemolysis, and so on. [1, 2]  

Pyrolysis is a thermal conversion method which can produce large amounts of bio-oil from biomass by 

supplying the medium high temperature (normally 400~600 oC) under non-oxygen atmosphere and was 
applied to many kinds of biomass, such as woods [3], citrus peels [4], algae [5]. However, the actual 

commercialization of biomass pyrolysis process is still limited because many kinds of biomass also can 

be used in other manners efficiently and the pyrolysis product quality is low compared to its input cost. 
In this aspect, the use of waste biomass, which is difficult to be recycled or used in other manners as a 
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source for pyrolysis process, is being regarded as a desirable way for the production of fuels or chemical 
feedstock. Organosolv lignin, one of the typical by-products of pulp manufacturing industry, is a 

potential waste biomass which can be used a feedstock for the pyrolysis process. Relatively high quality 

of organosolv lignin as the pyrolysis feedstock and its large production amount are also increasing its 
value of pyrolysis feedstock. De Wild et al. [6] performed the pyrolysis of wheat straw-derived 

organosolv lignin using a bubble fluidized bed reactor and obtained the value added bio-oil containing 

large fraction of phenolic compounds and bio-char.  
To upgrade the quality of bio-oil obtained from the pyrolysis of organosolv lignin, catalytic pyrolysis 

was also investigated by many researchers. Luo et al. [7] used zeolites, such as HZSM-5, HBeta, and 

USY, on the catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin and obtained the decreased yields of oxygenated 

compounds, such as phenols by the dehydration activity enhanced by the use of zeolites.  
Red mud, a highly alkaline waste, is made from industrial alumina production facility as by-product. Its 

annual emission amount is also being increased and causing serious environmental problem [8]. 

Although red mud is being used as a feedstock for the production of cement [9], in road construction 
[10], and iron manufacturing [11], considerable amount of waste red mud need to be recycled or properly 

treated. 

Red mud contains the large amount of Fe2O3 as its main components together with other metal and alkali 

oxides, such as Al2O3, TiO2, CaO, SiO2, Na2O, and so on. These metal oxides can be acted as the 
catalysts during the catalytic pyrolysis of biomass [12-14]. Recently, Shim et al. [15] recycled red mud 

for the completed oxidation of benzene and reported that the catalytic oxidation performance of red mud 

is differentiated depending on its calcination condition and pH. This can suggest that red mud also has 
a potential to be used as a catalyst on the catalytic pyrolysis of biomass.  

Therefore, the catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin over red mud (RM) was investigated using a 

tandem micro reactor-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (TMR-GC/MS) for the first time. For the 
performance comparison of red mud with metal and alkaline oxides, MgO, CaO, and SiO2 were also 

applied as the catalysts. Additionally, the effect of HCl treatment of red mud was also estimated to 

suggest the optimized pre-treatment condition on the catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin.  

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Organosolv lignin 

Organosolv lignin, powder form, was purchased from Sugaren Co, Korea and its physico-chemical 

properties were summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1 shows the physico-chemical properties of organosolv lignin used in this study.  

Ultimate analysis (wt.%) Proximate analysis (wt.%) 

C H Oa N S M V FC A 

58.04 4.82 37.14 - - 2.3 60.4 36.5 0.8 
a: By difference, M: moisture, V: volatiles, FC: fixed carbon, A: ash. 

2.2 Catalysts 

Waste red mud (RM) was obtained from a local alumina production industry in Korea. The RM was 
calcined at 600 oC. HCl-treated RM (HRM) were additionally obtained by applying the additional 

treatment of RM using HCl solution according to the procedure already reported in the previous 

literature [14]. The inorganic elemental compositions and BET analysis results of RM and CRM, already 
reported in our previous literature [15] were shown in Table 2 and 3. Commercial MgO and CaO were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.  
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Table 2. Inorganic elemental compositions of RM and HRM [15]. 

 Al Ca Fe Ga Na Si Ti Zr S 

RM 12.8 1.6 26.3 0.4 5.9 <0.1 4.23 0.1 0.1 

HRM 14.8 0.7 31.8 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 Ti Zr S 

Table 3. BET surface areas, pore volumes of RM and HRM [15]. 

 BET surface area (m2/g) Pore volume (cc/g) 

RM 31 0.11 

HRM 125 0.22 

2.3 TMR-GC/MS analysis 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of TMR-GC/MS used in this study. The mixture of organosolv 

lignin (1 mg) and red mud (5 mg) in a deactivated sample cup was free fallen to the preheated furnace 

(600 oC) of TMR and the emission vapor was cryo-focused using liquid nitrogen (-193 oC) at the front 

part of a separation column (UA-5, 30 m length x 0.25 mm inner diameter x 0.25 ㎛ film thickness) via 

2nd furnace (320 oC) of TMR and GC inlet (320 oC, split ratio; 200:1). After 3 minutes, the cryo-focusing 

was stopped and the chemicals were separated by a GC over program, 40 oC (3 minutes holding) to 320 
oC (5 minutes holding) at 20 oC/min, and detected by a MS (scan mode, m/z: 10~550). Each peak on the 
MS chromatogram was identified by comparing the MS spectrum of each peak with that of NIST 08 th 

library and the compositional ratio of each chemical group was estimated by comparing the summed 

area % of each peak indirectly.  

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of TMR-GC/MS used in this study. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

Fig. 2 shows the summed MS peak area % of each chemical group obtained from the thermal and 

catalytic TMR-GC/MS analysis of organosolv lignin over red mud, MgO, CaO, and silica sand at 600 
oC. As expected, non-catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin produced the oil having the high contents 
of phenolic compounds [16], such as mono-phenol, alkyl phenols, alkoxy phenols, due to the 

decomposition of lignin. Benzofurans and levoglucosan can be produced from the pyrolysis of residual 

cellulose contained in orgarnosolv lignin. When silica sand was mixed together with organosolv lignin, 

the relative content of alkoxy phenols was decreased together with the increase of alkyl phenols. The 
content of levoglucosan was also decreased together with the increase of furans. These indicate that the 

additional cracking of large molecular oxygenated pyrolyzates can be enhanced by the use of silica sand 

which can be acted as a highly efficient heat transfer media. When MgO and CaO were used as the 
catalysts, additional decrease of alkoxy phenols was achieved together with the increase of the contents 

of mono-phenol and alkyl phenols, suggesting their catalytic effects. Among the catalysts used in this 

study, the highest selectivity to aromatic hydrocarbons (BTEXs: benzene, toluene, xylenes, MAHs: 
monoaromtic hydrocarbons except BTEXs) and mono-phenol was observed when RM was used as the 

catalyst on the pyrolysis of organosolv lignin. The formation of mono-phenol from organosolv lignin 

can be explained by the catalytic dealkoxylation and dealkylation of large molecular lignin pyrolyzates, 

such as alkyl alkoxy phenols. The increase of aromatic hydrocarbons can be enhanced by the additional 
dihydroxylation reaction of mono-phenol and Diels-Alder reaction among light olefins produced from 

secondary cracking of phenolics or catalytic dehydroxylation, decarbonylation, and decarboxylation of 

cellulose pyrolyzates [17, 18]. Above results can suggest that red mud can provide the higher catalytic 
activity on the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons and mono-phenol than MgO and CaO during the 

pyrolysis of organosolv lignin.  
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Fig. 2. MS peak area % of each chemical group obtained from the thermal and catalytic pyrolysis of 

organosolv lignin over various kinds of catalyst at 600 oC.  
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Fig. 3 revealed the chemical composition of pyrolysis oils obtained from the catalytic pyrolysis of 
organosolv lignin over RM and HRM at 600 oC. Compared to the non-catalytic pyrolysis, catalytic 

pyrolysis of organosolv lignin over both RM and HRM produced the higher quality oil having higher 

contents of aromatics, mono-phenol, and alkyl phenols due to the effective elimination of large 
molecular alkoxy phenols, furans, and levoglucosan. Ren et al. [19] also found reported that the addition 

of red mud to the pyrolysis of biomass can increase the contents of phenols and aromatics in final bio-

oil. They explained that the use of red mud can increase the efficiency of reactions, such as 
decarboxylation, decarbonylation, dehydrogenation, and aromatization, and lead the formation of 

phenols and aromatics. They also indicated that the chemical composition of product oil become simpler 

because the number of chemicals in product oil is decreased by the addition of red mud. In our results, 

many peak intensities for large molecular pyrolyzates of organosolv lignin, such as 
methoxyvinylphenols, propenylphenol, dimethoxyphenol, vanillin, methoxypropenylphenol, and 

levoglucosan, were dramatically decreased by the use of red mud (data was not shown). This can suggest 

that the use of red mud on the pyrolysis of organosolv can not only increase the quality of final oil 
product having high contents of mono-phenol and aromatics but also make the easier extraction process 

for target chemicals from the product oil due to its simplified chemical composition.  
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Fig. 3. MS peak area % of each chemical group obtained from the thermal and catalytic pyrolysis of 

organosolv lignin over different red muds at 600 oC.  

Compared to RM, HRM produced the higher quality oil having the higher contents of monophenol, 
alkylphenols, and aromatics. The contents of large molecular alkoxy phenols, furans, and levoglucosan 

were further decreased by the use of HRM instead of RM. This can suggest that the pH treatment of RM 

can increase the catalytic effect of RM on the catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin. The higher 
performance of HRM on the increased contents of aromatics, mono-phenol, and alkyl phenols can be 
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explained by the increased contents of inorganic metals, BET surface area, and pore volume due to the 
HCl pre-treatment of RM.  

4 Conclusion 

The effectiveness of waste RM and HRM as the catalysts on the catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin 

was tested using a TMR-GC/MS analysis in this study. Compared to silica sand and other catalysts 

(MgO and CaO) used in this study, RM produced the higher quality oil having higher contents of 
aromatics and mono-phenol in the pyrolysis oil of organosolv lignin. HRM further increased the contents 

of aromatics, mono-phenol, and alkyl phenols in the pyrolysis oil, suggesting the potential use of HRM 

on the catalytic pyrolysis of organosolv lignin.  
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Abstract 

The Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) Concept was proposed and developed by Professor Jan 

Szargut, paving new ways for various applications of the exergy method in all process industry branches. 

The fundamental and applied works of Professor Szargut stimulated a growing interest to the application 

of the CExC approach to analysis of industrial chemical processes. Most of chemical industry products 

are manufactured by long production chains, including chemical, physical and thermal processes and 

consuming various energy natural resources and non-energy feedstock. A number of gaseous, liquid and 

solid waste flows are еmitted and throw out from each stage of the production chain. For these reasons 

the CExC concept was found to be an extremely useful way to estimate not only the thermodynamic 

efficiency of the natural resources utilization, but also to evaluate some environmental effects of the 

production process. 

In this work an example of a CExC approach application for a thermodynamic estimation of some 

environmental effects from industrial ammonium nitrate production process is presented. The CExC 

concept and methodology are used to compare three methods for the waste effluents treatment and 

recycle of the useful components. The net reduction of the total CExC as an algebraic sum from the 

CExC saving as a positive result of the treatment and the additional CExC consumption depends mainly 

on the energy source used jn the treatment processes and on the efficiency of energy conversion 

processes respectively. 

1 Introduction 

Chemical exergy calculation method and Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CexC) concept are two key 

and invaluable contributions of Professor Jan Szargut to modern thermodynamic science and practice. 

Both achievments were very timely and actual, corresponding to needs of tools for thermodynamic-

based estimation of efficiency of fast growing process industries and realization of natural resources 

scarcity.     

The new concept of the reference state of chemical exergy of substances proposed and developed from 

Professor Szargut opened the door for the exergy method application as a Second-Law based tool for 
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analysis of production processes in chemical, metallurgical and other subsectors of modern process 

industry [1-14].  

The Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) approach made possible to analyze not only single 

production processes, but the overall technological chain of a product and thus estimate the total exergy 

of natural resources consumed in all intermediate steps from extracting the feedstock and energy from 

the environment up to the final product [15-26]. 

A foregoing approach, known as Cumulative Energy Consumption (CEnC) calculation was used firstly 

in energetics to estimate the consumption of natural energy resources (primary energy sources, mainly 

fuels) consumed in electricity generation (end-use-energy) [27]. However, this method is not appropriate 

for estimation of the natural resources consumption in production processes of chemical, metallurgical 

and other process industries, as they use both energetic and non-energetic natural resources.  

The CExC approach give the opportunity to estimate the consumption of all kinds of natural resources, 

not only fuels, but also non-energetic row materials. Therefore, the CExC concept, proposed and 

consistently developed by Professor Jan Szargut, paved new ways for various applications of the exergy 

method in all process industry branches [15-26]. 

Beginning from 1978, the CExC concept, methodology and results were published in two monographs 

and in a number of papers and presentations at scientific conferences. In his fundamental works 

Professor Szargut pointed out various fields of the future applications of the CExC concept, concerning 

the comparison of different production methods for obtaining the same product, the cumulative effects 

from waste flows utilization, estimation of the effect of scarcity of different feedstock and energy 

resources, evaluation of price changes, etc. [15-26] 

In the next years Professor Szargut continued to develop the CExC concept methodology and 

applications. He and his disciples and continuators in Gliwice Technical University used the CExC 

approach to analyze main metallurgical and thermal processes, comparing the natural resources 

consumption and efficiency of different processes for production of a same product [32,33]. On the basis 

of the Cumulative Exergy Consumption approach he proposed methodologies for estimation of the 

environmental and economic effects of the production processes (Ecological Cost Method) [ 29,31-35].  

These ideas of Professor Szargut were very fruitful and in the next decades became the basis of new 

branches and concepts in modern exergy-based thermodynamics: Exergetic Life Cycle Analysis 

(ELCA), exergoecology, extended exergy analsys, various versions of thermoeconomics 

(exergoeconomics), etc. [28-32]. and a number of other works, cited by E. Sciubba and G. Wall in their 

review paper [33]. 

The fundamental and applied works of Professor Szargut stimulated a growing interest to the application 

of the CExC approach in analysis of industrial chemical processes. Most of chemical industry products 

are manufactured by long production chains, including chemical, physical and thermal processes and 

consuming various energy natural resources and non-energy feedstock. A number of gaseous, liquid and 

solid waste flows are еmitted and throw out from each stage of the production chain. For these reasons 

the CExC concept was found to be an extremely useful way to estimate not only the thermodynamic 

efficiency of the natural resources utilization, but also to evaluate some environmental effects of the 

production process.  
The realization that the natural resources are limited and scarce was the driving force for energy saving 

design. The fast growing global and local environmental problems and requirements enforce the 

environmental friendly (green) design and possible circular economy in long-time perspective. 

Therefore the respective tools for analysis and optimization of industrial chemical processes are 

necessary and the cumulative exergy concept, proposed by Professor Szargut is the basis of these tools. 

At present all modern software for design of industrial chemical plants includes calculation of chemical 

exergy and cumulative exergy consumption.   

So, these two achievement of Professor Szargut are his invaluable contributions not only to modern 

thermodynamics, but also to chemical engineering science and practice. 

In the next sections of this work an example of a CExC approach application for a thermodynamic 
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estimation of some environmental effects from industrial ammonium nitrate production process is 

presented. The CExC concept and methodology are used to compare three methods for the waste 

effluents treatment and recycle of the useful components. 

2 Application of the CExC Approach for Thermodynamic Estimation and 

Comparison of Waste Flow Treatment Processes: Ammonium Nitrate 

Production as a Case Study  

2.1 Technological chain of ammonium nitrate production 

Ammonium nitrate (AN) is the second (after urea) straight nitrogen fertilizer with 34% nitrogen content, 

and the total production of 47 MM metric tons in 2016 worldwide. Ammonium nitrate contains nitrogen  

in both ammonium (slow) and nitrate (quick) active forms, so it is especially appropriate for the 

temperate zone climate and soils [34]. 

The ammonium nitrate production chain includes three consecutive technological steps: production of 

ammonia from natural gas, air and water (steam), production of weak (60-65%) nitric acid by oxidation 

of ammonia with air and subsequent absorption of nitric oxides (NO and NO2) by water and finally, 

synthesis of ammonium nitrate from ammonia and nitric acid (Fig. 1). The overall reactions of three 

main stages of ammonium nitrate production are exothermic:   

 

7/8CH4(g)+ 10/8H2O(l) + 2/8O2 + N2 = 2 NH3(g)+ 7/8CO2(g)+ 14.0 kJ (1) 

 

NH3(g) + 2 O2(g) = HNO3(l) + H2O(l) + 413.8 kJ (2) 

 

NH3(g) + HNO3(l) = NH4NO3(s) + 145.1 kJ (3) 

 

Summarising reactions (1), (2) and (3), the overall reaction of ammonium nitrate production is also 

exothermic: 

 

7/8CH4(g) + 2/8H2O(l) + 18/8O2(g)  + 8/8N2(g)  = NH4NO3(s) +7/8CO2(g) +572.8 kJ (4) 

2.2 Ammonium nitrate synthesis and environmental problems 

The AN synthesis stage comprises three main unit operations: neutralization by reaction (3), evaporation 

of water, supplied with diluted nitric acid and solidification (prilling or granulation) of obtained 

ammonium nitrate melt [35-37]. The neutralization is performed at atmospheric or slightly higher 

pressure (up to 4.5 bar). Most of water is evaporated in the neutralizers using the most part of the reaction 

heat to obtain high concentrated (93-95%) AN solution. The subsequent evaporation of the remaining 

water from the AN solution is performed at atmospheric pressure or under vacuum. The process steam, 

generated in the neutralizer and evaporator, contains high concentrations of ammonia and AN, about 

3000 ppm mass. Ammonium nitrate emissions from neutralizers are very difficult to remove because 

the particles and droplets are very fine. The latent heat of the process steam is used partially to preheat 

feedstock (ammonia and nitric acid) and thus some process condensate is generated. 

Various techniques are used for treatment of the process steam and process condensate. The first step is 

the absorption of AN and ammonia from the process steam with recycled solution of 15-25% AN in 

water containing nitric acid. The recovered ammonia and AN are recycled back into the process. The 

treated process steam is condensed or discharged to the atmosphere [35-37]. 

However, this first step does not ensure lower than 100 ppm mass concentration of ammonium nitrate 
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in the treated process steam and respective in the process condensate. This high emission level in 

discharged liquid waste flow is not admissible by current regulations, but also generates not acceptable 

losses of fixed nitrogen: about 0.2 kg N/t produced AN [35,36].  

 

Figure 1. Block flow diagram of an ammonia, nitric acid and ammonium nitrate production site 

In older plants the process condensate was recycled back to the nitric acid plant and used again to absorb 

nitric oxides. However, due to the security reasons (nitrite generation) this method is not applicable in 

modern plants, where the nitric oxides absorption is performed at higher pressure up to 14 bar. 

Thus an additional treatment stage is used in most plants to fulfil recent stronger requirements about the 

lower nitrogen emissions levels in waste water. A classical method to obtain a lowest ammonium and 

nitrate concentrations (<10 ppm mass) in liquid waste flows is application of two- or three stages vacuum 

evaporation systems [38]. Most of the necessary heat is supplied by the process steam, so the method 

seems rather low energy intensive. However, the complex equipment, especially in three stage 

evaporation system, is a major drawback. To increase the steam pressure and thus make the equipment 

more compact, a compressor can be added, so really a heat pump is used in this design; but, if a 

mechanical compressor is used, the power consumption is too high [38]. 

Recently some new and more efficient abatement techniques as membrane separation (reverse osmosis, 

RO) and ion-exchange process are discussed and used in new ammonium nitrate plants or for revamping 

the treatment processes in older plants. Both methods were not recommended in the past due to security 

reasons, as they use organic materials which are not admissible in ammonium nitrate synthesis plants 

[35,36]. However, in last years the membrane materials and technology were considerable improved 

and now RO is considered as the most promising option. The treated process condensate could contains 

<10 ppm ammonium and nitrate ions, so it can be used as demineralised water in nitric acid plant or as 

BFW after polishing (39-41]. The concentration of the obtained AN solution is much lower (2-4%) than 

the concentrated solution from evaporation unit (18-30%), but the additional steam consumption is 

rather low as some of the process steam should be used to evaporate the solution. The power 

consumption is higher than in an evaporation unit, but much lower than in an evaporation unit with 

compressor [39-41].  
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As both evaporation and RO methods achieve a high grade of process steam and/or condensate 

purification and nitrogen recovery, the choice depends mainly on the energy consumption. The only 

way to obtain a thermodynamic estimation and compare the environmental effects of these two methods 

is the application of Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) approach and methodology, developed 

by Professor Szargut. 

In a series of previous works [42- 44] the exergy method and the CExC approach were used to analyze 

the overall low energy ammonium nitrate production chain from natural gas, air and water [42] and 

some designs of industrial ammonium nitrate synthesis, including a version with RO treatment of 

process condensate [43]. In [44] the same approaches are used to compare the production chains of two 

main nitrogen fertilizers (urea and ammonium nitrate) with regard to their efficiency and GHG 

emissions. In a recent work [45] the natural resources consumption in the modern low-energy urea and 

ammonium nitrate production processes was estimated using the CExC methodology and compared with 

the results of a previous analysis (made in 1998) of some old ammonium nitrate and urea production 

plants.  

Two attempts, based on the CExC concept application were made to estimate and compare different 

methods for waste flows treatment, first of them (2010) concerning waste steam and/or condensate from 

AN production process treatment [46], and second comparing three methods for NOx abatement from 

tail gas emitted from nitric acid production [47].  

The results of these works show that the application of the CExC approach give some useful and 

thermodynamically correct comparative information about the emissions reduction and natural 

resources consumption variations as results of the waste flows treatment. As in most cases the waste 

flows from nitrogen fertilizers production processes contain products or semi-products of the process 

itself, the best treatment processes should recovery these useful substances and recycle them back into 

the process. 

Thus, in some cases, the waste flows treatment processes can have as a net result some reduction of the 

overall natural resources consumption, despite the additional consumption of some heat and/or power.    

The CExC approach give the unique opportunity to compare different variants of a process or different 

processes for production of a product on the basis of the thermodynamic parameters and indices only, 

without any monetary estimations. Thus some environmental impacts of the processes or variants can 

be compared, especially these based on the natural resources consumption. This approach can be useful 

not only for comparison of the existing processes or variants, but also for estimation of a new process 

or variant.        

In this work the CExC concept and methodology are used for comparison of a new method (Reverse 

osmosis, RO) and two variants of an older method (vacuum evaporation) for treatment of waste effluents 

from ammonium nitrate production process. 

2.3 Data sources and methodology 

2.3.1 Data sources 

The basic parameters of the analyzed AN production plant, extracted from a paper of Bouilloud and 

Boujnah [38], are: AN synthesis at atmospheric pressure with pipe reactor; concentration of nitric acid 

62% HNO3, concentration of the produced AN solution 96% NH4NO3. These parameters correspond to 

most of existing and new ammonium nitrate synthesis units in Europe [35,36].  

The paper of Bouilloud and Boujnah [38] is also the source of data on two older process steam and/or 

condensate treatment methods (vacuum evaporation system without and with mechanical compressor), 

used in the previous analysis [46] and in this work. 

Data concerning the RO method application for AN removing from liquid waste flows are derived from 

[39-41].  

All data on the feedstock and energy consumption in ammonia, nitric acid and ammonium nitrate 
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production, as well as all data about the emissions from these processes, are extracted from EFMA and 

European Commission publications on Best Available Techniques (BAT) [35,36] (Table 1). 

Table 1. Feedstock consumption and emissions data for BAT plants [35,36] 

Feedstock consumption and emissions for BAT plants  

Ammonium Nitrate Production Plant 

Feedstock consumption, kg/t AN, incl.: 

 NH3 

 HNO3 

 

214 

790 

Ammonia Production Plant 

Natural gas (CH4) consumption, Nm3/t NH3, incl.: 

 as feedstock 

 as fuel  

900 

635 

265 

Emissions into atmosphere, kg/t NH3, incl.: 

 99% CO
2  

from CO
2
 removal unit  

 CO
2
 in flue gas from reforming furnace  

 NOx in flue gas from reforming furnace 

 

1200 

500 

1,0 

Liquid effluents (process condensate) kg/t NH3, incl.: 

 NH3 

 

0,001 

Nitric Acid Production Plant 

Feedstock consumption, kg/t HNO3, incl.: 

 NH3 

 

286 

Steam  export, kg/t HNO3 500 

Emissions into atmosphere (waste gas), kg/t 100% HNO3, incl.: 

 NOx 

 N
2
O 

 

1,6 

8,0 

Steam Power Plant (Natural Gas based) in a Fertilizer Production Site 

Energy efficiency (First Law)   =W/Q 0,32 

Thermal efficiency of utility boilers  0,90 

Emissions into atmosphere (flue gas), kg/MWh, incl.: 

 CO
2
 

 NOx 

 

620 

0,47 

 

2.3.2 Calculation procedures and assumptions 

The mass and exergy balances of two older waste flows treatment processes (evaporation systems), 

obtained in the previous work [46] are calculated on the basis of the process data from [38] and are used 

also in the present work. The mass and exergy balances of RO process are calculated on the basis of 

data extracted from [39-41]. 

Some data obtained in previous works of the author [42-45] on the exergy analysis and CExC calculation 

of ammonium nitrate synthesis and overall AN production chain are also used.  

The exergy of material flows is calculated as a sum from chemical and physical (thermal and 

mechanical) components. Chemical exergy is calculated using the method, proposed and developed by 

Professor Szargut [1-14,20]. Gaseous emissions are released at pressures close to atmospheric pressure 

and are treated as ideal mixtures. Liquid effluents are extremely diluted and are treated as ideal mixtures, 

despite off some lack of precision. The environment parameters are assumed as follows:  P0 = 101325 

Pa, To = 298.15 K and relative humidity 0.301.  

The cumulative exergy consumption (CExC) of natural resources is also calculated by the method 

proposed and developed by Professor Szargut [15-26]. 

The cumulative exergy concept includes two main indices [20]: 
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- Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) of all natural resources needed to obtain a product (including 

all semi-products in the technological chain); 

- Cumulative Degree of Perfection, CDP) of the production process; CDP expresses the degree of usage 

of the consumed natural resources in the overall chain of the production process. 

The (CExC)j for the production of some product  j  expresses the ratio of the  sum   Enr,j of the exergies 

of all natural resources that have entered the system at any stage of the chain of technological processes 

leading to the final product, to the net amount of this final product Pj produced per a fixed time-interval 

(year, hour) [20]: 

 

(CExC)j =  Enr,j / Pj (5) 

 

The Cumulative Degree of Perfection in the production of the product j (CDP)i is calculated as the ratio 

of that product exergy, Ej, to the cumulative exergy consumption [20]: 

 

(CDP)j = Ej / (CExC)j (6) 

 

For the CExC calculation of a product, manufactured in n technological stages two methods can be used: 

sequence method (process analysis) and balance equations method [29]. The balance equations method 

is similar to the method used in CEnC calculation using set of equations connected CExC values of all 

stages [20].  

The sequence method includes the consecutive exergy analysis of all stages of the studied technological 

chain beginning from the last stage (final product) trough intermediate products and finishing in 

feedstocks and fuel еxtraction from the deposits in the Earth crust, hydrosphere or atmosphere [20]. This 

method required a deep knowledge of all process stages and reliable data on which the material, energy 

and exergy balances of all stages are based.  

In this work the sequence method is used not only to calculate the natural resource (in this case only 

natural gas) consumption for the production of the product AN, but, mainly, to estimate the net reduction 

of CExC of natural gas as a result of recovery of product (AN) and semiproduct (ammonia) from waste 

flows. To obtain this estimation, two contradictory components of the effect must be calculated: the 

reduction of the CExC and the additional CExC of natural resources necessary to exctract and recovery 

of AN and ammonia from waste flows. In this case the sequence method procedure includes calculation 

of both components by tracking back the overall technological chain. Simultaneously, the mass and 

exergy calculation of the reduced and additional emissions is also a part of this procedure. 

The positive effects of the waste flows treatment are: 

1. Direct reduction of AN and ammonia emissions from AN production unit.  

2. Reduction of nitric acid and ammonia (direct and through nitric acid production) consumption as 

feedstock for AN production. 

3. Corresponding reduction of fixed nitrogen losses in ammonia oxidation and as emissions of NOx. 

(However, there is a small negative effect of reduction of MP steam production and export due to the 

reduction of nitric acid production, so the respective MP steam import is assumed and effect estimated). 

4. Reduction of CExC, CEnC and exergy of natural gas used as feedstock and fuel for ammonia 

production, and respective reduction of CO2 and NOx emissions in flue gas from reforming furnace and 

CO2 (99%) from the process.  

4.Reduction of power consumption in all three units, and respective reduction of natural gas 

consumption, CO2 and NOx emissions in power plant.  

5. Reduction of MP steam consumption in the AN synthesis unit. 

The negative effects of the waste flows treatment are mainly additional CExC, CEnC and exergy 

consumption of some energetic natural resources necessary to implement the waste flow treatment 

processes and respective additional emissions. All three methods consumed electricity and steam (LP 
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process steam and/or MP steam, usually exported from nitric acid unit). For simplicity is assumed 

natural gas to be used as a fuel in power plant, so additional natural gas consumption and respective 

CO2 and NOx emissions are calculated. 

The net reduction of the emissions, CExC, CEnC and exergy of the natural gas are calculated as 

algebraic sum from positive and negative effects. The net reduction values can be positive or negative.  

2.4 Results and Discussion 

The basic parameters of input and output waste process steam and condensate are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Mass flow rate, concentration and exergy of input and output flows in different waste steam 

and/or condensate treatment subsystems.  

 

Flows 

Mass 

 flow rate 

kg/t AN 

Concentration, 

mass % 
 

Exergy 

kJ/kg  NH4NO3  NH3  

Reverse osmosis 

Process condensate (0.1MPa, 300C) 534,0 0,30 0,000 171,73 

Input flows total 534,0 - - - 

Purified concensate (1.9 MPa, 300C) 453,0 0,001 0,000 165,26 

Recycled solution (0.1 MPa, 300C) 81,0 2.0 0.000 228,88 

Output flows total 534,0 - - - 

Two stage vacuum evaporation system 

Process steam (0.12 MPa,1700C) 242,55 0,3 0,3 769,76 

Process condensate (0.1MPa, sat.) 198,45 0,3 0,3 266,33 

HNO3  (62%) 7,9 - - 459,66 

Input flows total 448,9 -  - 

Purified condensate 418,7 0,001 0,000 199,80 

Recycled solution (25% AN) 30,2 25,0 - 1025,5 

Output flows total 448,9 - - - 

Vacuum evaporation system with mechanical compressor 

Process condensate (0.12 MPa) 441,0 0,3 0,3 266,33 

HNO3  (62%) 7,9 - - 459,66 

Input flows total 448,9 - - - 

Purified condensate 418,7 0,001 0,000 199,80 

Recycled  solution (25% AN) 30,2 25,0 - 1025,5 

Output flows total 448,9 - - - 

 

The input AN concentration in process steam and condensate in all three processes is 0.3% mass (3000 

ppm). The steam and condensate flows entering evaporation systems contain also 0.3% mass (3000 

ppm) ammonia, sо, some HNO3 (62% mass) is also an input flow. The process condensate entering RO 

contains no ammonia, as pH=7 is required and the neutralization of ammonia is made before RO.  

The output AN concentration in purified process steam and condensate in all three processes is the same 

< 0. 001% mass (<10 ppm). The AN content of recycled solution from evaporation systems is assumed 

25%, and 2% from RO. So, some additional process steam in used to evaporate this flow up to 25%. 

The physical parameters of the flows are very different. The vacuum evaporation system with 

compressor and RO are designed to treat the process condensate only; so all heat of the process steam 

condensation can be used in AN unit for preheating of feedstock or evaporation of the obtained solution 

before treatment; on the contrary the simple two stage evaporation system needs to treat mainly process 

steam which is the major energy source in this system.  

Two exergy balances of the analysed treatment systems are shown in Table 3. As power is the major 

energy source in two of the systems, the second balance includes power generation from natural gas in 
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a CHP plant. The comparison of two balances show that the exergy losses and degree of perfection of 

evaporation system with compressor depends strongly on the power generation efficiency.  

This result shows that exergy balances are not enough to estimate and compare the thermodynamic 

efficiency of the overall process chain and the application of CExC approach is a necessary tool to obtain 

correct and well-grounded results. 

The results of calculation of the effects of waste steam and condensate treatment and recycling of AN 

and ammonia are shown in Tables 4-9 and Figures 2-4. The reduction of consumed natural gas, steam 

and power, as well as the additional power and steam consumption are shown in Table 4. The next 

results about emissions, energy and exergy consumption, CEnC and CExC are based on the data from 

Table 4.  

Table 3: Exergy balances of waste steam and/or condensate treatment subsystems in AN production 
plants 

 

Exergy flows 

MJ/t AN 

Reverse 

osmosis 

Two- and three 

stage vacuum 

evaporation 

system 

Vacuum 

evaporation system 

with mechanical 

compressor 

Exergy balances of waste steam and/or condensate treatment subsystems 

Process steam  - 186,705 - 

Process condensate  91.704 52,853 117.452 

HNO3  (62%) - 3,631 3,631 

Power 5.296 0.953 60.320 

Process steam heat for evaporation of recycled AN 

solution to 25% AN 

41.027 - - 

Exergy input total 138.027 244,142 181.403 

Purified condensate 74.863 83,656 83,656 

Recycled AN solution (25% AN) 6.571 30,970 30,970 

Useful exergy   81.434 114,626 114,626 

Exergy losses total 56.593 129,516 66.777 

Degree of Perfection, % 58.999 46,280 63,189 

Exergy balances of waste steam and/or condensate treatment subsystems and power generation  

Process steam  - 186,705 - 

Process condensate  91.704 52,853 117.452 

HNO3  (62%) - 3,631 3,631 

Natural gas for power generation in CHP  16.550 2.978 188.500 

Process steam heat for evaporation of  recycled AN 

solution to 25% AN 

41.027 - - 

Exergy input total 149.281 246.167 309.583 

Purified condensate 74.863 83,656 83,656 

Recycled AN solution (25% AN) 6.571 30,970 30,970 

Useful exergy   81.434 114,626 114,626 

Exergy losses total, Incl.: 

 In waste flows treatment system 

 In CHP plant 

67.847 

56.593 

11.254 

131,541 

129.516 

2.025 

194.957 

66.777 

128.180 

Degree of Perfection, % 54.551 46,564 37,026 

 

Table 4. Reduction and additional consumption of feedstock and power in the production of AN, 

ammonia and nitric acid as a result of the waste flows treatment and recycling of AN and ammonia  
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Reduction and additional consumption of feedstock and 

power in the production of ammonium nitrate 

Reverse 

osmosis 

Two- and three- 

stage vacuum 

evaporation 

system 

Vacuum 

evaporation 

system with 

mechanical 

compressor 

Reduction of feedstock and power consumption 

Natural gas for ammonia production, Nm3/t AN 0.6325 1,713 1,713 

Power for ammonia production kWh/t AN 0.0703 0,190 0,190 

Additional steam and power consumption 

LP (0.12 MPa, 1700) steam for evaporation of the 

circulated solution (25% to 96% AN), kg/t AN 
4.739 22,650 22,650 

MP (4 MPa) steam to compensate the lost steam 

production in HNO3 plant, kg/t AN 
0.631 0,521 0,521 

Power for waste flows treatment, kWh/tAN 1.471 0,265 16,758 

In Tables 5 and 6 the mass and exergy of reduced and additional emissions from all sources are presented 

in detail. The results of the net reduction of mass and exergy of the emissions are contradictory.  

Table 5. Reduction of the mass and exergy of the emissions from production of AN, ammonia, and 

nitric acid as a result of the waste flows treatment  

Reduction of the mass and exergy of the 

emissions from production of ammonium nitrate, 

ammonia and nitric acid  

Reverse osmosis 
Vacuum evaporation 

systems 

kg/t AN  MJ/t AN kg/t AN  MJ/t AN 

NH4NO3 in waste steam and condensate 1.5975 5.9596 1,3185 4,9183 

NH3 total, incl.: 

 Direct NH3 emission from AN plant 

 Waste condensate from NH3 plant 

0.0007 

0.0000 

0.0007 

0.0014 

0.0000 

0.0014 

1,3249 

1,3230 

0,0019 

26,5298 

26,4918 

0,0380 

CO2 total, incl.: 

• Vent gas 99% CO2 from NH3 plant 

• Flue gas from reforming furnace 

•Flue gas from power plant 

1.2386 

0.8435 

0.3515 

0.0436 

0.5667 

0.3860 

0.1608 

0.0199 

3,2353 

2,2837 

0,9516 

0,1180 

1,5344 

1,0450 

0,4354 

0,0540 

NOx (as NO2) total, incl.: 

• Flue gas from reforming furnace 

• Tail gas from HNO3 plant 

• Flue gas from power plant 

0.0027 

0.0007 

0.0020 

0.00003 

0.0033 

0.0008 

0.0025 

0.00004 

0,0036 

0,0019 

0,0017 

0,00083 

0,0045 

0,0023 

0,0020 

0,00001 

N2O in tail gas from HNO3 plant 0.0101 0.0243 0,0083 0,0201 

Total emissions reduction  2.8496 6.5553 5,8889 32,9729 
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Table 6. Mass and exergy of the additional emissions from production of power and steam in the 

power plant 

Mass and exergy of the additional 

emissions from production of power 

and steam in power plant  

 

Reverse osmosis 

Two- and three- stage 

vacuum evaporation 

system 

Vacuum evaporation 

system with 

mechanical 

compressor 

kg/t AN MJ/t AN  kg/t AN MJ/t AN kg/t AN  MJ/t AN 

Additional emissions from power production  

Power production total, incl.: 

 CO2 in flue gas  

 NOx (as NO2) in flue gas  

0.9127 

0.9120 

0.0007 

0.4181 

0.4173 

0.0008 

0,1641 

0,1640 

0,0001 

0,0752 

0,0751 

0,0001 

10,3962 

10,3883 

0,0079 

4,7633 

4,7536 

0,0097 

Additional emissions from steam production 

Steam for evaporation of circulated 

solution, incl.: 

 CO2 in flue gas  

 NOx (as NO2) in flue gas 

 

0.6864 

0.6859 

0.0005 

 

0.3145 

0.3139 

0.0006 

 

4,4650 

4,4619 

0,0031 

 

2,0456 

2,0418 

0,0038 

 

4,4650 

4,4619 

0,0031 

 

2,0456 

2,0418 

0,0038 

Steam produced to compensate lost 

steam production in HNO3 plant, incl.:  

• CO2 in flue gas  

• NOx (as NO2) in flue gas 

 

0.1127 

0.1126 

0.0001 

 

0,0516 

0.0515 

0.0001 

 

0,0935 

0,0934 

0,0001 

 

0,0428 

0,0427 

0,0001 

 

0,0935 

0,0934 

0,0001 

 

0,0428 

0,0427 

0,0001 

Total additional emissions  1.7118 0.7842 4,7226 2,1636 14,9547 6,8517 

Net emissions reduction  1,1378 5,7711 1,1663 30,8093 -9,0658 26,1212 

 

The net mass emissions reduction in the case of evaporation system with compressor is negative, due to 

the high emissions from power production. The net exergy emissions reduction is positive for all three 

methods and much higher for both evaporation systems. The reason of this contradiction is that the 

exergy of the reduced emissions from the process (AN and ammonia) is very high, but the exergy of 

additional emissions from power plant (mainly CO2) is small. So, this information is not enough to 

conclude what process is more environment friendly.    

The results concerning energy and exergy consumption reduction, additional consumption and net 

reduction (Tables 7 and 8) are also contradictory due to the big difference between exergy of the energy 

sources used in analysed treatment processes (mainly power and LP steam). The results from CEnC and 

CExC calculations (Tables 9 and 10) show a similar effect despite the CEnC for LP steam and power 

generation is calculated on the basis of LHV of natural gas (assumed as pure CH4). However, as both  

CEnC reduction and additional CEnC are expressed by natural gas LHV, the estimation and comparison 

based on CEnC are more correct than by energy or even еxergy of steam and power.   

Comparing Tables 9 and 10, it seems rather strange that the results of CEnC and CExC calculations are 

too different, as the only natural resource consumed in all analysed treatment and production processes 

is natural gas. A small difference (CExC should be higher than CEnC) is due to the higher exergy of 

natural gas than its LHV and also the influence of CDP value of natural gas extraction.   

   

Table 7. Reduction of the energy consumption in the production of AN, ammonia and nitric acid as a 

result of the waste flows treatment and recycling of AN and ammonia 

Redu ction of the Energy Consumption  

MJ/t AN 

Reverse 

osmosis 

Two- and three 

stage vacuum 

evaporation 

system 

Vacuum 

evaporation 

system with 

mechanical 

compressor 

Reduction of the Energy Consumption  
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Natural gas for ammonia production 22.655 61,356 61,356 

Power for ammonia production 0.253 0,685 0,685 

Total reduction of the energy consumption  22.908 62,041 62,041 

Additional Energy Consumption  

LP (0.12 MPa, 1700) steam for evaporation of the circulated 

solution (25% to 96% AN) 
11.257 53,803 53,803 

MP (4 MPa) steam to compensate the lost steam production 

in HNO3 plant 
1.849 1,527 1,527 

Power for waste flows treatment 5.296 0,953 60,329 

Total additional energy consumption 18.402 56,283 115,659 

Net reduction of the energy consumption  4.506  5,758 - 53,618 

Table 8. Reduction of the exergy consumption in the production of AN, ammonia and nitric acid as a 

result of the waste flows treatment and recycling of AN and ammonia 

 

Reduction of the exergy consumption 

MJ /t AN 

Reverse 

osmosis 

Two- and three 

stage vacuum 

evaporation 

system 

Vacuum 

evaporation 

system with 

mechanical 

compressor 

Reduction of the exergy consumption 

Natural gas for ammonia production 23.843 64,566 64,566 

Power for ammonia production 0.253 0,685 0,685 

Total  reduction of exergy consumption 24.096 65,251 65,251 

Additional exergy consumption 

LP (0.12 MPa, 1700) steam for evaporation of the circulated 

solution (25% tо 96% АN) 
2.386 11,403 11,403 

MP (4 MPa) steam to compensate the lost steam production 

in HNO3 plant 
0.732 0,604 0,604 

Power for waste flows treatment 5.296 0,953 60,329 

Total additional exergy consumption 8.414 12,960 72,336 

Net reduction of the exergy consumption  15.682 52,291 -7,085 

Table 9. Reduction of the Cumulative Energy Consumption (CEnC) in the production of AN, ammonia 

and nitric acid as a result of the waste flows treatment and recycling of AN and ammonia 

Reduction of the Cumulative Energy Consumption 

(CEnC) 

MJ/t AN 

Reverse 

osmosis 

Two- and three 

stage vacuum 

evaporation 

system 

Vacuum 

evaporation 

system with 

mechanical 

compressor 

Reduction of the Cumulative Energy Consumption (CEnC) 

Natural gas for ammonia production 22.655 61,36 61,36 

Power for ammonia production 0,791 2,14 2,14 

Total reduction of  the  CEnC   23.446 63,50 63,50 

Additional Cumulative Energy Consumption (CEnC) 

LP (0.12 MPa, 1700) steam for evaporation of the circulated 

solution (25% tо 96% АN) 
12.508 59,78 59,78 

MP (4 MPa) steam to compensate the lost steam production 

in HNO3 plant 
2.054 1,70 1,70 

Power for waste flows treatment 16.550 2,98 188,53 

Total additional CEnC  31.112 64,46 250,01 

Net reduction of the CEnC  -7.666 -0,96 - 186,51 
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Table 10. Reduction of the Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) in the production of AN, 

ammonia and nitric acid as a result of the waste flows treatment and recycling of AN and ammonia 

Reduction of the Cumulative Exergy Consumption 

(CExC) 

MJ/t AN 

Reverse 

osmosis 

solution 

Two- and three 

stage vacuum 

evaporation 

system 

Vacuum 

evaporation 

system with 

mechanical 

compressor 

CDP: natural gas production 0,875 [20], steam generation 0,35[20], power generation 0,28 

Reduction of the Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) 

Natural gas for ammonia production 27.249 73,79 73,79 

Power for ammonia production 0.904 2,45 2,45 

Total reduction of  the  CExC   28.153 76,24 76,24 

Additional Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) 

LP (0.12 MPa, 1700) steam for evaporation of the circulated 

solution (25% tо 96% АN) 
6.817 32,58 32,58 

MP (4 MPa) steam to compensate the lost steam production 

in HNO3 plant 
2.091 1,73 1,73 

Power for waste flows treatment 18.914 3,40 215,46 

Total additional CExC  27.822 37,71 249,77 

Net reduction of the CExC  0.331 38,53 - 173,53 

 

The CDP values of natural gas extraction, steam and power generation in [20] are rather old. A proof 

made in a recent work [45] shows that the value 0.875 for natural gas extraction is still actual. However, 

the CDP value 0.24 for power generation is low and does not correspond to the efficiency (First Law-

based) value 0.32 recommended as BAT (Table 1) [35,36]. For this reason, the value 0.28 is used as 

CDP of power generation, as it corresponds to the efficiency value 0.32. Recently a higher efficiency 

value (0.42) of power generation is recommended to be used in EC. In this case the corresponded CDP 

value would be higher, the differences between three methods would be lower and RO method would 

be more efficient and environment friendly. 

The comparison of the analysed treatment methods shows the simple two-stage vacuum evaporation as 

the most efficient and environment friendly, with highest value of the net reduction of CExC. This result 

can be explained to a great extent by maximum usage of condensation heat of the input process steam.  

The vacuum evaporation system with compressor (heat pump) is the opposite case due to the maximum 

power consumption and is especially not appropriate if the power generation is low efficient. However, 

the process steam heat is not consumed and can be used for other applications. 

The net CExC value of the RO method is near zero, power and process steam consumption are moderate. 

So, it can be a perspective options if the power generation efficiency is higher or if some renewable 

energy sources would be used.      

Really, the efficiency of the RO in this analysis seems lower due to the lower positive effect (emissions 

reduction), which is the result of lack of ammonia in the treated process condensate. If the preliminary 

ammonia neutralization would be included in the analysed system, the positive effect would be much 

higher and the net effect would be also higher and close to the net effect of vacuum evaporation system. 

3. Conclusions 

The Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) approach and methodology developed by Professor Jan 

Szargut are used to estimate and compare the thermodynamic efficiency and some environmental effects 

of three methods for treatment of waste process steam and/or condensate from ammonium nitrate (AN) 

synthesis production units. Two older methods (vacuum evaporation system without and with 

compressor) and reverse osmosis (RO) are analysed. All three methods ensure full recovery of product 
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(AN) and semi-product (ammonia) from waste flows using condensation heat of process steam and/or 

electricity as energy carriers. 
To estimate the net reduction of CExC of natural resources (natural gas) as a result  of AN and ammonia 

recovery from waste flows, a positive and a negative components of the effect are calculated: reduction 

of the CExC and additional CExC of natural resources. The sequence method is used to calculate both 

components by tracking back the overall technological chain. Simultaneously, the mass and exergy 

calculation of the reduced and additional emissions is also a part of this procedure. The net reduction of 

the emissions, CExC, CEnC and exergy of the natural gas are calculated as algebraic sum from positive 

and negative effects. 

The results show that at current efficiency of power and steam generation, the most efficient and 

environment friendly treatment method is a simple two stage vacuum evaporation system, consuming 

mainly the condensation heat of the process steam. The vacuum evaporation system with mechanical 

compressoer (heat pump) consuming mainly electricity, is the opposite case. The new RO method 

consuming moderately heat and electricity seems a promising alternative, especially at increasing   

efficiency of power generation or green energy usage.     
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Abstract 
The paper describes the concept of low temperature return water utilization for heat supply to the 

modernized “energy saving” buildings. Potential cost reduction in heat transport from the heat source to 

the consumer was determined. Cogeneration profits due to the lowering DH network return water 
temperature were estimated. Assumed calculation scheme of the DH system were analyzed. Two 

alternatives of heating substations, installed in the modernized, low energy consumption buildings, 

connected to the DH Network were presented. 

1 Introduction 

District heating (DH) systems developed in Poland in 1960s and 1970s were built for design DH water 

temperatures of 150/70C (direct mixing hydro-elevator substations) or 150/80C (heat exchanger 

substations). Such temperatures might have been justified, given the primary energy consumption for 
heating, ventilation and domestic hot water (DHW) preparation of 250÷300 kWh/m2year in multi-

family buildings and 350 kWh/m2year in public buildings [3]. However, it should be noted that such 

temperatures were adopted from those used in the former USSR where climatic conditions are 
characterized by lower outdoor temperatures. 

Common tables and control diagrams, taking account of the effect of climatic conditions on DH supply 

and return water temperatures over a yearly cycle, had been used then throughout the Poland. These 

conditions usually included three parameters: outdoor temperature, insolation, and wind velocity [25]. 
Such common control diagrams and tables had been used by 1990s. The key driver for decreasing DH 

water parameters was the automation of DH systems that enabled introducing measures for regulation 

in terms of quantity and quality, and gradual reduction in heat demand for heating, ventilation (central 
heating system), and DHW preparation. The demand for heating and ventilation has dropped as more 

efficient buildings thermal protection was introduced and thermal performance of old and energy-

consuming assets was improved. The drop in heat demand for DHW preparation was achieved mainly 
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by installing hot water meters 

 
share of the number of buildings 

Figure 1: Primary energy (EP) demand for heating, ventilation and DHW preparation in residential 

buildings in Poland by age and share of the number of buildings [3] 

As provided for in European Union directives, new energy efficiency standards came into force in 2017 
in Poland, and industries such as district heating shall adopt them. The aim is to encourage developing 

new solutions and more effective technologies that will allow the new requirements to be met and 

significantly reduce the primary energy consumption in EU states. The regulations mainly provide for 
the reduction of primary energy consumption for heating, ventilation and DHW preparation. According 

to building technical standards [17], as of 2021 multi-family buildings shall use not more than 65 

kWh/(m2year) of primary energy for heating, ventilation and DHW preparation, while collective 
dwelling buildings and public buildings (except for health care facilities) shall use less than 75 and 45 

kWh/(m2year), respectively. The requirements set out in the technical standards [17] lack accuracy, 

since they provide no division of consumption into heating and DHW preparation nor do they specify 

the share of renewable energy sources (RES); hence, in practice it is impossible to specify any 
permissible consumption of final energy (EK) or usable energy (EU) for heating, ventilation and DHW 

preparation. This can lead to a conclusion that the legislator requires the reduction in energy 

consumption in buildings but has virtually no possibility to enforce such a law. The European 
Commission Recommendation [22] is more specific in this respect. For instance, the recommended net 

EP consumption in the case of office buildings is 40–55 kWh/(m2year) with gross consumption of 85–

100 kWh/(m2year) of which 45 kWh/(m2year) shall be supplied from RES. For single-family buildings, 
the recommended net EP consumption is 20–40 kWh/(m2year) with gross consumption of 50–70 

kWh/(m2year) of which 30 kWh/(m2year) shall be supplied from RES. 

In addition to usable energy (EU) and final energy (EK) indicators, the primary energy (EP) 

consumption indicators are also affected by the source of energy. This means that buildings with the 
same heat demand are characterized by lower indicators of primary energy demand if they are supplied 

by a combined heat and power plant than those supplied by a heat-generating plant, which results from 

the difference in the efficiency of energy production in both these sources. 
According to energy efficiency classification of buildings by the Association for Sustainable 

Development of Poland [11], the total usable energy (EU) consumption for heating, ventilation, and 

DHW preparation shall be 15÷45 kWh/(m2year) for low-energy buildings and 45–80 kWh/(m2year) for 

energy-efficient buildings. It may be concluded that meeting the building technical standards requires a 
radical decrease in heat consumption for heating and ventilation, using RES-based sources (the EP 

consumption indicator wi=0), and replacing boilers and heat-generating plants with high-efficiency 

cogeneration plants. Provided that heat demand is much lower, temperatures of DH water supplied to 
heating substations could be significantly lower than those currently used. 

The Heat Roadmap Europe [9], the recommendations for the 4th Generation District Heating (4GDH) 
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systems [4, 7], the Energy Efficiency Directive, the Energy Efficiency Act, and analyses concerning the 
transformation of Polish district heating systems into high-efficiency systems as defined in the Directive 

and the Act, e.g. [14], provide for the following key elements of efficiency improvement: increasing the 

share of RES, synergy of saving energy and developing district heating systems, increasing the share of 
cogeneration, and lowering the DH water temperature (low-temperature district heating – LTDH). For 

3rd generation systems (3GDH) according to [4], the supply water temperature in DH systems should 

be less than 100°C. For 4GDH systems, the temperature should be less than 65–70°C or even in the 
range of 50–60°C [5, 7]. Therefore, reducing the DH water temperature in Polish DH systems should be 

considered an important way of improving them. Nevertheless, this issue seems to have attracted little 

interest so far. DH water temperatures have been slowly reduced in Polish DH systems, but for 50 years 

design temperatures of 150/70C were only reduced down to 120/60C (in some systems only to 
130/65°C). The progress in this respect is then clearly unsatisfactory and requires more commitment of 
the whole environment and the DH industry. This paper serves as a small contribution in this matter, as 

we would like to draw attention to this issue and to the need of starting the implementation of low-

temperature district heating (LTDH) in Polish DH systems. At the initial phase of implementing LTDH 

systems, supplying DH return water (supported, as needed, by DH feed water) to heating substations in 
energy-efficient building complexes might be justified. In the long term, in combination with thermal 

upgrading, the DH system heat should be delivered to consumers via DH water with a temperature that 

in design conditions (matching the lowest outdoor temperature) does not exceed 100C or perhaps even 
less. 

2 DH system heat for energy-efficient buildings 

The LTDH programme provides for a radical reduction in DH water temperatures in DH systems in EU 

states. Low-temperature DH systems offer economic and environment-friendly means of heat supply to 
buildings. They are one of ways of improving heat supply efficiency, including a significant reduction 

of heat losses in DH systems and extending their lifetime [4-8]. There is a relation between a rational 

reduction in DH water temperatures in Polish conditions and the flow heat characteristics of heat sources 
and DH networks on the one hand, and the pace of decreasing heat demand of existing buildings and 

limiting energy consumption characteristics of new buildings on the other. For existing buildings, the 

reduction in heat demand mainly depends on the completion of their thermal upgrading, so this process 

will last a number of years. Lower-temperature water can already be used locally in the vicinity of 
energy-efficient buildings. This can be achieved by designing central heating systems and heating 

substations with much lower operating parameters than those currently used. Considering large 

differences with respect to heat consumption for heating, ventilation, and DHW preparation in buildings 
supplied with DH system heat, at present there are no conditions for significant step reduction in DH 

water temperatures in Polish DH systems. This will become possible as soon as the thermal upgrading 

process is complete. However, preparation to implement the LTDH programme should start today, e.g. 
by making use of experiences gained in the Nordic countries and Germany. 

The idea proposed in [1] is to use DH return water to supply heating substations in energy-efficient 

buildings. This solution may be utilized in newly built buildings, which are characterized by low and 

very low heat demand, and referred to as energy-efficient buildings in this paper. Considering the 
required parameters of heating water for central heating and DHW preparation heat exchangers, they 

need to be supported by higher-temperature water from DH network supply pipes. Mixing return water 

with feed water in appropriate proportions allows the creation of a flow with adequate (lower) 
parameters that, in low heat demand conditions, can be design parameters of a building heating 

substation and a central heating system. Such solutions are currently implemented, for instance, in 

Danish and Swedish DH systems, mainly in the case of single-family buildings or complexes [5]. There 

are no obstacles to implement this technology gradually also in multi-family buildings, of which about 
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70% are supplied by urban DH systems in Poland. In particular, newly designed energy-efficient 
buildings are perfect for the LTDH programme. Danish solutions are based on lowering water 

temperatures across the whole network, but partly allow for supplying buildings also with return water. 

During cooler days in a year, they use other technologies (such as solar panels, heat pumps, and peak 
electric heaters) for heating system water or preparing DHW. 

In Polish conditions, heating substations cannot be supplied only with return water since its temperature 

is too low (between 70 and 40°C). This is why in both variants proposed below supporting heating 
substations with feed water is provided. When energy-efficient buildings or their complexes are partly 

supplied with DH return water, heating substations in such buildings additionally reduce the temperature 

of return water where it returns to the source, which offers further benefits, i.e. increased effectiveness 

of cogeneration and lower losses across return pipes. For heat sources this means lower heat generation 
costs, higher efficiency, and even higher revenues from selling more heat and electricity. Due to the 

lower DH return water temperature, a heat distribution company can reduce heat losses caused by heat 

transfer through pipe insulation and DH water losses. Buildings that are partly supplied with return water 
consume a much smaller flow of DH water from the supply pipe, which means both lower heat losses 

and lower pumping costs for the heat distribution company. In heating substations providing both central 

heating and DHW preparation, the ability to lower the DH water temperature is limited by the need to 

heat DHW to at least 55°C for the whole year. This limitation is particularly important in the transient 
period, i.e. when outdoor temperatures are in the range 6–12°C. 

3 Examples of low-temperature DH networks in EU countries 

A small state-of-the-art DH system was developed in Lystrup, Denmark, with water temperatures 

reaching 50oC and no need for additional heating with electric equipment or a heat pump [5].  

A concept urban design in Ludwigsburg, Germany [22], provides for using a modern low-temperature 
DH network (called LowEx) integrated with a solar collector system [5]. The low-temperature DH 

network will be connected to new low-energy buildings. 

A new concept design of a DH network supplying about 130 residential buildings is tested at the Zum 

Feldlager estate in Kassel Feldlager, Germany. Its main goals include minimizing primary energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions in comparison to other DH systems, reduction of heat losses, and 

increasing the share of non-conventional sources in the DH system [5]. Geothermal heat pumps and 

solar collectors were used in the project. The DH network provides houses with low-temperature heat 
supply combined with a smart hot water storage system to overcome shortages during peak demand 

periods. The system consists of a gas-fuelled cogeneration heat source and heat pumps. 

Low-temperature networks in Denmark. In [6], the financial effects of lowering DH water 
temperatures throughout Denmark were analyzed. The authors came to a conclusion that in the long 

term decreasing the parameters of the DH network along with providing higher share of non-

conventional sources is feasible. Decreasing the return water temperature down to 25oC requires 

alteration of heating systems in buildings and heat exchangers between the DH network and consumers. 
Figure 2 shows DH water parameters used in traditional and low-temperature DH systems in Denmark 

and Sweden as well as those specified for 4GDH systems [14]. 
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Figure 2: Examples of DH supply and return water temperature ranges. LTDH – Low-Temperature 
District Heating, 4GDH – 4th Generation District Heating [14] 

4 Co-operation between low-temperature heating substations and a DH 

network 

When low-temperature networks supplied with DH return water are connected to a system, heat flow 
conditions of the network are changed. To determine and analyze changes in DH water and system water 

characteristics, a simplified model of a DH network was considered (Fig. 3) with two variants of 

connecting heating substations of energy-efficient buildings to the network (Figs. 4 and 5). A heat flow 
model of co-operation between energy-efficient buildings and the DH network was used in calculations. 

The model can be used to analyze the decrease in the return water temperature and determine the 

maximum number of energy-efficient buildings (uen_max) that can be connected in this way to a traditional 
DH network. The model is described in detail in [2]. 

4.1 Diagram of co-operation between heating substations and a DH network 

Figure 3 shows a diagram of co-operation between complexes of energy-efficient buildings and a DH 

network that was used in the analysis. The network model diagram contains eight equivalent heating 

substations, including four low-temperature substations representing the energy-efficient building 
estates (W1, W3, W7, and W8 – blue), and four traditional high-temperature substations (W2, W4, W5, 

and W6). The capacity of each substation depends on the number and size of buildings represented by 

the equivalent substation. The diagram takes account of different locations of low-temperature 

substations. Substations W1, W3, and W7 can be supplied with return water with a temperature higher 
than that provided to substation W8, which is supplied with DH return water mixed with return water 

from low-temperature substations. In parts of the network closer to the source, the temperature of return 

water in the DH network drops as return water from subsequent low-temperature substations is fed. This 
is why return water downstream of chamber K6 has the lowest temperature Tpz, equal to that of water 

returning to the source. Connecting low-temperature substations is justified as long as the temperature 

is not too low to supply them, in which case too large flow of supply water would have to be used. 
Due to quite large amplitude of temperatures in Poland over a yearly cycle and the need to heat DHW 

up to 55C, the concept of supplying energy-efficient buildings only with return water from a DH 
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network might not be feasible. Since the return water temperature in both design conditions and the 
whole heating season is too low, an appropriate temperature has to be provided at the inlet of the heating 

substation by mixing the flow of return water with a relatively small flow of supply water. Therefore, 

both variants (Figs. 4 and 5) consider using supply water to support low-temperature substations. 

 

Figure 3: A model of a network with low-temperature heating substations of energy-efficient building 

estates (W1, W3, W7, and W8) and traditional high-temperature substations (W2, W4, W5, and W6). Z 

– heat source, M – heating main from the source 

4.2 Variants of supplying heating substations from a network 

There are two ways of connecting a heating substation supplying an energy-efficient building (or a group 

of such buildings) in a manner that allows maintaining an adequate supply temperature, delivering heat 

for heating and DHW preparation in the whole range of heat consumption conditions that can occur in 

a year. Both variants require installing additional control valves to mix DH return water with DH supply 
water before it is delivered to heat exchangers in substations. 

Variant I – mixing DH return water with supply water in a chamber upstream of a substation The 

required temperature of water delivered to a heating substation is achieved by mixing return water with 
supply water in a chamber located within the high-temperature network. Two low-temperature pipes are 

provided between the chamber and the low-temperature substations: the supply pipe (Znp) and the return 

pipe (Pnp). 

Variant II – mixing DH return water with supply water in a heating substation 
This solution allows choosing the required flow of supply water to WCO (central heating) and WCW 

(DHW preparation) heat exchangers separately. In practice, this means a lower consumption of supply 

water from the high-temperature network at the substation than in variant I as well as providing proper 
temperatures at the inlet of central heating and DHW preparation heat exchangers. Its disadvantage is 

the need to build a 3-pipe network between the DH chamber and the area of energy-efficient buildings, 

which requires additional capital investment. 
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Figure 4:  Connecting  heating  substation (HS) supplying energy-efficient buildings to a DH network, 
variant I – mixing return water with supply water in a chamber (K) upstream of the substation. Two 

pipes, Znp/Pnp, are provided between the chamber and the low-temperature heating substations. 

 

Figure 5: Connecting heating substations (HS) supplying energy-efficient buildings to a DH network, 
variant II – mixing return water with supply water in heating substations. Three pipes, Zwp/Znp/Pnp, are 

provided between the chamber and the low-temperature heating substations. 

5 A balance model of a network and heating substations including energy-

efficient buildings 

Variant I balance 

In the solution considered in the first variant (Figs. 1 and 4), the return water flow is mixed with the 

supply water flow in the chamber upstream of a heating substation, which implies certain limitations as 
to the ability of lowering the temperature of water supplying heat exchangers at the substation. The 

temperatures of water supplying both DHW and CH heat exchangers are the same, since DH water is 
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supplied via a single pipe. A heat exchanger that requires higher supply temperature for a given outdoor 
temperature dictates the supply water temperature which also affects the second heat exchanger. Thus, 

as the outdoor temperature increases, the temperature of water supplied to the heat exchangers drops 

according to the characteristic curve (the heating curve) of the CH heat exchanger until it reaches 65°C, 
since this temperature is considered as the minimum temperature required to supply the DHW heat 

exchanger. For each variant of supply water design temperatures (Table 1), the outdoor temperature 

 was calculated at which the supply temperature is 65°C for a selected DH heat exchanger. For 
outdoor temperatures higher than the one corresponding to this minimum temperature, the supply 

temperature will remain at this level (i.e. 65°C). DH water temperatures in this variant are shown in Fig. 
6 a) where the limit Tsz=65°C is indicated. 

In order to select CH and DHW heat exchangers and establish a balance of the network co-operating 

with traditional heating substations and new heating substations in energy-efficient buildings, supply 
temperatures for a CH system in off-design conditions were first determined. For all design supply 

 and return  temperatures (Table 1), temperatures in off-design conditions for the whole 

heating season, i.e. tzew between -20 and 12 °C, shall be calculated. The following formulas were used: 

 

𝑡𝑧(𝑐𝑜) =  𝑡𝑤 + ∆𝑡 ∗ 𝜑𝑐𝑜

1
1+𝑚 + (

∆𝑡0

2
) ∗ 𝜑𝑐𝑜 (1) 

 

𝑡𝑝(𝑐𝑜) =  𝑡𝑧(𝑐𝑜) − (𝜑𝑐𝑜 ∗ (𝑡𝑧(𝑐𝑜)0 − 𝑡𝑝(𝑐𝑜)0)) (2) 

 

𝜑𝑐𝑜 =  
𝑡𝑤 − 𝑡𝑧𝑒𝑤

𝑡𝑤 − 𝑡𝑧𝑒𝑤0
 (3) 

 

∆𝑡 =  
𝑡𝑧(𝑐𝑜)0 + 𝑡𝑝(𝑐𝑜)0

2
− 𝑡𝑤 (4) 

 

∆𝑡0 =  𝑡𝑧𝑜(𝑐𝑜) − 𝑡𝑝𝑜(𝑐𝑜) (5) 

 

The calculation was based on the assumption that the system water flow across DH heat exchangers is 

constant (since such control method is usually used at heating substations) and equal to the value 
determined from the formula: 

 

𝑀𝑖(𝑐𝑜) =  
𝑄(𝑐𝑜)0

𝑐𝑤 ∗ (𝑡𝑧𝑜(𝑐𝑜) − 𝑡𝑝𝑜(𝑐𝑜))
 (6) 

Using DH water flows for both heat exchangers (  and ), calculated with 

the aid of the SSP G7 programme [ ], the total DH water flow  from the energy-efficient building’s 

heating substation was calculated (W1, W3, W7 — Fig. 1)): 

 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃 =  𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑤) + 𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑜) (7) 

 

Incoming DH supply and return water flows that are mixed with each other to achieve the temperature 

 were determined using a system of balance equations: 

 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆 ∗ 𝑇𝑧,𝑆 + 𝑀𝑝,𝑆 ∗ 𝑇𝑝,𝑆 =  𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑜) ∗ 𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑜) + 𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑤) ∗ 𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑤) (8) 

 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆 + 𝑀𝑝,𝑆 =  𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑤) + 𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑜) = 𝑀𝑝,𝑃 (9) 
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In variant I of the network connection, the following relation is true: Thus, we obtain the 
following equations for the water flow incoming from the DH supply and return pipes: 

 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆 =   
𝑀𝑝,𝑃 ∗ (𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑜) − 𝑇𝑝,𝑆)

(𝑇𝑧,𝑆 − 𝑇𝑝,𝑆)
 (10) 

 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆 =   𝑀𝑝,𝑃 − 𝑀𝑧,𝑆 (11) 

 

The temperature of water at the return pipe from the energy-efficient heating substation  is: 

 

𝑇𝑝,𝑃 =
𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑤) ∗ 𝑇𝑝,(𝑐𝑤) + 𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑜) ∗ 𝑇𝑝(𝑐𝑜)

𝑀𝑝,𝑃
 (12) 

 
Next, based on the mass and energy balance, return water flows from standard buildings (substations 

W2, W4, W5, W6), and temperatures and water flows at K1, K2, K4 and K3, K5, and K8 were calculated. 

Finally, the flow  and temperature  of water returning to the heat source (Z) or the 

main (M) were determined from the formulas: 

 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑍,𝑀) =  𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑊8) + 𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝐾5) − 𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑊8) (13) 

 

𝑇𝑝,𝑃(𝑍,𝑀) =
(𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝐾5) − 𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑊8)) ∗ 𝑇𝑝,𝑃(𝐾5) + 𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑊8) ∗ 𝑇𝑝,𝑃(𝑊8)

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑍,𝑀)
 (14) 

 

The last step is to calculate the percentage of the flow of water taken by energy-efficient substations 

from the supply pipe in the total flow of DH water across these substations. The  indicator for 
substation W8 is larger than for W1, W3, and W7—this substation takes up more water from the supply 

pipe since it uses DH return water at a temperature already lowered at other energy-efficient buildings: 

 

𝑢𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊𝑖) =
𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊𝑖)

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊𝑖) + 𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑊𝑖)
=  

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊𝑖)

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑊𝑖)
 (15) 

 

𝑢𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊8) =
𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊8)

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊8) + 𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑊8)
=  

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊8)

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑊8)
 (16) 

Variant II balance 

In the solution considered in the second variant (Figs. 1 and 5), the return water flow is mixed with the 

supply water flow at each heating substation installed in an energy-efficient building. In this solution, 

an additional third pipe has to be built between the chamber and the substation. Such a solution enables 
an independent selection of temperatures of water supplied to CH and DHW heat exchangers. In this 

variant, the DHW heat exchanger will not limit the temperature of water supplied to the CH heat 

exchanger (which was the case in variant I). The temperature of water supplied to the heat exchanger 
used for DHW preparation will be always 65°C (which makes it possible to obtain the DHW system 

water at 55°C). Selecting CH and DHW heat exchangers is the same as in variant I. DH water 

temperatures in variant II are shown in Fig. 6 b) where no temperature limit in the supply pipe is 

imposed. 
The complete balance model includes much more relatively simple equations. At some points of the 

model, equations in variants I and II slightly differ. The complete set of equations is given in [1]. 
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6 Parameters of the network co-operating with heating substations at 

energy-efficient buildings 

6.1 Water temperature in a network including low-temperature substations 

In both variants, a significant drop in the temperature of DH return water occurs (Fig. 6). The upper line 

(Tp_ec) represents the DH return water temperature at the combined heat and power plant with no 
contribution of low-energy heating substations (the current state). Each line below represents the 

temperature of return water at the source, resulting from mixing DH water from both traditional high-

temperature substations and low-temperature heating substations. Return water temperatures correspond 
to their maximum share in the total system capacity (uen_max), equal to 35%. The legend in Fig. 6 shows 

design DH and system water parameters used to select CH and DHW heat exchangers at low-

temperature substations. Based on characteristic curves of selected heat exchangers, the temperature of 
water returning to the source over a yearly cycle was determined. The minimum return water 

temperature (between 36 and 38°C) results mainly from the assumed minimum temperature of water 

supplied to low-temperature substations, equal to the minimum return temperature in a high-temperature 

network (between 40 and 45°C). The limit Tznp=65°C in Fig. 6a is provided because DHW has to be 
heated up to 55°C. 

Figure 7 shows temperatures of water returning from low-temperature substations. The line Tp_ec  

represents the DH return water temperature with no contribution of low-temperature substations. 
Figure 8 depicts the share of the DH water flow from the DH supply pipe in the total flow taken up by 

low-temperature substations in variants I and II of the network connection (Figs. 4 and 5). As the share 

of the capacity needed for DHW preparation increases with higher outdoor temperatures, the flow taken 
from the DH supply pipe becomes significantly larger. 

6.2 Limiting the share of low-temperature substations supplied with DH return 

water 

The maximum number of energy-efficient buildings that are connected to the network and supplied with 
return water depends on where they are connected and how much capacity they demand as compared to 

the demand of buildings that already exist and are supplied in a traditional way. 

The extent to which the return water temperature in the DH network can be lowered depends on the ratio 
of the return water flow from low-temperature substations to the total flow across the network. In the 

analysis, to compare the two variants of connecting energy-efficient buildings to the network, the share 

of heating power demand of the energy-efficient buildings (uen) in the total power demand of all the 

buildings connected to the network was taken as a constant close to the limit (uen=0.35). The main 
limitation to the maximum share of the capacity needed by the energy-efficient buildings uen_max is the 

ratio of the flow of water returning from these buildings to the DH return water flow. To provide 

adequate heat to buildings with low-temperature substations, the following relation must hold true: 
 

Mps(st) >Mps(en) (17) 

where:  

Mps(st) — the return water flow from buildings supplied in the standard way, connected 

‘upstream’ of the energy-efficient buildings supplied with heat from the DH return pipe. 
Mps(en) — the return water flow used to provide heat to the energy-efficient buildings. 
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Figure 6: The diagram of DH supply water temperatures (Tzz — Fig. 3) for selected variants of 

supply temperatures in variants I (a) and II (b) of providing heat to energy-efficient buildings from 
the DH network. Legend: Tz(co)/Tp(co)_tz(co)/tp(co) — design temperatures of DH water and CH 

water at heating substations of energy-efficient buildings. 

 

  

Figure 7: The diagram of DH return water temperatures at the source (Tpp — Fig.32) for selected 

variants of supply temperatures in variants I (a) and II (b) of providing heat to energy-efficient 

buildings from the DH network. 
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Figure 8: The share of the DH supply water flow in the total flow taken by heating substations at 

the energy-efficient buildings (HS1, HS3, and HS7) in variants I (a) and II (b) of the connection of 

the energy-efficient buildings to the DH network, for design temperature variants considered 

Limitation (17) stems from the fact that, in the end, the buildings supplied with DH return water have 

to be provided with an adequate volume of water returning from the buildings with a traditional heat 

supply. In order to determine uen_max, iterative calculations were performed. They consisted in selecting 
the right proportion of power demand of buildings supplied in the traditional way to the power demand 

of the energy-efficient buildings that are partly fed with return water, so that the difference between the 

flows Mps(st) –Mps(en) approaches zero. Table 1 lists  considered DH water and CH system water 

design temperature variants for both variants of connecting the energy-efficient buildings to the network 

(variant I, variant II). 
For variant I of the network connection, the maximum power demand of the energy-efficient buildings 

in the model network uen_max is in the range between about 35% for the lowest supply water temperatures 

to about 56% for the highest supply water temperatures. In variant II, the values of uen_max are only 
slightly lower. For given design parameters of the CH system, the maximum share of uen_max decreases 

with decreasing DH water design parameters, since it requires the increase in the DH water flow to 

supply low-temperature substations. 

Table1: Maximum values of the ratio of heating power demand of the energy-efficient buildings 

uen_max to the total power demand of consumers that are provided with heat  from the DH network 

Variant 
Design temperatures 

 
[%] /  /  

- [°C] [°C] Variant I Variant II 

1 100/59 70/54 56  52 

2 95/56 65/51 52  49 

3 90/53 60/48 48 48 
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4 85/50 55/45 46 46 

5 80/47 50/42 42 42 

6 75/44 45/39 39 39 

7 70/44 45/39 35 35 

7 Results and potential benefits 

From the economic perspective, the performance of a DH network is expressed by a heat distribution 

cost per unit, consisting of the following components: 

 the fixed cost component — corresponding to the capital investment for DH networks, including 

maintenance and operation, 

 pumping costs — the cost of electricity used by DH network pumps at sources and DH pumping 

stations, 

 heat loss costs — including the costs due to heat losses through pipe insulation and DH water 

losses. 

To implement variant II, further expenditure for an additional supply water pipe between the chamber 

and the energy-efficient buildings is also required (Zwp — Fig. 5). As part of the analysis, changes in 

heat loss costs and pumping costs was established, since these costs are affected by DH water 
temperatures which will become different when the energy-efficient buildings partly supplied with DH 

return water are connected to the network. 

The calculations were performed for a major Warsaw district heating system (wsc), with specifications 

covering the types of pipes used (diameters and manufacturing technologies) and their lengths in this 
system. Heat losses were calculated using the algorithm provided in [10]. The source heat purchase price 

of 25 zł/GJ was used to determine the loss costs, and the electricity price of 250 zł/MWh to determine 

the pumping costs. The change in the pumping costs was established according to the change in the DH 
water flow, taking into account an unchanged delivery head of the network pumps. Annual estimated 

savings are given in Fig. 9. They were determined on the assumption that the share of low-temperature 

substations at energy-efficient buildings in the total system capacity is 35%. 

 

Figure 9:  Possible annual savings (MPLN/year) due to the use of DH return water to provide heat to 

energy-efficient buildings, for various design temperatures of DH water and CH system water 
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8 Summary 

 Using DH return water to provide heat to heating substations in energy-efficient buildings can 

have considerable economic and energy-related effects. When the DH return water temperature 

and the DH water flow are reduced (since energy-efficient buildings use much less supply 
water), a significant improvement in terms of two components of heat distribution costs can be 

observed. Depending on the network connection variant and the supply temperature variant, 

heat losses drop by 5 to 10% over current losses in the DH network. The reduction in the DH 

water flow translates into a substantial drop in the pumping costs, i.e. between 15 and 25%.  

 Variant II of connecting the energy-efficient buildings to the network provides much better 

results than those in variant I. In this variant, the temperature of water supplied to CH heat 

exchangers can be considerably lower, since it is not limited by the minimum supply 
temperature of a DHW heat exchanger as is the case with variant I. The calculations for variant 

II show that buildings/estates connected to the network in this way would use (for uen_max=0.35) 

50% of water from supply pipes at the maximum, while the rest of their demand would be met 
by the heat from DH return water. For positive outdoor temperatures, the share of the supply 

water flow is reduced to a level between ten and twenty percent of the total water flow taken by 

heating substations at the energy-efficient buildings. 

 The balance calculations revealed that thanks to the buildings that take the heat from return 
water the return temperature at the source Tpz can be lowered by 11% to 30% in comparison to 

the current return water temperature (the level of reduction depends on the variant of supply 

temperatures). This means that in design conditions the return water temperature can be 
decreased, for instance, from 62°C down to 44°C. Obviously, a heating substation design for 

lower temperatures and the service connection will be somewhat more expensive (a larger 

surface area of the CH heat exchanger, an additional mixing valve, and and additional pipe to 
the substation), but these costs will be compensated by a higher performance of the DH system. 

 The concept of supplying heat via DH return water that is considered in the paper also affects 

the energy generation efficiency at the source. According to a simplified analysis, when the 

return water temperature is lowered, the heat production cost per unit will amount to about 0.5 
to 0.7% in the case of a back-pressure extraction turbine unit. In the case of condensing 

extraction turbine unit, the drop in the heat production cost per unit can amount to 0.8 to 1%, 

which will also provide considerable financial profits on an annual basis. 

 The goal is to decrease both DH supply and return water temperatures, which is in line with the 

LTDH initiative that has been implemented in many EU states. Due to the growing pressure on 

energy efficiency, this solution should attract attention of all DH companies in Poland. 

Supplying heat to energy-efficient buildings via return water can be used in the interim period 
as the first step in the process of common, rational reduction of DH water parameters and can 

both provide substantial savings and improve the performance of Polish DH systems. 
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Nomenclature 

𝑡𝑤 Indoor temperature of heated space (taken as ) °C 

𝜑𝑐𝑜 Ratio of heat load of the CH system - 

𝑡𝑧𝑒𝑤  Outdoor temperature °C 

𝑡𝑧𝑒𝑤0 Design outdoor temperature (  = -20 °C) °C 

𝑚 Characteristic of heaters (taken as m=0.3) - 

𝑡𝑧(𝑐𝑜)0 Supply water temperature of the CH system in design conditions °C 

𝑡𝑝(𝑐𝑜)0 Return water temperature of the CH system in design conditions °C 

𝑇𝑧𝑜(𝑐𝑜) 
Temperature of DH supply water fed to the CH heat exchanger in design 

conditions 
°C 

𝑇𝑝𝑜(𝑐𝑜) 
Temperature of DH return water from the CH heat exchanger in design 

conditions 
°C 

 

𝑄𝑜(𝑐𝑜) Power demand of the CH heat exchanger in design conditions kW 

𝑐𝑤 Specific heat of water kJ/kgK 

𝑡𝑧𝑜(𝑐𝑜) Temperature of supply water fed to the CH system in design conditions °C 

𝑡𝑝𝑜(𝑐𝑜) Temperature of the system return water in design conditions °C 

 

𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑤) DH water flow for the DHW heat exchanger kg/s 

𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑜) DH water flow for the CH heat exchanger kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃 DH water flow leaving an energy-efficient heating substation kg/s 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆 DH supply water flow taken by an energy-efficient heating substation? kg/s 

𝑇𝑧,𝑆 DH supply water temperature C 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆 DH return water flow taken by an energy-efficient heating substation? kg/s 

𝑇𝑝,𝑆 Temperature of DH return water in the DH network C 

𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑤) Temperature of water fed to the DHW heat exchanger C 

𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑜) Temperature of water fed to the CH heat exchanger C 

𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑤) DH water flow for the DHW heat exchanger kg/s 

𝑀𝑠(𝑐𝑜) DH water flow for the CH heat exchanger kg/s 

𝑇𝑝(𝑐𝑜) Temperature of water returning from the CH heat exchanger C 

𝑇𝑝(𝑐𝑤) Temperature of water returning from the DHW heat exchanger C 

 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑐𝑤)(𝑊8) DH supply water flow for the DHW heat exchanger at substation W8 kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑐𝑤)(𝑊8) DH return water flow for the DHW heat exchanger at substation W8 kg/s 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑐𝑜)(𝑊8) DH supply water flow from the CH heat exchanger at substation W8 kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑐𝑜)(𝑊8) DH return water flow from the CH heat exchanger at substation W8 kg/s 

𝑀(𝑐𝑤) Water flow across the DHW heat exchanger kg/s 

𝑀(𝑐𝑜) Water flow across the CH heat exchanger kg/s 

𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑤) Supply temperature of the DHW heat exchanger C 

𝑇𝑧(𝑐𝑜) Supply temperature of the CH heat exchanger C 

𝑇𝑝,𝑃(𝐾5) Temperature of DH return water in chamber K5 C 

𝑇𝑧,𝑆  Temperature of DH supply water taken from the network C 
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𝑀𝑧,𝑆  
DH supply water flow taken by both heat exchangers at the heating 
substation 

kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆 
DH return water flow taken by both heat exchangers at the heating 

substation 
kg/s 

; 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑍,𝑀) DH return water flow at the heat source kg/s 

𝑇𝑝,𝑃(𝑍,𝑀) DH return water temperature at the heat source C 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑊8) DH water flow leaving substation W8 kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝐾5) DH return water flow at point K5 kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑊8) DH return water flow taken by substation W8 kg/s 

𝑇𝑝,𝑃(𝑊8) DH return water temperature returning from substation W8 C 

 

𝑀𝑧,𝑆(𝑊𝑖) DH supply water flow taken by substation Wx kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑆(𝑊𝑖) DH return water flow taken by substation Wx kg/s 

𝑀𝑝,𝑃(𝑊𝑖) DH return water flow from substation Wx C 
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Abstract 
In awareness of latest regulations in energy sector, renewable energy sources are promptly gaining on 

importance. Among all of the renewable energy sources, one that has the biggest potential in Poland is 
natural and waste biomass. Waste biomass utilization plays a significant role in economy of waste 

management. Solar application of biomass thermal conversion methods e.g. pyrolysis, adds the 

opportunity to store additional energy of the sun as well as amplifies the pro-ecological effect of the 
whole conversion due to neutral greenhouse gasses (GHG) emissions. Precise control of waste biomass 

pyrolysis due to investigation of the process thermodynamics, kinetics and heat transfer phenomena 

allows to direct decomposition for production of desirable products, allowing to reduce greatly disposal 
cost of biomass, even as problematic as sewage sludge. The goal of this study is to develop new design 

of laboratory-scale solar pyrolytic reactors in order to investigate solar pyrolysis of waste biomass. In 

presented paper review of pyrolysis fundamentals, including process thermodynamics and kinetic 

principles, and finally. In addition, recently developed natural-powered and artificial solar pyrolytic 
reactors has been presented with brief comparison of recently used light sources for solar pyrolysis 

studies. As a summary Authors would like to present own idea of solar pyrolytic reactor along with 

basic methodology for future experiments and studies. 

1 Introduction 

With continuous economy and social growth, the global energy demand is rising while available fossil 
fuels resources are slowly approaching to exhaustion. Only in 2014, the world primary energy demand 

was estimated at 13 000 megatons of oil equivalent (1 Mtoe = 41 868 GJ), increasing by 22% and 54% 

respectively compared to years 2004 and 1994 [1]. This rapidly rising demand for energy has begun the 

alarmingly intensive exploitation of natural environment in search of the new renewable energy sources. 
What has to be noticed GHG stands for over 80% of global anthropogenic emissions, so decisive action 

in energy sector is needed also for mitigation of global warming [2]. 

Environmentally clean, and renewable Solar energy could be a promising option for the future world, 
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because of several reasons: (1) solar energy is the most abundant energy source of renewable energy 
and sun emits it at the rate of 3.8 x 1023 kW, out of which approximately 1.8 x 1014 kW is intercepted by 

the earth [3], (2): it’s completely free and environmentally clean, (3) there are plenty of efficient solar 

energy acquisition methods with parabolic-through collectors, point-focus parabolic dishes 
concentrators, and Fresnel lenses [4]. Another promising renewable energy source is biomass. Biomass 

potential in Europe, according to European Environment Agency (EEA) is estimated at 225 Mtoe per 

year from key suppliers: agriculture, wood industry and municipal economy [5]. Only in Poland, annual 
biomass energy potential is equal to: >20 million Mg of waste straw, approx. 4 million Mg of waste 

wood and approx. 6 million Mg of sewage sludge [6]. Biomass conversion can be proceeded through 

either biochemical, physico-chemical or thermochemical processes [7]. 

Biomass conversion methods aim for release of the biomass energetic potential into usable product e.g. 
gas or oil. Besides conversion methods, there are some methods of biomass pre-treatment, whose aim is 

to keep and expose biomass energy in the form of stable solid fuel, with combustible properties similar 

to hard coal [8]. Among the biomass thermal conversion methods there can be distinguished: 
combustion, gasification, pyrolysis and hydrothermal liquidation. Biomass thermal pre-treatment 

processing focuses mainly on torrefaction and hydrothermal carbonization.  

Among these methods the one that stands out for the highest biomass conversion rates is pyrolysis. 

During the pyrolysis always three usable products are produced, so all the initial energy is converted 
into useful chemical energy of the products. Due to high temperatures of the process, and isolated 

reaction zone, pyrolysis is suitable and safe method of toxic and contaminated biomass conversion e.g. 

crops collected after phytoremediation of contaminated soils or municipal sewage sludge, where toxins 
are utilized and decomposed, while heavy metals remain trapped within the solid residue [9]. 

Conventional implementation of all of the distinguished methods requires significant amount of heat 

necessary to carry out the reaction, usually acquired from combustion of fossil fuels, which indirectly 
generates GHG emissions, diminishing the pro-ecological effect of the whole process. Idea of solar-

driven pyrolysis process is promising way of producing environmentally clean and renewable energy 

from low calorific biomass. Not only it reduces cost of necessary heat, yet it reduces significantly 

emissions of GHG and provides original way to store solar energy in form of stable pyrolysis products.  
For efficient course of solar driven pyrolytic conversion of biomass appropriate installation must be 

designed, with emphasis on feedstock type, process thermodynamics, concentrated solar power (CSP) 

system, and desirable final products yields. The aim of this work is to focus on solar pyrolysis process 
recognition, with emphasis on the energy balance, and introduction into kinetic analysis. After such 

introduction and review of numerous, recently published solar pyrolysis studies, Authors would like to 

present own idea of solar pyrolytic reactor for insightful solar pyrolysis investigation. 

1.1 Pyrolysis characterization 

Many researchers tried to resolve fundamentals of pyrolysis reaction heterogenic mechanism, which is 

still quite mysterious even with consideration of quantum mechanics [7]. Pyrolysis consists of many 
simultaneous processes: charring, forming of vapours, as well as secondary reactions and mass transfer 

phenomena, that complicate distinguishing of consistent process mechanism or definition. Despite 

heterogeneity of the process, pyrolysis can be divided into several steps. 

As soon as external heat is applied drying occurs. When all the initial moisture is released first 
decomposition takes places with releasing of first volatiles. During first stage of pyrolysis, occurring 

between 100 °C and 250 °C, some internal structural rearrangements occur like chemical bond breakages 

and carbonyl groups formation [1]. Primary pyrolysis starts after reaching 250 °C and ends depending 
on feedstock type approx. at 500, 600 °C resulting in the highest mass drop and release of primary 

products: condensable and non-condensable volatiles, while solid residue of pyrolysis reaction – char, 

is being created during the whole process. During pyrolysis always three products are produced: 
pyrolytic oil, gas and char. Char consists of organic matter, coke, and ash [10]. First, charcoal is 
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produced during primary process, then secondary reactions occur, like cracking and reforming, which 
may be connected to charring [7]. Finally coke and soot creation occur, which along with charcoal 

consists on the final solid residue. 

Pyrolytic oil consist of numerous condensable organic compounds: mainly organic acids, olefins 
ketones, phenols and fatty acids [11]. Significant acidic (not as strong as HCl or H2SO4) and corrosive 

nature, along with relatively low energy density, places bio-oil far from perfect liquid fuel.  

Pyrolytic gas consists of light volatiles, usually being the mixture of CO, CO2, H2, H2O, CH4, which 
yield, and heating value depends on pyrolysis technology. 

1.2 Process classification 

Over the years pyrolysis has been divided into three categories: slow, fast (sometimes called 
intermediate or medium) and flash [1]. The differentiation has been made on the heating rates and 

resulting product yields and process temperatures.  

Table 1: Pyrolysis technologies classification [1]  

Pyrolysis type 
Process conditions Product yields 

Heating rate, β Process time, τ Temperature, T Solid Liquid Gaseous 

Slow < 50 K·min-1 5-30 min 400-600 °C <35 % <30 % <40 % 

Fast 10-200 K·s-1 < 5 s 400-600 °C <25 % <75 % <20 % 

Flash ~1000 K·s-1 < 0.1 s 600-900 °C <20 % <20 % <70 % 

 

Table 1 presents the specification of main pyrolysis technologies along with process parameters and 
estimated product yields. Slow pyrolysis, being characterized by the longest reaction times and lowest 

heating rates, results in the relatively uniform product distribution, yet slightly directed towards higher 

char yields [13]. 
Fast pyrolysis, despite similar temperature range as slow pyrolysis, is getting attention in bio fuels and 

chemical production, due the highest liquid yields [14–16]. Main reason for the latter is short reaction 

time, too short to meet char formation, due to high amount of heat supplied with heating rates reaching 
up to 200 K·s-1. High amount of heat supplied covers endothermal requirements of condensable vapours 

formation, what combined with short vapours residence time and rapid cooling maximizes the final 

liquid yield [1]. 

Flash pyrolysis, due to the most intensive heating rates, results in highest temperatures and shortest 
reaction times, usually shorter than 1 s [17,18]. In these methods concentrated radiation is directly 

focused on biomass sample causing almost instant decomposition. Incident heat fluxes at the reaction 

zone are often higher than 7 MW·m-2. 

1.3 Heat of reaction 

To design reliable pyrolysis reactor, knowledge of necessary heat supply is crucial. The evaluation of 

heat of pyrolysis allows a rough estimation of heat necessary to carry out pyrolysis process. When 
applying first law of thermodynamics to the pyrolysis reaction, significant difference can be spotted 

between total enthalpies of reactants and the products. H. Yang et al. 2013 [11] proposed the energy 

balance for pyrolysis reaction defined as the difference between sums of enthalpies of products and the 
enthalpy of feedstock biomass. 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   gas out oil out char out biomass inQ h T h T h T h T  (1) 
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Q  heat of pyrolysis (enthalpy of reaction),  

hoil, hgas, hchar enthalpy of oil, gas and char,  

Tin, Tout  initial and outlet temperature of the products. 
 

Specific enthalpy of i-th reactant is calculated as a sum of standard enthalpy of formation and physical 

enthalpy increase between initial and outlet temperature.  
 

 

298,15

   
outT

i i i

K

h H Cp dT   (2) 

 

ΔHθ
i standard enthalpy of formation of i-th component,  

Cpi specific heat at constant pressure of i-th component.  

 

In J. Rath et al. 2003  published study [19] on heat of pyrolysis for spruce wood carried out at 550 °C, 
with heating rate 10 K·min- 1 varied from 2.4 to 3.4 MJ·kg-1 with 18-21% char yield. H. Yang et al. 2013 

[11] estimated heat of cedar chips pyrolysis for varied heating rates, from 32 to 320 K·min-1, to be 1.1-

1.2 MJ·kg-1 and 1.3-1.6 MJ·kg- 1 for process temperatures 500 and 550 °C respectively, with 38-48% 

char yield. M. Stenseng et al. 2001 [20] measured heat of pyrolysis reaction for Avicel cellulose to be 
0.63–0.71 MJ·kg−1 for samples of 2 and 5 mg, and about 0.560 MJ·kg−1 for samples of 10 and 20 mg. 

Approximation of pyrolysis nature with simple energy balance is lightly said an oversimplification. Eq. 

(1) is rough estimation of pyrolysis reaction heat that could be used to generally for comparative 
evaluation of energy supply for different type of feedstock. To know the more accurately the energy 

supply for the reaction the kinetic analysis is necessary, where heat of pyrolysis is one of the parameters 

used in kinetic computations e.g. temperature correction factors [21]. 

2 Biomass pyrolysis kinetic analysis 

A satisfactory understanding of biomass pyrolysis can give rise to a dramatic development of biomass 

conversion process [22]. Presented energy balance on Eq.(1) does not consider phenomena such as heat 
conduction in solids, heterogeneity of reactions, secondary reactions and diffusion, density changes in 

sample, etc. Over the years researchers tried to solve mystery of pyrolysis mechanism proposing the 

new and new reaction model, with estimation methods and algorithms. John E. White et al. 2011 [23] 
presented the comprehensive review of recently used models. There are two main approaches for kinetic 

parameters calculation, depending on the reaction mechanism (model) is known or not [23–25]. Model-

based approach assumes known reaction mechanism, being the correlation between equations of 

decomposition functions (models). 

 Model-based methods 

The numerous pyrolysis models can be divided into three principal categories: single-step global 
reaction models, multiple-step models, and semi-global models [23]. Single-step model assumes one 

global activation energy for whole process. Semi-global models assume that pyrolysis of biomass can 

be distinguished into two or three consecutive or concurring reactions with own rates of product 
forming: volatiles and char. This method allows consideration of secondary reactions, lumped analysis 

of the system, without biomass structure consideration, where the products are produced through single-

step or multi-step reactions. The most complex multi-step models consider various number of forming 
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reactions during the pyrolysis. Final computational effort involves several reaction models with own 
kinetic parameters and known correlation between them (reaction mechanism), which until now is not 

entirely known for pyrolysis.  

 Model-free methods 

Model-free, or iso-conversional method uses an individual rate equation for each extent conversion and 

a narrow temperature interval ∆T, related to this conversion [25]. The idea of iso-conversion 
computations is use the data from number of TGA and DSC experiments, carried out with multiple 

heating rates, for creation of set of equations used to evaluate the effective energy of activation for 

investigated process. Vyazovkin proposed the model-free transformation of Eq.(4) based on the 

principle  that the process rate at constant extent of conversion is only a function of temperature [25]: 
 

1

ln( / ) Ed d

T R





 


 
   

 (3) 

 

α dimensionless extent of conversion,  
τ time, 

Eα energy of activation,  

R gas constant. 

 
Presented Eq.(3) denotes that activation energy can be estimated with known temperature dependence. 

The latter can be acquired usually through series of TGA and DSC experiments at different heating 

rates. While equation lacks reaction model, it should be kept in mind that method still assumes there is 
some reaction model f(α) defining the process rate. One of the most popular model-free methods is 

Friedman differential method: 
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 (4) 

 

β heating rate,  

k k-th heating rate in series of experiments, 

α specific reaction extent at narrow temperature interval ΔT 

 

Figure 1: Isoconversional kinetic method developed in series of experiments using numerous heating 

rates [25]. 
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Figure 1 presents Isoconversional method idea. Computational data are acquired through series of 
experiments using numerous heating rates. Data from experiments are compared at constant reaction 

extent, presented as index α in Eq.(4) 

Time dependence of rate of conversion has been put into heating rate, with simple transformation: 
 

dT

d



   (5) 

 

d d dT d

d dT d dT

  


 
    (6) 

 
Eq. (6) presents conversion of isothermal kinetic equation Eq.(3) into non-isothermal conditions suitable 

for model-free method. A plot on the left-hand side of Eq.(4) against the reciprocal temperature, T-1, 

gives a straight line whose slope yields the iso-conversional value of the effective activation energy, Eα, 

without any assumptions about the reaction model. The other two parameters of the kinetic triplet (pre-
exponential factor and reaction model) are encrypted in the intercept but they can be evaluated by several 

simple techniques proposed by Vyazovkin [16]. 

3 Solar pyrolytic reactors review 

With known endothermicity and kinetic behaviour of biomass pyrolysis, the goal of solar pyrolysis 

implementation seems to be closer to achieve. However, even the statistically best results of kinetic 
computations and simulations must be validated. With that in mind, the need of pilot scale installations 

and laboratory reactors along with comprehensive studies is still growing. In order to power pyrolysis 

reactor with solar radiation, one must to design or adapt the way to collect, direct and focus radiation on 

desired area. The most popular. The CSP systems comprise a concentrator and a receiver. Several 
Researchers have investigated the use a solar concentrators, parabolic through and Fresnel lens 

concentrators to provide the heat input to a receiver, acting as a pyrolysis reactor [27–31]. Solar pyrolytic 

reactors can be divided into two technologies: solar simulators and solar (image) furnaces. Solar 
simulator adapts artificial light source to simulate solar radiation, which then is directed through 

concentrator on target area. Solar simulators originated from photovoltaic testing units, where lamp 

radiation simulates natural solar radiation with uniformity, power and spectral match [32]. Solar 
simulators are well adapted for continuous feedstock supply, which is promising feature for future 

implementation of the idea. 

3.1 Solar pyrolytic reactors powered by natural sunlight  

Numerous Researchers published on solar pyrolysis where experimental section was powered by natural 

sunlight. Zeng, et al. [33,34] investigated solar pyrolysis on vertical solar furnace. The device 

constructed at CNRS, France, allowed to control plateau temperature and heating rate using a dedicated 

shutter. Solar radiation firstly was directed to parabolic mirror by movable heliostat, then focused on the 
reactor surface. In presented study the summary area of collector and concentrator was significantly 

higher than the surface of the reactor. The presented experimental rig collected 1.5·103 W of solar 

thermal power with 12·106 W·m-2 heat flux density, operating at 1000 W·m2 direct normal irradiation 
(DNI). The biomass sample reached up temperatures of 2000 °C, placing the experiment in flash 

pyrolysis technology area. Zeng study investigated product yields at four final temperatures: 600, 900, 

1200 and 2000 °C. Experiments proved that with increase of pyrolysis temperature the bio-oil and bio-
char yields decreases, for increased yields of pyrolytic gas. 
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S. Morales et al. 2014 [29] designed parabolic- through solar reactor for bio-oil production from orange 
peel pyrolysis. Presented design was a combination of the radiation concentrator with thermochemical 

conversion system, which final performance was evaluated by Monte Carlo ray-tracing method. The 

tubular, glass reactor was placed in focal line of parabolic through solar concentrator, reaching average 
temperature of 290 °C, with peak temperature of 465 °C, along with average and peak heat flux of 12 

553 W·m-2 and 27 088 W·m-2 respectively. Experiments were carried out for 965 W·m-2 DNI. Morales 

work highlighted the potential problem for industrial application of solar pyrolysis. A 79 wt.% of 
biomass sample was converted to 77.64 wt.% liquid, 20.93 wt.% char and 1.43 wt.% gas. He proved, 

that operating temperature of highly transparent parabolic-through reactor significantly drops with the 

increase of reactors length. Second problem was the heat loss incoming from high biomass reflectance. 

H. Grassman et al. 2015 [30] study addressed on solar pyrolysis of agro-waste biomass using set of 
linear mirrors (Linear Mirror II). The constructed reactor reached operating temperate of 350- 500 °C 

after approximately 90 minutes, gathering up to 50 kWh of solar energy. The retort pyrolytic reactor was 

filled with 5 kg of straw and exposed to the concentrated solar radiation. Authors of the study focused 
on solar bio-char production, which yields were investigated in function of temperature of 300,400 and 

500 °C. Experiment resulted in solid residual mass yields 51.5%, 39.6%, 31.2% with bio-coal HHV of 

22.6, 27.5 and 28.5 MJ·kg-1 respectively. 

M. Sánchez, et al. 2017 [35] study focused on precise evaluation of ideal operating parameters of 
pyrolytic reactor for maximized char production. Proposed computational model integrated pyrolysis 

kinetics, sun-earth geometry relations and solar-thermal performance calculations. Using this model and 

Linear Fresnel Technology for solar radiation concentration authors predicted ideal parameters to be the 
temperature of 308 °C, heating rate of 4 K·min-1 with 149 minutes of process time. Authors denoted 

maximum char yield of 40.8 wt.% being a good agreement with other yield values reported in the 

literature for slow pyrolysis. 

3.2 Solar pyrolytic reactor powered by an artificial light source 

For Researchers willing to study solar pyrolysis in regions that lacks of natural solar-thermal potential 

adapted artificial light sources as sunlight simulators. Main reason for using artificial light source is 
independence from natural, adverse conditions which may occur during experiments with natural 

sunlight. V. Esen et al. 2017 [32] presented comprehensive solar simulators classification based on their 

light sources, and their history and technological development. Among the history (starting from 1960s) 
the most popular light sources adapted for solar simulation were: Carbon Arc lamps, Sodium Vapour 

lamps, Argon lamp, Quartz-Tungsten Halogen (QTH) lamps, Mercury Xenon lamps, Xenon-Arc lamps, 

Xenon Flash lamps, Metal Halide lamps, Light Emitting Diodes (LED) and finally Super Continuum 

Lasers. Presented study showed, that with development of light  technology, the efficiency of light 
sources increases, as well as life cycle of simulators are becoming more economical and effective. The 

final choice of the light source match would be proceeded on the goal of the study, as well as desirable 

characteristics and parameters of light source, with regard to final cost of the device. In this study 
Authors would like to focus on Xenon-Arc and QTH lamps, as the most commercially available light 

sources with relatively good spectral emissive power distribution and solar-thermal capability. 

Differences between mentioned light sources are encrypted in spectral emissive power distribution 

maximum, which for QTH smooth emissive spectrum, from 250 to 2500 nm is usually shifted towards 
infra-red (IR) regions, with smaller ultra-violet (UV) range. Xenon-arc Lamps emits radiation from the 

185-2600 nm wavelength range, with spectral power distribution maximum closer to visible light (390-

700 nm), which is more adequate to the spectral maximum of the Sun [32]. 
O. Boutin et al 2002 [17] used 5 000 W xenon lamp and a set of elliptical mirrors to generate up to 

7.4·106 W·m 2 incident radiant heat flux. In presented image furnace, quartz made cylindrical reactor 

contained pelletized cellulose powder. Sample was located in the furnace focal zone, where radiation 
was concentrated at the circular target area with 5·10-3 m diameter. Incident heat flux heated up the 
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reactor up to 800-1000 °C with enormous heating rates approximately around 4000 K·s-1. 
Rony et al. 2018 [28] presented a novel pyrolysis reaction system, based on a concentrated solar 

simulator powered by modified 5 000 W Xenon-arc cinema projector along with supporting 

components. Modelling, and testing for generating bio-based materials including fuels and chemicals in 
a quartz glass reactor has been presented. Lamp radiation has been collected and focused on single pine 

sawdust sample with two parabolic dishes, generating available heat flux from 2-7 ·105 W·m-2 over 10 

mm diameter area, reaching operating temperatures from 750 to 900 °C. Researchers proved, that for 
presented experimental setup optimal temperature for bio-oil production was 750 °C. 

Grønli and Melaaen in 2000 [36] published results of experimental and modelling work on solar 

pyrolysis of wood under regimes controlled by heat and mass transfer. In a single-particle, bell-shaped 

Pyrex reactor, one face of a uniform and well characterized Norwegian spruce cylinder has been one-
dimensionally heated by using a Xenon-arc lamp as a radiant heat source. In presented work the effect 

of applied heat flux on the product yield distributions (Table 2) have been investigated. 

O. Authier et al. in 2013 [37] present the image furnace as an efficient laboratory device for studying 
fundamental aspects of high temperature reactions involving a solid. The basic principle relies of solid 

heating by a concentrated 5 000 W  Xenon-arc lamp radiation in very clean conditions. The experimental 

section consisted of single cylindrical pellet placed inside a transparent quartz reactor and adjusted in 

focal point of an elliptical mirror. In these conditions, the values available heat fluxes varied between 
80-850·103 W·m-2 over a surface of 78.5·10-6 m2. The study included the values of heat flux densities 

200–900·103 W·m-2 usually available at the surface of a wood pellet entering a pilot dual fluidized bed 

DFB operating at a temperature of about 850 °C.  
V. Pozzobon et al. 2014 [38] presented image furnace developed to study solids radiative properties at 

high temperatures. Proposed furnace consists of an elliptical mirror which directs every ray coming from 

the 750 W tungsten halogen lamp at first focus to the sample at second focus. The heat flux on the sample 
surface is theoretically not uniform because the elliptical reflector is a non-imaging optical device. 

Presented device allowed to reach average heat flux as high as 180·103 W·m-2 on single 5 mm diameter 

samples, reaching temperatures up to 800 °C. 

As it can be seen, despite the same nominal power, the reactor thermal performance depends on method 
of radiation concentration. The highest temperatures, 800-1000 °C and heating rate 4000  K·s- 1was 

denoted for image furnace using two elliptical mirrors to concentrate radiation. For the same lamp power 

and basic radiation through the lens, denoted temperatures were almost 2 times lower, reaching 300-550 
°C. Based on conversations with artificial light sources companies, the elliptical reflectors provide 

highly concentrated radiant heat flux, while parabolic reflectors are suitable for collimated beams of 

light. 
All of the reactors presented are made of transparent materials and designed to decompose single sample 

of biomass. In this study Authors would like to propose the multi-particle solar pyrolytic reactor. Multi-

particle device shall highlight issues of parallel pyrolysis of biomass particles, which will be examined 

in future papers. 

4 Solar pyrolytic reactor proposal 

The Authors face the challenge of solar pyrolysis process insightful investigation. The main goal of the 
study is to investigate influence of process temperature on product yields, as well as evaluation of 

process kinetics and  finally the biomass energy upgrade factor. For this purpose, efficient laboratory 

reactor must be designed. 
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Figure 2: Scheme of solar pyrolysis bench scale reactor 

Figure 2 presents laboratory scale pyrolysis reactor proposal. General idea of the reactor is indirect 

heating of the biomass via Xenon-Arc lamp radiation through highly conductive reactor wall. To provide 
uniform temperature field on the reactor walls, thus uniform heating of biomass pellets, copper was 

adopted as highly conductive material. Untreated shiny copper surface may be cause of significant losses 

of incident heat flux due to high copper reflexivity. In order to provide better black body parameters for 

reactor surface, highly absorptive coating for commercial solar application has been implemented. Heat 
losses caused by the high temperature of reactor walls involved the idea of using commercial thermal 

insulation on the outer reactor wall. 

In the presented idea, after every single experiment pyrolysis products are separated, so they can be 
easily prepared for further analysis. The volatiles continuously flow out from the reaction zone with 

nitrogen flow, then pyrolytic oil condenses in the water-cooled condenser, while purified pyrolytic gas 

is directed into gas analyser. Solid residue (char) remains in the reactor and is removed from the tube 
after experiment. Precise products extraction and separation is crucial for estimation of biomass energy 

upgrade factor. 

Pressure measurement points are located at the gas path, starting from manometer at the reactor inlet 

with commercial pressure sensor at the reactor outlet Inert atmosphere is to be provided by 60 l/h 
nitrogen flow rate. 

Vital for the study is the temperature measurement, which is to be executed by a set of thermocouples 

inside and on the reactor surface. Temperature of the process is crucial to final product yields, so its 
control and recognition of available range is vital for obtaining desirable process destination. Authors 

aim to investigate pyrolysis process in wide range of temperatures, from 300 to 600 °C approximately. 

Control of process temperature will be executed by variable output power (70-100%) of the lamp 

controlled by power supply of the lamp. If needed, further regulation can be done by increase of the 
control of lamp reflector position. 

Due to non-transparent reactor wall, the end of the reaction will be denoted as soon as analyser indicates 

pure nitrogen flow with no signs of any process gasses. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper brief review of pyrolysis process fundamental and existing solar pyrolysis reactors has been 
presented. Thermal process with complex character and mechanism such as pyrolysis provide a field for 

further complex experimental investigation. For studying pyrolysis thermodynamic character, simple 

thermo-balances may not appropriately reflect the nature of the process, which involves phenomena like 

diffusion, simultaneous and secondary reactions, so further development of pyrolysis kinetics evaluation 
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methods is crucial. It is proven, that solar pyrolysis using natural solar light is possible, yet it leaves 
great field for future studies on process further investigation and optimization. Numerous studies based 

on artificial light sources provided vital data on solar pyrolysis product specification, yields, process 

temperatures and behaviours of different feedstock types, reducing the effort for future scientists 
planning own experiments. After comprehensive literature review and consultations with solar simulator 

manufacturers, Authors propose own solar pyrolytic reactor for future process investigation.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, the potential application of Organic Rankine Cycle(ORC) for cogeneration in the cement 

plant is presented. Two ORC system configurations are considered. The first configuration is based on 

the waste heat from the exit gases of clinker burning system as heat source. An additional heat source 

which is the solar energy was used for the second configuration. Parametric studies are performed for 

the systems with three different working fluids. Both systems are optimized from the viewpoints of 

thermodynamic, exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental analyses. 

1 Introduction 

The cement plant is identified as one of the energy-intensive industries with highwaste heat recovery 

potential. It has been estimated that about 40% of total energy consumption in cement production 

process is lost to the environment as waste heat [1].This fact makes the cement sector one of the major 

industrial emitters of greenhouse gases [2]. Recovering waste heat will not only help in the improvement 

of energy efficiency, but also in the conservation of exhaustible natural energy resources (fossil fuels), 

and at the same time contribute to the preservation of the environment through its contribution to 

reduction of CO2 emissions. 

Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) has been demonstrated to be a promising technology for conversion low-

grade heat into power [3].Therefore, there are a large number of publications that report improving in 
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the energy and exergy efficiencies of cement plants through application of ORC for waste heat recovery 

(WHR) [1,5]. There is also a great interest in the utilization of ORC to exploit the solar energy for its 

abundant and sustainable resource. For example, Marion at al[6] carried out theoretical and experimental 

studies of an organic Rankine cycle driven by solar energy. Wang at al.[7]presented the simulation and 

parametric optimization of a solar-driven regenerative organic Rankine cycle using different organic 

working fluids. 

Most of the aforementioned studies focus on improving the performances of ORC system with a single 

heat source. However, there are no studies conducted on the use of several heat sources at once. 

The objective of the present work is to examine and optimize the performances of two different 

configurations ORC for cogeneration in the cement industry. The basic configuration is waste heat 

recovery ORC (WHR ORC) where the ORC is driven by the waste heat from the exit gases of clinker 

burning system. The second configuration is the Solar- WHR ORC; in this case both solar energy and 

waste heat from the exit gases of clinker burning system are used to drive the ORC. The cycles are 

optimized and compared from the viewpoints of exergy, exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental 

analyses. 

2 Description of the cycles  

2.1 WHR ORC 

The schematic of ORC for exhaust heat recovery in the cement plant is shown in Fig 1. The temperature 

of the exhaust gas from the rotary kiln, after preheating and pre-calcinating the raw material is 350°C 

[8]. This high temperature waste heat can be utilized via bottoming an ORC, consisting of the heat 

recovery vapor generator (HRVG), the turbine, the condenser and the pump. For safety reasons, an 

intermediate thermal oil circuit is used in order to transfer the heat from the heat sources to the working 

fluid through heat exchangers (IHE) [1]. Dowtherm [9] is selected as intermediate thermal oil, which 

transfers heat from the exhaust gas to the working fluid through the HRVG, which are the preheater and 

the evaporator. The generated vapor in the evaporator flows into the turbine and expands to a low 

pressure to produce power. Afterwards the turbine exhaust is condensed to liquid in the condenser which 

is separated into two different functional areas: the desupreheater and the condenser. The saturated liquid 

available at the condenser outlet is pumped. 

2.2 Solar-WHR ORC 

This system is similar to WHR ORC; however, the solar energy and the heat of exhaust gas from the 

rotary kiln are used simultaneously as heat source for ORC (Fig 2). The waste heat from the exhaust is 

used to preheat the working fluid while the solar energy provides the evaporation of the working fluid. 

In this system, parabolic trough solar collectors (PTSC) are employed to collect the solar radiation due 

to their high potential to generate heat at temperatures up to 400°C for electricity generation [10]. The 

solar radiation is absorbed by a heat transfer fluid (HTF), which is usually thermal oil. The oil selected 

in this study is Thermonil-VP1. The energy gained by the thermal oil is transferred to the ORC for 

evaporating the working fluid. 
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of an ORC for waste heat recovery in a cement plant. 

 

Figure 2: Flow diagram of Solar- WHR ORC in a cement plant. 
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3 Modelling and analysis 

3.1 Thermodynamic modelling 

A numerical model of ORC system has been developed in Matlab software.  For thermodynamic 

analyses, each component was modelled based on a steady state mass and energy balance. The properties 

of the working fluids are calculated with the aid of the Refprop 8.0. Dowtherm Q is treated as an 

incompressible liquid. The thermodynamic and physical properties were calculated using equations 

developed by Pierobon [9]. 

In the present work, all heat exchangers were assumed to be shell and tube type. The sizes of these 

components are determined using the logarithmic mean temperature LMTDk and the overall heat transfer 

coefficient �̇�𝒌. The heat transfer in these components is modeled as follows: 

 

�̇�𝑘 =  �̇�𝑘�̇�𝑘𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷𝑘 (1) 

 

𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 =
∆𝑇0 − ∆𝑇𝐿

𝑙𝑛
∆𝑇0

∆𝑇𝐿

 (2) 

 

∆𝑇0 and ∆𝑇𝐿 are the temperature difference between hot and cold fluids at the inlet and outlet of the heat 

exchanger. The correlations used in order to calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient �̇�𝑘  and the 

pressure drops for each heat exchanger are available in [9, 11, 12]. Maximum pressure drops of 0.5 bar 

and 0.2 bar have been specified in shell and tube sides respectively. 

Modelling the parabolic trough solar collector is based on the equations presented in [13, 14]. The 

detailed descriptions about the mathematical model of the solar collector subsystem are available in ref 

[15]. The thermodynamic and physical properties of HTF used in the solar field were calculated by 

fitting the experimental data released by Solutia Applied Chemistry, Creative Solutions [16]. 

3.2 Exergy analysis  

 The goal of the exergy analysis is to determine the performance of the system and identify the 

equipment in which exergy destruction/losses occurs, and indicates the possibilities of thermodynamic 

improvement of the process. For the k-th component of a system and for the overall system respectively, 

the exergy balances can be formulated as follows [17]: 

 

𝐸�̇�𝐹,𝑘 = 𝐸�̇�𝑃,𝑘 + 𝐸�̇�𝐿,𝑘 + 𝐸�̇�𝐷,𝑘 (3) 

 

𝐸�̇�𝐹,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝐸�̇�𝑃,𝑠𝑦𝑠 + 𝐸�̇�𝐿,𝑠𝑦𝑠 + ∑ 𝐸�̇�𝐷,𝑘

𝑘

 (4) 

 

where 𝐸�̇�𝐹exergy rate of the fuel,𝐸�̇�𝑃exergy rate of the product,𝐸�̇�𝐿exergy rate of the losses, and 𝐸�̇�𝐷 

exergy rate of the destruction, 

3.3 Exergoeconomic analysis  

Exergoeconomics is the analysis that combines, at the system and the component level, thermodynamic 

(exergy analysis) and economic principles [17]. In order to accomplish an exergoeconomic analysis, 

cost balance equations (with the auxiliary equations where necessary) are applied for the kth component 

of the ORC cycle: 
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∑ �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∑ �̇�𝑖𝑛 + �̇�𝑘 (5) 

 

where �̇� =  𝑐𝐸�̇�is the application of the exergy costing principle. The term �̇�𝑘
̇ is the total capital 

investment cost rate associated with the kth component [17], and calculated for each system component 

as 

 

�̇�𝑘 =
𝐶𝑅𝐹𝜑

𝜏
𝑇𝐶𝐼𝑘 (6) 

 

𝐶𝑅𝐹 =
𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑛

(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑛 − 1
 (7) 

 

𝑇𝐶𝐼total capital investment,𝐶𝑅𝐹capital recovery factor,𝑖𝑟average annual effective discount rate, and 

plant economic life. 

The cost rate of the exergy destruction is considered as a key parameter in the exergoeconomic analysis: 

 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 = 𝑐𝐹,𝑘𝐸�̇�𝐷,𝑘 (8) 

 

The values of  𝑇𝐶𝐼𝑘 have been calculated using the functions from [9]. 

3.4 Exergoenvironmental analysis  

The methodology of the exergoenvironmental analysis [18] is similar to the exergoeconomic analysis. 

The environmental impact obtained from the LCA is assigned to the exergy streams in the system. In 

this study, the environmental impact is expressed in terms of Eco-indicator 99 points [19]. 

Exergoenvironmental analysis has been performed by applying the environmental impact balance for 

each component system as follows [18] 

 

∑ �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∑ �̇�𝑖𝑛 + �̇�𝑘 (9) 

 

where  �̇� =  𝑏𝐸�̇�and 𝑏specific environmental impact per unit of exergy,𝐵environmental impact 

rate,�̇�𝑘environmental impacts rates associated with the life cycle of the component. 

The environmental impact of exergy destruction is defined as [18]: 

 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 = 𝑏𝐹,𝑘𝐸�̇�𝐷,𝑘 (10) 

4 Optimisation of ORC systems  

In the present study, multi-objective optimization was performed to define the optimal design of the 

ORC systems. This approach consists of optimizing several objectives simultaneously.  

4.1 Objective function  

The objective functions considered in this work for multi-objective optimization are exergy efficiency 

(to be maximized), cost per exergy unit (to be minimized) and environmental impact of the net produced 
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power (to be minimized). The optimization problem is solved using particle swarm optimization [20]. 

These objective functions can be expressed as follows: 

 Exergy efficiency 

ƞ𝑒𝑥,𝑊𝐻𝑅𝑂𝑅𝐶 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝐸�̇�𝑖𝑛

 (11) 

 Cost per exergy unit of the net produced power 

𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑦𝑠 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

 (12) 

 Environmental impact of the net produced power 

𝑏𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑦𝑠 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

 (13) 

4.2 Decision variables 

The following decision variables are selected for optimization of the WHR ORC: the turbine inlet 

pressure (p4), the pinch point temperature difference in the evaporator (∆Teva), the pinch point 

temperature difference in the condenser (∆Tcon) and the temperature of the heat transfer fluid (T7) while 

the turbine inlet pressure (p4), the pinch point temperature difference in the condenser (∆Tcon), and the 

temperature of the heat transfer fluid (T13) are the variables selected for the optimization of Solar-WHR 

ORC. 

5 Results and discussion  

5.1 Parametric study  

A parametric study has been performed to evaluate the effect of turbine inlet pressure on the following 

characteristics of the cogeneration system: exergy efficiency, cost and environmental impact per exergy 

unit of the net produced power. Figs 3, 4 indicate that the turbine inlet pressure has a signfincant imact 

on the exergetic, exergoeconomic and exeroenveronmental performance of two ORC systems. 

5.2 Optimization results  

Table 1 outlines the optimization results for the WHR ORC and Solar-WHR ORC systems. Referring 

to Table 1, the highest net output power is achieved with the Solar-WHR ORC system. This is justified 

by the fact that the additional heat derived from the solar field will increase the mass flow of the working 

fluid and consequently increase the net output power. On the other hand, the use of this additional heat 

with higher temperature enables the system to operate at turbine inlet pressure higher than that of WHR 

ORC system, which increases the net output power. In addition, for all working fluids the lowest exergy 

efficiencies are observed for the Solar-WHR ORC system, this can clearly be attributed to the exergy 

destruction. As indicated in table 4, a significant increase in the exergy destruction rate is observed for 

the Solar-WHR ORC system, which is mainly due to the exergy destruction in the solar collectors. For 

both systems, it is interesting to note that the working fluid with highest critical temperature has the 

lowest exergy destruction rate. 
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When comparing the economic and environmental performances of WHR ORC and Solar-WHR ORC 

systems, it is found that the cost per exergy unit and the environmental impact of the net produced power 

for Solar-WHR ORC system are higher than that of the WHR ORC. The main reason for this is the 

annual hours of operation which is 7000 h/yr for WHR ORC and 2000 h/yr for Solar-WHR ORC. 

From Table 1, we can also see that among the selected fluids for this study, cyclohexane is more effective 

from the viewpoint of thermodynamic and economic for both WHR ORC and Solar-WHR ORC, while 

benzene and toluene are the best from exergoenvironmental point of view for WHR ORC and Solar-

WHR ORC respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Effect of turbine inlet pressure on the exergy, exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental 

performances of WHR ORC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Optimization results for WHR ORC and Solar-WHR ORC. 

 WHR ORC  Solar-WHR ORC  

 

 

Critical 

temperature 

(°C) 

 

Cyclohexane 

 

 

280.5 

 

Benzene 

 

 

288.9 

 

Toluene 

 

 

318.6 

 

Cyclohexane 

 

 

280.5 

 

Benzene 

 

 

288.9 

 

Toluene 

 

 

318.6 

P4 (kW) 15.12 14.43 12.96 16.74 16.05 13.37 

�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡(kW) 1571.71 1485.83 1046.42 3037.4 2538.2 2286 

ƞex (%) 27.11 25.62 18.04 22.92 19.09 17.54 

�̇�𝐷(kW) 2510.48 2290.41 1422.85 8482.6 7884.1 7354.9 

𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑡($/GJ) 18.14 18.49 20.21 86.72 92.73 87.71 
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Figure 4: Effect of turbine inlet pressure on the exergy, exergoeconomic and 

exergoenvironmental performances of Solar-WHR ORC.  
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𝑏𝑛𝑒𝑡 
(mPts/GJ) 

148.27 144.36 159.77 544.79 404.52 385.01 

6 Conclusions 

The performances of two ORC systems are optimized and compared from the viewpoints of 

thermodynamics, exergoeconomics and exergoenvironmentals. The first system ORC makes use of the 

waste heat from the exit gases of clinker burning system for power generation while the second ORC 

includes an additional heat source which is solar energy. The following conclusions can be drawn from 

this study:  

 The effect of turbine inlet pressure on the thermodynamic and environmental performances of 

the two systems is different. 

 The use of the solar energy as an additional heat source in ORC increases significantly the net 

power output; however the exergy efficiency, the cost per exergy unit and the environmental 

impact of the net power produced are worse. 

 Cyclohexane is more effective from the viewpoint of thermodynamic and economic for both 

systems. Working fluid with highest critical temperature gives the lowest exergy destruction 

rate. 
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Abstract 
In offshore platform applications, required power and heat are simultaneously produced at a lower 

efficiency if compared to onshore combined cycle systems. However, due to the reduced available space 
and weight constraints present in offshore platforms, combined cycles are not commonly present among 

conventional platforms utility system. On the other hand, oxycombustion gas turbine cycles represent 

an interesting alternative to increase the efficiency of the conventional utility systems in the offshore 
platform as allows reducing the gas consumption needed to operate the system, besides facilitating the 

capture of CO2 emissions, either for geological storage or enhanced oil recovery. Accordingly, the 

benefits of the integration of a so-called ‘zero - emission’ oxycombustion gas turbine system served by 

dual-pressure column air separation unit to an offshore platform are studied in terms of the increase of 
the exergy efficiency and reduced CO2 emissions. The original power and heat requirements of the 

processing platform must however remain satisfied, thus an energy integration analysis is performed to 

determine the heat recovery opportunities, whereas the exergy method helps identifying and quantifying 
the most critical components that lead to the largest irreversibilities of along the primary separation, 

cogeneration and process gas and injected gas compression systems. As a result, oxycombustion based 

cogeneration cycles present competitive performances in comparison to conventional gas turbine 
systems and close to those of bulkier combined cycles, currently unusual in offshore applications. 

1 Introduction 

Globally, there is a growing consensus about the evidence of the impairing effects of the greenhouse 
gas emissions derived from the anthropic activities on the climate conditions [1, 2]. This has urged 

environmentally committed governments, private companies and academic institutions to search for the 

best combination of energy technologies that may help to mitigate the contribution of the energy sector 
to the global balance of fossil carbon dioxide emissions [3]. These concerns are justified considering 

that the energy intensive heat and power production fundamentally relies on the combustion of fossil 

fuels, whereas integration of post-combustion carbon capture systems is rather the exception [2]. On the 

other hand, although a fossil-free energy market could be envisaged at a long term, a more likely 
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scenario in the transitional short and middle time frame will correspond to a diversified resources grid. 
This is expected in part due to the extensive existing infrastructure of the fossil fuels production and 

distribution, as well as to the intermittency and early stages of development of renewable energy sources. 

In fact, the actual scenario demands solutions that simultaneously allow for an extended profit of fossil 
fuels as long as their emissions can be sustainably attenuated. 

In its various forms, carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), as a mitigation method, is responsible for 

about 19% of the reduction in the carbon dioxide emissions [4]. Among the reported techniques for CCS 
process, oxycombustion systems seem promising methods as it renders the separation of gas CO2 

relatively easier when compared to conventional air-blown combustion [5]. In oxycombustion, fuel is 

reacted with pure oxygen (from 95% to 99% mole fraction) resulting in a flue gas composed mostly of 

CO2 and water, which can be easily separated in flash vessels [6]. The apparent gain in flue gas post-
treatment is however offset by the requirement of an Air Separation Unit (ASU), which impacts 

negatively the overall efficiency. 

In spite of the numerous studies currently performed to assess onshore oxycombustion-based power 
generation plants with CCS system, a technical analysis of the application of oxycombustion technology 

in a Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) unit must still be accomplished. In 

oxycombustion applications for power production purposes [7-9], a partial recycling of the flue gases 

produced is performed, namely CO2 and water vapor, in order to control the turbine admission 
temperature. Steam could be also injected either into the combustor chamber (alongside the gaseous 

fuel, the oxidizer and the recycled flue gas) or directly into the turbine inlet stream, so that admission 

temperature control and heat recovery can be enhanced. Moreover, by avoiding the emissions dilution 
in nitrogen, a close to zero-emissions power plant can be envisaged, whereas the type of fuels used can 

be diversified, and a lower NOx emission power plant with higher efficiencies can be designed [7]. 

Accordingly, the current work aims to compare the performance of a reference configuration of an 
offshore petroleum platform equipped with a CCS system to an S-Graz oxycombustion gas turbine-

powered platform, intended to operate at the Brazilian Pre-salt gas reservoir conditions. The exergy 

analysis and energy integration methods are used to propose suitable exergy efficiency definitions to 

allow for a fair level playing field when comparing reference and advanced platform configurations as 
well as their respective power (and heat) generation plant performance. An exergy destruction 

breakdown is also presented to quantify and allocate the irreversibility among the main units composing 

the platform. Furthermore, energy integration analysis is used to calculate the potential heat recovery. 
Finally, the penalties associated to the introduction of an air separation (in the Graz cycle based 

configuration) and an amine absorption carbon capture (in the reference gas turbine base configuration) 

systems are discussed. 

2 Reference and Oxycombustion-based Platforms Layout 

It is important to notice that most of the conventional platforms in Brazil do not operate yet with carbon 

capture systems for the mitigation of the emissions produced by their power generation technologies. 
However, this study has been indeed motivated by recent commitments for the introduction of carbon 

capture systems in Brazilian FPSOs, due to increasing environmental regulations. Accordingly, two 

proposed platform configurations with carbon capture systems, the reference one based on a chemical 
absorption system (MEA) and other one based on a so-called zero-emissions cycle, have been 

considered. 

Figures 1 and 2 depict the two types of plants studied in this paper, which are aimed to operate at the 

conditions of highest gas production rate in a mature well located at the Brazilian Pre-salt reservoir [10, 
11]. It is noteworthy that water production is not considered at this point of the lifetime of the well. The 

representative production rates of oil, CO2, and natural gas are based on the reported literature and 

described in the following [12-14]. For both configurations, petroleum is extracted from the well at a 
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mass flow rate of 196 kg/s and goes through an energy intensive, primary separation unit. The 
multiphase separation process of petroleum into natural gas, CO2 and oil considers the specific energy 

consumption to separate the mixture [15-17]. After the primary separation, oil is pumped to the shore at 

a mass flow rate of about 161 kg/s. Meanwhile, the separated gas phase is compressed to 52 bar [18] 
and sent through a membrane purification system which separates it into a permeate methane rich stream 

and a CO2 rich stream [19]. The stream composition after the membrane separation is such that the 

methane rich stream (28 kg/s) is composed of approximately 97% of methane (and other lighter 
hydrocarbons) and 3% CO2 (molar). A fraction of the purified natural gas stream (approx. 1.6 kg/s, 

depending on the power plant configuration used) is decompressed to about 40 bar and used as fuel in 

the utilities plant. The remaining purified gas is then further compressed to above 250 bar and exported 

to the shore. Meanwhile, the carbon dioxide rich stream (approx. 7 kg/s), which has a molar composition 
of 51.25% CO2 and 48.75% methane, respectively, is compressed up to 500 bar and injected into the 

well for the sake of enhanced oil recovery. 

In the case of the reference configuration (Fig.1), high temperature turbine inlet gases (1400°C) are 
expanded to produce power, whereas the energy available at the turbine exhaust is used to raise hot 

water and steam that will heat up the petroleum mixture at the primary separation heater and the reboiler 

duty in the MEA desorption process, respectively. In MEA loop, amines are used to separate the CO2 

content in the turbine flue gas before being compressed for injection purposes. On the other hand, the 
purified flue gas is discharged to the environment. During CO2 compression, moisture is condensed and 

separated, and the dry CO2 gas is compressed to pressures of 500 bar, so it can be injected back to the 

well for enhancing the petroleum recovery.  

 

Fig. 1. Reference gas turbine-powered FPSO configuration. 

The oxycombustion cycle studied in this work resembles the S-Graz configuration proposed by 

Wolfgang Sanz in 2005 and inspired by the original idea of the Graz cycle by Herbert Jericha, 1985 [7-
9]. In the Graz cycle-powered platform configuration (Fig.2), the primary separation of petroleum, the 

compression process of the exported methane-rich gas and of the CO2 rich-stream are the same as in the 

reference configuration.  
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Fig. 2. S-Graz cycle-powered FPSO configuration 

However, since pure oxygen is used for combustion instead of normal air, an air separation unit (ASU) 

is required. Thus, differently from the reference configuration, a fraction of the methane-rich gas is now 

fired with a pure oxygen stream at 40 bar. Recycled combustion gases (78% H2O and 22% CO2 molar) 

together with expanded steam are injected into the turbine combustor in order to control the gas turbine 
inlet temperature (1400°C). Superheated steam (565 ºC, 180 bar) is generated in a heat recovery steam 

generator by using the exhaust gases of the gas turbine, and used to produce further power before steam 

injection [7]. It is important to point out that steam is not only injected to the combustor chamber but 
also at the admission of the gas turbine itself. Out of the total amount of combustion gases produced, 

71.5% of the molar flow is recirculated and compressed back to 40 bar before entering the combustor. 

The remaining 28.5% of the flue gases are further expanded (0.04 bar) and then cooled to 18ºC, partially 

separating the water in a flash separator [7]. The CO2 captured is then recompressed to suitable pressures 
of injection, whereas excess water produced in the combustion process is discarded. 

2.1 Air separation unit 

An air separation unit (ASU) has been modelled to fulfil the oxygen requirement of the S-Graz power 

cycle. A molar flow rate of 4162 kmol/h of normal air at reference conditions of 25ºC and 1 bar enters 

the air separation unit and is compressed up to 7.45 bar and 40ºC. About 95% of the compressed air is 

cooled down in the main recovery heat exchanger (-170ºC) and then it is fed into a high pressure column 
(HPC) [20]. The remaining 5% of the compressed air (-139ºC) is expanded to 2.95 bar before entering 

the low pressure column (LPC). Next, both the liquid bottom and vapour overhead outlet of the HPC 

are cooled down by using the nitrogen rich stream coming from the LPC overhead, and then expanded 
and sent to the LPC where further air separation occurs. Both columns are thermally integrated as the 

HPC condenser provides the duty required by the LPC reboiler. A final expansion (1 bar) of the nitrogen 

rich stream produced in the LPC allows for an increased cooling effect in the main heat exchanger [21]. 

The final ASU products correspond to a pure oxygen stream (99.8% molar) and a nitrogen-rich stream, 
the latter discharged to the environment. The net power input required for this ASU is calculated as 287 

kW. 
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3 Methodology 

In the following sections, a combined energy integration analysis and exergy assessment are used to 

determine the overall performance of the studied configurations, as well as of their utility systems in 

terms of energy consumption, process irreversibilities and opportunities for heat recovery. The proposed 
exergy efficiency definitions are also presented. 

3.1 Process modelling 

Mass, energy and exergy balances of each sub-process of interest and the thermo-physical properties of 
each flow present in the system are carried out by the use of Aspen Hysys® V8.8 software. Physical and 

chemical exergy calculations, as well as exergy efficiencies are assessed using VBA® scripts as user 

defined functions [22]. Performance indicators are proposed for each configuration so that objective 
comparisons between the different designed setups are achieved. Table 1 compares the rational exergy 

efficiency, Eq. (1), with an alternative exergy efficiency definition, Eq. (2), proposed for better 

evaluating the overall exergy performance in complex chemical systems [23, 24]. It must be noticed 

that, since the exergy of the input and output material flows are much larger than any other energy flow 
rates (e.g., electricity and heat exergy consumption), the rational exergy efficiency may lead to 

untruthfully high, similar values. Thus a consumed-produced exergy efficiency that attempts to 

differentiate the exergy effectively transformed by the system from the untransformed exergy is 
calculated by using the exergy change of specific streams on the way to product. In fact, Eq. (2) evaluates 

the platform performance in terms of the exergy actually produced and consumed by the platform. 

Therefore, it relates the increase of the thermophysical exergy of the products to the partial consumption 
of the inlet chemical exergy from natural gas (methane). In other words, it measures the capability of 

the system to internally recover the waste heat produced, so that the fuel consumption as well as the 

system irreversibilities can be reduced. Accordingly, the lower the fuel consumed and the surplus power 

produced, and the higher the exergy recovered in the form of physical exergy of the product streams, 
the better the overall system performance. 

Table 1. Overall exergy efficiencies proposed for the FPSO operating in both modes 

Definition Formula Equation 

Rational 

  
2

1 1

CO

outlet dest dest
rational

makeup
inlet inlet gas oil water

B B B

B B B B B B
     

  
 

(1)

 

ConsProd 

 

 
 

Produced
ConsProd

Consumed

PH PH

outlet inlet

CH CH

inlet oulet

B BB

B B B



 


 (2)

 
Apart from the proposed exergy efficiencies for the overall plant, two other exergy efficiency definitions 

have been proposed, Eq. (3-4). Equation (3) aims to specifically evaluate the ability of the utility system 
to efficiently convert the chemical exergy of the fuel consumed into net power required by the ASU 

compression system and other ancillary equipment. On the other hand, Eq. (4) includes in the 

performance the capacity of the utility system to operate in a combined heat (via a heat recovery steam 
generator, HRSG) and power production mode. This option might be an attractive alternative in terms 

of space and weight compared with a bulkier conventional combined cycle configuration. 
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Table 2. Power and cogeneration (heat and power) exergy efficiencies of the utility system 

Definition Formula Equation 

Power 

 

,

,

useful output cycle

power CH

chemical fuel gas

B W

B B
    (3)

 

Cogeneration 

 

,

,

Q

useful output cycle HRSG

cogen CH

chemical fuel gas

B W B

B B



 

 

(4)

 

4 Results and Discussion 

In the following sections, the performances of the two studied FPSO configurations, one consisting of 
the conventional air-blown combustion gas turbine cycle with amine-based carbon capture and the other 

using the oxycombustion S-Graz cycle, are compared in terms of specific exergy consumption, the net 

amount of CO2 emissions, the exergy efficiency and specific exergy destruction in the various parts of 
the platforms. 

4.1 Energy consumption remarks 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the main design parameters, some of which have also been reported 
in a specific basis. As it can be seen from Table 3, the specific consumptions are quite similar, with the 

S-Graz cycle burning around 1% less fuel than the reference configuration. This is reflected in a slightly 

higher amount of gas exported to the shore. Moreover, the S-Graz configuration allows capturing about 
7% more CO2 from the power cycle. However, the captured CO2 purity reached after the MEA loop and 

the compression battery is higher in the reference case (99.01%) than downstream of the S-Graz cycle 

(94.02%). Regarding the overall CO2 actually emitted (not captured and injected), the reference 

configuration is responsible for about 28 kmol/h of CO2, whereas the S-Graz based platform emits only 
0.17 kmol/h, with these residual CO2 emissions basically related to the CO2 diluted in condensate 

streams. 

Table 3. Main process variables in the studied facilities 

Process parameter Reference Configuration S-Graz Configuration 

Oil production flow rate (kg/s) 161 161 

Total CO2 from well (kmol/h) 1009 1009 

Methane fuel consumed (kmol/h) 351 347 

Spec. methane fuel consumed (kgCH4/tonOil) 10.21 10.11 

Methane exported (kmol/h) 5621 5624 

Air consumption (kmol/h) 6043 4162 

Oxygen consumption (kmol/h) - 693.9 

Oxygen purity (%) - 99.75 

ASU oxygen recovery (%) - 79.19 

ASU spec. power consumption (kWh/tonO2) - 286.7 

ASU N2 rich waste gas  (kmol/h) - 3468 

Combustor Pressure (kPa) 4000 4000 

Gas Turbine Exhaust Pressure (kPa) 300 100 

Net power produced (kW) 22771 29290 

Cooling Requirement (kW)1 54545 55656 
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Process parameter Reference Configuration S-Graz Configuration 

Spec. Cooling Req. (kJ/tonOil) 338791 345689 

Condensate from CO2 compression (m3/h) 6.2 12.1 

Combustor/Gas turbine steam splitting (%) - 91.5/8.5 

Recycled flue gas CO2 mole fraction  - 0.22 

Percentage of recycled flue gas (%) - 71.52 

Graz total water disposal (m3/h) - 5.4 

Min. T approach - flue gas/HRSG (ºC) - 82.9 

Water/CO2 mixture flashing pressure (kPa) - 4 

CO2 separated by membrane system (kmol/h) 830 830 

CO2 captured (kmol/h)2 322 347 

Spec. CO2 captured (kgCO2/tonOil)2 24.5 26.3 

Total CO2 emitted (kmol/h) 28 0.17 

Spec. CO2 emitted (kgCO2/tonOil) 2.13 1.30e-2 

MEA make up water (m3/h) 4.9 - 

CO2 recovery using MEA (%) 92.02 - 

CO2 fed to MEA loop (kmol/h) 350.5 - 

MEA loop reboiler duty (kW) 17000 - 

Spec. desorber steam cons.(MJ/kgCO2) 4.31 - 

1.Cooling tower water inlet at 18°C, 60% relative humidity; 2.This value only includes the CO2 
produced when burning the methane fuel, excluding the original CO2 already extracted from the well. 

It is worthy to notice that the differences between the turbine outlet pressures in both configurations 

obeys a preferred higher pressure conditions in the MEA absorber, otherwise the specific steam 
consumption could be somehow increased. As will be shown later, both configurations proved to be 

self-sufficient in terms of heat and power production when a thorough energy integration of the platform 

is performed with no need for auxiliary boilers, either for the primary separation of petroleum or for 
supplying the reboiler duty of MEA desorber. Thus, energy integration brings about important energy 

savings for both configurations in terms of reduced exergy consumption and associated flue stack losses. 

Furthermore, as no fuel is consumed in auxiliary boilers, more gas can be exported to the shore. As 

concerns the oxycombustion S-Graz based platform, the CO2 emission mitigation is facilitated, since its 
flue gas is mostly carbon dioxide and water (no nitrogen dilution).  

Figure 3a-b shows the distribution of power generated among the different power consumers of the 

studied platforms. The air compression system is responsible for consuming 49.54% of the power 
generated in the reference plant. On the other hand, in the S-Graz configuration, the normal air 

compression is required at the inlet of the ASU and contributes with 11.31% of the total platform 

demand. The exported gas compression accounts for the second largest power consumption in both 

plants, corresponding to about 34.88% in the reference and 23.64% in S-Graz based configuration, 
respectively. Notably, the S-Graz internals (recycle compressors, pumps, etc.) consume about 54.13% 

of the power generated by the cycle. The third largest consumption in the reference configuration is the 

compression process of CO2 coming from the well, responsible for approximately 10.59% of the power 
consumed. It is important to emphasize that no net export power is aimed to, only guaranteeing the 

platform demand. Other processes represents up to 4.99% and 10.92% of consumed power in reference 

and S-Graz configuration, respectively. 
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(a) Reference Configuration (b) S-Graz Configuration 

Fig.3. Distribution of the power supply and demand for the (a) reference and (b) S-Graz configuration 

(in kW). 

4.2 Energy Integration analysis 

The energy integration method provides means for calculating the minimum energy requirements of a 

chemical and power production plant in order to prioritize the recovery of the exergy of heat available 
throughout all the energy conversion systems over the utilization of costly high temperature energy 

resources [25]. According to this, an energy integration analysis was carried out in order to determine 

whether the waste heat available along the unitary operations of the platform could be used to reduce 

the amount of fuel consumed, either by preheating the boiling feedwater or raising the steam required 
elsewhere in the process. The feasibility of the energy integration of the platform was analysed bearing 

in mind the self-sufficiency in regards to the minimum heating (e.g. potentially provided by an auxiliary 

boiler) or cooling minimum requirements. Figure 4a-c shows the composite curves of both studied 
configurations, where it can be observed that the waste heat available at suitable integration temperatures 

is more than enough to heat up the cold streams of the platform. The excess waste heat not recovered is 

thus dissipated using cooling water and the respective cooling requirement has been indicated previously 
in Table 3. 

  
(a) Reference Configuration (b) S-Graz Configuration 

Fig. 4. Composite curves for the (a) reference and (b) S-Graz configuration 
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4.3 Exergy destruction and Exergy efficiency definition 

The closer a process is to be completely (internally and externally) reversible, the lesser the exergy 

destroyed as it evolves from one given state to another. However, real processes take place on a finite-
driving force basis and therefore they are inherently irreversible. Accordingly, the exergy analysis gives 

a means to measure and allocate such irreversibility, accounted for in the amount of exergy destruction, 

so that the sub-process with the worst exergy performance can be identified and actions to minimize the 

exergy destruction can be envisaged. It is important that, such targets might be misled or inaccurate in 
a pure energy analysis (based only on the First Law of the Thermodynamics). In order to hierarchize the 

platform performances, Fig. 5 shows the overall exergy efficiency of both offshore platforms studied as 

defined by Eqs.(1-2). It should be noted that as the oil virtually goes unchanged through the control 
volume after the primary separation is performed, it carries with it a large amount of transit exergy. 

Therefore, if its chemical exergy were to be included in the efficiency calculation, the results may lead 

to untruthfully large exergy efficiencies, misinterpreting the performance of the actual transformations 

occurring inside the plant. The same arguments would apply for the large mass exergy flow rate of the 
methane-rich gas exported, compared to the much lower amount of the mass exergy of the gas consumed 

to drive the exporting compressors. Accordingly, Fig. 5 depicts relatively high exergy efficiency values 

for both platform configurations, regardless of the fact that some energy intensive unitary operations 
such as an air separation unit, a MEA based carbon capture unit and an oxycombustion section with 

intensive mixing phenomena take place inside the battery limits of the system.  

 

Fig.5. Plantwide exergy efficiency for the reference and S-Graz based configurations. 

As a result, the sensitiveness of the rational exergy efficiency cannot effectively reflect the variations of 
the process parameters when compared to the consumed-produced efficiency. In an attempt to overcome 

these shortcomings, the consumed-produced exergy efficiency has been defined, see Eq. (2). This 

definition aims to measure the gain in physical exergy of the products (e.g. high pressure CO2 and 

exported methane-rich gas) at the expense of consuming part of the chemical exergy of the gas produced 
in the form of fuel. Anyhow, regardless of the definition of exergy efficiency adopted, the S-Graz based 

platform performs slightly better than the reference one.  

These results are in agreement with those obtained for the exergy efficiencies of the combined heat and 
power production systems of the respective platforms, as defined by Eqs.(3-4) and shown in Fig. 6. It 

must be also noted that when only the efficiency related to the power production, is considered, Eq.(3), 

the difference in performance is even greater, as the S-Graz power cycle shows a higher exergy 
efficiency of power generation due to its enhanced heat recovery operating conditions over the simple 
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gas turbine cycle with bottoming heat recovery steam generator. As shown in Fig. 6, although the S-
Graz cycle requires a relatively larger number of equipment, it produces more power using less fuel; 

therefore, corresponding to a more efficient process. However, if the boundaries of the S-Graz cycle 

were expanded so that the ASU is accounted for in the same control volume to determine its impact in 
the net power generation, the new calculated exergy efficiency would drop from 37.64 to 29.46%. This 

is still higher but much closer to the exergy efficiency of the reference gas turbine power plant. The 

ASU impact is in accordance with estimates given in open literature [26]. 

 

Fig. 6. Exergy efficiencies for (a) power production only and (b) combined heat and power production 

in the studied configurations. 

It is worthy to notice that the reversible work consumed by the ASU corresponds to the minimum exergy 
necessary to separate the air into its main components (namely, oxygen and nitrogen rich streams). Since 

the system operates irreversibly, the actual work is indeed much higher. The actual exergy power 

consumed per ton of oxygen produced is calculated as 286.7 kWh/tO2, which is within the ranges (280-
340 kWh/tO2) reported in the literature for typical ASUs [27]. Equation (5) shows the definition 

considered to calculate the ASU exergy efficiency: 

 

. ,

. ,

sep consumed reversible

ASU

sep consumed actual

W

W






  (5) 

 

Thus, an exergy efficiency of 27.44% for the ASU modeled can be calculated according to Eq.(5). The 

ASU performance can be further improved by better integrating the dual pressure columns via pump 
around systems and intermediate heat exchanging sections in the LPC. In this way, the temperature 

differences are lowered while further decreasing the associated exergy destruction. Another way to 

achieve the same goal is to use columns HiDIC [28]. These columns are partially embedded one into 

the other in order to provide a more extended heat exchange area. Lower pressures and better 
temperature approaches in the contact columns as well as better condenser/reboiler integrations can also 

improve the ASU performance. Thus, further research must still be conducted for this particular case. 

An alternative way of comparing the performance of the two different platforms is through the specific 
exergy destruction per ton of exported oil. The two configurations are meant for the same well and FPSO 

production conditions, so they are expected to produce the same yield of oil. According to Fig. 7, the 

reference configuration destroys close to 8.47% more exergy per ton of oil exported also presenting a 
slightly higher specific fuel consumption, since an increased consumption entails a worse utilization of 

the resources available to produce the same amount of product. 
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(a) Reference Configuration (b) S-Graz Configuration 

Fig. 7. Specific exergy destruction (kJ/ton oil) and specific methane consumption (kg methane/ ton oil) 

for the two type of FPSO configurations studied. 

As concerns the exergy analysis, it is also interesting to break down the exergy destruction rate among 
the sub-units composing the platforms. These will be spotted as the first candidates for potential 

improvements in either the process flowsheet or the operation parameters. Figure 8 presents the exergy 

destruction breakdown of both configurations. As expected, the power generation systems 
encompassing the simple gas turbine unit with bottoming heat recovery steam generator and the S-Graz 

combined power and heat production entail the largest contributions to the exergy destroyed in both 

platforms, corresponding to 42.50% and 49.78%, respectively. This can be explained by the fact that in 
this part of the plant the highly irreversible combustion reactions take place in which about 25-30% of 

exergy is destroyed [29]. Moreover, the compression of combustion air and oxygen is responsible for a 

considerable amount of exergy destruction. Air and petroleum separation each destroy about 10% of the 

total. This shows at which extent the ASU has a significant impact in the plant efficiency. Meanwhile, 
the CO2 capture process is responsible for an important part of the exergy destroyed. For the sake of 

comparison, the purification step that occurs simultaneously with CO2 compression in the S-Graz 

configuration represents only 1.81% of the total exergy destruction. Thus, even when considering the 
penalty of the introduction of an air separation unit, the oxycombustion cycle might still be advantageous 

in comparison with a post-combustion carbon capture option. Other ancillary equipment such as the 

remaining heat exchanging network is responsible for 27.89% and 21.11% of the irreversibility in the 
reference and the S-Graz based platforms, respectively. 

 

Fig. 8. Exergy destruction breakdown for representative processes of the studied platforms. 
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5 Conclusions 

Due to the environmental impacts of the petroleum production facilities, as well as because of the 

increasing concerns on the nation dependency on fossil fuels in the short and middle terms, efforts to 

design and assess the so called zero-emission plants have recently gained increasing interest in power 
generation applications. However, despite of the numerous and well-established onshore generation 

applications for the oxycombustion process, the use of this technology in offshore platforms is still 

barely studied. Accordingly, this work compares the utilization of a reference gas turbine arrangement 

in a FPSO unit to the introduction of an S-Graz cycle in terms of exergy consumption and destruction 
performance. It has been found that, even for relatively similar overall plantwide exergy efficiencies as 

well as specific consumptions, the S-Graz based power generation proved to be substantially more 

efficient and with a significantly lower specific exergy destruction rate. However, due to the need for 
an ASU to produce high purity and large oxygen flow rate  the exergy efficiency can be eventually 

comparable to that of a conventional power system (simple gas turbine cycle with bottoming heat 

recovery steam generator). Moreover, as long as other oxygen production methods cannot provide the 
same level of purity and large flow rates as the distillation process does, some improvements can still 

be made to further enhance the ASU performance, such as the use of a heat integrated distillation 

columns (HIDiC). Other measures such as lower pressures and temperature differences at the 

condenser/reboiler integration might help as well. Moreover, due to the unavoidable exergy destruction 
share in the combustion processes, lower temperature differences in heat recovery network throughout 

the platform may rather decrease the contribution of one of these two largest responsible parties of the 

process irreversibility in the petroleum production facilities. Finally, it is fundamental to highlight that 
more environmentally friendly technologies such as the carbon capture and injection systems or even 

more efficient cycles, including the S-Graz cycle, entail a greater number of equipment which can be 

prohibitively heavier and bulkier, considering the limited space and weight budget in most of the current 
FPSOs. On the other hand, these configurations might be an attractive alternative for centralized power 

production plants that supply a cluster of FPSO units operating in the same production field. 
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Abstract 
In the paper presented study the adsorption of nitrogen dioxide on Na-X zeolite, SBA-15 and MCM-41 

mesoporous molecular sieves obtained from fly ash.  In particular, we examined the process parameters, 
such as type of sorbent and modification of an inner surface of the silica. Our results considerably extend 

the number of sorbents from fly ash for which information on stability with respect to NO2 is available.  

Additionally, our results confirms the possibility of utilization of fly ash as low cost sorbents for removal 

of NO2. These studies can be implemented in power plants with CO2 capture, in the process of exhaust 
gas purification to removal NO2. 

1 Introduction 

The European Union is focused on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, especially CO2, which is 

considered as a major cause of global warming. Whereas the share of coal in total CO2 emission is about 

38%, and the fact that it is the main fuel for energy production in Poland, the most appropriate 
technologies seem to be the carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) ones.  

Post-combustion technology is the most desirable because the Polish energy sector is based mainly on 

fossil fuels. The greatest emphasis is put on CO2 removal from flue gas using two methods: the 

absorption method and adsorption on sorbents modified with amines. The main problem associated with 
these methods is the amines pollution with compounds such as sulfur and nitrogen oxides. Exhaust gases 

from coal-fired power plants usually contain not only CO2 but also other acid-gas impurities such as 

SOx and NOx. These impurities cause a decreased adsorbent lifetime and capacity, adsorbent poisoning, 
low product purity, and increased operating costs.  

To prevent amine degradation, should be prepared the exhaust gas before CO2 capture process, ie. should 

be removed NOx and SO2 from exhaust gases. In the case of SO2, the safe concentration should not 

exceed 10ppm, while for the oxides of nitrogen it  should be less than 40 mg/m3N (20ppm) [1]. The 
typical concentrations of SOx and NOx in coal-fired power plants (before sulfur scrubbing and/or 

selective catalytic reaction units) are approximately 200mg/Nm3. Whereas for the flue gases of fossil 

fuels combustion after desulfurization (FGD) and DeNOx units leads to SO2 and NOx concentrations 
between 50-200 ppm and 100-400 ppm, respectively. Among several available methods, techniques 
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based on NOx adsorption materials are among the most promising methods for NO reduction. Similarly, 
CO2 stream for storage or utilization must be purified. Impurities such as nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, 

oxygen must be removed to prevent the separation of the aqueous phase, the formation of hydrates, 

corrosion and geochemical reactions at the place of storage. Fly ash or more specifically, fly ash based 
sorbents, may be used for the removal of NO2 from flue gas [2-4]. 

Based on the statistical date, 3 258 000 tons of fly ash were generated in Poland in 2016, of which 108 

86.7% were subjected to recovery and 11.3% were disposed, including 2% of fly ash were temporarily 
stored. While 26 000 000 ton fly ash were accumulated as waste landfilled [5]. The problem of fly ash 

utilization is still a valid one, therefor we need a plan for a responsible, large-scale utilization of coal 

combustion products. 
Synthesis zeolites and mesoporous molecular sieves from fly ash is one of the effective, economical and 

simple methods of fly ash utilization.  Due to the chemical composition -high content of SiO2 and Al2O3 
- fly ash is suitable starting material for the synthesis of zeolites [6-7] and mesoporous materials [8-9].  

Coal fly ash and zeolite consist mainly of Al and Si [10] and the major difference between them is the 

crystalline structure. Coal fly ash is composed mostly of amorphous structure, whereas zeolite has a 
well-defined crystalline structure. Due to these similarities in the composition between coal fly ash and 

zeolite, coal fly ash is potential candidate for conversion to zeolite [11]. The main element of fly ash- 

aluminosilicates, is converted to zeolite crystals by alkali hydrothermal reaction.  
Natural zeolites have restricted pore sizes and channels, whereas fly ash based-zeolites possess a variety 

of pore structures and are economically viable sorbent minerals for removing contaminants from water 

and gases. These synthesized zeolites can be used as sorbents and ion exchangers for removing ions and 

dangerous molecules from wastewater and radioactive waste as well as adsorbents for gases containing 
atmospheric pollution [12-15]. 

In addition to zeolites, the synthesis of mesoporous molecular sieve from coal fly ash has also attracted 

attention owing to its high surface area (above 1000 m2/g), large pore volume, and large pore size 
(approximately from 2 to 20 nm)exceeding the limitations of the microporous zeolites with pore sizes 

less than 1.3 nm. The mesoporous materials have also large amounts of internal silanol (Si-OH) groups 

inside the pores that can be modified easily by functionalization with other useful organic groups for a 
range of industrial applications. Mesoporous silica synthesis from fly ash is anticipated to overcome the 

limitations of the microporous zeolite materials in the adsorptive removal of macromolecule pollutants 

[16]. These mesoporous materials can be used for CO2 capture [17-18], adsorption [3, 19-20], and 

catalysis [21-23]. 
The authors intend to apply obtained zeolites and mesoporous materials for purification of exhaust gases 

of nitrogen oxides. While a large number of studies have been conducted on CO2 adsorption on zeolite 

from fly ash, the literature regarding the NO2 adsorption on zeolite from fly ash as an adsorbent is rather 
scarce [2]. The literature regarding the NO2 adsorption on mesoporous material as an adsorbent is rather 

scarce while the studies NO2 adsorption on mesoporous molecular sieves from fly ash, have not been 

published. Received materials will be used for removing NO2 from exhaust gas and these studies can be 

implemented in power plants with CO2 capture, in the process of exhaust gas purification to removal 
NO2. Therefore, in the paper presented study the adsorption of nitrogen dioxide on Na-X zeolite, SBA-

15 and MCM-41 mesoporous molecular sieves obtained from fly ash.  In particular, we examined the 

process parameters, such as type of sorbent and modification of an inner surface of the silica. Our results 
considerably extend the number of sorbents from fly ash for which information on stability with respect 

to NO2 is available.  Additionally, our results confirms the possibility of utilization of fly ash as low cost 

sorbents for removal of NO2.  
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2 Experimental 

The following materials for sorption of NO2 were used: SBA-15(FA), and MCM-41(FA) molecular 

sieves synthesized from fly ash, Na-X-FA zeolite synthesized from fly ash, SBA-15-PEG(FA), MCM-

41-PEG(FA) impregnated mesoporous molecular sieves, Na-X-PEG(FA) impregnated zeolite.  

2.1. Methods of analysis 

2.1.1 Thermal stability test 

Thermal analysis can provide important information about the thermal behaviour of the sample (phase 

transition, decomposition, etc.). TGA/DSC1 thermal analyzer (produced by Mettler Toledo was used in 

this study. The fly ash was heated in a platinum crucible under the atmospheric pressure and in a neutral 

atmosphere (N2), with a flow ratio of a reaction gas equal to 50 cm3/min, and in a range of temperatures 

between 20-1000C, with the heating rate equal to 20C/min. In order to ensure an accuracy of mass 
measurements, received TG curves were corrected (i.e. reduced) by a so-called blank test (i.e. TG curve 

of an appropriate inerrant sample, registered in particular measurement conditions). For a temperature 

calibration model substances, with known temperatures of phase conversion, were used.  

For all samples thermal stability test was carried out. Methods of thermal analyses (TG/DTG/DSC) 
were applied in investigations in order to perform the thermal degradation process of the samples by 

establishing thermal effects of transformations, structural changes and masses - occurring during its 

heating. A sample was heated in a platinum crucible at atmospheric pressure in an inert atmosphere (N2) 
with gas flow rate 50cm3/min, in the temperature range of 20oC -1000oC  with a heating rate of 20oC/ 

min. The results of studies are shown as graphs illustrating the relationship between weight change of a 

sample versus temperature (TG signal) and its first derivative (DTG). 

2.1.2 Impregnation 

To increase the sorption capacity and selectivity of the obtained material in terms of nitrogen dioxide, 

modification of the sorbents were carried out. After dissolving 4 grams of PEG in 32 g of water was 
added 4 g calcined zeolite Na-X or sieve SBA-15 and MCM-41. Subsequently, the sample was mixed 

8 hours and then solution was evaporated. The resulting material was impregnated with 50% 

polyethylene glycol PEG. According to this procedure were prepared: Na-X(FA) from fly ash and is 
labelled as follows: Na-X-PEG(FA), SBA-15(FA) from fly ash and is labelled as follows: SBA-15-

PEG(FA), MCM-41(FA) from fly ash and is labelled as follows: MCM-41-PEG(FA). 

2.1.3 Sorption of NO2 study  

Research of sorption tests were carried out in a thermogravimetric analyzer TGA/DSC 1. Before 

sorption, the sorbent was heated to 100oC (heating rate 20oC min-1) under nitrogen at 50ml min-1 and 

held 20 minutes. The sample was then cooled to 25oC and the gas bubbled through for 1 h at a flow of 
50 ml min-1, under atmospheric pressure. A model gas containing 110ppm NO2/N2. The last stage of this 

experimental was desorption in 100oC under nitrogen. Appropriate amount of sample was heated with 

a heating rate 10K min-1 to temperature 100oC. Adsorption capacity is given in mg NO2 g
-1 of adsorbent. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Thermal stability test 

Thermal analysis can provide important information about the thermal behaviour of the sample (phase 

transition, decomposition, etc.). In the synthesis mesoporous materials from fly ash, in order to extract 

silicon from fly ash, a method in the fusion of fly ash with sodium hydroxide use [4, 8], followed by 
dissolves the formed solid substance in water. Due to the fusion is carry out at 550 oC, thermal analysis 

informing the phase behaviour and stability of fly ashes is require. The TGA analysis is also important 

to the quality control of the synthesis mesoporous materials and zeolites from fly ash and to compare 
the source material, intermediate and product. The TG and DTG curves during heating the studied ashes 

under the nitrogen atmosphere. TG (thermogravimetry) curve presents the weight loss of studied 

samples in contrast to the initial mass under increasing temperature, and DTG (differential 
thermogravimetry) is based on the rate of weight loss with the increasing temperature. Figure 1 presents 

the TG and DTG profiles of each sample obtained as a result of the thermal stability test.  
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Fig. 1. Termogravimetric analysis TGA and DTG of samples. 

In TGA of Na-X was shown a single of degradation from 33°C to 246°C with a total loss of about 

13.74% which corresponds to desorption of physically adsorbed water. Above 246°C was observed a 
slow mass loss as the result of the dehydration water. The residue left at 992°C was ash and was about 

81.3% of the original sample weight. One-step degradation was shown on TG curves of SBA-15 sieve. 

From 40°C to 400°C was observed weight loss with maximum at 158°C. The total weight loss was the 
result of the water desorption, surfactant decomposition and silanol condensation. Three steps 

degradation was shown on TG curves of MCM-41. The first weight loss was observed between 40°C to 

140°C with total loss of about 5.42%, which corresponds to desorption of physically adsorbed water. 

Weight loss maximum at 62°C was observed in DTG curve. The second weight loss between 140°C to 
354°C was the result of the surfactant decomposition with total degradation of 22.09%. The DTG curve 

was indicated that the transition was centered around 247°C. The third weight loss was observed 

between 354°C to 567°C with the total loss of 5.97% which corresponds to water desorption, surfactant 
decomposition and silanol condensation. The residue left at 994°C was represented by ash and was about 

64.06% of the original sample weight.  

3.2 Impregnation of samples  

To increase the sorption capacity and selectivity of the obtained material in terms of nitrogen dioxide, 

modification of the sorbents were carried out. This modification was consisted on wet impregnation 

with polyethylene glycol solution and was carried out on Na-X zeolite, SBA-15 and MCM-41 
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mesoporous molecular sieves. Figure 2 present the TG and DTG profiles of impregnated samples. 
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Fig.2. Termogravimetric analysis TGA and DTG of impregnated samples. 

In TGA of Na-X was shown a single of degradation from 33°C to 460°C with a total loss of about 

48.5%. Above 460°C was observed a slow mass loss. The residue left at 990°C was ash and was about 
48.9% of the original sample weight. Three steps degradation was shown on TG curves of SBA-15-

PEG. The first weight loss was observed between 40°C to 140°C with total loss of about 0,3%. Weight 

loss maximum at 65°C was observed in DTG curve. The second weight loss was between 140°C to 

460°C with total degradation of 6.67%. The DTG curve was indicated that the transition was centered 
around 354°C. The third weight loss was observed between 887°C to 938°C and maximum weight loss 

was observed at 904°C.The residue left at 993°C was represented by ash and was about 67.85% of the 

original sample weight. In TGA of MCM-41-PEG was shown one steps of degradation from 40°C to 
677°C  with a total loss of about 41.41%. The DTG curve was indicated that the transition was centered 

around 251°C. Above 677°C was observed a slow mass loss about 1.76%. The residue left at 998°C was 

represented by ash and was about 56.83% of the original sample weight. For all samples the weight loss 
between 400°C - 460°C was the result of the degradation of the polyethylene glycol. Each samples was 

characterized by varying mass loss during after impregnation. The individual mass losses correspond to 

decompose polyethylene glycol contained in the pores of the material and confirm the degree of 

impregnation. The greatest mass loss was for Na-X zeolite and the loss amounted to 51.10 %, whereas 
pure, untreated zeolite mass loss was 18.70 %. The weight loss for MCM-41 sieve was 43.17% and 

32.15% for SBA-15, respectively. 

3.3 Sorption of NO2 study  

The next step were research of sorption capacity tests. Test results were presented on the adsorption 

curves in Figure 3. The sorption capacity for zeolite Na-X was 4.47 mg NO2 g
-1 sorbent and for zeolite 

Na-X-PEG was 11mg NO2 g
-1 sorbent. This NO2 capacity is similar to that obtained in an experiment 

over Na-Y (commercial zeolite) in simulated exhaust gas mixture [24]. In a study performed by Bopaiah 

et al. [2], the NO2 adsorption capacity on fly ash-based zeolites was 88mgNO2/gram of zeolite  
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Fig.3.TG curves for NO2 adsorption capacity measurement 

The sorption capacity for SBA-15 was 0.16 mg NO2 g
-1 sorbent and for SBA-15-PEG was 0.32mg NO2 

g-1 sorbent. The studies NO2 adsorption on mesoporous molecular sieves from fly ash, have not been 

published. For comparison, the sorption capacity reported by Levasseur et al. [25], for NO2 over SBA-

15 (commercial sieve) at room temperature was about 21mg/g. In the study performer by Wang et al. 
[26], the NO2 adsorption capacity for NO2 over SBA-15-PEG50 (commercial sieve) at room temperature 

was about 17mg/g. The sorption capacity for MCM-41 was 1.15 mg NO2 g
-1 sorbent and for MCM-41-

PEG was 0.6mg NO2 g
-1 sorbent. For comparison, the NOx adsorption capacity was 0.0505ml (STP)/g-

adsorbent over MCM-41-PEI-50 (commercial zeolite) in simulated exhaust gas mixture [27]. The 

sorption capacities for all sorbents was presented in Table 1. 

Table.1 Sorption capacity of samples 

Sample Sorption capacity 
 [mg NO2 g

-1 sorbent] 

Fly ash 0 

Na-X(FA) 4.47 

Na-X(FA)-PEG 0.3  

SBA-15(FA) 0.16   

SBA-15-PEG(FA) 0.32   

MCM-41(FA) 1.15 

MCM-41-PEG(FA) 0.6  

The highest sorption capacity was characterized by zeolite Na-X-FA 4.47 mg NO2 g-1 sorbent. For 

mesoporous molecular sieve SBA-15 a sorption capacity was the lowest 0.16 mg NO2 g
-1 sorbent. The 

results presented in Table 1 confirm that the impregnation with the glycol solution has a significant 
effect on the sorption capacity of the tested sorbent. In two case, the impregnation contributed to sorption 

capacity reduction. Na-X-PEG and MCM-41-PEG materials have lower sorption capacities than pure 

Na-X and pure MCM-41, 0.3 and 0.6 respectively. Impregnation of the SBA-15 sieve caused a double 
increase of the sorption capacity. 
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4 Conclusions 

Due to the chemical composition (i.e. high content of silicon and aluminum), fly ash is a valuable source 

of silicon and aluminum in the synthesis of mesoporous materials and zeolites. Therefore, such such 

sorbents as mesoporous materials or zeolites can be obtained from fly ashes. This paper presents the 
results of sorption of NO2 study on the sorbents obtained from fly ash. These tests can be used for 

removing NO2 from exhaust gas using a novel method basing on solid sorbents. Each samples was 

characterized by varying sorption capacity during the experiment. The highest sorption capacity was 

characterized by zeolite Na-X-FA 4.47 mg NO2 g-1 sorbent. For mesoporous molecular sieve SBA-15 
a sorption capacity was the lowest 0.16 mg NO2 g-1 sorbent. The impregnation with the glycol solution 

has a significant effect on the sorption capacity of the tested sorbent. In two case, the impregnation 

contributed to sorption capacity reduction. Na-X-PEG and MCM-41-PEG materials have lower sorption 
capacities than pure Na-X and pure MCM-41, 0.3 and 0.6 respectively. Impregnation of the SBA-15 

sieve caused a double increase of the sorption capacity. 
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Abstract  

This paper presents the concept of compressed air energy storage with partial oxidation gas turbine 

(POGT) technology. Possible configuration of system as well as key assumptions and principles of its 

operation are discussed. The study is focused mainly on key thermodynamic parameters and potential 

efficiency improvement of the compressed air energy storage process. Results of preliminary 

thermodynamic calculations allow identification of benefits and limitations of using POGT technology 

in energy storage facilities.  

1 Introduction 

Energy storage is the capture of energy produced at one time for use at a later time. Electrical energy 

storage is nowadays broadly considered as a necessary technology in energy systems due to 

implementation of poorly predictable renewable energy sources such as wind or sun. In practice 

electrical energy storage in medium and large scale storage plants is nowadays (in 99% [1]) limited to 

commonly used pumped hydro power plants [2]. An important alternative to pumped hydro storage 

plants are Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) systems [3]. In search for more and more efficient 

and flexible energy storage systems, the CAES technology is currently a subject of many scientific 

studies as well as intensive R&D activities worldwide. This paper proposes the concept of 

incorporation of the partial oxidation gas turbine (POGT) technology into the CAES system. It is 

expected that this technology would lead to an increase of energy efficiency and flexibility of the 

installation. Theoretical calculations are performed within this early stage study to compare results 

with the existing CAES plant in Huntorf (Germany). However, it should be emphasised that the 

proposed system has high potential for further development, e.g. deeper hybridisation through 

combination with fuel cells or gas engines for utilization of co-produced syngas.  
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2 Huntorf CAES 

The Huntorf power plant in Germany was launched in 1978, and it was the first compressed air energy 

storage installation in the world. Compressed air is stored in two salt caverns with a capacity of 

approx. 300 000 m3 and maximum depth of about 800 m [4]. Due to the demand of large storage 

volumes in geological formations not many other plants of this type have been built since that first 

project. The installation diagram is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the CAES power plant in Huntorf 

The designed power of the system is 290 MW, using a two-stage gas turbine and two combustion 

chambers. The air supplied to the turbine is throttled to the pressure of 4.2 MPa. The total power of 

compressors is about 60 MW. During compression process, intermediate coolers were also used. The 

temperature of air directed to caverns is 50⁰C [4]. Table 1 presents detailed technical data of the 

Huntorf power plant.  

Energy efficiency of the Huntorf CAES system is around 42%, and is defined as (1):  

 

𝜂 =  
𝐸𝑒𝑙.𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐸𝑒𝑙.𝑖𝑛 + 𝑄𝑓
 (1) 

 

𝐸𝑒𝑙.𝑜𝑢𝑡  output electrical energy 

𝐸𝑒𝑙.𝑖𝑛   input electrical energy 

𝑄𝑓
 

  fuel energy input 

 

The plant has shown very good performance with 90% availability and 99% starting reliability [7]. In 

2006, the power plant was modernized and the power of the turbine increased from 290 to 321 MW el. 
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Table 1: Huntorf plant data [4]–[6]. 

Operating condition   Value Unit 

Compressor total power 60 MW 

Compressed air flow 108 kg/s 

Cavern operating pressure 

Maximum cavern pressure 

4.6-6.6 

7.2 

MPa 

MPa 

Compressor outlet temperature  50 °C 

Pressure gradient at charging 

Pressure gradient at discharging 

0.25 

1 

MPa/h 

MPa/h 

Turbine power 290 MW 

Discharge air consumption 417 kg/s 

HP turbine inlet pressure 4.2 MPa 

HP turbine inlet temperature 

LP turbine inlet pressure 

LP turbine inlet temperature 

Air storage volume  

Caverns surface 

550 

1.1 

825 

2 x 150 000 

50 000 

°C 

MPa 

°C 

m3 

m2 

3 POGT  

Partial oxidation gas turbine (POGT) differs from conventional gas turbine. Instead of combustion 

chamber partial oxidation reactor (POR) is used. In the POR, in sub-stoichiometric conditions fuel is 

partially oxidised. Because of air excess coefficient λ< 0.5 the air flow required in case of POGT is 

much lower than in standard gas turbine compressor. On the other hand the gas produced within the 

POR as a result of incomplete combustion process contains combustible components such as CO and 

H2. Typical POGT delivers two products: electricity and syngas, which can be further used in various 

ways. This may open new opportunities in future markets, where energy storage plants will be 

competing in delivery of peak electric power to the grid. Composition of the syngas depends on the 

type of oxidant which can be pure oxygen, oxygen enriched air or atmospheric air. What is more, 

POGT systems feature low NOx emissions [8]. Comparing to standard GT system, POGT provides 

about 10 percentage points higher efficiency [9]. Operation of energy systems which utilize POGT can 

be divided on two key stages shown in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig.2 Schematic representation of the POGT turbine layout 
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In the first stage fuel is delivered to the POR where it gets partially oxidized at high pressure. Almost 

every hydrocarbon fuel can be used. Volume of air delivered to the reactor is 35% to 45% of the 

stoichiometric volume. In typical POR the process temperature ranges from 1000 to 1300 °C, which 

allows adaptation of existing gas turbine expanders. Syngas, which consists of combustible particles is 

led to GT expander where the cycle work is generated. In an integrated GT the expander feeds 

compressor and electricity generator. 

The second stage of the process is utilization of the produced syngas. Depending on the required end-

products of the systems different technologies and plant configurations can be applied. In power only 

mode of operation it can be considered as bottoming system, that can also be configured in various 

ways. A possible solution is the second, low pressure stage of gas turbine. Energy efficiency of the 

two stage POGT system is relatively high and can reach 70% [8], [9] depending on system parameters. 

4 Concept of CAES with POGT system 

Conventional CAES system is an installation that combines compression system, air storage reservoir 

and a set of turboexpanders. By replacing the standard gas turbine with the POGT system, an 

innovative concept was created. Diagram of the conceptual layout of the installation is presented in 

Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3 Diagram of CAES system with partial oxidation turbine 

Compression and air storage sections remained unchanged comparing to original system. However, 

within the expansion section there is POR in place of the first combustion furthermore second 

combustion chamber has been replaced by the low pressure syngas combustion chamber. Moreover, 
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the expanded hot flue gases are used to generate steam fed to the POR as well as for preheat the air 

supplied to the reactor and the syngas combustion chamber. Another additional element used in this 

system is expander of the air supplied to the low pressure syngas combustion chamber. It is used to 

avoid additional throttling and the possibility of generating extra useful energy.   

5 Model  

5.1 Adopted assumptions 

This paper theoretically examines the effects of using POGT in existing CAES system located in the 

city of Huntorf in Germany. In the model the original design parameters of the system were preserved 

such as: the volume of air storage, work pressures of air, streams of compressed and expended air. 

Other adopted assumptions are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2: Assumption to simulation model input. 

Operating condition   Value Unit 

Compressor total power 60 MW 

Atmospheric air pressure 

Atmospheric air temperature 

0.1013 

10 

MPa 

°C 

Compressed air flow 108 kg/s 

Cavern operating pressure 4.6-6.6 MPa 

Compressor outlet temperature 50 °C 

Pressure gradient during charge 

Pressure gradient during discharge 

0.25 

1 

MPa/h 

MPa/h 

Discharge air consumption 417 kg/s 

HP turbine inlet pressure 4.2 MPa 

LP turbine inlet pressure 

Air storage volume  

Caverns surface 

Excess air coefficient  within POR  

Fuel  

Convective heat transfer coefficient 𝛼 

1.1 

2 x 150 000 

50 000 

0.4 

Methane 

8 

MPa 

m3 

m2 

- 

- 

W/m2K 

 

Due to the conceptual nature of the work, it was decided to keep most of the parameters of the Huntorf 

plant. The selection and optimization of parameters (such as interstage turbine pressures) will be the 

subject of further analysis.  

5.2 Compression model 

The compression cycle and salt cavern charging at the Huntorf power plant was modelled using own 

calculation codes developed in the Matlab® software with CoolProp thermophysical property library 

[10]. The calculations were based on mass (2), and energy (3) balances of the air cavern:  

 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=  

�̇�𝑖𝑛

𝑉
 (2) 
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𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑡
=  �̇�𝑖𝑛 ∙  ℎ𝑖𝑛 − �̇�𝑎𝑚 (3) 

𝜌     density 

𝑡   time 

�̇�𝑖𝑛
 

  input air mass flow 

𝑉         cavern volume 

𝑈   internal energy 

ℎ𝑖𝑛
 

  input air specific enthalpy 

�̇�𝑎𝑚     ambient heat losses 

 

The detailed shape of the cavern is not known. Therefore the heat transfer model was simplified in the 

way that the compressed air temperature was assumed to be uniform within the cavern, convective 

heat transfer coefficient  was assumed to be low and the wall temperature is equal to the surrounding 

rock temperature. In such case heat losses through cavern walls are expressed in equation (4). 

 

�̇�𝑎𝑚 =  α ∙ Ac(T − Tcw) (4) 

𝛼
     

heat transfer coefficient 

𝐴𝑐   caverns surface 

𝑇     air temperature in cavern 

Tcw  cavern wall temperature  

 

As the cavern charging is a dynamic process the ordinary differential equations were solved 

numerically. The Crank-Nicolson predictor-corrector method was used. The air was assumed to be 

humid gas treated as the perfect mixture of real gasses including moisture. Condensation of water 

vapor during cooling in interstage and final coolers of compressed air was taken into account. 

5.3 Power generation model 

Calculations of the power generation system including partial oxidation of natural gas were made 

using the EBSILON® Professional software. Since the operating pressure range in the storage reservoir 

is 6.6 - 4.6 MPa, and the air supplied to the POR is throttled to the pressure of 4.2 MPa, it has been 

assumed that the expansion process within the turboexpander can be simplified to a steady state 

model. An important task was to properly calculate the reactions in the POR, for this purpose the 

"Gibbs reactor" component model of the EBSILON® Professional was used, which is justified by the 

relatively high process temperature. This component performs chemical equilibrium calculations 

through minimization of the Gibbs free enthalpy: 

∑ ∑ 𝑛𝑗𝑖[𝑔𝑗𝑖
0 (𝑇, 𝑝) + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑧𝑗𝑖)] → 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑗=𝑛𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑖=𝑛𝑐

𝑖=1

 (5) 

 

𝑖
    

component index 

𝑗 phase index 

𝑛𝑐 number of components 

np number of phases 
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𝑔𝑗𝑖
0 (𝑇, 𝑝) specific Gibbs enthalpy of pure component i in phase j 

p    pressure 

R   universal gas constant (8.314 J/molK) 

zji   molar fraction of component i in phase j 

 

Specific Gibbs free enthalpy of component i is: 

 

𝑔𝑖
0(𝑇, 𝑝) = ℎ𝑖

0(𝑇) − 𝑇𝑠𝑖
0(𝑇, 𝑝) (6) 

 

ℎ𝑖
0 specific enthalpy of pure component i 

𝑠𝑖
0 specific entropy of pure component i 

6 Results 

The first step was to perform calculations for the air compression cycle and caverns charging. Then, 

the results were implemented as input data into the model of the power generation cycle. The final 

results are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Results of calculations 

Operating condition   Value Unit 

Input of electricity energy 3576.43 GJ 

Fuel consumption  

Fuel energy input 

7.764 

6088.10 

kg/s 

GJ 

Net output of electricity 5338.74 GJ 

Turbine power 347.67 MW 

Charging time 60600 s 

Discharging time 15676 s 

Efficiency 55.25 % 

 

It must be emphasised that under partial oxidation process conditions solid carbon (soot) can occur in 

the POR. The formation of soot would have a detrimental effect on the operation of the installation, 

causing contamination of the equipment. Therefore, it was planned to provide a sufficient amount of 

steam to the POR in order to minimize the formation of carbon particulates in the product syngas. The 

relationship between mass fraction of solid carbon in the syngas and steam to fuel mass ratio is shown 

in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Graph of change in the share of solid carbon depending on the amount of steam 

 

The figure shows that at the steam to fuel mass ratio of 0.25, the formation of solid carbon is 

minimized. Further increase of the amount of steam supplied to POR no longer causes a major change 

in the amount of soot in the syngas. 

The composition of the syngas obtained as a result of the calculations is presented in the Table 4. The 

net calorific value of syngas was 8913.46 kJ/kg. In this paper the gas was used in the secondary low 

pressure combustion chamber delivering heat to low pressure turboexpander. It should be noticed 

however, that the syngas can be used as fuel for other type of equipment such as gas engine or fuel 

cell. In this way different configurations of the system can be developed, including hybrids with the 

water electrolysis process 

Table 4: Syngas composition 

Component Mass share 

N2 0.56796 

Ar 

H2O 

0.00913 

0.06974 

CO2 0.06242 

CO 0.19434 

H2 0.03124 

CH4 

Others 

0.06356 

0.00161 

7 Conclusion  

The initial results obtained from theoretical calculations show that due to use of the partial oxidation 

gas turbine technology the efficiency of the compressed air energy storage system increased by 13.39 

percentage points comparing to the reference plant. The increased efficiency have resulted mainly 

from the introduction of the low pressure expander and additional air expander as well as from the 

introduction of heat exchangers heating the air before being fed into the reactor and the combustion 

chamber. It would be necessary to study the impact of implementation of different components by 

means of exergy analysis which will be the subject of future work. 
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In addition, the turbine power has been increased from 290 to 348 MW, which is a significant change 

considering that the outgoing air stream remained unchanged. 

Due to the conceptual nature of the simulation, the system has not yet been fully optimized. 

Optimization would certainly increase the efficiency of the system. It is also worth noticing that in 

practical applications it is more likely that, smaller systems will be preferred due to availability of 

equipment such as turboexpanders, POR and electrolysers or fuel cells in case of hybrid systems. 

Therefore the POGT technology can be considered as an interesting solution for distributed CAES 

systems with above ground air storage vessels. 
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Abstract 
Geothermal power plants can provide clean and renewable energy and can be proposed as integrated 
units for the production of valuable products. In the present case, the combined production of power and 

cooling using an ORC and a LiBr absorption chiller, is considered. Starting from a literature reference 

layout which is taken as benchmark, the complete energy and exergy balance of the system is calculated. 
To assess the performances of the system, thermodynamic models were developed in EES environment; 

the adjustment of process parameters is considered for system optimization, and layout improvements 

are proposed. The proposed system is re-evaluated with reference to resource conditions corresponding 

to a planned power plant in central Italy. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, combined production systems have received increasing attention, due to the significant 
benefits in terms of resource economy, instead of producing electricity, heating and cooling separately, 

a combined production can provide significant energy savings and substantial emission reduction, as 

well [1].  
Research in designing, development and optimization of these systems [2,3] and in the operational 

planning considering energy and economic issues [4] is very active.  

Furthermore, the increasing consumption of energy, the environmental impact of fossil fuels and global 

warming have led research to pay more attention to renewable energy resources [5]. 
Among renewable energies, geothermal energy is a promising alternative energy resource, which can 

be utilized for power generation, heating and cooling, or other production issues [6]. 
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Deep geothermal energy is a sustainable energy source, which unlike solar and wind energy, is 
continuously available and independent of meteorological conditions. Unfortunately, when the 

geothermal source has rather low temperatures (below 150 °C), the high drilling costs make these plants 

less competitive economically [7]. The performance of these plants can be improved in terms of energy 
and economic efficiency, combining the production of different forms of energy, rather than just 

electricity alone. 

Recently, several low-enthalpy geothermal plants based on the Organic Rankine Cycle, have been 
proposed for the combined production of different energy outputs. 

Two different trigeneration systems, based on an organic Rankine cycle or Kalina cycle, coupled to a 

LiBr/water absorption chiller and a water heater, were analyzed and compared by Zare [8]. The 

thermodynamic optimization showed that maximum exergy efficiency reached values of 46.51% and 
50.36% for the ORC and the Kalina cycle, respectively. 

Tempesti et al. [3] presented two small size CHP systems based on ORC powered by low-temperature 

geothermal resource (i.e. 90 °C) and solar energy captured by solar collectors.  
The performance of both configurations was calculated comparing three different organic fluids: R134a, 

R236fa, R245fa. The best performances in terms of cycle efficiency and exergy, was obtained with 

R245fa for both configurations; while R134a is attractive in terms of heat recovered at the DSH and 

condenser. 
Fiaschi et al. [9] proposed an innovative CHP system configuration called ‘cross-parallel’, as the ORC 

and thermal utility circuits are in parallel. The system is able to supply heat in the 80–140 °C temperature 

range, suitable for industrial use with geofluid resource having a slightly higher temperature (130–170 
°C). The operating parameters of the CHP system were optimized and various working fluids 

investigated. The results showed that the optimal working fluid varies with the temperature and the 

thermal load of the utility, in particular at low temperature and heat demand of thermal utility, R227ea, 
R134a and R1234ze show the largest net power, while at high temperature and heat demand of thermal 

utility, n-butane and R245fa are the most performing fluids. The optimized CHP system, compared to 

the traditional parallel configuration, reached up to 55% in net electrical power output for the 

investigated conditions, with corresponding exergy efficiency of 70-78%. 
Fiaschi at al. [10] proposed also a CCP system based on a Water-Ammonia power cycle enhanced with 

two chillers thanks to the favorable thermodynamic properties of the mixture. The proposed power cycle 

offers the possibility of interesting improvements in electrical efficiency compared to traditionally 
binary cycles using ORCs, at fixed temperature level of the heat source. The values of electric efficiency 

range between 15 and 20%. The main advantage of this solution was the possibility of reducing the 

turbine exhaust pressure, which increases net power, the electrical efficiency and the second law 
efficiency to about 610 kW, 16.6% and 59.5% respectively. The CCP configuration also provides about 

250 kW of chilling, at temperature levels between 10 and 15 °C. The CCP configuration resulted in an 

economical benefit, reducing the unit cost of electricity production from 0.22 $/kWh for the basic power 

plant layout to about 0.18 $/kWh. 
Islam et al. [11] proposed a hybrid solar-geothermal system based on two ORC (organic Rankine cycle) 

power turbines, two thermal energy storage systems, an absorption chiller, a heat pump for space heating 

and a drying system. The results showed energy and exergy efficiencies equal to 51% and 62% 
respectively operating in multi-generation mode, whereas these efficiencies on single generation mode 

were in the order of 22% and 54%, respectively.  

A geothermal CCP (combined cooling and power) system, which integrated a flash-binary power 

generation system with a bottoming subsystem based on an organic Rankine cycle and an ejector 
refrigeration cycle, was developed by Zhao et al. [12]. Comprehensive analysis and parametric 

optimizations were performed on the system, in particular the effects of flash pressure, pinch point 

temperature difference in the vapor generator, inlet pressure and back pressure of the ORC turbine on 
the system performance were evaluated. The results of the optimization showed that the most effective 
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system from the exergo-economic point of view could not obtain the best thermodynamic performance 
and vice versa. 

Akbari Kordlar et al. [13] proposed a novel cogeneration system combining an organic Rankine cycle 

and an ammonia-water absorption refrigeration cycle driven by geothermal hot water. In optimizing 
system performance, three cases were considered: maximum efficiency of the first law (case 1), 

maximum efficiency of the second law (case 2) and minimum total cost of the product unit (case 3). 

The results showed that the total unit cost in case 3 is about 20.4% and 24.3% lower than the 
corresponding value in case 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, the case 3 presented an expense of 10.21% 

decrease in the energy efficiency with respect to the case 1 and 4.5% reduction in the exergy efficiency 

with respect to case 2. 

In this paper, a geothermal CCP (combined cooling and power) plant based on an ORC coupled with a 
LiBr/water absorption chiller is studied. The geothermal resource refers to the real conditions of the 

reservoir Torre Alfina (TA) in central Italy. 

2 System description 

The geothermal CCP plant here considered is based on the system proposed in [8] without the heating 

subsystem; a schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1.  

The plant is built form a cascade arrangement of the ORC and absorption cycle: the geothermal brine 
first heats the ORC working fluid in the ORC heat exchanger (HEORC; points 1-2). Then, the remaining 

sensible heat in the stream is used to feed the absorption cycle (Points 2 to 3). With respect to the layout 

proposed by [8], minor adjustments were performed: 
The large use of low-temperature heat for sanitary water was suppressed. This choice was in practice 

dictated by the necessity of reinjecting the brine with a limited temperature difference; moreover, it is 

very difficult to find local uses for extensive amounts of low-temperature heat. 
A geothermal brine preheater (PH) was added before the Generator of the absorption cycle, in order to 

effectively satisfy the physical condition T18 >T3. 

The ORC cycle is a saturated steam (Rankine) subcritical unit with dry (superheated) expander exit 

conditions; no regenerative recovery of the de-super-heater is envisaged in order to simplify the layout.  
The evaporator (EVA) of the absorption cycle provides the cooling load, which is represented by the 

cooled stream (Inlet Point 23, Outlet Point 24). The LiBr absorption cycle includes a regenerative heat 

exchanger providing effective heat recovery between the rich (Points 18-19) and poor (Points 16-17) 
solution streams.  

The vapor exits the generator of the absorption cycle (Point 11) at the saturation temperature of the 

entering solution stream (Point 33) [14].  
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Figure 1: Geothermal CCP plant - Schematic 

3 System equations 

3.1 Energy analysis 

In order to perform the energy analysis of the system proposed, the principles of mass conservation and 

first law of the thermodynamic are applied to each component. 

 

  

Figure 2: ORC pinch diagrams: (a) HEORC (b) CDORC 

 

(a) (b) 
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Referring to Figure 2, it is possible to calculate the flow rate of the ORC working fluid by the evaporator 
energy balance: 

 

�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑉𝐴 =  �̇�𝐺𝐵(ℎ1 − ℎ31)  =  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶(ℎ7 − ℎ29) (1) 

 

With: 

𝑇31 =  𝑇29 +  Δ𝑇𝑃,𝑂𝑅𝐶 (2) 

 

The ORC economizer energy balance allows to calculate T2: 

 

�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝐶𝑂 =  �̇�𝐺𝐵(ℎ31 − ℎ2)  =  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶(ℎ29 − ℎ6) (3) 

 

With conditions at point 6 determined by the condenser balance and by the pump power (calculated 
using isentropic efficiency from the ideal performance): 

 

�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐶𝐷  =  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶(ℎ8 − ℎ5)  =  �̇�𝐶𝑊(ℎ10 − ℎ9) (4) 

 

ℎ6 =  ℎ5  +  Ẇ𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑃/�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶 (5) 

 
The ORC power output is given by: 

 

�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃  =  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶(ℎ7 −  ℎ8)  =  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶𝜂𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃(ℎ7 −  ℎ8s)  (6) 

 

The ORC cycle efficiency is given by: 

 

η𝑂𝑅𝐶  =
�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃 − �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝑃

�̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑉𝐴 + �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝐶𝑂

   (7) 

 

For the absorption cycle, the GEN energy balance is: 
 

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐺𝐸𝑁 =  �̇�𝐺𝐵(ℎ2 − ℎ33)  =  �̇�11ℎ11 +  �̇�18ℎ18 +   �̇�33ℎ33 −  �̇�34ℎ34  (8) 

 

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝑃𝐻 =  �̇�𝐺𝐵(ℎ33 −  ℎ3)  =  �̇�34(ℎ34 − ℎ17)  (9) 

 

In Eqs. 7 and 8, it is assumed that T33 = T18 (bulk liquid temperature at GEN), and T34 = T18 - Ta,GEN. 
The RHE energy balance is: 

 

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝑅𝐻𝐸 =  �̇�17(ℎ17 −  ℎ16)  =  �̇�18(ℎ18 −  ℎ19)  (10) 

 

with �̇�17= �̇�34. The cycle analysis proceeds with the ABS and CD energy balances: 

 

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐴𝐵𝑆 =  �̇�25(ℎ26 − ℎ25)  =  �̇�20ℎ20 +  �̇�14ℎ14 −   �̇�15ℎ15  (11) 

 

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐶𝐷 =  �̇�11(ℎ11 − ℎ12)  =  �̇�21(ℎ22 − ℎ21)  (12) 

 

with ṁ15= ṁ17; ṁ20= ṁ18; ṁ14= ṁ11;h13= h12; h20= h19 (valve expansion = constant enthalpy). As 

for the ORC, the pump performance determines h16: 
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ℎ16 =  ℎ15  + Ẇ𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝑃/�̇�15 (13) 

 

Finally, the useful cold output of the absorption cycle is: 
 

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐸𝑉𝐴 =  �̇�24(ℎ23 −  ℎ24)  =  �̇�14(ℎ14 −  ℎ13)  (14) 

 

The set of Eqs. 8-14, with the necessary input data, determines all the variables needed to solve the 
problem and calculate the output of the ORC, which is resumed by its coefficient of performance: 

 

COP𝐴𝐵𝑆  =
�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐸𝑉𝐴

�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐺𝐸𝑁 + �̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝑃𝐻

   (15) 

 

(the ABS pump work is neglected when calculating the coefficient of performance). 

 

For the considered co-generation cycles in the present work, the Energy Utilization Factor (EUF) can 
be expressed as: 

 

EUF =
�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐸𝑉𝐴 + �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃

�̇�𝑖𝑛

=
�̇�𝐴𝐵𝑆,𝐸𝑉𝐴 + �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃

�̇�𝐺𝐵(ℎ1 − ℎ3)
   (16) 

3.2 Exergy analysis 

Exergy analysis allows the evaluation of an efficiency based on the actually convertible part of the 

energy input and the distribution of irreversibilities (exergy destructions and losses) among the system 
components [15, 16]. The exergy approach is particularly useful when dealing with multipurpose 

systems (power and cold in this case). Moreover, the reconstruction of the full exergy balance at 

component level allows to calculate and check the exergy efficiency in direct and indirect mode, thus 
validating the results and allowing identification of the major irreversibilities. 

The total flow exergy was calculated for each thermodynamic state: 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑡 = �̇� ⋅ [(ℎ − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 ⋅ (𝑠 − 𝑠0)] =  �̇� ⋅ 𝑒𝑥   (16) 

 

The exergy destruction and/or exergy loss can be evaluated for each component as:  

 

𝐸𝑥𝐷 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡   (17) 

 

𝐸𝑥𝐿 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑒𝑛𝑣   (18) 

 
The exergy efficiency of the main cycle is defined as the ratio of product output exergy to the input 

exergy: 

 

𝜂𝑥𝑑 =
�̇� + (�̇�𝑥𝑡24 − �̇�𝑥𝑡23

)

�̇�𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛

 (19) 

 

where the inlet exergy is considered  as �̇�𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛 = �̇�𝑥𝑡1 (in the general case, it is assumed that the 

geothermal resource can be brought to full thermo-mechanical equilibrium with the environment).  

An indirect validation of Eq. 19 can be performed considering exergy destructions and losses in all 
components: 
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𝜂𝑥𝑖 = 1 − 
∑ �̇�𝑥𝐷𝑖  + ∑ �̇�𝑥𝐿𝑗   𝑗  𝑖

�̇�𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛

 (20) 

4 Reference case and Italian Geothermal site case 

The system proposed appears to be adaptable to different resource conditions. The Reference Case was 
proposed by [8], and is analyzed here for purpose of validation; the same configuration was then applied 

to an Italian case. 

The Torre Alfina (TA) site is a geothermal location under current development offering extensive 

documented results on well productivity and resource conditions, available on the website of the Italian 
Ministry of Economic Development [17,18] and on the Environmental Impact Assessment 

documentation available on the public web repository of the Ministry for the Environment and 

Protection of the Land and Sea [19]. 
In Italy, the Legislative Decree n. 22 issued in February 2011 provides that, in order to promote research 

and development of new geothermal power plants with reduced environmental impact, fluids with 

medium and high enthalpy are considered of national interest. The national regulatory guidelines for 

these special permits point to advanced-technology plants with geothermal fluids reinjection in the same 
original formations with the absence of emissions in the atmosphere and with a nominal installed power 

not exceeding 5 MWe for each plant. The present study focuses on the Castel Giorgio-Torre Alfina site, 

a mining concessions directed to experimental pilot plant (UNMIG) shown in Figure 3. The site is 
located between Lazio and Umbria regions, in Central Italy close to Bolsena Lake.  

At the reservoir top, at a depth of about 550 m, a CO2 gas cap with a pressure of about 45 bar has been 

found in the central part of the field. Under the gas cap, there is the aquifer with a uniform temperature 
of about 140°C, due to the presence of a strong convective circulation, and a content of CO2 of about 

2% [20, 21]. 

 

  
 

Figure 3: Torre Alfina mining concession. 
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The operating parameters for the Reference and TA Cases were taken from [8, 17-19] and are 
summarized in Table 1. The Reference Case assumes a T7 = 90°C as in [8]. In the TA Case  a power 

output  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃  = 5 MW was assumed according to [22]; an upper cycle pressure  p7=3158 kPa was 

selected, corresponding to the optimal pressure for isobutane; T3 and T7 were calculated from the energy 

balance at the pre-heater and the evaporator, respectively. 

Table 1- Systems operating parameters  

 Reference Case [8] Torre Alfina [15-17] 

Parameter Value Value 

p0 [kPa] 101.325 101.325 

T0 ,T9 [°C] 25 25 

TGB [°C] 120 140 

pGB [kPa] 208.5 4400 

�̇�𝐺𝐵 [kg/s] 100 292 

η𝑇, η𝑃 [-] 0.85 0.85 

TPP [°C] 10 4.4 

RangeORC [°C] 5 5 

DTUCD [°C] 5 5 

T3 [°C] 76.9 - 

RangeABS,CD [°C] 10 10 

RangeABS,AB [°C] 8 8°C 

T15 [°C] 36 36 

T12 [°C] 35 35 

T18 [°C] 77 85 

T14 [°C] 5 5 

Ta,EVAC [°C] 8 8 

Ta,EVAH [°C] 3 3 

x11 [-] 0 0 

q12 [-] 0 0 

q14 [-] 1 1 

 

To assess the performance of the proposed CCP system, for the Reference and Italian site Cases, an 

appropriate model was developed using EES software, a general equation-solving program with access 
to high accuracy thermodynamic property databases [23].  

It is important to notice that a few adjustments had to be performed with respect to reference data 

provided in [8]; this was necessary because of the following reasons: 

 Data provided in [8] were not accurate; specifically, with p7= 15 bar, T7=90°C. The new data 
calculated are reported in Table 2 and are consistent with values taken from the NIST (National 

Institute of Standards and Technology) website. 

 The condition T3 > T18 should be respected in the GEN of the ABS cycle; that is, the cooled 
geothermal brine at absorber generator outlet must be higher than the outlets of the LiBr 

solutions (11 lean solution; 18 rich solution). In order to respect this thermal pinch condition, it 

was necessary to include a preheater PH, so that the intermediate point 33 (geothermal brine 

after PH and before GEN) is warmer that the streams 11 and 18. The present model includes a 
check of negative pinches along all heat transfer processes in the heat exchangers network - a 

feature which resulted to be necessary when performing parametric analyses against sensitivity 

to design parameters. 
 The new, more accurate set of equations of state (LiBrSSC.DLL) was used for LiBr [18], which 

led to minor adjustments in the calculated thermodynamic variables for the absorption circuit. 
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Figure 4 presents the T-s diagrams for the Reference [8] and for TA Case. 
 

  

Figure 4: ORC T-s: (a) Reference Case (b) Torre Alfina Case 

The numerical model is based on the following assumptions: 

 the system is simulated under steady-state condition 

 the refrigerant at outlet state of the condenser (CDABS) is saturated liquid 
 the refrigerant at outlet state of the evaporator (EVAABS) is saturated vapor 

 the expanding process in the throttling valves is isenthalpic 

 the turbine and pump are operated with assigned value of isentropic efficiencies 
 the pressure drops in pipelines and the heat exchangers are neglected 

 changes in kinetic and potential energies are neglected 

5 Validation and Results 

5.1 Reference Case - Validation 

In this section, the model validation for the Reference Case is presented. The calculated results for the 
Reference Case (RC) are summarized in Table 2 and compared to values appearing in [8].  

Table 2 - Calculated properties for Reference Case and for [8]. 

Points p T �̇� h s e Ex 

- kPa °C kg/s kJ/kg kJ/kgK kJ/kg kW 

 Geothermal Brine 

 RC [8] RC [8] RC [8] RC RC RC RC 

1 208.5 208.5 120.0 120.0 100.0 100.0 503.8 1.5 52.8 5284.0 

2 208.5 208.5 87.2 88.9 100.0 100.0 365.4 1.2 24.0 2401.0 

3 208.5 208.5 76.9 75.0 100.0 100.0 321.9 1.0 17.0 1704.0 

Organic Rankine Cycle 

5 464.5 402.4 35.0 34.8 36.3 32.2 284.3 1.3 50.7 1838.0 

6 1640.0 1509.0 35.8 35.0 36.3 32.2 286.9 1.3 52.9 1918.0 

7 1640.0 1509.0 90.0 90.1 36.3 32.2 668.6 2.4 111.4 4041.0 

(a) (b) 
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8 464.5 402.4 47.9 43.9 36.3 32.2 626.4 2.4 62.2 2258.0 

9 101.3 100.0 25.0 25.0 593.6 562.0 104.9 0.4 0.0 0.0 

10 101.3 100.0 30.0 30.1 593.6 562.0 125.8 0.4 0.2 102.9 

29 1640.0 - 90.0 - 36.3 - 435.5 1.7 69.7 2528.0 

31 208.5 - 100.0 - 100.0 - 419.2 1.3 34.1 3409.0 

Absorption  Cycle 

11 5.6 5.6 70.1 80.1 1.6 1.9 2631.0 8.6 84.6 131.7 

12 5.6 5.6 35.0 35.1 1.6 1.9 146.6 0.5 0.6 0.9 

13 0.9 0.9 5.0 5.1 1.6 1.9 146.6 0.5 -6.2 -9.6 

14 0.9 0.9 5.0 5.1 1.6 1.9 2510.0 9.0 -176.1 -274.0 

15 0.9 0.9 36.0 35.1 27.9 22.4 92.7 0.2 30.7 858.8 

16 5.6 5.6 36.0 35.1 27.9 22.4 92.7 0.2 30.7 858.8 

17 5.6 5.6 72.5 62.2 27.9 22.4 167.6 0.5 38.1 1064.0 

18 5.6 5.6 77.0 62.2 26.4 20.5 186.9 0.5 57.7 1522.0 

19 5.6 5.6 36.6 48.6 26.4 20.5 107.6 0.2 49.4 1302.0 

20 0.9 0.9 36.6 48.6 26.4 20.5 107.6 0.2 49.4 1302.0 

21 101.3 100.0 25.0 25.0 92.5 111.1 104.9 0.4 0.0 0.0 

22 101.3 100.0 35.0 35.1 92.5 111.1 146.7 0.5 0.7 63.4 

23 101.3 100.0 13.0 13.1 175.3 209.6 54.7 0.2 1.0 182.2 

24 101.3 100.0 8.0 8.0 175.3 209.6 33.7 0.1 2.1 370.3 

25 101.3 100.0 25.0 25.0 124.2 132.3 104.9 0.4 0.0 0.0 

26 101.3 100.0 33.0 35.1 124.2 132.3 138.4 0.5 0.4 54.8 

33 208.5 - 77.0 - 100.0 - 322.6 1.0 17.1 1713.0 

34 5.6 - 74.0 - 27.9 - 169.8 0.5 37.7 1054.0 

 

A parametric analysis with variable ORC turbine inlet temperature was also performed: the results are 
compared to those from [8] in Figure 5. It can be noted that the range of the possible inlet operating 

temperatures is different (82-96 °C in the present calculations, while the range of analysis was 80-105°C 

in [8]). This is a direct consequence of the necessity of adding a Pre-Heater in order to avoid negative 

pinch conditions (T18 >T3): exceeding the value of T7 = 96 °C, the heat exchanged in the pre-heater 
becomes negative, which is not physically possible. 

The validation results (Figure 5) demonstrate a good fit for electrical power data. Differently, the cooling 

power does not match, although it shows the same trend of the literature data [8]. This is mainly due to 
the lower T11 = 70,1°C calculated for the RC (saturated conditions, following [14]; in [8] a value of 

80°C was assumed). 
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Figure 5: Comparison between Reference Case and Zare Case [8]. 

 

The exergy analysis is documented in Figure 8, collecting data on relative exergy destructions and losses 

(made non-dimensional with respect to the inlet exergy �̇�𝑥𝑡1). A reference ambient temperature of 

298.15 K was assumed. 

The brine Reinjection Loss (47,6%) is considered separately as a relatively high reinjection temperature 
(T3 = 76,9 °C) was retained, as is common practice in order to avoid perturbation of the reservoir heat 

balance.  Considering the brine reinjection loss, the exergy efficiency (Eqs. 19 or 20)  is equal to x= 

0.3077; if the reinjection loss were neglected ( �̇�𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛 =   (�̇�𝑥𝑡1 − �̇�𝑥𝑡3
) ) the exergy efficiency would 

rise to 0.4542. 

The objective of the exergy analysis, in the case of a CCP geothermal plant, is to identify the points 
where the highest exergy destruction occurs. As shown in figure 8, these can be located in the ORC 

economizer (7.5%) and in ORC evaporator (6.8%), while the ABS components have relatively low 

exergy destructions (below 2.5%). 

5.2 Italian Geothermal site test case 

Table 3 lists the significant thermodynamic properties, mass flow rates and exergy at each point of the 

proposed system for TA Case. 

Table 3 - Calculated properties at the CCP geothermal plant for Torre Alfina site 

Points p T �̇� h s e Ex 

- kPa °C kg/s kJ/kg kJ/kgK kJ/kg kW 

Geothermal Brine 

1 4400.00 140.0 292.00 591.80 1.7350 79.00 23082 

2 4400.00 110.3 292.00 465.70 1.4185 47.40 13839 

3 4400.00 83.7 292.00 354.00 1.1163 25.70 7500 

Organic Rankine Cycle 

5 464.50 35.0 93.38 284.30 1.2883 50.70 4731 

6 3158.00 36.87 93.38 290.20 1.2911 55.70 5201 

7 3158.00 126.3 93.38 684.30 2.3591 131.40 12271 
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8 464.50 47.11 93.38 624.90 2.3922 62.10 5803 

9 101.30 25.0 1522.00 104.90 0.3672 0.00 0.03815 

10 101.30 30.0 1522.00 125.80 0.4367 0.20 263.8 

29 3158.00 126.3 93.38 564 2.0578 100.9 9423 

31 4400.00 131 1522.00 553.3 1.6408 68.6 20043 

Absorption  Cycle 

11 5.63 70.1 11.45 2631.00 8.5569 84.60 968.8 

12 5.63 35.0 11.45 146.60 0.5051 0.60 6.751 

13 0.87 5.0 11.45 146.60 0.5279 -6.20 -70.82 

14 0.87 5.0 11.45 2510.00 9.0249 -176.10 -2016 

15 0.87 36.0 106.30 92.66 0.2245 30.70 3268 

16 5.63 36.0 106.30 92.66 0.2245 30.70 3268 

17 5.63 74.3 106.30 171.30 0.4616 38.70 4110 

18 5.63 85.0 94.87 218.50 0.4693 83.60 7932 

19 5.63 38.06 94.87 130.40 0.2082 73.40 6959 

20 0.87 38.06 94.87 130.40 0.2082 73.40 6959 

21 101.30 25.0 680.40 104.90 0.3672 0.00 0 

22 101.30 35.0 680.40 146.70 0.5051 0.70 466.5 

23 101.30 13.0 1290.00 54.70 0.1953 1.00 1340 

24 101.30 8.0 1290.00 33.73 0.1213 2.10 2724 

25 101.30 25.0 934.60 104.90 0.3672 0.00 0 

26 101.30 33.0 934.60 138.40 0.4779 0.40 411.9 

33 4400.00 85.0 292.00 359.40 1.1316 26.60 7765 

34 5.63 82.0 106.30 186.30 0.5067 40.20 4276 

 
In Table 4 are shown the performances of the CCP geothermal plant for TA site.  

 

Table 4 – Performances at the CCP geothermal plant for Torre Alfina site 

 

𝜼𝑶𝑹𝑪 COP EUF 𝜼𝒙 

% - % % 

13.61 0.83 46.22 27.67 

5.2.1 Parametric analysis (TA case) 

In order to determine the operating range and the possibility of adapting the plant design to possible 

requirements of the customers (who are dealing with a dual-purpose plant, producing electricity and 

cold), for the Torre Alfina case a parametric analysis was carried out by varying the ORC system 
operating parameters (inlet turbine pressure and organic fluid mass flow rate).  

The first step of the parametric analysis is directed to assess the correct design conditions for the ORC 

section. Figure 6 shows that iso-butane tends to optimize performance for pressure conditions (p7 = 3158 

kPa) close to critical. This was consequently taken as the reference for the TA site; imposing that the 
power did not exceed the maximum allowed power of 5 MWe determined the value of T3 = 83.7°C, 

which is compatible with reinjection conditions into the geothermal reservoir (in order to prevent scaling 
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issues, and guarantee long-term operation of the reservoir). It should be also reminded that the indirect 
approach to design for the TA case determines a pinch point temperature difference of 4.4°C, is lower 

than the one of the Reference case. 

 

Figure 6 – Effect on performance parameters of the turbine inlet pressure.  

Maximizing the thermal efficiency of the ORC section is not necessarily corresponding to the customer’s 

needs for a dual-purpose plant. It is therefore important to analyze what is the performance changing the 
working fluid flow rate, in terms of power and cold produced, and exergy efficiency. For this sensitivity 

analysis, the brine mass flow rate and temperature (Point 1) of the reservoir are assumed, and the TPP 
for the HEORC component is fixed to a value of 10 °C. 

Figure 7a shows that as the organic fluid flow rate ṁ𝑊𝐹  increases from 50 to 120 kg/s, the electric power 

output increases from 2673kW to 6071 kW, due to the fact that the expander work increases. On the 

other hand, for the same increase of  ṁ𝑊𝐹 ,  the cooling power decreases sharply, from 41896 kW to 

17599 kW, since the temperature of Point 2 (and consequently the input thermal power to GEN) is 

reduced. It is therefore possible to cover with a tuned design different necessities of the customer in 

terms of power and cold production. 

  

Figure 7: Working fluid mass flow rate influence on system performance 

  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 7b shows the variation of the exergy efficiency η𝑥𝑖1,𝑔, its value including the brine reinjection 

loss, η𝑥𝑖2,𝑔, and the Energy Utilization Factor EUF. Both global exergy efficiencies increase as the 

working fluid mass flow rate is augmented. This is mainly due to the fact to the increase in  �̇�𝑂𝑅𝐶,𝐸𝑋𝑃 ,  

an exergy output contribution which is much larger than the decrease in the cold exergy output  

(�̇�𝑥𝑡24 − �̇�𝑥𝑡23
) (Eq. 19).  As for the EUF, an increase in the working fluid mass flow rate results in a 

decrease of this performance parameter. The main logical reason behind this is that an increase in the 

working fluid mass flow rate decreases the production of cold. 

The parametric analysis carried out can be a useful tool for the control of the system, as it demonstrates 
the possibility to adapt the amount and quality of the two energy products (electricity and cold) 

depending on the customer requirements. 

5.2.2 Exergy analysis 

The results in terms of component relative exergy destructions and losses are shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8: Relative component exergy destructions/losses 

Also for the TA case, the brine Reinjection Loss is not shown in Figure 8, as its value (48.1%) is large; 

however, regulation constraints impose to reinject at these temperature levels (T3 = 83.8 °C) so that this 

variable is not considered in terms of optimization.  Considering the brine reinjection loss, the exergy 

efficiency (Eqs. 19 or 20)  is equal to x= 0.2766; if the reinjection loss were neglected ( �̇�𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛 =   

(�̇�𝑥𝑡1 − �̇�𝑥𝑡3
) ) the exergy efficiency would rise to x= 0.4097. 

As shown in figure 8, for the TA case the highest exergy destructions occur in the ORC economizer 
(8.6%), in the ABS generator (6.3%) and absorber (5.5%). 

6 Conclusions 

Two case studies were presented and discussed for a Combined Cold and Power (CCP) system using 
different low-temperature geothermal resources which are generally much more widespread worldwide 

compared to conventional high-temperature ones. Both solutions are based on the use of isobutane as 

working fluid. 
Energy and exergy analyses of the CCP system were performed analyzing a cascade configuration of 

the ORC coupled to the absorption power cycle.  
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Comprehensive thermodynamic modeling of the proposed system was carried out leading to identify the 
main sources of irreversibility and determine the performance of the system.  

The Reference Case was mainly used for validation and for tuning the system with updated fluid 

property data bases and minor but necessary configuration adaptments. 
The Reference Case showed an EUF of 28.1% and an exergy efficiency of 30.8%, neglecting the brine 

reinjection loss. The highest exergy destructions are located in the ORC economizer (7.6%) and in ORC 

evaporator (6.8%), while the ABS components have relatively low exergy destructions (below 2%). 
Under optimized conditions, the TA Case (targeted on a 5 MW power output) showed an EUF of 46.2% 

and an exergy efficiency of 27.7%, neglecting the brine reinjection loss. The distribution of exergy 

destructions and losses is highly affected by the different resource conditions: the highest exergy 

destructions are located in the ORC economizer (8,6%), the ABS generator (6,3%) and in the ABS 
absorber (5,4%), and represent on the whole more than 20% of total exergy input from the geo-fluid.  

The high exergy destruction at the ORC evaporator for the Reference Case (6,9%) is due to poor 

matching of the heat transfer profile of the geothermal fluid resource, which determines a large heat 
transfer exergy destruction.  

For the TA case, the better resource conditions drive the design optimization to production of power 

rather than cold; consequently, the relative exergy destructions in the ORC section are reduced; on the 

other hand, the performance of the ABS section becomes relevant for the exergy balance. The increase 
of 8 °C of the generator temperature leads to the significant increase in the exergy destruction for this 

component (more than 300%); the relative exergy destruction of the ABS absorber is 60% greater than 

for the Reference case. This is mainly due to the higher temperature value in Point 18 (85°C instead of 
77°C). 
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Nomeclature 

COP Coefficient of performance, (-) 

EUF Energy utilization factor, (-) 
ex Exergy, kJ/kg 

Ext Total exergy, kW 

h Enthalpy, kJ/kg 

ṁ  Mass flow rate, kg/s 
p Pressure, kPa 

Ẇ Power, W 

Q̇ Heat rate, kW 
s Entropy, kJ/(kg K) 

T Temperature, C  
DTU Temperature difference, C 

q  Quality, (-) 

x  Concentration of LiBr, (-) 
 

Greek: 

 

T Temperature difference 

  Effectiveness 
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Efficiency 
 

Subscripts 

0 Reference state 
1,2, .. Point indicator 

a Approach 

AB Absorber 
ABS Absorption chiller 

C cold side 

CD Condenser 

CW Cooling water 
D Destruction 

ECO Economizer 

env to the environment 
EVA Evaporator 

EXP Expander 

H hot side 

GB Geothermal Brine 
in Input 

L Loss 

ORC Organic Rankine Cycle 
out Output 

p Pump 

s Isentropic (ideal) 
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Abstract 
In this paper, an integrated system aiming for heating and cooling production using solar energy, is 

investigated. The system is analysed thermodynamically, and its overall performance is assessed through 
energy and exergy efficiencies. The main goal is to compare of two system arrangements: system 

equipped with adsorption chiller supplied with heat from the solar collector and sensible (water) thermal 

storage unit and system equipped with adsorption chiller supplied with heat from the solar collector and 

phase change material (PCM)  thermal storage unit. The results of the energy and exergy analyses of the 
reference system without thermal storage show that the seasonal energy and exergy efficiencies are 24.2 

% and 8.9 %. Furthermore, it was found that by introducing the thermal storage, energy and exergy 

performances of the system have improved significantly compared to the reference case. The annual 
energy and exergy efficiencies of the integrated system with sensible storage tank were 31.9 and 11.5 

%, respectively.  Moreover, it was observed that the annual exergy and energy efficiencies of the PCM 

storage tank are slightly higher than for the sensible water tank system  (1.5 and 0.5 percentage points, 
respectively) for the same storage capacity.  
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1 Introduction 

The residential sector is a great energy consumer representing about 40% of global energy consumption 
[1], and a large amount of the consumed residential energy is used for space heating and cooling and hot 

water supply [2]. 

Heating and cooling for residential applications with solar energy significantly reduces the use of fossil 

energy sources and decreases atmospheric pollution; these results have clear environmental and 
economic benefits. However, traditional solar systems show several problems, including intermittent 

operation, meteorological instability and low energy density [3]. 

Energy is not always produced in the periods and in the forms in which it is used; therefore, it is often 
necessary to accumulate it to make it available at different times or in different places. Accumulation 

allows efficient use and energy savings when there is a discrepancy between supply and demand. The 

possibility of accumulating at low costs is an indispensable prerequisite for the exploitation of all energy 
sources and is currently one of the most promising fields of research for energy consumption, with 

significant economic and environmental repercussions. 

Thermal energy storage can be divided into three technique [4]: sensible heat (heating and cooling of a 

material), latent heat (melting and solidification, vaporisation and liquefaction) and thermochemical 
(binding energy). 

The new technological perspectives concern the development of high energy density accumulations 

based both on the use of thermochemical processes (TC) and on the use of phase change materials (PCM) 
that would allow to reduce the volumes required and so the costs drastically. 

Several works have been carried out to investigate the application of PCMs thermal storage in the field 

of the solar thermal system [5] to produce heating and cooling [6]–[8]. 
Teamah et al. [9] examined numerically the behaviour of a solar domestic hot water system based on 

latent heat storage in which the PCMs are introduced as vertical cylindrical modules contained within 

the water tank, thus forming a hybrid PCM/water thermal storage. In order to solve the phase change 

process within the PCM modules, the developed model is based on the enthalpy-porosity method and 
validated with results from the literature. The hybrid tank model has been linked to solar collector 

performance, and the overall system has been tested considering a user demand profile for typical 

Canadian weather days. The analysis investigated the impact of volume storage on the solar fraction for 
systems with and without PCM. The results showed clearly that the use of PCM in thermal storage 

allowed to obtain a greater fraction of the solar with tank volumes undersized. 

Li et al. [10] presented a new heating system design, which integrates an air-source heat pump and phase 

change material (PCM) thermal storage. The optimisation study for the design of a PCM storage tank 
was applied to an outdoor pool, where the design goal was to minimise the volume of the PCM storage 

tank in the winter season when it is necessary to maintain the pool water temperature in a comfortable 

temperature range. Once the decisional variables were identified, a numerical model was developed 
using TRNSYS and MATLAB in order to investigate the effects of decision variables on the volume of 

the PCM storage tank. For the winter conditions in Hong Kong, the minimum volume of the PCM 

storage tank is 54.2 m3. Furthermore, the results have shown that the optimised PCM storage tank is not 
only able to meet the thermal demand during the winter period but also provides significant cost savings 

for the operation of the heating system. 

Pintaldi et al. [11] conducted an analysis with the TRNSYS software, in order to simulate the behaviour 

of a solar cooling system if it is coupled with different types of thermal storage. The 103 kW absorber 
chiller was coupled with a solar collector area ranging from 103 to 412 m2, also varying the thermal 

storage dimensions from 1 to 27 m3. In the study, various types of thermal energy storage, including 

water, oil, PCM salt and aluminium-tin PCM alloy, have been used. The results showed that PCMs can 
reduce storage volume by over 60% compared to water while still providing the same energy capacity. 

Sensitive heat storage systems have brought greater benefits to the solar fraction for the constant cooling 

load scenario, despite higher tank losses. Among the latent heat storage options, salt-based systems were 
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marginally better at higher storage volumes than AlSn alloy. 

Fan et al. [12] conducted a numerical investigation on hydroquinone based latent heat thermal storage 
system combined with a solar driven double-effect H2O/LiBr absorption system. The case examined is 

a 2400 m2 office building with a maximum cooling demand of 100 kW during the hottest day in the 

Netherlands. The numerical model of the latent heat storage system was coupled to a mathematical 
model of the absorption system and the estimation of cooling demand, and solar energy. The results 

indicated that for the shell-and-tube configuration of the latent storage system, natural convection could 

not be neglected in the modelling of solidification process. With a storage volume of 12.55 m3, it is 

possible to meet the peak cooling demand of 100 kW without external energy input. 
The main objective of this study is to compare the energy and exergy performances of solar cooling and 

heating system equipped with two different storage tanks. First analysed system includes a solar driven 

adsorption chiller coupled with a sensible thermal storage unit, while the latter is coupled with phase 
change material (PCM) thermal storage unit.  

2 System description  

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the system investigated. The system is designed to produce 
chilled and hot water for cooling and heating purposes for single-family building utilising solar energy. 

The analysed system consists of four main components: solar collector field, adsorption chiller, storage 

tank and backup system.  

 

Figure 1. Structure of analysed solar cooling and heating system: SC – solar collector, ST- thermal 

storage, GB—boiler furnace, NG – natural gas, P – pump, HX –heat exchanger, EVAP—evaporator, 
COND – condenser, AD – adsorption bed, EV – expansion valve, AC—cooling tower 

A collector field produces hot water which feeds an adsorption machine and heating loop. The primary 

source of energy is solar irradiance which is used by the solar collector field to heat the circulating water. 

The field is composed of SKY PRO 22 CPC 58 compound parabolic collector with a total aperture of 
42 m2. Characteristics of the single collector are presented in Table 1. Figure 2 presents accessibility of 

solar source at desired outlet temperature during the year. Furthermore, it can be observed that the total 

operating time of the collector is about 2442 h. 
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Table 1. Technical features of SKY PRO 22 CPC collector [13]  

Features SKY PRO 22 CPC 58 

Aperture area [m2] 4.19 

Gross area [m2] 4.71 

Number of U-tubes [-] 22 

Absorbency [-] 0.95 

Emissivity [-] 0.04 

Optimal flow rate [l/m2 min] 1 

Delivery capacity [l/min] 4.19 

Piping: material and dimension [mm] Copper, 18 

Max. operating pressure [bar] 6 

Stagnation temperature [°C] 259 

Power max [kW] 1.376 

Empty weight [kg] 94 

Liquid content [l] 3.22 

η0 [-] 0.721 

a1 [W/ m2K] 1.051 

a2 [W/ m2K] 0.004 

 

 

Figure 2. Availability of outlet temperature from collector during the year 

The cooling and heating loads for a single family building were calculated using TRNSYS 18 software 

that allowed to perform both: steady-state and transient analysis. The simulation was performed for the 
entire year calculating heat losses and gains assuming the weather conditions for a location in the south 

of Italy. As results, temperature and load profiles as well as annual energy demand were obtained. Figure 

3 presents cooling and heating loads during the year. 
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Figure 3. Cooling and heating loads during the year of operation 

The system is simulated on a dynamic basis. The design and off-design modelling of the system was 
done in the TRNSYS 18 and Matlab R2013b software. Off-design performances of the considered solar 

cooling and heating system were evaluated by means of a typical year of operation and off-design 

changes in thermodynamic performances of the system components. The model considers a random 

availability of solar source, which is essential when considering the generation from renewable 
sources [14].  

The accumulation system is made up of storage tank allowing to cover 3 h of maximal input (Qstorage = 

36 kWh). Initially, a reference concept of the coupled system with the sensitive water storage tank was 
considered. After that, a system with coupled latent PCM storage was analysed and compared with the 

reference one.  

The PCM storage collects energy in the form of latent heat during melting phase. During off sunshine 
hours, the hot water is withdrawn and is substituted by cold water, which gains energy from the PCM.  

The energy is released by the PCM on changing its  phases from liquid to solid.  

In this study a thermal storage device having a shell and tube arrangement was considered. In both 

storage systems, water is considered as the heat transfer fluid (HTF), and it circulates throughout the 
inside tube. Table 2 summarises the thermophysical properties of storage materials considered in this 

study. Figure 4 presents a comparison of heating performances of considered PCM and water.  

Table 2.  Storage material properties 

Properties Paraffin wax Water 

Density (kg/m3) Solid: 880 ; Liquid: 825 1000 

Melting point range (°C) 60–63 NA 

Specific heat (kJ/kg-K) Solid: 2.260 ; Liquid: 2.050 4.178 

Thermal conductivity (W/m-K) Solid: 0.350 ; Liquid: 0.162 0.652 

Latent heat (kJ/kg) 200 NA 
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Figure 4. Performance comparison of sensible-water and PCM thermal storages 

The volume of storage tank was chosen considering the same maximal storage capacity and assuming 
that useful heat will be released between 60 and 80 oC .  Thus the resulting volumes were 0.5 m3 and 1.1 

m3, for PCM and water, respectively.  

The cooling system is an adsorption cycle of the designed capacity of 12 kW that works with water as a 
hot /chilled and cooling fluid.  Chilled water setpoint temperature is assumed to be 16°C, while the 

cooling water setpoint temperature to be 30°C. Additionally, solar driven adsorption chiller requires its 

driven inlet temperature to be at least 55°C.   

An auxiliary energy system consisting of a gas-fired heater is used to complement the energy supplied 
by the collector field when there is not enough solar radiation.  

The plant operates with two different energy sources (solar and gas), which can be combined or used 

independently, depending on the user demand conditions. The plant can be re-configured manipulating 
open/close valves and pumps to allow the selection of the components for energy supply.  

The control objective is to supply water to the cooling and heating system at the demanded temperature, 

minimising auxiliary energy (gas) consumption and fulfilling operational constraints for the adsorption 

machine and heating loop. The primary energy source, i.e. solar radiation cannot be manipulated. This 
means that the control system must keep the inlet temperature conditions at the desired level (70 °C for 

the heating season, 55-90 °C for cooling season, depending on load). The inlet water is the mix of water 

coming from the solar collectors, tank and auxiliary heater when additional energy is needed. 
Additionally, the temperature of water in the solar system can be controlled by adjusting the water flow 

inside the solar field.  

3 Mathematical model 

Thermodynamic modelling is based on the first and second law of thermodynamics. In studied cases, 

the resources comprise the locally consumed renewables (solar radiation) and non-renewables (natural 

gas). Firstly, energy analysis was done by means of energy efficiency calculations. Secondly, direct 
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exergy analysis was applied to evaluate the exergy efficiency as well as sources of internal plant 

irreversibility and within a local boundary system.  

3.1 Energy analysis 

The basic mathematical formulations for describing the operation of the considered system are given in 

this section. The energy analysis presented in this section. The general thermal energy balance equation 
in a solar collector loop, during charging and discharging phases is given by equation (1): 

 

𝑄𝐴 = 𝑄𝑢 + 𝑄𝑠𝑡+𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠  (1) 

 

where QA ,  Qu, Qst , Qloss are the solar absorbed, used, stored and lost energy, respectively.  

The useful gain from the solar collector is given by equation (2): 

 

𝑄𝑢 = 𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐹̇ × 𝑐𝐻𝑇𝐹 × (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛) (2) 

 

The solar energy absorbed by the solar collector is calculated by equation (3): 

 

 𝑄𝐴=𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙× 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 × 𝐼𝑡  (3) 

 

where ηcoll is the solar collector efficiency,  calculated as a function of collector inlet temperature, 

ambient temperature and total solar radiation (4): 

 

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 𝜂0 − 𝑎1 ×
𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝐼𝑡
− 𝑎2 ×

(𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏)
2

𝐼𝑡
 (4) 

 

and η0, a1, a2 are zero loss collector efficiency, first order heat loss coefficient and second order heat 

loss coefficient, respectively. The energy flow balance for the storage system can be written as (5): 

 

𝑄𝑠𝑡 = 𝑄𝑖𝑛 − 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 −𝑄𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑑𝑄𝑠𝑡 −𝑄𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 (5) 

 

The stored heat flux 𝑑𝑄𝑠𝑡 during charging and discharging stages of PCM is given by equations (6)  

 

𝒅𝑸𝒔𝒕  =

{
 
 
 

 
 
 𝒎𝑷𝑪𝑴 × 𝒄𝒑,𝑷𝑪𝑴𝒔 ×

(𝑻𝒔,𝒇𝒊𝒏 − �̅�𝒔,𝒊𝒏𝒊,𝑷𝑪𝑴)

∆𝒕𝒄𝒉
 𝑻 < 𝑻𝒎

𝒎𝑷𝑪𝑴 × 𝐋 ×
(𝑿𝒇𝒊𝒏 −𝑿𝒊𝒏𝒊)

∆𝒕𝒄𝒉
 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑻 = 𝑻𝒎

𝒎𝑷𝑪𝑴 × 𝒄𝒑,𝑷𝑪𝑴𝒍𝒊𝒒 ×
(�̅�𝒍,𝒇𝒊𝒏,𝑷𝑪𝑴 − �̅�𝒍,𝒊𝒏𝒊,𝑷𝑪𝑴)

∆𝒕𝒄𝒉
 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑻 > 𝑻𝒎

 (6) 
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where 𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀 is the mass of PCM in the tank, 𝑐𝑝,𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑠  and 𝑐𝑝,𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑙𝑖𝑞  are the heat capacities for solid and 

liquid phase of PCM, 𝑇𝑚 is melting temperature, L is the heat of fusion. The storage energy efficiency 

is given by (7): 

 

�̅� 𝑠𝑡 =
1

𝜏𝑜𝑝
∫ (

𝑄𝑠𝑡
𝑑𝑄𝑠𝑡

)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝜏
𝜏𝑜𝑝

0

 (7) 

3.2 Exergy analysis 

Exergy analysis of the entire system is carried out by combining the analysis for each subsystem, which 
is based on the exergy balance for a control volume. The study is performed assuming transient 

conditions and the results are presented for the average yearly operation. Moreover, the following 

assumptions are made: pressure drops and heat losses in pipelines are neglected, and kinetic and potential 
exergy are ignored.  

In general term, exergy balance represents the renewable and non-renewable inputs (F), products (P), 

external losses (L) and internal exergy destructions (D) (8): 

 

∑𝐸𝑥𝐹 = ∑𝐸𝑥𝑃 + ∑𝐸𝑥𝐿 + ∑𝐸𝑥𝐷  (8) 

 

The psychical exergy of each state point is considered as (9): 

 

𝐸𝑥 𝑖 = 𝑚 𝑖 × ((ℎ 𝑖 − ℎ0) − 𝑇 0(𝑠 𝑖 − 𝑠0)) (9) 

 

where 𝑚 𝑖 is the mass of substance under consideration; ℎ 𝑖 , 𝑠 𝑖 are, respectively, the enthalpy and 

entropy of considered matter, and ℎ 0, 𝑠0 are the enthalpy and entropy of this matter in an equilibrium 

state with environment temperature 𝑇 0.  

Calculations of the specific chemical exergy for the input fuels (exF,gas) require the knowledge of 

reference exergies of the elements and the chemical composition of the fuels. The values of the standard 
molar specific enthalpy of devaluation and the standard molar specific chemical exergy of the 

components of the reactants and the products are taken from [15]. The specific exergy values of the fuels 

are calculated using methodology presented in [19, 20]. The exergy input of the fuels (here, natural gas) 
is calculated using equation (10): 

 

𝐸𝑥𝐹,𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 𝑚F,gas × 𝑒𝑥F,𝑔𝑎𝑠  (10) 

 

The total exergy received by the solar collector system is proportional to the total aperture area of the 

collector  𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  and the specific solar exergy 𝑒𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 and is given by equation (11): 

 

𝐸𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 × 𝑒𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟   (11) 

 

The specific exergy of the solar radiation 𝑒𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 [W/m2] is calculated using the equation (12) adapted 

from Petela and Szargut [20, 21] and used in similar studies: 
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𝑒𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝑒𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 × (1 −
4

3
×
𝑇0
𝑇
+
1

3
× (

𝑇0
𝑇
)
4

)   (12) 

 

where 𝑒𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 is the solar irradiance reaching the collector [W/m2], T is the absolute temperature of the 

emitting surface, here assumed constant and equal to 5870 K, and T0 is the temperature of the 

environment.  

Exergy transferred from the solar source to the collector is partially delivered to the HTF and the 

remaining fraction 𝐸𝑥𝐿,1 is lost to the environment through the convective, conductive and radiation 

heat transfer. Exergy balance of the solar collector can be written as follows (13): 

 

 𝐸𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = ∆ 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛−𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐸𝑥𝐿,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 + 𝐸𝑥𝐷,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙         and      ∆ 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛−𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐹̇ ×

((ℎ 𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑖𝑛) − 𝑇 0(𝑠 𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛))  
(13) 

 

In order to calculate the average values of the efficiencies of the system components, the hourly (𝑑𝜏 =
1 h) efficiencies are considered. The average exergy efficiency of the solar collector over the interval of 

the operating time, assumed here as a whole year operation (𝜏𝑜𝑝 = 8760 h) is calculated as follows (14):  

 

�̅�𝐸𝑥,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 =
1

𝜏𝑜𝑝
∫ (

 ∆ 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛−𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐸𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

)𝑑𝜏
𝜏𝑜𝑝

0

 (14) 

 

Exergy balance for the sensible thermal storage system considers charging and discharging state and 

includes the momentary changes of internal exergy, input, and output flow as well as irreversibility due 

to contact with the external environment. The general exergy flow balance for the storage system can be 

written as (15):  

 

𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡 = 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝐸𝑥𝐿,𝑠𝑡  = 𝑄𝑠𝑡 (1 −
𝑇0

𝑇
) (15) 

 

Where 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛 is the exergy input, 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡  is the exergy output, 𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 is the exergy loss due to heat 

transfer from storage wall to environment and 𝐸𝑥𝐿,𝑠𝑡 denotes the rate of exergy destruction. The 

difference between exergy input and output for the sensible heat tank is calculated as follows (16):  

 

𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑑𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡
𝑑𝜏

=
𝑑𝑀 𝑠𝑡

𝑑𝜏
× ((𝑢 𝑖𝑛 − 𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡) − 𝑇 0(𝑠 𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡)) (16) 

 

Moreover, for latent heat storage (17): 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐹̇ × 𝑐𝐻𝑇𝐹 × ⌊(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛) − 𝑇 0 × 𝑙𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝑖𝑛

⌋ (17) 

 

Exergy loss 𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 to the environment is calculated as follows (18): 

 

𝑑𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑄𝑠𝑡,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 (1 −
𝑇0
𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘

) (18) 
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While the rate of exergy destruction is (19): 

 

𝑑𝐸𝑥𝐿,𝑠𝑡  =   𝑑�̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛 × 𝑇0  (19) 

 

Entropy generation rate is calculated as (20): 

 

�̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛 = (�̇�𝑖𝑛 − �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡) + �̇�𝑝 + �̇�𝑠𝑡+
𝑑𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑇0

𝑆
̇

𝑔𝑒𝑛 (20) 

where 

(�̇�𝑖𝑛 − �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡) = 𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐹̇ × 𝑐𝐻𝑇𝐹 × ln
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝑖𝑛

 ;        �̇�𝑠𝑡 = 𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀 × 𝑐𝑃𝐶𝑀 × 𝑙𝑛
𝑇𝑠𝑡,𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑠𝑡,𝑖𝑛𝑖
         

 

�̇�𝑝  =

{
  
 

  
 𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀 × 𝑐𝑝,𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑠 × 𝑙𝑛

𝑇𝑠𝑡,𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑠𝑡,𝑖𝑛𝑖
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑚

𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀 × 𝐿 ×
(𝑋𝑓𝑖𝑛 − 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑖)

𝑇𝑚
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚

𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀 × 𝑐𝑝,𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑙𝑖𝑞 × 𝑙𝑛
𝑇𝑠𝑡,𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑠𝑡,𝑖𝑛𝑖
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑚

 

 

 

Exergy efficiency of the latent thermal storage system is reported by relation (21): 

 

�̅� 𝑠𝑡,𝑒𝑥 =
1

𝜏𝑜𝑝
∫ (

𝐸𝑥𝑠𝑡
𝑑(𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡)

) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝜏
𝜏𝑜𝑝

0

 (21) 

 

Moreover, the second law efficiency of the backup boiler is given by relation (22):  

 

 �̅�𝐸𝑥,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝 =
1

𝜏𝑜𝑝
∫ (

𝑚 𝑖𝑛−𝑜𝑢𝑡 × ((ℎ 𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡) − 𝑇 0(𝑠 𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡))

𝑚𝐹,𝑔𝑎𝑠 × 𝑒𝑥𝐹,𝑔𝑎𝑠
)𝑑𝜏

𝜏𝑜𝑝

0

 (22) 

 

The second law efficiency of adsorption chiller producing cold is given by equation (23): 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑒𝑥,𝑎𝑑 =
1

𝜏𝑜𝑝
∫ (

𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 (
𝑇0
𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

− 1)

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (1 −
𝑇0

𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
)
)𝑑𝜏

𝜏𝑜𝑝

0

   (23) 

 

Finally, the overall yearly second law efficiency of the integrated system is defined by relation (24): 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑥 =
𝐸𝑥𝑃

𝐸𝑥𝐹,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 + 𝐸𝑥𝐹,𝑔𝑎𝑠
 (24) 

 

where 𝐸𝑥𝑃 is the exergy of product, 𝐸𝑥𝐹 is the exergy provided by the gas backup system and solar 

exergy input.  
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4 Results of simulations 

In this section, the results for the simulation of the investigated systems are presented. The transient 
simulation was run with 60s time step, selected after sensitivity analysis. The initial temperatures in all 

subsystems were assumed to be equal to ambient temperature. In every time step, the required heating 

or cooling loads, available solar energy and energy transferred to the system and respective performance 

parameters are calculated.  
 Figures 5 and 6 show temperature variations in both systems for selected 3 days in heating (Figure 5) 

and cooling (Figure 6) seasons.   

 

Figure 5. Temperatures in the system, heating season a) water storage, b) PCM storage 

As can be observed, obtained operational tank temperatures (highlighted in red) for both seasons are 

generally higher in PCM storage tank for the same operating conditions. In fact, the latent heat storage 
is designed to operate at the temperature of phase transition between 60-63 oC (Table 2). As can be seen 

from Figure 4, in this temperature range, almost 2 times more energy is needed per unit of PCM material 

to change tank temperature, comparing to sensible water storage.  This results in more stable and higher 

outlet temperature profile, which is important especially during the discharging process.   
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Figure 6. Temperatures in the system, cooling season a) water storage, b) PCM storage 

The corresponding profiles of energy consumption in the investigated systems for the same 3 days in 

heating and cooling seasons are presented and compared respectively in Figures 7 and 8.   

For days in heating season (Figure 7), it was observed that only a part of the demand is covered by gas 

heater when there was no direct solar irradiation. During the sunshine hours instead, the demand was 
fully satisfied by solar energy, and also the storage tank was loaded. 

Regarding the days in the cooling season, the demand was satisfied fully by solar source only in the 

moment of direct solar irradiation. In the case of solar irradiance absence, tanks were discharging quickly 
because of high cooling system demand. In particular, the PCM tank was discharged faster than sensible 

water storage tank, thus for this case, it was required to fulfil the demand only by gas heater.  
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Figure 7. Energy and mass flow, heating season: m system – mass flow in the system, m charging – 

mass flow charging tank, m discharging – mass flow discharging tank, Q load – energy demand of the 
system, Q aux – auxiliary energy 

 

Figure 8. Energy and mass flow in the system, cooling season: m system – mass flow in the system, m 
charging – mass flow charging tank, m discharging – mass flow discharging tank, Q load – energy 

demand of the system, Q aux – auxiliary energy 
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However, the system with PCM storage tank provides annually higher operating temperatures. Thus 

generally less auxiliary energy should be required to satisfy the load demand.  
As presented in Table 3, for the assumed configuration of solar field area without storage tank capacity 

it was possible to obtain around 36.5 % of coverage the annual demand directly by solar source. 

Generally, the solar fraction was higher for the cooling period, which occurs in summer period when the 
more solar source is available. 

Table 3. Summary of results of energy analysis 

No. Parameter Unit  

System with 

sensible thermal 

storage 

System with 

latent PCM 

thermal storage 

System 

without 

thermal 

storage 

1 Heating energy kWh 2 920 2 920 2 920 

2 Cooling energy kWh 4 398 4 398 4 398 

3 Adsorber driving energy kWh 12 770 12 770 12 770 

4 Solar gain from collectors kWh 17 844  17 844 17 844 

5 Utilized solar energy kWh 11 516 12 411 5 727 

6 Natural gas input kWh 5 217 4 099 12 454 

7 Annual solar fraction (SF) - 0.734 0.791 0.365 

8 SF heating season - 0.704 0.754 0.369 

9 SF cooling season - 0.747 0.800 0.391 

 

When storage tank of the maximal thermal capacity of 36 kWh is introduced to the system, fraction of 
useful solar energy significantly increases, and is slightly higher around 5.7 percentage points for the 

system with PCM tank.  PCM materials are able to store more heat per unit volume than conventional 

storage materials such as water. However, for the same storage capacity, latent heat storage system 
comparatively yields more hot water at a constant temperature as compared to the sensible storage 

system. Water delivered from a water tank decreases  in temperature faster over time, while water outlet 

temperature from the PCM unit will maintain a constant temperature during discharging  for the required 
delivery time, resulting in more stable operation and lower auxiliary energy consumption,  especially in 

heating season, when constant inlet temperature is assumed, and lower outlet temperatures from 

collectors are obtained. 

Energy and exergy efficiencies of the considered systems are compared in Figures 9 and 10 on an annual 
basis as well as heating and cooling season. As we observed from Figure 9, the annual energy efficiency 

of the system without storage tank is 24.2 %, while the average energy efficiency for systems with 

storage tank is higher and is equal to 33.4 % and 31.9 % for system with PCM and sensible water storage 
tank, respectively. The differences of efficiencies arise from different consumption of auxiliary energy, 

which affects the total energy input to the system.   

Furthermore, we observed a similar trend for exergy efficiencies. As presented in Figure 10 the lowest 

exergy efficiency was obtained for the system without a storage tank. The values were respectively, 
8.9%, 21.6% and 4.2 % for annual, heating and cooling periods, respectively.  

The annual exergy efficiencies of the integrated system with sensible storage tank for annual as well as 

heating and cooling season were 11.5%, 26.2% and 5.5 % respectively.  While for the PCM were around 
0.5, 0.7 and 0.3 percentage points higher for the same cases, respectively. The difference, in this case, 

is lower than for the energy performance.  
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Figure 9. Energy efficiency comparison of sensible-water and PCM thermal storages  

 

Figure 10. Exergy efficiency comparison of sensible-water and PCM thermal storages  

5 Conclusions 

In this work, two different solar systems arrangements providing heat and cold to a building, were 
analysed and compared: system equipped with adsorption chiller supplied with heat from the solar 

collector and sensible (water) thermal storage unit and system equipped with adsorption chiller supplied 

with heat from the solar collector and PCM  thermal storage unit. The comparison was made using 
energy and exergy analyses. The results show the importance of using storage tanks. Furthermore, the 

results of calculation of the average system efficiencies showed that by applying PCM thermal storage 

with the same design parameters could improve the system performance. In particular, we observed an 
increase of annual energy and exergy efficiencies of the integrated system with PCM tank of 1.5 and 0.5 
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percentage points compared to the sensible water tank with the same thermal capacity. The obtained 

results confirmed that storage technology with PCM could be beneficial.  
Future work would concentrate on the model development in order to analyse systems coupled with the 

metal enhanced PCM thermal storage unit and testing the model for different environmental conditions 

and of varying system operating parameters. 
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Abstract 

One of the important factors influencing the effectiveness of the CO2 capture by DR-VPSA process is 

the contents of water vapour and other impurities such as SO2, NOx, dust, alkalis in the flue gas. This is 

due to the use of physical adsorbents (activated carbon, zeolites), which adsorb H2O and other impurities 

present in the flue gas, thus reducing their sorption capacity, which affects the purity and recovery of 

CO2 product. The CO2 sorbent will need to be replaced more frequently and to be specially treated, 

which, as a consequence will affect the economy of the entire adsorption CO2 capture process. 

Additionally, NOx can be a problem in the CO2 product if it is to be used in the food and beverage 

industry. A solution is the reduction of the quantities of SO2 and NOx in the flue gas prior to the CO2 

capture, which is carried out in special desulphurization and NOx removal section. Unfortunately, some 

amounts of SO2 and NOx remain uncaptured and reduce the adsorption capacities of the adsorbents, 

similarly as uncaptured dusts do. The purpose of the study was to examine the activated carbons used 

in desulphurization and NOx removal section in a pilot Dual-Reflux Vacuum-Pressure Swing Adsorption 

(DR-VPSA-CO2) adsorption unit operating on real flue gas in the Łagisza Power Plant in Poland. The 

characteristic of activated carbons was determined by performing the full analysis of the 

physicochemical properties on a samples taken from the desulphurization and NOx removal section after 

many working hours in the DR-VPSA unit. For comparison, analyses were made for fresh activated 

carbon samples.  

1 Introduction 

The reduction of the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases, including CO2, to counteract the 

climate change, becomes the priority for the actions of not only the EU but also the whole world [1]. 
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One of the technologies that may find application in the reduction of CO2 emissions from both energy 

and other industrial plants is the adsorption method. Among all adsorption techniques, the Vacuum 

Pressure Swing Adsorption (VPSA) technology, seem to be the most effective for the separation of CO2 

from flue gases, because the flue gas is at low pressure. Because of the need to compress large amounts 

of the flue gas and the low concentration of CO2 in flue gases, the VPSA technology is preferred, in 

which vacuum is applied when the desorption takes place [2]. Unfortunately, experience in using the 

adsorption technique for CO2 removal on a large scale, both from power plants and other industries, is 

scarce [3-7]. Pilot TSA, PSA, VSA/VPSA plants for post-combustion flue gas CO2 removal have been 

tested in Japan, China, Australia and Poland [3-7]. First tests of the CO2 capture by the physical 

adsorption method on a pilot scale were initiated in Japan by Tohoku Electric Power Co. Inc. and MHI 

[3-4]. TEPCO and MHI also constructed a pilot plant with a two-stage PSA and PTSA system in the 

Yokosuka Thermal Power Station [4]. A pilot adsorption unit was also set up in China (Shanghai). The 

pilot VPSA unit is composed of two units connected with a dehumidifying unit (two beds TSA). After 

removing water vapour and trace amounts (SOx, NOx) from the flue gas in the dehumidifying unit by 

adsorption on alumina, CO2 was removed in two successive VPSA units [5]. According to Qader et 

al.[6], a demonstration 3-bed VSA pilot unit has been connected to the flue gas of the lignite-fired power 

plant at Latrobe Valley, Victoria, Australia. In Poland, tests on a demonstration pilot plant operating in 

VPSA technology have been conducted within Strategic Program [7] by the authors of this work. The 

mobile pilot pressure-swing adsorption DR-VPSA-CO2 pilot plant was connected to the flue gas pass of 

the supercritical fluidized-bed boiler (to the 460 MWe Łagisza Power Plant). One of the important factors 

influencing the effectiveness of the adsorption VPSA process are, according to many authors [3-10], the 

contents of water vapour and other impurities such as SO2, NOx, dust, alkalis of the flue gas. This is due 

to the use of physical adsorbents (activated carbon, zeolites), which adsorb H2O and other impurities 

present in the flue gas, thus reducing their sorption capacity, which affects the purity and recovery of 

CO2. Additionally, the CO2 sorbent will need to be replaced more frequently and to be specially treated, 

which, as a consequence will affect the economy of the entire adsorption CO2 capture process. 

Additionally, NOx can be a problem in the CO2 product if it is to be used in the food and beverage 

industry [8]. Flue gases can contain significant concentrations of SO2 and NOx, which adversely affect 

the sorption of CO2. Unfortunately, even the flue gas from the limestone FGD system and the SCR 

system needs further SO2 and NOx removal prior to entering the CO2 capture adsorption installation. It 

is also important to note that, in the real conditions of power plant operation, the drying of flue gas and 

its deep purification (by removing SO2 and NOx to a level below 10 ppm) is not a practical option and, 

in addition, it increases the cost of the entire CO2 capture installation. Unfortunately, with the current 

type of adsorbents such as zeolites and activated carbons, it is necessary. Hence the presence of the flue 

gas pre-treatment section in all adsorption pilot plants. In currently operating pilot units for CO2 capture 

by the adsorption method, these sections are realized in a various way (e.g. the two-column TSA unit 

for flue gas drying and additional SO2 and NOx removal in the concept proposed by Wang et al. [5], the 

PSA unit for flue gas drying and additional SO2 removal in the concept proposed by Ishibasi et al. [3-4] 

or the adsorber column contains multiple layers to remove the H2O and the SO2 and NOx in the flue gas 

[6]. In the Polish installation [7], SO2 and NOx are removed from the gas in desulphurization and NOx 

removal section. Even if the flue gas is pre-treated, some amounts of SO2 and NOx remain uncaptured 

and reduce the adsorption capacities of the adsorbents and purity of the CO2 product. Those 

contaminants may significantly influence the performance of the CO2 adsorbent material. The impact of 

impurities, especially SO2 and NOx on the performance CO2 adsorption systems is very crucial and was 

presented in this article for the first time. Only few studies have been devoted to the effect of impurities 

such as SO2 and NOx on CO2 adsorption by VPSA/VSA [9] whereas, there are no data available 

concerning the removal of these impurities on pilot CO2 removal units. The purpose of the study was to 

examine the activated carbons used in desulphurization and NOx removal section in a pilot DR-VPSA 

unit operating on real flue gas in the Łagisza Power Plant in Poland. The performance of activated 

carbons was determined by performing the full analysis of the physicochemical properties on a samples 
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taken from the desulphurization and NOx removal section after many working hours (808 hours) in the 

DR-VPSA unit. For comparison, analyses were made for fresh activated carbon samples (before being 

used in the DR-VPSA plant). The analysis of SO2 and NOx contents of flue gas was also made before 

and after exit from the desulphurization and NOx removal section to subsequent sections of the DR-

VPSA plant. The obtained information has provided a new understanding of the behaviour of activated 

carbons for simultaneous SO2 and NOx removal before CO2 capture in adsorption units, as well as data 

necessary for designing adsorption plants on a large scale.  

2 Experimental 

2.1 Pilot-Scale DR-VPSA carbon capture plant 

The mobile pilot DR-VPSA CO2 capture plant shown in Fig.1. was located next to the circulating 

fluidized-bed boiler’s cooling tower, to which boiler flue gas is discharged. Prior to being discharged, 

the gas was purified using:  a dry desulfurization method, selective non-catalytic reduction and by using 

an electrostatic precipitator [10]. The pilot DR-VPSA adsorption plant consists of four sections: a 

cooling and heat recovery section, a desulphurization and NOx removal section, a drying section, and a 

CO2 capture unit. The flow of raw flue gas (1) sucked in by Roots blower (2) was controlled by a 

variable-frequency drive. The cooling of the gas took place in a plate heat exchanger and alternately, in 

one of two heat regenerators made of corrugated sheets (3). Then, the gas was washed with water to 

remove  dust  and alkalis at  the  isothermal  absorber  (4). SO2 and NOx was removed from the gas in 

desulfurization and NOx removal adsorber (5) filled with AC-P adsorbent (AC impregnated with 

potassium hydroxide and potassium iodide).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: A flow-sheet of the pilot DR-VPSA plant 

The mechanism of deep flue gas purification involves the reaction of SO2 to K2SO3 and, through the 

oxidation of SO2 to SO3 and adsorption with reaction, to K2SO4. Potassium iodide performs the role of 

an "oxygen carrier". In a similar manner, nitrogen oxides, and especially NO, are oxidized to N2O5 and 

N2O4 and then react with KOH to produce potassium nitrites and nitrates. So prepared gas gets to the 

flue gas drying section (6), where the water vapour contained in it is absorbed by triethylene glycol. The 

purified and dried gas was directed  to  DR-VPSA  carbon  dioxide  separation  section  (7). The DR-

VPSA-CO2 section includes four adsorbers, each of them being divided into two sections. The lower 

adsorber section is used for concentrating CO2, while the upper section, for separating CO2 from the 

cleaned flue gas. This solution provides the capability to enrich the product obtained from the first 

adsorber section in a separated additional (second) adsorber section. The cleaned flue gas is delivered 

to the upper adsorber zone, while the high CO2 -content recycled gas is supplied to the lower adsorber 

zone. The CO2 –enriched gas evacuated by dry claw vacuum pump (8) was temporarily stored in buffer 

tank (9), then recirculated for re-enrichment to CO2 separation section (7) with second Roots blower 

(10) to be finally removed as carbon dioxide rich gas using another dry claw vacuum pump (11). The 

final product in a gaseous phase was stored in buffer tank(12) before being released to the atmosphere. 
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2.2 Characterization of the adsorbent  

Activated carbon (AC-P) Airpel 10 impregnated with KJ (ca. 2 wt%.*) and KOH (ca. 3 wt%.) was used 

in desulfurization and NOx removal adsorber to simultaneous desulphurize and denitrify the flue gas. 

Activated carbon manufactured by Desotec Polska is a granulated activated carbon produced from 

anthracite with pellet radius (>2.36, 99% mass), density (520 kg/m3), water vapor capacity (40.1%) and 

highly developed surface of 959 m2/g. In Fig. 2, the locations of sampling the activated carbon AC-P 

for testing after their continuous operation in the desulphurization and NOx removal adsorber in pilot 

DR-VPSA CO2 capture plant are also indicated. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the activated carbon arrangement in a desulphurization and NOx 

removal adsorber in pilot DR-VPSA CO2 capture plant. 

The physicochemical properties of the activated carbon impregnated with potassium hydroxide and 

potassium iodide AC-P (before and after being used in desulphurization and NOx removal adsorber) was 

characterized by the nitrogen adsorption/desorption BET and SEM-EDX analysis. Chemical 

composition was analyzed using Leco Elemental Analyzer CHNS. The porous properties of the 

adsorbents were investigated by determining their N2 gas adsorption and desorption isotherms at -196 
0C, using an ASAP 2010 Instrument (Micromeritics). The AC-P samples were degassed at 3000C over 

night on a high vacuum line prior to adsorption. The specific surface area was calculated by the BET 

method from the linear part of BET plot according to IUPAC recommendations using the adsorption 

isotherm (relative pressure (p/po)=0.05-0.23). The pore size distribution was calculated by the BJH 

method and the pore volume was obtained from the maximum amount of adsorption at p/po of 0.99. The 

microstructures of the adsorbents and analysis of chemical composition were made using a Electron 

Microscopes (EVO-40 Series, Carl Zeiss SMT) coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM/EDX). 

2.3 Characterization of the flue gas  

The on-line analysis of flue gas composition (SO2 and NOx concentration) when running tests on the 

DR-VPSA CO2 plant was conducted at five points: at the inlet to the desulphurization and NOx removal 

section , on exit from the desulphurization and NOx removal section, after CO2 adsorption in the DR-

VPSA unit, in the recirculating gas and in the final CO2 product. Gas samples during the measuring 

campaign were taken continuously by a multiplexer at set time intervals from each gas stream and 

directed to a stationary analyzer equipped with an FTIR sensor for the measurement of SO2 concentration 

with an accuracy of  ±1 % of the full scale (0-6000 ppm) and NOx concentration with an accuracy of  

±1% of the full scale (0-1000 ppm). The samples were collected through specially prepared connectors 

located in gas lines or tanks.  
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 The on-line analysis of flue gas composition 

The on-line analysis of flue gas composition (SOx and NOx concentration) when running tests on the 

DR-VPSA CO2 plant was conducted at five points. According to the measurements taken, the SO2 

content of gas varied, as follows (Fig.3a.): at the inlet to the desulphurization and NOx removal section, 

11-111 ppm; on exit from the desulphurization and NOx removal section, 0-4 ppm; in the gas after CO2 

adsorption in the DR-VPSA, 0-4 ppm; in the recirculating gas, 0-3 ppm; and in the final CO2 product, 

0-3ppm. This confirms the efficacy of desulphurization and the effective action of the adsorbent in 

desulphurization and NOx removal section. In turn, the NOx content of gas varied as follows (Fig.3b): 

at the inlet to the desulphurization and NOx removal section, 55-112 ppm; on exit from the 

desulphurization and NOx removal section, 52-119 ppm; in the gas after CO2 adsorption in the DR-

VPSA, 0-2 ppm; in the recirculating gas, 6-100 ppm; and in the final CO2 product, 8-128 ppm. Te above 

results show that a large part of NOx has adsorbed, unfortunately, not in the desulphurization and NOx 

removal section, but in the DR-VPSA separation section, thus contaminating the activated carbons there. 

 

Figure 3: The on-line analysis of SO2 concentration (a) and NOx concentration (b) 

This was also confirmed by the analysis of used activated carbons (AC-1 and AC2) from the DR-VPSA 

CO2 separation section, which indicated the presence of adsorbed NOx. This, unfortunately, confirms 

that the process of removing NOx in desulphurization and NOx removal section was ineffective, whereby 

the impurity had remained also in the final CO2 product due to its high concentration in the recirculating 

gas, thus contaminating the final CO2 product. 

3.2 Physicochemical properties of the adsorbents 

Chemical analysis of the activated carbon impregnated with potassium hydroxide and potassium iodide 

before and after used in desulphurization and NOx removal section DR-VPSA pilot plant made using a 

Leco Elemental Analyzer CHNS (Table 1) showed that its main component is elemental carbon that 

made up 72.34% of the composition. For the fresh AC-P, the carbon content is higher by approx. 12.7% 

compared to the AC-P that has been used in the desulphurization and NOx removal section DR-VPSA 

pilot plant through 808 hours. This difference for the fresh and used AC-P is negligible. This is also 

confirmed by the data from the SEM-EDX analysis of the activated carbon surface, which shows that 

the used activated carbons have a lower carbon content and higher contents of oxygen and other 

components such as sulphur. As follows from Table 1, the used activated carbons have an increased 

sulphur content and decreased nitrogen content, especially for AC-P used (1), which might suggest a 

significant adsorption of SO2 and lack of NOx adsorption from the flue gas. 
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Table 1:  The elemental composition of the fresh and used activated carbons AC-P in desulphurization 

and NOx removal section 

Adsorbent 
Elemental composition 

C, % H, % N, % S, % other, O2 % 

AC-P fresh 72.34 1.80 0.86 0.29 24.71 

AC-P used (1)  63.16 2.66 0.67 4.14 29.37 

AC-P used (2)  66.81 2.56 0.53 2.75 27.35 

AC-P used (3)  69.86 2.44 0.73 0.98 25.99 

 

Table 2 gives the textural parameters of the activated carbons AC-P before and after being used in 

desulphurization and NOx removal section. 

Table 2:  Pore properties and surface area of the fresh and used activated carbons AC-P in 

desulphurization and NOx removal section 

Sample 
BET surface area, 

m2g-1 

Total pore 

volume,cm3g-1 Total pore area, m2g-1 

AC-P fresh 959.00 0.41 739.30 

AC-P used (1)  736.46 0.33 515.95 

AC-P used (2)  555.20 0.23 459.03 

AC-P used (3)  692.13 0.31 572.67 

 

As follows from Table 2, the BET surface area for AC-P fresh (959.00 m2/g) has decreased to 736.46 

m2/g, 555.20 m2/g and  692.13 m2/g for AC-P used (1), AC-P used (2) and AC-P used (3), respectively. 

In turn, the pore volume for AC-P fresh (0.41 cm3g-1) has decreased to 0.33 cm3/g  (AC-P used (1)), 

0.23 cm3/g  (AC-P used (2)) and 0.31 cm3/g  (AC-P used (3)). The pore area for AC-P fresh (739.30 

m2/g) has decreased to 515.95 m2/g, 459.03 m2/g and  572.67 m2/g for AC-P used (1), AC-P used (2) 

and AC-P used (3), respectively. The adsorption process results in a decrease of BET surface areas and 

pore volume of the activated carbon AC-P, indicating a blocking of some of the micropore volume. This 

might suggest propably the deposition in desulphurization and NOx removal adsorber of SO2 and dust 

particles. Fig. 4a shows adsorption isotherms for the activated carbon AC-P before and after being used 

in desulphurization and NOx removal section.  

 

Figure 4: (a) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for activated carbons (b) Pore size 

distributions for activated carbons: AC-P fresh, AC-P used (1), AC-P used (2), AC-P used (3). 

 

The adsorption isotherms for the fresh and used AC-P are an isotherms of type I. After used activated 
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carbon in desulphurization and NOx removal section of DR-VPSA pilot plant, the N2 adsorption isotherm 

becomes more flat, and the adsorbed volume slightly decreases, which is obviously due to the fact that 

the pores of the used activated carbons are filled probably with particles of fly ash and SO2, and therefore 

blocked. Fig.4b shows pore size distributions of AC-P before and after being used in the 

desulphurization and NOx removal adsorber of DR-VPSA pilot plant. Fig.4b indicates a slight reduction 

in the volume of pores/micropores for AC-P present in the sample. In order to assess the degree of 

sorbent use-up, SEM photographs and EDX analysis of surface chemical composition of samples before 

and after being used in the desulphurization and NOx removal section. Fig. 5 shows SEM images for 

fresh and used AC-P. 

  

 
 

Figure 5: The SEM-EDX analysis of activated carbon: fresh and after used in desulphurization and 

NOx removal section: a)AC-P, b) AC-P(1), c) AC-P(2) and d) AC-P(3). 

Fig. 5a shows a SEM photograph of fresh AC-P. The SEM image of the sample shows a wide variety 

of pores and fibrous structure. Surface of KOH impregnated activated carbon contains well-developed 

pores where there is a better posibillity for absorption into the surface of the pores. Figures 5 b,c,d show 

a SEM photograph of the used AC-P (after being used in desulphurization and NOx removal section 

DR-VPSA). The microstructure photographs confirm the stability of the microstructure and the absence 

of any changes. The SEM-EDX analysis of surface composition, on the other hand, found some slight 

changes in the surface composition of the activated carbons prior to, and after their many-hours 

operation in the desulphurization and NOx removal section. The SEM-EDX analysis showed the 

presence of sulfur on the surface of activated carbon AC-P(1) after many hours of work in 

desulphurization and NOx removal section (Fig.5b). This confirms the effective removal of SO2 in the 

adsorber. Calcium was also found on the AC-P(1) surface. This is due to calcium sorbents used for 

desulfurization in the boiler. The SEM-EDX analysis did not show the presence of nitrogen on the 

surface of activated carbon. This confirms the inefficient capture of NOx on activated carbon in 

desulphurization and NOx removal section. A similar situation took place for the AC-P (2) sample 

(Fig.5c). Additionally, the presence of Si and Al on the surface of AC-P(2) was found, which indicates 

the sorption of dust on the surface of activated carbons in desulphurization and NOx removal section. 

The most dust was found on the surface of activated carbon AC-P(3) (Fig.5d) which confirms the 

presence of Al, Si, Na and Mg on its surface. 
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4 Conclusion 

The characterization of the activated carbon proposed to be used in desulphurization and NOx removal 

section in pilot DR-VPSA CO2 capture unit has shown effective SO2 adsorption and slight NOx 

adsorption, which suggests that this section should be improved to enable it to completely remove NOx 

from the flue gas. The occurred situation confirms the need for an efficient pre-treatment section in the 

DR-VPSA plant, which will allow the prolonged use of solid adsorbents in DR-VPSA CO2 adsorption 

section without having to replace them. An efficient pre-treatment section is an argument against the 

opinion which appeared in early reports on CO2 capture adsorption that the adsorbents quickly get 

clogged with dust and deactivated, which makes the adsorption method an inefficient CO2 capture 

method. If the dust and other impurities such as SO2 and NOx are previously removed from the flue gas, 

the adsorbents will work more effectively and longer. The effective NOx removal in desulphurization 

and NOx removal section is also important for the purity of the CO2 product, which is important from 

the point of view of its disposal. 
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Abstract 
Efforts for decreasing pollutant emissions in electricity production lead towards extensions of power 

plants into additional processing units. Wind and solar sources, biomass combustion, gasification, 

carbon capture and storage, cogeneration and tri-generation appeared as important units in the energy 

systems. In the close future, the power plant cycle will be with high probability much more complex 
than now. It raised up new problems in the power plant design and optimization. That reduction of 

pollutant emission to the near zero level will also cause significant energy penalty which has effect on 

the efficiency of the whole power plant. One of the most efficient ways to prevent those drawbacks is 
the high process integration in terms of energy and control integration of all processes in novel power 

systems. Dynamic simulation can be used both for design and running tasks, from concept development 

to analysis of dynamic behaviour in these systems.  
The paper contains brief review of dynamic simulation in application to thermal power systems. The 

number of simulation packages like Aspen Plus, Apros, Matlab-Simulink, Ebsilon Professional, 

Modelica have been reviewed. The oxy-fuel power plant was presented as example of application 

dynamic simulation in practice. That object was developed in FP7 O2Gen project, which demonstrated 
the concept of the second generation oxy-fuel combustion. It may significant reduce the overall 

efficiency penalty of CO2 capture in oxy-fuel power plant. The cycle was based on high efficiency 

Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) power plant with CCS capable of air/oxy operation with a wide range 
of fuels including biomass. Dynamic simulation was used for design and test high level control strategies 

as well analysis of transient operations. 

1 Introduction 

Efforts for decreasing pollutant emissions in electricity production lead towards extensions of power 

systems into additional processing units. Wind and solar sources, biomass combustion, gasification, 

carbon capture and storage, cogeneration and tri-generation appeared as important units in the energy 
systems. They also raised up new problems in the power plant design and optimization. In the close 
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future, the power plant cycle will be with high probability much more complex than now [1],[2]. That 
challenge is surely noticed by many research organisations and a large number of project and 

publications were appeared during last decade concerned with evolution of thermal power systems. One 

of the intensively developed trends in this field is dynamic modelling as an efficient tool for pre-design 
testing of novel energy cycles for their safety and flexibility. Wide review of available calculation tools 

as well latest application of dynamic simulation in various thermal energy systems can be found in [2]. 

In present work, dynamic simulation of extended, high thermal integrated oxy-fuel power plant with 
processing units, air separation and CO2 compression, is presented.  

2 Dynamic simulation – methods and software 

The knowledge of the steady state data of process components is sufficient in many practical engineering 
applications. Of design calculations at different loads are also conducted with such steady state 

simulation models. The dynamic modelling however is used to express and simulate the behaviour of 

the system over time which allows investigation into the transient behaviour of the entire thermal power 
plant with its related control structures. In case of energy and chemical systems it means time integration 

of energy and process variables with regards to energy and mass capacity. The control system are also 

necessary to keep convergence of the simulation under variant condition over time. Despite the 

advantages that dynamic simulation offers, the programming effort and computational time is 
considerably higher compared to steady state calculations. 

Several in-house developed codes and commercial software programmes for steady state and dynamic 

process simulation specially dedicated to thermal power plants are available, e.g. Ebsilon Professional, 
Apros and Aspen Plus Dynamics. Other software environments such as MATLAB/SIMULINK or 

MODELICA offer the researcher an open interface for modelling complex physical systems with 

mechanical and control subcomponents. MODELICA is basically the non-proprietary object-oriented, 
equation-based language which makes it particularly usable for physical systems. Based on 

MODELICA, different non-commercial and commercial simulation environments are available such as 

Dymola, JModelica.org and SimulationX.. MATLAB/SIMULINK bases on causal signal processing 

algorithms which allows development of extended control systems with some difficulties in simulation 
of physical phenomena e.g. heat transfer, fluid flow. Despite the differences of the numerical nature, for 

both of them are provided specialised component libraries for steady state and time-dependent 

simulation of energy systems, including combined-cycle, simple cycle plants and many others. In 
nuclear technology, dynamic simulation codes play important role in safety analysis. They calculate the 

complex multi-phase phenomena in regular operation and in accident situations. Such programmes were 

developed in many countries that designed nuclear reactors, e.g. Relap in the US, Cathare in France and 
Athled in Germany [2].  

In present work, the core dynamic model of the air separation process and gas processing unit has been 

developed in Aspen Plus Dynamic. Aspen Plus Dynamics software extends well known chemical 

process package Aspen Plus steady-state into dynamic process models, enabling design and verification 
of process control schemes, safety studies, relief-valve sizing, failure analysis, and development of start-

up, shutdown, rate-change, and grade transition policies. Simulation of the boiler island have been 

performed using Apros software. Apros is a commercial dynamic simulation software for modelling and 
simulation of various types of power plant processes, energy systems and networks including 

automation functionality and electrical systems. Apros has been jointly developed by Fortum and VTT. 

The higher level control and connections with boiler cycle has been delegated to Simulink environment. 

The Matlab/Simulink package are rather poor equipped in field of energy and power process modelling 
but can be powerful tool as an interoperation platform for specialized software like Apros or Aspen. 
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3 Dynamic simulations in development of oxy-combustion power plant 

Oxy-combustion power plant with carbon capture and storage can be a bright example of novel and 

challenging energy system in near future. Despite significant investment and operational cost it may be 

considered as one of important elements for assuring flexibility of global energy systems with near zero 
emission of pollutants. The various conceptions of oxy-combustion power plant have been developed 

in number of demonstration projects [3]. Presented work is based on results of FP7 O2Gen project which 

demonstrates the concept of the second generation oxy-fuel combustion. It assumes significant reduction 

of the overall efficiency penalty of CO2 capture. The concept is based on high efficiency Circulating 
Fluidized Bed (CFB) power plant with CCS capable of air/oxy operation with a  high oxygen 

concentration (up to 40%) in oxidant and waste energy integrated with a new designed steam cycle. 

Desired improvement of the efficiency has been achieved by enhancements in the air separation process 
and high heat integration between boiler cycle, ASU and CO2 separation and compression unit. Starting 

from the reference oxy-fuel power plant configuration, using pinch methodology and steady state model, 

the optimized oxy-fuel power plant has been proposed [4]. In the second stage, the operational analysis 
of proposed system has been done in order to reduce the total number of heaters and to look for a balance 

between efficiency optimization and complexity. Some potential risks have been detected and 

operational heat exchanger network is proposed [5]. Based on this approach (Figure 1) the dynamic 

modelling was used as subsequent tool to handle flexibility and safety analysis at pre design stage of 
system. 

 

Figure 1: Operational scheme of the oxy-combustion power plant with CCS [7]. 

3.1 ASU dynamic model 

Oxy-combustion power plant has a number of specific requirements for the air separation process. These 

requirements are partially different in compare to the typical industrial installations constructed before. 
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The gaseous, low purity ~95.6% and low pressure ~1.3 bara oxygen is the main product of the ASU. 
130 kg/s of oxygen for 550MW net electric power is required which means about 80 m3/s flux of gas 

delivered by ASU at nominal load. The cryogenic process is still only available technology for that 

amount of oxidizer. As it was pointed, the low energy efficiency as the main drawback of that technology 
leads to efficiency penalty of overall power plant and requires additional effort for system optimization, 

for example effective heat integration with the boiler cycle, which allows partially recovery of 

compression energy. Another important requirements concerns flexibility of ASU in cooperation with 
boiler cycle. Last issue is connected with safety risks of using pure oxygen in combustion process as 

well the oxygen management in the feeding installations.  

The dynamic model extends steady state simulation by additional data concerning control system as 

well mass and heat capacity of the system and enables operational analysis at pre-design stage. Main 
aim of the proposed control scheme is to assure flexible delivery of gaseous oxygen with stable purity. 

It was assumed that the main flow controller is the model predictive control unit which allows to impact 

simultaneously several points of the system for smooth transient operation. At the same time the heat 
recovery from compressed air to the steam cycle is carried by g heat exchanger. The model uses flow 

driven calculation method which allows direct impact on flow in the system. Remaining temperature 

and pressure controllers are responsible for correct calculation of power, heat fluxes and time delays 

adjusted to required fluid flow. 

3.2 Boiler and turbine dynamic model 

The boiler island includes feed systems for fuel, sand and limestone, primary and secondary oxidant 
streams, furnace, cyclone, return leg, bag house, heat recovery system to preheat the gaseous oxygen 

(GOX) streams, flue gas recirculating (RFG) system, and different types of heat exchangers to transfer 

heat from flue gas and fluidized solids into water, and on the other hand, from the water cycles to the 

gas streams. 
Fuel, limestone, and sand are fed into the bottom part of the CFB furnace. The oxidant streams fluidize 

the solid material which is partly carried to the upmost parts of the furnace. The primary oxidant is used 

to control the fluidizing, whereas the secondary oxidant is used to control flue gas O2 content. 
Flue gas circulation is used only in the oxy-firing mode. The circulated CO2 rich flue gas is mixed with 

the O2 feed, thus diluting the formed synthetic oxidant gas into an appropriate range of O2 content, to 

control the combustion temperature and to guarantee safe and economical operation of the boiler. In the 
air-firing mode, the oxidant is mainly normal air, but it is enriched with pure oxygen. Pure oxygen is 

heated up by condensate water and indirectly by flue gas. After the mixing point there are steam 

preheaters to heat up the oxidant streams before injection to the furnace. The flue gas is recirculated as 

wet gas. The flue gas water is removed in the CPU process area before the gas compression. The 
limestone is fed to capture sulphur in the bed, thus minimizing the SO2 emissions. The sand feed is 

needed in start-up, and occasionally during the operation to maintain the bed material balance. 

The water steam side consists of cycles that serve the high pressure (HP), intermediate pressure (IP), 
and low pressure (LP) turbine stages, and preheating of oxidant and GOX streams. The supercritical 

high-pressure cycle includes economizer, Intrex chamber, evaporator, furnace roof heat exchangers, 

superheaters and reheaters. 

3.3 CPU dynamic model 

The CO2 rich flue gas from the oxy‐combustion CFB boiler is purified and compressed in the CPU to 

reach the required specification for transport and storage. Similarly to the ASU case, the steady state 
CPU model was extended to control system and additional data concerning mass and heat capacity. Flue 

gas and CO2 compressors were modelled as a centrifugal polytrophic compressors. Control system 

assures stable discharge pressure at wide range of process gas flow. Flow driven method of dynamic 
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simulation was choose therefore the compressor control system can be simplified to the discharge 
pressure controller which impacts directly to power consumption of the compressor according changes 

of gas flow. That simplification is acceptable for general analysis of power plant dynamic behaviour. 

For more detailed safety analysis an addition control systems like surge control can be implemented. 
Process gas (flue gases or CO2) coolers was designed as set of BAHX (brazed aluminium heat 

exchanger). Sizing of heat exchangers was performed using Aspen Exchanger Design and Rating (EDR) 

tool similarly to procedure applied in ASU case. Process gas cooling process is divided into two stages. 
First one covers heat recovery from compressed air to the boiler cycle where the indirect fluid (water) 

is heated from 55oC to about 120oC at pressure 6 bar. It allows to reduce process gas temperature to 

about 65oC. The heat exchange process is controlled by water flow where the indirect water temperature 

was chosen as a process variable. At the second stage the compressed gas is cooled to 25oC, the heat 
exchange is controlled by cooling water flow where the outlet process gas temperature was chosen as a 

process variable.  

3.4 Heat integration and overall dynamic model 

Oxy-firing power plant, including the supplementing process units required for continuous O2 

production and CO2 capturing, is a challenging object for simulation and process control. Firstly, the 

plant start-up and shut-down are conducted in air firing mode, which makes the switch between the 
modes a relatively frequent task. After that, the flexible operation of the whole production chain 

ASU+boiler+CPU is required during normal operation according to electric grid demands. 

A full chain oxy-fuel power plant process was performed using Apros and Aspen co-simulation for the 
dynamic simulation study. Results of some safety analysis was presented in [6]. In present paper 

flexibility test 100% to 50% and 50% to 100% of nominal load at 3%/min was analysed.  

4 Results and discussion  

In the Figure 2 load change from 100% to 50% and back to 100% at 3%/min is presented. That flexibility 

requirement is forecasted for combustion systems in the future energy market. Main capacity parameters 

of the boiler like feed water flow and steam pressure before the HP turbine are accurately following the 
desired ramps. Flue gas oxygen content is generally controlled, after load change it is stabilized quickly, 

however significant disturbance is observed during load change. Set point in case of oxygen content 

means the excess air coefficient set point, only slight controller response is observed during load change 
operation for this parameter. 

In the following Figure 3 and Figure 4 heat integration efficiency is presented. 92.5% of heat can be 

taken in use to preheat condensate in turbine island. Intermediate water circuit is carrying waste heat 

from the compressors of ASU and CPU. The heats of both ASU and CPU processes were then integrated 
dynamically into the turbine island LP-part at same ramping speed. It can observed that the most 

efficient heat exchanger is main compressor of ASU. Heat from ASU is ramped smoothly during the 

load change (100% to 50% in 15 minutes). Less stable connection is observed in case of CPU heat 
exchangers. Unexpected oscillations appear in whole CO2 processing unit which is the cause for further 

improvements of CPU control system. 

Comparison between reference first generation oxy-fuel power plant defined in [4] and O2GEN 

approach shows possible increasing of boiler steam production at the similar dimensions of the boiler 
combustion chamber and 5% improvements of efficiency. It was achieved thanks to increasing oxygen 

concertation during combustion up to 40% and extended heat recovery from ASU and CPU. These 

benefits causes however some difficulties in control strategies. In Figure 5, the electricity production at 
required load change was presented where clear instabilities was observed during transient operations. 
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Figure 2: Flexibility test: 100% to 50% and 50% to 100% at 3%/min. 

   

Figure 3: ASU dynamic response for flexibility test (QASU labelled in Fig. 1). 

   

Figure 4: CPU dynamic response for flexibility test (Q1,Q2,Q3 are compressors and heat exchangers 

labelled in Fig. 1) 
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Figure 5: Dynamic response for flexibility test: comparison between reference first generation oxy-

fuel power plant (blue line) to second generation heat integrated cycle (red line). 
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Abstract 

A constant growth of the multimaterial waste production can be observed in the recent years. The 
multimaterial waste that contain aluminum are especially hard to process due to the fact that multiple 

layers of various materials are bonded permanently. Tetra-Pak waste contain high amounts of paper 

(approx. 70%) and are usually processed in papermills in order to recover cellulose. The overview on 
the methods used to process waste as well as the characteristics of the produced waste are presented in 

the paper. The application of pyrolysis has many advantages: the products are characterized by a high 

calorific value and can be used as fuels, and the process itself is much more environmentally friendly 
than the chemical methods used currently. The research was focused on the determination of the optimal 

parameters for the process of the Tetra-Pak multimaterial waste pyrolysis. The process was performed 

with a special focus on the minimization of the aluminum oxidation level, so that in can be further 

processed. In order to determine the decomposition temperature of the individual components of the 
examined materials, the tests started with a thermogravimetric analysis of the pyrolysis process 

performed with the application of argon. The next step were the pyrolysis tests on a laboratory scale 

installation aimed in the verification of the results obtained during the thermogravimetry. 

1 Introduction 

The amount of waste generated in Europe has been constantly increasing within the last several years. 

This includes both industrial waste and the waste generated by households. Due to the legal 
requirements, the level of waste recycling is also increasing. Poland is required to recycle at least 60% 

of waste by 2020 and at least 70% by 2030 [1].  

Unfortunately, there still are some groups of materials which are hard to recycle and process or reuse. 
One of them are the multimaterial waste. They are composed of at least two different materials which 
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are permanently connected and therefore impossible to separate mechanically. Usually, the 
multimaterial waste are treated like the material that is present in the waste in the highest amount, what 

makes it challenging to recover other valuable materials from the waste stream, since the majority of the 

multimaterial waste is usually composed of paper and/or plastic, while other valuable materials are 
neglected.  

This study was focused on the specific group of multimaterial waste – Tetra-Pak packagings. 

1.1 Municipal waste in Poland and EU 

In 2014, the majority of municipal waste produced in Poland – 32% – were the biodegradable waste, 

glass 23%, plastics 17%, paper and cardboard 13%, bulky waste 12%, fabrics 2%, metal 1% and the 

hazardous waste was less than 1%. Only 10% of the total amount of municipal waste was recycled in 
2014. The fractions that are most commonly recycled are paper and cardboard, glass and plastics [1]. 

The diagram representing the composition of the municipal waste in Poland in 2014 is presented in 

fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1 Municipal waste in Poland in 2014 [1]. 

According to [2], approximately 85% of the selectively collected municipal was produced by the 

households in 2014. In 2014, 31% of the districts collected paper (separate containter), glass (separate 

container) and plastics, multimaterial waste and metals (separate container), 19% districts collected 
glass (separate container) and paper, plastics, multimaterial waste and metals (separate container), and 

7% districts provided the separate containers for paper, glass and plastics. 1 300 751 Mg recycleable 

waste was collected in 2014, while the amount of the biodegradable waste in the whole municipal waste 
stream was 756 465 Mg. In 2014, approx. 1 mln Mg (9.4% of the total mass of the collected waste) of 

waste was recycled and/or reused.  

According to the European Environment Agency [11], the municipal waste production in Poland in 2014 
was almost the lowest in EU – 272kg per capita. Only Romania produced less waste (249kg per capita). 

The countries which generate the largest amounts of municipal waste are Denmark (758kg per capita), 

Switzerland (730kg per capita) and Germany (618kg per capita). The average municipal waste 
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production in European Union per capita in 2016 was 483kg, while only 141kg was recycled [12]. The 
waste composition in EU is presented in fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Municipal waste composition in EU [13]. 

 The most important short-term (by 2020) goal described in the National Waste Management 

Plan 2030 is to increase  the amount of waste to be reused and/or recycled to at least 50%. The long-

term goals (by 2030) is to increase this number to at least 65% and decrease the amount of stored waste 
to 10% of the total amount of the generated municipal waste [2]. 

1.2 Utilization of the multimaterial waste packagings 

Multimaterial waste packagings are still a large group of products that is not handled properly. 
Multimaterial waste are type of waste that contain at least two different materials which are permanently 

connected and therefore impossible to separate with mechanical methods. Usually, the multimaterial 

waste are collected with a group of the material which is present in the waste in the highest amount – 
they are treated like paper or plastic. Still, they may contain significant amounts of other materials, 

especially metals, i.e. Tetra-Pak packaging contain approx. 5% Al, while the empty pharmaceutical 

waste packagings contain as much as 20% metal alloy (approx. 85% Al, 11,5% Mg, 0,8 %Ti and 2,7% 

other metals).  
The presented research was focused on the specified group of multimaterial waste packagings – Tetra-

Pak. They are most commonly used to store liquids, like juices, mils or tomato pulp. The packaging is 

composed of six layers: 
 Outer layer made of polyethylene, which protects the product from bacteria and moisture, 

 Cellulose – structural layer, helps maintain the desired shape of the packaging, 

 Polyethylene – adhesive layer, 

 Aluminum – one of the most important layers. Protects the product from oxygen and sunlight 
in order to extend the lifetime of the product while allowing it to be stored outside the fridge, 

 Polyethylene – adhesive layer, 

 Polyethylene – sealant layer. 
After the product is disposed, the layers are still strongly connected, therefore it is almost impossible to 

separate them without any material losses. The multimaterial waste packagings are recycled in a limited 
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amount, usually with the application of the following techniques: 
 The cellulose can be recovered in the paper mill, in a process that starts with the initial 

comminution of the packagings in the hydropulper in order to separate cellulose from other 

materials, and then the cellulose mass is transported to the paper-making machine, 
 Application of the organic solvents to solute the polyethylene and then granulate the aluminum 

foil, 

 Thermal processes: combustion (oxygen present in the atmosphere) or pyrolysis (oxygen-free 
atmosphere) [1]. 

2 Pyrolysis of the multimaterial Tetra-Pak waste 

The main goal of the study was to analyze the pyrolysis process of the multimaterial Tetra-Pak waste in 
order to determine the process conditions that prevent the aluminum oxidation – metal recovery process 

is much easier and cheaper when the metal is not oxidized [10].  First, the material needed to be 

sufficiently examined. The calorific value of the waste was measured on a laboratory scale calorimeter. 
The average calorific value obtained during the measurements performed on a PRECYZJA-BIT KL-

12Mn2 calorimeter was 22,3MJ/kg. The average moisture content in the sample of the Tetra-Pak waste 

comminuted on a 2cm sieve was 5.59%.  

Pyrolysis can be described as the endothermic process of thermal decomposition of the organic 
substances characterized with a high carbon content, that occurs at the elevated temperatures in the 

oxygen-free atmosphere. Pyrolysis usually takes place in the temperature range between 300°C-1000°C. 

The products are gas, oil, and solid fraction (char). The composition of the products depends on a number 
of parameters, mostly the composition of the batch material, temperature, heating speed, residence time 

in the reactor, particle size and the reactor type [4]. 

2.1 Thermogravimetric study 

In order to determine the optimal process parameters, a sample of the material was analyzed on a Mettler 

TA1 analyzer with the application of the thermal differential method (DTA). The scheme of the analyzer 

is presented in fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3 Scheme of the thermoanalyzer. A – needle valve gas inlet, B – flowmeter, C, C’ – oil diffusion 
pumps, D – auxiliary gas inlet/outlet, E – sample, F – cold trap, G – manometer, H – gas outlet, I – 

rotary pump, J – baffle. 

The aim of this analysis was to determine and identify the thermal effects that occur during the process. 
During the analysis, two materials – the analyzed sample and the reference material – were 

simultaneously heated in the same conditions. The thermoelements are located in both samples in order 

to determine the temperature difference ΔT of the substances. The temperatures are equal at the 
beginning of the process. If the endothermic reaction occurs in the analyzed sample, its temperature will 

be lower than the reference material, and if the exothermic reaction occurs, the temperature is higher 

than the reference sample. The registered measurements are used to determine the ΔT=f(t) curve. The 

thermogravimetric studies were performed with the specified parameters: 
 The crucible made of Al2O3, 

 Reference material: Al2O3, crucible made of Al2O3 – total mass 2,20817 g, 

 The oxygen-free atmosphere was provided by the application of 5N argon, 
 Heating rate: 10 K/min. (up to 90 oC); 6 K/min. (above 90 °C), 

 DTA range: 50 μV, 

 TG range: 1000 mg, 

 Tmax = 550°C. 
The mass balance of the process is presented in table 1.  

Table 1 The mass balance for thermogravimetric study of the Tetra-Pak pyrolysis. 

Input mass     

Crucible mass 2.04478 [g] 

Sample mass 0.11906 [g] 

TOTAL 2.16384 [g] 

Output mass     

Crucible mass 2.04478 [g] 

Sample mass 0.02868 [g] 

TOTAL 2.07346 [g] 

MASS DECREMENT 90.38 [mg] 

 

The DTA, DTG and TG curves for the Tetra-Pak multimaterial waste pyrolysis are presented in fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4 DTA, DTG and TG curves for the multimaterial waste pyrolysis. 

The most important effects can be observed for the temperature range between 250°C – 500°C. The 

diagram for this temperature range is presented in fig. 5. A significant mass loss can be observed in the 

temperature range between 290°C - 382°C. The increment of the mass drop speed can be observed at 
the temperature approx. 300°C. The rate of the mass decrement is the highest at 360°C. The process 

slows down up to approx. 443°C, where the mass dropped rapidly. The final mass was obtained at 

approx. 503°C.  
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Fig. 5 DTA, DTG and TG curves for the multimaterial waste pyrolysis. 

Based on [4,5] it can be estimated, that the first, the most rapid mass loss observed during the 

thermogravimetric studies, is associated with the decomposition of cellulose, while the second peak is 

a result of the polyethylene decomposition. Cellulose pyrolysis is a complex process that involves 

multiple multiphase chemical reactions. Regardless of the fact, that this process has been analyzed for 
over 60 years, its final kinetic model still has not been developed. The most recent model developed by 

Liao suggests, that during the initial phase of the process, the “active cellulose” is produced. If the 

process temperature is low, the water is removed and the active cellulose transforms into char, and if the 
temperature increases, it is decomposed in two simultaneous reactions: cracking of the glycosidic bonds, 

that leads to the formation of the levoglucosan and its isomeric anhydrosugar (requires lower activation 

energy), and the pyranoid ring transformation, that forms hydroxyl-acetaldehyde (HAA), acetol, 
furfural, carbon oxide and other compounds (higher activation energy). For the long gas residence times, 

the anhydrosuger will further decompose to produce gas and secondary char and bio oil [6]. The 

decomposition of polyethylene occurs at higher temperatures than cellulose, as confirmed during the 

thermogravimetric studies. The decomposition starts with the random, homolytic scission, where the 
hydrocarbons are consumed to produce the primary radicals. The main reaction that can be observed 

during the whole pyrolysis process is the β-scission, which involves cracking of the radical that leads to 

the formation of a primary radical and a hydrocarbon. Ethylene is generated during the  β-scission of 
the primary radical. Other primary radicals (alkenes or dialkenes) are also generated during the β-

scission. The hydrogen transfer take place at the lower temperatures, and higher temperatures favor the 

β-scission [8].  

2.2 Measurement equipment 

The process was performed in a small (150x200x550cm) fixed bed reactor equipped with two IZOHEAT 

heating modules (2x1,9kW) insulated with ceramic fiber panels (max. temperature 1430°C). The 
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scheme of the reactor with marked locations of the thermocouples is presented in fig.4. The reactor was 
sealed with 10 M5 screws and a high-temperature silicone and filled with argon. The oxygen meter was 

used to monitor the oxygen level during the whole process in order to provide the oxygen-free 

atmosphere (O2 concentration not higher than 1%). Metronic MPI-CL analyzed the temperature inside 
the furnace, within the sample and the temperature of the process gases leaving the reactor. The scheme 

of the reactor with the locations of the thermocouples is presented in fig. 6.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Schematic cross-section of the reactor. 1 – control thermocouple, 2 – material temperature, 

3 – gas temperature. 

The process gases and the oil fraction can be cooled with water. A special flask was used to collect the 

pyrolytic oil. The gases were pumped into a gas separator. The gas was constantly measured for CO, 

CO2, SO2 (Hartmann-Braun analyzer) and O2 (Servomex analyzer). The remaining part of the gas was 
absorbed in wet scrubbers for Cl, Br and F analysis and in absorption tubes for chromatography. The 

scheme of the measurement equipment is presented in the fig. 1. The solid phase generated during the 

process was analyzed for the content of carbon, total Al and metallic Al in order to determine the 
oxidation level of the metal. The measurement equipment is presented in fig. 7. The process temperature 

was 550°C. The assumed process time was 2 hours – after that, the process gases were no longer 

generated. The sample size was approx. 100g for each test. The maximum temperature was 550°C. 
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Fig. 7. Scheme of the equipment used for the pyrolysis measurements. 1 – reaction chamber, 

2 – reaction chamber sealed with 10 M5 screws and the high-temperature silicone, 3 – Metronic 

MPI-CL analyzer, 4, 5, 6 – thermocouples, 7 – excess pressure measured with CMR-10 differential 
micromanometer or U-tube, 8 – water cooler, 9 – flask with pyrolytic oil, 10 – gas separator, 

11 – filtration scrubbers, 12 – Hartmann-Braun gas analyzer, 13 – Servomex gas analyzer, 14 – wet 

scrubbers for Cl, Br and F analysis, 15 – absorption tubes for chromatography, 16 – pump, 17 – wet 
gas flowmeter. 

3 Results and discussion 

The collected samples were measured for the content of carbon, total aluminum and metallic aluminum 
in order to determine the level of aluminum oxidation. The results of the chemical analysis are presented 

in table 2. TP0 represents the sample of the material before pyrolysis. The average mass loss in the 

sample during the performed tests was 75.6%. 

Table 2 Results of the chemical analysis of the pyrolysis products. 

Sample ID 

Total 

aluminum 

(Al), % 

Metallic 

aluminum (Al 

met.), % 

Carbon (C), % 
Al oxidation level, 

% 

TP0 5.50 5.20 48.9 5.45 

PTp1 14.20 11.95 62.3 15.85 

PTp2 20.30 20.20 50.9 0.49 

PTp3 22.30 19.40 52.6 13.00 

PTp4 30.30 29.05 42.5 4.13 

PTp5 23.30 21.6 51.18 7.30 
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The first test (sample PTp1) was performed in order to determine if the system was hermetic. The air 
was removed from the reactor to the oxygen level 0.5%. After that, the argon was no longer supplied to 

the system. The gas analysis indicated, that during the process, the oxygen concentration increased, and 

by the end of the process the O2 content was 16.5%. Starting from  the second test (sample PTp2), argon 
was supplied to the system during the whole process with a flowrate 200l/h. The oxygen concentration 

at the beginning of the process was 0.1%. During the third test (sample PTp3) the oxygen level at the 

beginning of the process was 0.0% (after 40 minutes argon flowrate was reduced to 100l/h). After two 
hours of the process, due to the high pressure in the system, the vessel used to collect the process oil 

exploded, and ended the process. The high level of Al oxidation is caused by the untimely event that 

caused the oxygen penetration inside the system before the process was ended. The oxygen content at 

the beginning of test 4 was 0.26%. Argon flowrate during tests 4 and 5 was 200l/h for the whole process 
duration. The oxygen content at the beginning of test 5 was 0.15%. The results of the gas analysis 

collected during test 5 are presented in fig. 8.  

 

Fig. 8 Gas analysis during test 5. 

The pyrolysis process started when the concentrations of CO and CO2 increased significantly at 348.7°C. 

The decomposition of cellulose can be observed between 20-35 minute of the process, followed by the 
decomposition of polyethylene. The gases are generated for approx. 1 hour. The measurements ended 

after approx. 2 hours. The picture of the material before and after pyrolysis is presented in fig. 9 and fig. 

10. 
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Fig. 9 The material before pyrolysis. 

 

Fig. 10 The material after pyrolysis (PTp5). 

According to [9], polypropylene and polyethylene do not produce any char during the pyrolysis – the 

only products are oil and gas. The gas produced during PE decomposition contains mostly methane and 

ethylene, ethane, propylene, propane, butene, butane, pentane and other hydrocarbons.  
After the process, the solid fraction was analyzed in order to determine the amount of produced metal 

and organic residue. The organic material is bound with a certain portion of aluminum and is hard to 

separate. Therefore, the material was leached with hydrochloric acid. The organic residue has been dried 

at 55°C for 24 hours. The metal fraction in the measured sample was 51.4%, and the organic residue 

was 48.6%. Further investigations will be performed in order to determine the most efficient method of 

metal separation from organic residue and aluminum recovery. 

4 Conclusions  

The multimaterial waste are a significant group of waste which are not properly handled. A part of them 

is used to recycle paper and/or plastic fraction, however the metal present in the waste is not recovered. 

The recovery of aluminum is complicated due to the fact that Al is often present in the oxidized form, 
which is hard and expensive to process. The study was focused on the thermal decomposition of the 

multimaterial waste with a special focus of Al oxidation level in order to provide the metal resource that 

will be easy to reuse in metallurgical recovery processes. 
The thermogravimetric study was performed in order to determine the optimal process conditions and 

the temperatures of the decomposition of different components of the multimaterial waste. The analysis 

indicates that two decomposition reactions occur at different temperatures – cellulose decomposition 

starts at 290°C, and polyethylene decomposes at 443°C.  
The results obtained during the measurements performed on a laboratory scale equipment confirm the 
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results obtained during the thermogravimetric studies. The changes in the gas composition in time are 
related to two identified processes: decomposition of cellulose (between minutes 20 and 35) and 

decomposition of polyethylene (between 35 and 55).  

Aluminum content in the Tetra-Pak waste is approx. 5%. After the process, metal content in the solid 
fraction is 51.4%. The initial oxidation level in the sample before pyrolysis was 5.45%. The oxidation 

level after pyrolysis is satisfactory. The experiments were performed in the conditions designed to limit 

the level of aluminum oxidation. The highest oxidation level was obtained during test 1 and 3. During 
test 1, the oxygen was removed from the system with argon before the process started, and no additional 

inert gas was inserted to the system during the process – the oxygen level raised and caused oxidation 

of the part of the material. During test 3, the vessel used to collect process oil exploded due to the high 

pressure, what caused air penetration inside the reactor and the oxidation of the examined material. 
The Al oxidation level in the samples produced during the adequate conditions (argon constantly 

supplied to the system, low average oxygen level – 0.17% at the beginning of the process), a parameter 

of high importance for the further recovery processes, was low. The average level of aluminum oxidation 
for those samples was 3.97%. After pyrolysis, the metal fraction can be separated from the organic 

residues and processed in order to produce the commercial quality aluminum alloy or pure aluminum. 

Further tests are planned to determine the most efficient methods for the separation of metal and char 

and aluminum recovery with the application on pyrometallurgical methods.  
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Abstract 
Cavities and gaps are a common design element of a lot of types of machinery and equipment. The fluid 

flow over a cavity may generate acoustic waves, which may have both negative and positive 

implications. This paper is focused on the possibility of improving the heat transfer conditions using the 
phenomenon of the acoustic wave generation. The operating conditions of a system including an 

acoustic generator are analysed both numerically and experimentally. A measuring stand and the applied 

measuring techniques are presented. The sound pressure level characteristic is determined and then 
compared with the results of a numerical simulation. Additionally, Schlieren technique is used to 

determine flow structure within the cavity.  

The second part of the paper concentrates on the analysis of the impact of a change in the acoustic 

generator scale on the propagation of waves and heat transfer conditions. Changes are observed in the 
acoustic wave key parameters. Distributions of the heat transfer coefficient values are determined for 

the generator individual walls. A reduction in scale involves changes in frequency, the sound pressure 

level and the heat transfer coefficient mean value. 

1 Introduction 

Cavities and gaps are a typical design element of a lot of types of machinery and equipment. In many 
places the occurrence of gaps results from design requirements, e.g. gaps between individual elements 

of the body of a car or aircraft, or from the need to separate rotating parts from stationary ones. The gaps 

on surfaces washed by a fluid and the presence of cavities may not only produce additional aerodynamic 

resistance, but they may also generate other phenomena, such as noise or shock waves in supersonic 
flows. The most frequent subject of research is the noise generated by a gap or cavity. The aim of the 

analyses is to assess the phenomenon and limit the generated sound level [1]. Gaps and cavities are also 

an integral element of power engineering machinery and equipment. They can be found, for example, 
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in finned-tube heat exchangers, stages of gas and steam turbines or in combustion chambers [2]. 
The phenomenon of the flow-related acoustic wave generation is the subject of many works focused on 

identification of basic mechanisms of sound generation. In [3], a numerical analysis is presented of the 

operation of a typical-geometry Helmholtz resonator placed in a fluid flow. In [4], an analysis is 
conducted of the flow along a cavity with a lid, characterized by a geometry similar to the one analysed 

herein and operating in conditions corresponding to the Helmholtz resonator. Works [5] offer a detailed 

explanation of the mechanism of sound generation in a cavity and present the feedback mechanism 
occurring in this type of flows and described by Rossiter [6]. 

The groups of research mentioned above concentrate on the analysis of the noise generation process. 

The testing presented herein is an extension of the works described in [7][8][9] and aims to define the 

relationship between the sound generation process and the heat transfer conditions. The subject of the 
studies is a properly shaped cavity that acts as an acoustic resonator.  

The first part of the studies presented herein concerns the applied numerical model experimental 

validation. The second part presents the results of numerical analysis of the impact of the cavity size on 
the acoustic wave generation and on the heat transfer conditions inside the cavity. 

2 Numerical and experimental studies of sound generation by a cavity 

2.1 Test stand 

The experiments were carried out on the test stand presented in Fig. 1. The stand is composed of three 

main parts. The first is the tapering inlet part through which air from the environment flows into the 
measuring channel. The second is the main measuring channel with a rectangular cross-section (40 x 50 

mm), where the analysed cavity is located in the channel middle part. The last is the outlet part with a 

circular cross-section connected to the air supply system. The stand is intended for operation in 
underpressure. 

The air supply system is shown in Fig. 2. Its main element is a roots blower with the maximum output 

of 12.4 m3/s. The achievable maximum underpressure is 50 kPa. A 3.4 m3 air tank is installed between 
the test stand and the blower that stabilizes the pressure pulsations arising due to the blower operation. 

The air flow through the test stand is controlled by two valves connected to the tank. The flow highest 

velocity that can be achieved in the test stand is 120 m/s, which enables testing of the cavity flow in a 

wide range of the free-flow velocity values. 
Pressure pulsations inside the cavity are measured using 3 electret microphones with the diameter of 

ϕ=6 mm. Each of the microphones co-operates with a separate adjustable microphone amplifier. The 

microphone amplifiers are connected with a measuring module including a 16-channel, 16-bit A/D 
converter with the sampling rate of 400 kS/s. 

The process signals: the pressure, the air flow velocity and temperature are realized by a block measuring 

slow-changing signals. Velocity is measured using a Pitot tube. 

The measuring system is equipped with appropriate software enabling regulation of the flow parameters 
and the FFT analysis of pressure pulsations. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the test stand 

 

 

Fig. 2. Air installation supplying the test stand 

2.2 Numerical model 

The flow simulations were performed using the ANSYS-CFX commercial code, which makes it possible 

to solve the Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations. The mass, momentum 

and energy conservation equations are solved.  
Turbulence is modelled using the two-equation Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model proposed 

by Menter [10]. It is a combination of two turbulence models, thus combining the advantages of the 

Wilcox k-ω model near the wall and the standard k-ε model in what is referred to as the far field.  

2.3 Computational domain and assumed boundary conditions 

The first stage of the studies is validation of numerical model based on experimental results. The second 

part is a numerical analysis of the impact of the size of the cavity generating the acoustic wave on the 
heat transfer conditions in it. 

Computational model and boundary conditions are presented in Fig. 3. The 2D model is composed of 

the main channel and two additional areas at the inlet and outlet. The geometries of the inlet and outlet 

areas and of the main channel are the same. The additional areas are joined to the main channel by means 
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of the General Grid Interface. A coarse numerical mesh is applied in them to dissipate and attenuate the 
acoustic waves reaching the edge of the computational domain. Such an approach prevents potential 

reflection and further interference of acoustic waves – a phenomenon that often makes the solution 

unstable [11]. 
The assumed boundary conditions correspond to the test stand operation in underpressure. Air is sucked 

in from the environment so the following values are assumed at the inlet: total pressure = 1 atm and total 

temperature = 200C. The assumed value of averaged static pressure at the outlet ensures the mean flow 
velocity in the main channel equals to 50 m/s. This is the basic velocity value adopted for the testing 

presented herein. 

 

Fig. 3. Computational domain and boundary conditions – 2D model 

Time step values adopted for the non-stationary numerical simulations were included in the range from 

2.5∙10-6s to 1∙10-5 s depending on the analysed cavity size. This provided over 80 time steps per a full 
period of changes in parameters inside the cavity. A detailed discussion of the impact of time and space 

discretization on the considered problem solution is presented in [9]. 

3 Validation of computational models 

The numerical model was validated experimentally using the geometry of the cavity presented in  

Fig. 1. The non-stationary changes in the flow parameters obtained from experimental testing and from 

numerical calculations were compared. The spectra of the sound pressure level is shown in  
Fig. 4. The obtained distributions demonstrate very good agreement between the SPL values determined 

for the fundamental frequency by means of experiments and numerical analysis. The differences in the 

sound pressure level for the fundamental component do not exceed 2%. The differences in the SPL 
values for the third and the fourth harmonic are bigger, but for subsequent harmonics, as anticipated 

considering the applied turbulence models, they are essential. The fundamental component frequency 

obtained from numerical simulations is equal to 1148 and for experimental testing it totals 1020 Hz. The 
latter is by 11% smaller compared to numerical analyses, and the difference obtained for the second and 

the third harmonic is similar. 

Fig. 5 presents selected instantaneous Schlieren photos from one full period of pressure pulsations in 

the cavity for free flow velocity equal to 50 m/s. The pictures on the left side presence experimental 
results while on the right side its numerical counterpart. Due to the low Mach number and corresponding 

weak density variations, in case of experimental studies the main flow was slightly preheated. This 

improved a visualization of flow structures within the cavity because of wider range of density change. 
The comparison between the experimental and numerical results shows a similar flow structure in both 

cases. The main single vortex is formed closed to the trailing edge of the cavity. The vortex increases 

its size as it moves and its diameter is equal to approximately 6 mm right before impingement. It should 
be noted, that the vortex is of circular shape while in CFD simulation it is more ellipsoidal. After 

impingement disturbances travel mostly along the cavity wall and only small part travels downstream 
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through the main channel walls. There are also disturbances visible inside of the cavity, but due to 
insufficient resolution of Schlieren photos it is impossible to make a detailed comparison with CFD 

analysis. 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the sound pressure level spectrum obtained experimentally and from CFD 

calculations 

 

  
1/4 period 

  
2/4 period 

Flow 

direction 
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3/4 period 

  
4/4 period 

Fig. 5 Comparison between experimental and CFD Schlieren photo. 

Fig. 6 presents time-averaged flow velocity profiles in the cavity neck area for six selected cross-
sections. The profile in cross-section C1 is the characteristic velocity profile in the channel. In 

subsequent cross-sections along the cavity inlet, the mean velocity profile gets gradually smoothed out. 

In cross-section C6, the near-wall profile is formed again. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Mean velocity profiles along the cavity neck 
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4 Impact of the scale effect on the heat transfer process in the cavity 

The analysis of the impact of the cavity size on the heat transfer conditions inside it was carried out for 

the two-dimensional model presented in Fig. 3. The heat transfer through the cavity walls is modelled 

using the Dirichlet boundary condition with a constant temperature on their surfaces of 1200C. The 
calculations were performed for three different sizes of the cavity. All the cavity dimensions were 

rescaled compared to those presented in Fig. 1. The height of the main channel in all the configurations 

was the same. Due to that, the velocity profile at the cavity inlet is identical in every case under 

consideration. The same mean velocity value of 50 m/s in the main channel was adopted in all the three 
variants. 

4.1 Analysis of basic flow quantities 

The impact of the boundary layer on the process of vortex formation and acoustic wave generation was 

determined using a few relations which are commonly used in literature [5][12]. In order to determine 
the flow similarity criterion, the Reynolds number Reθ was introduced based on the momentum thickness 

and defined as follows: 

𝑅𝑒𝜃 =
𝑈∞ ∙ δθ

𝜐
 (1) 

Where: U∞ – free flow velocity, δθ – momentum thickness, ν – kinematic viscosity 

The momentum thickness is defined as: 
 

𝛿𝜃 = ∫
�̅�

𝑈∞
(1 −

�̅�

𝑈∞
)

+∞

−∞

𝑑𝑦 (2) 

 
The displacement thickness was also determined using the following formula: 

𝛿∗ = ∫ (1 −
�̅�

𝑈∞
)

+∞

−∞

𝑑𝑦 (3) 

Table  presents values of the boundary layer individual parameters for three two-dimensional models 
with the heat transfer through the cavity walls. The boundary layer thickness δ is determined assuming 

that the velocity value in the boundary layer is less than 99% of the free-flow velocity. The free-flow 

velocity is assumed as the velocity in the channel axis, which at the same time is the maximum velocity 
in the main channel.  

Table 1. Basic parameters of the boundary layer for the numerical models under analysis 

Model No. 1 2 3 

Description Scale 1:1 Scale 1:2 Scale 1:4 

L, mm 15.88 7.94 3.97 

umax=U∞ 55.42 55.58 55.56 

δ, mm 12.67 12.75 12.67 

δ*, mm 1.97 2.01 2.00 

δΘR, mm 1.45 1.47 1.46 

ReΘ 5306 5410 5372 

L/δΘR 10.98 5.40 2.72 
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The boundary layer thickness totals about 12.7 mm for each of the models. The displacement thickness 
at the cavity inlet is included in the range of 1.97-2.01 mm, and the momentum thickness is equal to 

about 1.46 mm. This affects the ReΘ value, which varies in the range of 5306-5410. An essential 

parameter that makes it possible to maintain the flow similarity is the L/δΘR ratio. Due to the change in 
the cavity size, the quantity varies significantly and its value totals from 10.98 to 2.72. Keeping a 

constant L/δΘR ratio would require a substantial modification of the flow conditions and of the entrance 

length. The basic aim of the testing was, however, to determine the impact of the acoustic wave generator 
size on the heat transfer conditions, assuming the flow identical velocity. 

Fig. 7 presents the spectrum analysis of fluctuations in pressure for three different sizes of the cavity. 

The pressure fluctuations value (and their frequency) rises from 175 Pa to 480 Pa as the cavity size is 

reduced. The change in the fundamental component frequency in this case depends primarily on the 
cavity neck dimensions and the value varies in the range of 1147-3520 Hz.  

 

Fig. 7. Spectrum analysis of acoustic pressure for the acoustic generator three sizes under 
consideration 

4.2 Heat transfer process in the cavity area 

The last stage of the presented analysis is determination of the temperature field in the heated cavity of 
the acoustic generator, together with determination of the conditions of the heat transfer through the 

cavity walls. In order to assess the heat transfer efficiency, the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) was 

defined according to the following formula: 

𝐻𝑇𝐶 =
𝑞

𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
 (4) 

where: Ttot and Twall are the fluid total temperature at the channel inlet and the wall surface temperature, 

respectively. A constant temperature value of 1200C is assumed on the cavity walls. The distributions 
of the instantaneous temperature field for the cavity in scale 1:4 for four instants of the period of changes 

are presented in Fig. . 

The obtained results indicate that intensive mixing of the cold jet with warm air inside the cavity occurs 

in the neck area and on the upper part of the cavity right wall only. Two vortices are created inside the 
cavity. The vortex in the upper part, supplied with air from the main flow, has a reduced temperature 

and intensifies the heat transfer process. The cold air penetrating the cavity does not reach the cavity 

lower half. A vortex appears in that region that is driven by the vortex from the cavity upper part. The 
lower vortex exchanges heat with the walls of the cavity lower part and transfers it to the upper vortex. 

The lower vortex temperature is by about 40 K higher compared to the upper vortex. The areas with the 
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poorest cooling are the cavity two bottom corners, where the temperature is close to the wall temperature 
– 1200C. The temperature distributions determined for the other sizes of the cavity are very similar to 

those presented in Fig. 8.  

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 present the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) distributions for the cavity three main 
walls through which the heat transfer occurs. The distributions were obtained from a stationary and a 

non-stationary analysis, respectively. The HTC values obtained from the non-stationary analysis are 

time-averaged. Analysing Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, it can be seen that by far the highest HTC values are 
obtained for the cavity right wall. Impingement cooling occurs in its upper area, and the jet part flowing 

vertically down along the cavity wall improves the heat transfer. 

 

  

1/4 T 2/4 T 

  

3/4 T 4/4 T 

Fig. 8. Instantaneous temperature fields in the cavity area – scale 1:4 
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The lowest HTC values are obtained for the cavity bottom wall. For the stationary solution, the curves 
illustrating changes in the HTC values for the cavity different dimensions are very similar. Analysing 

the averaged values obtained for the non-stationary solution, it can be seen that for the cavity bottom 

and right wall a double rise is obtained in the HTC maximum value compared to the stationary analysis. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Heat transfer coefficient (HTC) distribution for the cavity walls – stationary analysis 

 

Fig. 10. Heat transfer coefficient (HTC) distribution for the cavity walls – non-stationary analysis 

Bigger differences also appear in the changes in the HTC values for different sizes of the cavity. For the 
cavity right wall, in the range of 0-0.3 y/D2, a higher HTC value is obtained for the cavity smaller 

dimensions (scale 1:2 and 1:4), whereas for y/D2>0.3 a slightly higher HTC value is obtained for the 

initial geometry (scale 1:1). Better cooling of the upper part of the cavity right wall for smaller 

dimensions of the acoustic generator is probably the effect of the higher frequency of the generation of 
vortices on the cavity leading edge. Hitting the cavity rear edge, the vortices intensify the heat transfer 

process. The frequency of the flow of vortices is related directly to the frequency of the fundamental 

component presented in Fig. 7. 
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For the cavity bottom wall, slightly higher HTC values are obtained for the variants in scale 1:2 and 
scale 1:4 for 0.35<x/L<0.7. For x/L<0.35 the opposite is the case, and the point with the maximum HTC 

value is gradually shifted to the left with a rise in the cavity size. For the cavity right wall, the maximum 

value is obtained for scale 1:4 totalling 100 W/(m2K). For the cavity variant with scale 1:1, the value is 
85 W/(m2K). Slightly higher HTC values are obtained in the upper part of the wall for smaller scales of 

the cavity, whereas in its lower part – higher values are obtained for the variant in scale 1:1. 

Table  presents the time-averaged value of the surface HTC determined for each of the cavity three main 
walls. 

Table 2. Mean HTC values on the cavity individual walls for different sizes of the cavity 

 Right Wall (RW) 

HTC, W/(m2K) 

Left Wall (LW) 

HTC, W/(m2K) 

Bottom Wall (BW) 

HTC, W/(m2K) 

Scale 1:1 79.2 45.3 15.7 

Scale 1:2 82.0 45.7 15.1 

Scale 1:4 91.7 48.5 14.3 

 

A reduction in the cavity size involves a rise in the mean HTC value, especially for the cavity right wall. 

A rise by 14% is obtained in this case. For the left and the right wall, the HTC values are similar for all 
the cases under analysis. It should be noted that the HTC values for the cavity left wall are twice smaller 

compared to the right wall. By far the lowest HTC values are obtained for the cavity bottom wall. They 

total about 15 W/(m2K). 
The big difference in the HTC values for the cavity right wall between the stationary and the non-

stationary solution may prove the essential impact of the air flow non-stationary effects on the 

improvement in the heat transfer conditions. 

5 Summary and conclusions 

The paper presents a numerical analysis of non-stationary effects occurring in a cavity generating 

acoustic waves. The results of the numerical analysis performed for the proposed initial geometry are 
compared with those obtained from experimental testing. The difference in the values of the sound 

pressure level for the fundamental harmonic between experimental results and the proposed numerical 

model does not exceed 2 dB (~1.5%). Bigger differences can be observed in the values of harmonic 
frequencies. In the case of numerical testing, the value of the fundamental frequency component is equal 

to 1148, whereas the value obtained from experiments totals 1020 Hz (a 11% difference). 

The Schlieren photos shows good agreement with CFD studies. For basic free flow velocity equal to 50 

m/s a single large vortex is formed near the trailing edge of the cavity. 
The numerical testing of the impact of the acoustic generator size on the generated acoustic wave 

parameters proves that, at identical parameters maintained at the cavity inlet, a reduction in the cavity 

size involves a considerable rise in the frequency and amplitude of pressure fluctuations inside the 
cavity. The highest amplitude of 480 Pa was obtained at the frequency of 3515 Hz. 

The reduction in the cavity size does not have a significant impact on the heat transfer conditions inside 

the cavity. The biggest difference was observed for the cavity right wall, for which a 14% rise was 

obtained in the mean HTC value due to a four-time reduction in the cavity size compared to the initial 
geometry. 

The comparison between the HTC values obtained from the stationary and the non-stationary analysis 

performed for the left wall shows that the maximum HTC value is doubled if the effects related to 
pressure pulsations inside the cavity are taken into account. 

The aim of further works will be experimental validation of the results obtained from a numerical 
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analysis of the heat transfer in the presence of strong pulsations in pressure related to the acoustic wave 
generation. Optimization of the cavity shape may improve the heat transfer taking place inside the 

cavity. 
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Abstract 
Fuel rich combustion processes in engines can be used in a polygeneration process to produce base 

chemicals like syngas together with work and heat. In this work, such a homogeneous charge 
compression ignition (HCCI) engine polygeneration system, which was previously modelled in 

python/cantera with respect to kinetics and thermodynamics, is now investigated by conducting an 

exergoeconomic analysis including a global sensitivity analysis. In the previous investigation, hydrogen 
was the target chemical of the process, its concentration was increased in a water-gas shift reactor 

(WGSR) and it was separated by a membrane. It turned out that exhaust gas recirculation ratio (EGR) 

is a crucial parameter determining the thermodynamic outcome of the process. Its influence on economy 

is now analysed too and combined to an exergoeconomic analysis.  
During the last decades several methods have been developed for conducting exergoeconomic analyses. 

This includes different approaches to apportioning the specific exergy costs of exergy streams, as well 

as for the exergy loss and destruction costs. The definition of the relative cost difference and the 
exergoeconomic factor are discussed here, especially with respect to processes where several useful 

streams exit a single device. The results are evaluated with respect to their influences on the product 

costs to compare their suitability and to probably determine the best suitable evaluation method for 
polygeneration systems. By conducting a global sensitivity analysis, it was found that the systems 

product costs depend strongly on only a few device costs, the interest rate, the operating hours and the 

lifetime, although the exhaust gas recirculation rate primarily determines the product costs. The highest 

exergy destruction rate and therefore the highest costs caused through this, occur in the engine. For 
lowering the product costs, the investment costs of the hydrogen membrane and the shift reactor should 

be reduced or substituted for a cheaper hydrogen separation technology and the lifetime and operating 

hours should be increased. With the predicted hydrogen price of 2.73-4.84 €/kg at EGR ratios up to 45 
% the process is promising. 
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1 Introduction 

To reduce the emissions of carbon dioxide, the consumption of finite fossil fuel resources and to stabilize 

the grid that is increasingly affected by volatile renewable energy systems, a more flexible energy system 

is needed. These days decentralised cogeneration plants (CHP) using internal combustion engines are 
widely used to achieve this, as they are technically mature, feature high mechanical efficiencies and 

reasonable installation space, investment and operation costs [1]. As the improvement of CHP plants in 

terms of energy efficiency more and more reaches its limit, an integration of separate processes 

providing energy and chemical products to a polygeneration system, could lead to a significant 
improvement with reasonable efforts in research and development [2]. Polygeneration systems using 

natural resources (fossil or renewable) could provide e.g. syngas, biogas, biodiesel or drinking water 

beside electricity, heating water and steam at the same time with higher efficiency and therefore reduce 
the fuel consumption [2]. To evaluate the efficiency of such systems, an exergy analysis is a well-

established and important method, as it helps to compare similar processes and to determine losses due 

to process imperfections [3]. In earlier studies, a polygeneration process concept with fuel rich HCCI 
engines, which produces heat, power and hydrogen by partial oxidation of methane (as part of natural 

gas) has been investigated experimentally and theoretically, to compare this concept to the conventional, 

separate production on a thermodynamic basis [4–6]. It was found that the exergetic efficiency of an 

HCCI engine polygeneration process producing hydrogen reaches up to 80 % [4]. It is therefore 
favourable compared to separate production, as the exergetic efficiency of an engine for lean 

stoichiometric conditions (spark-ignition operation) in CHP operation is below 48 % [7] and the 

exergetic efficiency of steam methane reforming does not exceed 63 % [8]. As economic reasons are 
essential for building certain devices, exergoeconomic analyses are often used to determine the product 

costs and necessary optimisations of energy systems by combining exergy analyses with economics [9–

12]. Although the first idea of combining exergy analyses with economics goes back to the 1930s [13] 
pioneer work was done in large part by Szargut who can therefore be regarded as one of the founders of 

exergoeconomic investigations [14]. Nowadays scientists using this method often refer to the 

methodology introduced by Bejan and Tsatsaronis as they are comprehensive and widespread [15–18]. 

The present study has been conducted to expand the previous investigation of the proposed process 
towards exergoeconomics. As there are different approaches using auxiliary equations to solve the cost 

balances in exergoeconomic analyses, the methodology itself is investigated here, to identify the 

suitability of different methods, when applied to polygeneration systems using engines. Thus, the 
process shall provide the mentioned products at competitive costs. After finding the probably best 

method, the results of the exergoeconomic analysis help to determine the parts of the system, which 

should be improved exergetically to reduce the high costs that are generated by the exergy destruction, 

and to identify the remaining parts, which are not crucial for the costs of the final products. Due to the 
uncertainty in costs that are used in the analysis, the global sensitivity of these values on the estimated 

hydrogen costs is applied. 

2 Process concept 

The investigated polygeneration system mainly consists of an HCCI engine operated with neat methane 

as fuel, a water-gas shift reactor (WGSR), a palladium membrane for hydrogen separation (HM) and 
several shell and tube heat exchangers (HE) and hydrogen compressors to produce four different product 

streams: hydrogen in addition to power, heating water and process steam. The systems process flow 

diagram is shown in Figure 1. To achieve ignition with neat, relatively inert methane as fuel, the 

temperature level must be increased at the engine entrance, also to increase the radical concentration 
after compression so far that autoignition takes place after compression. A combination of two measures 

are used: a preheater, using the exergy from the exhaust gas, heats the air-fuel mixture and an exhaust 
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gas recirculation increases the initial temperature. The EGR ratio is defined as the molar ratio of 
recirculated exhaust gas to the total amount of mixed gas flowing into the engine (1).  

 

x𝐸𝐺𝑅 =
𝑛𝐸𝐺

𝑛𝐹𝐺 + 𝑛𝐸𝐺
 (1) 

 

Heat exchanger 4 (Cooler 1) and heat exchanger 5 (Steam generator) produce steam, while the high-

pressure steam from Cooler 1 (𝑝 = 50 𝑏𝑎𝑟) is used as a system output and therefore as a product. The 
steam from the steam generator is used to provide the necessary amount of water vapour for the water-

gas shift reaction. At EGR ratios higher than 40 %, the steam generator and the mixing chamber 6 are 

bypassed due to higher concentrations of water vapour in the exhaust gas. It turned out that the amount 
of EGR is a crucial factor for this process. For further information on the system and its components, it 

is referred to Table 2 and the previous work of Hegner et al. [4]. 
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Figure 1: Process flow diagram of the polygeneration process. 

3 Exergoeconomic analysis 

The main principle of exergoeconomic analyses is defining the costs of an exergy flow 𝑖 as the product 

of the specific exergy costs 𝑐𝑖 and the total exergy flow �̇�𝑖 according to (2). To calculate the specific 

exergy costs of the products, cost balances (3) for each component 𝑘 are conducted that lead to a system 

of linear equations [15]. 

 

�̇�𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖 ∗ �̇�𝑖 (2) 

 

∑ �̇�𝐹,𝑖 + �̇�𝑘 = ∑ �̇�𝑃,𝑖 + �̇�𝐿,𝑘 (3) 

 

The total device costs per time unit �̇�𝑘 are defined as the sum of the total investment costs and the total 

operating and maintenance (OM) costs per time unit. For these costs, the time value of money and the 
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salvage value (SV) of the devices are considered [11]. The device investment costs are established by 
using the purchased equipment costs method from Turton et al. for known device costs [19]. 

Subsequently the maximum device costs of all EGR ratios are used for the calculations. The chosen 

financial parameters for the analysis are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Financial parameters. 
 

Table 2: Engine parameters. 

Description Symbol Value Unit  Description Symbol Value Unit 

Lifetime 𝑇 15 a  Rotational speed 𝑛 3000 1/min 

Operating hours 𝜏 7920 h/a  Compression ratio 𝜀 16.5 - 

Interest rate 𝑖 0.10 -  Bore 𝑑 79.5 mm 

SV-factor Ω 0.05 -  Stroke 𝑠 80.5 mm 

OM-factor 𝛷 0.03 -  Cylinder 𝑍 4 - 

Air exergy costs 𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑟 0.00 €/MWh  Displacement 𝑉 1598.36 dm³ 

CH4 exergy costs 𝑐𝐶𝐻4 17.90 €/MWh  Fuel-air eq. ratio Ф 2.38 - 

Electricity costs 𝑐𝑒𝑙 42.00 €/MWh      

 

For devices with 𝑛 exiting flows 𝑛 − 1 auxiliary relations are required to solve the cost balances [15]. 
Table 3 shows different methods for defining those auxiliary equations, adjusted to the important 

components of the investigated polygeneration system. Method (a) is the Fuel and Product principle 

which defines an exergy flow increasing by flowing through a device as a Product and on the contrary 
as a Fuel [15,18]. In addition to this widely used method, Oliveira introduces the extraction (b,c) and 

the equality method (d), which adds a weighting of the usefulness of an exergy flow as a systems product 

[20]. 

Table 3: Different methods for exergoeconomic analyses [15,18,20]. 

Component HE/WGSR Compressor Mixing Engine 

Schematic 
k

ab

1 2

 

k
1

c

2

 

k

1

2
3

 

2
k

1

c

ab

 
Cost rates product �̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑎 �̇�2 − �̇�1 �̇�3 (�̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑎) + �̇�𝑐 

Cost rates fuel �̇�1 − �̇�2 �̇�𝑐 �̇�1 + �̇�2 �̇�1 − �̇�2 

Auxiliary equations 1 0 0 2 

a  F principle 

P principle 
𝑐2 = 𝑐1 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 
𝑐2 = 𝑐1 

�̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑎

�̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑎

=  
�̇�𝑐

�̇�𝑐

 

b  Extraction method 1 𝑐2 = 𝑐1 - - 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑏 = 𝑐1 

c  Extraction method 2 𝑐𝑏 = 𝑐𝑎  - - 𝑐2 = 𝑐𝑏 = 𝑐1 

d Equality method 𝑐2 = 𝑐𝑏 - - 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑏 = 𝑐2 

- External values - 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑒𝑙 - 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑒𝑙  

 

The specific exergy costs of heating water flowing into the system 𝑐𝑎 is set to zero since the customer 
must pay for all costs that occur for the component providing the product. Additionally, a new approach 

is considered for polygeneration: The external value 𝑐𝑒𝑙 is used to define the exergy costs of electricity 

explicitly as the current spot market price, in order to decrease the exergy costs of the other products by 

using competitive electricity costs. To find out, which method is most suitable for engines in 
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polygeneration systems, where the exhaust gas contains valuable products, the influence of the different 
methods is investigated. To achieves this, the engines evaluation method is varied, as well as those of 

the heat exchangers (HE) and the water-gas shift reactor (WGSR). In addition, the exergy loss of Cooler 

5, which is �̇�20, is either apportioned to all products, weighted by their amount of exergy flow, or, as an 

alternative, exclusively to the main product �̇�38, because the exhaust gas is not used but released into 

the environment [15]. To distinguish the different methods, the abbreviated nomenclature 𝑥𝑦𝑧′ is used: 

𝑥 for the HE/WGSR method, 𝑦 for the engine method, 𝑧 = 1 for applied external values and the dash ′ 
if �̇�𝐿,20 is not apportioned to all main products but charged on �̇�38.  

The cost balance equations (3) do not consider exergy destruction, even though this is very important 

when correlating exergy flows with cost flows. Therefore, the costs of exergy destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑘 are 

calculated corresponding to [15] with the assumption that the exergy destruction �̇�𝐷,𝑘 is independent of 

the specific fuel costs 𝑐𝐹,𝑘 (4). 

 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 = 𝑐𝐹,𝑘 ∗ �̇�𝐷,𝑘 (4) 

 
To distinguish the increase of the specific product costs by the device costs from the exergy related 

exergy destruction and exergy loss costs, Tsatsaronis [15,16] defines the exergoeconomic factor 𝑓𝑘 as 

the ratio of the non-exergy-related cost increase to the total cost increase (5). If the value is low, the cost 

increase is mainly caused by exergy-loss-related costs and therefore the exergetic efficiency of the 
device should be improved, even if it increases the device costs. On the contrary, the device costs should 

be lowered if the factor has a high value, even at some expense of the exergetic efficiency. The relative 

cost difference 𝑟𝑘 (6) is helpful to determine the components, in which product costs increase strongly 
and should therefore be optimised on an exergetic or economic basis [16]. 

 

𝑓𝑘 =
�̇�𝑘

�̇�𝑘 + 𝑐𝐹,𝑘 ∗ (�̇�𝐷,𝑘 + �̇�𝐿,𝑘)
 (5) 𝑟𝑘 =

𝑐𝑃,𝑘 − 𝑐𝐹,𝑘

𝑐𝐹,𝑘
 (6) 

 

The exergetic efficiency 𝜀𝑘 of the component 𝑘 is also calculated to provide further information on 
where crucial exergy destructions in the polygeneration system occur [3,15]. 

 

ε𝑘 =
(∑ �̇�𝑖,𝑘)

𝑃

(∑ �̇�𝑖,𝑘)
𝐹

= 1 −
∑(�̇�𝐷,𝑘 + �̇�𝐿,𝑘)

(∑ �̇�𝑖)𝐹

 (7) 

 

In addition to the constant financial parameters a global sensitivity analysis is conducted to determine 

the influence of device costs, fuel costs and financial parameters on the final product costs using the 

Sobol method [21]. In this work, the first order sensitivity coefficients 𝑆1 and the total sensitivity 

coefficients 𝑆𝑇 are calculated and analysed. 

4 Results and discussion 

The hydrogen costs generated by the different methods vary from 2.19 €/kg to 3.10 €/kg at an  𝑥𝐸𝐺𝑅 = 

0.05 and from 9.61 €/kg to 14.58 €/kg at a high  𝑥𝐸𝐺𝑅 = 0.7, as it is shown in Figure 2. Compared to 

hydrogen production costs by water electrolysis or steam methane reforming from 2.8 €/kg to 4.61 €/kg 
[22] all methods generate reasonable and competitive hydrogen costs for EGR ratios up to 45 %. Larger 

differences occur for the electricity, steam and water production costs as it is shown in Figure 2. If the 

extraction method (c) or the P principle (a) is used for the engine without the external value 𝑐𝑒𝑙, the 

electricity production costs are larger than 0.10 €/kWh and therefore not competitive to those of 
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renewable or conventional energy system costs from 0.04 to 0.10 €/kWh [23] or to current spot market 
prices at approximately 0.042 €/kWh [24]. This shows that the application of the established P principle 

is problematic for polygeneration HCCI engines because it charges all costs to the heating water and 

electricity. If the extraction method (c) or equality method (d) are used for the heat exchangers, the 
lowest heating water production costs are generated at the expense of the hydrogen costs. 

 

    

Figure 2: Hydrogen costs per kg (upper left figure), electricity costs per kWh (upper right figure), 

process steam costs per kg (lower left figure) and heating water costs per kg (lower right figure) for 
different exergoeconomic analysis methods as a function of EGR ratio. 

We may compare the resulting prices to the one of high pressure steam (𝑝 = 50 𝑏𝑎𝑟, 𝑇𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 10°𝐶), 

which is produced by a boiler using natural gas as fuel with a boiler efficiency of 𝜂𝐵 = 0.95. This results 
in production costs of 14.41 €/t steam while heating water prices range from 0.96 to 1.78 €/t for European 

district heating water [25]. All methods investigated here and having reasonable hydrogen and electricity 

production costs, generate higher values for at least one of the other products. This indicates that the 

overall costs for this system – including an interest rate of 10 % – are too high to underprice the lowest 
market prices for every single product (it must be mentioned, that there is no market price for steam, as 

it depends strongly on the installation costs of the used steam generator, that is not regarded here). If the 

exergy loss cost rate �̇�𝐿,20 is charged exclusively to the heating water cost rate �̇�38 of Cooler 5, the 

hydrogen and electricity costs decrease by 15 % and 52 %, respectively, but the heating water costs 

increase strongly and exceed the range from 0.96 to 1.78 €/t by at least 303 %, except for the equality 

method (dd0’). Comparing all methods with focus on the hydrogen and electricity production costs – as 

they have by far the highest cost rates and highest exergy flows – the extraction method (bb0) and the 
combination of the extraction method and the equality method (bd0) stand out as reasonable choices, 

due to low electricity and moderate hydrogen production costs at a competitive level. Using the 

extraction method (bb0), all costs are charged to the main product of every single device and the exergy 
loss is apportioned on all main products of the system, which is the same as the F and P principle, except 

for the engine. Using the combined method (bd0), all costs of the engine are charged equally to its 

exiting valuable exergy flows and the hydrogen costs and steam costs decrease by up to 4.1 %, but the 
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extraction method (bb0) is preferable due to lower electricity costs (-37.7 %). The exergy destruction 
costs calculated with the equality method (bb0) are relatively low, with 0.638 €/h compared to a range 

of 0.625 €/h to 0.757 €/h, where the combined method (bd0) calculates the lowest exergy destruction 

costs. The sensitivity does not depend on the chosen method, as for all methods the first order and total 
order sensitivities show the same dependencies with differences below 25 %. As a conclusion, the 

equality method (bb0) shows the best combination of the investigated parameters for such a 

polygeneration process, and therefore, it is used in the following analysis. 

 

Figure 3: Product costs per hour (left figure) and product costs per kg or kWh (right figure) as a 

function of EGR ratio. 

For the given constant financial parameters of Table 1, Figure 3 shows the costs per hour of the products 

using the extraction method (bb0). Since hydrogen is chosen as the main product, and thus, charged with 

all costs of the exhaust gas flowing into the hydrogen membrane, and also with the device costs of the 
membrane itself, the hydrogen costs represent 67.7 – 80.3 % of the total product costs. Due to the 

decreasing exergy flows with increasing EGR ratios, the hydrogen costs per kg rise strongly from 2.73 

€/kg to 11.74 €/kg. The hydrogen costs per kg rise gradually with EGR ratios of 0.5 and above, leading 

to four times higher hydrogen costs compared to the lowest EGR ratio (0.05). Therefore, high EGR 
ratios should be avoided, or reduced to small periods per year. This limits the flexibility of the 

polygeneration system, due to the financial parameters. Table 4 shows the results for the sensitivity 

analysis where the first order sensitivity 𝑆1 is larger than 0.03. It is found that only four parameters have 
non-negligible sensitivities: the interest rate, lifetime, operating hours and device costs of the hydrogen 

membrane (it has the highest investment costs of all devices). Depending on the demand for the products, 

it can thus be desirable, to increase the operating hours per year by running the system at higher EGR 
ratios for this additional period, instead of shutting it down completely. 

Table 4: Sensitivity analysis 

results (𝑆1 > 0.03). 

 
Table 5: Exergoeconomic factors and exergy destruction costs 

for 𝑥𝐸𝐺𝑅= 0.05 (𝑦𝐷,𝑘 > 4.5 %). 

EGR ratio 0.05  
Device 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 y𝐷,𝑘 𝑓𝑘 𝑟𝑘 ε𝑘 �̇�𝐷,𝑘 

Sensitivity 𝑆1 𝑆T  W % % % % €/h 

HM costs 0.171 0.173  Engine 10,883.6 46.46 85.7 71.7 64.3 0.213 

Interest rate 0.221 0.220  WGSR  2,883.6 12.31 77.1 - 14.6 0.098 

Lifetime 0.207 0.211  HM  2,875.5 12.28 95.0 84.1 95.9 0.098 

Oper. hours 0.357 0.380  Valve 1,087.0 4.64 47.3 0.0 96.7 0.037 

 

As it is seen in Table 5, the engine, the hydrogen membrane and the WGS-reactor cause the highest 

exergy destruction rates with about 12 % relative exergy destruction in the reactor and the membrane 
and 46 % in the engine. The hydrogen costs increase by the palladium membrane is mainly caused by 

its high investment costs and not by the exergy destruction, as the exergoeconomic factor 𝑓𝑘 has a high 
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value of 95.0 %. The exergy destruction costs of the engine and the reactor are 0.213 €/h and 0.098 €/h, 
with relative values of 85.7 % and 77.1 %, caused by the device costs. In contrary, the expansion valve 

causes a relatively high exergy destruction, but because its investment costs are low, there is only a 

small effect on the product costs. The highest relative cost differences occur in the engine with 71.7 % 
and in the hydrogen membrane with 84.1 %. All other components influencing the hydrogen costs have 

relative cost differences of maximum 7.5 %. As engines are well approved in terms of thermal 

efficiency, reliability and production costs, a reasonable improvement for lowering the hydrogen 
production costs should be conducted for the hydrogen membrane and the WGS-reactor, e. g. reducing 

the investment costs. The lowest exergetic efficiencies occur in all heat exchangers with a range of 26 

to 80 %, the WGS-reactor with 14.6 % and the engine with 64.3 %. Therefore, the exergetic efficiency 

of the WGS-reactor should be improved, as it is accountable for 43.8 % of the heating water costs. 

5 Conclusion 

An exergoeconomic analysis of the polygeneration engine system helps to determine the cases, in which 
an improvement of the exergetic efficiency is economically reasonable and in which case non-exergy-

related parameters, e.g. investment costs, are limiting. For such polygeneration systems, the extraction 

method, where all costs are charged to a single product (the components main product), seems to be best 

suitable method. To reduce the product costs – especially the hydrogen costs – of the investigated HCCI 
polygeneration system, the investment costs of the hydrogen membrane and the water-gas shift reactor 

should be reduced, or substituted by a different, cheaper hydrogen separation technology. The hydrogen 

costs per kg for the given financial parameters have a reasonable range of 2.73 to 4.84 €/kg for EGR 
ratios up to 45 %, compared to about 2.8 to 4.61 €/kg when using water electrolysis or steam methane 

reforming [22]. In further investigations these results shall be compared to an exergoeconomic analysis 

of alternative separate processes for energy conversion and hydrogen production. It will also be extended 
towards further chemical products. 
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Nomenclature 

𝑐  €/J Exergy costs  𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 Placeholder indices for state numbers 

�̇�  €/h Cost rate  𝐵  Boiler 

�̇�  W Exergy flow rate  𝐷  Destruction 

𝑓  % Exergoeconomic factor  𝐸𝐺  Exhaust gas 

𝑟  % Relative cost difference  𝐸𝐺𝑅  Exhaust gas recirculation 

𝑆1  - First-order global sensitivity  𝑒𝑙  Electricity 

𝑆T - Total-order global sensitivity  𝐹  Fuel 

𝑥  % Ratio  𝐹𝐺  Fresh gas 

𝑦  % Fraction  𝑖  State number of an exergy flow 

�̇�  €/h Investment and OM cost rates  𝑘  Component number 

𝜀  % Exergetic efficiency  𝐿  Loss 

𝜂  % Thermal efficiency  𝑃  Product 
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Abstract 
Thermoacoustics refers to all the effects in which heat energy is converted into acoustic energy and vice 

versa. Nowadays it is a branch of growing interest, especially in the field of sustainable and renewable 

energy systems and alternative cooling technologies. On the other hand, it is an immature technology 
with many efforts to improve the performance of thermoacoustic systems. This paper presents the results 

of an experimental research on the effects of the plate length on the temperature difference generated 

across the thermoacoustic stack, which might be applied in the design of thermoacoustic devices. Seven 
stacks with different length varying from 3 to 15 cm placed at 1/8 of acoustic wave length were 

investigated at eleven resonance frequencies on a prototype device with a half-wavelength standing 

wave resonator filled with air at atmospheric pressure. The experimental results showed that at given 
resonance frequency the temperature difference created between the stack ends increases with the 

increasing plate length, reaches maximum and then decreases when the plate length is further increased. 

It was also found the maximum temperature differences for longer stacks are shifted towards lower 

resonance frequencies. During the experiments the highest temperature difference equalled to 17.5 K 
was achieved for 11 cm stack at 260 Hz, while the lowest equalled to 2.3 K was achieved for 3 cm stack 

at 100 Hz. The COP of the stack calculated based on the results, increases when the resonance frequency 

is increased and when the stack length is decreased. The maximum COP equalled to 1.56 was obtained 
for 3 cm stack at 280 Hz, the lowest equalled to 0.03 for 13 cm stack at 100 Hz. 

1 Introduction 

The propagation of period compression and rarefaction in the compressible fluid is always accompanied 

with temperature oscillations. Usually these temperature changes are unimportant. However, under 

some circumstances, when the sound travels in porous media the interactions between pulsating fluid 

and solid boundaries result in  thermoacoustic effect including the transportation and mutual 
transformation of heat energy and acoustic energy [1]. From the point of view of energy flow the 

thermoacoustic effect can be classified into two groups: one generates the acoustic power by heat flow 

against the temperature gradient along the solid surface, the other absorbs acoustic power in order to 
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transport heat, generating a temperature gradient [2]. In the same way the devices utilizing the 
thermoacoustic effect are categorized as a thermoacoustic engine or thermoacoustic refrigerator. These 

machines can be also further classified, based on the phase shift between pressure and velocity 

oscillations, into the devices with travelling wave (the pressure oscillations are in phase with the velocity 

oscillations) or with standing wave (the pressure oscillations are 90° out of phase with the velocity 

oscillations) [3]. There are several advantages of thermoacoustic devices such as simplicity, reliability, 

environmental friendliness and low cost [4,5]. They have no moving components, no sliding seals and 
no harmful refrigerants or chemicals are required [6]. 

The term “thermoacoustics” was introduced by Rott in the 1970s, who also established a linear theory 

of this effect, as an interdisciplinary science studying the conversion of heat energy into acoustic energy 

and vice versa [7]. Nevertheless the first observations of thermoacoustic phenomena can be dated 1777 
when Byron Higgins discovered the relationship between acoustic oscillations and the placement of a 

hydrogen flame inside a large tube with opened both ends [8]. In 1850 Sondhauss studied experimentally 

sound generated by heat, firstly noticed by the glassblowers when a hot glass was attached to a cool 
glass tubular [1]. The explanation of the Sondhauss effect was given by Lord Rayleigh in 1887, 

according to which “if heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest condensation or taken from it 

at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the vibration is encouraged” [9]. An important improvement of 

Sondhauss tube was done by Carter and co-workers in 1962. They enhanced the thermoacoustic effect 
by placing inside the tube the stack of plates [10]. The idea of Carter et al. led to the construction of the 

first thermoacoustic engine which produced 27 W of acoustic power from  

600 W of heat. It was one of the most important steps in the development of modern thermoacoustic 
devices, which began a lot of experimental and theoretical research on the thermoacoustic effects and 

thermoacoustic machines [1].  

Most of the current investigations have been done on the stack, where the thermoacoustic effect takes 
place [11]. Tijani et at. [12] studied the influence of the plate spacing in the stack on the performance of 

the thermoacoustic refrigerator with helium as a working fluid at average pressure of  

10 bar and operating frequency of 400 Hz. They discovered that the most favourable distance between 

plates depends on the optimization criterion. The stack with the plate spacing of 2.5𝛿𝑘, where 𝛿𝑘 is the 

thermal penetration depth was optimum for the cooling power, a spacing of 4𝛿𝑘 led to the lowest 

temperature and a spacing of 3𝛿𝑘 provided the highest performance. The relationship between cooling 

load and plate spacing in the standing-wave thermoacoustic cooler was also derived in paper [13]. The 
numerical analysis performed by the authors showed that the optimal plates spacing increases with the 

increase of the plate thickness and decreases with the increase of the angular frequency. The influence 

of the plate spacing on the temperature difference generated between stack ends was examined by 

Setiawan et al. [14] in a standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerator with air at atmospheric pressure. 
They found the same as Tijani et al. [12] that the highest temperature decrease is achieved for stack 

spacing around of 4𝛿𝑘. Tasnim et al. [15] investigated the influence of other parameters describing the 

stack such as stack material, geometry, length and position on the performance of a thermoacoustic heat 
pump with a quarter-wavelength resonator with fundamental resonance frequency of 350 Hz. Three 

different stack materials, three different geometries, six different lengths varying between 1 and 6.5 cm 

and eight positions were measured by the authors in terms of temperature difference generated across 

the stacks. The highest temperature difference occurred for the Celcor ceramic stack with square cross 
section, length of 4 cm and stack centre position of 4 cm from the pressure antinode. A theoretical 

analysis of the effects of the stack length on the coefficient of performance of a thermoacoustic cooler 

with 30 W cooling power, driven by a thermoacoustic engine was carried out by Babaei and Siddiqui 
[6]. The authors observed that for given operating conditions an optimum stack length exists, above 

which the COPR  starts to decrease. Further they showed that in order to achieve the highest efficiency 

the stack centre position have to be shifted away from the pressure antinode when its length is increased. 
The remaining works on the stack concern its location inside the resonance tube. The impact of the stack 

centre position on the temperature difference created between the stack ends in the thermoacoustic 
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refrigerator with air as a working fluid was studied in [16]. According to the results, the highest 
temperature differences were obtained for stack location at 1/16 of acoustic wave. Similar dependences 

were achieved in [17] and in [18], where the highest temperature differences occurred for stack centre 

positions closer to pressure antinode than pressure node.  
Besides the research only on the stack itself, many exploration was done within other factors which 

influence the performance of thermoacoustic devices. Wantha et al. in [19] proved that the optimal 

operating frequency of a standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerator differs from the design based on 

equation 𝑓 = 𝑎/2𝐿, where 𝐿 is the resonator length and 𝑎 is the speed of sound. Also Tang  

et al. [20] demonstrated that the resonator length has significant impact on the resonance frequency. 

Tijani et al. [21] showed in turn that the performance of thermoacoustic refrigerator improves as the 

Prandtl number of the working fluid decreases. Likewise in [21,22] the working fluid properties were 
the main aim of the research, whereas for example in [24,25] the thermoacoustic refrigerator was 

investigated at different cooling load. 

This paper presents the experimental study on the effects of the plate length on the temperature 
difference generated across the thermoacoustic stack. Seven different plate lengths at eleven resonance 

frequencies, located at the same position in relation to acoustic wave were examined at a prototype 

device driven by a loudspeaker and air as a working fluid. Additionally, based on the achieved results 

the coefficient of performance of the studied stacks was calculated and the influence of the plate length 
was also analysed in terms of COP. The experimental results are helpful for optimal design and the 

improvement of the components of the thermoacoustic devices. 

2 Theory 

The thermoacoustic effect can be explained by considering a stack consisting of a number of parallel 

plates placed inside an acoustically resonant tube (Figure 1a). The working fluid that fills the gaps 
between the plates oscillates under the influence of an acoustic standing wave sustained for example by 

an acoustic driver (Figure 1b). For the fluid parcels at a distance of a thermal penetration depth from the 

plate the thermal interaction with the solid boundary introduces a time delay between temperature and 

pressure oscillations, which is necessary to drive the fluid through thermodynamic cycle [25]. The 

thermal penetration depth is, roughly, the distance that heat can diffuse trough fluid during a time 1/𝜔 

[1]: 

 

𝛿𝑘 = √2𝐾/(𝜔𝜌𝑐𝑝) (1) 

 

 

The heat flow from one end of the stack (the cold end) to the other end (the hot end) can then takes 

place, resulting in a temperature difference (∆𝑇) developed along the stack (Figure 1c). 

The thermodynamic cycle that undergoes the fluid parcel in a standing wave thermoacoustic 

refrigerator can be considered as a four separate steps (Figure 2). During the first, the parcel is 

compressed adiabatically, increases in temperature and moves toward the pressure antinode. In this state 
the parcel temperature is higher than the plate temperature and hence the constant pressure heat flow 

from the parcel to the plate takes place. In the third step, the parcel moves back to its initial position, 

expands and cools down adiabatically. At this time the parcel is colder than the local surface of the stack 
plate so the heat flows from the plate to the parcel [27]. There are many parcels that oscillate along the 

plate and every is subjected to the thermodynamic cycle. Heat deposited on the plate by one parcel is 

then transported by the adjacent parcel and the plate is used only as a temporary storage of heat [28]. 

In order to make use of this process for heat pumping purposes, the heat exchangers have to be 
attached at the both sides of the stack (Figure 1a). The cold heat exchanger transfers heat from a low-
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temperature source to the cold end of the stack, while the hot heat exchanger extracts heat from the hot 
end of the stack to a high-temperature source. However, it is important to impose appropriate 

temperature gradient along the stack, smaller than the critical gradient. Otherwise the device will work  

 

Figure 1: a) Schematic of the standing wave thermoacoustic refrigerator. b) Pressure and velocity 

distribution in the resonator. c) Temperature distribution in the resonator. 

 

Figure 2: Thermodynamic cycle of the fluid parcel in a thermoacoustic refrigerator with the standing 

wave. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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as an engine. The critical temperature gradient is a value for which the temperature change due to 
adiabatic compression and expansion matches the temperature change due to parcel motion along the 

plate, and is defined as [1]:   

 

∇𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝑇𝑚

𝛽𝜔𝑝1

𝜌𝑚𝑐𝑝𝑢1
 (2) 

 

 

There are many independent parameters that influence on the performance of a thermoacoustic systems, 

like design requirements, thermophysical properties of working fluid and the stack plates and geometry 

parameters of the stack and the resonator.  In order to simplify the expressions of enthalpy flux and 
acoustic power these parameters can be reduced through normalization (Table 1). The normalized 

enthalpy flux and normalized acoustic power with the assumption of the boundary-layer approximation 

(𝛿𝑘 , 𝛿𝑣 ≪ 𝑦0 – the thermal and viscous penetration depth are smaller than the spacing in the stack) and 

short-stack approximation (𝜆/2𝜋 ≫ 𝐿𝑠  – the reduced acoustic wavelength is larger than the stack length) 

are equalled to [29]:  

 

�̇�𝑛 = −
1

8𝛾
𝛿𝑘𝑛(𝐷𝑅)2

sin(2𝑥𝑐𝑛)

(1 + 𝑃𝑟)𝛬
[𝛤

1 + √𝑃𝑟 + 𝑃𝑟

1 + √𝑃𝑟
− (1 + √𝑃𝑟 − √𝑃𝑟𝛿𝑘𝑛)] (3) 

 

�̇�𝑛 =
1

4𝛾
𝛿𝑘𝑛(𝐷𝑅)2𝐿𝑠𝑛 [𝐵𝑅(𝛾 − 1)𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝑥𝑐𝑛) (

𝛤

(1 + √𝑃𝑟)𝛬
− 1) −

√𝑃𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝑥𝑐𝑛)

𝐵𝑅𝛬
] (4) 

 
where: 

 

𝛤 =
∇𝑇

∇𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
=

∆𝑇𝑚𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑥𝑐𝑛)

𝐵𝑅(𝛾 − 1)𝐿𝑠𝑛
 (5) 

 

𝛬 = 1 − 𝛿𝑘𝑛√𝑃𝑟 +
1

2
𝑃𝑟𝛿𝑘𝑛

2  (6) 

 

The thermal conductivity term in Eg. (2) is neglected. The coefficient of performance of the stack can 

be thus written as: 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑃 =
�̇�𝑛

�̇�𝑛

 (7) 

Table 1: Normalized parameters. 

Operation parameters Fluid parameters Stack geometry parameters 

Drive ratio: 𝐷𝑅 = 𝑝1/𝑝𝑚 

Enthalpy flux: �̇�𝑛 = �̇�2/(𝑝𝑚𝑎𝐴) 

Acoustic power: �̇�𝑛 = �̇�2/(𝑝𝑚𝑎𝐴)  

Temperature difference: ∆𝑇𝑚𝑛 = ∆𝑇𝑚/𝑇𝑚 

Prandtl number: 𝑃𝑟 

Thermal penetration 

depth: 𝛿𝑘𝑛 = 𝛿𝑘/𝑦0 

Stack length: 𝐿𝑠𝑛 = 𝑘𝐿𝑠 

Stack position: 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑘𝑥 

Blockage ratio: 𝐵𝑅 = 𝑦0/(𝑦0 + 𝑙) 
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3 Experimental apparatus and procedure 

The effects of the plate length on the temperature gradient generated across the stack ends were 

investigated at the experimental apparatus shown in the Figure 3. The device is a standing wave type 

refrigerator without hot and cold heat exchanger. It consists of an acoustic driver, a parallel stack, a 
resonator, the measuring and auxiliaries equipment.  

The acoustic driver is a commercial loudspeaker with nominal impedance of 4 Ω and continuous power 

handling of 200 W RMS. A function generator installed on the computer and a power amplifier, which 

provides 185 W output power and voltage gain up to 26 dB are employed to drive the system with 
appropriate power at selected frequency. The loudspeaker is connected to the rectangular resonance tube 

ended by a movable piston, which allows to adjust resonator length to the operating frequency. The 

resonance tube with inner dimensions 0.045 x 0.045 m, length of 2 m is filled with air at atmospheric 
pressure. The sound pressure level of an acoustic wave that is sustained in the resonator is controlled by 

a condenser microphone with the sensitivity of 5 mV/Pa. The temperatures of each end of the stack are 

measured by the thermocouple type-T with the accuracy of 1 K. All parameters are acquired, saved and 
displayed on the computer.  

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 

Table 2: Measurements points. 

Operating 

frequency 

[Hz] 

Resonator 

length  

[m] 

Stack 

center 

position  

[m] 

Sound 

pressure 

level  

[dB] 

Thermal 

penetration 

depth 

[mm] 

The ratio of stack length to acoustic wave length 

[%] 

3 cm 

stack 

5 cm 

stack 

7 cm 

stack 

9 cm 

stack 

11 cm 

stack 

13 cm 

stack 

15 cm 

stack 

100 1.71 0.43 80 0.268 0.9 1.5 2 2.6 3.2 3.8 4.4 

120 1.43 0.36 80 0.245 1 1.7 2.4 3.1 3.8 4.5 5.2 

140 1.22 0.31 80 0.226 1.2 2 2.9 3.7 4.5 5.3 6.1 

160 1.07 0.27 80 0.212 1.4 2.3 3.3 4.2 5.1 6.1 7 

180 0.95 0.24 80 0.199 1.6 2.6 3.7 4.7 5.8 6.8 7.9 
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200 0.86 0.22 80 0.189 1.7 2.9 4.1 5.2 6.4 7.6 8.7 

220 0.78 0.2 80 0.181 1.9 3.2 4.5 5.8 7.1 8.3 9.6 

240 0.71 0.18 80 0.173 2.1 3.5 4.9 6.3 7.7 9.2 10.6 

260 0.66 0.17 80 0.166 2.3 3.8 5.3 6.8 8.3 9.8 11.4 

280 0.61 0.15 80 0.160 2.5 4.1 5.7 7.4 9 10.7 12.3 

300 0.57 0.14 80 0.155 2.6 4.4 6.1 7.9 9.6 11.4 13.2 

 
The experiments were done for seven different stack’s lengths, varying from 3 to 15 cm with  

2 cm step. The stack’s plate with the thickness of 0.178 mm are made from plastic and are separated by 

0.4 mm fishing line. Every stack was investigated under eleven different resonance frequencies, starting 
from 100 Hz and ending at 300 Hz. At the given resonance frequency the resonance tube length was 

adjusted by the change of piston position to the half-length of acoustic wave. In every measurement the 

stack was located at point corresponded to the 1/8 of acoustic wave length. The position guaranteed that 

for longer plates the one end of the stack was not too close to the loudspeaker and on the other hand, it  
allowed to achieve relatively high temperature difference because it was also a half distance between 

the pressure and the velocity antinode. The sound pressure level during experiments was kept at 80 dB. 

Such value provided reasonable drive ratio with low distortion of the amplifier. For each measurement 
the data was read until the temperature difference between the stack ends became stable. The measuring 

points and operating parameters are shown in Table 2. 

4 Results and discussion 

The temperature differences generated between the stack ends as a function of resonance frequencies 

for seven different stack lengths are shown in Figure 4. The dependencies differ based on stack lengths. 

At lower frequencies, up to 140 Hz, the temperature differences increase both with the increase in the 
resonance frequency and in the stack length. The highest values are achieved for the longest stack, the 

lowest for the shortest stack. Further increase in the frequency, up to 200 Hz, still causes growth in the 

temperature differences created along all the stacks. However, the temperature difference for the 15 cm 
stack becomes smaller than for 13 cm stack. At 200 Hz the temperature difference for the longest stack 

reaches maximum, about 16 K, and then starts to decrease with increasing frequency. At 300 Hz the 

temperature difference for this stack is almost equal to temperature difference achieved for 5 cm stack, 

three times shorter stack. Similar relationships can be observed for 13 and 11 cm stacks, which reach 
maximum temperature differences at 220 and 260 Hz, respectively. For these three longest stack the 

optimal frequency in terms of temperature difference created along their ends occur at almost the same 

ratio of the stack length to the acoustic wave length, equals nearly to 8.3% (Table 2). For the rest stacks, 
3, 4, 7 and 9 cm the temperature differences increase with increasing resonance frequency in the whole 

range of investigated frequencies. At 300 Hz the temperature difference generated along 9 cm stack is 

the highest. 
The increase in the stack length led always to more thermoacoustic interactions along the plate [30], 

which results in higher temperature difference between its ends. However, this increase in the 

temperature difference is only possible to a certain plate length, determined by the resonance frequency. 

Further increase in the plate length causes a decline in the temperature difference. This is because the 
stack becomes too long in relation to the acoustic wave length that the one end of the stack is too close 

to pressure node (velocity antinode) where greater velocity causes high vicious loss, and the other end 

of the stack is too close to pressure antinode (velocity node) where a small acoustic power is produced. 
These effects with the combination of the increase in the viscous interactions because of longer contact 

between the plate surface and the fluid reduce a heat transfer from cold to hot end of the stack and thus 

the temperature differences become smaller.  
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From the Figure 4 it can be also seen that for given stack with determined length, for example  
3 cm stack, the temperature difference increases with increasing frequency (beyond for frequencies 

higher than optimal frequency, which was explained above). It follows mainly from two reasons. Firstly, 

the power density in thermoacoustic stack is a linear function of the acoustic resonance frequency [31], 
so for lower frequencies there is less power to drive the fluid parcel trough thermodynamic cycle. 

Secondly, it is caused by poor match between the plate spacing and the thermal penetration depth. The 

heat-flux transported along the plate is largest at a distance of thermal penetration depth and falls zero 
both at the plate and infinity [1]. Successful operation of the stack requires imperfect contact between 

the plate and the fluid, which is obtained for stack spacing roughly of a few thermal penetration depths, 

when the entire volume of the working fluid between the plates may contribute to the thermoacoustic 

effect. In this research, for frequencies up to 180 Hz the distance between the plate was less than twice 
thermal penetration depth (Table 2), which resulted in the reduction of thermoacoustic effect and then 

in the decrease in temperature difference. 

The variation of coefficient of performance of the stack with resonance frequency for different stack 
lengths is presented in the Figure 5, while the Figure 6 shows the same parameter but as a function of 

normalized stack length. The normalized stack length is obtained by multiplying the wave number 
(𝑘 = 𝜔/𝑎) to actual stack length. The COP defined by the Eqs. (6) was calculated using Eqs. (2) and 

(3), and measured parameters. According to the Figure 5 the values of COP changes as the resonance 
frequency and stack length change. The shortest stack shows the maximum COP for all the investigated 

frequencies. The COP decreases gradually as the stack length is further increased. As the Figure 6 shows 

the COP values are very sensitive especially to the change of the stack length for relatively short stacks. 
A slightly extension of the stack causes a sharp decrease in the performance of the stack. Contrary it is 

for longer stacks, where the increase in the plate length does not reduce the COP so significantly. For 

the longest stack (11, 13 and 15 cm) the differences between COP are almost imperceptible. The total 
work done on the fluid parcel is proportional to the plate length (Eqs. (3)) and the viscous loss is 

increased as the velocity amplitude increases. Therefore, the shorter stacks absorb less acoustic power 

and generally shows higher COP.  

 

Figure 4: Temperature differences generated across the stack versus resonance frequencies for 

different stack lengths. 
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Figure 5: COP of the stack versus resonance frequencies for different stack lengths. 

The COP is also strongly affected by the resonance frequencies - it increases with increasing frequency. 
The lowest values were achieved at 100 Hz, the highest at 280 and 300 Hz. Again, it is due to too narrow 

plate spacing, which reduces heat transported along the plate.  

 

Figure 6: COP of the stack versus normalized stack length for different resonance frequencies. 

5 Conclusions 

The effects of the plate length on the temperature difference generated across the thermoacoustic stack 

is studied systematically. The experiments performed for the seven stacks with length varying from 3 to 

15 cm placed at 1/8 of the acoustic wave length for all eleven investigated resonance frequencies revel 

following observations. The temperature difference created between stack ends at given resonance 
frequency increases with increasing plate length, reaches maximum and then decreases when the plate 

length is further increased. What is more, this maximum temperature differences for longer stacks are 
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shifted towards lower resonance frequencies. From of all investigated stacks, the highest temperature 
difference equalled to 17.5 K was achieved for 11 cm stack at 260 Hz, the lowest equalled to 2.3 K was 

achieved for 3 cm stack at 100 Hz. The COP of the stacks calculated based on obtained results decreases 

with the increase in the stack length. The maximum COP equalled to 1.56 was obtained for 3 cm stack 
at 280 Hz, the lowest equalled to 0.03 for 13 cm stack at 100 Hz. The results also confirmed that the 

temperature difference created along the stack and COP is also strongly influenced by the resonance 

frequency and plate spacing. The lowest values were mostly achieved for the lowest frequencies, for 
which the plate spacing was less than twice thermal penetration depth.  

Nomenclature 

𝑎 − speed of sound, 𝑚/𝑠 

𝐴 − cross-sectional area, 𝑚2 

𝑐𝑝 − isobaric heat capacity, 𝐽/(𝑘𝑔𝐾) 

𝑓 − frequency, 𝐻𝑧 

�̇� − energy flux, 𝑊 

𝑘 − wave number, 1/𝑚 

𝐾 − thermal conductivity, 𝑊/(𝑚𝐾) 

𝐿 − length, 𝑚 

𝑝 − pressure, 𝑃𝑎 

𝑃𝑟 − Prandtl number, – 

𝑇 − temperature, 𝐾 

𝑢 − velocity, 𝑚/𝑠 

𝑉 − volume, 𝑚3 

�̇� − acoustic power, 𝑊 

𝑦0 − half of the plate spacing, 𝑚 

𝛽 − thermal expansion coefficient, 1/𝐾 

𝛿𝑘 − thermal penetration depth, 𝑚 

𝛿𝑣 − viscous penetration depth, 𝑚 

𝛾 − ratio, isobaric to isochoric specific heats, – 

𝜆 − wavelength, 𝑚 

𝜌 − density, 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 

𝜔 − angular frequency, 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 

Subscripts, superscripts      

𝑐 − center       

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 − critical       

𝑚 − mean 

𝑛 − normalized 

𝑠 − solid or standing 

1 – fluctuating part 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we aim to develop a comprehensive ignition model for three dimensional (3D) 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) combustion modeling in Spark-Ignited (SI) engines. Many 

literature studies on experimental and numerical investigations into spark ignition [1-4] show that the 

complexity of the process makes a modeling of spark ignition very challenging. In the proposed model, 

we consider the following aspects separately to model a complexity of spark ignition process. An 

electrical circuit is solved for calculation of the energy transferred to the spark plasma channel. The 

spark itself is represented by computational particles for monitoring its motion and ignitability. The heat 

diffusion from the spark towards surrounding mixture is calculated with a one dimensional (1D) model, 

resulting in a temperature obtained at the surface of the spark channel. Based on the calculated 

temperature and interpolated pressure and local mixture composition, an instantaneous ignition delay 

time is read from tabulated values for every particle representing the spark channel. The final ignitability 

criterion is defined by a precursor calculated with a zero dimensional (0D) model, which accounts for a 

history of changes of spark surface temperature and local mixture properties. As soon as the precursor 

reaches a threshold value for a given spark channel particle, a flame kernel is introduced at a position of 

the particle. After that, a flame propagation is generally treated by the G-equation combustion model. 

The proposed model is implemented into the AVL FIRETM CFD solver. A validation is performed by 

measurements of the spark discharge process in high velocity flow field and single cylinder AVL 

research engine. We illustrate that the proposed model can correctly reproduce electrical circuit, spark 

channel dynamics, and an overall engine performance. 

1 Introduction 

The recent trend in engines development shows that the most favorable solutions in terms of lowering 
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engine-out emissions and improving combustion engine fuel efficiency are direct-injection SI 

combustion systems [5]. A main advantage of the configuration comes from injecting the fuel directly 

into the cylinder and combusting a stratified mixture and a disadvantage is that a non-uniform fuel 

distribution close to the spark electrodes can lead to unfavorable conditions for ignition and substantial 

cycle to cycle variations [6]. It usually brings engine manufacturers to intensively use multidimensional 

CFD modeling to investigate and optimize phenomena occurring in internal combustion engines. An 

accurate description of the ignition process is a part of crucial components in order to successfully model 

the combustion initiation and the following flame propagation. 

There are extensive experimental investigations of the spark ignition [1, 3, 4, 7, 8]. Since the complexity 

of ignition process brings a lot of difficulties to correctly describe a whole physical model, many RANS 

and LES studies of this phenomenon have been carried out in a certain accuracy depending on the 

simplifications and physically reasonable assumptions. The discrete-particle ignition kernel (DPIK) 

model and its improvements [9–11] are focused on the development of the early kernel surface simply 

initialized between the spark electrodes. They do not describe the spark channel and the delay between 

the spark deposition and the ignition of the mixture. The arc-and-kernel tracking ignition model 

(AKTIM) [12] introduces marker particles to track the spark and flame kernels which are advected and 

diffused in response to the turbulent flow field. A physically missing part is that the spark cannot be 

directly linked to the position of the flame kernels. The ignition models that explain the ignition delay 

and link from the ignition location to the spark channel are the spark channel ignition monitoring model 

(SparkCIMM) [8] and the curved arc diffusion ignition model (CADIM) [13]. The CADIM model 

additionally takes into account the effect of the curvature of the spark channel on the location of the first 

flame kernel. Both models do not solve the electrical circuit, which means that the effect of variable 

spark energy source term is not included in the models. 

Based on advantages and disadvantages of available ignition models and experimental investigations, 

we propose to combine specific features of individual models in order to comprehensively describe the 

ignition process in SI engines. The spark is represented by particles and evolved by a refined curve 

movement model to compute a curvature of the spark surface more accurately. The electrical circuit is 

solved for the energy transferred to the spark plasma channel. The ignition delay and the ignition 

location are calculated with a 1D heat diffusion equation based on tabulated ignition delay times. The 

flame kernel is introduced at calculated position along the spark channel. The following flame 

propagation is treated by the G-equation combustion model for RANS engine simulations. A validation 

of the model is performed by experimental data of the spark discharge process in a high-velocity flow 

filed and measurements from a single cylinder AVL research engine. 

2 Model formulation 

2.1 Spark channel evolution 

The spark plasma channel in the proposed model is represented by particles rk , that is, the kth particle 

position vector. At the instance of breakdown the spark is initialized with evenly located particles that 

define a shape of spark and track local mixture properties. During the ignition process, the spark channel 

can become considerably distorted by the local flow [3, 8, 13]. The simplest approach to describe the 

movement of the spark is to move each particle with the velocity vector interpolated from the given cell-

centered velocity values. Then, particles would move independently on each other leading to irregular 

distances shown in Fig. 1b between particles which causes severe inaccuracy to numerically compute a 

curvature. In order to overcome irregular distances between particles, an advanced numerical model for 

3D curve movement [17] is used to compute the dynamics of the spark. The motion of the curve is 

decomposed in tangential and normal directions and the overall shape of the evolving curve with fixed 

end points is determined only by the normal component of the velocity. The tangential component of 
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the velocity is controlled to assure a uniform distribution of particles during the curve evolution. The 

final model is given in the form of the following intrinsic advection diffusion PDE with a driving force: 

 

∂𝐫

∂t
= μ𝐍v + ϵ

∂2𝐫

∂s2
+ α

∂𝐫

∂s
 (1) 

 

where Nv is the projection of the velocity vector field to a normal plane of the curve, ∂2r/∂s2 is the 

curvature vector and ∂r/∂s is the unit tangent vector. Parameters µ and ϵ are responsible for the particle 

movement in the normal direction and for the curvature regularization, respectively. A parameter α is 

the tangential velocity which controls the particle movement along the curve. The details of the 

discretization and a derivation of the tangential velocity α are described in [17]. Figure 1 presents a 

comparison between the spark channel movement with the simple approach and with the advanced 

numerical model for 3D curve movement. It is clearly visible that the advanced numerical model 

eliminates irregular distances between the particles and do not allow for an accumulation of particles. 

Comparing to irregularly distributed particles, regularly distributed particles bring better accuracy of 

computing the local spark curvature used in the ignition delay model. 

 

 

Figure 1. From the left side, (a) spark initialized in simulation, (b) distorted spark with regular 

movement, and (c) distorted spark with advanced movement model. 

2.2 Electrical circuit model 

SI engines usually employ transistor controlled ignition systems (TCI), which are basically composed 

of primary and secondary electrical circuits. The primary circuit includes the battery and the primary 

inductance, while the secondary circuit includes the secondary inductance (Ls) and the spark plug. At 

the spark timing, the switch in the primary circuit is opened and a volt age across the spark gap rapidly 

reaches the breakdown value resulting in formation of the spark plasma channel. Since the influence of 

the primary circuit on the spark evolution is negligible, only the secondary circuit is represented in the 

model. Description of the electrical circuit follows the one proposed for the AKTIM model [12]. The 

change in energy available in the secondary circuit Es with respect to time is described with the 

following equation: 

 
dEs
dt

= −Rs ∙ is
2 − Vie ∙ is (2) 

 

where is = (2Es/Ls)0.5 is the current, Rs is the resistance of the secondary circuit, Vie is the inter-electrode 

voltage. The inter-electrode voltage is calculated with the relation, Vie = Vcf + Vaf + Vgc, where Vcf and 

Vaf are cathode and anode voltage falls given by Kim et al. [18] and Vgc is the gas-column voltage 

calculated as: 

 

Vgc = Cgc ∙ lspk ∙ is
Cis ∙ p0.51 (3) 

 

where Cgc is the gas column constant (6.21 for the arc phase and 40.46 for the glow phase), Cis is the 
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current exponent constant (−0.75 for the arc phase and −0.32 for the glow phase) and lspk is the length 

of the plasma channel calculated with the spark channel evolution model. Finally, the power provided 

to the spark plasma channel Qspk is computed as follows: 

 

Q̇spk = Vspk ∙ is (4) 

 

When the inter-electrode voltage reaches the breakdown voltage, a restrike takes place. The current 

spark channel disappears and a new one is formed between the electrodes. Depending on the energy 

available in the secondary circuit, several restrikes can happen during the single spark discharge event. 

The whole discharge process lasts as long as Es > 0. 

2.3 Ignition delay model 

The energy transfer from the electrical circuit to the spark channel during the breakdown phase results 

in a rapid temperature increase inside the plasma up to several dozen thousands of Kelvins. During the 

arc and glow phases the energy supplied to the plasma is transferred to the surrounding gas and 

temperatures inside the plasma are lowered to several thousands of Kelvins. Since the plasma 

temperatures are much too high to allow the species present in regular combustion products to exist, 

combustion reactions take place at the outer plasma surface where the conditions are ideal for rapid 

chemical activity [19]. These observations are the basis for the ignition delay model. 

The main part of the model is the solution of the 1D heat equation in the normal direction to the spark 

channel surface, which allows to track the temperature at the assumed plasma surface. In [13], the 

deflection of the spark channel has an effect on the heat transfer in the normal direction to the plasma 

surface. The curvature of the spark channel surface leads to an increased or reduced local energy transfer 

depending on the convex or concave shape. We briefly show a derivation of the heat equation with 

curvature terms; more details in [13] and [20]. Let K(x, t) to be the spark channel surface of a constant 

diameter (50 µm in [8, 13, 16]). With no self induced dynamics, the kinematics of the surface can be 

described with the standard advection equation. The transient governing equation for the temperature 

solved at the spark channel surface is written: 

 

ρ
∂T

∂t
+ ρui

∂T

∂xi
−

∂

∂xi
(
λ

cp

∂T

∂xi
) −

λ

cp
2

∂cp

∂xi

∂T

∂xi
−

1

cp

∂p

∂t
+ Q̇in = 0 (5) 

 

where ui is a velocity in xi coordinate, λ is the thermal conductivity, cp is the heat capacity, p is the 

pressure, and Qin is the heat source. Since the heat transfer from the spark channel to the surrounding 

gas occurs mainly in the normal direction to the plasma surface, the temperature equation should be 

solved in the normal direction to the K-surface. Introducing the normal vector nK to the K-surface, the 

curvature of the K-surface can be described by: 

 

κK = ∇ ⋅ 𝐧K =
∇2K − 𝐧K ⋅ ∇(𝐧K ⋅ ∇K)

|∇K|
 (6) 

 

Rotating x1 to the normal direction of the K-surface the new coordinate system is defined as: K1 = 

K(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,t), K2 = x2, K3 = x3 .With the coordinate system transformation, the curvature becomes: 

κK =

(
∂2K
∂xi

2 −
∂2K
∂x1

2)

|∇K|
= −

∑
∂2K
∂xβ

2
3
β=2

√(
∂K
∂xi

)
2

 (7) 
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Using the change of coordinates and the advection equation of surface, it is possible to derive the final 

temperature equation with curvature terms: 

 

ρ
∂T

∂t
=

∂

∂K
(
λ

cp

∂T

∂K
) − κβ

λ

cp

∂T

∂K
+

λ

cp
2

∂cp

∂K

∂T

∂K
+

1

cp

∂p

∂t
 (8) 

 

where κβ = κ2 + κ3 is the sum of curvatures in tangential directions. The curvature κ2 in K2 direction 

describes the curvature caused by the spark channel deflection. For simplification it is calculated as the 

curvature of the curve representing the spark channel at a given particle. Curvature κ3 in K3 direction is 

caused by the cylindrical geometry of the spark channel and equals κ3 = 1/r. The governing temperature 

equation in the final form is a 1D heat equation, which can be easily discritized with the 

finite difference method.  

 

Figure 2. K-domain for 1D heat equation. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the first grid point of the K-domain is located at the spark channel surface. The 

equation is solved for every particle representing the spark channel. The temperature along the K-

domain Tini is initialized with the temperature interpolated from the given cell-centered value for each 

particle. The heat transfer from the spark towards the K-domain is described with the temperature 

gradient at the surface of the spark channel: 

 

∂T

∂K
|
K=0

=
Q̇el ⋅ ηeff
λ ⋅ Aspk

 (9) 

 

where Qel is the power supplied from the electrical circuit to the spark channel, Aspk is the area of the 

spark channel surface and ηeff is the efficiency of the heat transfer from the spark plasma to the 

surrounding mixture. Based on experimental measurements from [14] and [21] values of ηeff = 0.2 for 

the arc phase and ηeff = 0.09 for the glow phase were adopted. The boundary condition at the nth point 

of the K-domain is the constant temperature condition corresponding to the temperature of the mixture 

in vicinity of the spark (interpolated from cell-centered value). With time advance the temperature at 

the first grid point of the K-domain is increased due to temperature gradient. Simultaneously, the 

temperature diffusion process towards the unburnt mixture counteracts the temperature increase and a 

specific temperature profile is obtained over the K-domain. The highest temperature is at the spark 

surface (K = 0) and ignition is expected to take place there. The ignition timing calculation is based on 

tabulated ignition delay times (IDTs). Every time step an IDT τ(T, p, φ, EGR) is read from tables for 

given conditions, where T is the temperature calculated at the spark channel surface, p is pressure, φ is 

the equivalence ratio and EGR is the residual gas fraction interpolated from the 3D domain for a given 

spark particle. Then, a precursor of ignition Yp is calculated based on instantaneous IDT. The change of 

precursor in time is obtained with a model proposed in [22]: 
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dYp

dt
=
√τ2 + 4(1 − τ)Yp

τ
 

(10) 

 

Ignition is triggered for the first particle at which a threshold value of precursor is reached (Yp = 1.0). 

Calculating the precursor as described above allows to account for the history of changes in mixture 

composition, pressure and temperature. It is important especially for temperature changes caused by the 

heat transfer from the spark channel to the surrounding mixture. The difference in curvature between 

the particles will affect the temperature calculated at the spark channel surface, which will have impact 

on the precursor and the final location of the ignition point. It is expected that ignition will take place in 

regions of high curvature due to increased temperature. 

2.4 Flame kernel initialization and flame propagation 

When ignition timing and position is calculated, a spherical flame kernel is initiated (0.5 mm in diameter 

[8, 16]). The flame propagation is calculated with the G-equation for RANS engine simulations [15], 

which is numerically solved by the semi-implicit level set method with inflow-based gradient [23, 24]. 

For the G-equation combustion model, an initialization of the G-scalar is necessary by enforcing a 

spherical distribution with G0 located at a kernel radius distance from the ignition point. With a mesh 

refined to an element size of approximately 0.1 mm in the vicinity of ignition point it is possible to 

resolve the initial flame kernel surface and calculate flame propagation with the G-equation model from 

the beginning of kernel growth. 

3 Results 

3.1 Spark discharge in high velocity flow field 

The first CFD simulations with the new ignition model concern the spark discharge process in a high 

velocity flow field. The goal is to reproduce experiments performed by [25] and to compare the results 

with the measured data. The experimental setup consisted of the ignition system and the spark plug 

placed in a constant volume chamber with a nozzle responsible for velocity generation. Table 1 

summarizes properties of the secondary electrical circuit and experimental conditions. 

Table 1: Experimental setup for spark discharge. 

Initial energy 140 mJ 

Resistance 10 kΩ 

Inductance 40 H 

Electrode gap 0.65 mm 

Chamber temperature 293 K 

Chamber pressure 5 bar 

Velocity at the spark plug 8 m/s, 12 m/s, 16 m/s 

Figure 3 presents a comparison between the current, voltage and power calculated with the proposed 

model and measured during the experiment for 12 m/s case. The high velocity flow field stretches the 

spark plasma channel, which corresponds to the increase of the inter-electrode voltage. When the inter-

electrode voltage reaches the level of breakdown voltage, a restrike takes place. The current spark 

channel disappears and a new one is formed. The multiple restrikes are clearly visible as drops in the 

voltage both in the experiment and in the calculation with the proposed model. Overall a good agreement 

between the model and the experiment is reached, especially during the first breakdown event. During 
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the next breakdowns the difference between calculated and measured voltage comes from the fact that 

the spark deposited after the restrike is already elongated and deflected in the experiment, while the 

model does not include the stochastic character of restrikes and initializes the new spark channel directly 

between the electrodes after the restrike. Because the energy available in the electrical circuit decreases 

in time, the ignition is expected to take place during the first breakdown. In the following breakdowns 

the power supplied by the ignition system is lower (Fig. 3b) and the ignition is less probable. Figure 3b 

also shows that the instantaneous heat transfer to the spark channel can differ significantly from the 

average over the whole discharge process. The presented model correctly predicts this behavior. Figure 

4 shows the spark plasma channel captured with a high speed camera and compares it to the result of 

the spark movement during the first breakdown event calculated with the proposed model. For 12 m/s 

case the first breakdown lasts ~0.3 ms. The shape of the evolving curve is well represented by the 

moving particles. Similar observations were made for the 8 m/s and 16 m/s cases. The good agreement 

with the measurement, especially during the first breakdown, confirms that the model can be used in 

engine cases, where the ignition is also expected to take place during the first breakdown of the spark. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of the current and voltage in the secondary electrical circuit (a) and power 

supplied by the ignition system (b) between the calculation results and the experiment [25]. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of the spark deflection during the first breakdown between the proposed model 

(top) and experiments [25] (bottom). 

3.2 Engine simulations 

The 3D CFD engine simulations are performed for the four-valve AVL research engine equipped with 

wall-guided direct fuel injection. Table 2 summarizes the engine specification and conditions of the 

operating point chosen for comparison. Two cases are considered. The first case is calculated with the 

new ignition model implemented into the AVL FIRETM software. The second case is calculated without 

the ignition model (with direct flame kernel initialization between the spark electrodes at the ignition 

timing). Simulations are performed on a polyhedral mesh for one full engine cycle, starting from exhaust 

valve opening. The maximum cell size of the computational mesh is of 1.0 mm refined to 0.1 mm around 

the spark plug. A cell size of 0.1 mm in vicinity of the spark plug allows to resolve the initial flame 
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kernel surface and to calculate the flame propagation with the G-equation model from the beginning of 

kernel growth. The fuel spray is modeled with around 20000 stochastic Lagrangian spray parcels 

coupled to the gas phase via source terms. The simulation time-step during ignition and combustion is 

set to 0.2 degCA (1.11·10-5 s). 

Table 2: Engine specification and operating conditions 

Bore/Stroke 86 mm/86 mm 

Compression ratio 12.5 

BMEP 1.766 bar 

Engine speed 3000 rpm 

Spark advance −28.0 degCA aTDC 

Mean equivalence ratio 0.889 

Mean EGR 18.9% 

Figure 5 present a comparison between simulations performed with the proposed ignition model and 

simulations performed with a direct kernel initialization. In the first case the spark channel is initialized 

with 200 computational particles between the spark electrodes. The ignition criterion is firstly reached 

for a particle located at the region where the spark channel is deflected the most. The flame kernel of a 

diameter of 0.5 mm is initialized at the same location around 2.35 degCA after the spark deposition. The 

flame propagation is handled by the G-equation model from the beginning of kernel growth. The G0 

surface development for this case is shown in Fig. 6. In the second case the kernel is directly initialized 

between the spark electrodes. The ignition delay is not accounted for and the early kernel deposition 

results in the difference in the progress of the combustion process between the two calculated cases. 

This difference is clearly visible in Fig. 5b where the calculated and measured pressure and Rate of Heat 

Release (ROHR) are compared. With the direct deposition of the kernel the pressure starts to rise earlier 

than in the experiment and a higher peak pressure is obtained. The simulation performed with the 

proposed ignition model shows much better agreement with the measurement. The pressure curve is 

correctly matched during the compression, ignition and early flame propagation up to the crank angle 

of the peak pressure. After this point the calculated pressure is overestimated during the power stroke in 

both calculated cases. This behavior can be explained by the 

flame-wall interaction that is not included in the current version of the combustion model. In the 

experiment, combustion is slowed down at the end of the process due to flame quenching close to the 

walls. This effect is observed as a difference in the measured and calculated ROHR after around 

10 degCA aTDC. Overall, a satisfactory agreement is obtained during the ignition and early flame 

propagation, which allows to state that the proposed ignition model in connection with the G-equation 

combustion model can correctly reproduce the spark ignition and combustion under engine conditions. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 5: a) The early stage of the combustion process with the kernel initialized at the location 

calculated with the ignition model (top) and the kernel initialized directly between the electrodes 

(bottom); b) Measured and calculated Pressure and Rate of Heat Release. 
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Figure 6: 3D visualization of the flame front evolution using the G-equation model. 

4 Summary and conclusions  

The proposed model describes several physical processes that are of importance for spark ignition in IC 

engines; the electrical circuit, the spark channel dynamics, the heat diffusion towards unburnt mixture, 

and the influence of mixture properties on the ignition delay. Previous models such as DPIK [9–11], 

AKTIM [12], SparkCIMM [8] or CADIM [13] describe some of the phenomena in details, while 

simplifying or omitting the other crucial aspects of the spark ignition. The DPIK model neglects the 

spark channel structure and does not monitor the mixture locally for ignitability. In the AKTIM model, 

the spark channel is represented by computational particles, but the direct link to the position 

of the flame kernel is missing. Both the SparkCIMM and CADIM models ignore the time-dependent 

energy deposition by the spark into the mixture and treat it as a constant in time. This assumption is 

proved to be incorrect for high velocity flows where the spark is deflected significantly and can lead to 

an error in prediction of the ignition delay. The proposed ignition model combines specific features of 

individual models found in the literature and comprehensively describes the spark ignition process. 

When the ignition criterion is reached, the flame kernel is initialized at calculated position and the 

following flame propagation is handled by the G-equation combustion model. The refinement of the 

mesh size in the vicinity of the spark plug allows to resolve the flame surface from the beginning of the 

kernel growth. The benefit of this approach is that the turbulence/flame-kernel interactions are directly 

included through the combustion model. 

Two experimental results are used for the validation of the accuracy of the model. Firstly, results of a 

spark discharge in a high velocity flow field are compared to the measurements from [25]. The proposed 

ignition model correctly predicts the shape of the evolving spark channel and energy decrease in the 

electrical circuit during the discharge process. The voltage across the spark gap is matched during the 

first spark breakdown. Secondly, simulations of an engine case from the measurements in an AVL single 

cylinder research engine are tested. The ignition model is used in combination with the G-equation 

combustion model for spark ignition and combustion modeling in the engine. Comparisons of calculated 

and measured pressure trace and ROHR show a good agreement during the ignition and early flame 

propagation which numerically verifies that the proposed model is capable of reproduction of the spark 

ignition process and overall engine performance. 
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Abstract 

Thermoelectric generators based on Seebeck effect (TEG) have several advantages for low-power 

electricity production from low grade heat: they are reliable, scalable and operate with neither noise nor 

relevant maintenance requirements. Although it is being reduced by new improvements in 

thermoelectric materials, a key disadvantage of the technology is its low efficiency. This issue requires 

proper integration with both heat source and heat sink. In this framework, exergy analysis can play a 

key role in order not only to quantify system efficiency but also to detect where irreversibility occurs. 

In the work presented, a TEG integrated in the flue gases duct of a biomass stove is analysed. First, the 

system is modelled (heat transfer in both cold and hot sides and TEG). Afterwards, exergy analysis is 

performed, not only considering the whole device but also its separated components (flue gases stream 

and its heat transfer, TEG itself and cooling stream). Parametric studies are also developed. As a result, 

conclusions about the configuration of the system are obtained. Calculations are performed by 

Engineering Equation Solver software (EES). 

1 Introduction 

Thermoelectric generators (TEG) are devices based on Seebeck effect that produce electricity directly 

from a temperature difference. Since they have no moving parts, they are reliable and have quiet 

operation [1]. Besides, they are compact and easy to scale. However, they have two main disadvantages, 

its low efficiency and its cost. The use of TEG for low power electricity production in biomass stoves 

has been analysed by several researchers, from both empirical and modelling point of view [2].  

Besides, exergy analysis [3] allows one to identify and quantify where irreversibilities occur, which is 

the first step for improving energy conversion systems. Accordingly, this analysis is very useful for the 

study of TEG-based devices, in order to reduce one of its main drawbacks. For this reason, exergy 

analysis of thermoelectric generator from waste flue gases has been recently tackled by several authors 

[4,5], although not yet focused on biomass. 
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The aim of this paper is to model and analyse from the exergy point of view a TEG system that uses 

flue gases from a biomass stove. First, the system is described, the model is briefly presented and 

equations for exergy analysis are summarized. Afterwards, the main results are presented, including a 

parametric study.  

2 System description and modelling 

The aim of this section is to present the system to be analysed, it’s modelling and how exergy analysis 

is implemented.  

2.1 System description 

A cross-sectional view of the device is represented in Figure 1. Flue gases leaving the stove flow through 

the inner annular section where fins have been introduced in order to improve heat transfer. Water for 

cooling flows through an outer annular section. Finally, TEG devices are located between the two flows. 

As it will be seen later, covering the whole system with TEG is not the most suitable situation. For this 

reason, insulation is introduced between TEG in order to avoid heat leakages, and thickness of the 

aluminium shield has been increased in order to enable heat flow towards TEG. This second issue also 

enables heat transfer along the device, what will affect system modelling, as it will be seen later.  

 

 

Figure 1: Geometry of the device. 

The main system parameters are summarized in Table 1. Flue gases mass flow rate correspond to a 20 

kW stove fired with pellets of 16 MJ/kg Lower Heating Value, with a composition of 47% carbon, 6.2%  

hydrogen, 0.3% nitrogen, 38.8% oxygen, 5.4% moisture and 2.1% ash. Stove operates with a 31.5% 

excess air and a flue gases temperature of 320 ºC. This quite high temperature has been chosen in order 

to improve electricity production without reaching the maximum temperature of TEG operation. Water 

flow rate has been selected in order to reach an output temperature suitable for being used as sanitary 

hot water. TEG used are TEG1B-12610-5.1 [6]. It should be noted that these parameters correspond to 

base case, and some of them will be varied in a parametric study.  
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Table 1: Main system parameters.  

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Length 0.8 m mfluegases 0.0127 kg/s 

LTEG 0.045 m Tin,fluegases 320 ºC 

eTEG 0.0048 m mwater 0.01 kg/s 

eFIN 0.0025 m Tin,water 15 ºC 

r1 0.02 m KTEG 0.5484 W/K 

r2 0.02125 m αTEG 0.02667 V/K 

r3 0.04 m RTEG 1.8 Ω 

r4 0.06 m nTEG 15  

r5 0.063 m ITEG 1 A 

nfins 25   

2.2 Modelling 

A model of the system has been developed by using Engineering Equation Solver (EES). Since covering 

the whole area between flue gases and cooling water with TEG devices is not a suitable solution for 

maximizing produced water, the system must have a thickness enough to enable heat flow between TEG 

and flows, and is made of a high conductivity material (aluminium). For this reason, heat conduction 

along the x-axis (i.e. along the flow direction) will be also high and, the model will assume that 

temperature is constant in this direction. In other words, temperature in both hot and cold sides will be 

constant for all TEG. In this situation, equations for heat in hot and cold sides are obtained by 

multiplying heat of each TEG times the number of TEG:  

  

Q̇H = nTEG (αTEG · ITEG · THS + KTEG · (THS − TCS) −
1

2
RTEG · ITEG

2 ) (1) 

 

Q̇C = nTEG (αTEG · ITEG · TCS + KTEG · (THS − TCS) +
1

2
RTEG · ITEG

2 ) (2) 

 

where THS and TCS are temperatures of hot and cold surface. Power produced is the difference between 

the two heat flows: 

 

Ẇ = Q̇H − Q̇C (3) 

 

Besides, for each stream, transferred heat can be related with stream temperature and flow rate, as well 

as heat transfer parameters by using the classical ε-NTU approach (see, e.g. [7]): 

  

Q̇H = ṁH · cp,H · (THF,i − THS) · (1 − exp(
hH · (AH,nofin + ηfin · AH,fin)

ṁH · cp,H
)) (4) 

 

Q̇C = ṁC · cC · (TCS − TCF,i) · (1 − exp(
hC · AC
ṁC · cC

)) (5) 

 

Where THF,i  and TCF,i  are the input temperatures of hot and cold streams and h and A are heat convection 

coefficient and area, respectively. It should be noted that, in the case of hot stream, fins and its efficiency 

have to be considered. Output temperature of streams can be calculated by energy balance: 
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Q̇H = ṁH · cp,H · (THF,i − THF,o) · (6) 

 

Q̇C = ṁC · cC · (TCF,o − TCF,i) · (7) 

 

For convection coefficient calculations, both streams are laminar and, for simplicity, developed flow is 

considered. Accordingly, Nusselt numbers are constant. For hot flow, rectangular section with relation 

between sides equal to 8 is used, whereas for cold flow concentric tubes with similar diameters are 

considered (see, e.g. [7]): 

 

NuH =
hH · DhH

λH
= 5.6 (8) 

 

NuC =
hC · DhC

λC
= 4.86 (9) 

2.3 Exergy analysis 

Three types of exergy flows appear in the analysed system: electric power produced (in which exergy is 

equal to energy), matter streams (hot and cold flows at both input and output temperatures) and heat 

flows (hot and cold). Since no chemical reactions appear in the analysed system, exergy of matter 

streams can be calculated as:  

 

Ḃm = ṁ · (h − h0 − T0(s − s0)) (10) 

 

where h and s are enthalpy and entropy, respectively. They refer to the flow state when they have no 

subscript, and to reference state when they have subscript 0. Reference temperature is 15 ºC, because it 

is the temperature of cold water. Reference pressure is 1 bar. Exergy of heat flows is calculated as: 

 

ḂQ = Q̇ · (1 −
T0
TB
) (11) 

 

where TB is temperature of the boundary (THS and TCS for hot and cold heat flows, respectively).  

By applying exergy balance, it is possible to calculate irreversibility in hot stream (CF), cold stream 

(CF), TEG and total: 

 

ḂD,HF = Ḃm,HF,i − Ḃm,HF,o − ḂQ,H (12) 

 

ḂD,CF = ḂQ,C + Ḃm,CF,i − Ḃm,CF,o (13) 

 

ḂD,TEG = ḂQ,H − ḂQ,C − Ẇ (14) 

 

ḂD,TOT = ḂD,HF + ḂD,CF + ḂD,TEG (15) 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Base case 

Table 2 summarizes the main results of base case. It can be seen how, from the energy point of view, 

electricity produced is only a small amount of heat transferred. It can be seen how heat transfer is very 

good in the cold side (temperature of cold surface is almost the same as temperature of water leaving 

the device) whereas more temperature drop appear in the hot side. 

Table 2: Main results base case.  

Parameter Value (W) Parameter Value (ºC) 

QH 1307.2 THF,o 215.9 

QC 1273.8 TCF,o 45.5 

W 33.4 THS 196.5 

  TCS 45.4 

 

Exergy analysis results appear in Table 3. In the second row, absolute values (in Watts) of both exergy 

stream and destroyed exergy appear. In the third and fourth row, these values are related to exergy of 

hot stream (Relative value 1) or exergy reduction of hot stream trough the device (Relative value 2). It 

can be seen how almost half of exergy of hot stream entering the system remains in the hot stream 

leaving the system, what shows that there is potential for improvement if the length is increased. Besides, 

it can be seen that the amount of exergy of heated water is higher than power, although the difference is 

much lower than in energy terms. Most of exergy destruction appears in the TEG, what confirms the 

importance of improving the technology. However, irreversibility of heat transfer is not negligible, what 

shows the importance of proper thermal integration. Even in the cold side where heat transfer is good, 

irreversibility is higher than exergy of produced power; this could be reduced by increasing water flow 

rate (and, thus, reducing temperature drop), but then temperature of heated water would not be suitable 

for use as sanitary hot water; furthermore, pressure drop and its consequent exergy destruction would 

increase.    

Table 3: Exergy analysis base case.  

Exergy item Value (W) 
Relative 

value 1 (%) 

Relative 

value 2 (%) 

Hot stream input 1269.8 100  

Hot stream output 628.7 49.5  

Hot stream input - output 641.1  100 

Cold stream input 0 0 0 

Cold stream output 62.9 5.0 9.8 

Power 33.4 2.6 5.2 

Irreversibility hot stream 135.9 10.7 21.2 

Irreversibility TEG 350.0 27.6 54.6 

Irreversibility cold stream 58.9 4.6 9.2 

3.2 Parametric study 

Starting from the base case, a parametric study has been developed. Electric current has been varied 

from 0.1 to 2 A (independent variable), and the number of TEG has been fixed in 5, 15 and 25 

(parameter). Figure 2 shows the variation of power produced by the TEG. It can be seen the classical 
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parabolic behaviour that advises a value of the current for which power produced is maximum, and this 

maximum also depends on the number of TEG. A more interesting result is related to the influence of 

the number of TEG: it can be seen how increasing the number of devices from 5 to 15 does not cause a 

big improvement in power produced, and when the number of TEG increases from 15 to 25, power even 

decreases. This means that there is an optimum number of TEG for maximizing power produced (if 

investment cost were also considered, this optimum would be lower). This effect appears because by 

increasing the number of TEG thermal conductance also does, what leads to a reduction of temperature 

difference between hot and cold sides of TEG.   

 

 

Figure 2: Effect of electric current and number of TEG on power produced. 

Effect of current and TEG number on exergy of flue gases leaving the device is plotted in Figure 3. As 

pointed out before, increasing the number of TEG increases heat transfer, what leads to a reduction in 

flue gas temperature and, consequently, in its exergy. Besides, it also causes an increase in hot water 

temperature and its exergy (Figure 4). Although it is not plotted, a similar increment can be appreciated 

in irreversibility in both hot and cold streams. Finally, Figure 5 represents the variation of irreversibility 

in TEG. It can be seen that, for each number of TEG, there is a minimum, which roughly corresponds 

to the maximum of power production. Besides, irreversibility increases from 5 to 15 devices, but even 

can decrease from 15 to 25, because cross effect due to variation of temperatures at TEG sides (it should 

be noted that irreversibility plotted correspond to all TEG).  

 

 

Figure 3: Effect of electric current and number of TEG on exergy of flue gases leaving the device. 
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Figure 4: Effect of electric current and number of TEG on exergy of hot water leaving the device. 

 

 

Figure 5: Effect of electric current and number of TEG on irreversibility of TEG. 

4 Conclusion  

A TEG-based system for producing a small amount of electricity and hot water from flue gases from a 

biomass stove has been presented, modelled and analyzed from the exergy point of view. Results show 

that generated electricity is low, but it might be suitable to complement other renewable sources (e.g. in 

winter), or in specific applications (e.g. low power consumption in developing countries). In this sense, 

high reliability of TEG devices may be a key advantage.    

The analysis has shown how irreversibility is distributed among the different system subsections (hot 

stream, cold stream and TEG itself), showing the importance of proper thermal integration. In particular, 

it can be seen how after a given value, introducing more TEG devices can be negative for electricity 

production. As a general conclusion, the study illustrates how exergy analysis can complement 

modelling for improving the design of energy conversion systems based on TEG. 
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Abstract 

A carbon powder containing small molecules about 10-20 micrometers dissolved in water is a good fuel 

for applying in large power diesel engines in electrical plants. Aqueous emulsion of coal has possibility 

of well cooling of injectors and has a good lubricity. This technology starts in Japan, USA and Australia 

as additional local source of generators' drive. The paper gives information about obtaining of the 

mixture, its physical properties and technical realization of the fuelling system. The main part of the 

paper presents thermochemistry of the combustion process with additional aspects of possible 

gasification and explains the combustion processes taking place in the cylinder during combustion 

process. The thermodynamic parameters of the fuel injection and combustion process are presented in 

the graphs on the basis of CFD calculations worked out in Fluent program and compared with those 

obtained also from calculations for CI engine fuelled by diesel oil. The possible gasification reactions 

enable obtaining additional amount of hydrogen. The paper is a certain challenge for finding a new fuel 

source as a competition for crude oil and allows to get acquisition a new engine fuelling technology. 

1. Introduction 

Numerous countries in the world are depended on petroleum in energetic sector and in order to be 

independent in the case of a crude oil crisis many works have been done on heavy duty diesel engines 

fuelled by coal or water-coal emulsion. The engines are mainly designated for production of electricity 

working at lower rotational speed (below 1000 rpm). The works done by General Electric on two 

cylinder test engine fuelled by micronized coal-water-slurry (CWS) with very small diameter of 

pulverized coal (d<5 μm) was very successful, but the engine required a new injection system. An 

application of such engines is possible when a good fuel atomization with good penetration of coal 

molecules will be assured. The process should enable repeatability and durability of engine parts 

particularly of injectors. Many problems appear with applying of CWS concerning exploitation and 

wear of the engine parts. Due to predominant of coal atoms in the fuel such engines emit also higher 

amount of carbon dioxide to atmosphere in comparison to engines working on diesel oil at the same 
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power. The main benefits is cheaper fuel and high enough caloric value of coal in comparison to 

gaseous fuels or alcohols. Coal occurring in large quantity in the world enables delivering of energy for 

centuries. For that reason research works should be done for preparation such engines working with 

coal-liquid emulsions and applying them in future. Several industrial applications were done in 

Australia at CSIRO [1][2]. Also many research and theoretical studies were done with diesel engine 

fuelled directly by coal or by coal-water mixture [3][4][5]. Combustion process of CWS was considered 

by Mochalov et al [6] and Redkina et al [7] and also by the author [13]. The First stage of early work 

with coal fuel was led by Diesel and then by his co-worker Pawlikowski [8], with engines running for 

many years on dry solid fuels (dust firing) ranging from lignite to coke. A big study on fuelling of diesel 

engines with coal fuels was done by Wilson [9] and team for U.S. Department of Energy National 

Energy Technology Laboratory. By adding the water with fuel by injection into the combustion chamber 

we can decrease temperature of combustion process and thus decrease nitrogen oxides formation. Water 

evaporation process contributes to increasing of the charge mass in the cylinder, which influences on the 

change of indicated pressure. Figure 1 presents possibility of applying of different sort driving systems 

in dependence of power and their influence on green gas emission (GGE). Nowadays the DICE are 

proposed in the range of power 0 – 200 MW. These heavy duty engines designated for energetic sector 

work with lower rotational speed. The emission of CO2 by diesel engines is lower than for the system 

IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle).  

 
Figure.1. Application of coal technologies in different thermal machines 

 

 

Figure 2. CSIRO technology for DICEngines [2] Figure 3. Injection pressure trace for CWF in test 

engine [9] 

The Australian research company CSIRO proposed a whole system of preparing coal-water mixture 

and injection system for DICE engine with respect to limitation of pollutants coming from combustion 
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process. A proposed technological way for energy plants is shown in Fig. 2.American company TIAX 

LLC tested two-cylinder engine with direct coal-water fuel (CWF) and presented many results of their 

work. In respect to injection system very important is injection timing. Figure 3 shows the period of 

CWF injection at maximum pressure 75 MPa and at 17% of engine load. The engine was equipped with 

two injectors (main and pilot). The main injection of CWS begins at 340 deg CA and finished at 376 

deg CA. 

2. Aim and scope of work 

There are only few scientific works concerning the problem of coal-water slurry combustion in piston 

engines, however, many experimental tests were done in the world. Most of them were carried out in 

Australia and United States. The most important problem is finding dependencies between air fuel ratio 

and coal water ratio and variations of pressure and temperature of the charge during combustion 

process. One of the principal problems is determination of beginning of coal-water slurry injection and 

its duration as in classical diesel engines. The other task is determination of exhaust gas emission in 

dependence on water ratio in the slurry during injection process. The main task of the work is finding 

such dependencies and presentation of chosen results obtained from simulation process in CFD 

program. The work scope is limited to mathematical model of combustion of coal-water slurry and 

simulation of such process in diesel engine by using of CFD Ansys Fluent program. Naturally 

simulation of thermodynamic processes in piston engine requires applying of dynamic meshes caused by 

motion of the piston. The work shows also influences of controlling of water-coal ratio on temperature, 

pressure and mean indicated pressure in the cylinder. These dependencies were found by using 1-D 

simulation program written by the author.  

3. Coal-water slurry combustion 

Combustion of coal in piston engines differs from that in the boilers. The injected pulverized coal with 

water forms a mixture flowing into the cylinder through the injector nozzles. The nozzles should have 

higher diameter than for diesel oil. For that reason usually the DICEengines have higher cylinder 

capacity. The injection of the mixture occurs at high temperature of the compressed air. When a CWS 

drop gets in a hot combustion chamber there is immediate warm-up of the drop surface and water 

evaporation from the drop surface. Inside the drop there is gradual warming and as the temperature is 

increasing the moisture evaporates from the interior of the drop [6]. The process of water evaporation 

can be described by the following equation: 

 

H2O = {H2O} (1) 

 

At high temperature, which still increases there is the process of thermal destruction (pyrolysis) of 

organic matter on the surface of CWS drop, accompanied by release of volatile substances. The 

molecules of coal quickly are destroyed and go into volatile as CO, CO2, CH4, H2 and N2, because 

bituminous coal and lignite contain those substances. The following equations describe the release of 

volatile substances: 

 

CO + 0.5 O2 = CO2 (2) 

 

CH4 + 2 O2 = CO2 + 2 H2O (3) 
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H2 + 0.5 O2 = H2O (4) 

 

Combustion of coal molecules in existence of water occurs in another way due to heat evaporation of 

water, which decreases gas temperature. Coal undergoes the gasification process and direct oxidation. 

The processes can be written as follows: 

C + 0.5 O2 = CO        (5) 

C + H2O = CO + H2        (6) 

C + O2 = CO2         (7) 

4. Pulverized coal particle combustion 
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Coal combustion can be calculated by taking into account a particle transport and eddy dissipation 

calculation for volatile gases contained in the coal particle. Two separate gases are considered in the 

calculation process: volatiles and char products that form during burning of carbon within the particle. 

Volatiles can be only either a pure substance or can be a composition of many substances and for each 

substance a separate chemical reaction is considered. The combustion of the coal particle is a two stage 

process: the devolatilization of the raw particle of coal and oxidation of the residual char. The 

devolatilization and char oxidation processes occur very fast. The combustion process of coal-water 

slurry can be treated as normal combustion process of coal particle as mentioned above with taking into 

account water evaporation that decreases the charge temperature. Water vapours increase total mass of 

the gaseous charge. It was assumed that a coal particle consists of mass fraction of raw coal 
OC , 

residual char after devolatilization 
charC and ash CA. 

Devolatilization was described by Badzioch and Hawksley [11] in a single reaction model: 

O
v O

dC
k C

dt
           (1) 

The rate of volatiles production in the gas phase is defined by: 

v O

dV
Y k C

dt
          (2) 

where: Y – actual yield of volatiles. 

The rate of char formation is given by following formula: 

(1 )char
v O

dC
Y k C

dt
          (3) 

The rate constant in Arrhenius form is obtained from formula: 

exp v
v v

p

E
k A

RT

 
  

 
 

        (4) 

where: pT  - temperature of coal particles, K, R – gas constant, J/(kmol K), vA  - kinetic reaction 

constant (from experiment), vE  - activation energy (from experiment), J/kmol. 

Coal particle swells due to release of the gas during the devolatilization process. It was assumed that 

diameter of the coal particle changes in proportion to the volatiles released.  After complete 

devolatilization the particle has increased diameter and this value is an input for burning of the char. 

The change of the particle diameter during devolatilization is calculated from the relation: 

0,

,0

ref

p s p

ref

md
d C d

dt m
         (5) 

where: pd  - current particle diameter, m, sC  - swelling coefficient, 0, pd  - particle diameter at the start 

of devolitalization, refm  - rate of mass change of the reference material, ,0refm  - mass of the reference 

material at the start of devolatilization. 

5. Simulation of coal-water slurry combustion in diesel engine 

Direct injection of coal-water slurry in CFD is defined as multiphase flow, because there is one gaseous 

phase consisting with many simple gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapours. 

On the other hand the injection of micronized refine coal as a solid fuel (second phase) and water in the 

liquid form (third phase) determines evaporation of water, diffusion and volatilization of coal. 

Interaction between three phases can be solved by CFD computer program with taking into account 
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dynamic motion of the piston (dynamic meshing). The author applied Ansys-Fluent program [12] for 

determination of thermodynamic parameters of the diesel engine with direct coal-water slurry (CWS). In 

the simulation of combustion process the simple geometry of engine was used. Main engine parameters 

are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Main geometrical parameters 

Parameter Value 
Cylinder diameter 79.5 mm 
Stroke 94.2 mm 
Compression ratio 15.5 
Engine rotational speed 

speed 

1000 rpm 

The mesh of engine model contains 85920 hexahedral cells at BDC. The amount of cells decreases 

during piston motion by applying of layering method in dynamic mesh option. Simulation of injection 

and combustion processes in naturally aspirated DICE engine with vertical and central position of the 

injector was carried out at following assumptions: 

 start of injection CWS   – 330 deg CA, 
 duration of injection   – 30 deg CA, 
 amount of injector nozzles  – 4, 
 coal mass rate in each nozzle  – 0.007 kg/s, 
 water mass rate in each nozzle – 0.005 kg/s, 
 diameter of pulverized coal  – 5 μm. 

Heat exchange between gas and cylinder walls was modelled by assumption of real values of walls 

temperature. Combustion process of coal takes place when it is a volatile form and then the kinetic 

chemical reaction has the following form: 

Cvol + O2 -> CO2        (6) 

The precise combustion model will be published in future. Gasification process of coal occurs in high 

temperature (endothermic reaction between coal and water). The coal with high volatile species 

described as Cvol from Fluent library was taking for calculations. It was assumed the following 

oxidation reaction of coal with high amount of volatile gases: 

Cvol + 1,598 O2  CO2 + 1,417 H2O    (7) 

From this equation results that Cvol contains 0.654 of C, 0.192 of O2 and 0.154 of H2. The rate constant 

and activation energy in Arrhenius kinetic form was assumed as follows: vA  2,119e+11 and 

vE  2,027e+8 J/kmol. The charge was treated as ideal gas containing the following species: oxygen, 

nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water (vapours) and coal volatiles after devolatilization. It was assumed that 

the injection of water took place in the same time as injection of the coal at the same nozzle. The 

injection parameters of the coal-water slurry are presented in Table 2 for 1000 rpm. 

Table 2. Injection parameters of coal-water slurry 

Start of injection BTDC  20 deg CA 

End of injection ATDC 5 deg CA 

Number of nozzles 4 

Coal mass flow rate  0.005 kg/s 

Water mass flow rate 0.003 kg/s 

Temperature of slurry 310 K 

Location of the injector cylinder centre 

Initial slurry velocity 140 m/s 
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6. Thermal parameters and chemical composition 

Coal injection parameters determine an excess air ration in the cylinder. During injection process the 

coal molecules transfer into volatile form due to high temperature and small diameter. Technical 

problems of CWS were not considered (flow through the nozzles). Engine work is assesses on the base 

of pressure course in the cylinder. In DICE engine at assumed injection parameters maximum of 

pressure reaches value 120 bars at 7 deg CA ATDC (Fig. 4). Such high pressure induces also a high 

mean indicated pressure. Simulation of engine work was carried out at air excess ratio λ=1.5. 

 
 

Figure 4. Cylinder pressure trace  Figure 5. Course of mean cylinder temperature  

Temperature inside the cylinder is not so high in comparison to engine fuelled by diesel oil. Figure 5 

shows course of mean temperature during compression combustion and expansion processes. The initial 

period of coal combustion characterizes fluctuation of temperature due to coal volatilization and water 

evaporation, which decreases temperature. Highest mean temperature reaches value 1500 K at 12 deg 

CA ATDC. Combustion process of the coal injected together with water is observed by an increase of 

carbon dioxide. Figure 6 presents the change of CO2 mass fraction. Beginning of fuel combustion 

occurs already at 13 deg CA BTDC and for assumed air excess ratio λ=1.5 the maximum of CO2 mass 

fraction reaches value about 0.1. It should be indicated that total charge mass of gas increases in respect 

to water evaporation. 

  

Figure 6. Variation of mass fraction of carbon 

dioxide during combustion process 

Figure 7. Variation of mass fraction of nitrogen 

oxide during combustion process 
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Temperature of the charge during combustion process of water-coal mixture is lower than in the case of 

burning of diesel oil in the same self-ignition engine. It is caused mainly by water evaporation, when the 

gas transfers the heat to the water droplets. The lower gas temperature during burning of the coal 

influences on lower value of mass fraction of nitrogen oxides, particularly on NO. It is confirmed by 

CFD simulation and Fig. 6 shows very small value of NO mass fraction below 60 ppm, where in 

classical diesel engine NOx molar fraction reaches value even 3000 ppm without the catalytic converter. 

The simulation of water-coal mixture in diesel engine gives many thermodynamic data, but only a few 

can be presented in the paper. The most essential factor is start of burning of the fuel, when kinetic 

reactions occur. In this case only one kinetic reaction of burning of the coal with high amount of volatile 

components (see eq. 7) was considered. The computer program calculates combustion reaction rate 

every adaptive calculation step (lower than 0.3 deg CA). The burning of fuel begins on the outer side of 

the injection streams, where is better contact with oxygen. Figure 8 presents contours of reaction rate 

(kmol/(m3 s)) at 13 deg CA BTDC. Maximum of this parameter reaches value 0.0687 kmol/(m3 s). 

Unsymmetrical development of the flame is caused by swirl of the charge. Because of evaporation of the 

injected water droplets the temperature inside the water-coal stream decreases significantly and is about 

300 K lower than that on the outside of the slurry stream (Fig. 9). Temperature of the gas amounts 

about 1000 K and is enough high for beginning of burning of the coal and evaporation of water.  

After full injection of water-coal mixture almost whole fuel is burned and temperature of the charge in 

the piston cavity differs slightly. Contours of temperature at piston position 18 deg CA ATDC are 

shown in Fig. 10. The highest temperature value is reached on bottom of the piston because there are 

gathered a lot of carbon particles. Outside of the squish volume temperature of the gas is smallest. The 

end of the combustion process has lower activity, which is shown in Fig. 11 at piston position 18 deg 

CA ATDC. In comparison to reaction rate at piston position 13 deg CA BTDC (Fig. 8) in this case this 

reaction rate is many times smaller, but still chemical reactions occurred on bottom of the cavity. 

  

Figure 8. Contours of combustion reaction rate 

(kmol/(m3 s) at 13 deg CA BTDC 

Figure 9. Contours of temperature [K] at 13 deg 

CA BTDC 

The combustion reaction rate of the coal-water slurry influences on almost uniform distribution of 

carbon dioxide in the piston cavity, which was presented in Fig. 12. Mass fraction of CO2 in the piston 

cavity reaches value 0.20 which indicates a complete coal oxidation. Like in diesel oil engine the 

combustion process does not occur in the squish region. 
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Figure 10. Contours of temperature [K] at 18 

deg CA ATDC 

Figure 11. Kinetic reaction rate [kmol/(m3 s)] at 

18 deg CA ATDC 

 

Figure 12. Contours of mass fraction of CO2 at 18 deg CA ATDC 

7. Water dose and engine parameters 

Injection of coal particles together with water at high pressure influences on pressure and temperature 

traces in the diesel engine cylinder. It was developed the 0-D mathematical model for calculations of 

thermodynamic parameters in diesel engine with direct water-coal mixture. The computer simulation 

program was prepared which was based on this model with taking into account non-steady gas flow in 

the ducts and pipes. This complex model and computer program are outside of the scope of this paper. 

After the adoption of different values of water dose in the range of 0 to 0.015 g/cycle for the same 

engine geometry as in CFD simulation, many thermodynamic parameters were achieved such as 

pressure, temperature, indicated pressure, fuel consumption, engine efficiency etc. The most important 

is the change of pressure and temperature in the cylinder. Figure 13 presents the change of pressure in 

the engine with different water doses per one work cycle. The increase of water dose influences on 

decreasing of maximum of pressure a few percent, but in particular it should be noted a significant 

reduction of pressure before TDC. This phenomenon affects on reducing of negative work during 

compression stroke. Less negative work gives a higher total work and obviously higher engine power. 

Simulations were carried out for the same rotational speed 1000 rpm. 
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Figure 13. Variation of cylinder pressure for 

different water doses with constant coal dose 

Figure 14. Variation of cylinder temperature for 

different water doses with constant coal dose 

Evaporation of more water in the cylinder requires delivering of higher amount of heat from the gaseous 

charge. It was assumed that whole evaporation process takes place during combustion process and 

specific evaporation heat of water amounts 2263 kJ/kg. For the coal with high volatile species which 

has to be enriched the caloric value was assumed with value 28 MJ/kg. At such conditions one achieves 

a variation of temperature of the charge in the range of whole engine working cycle. Figure 14 presents 

curves of temperature for four different water doses per one cycle. Diesel engine working without 

adding the water indicates maximum of temperature about 2100 K, but adding small dose of water 

equal 0.005 g/cycle causes decreasing this parameter to value 1650 K. By increase of water dose to 

0.015 g/cycle there is a reduction of temperature to value 1050 K.By adding higher amount of water in 

the injected slurry the mass of the charge increases because the water vapours come into the gaseous 

charge. 

8. Summary 

Review of till now designed engine with direct coal-water slurry injection system and own input in a 

form of simulation results give certain remarks: 

1. Heavy duty diesel engines with MRC (Micronised Refined Coal) injection system are designated 

for energetic plants. They enable efficient work with higher efficiency than diesel engine fuelled 

by diesel oil.  

2. Combustion of coal takes place together with water evaporation and at high temperature a 

gasification process is possible. 

3. According to the known tests the combustion of CWS in diesel engine is more efficient and 

ecologic (lower GGE) than for other energetic thermal machines (steam and gas turbine). 

4. In the era of future fuel crisis replacement of diesel oil by coal fuel is a promising solution due to 

large coal deposits in the world but with a respect of reduction of CO2 emission. 

5. The pressure and temperature of the charge in diesel engine fuelled by water-coal slurry is 

dependent on water dose per cycle. Higher water-coal ratio decreases the negative engine work 

and thus obtaining a higher value of total work. 

6. The CWS diesel engine should be equipped with new resistive on corrosion and friction injection 

system and valve system.  

7. Fuel injection process should be optimized in respect to obtaining maximum of pressure and 

temperature as in classical diesel engine. 
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8. Simulation process carried out at rotational speed 1000 rpm and start of injection process at 20 

deg CA BTDC indicated that whole injected coal mass is fully burned. Emission of NOx is quite 

low in comparison to the classic diesel engine. 

9. Combustion process begins in the fuel jet shortly after beginning of fuel injection. From 

exploitation point of view the proportion of carbon mass to liquid water mass should be higher as 

possible but enough for lubrication of injector. 

The presented theoretical considerations of applying of coal-water slurry injection in heavy duty diesel 

engines have found confirmation in some experimental test done on real engines. The next step is to find 

possibility of gasification of the coal-water mixture for obtaining hydrogen as additional and pure fuel. 
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Abstract 

The thermoacoustic phenomenon describes the interactions between acoustic waves and heat flow. 

Due to the course of the phenomenon, we can distinguish refrigerators that use acoustic waves to 

create a temperature gradient and engines in which a temperature gradient generates acoustic waves. 

From the perspective of acoustics, we can distinguish devices using a standing wave and a traveling 

wave. One of the potential structural solutions of a thermoacoustic standing wave engine is a double 

engine. It is a solution that combines the cold ends of two identical thermoacoustic engines through a 

movable piston, to increase the stability of work and to facilitate the conversion of acoustic waves into 

mechanical or electrical energy. The paper attempts to numerically analyze a dual thermoacoustic 

engine. The calculations were performed in the Ansys Fluent environment. The method of introducing 

to the numerical model the UDF function describing the movement of the piston with respect to inertia 

and the influence on the possibility of automatic remeshing of the two-dimensional model is 

discussed. The results of the analysis of the start-up process and the work of the dual engine are 

presented. The inertia effect of the piston on the course of starting and operation of the engine was 

checked by comparing several cases of piston mass. The obtained results were compared with the 

numerical solution for a single engine with identical geometry. 

1 Introduction 

Problems that combine heat exchange with acoustics have been a popular research topic for many 

years. The impact of sound on heat exchange is analyzed from different perspectives. Recently, 

research has been conducted on the influence of ultrasonic waves with a frequency of 2 MHz on the 

change in the heat transfer coefficient [1]. The influence of geometrical features on the generation of 

acoustic waves and the related intensification of heat exchange is also being investigated [2]. The area 

that directly relates both issues is thermoacoustics. The first description of the phenomenon took place 

at the end of the 19th century by Rayleigh, who noted the relationship between heat exchange and the 

occurrence of acoustic waves. Further research into the thermoacoustic phenomenon led to the 

development of the basics of the analytical model that Rott introduced The Swift studies expand Rott's 
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model. Their effect was the creation of the DeltaE program, which makes it easier to calculate the 

construction of thermoacoustic devices. 

Currently, the popular area of research is the use of thermoacoustic phenomenon for energy recovery. 

The publication [3] analyzed the operation of the engine connected to the piezoelectric element via a 

spring. It was found that the correct selection of the spring system increases the power obtained. The 

conversion of acoustic wave to electricity can also be achieved by using a linear alternator. An 

example of such an application is publication [4], in which a traveling wave engine connected to a 

generator is presented. This made it possible to obtain 1 kW of electric power and a maximum 

efficiency of over 19%. An extension of this solution is the publication [5], which presents the concept 

of a serial connection of 3 traveling wave thermoacoustic engines. It allowed to raise the electric 

power to almost 5 kW. The combination of thermoacoustic motors in a multistage system is also 

presented in [6] where the possibility of using three series of connected travelling wave acoustic 

engines for energy recovery from low temperature sources was studied. There are also concepts of 

serial connection of standing wave engines [7]. In the presented solution, a moving piston is placed 

between the engines, whose role is to strengthen the acoustic wave in front of the next member. 

2 Problem description 

The thermoacoustic engine during its operation changes the form of energy from thermal to acoustic. 

The result is a pulsed transfer of energy from the hot end through the stack to the heat-receiving heat 

exchanger. In the engine outlet section, we observe acoustic waves with a frequency dependent on the 

length of the engine and the amplitude resulting from the temperature difference at the ends of the 

stack. 

Consider the situation if in the outlet section of a single thermoacoustic engine, place an infinitely 

light piston that can move freely without friction. During the heating up of the engine, it would be 

observed that the piston moved by a reciprocating motion along the engine axis. The frequency of 

such movement would be equal to the frequency of the engine operation, whereas the amplitude would 

change with the change of the temperature gradient on the engine stack. 

By replacing an infinitely light piston with a small plunger with known mass, we will observe a 

change in the engine's operating parameters. Introduced into the system, along with the mass of the 

piston, the inertia should increase the amplitude of the piston movement, while reducing its frequency. 

Further increase of the piston mass, should increase the amplitude, until the resultant force needed to 

initiate the movement, equals the resultant force resulting from the sound pressure acting on the 

surface of the piston. 

The situation will change when a second thermoacoustic engine is placed on the opposite side of the 

plunger. As soon as the hot ends of both engines start heating, the piston will remain at rest. Both 

engines will work in the identical phase, which will result in zero resultant force acting on the piston. 

By introducing a phase shift, eg due to initial acceleration of the piston, we obtain two coupled 

thermoacoustic engines operating with a phase shift of 90°. 

 

3 Numerical model 

When preparing the numerical model, it was decided to simplify the model to a two-dimensional form. 

The 2D model allows noticeable reduction of calculation time without noticeable impact on the 

solution. The geometric model consists of two identical thermoacoustic engines facing each other with 

cold ends. The geometric dimensions of a single engine were based on [8]. The dimensions of the 

model are shown on the Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: Engine model 

The model of compressible perfect gas was used in the calculations. Turbulence was mapped by using 

the k-ε model. For all equations, the second order upwind discretization scheme was adopted. To 

capture potential pressure fluctuations, the transient scheme second order implicit was used. The 

influence of gravity was omitted in the calculations. 

The temperature gradient in the stack area of both engines is defined by the UDF function described 

by Eq.(1). 

 

𝑇(𝑥) = 1000 − (500 + 200 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜋 ∗ 𝑥/0.01) (1) 

 

The combination of both engines was achieved by introducing the UDF function to Fluent. The 

function at the end of each time step calculates the forces resulting from the pressure on both surfaces 

of the piston. When comparing the forces obtained on the left and right side of the piston, the resultant 

force and its return are determined. Using the second principle of Newton's dynamics, we can 

determine the instantaneous piston acceleration Eq.(2). The equation takes into account the inertia 

resulting from the non-zero mass of the piston. 

 

𝐹 = 𝑚
dv

dt
 (2) 

 

𝐹 – resultant force acting on the piston [N] 

𝑚 – piston mass [kg] 
dv

dt
 – acceleration of the piston [m/s2] 

 

By entering the time step of the model in dt (UDF function requires a constant unchanged time step 

during the calculation), while transforming the Eq.(2), we can determine the temporary change in the 

speed dv of the piston movement in a given time step. By instantaneous speed changes, in each step 

the total speed of movement of both piston surfaces is determined. This value is each time assigned to 

both surfaces of the piston to enable the model to be dynamically remeshed during the calculation. 

The reciprocating movement of the piston surface results in a simultaneous change in the volume of 

both engines. Therefore, after the completion of each time step, a correction of the model 

discretization is required, based on the results of the UDF function. Remeshing of the model was 

carried out using the layering algorithm. The method enables quick correction of the discretization of 

the model by changing the height of the elements of the two closest grid layers in contact with the 

boundary condition. The remaining elements of the grid remain unchanged, thanks to which the 

quality of discretization is not changed. Due to the algorithm's requirements, the model uses a 

rectangular mesh. The layering method introduces a limitation on the maximum length of the time 

step. The maximum displacement of the boundary condition during one time step cannot exceed the 

height of the extreme layer of the grid elements. A time step of 1e-6s is adopted for the calculation. 

This is also dictated by the use of the compressible perfect gas model, which requires a short time step 
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to achieve the convergence of the continuity equation. 

The reciprocating motion was initiated by introducing the UDF function, which during the first 50e-5 s 

gave the piston a constant speed increase of 0,01 m/s. This corresponds to the initial "push" of the 

plunger by approx. 4 mm. After exceeding the time 50e-5 s. Further determination of piston position is 

based only on the resultant force resulting from pressure differences on both sides. 

During the calculations, three cases were analyzed that differed from one another with a piston mass 

of 1 g, 5 g, and 10 g. In each case, the same traffic force was maintained. As initial values, zero 

overpressure and no gas movement inside the engine were assumed. The temperature distribution was 

based on the solution obtained for the steady state. For each case, 1 s of the start-up time was 

calculated, which corresponds to 1e6 time steps. 

4 Results 

To visualize the course of the start-up and operation of the engine, the determined position of the 

piston was recorded, at each time step. The graph (Fig. 2) shows the starting process for each variant 

of the piston mass and a combination of all together. As the weight increases, the time required to 

obtain a steady state increases. 

 

Figure 2: Piston position during calculations 
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The Fig. 3 shows the course of the last 10,000 time steps (steady state). As expected, the waveform is 

sinusoidal for each case. It can be noticed that with the increase of the piston mass the amplitude of 

motion increases. Increasing the weight of the piston from 1 g up to 5 g results in an amplitude 

increase of ~ 21%. A further increase in weight to 10 grams increases the amplitude by ~ 7%. The 

observed tendency indicates that the resultant force acting on the piston is not directly proportional to 

its mass, i.e., the component of motion resulting from inertia is not dominant. 

 

Figure 3: Piston position during last 10000 timesteps 

To determine the effect of the piston mass on the engine frequency, FFT analysis Fig. 4 was carried 

out from a sample of the last 200,000 time steps (steady state for each case). For a single 150 mm 

engine, the operating frequency should be 600 Hz. Introduction of a 1 gram piston causes a frequency 

drop to 350 Hz. For 5 g the frequency of 185 Hz was obtained and for 10 g 140 Hz. No additional 

frequency components were observed. With the increase of the piston mass, a downward trend was 

observed. This indicates the lack of a linear relationship between the mass of the piston and the 

operating frequency. 

 

Figure 4: FFT analysis 
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The Fig. 5 shows the temperature distribution along the axis in four characteristic phases of the work 

cycle. Sub-ranges 2/4 and 4/4 represent the condition when the piston reaches its maximum deflection. 

On the side in the direction of which the piston is moved, a clear temperature jump is visible, in the 

area of the hot end, proportional to the piston mass. This indicates the need to carefully select the 

geometry of the engine to the heat source to avoid heat dissipation on the hot side. 

 

Figure 5: Temp. distribution along the engine 

On the opposite side, you can see the temperature drop resulting from the lowering of the gas pressure. 

For a 10 g piston, you can also see a linear temperature drop starting at the cold end of the stack. This 

indicates the need to optimize the cold ends of the engine to increase the heat pickup capacity. 

5 Conclusions 

The aim of the research was to conduct a numerical analysis of the work of a dual thermoacoustic 

motor. For the needs of the work, a UDF model describing the physics of the rigid body including its 

inertia was prepared. The model was successfully implemented in the thermal and flow calculations 

realized with Fluent software. The concept of using such a system for energy recovery from heat 

sources is presented. The effect of piston mass on the motion excitation in this system was checked. 

The analysis was carried out for three piston mass variants. The obtained results showed the influence 
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of the presence of the moving piston on the amplitude and frequency of the engine operation. The 

increase in amplitude is accompanied by a clear drop in frequency. The temperature distribution along 

the system axis is shown, which indicates a further possibility of optimizing the heat exchange in such 

an engine. 
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Abstract 
The paper deals with the mathematical modelling of heat transfer phenomena occurring in a system 

containing thermoelectric elements. The main focus was on creating a useful computational tool for 
designing, validating, testing, controlling and regulating the energy harvesting system with a 

thermoelectric cell. The model widely described in the literature, assuming a constant temperature level 

on both sides of the cell, has been modified to take into account thermal resistance of heat exchangers 
that are an inseparable part of nearly every device of this kind. The results and conclusions from the 

solutions of equations forming a formalized record of the proposed method, the assumed approach to 

modelling, used physical phenomena and sensitivity analysis of the impact of the tested parameters on 
the system operation was presented. The calculations were made for the data of a selected thermoelectric 

generating cell available on the market. 

1 Introduction 

The following discussion addresses the use of thermoelectric effects for energy recovery from waste 

heat. This situation may take place in the internal combustion engines, where hot gases are discharged 

from the system, and a significant amount of thermal energy contained in them is in conventional 
solutions lost to the environment. Typically, the exhaust gas has a relatively high temperature, so the 

energy flux lost in this way is a substantial contribution to the engine energy balance. [1] The basic 

component of the energy recovery system can be a thermoelectric generator which converts heat into 

electric power on the basis of Seebeck effect. Such devices have many advantages, such as simplicity 
of use, failure-free operation, noiselessness, lack of moving parts, low production cost, small geometric 

dimensions, low mass, and others. [2] Considering the construction of energy harvesting device, the 

design of a heat exchanger which is on its one side in contact with the fumes and on the other with the 
hot end of the thermoelectric cell becomes the key issue. Its characteristics, and in particular the thermal 
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resistance, modify the operating conditions of the module itself. The operation parameters of co-working 
heat exchanger, mainly the heat flux transferred, depends on thermal properties of the components in 

the system, which is the thermoelectric cell, which generates a useful effect in the form of electricity. 

Thermal conditions, such as the heat flux entering the thermoelectric cell vary due to the magnitude of 
electric current in a wire, which in turn affects temperatures and heat flux distribution in the whole 

arrangement. In order to model the occurring phenomena and simulate the whole system, temperature 

of the exhaust gases, their chemical composition, pressure pulsations, e.g. wave and acoustic phenomena 
should be taken into account. Another, extremely important thing is the unsteadiness of these parameters 

in time. What is more they can vary in a very wide range. In the next section, a description of the most 

essential parameters of the thermoelectric module operation set is proposed. It was decided to analyse 

the influence of the usually neglected phenomena on the thermoelectric generator performance and their 
mutual interaction. The idea, with a very small modification, can also be used in thermoelectric 

refrigeration. 

2 Mathematical model 

A plenty of mathematical models of thermoelectric cells and their ideal benchmarks can be found in a 

literature. However, a vast majority of them are based on an assumption of constant temperature or a 

constant heat flux at both sides of the module. [2, 3] In the first case, almost always an error of varying 
the temperature of the hot and cold end of the cell is unavoidable. A situation, when ideal heat source 

(constant temperature) is connected without thermal resistance to the generator, is obviously impossible. 

This discrepancy results from the fact that the existence of temperature gradient and the magnitude of 
the heat flux are inextricably linked together. [4] The amount of heat supplied to the cell and released 

from it varies with the resistance of the electric power receiver, i.e. the electric current in the circuit. 

This current, through the existence of Seebeck voltage and the Joule effect, affects these heat flow 
through the module. Looking at the cell's surface - its temperature results from supplying and releasing 

the appropriate amount of heat. If the heat flux entering and leaving the cell changes, then the flux 

passing through the heat exchangers (in contact with the cell and the contact layers of the elements that 

are integral parts of the system) also change. As a result, the temperature gradient in the heat exchanger 
and other components changes. Assuming that the temperature of the upper source of the whole system 

is constant, it causes a change in the temperature of the hot side of the thermoelectric cell. Analogous 

considerations can be made for the cold end of the cell, whose temperature will be slightly higher than 
the temperature of the heat sink (constant). The diagram showing the conceptual assumption of the 

proposed model is shown in Fig.1. To sum up, the proposed modelling method consists of assuming a 

constant temperature of the upper and lower heat source and taking into account the thermal resistance 
between the cell and these sources. This resistance may represent conduction in the material layer, as 

well as another thermal resistance. In the laboratory tests, it is usually not possible to maintain the 

temperature of both ends of the cell at a constant level, because of their connection to heat sources (upper 

and lower) through elements that have a thermal resistance. Usually, due to technical difficulties, 
temperature of the cell surface is not directly measured. The measuring sensor is located at a certain 

distance and its indication is the value between the actual temperature of the cell's side and the heat 

source (upper or lower, depending on the side considered). The proposed method of modelling can be 
used, among the others, to answer the question regarding the measurement error and inaccuracy of 

relevant calculations. First of all, this model will allow determining how the working conditions of the 

cell change depending on the thermal resistance of the coupled heat exchangers. Due to the marginal 

significance of the Thompson effect, it was neglected in the analyses. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram. 

The main purpose of this work is to build a precise mathematical model of the thermoelectric generator 

assembly which can be used to perform thermal calculations of the whole system, without considering 

the internal structure of the thermoelectric cell itself. The following considerations relate to the steady 

state operation. First of all, the thermoelectric cell consists of a solid material and therefore conducts 
heat according to the simple conducting. [4] This phenomenon is relatively easy to calculate and model. 

The thermal conductivity of the entire cell (calculated on the basis of external geometrical dimensions 

and the temperature difference between hot and cold side, only) is one of crucial parameters. Closer 
analyses should take into account the dependence of variations in thermal conductivity and other 

following parameters along with temperature. This phenomena is sufficient to describe a cell when no 

electric load is applied (no current flows - open circuit). The voltage measurement then between the cell 
leads allows calculating the equivalent Seebeck coefficient for the entire cell on the basis of temperature 

difference between hot and cold side. Voltage arises at materials connections (pairs) with different 

Seebeck coefficients. The resulting value results from the product of the difference of these coefficients, 

the temperature difference, as well as the number of electrically connected pairs in series [2].  
However, as mentioned above, this description is intended to describe the cell as a whole, so for the sake 

of further consideration, an equivalent Seebeck coefficient is adopted. The "eqv" index refers to the 

values determined for the entire cell. 
Allowing the flow of current in the circuit, i.e. connecting a receiver of electric power to the cell, 

significantly changes the energy balance of the cell. The first important element is that the heat flux 

supplied to the cell does not equal the released flux. Their difference is the work done by the electric 
current in the external part of the circuit (power receiver). Secondly, what is even more important, the 

flowing current is a reason for the Peltier effect. The current flowing in the cell passes through a 

thermoelectric connector on which there is a difference in electrical potentials (Seebeck voltage), so 

calculating the product of this voltage and current is the thermal power generated (or received) at each 
end of the cell. This effect counteracts the temperature gradient applied to the cell, and thus increases 

both heat fluxes - entering and exiting the cell. 

In a particular case, if the external resistance is equal to 0 Ohm (short-circuit) the power is not fed 
outside the cell. So the heat flux entering the cell is equal to the released one. In this case, the factors 

that increase and decrease the heat flow resulting from Peltier effect will not be equal, because of the 

same electric current and different absolute temperature. Thus the flux resulting from them will not also 

be equal, which apparently violates the first law of thermodynamics. The missing factor is generated in 
the cell's internal volume due to the electric resistance of the material of the cell - Joule heat. This effect 

reduces the heat flux at the hot side of the module, and increases it at the cold one. The equivalent 

resistance occurring in the following equation stands for the electrical material resistance of entire cell, 
and it results from the product of the number of posts and joints (solders), respectively, their resistance 

and connections. 
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The efficiency can then be described as follows: 
 

𝜂 =  
W

𝑄𝐻 
=  

(𝛼𝑒𝑞𝑣 ∗ 𝑑𝑇 − 𝐼 ∗ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡) ∗ 𝐼

𝐾 ∗ 𝑑𝑇 + 𝛼𝑒𝑞𝑣 ∗ 𝐼 ∗ 𝑇ℎ −  
1
2 𝐼2 ∗ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡

 (1) 

 

 

W work of electricity in external resistance, 

𝑄ℎ heat flux at module hot side, 

𝛼𝑒𝑞𝑣 equivalent Seebeck coefficient, 

𝑑𝑇 temperature difference at the module, equal to 𝑇ℎ  – 𝑇𝑐 , 

𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡  internal electric resistance, 

𝐼 electric current, 

𝐾
 

equivalent thermal conductivity, 

𝑇ℎ
 

module hot side temperature. 

 

The value by which the temperature of the module hot side (𝑇ℎ) differs from the temperature of the 

upper heat source (𝑇ℎ𝑎) is described as follows (2), analogously this can be written for cold side (3). 
 

𝑇ℎ = 𝑇ℎ𝑎 − 𝑄ℎ ∗ 𝑟ℎ (2) 

 

𝑇ℎ
 

module hot side temperature, 

𝑇ℎ𝑎  temperature of the heat source (constant), 

𝑄ℎ heat flux at module hot side, 

𝑟ℎ heat resistance of heat exchanger behind hot side. 

 

𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑐𝑎 + 𝑄𝑐 ∗ 𝑟𝑐 (3) 

 

𝑇𝑐
 

module cold side temperature, 

𝑇𝑐𝑎 temperature of the heat sink (constant), 

𝑄𝑐 heat flux at module cold side, 

𝑟𝑐 heat resistance of heat exchanger behind cold side. 
 

In the above equations, there is a factor 𝑟 (with ℎ or 𝑐 index, corresponding to the hot and cold side of 

the cell, respectively). It represents the total thermal resistance (conducting and contacts at boundary) 

of the heat exchanger, and is the proportionality factor between the temperature difference at both sides 
of the exchanger (one of them, at one side of cell) and the heat flux. It was assumed to be constant. 

Sample calculations of equivalent thermal resistance were done for a 10 cm thick layer of copper (its 

area is equal to surface contact area of sample thermoelectric module described below). In this case 𝑟 is 

equal to 0,065 𝐾/𝑊. To compare, the resistance about 2,6 𝐾/𝑊 corresponds to a 5 𝑚𝑚 thick Plexiglas. 

In order to solve the problem (above equations), the first law of thermodynamics should be also taken 

into account, combining the heat fluxes and electrical power. 

In order to illustrate the behaviour of the actual module, data for commercially available thermoelectric 

generator TECTEG MFR, TEG1-PB12690 was assumed. Thus 𝑅 = 2,05 𝛺, 𝐾 =  0,3912 𝑊/𝐾, the 

contact surface area 𝐴 = 62 𝑥 62 𝑚𝑚2, 𝛼𝑒𝑞𝑣 = 0,0233 𝑉/𝐾, the hot side temperature 𝑇ℎ = 873 𝐾 

(max). So,  𝑇ℎ𝑎 = 873 𝐾, 𝑇𝑐𝑎 = 303 𝐾. 
In order to determine the efficiency and electric power of the cell as a function of current in the circuit 

for the given constant temperatures of the upper and lower heat sources (𝑇ℎ𝑎 , 𝑇𝑐𝑎), the equation (1) was 

used. In practice, various points of this graph can be obtained by changing the electrical resistance of 
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the power receiver connected to the system. 

 

Figure 2: Efficiency as a function of current at 𝑇ℎ𝑎 = 873 𝐾 and 𝑇𝑐𝑎 = 303 𝐾 for different 𝑟  
(𝑟 = 𝑟ℎ = 𝑟𝑐). 

 

Figure 3: Power (external) as a function of current at 𝑇ℎ𝑎 = 873 𝐾 and 𝑇𝑐𝑎 = 303 𝐾 for different 𝑟  
(𝑟 = 𝑟ℎ = 𝑟𝑐). 

 

As can be seen in the above graphs (Figure 2 & 3), as the thermal resistance of the heat exchangers 

accompanying the module increases, the maximum efficiency of the cell, maximum power and short-

circuit current decrease. Of course, it negatively affects the operation of the system by reducing the 
useful effect – electric power, but it also reduces the temperature difference between both sides of the 

cell and in consequence, the heat flux. So, the drop in electric power is higher than the fall in efficiency. 

Thermoelectric effects influence the thermal characteristics of the entire system (heat flux at constant 

𝑇ℎ𝑎  and 𝑇𝑐𝑎). It obviously reduces the heat flux applied to the system and released from it, which should 

be taken into account when designing the other components of the system.  

With the increase of 𝑟, the variability of the surface temperature of the cell along with the varying current 
intensity increases (Figure 4). The variation is the highest for current close to zero and decreases as the 
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current is close to the short-circuit one. Varying only the receiver's electrical resistance, i.e. the current 

in the circuit, the temperature can vary in some range. For 𝑟 = 0,065 𝐾/𝑊 temperature at hot side can 

vary from 854 𝐾 to 859 𝐾 depending only on electric current.  

 

 

Figure 4: Module sides temperatures as function of current at 𝑇ℎ𝑎 = 873 𝐾 and 𝑇𝑐𝑎 = 303 𝐾 for 

different 𝑟 
𝐾

𝑊
(𝑟 = 𝑟ℎ = 𝑟𝑐). 

 

Figure 5 shows the temperature change of the cold and hot side of the cell for the electric current intensity 
selected at each point to achieve the highest power. Similar results are obtained for highest efficiency.  

 

Figure 5: Temperature of module sides at 𝑇ℎ𝑎 = 873 𝐾 and 𝑇𝑐𝑎 = 303 𝐾 for different 𝑟  
(𝑟 = 𝑟ℎ = 𝑟𝑐), for max. power.  

 

Next diagram (Figure 6) presents values of external resistance which should be connected as output 

power to achieve desired magnitude of current for different value of r. The plotted black lines represent 

the optimum value to achieve best efficiency (solid line), and highest power (dashed line). 
There is a statement in electric engineering for idealized battery (electromotive source and constant 

internal resistance) that in order to achieve the highest electrical power of the external receiver its 

resistance should be equal to the inner resistance of the power source (𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡). However, this is 
valid only in the case of constant electromotive force. In case of thermoelectric generator with a constant 

Seebeck coefficient it is only true at constant temperature difference between the sides of the cell - 𝑑𝑇. 

In most real situations, heat transfer takes place through conduction and convection (resistance 𝑟ℎ 

and 𝑟𝑐), so increasing the heat flux applied and released from the cell as a result of increasing the current 
in the circuit leads to lowering the temperature of the hot side and increasing the of the cold one. The 

electrical resistance of the receiver, in order to achieve maximum power and maximum efficiency, 

should be in accordance with the formulas contained in [2], 2.05 𝛺 and 2.45 𝛺, respectively. 
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Figure 6: Selected aspects of external resistance value at  𝑇ℎ𝑎 = 873 𝐾 and 𝑇𝑐𝑎 = 303 𝐾 for different 

𝑟 (𝑟 = 𝑟ℎ = 𝑟𝑐). 

This is obviously true for 𝑟 = 0. In fact, for the 𝑟ℎ = 𝑟𝑐 = 1.2, this resistance is 2.44 𝛺 and 2.64 , 
respectively. Resistance changes (increases) in relation to the idealized model (assuming 

𝑟𝑐 =  𝑟ℎ =  0 𝐾/𝑊). This phenomenon reduces the current flowing in the system (for the points of 

maximum power and efficiency), at the same time the occurring decrease in temperature difference 𝑑𝑇 

(resulting from non-zero 𝑟𝑐 and 𝑟ℎ) reduces the electromotive force, and thus also reduces the current in 

the circuit. The same phenomenon, i.e. decreasing 𝑑𝑇, reduces also the short-circuit current, most 

intensively from all possible points of work (current values). Surprisingly, the statement quoted at the 

beginning is retained in every analyzed conditions, so point of maximum achievable power can be obtain 
by setting electric current value to half of the short circuit current.   

 

 

Figure 7: Difference between best possible efficiency and efficiency when electric current equals half 

short circuit current for given r.  

It seems reasonable to accept the rule, that to obtain the maximum power, current should be set to half 

the value of the short-circuit. The relative deviation in power magnitude is not higher than 0,00001 in 

range of 𝑟 from 0 to 5 K/W. It practically does not exist, so the statement is true. The situation is a little 

bit more complicated for achieving the best possible efficiency. Figure 7 presents the difference between 
efficiency in both situation.  Firstly, when electric current is set to value which gives the best possible 

efficiency for given 𝑟, and secondly, when for each 𝑟 the current is set to a half of the short circuit 

current. Figure 8 shows the relative deviation of efficiency when constant external resistance is applied 

– 2.05 𝛺. This case would give a vertical line when imposed on Figure 6. This is the value for best 

efficiency if 𝑟 = 0. 
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Figure 8: Difference between best possible efficiency and efficiency when resistance of power receiver 

is fixed (𝑅0)  for given 𝑟. 

3 Summary 

The proposed method of modelling the thermoelectric generator taking into account the thermal 

resistance, gives the results of calculations in line with the predictions. The calculations were made for 
different values of resistance. In the majority of practical implementations, the value is minimized, so 

usually not greater than one. Simulations carried out for r = 0.065 K/W (corresponding to the 

conductivity in the copper layer with a thickness of 10 cm), shown that the maximum achievable 

efficiency of the cell decreased from 7.80 % to 7.38 %, and in analogy the power from 21.57 W to 

19.16 W. The optimum value of the electrical resistance of the power receiver (due to the maximization 

of power or efficiency) changes as the thermal resistance of the associated elements increases. These 

changes are very small, which implies the practical unprofitability of taking them into account in the 

design of a real system. Popular DC/DC voltage converters capable of varying the input resistance have 
an efficiency clearly below 1, which will not allow achieving the desired profit resulting from their use. 

For the analyzed cell model, it can be stated, with a fairly good approximation, that the working points 

with maximum efficiency and maximum power overlap. For r = 0, their difference is about 9 % of the 

current value, which results in a relative efficiency deviation of no more than 0.7 %. This value 

decreases with the increase of r – so the relative difference in the current intensity between the point of 

maximum power and the point of maximum efficiency is smaller. If the thermal resistance is maintained 

at a low level, it does not significantly affect the useful parameters of the whole thermoelectric system. 
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Abstract 
Exergetic diagnosis consists in the evaluation of the exergetic balance on experimental data. When 
performed on an internal combustion engine, exergetic analysis can identify sources of inefficiency and 

possibilities for utilizing exergy that would be rejected. To perform this analysis, first experimental data 

were acquired for different operating conditions of spark-ignition engine by using gasohol and hydrous 

ethanol as fuels. With these data, exergetic analysis was carried out by evaluating the effects of engine 
operating parameters on associated irreversibilities. Afterwards, a comparison between the exergetic 

analyses of hydrous ethanol and gasoline fuel was presented. Finally, first and second law efficiencies 

were evaluated as functions of engine speed and A/F equivalence ratio. Exergy distributions of hydrous 
ethanol at lower and higher speeds of the engine and the accounts of exergy losses during engine 

operations are also evaluated.  

1 Introduction 

Although the concept of available work, known as technical working capacity, was already developed, 

however, Zoran Rant proposed the term ʻ exergy ʼ to describe it in 1956 [1]. Exergy is defined as the 

maximum amount of theoretical useful work, which can be obtained when a system comes to 
thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings. Exergy losses or irreversibilities are accompanied by 

entropy generation [2-5]. The principal objective of exergetic analysis is to conceptualize the optimal 

design for a system [6].  
Numerous researchers applied exergetic analysis in order to study diesel cycle. Subsequently, Lior and 

Rudy [7] carried out theoretical exergy analysis for Otto cycle by considering octane as fuel. They 

suggested the ways for minimization of exergy losses in order to improve efficiency. Soon afterwards, 

researchers evaluated spark-ignition engines by applying exergy analysis for various fuels. Gallo and 
Milanez [8] carried out the exergetic analysis for gasoline and ethanol fuelled engines by using heat 

release rate model and simulation. The comparative analysis revealed that ethanol fuel has higher 

combustion efficiency. Rakopoulos [9] presented a detailed analysis of exergy losses in the spark-
ignition engine as function of compression ratio, ignition time and equivalence ratio. Alasfour [10] 
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carried out exergy analysis of the spark-ignition engine by using butanol-gasoline blend. Caton [11] 
provided a detailed analytical analysis of exergy destruction due to combustion irreversibilities for the 

combustion of octane. He summarized the effects of pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio on 

exergy destruction. Hosoz et al. [12] presented  exergetic analyses of multi-cylinder spark-ignition 
engine for gasoline fuels of different research octane numbers by varying engine torque and speed. They 

concluded that fuels with higher octane ratings for the given range of octane numbers have lower 

exergetic efficiency. Design and operating parameters have considerable effects on exergy balance 
during engine operations [13,14]. The exergetic analysis based on simulation presented by Sezer et al. 

[15] showed that oxygenated fuels have fewer exergy losses than that of isooctane. Exergetic analysis 

carried out by Caton [16,17] for engine operation simulated with different fuels have shown similar 

results. Recently,  Kiani et al. [18] have used bioethanol-gasoline blends to investigate the effects of 
inlet charge temperature and spark advance on total exergy of spark-ignition engines. 

A two-zone diagnostic procedure is developed in order evaluate the experimental engine cycle 

simulations. The effects of engine speed and air/fuel (A/F) equivalence ratio on exergy losses, first law 
efficiency and exergetic efficiency are evaluated by carrying out the exergetic analysis. The comparison 

between the exergetic analyses of two fuels is also provided in order to contemplate the fuel market 

trends in Brazil.  

2 Materials and Methods  

Experiments are performed by using a flex-fuel 3-cylinder spark ignition engine with the compression 

ratio of 12.5. Gasohol E27 (27% anhydrous ethanol in gasoline) and hydrous ethanol E95h (5% water 
by volume) are used as fuels. These fuels are commercially available in Brazil. MATLAB was used to 

solve the equations of the sections 2.1 and 2.2 by applying the first order Runge-Kutta method.  

2.1 Thermodynamic Model  

Combustion is the most important phase during the operating cycles of internal-combustion engines. 

Two-zone combustion model is considered in order to carry out simulations. Apparent heat release rate 

(AHRR) model is applied in order to determine mass fraction burned and temperatures. Pressure and 
volume data is acquired from engine test bench which  is used for AHRR. Specific heat, enthalpy and 

entropy are temperature-dependent thermodynamic properties for constituents of in-cylinder mixtures, 

which are calculated by using least squares polynomials fitted to JANAF tables. The constituents of 
burned gases are assumed to be in chemical equilibrium. Mass fraction burned and temperatures of 

unburned and burned gases are unknown variables, which are determined by integrating the following 

differential equations simultaneously. 

 

𝑑𝑇𝑢
𝑑𝜃

=
− [

ℎ𝑢
ℎ𝑡𝐴𝑢(𝑇𝑢−𝑇𝑤)

𝜔
] + 𝑉𝑢

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃

𝑚(1 − 𝑥𝑏)𝑐𝑝,𝑢
 (1) 

 

𝑑𝑇𝑏
𝑑𝜃

=
(𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝐿𝐻𝑉 +𝑚𝑐𝑝,𝑢𝑇𝑢 −𝑚𝑐𝑝,𝑏𝑇𝑏)

𝑑𝑥𝑏

𝑑𝜃
− [

ℎ𝑏
ℎ𝑡𝐴𝑏(𝑇𝑏−𝑇𝑤)

𝜔
] + 𝑉𝑏

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃

𝑚𝑥𝑏𝑐𝑝,𝑢
 

(2) 

 

𝑑𝑥𝑏
𝑑𝜃

=

𝑅𝑏

𝑐𝑝,𝑏
[
ℎ𝑢
ℎ𝑡𝐴𝑏(𝑇𝑏−𝑇𝑤)

𝜔
− 𝑉𝑏

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
] + 𝑃

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
+ 𝑉

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
−𝑚(1 − 𝑥𝑏)𝑅𝑢

𝑑𝑇𝑢

𝑑𝜃

𝑚[𝑅𝑏𝑇𝑏 − 𝑅𝑢𝑇𝑢 +
𝑅𝑏

𝑐𝑝,𝑏
(
𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝐿𝐻𝑉

𝑚
+ 𝑐𝑝,𝑢𝑇𝑢 − 𝑐𝑝,𝑏𝑇𝑏)]

 (3) 
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2.2 Exergy Balance and Irreversibilities  

Irreversibilities are identified and evaluated quantitatively by using exergy analysis [19]. Moreover, the 

analysis can be used to optimize resource utilization. Exergy balance can be evaluated without stringent 
selection of reference state of the environment. Ambient conditions are considered as the reference state 

for exergetic analysis [20]. The rate of irreversibility can be estimated by using Gouy-Stodola theorem 

[21]. The rates of irreversibilities for unburned and burned zones are given by the Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) 

respectively. Global exergy balance is given by Eq.(6).  
 

𝑑𝐼𝑢
𝑑𝜃

= 𝑇0
𝑑𝜎𝑢
𝑑𝜃

= (
ℎ𝑢
ℎ𝑡𝐴𝑢(𝑇𝑢 − 𝑇𝑤)

𝜔𝑇𝑢
) +𝑚(1 − 𝑥𝑏)

𝑑𝑠𝑢
𝑑𝜃

 (4) 

 

𝑑𝐼𝑏
𝑑𝜃

= 𝑇0
𝑑𝜎𝑏
𝑑𝜃

= (
ℎ𝑏
ℎ𝑡𝐴𝑏(𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑤)

𝜔𝑇𝑏
) +𝑚𝑥𝑏

𝑑𝑠𝑏
𝑑𝜃

+𝑚(𝑠𝑏 − 𝑠𝑢)
𝑑𝑥𝑏
𝑑𝜃

 (5) 

 

Ė𝑥𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = Ẇ𝑒𝑓 + Ė𝑥𝑐𝑤 + Ė𝑥𝑒𝑔 + İ (6) 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

Experimental data was acquired for a wide range of engine operating conditions from engine test cell. 

Results were obtained by evaluating the effects of engine operating parameters. In-cylinder 
irreversibility for one cylinder as a function of crank angle is shown in Fig. 1. Irreversibilities due to 

heat transfer were not displayed due to comparatively negligible values prior to combustion. However, 

the higher amount of in-cylinder irreversibilities can be noticed during combustion. This trend continues 

after the end of combustion due to heat transfer between combustion products and cylinder walls.  
Fuel exergies of gasohol and hydrated ethanol as functions of engine speed under full load and wide-

open throttle are presented in Fig. 2a. The fuel exergies for gasoline and ethanol were estimated 

according to the methods described by Kotas [4]. Higher value of fuel exergy can be noticed at higher 
engine speed. Fuel exergy was expressed as a function of chemical exergy and mass flow rate of fuel. 

Therefore, the higher values of fuel exergy can be attributed to the higher fuel consumption. The effects 

of engine speeds on in-cylinder irreversibilities are presented in Fig. 2b. Higher engine speeds exhibited 
higher values of in-cylinder irreversibilities. However, the share of in-cylinder exergy losses was lower 

for higher speeds as illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be associated with efficient combustion of fuel at higher 

engine speed. Mechanical losses can be estimated by subtracting brake power from indicated power. 

The effect of engine speed on mechanical losses is presented in Figure 3a. Higher engine speed refers 
to higher mean speed of the piston. Thus, mechanical losses increased with increasing engine speed. 

Higher amount of exhaust exergy at higher engine speeds can be noticed in Fig. 3b. Exhaust exergy is 

related to the amount of exergy that leaves the engine with exhaust gases. Higher share of exhaust exergy 
for higher engine speed is due to higher temperature of combustion products. The effect of speed on 

cooling water exergy is presented in Fig. 4a. The amount of cooling water exergy increased with 

increasing engine speed. Higher engine speed exhibited lower share of cooling water exergy due to 
lower rate of heat transfer. The irreversibilities due to pump losses, mixing, throttling and exergy losses 

of heat transfer between cylinder walls and cooling water are accounted as other irreversibilities. Higher 

engine speeds have higher values of other irreversibilities as illustrated in Fig. 4b. However, their share 

increases significantly at higher engine speed.  
The effects of engine speed on 1st and 2nd law efficiencies are presented in Fig. 6. The lower values of 

efficiencies at lower engine speeds for gasoline fuel are due to the delayed ignition in order to avoid 
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knock. The distribution of fuel exergy is presented in Fig. 5 for 1000rpm and 5000rpm. The effects of 
A/F equivalence ratio on exhaust exergy, cooling water exergy, and exergetic efficiency are presented 

in Fig. 7a, Fig. 7b and Fig. 8 respectively. Leaner A/F mixtures attain lower values of temperatures 

during combustion. However, delayed combustion leads to higher exhaust gas temperatures. Therefore 
Leaner A/F mixtures exhibit slightly higher values of exhaust exergy.  Contrarily, cooling water exergy 

decreases with increasing A/F ratio. The variation of exergetic efficiency provides the optimum A/F 

equivalence ratio (Fig. 8). 

 

Figure 1: In-cylinder irreversibility as a function of crank position. 

 
(a)                                                                              (b)                   

Figure 2: (a)Effects of engine speed on fuel exergy and (b)effects of engine speed on in-cylinder 

irreversibilities. 

Comparison of gasohol and hydrous ethanol is provided in the figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. Comparatively, 

gasohol had higher in-cylinder irreversibilities. Similar results were exhibited by other irreversibilities. 

First and second law efficiencies were higher for hydrous ethanol. The outcomes of experimental 
investigation affirm the results presented by Gallo and Milanez [8]. The share of in-cylinder 

irreversibilities, other exergy losses and cooling water exergy for hydrated ethanol decreased 

significantly with increasing engine speed. Power output, mechanical losses and exhaust exergy 

exhibited higher values at higher engine speed for hydrous ethanol (Fig. 7).  
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(a)                                                                              (b)   

Figure 3: (a)Effects of engine speed on mechanical losses and (b)effects of engine speed on exhaust 

irreversibilities. 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 4: (a)Effects of engine speed on cooling water exergy and (b)effects of engine speed on other 

irreversibilities. 

 
(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 5: (a)Exergy distribution of hydrated ethanol fuel at 1000rpm and (b)exergy distribution of 

hydrated ethanol at 5000rpm. 
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Figure 6: Effects of engine speed on first and second-law efficiencies. 

 
(a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 7: (a)Effects of engine speed and A/F equivalence ratio on exhaust exergy and (b)effects of 
engine speed and A/F equivalence ratio on cooling water exergy. 

 

Figure 8: Effects of engine speed and A/F equivalence ratio on second law efficiency. 
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4 Conclusions 

Exergetic analysis of the spark-ignition engine was carried out by developing a two-zone model and the 

Gouy-Stodola theorem. The analysis provided the detailed exergy distribution and effects under 

different engine operating conditions for Brazilian gasohol and hydrous ethanol. In-cylinder 
irreversibilities increased with increasing engine speed. Similar trends have been noticed for mechanical 

losses, exhaust exergy, cooling water exergy and other irreversibilities. Hydrous ethanol exhibited lower 

in-cylinder exergy losses and higher values of 1st and 2nd law efficiencies. Exhaust exergy increased 

with increasing A/F equivalence ratio. Cooling water exergy decreased with increasing A/F equivalence 
ratio.  Therefore, an optimum value of A/F equivalence ratio can be deduced from the behavior of 

exergetic efficiency.   
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Nomenclature  

𝐴- Area 

𝑐𝑝- Specific heat 

Ė𝑥- Exergy flow rate 

ℎℎ𝑡- Coefficient of heat transfer 

𝐼- Irreversibility 

𝐿𝐻𝑉- Lower Heating Value 

𝑚- Mass 

𝑃- Pressure 

𝑅- Gas constant 

𝑠- Entropy 

𝑇- Temperature 

𝑉- Volume 

𝑥- Mass fraction 

 

 

 
  

Greek symbols 

 

𝜎- Entropy generated 

𝜃- Crank position 

𝜔- Angular velocity 

 
Subscripts 

 

b - burnt 
cw - cooling water 

eg - exhaust gases 

ef - effective 
fuel - fuel 

u - unburnt 

w -  cylinder wall 

0 - Ambient conditions 
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Abstract 
The engine simulations have become an integral part of engine design and development. Engine 

simulations are based on approximations and assumptions. The precision of the results depends on the 
accuracy of these hypotheses. The simplified models of frozen composition, chemical equilibrium and 

chemical kinetics provide the compositions of combustion products for engine cycle simulations. The 

effects of different operating conditions and hypotheses on the exergetic analysis are evaluated for spark-
ignition (SI) engine. The Brazilian automotive market has the highest number of flex-fuel vehicles. 

Therefore, a flex-fuel engine is considered for simulations in order to demonstrate the effects of different 

hypotheses. The stroke length and bore diameter have the same value of 80mm. The in-cylinder 
irreversibility is calculated for each case at closed part of the engine cycle. A comparative analysis of 

these hypotheses provides comprehensive evaluation of their effects on exergetic analysis. Higher values 

of accumulated irreversibility are observed for the oversimplified hypothesis.  

1 Introduction 

Irreversibilities are quantified by carrying out exergy analysis [1]. Most of the exergy destruction can 

be attributed to the combustion process in internal combustion engines. Internal heat transfer is chiefly 
responsible for entropy production during combustion [2]. The accuracy of estimated exergy destruction 

depends on the realization of all the reactions occurring during combustion [3, 4]. Formation of 

pollutants is directly associated with combustion. Modelling of the combustion process requires 
approximations and simplifications. However, the accuracy of these models has been enhanced with 

more profound knowledge of physics [5]. Caton [6] investigated the effects of different parameters on 

exergy losses during combustion.  

Thermodynamic properties of working fluids can be determined by using algorithms in order to solve 
the first law equations for engine cycle simulations. Heywood [7] described the procedure in detail. The 

working fluids inside cylinders may refer to air-fuel mixture and combustion products. The 

concentrations of these working fluids are determined by considering some assumptions and 
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approximations [8].  
Frozen, chemical equilibrium and chemical kinetics hypotheses are considered for the compositions of 

combustion gases. The effects of engine operating conditions are evaluated for aforementioned 

hypotheses. Accumulated irreversibility and second law efficiencies are also estimated for different 
cases and hypotheses.  The detailed comparative analysis of these assumptions and their effects is 

presented in this paper.   

2 Materials and Methods 

A comparison of exergetic analyses is carried out by considering frozen, chemical equilibrium and 

chemical kinetics compositions for reacting-gas mixtures. Brazilian ethanol and a flex fuel spark-

ignition engine are selected for analyses. A computer code is developed for in-cylinder simulations by 
using MATLAB.   

2.1 Frozen Composition 

Burned and unburned mixtures are considered of fixed compositions. These compositions are given for 
stoichiometric, lean and rich burned mixtures in the table 1.  

Table 1: Compositions for stoichiometric, lean and rich burned mixtures. 

Burned mixtures  Combustion species  

Stoichiometric Argon (Ar), 
Nitrogen (N2), 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

and Water vapors (H2O) 

Lean Argon (Ar) 

Nitrogen (N2) 

Oxygen (O2) 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 
and Water vapors (H2O) 

Rich  Argon (Ar) 

Nitrogen (N2) 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

Carbon monoxide (CO)  

Hydrogen (H2) 

and Water vapors (H2O) 

2.2 Chemical Equilibrium Composition 

The chemical equilibrium model considers thirteen combustion products. These chemical species are 

argon (Ar), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), atomic hydrogen (H), hydrogen (H2), water 
vapors (H2O), hydroxyl (OH), atomic oxygen (O), oxygen (O2), atomic nitrogen (N), nitrogen (N2), 

nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). The details of the model are provided by Lima and Gallo 

[9].     
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2.3 Chemical Kinetics Composition 

Chemical kinetics model considers twelve chemical species for combustion products, which are argon 

(Ar), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), atomic hydrogen (H), hydrogen (H2), water vapors 
(H2O), hydroxyl (OH), atomic oxygen (O), oxygen (O2), atomic nitrogen (N), nitrogen (N2), and nitric 

oxide (NO). The numerical method adopted by Lima and Gallo [10]  is applied in order to carry out 

simulations. They  presented a chemical kinetic model by considering following chemical reactions.  

{
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻
 
↔𝐻2 + 𝑂

𝑂𝐻 +𝑂
 
↔𝑂2 + 𝐻

𝑂𝐻 +𝐻2
 
↔𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐻

𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻
 
↔𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑂

𝐶𝑂 + 𝑂𝐻
 
↔𝐶𝑂2 +𝐻

𝐻 +𝑂𝐻 +𝑀
 
↔𝐻2𝑂 +𝑀

2𝐻 +𝑀
 
↔𝐻2 +𝑀

2𝑂 +𝑀
 
↔𝑂2 +𝑀

𝑂2 + 𝑁
 
↔𝑁𝑂 +𝑂

𝑁𝑂 +𝑂
 
↔𝑁2 +𝑂

𝑂𝐻 +𝑁
 
↔𝑁𝑂 + 𝐻

 (1) 

2.4 Engine Simulations and Exergy Analysis  

Mathematical models help to provide good approximations of real thermodynamic cycles of engines at 
different operating conditions. However, reliability of these models depends on the veracity of 

assumptions and approximations [8]. Specific heat, entropy and enthalpy are temperature-dependent 

thermodynamic properties, which are calculated for the each content of in-cylinder mixture according 

to the assumptions of each chemical composition model. A two zone thermodynamic model is developed 
in order to carry out engine cycle simulations. Temperatures of reactants and products are given by Eq. 

(2) and Eq. (3) respectively. Eq. (4) provides mass of products given by Wiebe function while keeping 

combustion duration (Δθb = 50°) as constant. In-cylinder pressure is given by Eq. (5). These equations 

are solved by using Runge-Kutta method.  
 

𝑑𝑇𝑟
𝑑𝜃

=
𝛿𝑄𝑟 + 𝑉𝑟

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃

𝑚𝑟𝑐𝑝
 (2) 

 

𝑑𝑇𝑝

𝑑𝜃
=
𝛿𝑄𝑝 + 𝑉𝑝

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
+ 𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑝)

𝑑𝑚𝑝

𝑑𝜃

𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑝
 (3) 

 

𝑚𝑝 = 𝑚{1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−6.908 (
𝜃 − 𝜃𝑠𝑜𝑐
𝛥𝜃𝑏

)
3

]} (4) 

 

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
=
𝑃
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
+ (𝑅𝑟𝑇𝑟 − 𝑅𝑏𝑇𝑏)

𝑑𝑚𝑝

𝑑𝜃
−
𝑅𝑟

𝑐𝑝
𝛿𝑄𝑟 −

𝑅𝑝

𝑐𝑝
[𝛿𝑄𝑝 + 𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑝)

𝑑𝑚𝑝

𝑑𝜃
]

𝑉𝑟𝑅𝑟

𝑐𝑝
+
𝑉𝑝𝑅𝑝

𝑐𝑝
− 𝑉

 (5) 

 
Irreversibilities are quantified by carrying out the exergetic analysis [1]. Change in irreversibility with 

respect to crank angle is given by Eq. (6). Rate of heat transfer for each zone can be determined by using 
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Eq. (7). The sum of changes in exergies of reactants and products provides the total change in exergy as 
presented by Eq. (8). Whereas, Eq. (9), Eq. (10), Eq. (11) Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) express change in exergy, 

change in internal energy, change in entropy, change in chemical exergy and second law efficiency 

respectively for each zone [11].   
  

𝛥𝐼 = (1 −
𝑇0
𝑇𝑤
) (𝛿𝑄𝑟 + 𝛿𝑄𝑝)𝛥𝜃 − 𝑃𝛥𝑉 − 𝛥𝐸𝑥 (6) 

 

𝛥𝑄𝑖 =
−ℎ𝑖

𝐻𝑇𝐴𝑖(𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑤)

𝜔
 (7) 

 

𝛥𝐸𝑥 = 𝛥𝐸𝑥𝑟 + 𝛥𝐸𝑥𝑝 (8) 

 

𝛥𝐸𝑥𝑖 = 𝛥𝑈𝑖 − 𝑇0𝛥𝑆𝑖 + 𝛥𝐸𝑥𝑖
𝑐ℎ
 
 (9) 

 

𝛥𝑈𝑖 = 𝑐𝑣𝛥𝑇 (10) 

 

𝛥𝑆𝑖 = cp 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑇𝑖
𝑗

𝑇𝑖
𝑗−1
) − 𝑅 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑃𝑗

𝑃𝑗−1
) (11) 

 

𝛥𝐸𝑥𝑖
𝑐ℎ = (𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑥𝑖

𝑐ℎ)
𝑗
− (𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑥𝑖

𝑐ℎ)
𝑗−1

 (12) 

 

𝜂𝐼𝐼 =
�̇�

𝐸�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
 (13) 

3 Results and Discussion 

Simulation results are obtained for different engine operating conditions.  A base case is considered in 

order to carryout comparative analysis for engine simulations. The operating conditions for each case 
are presented in Tab. 2. The fuels used in the simulation were E95h (hydrous ethanol with 5% v/v of 

water) and gasohol E27 (gasoline with 27% v/v of ethanol). Accumulated irreversibility for each 

hypothesis is presented in Fig. 1. Lower accumulated irreversibility can be observed for chemical 
kinetics hypothesis, mainly due to the formation of carbon monoxide (CO) and intermediate chemical 

species in the combustion products. Soon after the start of combustion, exergy losses remain lower due 

to the formation of CO. The concentrations of carbon monoxide as a function of  crank angle for 

stoichiometric, lean and rich conditions are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3.   
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Table 2: Engine operating conditions for different cases. 

Case Engine Speed 

(rpm) 

rc λ Fuel 

Base 2000 12:1 1 E95h 

1 2000 12:1 0.92 E95h 

2 2000 12:1 1.12 E95h 

3 1000 12:1 1 E95h 

4 5000 12:1 1 E95h 

5 2000 12:1 1 E27 

6 2000 8:1 1 E95h 

7 2000 14:1 1 E95h 

  

Figure 1: Effects of crank angle and chemical composition hypothesis on accumulated irreversibility. 

 

Figure 2: Concentration of carbon monoxide as a function of crank angle for stoichiometric and lean 

conditions. 
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Figure 3: Concentration of carbon monoxide as a function of crank angle for rich conditions. 

 

Accumulated irreversibility as a function of different operating conditions for a flex-fuel spark-ignition 

engine is shown in Fig. 2. Accumulated irreversibility presents a similar trend for gasohol, hydrous 

ethanol, stoichiometric, lean, higher and lower engine speeds and compression ratios. However, engine 

operating with fuel rich conditions has higher accumulated irreversibility. The unexpected outcome 
reveals the dependency of the first law analysis on lower heating value of fuel. Higher content of CO in 

the combustion products represents the lower amount of energy liberated by combustion. Exergy of 

combustion products depends on Gibbs free energy. Chemical equilibrium considers the minimization 
of Gibbs free energy. Consequently, higher values of accumulated irreversibility were observed for the 

chemical equilibrium hypothesis. 

 

Figure 4: Effects of different engine operating conditions on accumulated irreversibility for chemical 
composition hypotheses. 
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Table 3: Relative deviations of accumulated irreversibility for chemical equilibrium and frozen 
composition hypotheses. 

 

Case 

Relative deviation 

Chemical 

equilibrium 

Frozen 

composition 

Base 7.72 6.76 

1 -1.40 2.84 

2 4.15 3.75 

3 6.97 6.25 
4 9.77 8.57 

5 6.57 5.63 

6 7.90 7.10 
7 7.29 5.99 

 

Assuming the chemical kinetics hypothesis as comparatively accurate, the relative deviations of 

accumulated irreversibility for chemical equilibrium and frozen composition hypotheses are presented 
in Tab. 3. The comparison of second law efficiency for different hypotheses and cases is presented in 

Fig. 5. Chemical kinetics hypothesis exhibits lower accumulated irreversibility during combustion 

process (see Fig. 4). Therefore the 2nd law efficiency is higher for chemical kinetics hypothesis in all 
cases. Lower values of combustion irreversibilities are observed for hydrous ethanol as compared to the 

gasohol fuel. Consequently, gasohol exhibits lower values of second law efficiency for all hypotheses. 

The cases with medium engine speeds exhibit higher values of second law efficiency. The lower values 

of efficiencies for lower and higher engine speeds are due to higher heat losses and lower volumetric 
efficiency respectively. The engines with higher compression ratios have higher thermal efficiencies. 

Accordingly the second law efficiency is also higher for higher compression ratio. 

 

Figure 5: Effects of different engine operating conditions on second law efficiency for chemical 

composition hypotheses.            

4 Conclusions 

Effects of engine operating parameters and chemical composition hypotheses on accumulated 

irreversibility and second law efficiency were evaluated for an ethanol fuelled spark-ignition engine. 
Accumulated irreversibility was higher for chemical equilibrium and frozen compositions for all engine 
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operating conditions excluding fuel rich conditions. The inappropriate consideration of energy released 
by combustion is responsible for higher accumulated irreversibility of chemical kinetics hypothesis. 

Chemical kinetics hypothesis exhibits higher values for second law efficiency for all engine operating 

conditions. Gasohol fuel has higher values of accumulated irreversibility and second law efficiency. 
Different hypotheses for the compositions of combustion products and engine operating conditions have 

significant effect on accumulated irreversibility and second law efficiency, which are affirmed by the 

relative deviations of accumulated irreversibility provided by engine simulations.  
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Nomenclature  

EVO – exhaust valve opening 

𝐴 – Area 

𝑐𝑝 – Specific heat at constant pressure 

𝑐𝑣 – Specific heat at constant volume 

𝐸𝑥 – Total extensive exergy 

𝐸𝑥𝐶ℎ  – Chemical exergy 

𝑒𝑥𝐶ℎ  – Specific chemical exergy 

𝑒𝑥̅̅ ̅𝑐ℎ– Specific chemical exergy on molar basis 

ℎ𝐻𝑇– Coefficient of heat transfer 

𝐼 – Irreversibility 

𝑀– Molecular weight 

𝑚 – Mass 

𝑃– Pressure 

𝑄 – Heat transfer 

𝑟𝑝𝑚– Revolutions per minute  

𝑅– Constant of a mixture of gasses 

�̄�– Universal constant of gasses 

rc – Compression ratio 

𝑆 – Entropy 

𝑇– Temperature 

𝑈– Internal energy 

𝑉– Volume 

 

 

Greek symbols 
 

λ – Air/Fuel equivalence ratio  

𝜃 – Crank position 

𝜔 – Angular velocity of the engine 

 
Subscripts 

 

0 – Ambient conditions 
b – Combustion 

i – Zone 

j – Iteration 
k – Component of a mixture 

p – Products of combustion 

r – Reactants 

SOC – Start of combustion 
w – Cylinder’s wall 
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Abstract 

Straw-fired batch boilers, due to their simple structure and low operating costs, are an interesting option 

for heating systems dedicated to use in residential houses, farms, schools, industrial facilities and other 

objects. Market available solutions include both typical water boilers and air heaters with thermal oil 

jacket. High temperature of thermal oil (achieving a level of 180-200°C) make that is possible to use a 

straw-fired devices as the source of heat supplied to micro scale cogeneration and trigeneration systems.   

The first part of this paper shows experimental analysis of a micro scale cogeneration system based on 

modified Rankine Cycle operation. A 100 kWth straw-fired batch boiler with thermal oil jacket was used 

as a high temperature heat source. Thermal oil, heated in the boiler, was transferred respectively to the 

evaporator, superheater and oil/water emergency heat exchanger. Generated steam was conditioned and 

used to power a 20 hp steam engine. Cooling water, heated in condenser, was pumped to 4 m3 water 

tank connected with two air coolers. The control of the system operation was realized using a dedicated 

automation system based on the PLC controller.  

In the second part of this study, a micro scale cogeneration system was developed and modelled in 

TRNSYS software on the basis of the experimental installation. The dynamic operation conditions in 

terms of temperatures and powers were analysed for the main components of the system (boiler, 

evaporator steam engine, condenser). Moreover, some modifications in the system construction were 

proposed to improve its performance.   

Results of the experimental tests allow to identify the main aspects of the considered system – 

temperature, pressure and power levels in oil, steam and water circuits and operating parameters of the 

steam engine. Dynamic simulations performed in TRNSYS allowed to find the nominal operation 

scenario for the tested system and shown the high potential of the further improvements in the system 

construction. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, renewable energy based micro cogeneration and micro trigeneration systems are gaining 

more and more popularity. Such systems allow to meet a restrictive European Union’s demands in the 

field of use renewable energy sources (RES), increase energy efficiency and decrease CO2 emission to 

the atmosphere. In Polish conditions, among various available RES, biomass is characterized by a high 

caloric value, wide availability, and low prices. One of the biomass fuel, which is not well recognized 

from the standpoint of its utilization in combined heat and power (CHP) and combined cooling, heat 

and power (CCHP) systems, is straw. Market available units dedicated to straw combustion, include two 

types of devices: 

 batch boilers for periodic and cyclic combustion of baled straw, devices based on ground straw 

combustion technology using burning cigar method (continuous operation) and automatic 

devices for combustion of straw cut into pieces of 5-10 cm in length (continuous operation as 

well); 

 straw-fired air heaters with thermal oil as the working medium, heated to the temperature of 

150-200°C and used in special applications, such as greenhouses, drying rooms, distilleries, etc.  

As was shown in [1], typical straw-fired batch boilers may be easily adopted to high temperature heat 

generation for micro cogeneration system based on modified Rankine Cycle operation. This technology 

is one of the main power generation technologies for biomass utilization. Beyond it, internal combustion 

piston engines and CHP plants with a steam turbine working on an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) are 

commonly used. Other CHP technologies, such as those based on gas turbines, Stirling engines, and fuel 

cells, are still in the development phase [2,3]. 

Analysing of the available literature shows, that the possibility to use biomass boilers in small- or micro-

scale distributed cogeneration systems (encompassing systems of up to 10 kWel) has been the subject of 

investigations for several years [4,5]. For example, three variants of CHP plant based on the ORC cycle 

and fuelled with sawmill waste have been analysed in [6]. The boiler, with a capacity of 250 kW, in 

which the combustion of biomass waste from sawmills occurs, was used as a source of energy for the 

CHP plant. The results show that the highest electric power was obtained for the system with internal 

regeneration and methylcyclohexane applied as the “dry” working fluid (other tested fluids were 

octamethyltrisiloxane, methanol and water). Another example is an analysis of 2 kWel ORC system 

shown in [7]. The electrical efficiency of this system varied  from 7.5% to 13.5%, depending on the used 

working fluid (HFE700, HFE7100 or n-Pentane), hot water temperature in biomass boiler and ORC 

condenser cooling water temperature.  

Among the cogeneration systems, also trigeneration ones are considered in the literature [8,9,10]. 

Technical and economic modelling and performance analysis of biofuel fired trigeneration systems 

equipped with energy storage for remote households were carried out in [11]. To adapt the dynamic 

energy demand for electricity, heating and cooling, both electrical and thermal energy storage devices 

were integrated to balance larger load changes. Techno-economic analysis of the modelled trigeneration 

systems showed efficiencies of around 64-70% and electricity selling prices of around 356-407 

EUR/MWh when fired by biofuels. The methodology to optimize the size (electric power) of a 

cogeneration plant based on a biomass-fired Organic Rankine Cycle and connected to an existing district 

heating network is shown in [12]. Calculations show that for population between 10,000 and 20,000 

inhabitants the size of the plant ranges from 2 to 9 MWel. The coverage of the thermal energy demand 

ranges from 40% to 80%. Regarding the trigeneration mode, it is concluded that cooling is only worth 

in locations with high summer severity and in full load operation mode, being the optimal size of the 

plant smaller in trigeneration mode than in cogeneration. 

This paper encompasses the analysis of the practical aspects of the operation of prototypical micro scale 

cogeneration units with straw-fired batch boiler. Experimental results are supplemented by dynamic 

simulations of the installation under nominal operation conditions.   
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2 Experimental rig  

2.1 Experimental rig 

Experimental rig is equipped with a 100 kWth straw-fired batch boiler (working as a high temperature 

heat source for developed micro cogeneration system) and oil, steam and water circuits. The boiler has 

an oil jacket (replacing typically used in boilers water jacket) and it is equipped with fuel feeder and 

additional air nozzles that supply air to the second combustion chamber.  Steam is generated in two shell 

and tube heat exchangers connected in series – the first one operates as an evaporator, while the second 

one – as a superheater. Generated steam, after being conditioned, powers a 2-cylinder, double-acting, 

20-horsepower steam engine. Then, it is condensed in a condenser (the third one shell and tube heat 

exchanger) and pumped to a degasser. Finally, condensed water is pumped to the evaporator, where it 

is evaporated again. Electricity is generated in a 2 kWel power generator connected with the steam engine 

(it is only temporary solution, in the near future generator characterized by a higher power will be used). 

The main elements of the developed micro cogeneration system are shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
 

 

  

Figure 1: The main elements of the developed micro cogeneration system: (a) boiler, fuel feeder, 

evaporator and superheater, (b) steam circuit with visible steam engine, steam turbine and condenser, 

(c) steam engine, (d) bulbs with 2 kWel of installed power operating as a load. 

More than 80 parameters are measured and controlled via dedicated automation system based on WAGO 

PFC200 modular PLC controller. The most important parameters are: 

 temperature, pressure and mass flow of working fluids (oil, water) in the selected points of the 

oil, steam and water circuits, 

 thermal power of the boiler, evaporator, superheater and condenser, 

 rotation speed of the steam engine and consequently voltage, current and electrical power 

produced in the generator, 

 power of inlet and outlet air fans as well as power of oil and water pumps, performed by means 

of inverters, 

 emissions from the boiler. 
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2.2 Dynamic simulations 

The perform of dynamic simulations is crucial from the standpoint of determining theoretical available 

power generation in the developed system and identifying possibilities of its further improvements. The 

development of the model of the installation and its simulation allowed to investigate the nominal 

operation conditions of the experimental rig. 

The model of the system was developed and simulated with TRaNsient SYstem Simulation (TRNSYS) 

tool. This tool is commonly used for the simulation of energy systems and it is based on validated 

components models with respect to experimental and/or manufacturer data. The simulation of the 

developed model allowed to determine profiles of temperature, pressure, mass flow, and thermal and 

electrical power the selected system components. The framework of the implemented components in 

the system consists of: cross flow heat exchanger (Type 5), heat recovery steam generator (Type 637), 

flow following steam turbine (Type 592), condenser for steam flows (Type 598), steam condensate 

pumps (Type 618), storage tank (Type 4), pump (Type 3), pipe (Type 31), fluid diverting valve (Type 

647), controlled flow diverter (Type 11)  differential controller (Type 2) and others. It is worth noting 

that a steam turbine was used instead of the engine since the model of the engine is under development. 

Despite the different operation characteristics of engine and turbine, the adoption of the last one allowed 

to estimate the operation of the system under nominal operation conditions. Moreover, it is assumed that 

the system operates continuously under quasi-steady state condition. The simulations carried out a huge 

amount of data, however, only a small part of the results is presented below, for sake of brevity. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Boiler’s operation 

The boiler’s operation was realized by setting a volume flow of air at the inlet to combustion chambers 

and flue gas at the outlet from the boiler. Flue gas temperature was maintained at a level of 320–350°C, 

while maximum oil temperature was set to 200°C. Straw was loaded to the combustion chamber by the 

fuel feeder, except the starting phase, when four rectangular bales (~38 kg) were preloaded before 

starting of the combustion process.  

Heat generated in the boiler was transferred via thermal oil to evaporator and superheater (in which 

water was evaporated and steam was superheated) and water cooling emergency heat exchanger. During 

presented study, thermal power transferred from the oil circuit to evaporate water and superheat 

generated steam  achieved a maximum level of ca. 90 kW (it was about 90% of thermal power generated 

in the boiler). Considering individually operation of evaporator and superheater it can be observed that 

evaporator was consuming a power at average level of 50 kW, while power consumption of superheater 

significantly was varying in time. In general, the maximum thermal power reached in the boiler was 

higher than 190 kW in time, when emergency heat exchanger was switched on.  

Variations in thermal power generated in the boiler, power taken by the evaporator and superheater and 

power taken by the emergency heat exchanger during considered combustion process, are shown in 2.  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 2: Variations in the thermal power generated in the boiler and consumed both in evaporator 

and superheater and emergency heat exchanger (a), supplemented by comparison of thermal power 

consumed individually in evaporator and superheater (b). 

3.2 Steam circuit parameters 

The steam engine, which is installed in the prototypical system, requires steam pressure at a level of 

13.8 bars and proper steam flow to work with 700 RPM. Such a parameters have not been achieved at 

the current configuration of the tested system.  The maximum level of steam pressure during presented 

tests was ~5.9 bars at temperature at the outlet from superheater 196°C. In time of power generation 

these values were varying, depending mainly on the irregular parameters of straw combustion process. 

When electric power generated in the generator achieved the highest level (1071 W), steam pressure 

was 4.3 bars (31.2% of its nominal value) and mass flow of the steam was 109 kg/h. The main parameters 

measured in the steam circuit are shown in Fig. 3. Significantly variations in generated power, which 

can be observed in this figure, are caused by determining the I-V characteristics.  
 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 3: Variations in the steam temperature, pressure and mass flow (a) as well as rotation speed 

and power generated in the power generator (b). 

3.3 Current-voltage and power-voltage characteristics of the power generator 

Below presented current-voltage (I-V) and power-voltage (P-V) characteristics were determined in time 

between 110 and 130 minute of the combustion process (see Fig. 4). The maximum power was reached 

in 124 minute for voltage 281.8 V and current 3.8 A (as was said before, it was 1071 W). This value 

was limited both by steam parameters (resulting e.g. from actual configuration of the developed micro 

cogeneration system) and construction of the power generator (it is only 10.7% of the steam engine’s 

nominal power).  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4: Current-voltage (a) and power-voltage (b) characteristics of the power generator. 

3.4 Results of dynamic simulations 

The developed model of the system was based on the parameters of the experimental rig, including 

components capacities, mass flow rates, set-point temperatures. The thermal demand of the user was 

simulated assuming that the tank supplies thermal energy to the user in order to keep its top temperature 

between 50 and 70 °C. In particular, in order to avoid the overheating of the tank, when its temperature 

reaches 70 °C the stored water is supplied to the virtual user. The heat exchange is simulated lowering 

the returning temperature to the tank of 5 °C with respect of the supply one. In this way the temperature 

inside the tank is lowered to 50 °C. Moreover, for the steam boiler operates to produce steam at pressure 

of about 7.5 bar, while the pressure at the inlet of the turbine is fixed to 7.0 bar. The simulation was 

performed for constant operation conditions of the system, excluding the cooling of the tank, previously 

mentioned. 

The main temperatures of the system are plotted in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Main temperatures of the system, dynamic simulation. 

As noted form this figure, the operating conditions of the are almost constant, since a continuous 

operation and steady state of operation of the straw boiler is performed. Only the variation of the tank 

temperature determines an oscillation of the boiler inlet temperature. In fact, the thermal oil achieves a 

lower temperature when the thermal energy is provided to the user by the tank. The control strategy of 

the boiler allows one to achieve the nominal oil temperature of 200 °C which is used by the steam boiler 

to produce a steam at about 180 °C at 7.5 bar. The turbine expands the steam to 102.3 °C at a pressure 
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of 1.1 bar, then the steam condensates to 86.8 °C. Moreover, the operation of the preheater determines 

an increase of the condensed water to 145.3 due to the still high temperature of the oil exiting the steam 

boiler. 

The thermal powers of the main components and the electrical power of the turbine are reported in 

Figure 6. In this figure it is clearly shown that the thermal power provided by the boiler in order to 

ensure an outlet oil temperature of 200 °C varies as a function of the inlet temperature, which trend 

depends on the thermal energy transferred to control the temperature of the tank. The thermal power of 

the boiler varies between 71.4 and 73.7 kW. As expected, the main part of the boiler thermal power is 

used to produce steam (41.7 kW), while the remaining part is used for water preheating (6.4 kW) and 

supplied to the user tank (23.4 kW). The electrical power produced is also almost constant and it is equal 

to 6.4 kW. The results of the dynamic simulation show that the performance of the experimental 

installation may be significantly improved, enhancing the production of the steam form the point of view 

of operation pressure. This improvement will lead to a higher power production. 

Furthermore, the implementation of the trigeneration scheme (integration of an absorption chiller) in the 

present system layout is clearly possible due the satisfactory temperature levels. However, attention 

must be paid to the coupling of thermal demands of the user with the capacity and dynamic operation of 

the straw boiler. In fact, as outlined by the results the user demand affects the boiler inlet temperature, 

and this effect will be more significant in the absorption chiller integration. Therefore, a correct selection 

of the thermally driven chiller unit must be performed to ensure a satisfactory operation of the system 

from the point of view of steam production condition requirements (electrical power) and thermal energy 

supplied to the user. 

 

 

Figure 6: Main thermal and electrical powers of the system, dynamic simulation. 

4 Conclusion 

The paper shows the combined heat and power generation system operation based on straw combustion. 

Electrical power achieved in the study was 1071W, representing 31.2% of the nominal power of the 

installed steam engine. Numerical analyzes performed in TRNSYS prove that due to proper control of 

the combustion process and increase of steam pressure it is possible to obtain 6.4 kW of electric power, 

which is 598% of the power obtained in the study. In addition, the simulation allows to correct selection 

of the thermally driven chiller to implement full trigeneration cycle.  
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Abstract 

Nowadays, photovoltaic systems installed in urban areas have to be an essential part of distributed 
generation systems, and lead to improve energy efficiency of buildings. The most popular way to mount 

photovoltaics on the roofs of the building is to locate it with optimal angle to sun. Unfortunately, in 

many urban cases it is impossible to place photovoltaics on the best available position because of shading 
effect or special building conditions.  

The paper describes the operation aspects of the 7,5 kWp photovoltaic installation located on the roof 

of the didactic building of AGH University of Science and Technology. The significant part of the roof 
Is occupied by HVAC installation, so the periodic shading is occurring. It makes, that a level of energy 

generated in the PV system is lower than expected.  

The paper presents the analysis of the possibilities of increasing efficiency of the installation using 

Transient System Simulation tool (TRNSYS). The first part of the test was focused on the validating 
model of the installation and determine its impact on the CO2 emissions. Then, modifications in the 

arrangement of the panels were considered (redirecting of additional light stream).  Moreover, an 

economic and environmental analysis of proposed improvements were conducted. 

1 Introduction 

Due to climatic changes and environmental pollution, topics connected with renewable energy sources 

are very important in the international policy. It causes also constant development of new RES 
applications. The PV technology seems to have the widest range of them all. It might be used in family 

houses as well as in photovoltaic power plants. Moreover, new technologies linked with solar- powered 

vehicles and devices are still being developed. Photovoltaic integrated with building structure (BIPV) is 
expanding as well. Several examples of installations including such solution are adopted: tiles, shingles, 
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skylights, standing seam products, curtain wall products, spandrel panels, glazing, etc.[1]. Numerical 
and mathematical methods are frequently used during projects preparation and its further analysis. 

Computer modelling allows to calculate many physical parameters like energy output or thermal 

behaviour. The description of commonly used tools for calculation of thermal and electrical 
performance, efficiency, exergy, etc. is contained in [1].  

The net zero energy buildings (nZEB) for the proper operation demand renewable energy generated on 

site. The solar energy may be widely used in such cases but the possibility of installing PV system in 
particular place is restricted by roof characteristics, electricity demand and consumption pattern. In 

general, such installations need financial support to be economically viable, as shown by Haegermark 

et al. [2]. The study carried out by Good and Hestnes [3] for a Norwegian residential building shows 

that the highest- efficient PV panels could help to reach zero energy balance. Moreover, the boundary 
conditions and building energy system have a great impact on results of this simulation. 

BIPV in commercial and office buildings can significantly reduce the consumption of electricity from 

the local grid. To achieve that aim, the best production – consumption profiles match should be obtained. 
Real cases presented in [4] shows that in first approach all facades that are not oriented to the North may 

play a role in energy production and improve the degree of building  self – sufficiency degree.  

Each building needs both thermal and electrical energy which can be provided by solar collectors and 

photovoltaics. There is also a possibility to build integrated photovoltaic-thermal systems (BIPV/T) [3]. 
Hybrid photovoltaic–thermal (PV/T) modules can potentially lead to a higher total efficiency by 

controlling PV cells temperature and converting  infrared radiation to thermal energy. The required 

space to build integrated system is also lower. As shown in [5] there is a possibility to add a water 
cooling system to existing photovoltaic units: the film cooling and the spray cooling methods have been 

considered. In [6] is presented the influence of the air layer thickness and a shadow casted by frame 

border over the cells in PV installation located in Hefei at azimuth angle 45⁰. The results show that the 
frame shadow reduces system photovoltaic efficiency to 2.6% (normal efficiency, 13.0%). 

According to [7] shows the influence of natural ventilation in  PV facade systems. There was developed 

a numerical model in TRNSYS and verified by a series of data collected through a long term. The results 

helped to assess the performance of 7.4kWp of such installation in Izmir, Turkey. 
In regions where access to power grid infrastructure is limited the hybrid installations integrated with 

buildings could be used to provide electric power.  In [8] an example of such situation is described on 

basis of a Turkey region. The complex installation which contains PV panels, diesel and battery was 
simulated with TRNSYS software. The results shows that panels can produce 60.84 MWh of electric 

energy and reduces CO2 emission by 42.53 tons. Unit cost of generated energy was calculated as 0.24 

€/kWh. According to [9] such a integration increases the reliability of the power system. The continuity 
of power supply can be obtained through the integration of RES and proper operation and maintenance 

of npower system.  In case study described in [10] another software - Building Information Modelling 

(BIM)   was used to analyse energy performance of four BIPV installation from in the Industrial 

Technology Research Institute (ITRI), Hsinchu, Taiwan. The results of simulation are compared with 
three-year measured data and they show that a reasonably good estimation of the electrical energy 

production of the BIPV at the building design stage was obtained. Particularly, the examinated and 

compared photovoltaics systems were composed of: Sun Shield, transom, side vertical and ordinary PV 
panels. 

There are available various technical solutions for tracking solar position so it makes this solution 

suitable for BIPV. According to [11,12,13] the possibility of increasing the amount of generated energy 

is significant. The reported energy gain is about 30-35% for single axis systems rather than for systems 
set at a fixed angle. Rizk and Chaiko [11] used a tracking control based on voltage output analysis. A 

Wheatstone bridge with two light dependent resistors and two usual resistors were applied as a detector 

of a relative solar radiation angle by Aziz S and Hassan [12]. As reported by Bazyari et al. [13]. 
Nevertheless, the difference in  energy output gain between two and single axis tracking system is not 

relevant. The reported gain was only 4% percent. 
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These data was used to estimate energy gain for system described in this paper, what is described in 
further part of the paper.  

2 Analysis of existing system 

2.1 Energy demand 

Krakow is a city located in in southern Poland, Malopolskie voivodship (50°03′41″N latitude and 

19°56′11″E longtitude). The existing photovoltaic system which is located on the roof of the building  

of Faculty of Energy and Fuels has been designed to partially meet energy demands of it. This building 
contains several rooms with various applications and equipment: 

 Two lecture rooms equipped with projector, PC computer, and sound system,  

 One computer laboratory, equipped with PC computers, 
 Several laboratory rooms, equipped with different electrical devices (including computers, and 

specialist test rigs with electrical engines, fans, pumps, controllers etc.),  

 Several office rooms, equipped with PC computers, printers and other office devices, 

 Technical rooms (e.g. server room), social room, lodge, toilets, etc.  
Lighting and air-conditioning system (central system located on the roof) is located in every room. 

Typical opening hours of this building are 8 AM - 8 PM. The annual power consumption is about 250 

MWh (+/- 10%). 

2.2 Existing PV system 

The PV system is located at the roof of the Energy and Fuels Faculty building of the AGH University 

of science and technology, Krakow. The installation consists of: 
 14 polycrystalline panels Schuco MPE 245 PG 09 connected in 2 strings with 7 panels each, 

oriented on east. The angle between horizontal surface and the panel surface is equal to 10 

degrees, 
 As above but panels are west oriented, 

 12 thin film panels SHARP NAE-135L5 connected in 2 strings with 6 panels each, oriented on 

south. The angle between horizontal surface and the panel surface is equal to 7.5 degrees. 

Detailed data of the installation are presented in the table 1. 
Two strings with the same orientation were connected to one inverter. The FroniusSymo 3.0-3 unit 

(nominal power of 3 kW and efficiency of 96.2%) and Fronius IG-15 (nominal power of 1.3 kW and 

efficiency of 91.4%) were used for polycrystalline panels and thin film panels, respectively. The diagram 
of the installation is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure1. Diagram of the analysed PV installation  

Table 1. Summary of the analysed installation. 

 
Schuco MPE 245 PG 09 

SHARP NAE-

135L5 
unit 

Module efficiency 14.9 9.6 % 

Rated power (Pmpp) 245 135 Wp 

Rated voltage (Umpp) 29.92 47.0 V 

Rated current (Impp) 8.2 2.88 A 

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 37.98 61.3 V 

Short circuit current (Isc) 8.62 3.41 A 

Temperature coefficient α (Pmpp) -0.47 -0.24 %/K 

Temperature coefficient β (Isc) +0.05 +0.07 %/K 

Temperature coefficient X (Voc) -0.34 -0.3 %/K 

Normal Operating Cell Temperature 

(NOCT) 
43 46 oC 

External dimensions 1652 x 994 x 40 1402 x 1001 x 6.7 mm 

Module weight 20 24 kg 

Performance warranty on 90% (Pmpp 

min) 
12 10 years 

Performance warranty on 80% (Pmpp 

min) 
25 25 years 
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Figure 2 shows the location of PV panels arranged into three fields at the roof of the building. It is clearly 
visible that a major part of the roof is occupied by the HVAC system. Moreover, cover specifications of 

the roof constrained the slight tilt angle of the PV panels. Furthermore, mounting dedicated frames 

which could alter tilt angles was impossible. 

 

Figure 2. The roof view with indicated position of three fields with PV panels and mirrors 

2.3 Simulation details 

As mentioned, two software: TRNSYS - Transient System Simulation tool and Polysun were used to 

carried out the simulations. First of them is commonly used for commercial and scientific purposes 

because it allows to simulate both simple or complex energy systems and processes. It is easy in use due 
to extensive built–in library of components which are based on experimental and/or manufacturer data. 

There are also information about weather in indicated place collected for many years. The software 

allows the dynamic calculation of temperatures, solar insolation, powers and many other parameters. In 
this simulation following components were used: PV panel (type 562a), inverter (type 48a), Meteonorm 

weather data processor (type 15-6). The electrical performance of the PV panel depends on the absorbed 

solar energy and convectional energy losses from the top and back surface of the PV. Total array 
efficiency ηT which was assumed as a constant in time was the base to calculate the performance of PV 

panel.  

 

ηT = (1 + ηT,coef(TPV − Tref))(1 + ηI,coef(IT − IT,ref))ηref (1) 

 

ηT  the overall efficiency of the photovoltaic array calculated via TRNSYS 

ηT,coef  a coefficient that describes the change of photovoltaic array efficiency as a function of cell 

temperature 

TPV  the PV cell temperature 

Tref  cell temperature at the condition under which the reference PV efficiency was measured 

ηI,coef  a coefficient that describes the change in photovoltaic array efficiency as a function of incident 

solar radiation 

IT  the total amount of solar radiation incident on the PV collector surface 

IT,ref  the total amount of solar radiation incident on the PV collector surface at the conditions under 

which the reference PV efficiency was measured 

ηref  the overall efficiency of the photovoltaic array under reference conditions 
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The models of such components are here omitted since they are available in the TRNSYS software 
reference [14]. The each simulation of the developed system was performed assuming a one-year time 

period with a time step of 0.1 hours. Moreover, in order to perform the simulation, PV modules 

efficiency, solar field area, and emissivity were set accordingly to the available data of the investigated 
system. In addition, external data regarding the shading factor of the photovoltaic field has been used 

for the dynamic simulations. 

The second software, Polysun gives similar opportunities to TRNSYS in simulation energy systems. It 
also contains built-in components library with manufacturers data and Meteonorm weather data. It 

allows to work quickly and easily during preparation the models of the systems due to a user-friendly 

interface. The components used in this model corresponded to the ones installed on the roof. The H.G. 

Beyer model [15] based on the Equations (2, 3) was used to calculate the parameters of investigated 
installation. 

 

ηPMPP(I, Tref) = a1 + a2 + a3 ∙ ln(I ∙
1

[Wm2]
) (2) 

 

ηPMPP(I, T) = ηPMPP(I, Tref) ∙ (1 + α(T − 25oC)) (3) 

 

Where Tref is 25oC and a1 - a3 are device specific parameters. The performance at operation 

temperatures other than 25ºC may then be modeled by the standard approach using a single temperature 
coefficient α: Irradiance I at an operation temperature of 25ºC. T-current operation temperature. The 

parameters a1-a3 and α should be determined using procedure described in [15]. This simulation 

investigated amount of produced energy by the installation every month during one year. 

Furthermore, the shading of the photovoltaic modules has been included in the analysis, because the 
presence of the objects on the case study building roof has been considered within the Polysun software. 

3 Results 

Mean monthly data regarding the four-year operation of the photovoltaic system have been compared 

with the ones obtained by the simulation carried out with both software (Figure 3, 4 and 5).  

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of measurements and simulations results for east side 
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Figure 4. Comparison of measurements and simulations results for west side 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of measurements and simulations results for south side 

The mean annual production of electrical energy measured on site resulted 6201 kWh, while 6096 kWh 

and 5888 kWh were calculated with TRNSYS and Polysun software, respectively. Therefore, the 

simulation of the PV system with Polysun software showed that this software underestimates of 5.3 % 
the annual electrical energy production, while the TRNSYS software underestimates the production of 

1.7 %. This results outlined that the simulations carried out with both software were performed correctly. 

The actual configuration of the PV field achieves an electrical energy production that a matches 2.5 % 
of the overall electrical energy demand of the building. 

In the next step possible improvements of the existing PV field configuration are analysed in order to 

enhance the electrical energy production. Method allowing the improvement of the electrical energy 
production is redirecting of solar radiation beam on the surface of the panels. This is possible with the 

installation of flat mirrors on the northern edge of the roof reflecting solar radiation on the panels. The 

analyses for this configuration were performed and shows that it is possible to increase generated energy 

from 25 to 45% per year. The monthly energy results with and without mirrors are shown in Figure 6.   
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Figure 6. Simulation of energy generation for system with mirrors 

4 Conclusions 

Analyses developed in the study shows a potential of improvements for investigated PV installation. 
Redirecting od solar radiation proposed in a paper allows an increase of the annual electrical output of 

about 20 – 45%, which could determine a decrease of the building operation cost and also environmental 

benefits. Further analysis will include the effect of PV panels cooling, which could increase energy gains 
and allow to redirect another light stream. 
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Abstract 
Several recent methodological advances in power system analysis take advantage of the availability of 

historical weather data from meteorological reanalysis archives. These comprehensive datasets are 
generated from multiple sources of observational data by applying sophisticated data assimilation 

systems and numerical weather prediction models. In our paper, a reanalysis-based modelling approach 

is applied to model the hourly aggregate wind energy production in Hungary by converting gridded 

hourly wind speed data into aggregate power output. Hourly wind speed time series were retrieved from 
the ERA5 reanalysis archive, recently released by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasts. For parameter adjustment and validation, country-level historical wind power output time 

series of 2012-2017 were used. Model-derived data are essential to enable wind power generation 
simulation in cases where the availability of historical time series is limited. In comparison to historical 

data, they are accessible for an extended time range corresponding to the years covered by the reanalysis 

archives; and at the same time, they are also well-suited to the prospective analysis of wind power 
development as different wind power fleet scenarios can be modelled and evaluated.  

1 Introduction 

Weather conditions have a high impact on the operation of power systems and on their ability to cover 
the actual demand by the available generation capacity, especially in case of high share of variable 

renewable energy sources in the generation mix. Therefore, the accurate representation of the infeed 

from variable renewable energy sources is crucial to power system modelling and analysis.  
In the absence of appropriate historical data, generation time series are often derived from 

meteorological variables [1]. Recently, gridded reanalysis archives are gaining more and more 

importance and have been used for modelling both wind and solar power by various studies. In parallel 

to the development of new applications for the energy sector, also the publicly available global 
reanalysis datasets are gradually upgraded. The latest global reanalysis archives offer more highly 

resolved data in terms of both time and space [2]. Among them, the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis 

for Research and Applications (MERRA/MERRA-2) datasets developed by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) [2-3] have served as a basis for several assessments such as national 
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studies on wind and solar PV resources [4-7], a comprehensive European study on variability and 
flexibility requirements [8], and more recently, for providing open-source European datasets for wind 

power output simulation [9-11].  

The hourly temporal resolution of MERRA and MERRA-2 archives is suitable for a large set of common 
model-based assessments in the energy sector, such as market simulations, resource and generation 

adequacy assessments. Wind speed data are available at a reference height of 50 m from MERRA and 

MERRA-2. Having more advanced features, the latest open-source global reanalysis archive of the 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), ERA 5 is well-suited to model wind 

power, as well. In addition to an hourly temporal resolution and a spatial resolution of approximately 

31 km, it contains wind speed data at a height of 100 m [12].  

In our research, we developed a country-level model to estimate the aggregate output of the wind power 
plants in Hungary using wind speed time series available from the ERA5 reanalysis, a first set of which 

was released by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts in mid-2017.  

2 Data 

2.1 Wind turbines 

The development of wind power generation in Hungary started in the early 2000s. In 2001, a wind 

turbine of 0.6 MW was commissioned in Kulcs, followed by several other wind energy installations in 
the next years. A larger increase in installed capacity was achieved by the end of 2011, after opening a 

capacity quota of 330 MW for wind energy in the feed-in tariff system in 2006. The total amount has 

not been extended since, therefore the wind generation capacity has remained virtually unchanged in the 
recent years. At the end of 2016, the total installed generation capacity was 328 MW.  

As a basis for a detailed bottom-up modelling, a country-level data collection was conducted covering 

all wind turbines above 0.5 MW in Hungary. Information on technical data and location were collected 

from the power plant register and the annexes of the small power plant licenses issued by the Hungarian 
Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority and its predecessor, Hungarian Energy Office. An 

overview of the present generation capacity consisting of 170 wind turbines is provided in Tab. 1. 

Table 1: Main characteristics of the wind turbines above 0.5 MW 

Type Hub 
height 

[m] 

Number 
of wind 

turbines 

Generation 
capacity 

[MW] 

ENERCON E-40 65 5 3 

ENERCON E-40 78 2 1.2 

ENERCON E-48 76 5 4.1 

ENERCON E-70 113 5 11.6 

Fuhrländer FL MD77 100 2 3.1 

Gamesa G90 78 12 24.0 

Gamesa G90 100 79 158.0 

Repower MM82 100 12 12.0 

Vestas V52 86 1 0.9 

Vestas V90-1.8 MW 105 8 14.4 

Vestas V90-2.0 MW 80 5 4.0 

Vestas V90-2.0 MW 105 29 58.0 

Vestas V90-3.0 MW 105 8 24.0 
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Technical data available from the licenses included manufacturer, type of equipment, installed 
generation capacity, cut parameters (cut-in and cut-out wind speed), rated output speed, hub height and 

rotor diameter. The location data included in the licences were verified by checking the latitude and 

longitude coordinates of the individual wind farms based on the aerial photographs and high precision 
satellite images of the Hungarian Land-Parcel Identification System (LPIS), MePAR [13]. For all types 

present in Hungary, also the power curves were obtained from various data sources, including but not 

limited to the power curve files provided by The wind turbine database [14]. 

2.2 Reanalysis data 

Meteorological data covering 2010-2017 were retrieved from the ERA5 archive, a publicly available 

global reanalysis [12]. While its predecessor, ERA-Interim was less suitable for wind power modelling 
due to a limited temporal resolution (3-hours) and low reference height (10 m) of wind speed data, the 

newly released ERA5 implemented some important features that made it well-suited to wind resource 

assessment. Being ahead of presently available open-access global reanalyses, it contains a high-

resolution realisation with a native resolution of 0.28125 degrees (31km) at an hourly resolution. In 
addition to the reference height of 10 m in ERA-Interim, wind speed data are available at 100 m height, 

as well, close to the hub height of state-of-the-art wind turbines.  

The retrieved wind speed time series were re-gridded to a regular latitude/longitude grid at a grid 
resolution of 0.3 degree of latitude/longitude. Wind speed parameters at both 10 m and 100 m reference 

heights were provided as two components: 10 metre and 100 metre U wind component (10u and 100u), 

10 metre and 100 metre V wind component (10v and 100v), corresponding to eastward wind (west-to-
east flow) and northward wind (south-to-north flow), respectively. The downloaded time series should 

be interpreted as instantaneous parameters and point values at the grid points rather than area means, as 

the ECMWF interpolation software does not conserve area integrals. 

Fig. 1 shows the ERA5 grid points and the location of wind farms in Hungary. As the generation is 
concentrated in the north-western part of the country because of more favourable wind conditions, only 

a part of the ERA5 125 grid points located in Hungary is relevant for modelling the output of wind 

turbines. After identifying the location of wind turbines, wind speed time series at 42 ERA5 grid points 
were used. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: ERA5 grid points and wind farms in Hungary 

2.3 Additional sources of data 

For calibrating the model parameters and interpolating the gridded wind speed data, some additional 

data sources were used. As there is no publicly available data source to monitor the actual production of 

individual wind turbines in Hungary, only the country-level aggregate output time series of wind 
turbines were downloaded for parameter adjustment that are regularly published by MAVIR, the 
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Hungarian Transmission System Operator for Electricity [15]. Considering the virtually unchanged total 
generation capacity since reaching 325 MW by June 2011 [16], the years 2012-2017 were selected as a 

reference for parameter adjustment and validation. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Bottom-up wind turbine power output model 

The model that was developed relies on the detailed dataset of existing generation equipment covering 

all installation above 0.5 MW. For each type of wind turbine presently operating in Hungary, a 
conversion function was defined based on the type-specific power curve; divided into four segments by 

the cut-in wind speed, rated output wind speed and cut-out wind speed. For the segment between the 

cut-in and rated wind speed a polynomial approximation was used, by fitting a polynomial p𝑖(w) to the 
points of the power curve for each type of wind turbine. In general, power curve functions of the wind 

turbines consist of the following segments: 

 

𝑃𝑊𝑇,𝑖 = 0 for w ≤ 𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛,𝑖 (1) 

𝑃𝑊𝑇,𝑖 = p𝑖(w) for w > 𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛,𝑖 and w < 𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑖 (2) 

𝑃𝑊𝑇,𝑖 = P𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 for w ≥ 𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑖 and w ≤ 𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖 (3) 

𝑃𝑊𝑇,𝑖 = 0 for w > 𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖 (4) 

 

𝑃𝑊𝑇,𝑖   power output of wind turbine type i 

𝑤  wind speed 

𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛,𝑖 cut-in wind speed of wind turbine type i 

p𝑖(w) polynomial approximation for the power curve of wind turbine type i between the cut-

in and the rated wind speed 

𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑖  rated wind speed of wind turbine type i 

𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖 cut-out wind speed of wind turbine type i 

 
In the next step, the wind speed time series obtained from the ERA5 reanalysis were interpolated to the 

actual location of wind turbines by using bilinear interpolation. The interpolation of gridded wind speed 

data is critical to wind power modelling, especially when local phenomena cannot be properly modelled 
due to coarser resolution and limitations in orographic description. While bilinear interpolation is a 

simplified approach applying statistical downscaling for the coarser gridded dataset available from the 

reanalysis, in cases of more complex terrains where the capture of local wind patterns is of high 

importance, statistical downscaling should be replaced by dynamical downscaling involving the use of 
additional numerical weather prediction models of higher resolution [17-18]. 

For the wind turbines having a hub height other than 100 m, an extrapolation (or interpolation) to the 

hub height was necessary, as well. When estimating wind speed at hub heights from the data available 
at a limited number of vertical levels, the role of several factors need to be considered: wind speed, 

atmospheric stability, surface roughness and height interval. Among the two most commonly used 

analytical models, power law and logarithmic law, the power law was found to give a better 

representation of the vertical wind profile [19]. Extrapolation (interpolation) to hub height was done by 

estimating the wind share coefficient 𝛼 from the wind speed data at the reference heights of 10 m and 

100 m: 
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𝛼 =
ln(

w100𝑚
w10𝑚

)

ln(
h100𝑚
h10𝑚

)
 (5) 

 

𝑤ℎ𝑢𝑏 = w100𝑚 (
ℎℎ𝑢𝑏
ℎ100𝑚

)
𝛼

 (6) 

 

𝛼  wind share coefficient 

𝑤100𝑚  wind speed at 100 m reference height 

𝑤10𝑚  wind speed at 10 m reference height 

ℎ100𝑚  100 m reference height 

ℎ10𝑚  10 m reference height 

𝑤ℎ𝑢𝑏  wind speed at hub height 

ℎℎ𝑢𝑏  hub height 

3.2 Calibration 

As reanalyses contain systematic errors (biases) resulting from the underlying numerical weather 

prediction models, calibration is a key factor when using wind speed time series derived from reanalysis 

for wind power production simulation purposes. For calibration, only the country-level aggregate output 
time series of year 2017 were considered while data from the time range of 2012-2016 were taken into 

account for validation only. 

Based on [9], a correction was introduced to the wind speed time series consisting of a multiplicative 

factor and a linear offset: 

𝑤′ = β ∙ 𝑤 + γ (7) 

𝑤′  corrected wind speed 

𝛽  multiplicative factor for wind speed correction 

𝛾  linear offset for wind speed correction 
 

After optimizing the values of 𝛽 and 𝛾 to achieve the highest possible correlation coefficient to 2017 

data considered for calibration, 0.99 was used as 𝛽, and 0.4 m/s as 𝛾. (We should note that based on [9], 

site-specific 𝛾 linear offset values can be specified by an iterative search to improve the performance of 

the model.) 

In addition to the correction for the underlying wind speed data, another multiplicative factor of 0.912 

was considered for the aggregate output power representing losses. It was estimated from the ratio of 
the model-based and metered simultaneous peak power output. 

4 Results 

Country-level aggregate wind power output time series were computed from the ERA5 wind speed 

dataset for 2012-2017 and compared to the hourly time series available from measurements. The 

performance of the model has been evaluated against multiple criteria, such as root mean square error, 

correlation to historical data, level of annual energy production, comparison of duration curves and 
variability based on 1 h changes in total output.  

As already addressed in the context of limited spatial resolution, there are some inherent limitations in 
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the methodology presented. The main imperfections of numerical weather prediction models and 
reanalysis datasets include the limitations of model formulation (spatial and temporal resolution), 

simplifications in physics, uncertainties in initial states, lateral boundary conditions and in surface 

characteristics, especially when modelling complex terrains [17]. As the model can estimate only the 
potential generation, also the impacts of curtailments, maintenances and outages are neglected. The time 

series from country-level measurements published by MAVIR, the Hungarian Transmission System 

Operator for Electricity are also subject to errors or missing values. 
Despite these limitations, a relatively high accuracy can be achieved, as shown by the scatter plot for 

2016 in Fig. 2. By Fig. 3, a sample set for a time range of 100 h in 2017 is provided, exhibiting larger 

changes in the total power output. Comparisons of the duration curves and 1 h changes in the aggregate 

output in 2017 are shown by Fig. 4 and Fig 5, respectively. Tab. 2 summarizes the estimated and metered 
yearly energy production data and the correlation coefficients. Hourly data are closely correlated with 

correlation coefficients ranging from 0.931 to 0.951. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Model output vs. measurement data for 2016  
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Figure 3: Model approximation for a time range of 100 hours in 2017 

 

 
Figure 4: Duration curve for 2017 

 

 
 

Figure 5: 1 h changes in the aggregate output in 2017 

 

Table 2: Yearly production comparison and correlation 

Year Yearly production 
from the model  

 

[GWh] 

Yearly production 
from measurement 

data 

[GWh] 

Correlation 
 

 

[-] 

2012 686.05 726.32 0.948 
2013 661.89 664.05 0.951 

2014 602.67 601.18 0.940 

2015 616.88 642.49 0.951 
2016 613.54 632.38 0.939 

2017 695.55 692.50 0.931 
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5 Conclusions 

The energy from variable renewable sources has become an integral part of the electricity supply 

nowadays, highly impacting the operating conditions of other generation units including thermal power 

plants and network elements. In the absence of sufficient operating experience and data, the application 
of model-based methods has a high importance for well-founded system development studies and 

assessments.  

In our paper, we followed an extensively used modelling approach by transforming wind speed data 

from reanalysis via power curves to power output and aggregating the production of the individual wind 
turbines. As input, the wind speed data of the recently released ERA5 reanalysis archive were used. The 

model parameters were adjusted to the existing national wind generation portfolio in Hungary that has 

been virtually unchanged since mid-2011. The availability of sufficiently long time series where no 
corrections due to the substantial changes in the generation fleet are necessary, makes Hungary an ideal 

test case for the applicability of ERA5 data for wind power modelling.  

Future developments aimed at the improvement of the performance of the model could include the 
testing of alternative approaches to statistical downscaling and the introduction of site-specific wind 

speed correction factors. In the context of applications, the hourly time series derived from the model 

can be used as an input for country-level simulations. The methodology also enables an assessment 

based on an extended generation portfolio where a wider range of modelling assumptions in terms of 
technology mix and location of wind farms can be evaluated. 
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Abstract 
The article is focused around existing technologies developed for utilization of solar irradiance as the 
source of primary energy in the district heating systems. In the study particular attention was given to 

solar collector systems cooperating with seasonal heat storage solutions. This work has been created 

with the aim of developing the tool allowing for assessment of achievable solar fraction, i.e. the ratio of 

usable solar energy to total energy consumption. Result of this work is simplified dynamic model 
facilitating evaluation of the proposed solutions as well as selection of optimal operating parameters of 

proposed system. 

Short review of technical and legal limitations of possible investments has been discussed in this work. 
Rules of cooperation between solar based heat sources with seasonal storage systems and conventional 

industrial boilers and district heating network have been specified. Work contains also basic building 

elements of the discussed systems. Available solar collectors and heat exchangers have been presented 
with discussion about their advantages and disadvantages. Some in depth analysis of seasonal heat 

storage solutions has been presented, particularly (tank and pit thermal energy storages), as well as 

storages utilizing boreholes or aquifer layers. 

Some existing plants characterized by high solar fraction located in the EU region and outside of it have 
been provided. Simplified dynamic model developed in the Aspen Hysys software has been described 

and results have been discussed. Due to high complexity of the primary problem, model has been limited 

to solar collector installation, seasonal heat storage system and auxiliary boiler. Discussion of the results 
obtained from the model is done and future steps are presented in the last part of the article. These 

recommendations are aimed to help in development of the efficient way of future analysis and 

economical assessment of such systems. 

 
 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, a number of activities related to climate protection have been undertaken to counter 
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global warming. Global agreement, so-called the Paris Agreement, under the auspices of the United 
Nations, envisages limiting the average global temperature increase to 2°C above the pre-industrial 

temperature [1]. Moreover, being an EU member, Poland is obliged to introduce into its national law 

so-called The Climate and Energy Package imposing the scope of final energy consumption (electricity, 
heating and transport), which should be obtained from Renewable Energy Sources. What is more, 

current 3D policy (Decarbonization, Digitalization & Decentralization) will led to more diverse energy 

systems with new types of energy sources. 
Currently [2], in the building sector, district heating has a key position in the use of primary energy. In 

the coming years an increase in investments in heating is expected, including an increase in interest in 

technological solutions other than those currently used. This trend will deepen in the coming years, in 

particular considering the MCP directive (emission limits for medium combustion sources) and the need 
to replace of old coal-fired water boilers with new ones.  

One of the considered solutions may be the application of solar thermal plant discussed in this paper 

with seasonal thermal energy storage. Currently, the interest in such solutions is growing in EU countries 
(Germany, Denmark) and beyond (e.g. China [3]). However, despite well-developed technology and 

low variable costs, due to relatively high fixed costs, low level of technology recognition and 

shortcomings in support systems, as well as low fossil fuel prices, such installations are limited to low-

scale conceptual systems (e.g. Ząbki near Warsaw [4]) or are used in countries with specific energy 
market parameters (e.g. Denmark [5]).  

1.1 Solar Irradiation in Europe 

Areas of the European Union are significantly different in terms of average insolation and the use of 

solar energy in heating. The best parameters for solar thermal development occur in Central and Western 

Europe (including England, Germany, Denmark, Poland), where despite average solar insolation values, 

but also a moderately long heating season and a high degree of system heat utilization, sustainable 
development of both installations is possible, individual as well as central installations [7].  

Central heating systems using solar radiation energy integrated with seasonal thermal energy storages 

enable us to meet both the demand for hot water in summer, but also to significantly reduce the use of 
primary energy for heating purposes. The defect in home installations is eliminated in terms of 

dependence on the heat consumption in summer. In winter periods, the energy stored in the heat storage 

is used to prepare network water, or in pre-heating mode of the network water. 
In addition to climatic possibilities and geological location, the key to the profitability of the investment 

is the possibility of using an existing, modern heating network (third generation (pre-insulated) or fourth 

generation (low-temperature) networks) and a suitable peak source. 

Solar District Heating Systems can be divided by the amount of solar energy used in total (annual) 
production of system heat, so-called the solar fraction. Depending on the location, the size of the demand 

and its structure, it is possible to obtain a value of this coefficient of 5% (maximizing production from 

the collector area) by 15-20% (maximization of the solar fraction in the existing heating network) to 
above 50%, with thermal energy storage [8]. Higher results are possible, although, the technological 

capabilities of storage and related losses significantly increase production costs. 

Due to the low variable costs (work of pumps, etc.), the prices of energy obtained from the installation 

are constant and predictable, although higher than from most of conventional heating plants. In 
connection with the above, the analysis should consider economy of cooperation of the installation with 

a peak source. 

Heat sources with low variable costs and high fixed costs e.g. geothermal energy or waste incineration 
plants, which normally work as base load plants are not suitable for considered purposes. Introduction 

of solar radiation heating plant as a second non-flexible energy source with high construction costs 

results in increased final costs of energy. 
Optimal economic results can be achieved by installations with low fixed costs and high variable costs 
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like existing conventional sources (e.g. conventional heating plants / gas-fired combined heat and power 
plants).If this case solar radiation substitutes fuel usage, resulting in lower variable part of final costs. 

Additionally, in case of CHPs, in summer additional income can be introduced due to power generation 

during high electricity demand.  

1.2 Components 

Among the types of solar collectors used, vacuum tube collectors are characterized by higher efficiency 

in periods with lower temperatures and solar radiation (due to better scattered radiation usage), in 
comparison with flat collectors in analogous ambient conditions. However, in summer, due to greater 

amount of direct radiation, flat collectors obtain higher efficiency. Therefore, despite the higher prices 

of tube vacuum collectors, they are the optimal solution for smaller home installations located in a 
moderate climate. 

In the case of large format installations, mainly flat collectors are used. This is related to experience of 

manufacturers, whose products have been adequately tested in analogous installations, as well as 

features of flat plate collectors such as high resistance, as well as large surfaces of individual collectors 
(fewer connecting pipelines). 

 

Collector efficiency is a variable value, defined by the equation: 
 

𝜂𝑐 = 𝜂0 − 𝑎1 ∗
𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑎

𝐺
− 𝑎2 ∗

(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑎)2

𝐺
 (1) 

 
where: 

𝜂c Collector efficiency [-] 

𝜂0 Optical efficiency of the collector - efficiency in the event of no heat losses [-] 

𝑎1 First order loss ratio [W/(K*m^2)] 

𝑎2 Second order loss coefficient [W/(K^2*m^2)] 

𝐺  Global solar irradiance on the surface of the collector [$W/m^2$] 

𝑇𝑚 Average temperature of the working medium [°C] 

𝑇𝑎 Ambient temperature [°C] 

 

Values of 𝜂0, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are determined in accordance with EN 12975 and should be provided by the 

collector manufacturer. 

In addition, the value of 𝜂0 should be appropriately reduced by the value resulting from the reflection 

of solar radiation falling on the surface of the collector. Due to changing angle of reflection of radiation 

on the surface of the collector, the value of the optical efficiency of the collector should be modified 
each time using the IAM factor (Incidence Angle Modifier). 
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Figure 1: Basic types of Seasonal Thermal Energy Storage [9] 

Depending on the size of the installation and the geological structure, there are four basic types of heat 

storage [9]: 

 TTES - Tank Thermal Energy Storage 
Tanks made of steel, compressed concrete or GRP (Glass fiber Reinforced Plastics) composites are used 

in many heat and power plants as short-term energy stores. The tanks can be used to store water under 

pressure, which allows to raise the maximum temperature of the stored medium. As a standard, tanks of 
this type are built for storage up to 5 000 m3. The maximum storage temperature is from 95°C 

(atmospheric pressure) to 108°C (increased pressure – 3 bar) [10]. 

 PTES - Pit Thermal Energy Storage 

The storage built in analogy to TTES, however, using pit, in which it was placed, as the bottom surface 
and walls. The walls are covered with a suitable lining made, for example, of durable polyethylene films. 

Water is the most commonly used storage medium. 

In the construction of the installation, the most expensive and problematic element is floating cover. 
Appropriate construction, including insulation and a layer that protects against UV radiation and rainfall 

is crucial for minimizing both construction costs as well as heat losses. 

The cost of building a pool storage is about 1/4 of the cost of a tank storage [10]. The maximum storage 

temperature is up to 80-90°C. 
 Borehole Thermal Energy Storage 

Unlike previously discussed, the borehole storage is not based on a reservoir filled with working 

medium, but it uses geological formations exchanging energy with the flowing working medium. Due 
to its construction, the storage is insulated only from the top, losses through the walls and the bottom 

are impossible to prevent. The maximum storage temperature is up to 90°C. 

 ATES (ang. Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage) 
In the case of aquifers, closed from above and from the bottom with a layer of impermeable rock, in 

which natural flows of water are negligible, it is possible to store energy using a minimum of two wells, 

similar to geothermal sources, taking into account the possibility of reversing the circulation. 

An important aspect when considering the possibility of using the seasonal thermal energy storage is the 
storage temperature and operating temperature of the network. In the case of a direct connection, the 

return temperature from the grid is also the minimum storage temperature and at the same time the limit 

for unloading the storage. Due to the relatively high temperatures at the entrance and return from the 
heating network, many of the currently built seasonal storages have a discharging system based on a 

heat pump that allows lowering temperatures in the storage to 10°C [11]. 
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Despite considerable differentiation of the construction costs of storages using the technologies 
described above, it is not possible to clearly indicate the optimal solution. Depending on the location 

and size of the installation, storage temperatures, as well as the structure of the system, an individual 

evaluation of each project is necessary. For geological reasons, in many cases it is only possible to use 
TTES or PTES storages. 

1.3 Existing & planned Solar Heating Systems - examples 

Currently, research or fully commercialized large-scale solar collector fields cooperating with various 
types of storages are used in numerous regions of the world. 

The following is a brief description of the most interesting installations. 

Vojens, Denmark 
Currently, the largest installation using solar energy in combination with seasonal thermal energy 

storage is placed in the city of Vojens, located in southern Denmark. In the years 2014-15, the existing 

system (the area of 17 500 m2 of collectors and the 3 000 m3 of steel container) has been extended by 

an additional 52 000 m2 and a pit thermal energy storage with a capacity of approx. 200 000 m3 [12]. 
Built in the outcrop formed during gravel extraction, the storage is currently the largest installation of 

this type. The installation allows for satisfying about 45% of the heat demand using solar energy. The 

remaining production comes from conventional sources. It is worth noting that the recipients are 
powered from a low-temperature heating network. 

Graz, Austria 

Currently, several installations are installed in the city, located in convenient areas (including roofs of 
garages and city buildings). Currently, the owner of the heating network conducts investment 

proceedings related to construction of a large-scale solar installation. 

The installation covering 450 000 m2 of solar collectors cooperating with the thermal energy storage 

with a capacity of 1 800 000 m3, supported by heat pumps and a gas boiler, is said to be economically 
competitive and to allow greater stability of heat prices for final consumers. After the expansion, about 

20% of the annual heat consumption would come from solar energy [13]. 

Drake Landing Solar Community, Okotoks, Canada 
A housing estate with 52 residential buildings in the province of Alberta in Canada, despite low outside 

temperatures in winter, reaches the value of solar coefficient above 90% per annum for the central 

heating system and about 50% for domestic hot water. 
The installation consists of solar collectors transferring heat to a borehole thermal energy storage. The 

heat used to heat buildings is supplied by means of a low-temperature heating network and used to heat 

air in local ventilation units (water heater) [14]. 

2 Input data 

The proposed model has been adapted to the possibility of using different installation variants (collector 

types, TTES or PTES storage, etc.). In order to evaluate the created model, the input parameters and 
parameters of individual components were based on existing installation in the city of Vojens. 

Conducting a reliable technical and economic analysis requires an appropriate tool to determine the 

optimal parameters of the installation under consideration. The model described in the article aims to 

determine the possibility of simplifying the calculation of operation of the collector cycle cooperating 
with the heat storage on the basis of a limited number of input parameters. 
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Figure 2: Energy flow diagram of the proposed model. (icons: [6]) 

Due to high complexity of the issue and the number of cooperating components described in the article, 

the model has been simplified to three cooperating subsystems: solar collector loop, seasonal thermal 

energy storage loop and heating network loop. Omitted, among others, were: circuit of a smaller, 

reservoir, heat store operating in order to balance the system daily heat production with the demand of 
the heating network and the use of heat pumps to reduce the minimum temperature in the heat storage 

("deeper" discharge). 

In addition, during the calculations the capabilities of the Aspen HYSYS® software (hereinafter 
"Hysys") for solar analyzes of heating installations were tested. Aspen HYSYS® is one of the leading 

programs for process modeling in industrial and power installations, however, it is mainly used in 

refinery and installations including conventional energy. 
 

2.1 Climatic parameters 

Climatic parameters necessary to perform the calculations were generated using online tools made 
available as part of the SoDA project (soda-pro.com). The generated data determine the ambient 

temperature and the total solar radiation energy falling on the surface for the normal year in selected 

location. For the purpose of calculations, it was assumed that the collector slope angle is 38° from the 

horizontal and they are directed towards the south. At the same time, it was assumed that with such a 
collector arrangement the reflection of solar radiation is minimal, therefore there is no modification of 

the optical efficiency (Incidence Angle Modifier, IAM = 1.0). 

The generated data determine average values for each hour of the normal year. 

2.2 Demand for energy in the heating system 

Annual demand of the heating system was based on the average values reported for the city of Vojens 

in Denmark (i.e. QDHS=60 000 MWh=216 000 GJ (called District Heating System - DHS) [6]). 
The distribution of values in time was determined on the basis of the number of heating degree-days and 

the assumed share of hot water and central heating in total production. 

The number of heating degree days was determined for each hour of the year (𝐻𝐷𝐷ℎ), in relation to the 

base temperature 𝑇𝐻𝐷𝐷=12°C, based on formula (2). 

 

𝐻𝐷𝐷ℎ(𝑡) = {
𝑇𝐻𝐷𝐷 − 𝑇𝑎(𝑡)

24
, 𝑇𝐻𝐷𝐷 − 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) > 0

0, 𝑇𝐻𝐷𝐷 − 𝑇𝑎(𝑡)) ≤ 0
 

 

(2) 
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𝐻𝐷𝐷ℎ(𝑡) hourly read Heating Degree-Day [°C * day] 

𝑇𝑎(𝑡)   Ambient Temperature [°C] 

t   time [h] 

 
In addition, it was assumed that the heating season lasts from September to May, while in June-July 

there is no production for central heating. 

To determine the demand for hot water, it has been determined that it is constant during the year. Bearing 

in mind significant differences in S.H. (Space Heating) and D.H.W. (Domestic Hot Water) depending 
on energy needs (construction year / modernization of buildings) it was determined that in the case of 

Denmark, these positions are responsible for 70% and 30% of annual consumption respectively. 

Finally, the hourly value of energy consumption for S.H. was determined according to the formula (3), 
and energy consumption for D.H.W. – according to the formula (4). It is worth emphasizing that, due to 

assumptions mentioned above, the consumption value for D.H.W. is a constant value over time. 

 

𝑄𝑆𝐻(𝑡) =
HDD(t)

∑ HDD(t)8760
t=1

HDDh(t)

∑ HDDh(t)8760
t=1

∗ kSH ∗ Q𝐷𝐻𝑆 

 

(3) 

 

𝑄𝑆𝐻(𝑡)   hourly heat consumption at the needs of S.H. [GJ/h] 

𝑘𝑆H  S.H. share ratio in total energy consumption [-] 

 

𝑄𝐷𝑊𝐻(𝑡) =
1

8760
∗ 𝑘𝐷𝑊𝐻 ∗ 𝑄𝐷𝐻𝑆 

 
(4) 

 

𝑄𝐷𝑊𝐻(𝑡) hourly heat consumption for D.H.W. [GJ/h] 

𝑘𝐷𝑊𝐻   D.H.W share ratio in total energy consumption [-] 

 

The hourly heat demand in the heating system is the sum of the values 𝑄𝑆𝐻(𝑡) and 𝑄𝐷𝑊𝐻(𝑡). 
 

𝑄𝐷𝐻𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑄𝑆𝐻(𝑡) + 𝑄𝐷𝑊𝐻(𝑡) 
 

(5) 

2.3 Temperature curve 

The temperature curve of the heating network of the town of Vojens was defined as a linear function, 

assumed in accordance with [6]. 
 

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦(𝑡) = {−
1

8

72, 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) ≥ 12°𝐶

∗ 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) + 73
1

2
, 12°𝐶 > 𝑇𝑎(𝑡)

76, 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) <  −20°𝐶

≥ −20°𝐶 (6) 

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦(𝑡)  Supply temperature [°C] 
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𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 (𝑡) = {−
5

32

35, 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) ≥ 12°𝐶

∗ 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) + 36
7

8
, 12°𝐶 > 𝑇𝑎(𝑡)

40, 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) <  −20°𝐶

≥ −20°𝐶 (7) 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛(𝑡) Return temperature [°C] 

 

In order to simplify further calculations, due to small size of the considered heating system, taking into 

account the required accuracy of calculations, it was assumed that the cycle is controlled according to 
the outside temperature (without taking into account the forecast lag). 

3 Model descryption and Results 

3.1 Calculation model 

 

Figure 3: Structure of the proposed model (icons: [6]) 

3.1.1 Primary (collector) Loop 

The collector loop of the installation as a working medium uses a mixture of water and glycol with a 
contribution to the solution of 66.7% and 33.3%, respectively (by mass). 

In the model, the area of solar collectors was designed as a heater, raising the temperature of the medium 

as a result of providing adequate energy. This energy is calculated in an internal spreadsheet using the 
equation (1). The parameters for the calculations are read from sheets placed in in the model containing 

input and climate parameters as well as the current average temperature of the working medium 𝑇𝑚 

defined as: 

 

𝑇𝑚 = 𝑇𝑖n ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡

(𝑇𝑖n + 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

2
 (8) 
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where 𝑇𝑖n and 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡  are the inlet and outlet temperatures of the solar collector system. Both 𝑇𝑖n and 

𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡  are determined as previous (t-1) model read-outs. 

The solar collectors used in the actual installation in Vojens are flat collectors with a total effective area 

of approx. 7 000 m2. For the purpose of model calculation, the values of the collector optical efficiency 
ηo and loss coefficients a1, a2 specific for the Arcon-Sunmark collectors were assumed and the 

installation of solar collectors was assumed to consist of identical components.  

Table 1: Adopted parameters of the solar collector [15]. 

Model Arcon-Sunmark HT-HEATstore 35 

Effective surface area            12.60 m2 

Optical efficiency                     0.827                          

Loss factor of the first degree 1.18 W/(m2K)                

Loss factor of the second degree 0.032 W/(m2K2) 

3.1.2 Secondary Loop 

In the secondary loop, one can distinguish two semi-loops connected with a common tank (heat storage) 

and by-pass of the storage, used in periods of high insolation, to enable direct use of solar radiation. 
In the proposed model, water at atmospheric pressure is used as a working medium in secondary loop 

and in storage stank. 

 

Figure 4: Tank parameters assumptions (icons: [6]). 

The heat store is a tank with a capacity of about 200 000 m3. In fact, the tank has the shape of a truncated 
pyramid based on a polygon. The circumference of the upper surface is 610 m, while the depth of the 

tank is 13 m. To simplify the calculations, it was assumed that the existing tank can be modeled with a 

cylindrical tank with a base circumference equal to the circumference of the upper surface of the tank 

in Vojens. Based on this assumption, the model adopted a cylindrical storage vertically positioned with 
diameter D≈194 m and height H≈7,1 m. 

As part of the initial calculations, the heat transfer coefficients for the tank walls were chosen 

analogously to literature [16]: 0.1 W/(m2K) for the cover (70 cm; foam glass) and 0.15 W/(m2K) for 
walls (50 cm, foam glass). It should be emphasized that these are input parameters and should be 

additionally verified. 

As the tank ambient temperature (soil temperature), the average annual temperature for the Vojens 

location was assumed as 7.5°C. Due to inability to determine the ambient temperature of the cover as 
variable in time (limitation of the Hysys program), this temperature was also approximated using the 

average annual temperature. 
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In the Hysys software, the tank type element is modeled as a component with a constant volume and a 
uniform temperature in the whole volume, with one or many inflows and two outflows (standard: liquid 

and gas). In the real storage there is a temperature distribution in individual liquid layers, so-called 

temperature stratification. Considering the above, the heat store was divided into N tanks, aimed at 
mapping the stratification of the vertical temperature, with the assumption that the nozzles are located 

only in the upper and lower layer. The number of tanks created (N) should be as high as possible to best 

match the phenomena occurring in reality, but also low enough to reduce the demand for computing 
power. As part of the work, N = 13 was assumed, constituting one layer per meter of actual tank height. 

In proposed model medium flows between the tanks are determined by a spreadsheet with tank outlet 

imports and inlet exports assigned. Thermal energy storage control logic explained in paragraph 3.2.2 

specifies if the medium flows from top to bottom tank (charging) or backwards (discharging).  

3.1.3 Distribution Loop 

In the distribution loop, the network water returning to the system is heated in series connected heat 
exchangers. In the first place, the flow through HE2 exchanger takes place, allowing the use of energy 

obtained from the collectors, bypassing the heat storage. Then, in HE3 exchanger, the network water 

draws energy accumulated in the heat storage. 
The peak source in circuit was modeled as a heater. Such a solution allows for later processing of data 

in order to determine the optimal technical solution without taking into account the additional costs of 

calculating the operation of this element. 

The details of the heating network operation were omitted in the calculation model, simplified 
parameters resulting from the global heat demand and the temperature curve were taken into account. 

3.2 Parameters of flows together with control elements 

3.2.1 Primary (collector) Loop 

According to the low-flow model described in the specialist literature [17], it was assumed that the flow 

of the medium through the collector system is constant and amounts to 14 000 kg/h (selected from the 
range of 12-20 l/(h∙m2)). Such a selected flow should allow for high temperature increases on the 

collectors while reducing the assumed investment costs. 

The temperature in the collector in periods with zero sun exposure equilibrates with the ambient 

temperature.  

3.2.2 Secondary Loop 

In the secondary loop, the working medium (water) is heated in HE1 exchanger. The temperature level 
behind the exchanger corresponds to a two-element control system (comparator and PID controller). 

The comparator compares the primary loop’s heated brine temperature with a reference level of 50°C. 

In periods when the reference temperature is exceeded, P2 pump is started, which is responsible for 
water flow through the exchanger. Using the PID controller, the medium flow is determined allowing 

for optimal operation of the HE1 exchanger. 

The flows in the HE2 and HE3 exchangers are analogously selected, however the control systems are 

built from the PID controller and two comparators. 
For heat exchanger HE2 (by-pass of the heat storage),first comparator verifies the brine temperature 

level (exceeding 50°C), whereas second comparator compares the working medium temperature after 

the HE1 exchanger with the water supply temperature in distribution loop. In periods when both 
comparators indicate positive values, the PID controller selects the operating point of P3 pump, allowing 

to achieve a temperature difference on the hot side of the exchanger ΔT of approx. 5°C. 

In the case of the HE3 exchanger control system, the first comparator verifies the work mode of the 
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storage, whereas the second comparator compares maximal temperature in the storage with the 
temperature of the medium after the HE2 exchanger in distribution loop. Again, the PID controller 

selects pump P4 operating point, allowing to achieve a temperature difference on the hot side of the 

exchanger ΔT of approx. 5°C. 
The choice of heat storage operation mode is made on the basis of temperature measurements behind 

the HE1 heat exchanger and the water temperature in the upper part of the storage. The flows in the tank 

are transmitted in accordance with the specific operating mode. 
As part of the calculations, the work of the storage was assumed in a continuous mode, i.e. the stored 

energy is used to heat network water during night periods. As a result, there is a partial discharge of the 

stored energy in spring and summer. The proper discharging takes place in autumn and winter, when it 

is not possible to use direct solar energy. 

 

Figure 5: Thermal Energy Storage control logic 

3.2.3 Distribution Loop 

Similar to the primary cycle, in the proposed model, the distribution loop has been simplified to half-

cycle excluding the heating network and the feedwater pump. The inlet water supply stream is given the 
return water temperature from the heating network, whereas the mass flow stream is calculated based 

on the heat demand in the system and the temperature curve. 

In the case when the medium flowing through the exchangers HE1 and HE2 does not reach temperature 
equal to the target supply temperature of the heating network, the control system of auxiliary boiler will 

force the appropriate energy value into the stream. 

3.3 Calculations and results 

It was assumed that the input weather parameters and the heating network parameters change in a 

stepwise manner with the next full hour. The calculations are made taking into account the time step of 

15 minutes, until the time reaches 1 576 800 minutes – three years of calculation. 
In the analysis of the data obtained, only information from the third year of calculation is considered. It 

has been assumed that for the first two years of calculations changes in the temperature distribution in 

the model follow, resulting from predefined values. In the third year of calculation, the indicated errors 

are minimized, while the calculations of third and subsequent years of operation should be similar to the 
actual installation. 
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3.3.1 Heat production in solar collectors 

 

Figure 6: Collector Field production during a year. 

 
As expected, we can see that the production in autumn and winter is much lower than it would result 

from available solar radiation energy (the effect of high heat losses to the environment) and there is flat 

out production in the spring and summer months, resulting, inter alia, from inertia of the system 

(omission of short fluctuations in insolation). 
It is worth noting that residual production in collectors in winter is associated with the production of 

low temperature heat, which is impossible to effectively use in the installation. 

 

Figure 7: TES tank layer temperature during a year. V-100÷112 represents each tank / layer, whereas 

V-100 is the top and V-112 bottom layer. 

 

During the storage operation, it was observed that the highest temperature reached in the upper layer of 

the storage is only approx. 63°C. The temperature rise is only visible in spring. In summer, due to partial 
discharging of the storage, temperature increase rate drops significantly.. 

In addition, due to insufficient cooling of the medium returning from the HE3 heat exchanger, the 

temperature of the lower part of the storage increases during the year to a value higher than the 

temperature in the central part of the store. Such temperature stratification implies an increase in model 
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error, e.g. as a result of not considering convection in modelled tank. 

3.3.2 The use of heat in the installation 

The considered solar thermal plant along with the seasonal thermal energy storage provides heat to the 
heating network in the months April - November. On the day when it is possible to use solar energy 

"directly" (bypassing the heat storage) most of the demand is covered by the energy conversion in the 

collectors. At night, due to lower temperature of the stored medium installation, covered by the model, 
is not able to ensure the correct operation of the network and is supported by the work of the auxiliary 

boiler. 

  

Figure 8: Heat Demand and Auxiliary Boiler production during a year 

 
Fig. 8 presents the annual course of thermal energy demand in the heating network and heat production 

in the auxiliary boiler. From April to October significant changes in production in the auxiliary boiler 

can be observed, resulting from the dependencies described above. 

3.3.3 Temperatures achieved on the heating network side 
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Figure 9: Temperatures on the DHS side during a year. 

Analyzing the temperature of the network water after individual heat exchangers, it can be observed that 

in April-November direct consumption of energy produced in the solar collector installation allows for 

significant preheating of the network water. In the months of June-August during the day direct use of 
energy allows us to meet nearly 100% of the demand. 

3.3.4 Solar fraction 

According to the developed model results, only 9.7% of the energy necessary for the proper operation 

of the system was produced in the proposed solar thermal plant with a seasonal thermal energy storage. 

The solar fraction consists of 4.09 p.p. associated with direct use (bypassing the storage) and 5.61 p.p. 

associated with the stored thermal energy. 
At the same time, the average annual efficiency of energy storage (defined as ratio of withdrawn energy 

to energy stored during a year) in a seasonal thermal energy storage is around 34.32%, while state-of-

the-art seasonal thermal energy storages (PTES type) can achieve about 60-65% efficiency [10]. 

4 Conclusions 

The proposed calculation model differs significantly from the existing installation in Vojens. The 
calculated solar fraction is lower than the real one, among others due to the lack of short-term heat 

storage and unloading of the seasonal storage using a heat exchanger, in contrast to heat pump used in 

the Danish installation. In addition, significant errors may result from the assumptions made regarding 

the flow control of the medium in the HE1 exchanger, constant flow in the collector system and 
insufficient energy reception from the medium in the HE3 exchanger. 

The solar fraction comparable to achieved result should be possible using an installation with an 

additional smaller heat storage operating in a 24-hour cycle. Therefore, the construction of an installation 
that accurately reflects the structure of the model is not the most advantageous solution. Taking into 

account the results achieved and the existing heat plants described in the work, it is not possible to 

achieve satisfactory technical and economic results of installations without the use of heat pumps and 

short-term energy storage. 

4.1 Further steps 

The calculation model developed within the framework of this paper, assuming some changes and 
additional assumptions, could in the future become an efficient tool for selecting the appropriate 

parameters of heating plant subassemblies using solar radiation energy. 

Necessary changes in the model: 

 Changes in temperature control in the secondary circuit (optimization of flows) 

 Change in the assumptions of the heat storage model - increase in the number of tank levels, 

verification of loss coefficients 

 Changes in the storage operation mode - extending the operating modes of the installation with 

the option of seasonal storage only, without using energy from the seasonal storage for the 

purpose of daily production and demand equalization (Fig. 10) 
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Figure 10: Thermal Energy Storage control logic- advanced 

 The use of a separate, smaller short-term storage – introduced with the seasonal storage 

operation mode changes will allow daily production and demand equalization without 

discharging seasonal storage (higher maximal seasonal storage temperature). 

 The use of high-temperature heat pumps - will allow to reduce the minimum temperature in the 

storage from around 35°C to 10°C. Inclusion of a heat pump in the model created in the Hysys 

software may involve major difficulties, including the need to create a script imitating the heat 
pump (there is no dedicated element in the software) 

 Changing the software used – in connection with the above-mentioned problems with the lack 

of dedicated components in Hysys software, problems with calculations of transient states and 

difficulties with variable parameters over time (special, resource-consuming solution with data 
placed in internal calculation sheets), it is worth considering a change in the calculation 

software, e.g. to TRNSYS. 
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Abstract 
The levels of pollution in the ambient air are a significant subject of environmental studies. Moreover, 

social awareness of emission intensity and air quality is still increasing. From the physical and chemical 

point of view, the combustion processes of organic fuels occurring in furnaces never run with an 
emission of a mixture of carbon dioxide and water vapor as the result. Exhaust gas consists of hundreds 

(or even thousands) of groups of chemicals occurring both in gaseous and particulate-bound form. 

The work presented in this paper aimed at the investigation of the impact of wood combustion processes 
occurring in DHUs on the emission of particulate matter and other exhausts components. The process 

of combustion was divided into three steps: A. firing, B. combustion, and C. afterburning. While fuel 

burning, the platform scale was used to measure variations in the mass of fuel and gaseous analyser was 
used to measure gaseous exhausts components as CO2, CO, O2 and SO2. The control of combustion 

process was realized using dedicated algorithm developed in CoDeSys software and implemented to 

PLC controller. Moreover, the dust sampler equipped with a dilution tunnel, a filter holder and a pump 

were installed into the chimney. The samples of particulate matter were collected on quartz fibre filters 
with a diameter of 47 mm. The particulate matter was then analysed for the presence of organic 

components. The composition of particulate matter differed depending on burning phases. The elongate 

residence time of flaming phase influenced the decrease of emission components. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the main contributors to particulate matter (PM) emissions is the combustion of solid fuels such 

as coal and biomass. The residential wood combustion mainly affects to the local air pollution with 

emissions of various gaseous compounds (carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides 
(NOx, mainly NO and NO2) and sulphur oxides (SOx, mainly SO2)) and PM [1–4]. Acid gases, such as 

hydrochloric acid (HCl), but also heavy metals such as lead and cadmium can also be emitted into the 

atmosphere. As a result of incomplete combustion processes, CO and HC may be formed, including 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). In industrial 
conditions, these compounds are largely controlled by stoichiometry and proper control of the humidity 

of the fuel, which cannot be said about household combustion [5].  

The evaluation of particles emission factors proved that the energy production in domestic devices is 
one of the major sources of atmospheric fine particle pollution in many parts of the world and 

particularly in Europe [6,7]. 

In the recent years, combustion and co-firing of wood fuels has been a great focus as they are known to 
combust efficiently with high heat transfer and lower gaseous emissions in comparison with solid fossil 

fuels [8,9]. However incomplete combustion of the biomass can result in the emission of pollutant gases 

and particulates to the atmosphere [10]. The combustion of biomass is a complex physical and chemical 

process. The formation and emission of small particulates to the atmosphere depends on many factors, 
such as fuel particle size and distribution [8,10,11]. Quality and composition of wood fuels, which affect 

emissions from combustion, can vary enormously depending on their characteristics as well as the 

production processes [7–10]. 
The technology, which is used in a domestic biomass combustion has a crucial influence on the observed 

emission profiles. This is particularly evident when emissions from manually and automatically operated 

systems are compared. There has been reported a high variability between manual and automatic 
systems [12]. PM10 concentrations obtained in this experiment varied between 12-21 mg/m3 for 

automatic systems (pellet boilers and pellet stoves) and in the range 111–151 mg/m3 for manually 

operated systems (typical stove and stove with secondary air intake). They also found a variability in 

the composition of the emitted particles. For manually operated equipment, it was shown that 70% of 
the PM10 mass consisted of total carbon (TC), while for the automatic combustion equipment, the 

emitted particles consisted mostly of potassium inorganic salts [12]. When conventional fireplaces were 

used, the 40 to 100% of the mass of emitted fine particle consisted mostly of organic material, including 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and their nitric and oxidative derivatives [13].  

Numerous studies already proved the influence of experimental conditions on the emissions of PM 

during coal and biomass combustion. Several parameters were investigated, including solid fuel type, 

residence time, reaction temperature and coal combustion environment. The impact of the operating 
conditions on the PM emissions was investigated in different combustion systems at a laboratory scale 

and using various PM measurement devices. The aim of this work was to examine the influence of solid 

fuels parameters on the emission of particulate matter and other exhaust components emissions. 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Fuel characteristics 

As a fuel in the experiment there was used European spruce (Picea abies; softwood). The wood was cut 
into logs of 0.3 to 0.4 m in length. During combustion cycles logs with a total weight of 2.5-5.0 kg were 

burned. 
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 Table 1:  Chemical characteristics of the biomass fuel 

  Spruce 

Ultimate analysis  

(wt %) 

 Cork Wood 

Cad 39.6 46.2 

Had 5.40 7.45 

Sad 0.05 0.01 
Cad  – carbon in the air-dried basis  

Had – hydrogen in the air-dried basis  

Sad – sulphur in the air-dried basis  

 

The European spruce, was used as a fuel due to the fact that it is commonly used as fuel in domestic 
devices for heating purposes in Poland. Fuel characteristics (elemental analysis) are presented in Table 

1. For the elemental analysis sampled cork air-dried and subjected to ultimate analysis, consisting of 

carbon, hydrogen and sulphur content determination and wood was with use CHS Analyzer (ELTRA 

580) and with accordance to ISO 351:1996 and ISO 609:1996 standard [14]. The humidity of fuel was 
equal to 8.8 %. 

2.2 Experimental rig 

The experimental rig was equipped with two types of plate steel fireplaces designed for burning seasonal 

hardwood and characterized by nominal power 12 kWth (WFS), which were placed alternately on the 

platform scale (PS). Tested fireplaces differed e.g. in the air distribution inside combustion chamber (in 

case of fireplace no. 1, the air was blown by inlets located below the doors, above the doors and at the 
rear wall of the fireplace, while in case of fireplace no. 2, the air inlets were located only below the doors 

and above the doors). Both of fireplaces have additional thermal layer (fire clay) inside combustion 

chamber and are characterized by high thermal efficiency (80-81% according to manufacturer data). 
Among several measured parameters were: temperature at the outlet from the fireplace (TC), 

concentration of CO, CO2, O2, NOx and SO2 (FGA) and particulate matter in the flue gas (PM). All data 

(except PM analysis) was processed via control and measurement system with WAGO PFC200 PLC 

controller (PLC) [15]. Operation of the fireplaces was controlled using dedicated algorithm implemented 
in CoDeSys software. The general scheme of the experimental rig is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Configuration of experimental rig 

The experimental rig was used to combust wood chips under controlled conditions so that the efficiency 
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of the combustion process was varied. Three different combustion conditions were achieved by 
adjusting the volumetric flow of the air and the rate of the fuel feed.  

The first type of the tested fireplace (Fireplace 1) was equipped with the accumulation layer. 

Accumulative thermal layer provides higher temperature of combustion process. During the conducted 
test the only parameters that were changed were the amount of used fuel. In the test using the second 

type of the fireplace, the parameters that were changing was the amount of the burned fuel as well as 

the presence of the accumulation layer. The Fireplace 2A is the fireplace without the accumulation layer 
(Figure 2a), while the Fireplace 2B is the rig equipped with the accumulation layer (Figure 2b).  

 

   

a) 

 

   

b) 

 

 

c) 

 

Figure 2: Stove without accumulation layer inside (a), with accumulation layer (b) and the stove 

during the measurements (c). 

In total 20 kg of logwood was burned in a single experiment, split up in five batches (3 kg for firing up, 
2.5 kg, 2 kg, 5kg, 2.5 kg and 5kg for the combustion phase). The ignition of the first batch in the cold 

fireplace was carried out from top down with 50 g of small wood chips (that phase was called firing in 

the presented results). The second phase was called combustion. After 35 min, the next batch was put 

in the wood combustion residues for self-ignition and burned for further 35 min, then the next batches 
were combusted for 50 min and 70 min. The last phase, which was the afterburning lasted for 50 min. 

After each stage of burning the filter with PM was collected. A total experimental time lasted 4 hours. 

The experiment was planned on the basis of other work described by Czech et. al, 2018 [16]. 

2.3 Sampling 

The samples were collected using a specially designed probe for collection of particulate matter from 

stationary combustion processes. The probe was constructed at the Department of Coal Chemistry and 
Environmental Sciences AGH for the needs of earlier projects. The probe was equipped with a holder 

for a 47 mm diameter quartz filter and a 1 kW suction pump. The probe was settled in a chimney system 

1 meter above the outlet from the combustion chamber to avoid the turbulent flow of exhausts. The TSP 
(total suspended particles) fraction was collected during the wood combustion in two different fireplaces 

on quartz fibre filters (Merck Millipore Ltd., 47 mm). Air flow was constant and controlled by a 

flowmeter. In total, the batch of 21 samples of TSP was collected.  

2.3.1 Sample preparation 

All quartz fibre filters had been preheated for 6 h at 550 ±8˚C and then maintained at temperature 20±1˚C 

and relative humidity 50±5 % for at least 24 h prior to weighting and sampling.  After sampling, all 
filters were conditioned for 48h, weighted on microbalance (OHAUS Discovery DV215CD) up to 

accuracy of 0.01 mg and then stored in a freezer at -20˚C until analysis. The masses of the filters before 

and after sampling were obtained as the average of three measurements. The TSP mass was computed 
as a difference of mean masses of filters after and before sampling, respectively. 
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2.3.2 Analysis of ionic components concentrations 

IC-analysis was performed on ICS-1100 instrument (Thermo Scientific) equipped with an autosampler 

AS-DV and ion-exchange columns. For the analysis of anions, the instrument was equipped with Ion 
Pac AS22 (4 × 250 mm), mobile phase: 4.5 mM Na2CO3 + 1.4 mM NaHCO3. While for the analysis of 

cations the instrument was equipped with ion-exchange column CS16 (5 × 250 mm), mobile phase: 12 

mM MSA. 

After electrochemical suppression (AERS 500 (4 mm) and CERS 500 (4mm) suppressors), 
quantification was performed with a conductivity detector. The injection volume was 25 μL and the 

flow rate was 1.2 mL/min for the cations analysis and 1.0 mL/min for the anions analysis. Calibration 

was performed against external standards diluted from stock solutions supplied by Thermo Scientific. 
The concentration of the inorganic anions was analysed with isocratic ion chromatography: NO3

−, NO2
−, 

Cl−, SO4
2−. A circular filter aliquot (ø 8 mm) per sample was extracted under ultrasonic agitation for  

20 min, in 1.5 mL of extra pure water in order to determine the anions concentration.  

The limit of detection (defined as 3 × standard deviation for the field blank samples) of the method for 
atmospheric samples is equal to 0.2 ppm for Cl−, 0.1 ppm for NO3

−, 0.04 for SO4
2− and 0.08 ppm for 

NO2
−. 

The concentration of the inorganic was analysed with isocratic ion chromatography: Na+, K+, Mg2+, 
Ca2+, NH4

+. A circular filter aliquot (ø 8 mm) per sample was extracted under ultrasonic agitation for 20 

min, in 1.5 mL of the 12mM methanesulfonic acid (MSA) in order to determine the cations 

concentration. The limit of detection (defined as 3 × standard deviation for the field blank samples) of 
the method for atmospheric samples is equal to 0.2 ppm for Na+, 0.7 ppm for Mg2+, 0.15 ppm for NH4

+, 

0.1 for K+, 0.7 for Ca2+ [17,18]. 

2.3.3 Analysis of metals and trace elements concentration in ashes 

The content of Pb, Zn, Ni, Cu, Cr, Co, Fe and Mn were determined with a Hitachi Z-2000 Atomic 

Absorption Spectrometer using the Zeeman background correction effect with the flame atomization 

(FAAS) mode. The content of As in the fly ash samples was determined with the application of graphite 
furnace atomic absorption spectrometer (GFAAS).  

In order to perform the analyses on the AAS, all samples were digested in the Berghoff SpeedWave4 

microwave system. Nearly 100 mg of the sample were mineralized with the combination of nitric acid 
(V) and hydrofluoric acid. Subsequently, supersaturated boric acid was used as the complexing reagent 

[19,20]. 

2.3.4 Analysis of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) concentration 

The content of 16 PAHs was analysed: naphthalene (Nap), acenaphthylene (Acy), acenaphthene (Ace),  

flourene (Fl), phenanthrene (Phe), anthracene (Anth), fluoranthene (Flu), pyrene (Pyr), 

benz[a]anthracene (BaA), chrysene (Chr), benzo[b]fluoranthene (BbF), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), 
benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[ghi]perylene (BghiP), dibenzo[a,h]anthracene (DahA), 

indeno[1,2,3cd]pyrene (IP). The concentration of PAHs in TSP was determined using Thermo Scientific 

Trace 1310 gas chromatography coupled with ITQ 900 mass spectrometer equipped with autosampler 
Triplus RSH. Concentrations were determined for a total number of 16 PAHs. One circular aliquot (Ø 

22 mm) per filter was punched. The filter aliquots were placed in a glass tube (4 mL) and spiked with 

25 μL (10 μg·mL-1) solution of d12-benzo[a]pyrene (d12-BaP).  

After 20 min, the analytes were ultrasonically extracted from the sample with 1 mL of cyclohexane and 
1,5 mL of dichloromethane for 20 minutes. The volume of the extract was reduced to 250 μL using a 

gentle stream of nitrogen in a multiport condenser at 35˚C for about 35 min. The concentrate was 

successively transferred into 2 mL chromatographic vial equipped with 300 μL insert for analysis by 
GC/MS.   
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The GC/MS parameters were set up as during previous works [17]. Briefly, the chromatographic 
separation of target analytes was performed with a DB5MS capillary column (30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 

0.25 μm film thickness) with 1.2 mL·min-1 helium (quality 99.999+%) as a carrier gas. The oven 

temperature program was as follows: isothermal hold at 70 oC for 4 min, temperature ramp of  
20 oC·min-1 to 280 oC and then 20 oC·min-1 to 300 oC, isothermal hold at 300 oC for 5 min.  The injection 

was performed with a split/splitless injector at a temperature of 320 oC.  

Splitless time was set to 1 min and injection volume to 2 μL. The GC/MS interface temperature and ion 
source were kept at 250 oC and 200 oC, respectively. Detection was performed with a quadrupole mass 

spectrometer operated in the positive electron impact mode at 70 eV. The mass spectra were obtained 

in the total ion current (TIC) mode over a mass range (m/z) of 50 – 500 amu and in the single ion 

monitoring (SIM) mode. The identification of the target compounds in the analysed samples was based 
on the retention time, quantitative ion and confirmation ion. The quantitative analysis was based on the 

peak areas of the quantitative ions recorded in the SIM mode. Each GC analysis was repeated at least 

two times. 

2.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Determination of statistical data was carried out using a Statistica v. 13.1 (Stat Soft) software. Tree 
clustering analysis using the hierarchical tree with Euclidian distance was used to successively link 

together inorganic ions and predict which salts were present in the collected PM.  

3 Results and discussion 

The obtained results of particulate matter mass and its components were calculated in the reference to 1 

kg of a burned fuel. The amounts of CO, NO, NOx and SO2 were exhibited in ppm and O2 in percentage 

contribution to the sucked amount of exhausts. Additionally, the CO concentration was calculated in the 
relation to the concentration of O2 equal to 13 %. The results are presented in Table 2. The differences 

were particularly visible in the emission of PM, CO and SO2. The PM emission was three times lower 

in case of a Fireplace 1. The application of an accumulation layer did not improve the level of PM 
emission. The PM concentration was even higher in the case of Fireplace 2B comparing to the Fireplace 

2A. The remained exhaust components were higher while applying the Fireplace 1. The CO 

concentration was twice as high as in Fireplace 2. The application of an accumulation layer improved 

the quality of gaseous emission. However, the decrease of CO, NO, NOx and SO2 concentration was not 
significant as Authors predicted.  

Table 2: The concentration of PM and gaseous components of exhausts per kg of burned fuel 

 PM [mg·kg-1] CO [ppm, 13% O2] NO [ppm] NOx [ppm] O2 [%] SO2 [ppm] 

Fireplace 1* 1.49 4595.56 64.9 81.5 16.5 40.1 

Fireplace 2A 5.05 3128.01 57.2 65.0 17.5 27.4 

Fireplace 2B 5.68 3506.29 44.5 53.0 17.6 18.6 

3.1 Inorganic ions content 

Inorganic emissions from the wood combustion appliances are affected by the content of the respective 

element in the fuel, the fuel bed temperature, the volatility of the element and concentrations of possible 
binding partners [16]. Inorganic elements and compounds in biomass fuels influence the composition  

of produced ashes [21]. Table 3 presents the average concentration of ionic components of particulate 

matter collected in combustion processes from tested Fireplaces. The highest concentration for cations 
was reported for phosphates and sulphates, whereas their concentrations were significantly higher in 
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case of Fireplace 1 than 2. The accumulation layer caused the decrease of sulphates content, although 
the phosphates concentration was higher.  

Table 3: Inorganic ions content 

Average content 
[µg∙m-3] 

Li+  Na+  K+  F-  Cl-  NO2
-  Br-  NO3

-  PO4
3-  SO4

2-  

Fireplace 1 < LOD 7.5 0.03 0.004 22.2 < LOD < LOD < LOD 56.4 29.6 

Fireplace 2A < LOD 1.3 0.02 0.1 7.5 0.3 5.6 5.0 6.2 18.1 

Fireplace 2B < LOD 1.3 0.02 3.2 4.4 0.5 14.9 0.1 18.6 0.1 

 
While applying the Fireplace 1 the concentration of chlorides was surprisingly high, similarly as the 

concentration of potassium was in all events surprisingly low. Potassium is known as a marker of wood 

combustion [22]. In order to predict the configuration of ions creating salts, the statistical analysis of 

Euclidean distance was conducted. Figure S1 presents the results of a cluster analysis. According to this 
analysis the linked ions would form following compounds: LiCl, Li2SO4, NH4NO3, Na3PO4, K3PO4. 

 

Figure 3: Cluster analysis-bonds tree diagram single linkage method (Euclidean distance) 

The anions-to-cations (equivalent concentration) ratio was calculated and equalled to 10.54. This 
suggests the significant excess of anions in relation to cations. Comparing the information obtained from 

the analysis of metal content in ashes (see Figure 4 and Figure 5) it was found, with a high probability, 

that the missing cation are Mn2+ and Pb2+. Based on the obtained results, knowing that the dominant 
anion was the sulphate anions, the hypothesis was assumed that the missing compound could be 

manganese sulphate. This compound is often used as a preservative for wood. In both tested fireplaces 

the highest analysed concentration in ash was obtained for Manganese and Iron. The percentage share 
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of Manganese was 56,9% for Fireplace 1 and 78,79% for Fireplace 2, while Iron share was 38,89% for 
Fireplace 1 and 16,45% for Fireplace 2. The lowest concentration was obtained for Nickel, which 

accounted for 0,70% for Fireplace 1 and 0,77% for Fireplace 2. 

 

 

Figure 4: Metal content in ashes from 

combustion processes in Fireplace 1 

  
Figure 5: Metal content in ashes from 

combustion processes in Fireplace 2 

3.2 PAHs content 

Figure 5 presents the contribution of specific PAHs to the total budget of polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons. The PAHs mass in total contributed to the greater part of particulate matter and was equal 
to 85 % in Fireplace 1, to 74 % in Fireplace 2A and to 77 % in Fireplace 2B.  

Among 16 analysed PAHs, the lowest concentrations of PAHs were measured for naphthalene (for 

Fireplace 1 – 0.56 µg·kg-1, for Fireplace 2A – 1.3 µg·kg-1, for Fireplace 2B – 1.3 µg·kg-1) and 
acenaphthylene (for Fireplace 1 – 4.2 µg·kg-1, for Fireplace 2A – 6.4 µg·kg-1, for Fireplace 2B – 0.12 

mg·kg-1). The low concentration of these PAHs was probably caused by the volatile character of 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons with a lower mole mass and they, while sampling, were present in a 

gaseous phase [23]. Acenaphthane and benzo(a)pyrene exhibited the highest concentrations among 16 
analysed PAHs in the collected samples and accounted for almost 90% of all analysed PAHs. Their 

concentration ranged between 12.3 and 11484.7 µg·kg-1 for benzo(a)pyrene and between 39.9 and 

7299.2 µg·kg-1 for acenaphthane.  

Table 4: PM and BaP emission per a kilogram of a burned fuel  

 Fireplace 1 Fireplace 2A Fireplace 2B 

[mg·kg-1] BaP PM BaP PM BaP PM 

Firing 0.608 0.625 6.4  7.2  1.5  6.7  

Combustion 0.6  1.5  3.2  4.6  6.5  6.6  

Afterburning 1.0  6.8  5.7  7.8  2.0  4.2  

 

In Fireplace 1, the highest concentration of Ace (0.0093 µg·kg-1) was observed for a combustion phase, 

while the lowest (0.0011 µg·kg-1) – during afterburning phase. In Fireplace 2, both with and without an 
accumulation layer the Ace concentration was higher (0.22 µg·kg-1 and 0.33 µg·kg-1, respectively) in 

the initial phase of burning. In all three events BaP mostly contributed to PAHs budget in a final phase 

of burning: during the afterburning process, when the temperature in combustion chamber decreases. 
The concentration of BaP in this phase was equal to 1.0 mg·kg-1 for Fireplace 1, 5.7 mg·kg-1 for Fireplace 

2A and 2.0 mg·kg-1 for Fireplace 2B (Table 4). The application of the accumulation layer allowed to 

decrease the BaP concentration in the ignition phase of burning. The lowest emission of BaP and the 
lowest contribution of BaP to PM mass was observed for Fireplace 1. 
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Figure 6: The PAHs emission from tested fireplaces 

4 Conclusions 

Particulate matter sampling was conducted during wood combustion processes at the experimental rig. 

The studies confirmed the influence of technological factors on the variation of PM emission and on 

variations in its chemical composition. Comparing the emission of gaseous fumes from the Fireplace 
2A (with no accumulation layer) and the Fireplace 2B (with accumulation layer), it can be seen that the 

accumulation layer decreases the emission of gaseous fumes, however the PM emission was higher 

while applying the accumulation layer. Among determined PAH compounds acenaphthene and 

benzo(a)pyrene exhibited the highest concentrations. The PAHs mass in total contributed to the 
significant mass of PM what means that combustion generated PM is in greater part of organic origin. 

The ratios of amounts of specific polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons may be a characteristic value for 

different fuels what will be delivered in further studies of Authors. The further work should be conducted 
to propose the most environmentally friendly solution of domestic heating system with an application 

of a popular fuel and some innovative, possibly cheap, concepts to reduce emission of harmful 

compounds. The obtained results showed that many technological and thermodynamic factors affect the 
changes in emissions quality. This creates an opportunity for further research.   
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Abstract 

Nowadays, micro-scale cogeneration systems, powered by renewable energy sources, are considered to 

be a promising option e.g. for residential sector and off-grid installations. They allow to recover waste 

heat from domestic heat sources (such as boilers and stoves), increase energy security of buildings and 

ensure power supply for objects not connected to the grid. Among currently available technologies, 

thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are characterized by relatively low costs, simple installation and wide 

availability. Due to these advantages, they may work with various types of heat sources.  

This paper shows energy, ecological and economic analysis of introducing market-available TEG to the 

wood-fired stove. Experiments were carried out using dedicated test rig equipped with stove, air-cooled 

TEG, flue gas and dust analyser, infrared camera and advanced measurement and control system with 

PLC controller. The first part of the tests focused on determining the CO, CO2, O2, SO2, NOx emissions 

and particular (PM) emission during wood and briquette combustion in typical conditions. Then, 

modifications in the furnace’s construction were introduced – inlet ceramic fitting was removed and 

TEG was mounted on the external stove’s surface. Emissions obtained in this part were compared with 

previous values.  

Beyond environmental analysis, the operation characteristics of the studied TEG were performed. They 

were carried out for various temperature levels, resulting e.g. from fuel input, phase of the combustion 

process and a way of controlling combustion process (it was identified as one of crucial aspects from 

the standpoint of proper operation of  tested system). At the end of investigation, also the economic 

analysis was conducted - investing costs and operation benefits were discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are really promising option for domestic micro scale cogeneration 

systems. TEGs are well suited to  recover energy from the low grade waste heat and can operate with 

such heating devices as boilers, stoves etc. Despite the low conversion efficiency (~5%), thy are 

characterized by such advantages, as direct transfer heat to electrical energy, light weight, silent 

operation and lack of mechanical vibration [1]. On the other hand, low conversion efficiency is not the 

major issue when TEG is used for waste heat recovery because of the cost-free thermal energy input [2]. 

Considering the implementation of TEGs in existing heating devices, there are generally two ways of 

their installation. Depending on the construction parameters, TEGs can be mounted either on the flue 

gas channel or flat surface of heating device. From the standpoint of cooling, there are also two mainly 

used options: water and air cooling systems. Some examples of such solutions have been considered by 

authors in [3, 4]. Moreover, in the worldwide literature there are available investigations focused both 

on the TEGs’ technologies and applications [5,6].  

Taking into account domestic cogeneration systems with thermoelectric generators, the first stove-top 

application was developed by Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden in the middle of the 1990s [7]. 

Few years later a power generating system with thermoelectric modules fitted to the side of a domestic 

woodstove and cooled by natural convection, was developed by Nuwayhid et al. The maximum matched 

load power in a steady state was 4.2 W per single module per heat sink [8]. A complete system with a 

stove and ending with electric power production by end-users has been studied by Champier et al. In 

that case, the maximum power of stable electricity available for the end users was around 7.6 W [9]. As 

opposed to air cooling systems, a forced water cooling system was studied by Rinalde et al. During tests, 

an electric heater was used as a heat source and the maximum power obtained was 10 W. The continuous 

operation of a pump certainly decreased the output power [10]. A system producing an average of 600 

Wth and 27 Wel during a 2-hour-long experiment was presented by Montecucco et al. In this system, 

TEG was used to concurrently charge a lead-acid battery and transfer heat to water for heating [11]. 

Another domestic thermoelectric cogeneration system, developed to simultaneously heat water and 

produce electricity, was shown by Jaber et al. The TEGs were placed on the inner and outer walls of the 

tank and the pipe. The power produced by TEG located at all layers generated was at a level of 52 W 

and hot water had a temperature of 81°C. However, such a configuration has been characterized by high 

initial cost [12]. 

The analysis of existing examples confirms the validity of further research in the field of developing 

micro scale cogeneration systems with thermoelectric generators. Among various operation parameters 

(including e.g. power generated in TEG), also ecological and economic aspects are included in the 

presented paper. Nowadays, clean combustion of biomass fuels is really important due to strict 

requirements in the field of CO and dust emissions given e.g. by Ecodesign directive [13,14]. 

2 Experimental rig and procedure 

2.1 Experimental rig 

Experimental rig was equipped with a 12 kW wood-fired stove, a 45 W TEG (designed for mounting on 

a flat hot surface and consisting of 6 thermoelectric modules, aluminium plate used for collecting heat 

and an air fan cooling system), flue gas analyser MRU ECO 3000 Plus, measurement and control system 

with WAGO PFC200 PLC controller, dust probe, PC with CoDeSys software and infrared camera NEC 

Thermo Tracer H2640 (features a 640 x 480 pixels image resolution, temperature range from 0 to 500°C, 

sensitivity 0.06°C and measurement accuracy ±2°C/±2%). The general scheme of experimental rig is 

shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: General scheme of the experimental rig. 

Among several measured parameters there were: current (ITEG), voltage (VTEG) and power (PTEG) 

generated in TEG, temperature at the outlet from the stove (T1), ambient air temperature (T2), 

concentration of gaseous pollutants in flue gas (CO, CO2, O2, NOx and SO2) and particulate matter in 

the flue gas (PM). Moreover, temperature distribution on the rear wall was conducted using infrared 

camera (IR). All data (except PM and thermography analysis) was processed via control and 

measurement system with WAGO PFC200 PLC controller (PLC). Operation of the stove was controlled 

using dedicated algorithm implemented in CoDeSys software.  

2.2 Experimental procedure 

Original configuration of the tested stove includes accumulative thermal layer (shown in Fig. 2a), which 

provides higher temperature of combustion process. During tests of the thermoelectric generator, this 

layer was removed to increase a heat flux to the hot side of TEG (see Fig. 2b).  

   a) 

 

   b) 

 

Figure 2: Stove with accumulation layer inside (a) and without accumulation layer (b) . 

In the first part of experiments, operation parameters of the stove with and without accumulative layer 

were analysed and compared. Conducted analysis included time of combustion, flue gas temperature 

variations, temperature distribution on the rear wall, as well as flue gas and particular emissions. 

In the second part of experiments, the thermoelectric generator was mounted on the rear wall of the 

tested stove (see Fig. 3a). Temperature distribution on the rear wall (see Fig. 3b) as well as current-

voltage and power-voltage characteristics of tested TEG were conducted.  

   a) 

 

   b) 

 

Figure 3: Location of the TEG on the stove’s rear wall (a) and view on the IR camera screen (b). 
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In the last part of experiments, an economic analysis was carried out. SPBT (Simple Pay Back Time), 

DPBT (Dynamic Pay Back Time) and NPV (Net Present Value) were calculated on the basis of  the 

estimated power generation and investing costs (including not only thermoelectric generator but also 

another required components of micro scale domestic cogeneration system).  

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Analysis of the selected stove operation parameters 

Analysis of the stove operation parameters was carried out for two types of biomass fuel: spruce wood 

and briquette. Before beginning tests, stove was each time preheated by combustion of 3.5 kg of wood. 

Fig. 4a and 4b show variations in flue gas temperature and CO emission calculated to 13% of O2 when 

5 kg of the fuel inputs were burned.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4: Variations in flue gas temperature (a) and CO emission (b): 1 – wood, stove with an 

accumulation layer, 2 – wood, stove without an accumulation layer, 3 – briquette, stove with an 

accumulation layer, 4 – briquette, stove without an accumulation layer. 

As can be observed in Fig. 4a, the highest temperature of flue gas was obtained for briquette combustion. 

In the case of the stove without accumulation layer, it was 9.7% higher in comparison to combustion of 

the wood. On the other hand, when accumulation layer was used, the difference was higher about 43.5% 

(but it has to be noted, that such a difference was caused partially by the way of fuel burning). Moreover, 

time of combustion process was strongly dependent on the actual burning conditions and varied from 

47 minutes (for wood combustion in the stove without accumulation layer) to 122 minutes (for briquette 

combustion in the stove with accumulation layer).  

As was shown in Fig. 4b, CO emission significantly varied during combustion processes. Analysing 

obtained data, the lowest CO emission was obtained for combustion of the wood in the stove without an 

accumulation layer. The average value of CO emission in the combustion phase (determined for the 

time, when flue gas temperature was higher than 250°C and related to 13% O2) was 1916 mg/m3. This 

value is much more than Eco Design requirements, which limits CO emission for room heaters to 1500 

mg/m3. On the other hand, the average value of CO emission during other series was even higher, 

achieving a maximum level of 2904 mg/m3 when briquette was burning in the stove with an 

accumulation layer. 

The average values of CO and other flue gas components (CO2, O2, NOx, SO2) emission in the 

combustion phase were shown in Tab. 1.  
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Table 1: The average emission of CO, CO2, O2, NOx and SO2 during wood and briquette combustion.  

Parameter 
CO CO2 O2 NOx SO2 

mg/m3 % % ppm ppm 

Combustion of the wood, stove with 

an accumulation layer 
2227 3.2 17.9 62.3 26.3 

Combustion of the wood, stove 

without an accumulation layer 
1916 3.8 17.3 53.0 15.4 

Combustion of the briquette, stove 

with an accumulation layer 
2904 3.8 17.3 98.5 43.9 

Combustion of the briquette, stove 

without an accumulation layer 
2812 4.0 17.0 53.7 23.9 

 

Besides the CO, CO2, O2, NOx and SO2 emission, also particular emission (PM) was analyzed. Samples 

of particulate matter emitted during processes of wood combustion were collected using the specialized 

probe with quartz fibre filters and pump. The gas flow through the probe was constant and was as equal 

as 2.3 m3/h. The fraction of total emitted particles (TSP) was collected.  

Main parameters of conducted experiments were summarized in Tab. 2. In this part, measurements were 

conducted during combustion of 2.5 kg and 5 kg of spruce wood.  

Table 2: Particular emission during combustion of spruce wood.  

Parameter 
Sampling 

time 
Gas volume Mass of dust PM emission 

 h m3 mg mg/m3 

Stove with an accumulation layer 

Ignition phase (3.0 kg) 0.95 0.0086 24.59 2876 

Combustion phase (2.7 kg) 0.87 0.0195 19.36 931 

Combustion phase (5.0 kg) 1.12 0.0335 17.57 524 

Stove without an accumulation layer 

Ignition phase (3.0 kg) 0.63 0.0152 21.63 1423 

Combustion phase (2.7 kg) 0.62 0.0148 12.48 843 

Combustion phase (5.0 kg) 1.22 0.0292 31.61 1083 

 

Analyzing data from Tab. 2, the highest PM emission in ignition phase of the wood combustion was 

observed. In combustion phase, amount of particular emitted to the air significantly decreased. During 

combustion of the 2.5 kg of wood the PM concentration was similar for the stove with and without an 

accumulation layer. On the other hand, in case of combustion 5 kg of the wood, observed PM emission 

for the stove with an accumulation layer was more than 2 times lower in comparison to the situation, 

when an accumulation layer was removed. What is important, the huge impact of the wood parameters 

(including its size, humidity and arrangement in the furnace) was stated.  

Another part of carried out tests was devoted to determine temperature distribution on the rear wall of 

the stove. Tests included preheating phase, when 3.5 kg of wood was burned, and combustion of 5 kg 

of briquette. As was shown in Fig. 5a, the temperature in the area, where the accumulation layer had 

been installed, did not exceed 100°C, while in a deflector area it was much higher (up to 233.5°C). On 

the other hand, after removal of the accumulation layer, rear wall temperature was generally 3-4 times 

higher in comparison to previous sequence. The highest temperature was observed below TEG - it 

reached 364.4°C (while in other areas, rear wall temperature was lower than 300°C). This temperature 

is significantly lower than maximum temperature given by the tested TEG, which is 450°C. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 5: Temperature distribution on rear wall of the tested stove with accumulation layer (a) and 

without it (b) in time, when flue gas temperature reached the highest level. 

3.2 Power generation in the studied TEG 

The temperature achieved on the stove’s rear wall had a strong impact on the power generated in the 

tested TEG. The current-voltage (I-V) and power-voltage (P-V) characteristics were shown respectively 

in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b. These characteristic were obtained for four different temperature values, measured 

in the centre part of the stove’s rear wall, 5 cm below the thermoelectric generator.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 6: Current-voltage (a) and power-voltage (b) characteristics of the tested TEG for different 

temperature of rear wall (Serie 1 – 364.4°C, Serie 2 – 350.6°C, Serie 3 – 330.2°C, Serie 4 – 312.2°C). 

The variations in voltage and current generated in the tested TEG, as presented in Fig. 6, illustrate an 

increase of the open circuit voltage, short-circuit current as well as voltage and current at selected 

measurement points along the increase in the stove’s rear wall temperature. These variations are 

dependent e.g. on the actual combustion phase, the amount of fuel input as well as on the continuity of 

the combustion process. During single combustion of 5 kg briquette, the current was 4.4 A and open 

circuit voltage was 16.5 for the hot side temperature of 364.4°C.  

The significant role of the temperature variations is also exhibited by the variations in power curves. 

Fig. 6b illustrates the variations in the value of power collected from the thermoelectric generator vs. 

voltage. The maximum power attained was 18.2 W for a current of 2.25 A and a voltage of 8.1 V. It is 

only 40.4% of the nominal power of the tested TEG. Such a low value has its source e.g. in lower than 

required hot side temperature and its non-uniform distribution on the rear wall (what can be observed in 

Fig. 5b, where areas surrounding the TEG have temperature ranging from 234.4°C to 364.4°C). On the 

other hand, such a situation may be partly caused by heat dissipation by the TEG’s cooling system. 
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3.3 Economic analysis  

Considering economic reasons related to increasing functionality of the stove with actual power 

generation system, it would be unprofitable with no external funding. As was shown above, the 

maximum power reached during single combustion process was only 18.5 Wel. This value would have 

been higher, if continuous operation of the stove was provided. Assuming that a stove works six hours 

per day from the beginning of October to the end of March, and daily generated energy is about 90 Whel, 

it is possible to produce ca. 16 kWhel per year. Taking into account installation price equal to 600 EUR 

(including price of the TEG, regulator and battery), energy price in Poland ~2.5 EUR per kWhel, energy 

prices growth above inflation level equal 5% and investment exploitation period 15 years, the following 

economic indicators can be calculated: SPBT = 240 years, DPBT infinity and NPV = -574 EUR. From 

a pure economic point of view, installation of the tested TEG is unprofitable. However the economy of 

such solutions usage is not essential e.g. from the standpoint of increasing energy security. Moreover, 

the possibility of use TEGs is extremely important in locations where power grid is not available or 

frequent power grid failures are encountered. On the other hand, developing own construction of the 

TEG, it is possible to decrease installation price at least 2 times and significantly increase the level of 

energy generation. Consequently, the economic analysis for such a solution will be much more 

beneficial.  

4 Conclusion 

Thermoelectric generators are currently considered as a promising energy source operating alongside 

home heating devices. However, although it seems to be a relatively simple task, a problem with proper 

selection and complicated use of thermoelectric generators arises. Here, the operating and the maximum 

hot side temperatures as well as the required cold side temperature are the most significant factors. The 

proper mounting allowing to obtain good contact and sufficiently high heat flux is also essential. During 

conducted tests, the hot side temperature was quite low and varied from 234.4 to 364.4°C in the 

surrounding of the tested thermoelectric generator. As a result, a power obtained from the TEG was only 

18.2 W (40.4% of its nominal power).  

Analysing ecological parameters of the tested stove operation, it may be concluded that removal of the 

accumulation layer does not impact  the CO emission negatively. The average value of CO emission in 

the combustion phase during wood combustion in the stove without accumulation layer was 1916 mg/m3 

(comparing to 2227 mg/m3 in the case, when accumulation layer exists). Even worse results were 

observed when briquette was burned. In opposite to CO emission, the emission of particular was the 

lowest, when 5 kg of wood was burned in the stove with accumulative layer (in this case it was more 

than 2 times lower in comparison to the situation, when accumulation layer was removed). Based on 

authors’ previous experience, this problem may be eliminated using dedicated control system and 

optimized air inlet system.  

From the economical point of view, installation of the proposed TEG is unprofitable. On the other hand, 

there are situations, when economy of such solutions usage is not essential (e.g. locations where power 

grid is not available or frequent power grid failures are encountered). Moreover, developing own 

construction of the TEG, it is possible to decrease installation price at least 2 times and significantly 

increase the level of energy generation. 

Obtained results may be genuinely useful for stove manufacturers - the two possible approaches from 

the standpoint of developing micro scale, domestic cogeneration systems are:  

 introduce necessary modifications to the heating devices (appropriate flat area with sufficient 

heat flux, improvements in the air distribution system, etc.) 

 development of a dedicated structure of the TEGs, characterized both by proper operation 

parameters and acceptable investing costs. 
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These two methods would differ in terms of costs, final product price and necessary fitting of production 

lines. 
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Abstract 

Exergy analysis, along with modeling, are applied for detecting potentials of improvements in a 

renewable energy-based polygeneration system and for assessing how design modifications affect 

efficiency.  

The system considered produces electricity, hot water and fresh water for an isolated house from solar 

and wind energy. It includes: in two types of solar collectors (photovoltaic-thermal, which produce 

electricity and hot water, and evacuated tube collector, able to reach higher temperatures), ii) a micro 

wind turbine, iii) two storage technologies (hot water tank and batteries) and two desalination 

technologies (reverse osmosis and membrane distillation). It has been modeled by using TRNSYS 

during a year with a time interval of ten minutes.  

The initial design is analyzed from the exergy point of view, by considered aggregated variables 

(efficiency and irreversibility of the whole system and the different subsystems) in monthly basis, what 

shows how the system efficiency is good, but also suggests ideas for improvement. Some of these ideas 

are simulated with the TRNSYS model and exergy-related parameters are recalculated and compared 

with the initial ones. 
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1 Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to analyse a hybrid renewable-based polygeneration system that provides hot 

water, fresh water and electricity to a single family house. The system includes photovoltaic-thermal 

collectors, evacuated tube collectors, wind turbine and two desalination technologies (membrane 

distillation and reverse osmosis) as well as storage of electricity, hot water and fresh water.  

Photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) collectors produce both electricity and hot water in the same device, what 

reduces required roof surface and improves efficiency [1,2]. For isolated systems, it has been proposed 

the use of hybrid systems (wind-solar) because not always it is possible to have wind or solar irradiance 

[3,4]. Among thermally activated technologies for fresh water production, membrane distillation 

operates at temperatures about 70-90 ºC, what makes it suitable for integration with evacuated tube 

collectors [5]. Combination of solar and wind energy for providing electricity, hot water and fresh water 

has been proposed in [6]. 

Exergy analysis [7] is very useful in the search for improvements in the design and operation of energy 

intensive systems, because it is able to detect and quantify where irreversibility occurs. Besides, it is 

very convenient for the assessment of polygeneration systems, because it quantifies in the same units 

flows of different nature. For instance, exergy analysis of PVT systems can be seen in [8], and the same 

analysis applied to nanofiltration seawater desalination has been developed in [9]. An exergy and 

exergoeconomic analysis of a polygeneration system with parabolic collectors, biomass boiler, 

absorption chiller and multi-effect distillation is developed in [10]. 

In the first section of this paper, the system is described and main ideas of the transient model are 

outlined (details can be seen in a previous paper by the authors[11]). Afterwards, details of exergy 

analysis are summarized. Finally, results are presented: first a base case, and then a comparison with 

several design variations.  

2 System description and modelling 

Figure 1 represents the systems analyzed, where both components and flows have been numbered. 

Component 1 is a micro wind turbine (400 W) producing electricity that is managed and stored in 

component 2, which includes a set of two batteries (250 Ah and 12 V). Components 3 to 4 are solar 

panels: two sets of PVT (2 x 1.63 m2 each) producing hot water and electricity, and an evacuated tube 

collector (ETC, of 3 m2). Ducts and pump for water-glycol circulation in the solar loop are included in 

component 6, whereas component 7 is a 325 l hot water tank. Two desalination technologies are 

included: permeate gap type membrane distillation (PGMD) that can produce 20 l/h under suitable 

thermal conditions (component 8) and reverse osmosis (RO) that produces 35 l/h and consumes 110 W 

(component 9). Finally, there are a fresh water tank (component 11) and a mixer that allows suitable 

sanitary hot water temperature (component 10). 

The system has been modelled by using TRNSYS during a year with a time step of 10 minutes. Details 

can be seen in a previous paper by the authors [11] including an ad-hoc model of MD unit. Meteonorm 

database1 has been used for weather conditions of plant location (Zaragoza, Spain). Fresh water and 

sanitary hot water demands have been obtained from [12]. Fresh water tank has been introduced whose 

level is used to control the RO plant: when water content falls below 500 l, the plant is switched on and 

when the amount of water reaches 1000 l, it is switched off.  

Besides the base case, three additional cases will be analysed: increasing ECT surface (two cases)  and 

improving water glycol loop. 

 

                                                      
1 http://www.meteonorm.com 
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Figure 1: Polygeneration system. 

3 Exergy analysis 

Exergy flows have been calculated from data of TRNSYS simulations by using an EXCEL spreadsheet. 

Exergy of sun radiation is calculated by the well-known formula provided by Petela [13]: 

 

�̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝐼𝐴𝑎 (1 +
1

3
(
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)
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−
4

3
(

𝑇0

𝑇𝑠
)) (1) 

 

I is the solar intensity, Aa is the surface area, T0 is the reference temperature and Ts is the equivalent sun 

temperature (in K). It should be noted that the reference temperature for exergy calculations has been 

made equal to the ambient temperature. In the case of wind, exergy is equal to kinetic energy multiplied 

times a factor related to Betz limit: 

 

�̇�𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 0.597
1

2
�̇�𝑣2 = 0.597

1

2
𝐴𝜌𝑣3 (2) 

 

In the previous equation, ṁ is mass flow rate of air, v is velocity, A is area and ρ is density. Physical 

exergy of water and water-glycol streams is calculated taking into account that TRNSYS does not 

consider explicitly pressure drops and assuming incompressible flow with constant specific heat:  
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cp is specific heat at constant pressure, T is temperature of the flow, and T0 is reference temperature, 

both in K. Finally, specific chemical exergy of salt-water flows is calculated by the following formulae 

[9]:  
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𝑏𝑐ℎ = 𝑁𝑠𝑅𝑇0𝑙𝑛
𝑁𝑠

𝑁𝑠 + ∑ (
𝛽𝑖𝐶𝑖

𝜌𝑀𝑊𝑖
)

 
(4) 

 

𝑁𝑠 =
1000 − ∑ (

𝐶𝑖

𝜌 )

𝑀𝑊𝑠
 (5) 

 

 Ci is the weight concentration of the ith component per litre of solution (g/l), MWs and MWi are the 

molecular weights of the solvent and ith component, respectively, and βi is the number of particles 

generated by the dissociation of the ith component in the solution.  

In order to summarize the plant transient operation, it is convenient to obtain aggregated exergy values 

by integration of the exergy flows during a given period of time (e.g. one month or one year):  

 

B = ∫ �̇�
t2

t1

dt (6) 

 

The approach has two advantages: results are summarized and accumulation terms (e.g. batteries and 

water tank) become negligible.   

Finally, efficiency and irreversibility of each component (and of the whole plant) can be calculated by 

considering its fuel and product: 

 

𝜂𝑏 =
𝑃

𝐹
 (7) 

 

𝐼 = 𝐹 − 𝑃 (8) 

 

The definitions of fuel and product for each component and for the whole plant are summarized in Table 

1. It has to be highlighted that, for simplicity, this definition is made for long periods of time for which 

effect of accumulation becomes negligible. If not, additional terms had to be added in components 2, 7 

and 11. Some components have more than one fuel or product: PVT collectors produce both hot water 

and electricity, whereas solar loop and MD consume both hot water and electricity; the plant as a whole 

consumes sun and wind exergy and produces hot water, fresh water and electricity.     

Table 1: Definition of fuel and product of components.  

Component Fuel Product 

1. WT B1 B20 

2. Elec. control. B20 + B21 + B22 B23 + B24 + B25 + B26 

3. PVT 1-2 B2 B6 – B5 B21 

4. PVT 3-4 B3 B7 – B6 B22 

5. ECT B4 B8 – B7 

6. Solar loop B8 – B5 B26 B9 – B10 

7. HWT B9 – B10 B12 – B13 + B11 – B16 

8. MD B12 – B13 B25 B14 

9. RO B24 B15 

10. Mixer B11 + B17 B18 

11. Tank B14 + B15 B16 + B17 + B19 

Total plant B2 + B3 + B4 B1 B18 B19 B23 
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4 Results 

First, main results of the base case are presented. Afterwards, effects of system modification are 

summarized.  

4.1 Base case 

Table 2 shows the values of fuel, product, irreversibility and efficiency of the different components 

during the whole year. As said before, sometimes fuel and product are separated in different parts. 

Besides, efficiency is also decomposed when there are several products. The global efficiency of the 

system is 6.32%, which is a low value but it has to be taken into account the restrictions of the system 

that provides final products (fresh, hot water and electricity) from renewable sources; the main 

contribution of this efficiency is due to electricity. Membrane distillation has lower efficiency that 

reverse osmosis, and the later produces much more water than the former. There are two components 

that apparently would not be so inefficient: solar loop and hot water tank. Finally, it can be seen how 

main plant input is due to solar energy.   

Table 2: Fuel, product, irreversibility and efficiency during the whole year.  

Component Fuel (MJ) Product (MJ) Irrev. 

(MJ) 

η (%) 

1. WT 3339.0 1611.2 1727.8  48.25 

2. Elec. control. 6076.4 5468.8 607.6 90.0 

3. PVT 1-2 17410.5 341.1 2232.9 14837 1.96 12.82 

4. PVT 3-4 17410.5 356.9 2232.3 14821 2.05 12.82 

5. ECT 16021.9 1346.8 14675 8.41 

6. Solar loop 2044.8 1098.4 1404. 6 1738.7 44.68 

7. HWT 1404.6 426.06 978.56 30.33 

8. MD 93.31 20.95 7.767 106.49 6.80 

9. RO 1544.1 320.06 1224.0 20.73 

10. Mixer 479.15 439.49 39.66 91.72 

11. Tank 327.83 325.86 1.968 99.40 

Total plant 50842.9 3339.0 439.5 179.43 2805.3 50758 0.81 0.33 5.18 

 

Figure 2 shows plant exergy balance for each month. Total bar length is equal to exergy entering the 

plant (solar and wind exergy) that is either transformed into plant products or destroyed in irreversibility 

in the different components. It can be seen how most exergy destruction appear in solar collectors, which 

are located at the beginning of the productive chain. Besides, since the main plant contribution is sun, 

exergy processed by the system is higher in summer.  

4.2 Comparison of alternative designs 

In the base case, water produced by membrane distillation is much lower than water produced by reverse 

osmosis. This fact is due because most time temperature in the tank is not high enough for driving 

membrane distillation. For this reason, it is proposed to increase evacuated tube collector surface to 4.5 

and to 6 m2 (cases ECT 4.5 and ECT 6). Besides, since it was seen that the water glycol loop has low 

efficiency, another alterative design has been proposed by improving this loop by decreasing its specific 

heat loss from 0.5 to 0.3 W/(m·K) and by reducing its length from 10 to 5 m (case DLo 0.3 DLe 5).  
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Figure 2: Monthly exergy balance of the system. 

Figure 3 shows the monthly water production (in exergy terms) by membrane distillation for the four 

plant designs. It can be seen how the improved designs increase water production, especially ECT 6 and 

also ECT 4.   

Electricity produced by the plant is represented in Figure 4. Since fresh water produced by MD is not 

produced by RO, it would be expected an improvement in electricity production. However, this 

improvement does not always appear because two reasons: first, reduction of water produced by RO is 

small and, second, the use of bigger ECT increases the temperature of solar loop, what decreases electric 

efficiency of PVT collectors.   

 

 

Figure 3: Monthly membrane distillation water production for the different cases considered. 
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Figure 4: Monthly system electricity production for the different cases considered. 

Finally, plant exergy balances during a year for the four designs considered are summarized in Table 3. 

It can be seen how the increment of ECT area does not cause a relevant increment in plant production 

(only small variation of sanitary hot water and even a reduction in electricity), what causes a reduction 

of plant efficiency (plant fuel has increased). Improving water-glycol loop lead to a slight improvement 

in plant production, what causes also a slight increment of plant efficiency (plant fuel is constant). In 

any case, when renewable resources are used, the main issue is not only plant efficiency but a proper 

use of the different pieces of equipment (which are the source of both economic and environmental 

cost); for this reason, if a membrane distillation unit is introduced in the polygeneration scheme, it has 

to be properly integrated in order to obtain a suitable number of operation hours along the year.  

Table 3: Fuel, product, irreversibility and efficiency of the whole system for the different cases 

considered.  

Case Fuel (MJ) Product (MJ) Irrev. 

(MJ) 

η (%) 

Base case 50842.9 3339.0 439.5 179.43 2805.3 50758 0.81 0.33 5.18 

ECT 6 66864.8 3339.0 505.3 177.48 2748.6 66772 0.72 0.25 3.92 

ECT 4.5 58853.9 3339.0 479.3 180.66 2781.1 58752 0.77 0.29 4.47 

DLo 0.3 Le 5 50842.9 3339.0 483.9 176.90 2814.7 50706 0.89 0.33 5.19 

5 Conclusion 

A renewable-based polygeneration scheme producing electricity, fresh water and hot water has been 

studied. The analysis has combined system transient simulation performed by TRNSYS with exergy 

analysis. For the latter, exergy flows have been aggregated for months and for the whole year. The 

approach allows one to quantify flows of different nature (fresh water, hot water, electricity, wind, sun 

radiation) in the same units and calculate irreversibility and efficiency of the different components. With 

this information, it is possible to detect potentials of improvement. Among other issues, it was seen the 

low efficiency of solar loop and hot water tank, and the low contribution of the membrane distillation 

to the total fresh water production. Accordingly, it has been proposed to increase surface of ECT or to 

reduce solar loop losses. It was seen that these changes increase MD water production but does not 
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improve total plant efficiency, mainly because the alternative route for water production (reverse 

osmosis) is more efficient. Although not tested in the paper, other system changes could be the use of a 

bigger wind turbine or direct connection of ECT with membrane distillation, what would increase its 

production without affecting efficiency of PVT located in the same loop.  

The general conclusion is that the combination of transient simulation with the use of exergy analysis 

of aggregated periods allows the designer to better understand the effects of each design parameter in 

the general behaviour of a complex system operated in transient state, what finally will turn into better 

designs. Focusing on the specific example, the scheme proposed is able to provide hot water, fresh water 

and electricity to a single family house by using existing reliable technologies; in particular, the use of 

PVT collectors allows to increase system efficiency while reducing size and cost. 
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Abstract 

The proper thermal diagnostics of the pipeline insulation is an important problem. The heat losses from 
the pipelines depend distinctly on a quality of this insulation. Changes of weather conditions cause 

transient accumulation of heat in the pipeline insulation and may cause difficulties during evaluation of 

the quality of the pipeline thermal insulation and determination of the heat losses. Generally, the goal of 
this investigation was to identify the heat exchange processes on the external shell of the pipelines and 

the scale of heat accumulation inside the thermal insulation. This is important because during the 

calculations of heat losses from the thermal pipelines on the basis of infrared camera measurement 
results usually a steady thermal state is assumed. In order to determine the distributions of the 

temperature inside the thermal insulation the calculations of the temperature changes inside the pipeline 

insulation for real changeable meteorological conditions with use of software Ansys-Fluent and others 

have been carried out. Both the heat transfer between the inner pipeline tube and outer pipeline shell 
and heat accumulation inside the pipeline elements were considered. For the pipeline insulation 

evaluation purpose different coefficients for the analysis of heat accumulation scale were defined and 

used. The measurement results of the temperature of inner pipeline tube and outer pipeline shell gathered 
during the operation of the special experimental rig were used as input data for aforementioned 

numerical simulations.  

1 Introduction 

The determination of heat losses from the thermal pipelines is an important practical problem. They 

depend distinctly on a quality of their thermal insulation. Application of the infrared thermography is a 

very effective and modern method that can be used nowadays to examine this insulation and the heat 
losses [7, 8, 9, 11]. Convective and radiative heat transfer takes place between thermal pipelines and its 

surrounding [1, 3, 10]. Generally, the surrounding of the external overhead pipeline consists of two 

surfaces: hypothetical sky surface and ground surface [4, 5]. Normally, the temperatures of these 
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elements are different. In the case of low temperature of the sky, due to very intensive radiative emission 
of the heat, the temperature of some parts of the pipeline shell may drop below the temperature of the 

atmosphere [5, 6]. This phenomenon has been noticed [5] and confirmed by measurements and 

calculations carried out by means of CFD Fluent software [6, 7]. The aforementioned phenomenon 
causes difficulties during evaluation of the quality of the thermal insulation of the pipeline and 

determination of the pipeline heat losses.  

In order to recognize this process, the experimental rigs have been constructed, see Fig. 1, and many 
measurement sessions in natural environment have been carried out.  

Generally, the goal of the investigation is to identify the heat exchange processes on the external shell 

of the pipelines and estimating the heat losses applying the infrared camera measurements. During the 

calculations of heat losses from the heat pipelines on the basis of infrared camera measurement results 
usually a steady thermal state of the pipeline insulation is assumed [1, 12]. In order to find periods during 

the operation time of the pipelines with the distribution of the temperature inside the thermal insulation 

the most similar to steady state, the analysis of the temperature changes inside the insulation has been 
carried out. For this purpose the numerical simulations of the heat transfer inside the thermal insulation 

have been done. CFD package Ansys-Fluent and others have been employed for this purpose. Both the 

heat transfer by conduction between the inner pipeline tube and outer pipeline shell and heat 

accumulation inside the pipeline elements have been taken into account. The measurement results of the 
temperature of inner pipeline tube and outer pipeline shell gathered during the operation of the 

experimental rig were the input data for the numerical simulations.  

2 Description of the experimental rigs and measurements  

Two experimental rigs with different inner pipeline tube diameters were used. First experimental unit, 

denoted by U1, has the inner tube with diameter amounting to 371 mm, and the second unit denoted by 
U2, has diameter of inner tube amounting to 273 mm.    

The visual scheme of experimental pipeline unit U1 is presented in Fig. 1. This unit consists of two 

separate parts (segments) denoted by A and B. Each part has its own system of electric heaters and 

thermocouples for the measurement of the temperature of internal tube and external shell in N=10 points, 
temperature of holding and compensation discs in 9 points. The construction of unit U2 is similar to unit 

U1 but it does not have the thermal compensation discs.   

The heating power of the main heaters may be adjusted individually in each segment of the unit to reach 
the desired temperature of the inner tube. The power of compensation system is adjusted by PID 

controller. The main task of control system was to keep the temperature of a holding disc at the same 

level as the temperature of inner tube. Heater elements of compensation system were placed on 
compensation discs. In this manner the heat transfer along central axis through the end faces of the inner 

tube was entirely reduced to zero.  

The scheme of the experimental unit U1 with main components is presented in Fig. 1. In this figure the 

main dimensions of the device and the arrangement of thermocouples for measurement of the 
temperature of inner tube as well as the temperature of outer shell are shown. The aforementioned 

experimental unit is presented in Fig. 2 during the measurements in open air space. As it was explained, 

this unit consists of two separated parts denoted by A and B. As it can be seen,  part B is painted with a 
matt black varnish to obtain the shell surface of high emissivity (amounting to about 0.93) whereas part 

A is not painted. Owing to it, the outer shell in this part has low emissivity coefficient amounting to 

about 0.2. The aforementioned emissivity coefficients can be treated as average band emissivities for 

spectral range 7.5-13 μm. They were determined with the use of LW IR camera. For typical 
meteorological conditions radiative heat transfer between outer pipeline shell and its surroundings has 

important meaning within this spectral range [6].     
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Figure 1: Experimental unit U1;1-inner tubs in A and B part, 2-main electric heaters, 3-thermal 

insulation, 4- outer pipeline shell, 5-holding discs in part A and B, 6- compensation discs, 7-heaters 
of compensation discs, 8- thermocouples for measurement of outer shell temperature, 9- 

thermocouples for the measurement of internal tubes temperature in part A and B, respectively, 

10,11- thermocouples for the measurement of the temperature of holding and compensation discs, 

respectively, 12-wires for supplying electricity to heaters; 1s÷10s-positions of thermocouples for 
measurement of outer shell temperature in section A and B, respectively; 1t÷10t-positions of 

thermocouples for measurement of temperature of inner tube in section A and B, respectively 

Simultaneously was used second experimental unit denoted by U2. This experimental unit is presented 
in Fig. 2a (right). The experimental rigs were situated on a large balcony located higher than the 

surrounding buildings and trees. The cylinder U2, shown in Fig. 2a, is composed of an inner steel tube 

of a diameter equal to 273 mm and wall thickness of 2 mm. It is covered with 100 mm layer of an 
insulation and an outer steel shell of thickness 0.7 mm.    

 

 

a) 

 

 

b) 

 

Figure 2: Experimental rigs during measurement sessions in open air space (a) and the measuring 

room (b). 
 

The system was heated by the electric heaters located in the inner pipe. The temperatures of the inner 

surface of the pipe and the outer shell surface were measured by rows of the measurement sensors. Both 
of these rows consists of 10 thermocouples evenly distributed along circumferences of the surfaces. The 

temperature of the atmospheric air, the velocity and the direction of the wind were measured by universal 

meteorological device (FMA510H Ahlborn). Additionally was measured the intensity of sky radiation 

by means of two devices, pyranometer (FLA628S, Ahlborn) and pyrgeometer (CGR4, Kipp&Zonnen). 
The spectral range of the pyranometer is equal to 300 nm÷3000 nm and for the pyrgeometer amounts to 

4500 nm÷42000 nm. All the measurement results were recorded by the computerized data acquisition 

system ALMEMO 5690-2M every 300 seconds usually.     
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3 Analysis of measurement and numerical calculation results 

To analyse the impact of changeable weather conditions on thermal state of pipelines, numerical 

simulations have been carried out on the basis of measurement data gathered during the aforementioned 

measurements. For this purpose three periods consisting of 3 successive days each have been taken into 
account, see Tab. 1. The measurement data were values of temperature around the outer shell and inner 

pipeline tube recorded every 5 minutes during the whole measurement time. These mentioned 

temperature values constituted the 1-st boundary condition for the numerical calculations. The 

calculations were carried out on the basis of measurement results for the 3-day periods mentioned in 
Tab. 1. The measurement sessions were started at 12:00 a.m. and were finished after 3 days at 12:00 

a.m., i.e. they lasted 72 hours. These measurements were made with the use of experimental unit U1. 

The calculations were done by means of Ansys-Fluent package and others. The aim of these calculations 
was the determination of difference between the amount of heat accumulated inside the thermal 

insulation for real state (transient) of insulation and for hypothetical steady-state temperature 

distribution within the insulation. During these calculations the values of temperature in 10 points 
around the pipeline shell as well as around inner pipeline tube gathered during the measurement period 

were assumed as the input data. For the mentioned calculations the two-dimension numerical mesh in 

cross section of the thermal insulation was created. The main task of the calculations was determination 

of the temperature distribution in cross-section of the insulation for transient and steady states. 
Information about the temperature in all cells of numerical mesh allows to calculate amount of heat 

accumulated in thermal insulation in reality with comparison of steady-state of insulation. Additionally, 

heat flux absorbed on inner cylindrical surface of thermal insulation as well as heat flux flowing out 
from outer surface of insulation may be determined for transient- and steady thermal states. The 

specified above heat fluxes are shown in Fig. 3. Both of the aforementioned heat fluxes are equal in the 

steady-state. On the basis of temperature distribution calculations the factors inb  and exb  expressing 

how close is the real state of thermal insulation in relation to the steady-state were calculated, Figs 4, 5. 

These factors are defined below:    
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where: tizins qq  , - heat flux absorbed on the inner cylindrical surface of pipeline insulation in the steady 

and transient states, respectively, W/m (of pipeline length), tizqex – heat flux flowing out from the 

outer cylindrical surface of thermal pipeline insulation in the transient-state, W/m, see Fig. 3.  
 

 

Figure 3: Definition of heat fluxes assumed in the analysis; 1-outer shell, 2-thermal insulation of 

pipeline, 3-inner tube of the pipeline, 4-inner insulation of heater elements, 5-electric heater. 
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The results of calculations for three periods occurring in different months of the year are shown in Figs 4, 
5, 6, 7. Each of the mentioned periods contained three consecutive days with different weather 

conditions. Vertical broken lines denote the midnight time. The calculation results of factor 
inb  are 

shown in Fig. 4.  The conclusion of Fig. 4 is that only at night (in the given case not earlier than from 

8:00 p.m.) the state was the closest to the steady state, the factor 
inb  has got the value about -1.0%. The 

negative value of this index proves that the actual heat flux absorbed by the insulation was lower than 

the heat flux in the steady-state determined for the real temperatures of inner pipe and outer shell.  
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Figure 4: Relative difference between heat fluxes absorbed on inner cylindrical surface of pipeline 

thermal insulation in the case of transient and steady states, factor inb . 
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Figure 5: Relative difference between heat fluxes flowing out  from  outer surface of pipeline thermal 

insulation (absorbed by outer steel shell) in the case of transient and steady states during three 

successive night periods, factor exb . 

 

The factor denoted by exb  and similar to that for the inner surface has been determined for the outer 

surface of pipeline shell. It refers the heat flux flowing out from the outer surface of pipeline insulation. 
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used for outer shell heating but the rest is emitted to the atmosphere. At night this factor has positive 
values, see Fig. 5. The positive value of this factor proves that the real heat flux flowing out of the outer 

surface of thermal insulation (being the flux of heat loss) is higher than that in the steady-state for the 

existing temperatures of inner pipe and outer shell. In the conditions of the measurement this factor was 
about 1%÷2%, Fig. 5. During the day when the shell is heated by sun radiation and shell temperature 

increases, the factor exb  is negative. During the day there are significant value fluctuations of this factor. 

The occurring temperature oscillation of the outer shell of a pipeline is the result of the changing sun 

radiation (because of a changeable cloudiness).    

Table 1: Average values and standard deviations of analysed factors which characterise thermal 

transient state of the pipeline for periods from 6.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. at various meteorological 
conditions. 

M
ea

su
re

m
en

t 

se
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F
ig

u
re

 

su
b

se
ct

io
n
 

Date 

Factor inb , (Fig. 4) Factor exb , (Fig. 5) Factor acq , (Fig. 6) 

Average 
value, % 

Standard 

deviation, 

% 

Average 
value, % 

Standard 

deviation, 

% 

Average 
value, W/m 

Standard 

deviation, 

W/m 

P6Aw a1 19÷20 Dec. −0.9 0.2 1.3 0.7 −1.6 0.6 

P6Aw a2 20÷21 Dec. −0.7 0.6 0.6 1.6 −0.9 1.5 

P6Aw a3 21÷22 Dec. −0.1 0.2 −0.1 1.0 0.1 0.8 

P8Bw b1 20÷21 Feb. −0.6 0.2 0.8 1.0 −1.4 1.2 

P8Bw b2 21÷22 Feb. −0.1 0.2 0.0 1.0 −0.1 1.2 

P8Bw b3 22÷23 Feb. 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.8 −0.5 1.0 

P8Cn c1 5÷6 Mar. −0.7 0.6 1.2 2.7 −1.9 3.2 

P8Cn c2 6÷7 Mar. −0.7 0.4 1.0 1.7 −1.7 2.1 

P8Cn c3 7÷8 Mar. −0.7 0.4 0.9 1.6 −1.7 2.1 

P8Cw d1 5÷6 Mar. −0.7 0.3 1.1 0.7 −1.8 1.0 

P8Cw d2 6÷7 Mar. −0.8 0.3 1.1 0.6 −2.0 0.9 

P8Cw d3 7÷8 Mar. −0.7 0.4 1.0 0.9 −1.8 1.3 

 

In Fig. 6 there is shown the comparison of transient (real state) heat fluxes absorbed on the inner surface 
of insulation and heat flux flowing out from the outer surface of insulation for the measurement unit U1. 

In the steady-state these fluxes should be identical. For this purpose the velocity of heat storage in 

thermal insulation of pipeline (which can be treated as heat flux accumulated in thermal insulation) cqa
  

was calculated according to relation (2):  

 

tizextizinac qqq    (2) 

 
Summarizing, in Figs 4, 5, 6 there are presented diagrams which characterise changes of the analysed 

factors i.e. inb , exb , acq  during the nights periods. From these graphs it appears that the period of 

thermovision diagnostics can last maximum from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. during the winter season. In 

these periods, the analysed factors take relatively low acceptable values. These charts are a qualitative 

presentation of the results obtained. Additionally, to evaluate the size scale and stability of the analysed 
factors in terms of quantity, their average values and standard deviations were calculated for the assumed 

overnight periods i.e. from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. for measurement days. The obtained results are 

gathered in Tab. 1.  
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Figure 6: Velocity of heat storage in thermal insulation of pipeline (heat flux accumulated in thermal 
insulation) during three successive night periods -rig U1. 

 

The positive value of heat flux acq  occurs when the average temperature of the thermal insulation 

increases what takes place during the day period. Usually at night, when the average temperature of the 
pipe insulation decreases, the value of this flux is negative, Fig. 6. This accumulated heat flux in thermal 

insulation for considered pipeline is of the order of 2÷3 W/m what constitutes about 2÷3% of total heat 

losses. However generally, the phenomenon of heat accumulation inside the thermal pipeline insulation 
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disturbs in the process of proper determination of heat losses from the pipeline. In the night periods of 
stable atmospheric temperature and moderate temperature of the sky the slight oscillations around the 

zero of the accumulated heat flux values were observed. However, the significant oscillation of flux 

value on the outer surface during the day time was also found. It has been caused by the variable weather 
conditions especially time-changing intensity of sun radiation.  

The oscillations of the accumulated heat flux cause the fluctuations of other considered heat fluxes. It 

should be noticed that the uncertainty of the determination of the accumulated heat flux value is caused 
not only by temperature uncertainty but also by uncertainties of other measured quantities, like mass of 

inner tube, specific heat capacity and so on, but they do not have an oscillating character.  

The similar calculations have been done for the measurement unit U2. The measurement results, final 

conclusions and comments are similar as above. The analysis of the scale of changes in the calculated 
factors indicates that the transient thermal state of the pipeline insulation does not have a dominant and 

disqualifying effect on the accuracy of heat losses calculation.    

In Fig. 7 there are the diagrams presenting various heat fluxes transferred within pipeline insulation. The 

main heat flux denoted by gQ  represents the sum of heat flux inq  absorbed on internal surface of inner 

tube (and next transferred through thermal insulation into environment) and heat flux winq  absorbed by 

the inner insulation of electric heater and small internal construction elements of the experimental rig. 
This heat flux may be expressed by relation: 
 

wining qqQ    (3) 

 

The heat fluxes inq , winq  were calculated by numerical simulation of unsteady heat transfer through 

thermal insulation after assuming the temperature values of inner pipeline tube and outer shell as 

boundary conditions. Additionally, for every time period of three days taken into consideration – k , 

the average value of this heat flux (denoted as avgQ ) was calculated according to the relation:  

 

  k
k QQ 


 

0
dgavg

  (4) 

 
This heat flux, obtained by means of numerical calculation, can be treated as heat generated by electric 

heater, see Fig. 3. In Tab. 2 there are shown the fluxes avgQ  and their standard deviations tds . 

Additionally, in Fig. 7 there are shown the lines presenting the abovementioned standard deviations.  

Table 2: Heat fluxes determined by direct measurement and on the basis of numerical calculations.  

M
ea

su
re

m
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t 

se
ri

es
 

F
ig

u
re

s 
 Periods of measurement, 

start and finish at 

12.00 a.m. 

Results of numerical 
calculations of heat flux 

Measured power of 
electric heater of rig 

 tds
  

Start Finish W/m W/m W/m 

P6Aw 7a 19 Dec. 22 Dec. 69.4 1.3 68.6 

P6An 7b 19 Dec. 22 Dec. 68.4 1.3 68.7 

P8Bn 7c 20 Feb. 23 Feb. 99.7 1.4 100.3 

P8Cn 7d 5 Mar. 8 Mar. 99.8 1.5 100.4 

P8Bw - 20 Feb. 23 Feb. 100.5 1.3 100.1 

P8Cw - 5 Mar. 8 Mar. 101.1 1.6 100.9 

 

avgQ mgQ
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b) 
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d) 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Total heat flux delivered to inner pipeline tube by electric heater calculated on the basis 
of numerical calculations. 

The standard deviations are a measure of dispersion of the calculated power values of electric heater 

installed in an experimental rig, Tab. 2 and Fig. 7. The fluctuations of calculations results are mainly 
caused by unstable weather conditions, periodic recording of measurement results with a given time step 

and limited measurement accuracy as well as measurement devices resolution. These values are less 

than 2 W/m (Tab. 2), which means that the values obtained oscillate within the range ±2% around the 

average value. Additionally, in Tab. 2 there are presented directly measured values of electric heater 
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power gmQ . The measured values are very similar to the results obtained by means of numerical 

calculations. The differences between these results are to be found within the range 0.2÷0.8 W/m, see 
Tab. 2. The abovementioned arguments confirm a good coincidence of calculation and measurement 

results. 

The oscillations of other analysed quantities are caused by similar reasons as explained above. Despite 
the observed oscillations the obtained results are still useful because the aim of the calculations was the 

recognition and evaluation of scale of the analysed phenomena. The reasons of these oscillations were 

unstable weather conditions what was confirmed by the measurements of other meteorological 
parameters such as air temperature, sky radiation and wind speed. 

In order to achieve reliable measurement results all thermocouples installed in experimental units were 

undergone accuracy tests. The shell thermocouples used for the measurement of the inner tube 

temperature were tested in calibration furnace. The thermocouples for the measurement of outer pipeline 
shell temperature were checked by comparison of their measurement results with readings of other 

reliable measuring device. 

4 Final remarks and conclusions 

The work presents the research on the thermal insulation of a pipeline with naturally changing ambient 

conditions and as a consequence unsteady thermally state of this insulation. The aim of the work was 

the analysis if the results of thermovision temperature measurement of outer pipeline shell usually made 
for unsteady conditions, are applicable for heat losses calculations for a pipeline which are usually 

carried out for steady state.  

Additionally, the goal of the work was the recognition of thermal processes occurring on the outer 
pipeline shell and the development of recommendations useful during the examination of pipelines with 

the use of infrared cameras as well as determination of heat losses. 

Long-term measurements have been done using two measurement units U1 and U2, which have been 
placed in the open air space. The experimental rig U1 consisted of two separate parts, one with a shell 

of high emissivity coefficient and the other with a shell of the low one. During the measurements, the 

values of inner tube temperature, outer shell, atmospheric air temperature and other meteorological 

parameters have been measured every 5 minutes.  
The results of the measurements of the inner tube temperature and outer shell of the pipeline were the 

input data for the numerical calculation of heat fluxes in the insulation. A good agreement between the 

calculated capacity value of heater and the directly measured power values has been found, Tab. 2. This 
fact confirms the correctness of the applied mathematical model and numerical calculations. 

To assess the fact how the transient thermal state of the pipeline insulation affects the results of 

thermovision measurements and the determination of heat losses, factors inb , exb , acq have been 

defined and used. Then, using these models, the values of these factors have been calculated and the 
results are presented by means of diagrams in Figs 4, 5, 6 and in Tab. 1. Based on these results, it can 

be generally stated that the average values of the | inb | factor do not exceed 1% and the | exb | factor is 

less than 1.5%. Also, factor acq  takes relatively low values, see Tab. 1. This means that the transient 

thermal state of the pipeline does not have a significant influence on the accuracy of heat loss 

calculations based on thermovision measurements of temperature of the outer shell of the pipeline. The 

scale of this impact is comparable with other imperfections of this measurement technology.  

Additionally, the intensity of sky radiation was measured within the short-wavelength range (0.33 m) 

and long-wavelength range (4.542 m) by means of pyranometer and pyrgeometer. During the night 

periods, practically only long-wave radiation occurs.   
It has been found that the outer pipeline shell, that has high emissivity coefficient, is very sensitive to 

the sky radiation intensity. High value of emissivity coefficient of the pipeline shell is characteristic for 
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pipelines with long period of operation. Changes of shell temperature take place very quickly after the 
changes of sky radiation intensity. At night with no clouds, when sky radiation intensity is low, 

temperature of the upper part of shell always decreases below the temperature of atmospheric air. This 

phenomena has been found many times and the examples have been introduced in [5, 6]. With low 
emissivity coefficient of pipeline shell there is no decrease of shell temperature below atmospheric air  

temperature. However, in this case the temperature is very sensitive to wind speed. 
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Abstract 
The nitrogen oxides are considered to have harmful influence on the natural environment, that is why 

their emissions are limited. The main NOx sources are power generation sector, transportation and 

industry. The NOx are generated during the fossil fuel combustion via various mechanisms, depending 
on the local conditions in the combustion chamber. That is why the NOx emission can be reduced by the 

proper settings of the boiler operating conditions. Due to the Industrial Emissions Directive 

(2015/75/UE), the emissions for the NOx will be limited till 300 mg NOx/Nm3 for the sources at the 
power of 50-100 MWt and till 200 mg NOx/Nm3 for the 100-300 MWt in 2023. This fact may contribute 

to the deNOx systems development for the medium and small energy sources, because it may not be 

possible to obtain the assumed emission limit using only primary methods. The article covers the NO x 

distribution investigation for the stoker-fired boiler. The study bases on the experimental data, includes 
the research method description, obtained results, its analysis and conclusions. In the paper the authors 

tried to identify the NOx creation mechanisms, which would have the greatest influence on the NOx 

emission under the examined conditions. The study can be valuable while developing the deNOx systems 
for the medium power energy sources to fulfill the emission limits requirements. 

1 Introduction 

The emission requirements for fuel combustion installations in Poland are systematically tightening 

practically since the beginning of the transformation process. Since the accession treaty negotiations 

with the European Union, the process of unification of national requirements with the emission standards 

in force in the EU has begun. In the case of hard coal combustion, the subject of direct limitation has 
hitherto been: emissions of sulfur oxides, NOx - nitrogen oxides (in the applicable regulations it applies 

only to the total emission of NO and NO2, calculated as NO2) and dust. The document binding on 2016, 

based on which emission standards are set in the EU, is Directive 2010/75 / EU (IED) 1). The 
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requirements in this document refer to sources of power supplied in fuel of more than 50 MW (Large 
Combustion Plants - LCP). An important difference to the regulations currently in force in the country 

is a change in the interpretation of the concept of the source of emission. During the preparation of the 

IED Directive, unification of interpretation was made here. In Poland, this traditionally applied to boiler 
units. In some countries, this was referred to as a common emitter (chimney). The need to adapt to the 

current interpretation has resulted in additional tightening of requirements, especially in smaller 

installations (municipal heating plants). 
The transfer of the IED Directive to national regulations was made in the Regulation of the Ministry of 

the Environment from 2014). The previous national regulations have been based since 1998 on the level 

of the requirements of the EU Directive 2001/80 / EC (LCP). Comparisons of emission standards 

resulting from these documents are presented in table 1. The requirements presented in it refer to 
"existing devices".  

Table 1. Emission levels for nitrogen oxides, mg/m3
u

 based on O2 level of 6 %. Comparison for coal 

combustion in existing plants according to EU Directives, BREF documents and Regulation of the 
Ministry of the Environment 

Power, MW IED 

2001/80 

IED 

2010/75 

Ministry 

regulation 

2011, 
till 2015 

Ministry 

regulation 

2014, 
after 2015 

<5 -  400 400 

5-10 -  400 400 

10-50 -  400 400 

50-100 600 300 500/600# 300 

100-300 600 200 500/600# 200 

300-500 600 200 500/600# 200 

> 500 500(200)* 200 500 200 

* value in brackets - 200 mg / m3 - effective after 2015 

# for sources delivered for use before March 29, 1990 

 

Due to the introduction of mechanisms delaying the introduction of IED requirements for some 
installations (including the majority of municipal heating plants) was partially delayed compared to the 

abovementioned deadline (2016), but in today's majority of power installations the process of intensive 

adaptation to new ones is underway to adjust to emission standards. 
In addition, in July 2017, the European Commission executive decision on the BAT conclusions for 

large LCP combustion plants was published in the Official Journal of the European Union (decision 

2017/1442 of 31 July 2017). It defines new emission standards that are even more stringent in relation 
to the IED Directive. As a result, the owners of large combustion plants (LCP) have time to adapt the 

installation to the BAT Conclusions until 17 August 2021. 

The new emission requirements are particularly affected by grate boilers being the basic equipment of 

Polish municipal heating plants. Despite their high popularity in industrial applications, there is little of 
works presenting the results of measurements of exhaust parameters within the furnace chamber. This 

knowledge is indispensable for a better understanding of the processes occurring during fuel combustion 

in this type of furnace, mainly in terms of looking for methods to reduce the emission of gaseous harmful 
substances, including NOx or CO. 

This article attempts to determine nitrogen oxides distribution inside the furnace chamber of a grate 

boiler in one selected cross-section. The measurements were carried out by introducing sensors into 

previously prepared application holes (nipples) placed on the side walls of the boiler. The tests were 
carried out for different boiler capacities. 
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2 NOx creation mechanisms 

The nitrogen plays the crucial role as a protein component, what can explain its presence in the fuels of 

organic origin like a coal or lignite [1], [2]. The nitrogen combustion can lead to the various nitrogen-

oxide compounds creation, among them the most important are NO and NO2, which can be called NOx. 
The nitrogen contained in the fuel can be transformed into nitrogen oxide via various mechanisms, which 

are strongly dependent on the local thermal conditions and oxygen content in the combustion chamber. 

Among the most popular the following can be enumerated: 

 thermal mechanism of NO formation according to Zeldowicz – by the atmospheric nitrogen 
oxidation [3],  

 prompt mechanism of NO formation [4], 

 mechanism of fuel organic compounds oxidation [5], 
 mechanism of NO2 formation[5]. 

2.1 Thermal mechanism of NO formation 

The thermal mechanism proposed by Zeldowicz bases on the NO particle creation via direct nitrogen 
oxidation [6]. Both nitrogen and oxygen comes from the ambient air. The process can be expressed by 

the following formula: 

 

N2+O2→2NO (1) 

 

The reaction (1) is strongly dependent on the temperature, which increase causes shifting the reaction 

equilibrium to the right (increase in the equilibrium concentration of NO). Zeldowicz suggested the 

following stages of this process: 
 

O+N2→NO + N (2) 

 

N+O2→NO +O (3) 

 

N+OH→NO+H (4) 

 

The speed of the presented chemical reactions has been studied in a wide temperature range. It has been 
shown [7] that the limiting step of the process is reaction (2). Assuming that the equilibrium 

concentration of oxygen atoms can be calculated based on equilibrium states, the maximum rate of NO 

formation can be expressed by the formula: 
 

𝑑[𝑁𝑂]

𝑑𝑡
= 1,45 ∙ 1017 ∙ 𝑇−0,5 exp [−

69460

𝑇
] ∙ [𝑂2]𝑒𝑔

0,5[𝑁2]𝑒𝑔 (5) 

 
As can be concluded from formula (5), the rate of NO formation is exponentially dependent on the 

temperature. The concentration of oxygen in the exhaust gases has a slightly smaller impact (although 

cannot be neglected). 

The main ways to reduce NO formation via thermal mechanism are to prevent locally high temperatures 
in the furnace chamber, reduce the oxygen concentration in the flue gases and shorten the residence time 

of the reactants in very high temperature zones. 
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2.2 Prompt mechanism of NO formation 

The mechanism of prompt NO formation dominates in the combustion areas, where as a result of the 

others chemical reactions (eg oxidation of fuel), the concentration of radicals is much higher than the 
equilibrium values. Therefore, the reaction rate of NO formation is about an order of magnitude higher 

in comparison with the values for the thermal mechanism. This mechanism prevails in the combustion 

of high-volatile fuels with low N-content, like hydrocarbon fuels [8][9]. 

The main sources of the so-called "Prompt" NO are: 
 non-equilibrium concentrations of oxygen and hydroxyl radicals in the reaction area and in 

exhaust gases, which accelerate processes analogous to the thermal mechanism [3], 

 Fenimore mechanism - a sequence of reactions of hydrocarbon radicals with atmospheric 
nitrogen molecules [10], 

 the reaction of atomic oxygen with molecular nitrogen, proceeding with the participation of the 

third component, leading to the formation of nitrous oxide, which then undergoes oxidation in 

the presence of an oxygen atom to NO [3]. 
The impact of the rapid mechanism on the amount of NO generated strongly depends on the local 

conditions of the combustion chamber zones. The increase of speed for reactions proceeding according 

to the mechanism involving non-equilibrium concentrations of O and OH radicals occurs mainly in 
diffusion flames, homogeneous mixing chambers when burning poor mixtures and flames propagating 

in homogeneous mixtures at low pressure (approx. 80% of the "prompt" mechanism). The growth of 

NO formation rate due to reaction of hydrocarbon radicals with atmospheric nitrogen molecules is 
privileged in cases of enriched hydrocarbon fuel mixtures combustion with air and combustion of 

hydrocarbon fuels in diffusion flames (participation in total NO formation - 50%). The mechanism of 

NO formation due to the oxidation of N2O is important when the relative rate of NO formation according 

to other mechanisms is low. This usually occurs in cases of increased air excess, increased pressure and 
low temperatures. 

2.3 Mechanism of fuel organic compounds oxidation 

In case of the fossil fuel burning the mechanism of nitrogen contained in the fuel organic compounds 
oxidation is the predominant way of NOx formation. The amount of nitrogen contained in the fuel that 

will form oxides in relation to the total nitrogen content in the fuel is called the degree of nitrogen 

conversion. It depends mainly on the excess air ratio and combustion temperature. A smaller 
significance is attributed to the type of organic compound in which nitrogen in the fuel is associated [7]. 

An important role in the described mechanism is urea and hydrogen cyanide, occurring in both primary 

and secondary products of carbon degassing. This mechanism is carried out in accordance with the 
following chemical reactions [4]: 

 

HCN+O→NCO+H (6) 

 

NCO+O→NO+CO (7) 

 

NCO+NO→N2O+CO (8) 

 

The N2O, which is one of the product may react with the hydrogen radical, leading to the nitrogen 

particle (9) but also can undergo a further reaction leading to the NO formation (10). 
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N2O+H→N2+OH 
(9) 

 

N2O+O→2NO (10) 

 

Main cola nitrogen reaction paths are presented in the fig. 1 

Coal N

Char N

Volatile N

HCN

NH3

NOsup

air

N2

NO

CH4

Reburning NO

Thermal 

NO

 

Figure 1: Coal nitrogen main reaction paths in the combustion chamber, based on [11]. 

2.4 Mechanism of NO2 formation 

Nitrogen dioxide in combustion systems can be treated as a secondary product. It is formed via the 
oxidation of NO. The basic reaction leading to the NO2 particle creation can be expressed as (11) [11]. 

 

NO+HO2→NO2+OH (11) 

 

In certain thermodynamic conditions, it is also possible to reduce NO2 to NO: 
 

NO2+H→NO+OH (12) 

 

Summing up, the final concentrations of NO and NO2 depend on which of the reactions will prevail, 
which is strongly dependent on the current conditions, i.e. on the way in which the combustion process 

is carried out. In areas of flames with relatively low temperatures, the OH radical is stable and can react 

with NO formed in areas of higher temperature. At low temperatures, even a small concentration of 
hydrocarbons can accelerate the NO transition to NO2. At higher temperatures and at high concentrations 

of radicals, the reaction of reducing nitrogen dioxide towards NO is more important. 
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3 Research methods 

During the measurements Gasmet DX4000 type analyzer was used. It is portable FTIR gas analyzer for 

applications where multiple gas compounds need to be accurately monitored in hot & humid sample 

gas. Gasmet DX4000 is typically set-up to measure H2O, CO2, CO, NO, NO2, N2O, SO2, NH3, CH4, 
HCl, HF and different VOC´s . The corrosion resistant sample cell is heated to 180 °C, which ensures 

that the sample stays in gaseous phase even with high concentrations of H2O or corrosive gases. 

The DX4000 is designed to be used with the Gasmet PSS portable sampling system. This system 

utilizes hot-and-wet measurement principle (no drying or dilution), which ensures that the analysis is 
done with a representative sample. There is two-stage particulate filtration: first one in sampling probe 

and the second one in sampling system. 

The portable sampling unit during measurements was additionally equipped with a ZrO2 sensor for 
accurate oxygen measurement. 

The purpose of these measurements was to acquire data necessary for validation of mathematical 

models. The object of measurements was a stoker-fired boiler installed in one of the polish mid-size 
cities. The distribution of nitrogen oxide concentrations in the furnace chamber were measured. The 

presence of a flame was also determined. Six measuring nipples located on the side wall of the boiler 

were used for the measurements. Measurements were made on one wall, treating the tested boiler as 

symmetrical. 

Table 2: Location of measurement nipples  

Number of nipple 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Height calculated from 

the grate surface 
3,6 m 3,6 m 3,6 m 1,6 m 1,9 m 1,9 m 

Distance from the front 
wall of the boiler 

3,1 m 1,9 m 0,7 m 3,2 m 2,1 m 0,9 m 

 

As part of the preparation for the tests, it was necessary to prepare the boiler and the test stand to conduct 

the tests. The preparation of the boiler should be understood as the preparation of measuring nozzles, 
while the preparation of the stand is primarily the placement of scaffolding due to the difficult access to 

the measuring nipples and the assembling and preparation of the measuring equipment. Location of the 

measurement nipples are presented in table 2. 
One of the key assumptions of the measurement nipples was to develop such a way of making them, 

which would not lead to the need to bend the boiler tubes. To realize this, a decision was made to drill 

holes in the screen fins between tubes. This constituted a serious limitation on the dimensions of the 
nozzles and was one of the conditions for the selection of the appropriate measuring equipment. 

The preparation of the test stand consisted mainly in the placement of the scaffolding and assembling 

measuring devices. The scaffolding was necessary due to the difficult access to the measuring nipples, 

especially those placed in the top row with the numbers 8, 9 and 10. The measuring devices were 
mounted at a height of approx. 1,8 m above floor level in the boiler room. This allowed the devices to 

be operated in the scope of handling all measuring nipples without having to adjust them. The scaffold 

consisted of two parts. Part of the scaffolding was made in classic steel technology, while part in light 
aluminum technology. The classic scaffolding was used to service measuring nipples 9, 10, 12, 13, while 

the mobile scaffolding in light aluminum technology allowed to service measuring nipples 8 and 11. 

Gas analyzer ready to work is presented in Fig 2. 
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Figure 2: Gas analyzer ready to work installed in the scaffolding 

Measuring nipples were made as in Fig. 3. They enable the introduction of measuring or application 

devices under three angles. For the purpose of the measurements, only a stub pipe located at a 90-degree 
angle to the side surface of the boiler was used. 

 

Figure 3: Example of measuring nipple  

4 Results 

During the tests measuring series were carried out for various boiler operation settings, i.e. boiler power 
output, boiler feed velocity. For some series it was impossible to obtain measurements of all parameters 

due to limited access to measuring points or burning of biomass at a given moment. The measurements 

were carried out during normal operation of the heating plant. During the measurements, the boiler 

operated with a variable load resulting from the demand of the heating system. The power output 
operation range was from 15 to 30 MW. The measurements were taken at the left wall of the boiler by 

taking gas samples in the measuring points shown in the previous chapter. The selected results of 

measurements together with the corresponding operating parameters are presented in the Table 3. 
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Table 1: Measurements results with the corresponding boiler operating parameters. 

Boiler 

load 

[MW] 

Boiler feed 

velocity 

[kg/s] 

First 

measuring 

point 

Second 

measuring 

point 

Third 

measuring 

point 

15.90 67 180 180 200 

26.20 105 220 280 290 

 

Based on the conducted measurements, the results analysis was obtained.  In the Figure 4, the results of 

nitric oxide concentration measurement in individual measuring points are shown. 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of NO concentration on measuring points for two boiler load values. 

As can be easily noticed in the Figure 4, the NO concentration increases with increasing boiler output 

power. What is also an important observation, the value of NO concentration depends of the measuring 

point position, which corresponds to the boiler zone. For each of the measuring nozzle, the measured 

values of the NO concentration were in a similar range, but the highest values are observed for the front 
boiler zone (measuring point no. 3). This distribution is consistent with the boiler combustion process, 

which means that volatile parts (which are the main carrier of nitrogen contained in fuel) are released 

and burned in the front boiler zone. In the range of temperatures occurring in this boiler [12], the main 
mechanism of NO generation is the mechanism of fuel organic compounds oxidation. For the low boiler 

load, the observed range was from 180 to 200 mg/Nm3 and for the boiler's high load the NO 

concentration range was from 220 to 390 mg/Nm3. 

5 Summary 

Measurement results presented in the paper prove that in case of a grate boiler, changes of boiler load 

not only affect exhaust general gas NOx concentration, but also NOx concentration in a function of 
furnace length. As was shown earlier, the highest values of NOx concentration are observed for the front 

boiler zone (measuring point no. 3). This distribution is generally consistent with the boiler combustion 

process, which means that volatile parts (which are the main carrier of nitrogen contained in fuel) are 
released and burned in the front boiler zone. 
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The presented results allow for a better understanding of the processes occurring during fuel combustion 
in this type of furnace, mainly in terms of looking for methods to reduce the emission of gaseous harmful 

substances, including NOx. They give some guidance on the location of the reagent injection. The 

reagent should be injected adequately to the NOx concentration in a given boiler zone. 
Only a proper distribution of the reagent in a boiler combustion chamber can cause a low reagent 

consumption and low generation of reaction by-products (ammonia slip). 
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Abstract 
Sewage sludge is a type of waste that is often recovered by means of heat treatment. Regrettably, due to 
the high moisture content of sludge even after mechanical drainage, dryer-oven systems produce 

relatively small amounts of surplus energy. For this reason efforts are made to find a method for drying 

sludge with maximum cost efficiency. This article presents the results of a study on a possible method 

involving storing sludge in piles. 
The article presents the methodology and the results of research on long-term storage of sludge in the 

conditions resembling those of prism storage. The research was conducted on a semi-commercial scale. 

The aim of the research was to determine the impact of the duration of sewage sludge storage on the 
selected parameters of fuel. Time-depending changes in the parameters of the sludge were analysed 

separately for the top and the bottom part of a prism. The paper presents the results of research on sludge 

from three large sewage treatment plants. 
The results obtained in the study make it possible to assert that, among others, long-term storage results 

in the significant reduction of the sludge moisture and the share of flammables with a simultaneous 

increase of their calorific value. The reduction of the weight and volume by a few dozen percent is also 

of importance. 

1 Introduction 

Sewage sludge is waste generated during the treatment of waste water. Due to the extent of the sewage 
sludge problem, the disposal of it, generated from municipal sewage treatment plants is particularly 

important. In 2016, 570 thousand tons (dry matter) of sewage sludge were generated in Poland, and it 

can be estimated that approximately 9-10 million tons (dry matter) of sewage sludge is generated in the 

EU [1-3]. It should be emphasised that sewage sludge from various sewage treatment plants significantly 
differ in terms of their characteristics. The characteristics of sewage sludge mostly depend on the 

properties of the processed sewage and the technological process applied at the sewage treatment plant. 

There are various methods of sewage sludge disposal. The main methods applied in highly developed 
countries include: environmental use, and use in thermal processes (which almost exclusively include 
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incineration and co-incineration). It is worth noting here that due to the increasingly stringent legal 
requirements on the environmental use of sludge, the share of sludge used in incineration processes is 

increasing [3-5]  

For sewage sludge used for incineration, the main obstacle is its high percentage of water. The high 
share of water in the sludge results in the negative calorific value of this material. Moreover, sludge with 

a high water content has a large volume, which e.g. increases the cost of its transport. 

Depending on the technology applied at the sewage treatment plant, the share of water in sewage sludge 
“at the outlet” of the sewage treatment plant ranges from below 10% in the plant is equipped with a 

sludge drying system, to as much as more than 95% if the sludge is only concentrated without 

dewatering. In most cases, the percentage of sludge from large sewage treatment plants ranges between 

60 and 80% [4, 5]. This is due to the limitations of mechanical dewatering of fermented sludge. Further 
reduction of the water content requires the application of a thermal drying process, which is energy-

intensive and therefore cost-intensive. Apart from the required input of energy for the purposes of 

heating and evaporation of water, the energy-intensity of the process also increases due to the fact that 
the water is entrapped in the sludge and some water (in particular in case of removing residual moisture 

so as to reduce the water content below 10%) participates in the physical and chemical transformations 

of the compounds. The demand for energy in drying plants (and part-drying in more cases) may then 

range from almost the theoretical minimum of approximately 2500 kJ/kg H2O to the practical value of 
approximately 3600 kJ/kg H2O [3-8]. 

Solar and hybrid drying plants have become popular in recent years, as they contribute to the reduction 

of the costs of sludge drying. It can be estimated that today there are more than thirty such plants in 
Poland and over 200 all over Europe. Their main contribution is the reduction of costs of sewage sludge 

drying. On the other hand, the operation of the drying plants of this type requires both capital expenditure 

and involves operating costs [6, 9-11]. This prompted the research presented in this article. The aim of 
the research was to determine the effect of drying sewage sludge in conditions that minimise capital 

expenditure and operating costs (including the consumed fuels and electricity). Drying of sludge in 

prisms was chosen as a process that meets the above prerequisites. This process often occurs 

spontaneously, e.g. during the storage of sludge [5, 12, 13].  
To determine the impact of sludge storage duration on its characteristics the authors initially sought 

storage sites where sludge for which the duration of storage and the characteristics at the time of handing 

over for storage were known. Characteristics were defined as fuel-related physical and chemical 
parameters (e.g. the amounts of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine, oxygen, water, mineral 

substance; calorific value, and share of volatile components, for instance). Even though at the time of 

the commencement of the research storage and deposition of sludge was still relatively common practice 
in Poland, no sites that would meet these requirements were found. This made it necessary to carry out 

laboratory tests that would span over many years. 

2 Research methods 

For the purposes of the research, to reproduce the conditions of sludge storage in the sludge management 

processes, it was necessary to collect relatively large sludge samples. For this purpose, sludge batches 

with a volume slightly above 1 m3 were collected from selected sewage treatment plants. To account for 
the fact that sludge in sludge management processes is exposed to weather, the researched sludge 

samples were stored in the same conditions. Moreover, to eliminate the impact of weather anomalies 

(e.g. cloudburst) on the research (particularly on the short-term results), sludge samples were distributed 

during the research among the sites of several sewage treatment plants located in the Silesian 
Voivodeship. 

Due to the fact that the thermal processes are mostly applied to sewage sludge from large sewage 

treatment plants, the research was made on sludge from municipal sewage treatment plants of this kind 
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(with a capacity of more than 30,000 m3/day). All sewage sludge used in the study presented in this 
paper had been subjected to prior anaerobic stabilisation. 

To reproduce the processes that occur in a prism section, 1 m3 sludge samples were placed in special 

boxes. The height of the sludge layer amounted to 1 m, and the horizontal cross-section of the box 
comprised of a square with 1×1 m sides. The side walls of the box had been covered with an insulating 

layer. The purpose of the side wall insulation was to simulate actual ambient conditions for a sludge pile 

segment (e.g. in the actual environment it is impossible for moisture to spread to the side). The design 
of the boxes enabled water run-off via the bottom of the box (if water has separated from the sludge). 

The tops of the boxes had not been covered so as to expose the sludge to weather. Additionally, the 

boxes were equipped with lockable inspection openings at the height of 0.25 m and 0.75 m from the 

surface of the ground. These openings were used to collect sludge samples for the purposes of laboratory 
analysis. Attention was taken to collect sludge from the central areas (of the horizontal cross-section) of 

the measurement stations. The location of the inspection openings made it possible to separately analyse, 

at the initial phase of the research, the processes that occurred in the upper and lower section of the 
prism. Scheme of a research station was shown in Fig. 1. To verify the reproducibility of the results, the 

sludge from each sewage treatment plant collected at the same time was deposited in two boxes of the 

design described above. More than a dozen fuel characteristics of the sludge were determined. 

The initial intended duration of the study was 12 months. It was hoped that this would be a sufficient 
time to reveal significant changes in the characteristics of the sludge. Eventually, the research continued 

for 6 years in total. It was only possible, however, to carry out research on three sewage treatment plant 

sites throughout this period. The research stations at other treatment plant sites have been removed due 
to the construction works carried out at the sites or due to the failure of the plant management to obtain 

consent for such long-term research.  

During the first year the fuel properties of the sludge was determined every four weeks. The subsequent 
samples were collected after 2.5 years, 3 years, 5.5 years, 5 years and 9 months, and 6 years. In each 

case samples were collected from upper and lower inspection openings. The last three instances were 

an exception – in these cases sludge samples were collected from the lower inspection openings only. 

This was due to the lowering of the sludge layer below the bottom edge of the upper inspection opening. 
The sludge samples were subjected to more than a dozen analyses, including all those mentioned in the 

previous chapter. The characteristics discussed below were determined in accordance with the following 

standards:  
 determination of water content (moisture) in sludge – PN-80/G-04511 [14]; 

 determination of flammables – PN-93/Z-15008/03 [15]; 

 determination of calorific value – PN-ISO 1928:2002 [16]. 
The analyses presented below do not include the impact of weather factors on the studied processes. It 

was assumed that the values of these parameters trend towards the average over many years. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a research station. 

3 Test results 

As mentioned above, the share of water is the main parameter responsible for the low calorific value of 

sewage sludge. Figure 2 presents the changes in the share water in the sludge throughout the research 

period. The curves presented in the figure illustrate the results of the study. They were plotted by 
merging the points that represent the measured values. The figure shows that in the first year, for the 

sewage treatment plants I and III, an increasing share of water was observed in both the lower and upper 

sludge layer. For the sewage treatment plant II, this share remained largely unchanged. The increasing 

share of water in the sludge can be attributed to heavy rainfall (which can even be classified as extreme, 
as it resulted in local flooding), at the locations of the treatment plants I and III. Simultaneously, a similar 

share of water in the upper and lower sludge layer was observed at all research sites throughout the year. 

The analyses carried out after 2.5 and 3 years revealed a decrease in the share of water in the sludge 
from each sewage treatment plant. However, the differences between the observed values after 2.5 and 

3 years of storage were minute. This can be attributed to some extent to the fact that these measurements 

were carried out in autumn and spring, i.e. the sludge was frozen during some of part of that period.  

The analyses carried out in the three final periods reveal a further decrease in the share of water in the 
sludge. The substantial changes in the share of water for these three readings between the respective 

sludge are mostly attributable to the significant decrease of the height of the sludge layer. This prevented, 

as mentioned above, the collection of the sludge from the upper inspection opening, and the collected 
sludge was directly affected by rainfall. 

The following linear regression equation was established on the basis of the above data: 

 

𝑐𝑤 = 79,86 − 0,11𝑡 (1) 

 

cw   water content, %, 

t  number of weeks. 
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The goodness of fit of the model to the data R2 amounted to 0.738, and the correlation factor amounted 
to -0.859. Fig. 3 (left-hand) shows a graphical representation of the relationship between the time and 

moisture. This figure also illustrates the form of the above function. 

Figure 4 presents the changes in the share of flammables in the sludge dry matter over time. As shown 
in the figure, a continuous decrease in the share of flammable parts over time was observed for almost 

all sludge sampling points. Some anomalies in the course of this process are attributable to significant 

differences in the amounts of flammables revealed in subsequent measurements (increases and 
decreases). This is a result of the non-heterogeneity of the stored sludge. In each case approximately 1 

dm3 of sludge was collected from a given inspection opening. The collected sample was subsequently 

mixed and, after the determination of its water content, was ground to make the sample homogenous. It 

was not possible, however, to homogenise the sample of stored sludge itself. To account for the 
anticipated heterogeneity of the stored sludge, the analyses of the sludge from a given sewage treatment 

plant were carried out, as mentioned above, at two sites in parallel. For this reason the analysis of the 

changes in the share of flammables needs to be carried out in parallel for sludge from both sites.  
The analysis of the data presented in Figure 4 also reveals substantial differences between the share of 

flammables observed in the lower and upper layers of the prisms and those observed after 2.5 and 3 

years. As expected, higher shares of flammables were found in sludge of the lower part of the prism. 

These differences ranged from 1 to 8% on average for sludge from a given sewage treatment plant.  The 
decrease of the share of flammables in sludge should be attributed to the processes of biological 

decomposition that occur in the piles. 

 

Fig. 2: Changes in water content in sludge, designations: STP I (I b) – sludge from the first sewage 
treatment plant, bottom, first research station; STP I (II b) - sludge from the first sewage treatment 

plant, bottom, second research station; STP I (I t) - sludge from the first sewage treatment plant, top, 

first research station; STP I (II t) - sludge from the first sewage treatment plant, top, second research 

station; other destinations follow the above pattern. 
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Fig. 3: Dispersion charts with regression function: change in the share of water in sludge (left), 

change in the share of flammables in sludge dry matter (right). 

 

Fig. 4: Changes in the share of flammables in the sludge dry matter over time, designations: STP I (I 

b) – sludge from the first sewage treatment plant, bottom, first research station; STP I (II b) - sludge 
from the first sewage treatment plant, bottom, second research station; STP I (I t) - sludge from the 

first sewage treatment plant, top, first research station; STP I (II t) - sludge from the first sewage 

treatment plant, top, second research station; other destinations follow the above pattern. 

The following linear regression equation was established on the basis of the above data: 

 

𝑠𝑓𝑙 = 63,90 − 0,06 𝑡 (2) 

 

sfl  share of flammables, %, 

t  number of weeks. 
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The goodness of fit of the model to the data R2 amounted to 0.620, and the correlation factor amounted 
to -0.787. Fig. 3 (right-hand) shows a graphical representation of the relationship between the time and 

the share of flammables. This figure also illustrates the form of the above function. 

The aforementioned values of correlation coefficients allow us to state that (taking into account the 
number of observations used in the analysis) they are statistically valid for the relevance level amounting 

to 0.001 [17]. 

This paper also presents the (actual) calorific value of sludge. This parameter is directly affected by the 
share of moisture in the sludge and the change in the calorific value of sludge dry matter. Figure 5 shows 

the changes in the calorific value of sludge over time. As shown in the figure, the calorific value of the 

sludge from sewage treatment plant III changed significantly and irregularly during the first year. The 

value of this characteristic decreased in the period from the beginning of storage to the measurement 
carried out after 2.5 years. In the last phase of storage (year 3 to 6) an increase in the calorific value was 

observed. The described progression of the changes in the calorific value of sludge can be attributed to 

the biological decomposition of samples that results in decreased calorific value, which for about 3 years 
has been neutralised by the decrease in the share of water.  

 

Fig. 5: Changes in the share of flammables in the sludge dry matter over time, designations: STP I (I 

b) – sludge from the first sewage treatment plant, bottom, first research station; STP I (II b) - sludge 

from the first sewage treatment plant, bottom, second research station; STP I (I t) - sludge from the 
first sewage treatment plant, top, first research station; STP I (II t) - sludge from the first sewage 

treatment plant, top, second research station; other destinations follow the above pattern. 

 
The following second degree polynomial represents the regression equation based on the data presented 

above: 

 

𝐿𝐻𝑉 = 2074,40 − 31,05 𝑡 + 0,13𝑡2 (3) 
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LHV  calorific value of sludge, kJ/kg, 

t  number of weeks. 

 
Fig. 6 presents a graphical form of the above function with a confidence interval indicating a probability 

of 95%, the range of expected actual calorific values. 

 

Fig. 6: Illustration of the relationship between time and calorific value, with regression curve and 

confidence interval (95%). 

The abovementioned effects were obtained while incurring relatively low costs. The cost analysis of the 

realization of the process in Polish economic conditions has shown that this cost (net) would amount to 

about 8.5 € per Mg of sludge. The costs include, among others: fee for land lease, preparation of 
infrastructure, real estate taxes, cost of remunerations. The presented cost is lower than the cost of 

natural gas necessary to evaporate analogical amount of moisture like the one removed during the 6 

years of storing sewage sludge (about 14 €). Moreover, in Poland the costs of the thermal disposal of 1 

Mg of waste amount to not less than about 52 € [18, 19]. The cost calculated for the analyzed process is 
at the same time comparable with the cost (net) of agricultural use of sewage sludge, which amounts to 

at least 9.5 €/Mg of sludge [20, 21]. 

It should be pointed out, however, that as a result of long-term storage of sludge only a partial reduction 
of their mass is obtained (about 70%). The residue left after the described process still contains the whole 

mineral fraction and hard degradable organic substances which are in the sewage sludge. That is why 

the presented cost of storing the sludge cannot be directly compared with the aforementioned costs of 
storing sewage sludge by means of other methods (e.g. in case of comparison with the methods of 

thermal disposal, one should add 1/3 of the cost of combustion of 1 Mg of sewage sludge to the presented 

cost). 

4 Conclusions 

Basic methods of sludge management include their incineration and co-incineration. A basic problem 

of sludge management with the use of these methods is the high water content in the sludge, and their 
consequent low calorific value (which may be negative). High water content of sludge is the outcome 

of the limited options for mechanical dewatering. In fact, further reduction of the water content in sludge 

requires the application of drying processes, which are energy-intensive and cost-intensive. Solar drying 
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plants are increasingly popular as the means to minimise the costs of the drying process. However, 
considering the weather conditions prevalent in the large part of the world (including Central Europe), 

such plants require the supply of other energy sources, in addition to solar energy. This applies in 

particular to the autumn and winter periods. This article presents the results of a study on an alternative 
method involving storing sludge in piles. Such a method does not require significant financial outlays 

(it is sufficient to prepare the site of storage by adding drainage for effluent) and requires almost no 

operating costs. 
To determine the effectiveness of this method, a study was carried out, spanning over six years, to 

determine the impact of the duration of storage on selected fuel parameters of sludge stored in a prism 

with an initial height of 1 m. The sludge used in the study was collected from large municipal sewage 

treatment plants and was subjected to anaerobic stabilisation processes prior to dewatering. The analyses 
presented below do not include the impact of weather factors on the studied process. It was assumed 

that the values of these parameters trend towards the average over many years. However, the presented 

results of the study can be considered to be representative only for processes that take place in regions 
whose climate is similar to the climate at the locations of the study (i.e. Central Europe). 

The results of the study presented in the paper point to an average annual decrease of water content in 

sludge amounting to more than 5.5%. At the same time, the share of flammables decreased by more than 

3.2% annually on average. The calorific value of the sludge in their actual condition initially decreased, 
only to subsequently increase (from an average value of less than 2,200 kJ/kg for all sludge at the 

beginning of the storage process up to approximately 5,000 kJ/kg on average, with the same anticipated 

value). 
The share of flammables decreased (in sludge dry matter) by approximately 19%, and the share of water 

in sludge decreased by approximately 35% throughout the duration of the study. It is worth noting that, 

considering the average content of water in the sludge and the share of flammables at the beginning and 
end of the six-year sludge storage period, the loss of sludge weight amounted to over 60%. 

To summarise, storage of sludge for a period of 6 years resulted in the reduction of the weight required 

for waste management by about 70%, and the calorific value of the obtained substance was 2.3 times 

higher than that of the initial material. Taking into account that the above was accomplished at minimum 
cost and with the exclusive use of renewable energy, the application of this process seems to be worth 

considering. 
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Abstract 
As a result of the growing demand for fuels, as well as the increasing costs of obtaining fossil fuels, 
there is a need to use renewable fuels (eg. fuels from waste, biofuels). After some processing, some 

waste can be used as a source of energy (eg. in the combustion process). There is also a problem with 

the management of animal and plant waste fats. It has been estimated that 120,000 Mg of waste animal 

fats are produced in Poland during the year. 
Waste animal fats, plant oils, frying fats, are subjected to transesterification with methanol. As a result 

of this process, methyl esters and glycerol are formed.  

The article presents the combustion process of waste oils in a universal oil burner and emission levels 
of individual exhaust components, with particular reference to nitrogen oxides. Methyl esters formed 

from animal fats through transesterification with methanol, purified post-frying waste fats and waste 

glicerol were used for the research. 
The purpose of the conducted research was examining the combustion process of biocomponents and 

their mixtures in a universal oil burner. Emissions of individual exhaust components were also 

determined. And have been found the optimal settings of the burner in ecological and energy terms. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the growing demand on fuels, as well as even higher costs of obtaining fossil fuels, there is 

necessity to use renewable fuels (eg fuels from waste, biofuels) [1,2]. After proper processing some 
waste may be used as a source of energy (eg in the combustion process) [2-4]. 

We are also facing a problem with the management of waste animal and plant fats. It has been estimated 

that there is 120 000 Mg of waste animal fats produced in Poland within a year [5]. 

Waste animal fats, plant oils, used cooking fats undergo transesterification with methanol [6,7]. As result 
of this process, methyl esters and glycerol are formed. 

Conducted tests were intended to: 

 analyse the combustion process of biocomponents and their mixtures in a universal oil burner; 
 determine the emission of individual flue gas components; 
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 find optimal burner settings in ecological and energetic terms. 
The scope of testing covered: 

 Selection of samples for analysis; 

 Preparation of samples for testing; 
 Conduction of a series of tests in a laboratory station; 

 Determination of the harmful substance emission; 

 Elaboration of the obtained measurement results. 
Biocomponents included: 

 Methyl esters formed from animal fats through transesterification with methanol - MT; 

 Purified post-frying waste fats – RF 

 Waste glycerol -GL. 

2 Liquid fuel combustion 

Combustion is a thermal process of combustible elements oxidation progressing above  
the ignition temperature of organic substances and with specified surplus of oxygen [8,9]. 

Liquid fuel is the fuel in a liquid state derived from the processing of petroleum or hard coal and lignite, 

as well as from the chemical process of processing plant or animal biomass or waste substances 

[2,10,11]. 
Fuel is composed of a combustible matter consisting of chemical compounds of carbon, hydrogen and 

sulphur as well as of a mineral substance serving as ballast and of moisture. 

Liquid fuels combustion methods: 
 highly vaporous fuels, such as eg petrol or kerosene are evaporated and mixed with an oxidizing 

agent. Mixing process may be performed at the moment of evaporating or upon its completion. 

The flammable gas mixture is combusted; 
 less vaporous fuels, such as mazout, fuel oil, are injected directly into the combustion chamber. 

Combustion is progressing simultaneously with evaporation and mixing of fuel vapours with an 

oxidizing agent. Such combustion method is used eg in diesel engines, boiler furnaces. 

The following stages can be distinguished in the liquid fuel combustion process: 
 thermal decomposition and initial oxidation; 

 fuel heating and evaporation; 

 formation of the air and gaseous fuel mixture; 
 fuel mixture ignition and combustion. 

Liquid fuel is burned in a gaseous form since the ignition temperature of such fuel is higher than the 

boiling point. 
Its combustion rate on the free surface depends on its initial temperature, intensity of flame radiation, 

specific heat, heat of vaporization and boiling point [12,13]. 

Experiments prove that the combustion rate of liquid fuel on the free surface is low. These rates amount 

to a few up to several dozen g/(m2∙s), which is the equivalent of the linear velocity of the level of a few 
mm/min. Therefore, the combustion of liquid fuel on the free surface is not applicable in industry. 

The method for increasing the intensity of the liquid fuel combustion process is to increase the surface 

of combustion through the fuel size reduction by means of pulverization. 

3 Description of conducted tests 

Tests of the biocomponent mixture combustion process in a universal oil burner were conducted in the 

laboratory of the Department of Technologies and Installations for Waste Management of the University 
of Technology in Gliwice. They consisted in the preparation of biocomponents and their mixtures, 
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determination of their basic fuel properties and conducting combustion tests in a universal oil burner of 
55 kW in a small capacity boiler (figure 1.). 

3.1 Preparation of biocomponents and their mixtures 

Tested biocomponents included: 
 Methyl esters formed from animal fats through transesterification with methanol - MT;  

 Purified post-frying waste fats - RF 

 Waste glycerol - GL. 

The samples of biocomponent mixtures were prepared by means of a CAT homogenizer. The samples 
of 5 dm3  were mixed for 30 minutes each. The mixtures of methyl esters with waste glycerol were 

prepared. 

The following biocomponents and their mixtures have been prepared for combustion: 
 Mixture 1 – 50% MT + 30% RF + 20% GL; 

 Mixture 2 – 50% MT + 50% RF; 

 Mixture 3 – 50% RF + 30% GL + 20% MT; 

3.2 Test stand 

The measurement stand was composed of a Primus Eco cast iron boiler equipped with a universal oil 

burner Kroll adapted for the combustion of various types of liquid fuels (fuel oil, mazout). The burner 

is equipped with a fuel heating system within the temperature range of 30 ÷ 140ºC. The examined 
biocomponent samples and their mixtures were preheated in the burner tank in order to find the 

temperature at which the ignition in the burner occurs. The measurement of the flue gas composition 

was conducted in the condition of the fuel in the burner tank heated to the temperature of 80ºC. 
A single measurement for a specific sample and specific burner settings lasted 15 minutes. From a 

sample of 10 dm3 there were 3 to 5 measurements performed for different burner settings. The 

measurement of flue gas composition was performed for various settings of the amount of primary air 

(primary air pressure control) and of the amount of secondary air (by the control of special slots through 
which secondary air was supplied). The measurement of flue gas composition was conducted by means 

of a flue gas analyser of MGA-5 type. The fractions of [O2], [CO2], [NOx], [CO], [SO2] in dry flue gas 

were measured. Figure 1 presents the scheme of a measurement station. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a measurement station 

Individual elements of the measurement station: 
1. air compressor, 

2. compressed air vessel, 

3. universal oil burner KROLL KG 

4. Boiler PRIMUS ECO 
5. boiler controller, 

6. circulation pump,  

7. flue gas outlet pipe for the stack, 
8. probe, 

9. water tank, 

10. MGA-5 flue gas analyser, 
11. computer. 

4 Analysis of the obtained results 

Results measurements and calculations were shown in tables 1-6, and then they were presented as graphs 
of nitrogen oxide emission as an air stream function, and carbon oxide emission as an air stream 

function. On the graphs measurement errors ranges were shown by a dotted line. Values presented in 

tables are average values from measurements in fixed conditions lasting 15 minutes. Measurement errors 
were calculated by complete differential and standard deviation. 
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4.1 Mixture 1 

Dark brown mixture. Table 1 presents concentration and emission of each component of exhaust 

gas(NOx, CO, SO2) for different air streams led to a combustion process. 

Table 1. Mixture 1  

Air stream 

[m3
n/s] 

NOx concentration 

[ppm] 

NOx concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

NOx emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0202 48 1,78 64,23  2,39 1,29  0,05 

0,0205 70  1,86 93,67  2,50 1,92  0,05 

0,0221 62  1,50 82,96  2,01 1,84  0,04 

Air stream 

[m3
n/s] 

CO concentration 

[ppm] 

CO concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

CO emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0202 270  217,46 337,20  271,83 6,80  5,22 

0,0205 45  3,94 56,20  4,93 1,15  0,10 

0,0221 69  2,70 86,17  3,38 1,91  0,07 

Air stream 

[m3
n/s] 

SO2 concentration 

[ppm] 

SO2 concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

SO2 emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0202 14  1,09 39,96  3,11 0,81  0,06 

0,0205 16  0,57 45,67 1,62 0,94  0,03 

0,0221 15  0,73 42,82  2,08 0,95  0,04 

 

Figure 2 shows dependence between neutrogen oxide and an air stream fed to combustion process.  
 

 

Fig. 2. NOx emission during combustion of mixture 1  
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Figure 3 shows dependence between carbon oxide and an air stream fed to combustion process. 

 

Fig. 3. CO emission during combustion of mixture 1 

Combustion process took place under the primary air pressure 0.04 MPa. The air stream delivered to 

combustion process was in the range 0.0202 – 0.0221 m3
n/s, which is equal to the value λ = 1,24 ÷ 1,92. 

During the one of the measurements 1200 cm3 were combusted, which was equal to the power of oil 
burner – 41 kW. Fuel ignition in a burner took place after heating the mixture in a container situated 

near the burner to the temperature 400C, however the survey of the content of exhaust gases was led 

while the temperature of heated fuel reached 800C. Placement of swirler – 2 mm from the nozzle of the 
burner. 

Minimal emission of NOx for carried out process of the mixture 1 combustion took place for the 

airstream 0.0202m3
n/s whereas minimal emission of CO took place for the airstream 0.0205 m3

n/s
 

The optimal amount of air is 0.0205m3
n/sat the burner’s power 41kW. 

4.2 Mixture 2 

Dark brown mixture. Table 2 presents concentration and emission of each component of exhaust gas 
(NOx, CO, SO2) for different air streams led to a combustion process. 

Table 2. Mixture 2  

Air stream 

[m3
n/s] 

NOx concentration 

[ppm] 

NOx concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

NOx emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0175 98  4,74 131,13  6,35 2,29  0,10 

0,0186 75  3,38 100,36  4,53 1,86  0,08 

0,0197 96  4,00 128,04  5,36 2,40  0,10 

0,0207 97  1,81 129,79  2,43 2,69  0,05 

Air stream 
[m3

n/s] 
CO concentration 

[ppm] 
CO concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

CO emission 
[mg/s] 
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0,0175 41  5,77 51,20  7,21 0,90  0,10 

0,0186 108  15,61 134,88  19,51 2,50  0,34 

0,0197 43  6,77 53,31  8,46 1,00  0,14 

0,0207 27  5,24 33,72  6,55 0,70  0,12 

Air stream 
 [m3

n/s] 
SO2 concentration 

[ppm] 
SO2 concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

SO2 emission 
[mg/s] 

0,0175 9  0,51 25,69  1,45 0,45  0,02 

0,0186 7  0,86 19,98  2,45 0,37  0,04 

0,0197 6  0,37 18,38  1,05 0,34  0,02 

0,0207 6  0,44 17,13  1,25 0,36  0,02 

 

Figure 4 shows dependence between neutrogen oxide and an air stream fed to combustion process. 

 

Fig. 4. NOx emission during combustion of mixture 2  

Figure 5 shows dependence between carbon oxide and an air stream fed to combustion process. 
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Fig. 5 CO emission during combustion of mixture 2 

Combustion process took place under the primary air pressure 0.06MPa. The air stream delivered to 

combustion process was in the range 0.0175 – 0.0207 m3
n/s, which is equal to the value λ = 1,27 ÷ 1,52. 

During the one of the measurements 1600 cm3of fuel were combusted, which was equal to the power of 

oil burner – 59 kW. Fuel ignition in a burner took place after heating the mixture in a container situated 
near the burner to the temperature 400C, however the survey of the content of exhaust gases was led 

while the temperature of heated fuel reached 800C. Placement of swirler – 2 mm from the nozzle of the 

burner. 
Minimal emission of NOx for carried out process of the mixture 2 combustion, took place for the 

airstream 0.0186 m3
n/s whereas minimal emission of CO took place for the airstream 0.0207  m3

n/s. 

The optimal amount of air is 0.0207 m3
n/s at the burner’s power 59 kW. 

4.3 Mixture 3 

Dark brown mixture. Table 3 presents concentration and emission of each component of exhaust gas 

(NOx, CO, SO2) for different air streams led to a combustion process. 

Table 3. Mixture 3  

Air stream 

[m3
n/s] 

NOx concentration 

[ppm] 

NOx concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

NOx emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0161 72  8,03 96,34  10,76 1,55  0,16 

0,0178 70  7,21 93,67  9,66 1,66  0,17 

0,0184 95  6,00 127,12  8,04 2,34  0,14 

Air stream 

[m3
n/s] 

CO concentration 

[ppm] 

CO concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

CO emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0161 249  42,12 310,97  52,65 4,99  0,92 

0,0178 114  30,18 142,37  37,73 2,53  0,63 
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0,0184 50  7,27 62,44  9,09 1,15  0,14 

Air stream 

 [m3
n/s] 

SO2 concentration 

[ppm] 

SO2 concentration 

[mg/m3
n] 

SO2 emission 

[mg/s] 

0,0161 7  0,50 19,98  1,43 0,32  0,02 

0,0178 6  0,45 17,13  1,28 0,30  0,02 

0,0184 6  0,81 17,13  2,31 0,31  0,04 

 

Figure 6 shows dependence between neutrogen oxide and an air stream fed to combustion process. 

 

Fig. 6. NOx emission during combustion of mixture 3  

 
Figure 7 shows dependence between carbon oxide and an air stream fed to combustion process. 
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Fig. 7. CO emission during combustion of mixture 3 

Combustion process took place under the primary air pressure 0.05MPa. The air stream delivered to 

combustion process was in the range 0.0161 – 0.0184 m3
n/s, which is equal to the value λ = 1,24 ÷ 1,41. 

During the one of the measurements 1400 cm3 were combusted, which was equal to the power of oil 

burner – 46 kW. Fuel ignition in a burner took place after heating the mixture in a container situated 
near the burner to the temperature 400C, however the survey of the content of exhaust gases was led 

while the temperature of heated fuel reached 800C. Placement of swirler – 2 mm from the nozzle of the 

burner. 
Minimal emission of NOx for carried out process of the mixture 3 combustion took place for the air 

stream 0.0161 m3
n/s whereas minimal emission of CO took place for the air stream 0.0184  m3

n/s
 

The optimal amount of air is 0.0184 m3
n/s at the burner’s power 46 kW. 

5 Conclusions 

In the presented work tests of the combustion process of biocomponents and their mixtures in a universal 

oil burner were conducted. 
The emission of individual components of flue gas, with particular focus on nitric oxides, was 

determined. 

Optimal burner settings in ecological and energetic terms were found. 
The minimum heating temperature of the fuel in the burner tank at which the ignition of the fuel in the 

burner occurs was determined. 

Methyl esters can be combusted without heating in the burner tank, however, when the ambient 

temperature is lower than 10ºC, the fuel crystallizes – which prevents its combustion. 
Glycerol at the temperature of 20ºC has the consistency of a dense liquid (similar to that of honey). 

Ignition trials in the universal oil burner failed, even after heating the sample to the temperature of 

140ºC. 
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Ignition of the analysed biocomponent mixtures in the burner occurred after heating them in the burner 
tank to 40ºC. 

The final measurement of flue gas composition was conducted for the fuel pre-heated to the temperature 

of 80ºC. 
Emission was calculated with different air streams supplied to the combustion process. 

It was observed that the emission of nitric oxides and sulphur oxides rises with the increase of air stream, 

whereas carbon oxide emission decreases with the increase of air stream. 
In the result of conducted tests the usability of tested biocomponents and their mixtures for burning in 

small and medium capacity heating plants was discovered – apart from the glycerol for which the 

ignition in the burner failed.  

However, the condition for conducting the combustion process in a fanned burner is the possibility of 
pre-heating the fuel upstream of the burner. 

Separate tests demonstrated general usefulness of methyl esters and waste used cooking fats as additives 

to fuel oils used for burning in low and medium capacity heating plants. 
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Abstract 

In the following project a one-dimensional geometry tumor slab is analysed using the Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo method. Tumor detection is strongly dependent on environmental conditions which are 

uniformly-randomly selected. Thirty test cases were used to set the procedure for increasing tumor 

detection using the classical Pennes’ bioheat equation. The inverse problem of parameter estimation was 

solved with simulated transient temperature measurements. The results obtained in this work show the 

capabilities of using inverse heat transfer analysis for the detection of skin tumors even if non-cancer 

tissue is assumed and gives remarks about conditions when detection of the tumor is easily estimated.  

1 Introduction 

Inverse heat transfer problems deal with the estimation of unknown quantities appearing in the 

mathematical formulation of physical processes in thermal sciences. For this process measured data such 

as temperature, heat flux and others are necessary. An inverse problem is approximately solved through 

its reformulation as a well-posed problem using regularization techniques, because it is mathematically 

classified as ill-posed [1]–[11].  

In this work, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is applied to inverse parameter estimation, within 

the Bayesian framework statistics. More information about the solution of inverse problems within the  

Bayesian framework is available in the book by Kaipio and Somersalo [8]. For deeper details on the 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, the book by Gamerman and Lopes [9] is recommended, as well as 

Winkler´s book [10] for fundamental information about Bayesian statistics.  

The temperature of the skin strongly depends on the environmental conditions. The mean temperature 

of skin varies from 33.0°C to 34.5°C for men, and from 32.2°C to 35.0°C for women. However local 

skin temperature varies over a body, within the range from 32.0°C to 35.5°C [11], [12]. Nevertheless, 

the human body core temperature is kept constant, normally between 36.5°C and 37.1°C, by active 
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thermoregulation [13]. A classical model for bioheat transfer was proposed by Pennes in 1948 [14]. It 

involves heat transfer in tissues perfused by blood in small vessels (i.e., without accounting for heat 

transfer to/from blood in main arteries and veins)[15], [16]. Although Pennes’ equation was presented 

70 years ago, it is still applied in many cases nowadays. Extensions of Pennes' model were presented, 

for example [7], [17]–[23]. 

When tumor tissues are large and in favourable locations because of different thermophysical parameters 

compared to healthy tissues, it can be detected by infrared thermography.  

The detection of tumors in the early stages of growth are described in [24]. In fact, publications can be 

found where the qualitative analysis of the skin temperature serves for the detection of cancer in the skin 

[25]–[27], breast [28], [29], and thyroid [22], [30], [31]. An extensive review of medical infrared 

imagining is reported in [32]. It is also available to measure temperature distribution in living tissue 

without using an intruding sensor [33]. 

Agnelli et al [34] used non-invasive thermal diagnostics to estimate unknown thermophysical and 

geometrical parameters of a tumor. Das et al [26], [35], [36] estimated the size and location of the tumor 

described by classical Pennes´ equation, for 1D, 2D and 3D geometries. For the detection of surface 

tumors, however, the variation of the temperature at the skin surface is usually very small, with changes 

of around 0.55°C or even 0.0077°C [37]. Such small differences make the detection process very 

difficult because of the high probability of false-negative results. Souza et al [15] resolved a function 

estimation problem with the conjugate gradient method with adjoint problem formulation, for the 

identification of the blood perfusion coefficient, obtaining good results for cases with a low perfusion 

coefficient.  The effective thermal conductivity and the volumetric heat capacity of a living tissue were 

simultaneously estimated by Huang and Huang [38]. Melo et al [39] develop method which uses inverse 

analysis to estimate tumor parameters using genetic algorithm.  Figueiredo and Guimarães [40] used the 

sequential function specification method for estimating the location and magnitude of a metabolic heat 

generation term of a 6 cm tissue (1D problem) containing a breast tumor. Umadevi [41] used the 

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for estimating the position, size and temperature of a breast tumor and 

achieved very promising results. Inverse methods of state estimation related to the hyperthermia 

treatment of cancer have also been addressed [30], [31], [42], [43]. 

In the following work, we applied a Markov Chain Monte Carlo Method (MCMC) [8], [9], [23], [41] 

within the Bayesian framework, in order to identify the parameters appearing in the one-dimensional 

bioheat transfer problem, involving a single tissue. The main goal is detection of a cancerous tissue, 

with the initial hypothesis that it is a normal healthy tissue. The classical Pennes' equation is used for 

bioheat transfer. The present inverse parameter estimation problem is resolved using simulated 

temperature measurements. The sensitivity coefficients with respect to the different parameters of the 

model are examined, in order to detect small sensitivities and linear dependency among the parameters 

[44]. This paper extends our analysis performed in [45] for more realistic cases involving larger 

uncertainties in the temperature measurements and gives remarks about optimal parameters during the 

tumor test. Because system is very sensitive on environmental conditions.  

2 Solution of inverse problems within the Bayesian framework 

In the case of the solution of inverse problems within Bayesian framework [46], all variables in the 

mathematical formulation of the physical problem are modeled as random variables. The solution of the 

inverse problems within the Bayesian framework can be summarized in the following steps [8]:  

1. Based on all available information for the parameters P before the measured data Y is taken, 

select a probability distribution function, π(P), that appropriately represents the prior 

information. 
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2. Select the likelihood function, π(Y|P), that appropriately models the measurement errors and 

involves a relation between the observations and the mathematical model of the physical 

problem. 

3. Develop methods to explore the posterior density function, which is the conditional probability 

distribution of the unknown parameters given the measurements, π(P|Y). 

The equation which combines the new information (measurements) with the previously available 

information (prior) is known as Bayes’ theorem [46]and [4], [8], [34], [47]–[52]. It can be described  

as:  

 

𝜋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟(𝑷) = 𝜋(𝑷|𝒀) ∝ 𝜋(𝒀|𝑷)𝜋(𝑷) (1) 

 

In the cases where posterior distributions are analytical functions [8], [9], [23], [41], the solution of the 

inverse problem can be obtained in terms of a point estimate for P through an optimization problem that 

maximizes the posterior distribution which is usually referred to as a maximum a posteriori estimation 

[45].  

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) can provide a solution to inverse problems when 

posterior is not analytical nor numerical available. MCMC can provide a solution to the inverse problem, 

so that the inference on the posterior probability becomes the inference on its samples [8], [9], [34], 

[41], [49]–[53].  

Metropolis-Hastings is one of the most common MCMC algorithms [8], [9], [41], [49], [50], [52]–[56] 

[57]. It can be described by the following steps [1], [34], [42], [43]–[47]: 

1. Let t=1 and start the Markov chain with the initial state 𝑷(1).  

2. Sample a candidate point 𝑷∗ from a proposal distribution 𝑞(𝑷∗|𝑷(𝑡)). 

3. Calculate the probability 𝛼(𝑷∗|𝑷(𝑡)). 

4. Generate a random value 𝑈~𝑈(0,1), which is uniformly distributed in (0,1). 

5. If 𝑈 ≤ 𝛼(𝑷∗|𝑷(𝑡)) , set 𝑷(𝑡+1) = 𝑷∗. Otherwise, set 𝑷(𝑡+1) = 𝑷(𝑡). 

6. Make 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1 and return to step 2 in order to generate the sequence {𝑷(1), 𝑷(2), … , 𝑷(𝑛)}. 

In this way, a sequence is generated to represent the posterior distribution and the inference on this 

distribution is obtained from the inference on the samples {𝑷(1), 𝑷(2), … , 𝑷(𝑛)}. We note that the 

values of 𝑷(𝑡) must be ignored until the chain has not converged to equilibrium (the burn–in period).  

Typical choices for 𝑞(𝑷∗|𝑷(𝑡)) are random walk processes or independent moves based on the priors, 

but adaptive proposal distributions can also be used, as proposed by Haario [58]. 

3 Physical problem and mathematical formulation 

The physical problem examined here is a continuation of the works presented [45], where skin cancer 

is detected assuming non-tumorous tissue, after a thermal perturbation is imposed on the skin. Following 

[27], cooling the surface of the skin is assumed. After cooling, the temperature of the surface during 

reheating is measured, with the objective being to distinguish malignant from non–malignant tumors 

[27]. Reheating occurs naturally, due to the heat transfer and metabolic heat generation in the tissue, as 

well as blood perfusion and heat transfer of the skin with the surrounding environment. All 

environmental conditions are selected randomly and tested.  

One-dimensional cases are analyzed in this work. The skin layer is represented as slab of thickness L, 

with one of the surfaces maintained at the arterial blood temperature 𝑇𝑎, which is constant. The other 

surface is exposed to the ambient environment, at the temperature 𝑇∞. Heat from this surface is 

transferred by convection and linearized radiation, with a heat transfer coefficient h. 

Steady state solution in the tissue is used as the initial state for the cooling process. Afterwards skin is 

cooled down for 15 seconds. The temperature distribution in the slab (skin layer), after the cooling 
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process, is represented by F(x), which is the initial condition for the reheating period. Measurements of 

the temperature variation of the skin surface are collected during the 50 seconds of the reheating period.  

For the present, one-dimensional problem, the Classical Pennes’ bioheat transfer model is given by:  

 

 
𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
) + 𝜔𝑏𝜌𝑏𝑐𝑏(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇) + �̇�𝑚 in 0 < 𝑥 < 𝐿 for 𝑡 > 0 (2a) 

 

The boundary and initial conditions are given by: 

 

 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑎 at 𝑥 = 0 for 𝑡 > 0 (2b) 

 
𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
+ ℎ𝑇 = ℎ𝑇∞ at 𝑥 = 𝐿 for 𝑡 > 0 (2c) 

 𝑇 = 𝐹(𝑥) in 0 < 𝑥 < 𝐿 for 𝑡 = 0 (2d) 

 

In the direct problem, all parameters appearing in equations (2) are considered as known. The goal of 

the direct problem is to determine the transient temperature variation in the skin layer. The Inverse 

problem is used to estimate parameters appearing in equation (2a), by using temperature measurements 

taken at the surface at various times, using the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm. Temperature 

measurement errors are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution.  

4 Results and discussions 

For this work, the thermal parameters for the tissue layer were considered constant. All values used for 

the 1D model parameters, are presented by Table 1 [13], [25], [27]. These parameters are also used for 

sensitivity analysis and to generate the simulated measurements. Sensitivity analysis was presented in 

our previous publication [45]. For the cancerous tissue, the metabolic heat generation rate is assumed to 

be ten times larger, while the blood perfusion coefficient is five times larger, than those of the healthy 

tissue [25]. The initial solution for the problem after the skin surface at x=L was maintained at 0°C for 

15 seconds, was described in [45]. In this paper, we extend this analysis for various values of 𝑻∞ – 

environmental temperature, 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍 – cooling temperature and 𝒉 – heat transfer coefficient, each randomly 

selected with uniform distribution ±5% from the values which were computed at [45]. The reason for 

computing multiple cases with different environmental temperatures is to choose the best testing 

procedure conditions. The direct problem solution was computed by using the central differences fully 

implicit Finite Volume Method, which was implemented in the MATLAB platform [59]. 

Table 1. Model parameters [13], [25], [51]  

Parameter Value 

𝐿 0.005 m 

𝑇𝑎 310.15 K ±5% 

ℎ 10 Wm-2K-1 ±5% 

𝑇∞ 23 °C ±5% 

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 296.15 K ±5% 

𝜌𝑡 = 𝜌𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 1085 kgm-3 

𝑐𝑡 = 𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 3680 Jkg-1K-1 
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𝑘𝑡 = 𝑘𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 0.47 Wm-1K-1 

𝑐𝑏 3617 Jkg-1K-1 

𝜌𝑏 1060 kgm-3 

𝜔𝑏,𝑡 0.00105 s-1 

𝜔𝑏,𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟 0.00525 s-1 

�̇�𝑚,𝑡   631.0 Wm-3 

�̇�𝑚,𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟  6310.0 Wm-3 

Sensitivity coefficients need to be computed in order to detect linearly dependent parameters was 

performed [45]. In the following article sensitivity results for the mean value of 𝑻∞ – environmental 

temperature, 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍 – cooling temperature and 𝒉 – heat transfer coefficient are presented in the Figure 1 

a and 1b where 𝑨 = (𝝆𝒄), 𝑩 = 𝒌 , 𝑪 = (𝝎𝒃𝝆𝒃𝒄𝒃) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝑫 = �̇�𝒎.  

  

Figure 1a. Sensitivity coefficients at x=L for 

healthy skin tissue, and mean value. 

Figure 1b. Sensitivity coefficients at x=L for 

tumorous skin tissue, and mean value. 

 

Sensitivity analysis showed that the surface temperature is practically unaffected by A, B and D prior 

densities, so truncated Gaussian distribution was assumed, presented in equation (3): 

 

 
𝝅(𝑷𝒋) ∝ [−

𝟏

𝟐

(𝑷𝒋 − 𝝁𝒋)
𝟐

𝝈𝒋
𝟐 ] for 𝑷𝒋,𝒎𝒊𝒏 ≤ 𝑷𝒋 ≤ 𝑷𝒋,𝒎𝒂𝒙 (3a) 

 
𝝅(𝑷𝒋) = 𝟎 for 𝑷𝒋 < 𝑷𝒋,𝒎𝒊𝒏 or 𝑷𝒋 > 𝑷𝒋,𝒎𝒂𝒙 (3b) 

 

𝝁𝒋 was taken as the exact value used to generate the simulated measurements obtained from table 1, 

while 𝝈𝒋 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟓𝝁𝒋. At the same time Pj,min = 0.9𝝁𝒋 and Pj,max = 1.1𝝁𝒋. In order to challenge the 

estimation procedure used in this work, the prior distribution for the parameter C, which contained 

important parameters for cancer recognition, perfusion coefficient, was taken as a uniform distribution. 
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C parameter is truncated by zero in the lower bound and twice the exact value in upper bound. Therefore, 

the uniform prior encompasses the exact values for the healthy (C = 4025.72     Wm- 3K-1) and the tumor 

(C = 20128.61 Wm-3K-1) tissues. The parameters which respond with heat transfer from the body to the 

environment (𝑻∞ – environmental temperature, 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍 – cooling temperature and 𝒉 – heat transfer 

coefficient) in this paper were supposed as uniform distribution generated randomly. The range of upper 

and lower bound are between ±5% corresponding to the vale set and tested in previous paper [45], and 

listed in the Table 1. Thirty cases were analysed; the values of environmental parameters were presented 

in the figures 2-4.  

 

  

Figure 2. Randomly selected environmental 

temperature 𝑻∞, for 30 cases. 

Figure 3. Randomly selected cooling 

temperature 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍, for 30 cases. 

 

Figure 4. Randomly selected heat transfer coefficient 𝒉, for 30 cases. 

 

In the following work, as mentioned above, were obtained from a Gaussian uncorrelated distribution, 

with zero mean and a constant standard deviation equal to 1K which is an accuracy of the IR camera. 

From 30 analysed cases, two of them was chosen and presented in the figures 5a and 5b. In the figures 

exact temperatures, obtained from Classical Pennes’ equation and values presented at Table 1 then 

calculated by equation (2) are also presented. It should be noted that the 99% confidence level, the 

measurement errors may reach 3% of the maximum temperature difference observed during the 

reheating process. 
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Figure 5a. Exact temperatures and simulated 

measurements, case No. 11 

Figure 5b. Exact temperatures and simulated 

measurements, case No. 28 

 

Random walk proposal was used in this work for the implementations Markov chains, by the form:  

 

 𝑷𝒋
∗ = 𝑷𝒋

(𝒕)
+ 𝒘𝒋(𝟐𝒓𝒋 − 𝟏) for j = 1, …, N=4 (4) 

 

where rj is a random number with uniform distribution in (0,1), that is,  rj~U(0,1), while wj is the 

maximum variation for the parameter Pj that is given by Table 2.  

The convergence of the Markov chain to an equilibrium distribution can be verified by plotting the 

chains of each parameter {Pj
(1)

, Pj
(2)

, … , Pj
(n)

}, j=1,…,N, and the posterior distribution πposterior(P(t)), 

t=1,…,n. 

In the paper we examine the possibility of estimating the tumorous tissue parameters by starting Markov 

chains with the values of healthy tissue. This approach gives confidence that the information provided 

by the measurements is capable of actually identifying a tumorous tissue. For the results presented in 

the Table 3, 200 000 states were simulated in the Markov chains at 180 000 states were discarded in the 

burn-in period.   

Table 2. Maximum variation for the proposal distributions of each parameter 

Parameter  A (Jm-3K-1) B (Wm-1K-1) C (Wm-3K-1) D (Wm-3) 

For tumorous skin tissue 79.86 9.4x10-6 1.41 0.403 

 

Table 3 presents a summary of all 30 analysed cases, with means and Standard Deviations (SD) of the 

states of the converged Markov chains for the tumorous tissue. All data are relative to their exact values 

(normalized). If results of the analysis lean at the border it is not taken into account and marked as to 

discount in the table  because it does not have statistical sense.  
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Table 3. Means and standard deviations (SD) of the states of the converged Markov chains for the 

tumorous tissue presented as normalized value. 

Case 𝑻∞ 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍 𝒉 A/Aex. (SD) B/Bex. (SD) C/Cex. (SD) D/Dex. (SD) remarks 

0 296.15 273.15 10.0 
0.9784 

(4.0E-04) 

1.0343 

(5.0E-04) 

0.9607 

(3.0E-04) 

1.0023 

(4.0E-04) 
 

1 295.56 273.45 9.7 
0.917373 

(1.81E-04) 

0.957056 

(2.01E-04) 

0.955944 

(1.78E-04) 

0.987368 

(2.33E-04) 

 

2 292.70 275.48 10.5 
0.942891 

(1.83E-04) 

1.006116 

(2.08E-04) 

0.893565 

(1.54E-04) 

0.996126 

(3.10E-04) 

 

3 283.01 259.98 9.8 
0.900005 

(5.00E-06) 

0.954643 

(1.70E-05) 

0.911048 

(6.70E-05) 

0.989382 

(1.11E-04) 

to 

discount 

4 304.83 260.19 10.5 
0.900005 

(5.00E-06) 

0.939049 

(1.80E-05) 

0.859937 

(7.70E-05) 

0.975843 

(2.72E-04) 

to 

discount 

5 290.90 267.64 10.1 
0.900007 

(7.00E-06) 

0.948838 

(2.30E-05) 

0.892769 

(9.40E-05) 

0.986828 

(2.26E-04) 

to 

discount 

6 309.17 286.45 10.0 
0.96953 

(4.60E-04) 

0.995059 

(5.02E-04) 

0.986651 

(6.01E-04) 

0.987396 

(5.19E-04) 

 

7 283.05 264.64 10.0 
0.900001 

(1.00E-06) 

0.960598 

(1.30E-05) 

0.887412 

(5.70E-05) 

0.986265 

(2.78E-04) 

to 

discount 

8 294.94 268.40 10.1 
0.900001 

(1.00E-06) 

0.932286 

(2.10E-05) 

0.960697 

(1.00E-04) 

0.975527 

(2.03E-04) 

to 

discount 

9 284.97 268.45 9.8 
0.900005 

(4.00E-06) 

0.959418 

(2.30E-05) 

0.885526 

(1.00E-04) 

0.987656 

(2.02E-04) 

to 

discount 

10 308.91 276.67 10.3 
0.961588 

(2.31E-04) 

1.00356 

(2.60E-04) 

0.918317 

(2.86E-04) 

0.99003 

(3.68E-04) 

 

11 301.35 273.86 9.5 
0.926542 

(1.64E-04) 

0.975418 

(1.81E-04) 

0.907166 

(2.00E-04) 

0.98709 

(1.94E-04) 

 

12 286.34 279.29 9.6 
0.900003 

(3.00E-06) 

0.967776 

(3.00E-05) 

0.883482 

(1.30E-04) 

0.984879 

(1.89E-04) 

to 

discount 

13 300.21 267.94 9.9 
0.934348 

(1.56E-04) 

0.969061 

(1.74E-04) 

0.941787 

(1.73E-04) 

0.990798 

(2.28E-04) 

 

14 286.70 261.16 9.8 
0.900013 

(1.30E-05) 

0.955826 

(2.20E-05) 

0.878317 

(7.60E-05) 

0.989304 

(2.95E-04) 

to 

discount 

15 301.57 273.22 10.4 
0.900058 

(4.90E-05) 

0.93144 

(6.10E-05) 

0.928315 

(1.16E-04) 

0.978788 

(2.71E-04) 

to 

discount 

16 299.58 261.29 10.4 
0.920227 

(3.22E-04) 

0.970184 

(3.64E-04) 

0.8735 

(2.96E-04) 

0.989704 

(2.49E-04) 

 

17 304.98 270.90 9.6 
0.966661 

(1.45E-04) 

1.00003 

(1.59E-04) 

0.986991 

(2.03E-04) 

0.997314 

(2.83E-04) 

 

18 301.04 268.09 9.5 
0.967003 

(3.78E-04) 

1.009166 

(4.22E-04) 

0.983084 

(3.71E-04) 

0.998805 

(3.85E-04) 

 

19 305.41 261.38 10.4 
0.900012 

(1.20E-05) 

0.935631 

(2.20E-05) 

0.880205 

(7.70E-05) 

0.977146 

(2.96E-04) 

to 

discount 

20 290.21 266.02 10.0 
0.900007 

(8.00E-06) 

0.945897 

(2.30E-05) 

0.916378 

(9.30E-05) 

0.987684 

(1.95E-04) 

to 

discount 

21 302.44 280.71 10.2 
0.915764 

(1.46E-04) 

0.965954 

(1.61E-04) 

0.848438 

(2.05E-04) 

0.982336 

(4.82E-04) 
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22 291.53 280.84 9.9 
0.945119 

(2.32E-04) 

1.001055 

(2.57E-04) 

0.976923 

(1.99E-04) 

0.995621 

(2.77E-04) 

 

23 301.71 281.27 9.6 
0.937356 

(3.78E-04) 

0.979566 

(4.21E-04) 

0.911563 

(3.43E-04) 

0.986368 

(2.61E-04) 

 

24 290.50 284.67 9.9 
0.916567 

(2.69E-04) 

0.964771 

(2.98E-04) 

0.989641 

(2.01E-04) 

0.989454 

(3.50E-04) 

 

25 285.13 262.49 9.7 
0.900015 

(1.60E-05) 

0.954591 

(2.60E-05) 

0.894339 

(8.40E-05) 

0.989881 

(2.58E-04) 

to 

discount 

26 283.34 260.97 10.2 
0.900003 

(3.00E-06) 

0.950545 

(1.80E-05) 

0.923783 

(7.80E-05) 

0.988337 

(1.01E-04) 

to 

discount 

27 309.47 276.32 10.0 
0.953119 

(2.74E-04) 

0.983948 

(3.05E-04) 

0.955015 

(3.57E-04) 

0.97992 

(3.12E-04) 

 

28 296.72 274.67 10.4 
0.969278 

(2.13E-04) 

1.027014 

(2.43E-04) 

0.931656 

(1.84E-04) 

1.000377 

(3.63E-04) 

 

29 302.80 262.22 10.5 
0.900004 

(4.00E-06) 

0.938486 

(1.90E-05) 

0.877986 

(8.30E-05) 

0.975999 

(2.69E-04) 

to 

discount 

30 305.74 267.17 9.8 
0.961289 

(2.24E-04) 

0.938486 

(2.49E-04) 

0.996296 

(2.62E-04) 

0.994351 

(2.28E-04) 

 

 

Table 3 shows that solutions of the estimation tumorous marker are not related to the environmental 

conditions. In a few analysed cases parameter A which contain tissue density and heat capacity reach 

the border proposed in the assumption to this method (cf. equation 3). This is proof that the proposed 

method is able to use not strictly set environmental conditions, however, it is very important to calibrate 

tissue parameters, which are used in the estimation process and which are implemented in the equations 

(2). The healthy tissue should be tested at the beginning. On the other hand, in many places thermal 

properties for the living tissue are available and they have more or less the same values which could be 

used during the test.  

From the tested cases two of them, as an example, are display: case 11 (notation a) and 28 (notation b). 

Markov chains for parameter C are presented as well as the histograms of the converged marginal 

posteriors in the figures 6 – 10. 

 

 

Figure 6a. Markov chain for parameter C for the tumorous tissue, case 11. 
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Figure 7a. Marginal posterior for parameter A 

for the tumorous tissue, case 11. 

Figure 8a. Marginal posterior for parameter B 

for the tumorous tissue, case 11. 

  

Figure 9a. Marginal posterior for parameter B 

for the tumorous tissue, case 11. 

Figure 10a. Marginal posterior for parameter D 

for the tumorous tissue, case 11. 

 

Figure 6b. Markov chain for parameter C for the tumorous tissue, case 28. 
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Figure 7b. Marginal posterior for parameter A 

for the tumorous tissue, case 28. 

Figure 8b. Marginal posterior for parameter B 

for the tumorous tissue, case 28. 

  

Figure 9b. Marginal posterior for parameter C 

for the tumorous tissue, case 28. 

Figure 10b. Marginal posterior for parameter D 

for the tumorous tissue, case 28. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper has dealt with the solution of an inverse parameter estimation problem in a classical Pennes’ 

bioheat transfer, aiming at the detection of cancer in a single, skin layer with different environmental 

conditions. The analysis involved the cooling of the surface of the skin and monitoring reheating 

temperature caused by perfusion, metabolism and surface convective/radiative heat transfer in the living 

tissue. In the work, which is based on preliminary investigations [45], 30 cases were tested in order to 

various: ambient  temperature, cooling body temperature, and sum up convection and linearized 

radiation heat transfer coefficient. Those parameters were changed by 5% according to the previous 

work, using randomly selected uniformly distributed values.  

The parameters were estimated within the Bayesian framework by using the Metropolis-Hastings 

implementation of the Markov chain Monte Carlo method. Results obtained with simulated transient 

measurements (with 1K accuracy) temperature of the layer surface show that estimates of a parameter 

associated to the perfusion rate could characterize a cancerous tissue, even by starting the analysis 

assuming that tested tissue is healthy. For better accuracy tissue parameters used in the model should be 
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verified, using the same procedure as used in the following work. Generally speaking, the results 

obtained in the following work prove that tumorous tissue could be appropriately detected for different 

ambient conditions but not in every case. There is not enough data to create statistically-based rules 

about the best conditions, however it should to be noted that environmental conditions are very 

important. Those relations are because of the low sensitivity of the posterior.  
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Abstract 
Agricultural activities produce large quantities of agriculture crop residues and animal wastes, including 

poultry manure and litter. Utilization of such biomass as a source of energy is important from an 

energetic as well as environmental point of view. Thermo-chemical conversion of poultry wastes 
(manure or litter) represents a promising alternative to energy generation and reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions. Thermo-chemical methods include torrefaction, pyrolysis and gasification. Gasification 

mainly produces combustible gases and liquids. Since chicken manure biomass has higher percentage 
of ash, gasification is proper technique which can be used to convert it into more usable form of energy. 

Co-gasification of biomass materials is well known, however in case of co-gasification of poultry wastes 

with other biomass (such as straw) or fossil feedstock (such as coal) the issue is still not solved. It is 

mainly because of process inconvenience coming from combining high ash content materials (poultry 
manure/litter) with relatively comparable law ash fuels (like straw). 

The aim of presented work is to determine the possibility of using chicken manure in co-gasification 

process with straw pellets. The research was performed in a laboratory scale in a fixed bed gasifier of 
capacity 5 kg/h. The main goal of the experiments was to examine what is the influence of the addition 

of dried chicken manure to the straw pellet feedstock regarding physicochemical properties of generated 
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syngas such as composition and the lower heating value. 

1 Introduction 

The increasing worldwide intensive poultry breeding and growing waste generation as a result of this 
activity, make it necessary to look for sustainable alternatives to the traditional way of poultry waste 

treatment as a fertilizer (land disposal). A promising direction for the management of the poultry waste 

seems to be renewable energy generation by using its potential as a fuel [1]. The heterogenic character 
of the poultry waste, as a mixture of manure and waste bedding (straw, wood shavings, dry grass, 

chopped corn cobs and other type of green biomass), in combination with low energy density and high 

amount of ash requires unceasing efforts to its effective reforming into usable energy. Research on 

thermochemical conversion of poultry waste has been carried out for decades, mainly towards direct 
combustion and co-combustion, whereby pyrolysis and gasification are gradually gaining importance 

due to the benefits they offered [2]. 

Thermochemical conversion of the poultry waste through the gasification yields a product gas witch 
major components are CO2, CO, H2, CH4, C2H2 and other higher hydrocarbons, giving a high calorific 

fuel gas compared to the solid biomass. The compositional homogeneity with high energy denser allows 

stable and more efficient combustion, and more efficient energy production as a consequence [3]. The 

use of the produced synthesis gas enables also reducing the size of technical installations, as well as 
facilitates transportation and handling of the infrastructure for power generation and distribution. The 

SOx concentrations in the syngas are lower than that obtained in the flue gas by direct combustion due 

to limited oxygen supply to the process and lower process temperatures, which eliminates the need for 
desulphurization installations used at direct combustion. However the produced gas contains some 

undesirable byproducts, including tar, dust, alkalis, heavy metals, H2S and HCl, which should be 

reformed, in particular, when the syngas is for supply the gas turbines and engines [2]. This use of syngas 
seems to be especially perspective, however the relatively low quality of the gas derived from poultry 

waste is still a barrier to its implementation on an industrial scale, requiring research on its valorization. 

Unlike direct combustion, the gasification of poultry derived waste has been limited to laboratory and 

small-scale applications, whereas full and pilot scale installations operating in industrial conditions are 
incidentally mentioned in the literature. 

The principles of characterization, kinetics and modelling of auto gasification and gasification of poultry 

waste, both the litter and the manure, are described in [4, 5]. The experiments were performed on lab 
scale with the use of thermogravimetric analyzers. The first downdraft gasification experiments of 

poultry litter dried and formed into pellets are reported in [6]. The test were performed in a classical 

downdraft reactor with poultry litter dried to 1.8% moisture content yields syngas of higher heating 
value 4.7 MJ/m3, while gasification of litter pellets at 12.6% moisture yield  3.47 at steady state 

conditions. The basic test of chicken manure gasification in laboratory semi-batch reactor was studied 

in [3] using air, CO2 and steam as gasifying media. The research concluded that steam and CO2 

gasification increased syngas and energy yields, whereas the air gasification is energy efficient and fast, 
but yields low quality gas product. High temperature and low O2 concentration lead to higher CO flow 

rates as reported in [7]. Whereas addition of oxygen to the steam gasification decreased the total reaction 

time and improved the syngas quality and energy yields, pointing to economic benefits for this solution 
[8]. The air and steam gasification of poultry litter in a laboratory scale bubbling fluidized bed gasifier 

was investigated by Pandey et al. [9]. The investigated material was gasified by blending with 8% w/w 

limestone, yielding a syngas of 4.52 MJ/m3
n with a significantly low tar content.  

In the case of small-scale applications, a 10 kW fixed bed, counter current atmospheric pressure reactor 
was use for poultry liter biomass gasification in [10]. The experiments results shows that the particle 

size of the biomass did not affect the gas composition and heating value, as opposed to the high alkaline 

content in the litter caused agglomeration effects in the bed resulting in the peak temperature. Thanpal 
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at al. [11] studied fixed bed gasification of the dairy manure using different mediums such as air, 
enriched O2 in the presence and absence of steam and CO2/O2 mixture. The experiments performed also 

in 10 kW facility show that increasing O2 concentration in the input medium increased the peak 

temperature and CO2 production in the syngas while decreased the CO concentration. Moreover the 
decrease in oxygen concentration was accompanied by the decrease of the higher heating value of the 

syngas. The highest HHV about 5.35 MJ/m3
n was yield for enriched air gasification. The mass and 

energy balance, syngas and char characterization obtained from poultry litter gasified on-farm small 
scale unit is described in [12]. The authors concluded that operating parameters of the gasification unit 

requires optimization to increase the calorific value of 2.9 MJ/m3
n obtained for dry chicken litter. 

Another on-farm updraft gasification system equipped with bed reactor with an average feed rate of 40 

kg/h-1 was constructed in a farm-scale for the production of a heating gas using poultry litter as a 
feedstock [2]. The clean syngas lover heating value was only 3.39 MJ/m3

n due to the low reactor 

temperature around 639 ℃ corresponding the poultry litter ash melting temperature.  

A farm based gasification plant in the Netherlands supplied with poultry manure is announced in [13] 
but there is a lack of information about its operating conditions. The pilot scale downdraft gasifier for 

pultry litter combined with engine-generator system is described in [6]. In this case, the small modular 

biopower system produced syngas with higher heating value about 5.0 MJ/m3
n over 5-hour continues 

single running test. The engine was operating away its optimum power point therefore the exhaust gas 
contained about 1.0% CO and nearly 4383 ppm NOx on wet basis. The authors concluded that engine 

timing and rotation speed require correction as well as the catalytic conversion should be applied to 

lower the CO emission. The strategy of NOx reduction requires special attention, where both primary 
(prior to engine) and secondary (catalytic with ammonia injection) methods can be used, pointing the 

first. Another experimental innovative gasification thermal power plant fed with poultry manure is 

presented in [14]. The main element of the system consist of gasifier, boiler with heat output of 300 kW 
and flue gas cleaning equipment. The parameters of the emitted gas from the system are extremely low 

in this case and the NO concentration did not exceed 39 ppm. 

Co-gasification of biomass materials is well known however in case of co-gasification of poultry wastes 

with other biomass or fossil feedstock (such as coal) the issue is still not solved. It is mainly because of 
process inconvenience coming from combining high ash content materials (poultry manure/litter) with 

relatively law ash fuels (like woody biomass or coal). Study on co-gasification of poultry waste and coal 

performed by [15] suggests that coal gasifiers need adjustment to make process feasible enough, 
although the obtained syngas higher heating values varies from 4.61 to 4.96 MJ/kg on dry basis. The 

co-gasification of 30 wt% chicken manure and 70 wt% wood waste performed in 10 kW fixed bed 

downdraft reactor by [16] yields a syngas of 5.23 MJ/m3
n lower heating value. 

2 Material and Methods 

2.1 Fuel Preparation and Properties 

The gasification tests were done with chicken manure and straw pellets (wheat). The chicken manure 
was taken from the chicken farm located in the region near Opole (Poland). The excrements were 

collected from the laying hens breeding cage system, directly from the conveyor belt. Due to the high 

moisture content of the material (almost 71 %), it was dried and scarified with the use of specially 

constructed drying system. Pre-dried chicken manure was then mixed in equal parts (by weight percent, 
wt%) with pellets and collected in 20 litre closed containers. Finally, there were prepared three poultry 

manure/coal blends containing 25, 50 and 75 wt% of excrements. 

The physical and chemical properties of both the fuels were analysed according to the relevant standard 
methods, and presented in Table 1 through the proximate and ultimate analyses as well as lower heating 

value. The fuels were analysed for moisture content (PN-EN ISO 18134), volatile matter (PN-EN ISO 
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18123), ash content (PN-EN ISO 18122), and the fixed carbon was calculated by difference. The content 
of major elements carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and nitrogen (N) were determined following PN-EN ISO 

16948, while the total sulphur (S) using the PN-EN ISO 16994. The ultimate analysis was performed by 

means of an Elementar Vario MACRO Cube device. Finally the concentration of oxygen (O) was 
calculated by difference. The higher heating value (HHV) was derived in the IKA C5000 calorimeter in 

accordance with the PN-EN 14918 standard. 

Table 1: Properties of fuels used in the research.  

Fuel Mwb VMdb FCdb Adb Cdb Hdb Ndb Sdb Odb(diff) HHVdb 

- % % % % % % % % % MJ/kg 

Poultry 
manure 

8.44 66.68 7.99 25.33 38.40 4.70 5.30 0.47 25.80 15.215 

Straw 9.06 76.20 18.40 5.40 47.21 5.99 0.80 0.12 40.48 19.656 

M – moisture; VM – volatile matter; FC – fixed carbon; A – ash; wb– wet basis; db – dry basis; diff – 

calculated by difference. 
 

The composition of analyzed biomass samples differs significantly. The straw pellets have higher 

organic matter and lower ash content. The ash content in the chicken manure reached about 25 %, and 

is in the typical range reported in the literature, from around 10% to 40% [13, 17, 18, 19]. Analysis 
performed in [15] concluded that co-gasification of fuels with such large differences in ash content 

should be carried out attentively, due to inhomogeneity in the fuel bed which affects the rate of 

oxidation-front propagation in the fuel-bed. 
The carbon (C), hydrogen (H) contents and lower heating value LHV of pellets is higher than for chicken 

manure. The higher LHV of the straw pellet were due the lower ash amount, especially at relatively 

small differences in moistures and oxygen (O) content. The nitrogen (N) and sulfur (S) contents in the 
samples of chicken manure were noticeable high 5,30 and 0,47 respectively, which is typical for biomass 

from animal waste [5, 17] and could lead to excessive NOx and SOx emission levels predominantly 

during combustion [20]. In case of biomass gasification the fuel-bound nitrogen is converted mainly to 

N2 instead of NOx, due to the deficiency of oxygen fed to the process [21]. The authors in [22] are 
concluding that the sulfur content in poultry derived waste is lower in comparison to coal, than the issue 

of SOx emissions is not significant. 

3 Experimental Test Setup 

All the experiments were conducted using a fixed-bed gasification facility, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

[19]. The gasifier was a stainless reactor with a 150-mm internal diameter and a total height of 300 mm. 
The reactor was well insulated to prevent major heat loss. The fuel mixture was fed into the top of the 

gasifier through the container. 

The gasification air was supplied from the bottom by a pressure fan with frequency inverter. The internal 

reactor temperature was measured by five N-type thermoelements integrated with an Agilent 
temperature recording system. The thermocouples were located along the vertical axis of the reactor. 

The temperature of syngas produced in the gasifier was also measured at the outlet of the reactor. The 

gasification air and syngas flow rates were measured by flow meters based on the thermal mass sensing 
technique. The syngas was transported from the gasifier by a pipe, and then cleaned by a cyclone, a 

scrubber and a drop separator. The volumetric fractions of the main syngas components were measured 

online using a Fisher Rosemount (Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis MO, USA) and ABB (ABB, Zurich, 

Switzerland) integrated set of analyzers. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental system [19]. 

3.1 Experimental Procedure 

In the first stage of the test the device was heated with raw wheat straw pellets to attain the required 

temperature gasification. The reactor was filled with the straw pellets (100 wt%) after the embers were 

noticed in the bottom of the reactor. The temperature and gas composition were recorded until burning 
all of the material in the bed. In the next steps three chicken manure/straw pellet mixtures (25, 50 and 

75 wt% of chicken manure addition) were placed on the hot embers. Each of the blends was fed into the 

reactor twice, but temperatures and gas concentration measurements were recorded only for the second 

batch. This methodology avoids the mixing of embers and new batches for different compositions of 
manure and pellets. Finally, pure dry chicken manure (100 wt%) was gasified with the methodology 

described above for pellets and mixtures. 

The same procedure was repeated at different air ratios for described feedstock blends: 
 pure straw pellets (100 %wt) labelled as CM0, 

 chicken manure/straw pellets blend 25 wt% of chicken addition labelled as CM25, 

 chicken manure/straw pellets blend 50 wt% of chicken addition labelled as CM50, 
 chicken manure/straw pellets blend 75 wt% of chicken addition labelled as CM75, 

 pure chicken manure pellets (100 %wt) labelled as CM100. 

Uncertainty in the measurements might have arisen from errors in the mass balances and volumetric 

apparatuses. In the experiment, all parameters were measured by appropriately calibrated laboratory 
equipment. The gasification agent flow rate and the syngas flow rate were measured by flow meters. 

The syngas was transported from the gasifier by a pipe to the cyclone, scrubber and a drop separator. In 

addition, combustion tests of generated syngas were taken in the gas burner located at the end of the 

experimental system, as a part of gasification tests. 

4 Results and Discussion 

The measurements were carried out at a different air ratios.Air ratio is a parameter that quantifies the 

amount of air/oxygen per unit mass of fuel, as compared to the theoretical amount of air/oxygen needed 

for complete combustion. This air ratio is quite often used in Europe in comparison to equivalence ratio, 
as a reverse of the air ratio, which is most often used in the US. [23]. In this study a number of 

gasification experiments were done for the following air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.28. The chosen air ratios 
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values are in the range corresponding to other research carried out on biomass gasification [19, 23]. The 
results of the gasification tests such as temperature-time distribution in the reactor, components of the 

syngas generated from the examined feedstock as well as the lower heating value of the generated 

syngas, are presented in the latter part of the paper.   

4.1 Influence of the Chicken Manure Content and Air Ratio on the Temperature in Reactor 

The temperature was measured in the five characteristic points of the reactor. The measurement points 

are located at a height of 10 mm (t1), 60 mm (t2), 110 mm (t3), 160 (t4) and 210 mm (t5) above the bottom 
of the reactor. 

Figure 2 to 6 shows the evolution of the temperature in the gasifier with varying air ratios for all five 

analyzed fuel blends (from CM0 to CM100). 
 

 

Figure 2: Temperatures in gasifier measured in five characteristic points of the reactor for different 
air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. Feedstock: straw pellets (CM0). 

 

Figure 3: Temperatures in gasifier measured in five characteristic points of the reactor for different 

air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. Feedstock: fuel blend (CM25). 
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Figure 4: Temperatures in gasifier measured in five characteristic points of the reactor for different 
air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. Feedstock: fuel blend (CM50). 

 

Figure 5: Temperatures in gasifier measured in five characteristic points of the reactor for different 

air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. Feedstock: fuel blend (CM75). 

The temperature-time distributions in the reactor for all tested feedstocks point put that temperatures of 
each gasified fuels reach maximum close to a height of 60 mm above the bottom of the reactor 

(temperature t2). For this reason, it can be claimed that this height corresponds to the area of a strongly 

exothermic reactions domination in a fixed bed reactor. There can be a smooth transition of the 
exothermic area into the oxidation and ash zone observed at a height of 10 mm (temperature t1 

significantly lower than t2). Is it also worth recording that highest parts of the gasifier (temperatures t5 

and t4) corresponds to the drying zone, while the middle of the reactor (temperature t3) to the pyrolysis 

stage of the fuel with temperatures between 500 and 1000 oC. 
On the basis of the results presented in Fig. 1 and 2 it should be noted that in case of fuel feedstock with 

lower content of the chicken manure (CM0 and CM25) the temperatures in the pyrolysis (t3) zone are 

significantly higher than in case of CM50, CM75 and CM100.Temperatures directly above the grid (t1) 
are slightly higher by about 50-100 oC in case of a high content of straw in fuel mixtures (CM0 and 
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CM25). Presented results only confirm that co-gasifiaction of fuels with large structure differences as 
well as different ash content should be carried out with use of a proper, dedicated gasifiers. 

 

 

Figure 6: Temperatures in gasifier measured in five characteristic points of the reactor for different 

air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. Feedstock: chicken manure pellets (CM100). 

For all examined fuel mixtures, except pure chicken manure pellets (CM100), it can also be noticed that 
increasing air ratio (from 0.18 up to 0.27) lowers the temperatures in the gasifier. 

4.2 Influence of the Chicken Manure Content and Air Ratio on the Syngas Composition 

The volumetric fractions of the main syngas components (CH4, H2 and CO) were measured online using 
an integrated set of analyzers. The research was conducted for three different air ratios. The syngas 

fractions time distributions for the analyzed feedstock mixes are presented in figures 7 to 11. 

 

 

Figure 7: Main components of the syngas generated in different air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. 

Feedstock: straw pellets (CM0). 
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Figure 8: Main components of the syngas generated in different air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. 
Feedstock: fuel blend (CM25). 

 

 

Figure 9: Main components of the syngas generated in different air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. 
Feedstock: fuel blend (CM50). 

 

Analyzing figures 7 to 11 it can be confirmed that for the range of analyzed air ratio, volumetric fraction 

of main combustible components of gasification gas (CO and H2) are decreasing with increasing air 
ratio. Time distributions shown in the pictures are not sufficient to examine influence of air ratio on CH4 

content in generated syngas. The concertation of the CO in the gas reaches the highest values in case of 

straw pellets with no chicken manure addition (CM0) and with 75% of chicken manure addition (CM75) 
– up to 20% vol. Hydrogen fraction remains in the range of 4 and 5% vol for all analyzed feedstock 

mixes while CH4 between 1 and 2%. Higher methane CH4 concentrations are recorded for straw pellets 

(CM0) used as a feedstock. 
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Figure 10: Main components of the syngas generated in different air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. 

Feedstock: fuel blend (CM75). 

 

 

Figure 11: Main components of the syngas generated in different air ratios: 0.18, 0.23 and 0.27. 
Feedstock: chicken manure pellets (CM100). 

 

The volumetric fractions of the syngas components were are also presented as an average of measured 

values in function of the air ratio – see figure 12, 13, and 14. Figure 12 presents CO concentration in the 
produced gas for different chicken manure contribution in the examined feedstock. There is a significant 

drop of CO concentration clearly noticeable for tested fuel blends observed with the increase of air ratio. 

The only fuel blend having slightly growing CO concertation while increasing air ratio from 0.18 to 
0.28 is CM50 with 50% of chicken manure addition. 
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Figure 12: Concentration of CO in generated syngas versus air ratio for different feedstock mix. 

 

Figure 13: Concentration of methane in generated syngas versus air ratio for different feedstock mix. 

 

Figure 14: Concentration of hydrogen in generated syngas versus air ratio for different feedstock mix. 
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4.3 Lower Heating Value of the Generated Syngas 

The lower heating value (LHV) in MJ/m3
n of the syngas was estimated using the formula Eq. (1) given 

below [24]: 
 

LHV = 0.126 ∙ CO + 0.108 ∙ H2 + 0.358 ∙ CH4 (1) 

 

𝐶𝑂  volume fraction of carbon monoxide, %vol, 

H2 volume fraction of hydrogen, %vol, 

CH4
 

volume fraction of methane, %vol.  

 

The lower heating value (LHV) in MJ/m3
n of the syngas was estimated using the formula Eq. (1) given 

below [24]: 

 

 

Figure 15: Lower heating value of generated syngas versus chicken manure contribution in the 

examined feedstock derived for different air ratio. 

Results presented in Fig. 15 remains in correlation with the concentration of the gas components 

observed during the experiment (Fig. 5). A decrease of carbon monoxide and hydrogen and the stable 

concentration of methane in the gas, results in the decrease of the lower heating value of the syngas with 
the addition of larger quantities of chicken manure to the feedstock. Higher addition of chicken manure 

to the feedstock (CM75 and CM100) causes decreasing LHV of the syngas. Increasing air ratio leads 

eventually to the decrease of LHV. However, due to the slightly increase of H2 and CO for 0.23 air ratio 

compared to the 0.17 the LHV in case of CM25 and CM50 is higher. 

5 Conclusions 

The possibility of using chicken manure in co-gasification process with straw pellets has been examined 
with use of a laboratory scale fixed bed gasifier of capacity 5 kg/h. The main goal of the experiments 

was to examine what is the influence of the addition of dried chicken manure to the straw pellet feedstock 

regarding physicochemical properties of generated syngas such as composition and lower heating value. 
Another issue to investigate was to check the influence of air ratio used in gasification for the quality of 

generated syngas. 

The results of the gasification tests such as temperature time distribution in the reactor, components of 

the gas generated from the examined feedstock as well as the lower heating value of the generated 
syngas, confirm that co-gasification of poultry manure with straw biomass can be a promising proposal 
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for utilization of a poultry derived wastes. 
On the basis of achieved results the main conclusions can be formulated. 

1. Co-gasification of chicken manure with straw pellets is technically possible and the process 

maintains steady, on the condition of thermal pre-treatment of the manure (e.g. drying) and using 
feedstock material in pelletized form 

2. Gasification of a pure chicken manure provides generation of combustible syngas with lower 

heating value LHV equal to 3.1 MJ/m3
n  

3. Increasing share of chicken manure pellets in the feedstock decreases the calorific value of the 

syngas. 

4. Increasing air ratio above 0.23 results in generation of lower quality syngas (around 2 MJ/m3
n 

for 100% chicken manure feedstock). 
5. It is necessary to optimize the construction and operating parameters of the gasifier in order to 

optimize co-gasification of fuel blends of chicken manure and straw biomass. 
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Abstract 
One of the basic issues in science and technology is modelling. The mathematical model can be 

developed on the basis of physical laws, and in particular, laws of conservation (analytical model) and 

as an approximation of the measured data (empirical model). The advantage of using analytical models 

is the ability to accurately understand the process mechanism. Most often, these processes are 
characterized by a high degree of complexity which makes them impossible to develop a model using 

only the process laws of physics. In such cases, empirical models are most frequently used, which, 

compared to analytical models, are easier to develop. However, the scope of their applicability is limited 
to the operating parameters for which the model was calibrated. Good results are obtained by combining 

analytical and empirical models. The prediction quality of the developed mathematical models may be 

enhanced by the use of the advanced data validation and reconciliation (DVR) method in order to 
increase the reliability of the measurements. The article presents the examples of identification of the 

analytical-empirical models on the basis of reconciled measure results. The application of DVR method 

allows to enhance the prediction quality of the mathematical models as well as it takes into account their 

current technical conditions. The process of the identification of mathematical models has been 
presented on the basis of double-pressure heat recovery steam generator example. The procedure of 

determining of the model parameters as well as their prediction quality assessment have been presented. 

Appropriate conclusions have been formulated. 

1 Introduction 

Advancement in measurement techniques and computer technology is resulting in an increasing use of 

mathematical modelling techniques based on measurement data [1]. Development of empirical models 
comes down to the transformation of a set of measurement data into a mathematical model describing 

the main features of the analyzed process. Such models belong to the group of utility models, thus they 

represent given parts of knowledge about the process, that are essential because of their application [2]. 
They should be characterized by a satisfactory prediction quality and short computing time [3]. These 
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requirements are met by using mathematical models that are developed on the basis of balance equations 
and an additional empirical function describing analyzed processes that are difficult to describe 

analytically i.e. combustion and heat transfer processes. For identification and estimation of 

mathematical model parameters often measurement data are used.  
The form of the function that describes the relationship between input and output variables is determined 

on the basis of theoretical considerations. The estimation process of mathematical model parameters is 

conducted by regression methods that rely on the last square method. The model, describing the 
relationship between chosen parameter y and measured parameters of the process u may be defined as 

follows [4]: 

 

𝑦 ≈ 𝐹(𝒖, 𝑨) (1) 

 

where: A – matrix with constant values, 

≈ means, that F(u, A) is used for approximate calculation of parameter y on the basis of data u. 
 

The output variable y in the range of energy applications takes the form of energy assessment indicators 

like energy efficiency and heat rate. In thermal diagnostic systems, it may be a parameter that describes 

the technical condition of the analyzed device. In the case of heat exchangers, such parameter takes the 

form of overall heat transfer coefficient 𝑈 that reflects the level of contamination of heat exchanger.  

The mathematical identification of analyzed process comes down to finding values of quantities present 

in matrix A, that ensure the minimization of the distance between two sets E(y) and E[F(u, A)]. In 
thermal diagnostic and optimization often statistical models are used [3], [5]. The identification process 

of mathematical models encompasses the following tasks: 

 determination of type and structure of the model, 
 estimation of model parameters on the basis of measure data 

 validation and verification of the developed mathematical model 

The prediction quality of the developed model, apart from the structure and estimated parameters, is 

significantly influenced by the accuracy of the measurements used in the estimation procedure. Often, 
these measurements are archived in the Distributed Control System (DCS). Some output parameters of 

the model are not measured directly but calculated on the basis of a formulated set of equations. These 

equations can be substance and energy balance equations. If the number of possible to formulate balance 
equations exceeds the number of unknown and unmeasured quantities, then the solution results directly 

from the equations that were used to calculate unknown quantities. Additionally, the obtained solution 

may not satisfy all balance equations. For instance, for development of the heat recovery steam generator 

(HRSG) mathematical model, the empirical function describing the influence of operation parameters 
on the value of overall heat transfer process is searched [5]. Unsatisfying of energy balance equations, 

thereby transferred heat causes significant errors in measure identification of overall heat transfer 

coefficient. In consequence, it influences negatively on the prediction quality of the developed model. 
In order to satisfy balance equations and to calculate the most reliable value of transferred heat in heat 

exchangers statistical methods including Advanced Data Validation and Reconciliation method (DVR) 

can be used.   

2 Advanced data validation and reconciliation method 

The advanced data validation and reconciliation method is a branch of mathematics verging on 

probability calculus and statistics as well as the theory of measure errors [6]. The DVR method comes 
down to searching of estimates of expected values of random values that model measure results in order 

to satisfy the estimation criterion and equations resulting from laws of conservation [7]. The estimation 
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criterion should result from the used estimation method. The most common estimation methods are the 
maximum likelihood method and the last square method [2].  

The maximum likelihood method may be used if the probability distribution of random values that 

model measure results is known. Often, the Gaussian distribution function is useful. It takes the 
following form:  
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where:  

l – random value that model measure result,  

µ, σ – expected value and standard deviation of the random value.  
 

In the maximum likelihood method, the estimation criterion of real values of measured quantities results 
from the maximization of the Gaussian distribution. It is defined as follows: 
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where:  
li

0 – measure result of i random value, 

µi, σi – parameters of the Gaussian distribution of i random value. 

 

Using the function describing Gaussian distribution (2) and replacing the standard deviation by the 

uncertainty of measurement iiu ̂ , and putting instead of expected values µi, the real value of a 

measured quantity 
iil * , a relation of Gaussian distribution function at the point specified by measure 

result li
0 is defined as follows [2], [8]: 
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The Gaussian distribution function (4) reaches a maximum when the value of the sum in the argument 
of the exponential function reaches the minimum. Taking this into account, the estimation criterion takes 

the form of: 
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After application of DVR method, the expected values of measure results should satisfy conservation 

laws. The conservation laws contain not only measured quantities but also unmeasured ones. Generally 

speaking, they may be writes as follows:  
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where:  
li

* – measured quantities,  

xj
* – unmeasured quantities. 

 
The set of equation (6) is called conditional equations [8]. The estimation criterion (5) together with 

conditional equations create Data Validation and reconciliation task (DVR task). Satisfying balance 

equations, thus calculation of most reliable estimates of expected values may be conducted only if there 
are surplus balance equations. In such cases, the number of possible to formulate equations exceeds the 

number of unknown quantities. 

The solution of DVR task comes down to searching of non-linear function extremum with constraints. 

For the solution of the above DVR task, a classical method may be used. This method comes down to 
the linearization of conditional equations (6) by converting them into Taylor series without the use of 

higher order derivatives and then searching of function extremum with linear constraints by the usage 

of Lagrange method. The linearization of conditional equations allows to obtain an unambiguous 
solution of DVR task. However, the replacement of a non-linear function by linear one may in some 

cases lead to significant inaccuracies in the solution, especially in cases where measure errors are large. 

In such cases, non-linear programming methods may be used. Appropriate calculation procedures using 

numerical methods, that allow to find the extremum of non-linear function with constraints, are covered 
in many commercial programs among others in Engineering Equation Solver program [9]: 

 Direct Search Method,  

 Variable Metric Method,  
 Genetic Method,  

 Nelder-Mead Simplex Method. 

In this paper, the Nelder-Mead Simplex method was used in order to minimize the function (5) with 
constraints resulting from conservation laws (6). As a result, the estimates of real values of 

measurements li
* are calculated. After that, these values were used for identification of mathematical 

model parameters. 

3 A mathematical model of existing double-pressure heat recovery steam 

generator 

3.1 Model equations resulting from conversation laws 

Fig. 1 presents the schematic diagram of existing double-pressure heat recovery steam generator which 
works in one of the Polish gas turbine combined cycle power plant with PG 9171E gas turbine by 

General Electric (Fairfield, Connecticut, USA) with installed rated power of 125.4 MW and 7CK 65 

steam turbine by Alstom (Saint-Ouen, France) rated 65 MW. The low-pressure system includes a single-

stage low-pressure economizer (ECO LP), a low-pressure evaporator (EVAP LP) and a single-stage 
low-pressure superheater (SUPH LP). The high-pressure section includes a dual-stage economizer (ECO 

I and ECO II HP), a high-pressure evaporator (EVAP HP) and a dual-stage high-pressure superheater 

(SUPH I HP and SUPH II HP). Additionally, there is an interstage desuperheater to control the 
temperature of live HP steam. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of analyzed double-pressure HRSG. 

The formulated balance equations take the following forms: 

 

Low-Pressure Economizer  

1
st
 Stage of High-Pressure Economizer  

 

�̇�𝑤 2𝐿𝑃 = �̇�𝑤 1𝐿𝑃 − �̇�𝑓𝑤𝑡 (7) 

 

�̇�𝑠 𝐿𝑃 = �̇�𝑤 2𝐿𝑃 − �̇�𝑏𝑑 𝐿𝑃  (8) 

 

�̇�𝐸𝐶𝑂 𝐿𝑃&1𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝐿𝑃&1𝐻𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 7 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 8)

= �̇�𝑤 1𝐿𝑃 ∙ (ℎ𝑤 2𝐿𝑃 − ℎ𝑤 1𝐿𝑃) + �̇�𝑤 1𝐻𝑃 ∙ (ℎ𝑤 2𝐻𝑃 − ℎ𝑤 1𝐻𝑃) 
(9) 

 

Low-Pressure Evaporator 
 

�̇�𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑃 𝐿𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑃 𝐿𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 6 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 7)

= �̇�𝑠 𝐿𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑠 𝐿𝑃
′′ + �̇�𝑏𝑑 𝐿𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑠 𝐿𝑃

′ − �̇�𝑤 2𝐿𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑤 2𝐿𝑃  
(10) 

 

Low-Pressure Superheater   

 

�̇�𝑆𝑈𝑃𝐻 𝐿𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝑆𝑈𝑃𝐻 𝐿𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 5 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 6) = �̇�𝑠 𝐿𝑃 ∙ (ℎ𝑠 1𝐿𝑃 − ℎ𝑠 𝐿𝑃
′′ ) (11) 

 

2
nd

 Stage of High-Pressure Economizer  

 

�̇�𝐸𝐶𝑂2 𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝐸𝐶𝑂2 𝐻𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 4 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 5) = �̇�𝑤 1𝐻𝑃 ∙ (ℎ𝑤 3𝐻𝑃 − ℎ𝑤 2𝐻𝑃) (12) 

 

High-Pressure Evaporator 

 

�̇�𝑠 1𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑤 1𝐻𝑃 − �̇�𝑏𝑑 𝐻𝑃 (13) 
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�̇�𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑃 𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑃 𝐻𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 3 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 4)

= �̇�𝑠 1𝐻𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑠 𝐻𝑃
′′ + �̇�𝑏𝑑 𝐻𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑠 𝐻𝑃

′ − �̇�𝑤 1𝐻𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑤 3𝐻𝑃 
(14) 

 

1
st
 Stage of High-Pressure Superheater  

 

�̇�𝑆𝑈𝑃𝐻1 𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝑆𝑈𝑃𝐻1 𝐻𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 2 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 3) = �̇�𝑠 1𝐻𝑃 ∙ (ℎ𝑠 1𝐻𝑃13𝑐 − ℎ𝑠 𝐻𝑃
′′ ) (15) 

Interstage Desuperheater 

 

�̇�𝑠 𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑠 1𝐻𝑃 − �̇�𝑠𝑝𝑟 (16)  

 

�̇�𝑠 𝐻𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑠 2𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑠 1𝐻𝑃 ∙ ℎ𝑠 1𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝑠𝑝𝑟 ∙ ℎ𝑤 1𝐻𝑃  (17)  

 

2
nd

 Stage of High-Pressure Superheater 

 

�̇�𝑆𝑈𝑃𝐻2 𝐻𝑃 = �̇�𝑓𝑔 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 𝑆𝑈𝑃𝐻2 𝐻𝑃 ∙ (𝑇𝑓𝑔 1 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 2) = �̇�𝑠 𝐻𝑃 ∙ (ℎ𝑠 𝐻𝑃 − ℎ𝑠 2𝐻𝑃) (18) 

 

where, 

�̇�𝑤 – feed water mass flow rate, 𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ; �̇�𝑠– steam mass flow rate, 𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ; �̇�𝑓𝑔– flue gas mass flow rate, 

𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ; �̇�𝑓𝑤𝑡– water mass flow rate to feed water tank, 𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ; �̇�𝑠𝑝𝑟– spray water mass flow rate, 𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ; 

ℎ– specific enthalpy of water/steam, 𝑘𝐽 𝑘𝑔⁄ ; ℎ′– specific enthalpy of saturated liquid, 𝑘𝐽 𝑘𝑔⁄ ; ℎ′′– 

specific enthalpy of saturated vapor, 𝑘𝐽 𝑘𝑔⁄ ;𝑇𝑓𝑔 – flue gas temperature, ℃;𝑇𝑤 – water temperature, ℃; 

𝑇𝑠 – steam temperature, ℃; 𝑝𝑤 – water pressure, 𝑀𝑃𝑎; 𝑝𝑠 – steam pressure, 𝑀𝑃𝑎; �̇�𝑏𝑑– blow down 

water mass flow rate, 𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ; 𝑐𝑝 – specific heat capacity of flue gas, 𝑘𝐽 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾⁄ . 

3.2 An empirical model describing the heat exchange process 

The simulation model of the double-pressure heat recovery steam generator demands additional 

equations for the description of the heat exchange process. These include Peclet's equation and empirical 

functions, which approximate the product of the overall heat transfer coefficient and surface area for all 
heat exchangers.  

 

The rate of heat transfer is described by Peclet's law [10]: 
 

�̇� = (𝑈 ∙ 𝐴) ∙ ∆𝑡𝑚 (19) 

 

where,  

 

Overall heat transfer coefficient 𝑈 is described with the following relationship [10], [11]: 
 

𝑈 =
1

1
𝑜𝑢𝑡

+
𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑛⁄ )

𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
+

𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑖𝑛

 
(20) 

 

where, 

𝑜𝑢𝑡  – convection heat transfer coefficient from the flue gas to the tube, 𝑊 𝑚2𝐾⁄ ; 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡  – tube outside 

diameter, 𝑚; 𝑖𝑛  – convection heat transfer coefficient from the internal pipe surface to the working 

fluid, 𝑊 𝑚2𝐾⁄ ; 𝑑𝑖𝑛 – tube inside diameter, 𝑚;  𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 – thermal conductivity coefficient of tube, 𝑊 𝑚𝐾⁄ . 
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The logarithmic mean temperature difference is defined as [10], [12]: 

 

∆𝑡𝑚 =
∆𝑡𝑏 − ∆𝑡𝑒

𝑙𝑛
∆𝑡𝑏

∆𝑡𝑒

 
(21) 

 

where, 

∆𝑡𝑏 – the temperature difference between the flue gas and working fluid at the beginning of the heat 

exchanger; ∆𝑡𝑒 – the temperature difference between the flue gas and working fluid at the end of the 

heat exchanger. 

 

The empirical relationship in the following form was used for the description of the product of the 
overall heat transfer coefficient and surface area [13], [14], [15]:  

 

(𝑈 ∙ 𝐴)

(𝑈 ∙ 𝐴)0
= (

�̇�𝑓𝑔

�̇�𝑓𝑔 0
)

1

∙ (
�̇�𝑤𝑓

�̇�𝑤𝑓 0
)

2

∙ (
𝑐𝑝

𝑐𝑝 0
)

3

∙ (


0
)
4

∙ (
𝑘

𝑘0
)
5

 (22) 

 

where, 


1

,
2

, 
3

,
4

,
5
 – empirical coefficients; 𝑐𝑝 – flue gas specific heat capacity, 𝑘𝐽 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾⁄ ; 𝑘 – flue gas 

thermal conductivity coefficient, 𝑊 𝑚 ∙ 𝐾⁄ ;  – flue gas kinematic viscosity coefficient, 𝑚2 𝑠⁄ ;   �̇�𝑤𝑓 – 

working fluid mass flow rate, 𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ . Subscript 0 refers to the design operational conditions.  

 

The estimation criterion of empirical parameters 
𝑖
, that are present in eq. (22) takes a following form 

[15]:  

 

𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑[(𝑈 ∙ 𝐴)𝑖
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − (𝑈 ∙ 𝐴)𝑖

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ]
2

→ 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (23) 

 

where: 

superscript meas relates to 𝑈 ∙ 𝐴 calculated from measured results; superscript model concerns the 

calculated value; 𝑛 – the number of measurements. 

3.3 Parameter estimation of the empirical model describing the heat transfer process   

The DVR task for estimation of unknown parameters 
𝑖
 present in eq. (22) covers estimation criterion 

resulting from the product of Gaussian distribution function formulated for each measure result. This 
criterion takes a following form [8]: 

 

(
�̇�𝑓𝑔

0 − �̇�𝑓𝑔
∗

𝑢
�̇�𝑓𝑔

)

2

+ (
𝑇𝑓𝑔 1

0 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 1
∗

𝑢
𝑇𝑓𝑔 1

)

2

+ (
𝑇𝑓𝑔 3

0 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 3
∗

𝑢
𝑇𝑓𝑔 3

)

2

+ (
𝑇𝑓𝑔 4

0 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 4
∗

𝑢
𝑇𝑓𝑔 4

)

2

+ 

+ (
𝑇𝑓𝑔 7

0 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 7
∗

𝑢
𝑇𝑓𝑔 7

)

2

+ (
𝑇𝑓𝑔 8

0 − 𝑇𝑓𝑔 8
∗

𝑢
𝑇𝑓𝑔 8

)

2

+ (
�̇�𝑤 1𝐿𝑃

0 − �̇�𝑤 1𝐿𝑃
∗

𝑢
�̇�𝑤 1𝐿𝑃

)

2

+ (
𝑇𝑤 1𝐿𝑃

0 − 𝑇𝑤 1𝐿𝑃
∗

𝑢
𝑇𝑤 1𝐿𝑃

)

2

+ 

(24) 
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+ (
𝑝𝑤 1𝐿𝑃

0 − 𝑝𝑤 1𝐿𝑃
∗

𝑢
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)

2

+ + (
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2
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+ 
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→ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 

 

The quantities present in Eq. (24) are measure results (Fig. 1). The set of conditional equations 

encompasses substance and energy balances that are described by Eq. (7) – (18).  The solution of DVR 
task relies on the minimization of non-linear function with constraints. This task was solved with the 

optimization algorithm Nelder-Mead Simplex included in commercial program Engineering Equation 

Solver (EES) and measure results corrected by the usage of the advanced data validation and 

reconciliation method [9].  
The values of raw and reconciled measure results, as well as considered values of measure uncertainties, 

are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The values of raw and reconciled measure results as well as values of measure uncertainties. 

No. Quantity 

S
y

m
b

o
l 

U
n

it
 

Value 

Raw 
measurement 

Measure 
uncertainty 

Reconciled 
measurement 

0
il  iu  

^
*

il  

1. Flue gas mass flow rate �̇�𝑓𝑔 𝑘𝑔
𝑠⁄  412.30 7,00 416,77 

2. 
Flue gas temperature at 
the inlet of HRSG  

𝑇fg 1 ℃ 539,40 10,00 546,45 

3. 
Flue gas temperature at 

the inlet of SUPH1 HP  
𝑇fg 2 ℃ 534,4 25,00 526,13 

4. 
Flue gas temperature at 
the inlet of EVAP HP 

𝑇fg 3 ℃ 458,40 15,00 469,78 

5. 
Flue gas temperature at 

the inlet of SUPH LP 
𝑇fg 4 ℃ 293,10 15,00 295,06 

6. 
Flue gas temperature at 
the outlet of EVAP LP 

𝑇𝑠𝑝 7 ℃ 198,40 15,00 181,44 
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7. 
Flue gas temperature at 
the outlet of HRSG 

𝑇fg 8 ℃ 124,10 10,00 120,71 

8. 
LP feed water mass 

flow rate 
�̇�𝑤1 𝐿𝑃 𝑘𝑔

𝑠⁄  33,72 1,50 33,73 

9. 
LP feed water 
temperature  

𝑇𝑤1 𝐿𝑃 ℃ 81,39 4,00 81,55 

10. LP feed water pressure 𝑃𝑤1 𝐿𝑃  𝑀𝑃𝑎 0,944 0,04 0,9444 

11. 
LP water temperature at 

the outlet of ECO LP 
𝑇𝑤2 𝐿𝑃 ℃ 153,80 6,00 153,89 

12. 
LP water pressure at the 

outlet of ECO LP 
𝑃𝑤 2𝐿𝑃  𝑀𝑃𝑎 0,617 0,02 0,617 

13. 
LP fresh steam mass 

flow rate  
�̇�𝑠 𝐿𝑃 𝑘𝑔

𝑠⁄  11,30 0,50 11,15 

14. 
LP fresh steam 

temperature  
𝑇𝑠 𝐿𝑃 ℃ 218,00 6,00 217,79 

15. LP fresh steam pressure 𝑃𝑠 𝐿𝑃  𝑀𝑃𝑎 0,610 0,04 0,611 

16. 
HP feed water mass 
flow rate 

�̇�𝑤1 𝐻𝑃  
𝑘𝑔

𝑠⁄  51,52 1,80 51,19 

17. 
HP spray water mass 

flow rate 
�̇�𝑠𝑝𝑟 𝑘𝑔

𝑠⁄  1,19 0,20 1,19 

18. 
HP feed water 
temperature  

𝑇𝑤1 𝐻𝑃  ℃ 82,,87 4,00 83,18 

19. HP feed water pressure 𝑃𝑤1 𝐻𝑃 𝑀𝑃𝑎 7,409 0,20 7,407 

20. 
HP water pressure at 

the outlet of ECO 1HP  
𝑃𝑤2 𝐻𝑃 𝑀𝑃𝑎 7,194 0,20 7,195 

21. 

HP water temperature 

at the outlet of ECO 

2HP 
𝑇𝑤3 𝐻𝑃  ℃ 269,10 8,00 268,82 

22. 
HP water pressure at 
the outlet of ECO 2HP 

𝑃𝑤 3 𝐻𝑃 𝑀𝑃𝑎 6,979 0,200 6,982 

23. 

HP steam temperature 

at the outlet of SUPH 

1HP  
𝑇𝑠1 𝐻𝑃  ℃ 454,80 8,00 454,02 

24 
HP steam pressure at 

the outlet of SUPH 1HP 
𝑃𝑠1 𝐻𝑃  𝑀𝑃𝑎 6,838 0,20 6,837 

25. 

HP steam temperature 

at the inlet of SUPH 
2HP 

𝑇𝑠2 𝐻𝑃 ℃ 426,20 8,00 427,15 

26. 
HP fresh steam mass 

flow rate  
�̇�𝑠 𝐻𝑃  𝑘𝑔

𝑠⁄  52,14 1,20 51,86 

27. 
HP fresh steam 
temperature  

𝑇𝑠 𝐻𝑃  ℃ 503,00 6,00 502,28 

28. 
HP fresh steam 

pressure 
𝑃𝑠 𝐻𝑃 𝑀𝑃𝑎 6,697 0,20 6,705 

 
After conducting of DVR calculations, the values of heat that is transferred in each heat exchanger can 

be determined. These values can be calculated on the basis of energy balance equations formulated for 

both heating and heated medium. The calculation results obtained for analyzed HRSG are presented in 
Table 2.  
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Table 2. The values of transferred heat calculated on the basis of energy balances formulated for both 
for heating and heated medium 

Heat 

exchanger 

Thermal power of 

analyzed heat exchanger 
calculated from flue gas 

side; MW 

Thermal power of 

analyzed heat exchanger 
calculated from working 

fluid side; MW 

Relative difference % 

Raw 

measurements 
DVR 

Raw 

measurements 
DVR 

Raw 

measurements 
DVR 

LP Economizer 12,365 10,158 10,141 10,158 21,93 3.45 ∙ 10−4 

LP Evaporator  23,858 23,577 23,858 23,577 0 5.57 ∙ 10−12 

LP Superheater 1,489 1,467 1,489 1,467 0 2.38 ∙ 10−10 

HP Economizer 
– stage 1 

20,006 16,435 16,408 16,435 21,93 3.45 ∙ 10−4 

HP Economizer 

– stage 2 
16,627 25,782 26,426 25,781 37,08 6.86 ∙ 10−4 

HP Evaporator 75,543 80,356 81,192 80,356 6,96 3.02 ∙ 10−4 

HP Superheater 

– stage 1 
35,666 26,608 26,981 26,608 32,19 1.14 ∙ 10−4 

HP Superheater 

– stage 2 
2,370 9,686 9,993 9,686 76,29 8.72 ∙ 10−4 

HRSG 187,842 193,982 196,252 194,069 4,29 4.45 ∙ 10−2 

 

The column 2 and 3 of Table 2 presents the values of transferred heat calculated on the basis of energy 

balance equations that are formulated for the heating medium after and before application of DVR 
method. And columns 4 and 5 present analogous values of transferred heat calculated from energy 

balances for heated medium. It should be noted, that for raw measurements the differences between 

transferred heat calculated from energy balances for heated and heating medium were significant. For 
II stage of HP superheater the relative difference before application of DVR method equaled over 75%, 

and after application of DVR method, this relative difference decreased practically to 0.  

Obtaining an unambiguous value of transferred heat in each heat exchanger allows to determine an 

unambiguous value of the product 𝑈 ∙ 𝐴 that is used in order to estimate the values of empirical 

coefficients 
𝑖
. The obtained estimates of empirical coefficients 

𝑖
 (present in Eq. (22)) are presented in 

Table 3.  

Table 3. Calculated values of coefficients 
𝑖
 estimated based on calculation results 

No. Quantity 
𝟏
 

𝟐
 

𝟑
 

𝟒
 

𝟓
 

1. ECO LP 
−1.456 −0.003 −8.133 −7.031 3.469 

2. ECO I HP 

3. EVAP LP 8.545 1.003 11.528 15.835 −7.643 
4. SUPH LP −1.504 −3.913 −5.108 −3.874 2.697 
5. ECO II HP −2.376 0.954 2.967 2.758 3.441 

6. EVAP HP −0.312 −0.865 1.345 −0.002 1.251 
7. SUPH I HP 0.562 −2.283 −1.023 −0.825 −0.078 
8. SUPH II HP 1.085 63.277 47.824 −80.249 −1.069 

 
Formulated substance and energy balance equations (7) – (18) together with Peclet’s equation (19) as 

well as an empirical function describing the product of overall heat transfer coefficient and surface area 

create the simulation model of double-pressure heat recovery steam generator.  
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3.4 Validation of developed double-pressure heat recovery steam generator mathematical 

model.  

Figures 2÷5 present a comparison of the results of the measurements of HP fresh steam mass flow rate, 

LP fresh steam mass flow rate and temperature, as well as flue gas temperature at the outlet of the HRSG 

with the results of simulation calculations, which were obtained from the HRSG simulation model. 

Assessment of the quality of the predictive model was based on the determination factor 𝑅2 and mean 

model error  [8], [15]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the results of 

calculations with the results of measurements 

for HP mass flow rate �̇�𝑠 𝐻𝑃 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of the results of 

calculations with the results of measurements 

for LP mass flow rate �̇�𝑠 𝐿𝑃  

 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of the results of 
calculations with the results of measurements 

for LP temperature 𝑇𝑠 𝐿𝑃 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the results of 

calculations with the results of measurements for 

flue gas temperature 𝑇𝑓𝑔 8 

 

The comparison of the measurement results with simulation calculations for HP and LP mass flow rates, 

thermal parameters as well as flue gas temperature presented in Figs. 3÷6, confirm the high quality of 

the model prediction. This is additionally confirmed with the high values of determination factors 𝑅2 

and the small values of model errors . 
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4 Summary 

The paper presents theoretical considerations and principles of model construction by the usage of 

operational measurements and DVR method. The prediction quality of developed model depends on 

assumed structure and estimates of model parameters. For estimation of these parameters operational 
measurements are used, which are usually archived in the District Control System. For minimization of 

measure errors often DVR method is used, which has been used in the power industry for many years 

[16], [17]. Application of the advanced DVR method in energy conversion processes permits to achieve 

the following aims: 
 calculation of the most reliable thermal measurements values, 

 unique solution of the most probable unknown quantities in thermal processes, 

 an assessment of the accuracy of the validated results of measurements and of calculated 
unknown quantities, 

 a reduction of uncertainty of measured quantities, 

 a control of fulfilling of the assumed measurements uncertainty. 
The algorithm of analytical-empirical model identification describing the heat transfer process by 

the usage of last square method has been presented. As a result, the unambiguous value of overall heat 

transfer coefficient was calculated and the prediction quality of developed models is satisfying. The 

conducted model validation showed high values of determination factors 𝑅2 and the relatively small 

values of model errors . 
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Abstract 

The high consumption of metals for keeping today´s standard of living has produced that rich mineral 

deposits have been already exploited. Ore grades have declined and consequently, the associated mining 

energy consumption. Under this scenario, mines will progressively decline in ore grade and mining 

energy will spiral up. A way to assess today’s mineral patrimony is to assess how much energy we are 

saving today because of having concentrated mines and not dispersed throughout the crust. This can be 

assessed through the so-called exergy replacement costs (ERC), which are a measure of the exergy 

required to extract and concentrate minerals from barerock. In this paper, through a model developed 

with HSC Chemistry 9 software, the energy required to concentrate copper from common rocks provides 

an idea of such an amount of energy. In the model, current state-of-the-art technologies for copper 

concentration were considered. A comparison of results on the specific energy of copper concentration 

showed a difference of two orders of magnitude with current concentration processes and one order of 

magnitude with the theoretically obtained ERC values for copper. From this, the high energy needed to 

concentrate minerals from common rocks show the importance of valuing the mineral patrimony of 

nations and the effort that should be placed for metal recycling.   
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1 Introduction 

The issue of the decline or not of ore grades in copper deposits has been undertaken by many authors. 

In some publications, the issue of ore decreasing in the last years has been clearly pointed out [1]–[6]. 

This fact has been supported by publications based on analyses of historical data by Mudd [1], [7]–[10], 

Craig et. al [11] and Norgate [6]. Findings of a study by Calvo et al. [5] had established the problem of 

ore decreasing is not a theoretical issue anymore, rather it is a reality. In this research, the decline of ore 

grades in 25 mines in Chile, Australia, and Peru were investigated. The production of these mines 

accounted for 32% of the total copper production. A 25% reduction in average of the ore grade was 

observed during a ten-year time span (2003 – 2013). The decline in copper ore grade was accompanied 

by an increase in 46% energy consumption in average. Another key finding in this publication was 

related to the close relation between the decrease of ore-grade and the increment of specific energy. It 

was observed when the concentration of a metal decreased in the mine and approximated to the 

concentration in the Earth´s crust, the energy required for metal extraction increased exponentially. It 

was clearly revealed in the case of copper and zinc [5]. 

The extraordinary properties of copper, such as high electricity conductivity, heat conduction, 

antibacterial behaviour, etc. have made copper a preferred mineral for a variety of applications from a 

plain penny, domestic uses, like in doorknobs until high-tech usage as a semiconductor in silicon chips 

for energy-efficient microprocessors [12], [13]. That is why copper consumption has increased 

significantly in the last years. To meet this growing demand has led to the rapid extraction of copper. 

Meinert et at. [14] gave an astonishing value that one-quarter of the total copper mined in human history 

was produced in just ten years (from 2005 to 2015). 

In Figure 1, mine-copper production from 1900 to 2014 by country is shown on the basis of statistics 

and reports of the US Geological Survey (USGS) [15]–[18]. During this period of time, the main 

producers of copper mine were: Chile, the United States, and Peru with an average of 4.0, 1.5 and 0.8 

million of tons per year. 

 

Figure 1.World copper mine production by country. Other means the total production of countries 

whose average individual production was lower than 430 million tons per year. 

The Andes Mountains in South America is a region with important copper deposits. Findings of a study 

on the assessment of mineral resources of copper, molybdenum, silver, and gold published by 
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Cunningham et al. in 2008 estimated that “may be almost 1.3 times as much copper to be found in 

porphyry copper deposits of the Andes as has already been found” [19]. This shows the potential of the 

region for copper production. Although copper is the most recycled metal, 90% recyclability according 

to a study of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) [20], its consumption has increased 

rapidly, as previously noted. It also meant that deposits with higher content of copper have been already 

exploited. This situation has produced the increment in energy demand because of the production of 

lower-ore grade deposits.  

The price of mineral resources is linked to the cost of extraction [21], [22]. As pointed out by Henckens 

et al. [21] the maximum cost of extraction is related to the cost of common rocks or seawater. Common 

rock and seawater represent mines with a lower concentration of mineral resources. Skinner in 1976 

gave an estimation of the extraction of copper from common rock was technically feasible, but it would 

require ten times more energy than the extraction from copper ore [23]. Publications by Harmsen et al. 

[24], Bardi [25], Norgate and Jahanshahi [6] supported this increment in specific energy. Steen and Borg 

reported a rise of 90% for the production cost of copper from common rock in comparison with copper-

market prices [26]. 

Another approach to value minerals apart from markets prices is by considering their physical quality. 

Valero and Valero defined the concept of the exergy replacement cost (ERC) on the basis of the Second 

Law of Thermodynamics for the assessment of mineral resources [22], [27]. The ERC establishes the 

energy required to concentrate minerals at the current average ore-grade from a state of mineral 

dispersion coined as Thanatia  [22]. The latter represents a scenario of total mineral dispersion in Earth´s 

crust. Thanatia is for the authors the common rock from which minerals are concentrated. An updated 

list of ERC values for different minerals has been recently published [28]. 

The ERC values publishes so far have been based on estimations, trends of statistical analysis and 

mathematical models. In this paper, we propose a new approach to deal with the issue of ore-grade 

decline and increment of specific energy with a computational model developed with HSC Chemistry 

software. 

1.1 The concept of the exergy replacement cost  

One way to assess minerals is through the market price of commodities. However, prices are unstable 

and depend on many factors, such as market fluctuations [21]. In addition, the physical quality of 

minerals, like geological scarcity is not even considered by market prices.  

Another path to quantitatively evaluate minerals is through the use of the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics. Exergy is an extensive thermodynamic property that establishes the minimum amount 

of work that a system can deliver when it is brought into equilibrium with its surrounding environment 

[22], [29]–[31]. In the case of fossil fuels, when they are burned the liberation of energy is associated 

with their higher heating value (HHV) [32], [33]. On the other hand, since non-fuel minerals are not 

combustible the HHV is not applicable. A traditional way to treat them has been by using their chemical 

exergy. Szargut has published chemical exergy of different elements [34]. These values have been used 

by Ayres [35], Dewulf et al. [36]  and  Szargut et al. [37]–[39] to evaluate mineral resources. However, 

this approach fails to assign the proper value of minerals. Domínguez et al. [40] portrayed this fact by 

showing that the chemical exergy of precious metal gold is 60 kJ/mol, while aluminum exhibits 796 

kJ/mol. To overcome this issue, Exergoecology was postulated by Valero [41] for the accurate 

assessment of natural resources. Physical Geonomics, one Exergoecology´s division, deals with the 

application of exergy for the evaluation of non-fuel minerals. In this branch, exergy of minerals has two 

components: one is related to chemical composition (chemical exergy) and the other associated with the 

relative concentration in the Earth´s crust (concentration exergy). In fact, the latter makes minerals more 

valuable than the former. Nature provides a “free bonus” for having minerals concentrated in mines and 

not dispersed throughout the Earth´s crust. This “free bonus” significantly reduces the costs associated 

with mining. When higher-ore grade mines become depleted, a reduction in this free bonus takes place, 
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leading to an extensive exergy consumption to extract a similar quantity of metal. The bonus provided 

by nature can be measured trough the concept of the exergy replacement cost (ERC). 

ERC is defined as the energy that would be required to extract and concentrate a mineral from a 

completely dispersed state at a crustal concentration (xc) to the conditions of concentration and 

composition found in the mine (xm) using available technology. Thanatia represents a state of total 

mineral dispersion into the Earth´s crust. Thanatia´s composition is made up of 324 species, 292  

minerals and 32 diadochic elements included in the crystal structure of other elements [22], [42].  

The exergy required to concentrate minerals from a concentration found in Thanatia (xc) to the average 

concentration (xm) for different minerals has been reported by Calvo et al. [28]. For the interest of this 

paper, Thanatia would represent a mixture of ore-bearing minerals, among these, chalcopyrite, at a very 

low concentration in the Earth´s crust (xc). The concept of ERC accounts for the energy required to have 

copper concentrated at an average ore-grade (xm) from Thanatia (xc), Table 1. In order to calculate the 

ERC, Valero et. al made assumptions, some of the main ones were: concentration of copper in the 

Earth´s crust xc = 6.64x10-5 g/g [43], average ore grade assumed xm = 1.67− 02 g/g [44]. Also,  the 

authors considered that 60% of the total energy was utilized  for the mining and concentration processes 

[27]. 

Table 1. The exergy replacement cost (ERC) for copper in GJ per ton of element. (adapted from [28]) 

Mineral Mineral ore xc (g/g) xm (g/g) ERC (GJ/t-Cu) 

Copper Chalcopyrite 6.64E-05 1.67E-02 292 

 

In Table 1, when xc and xm are expressed as a percentage by weight, these values are 0.006% and 0.5%, 

respectively. 

 

1.2 Concentration of copper 

A typical copper ore-grade in open-pit mines is 0.5% and 1% or 2% in underground mines [45]. To 

extract the valuable metal, the processing route depends upon the type of ore. Two main ore types can 

be found, sulphides and oxides. For both ores, the comminution process is common. During this stage, 

particles are reduced in size through crushing and grinding until one that metal can be liberated during 

the concentration process [46], [47] . The main route for sulphide ores includes the concentration 

through a flotation process [43]. A concentrate is produced with 20% to 30% copper. Afterward a 

pyrometallurgical process which includes smelting and refining is performed. The outcome is cathodes 

with 99.9% copper concentration. For oxides, the preferred concentration process is by leaching and 

then via a hydrometallurgical process that entails solvent extraction and electrowining. The result of this 

route is copper with impurities with a concentration lower than 20 ppm [45]–[49]. 

Schlesinger et al. [45] report that a vast majority (80%) of copper is obtained from sulphide ores and 

only a small amount (20%) via hydrometallurgical process. The most common sulphide ore is 

chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) [50]. The purpose of this study is to upgrade the previous value of ERC for 

copper, therefore the same conceptual scheme will be applied. It means, that our target is to concentrate 

copper from its ore, chalcopyrite, available at Thanatia´s composition (xc = 0.006%) to the average 

copper content in mines (xm = 0.5%).  

In the next lines, explanations of the main aspects of modeling the process for concentration of copper-

ore from Thanatia are described. Figure 2 shows the stages of comminution and concentration for the 

computational model. 
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Figure 2. Stages of modeling and simulation. The comminution process consist on crushing and 

grinding. The concentration is based on froth flotation. 

During the comminution process a key equation to compute the specific energy required for the mill is 

Bond´s equation [46], [51] Eq. (1): 

 

𝑊 =  10 𝑊𝑖 (
1

√𝑃80

− 
1

√𝐹80

) 𝐸𝐹𝑥 (1) 

 

where W is the specific energy consumption of the mill (kWh/t), Wi is the work index measured in a 

laboratory mill (kWh/t), P80 and F80 are the product and feed passing sizes (µm), respectively. Finally, 

EFx in the product of the Rowland efficiency factors which depend upon mill, size and type of media, 

type of grinding circuit, etc. [46], [51]–[54]. Then, theoretical power draw by the mill (kW) is calculated 

by W x T, where T is the throughput tonnage (t/h) [46]. A common particle size after the comminution 

process is usually below 100 µm [47], [51], [55]–[58]. 

Froth flotation (hereafter flotation) is a concentration process that takes advantage of natural or induced 

surface properties of mineral ores. As mentioned before, sulphide ores are typically concentrated by this 

process. In flotation, hydrophobic (water-fearing) particles are separated from the hydrophilic (easily 

wetted by water) particles. The valuable metal is then collected from the froth [46], [47], [59], [60]. 

Flotation occurs in cells where the product obtained is named as a concentrate, which has a higher 

concentration of the desired metal and tailings as residues. There are different types of arrangements of 

cells in series or parallel and combinations. In these arrangements, it is common to find the so-called 

rougher and scavenger cells. The former ones are those where the main step of concentration occurs and 

the latter are used to recover minerals from rougher´s tailings. Different layouts for concentration plants 

are designed according to the best recovery of metal [46], [47], [61]. Another parameter to consider in 

flotation is the retention time, which is the time required for the process to form the froth from which 

the metal will be separated [46], [49], [59]. Recovery of the desired metal from the ore is a parameter to 

evaluate the performance of the metallurgical process [46], [56]. 

2 Methodology 

In this section, the conceptualization for the calculation of the specific energy and the steps followed for 

the model set-up in HSC software are described. 

2.1 Energy for copper concentration from Thanatia  

The total specific energy to concentrate copper in average ore grade (0.5% Cu) from Thanatia (0.003% 

Cu) was calculated as the energy in the ore handling process plus the energy required in its concentration, 

Figure 3. The ore handling process included transportation of the ore with Thanatia composition to the 

concentration plant. In the concentration facility processes of comminution and flotation were supposed 

to be performed. A complete list of 324 substances from Thanatia, chemical formula and percentage by 

weight considered for the study can be found in [42]. 

Crushing Grinding

Comminution Concentration

Flotation
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Figure 3. Conceptualization of the total energy required to concentrate copper ore from Thanatia as 

the sum of energies for handling and concentration processes. 

The ore-handling phase was considered to involve the transportation of ore from an open pit mine to the 

concentration plant. For this, it was assumed a minimum distance between the mine and the 

concentration plant, so that the fuel consumption per ton of ore prevailed over distance. Then, taking 

into account the copper concentration in the feed stream of 0.003%, the specific energy per ton of copper 

was calculated.  

The comminution was assembled into three circuits, crushing, grinding and regrinding. During crushing 

the reduction of particles size was carried out in a primary and secondary crusher. The grinding stage 

was achieved by semi-autogenous (SAG) and ball mills. As Thanatia represents a complex ore mine (a 

mixture of different low-content minerals), a regrinding stage was also considered. 

In order to determine the theoretical power draw during comminution, Equation (1) was used. Both, 

feed (F80) and product (P80) passing sizes were obtained from the HSC model. The work index (Wi) 

for copper ore may vary from 4 to 30 kWh/t [47] . An average value of 14 kWh/t was considered for the 

calculation of the specific energy consumption (W). This value was also taken by Valero and Valero 

[32] to compute the exergy of comminution and concentration of different minerals. To reduce the 

complexity of using Rowland Efficiency factors (EFx) in Equation (1), the procedure explained by Will 

and Finch in [46, Ch. 7] for the selection of mills through manufacturer´s data was followed. In this 

procedure, EFx with a value of 1 was assumed, then the specific energy consumption (W) for every mill 

was computed. With the W value of every mill and information by manufactures, models were selected, 

then the number of mills was estimated. Accordingly, for primary and secondary crushers, information 

published in [62], [63] for gyratory and cone crushers was considered. For grinding, we regarded data 

of specific energy for SAG and ball mill reported by Latchireddi and Faria [55]of 10.26 kWh/t and 7.59 

kWh/t, respectively. Technical data for the HIG mill published in [46] was utilized. Then, with the 

nominal power available for every mill, the power draw in comminution was calculated. The power 

required on the flotation process of copper was obtained directly for the model in HSC model. Then, 

with the feed flow rate (4500 t/h) and its copper concentration (0.003% Cu) the specific energy per ton 

of copper was determined. Figure 4 depicts the stages for the calculation of the specific energy for 

concentrating copper from Thanatia. 

 

Chalcopyrite: 0.006 wt-%
Copper: 0.003 wt-%Copper: 0.5 wt-%

ThanatiaMine

Ore handling

Concentration
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Figure 4. A flowchart illustrating the methodology to determine the specific energy per ton 

of copper from common rock (Thanatia). Dashed lines indicate the steps developed with 

HSC software. 

2.2 Model set-up 

The starting point for the design of a concentration plant is the analysis of the ore type in the laboratory. 

On the basis of these analyses and best practice of other similar facilities, the appropriate flowsheet for 

the plant was designed. In our case, due to lack of experimental data of Thanatia, the computational 

model was done based on an extensive literature review of copper-concentration plants and experience 

of the research group.   

For the development of the model with HSC Chemistry-version 9.4.1 software, different references were 

studied to analyze both flowsheets and state-of-the-art technologies for copper concentration [4], [6], 

[45]–[47], [64]–[68]. For the model, many variables were considered for the comminution and flotation 

process. Due to the high number of variables for the model, only some are described.          

Figure 5 depicts the circuits in the comminution and flotation processes modelled with HSC software. 

Computational requirements for the model and simulation can be found in Appendix A. An explanation 

of the stages is developed below. 

Based on an analysis of operating data for copper flotation mills published in [47], and information of a 

low-ore grade mine available in [67], a flowrate of 4500 tons per hour was assumed as the input for the 

concentration plant. A top size in the ore feed of 600x105 µm was considered. Three circuits in the 

comminution were assumed for the model: crushing, grinding and regrinding.  The raw material with 
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260x105 µm (F80) size was the feed in the crushing circuit. Crushing was carried out by a gyratory and 

cone crushers as primary and secondary crushers. Controls for particle size output (P80) were set-up for 

the crushers, 175000 µm, and 45000 µm, respectively. Between the primary and secondary crushers, a 

classifier with a cut size of 45000 µm was placed. It was considered the output of the classifier reports 

to the grinding circuit. The latter was made up with SAG and ball mills with controls for particle size 

output (P80) of 5000 and 145 µm, respectively. After the SAG mill was placed a classifier with a cut 

size of 2300 µm. The conjunction of classifiers, mixer, and hydrocyclone in the crushing and grinding 

circuit allowed to achieve a particle size in the comminution process about 100 µm.  

The hydrocyclone overflow reported to the flotation circuit. The first stage consisted of a conjunction 

of rougher and scavenger cells. Taking into account, Thanatia represents a complex ore mine, a 

regrinding stage was also considered. A high-intensity grinding mill (HIG) was selected for this task 

with a control for output particle size of 34 µm. Concentrates from the rougher and scavenger cells were 

assumed as the feed into the HIG mill. The output of the HIG mill reported to the second arrangement 

of cleaner and scavenger cells. Tailings from the scavenger of the first and second concentration stages 

were conducted to the final tailings thickener. To achieve the required concentration of copper, the 

overflow of the latter stage was the input in a pack of flotation tanks, re-cleaner 2. 

For the flotation process, fast kinetics constants (kf) were set up for chalcopyrite, main copper carrier, 

in the range of 1 to 2.5. These values were in accordance with those reported by Dua et al. [69] and 

Fuerstenau et a. [49]. The volume and number of cells for the flotation tanks were established upon 

usual values of cells per bank on manufactures data published by Weiss [47], and Wills and Finch [46]. 
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Figure 5. Flowsheet of concentration and tailings from Thanatia to copper ore. 

With these considerations, the model was set up for the comminution and flotation processes. Appendix 

B depicts the set-up of different units for the concentration of copper ore from Thanatia. In the layout, 

the arrangements between flotation cells and recirculation circuits were done to achieve the target of 

0.5% copper. 

3 Results and Analysis 

In this section results from the simulation campaign are shown. The validation of results is determined 

through a comparison of key parameters of the comminution and concentration process with those found 

in the literature. Finally, based on the methodology previously described the calculation of the specific 

energy is presented.  
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3.1 Simulation results 

On the basis of the model developed direct results were: particle size for feed and output of the crushers 

and mills in the comminution process, Table 2. For the flotation process, direct results were retention 

time and power consumption, Table 3. 

Table 2. Feed and product size for the comminution process. 

Stage Equipment F80 (µm) P80 (µm) 

Crushing Primary crusher 264032 175000 

 Secondary crusher 219797 45000 

Grinding SAG mill 16145 5000 

 Ball mill 1204 145 

Re-grinding HIG mill 84 34 

Table 3. Retention time and power draw for the flotation process. 

Stage Retention time (min) Power (kW) 

Rougher 7 960 

Scavenger 5 660 

Cleaner 29 1540 

Scavenger 37 1540 

Re-cleaner 1 13 450 

Scavenger 15 450 

Re-cleaner 2 16 264 

 

The result of the flotation process was a product with a mass flow rate of 19.81 t/h with a concentration 

copper of 0.5%. During the concentration process of copper from Thanatia, its recovery was 87%. Along 

with copper other elements were recovered, their recovery rates are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Recovery of elements from the concentration of copper from Thanatia. 

3.2 Validation of the model 

The validation of the model consisted of the comparison of the results obtained from the model for the 

comminution and concentration processes. 

For the comminution, a parameter to consider was the particle size. As previously mentioned a common 

particle size is below 100 µm. From the simulation, a value from comminution (crushing and grinding) 

was 145 µm (Table 2). Although there was a difference of 45 µm between both values, it did not mean 
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that the model was wrong for the comminution. It was expected, since the model was handling a complex 

ore with very low concentration of metals with different size distribution. To reduce further the particle 

size, in the model a regrinding stage was included, identified by HIG mill in Figure 7. The particle size 

after regrinding was 34 µm (Table 2). 

Another parameter for validation was the retention time in flotation, Figure 6. In [47, Ch. 10] retention 

time for the roughing circuit was in the range of 13 to 16 minutes. In comparison with those of the 

model, for Rougher 1 and 2 were in this range. However, the retention time of Rougher and Cleaner 

were shorter and larger, respectively. It is expected to have a lower concentration of copper in the first 

rougher, considering that Thanatia was a complex ore. That is why a shorter time was obtained in 

Rougher. In the case of the Cleaner, recirculation produced an increment in retention time. Recirculation 

circuits were necessary to achieve the final concentrate with 0.5% Cu. 

A key parameter for validation of the model was final recovery. Haque et al. [56] modelled pyro and 

hydrometallurgical low-grade copper deposits. In that publication, the recovery of copper was assumed 

to have a yield between 86% to 89%. The recovery obtained from the simulation campaign in this paper 

was 87%, which was in the range of the expected recoveries. 

Even though Thanatia is a mixture of main minerals in the Earth's crust with low concentration, the 

results from the model developed in HSC software under the assumptions described in Model set-up, 

were logical and reliable as shown above. 

3.3 Specific energy for copper concentration 

With the considerations for the model set-up previously explained in Section 2.2, the power demand for 

the flotation plant was estimated, Table 4 . 

Table 4. Power draw for comminution and concentration processes. 

Stage Power Demand (MW) Power Demand (%) 

Crushing 3.8 2.0 

Grinding 174.9 92.7 

Re-grinding 4.1 2.2 

Concentration 5.9 3.1 

TOTAL 188.6 100 

 

As can be appreciated in Table 4, most of the power demand in the concentration process was due to the 

comminution process (c.a. 97%). Within this process, the grinding circuit was the biggest consumer.  

By following the methodology previously explained, the specific energy for the concentration process 

was calculated, Table 5.  

Table 5. Specific energy to concentrate copper from Thanatia based on the power demand of 189 MW. 

 Cu concentration 

(wt-%) 
Flow rate (t/h) 

Specific Energy 

(kWh/t) 

Specific Energy 

(MJ/t) 

Feed Ore 0.003 4500 42 151 

Conc. metal 0.5 19.81 9522 34278 

 

The energy required for the concentration of copper from Thanatia can be represented by a ton of ore or 

concentrated metal accordingly to the feed or output flow rate. The specific energy was equivalent to 

151 MJ/t. This figure was more than twice the average value of electricity consumption at concentration 

copper plant in Chile for 2015 (80.8 MJ/t) as reported in [70]. If the specific energy is expressed by a 

ton of concentrated metal, this value was 34278 MJ/t. This represents one order of magnitude higher 

than the specific energy required in current copper-concentration processes reported by Norgate and 

Haque [56]. 
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Considering the flow rate of 4500 t/h and its copper concentration of 0.003%, and the methodology in 

Section 2.1, the specific energy for the concentration of copper from Thanatia was computed. For the 

ore-handling stage, a value of 1.2 liters of diesel per ton of rock was considered for the specific fuel 

consumption. This was a figure reported by Calvo at al. [5] as an average value for the energy 

consumption in the Chuquicamata open-pit mine. The specific energy for the concentration of copper 

from Thanatia is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Specific energy for the concentration of copper from Thanatia in GJ per ton of element. 

Phase Specific Energy (GJ/t) 

Ore handling 1546 

Concentration 5030 

TOTAL 6576 

 

For the current work, the ore-handling phase accounted for 24% of the total specific energy in the 

concentration process of copper. This is in accordance with figures reported by Norgate and Haque [57]. 

In order to have a scheme of comparison with the current energy required for copper concentration 

processes, the average energy intensity for the Chuquicamata mine for 2000 to 2013 published by  Calvo 

et al. [5] was converted into GJ per ton of copper. Then with this and the exergy replacement cost (ERC) 

for copper reported in [28] a comparison with the specific energy of the current paper was done, Table 

7. 

Table 7. Comparison of the specific energy of the current work with other reported values in GJ per 

ton of element. 

 Specific Energy (GJ/t) 

Current work 6576 

ERC copper 292 

Chuquicamata 42 

 

The specific energy required to concentrate copper from Thanatia was one order of magnitude higher 

than the ERC for copper and two orders of magnitude higher than the energy usage at the Chuquicamata 

mine. 

The result of specific energy in Table 7 was obtained under the assumptions made in the Model set-up 

and for the layout of mills, classifiers, flotation cells and recirculation circuits shown in Figure  and 

Figure . The second stage for the re-cleaner in the layout should be thought for the requirement to 

concentrate copper from a very-low copper ore (Thanatia). The regrinding circuit in the layout should 

be interpreted as the need to reduce the particle size to get metal from the complex ore (Thanatia). This 

agrees with the study by Norgate and Haque [57] that illustrated that the most energy intensive stage 

when decreasing ore-grades in copper was mineral processing. 

4 Conclusions 

While the use of metals has become more important in modern society, their consumption has increased 

drastically. This has produced that rich mineral deposits have been already exploited and the decline of 

ore grade is becoming an important issue. The assessment of mineral resources is playing a more 

important role for economic, environmental and societal reasons. One way to assess mineral resources 

is by estimating the natural bonus for having minerals concentrated in mines. In this study, we undertook 

the calculation of specific energy required for concentrating of copper at an average ore grade from 
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common rocks. I this study, the chemical composition of Thanatia was considered as the common rock. 

The study was done through a development of a computational model with HSC Chemistry software.  

The layout was established upon an extensive literature review of different copper concentration 

facilities and experience of the research group. The outcomes of the model were in the range of 

parameters published by other authors, hence results of the model were logical and reliable.  

Results of the study differ in one order of magnitude (the obtained value is higher than the ERC reported 

for copper and two orders of magnitude higher than the average specific energy at the Chuquicamata 

mine in Chile). Findings of the study, also reveal that when dealing with low-ore grade ores of copper a 

closer look should be paid to regrinding and recirculation circuits in the flotation process. This points 

out that if humakind would be to reconcentrate dispersed minerals throughout the crust back again into 

their initial concentrations find in the mines, the energy would be even higher as thought. This also helps 

to learn about the importance of the mineral patrimony of nations, currently being exploited and sold 

without considering the huge energy efforts that future generations will need to invest to mine ever lower 

ore grades.  

Methodology and results of the current study may be considered as an update of the exergy replacement 

cost (ERC) for copper and other metals. Recycling of metals is profoundly justified on the basis of these 

results because they would imply less energy than obtaining new metals. A key message from results of 

this study is the importance of valuing current high ore-grade copper deposits, especially in South 

America. Countries, where these deposits are located, should re-consider the significance they already 

have in a global commodity market. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. Computational requirements for modeling and simulation. 

Processor Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-6600 U CPU 2.60 GHz  

RAM memory 32 GB 

System type 64-bit 

Operating system Windows 10 Pro 

Appendix B 

 

Figure B1. Comminution process for the concentration of copper ore from HSC software. 
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Figure B2. Flotation process for the concentration of copper or from HSC software. 
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Abstract 
Thermal energy storages allow energy saving and efficient energy utilization when production and use 

need to be decoupled. This paper focuses on the analysis and comparison of different types of thermal 

storages that involve transfer of mass (open systems) or heat (closed systems). The aim is to present 
dynamic models that enable the calculation of performance, thermal stratification and any other relevant 

aspect of the storage behaviour. Each configuration is analysed using approaches of different 

complexity: zero-dimensional, quasi-one dimensional and one-dimensional. Validation of the models 
was possible through experimental data found in the literature. Several simulation runs were performed 

to show the effectiveness of each solution in storing energy. In particular, a sensitivity analysis is carried 

out using the one-dimensional approach to analyse the effect of the main variables on the capability of 
storing thermal energy. Simulation results show the advantages of using open systems when the 

charging/discharging phases need to be short, or instead, closed systems when a big amount of energy 

is to be stored and the charging/discharging phases can be longer. 

1 Introduction 

The limited availability and high costs of fossil fuel together with the growing concern about 

environmental issues are strong driving forces in the transition to a “renewable era”. On the other 

hand, the low power density and variable availability over time of renewable sources are obstacles to 

this transition. Energy storage may smooth these obstacles by decoupling generation and use of energy. 

Among the various existing way of accumulating energy, thermal storage plays a crucial role because of 
the high amounts of thermal energy available as residue or waste from industrial processes, power 

generation systems, vehicles, etc. that could profitably be used both for thermal requirements or 

generation of electricity. A thermal energy storage (TES) system allows exploiting surplus of thermal 
production during low demand periods and using it when high demand occurs. To this end, the 

discharging phase occurs in a different moment from the charging one. Thermal energy storage systems 

provide environmental and economic benefits by reducing the need for burning fuels, improving the use 
of cogeneration plants and allowing energy recovery from production processes. There are mainly three 
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ways of storing thermal energy: sensible, latent, and chemical heat storage. In the first category, thermal 
energy can be stored by increasing the temperature of a substance, which corresponds to increasing its 

internal energy. Sensible thermal energy storage (STES) consists of a container, commonly a tank, and 

a storage medium, operating in a temperature range that does not permit phase change and breakage of 
chemical bonds. The most obvious way to store thermal energy is to have a tank that accumulates a 

warm fluid at a higher temperature than the users’ one in the over-production periods and then 

discharge it during periods of shortage. Tank systems use a heat transfer fluid (HTF) as the primary heat 
storage medium and store it in either one or two insulated tanks. These systems have long been a source 

of interest. Gil et al. [1] wrote a state of the art paper on high temperature thermal energy storage for 

power generation, in which different category, systems and storage materials were treated. Dincer and 
Rosen [2] provided a book about TES applications, storage media, environmental impacts, phase change 

materials and advances in technology, using both energetic and exergetic analyses. Alva et al. [3] 

presented a paper about sensible, latent and chemical storage systems, classifying the different types of 
systems and emphasizing the benefits and applications of all types. Herrmann et al. [4] used a program 

called "PCTrough" to calculate the power generation of a solar power plant with and without a two-tank 

storage, and showing the benefits deriving from storage. A single tank system relies on thermal buoyancy 

to maintain the thermal stratification of the fluid. Haller et al. [5] provided different methods from the 
literature to characterize thermal stratification in energy storage. These methods used a single numerical 

value to determine the ability of a storage capacity to maintain stratification during charging, storing and 

discharging. Numerical modelling helps understand and evaluate the performance and any other aspect 
of specific cases. Several kinds of models have been provided with different complexity degree. Atabaki 

and Bernier [6] proposed a quasi-one dimensional model, using a semi-empirical method and dividing 

a single tank into two separate sections to evaluate whether the internal mixing was negligible or not, 
and concluding that it was not. Maveety and Razani [7] presented a two-dimensional model of a 

cylindrical tank with NaK as heat transfer fluid, using a second-order spatial approximation. Kong et al. 

[8] proposed a tridimensional CFD simulation of a stratified tank with an internal cylinder with openings. 

They concluded that the internal cylinder plays the role of uniform diffuser and that a cylinder with 
openings gives a better thermal stratification in storage tanks for small flow rates. Angrisani et al. [9] 

developed a one-dimensional model in TRNSYS to evaluate the internal temperature profile, using 

multiple heat exchangers and including mass transfer effects, thermal losses and thermal stratification. 
Zanganeh et al. [10] built a system with rocks as filler material and air as HTF fluid, which reached 

temperatures around 500°C. The authors used the experimental results to validate the numerical model 

that was then applied in the scale-up design of a thermal storage system, consisting of two 7.2 GWhth 
thermal storage units, to be included in a 26 MWel concentrating solar power plant for electricity 

production. Kuravi et al. [11] proposed a 1D packed-bed model to simulate the thermal performance of 

a laboratory-scale TES prototype system, and validated it with experimental results. 
In general, the behaviour of a thermal storage can be modelled using multidimensional partial 

differential equations that describe energy, momentum, and mass balances, and equations describing 

geometry and heat transfer. Several authors in the literature used this approach to develop two or three 
dimensional numerical and CFD models to simulate the dynamics and performance of heat storages 

[7,8,12,13]. These models are expensive in terms of computational time and suitable to analyse specific 

design problems. Conversely, they are not suitable to study the behaviour of a storage capacity when it 

is included in wider systems that may include several generation units and users’ demands. To this end, 

simplified models are to be developed which keep at the same time a good level of accuracy. Despite 

the multiplicity of developed models and applications, a review of the thermal storage models of various 
configurations is still not known. The aim of this paper is to provide and compare three modelling 

approaches of sensible heat storage having increasing level of complexity (Fig. 1), zero-dimensional, 

quasi-one dimensional and one-dimensional, which are all suitable to evaluate the behaviour of storage 

capacities included in wider systems. 
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2 Configurations 

Sensible thermal energy storages may have various configurations depending on the different charging 

and discharging modes, heat transfer and costs. In this section the main types are presented. Usually, 

two-tank systems are used to store thermal energy. In the two tanks direct configuration, a single fluid 
is at the same time HTF and storage fluid. The HTF is directly stored in a hot tank to use it during high 

demand periods. The cooled HTF is then pumped to the cold tank, where it remains, waiting to be heated 

once again. Alternatively, a single tank can be used to avoid the empty volumes of the two tank systems 

and reduce investment costs. In a single tank thermocline system a thermal gradient is created within the 
tank due to buoyancy effect and thermal stratification, which creates an effective separation between hot 

fluid at the top and cold fluid at the bottom. To decrease the cost of the liquid storage medium, a low 

cost solid filler material can be used, which fills most of the volume (packed bed systems) and acts as 
primary thermal storage medium. Single tank systems can be charged and discharged using transfer of 

mass (open systems) or heat (closed systems). Every system configuration can be seen as a combination 

of one or both of them.  
Open systems operate as direct systems and can have one or two inlet and outlet mass streams. In open 

systems with single mass flow loop (one inlet and one outlet port) (O in Fig. 1), the mass flows in one 

direction in the charging phase and in the opposite one in the discharging phase, operating in two separate 

periods. In open systems with dual mass flow loops (two inlet and two outlet ports) (OO) the two phases 
are carried out independently. Open systems may include a filler material (packed bed system). In this 

case, the only single mass flow loop configuration (O) is considered in the following (indicated with 

dots in Fig. 1). 
Closed systems (C) use immersed coils heat exchanger (IHX) to transfer heat. As in the open systems, 

the charging and discharging phases may occur in the same IHX coil (just reversing the direction of 

flow) or in two separate IHX coils (CC).  
Hybrid systems have a single inlet and outlet mass stream and a single IHX. When heat is 

charged/discharged by the IHX (CO/OC), the discharging/charging phases occur through the inlet and 

outlet ports (open side). Only the CO configuration is considered in the following for simplicity. 

 

Figure 1: Sensible heat storage configurations. 
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3 Methods 

This section presents the models of the storage configurations in Fig. 1. The three following modeling 

approaches are considered, having increasing complexity: 

 Zero-dimensional (perfect mixing): the system is considered as a unique fully mixed region 
having uniform temperature (Fig. 2 (a)). The temperature profile inside the tank is found by 

solving the energy balance. 

 Quasi-one dimensional (moving boundaries): the internal volume is subdivided into a hot and a 

cold region, having uniform temperature and variable boundaries over time, as shown in Fig. 2 
(b). Two energy and mass balances are required to evaluate mass and temperature of the two 

layers. 

 One-dimensional (fixed boundaries): the tank is discretized vertically into 𝑁 layers, with the top 
one defined as layer one. A schematic of a discretized control volume is shown in Fig. 2 (c). 

The temperature within each layer of fixed thickness 𝛥𝑥 is considered to be uniform. The 

thickness is known by dividing the tank height by the number of chosen layers.  𝑁 ordinary 

differential energy balance equations are required to calculate the temperature stratification 
inside the storage tank as a function of time. 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic of a storage tank in the (a) zero dimensional, (b) quasi-one dimensional, 

(c) one-dimensional modelling approaches. 

3.1 Common equations and assumptions 

Common equations to the models of all heat storage configurations in Fig. 1 are associated with: 

 Heat losses through the tank shell; 

 Heat transfer between working fluid inside the immersed coil heat exchanger and storage 
medium; 

 Heat transfer between working fluid and filler material. 

All configurations have a vertical cylindrical geometry. Accordingly, the overall heat loss coefficient 𝑈 

[W/K] is obtained from: 
 

𝑈𝐴 =
1

1

2𝜋𝑟1𝐿ℎ𝑖𝑛
+

𝑙𝑛(
𝑟𝑜

𝑟𝑖
⁄ )

2𝜋𝑘𝐿
+

1

2𝜋𝑟2𝐿ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡

 
(1) 

 

The convective heat transfer between storage medium and tank walls can be described by non-

dimensional numbers available in the literature [2]. Under the hypothesis of natural convection, the 

average value of the internal heat transfer coefficient (ℎ̅) is calculated by [14] 

(a)        (b)      (c) 
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𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ =
ℎ̅𝐿

𝑘
= 0,68 𝑃𝑟

1

2
𝐺𝑟

1

4

(0.952 + 𝑃𝑟)
1

2

 laminar flow (10 < 𝐺𝑟𝑃𝑟 < 108) (2) 

𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ =
ℎ̅𝐿

𝑘
= 0,13(𝑃𝑟𝐺𝑟)

1

3 turbulent flow (𝐺𝑟𝑃𝑟 > 109) (3) 

 

In closed and hybrid systems, the overall heat transfer coefficient between coil heat exchangers and 

storage fluid inside the tank depends on the internal and external convection coefficients ℎ𝑖𝑛 and ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 , 

thickness 𝑥 of the heat exchanger and thermal conductivity 𝑘 of the material 

 

1

𝑈
=

1

ℎ𝑖𝑛
+

𝑥

𝑘
+

1

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡
 (4) 

 

where ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡  is known from Eqs. (2) and (3) while ℎ𝑖𝑛 is corrected as suggested in [15]: 

 

ℎ𝑖𝑛 = ℎ𝑖𝑐 (
𝐷𝑖

𝐷0
), ℎ𝑖𝑐 = ℎ𝑖 (1 + 3,5 (

𝐷𝑖

2𝑟
)), ℎ𝑖 = 𝑗ℎ (𝑘/𝐷𝑖)𝑃𝑟1/3 (5) 

 

The convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ𝑖  at the internal diameter is calculated using the Colburn graph 

factor [15], which binds the Colburn factor 𝑗ℎ to the Reynolds number. Some geometrical parameters of 
the coil heat exchanger are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Geometrical parameters of the IHX. 

Parameter Equations Parameter Equations 

Coil Length (m) 𝐿 = 𝑛√(2𝜋𝑟𝑖)2 + 𝑝2 Coil thickness (m) 𝑥 = (𝐷0 − 𝐷𝑖)/2 

External coil volume (m3) 

Internal coil volume (m3) 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑜 = 𝜋/4(𝐷0
2)𝐿 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑖 = 𝜋/4(𝐷𝑖
2)𝐿 

Exchange area (m2) 𝐴𝑒𝑥 =  𝜋𝐷0𝐿 

Table 2: Thermal properties. 

Parameter Fluid/material Value 

Working fluid specific heat capacity, 𝑐𝑝 Water 4186 J kg−1K−1 

Working fluid thermal conductivity, 𝑘 Water 0.6 W m−1K−1 

Working fluid density, 𝜌 Water 1000 kg m−3 

Ambient temperature, 𝑇0 - 288 K 

Tank shell thermal conductivity, 𝑘 Steel 50 W m−1K−1 

Filler material thermal conductivity, 𝑘 Quartzite 5,69 W m−1K−1 

Filler material specific heat capacity, 𝑐𝑝 Quartzite 830 J kg−1K−1 

Filler material density, 𝜌 Quartzite 2500 kg m−3 

Insulation thermal conductivity, 𝑘 Fibreglass 0.05 W m−1K−1 

 

In systems with filler material, the heat transfer coefficient between solid and liquid is calculated by the 

correlations of the Nusselt number provided by Wakao and Funazkri [16], using the Reynolds number 
of particles. 
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𝑁𝑢 =
ℎ𝑓𝑠𝑑𝑝

𝑘𝑓
= 2 + 1.1 𝑅𝑒𝑝

0.6 +  𝑃𝑟1/3 (6) 

Considering a spherical geometry of filler particles, the total heat transfer area 𝐴𝑓𝑠 is calculated as 

𝐴𝑓𝑠 = 𝑉𝑠 𝑎 (7) 

where 𝑎 is the surface area per unit of volume, calculated as a function of the void fraction 𝜀 

𝑎 =
6 (1 − 𝜀)

𝑑𝑝
 (8) 

The effective thermal conductivity is obtained by weighing the thermal conductivities of solid material 

and HTF 

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀𝑘𝑓 + (1 − 𝜀)𝑘𝑠 (9) 

Thermal properties of fluids and filler material are assumed to be constant (Tab. 2). 

Other assumptions in the models of all storage configurations are: 

 In the open systems, in the charging phase the mass flow rate enters from the top and exit from 
the bottom of the tank, vice versa in the discharging phase; 

 Perfect mixing in each layer; 

 There are no buoyancy effects; 
 There are no diffusers (or distributors) at the top or bottom of the tank; 

 Inputs to the models are: 

 The initial temperature profile inside the tank; 

 Temperatures and mass flow rates of the streams at the tank inlet/inlets; 
 Geometry parameters of the tank, heat exchangers and filler materials; 

 Fluid/material properties; 

Outputs of the models are the temperature profiles of the storage medium in the tank and the outlet 
temperatures. 

3.2 Closed system 

Table 3 lists the mass and energy balance equations of the different thermal energy storage 
configurations in Fig. 1 for the three modelling approaches. For simplicity the time dependence of the 

variables is not explicitly shown. The only constant variables are those defining the geometry (tank 

cross-sectional area 𝐴𝑠, heat exchangers surface areas 𝐴𝑐 and 𝐴ℎ, external tank area 𝐴, and heat transfer 

area between working fluid and filler material 𝐴𝑓𝑠). 

Figure 3: Schematic of (a) closed system with two immersed coil heat exchangers in the 

one-dimensional model, (b) open system with dual mass flow loops in the quasi-one dimensional 
model and (c) one-dimensional model, and (d) packed bed system in the one-dimensional model. 

(a)     (b)        (c)        (d) 
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The model of a thermal storage tank with dual immersed coil heat exchangers and without flow 

through the volume is presented in the following. It is assumed that the coils cover the whole 

height of the tank. Pressure drops inside coils are not considered. 

In the one-dimensional model (Fig. 3 (a)) both heat exchangers are divided into 𝑁 layers, each 

one having a mass 𝑚𝑐,𝑖 = 𝑚𝐶 /𝑁 and 𝑚𝐻𝑖 = 𝑚𝐻/𝑁. The total mass into the heat exchanger is 

known from the product between the HTF density and the internal volume of the coils 

(𝑚𝐻 = 𝑚𝐶 = 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑖 ∙ 𝜌). The temperature profile of the stored water in the IHX can be 

represented by a set of one dimensional energy balances. The energy balance equation for water 

stored in the i-th layer is shown in Eq. (22). The energy balance equations of the i-th layer of 

each heat exchanger are shown in Eqs. (23) and (24). 

3.3 Open system 

This section presents the models of open systems without filler material (Fig. 3 (b) and (c)) and packed 

bed open systems (Fig. 3 (d)). 

 

Open system without filler material 

In the open system in Fig. 1 (dual mass flow loops) thermal energy is charged by the hot mass flow rate 

ṁ𝐻 and discharged by the cold mass flow rate �̇�𝐶. 

In the quasi-one dimensional model (Fig. 3 (b)), the mass and energy balances of the hot and cold regions 

are shown in Eqs. (12), (13), and Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively. In the one-dimensional model (Fig. 3 

(c)) no mass balances are needed and the energy balance of each i-th layer is given by Eq. (25). Each 
energy and mass balance previously presented can be used also for open system with single mass flow 

loop if ṁ𝐶  is null (charging phase) or ṁ𝐻  is zero (discharge phase). 

 

Packed bed open system 

In packed bed open systems the filler particles are considered homogeneous, continuous, isotropic, 

uniformly distributed and without temperature gradients. The void fraction 𝜀 is considered as the ratio 

between void volume (occupied by the liquid) and total volume inside the tank. The total volume of 

filler material is known as the product of the volume of a single particle (sphere) and their number. The 
energy balances of the i-th node of fluid and of filler material are shown in Eqs. (26) and (27). 

3.4 Hybrid system 

In hybrid systems thermal energy is added by the immersed coil heat exchanger and removed by the 

mass flow rate ṁ𝐶 . It is assumed that the heat transfer height corresponds to the tank height. 

In the zero-dimensional approach the energy balances of tank and IHX are given by Eqs. (10) and (11). 

In the quasi-one dimensional model, the mass and energy balances in the two tank regions are shown in 

Eqs. (16) and (17), and Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively, and in the two IHX regions by Eqs. (20) and 
(21). In the one-dimensional model, the energy balance for stored tank water in the i-th layer is given by 

Eq. (28), whereas the energy balance of the i-th node of the heat exchanger by Eq. (29). 
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Figure 4: Hybrid system: (a) zero-dimensional, (b) quasi-one dimensional and 

(c) one-dimensional models. 

4 Results 

The one-dimensional models of the closed system and the two open systems (with and without filler 

material) are first validated against experimental data found in the literature. A charging/discharging 

phase is simulated using the proposed models and the other simpler models to evaluate the capability of 
all models to describe the system behavior both in terms of average storage temperature and 

charged/discharged energy. The open and closed charging/discharging modes are then compared in 

terms of performance to find useful indications about the best solution for a specific application. Finally, 
a sensitivity analysis to the main design parameters of these closed system and the open system with 

filler materials are presented. 

A key performance parameter is the storage efficiency, which is defined as the ratio between the increase 
of stored internal energy and the net thermal energy flowing into the tank. 

 

𝜂𝑐ℎ =
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡
=

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑

∫ ṁ𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑝
𝛥𝑡𝑐ℎ

0
(𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 )𝑑𝑡

 (30) 

4.1 Models validation 

The one-dimensional models of the closed and open systems are validated by comparing the simulated 

time profiles of the storage internal temperature at different tank heights with measured profiles from 
the literature obtained in the same conditions. 

For the closed system, the simulation data of Rahman et al. model [17] were used for comparison. These 

data were previously validated by the authors against experimental data. The values of geometrical and 
design parameters in [17] were considered using a 10-layer tank as reference. The initial temperatures 

of the water in the tank and in the heat exchangers were considered to be homogenous at 300 K. The 

inlet water of the hot heat exchanger was imposed at 400 K and the inlet water of the cold heat exchanger 
at 300 K. Figure 5 shows the comparison between temperature profiles at the top and bottom layers of 

the tank. 

For the one-dimensional model of the open system, the experimental and simulation data obtained by 

Mawire [18] were used for comparison. A system with single mass flow loop was simulated with Shell 

thermia B as storage fluid (𝜌 =  876 kg/m3, 𝑐𝑝 =  1809 J/kgK, and 𝑘 =  0.136 W/mK). The 

geometrical parameters and fluid properties of Mawire's work were considered. The temperature of the 

(a)         (b)    (c) 
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fluid at the inlet was set at 120°C. A comparison between the temperature profiles at different tank 
heights are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). 

 

Figure 5: Validation of the one-dimensional model of the closed system. Tank temperature at bottom 

and top layer (a) provided by Rahman [17] and (b) obtained by the model. 

 

Fig. 6.  Validation of the one-dimensional model of the open system (a – taken from [18], and b) and 

packed bed open (c – taken from [19], and d) system. 

The experimental and CFD data obtained by Cascetta et al. [19] and the same geometry were used to 

validate the one-dimensional model for packed bed open system. A carbon steel tank filled with small 
spheres of alumina and air as HTF was simulated. The following thermal properties of Alumina were 

considered: 𝜌 =  3550 kg/m3, 𝑐𝑝 =  902  J/kgK, and 𝑘 =  30 W/mK. The compared dimensionless 

temperature profiles at different tank heights are plotted in dimensionless time (Fig. 6 (c) and (d)). 

4.2 Comparison between different modelling approaches 

The three different modeling approaches (zero-dimensional, quasi-one dimensional and one-

dimensional) are used to simulate a charging/discharging phase of the hybrid system, which consists in 
sending a constant mass flow rate of 1.3 kg/s at 353 K to the IHX for seven hours, a time stasis period 

of two hours and in taking a constant mass flow rate of 0.15 kg/s from the top of the storage tank for 

three hours. 
The time profiles of the average temperature and internal energy within the tank obtained by the one-

dimensional model (Fig. 7 (a) and (b)) are used as reference for comparison with the same profiles 

obtained by the other models. This is because the charging phase and the discharging phase in the hybrid 

one-dimensional model are the same as in the closed system (C) and open one (O), and both were 
validated separately (Section 4.1). At each time t, the temperature inside the tank in Fig. 7 (a) is 

calculated as average of the temperatures in each layer weighted on the layer volumes, while the internal 

energy in Fig. 7 (b) is the sum of the internal energy of each layer. 
 

(a)         (b) 

a)         b)          c)              d) 

time (-) time (-) 
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Figure 7: Comparison between models results: a) average temperature inside the tank 

b) internal energy inside the tank. Closed and open systems internal energy during a charging phase 

versus inlet c) temperature and d) mass flow rate. 

In the charging phase the zero dimensional approach underestimates the temperature in the tank because 

it does not consider the energy transfer between layers within the IHX. So it reduces its average 

temperature as well as the heat transfer with the fluid within the tank, and in turn its temperature. A 

further underestimation of the temperature is due to the absence of heat conduction on the open side (in 
the charging phase there is no mass transfer on the open side in every approach). This further 

underestimation does not exist using the quasi-one dimensional approach which permits a heat transfer 

between the two layers. 
Conversely, the zero-dimensional approach overestimates the temperature and internal energy in the 

discharging phase because it does not take into account the thermal energy that is transferred on the open 

side both by transfer of mass and conduction by the hotter layers to the colder ones, which contributes 
to decrease the temperature within the tank. A lower overestimation is obtained using the quasi-one 

dimensional approach because of the heat transferred between the two layers by conduction (there is no 

mass transfer between the two layers). 

4.3 Comparison between open and closed charging/discharging modes 

The performance of the open and closed storage systems are compared during a charging phase. Results 

can then be easily extended to the discharging one. 

The one-dimensional modeling approach is applied to a 2.75 m high tank having a diameter of 0.86 m 

and a 0.05 m thickness insulation subdivided into 20 layers. The fixed geometrical parameters of the 

IHX of the closed system are: 𝐷𝑐 = 0.4 m, 𝐷𝑖 = 0.025 m, 𝐷𝑜 = 0.03 m, and  𝑝 = 0.045 m. The 

corresponding total external area is 6.85 m2. 
Figure 7 (c) shows the internal energy of the tank at the same time and at constant mass flow rate (0.3 

kg/s) for different inlet temperatures in the range 313 to 353 K. 

Similarly, Fig. 7 (d) shows the internal energy of the tank after one hour and half of charging phase for 

different values of the mass flow rates in the range 0.05 to 0.3 kg/s at 353 K. 
The internal energy is always higher in the open system and the difference between the two modes 

increases as mass flow rate and temperature of the charging stream increase. This is due to the lower 

average temperature at which the heat is transferred in the closed system to the storage fluid because of 
the temperature difference between fluid in the IHX and fluid in the tank. Accordingly, higher charging 

efficiencies are obtained for the open system (0.995 to 0.99 versus 0.971 to 0.966). In Figure 7 (d) the 

internal energy profiles is expected to have a horizontal asymptote when the temperature within the tank 
is equal to the inlet temperature (here 353 K) and the stored energy is maximum. At 0.3 kg/s and 353 K 

this condition is reached in 2.5 hours and 2.78 hours by the open and closed system, respectively. 

 

a)    b)        c)        d) 
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4.4 Sensitivity analysis to the design parameters 

A sensitivity analysis is carried out for the packed bed open system and the closed system to find the 

best design choices in terms of efficiency and outlet temperature for fixed values of the other operating 
parameters. 

 

Packed bed open system 

A filler material with high thermal capacity can be added to the HTF in the storage tank to increase the 

average thermal capacity and in turn the amount of energy that can be stored in a fixed volume. 

Moreover, a decrease of the void fraction, i.e. of the amount of HTF, may result in a reduction of costs 
when expensive HTF are used. The shape, size and orientation of the filler material greatly influence the 

heat transfer through the packed-bed. The effects of the size of spherical particles (uniformly distributed) 

and void fraction on the performance of packed bed systems are analyzed in the following.  

Effects of particles diameter 

The void fraction of a cylindrical volume randomly filled with small spheres (having 𝐷/𝑑𝑝 > 10) is 

approximately constant (equal to 0.4), and the smaller the diameter of the particles the higher their 

number ([20] and [21]). This void fraction is considered here in a 3 m high tank having a 1.1 m diameter 

and a 0.05 m thickness insulation, with ṁ𝐻 = 0.1 kg/s and 𝑇𝑖𝑛 = 363 K. 
As the particles diameter increases, the heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer area decrease, and 

so the temperature difference  𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑓 = 𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑠 between the HTF and filler material increases in the 

thermocline layers (intermediate zone of the tank with high temperature gradient), as shown in Fig. 8 
(a). This results in the expansion of thermocline zone and a worsening of the charging process, as shown 

by the reduction in charge efficiency in Fig. 8 (b). 

 

 

Figure 8: Effects of the diameter of the filling particles: a) temperature difference ΔTsf along the tank 

height and b) charge efficiency versus time. Effects of the void fraction: c) charging efficiency versus 
time for different values of the void fraction. 

Effect of the void fraction 

To evaluate the effect of the void fraction a 1.8 m tank having a diameter of 0.4 m and a 0.05 m thickness 

insulation is considered with ṁ𝐻 = 0.01 kg/s and 𝑇𝑖𝑛 = 363 K. An increase in the void fraction results 
in higher temperatures of HTF and filler material at any simulation time because of the lower heat 

transferred due to the smaller heat transfer area. However, the total volume of the particles to be heated 

is lower. This effect dominates, so the thermal storage capacity is lower but the time to complete the 

heat storage is shorter and the charging efficiency is higher (Fig. 8 (c)).  

(a)        (b)           (c) 
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Closed system 

The effects of variations in the position and length of the cold heat exchanger on the temperature at 
which the thermal energy is discharged from the tank are investigated in the following. The vertical 

extension of the hot heat exchanger is kept constant and equal to the height of the tank. A 1.8 𝑚 tank 

having a diameter of 1 m and a 0.05 m thickness insulation is considered, with hot and cold mass flow 

rates of ṁ𝐻 = 0.6 kg/s and ṁ𝐶 = 0.25 kg/s. The hot and cold inlet temperatures are 𝑇𝐻𝑖𝑛 = 363 K and 

𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑛 = 300 K. The heat exchangers have the following geometrical parameters:  𝐷𝑐 = 0.4 m, 𝐷𝑖 =
0.025 m, 𝐷𝑜 = 0.03 m, and 𝑝 = 0.045 m. 

Heat exchanger positioning 

Three different positions of the cold IHX are considered for a fixed ratio between height of the cold IHX 

and tank height (𝐿𝐼𝐻𝑋/𝐿 = 0.5). The inlet and outlet ports of the cold IHX measured from the bottom 

of the storage tank are in the following three positions: (1.8 m, 0.9 m), (1.35 m, 0.45 m) and (0.9 m, 0 

m). The cold outlet temperature increases when the inlet and outlet positions are moved upwards, as 
shown in Fig. 9 (a). This is due to the stratification inside the tank which implies a hotter stored fluid in 

the upper side of the tank. 

 

Fig. 9. Outlet temperature time profiles of the cold IHX: a) for different positions of the cold IHX 
within the tank, b) different lengths of the cold IHX. c): Outlet temperature of the cold IHX for 

different cold IHX lengths after one hour. 

Heat exchanger length 
A reduction in the length of the cold IHX results in a saving of system costs. The length of the IHX is 

first varied keeping the discharging mass flow rate and the location of the IHX fixed (the latter at the 

highest position previously considered).  

Table 3.  Mass flow rate required to discharge a fixed amount of thermal energy for different lengths 

of the cold IHX in the closed system (CC in Fig. 1). 

𝑳𝑰𝑯𝑿/𝑳 

[kg/s] 

𝒎𝒄̇  

[kg/s] 

Increase 𝒎𝒄̇  

[%] 

1 0.25 - 

0.75 0.2535 +1.4% 

0.7 0.2548 +1.9% 

0.65 0.2567 +2.5% 

0.6 0.2585 +3.4% 

0.5 0.267 +6.8% 

 

The cold outlet temperature is lower when the length of the heat exchanger decreases, as shown in Fig. 

9 (b). This is due to the lower stratification degree inside the tank, where the lower layers are warmer 

a)         b)    c) 
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when the length is reduced. When the cold IHX is long enough (𝐿𝐼𝐻𝑋/𝐿 > 0.5, Fig. 9 (c)), the cold outlet 
temperature is almost insensitive to length variations. The length of the IHX is then varied for a fixed 

amount of thermal energy (𝛥𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 55.9 kWh) to be discharged in a fixed period of time (one hour). 

As the length decreases, the mass flow rate increases, and so do the pumping costs (this increase is less 

important when  𝐿𝐼𝐻𝑋/𝐿 > 0.65). 

5 Conclusions 

Thermal energy storage systems can provide environmental and economic benefits by reducing the need 
of burning fuels, making the operation of cogeneration plants more profitable and increasing energy 

recovery.  

The optimal management of thermal storages needs a thorough comprehension of their behaviour. To 
this end, a systematic presentation of sensible heat storage models has been provided. Zero-dimensional, 

quasi-one dimensional and one-dimensional models have been developed for open, closed and hybrid 

single tank systems to predict the thermal behaviour of the storage fluid within the tank and the outlet 
temperatures. The one-dimensional models of the closed and open systems were validated by comparing 

the simulated time profiles of the storage internal temperature at different tank heights with measured 

profiles from the literature obtained in the same conditions.  

A charging/discharging phase was then simulated using the validated one-dimensional models and the 
other simpler models to compare their capability to describe the system behaviour both in terms of 

average storage temperature and internal energy. Results show that in the charging phase the quasi-one 

approach underestimates the average temperature in the tank and the internal energy because it does not 
consider the energy transfer between layers within the internal heat exchanger. In the zero dimensional 

approach a further underestimate of the temperature derives from neglecting heat conduction within the 

tank. Conversely, in the discharging phase the zero dimensional approach overestimates the temperature 

and internal energy because it does not take into account the thermal energy that is transferred by 
conduction and mass transfer within the tank. In the quasi-one dimensional approach a lower 

overestimate is obtained because of the conduction between the two layers. 

The comparison between open and closed systems in the charging mode showed that in a fixed time t 
the internal energy is always higher for the open system and this difference increases as mass flow rate 

and inlet temperature increase. Accordingly, higher charging efficiencies are obtained by the open 

system. This is due to the lower average temperature at which heat is transferred to the storage fluid 
from the immersed coils heat exchanger in closed systems. Similarly, in the discharging phase the 

internal energy is expected to decrease faster for the open system and this difference increases as the 

mass flow rate increases for fixed temperature at the cold inlet port of the tank.  

Two sensitivity analyses were also carried out to evaluate the effects on the thermal behaviour of the 
storage tank of i) the diameter of the particles and void fraction in open packed bed systems and ii) the 

position and lengths of the cold immersed heat exchanger in closed systems. Results show: 

i) A lower diameter of the particles of the filler material in an open packed bed system results in a 
higher charge efficiency and consequently in a better storage process. An increase in the void fraction 

results in a lower heat transferred but also in a lower total volume of the particles to be heated. This 

effect dominates, so the thermal storage capacity is lower but the time to complete the heat storage 
is shorter and the efficiency is higher. 

ii) In the closed system a higher cold outlet temperature is obtained when an immersed heat exchanger 

is located in the highest position. The cold outlet temperature is observed to be lower when the length 

of the cold immersed heat exchanger decreases. However, this temperature is almost insensitive to 
length variations when the length of the heat exchanger is more than half of the total tank height. 

Moreover, given the amount of thermal energy to be discharged in a fixed period of time, higher 

mass flow rates are required when the length decreases. 
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Abstract 
It is expected that introducing lightweight building construction in housing may lead to higher internal 
temperatures during the summer. The efforts to increase thermal mass of building partitions since 

relatively short lag time of inbuilt elements of building structure can however, may play more role in 

reducing heat stress in an evening and night time. The paper proposes passive cooling method based on 

passive thermal mass to reduce overheating in buildings during evening and night hours. Utilizing the 
heat capacity of the concrete slab placed over a thermal insulation helps to avoid excessive night 

temperatures. The calculation results and measurements of the indoor air temperature inside two full-

scale laboratory rooms located in western Poland were presented. Experimental research fully confirmed 
the simulation results. Increasing the internal floor thickness from 8 to 18 cm decreased the indoor air 

temperature in the room during 2 weeks by average 1,15 K and by 1,29 K when the evening and night 

hours were considered. The experiment results suggest that a relief in indoor temperature during high 
external temperatures could be substantially higher if more thermal mass located inside the thermal 

insulation could be used in hot summer days. 

1 Introduction 

Persistent and sustaining for long time heat stress as result of climate change, became a serious threat 

[1], [2], [3], [4], affecting the climate in buildings, human health and life, often causing mortality [5], 

[6], [7]. Another, much more common effect of climate change observed in moderate climate areas is 
just more hours when temperature rises to uncomfortable level. 

To provide the best thermal environment throughout the year, authors in their work [8] presented 

efficient, passive method of using ground below uninsulated floor to reduce building’s overheating 

during hot summer. In this case huge heat capacity of the ground caused unlimited lag time and effect 
stable cooling independent of heat wave duration, while minimally affecting the total energy 

consumption. 

Similarly, though less effective as fully coupled ground, there might serve thermal capacity of building 
elements and constructions works. Using the thermal mass of the building’ s assemblies is known among 
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other both passive and active cooling methods especially conducted by Santamouris and Kolokotsa [9], 
Goudarzi and Mostafaeipour [10] and Ascione [11] for limiting summertime overheating. Verbeke and 

Audenaert in their work [12] presented widely review of the building’s thermal inertia problem, which 

is complicated and influenced by many factors. Moreover Alsonso and Mathisen [13] or Ghoreishi [14] 
referred to the problem of useful thermal mass thickness, concluding that it might be far more than 

commonly used in calculations 10 cm. Especially floors and walls which thickness can be shaped most 

easily [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Different types of materials are used 
to heat storage and, like recently popular PCMs [26], [27], [28], [29] and others [30], [31]. However, 

comparing to other building’s partitions, heavy slab on the ground seems to have no less potential to 

summer heat cooling. The efforts to increase thermal mass of building partitions since relatively short 

lag time of inbuilt elements of building structure may play more role in passive reducing heat stress in 
a resting time including evening and night hours. This part of the day seems to be extremely important 

for the thermal comfort, especially since the building is usually fully occupied, excluding holiday break. 

Therefore, the main goal of this paper was to present passive cooling method utilizing the heat capacity 
of the concrete slab placed over a thermal insulation to avoid excessive night temperatures with energy 

savings both for cooling and heating. It’s especially important for residential buildings in moderate 

countries such as Poland, not usually equipped in air conditioning systems. 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Experimental research 

2.1.1 Characteristics of experimental rooms 

The main goal of the experiment was to compare the indoor temperatures in two similar terraced 

experimental rooms, A and B, that differed only in the type of floor construction: including ground slab 

thermal insulation over the whole slab area (Room A) and under the slab (Room B). The rooms are 
located at the Centre for Sustainable Building and Energy (CSBE) in The Science and Technology Park 

in Nowy Kisielin, Poland (Fig.1).  

Nowy Kisielin is a small district in the city of Zielona Góra (8 km from the city centre), located in 

central-western Poland. CSBE is a three-storey, low energy centre for research, science and development 
that was constructed in 2012. The usable area of the building is approximately 2500 m2.  

 

         a)                          b) 

           

Figure 1: Centre for Sustainable Building and  Energy in The Science and Technology Park in Nowy 

Kisielin, Poland; a) view of the building façade, b) cross section. 

Experimental rooms A and B have south-facing external walls and are situated at the ground floor of the 

right outbuilding (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). Each room has a length of 6 m, a width of 3 m and a height of 3.5 m. 
The floor area of these rooms is 18 m2, the net volume is 63 m3 and the shape factor A/V is 0.67.  
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 As mentioned above, two types of ground slab constructions were built in two rooms and analysed in 
the research: 

- Room A: 10 cm concrete slab on ground with thermal insulation (20 cm EPS - expanded polystyrene) 

over the whole slab area, 8 cm top layer including concrete and terracotta covering. 
- Room B: 10 cm concrete slab on ground with thermal insulation (20 cm EPS - expanded polystyrene) 

under the whole slab area and 8 cm top layer including concrete and terracotta covering. 

 

 

Figure 2: Plan of the ground floor of the building with the locations of experimental rooms A and B 

and the surrounding rooms: 1 – Store, 2 – Laboratory, 3 – Laboratory, 4 – Hall, 5 – Laboratory; the 

dashed line indicates the boundary conditions for the transient 3D model in WUFI®plus software 

(section 2.2).  

In accordance with the low energy building requirements, both the internal and fundamental walls of the 

experimental rooms were thermally insulated to prevent heat flow between surrounding rooms and to 

maintain comparable boundary conditions.  
Tables 1-4 present the basic data of the assemblies in the experimental rooms. The materials data for 

the particular assemblies were obtained from the manufacturer specifications. If this information was 

unavailable, the data were taken from the WUFI®plus database (included basic material data). 

Table 1. Basic data of the assemblies – external wallsa 

Assembly 

symbol 

Construction 

(main layers) 

d 

 [m] 

U-value 

[Wm
-2

K
-1

] 

EW-1 Silica bricks/EPS   0.40 0.23 

EW-2 Silica bricks/Mineral wool/Air layer/Facade panel 0.47 0.16 

EW-3 Silica bricks/Mineral wool/Air layer/Glass unit 0.45 0.19 

EW-4 Silica bricks/EPS 0.50 0.15 
aOn the south-facing façade of the building, four types of wall constructions were applied depending on the  
height (indicated in brackets) above the ground floor level: EW-1 (+0.3 m); EW-2 (+0.9 m); EW-3 (+3.0 m);  
and EW-4 (+3.5 m). *Heat capacity C was calculated excluding thermal insulation.  
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Table 2. Basic data of the assemblies – internal wallsb 

Assembl

y 

symbol 

Construction 

(main layers) 

d 

 [m] 

U-value 

[Wm
-2

K
-1

] 

IW-1 Silica bricks/Mineral wool 0.52 0.15 

IW-2 Mineral wool/Air layer 0.27 0.20 

IW-3 Mineral wool/Air layer 0.27 0.20 

IW-4 Silica bricks/Mineral wool 0.32 0.44 
b IW-1: internal wall between Room B and Laboratory 3; IW-2: internal wall between Room B and Laboratory 2 
IW-3: internal wall between Store 1 and Room A and between Room A and Laboratory 2; and IW-4: internal 
wall between Room A and Hall 4 and Room B and Hall 4.  

Table 3. Basic data of the assemblies – foundation wallsc 

Assembl

y 

symbol 

Construction 

(main layers) 

d 

 [m] 

U-value 

[Wm
-2

K
-1

] 

EFW Concrete bricks/EPS 0.48 0.16 

IFW-1 Concrete bricks/EPS 0.44 0.19 

IFW-2 Concrete bricks/EPS 0.58 0.35 

IFW-3 Concrete bricks/EPS 0.58 0.35 

IFW-4 Concrete bricks/EPS 0.44 0.19 
c EFW: external foundation wall; IFW-1: foundation wall between Room B and Laboratory 3; IFW-2: foundation 
wall between Room B and Laboratory 2; IFW-3: foundation wall between Store 1 and Room A and between  
Room A and Laboratory 2; and IFW-4: foundation wall between Room A and Hall 4 and Room B and Hall 4. 
Depth of foundation walls below ground surface is approximately 1 m.  

Table 4. Basic data of the assemblies – ground slab, roof, windowsd 

Assembly 

symbol 

Construction 

(main layers) 

d 

 [m] 

U-value 

[Wm
-2

K
-1

] 

SG-RA Covering/EPS/Concrete 0.38 0.18 

SG- RB Covering/ Concrete/EPS 0.38 0.18 

R Reinforced concrete/EPS 0.62 0.10 

W Triple glazing, SHGC (av.) = 0.50 

Uw-mounted = 0.79 Wm-2K-1; Ug=0.51 Wm-2K-1 
dSG-RA: slab on ground in Room A; SG-RB: slab on ground in Room B; R- roof; W - windows located on the 
south-facing external wall, area = 4.62 m2.  

 

According to the geotechnical specifications, two ground types were identified to a depth of 10 m below 
the surface: mainly loam and clay. According to the recommendations of EN ISO 13370 [41], the thermal 

conductivity (λ) for loam and clay was assumed to be 1.5 Wm-1·K-1, and the thermal capacity (ρ·c) was 

assumed to be 3.0·106 Jm-3·K-1. 
Each experimental room was equipped with 

 an electric heater, 

 a thermohygrometer located at a height of 1.2 m, and  

 a ventilation system with heat recovery.  

2.1.2 Meteorological data analysis 

The average temperatures in July, which is statistically the warmest month in Poland, range from 
approximately 17°C on the Baltic Coast to a maximum of 19.3°C in the Silesian Lowland and Tarnow. 

The Polish cities with the longest periods of high summer temperatures are Tarnow, Wroclaw and 
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Słubice, with an average of 8 days in a month when the maximum temperature exceeds 30°C. 
The extremely hot summer in 2015 broke the daily, monthly, and all-time temperature records across 

Europe [32]. In August 2015, the weather in Poland remained hotter for longer than it ever had 

previously, which was unique. Poland is one of the hottest countries in Europe, and August was the 
warmest month a temperature anomaly of +4.71 K in relation to the period of 1961-1990 and +3.73 K 

relative to the period of 1981-2010. 

For almost half a month, the outdoor temperatures were approximately 30°C and above, breaking the 
average monthly temperature record. The temperatures measured at the local meteorological station in 

Nowy Kisielin exceeded 30°C for 15 days and 33°C for days. The average monthly air temperature was 

22.1°C, significantly exceeding the average July temperatures in this part of Poland. 

2.1.3 Measurements 

The following measurements were recorded: 

- inside the experimental rooms (indoor parameters: air temperature, relative humidity, ventilation rate, 

energy use, and floor surface temperature), and  
- outside the building (outdoor parameters: air temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation, and wind 

velocity and direction). 

The indoor air temperature, relative humidity and energy use were measured continuously, and the 
measurements were recorded in the BMS (Building Management System).  

The ventilation rate during the heating season was assumed to be ACH=0.5h-1 for both experimental 

rooms, and heat exchangers with an efficiency of 80% in winter and 0% in summer were used in both 
rooms.  

The electric heaters in the experimental rooms were controlled to maintain a constant temperature of 

20±0.5°C in each room during the heating season. To maintain a continuous record of the outer climate, 

a local meteorological station was construction next to the CSBE building, and these measurements were 
continuously recorded.  

The temperature and relative humidity of the surrounding rooms (Fig. 2) were also measured and 

recorded to better define the boundary conditions for the calculation model in the WUFI®plus software 
(see section 2.2).  

The measurements of the indoor parameters in both the experimental and surrounding rooms were taken 

at 1 hour intervals, whereas the measurements of the outdoor parameters were taken at 6 minute intervals 
to capture their dynamic changes. 

During the research, the rooms were not occupied. 

The results of the indoor and outdoor parameters are available from 1st January 2015 to 31st May 2016. 

The energy use data for the experimental rooms are available from 1st November 2015 to 31st May 2016.  
The air temperature in the experimental rooms during summer heat waves was analysed for the hottest 

14 day period in August (from 3rd to 16th August 2015). Moreover, the energy demand in the heating 

season was analysed for seven months (from 1st November 2015 to 31st May 2016). 

2.2 Numerical simulation 

To validate the experimental results, numerical simulation was performed using the WUFI®plus 

software, presented in detail in [8].  
The 3D model analysed in this paper, including the building and the surrounding ground, is presented 

in Fig. 3. 
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The division of heat flow spaces in the building was limited due to the building dimensions (and the space 
for heat exchange with the ground) and the ability of modern PCs (very long calculation times). Therefore, 

the model of this space considers only part of the building and includes two zones with simulated climates: 

experimental rooms A and B and five zones (surrounding rooms) with measured climates, store-1, 
laboratory-2, -3, and -5 and hall-4, to better define the boundary conditions for the model (Fig. 2).  

 

Figure 3: Model of the building and surrounding ground; heat flow boundary conditions. 

At a certain distance from the building, a vertical adiabatic surface (with no horizontal heat flow) and a 

vertical adiabatic surface (with no horizontal heat flow)were assumed. The vertical adiabatic surfaces 

are assumed to be located at half of a width and at half of a length from the external walls of the analysed 
space. The horizontal adiabatic surface (with no vertical heat flow) is assumed to be located at 10 m 

below floor level (at this level, the ground temperature is assumed to be equal to the average outdoor air 

temperature). The analysed part of the building has a length of approximately 30 m and a width of 
approximately 12.5 m. 

The finite volume method [33] was used to solve the differential equations. Dividing the heat conducting 

space into balance-differential elements with variable grid was performed by the program automatically.  

The measured parameters of the outdoor climate defined the boundary conditions for the upper surface 
of the modelled ground (first boundary condition type). The heat exchange on the internal surfaces of 

the assemblies (wall, ceiling, floor) defined the indoor boundary conditions (third boundary condition 

type). The values of the internal surface coefficient were assumed according to EN ISO 6946 [34].  
The indoor climates of the surrounding zones were measured; therefore, the assembly construction and 

dimensions of these zones were not simulated. To obtain realistic predictions of the indoor air 

temperatures in the experimental rooms, the building (analysed space) was calculated with full thermal 
coupling with the ground. The indoor air temperature was iteratively obtained from the heat balance of 

the conditioned zone. The energy balance consists of heat exchange with the thermal envelope, including 

the floor, ventilation and solar gains, according to EN-ISO 13790 [35]. Internal gains were not 

considered. Thermal coupling was established by defining the indoor air as a boundary condition for the 
floor inside the building. Heat exchange with this assembly is attributed to the zone air node. The 

calculations were performed using a 1 hour time step. 
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3 Results and discussion 

This study analysed the impact of  increasing the thickness of concrete floor slab located directly over 

thermal insulation from 8 cm (Room A) to 18 cm (Room B) on the indoor air temperatures in two 

terraced laboratory rooms during the hottest 14 day period in August 2015 in Nowy Kisielin. 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present the indoor air temperatures measured experimentally and calculated using 

WUFI®plus software.  

 

 

Figure 4: Pattern of the outdoor and indoor air temperatures for the hottest 14 day period in August 
2015 in Nowy Kisielin, Poland; measurement. 

 

Figure 5: Pattern of the outdoor and indoor air temperatures for the hottest 14 day period in August 

2015 in Nowy Kisielin, Poland; transient 3D model. 
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Table 5 shows the average values of the temperatures from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the hottest part of the 

day (from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.) obtained from measurements and simulations.  

Table 5. Analysed air temperatures in the experimental rooms  

(measured and calculated) for the hottest part of the day  

(from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.) for 14 days in August 2015 in Nowy Kisielin 

Parameter Room A Room B 

Measured: 
Average indoor air temperature tav. [°C] 

 
28.85 

 
27.70 

Standard deviation σ [°C] 1.54 1.60 

Maximal indoor air temperature tmax. [°C] 31.21 30.30 

Minimal air temperature tmin. [°C] 24.27 23.56 

Calculated: 

Average indoor air temperature tav. [°C] 

 

28.89 

 

27.81 

Standard deviation σ [°C] 1.30 1.15 

Maximal indoor air temperature tmax. [°C] 31.22 29.92 

Minimal air temperature tmin. [°C] 26.14 25.38 

 

The average simulated value of the highest indoor air temperature for the building with thermal 

insulation over the floor slab was 28.89±1.30°C, whereas the maximum temperature for the building 
with thermal insulation under the floor slab was 27.81±1.15°C.  

The average difference between the two floor types measured experimentally was 1,15K versus 1,08 K 

given in simulation. The average difference measured from 17:00 till 05:00 was a bit higher and equalled 

to 1,29 K, and the average difference for 12:00 was 0,92 K which suggests that intensity of storing the 
heat was highest in evening and night hours. Considering glass to mass ratio 4.62/18=0.26 and increase 

of the layer of thermal mass from 8 cm to 18 cm, heat capacity (calculated including internal layers to 

thermal insulation) of the floor increased from about 160 kJ/(m2K) to about 360 kJ/(m2K) keeping in a 
range of an optimal internal heat capacity 300-400 kJ/(m2K) given in [27].  

It should be noticed, that capacities of the external wall and roof were respectively about 330 kJ/(m2K) 

and 590 kJ/(m2K) in both experimental Rooms A and B. Internal walls were thermally insulated to 
prevent heat flow between surrounding rooms, therefore did not take part into heat storage significantly. 

Calculations of heat capacity according to ISO 13786:2017 [36] seem to be suitable only for the 

determination of dynamic thermal properties required for the estimation of energy consumption for 

heating purposes. They are not adequate to assess the effect of thermal mass on thermal comfort in 
buildings during summer. Heat capacity calculations according to [36] take into account 10 cm thermal 

mass, so in case of floor in Room B there would no significant decrease in internal temperature. 

Ghoreishi in his work [14] showed that the effect of slab thickness on heating and cooling demands is 
growing with the slab thickness increase above a value of 10 cm. These findings were experimentally 

confirmed by the authors of this paper.   

Table 6 presents the heating energy demand (measured and calculated) and cooling energy demand 

(calculated assuming tmax=250C) for experimental Rooms A and B.  
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Table 6. Heating and cooling energy demand for experimental Rooms A and B 

Parameter Room A Room B 

Measured: 

Heating energy demand Qh [kWh] 
 

596.15 

 

551.72 

Calculated: 
Heating energy demand Qh [kWh] 

 
396.87 

 
348.07 

Cooling energy demand Qc [kWh] 166.73 121.55 

 

The calculated and measured heating energy demand for Room B was respectively 12% less and 8% 
less than for Room A. Assuming, that the indoor air temperature should not exceed 25°C, the calculated 

cooling energy demand for Room B was 27% less than for Room A. Increase of thermal mass of ground 

floor in Room B caused decreasing in total calculated energy demand (comparing to Room A) including 
energy for heating and cooling by 17%. 

The results achieved by authors in [8] regarding including not thermally insulated slab on ground in 

thermal exchange within a building in summer time showing practically unlimited cooling capabilities 

of such solution, suggest that farther increase in concrete floor thickness laid over thermal insulation 
should lead to more substantial reduction of heat excess in full time occupied residential buildings. 

4 Conclusions 

1. Important effect of climate change observed in moderate climate areas is more hours when 

temperature rises to uncomfortable level. Temperature inside residential buildings  in which we 

spend most of our time rises substantially. This phenomena justifies changing the approaches to the 
thermal design of buildings. 

 

2. Heat capacity calculations according to ISO 13786:2017 which take into account 10 cm thermal 

mass seem to be not adequate to assess the effect of thermal mass on thermal comfort in buildings 
during summer, when increasing the thickness of thermal mass over this limit can give significant 

reduction in indoor temperature. 

 
3. The increase of heat capacity of the floor from about 160 kJ/(m2K) to about 360 kJ/(m2K) with no 

changes in all other room partitions resulted in lowering the average room temperature  from 17:00 

till 05:00 by 1,29 K. 
 

4. Increase of thermal mass of ground floor caused decrease in total energy demand for building 

including energy for heating and cooling by 17%. 

 
5. The results of the paper together with the most important findings of another author’s paper [8] 

suggest a need for conducting farther research with increasing of thermal mass thickness in 

residential buildings.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, a gas turbine cycle with regenerative heating, using turbine extraction at intermediate 

pressure, has been presented. This concept puts forth by the founder of the Institute of Fluid Flow 

Machinery Polish Academy of Sciences, full professor Robert Szewalski, as well as a thorough analysis 

concerning high pressure regenerative heat exchangers installed upstream of the combustion chamber. 

Szewalski’s idea can be realized to its’ fullest potential only in new designs because such modernization 

would require significant changes in the construction of the machinery, specifically the installation of 

two regenerative heat exchangers and an additional compressor for recirculated gases. The main idea of 

modification is based on the exhaust gases extraction from gas turbine for air preheating before it enters 

the combustion chamber. The extracted gas transfers heat to air via the divided regenerative heat 

exchanger and after that is compressed and mixed with air. That modification allows obtaining working 

medium circulation in closed cycle inside a basic cycle. Efficiency gain is dependent on extracting 

intermediate pressure and extraction mass flow rate. Simultaneously amount of fuel burned in the 

combustion chamber decrease. 

1 Introduction 

It is unavoidable that along with the civilization development the demand for electrical energy increase. 

For environmental issues the production of electricity should be conducted with respect suitable 

development hence the high efficiency and with the lowest air pollution should be achieved. 

Additionally activity of energy companies is focused on the production of cheap electricity with the 

highest efficiency of energy conversion. This is due to the requirements of the European Directive 

2010/75 / EU of European Parliament and of the Council [1].  

 

There is proven that the divided combustion chamber, the use of the regeneration in the gas turbine 

cycle, the inter-stage cooling in compressor, methods with injection steam for increase mass flow rate 

of exhaust gases and numerous techniques of water injection for inter-stage or inlet cooling air which 

improves efficiency [2-5]. 
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The main focus of this paper is to describe the modification of a simple gas turbine into gas turbine cycle 

with regenerative heating using turbine extraction at intermediate. The simple Brayton cycle is used as 

a reference one with which the results from the novelized configuration are compared. The numerical 

analysis of thermal cycles, before and after the modification, has been carried out by means of an 

proprietary COM-GAS program. The COM-GAS code in use by Energy Conversion Department of IMP 

PAN, encompass such equipment as compressors, turbines, heat exchangers, valves, combustion 

chambers, separators, pumps, mixers and other less important devices. The proprietary COM-GAS 

program represents zero-dimensional approach, also called Computational Flow Mechanics (CFM) 

models, is mainly used for systems optimization. 

2 Gas turbine cycle with heat regeneration according to Szewalski’s idea 

The mentioned above the gas turbine cycle with heat regeneration according to Szewalski’s idea [6] is 

presented in Fig.1 (with marked characteristic points of cycle). The idea of this solution is the exhaust 

gases extracting from the gas turbine (point 7 in Fig.1), and then directing the exhaust gases mass flow 

rate   �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 = �̇�7  from extraction to the regenerative heat exchangers (R1-R2). 

 

a)   b)  

Figure 1: The gas turbine cycle with heat regeneration according to Szewalski’s  patent: a) scheme 

where: CC –combustion chamber, C1- compressor, C2 - additional compressor, GT – gas turbine, R– 

regenerative exchanger, G – generator; b) thermal cycle on T-s graph [11]. 

 

Firstly, extracting gases mass flow rate  �̇�7 , after cooling in this regenerative heat exchangers, goes 

into the additional compressor (C2), where compression process leads it to the state defined in point  9. 

At this point, the compressed air mass flow rate  �̇�𝑎 = �̇�1  combines with extracting gases mass flow 

rate  �̇�7  from the extraction valve in a regenerative heat exchanger, and next the mixed medium, going 

directly into the combustion chamber (CC), heats up in second part of regenerative heat exchanger (R2). 

Hence, combined mass flow rate  �̇�7  starts heating up in the temperature at the point 9 and finish in the 

temperature  𝑡10  at the point 10. The purpose of using modification is an improvement of the efficiency 

of cycle and reduction in the size of regenerative heat exchanger, in comparison with a solution without 

extraction with the conventional regeneration [6]. 

Secondly, the thermal cycle of gas turbine with heat regeneration according to Szewalski’s patent is 

presented on   𝑇 − 𝑠  diagram (Fig.1b). It consists of two overlapping cycles:  1-2-3-4-1 and  3-7-8-9-3. 

Air in the initial, inlet state in point 1 is compressed to the state 2. Along lines 2-9  the compressed air 

in the regenerative heat exchanger  R1 heats up, along lines 9-10 the mixture of exhaust gases and air 
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heats up in a heat exchanger  R2 and along lines 10-3 there is isobaric transformation into the combustion 

chamber. 

This is followed by expansion of exhaust gases in the turbine to a state 7, where the exhaust gases mass 

flow rate  �̇�3 = �̇�7 + �̇�4 separates into: the first one (extracting gases mass flow rate �̇�7 ) directed to 

the heat exchangers (R1-R2) as the heating medium and the second one  �̇�4  working in the following 

part of turbine to point 4. Along lines 7-8 extracting gases mass flow rate  �̇�7 is isobaric cooled. That 

leads to the polytropic compression of the exhaust gases in the additional compressor C2  to parameters 

at point 9 and its connection with the air mass flow rate  [6]. 

In contrast to the regeneration cycle, in the modification mentioned above a working medium, which 

gives up the heat, could be of much higher pressure, what leads to reduction in the dimensions of the 

heat exchanger. In this case, the extracting part of the working medium stays still in the closed cycle 

loop 3-7-8-9-3, and thereby heating up the medium, which flows to the combustion chamber, and 

without any influence of external heat stream, the heat supplied to the cycle decreases. The increase in 

cycle efficiency depends largely on the efficiency of the compression process, which in the case of the 

additional compressor C2  is relatively low due to the very high temperature of the working medium at 

this compressor inlet.  

3 System modelling 

The basic method of modelling uses a semi-perfect gas constitutive relation of state and well known 

designing assumption [2-5]. Contrary, the zero-dimensional code (CFM) is based on a real gas state 

equation by using thermodynamic tables [4,5]. Mathematical models in CFM (for example: Aspen Plus, 

COM-GAS, Ebsilon, Gate Cycle) employ mass, momentum and energy balance equations in the 

integrated form (also called 0D) [7-10]. In this paragraph, computational procedures for chosen 

component of the cycles are presented, namely: the compressors, the combustion chamber, the throttles 

and the heat exchangers. The output power and the efficiency calculations are also defined. 

In the beginning, it should be mentioned that specification of used working medium thermodynamic 

properties was based on that the average values of its values should fulfil relation: 

 

𝑐𝑝 = 𝑅
𝜅

𝜅 − 1
 (1) 

 

where:  𝑐𝑝  is specific heat at constant pressure; 𝜅 represent adiabatic exponent; 𝑅 is individual gas 

constant. It should be added that we assume the semi-ideal properties: 𝑐𝑝(𝑇);  𝜅(𝑇)  as a function of 

temperature in the basic model [4], however, in general,  the tables of  𝑐𝑝(𝑇, 𝑝)   and  𝜅(𝑇, 𝑝)  are 

incorporated within  the proprietary COM-GAS code as a complete function of temperature and pressure 

[7-8].  

The transformation 1–2 in the compressor C is modelled as an irreversible adiabatic compression having 

internal efficiency  𝜂𝐶  and the pressure ratio   𝜋 : 

 

𝑝2 = 𝜋𝑝1       ;      𝑇2 = 𝑇1[1 + 𝜂𝐶
−1(𝜋(𝜅−1)/𝜅 − 1)] (2) 

 

The equation (2b) allows us for computing the temperature at the end of compression process,  𝑇2 .  With 

the assumed internal efficiency of the compressor,  𝜂𝐶 , it is possible to determine the real temperature 

at the end of compression, 𝑇2 = 𝑇2(𝑝2; ℎ2) by thermodynamic table in the COM-GAS code. The 

adiabatic exponent  𝜅  and the working medium enthalpy ℎ are a function of temperature and mixture 

composition air and exhaust gases   𝑌(𝑘)  Ar;NO;O;CO;N O;H 22222k  [5,7]. Next, the compressor 

internal efficiency may be expressed by the formula [7]: 
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𝜂𝐶 =
ℎ1 − ℎ2𝑠

ℎ1 − ℎ2
=

𝑙𝐶𝑠

𝑙𝐶
 (3) 

 

where: 𝑙𝐶𝑠  represents the unit isentropic compression work [kJ/kg], 𝑙𝐶 take into account the unit real 

compression work [kJ/kg], ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ2𝑠  are the specific enthalpies of the medium determined at 

characteristic points by the thermodynamic table [kJ/kg]. Equation (3) gives a more accurate for 

calculation in COM-GAS code. Conversely, the specific enthalpy in basic model is defined by well-

known form:  ℎ2 = 𝑐𝑝𝐶𝑇2. In analogy, transformation 3–4 it has arranged as an irreversible adiabatic 

expansion in the turbine of efficiency 𝜂𝑇   [7,8]. 

Now, temperature  𝑇8 is calculated with the assumption of maximum utilization in an exchanger with 

the available heat energy, by setting the minimum temperature difference  Δ𝑇𝑅 = 30  [K] between the 

temperature of cooling medium at inlet and temperature of medium supplied heat at regenerative 

exchanger outlet  𝑇8 = Δ𝑇𝑅 + 𝑇2. Standing on the compression efficiency and temperature difference 

Δ𝑇𝑅  in the regenerative heat exchanger (R1), temperature  𝑇8  and enthalpy  ℎ9 = 𝑐𝑝𝑀𝑇9 are computed 

in iteration process [5,7] . 

It should be underlined that specific enthalpy of the working medium  ℎ9 = ℎ9(𝑝9; 𝑇9; 𝑌9(𝑘))   is 

determined at characteristic points by thermodynamic table in the COM-GAS code and depends on 

thermodynamic parameter like: temperature  𝑇9  ; pressure 𝑝9 and mixture of air and exhaust gases    

𝑌9(𝑘) ;  𝑘 = H2𝑂; 𝑁2; CO2; O2; NO2; 𝐴𝑟. On the other hand, the replacement values of specific heat at 

constant pressure of mixture 𝑐𝑝𝑀 and at gas constant  𝑅𝑀  of air and exhaust gases mixture in the basic 

model were calculated and presented in work [8]. 

Temperatures   𝑇10   and   𝑇7′   were determined on the basis of energy balances within the exchangers 

R1 and R2, respectively, for instance, an equation below is a transformed equation of mentioned 

exchanger balance:  

𝑇10 =
(�̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 + �̇�𝑎 − �̇�𝛿 − �̇�𝛾)𝑐𝑝𝑀𝑇9 + �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑐𝑝𝑇(𝑇7 − 𝑇7′)

(�̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 + �̇�𝑎 − �̇�𝛿 − �̇�𝛾)𝑐𝑝𝑀

 (4) 

where:  �̇�𝑎 is inlet air mass flow rate [kg/s],   �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 represents extraction mass flow rate [kg/s],  �̇�𝛿  is 

assumed mass flow rate used by leakage blocking system in turbine and compressor seals [kg/s] ,  �̇�𝛾  

includes cooling mass flow rate [kg/s], and 𝑐𝑝𝑇 specific heat at constant pressure of exhaust gases. For 

the temperature  𝑇10 further specification is needed to calculate temperature of extraction stream  𝑇7 . 

Pressure losses in the regenerative heat exchangers are also modelled  as it was presented in works [7,8]. 

 

Down below there is shown the balance of the combustion chamber, without the fuel enthalpy  ℎ𝑓 as 

being insignificant in comparison with the appropriate chemical energy flux of fuel [5,8]: 

 

(�̇�𝑎 − �̇�𝛿 − �̇�𝛾 + �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡)ℎ10 + 𝜂𝐶𝐶�̇�𝑓𝐿𝐻𝑉 = (�̇�𝑎 − �̇�𝛿 − �̇�𝛾 + �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 + �̇�𝑓)ℎ3 (5) 

 

 where   �̇�𝑓 represents fuel mass flow rate [kg/s],   𝐿𝐻𝑉 is low heating value [MJ/kg] . Additionally, 

equilibrium models of reactions in the integrated form using by COM-GAS code is assumed. For 

simplicity, fuel undergoes a perfect combustion. 

Electric power of the generator is defined upon the mechanical power of the individual components of 

the thermodynamic cycle and the generator efficiency  𝜂𝑔 . Hence, electrical power of the gas turbine 

with heat regeneration according to the Szewalski cycle,  𝑁𝑒𝑙 , is the difference between the devices 

generating and consuming the power with respecting generator according to the following equation: 

 

𝑁𝑒𝑙 = (𝑁𝐺𝑇 − 𝑁𝐶1
− 𝑁𝐶2

)𝜂𝑔 (6) 
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where: the power generated in the turbine,  𝑁𝐺𝑇 , the power required for compressor propulsion 𝑁𝐶1
  

furthermore, the additional compressor’s internal power, 𝑁𝐶2
 , the generator efficiency   𝜂𝑔 = 0.99 . 

The electric power efficiency of the system, 𝜂𝑒𝑙 , is defined as a quotient of the electric power, 𝑁𝑒𝑙, 

generated in the unit, and the chemical energy flux,   �̇�𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚, of the fuel [7]: 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑙 =
𝑁𝑒𝑙

�̇�𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚

=
𝑁𝑒𝑙

�̇�𝑓𝐿𝐻𝑉
 (7) 

 

The gas turbine cycle and the modification in accordance with the Szewalski’s idea, there were made 

the following assumptions [5,8]: 

- relative pressure losses in inlet and outlet system Δ𝑝0−1/𝑝0 = 0.003  [-] ;   Δ𝑝4−5/𝑝4 = 0.003 [-];  

 - compression efficiency of the basic compressor  𝜂𝐶1
= 0.865  [-] with  𝜋 = 16; 

 - relative cooling air mass flow rate   𝛾 = 0.0783  [-];  

 - relative air mass flow rate blocking leakage losses  𝛿 = 0.005  [-]; 

 - relative pressure losses in combustion chamber  Δ𝑝2−3/𝑝2 = Δ𝑝10−3/𝑝10 = 0.003   [-];  

 - the efficiency of  combustion chamber  𝜂𝐶𝐶 = 0.99   [-] with   𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 𝑇3 = 1373.15 [K]; 

 - the efficiency of turbine  𝜂𝑇 = 0.91  [-]; 

 - the mechanical and the electrical generator efficiency,   𝜂𝑚 = 0.99 [-],  𝜂𝑔 = 0.99 [-], respectively; 

 - thermodynamic properties of the working medium in basic model:  𝜅𝐶 = 1.4 (isentropic exponent for 

air);  𝜅𝑇 = 1.33  (isentropic exponent for exhaust gases);  𝑐𝑝𝐶 = 1.005 (specific heat of air at constant 

pressure); 𝑐𝑝𝑇 = 1.165 (specific heat of exhaust gases at constant pressure); 

- temperature, pressure and low heating value, respectively:  𝑇𝑓 = 288.15  [K],  𝑝𝑓 = 40.5 [MPa],  

𝐿𝐻𝑉 = 50.03 [MJ/kg], however, by thermodynamic table in the COM-GAS code can be calculated low 

heating value of different fuels; 

 - relative pressure losses on heat exchangers R1 and R2 on low-temperature (cold) side and on high-

temperature (hot) side, respectively: Δ𝑝2−9/𝑝2 = Δ𝑝9−10/𝑝9 = 0.006 [-]; Δ𝑝7−7′/𝑝7 = Δ𝑝7′−8/𝑝7′ =
0.0075 [-] ; and the minimum temperature   Δ𝑇𝑅 = 30 [K]; 

- compression efficiency of the additional compressor C2   𝜂𝐶2
= 0.8 [-]. 

However, in the basic model are needed some corrections of specific works and efficiencies. 

4 Results and discussions  

Thermodynamic analysis of simple Brayton cycle are based on First Law of Thermodynamics. The 

overall power of simple cycle and electrical efficiency of the gas turbine at the ISO conditions are about 

𝑁𝑒𝑙 = 54.49  MWe and  𝜂𝑒𝑙 = 0.34, respectively. Other technical parameters of gas turbine GT8C are 

summarized in Tab. 1, which gathers simulation results acquired in two separate models, i.e., the COM-

GAS and the basic ones; simulation results are compared with measured nominal operation parameters 

of the GT8C gas turbine available in producer article [11] and exploitation data [12]. The data from 

exploitation experiences comes from PGE Gorzow heat and power plant. The comparison, presented in 

Tab. 1, confirmed a good agreement between measurements and simulations, thereby proving 

correctness of the adopted methodology. 

Table 1: The results of calculations of GT8C in the basic model and the COM-GAS code. 

Parameter Unit 
Producer data 

[11] 

Data from exploitation 

experiences [12] 

COM-GAS 

code 
Basic model 

𝜋 [-] 15.7 16 16 16 

�̇�𝑓 [kg/s] - - 8.36 3.397 
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�̇�𝑒𝑥 [kg/s] 180 182.3 182.3 182.3 

𝑇𝐺𝑇 = 𝑇4 [K] 793.15 793.15 793.15 799.55 

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 𝑇3 [K] 1373.15 1373.15 1373.15 1373.15 

𝜂𝑒𝑙  [-] 0.345 0.346 0.343 0.342 

𝑁𝑒𝑙 [MWe] 52 54.49 54.49 54.4 

CO2 [kg/MWh] - 313 505 - 

NOx [kg/MWh] - 0.324 0.324 - 

 

As it is shown in Tab. 1, the electrical efficiency averages between  𝜂𝑒𝑙 = 0.342  and  𝜂𝑒𝑙 = 0.343  

depending on the model used during modeling process. It should be added that GT8C combusting natural 

gas, with high content of nitrogen, coming from BMB resources near Debno Lubuskie and because that 

fuel mass flow rate �̇�𝑓 = 8.36 kg/s is higher than CH4 mass flow rate  �̇�𝑓 = 3.397  kg/s  estimated in 

the basic model. The carbon dioxide emission CO2 and nitrogen oxides emission NOx, averaged in CFM 

code, approaches nearly 505 kg/MWh and 0.324 kg/MWh, respectively. The emission of nitrogen oxides 

NOx versus the combustion temperature has been kept linear, instead of exponential character reported 

in literature [5] due to a constant value of the conversion rate of nitrogen assumed in the calculations. 

However, the obtained results should be regarded as satisfactory in spite of existing differences between 

results from both models and literature data.  

In conducted numerical calculations the values compressor and turbine internal efficiencies, and other 

devices efficiencies, and most of assumed parameters entered to the devices were maintained as same 

as in previous calculation examples held in simple gas turbine cycle. Before describing conducted 

analysis at the example of Szewalski’s idea, it should be emphasized that temperatures in characteristic 

points of cycle were maintained, and were respectively 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 𝑇3 = 1373.15  K, and  𝑇𝐺𝑇 = 𝑇4 =
793.15  K, in both cases - basis and CFM model. Air temperature after primary compressor C1, in the 

inlet of regenerative heat exchanger R1  is equal to 𝑇𝐶1
= 𝑇2 = 655.15 K for the CFM model and  𝑇𝐶1

=

𝑇2 = 690.62 K for basic model. The air was heating until its temperature reached value equal to the 

working medium temperature after additional compressor 𝑇𝐶2
= 𝑇9  (Fig.1). Thus, at a constant 

temperature 𝑇𝐶1
= 𝑇2 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡   also additional compressor (C2) inlet temperature  𝑇8  is constant, and 

equal to  𝑇8 = 𝑇2 + Δ𝑇 = 655.15 + 30 = 688.15  K the CFM model or 720.62  K the reference model.  

On the other hand, the value of temperature difference between working mediums at the side of 

additional compressor, mainly Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑅 =  𝑇9 − 𝑇7′ , therefore at the R1 regenerative exchanger outlet or 

at R2 regenerative heat exchanger inlet , changed. The value of   Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑅  is in the large range from several 

to several hundred degrees, but in accordance with the assumptions, to final analysis on the Fig.1 the 

temperature difference Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑅 ≥ 30 K was taken into account. In calculations, various values of 

extraction pressure  𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡   and extraction mass flow rate  �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡  were set in order to find maximum cycle 

electrical efficiency  𝜂𝑒𝑙 . 

a)    b)  
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Figure 2: Efficiency of GT8C appointed by the CFM code a) and the basic model b) as a function of 

extraction pressure  𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡   and the extraction mass flow rate �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡, with  𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 1373.1 [K]. 

 

In Fig. 2 it is presented gas turbine GT8C electrical efficiency  𝜂𝑒𝑙  changes as a function of extraction 

pressure  𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡  and extraction mass flow rate  �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 . Maximum electrical efficiency for gas turbine is 

achieved for extraction mass flow rate equal to  �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 82 kg/s and in extraction pressures values   

𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 0.85  MPa in the CFM model (Fig.2a) and for extraction mass flow rate equal to  �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 80 

kg/s and in extraction pressures values   𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 0.6  MPa in the basic model (Fig.2b). 

 

a)   b)  

Figure 3:  Temperature before combustion chamber  𝑇𝑏𝐶𝐶 = 𝑇10  appointed by the CFM code a) and 

the basic model b) as a function of extraction mass flow rate �̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡  and extraction pressures 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡 , 

where  𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 1373.15 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, and for simple gas turbine cycle GT8C the temperature before 

combustion chamber  𝑇𝑏𝐶𝐶 = 𝑇2 = 655.15 [K] or 𝑇𝑏𝐶𝐶 = 𝑇2 = 690.62 [K], respectively, the CFM 

model, the basic model. 

 
Therefore the gain of electrical efficiency by realization gas turbine cycle with heat regeneration 

according to Szewalski’s idea is about 0.23 in comparison with the simple cycle (in the case of the basic 

model calculations) or  0.0525 (in the case of calculation by the CFM code). This results refers to 

extraction pressures  𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡   equal respectively 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 1.5  MPa and   𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 0.6 MPa.  

In some cases the air, heated up in regenerative heat exchanger R, has lower temperature than the outlet 

gases from additional compressor. Therefore, it is not possible to satisfy the Szewalski idea, because of 

failure to meet the same thermodynamic parameters by gases, which mix in heat exchanger split point 

marked by number 9.  

An another parameter taken into account is working medium temperature before combustion chamber   

𝑇𝑏𝐶𝐶 =  𝑇10. This variable is important because represent influence of regenerative heat exchanger (R2) 

into efficiency of gas turbine. Values of temperature after application the Szewalski idea are summarized 

in Fig.3. Hence, dependences temperature before combustion chamber on extraction mass flow rate  

�̇�𝑒𝑥𝑡  and extraction pressures   𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡   are presented in Fig.2a) and b) for the CFM model and the basic 

model, respectively. 

5 Conclusions 

Thermodynamic analysis based on First Law of Thermodynamics have generally been performed. 

Firstly, the simple Brayton cycle of a  commercial GT8C gas turbine has been modelled. Secondly, the 

gas turbine cycle advanced according to the Szewalski idea has been optimized. The maximum point of 

efficiency has been designated, taking into account changes of the extraction parameters, namely mass 
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flow rate and pressure. Based on the results obtained from the two approaches, such as semi-perfect gas 

and imperfect (real) gas. It can be stated that the Computational Flow Mechanics codes, which include 

tables of real gases properties should be used for analysis of thermodynamic cycles, because they display 

a higher accuracy in the modelling of thermodynamic transformations occurring in subsequent devices 

within the cycle. 
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Abstract 

In the paper the polygeneration nuclear energy cycle is investigated. The aim of combination 

of a hydrogen production with electric energy generation is to increase operational flexibility 

and profitability of the high temperature nuclear reactors, which are the most safeness of all 

nuclear technologies. The main motivation of the work is to take advantage of the world 

hydrogen market development. Hydrogen production can be based on renewable energy 

sources. However renewable and thermal power plants are connected together in the power 

grid, therefore it is more profitable to employ thermal power plant to produce hydrogen in 

thermo-electrical processes while renewable energy sources covers the power grid demand.  

However this scenario requires high operational flexibility hydrogen-electric polygeneration 

plants to ensure power reserves for wind and solar power plants. 

1 Introduction 

Increasing power capacity of wind and photovoltaic power plants installed in the power system 

requires increasing operational flexibility of thermal power plants or increasing the power 

capacity of peaking power plants [1]. Increased flexibility means both lowered minimal power 

generation and possibility of fast load change including fast start-ups. Exploitation of existing 

coal-fired power plants in those conditions leads to their more frequent failures [2]–[4]. On the 

other hand, high maintenance costs of peaking power plants, like gas turbines, make it not 

profitable. Alternative solution are power to fuel systems. Namely if electric energy cannot be 

effectively stored on large scale therefore combination of its generation with generation of 

another form of energy, which can be stored, is desirable solution. In this aspect development 

of the world hydrogen market creates an opportunity to modify electric power system for highly 

efficient hydrogen production. 
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The idea of proposed power governing system for the polygeneration cycle lies in the possibility 

of running thermal energy source, like coal boiler or nuclear reactor, at nominal load even at 

the surplus power generating in the power system. In this scenario, the surplus thermal and 

electrical power generated in plant is used for hydrogen production. Hydrogen can be used in 

power industry to cover peak loads or consumed in industry or transport. It can be used in its 

pure form or it can be reprocessed for methane production, e.g. using carbon dioxide from 

burning fossil fuels. It can be also used for production of ammonia or other alternative fuel [5], 

[6]. 

Currently the main source of the hydrogen is reprocessing of fossil fuels – 96%, the remaining 

4% comes from low temperature water electrolysis in alkaline electrolysers [7]. Other 

technologies like thermochemical water splitting or high temperature electrolysis are in the 

research phase. The most efficient process of hydrogen production is Steam Methane 

Reforming (SMR). Using this technology industrial facilities reach energy efficiency of natural 

gas to hydrogen conversion in range of 80 – 90% [8]. However reprocessing of fossil fuels 

cause carbon dioxide emissions. Water splitting technology can be completely powered from 

renewable energy sources or nuclear energy, which ensures no CO2 emissions.  

The most efficient method of water splitting is water electrolysis powered by hydropower plant. 

Modern water electrolysers reached about 75% of system efficiency, hydropower plant about 

90% which gives up to 68% of the overall energy conversion efficiency [9]. Whereas the most 

efficient thermal power plants – the combine gas-steam cycles reaches about 60% of electric 

net efficiency and high temperature steam electrolysis reaches over 92% which gives overall 

efficiency of 55% [10]. As we can see hydrogen production powered by RES is more efficient 

in meaning of facility efficiency. However, it is proved that in aspect of whole power system 

hydrogen production combined with thermal processes, e.g. high temperature electrolyses or 

thermo-chemical cycles, is more profitable [7]. The reason is that all industry facilities and 

power plants are connected to the power grid. In this situation the overall power system 

efficiency is higher if RES power plants supply power system demand and thermal power plants 

produce hydrogen and ensure power reserves for RES at low operational costs. 

Production of hydrogen as energy carrier is well-known subject taken up in many projects and 

correlated scientific publications. The main European Union project, chronological, are: 

INNOHYP (INNOvative high temperature routes for HYdrogen Production) 2004-2007, 

RAPHAEL (ReActor for Process heat, Hydrogen And ELectricity generation) 2005-2010, 

HySafe (Safety of Hydrogen as an energy carrier) 2006-2009, HycycleS 2008-2010 (materials 

and components for Hydrogen production by sulphur based thermochemical cycles) [6], [11]. 

However none of those projects has analyzed issue of operational flexibility of combine 

electric-hydrogen power plant in aspect of developing RES sector. 

2 Energy cycle design 

Simply nuclear energy cycle employing a High Temperature nuclear Reactor (HTR) for 

hydrogen production was analyzed e.g. in the RAPHAEL project [12]. It is a simply closed-

loop Joule-Brayton cycle with regenerative heat exchanger and helium as a working fluid. At 

the outlet of the reactor stream of helium is divided between parallel systems: Joule-Brayton 

cycle and Sulfur-Iodine cycle (S-I). The standalone gas turbine cycle developed by JAEA is 

described in work of Kunitomi et al. [13]. The main features of the power plant are: HTR outlet 
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temperature 850°C, compressor inlet temperature 28°C, regenerative heat exchanger efficiency 

95%, compressor and turbine polytrophic efficiency 90.5% and 92.8% respectively, electric net 

efficiency 45.6%. The cycle reaches 50.4% of electric net efficiency due to increase of the HTR 

outlet temperature to 950°C, regenerative heat exchanger efficiency to 96%, compressor and 

turbine efficiency up to 91.3% and 93.8% respectively [14]. In both calculations pressure drops 

on the heat exchangers were in range of  0.8-2.4%, heat losses in heat exchangers and HTR 

were omitted. Reached efficiency is relatively high as for the gas cycle, however adopted 

machinery parameters refers more to the state-of-the-art than  currently exploited power plants.  

In opposite to the steam turbine cycles in case of the gas cycles pressure drops and fluid-flow 

efficiency has significant impact on the cycle efficiency. Namely in presented above case 

increase of 1 pp of pressure drop in regenerative heat exchanger decreases the cycle efficiency 

by 1.4 pp. Decrease of turbine efficiency of 1 pp reduces the cycle efficiency by 0.6 pp and for 

compressor 1 pp of efficiency decrease lowers the cycle efficiency by 0.5 pp. The influence of 

pressure losses are particularly important for working fluids with high heat capacity ratio like 

helium or other monoatomic gases [15]. High heat capacity ratio means that temperature change 

caused by pressure change is high. In practice it means that relatively low temperature can be 

achieved at the turbine outlet, however large increase of temperature occurs in compressors. 

That is why pressure losses are more energy consuming that in case of low heat capacity gases 

or liquids. For instance increase of HTR temperature from 850 to 950°C in above case, without 

efficiency increase, leads to cycle efficiency equal to 49.4%.      

In work of Jaszczur et al. different approach of increase cycle efficiency is presented. Namely 

nuclear gas cooled reactor is cooperating with combined gas-steam cycle [16]. Moreover to 

increase radiation safety the reactor is cooled in a primary loop with helium, while the gas cycle 

in second loop is filled with a 50/50 mixture of helium and nitrogen. For the HTR outlet 

temperature equal to 900°C the electric net efficiency was established as 45% and for 

temperature increased to 1000°C it is up to 55%. The main assumption of the cycle are: turbine 

and compressor isentropic efficiency equal to 90% and heat exchangers efficiency 97%. 

Additionally the gas-steam cycle is working parallel with the S-I cycle. In the paper the 

assumption was made that the S-I cycle has 48% of overall efficiency. The results show that if 

10% of the HTR thermal power is directed for hydrogen production the system overall 

efficiency decreases to 37%. 

High efficiency of Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells (SOEC) and ability to withstand large load 

changes tends to seek solutions employing them in power systems with large number of RES 

power plants, particularly wind turbines and photovoltaic. To ensure proper exploitation 

conditions for SOEC it is necessary to keep them at high and constant temperature even if 

hydrogen is not generating. This makes it possible to withstand fast start-ups and dynamic load 

changes. Such a solution is proposed in a nuclear-gas-steam cycle presented in Fig. 1.  

The cycle consist of the HTR, SOEC and gas-steam cycle in serial configuration. Moreover 

after high pressure steam turbine (ST-10) steam is reheated and after intermediate pressure one 

(ST-12) part of steam is extracted for electrolysis. SOEC has two recovery heat exchangers 

(HE-24 and 25), one for oxygen and second one for hydrogen. Oxygen and hydrogen are 

expanded to the atmospheric pressure (GT-26 and 27), next hydrogen is compressed to the 

pressure of the steam extraction. 
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Figure 1: Scheme of the nuclear-gas-steam cycle combined with hydrogen production, where: HTR – 
high temperature nuclear reactor, GT – gas turbine, GC – gas compressor, SG – steam generator, HE 

– heat exchanger, D – deaerator, ST – steam turbine, CON – condenser, P – pump, G – electric 

generator, M – electric motor. 

The output pressure of hydrogen is equal to the steam extraction pressure to estimate the 

efficiency of the “inverted” Joule-Brayton cycle. In industrial application the hydrogen pressure 

can be adjusted to meet requirements of the gas grid of storage system.    

The role of the gas cycle is cool the HTR, heat the SOEC and supply the steam cycle at the 

proper temperature level to avoid exergy destruction in the steam generators. For nominal load 

of the HTR the steam cycle is generating about 30% of the combined cycle electric net power 

and is supplying SOEC in steam for electrolysis. As is CHP plant also in case of steam 

electrolysis it is profitable to evaporate water at high pressure, while heat of evaporation is 

relatively small, and then expand steam to reach proper thermodynamic parameters for 

processes and generate mechanical energy by the way. 

Optimal gas cycle to steam cycle power ratio depends on the cycle configuration and machines 

efficiency what is included in exergy losses. The main advantage of steam cycle is decreased 

temperature of waste heat dumped into the environment. The main disadvantage are: increased 

pressure drops of helium during steam generation compared to the regenerative heat exchanger; 

increased temperature at the compressor inlet needed to reach proper HTR inlet temperature, 

because no heat regeneration in the gas cycle is implemented. 

The main thermodynamic parameter of the cycle elements: SOFC energy efficiency 93%; 

isentropic efficiency of gas turbines 92%, gas compressors 90%; HP, IP and LP steam turbine 

90%, 92% and 87%; pumps 85%; electric generator efficiency 98%; relative pressure losses in 
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heat exchangers and steam generators on gas and steam side 0.01, on water side 0.05; in HTR 

0.022; heat losses were omitted. 

Thermodynamic calculations were conducted in the COM-GAS numerical code developed in 

the IMP PAN. Additionally the main results were confirmed in one of the commercial codes. 

The COM-GAS code employees the zero-dimensional balance of mass, momentum and energy. 

The closing equation for electrolyzer is based on the Hess’s law extended to include  changes 

in entropy and in Gibbs free energy. The thermodynamic parameters of the working fluid in 

characteristic points of the system according to the Fig. 1 for full HTR and SOEC loads are 

presented in an Appendix. 

3 Results of calculation for partial loads 

Calculations of partial load of the facility where conducted for thermal load of the HTR equal 

to 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00  of the reactor nominal power, which is assumed to 600 MWth. The 

second variable is a mass flow rate of steam for electrolysis between 0.00 – 0.09 of the live 

steam mass flow rate. At nominal power SOEC generates 4392 kg/h of hydrogen consuming 

121.9 MWe and 29.8 MWth. In case of partial loads, the mass flow rate of working fluid must 

be adjusted to the system power demand. In the gas cycle the physical property of closed Joule-

Brayton cycle was applied, namely change of the mass flow rate in the cycle is based on the 

density adjustment determined by pressure in the helium loop. In this case volumetric flow is 

constant so pressure losses in heat exchangers and turbine/compressor pressure ratios are also 

assumed as constant. To hold constant volumetric flow if the helium, pressure after gas 

compressor are equal to 23.5 bar for 0.50 of the HTR load, 45.6 bar for 0.75 load and 65.0 bar 

for full load. 
 

 

Figure 2: Temperature – Specific entropy interpretation of combine gas-steam cycle. Where black and 

red lines describe steam cycle and blue and green gas cycle. Nominal load is given by dotted lines, 
half-load by solid lines. 
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In case of steam cycle the Flügel-Stodola Ellipse Law was employed. Because the turbine is 

designed as a condensation unit the live steam mass flow rate in function of the live steam 

pressure  becomes a linear function [17]. For nominal load the mass flow rate equals 117.71 

kg/s at 180.5 bar, for 0.75 load 88.46 kg/s at 140.21 bar and for half-load 59.87 kg/s at 96.42 

bar. The mass flow rate in function of pressure is based on the 18K370 steam turbine type [18]. 

Graphical interpretation of the combine cycle in T-s chart for nominal an half load of the HTR 

is presented in Fig. 2. 

Almost constant temperature distribution in steam cycle under load change is a typical case in 

steam power plants, however none differences in temperature distribution in gas cycle occur 

only in case of closed loop systems. This provide constant efficiency under loads change, which 

is uncommon in conventional gas-steam cycles with open gas loops. 

Power generation, energy efficiency and exergy efficiency charts for the poligeneration cycle 

are presented in Fig. 3-5 respectively.     
 

 

Figure 3: Electric net power of the polygeneration system in function of relative mass flow rate for 
electrolysis and HTR load.    

For turned off electrolyzer (Relative mass flow rate to SOEC 0.00) power curve in function of 

HTR load is linear (from 303.54 to 148.09 MWe, which is 48.8% of the nominal power). 

Consumption of steam, heat and electric energy for electrolysis decrease the net power 

nonlinearly. For full load of the HTR the electric net power drops to 161.99 MWe. For half load 

of the HTR in drops down to 80.25 MWe, which is 26.4% of the nominal power. For no 

electrolysis the ratio of gas to steam cycle power increases from 0.70 up to 1.71 for nominal to 

half load of the HTR. For the HTR nominal power and the increase of the SOEC power from 

zero to full load, the gas to steam cycle power ratio increases from 0.70 to 0.77. For full load 

of the HTR and SOEC the oxygen turbine reaches 1.90 MW on shaft, and the hydrogen turbine 

3.75 MW. The hydrogen compressors require 3.28 MW on shaft, which gives additional 2.32 

MWe. 
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Constant temperatures distribution in the combined cycle allows for fast load changes of both 

gas and steam turbines [17]. Moreover SOEC stack is constantly heated, so also hydrogen 

generation can be used as a power governing system. The aim of the power governing systems 

is to meet power generation of the power plant with demand of the power grid while maintaining 

the highest possible efficiency of energy conversion. As it is presented above the polygeneration 

provides two mechanisms of electric energy net production adjustment – change of the HTR 

thermal power as well as thermal and electric energy consumption for hydrogen production. 

Both approaches affect also the energy and exergy efficiency of the system.    
 

 

Figure 4: Overall energy efficiency of polygeneration system in function of relative mass flow rate for 

electrolysis and HTR load.    

The energy efficiency of the polygeneration system depends on the governing method. For 

turned off the SOEC stack and the HTR thermal load decrease from nominal to half load the 

system overall efficiency drops from 50.6% to 49.4%. Because the electrolyzer is turned off the 

polygeneration efficiency equals the electric net efficiency. This is an excellent result in 

comparison to the conventional gas-steam cycles, where governing methods of open loop gas 

turbine decreases the overall efficiency even for over 10 pp [19]. In opposite to recalled earlier 

work of Jaszczur et al. the high temperature electrolysis implemented in proposed configuration 

improves the overall efficiency of the facility. This is possible due to two facts. The first one 

results from higher energy efficiency of the SOEC subsystem (SOEC stack with heat 

exchangers and turbines) compared with the steam cycle. The second reason is that steam 

extracted before the LP turbine cylinder is not condensing but is converted into two gases – 

hydrogen and oxygen. Decrease of the condenser thermal power increases the cycle efficiency. 

For nominal mass flow rate directed to the SOEC the efficiency increases to 55.8% for HTR 

full power and to 54.2% for half load. 
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The exergy analysis, where waste heat at temperature of 35°C dumped in the condenser is 

practically worthless, shows that increase of the hydrogen production weekly influence the 

exergy efficiency. For nominal HTR power the exergy efficiency increases from 48.5% for no 

hydrogen production to 48.9% for nominal power of the SOEC. The HTR thermal power 

adjustment has slightly higher impact on the overall exergy efficiency – for half loaded reactor 

decrease of the exergy efficiency reaches 0.5 pp. 

 

 

Figure 5: Overall exergy efficiency of polygeneration system in function of relative mass flow rate for 
electrolysis and HTR load.    

4 Conclusions  

Proposed combined nuclear-gas-steam cycle achieves high efficiency in comparison to the 

current thermal power plants. In comparison to cited literature, proposed cycle reaches the same 

efficiency level. Presented cycle design provides the highest thermal efficiency, however the 

profits are hidden in slightly lower flow efficiency of turbomachinery which is easier to obtain 

in real facility. Especially for so demanding working fluid as helium [20]. 

Presented cycle has almost constant thermal efficiency for partial load of the HTR. Due to the 

same governing system of the closed Joule-Brayton cycle in cited publications, their thermal 

efficiency under partial load also has the same character. However, the main advantage of 

proposed cycle is possibility of high efficient hydrogen production, during which the overall 

cycle efficiency is increased. This feature together with ability of fast load change and minimal 

electric net power at level of only 26.4%  of the nominal power, for half loaded HTR, makes it 

very perspective solution for supporting work of the wind and solar power plants. 
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Appendix 
Thermodynamic parameters of working fluid in characteristic point of the cycle according to 

scheme in Fig. 1 for nominal power of HTR and SOEC.  

Cycle 

point 

Working 

fluid 

T p s i b m V 

[°C] [bar] [kJ/(kg*K)] [kJ/kg] [kJ/kg] [kg/s] [m3/s] 

0001 helium 950 64.86 26.70 6375.34 5199.89 207.83 81.90 

0101 oxygen 940 4.28 7.47 945.06 645.13 9.66 7.13 

0102 hydrogen 940 4.28 79.72 13503.56 9289.69 1.22 14.29 

0103 helium 924 64.21 26.61 6240.75 5091.3 207.83 80.99 

0201 helium 569 24.23 26.81 4385.06 3179.34 156.49 113.36 

0401 helium 278 23.99 24.62 2873.41 2296.44 156.49 75.08 

0402 water 529 180.50 6.33 3356.36 1533.68 87.59 1.56 

0501 helium 263 23.99 24.48 2795.23 2259.72 51.34 23.96 

0502 water 529 17.82 7.57 3534.19 7871.11 117.71 24.16 

0601 helium 274 23.99 24.59 2854.10 2287.26 207.83 99.03 

0701 helium 210 23.75 23.96 2522.41 2135.26 207.83 88.43 

0702 water 234 18.00 6.50 2866.20 995.67 30.12 3.49 

0801 helium 155 23.51 23.36 2236.06 2024.13 207.83 79.20 

0802 water 145 4.75 1.79 611.28 6613.1 125.83 0.14 

0901 helium 394 65.00 23.55 3488.34 3221.3 207.83 44.84 

1001 water 219 18.00 6.45 2831.97 974.61 87.59 10.06 

1201 water 347 5.00 7.62 3160.92 966.01 117.71 66.73 

1302 water 347 5.00 7.62 3160.92 966.01 10.39 11.84 

1401 water 347 5.00 7.62 3160.92 966.01 10.50 5.95 

1402 water 347 5.00 7.62 3160.92 966.01 107.21 60.78 

1501 water 33 0.05 7.95 2425.19 135.81 107.21 2852.83 

1601 water 33 0.05 0.48 137.75 2.21 107.21 0.11 

1701 water 33 5.00 0.48 138.33 2.71 107.21 0.11 

1801 water 145 4.75 1.79 611.28 6613.1 117.71 0.14 

1901 water 150 20.00 1.84 633.73 104.76 117.71 0.15 

2002 water 150 20.00 1.84 633.73 104.76 50.53 0.05 

2101 water 153 190.00 1.85 655.42 124.26 87.59 0.11 

2201 water 900 4.75 9.06 4396.65 8304.26 10.39 11.84 

2401 oxygen 447 4.06 6.92 410.95 269.5 9.66 4.45 

2402 water 900 4.75 9.06 4396.65 3638.24 4.09 4.66 

2501 hydrogen 447 4.06 72.14 6120 4091.41 1.22 8.93 

2502 water 900 4.75 9.06 4396.65 20544.72 7.14 8.14 

2601 oxygen 250 1.00 6.96 212.66 58.8 9.66 13.13 

2701 hydrogen 234 1.00 72.83 3026.99 798.57 1.22 25.54 

2801 hydrogen 55 0.95 66.74 430.95 -40.28 1.22 17.39 

2901 hydrogen 147 2.09 67.06 1761.83 1198.32 1.22 10.13 

3001 hydrogen 55 1.99 63.69 431.47 836.54 1.22 8.33 

3101 hydrogen 147 4.37 64.02 1763.42 2076.13 1.22 4.85 
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Abstract 

The main aim of the following paper is mathematical modelling for momentum, heat and mass 

transfer, which is accompanied by chemical surface reactions of creation of the hydrogen. The 

thermocatalytic devices used for decomposition of hydrocarbons incorporate horizontal microchannels 

coupling at the ends and heated to 500 oC at the walls. The results of the experiment were compared 

with CFD calculations to calibrate the constants of the User Defined Functions (UDFs). These 

extensions transformed the calculations mechanisms and algorithms of commercial codes adapting 

them for the increased chemical reactions rate on an interphase between fluid and solid. Results 

obtained on the way of numerical calculations have been calibrated and compared with the 

experimental data to receive satisfactory compliance. The model has been verified and the 

performance of the thermocatalytic reactor with microchannels under hydrogen production regime has 

been investigated. 

1 Introduction 

Current issues of the environmentally friendly, sustainable energy sources becomes increasingly 

important, and hydrogen is one of the most promising resolutions [1-3]. Hydrogen can be employed in 

many devices for energy conversion and produced in many different ways which enables its wide 

application, for example in hybrid cycle Solid Oxide Fuel Cell / Gas Turbine [4-5]. Furthermore, 

hydrogen can be considered as an accessible and natural renewable energy source [6]. This hydrogen 
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can be produced by chemical reaction at elevated temperature and in the presence of catalysts. Such 

applications for thermocatalytic reactors in which the role performed by the active nickel-based 

materials have been explored by Jóźwik et. al. [7-8]. 

Among others, Ni-based catalysts exhibit extremely high catalytical activity in methanol 

decomposition and other gasses synthesis and promote the production of carbon nanostructures 

(mainly carbon nanotubes) [7,9]. One of the Ni-based, solid-state catalysts is the Ni3Al intermetallic 

phase and its alloys [8], which belongs to a sort of multifunctional materials, combining properties of 

both the structural and functional materials. They are resistant to oxidation and corrosion, have a 

relatively low density and a relatively high melting point. Additionally, these materials retain 

sufficient strength at elevated temperatures and are relatively easy to be forming [10]. According to 

the literature, Ni3Al intermetallic thin foils exhibit extremely high catalytic properties in hydrocarbon 

decomposition reactions [11]. One example of an alloy foil package based on the intermetallic phase 

Ni3Al, constructed as a rolled up honeycomb structure, is shown in Fig.1., where the foil thickness is 

compared to the thickness of a human hair. 

 

 

Figure 1: The alloy foil package based on the Ni3Al intermetallic phase rolled into a honeycomb with 

zoomed foil and geometry of the eight single microchannels beginning at inlet into the package and 

terminating at the outlet from the package. 

The appropriate selection of the dimensions of the device, in such way that the contact time of the 

flow across the catalytically active surface of the substrate providing the reaction of the target product, 

is very important. In addition to experimental studies, some work focused on the modelling of 

thermocatalytic processes is becoming increasingly interesting. Besides these works, that describe in 

general the processes of chemical reactions [12] there are articles concerning models of reactors and 

catalytic micro-reactors [13]. As has been demonstrated in recent works [13,14] in modelling flows 

with a strong interaction of surface and liquid material, boundary conditions and appropriate closure in 

mathematical models are  essential. It should be mentioned that the huge surface-to-volume ratio has 

turned researchers attention to the fundamental understanding of the nature of “surface-type driving 

forces” and the variety of different “jump” phenomena like slipping, rolling, spin-slipping, surface 

mobility, surface friction, thermo-porosis, etc. Nonetheless, in the paper by Jóźwik et. al. [13] there 

had emerged the concept that within given operating conditions and the given geometry of the micro-

reactor, there is no need for the application of slip boundary conditions and the Knudsen diffusion is 

not considered in this paper with respect to the modelling of this thermocatalytic micro-reactor. Hence, 

within the mentioned work [13] it has also been shown that the micro-reactor’s length could be 

practically estimated using standard models without slip velocity.  

This paper is a continuation of the analysis within the geometry of a single package of microchannels 

(Figs. 1 and 2). The alloy foil package based on the Ni3Al intermetallic phase rolled into a honeycomb 

with zoomed foil and geometry of the eight single microchannels beginning at inlet into the package 

and terminating at the outlet from the package is presented in Fig. 1. However, different issues have 

been considered, namely the catalytic surface reactions of the decomposition of methanol and the 

volume reaction of shifting or methanation inside a microchannel. 
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The main focus of the this paper is to describe the mathematical modelling of momentum, heat and 

mass transfer, which is accompanied by the chemical surface reactions of the flow of a helium and 

methanol mixture. The thermocatalytic devices used for the decomposition of hydrocarbons 

incorporates horizontal microchannel coupling at the ends which are heated to 500 oC at the walls. The 

results of this experiment were compared with CFD calculations to calibrate the constants of the 

model UDFs. These extensions transformed the calculations, mechanisms and algorithms of the 

commercial codes, adapting them for the micro-flow cases and increased chemical reaction rates on 

the interphase between fluid and solid. Results obtained in the way of numerical calculations have 

been calibrated and compared with the experimental data to receive satisfactory accord. The model has 

been verified and the performance of the thermocatalytic reactor with microchannels within the 

hydrogen production regime has been investigated. 

2 CFD governing equations 

CFD allows for the modelling as well heat transfer, chemical and electrochemical reactions as  fluid 

flow processes in devices of different types. Looking at the applications, which evolve more complex 

volumetric and surface phenomena such as advanced heat transfer, phase transition, nano-flows and 

the degradation of elements of power plants, many different papers have, in recent years, been 

prepared by numerous researchers. However, in this article, particular emphasis should be placed on 

the generating the additional terms necessary for the modelling of surface catalytic reactions.  The 

model of the catalytic reaction of methanol decomposition on the surface of alloys based on the 

intermetallic phase of Ni3Al has been described in the previous studies by Moussa and El-Shall [11] 

and Xu et al. [15]. The best example of catalytic reaction is combustion in a honeycombed set of 

microchannels, which has been described in a previous study by Jóźwik et al.[13]. A similar 

geometrical set, namely the microchannels, has also been employed in the present consideration. The 

micro-reactor generally consists of minichannels (microchannels) which are separated by a thin solid 

wall, as was presented schematically in Fig.2. 

 

The governing equations for the whole device model can be given in the following compact form [12]: 
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 (1) 

 

where: 𝜌 = 𝜌(𝐱, 𝑡) represents the mixture density that depends on gas component 𝑚, time 𝑡 and 

location 𝐱 ; 𝐯 = 𝑣𝑖𝐞𝑖  is velocity vector including 𝐞𝑖- versor in direction 𝑖  and  𝑣𝑖- value of vector; 𝜌𝐯 

is the momentum density vector, 𝑝 represents thermodynamic pressure; 𝐈 = 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐞𝑖⨂𝐞𝑗 defines unit 

tensor, 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is Kronecker's delta. Additionally, total diffusive momentum flux defined as  𝐭𝑡 = 𝐭𝑙𝑎𝑚 +

𝐭𝑡𝑢𝑟 takes into account two components of viscous stress flux, namely, laminar and turbulent.  𝜌𝐒𝐯 is 

momentum sources. The total specific energy 𝑒 = 𝑢 +
1

2
𝐯2 includes specific internal energy 𝑢 and 

specific kinetic energy 
1

2
𝐯2. 𝐪𝑡 represents the total diffusive heat flux, and 𝑆𝑒 are the energy sources. 

Furthermore, in the evolution part of kinetic energy of turbulence 𝑘 and dissipation of the kinetic 

energy of turbulence 휀, occur diffusive fluxes of 𝑘 and diffusive flux of 휀, i.e. 𝐉𝑘, 𝐉𝜀, respectively, and 

sources, namely, the source of the kinetic energy of turbulence 𝑆𝑘 together with the source of the 
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dissipation of the kinetic energy of turbulence 𝑆𝜀. Finally, 𝑌𝑚 is mass fraction of gas component 𝑚 =
He; CH3OH ; CO;H2; CH4; H2O; CO2, 𝑆𝑚 is creation/destruction sources of species 𝑚 and 𝐉𝑚 define 

flux of 𝑚 components of mixture. More detailed description of Eq. (1) is presented in [12,13]. 

 

 

Figure 2: The cross-section of the microchannels in the honeycomb with highlighted characteristic 

dimensions of thermocatalytic reactor, where |𝑂𝑆| =  0.184 mm and |𝑂𝐿| = 0.834 mm. 

3 Main chemical reactions 

The main products of the methanol decomposition reaction over the Ni3Al foils are the hydrogen, 

carbon monoxide and solid carbon deposits. The by-products are carbon dioxide, methane and water 

[15,16]. In the simplest case,  methanol decomposition may be described by the following equation 

[16,17]: 

 

CH3OH → CO+ 2H2    (2) 

 

If we consider the thermocatalytic microreactor fed by methanol via the decomposition reaction, it 

should be noticed that carbon monoxide and hydrogen, which are the products, can be consumed in the 

reacting flow via the following methanation reaction: 

 

CO + 3H2  → CH4 + H2O (3) 

 

The carbon monoxide component is converted into carbon dioxide via shift reaction. We decided to 

employ a simplified single-step non-reversible reaction: 

 

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 (4) 

 

Carbon deposition can be considered through the Boudouard reaction: 

2CO → C + CO2 (5) 

 

It should be mentioned that some of the by-products, especially water, can oxidize the Ni3Al catalyst 

surface. Here, H2O is the by-product of methanol decomposition and can be used to create the metallic 

Ni and also can be converted into aluminium hydroxide. It is worth noting that the appearing Ni 

nanoparticles can be oxidized by H2O and it can then also takes part in the reaction of a spinel 

formation. 
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4 Surface source of methanol decomposition and diffusion of components 

Changes of gas component, 𝑚 = 1,2, . . , 𝑛,  concentration in the mixture due to chemical reactions can 

be implemented via a volumetric or surface source term,  𝑆𝑚, in the species transport Eq. (1). It is 

assumed in the numerical simulation that there is no coke creation during micro-reactor operation and 

the products of thermocatalytic oxidation are not deposited on the catalyst surface. Hence, to provide a 

complete CFD model of the surface processes, it will be necessary to consider the additional 

phenomena similar to presented in [18-21]. It could be helpful in the future works including the 

growth of carbon nanotubes. In this paper, it is also assumed that there are no site species involved in 

the surface reactions and hence only gas phase species are modelled. For modelling purposes only the 

methanol decomposition reaction is catalytic so it is assumed that the source term,  𝑆CH3OH, for 

methanol can be formulated in finite volumes strictly adjacent to the micro-reactor wall. The source of 

the decomposition of methanol (𝑆CH3OH) depends on the catalytic properties of the intermetallic phase 

of the Ni3Al, and can be expressed via the following equation: 

 

𝑆CH3OH = 𝑊CH3OH𝜈CH3OH(𝑘Ni3Al[𝑋CH3OH]
𝐴Ni3Al

𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
) (6) 

 

where:, 𝜈CH3OH (𝛼) - the molar stoichiometric coefficient for  CH3OH  and 𝛼 -th non-reversible 

reaction  and 𝑊CH3OH molecular mass of methanol, kg/kmol. To obtain the volumetric source term, 

𝑆CH3OH, the surface reaction rate should be divided by the height of the computational cell adjacent to 

the microreactor wall (𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡/𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙). It should be added that the source of methanol decomposition 

𝑆CH3OH  is then usually given as a function of methanol molar concentration [𝑋CH3OH] and the forward 

catalytic rate constant 𝑘Ni3Al. 

For methanol and others component concentrations, it is necessary to consider the effect of diffusive 

fluxes, such as ordinary molecular diffusion, in gas channels as well as Knudsen diffusion. As was 

presented in the works [13], for the considered geometry of the thermocatalytic microreactor, Knudsen 

diffusion is neglected. In general, diffusion flux 𝐉𝑚 depends on the diffusion velocity 𝐕𝑚 in the 

following way: 

 

𝐉𝑚 = 𝜌𝑌𝑚𝐕𝑚. (7) 

 

The best proven closure on 𝐕𝑚 is Dixon-Lewis’ formula [12]: 

 

𝐕𝑚 =
1

𝑋𝑚�̅�
∑ 𝑊𝑚′ 𝐷𝑚𝑚′ ∇𝑋𝑚′ −

𝑁𝑆

𝑚′≠𝑚

𝐷𝑚
𝑇

𝜌𝑌𝑚

∇𝑇

𝑇
. (8) 

 

where: 𝐷𝑚𝑚′ and 𝐷𝑚
𝑇 , are coefficients of respectively: multi-components and temperature diffusion, 

𝑊𝑚′ , molecular mass of component 𝑚′ ≠ 𝑚, the average molecular mass of components, �̅�, while 𝑇 

is the temperature in the reactor. 

5 Results of CFD simulations 

Thermocatalytic decomposition of methanol in a single package micro-reactor is considered as a 

complicated phenomenon where the main products of the reaction are H2 and CO (see Eq. (2)). In Fig. 

3 is visible that the two characteristic areas can be distinguished for the whole package: Firstly, the 
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diffusion flux area before microchannels (between  𝐿 = −10 mm and 𝐿 = 0 mm); secondly, the 

thermocatalytic reaction area (between 𝐿 = 0 mm and 𝐿 = 25 mm). The maximum of the methanol 

mole fraction is located at the beginning of the inlet package (see Tab. 1). Firstly, the methanol 

concentration decreases between  𝐿 = −10 mm and 𝐿 = 0 mm due to the diffusive flux. While further 

diminishing due to the surface catalytic reaction on the Ni3Al thin foil (Conversion of methanol = 

100%).  

 

Table 1: An experimental results thermocatalytic decomposition over Ni3Al foil estimated under 

atmospheric pressure, at velocity 𝒗 =1 cm/s  at temperature of the catalysis process 500 oC. 

Parameter Unit Value 

Initial mole fraction of methanol  - 0.4 

W/F (weight of catalyst / volumetric flow) (gcat s ) / cm3 1.48 

Conversion of methanol % 100 

Experimental reaction rate of methanol g / (gcat s ) 1.39 

 

It should be understood that a decrease of methanol concentration in the diffusion flux area is 

connected with the diffusion fluxes of the other components, mainly hydrogen and carbon monoxide 

and mathematically expressed in relations (1) and (8). A change in the average mole fraction of H2, 

CH3OH, CO, H2O, CH4 and CO2 as a function of the reactor length L  is shown in Fig.3.  

 

 

Figure 3: An averaged cross-sectional mole fraction of   H2, CH3OH, CO, H2O, CH4 and  CO2 as a 

function of the reactor length L. 

 

As is highlighted in Fig. 3, the decrease of CH3OH and increase  H2, CO concentration from L=0 mm 

in the direction of the outlet from the package is related directly to the decomposition effects 

connected with the properties of the intermetallic phase of Ni3Al. The view of the changes of the H2 

mole fraction in the axial-sectional which is illustrated in Fig. 3 between  𝐿 = −10 mm and 𝐿 =0 mm, 

showing the effects of the diffusion. 
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The estimated average values in the cross section of the CH3OH mole concentrations have visible 

tendency towards a changing rate of decrease in mole concentrations as a function of the reactor length  

L. Similar trends for H2 and CO increase is correlated with the surface reaction and a strong influence 

of the diffusion migration of the products of this reaction. Full thermocatalytic decomposition of 

methanol occurs at  𝐿 =10 mm into the microchannel from the inlet (Fig. 3), and from this point the 

volumetric reactions of shifting and methanation reveal a tendency to outweigh the decomposition 

reactions, however, the mole fractions of  H2O, CH4 and  CO2 are about ten times lower than the mole 

fractions of  H2 or CO. 

Velocity field have been presented in Fig. 4. The differences between the selected cross sections, 

specifically  L =0 mm; 2mm; 10 mm; 25 mm occur due to thermocatalytic surface decomposition 

which starts at the inlet to the honeycomb and also because of diffusion effects and volumetric 

reactions. Hence, with the further increase of the decomposition process, the mixture accelerates due 

to increasing number of the mixture mole. The progress of velocity field is rapid through   L=0 mm; 

and consecutive cross sections  L= 2; 4; 6; 8 mm; to the distance about   L =10 mm where 

decomposition is complete. Another process, predominantly mixing due to eddy turbulence, can be 

observed at the outlet of the microchannels in the honeycomb,   L =25 mm. 

 

Figure 4: Velocity field at the eight single microchannels in the cross sections  L= 0; 2; 10; 25 mm. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper is concerned with of the modelling of hydrogen production by methanol decomposition in 

the thermocatalytic reactor based on the intermetallic phase of Ni3Al. Therefore, this article describes 

the results of interaction Ni-based foils with flow which exhibit extremely high catalytic activity in 

methanol decomposition.  

The original methodology of the 3D numerical analysis for thermocatalytic micro-reactor used in the 

decomposition of methanol has been presented in this paper. The numerical simulation has been 

performed via CFD procedure with extensions including the increased chemical reactions rate at the 

interphase between fluid and solid. Presented analysis should be considered as having demonstrated a 

promising concept in chemical processing possibilities. The data extrapolated via the implemented 

numerical model have made it possible to assess the minimum length of the micro-reactor channels, 

which provide an optimal dimension at the system outlet. Results obtained through numerical 

calculations were calibrated and compared with experimental data to receive satisfactory agreement, 
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however a more sophisticated approach should be considered which includes the effects of deposit 

growth on the reaction conditions and temperature field at the wall. 
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Abstract 

A development of technology of thermal utilization would treat a thorough knowledge of the 

physicochemical and kinetics of combustion of volatile as well as solid residues of the char. The 

following paper deals with research on the gas phase kinetics, which is the main core of a proceeding in 

the case of the process utilization. The first part of the paper presents parameters of the process and 

describes a unique test stand. The obtained test results allow to determine the mass burning rates that 

determine kinetic constants in the Arhhenius equation. 

1 Introduction 

Limits defining the emission of fuel combustion products containing large amounts of carbon provides 

an opportunity for introduction various types of alternative energy fuels (AEF). The AEF can be derived 

from waste as well as are regarded as biomass. The application of all types of animal waste as energy 

materials makes it possible to lower the extent to which the limits of CO2 emission into atmosphere 

occurs and to introduce a new source of energy (animal waste [1-2]) into the energy fuel balance. The 

exploitation of the environment, which is regarded as an economic expense, may be reduced 

significantly if the energy recycling of waste, included as renewable sources of energy (RSE), is 

introduced on a large scale. The energy recycling of animal meal with the use of K-type technology 

enables waste utilization which is safe for the environment.  Additionally, recycling of meat and bone 

meal provides a possibility of the economic use of the generated thermal energy in cogeneration systems 

producing electrical and thermal energy.   

The physical structure of the meal is not a structure of separate grains, but a clump of smaller or larger 
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lumps, which retain their geometrical form thanks to residual fat, which is the binder that holds the 

lumpy form of the meal. Clumps in contact with the flue gas stream at temperature of 800÷1000 oC are 

split in 0.1÷0.2 seconds into single grains and then volatilized in 0.2÷0.5 seconds, depending on the 

grain size. Under industrial conditions, the pyrolysis and combustion process runs at temperatures higher 

than 1000÷1100 oC. In this case we are dealing with rapid pyrolysis during which the meal is drained 

about 90÷96 % from the meal in the form of a gas phase. The remaining portion of the flour substance, 

about 4%, occurs as a very high carbonate content of about 85%, which burns in the form of a solid 

phase, [3-8]. So far, investigations of the combustion process of meal grains showed that the process 

extraction and of burning of pyrolytic gas occurs immediately before carbonisation combustion, [3-4] 

and [10]. Carbonisation grains burn  directly after burning volatile parts in the same reaction space, after 

diffusion of oxygen into the reaction space. 

2 Equipment and methodology of research 

Studies on the kinetics of combustion were conducted in a horizontal kiln by burning a single grain on 

a quartz needle. Kinetics of combustion of volatiles was analyzed for individual morphological 

components of meal, i.e. pure meat meal and pure bone meal. Gas phase combustion was conducted 

after volatilization. Volatile gases was created at a process temperature range of 500 to 1200 °C at every 

100 °C. In order to ensure similar thermal conditions, the tests were conducted for samples of an 

identical initial thickness of 10 mm. The volatilization was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere across 

a range of temperatures from 500 to 1200 °C. The sample was weighed and placed into the chamber set 

to a defined temperature and kept there until its mass stabilized. A thermoelement was inserted inside 

the sample to measure the temperature inside the sample while in the chamber. The released moisture 

and pyrolytic gases were driven outside the chamber in such a way that the pressure above the tested 

sample was constant and close to ambient pressure. The rate of the heating of the meal grains is 

dependent on the chamber temperature and fluctuates in the range from 0.033 K/s to 1.5x103 K/s. The 

examination of the drying process was made in an electrically heated muffle stove, where the 

temperature of nitrogen could be adjusted at atmospheric pressure. 

The first series of tests was intended to answer the following questions: how fast does the sample get 

rid of moisture depending on the temperature of the centre, i.e. how long is the lag time required to 

prepare the moisture residue for the process of thermal utilization, and if, before the combustion process, 

the wet meal must be exposed to the process of initial pre-drying. The duration of moisture evaporation 

was defined by measuring the content of gases collected from the space below the sample. The time 

when a rapid increase occurred in the concentration of CO2, yielded from the process of desorption, was 

considered to be the moment of process completion. 

At higher drying temperatures, when the processes of thermal decomposition begin, the time when a 

rapid increase of CO in the analyzed gas occurred was considered to be the moment of drying process 

completion. While the results in this case are approximate, they allow the assessment of the influence 

of the temperature at the centre on the speed of drying, and enable a decision concerning the initial 

drying of the meal before the combustion process. 

A detailed description of the stand for combustion kinetic studies is described below. The drying process 

used an electrically heated muffle stove, where the temperature of nitrogen can be adjusted at 

atmospheric pressure. The meal was placed into a basket made of platinum, 45 mm in diameter and a 

height of 30 mm, inside a chamber. During the test a sample of gases for chemical analysis was collected 

and the temperature was measured inside the sample and directly over the layer of meal. A diagram of 

the equipment used in drying and pyrolysis of the meal is shown in Figure 1. 

In order to define the influence of temperature and time on the process of meal drying, tests on thermal 

changes were conducted using thermal analysis and thermogravimetric methods. These were used to 

examine the physiochemical changes in the substance of the meal by temperature, time, granulation 
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degree and morphological composition 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of measurement and testing installation for the determination of the speed of 

combustion and chemical composition of gas and solid products of combustion in the layer: 

1- Muffle stove 

2- Heating element 

3- Ducts driving gases form the chamber 

4- Cumulative collector of gases 

5- Platinum basket 

6- Thermoelement for measuring the temperature 

of gases under the deposit 

7- Thermoelement for measuring the temperature 

of gases above the deposit 

8- Inertial gas chamber 

9- Contrast grid 

10- Heating element 

11- Thermoelement for measuring inertial gas 

12- Inertial gas rotameter 

13- Control valve for the amount of inertial gas 

14- Inertial gas container 

 

15- Thermoelement for measuring outlet gases 

16- Manometer – vacuum meter 

17- Gas washer 

18- Outlet gases rotameter 

19- Cyclone filter 

20- Probe head with a glass fibre filter 

21- Section of unheated pipe 

22- Section of heated pipe 

23- Peltier cooler 

24- Suction pump 

25- Distributor of a sample of exhaust fumes 

26- Washer 

27- Exhaust fumes analyser 

28- Chromatograph 

29- Analytical balance 

30- Temperature meter 

31- Mass loss recorder 

 

The equipment was suitable for the definition of optimal parameters of the combustion, pyrolysis and 

drying process taking into consideration the quantity and quality of the products, their physicochemical 

properties, as well as information from the thermal balance process. The results can be used to predict 

the demand for outside energy in implementing the process of drying animal meal or to predict the 

energy releasing due to combustion process. 

3 Combustion of volatile components 

Basing on the diffusion theory of combustion of volatile components [11-13], it is assumed that the time 

of combustion of the gas phase is mainly determined by the rate of formation of the combustible mixture. 

The combustion zone of the volatile components is then the surface at which the concentration of 
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pyrolysis gases and oxygen is zero and the reactants attain a combustion zone with a stoichiometric 

amount. The process of such combustion describes a simple model, which is an extension of the 

stationary model of fuel drop combustion. In the diffusion combustion process the following 

assumptions are taken: 

 the process is isothermal and the temperature of combustion is equal to the ambient temperature 

 volatile components burn to CO2 and H2O 

 the pyrolysis process is running at constant rate 

 combustion occurs on the spherical surface surrounding the grain. 

The density of the separated gaseous material stream is highly identical with the density of the separated 

heat energy, which is measured, inter alia, by the temperature of the microfront combustion of the 

pyrolysis gases formed around the meal. Since the surface of the microfront of combustion of the 

volatiles components is formed on a surface close to the stoichiometric surface, the microfront 

combustion temperature of the pyrolysis gases can be treated with great probability as the theoretical 

combustion temperature of the resulting gas mixture. 

To determine the mass combustion rate of the volatile components, it was assumed that the microfront 

surface of the gas combustion is located around the grain, is closed, and has a spherical shape. It is also 

assumed that the whole mass of the separated pyrolysis gases are burned completely in microfront and 

time of the combustion is equal to the separation. The average mass rate of combustion of the pyrolysis 

gases 𝐾𝑆_𝑔𝑝
𝐶  in microfront can be determined from the equation: 

 

𝐾𝑆_𝑔𝑝
𝐶 =

𝑀𝑔𝑝

𝑆𝑓_𝑠𝑟 ∙ 𝜏𝑉
 =

𝑑𝑧
3

6 ∙ 𝑑𝑓_𝑠𝑟
2 ∙ 𝜏𝑉

∙ 𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝
𝑑𝑎𝑓

=
𝑑𝑧 ∙ 𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝

𝑑𝑎𝑓

6 ∙ 𝜑𝑓
2 ∙ 𝜏𝑉

 (1) 

  

where: 𝑀𝑔𝑝  –  mass of the pyrolysis gases, kg; 

 𝑆𝑓_𝑠𝑟 – average grain surface, m2; 

 𝜏𝑉  – combustion time of pyrolysis gases, s; 

𝑑𝑧  – grain diameter, m; 

𝑑𝑓_𝑠𝑟  – average diameter of microfront, m; 

𝜑𝑓  – coefficient determining the ratio of the average diameter of the 

                 microfront to the diameter of the outlet grain, -; 

𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝
𝑑𝑎𝑓

  – reduced density of pyrolysis gasses, kg/m3. 

  

Mass rate of gas combustion as a function of grain size and temperature is shown in Figure 2. The 

morphological type of the meal and the temperature of the combustion, especially in the case of small 

particles of meal, has large influence on the mass rate of gas combustion. As the grain size increases, 

the impact decreases, and for large grains above 600 μm is negligible. Combustion phase of the pyrolysis 

gases plays an important role in the ignition of meal grains, especially in the case of igniting small grains 

(𝑑𝑧 < 400 μm), which, in particular for bone meal, have a much longer firing time. Combustion phase 

of the pyrolysis gases may occur separately or together with the carbonate combustion phase. The main 

decisive factor in this regard is the morphological type of the meal and the size of the grain. For bone 

meal with a diameter of less than 150 μm, combustion phase of the pyrolysis gases occurs sporadically.  
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Figure 2: Mass rate of combustion of volatiles components as a function of combustion temperature. 

The equation of Arrhenius is known as the binding equation for the values of kinetic constants at the 

combustion rate. This equation gives the possibility to determine the apparent values of  kinetic constants 

𝐸 and 𝑘0 (or mass kinetic constants 𝐸𝑆 and 𝑘𝑆_0), assuming that they are constant for a given reaction 

system and within the given temperature range of a particular combustion phase, the reaction mechanism 

is unchanged. With this assumption, the apparent mass activation energy 𝐸𝑆, taking into account the 

mass transfer of the oxidant and reaction kinetics, is determined from equation: 

 

 𝐸𝑆 = 𝑅 ∙
ln 𝐾𝑆1

𝐶 − ln 𝐾𝑆2

𝐶

1
𝑇2

−
1
𝑇1

  . (2) 

where: 𝐾𝑆
𝐶  is  mass rate of combustion, kg/(m2s); and 𝑅 and 𝑇 represent universal gas constant and 

temperature, kJ/(kmol∙K) and K, respectively. 

 

Value of coefficient  𝑘0 or 𝑘𝑆 0 could be determined directly from the Arrhenius equation: 

 

 ln 𝑘𝑆 0 = ln 𝐾𝑆
𝐶 +

𝐸𝑆

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
    ;     ln 𝑘0 = ln 𝐾𝐶 +

𝐸

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
  (3) 

 

where: 𝐾𝐶 = 𝐾𝑆
𝐶/ 𝑑𝑧 ∙ 𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝

𝑑𝑎𝑓
 represents rate of combustion, 1/s; 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑆/ 𝑑𝑧 ∙ 𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝

𝑑𝑎𝑓
 is activation energy, 

kJ/mol; and  𝑘0  = 𝑘𝑆 0/ 𝑑𝑧 ∙ 𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝
𝑑𝑎𝑓

 defines frequency constant, 1/s. When the reaction mechanism 

changes as the combustion temperature increases, the values of the kinetic constants will also change. 

For the new reaction mechanism, a new activation energy 𝐸 and a corresponding coefficient value 𝑘0 

should be calculated. Based on the above methodology, the kinetic constant values for the individual 

thermal process of bone and meat meal utilization are illustrated in Table 1. The corresponding kinetic 

characteristics are shown in Figure 3.  
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Table 1: Kinetic constants of combustion process for volatile gasses of bone and meat meal. 

 Combustion process of volatile components 

Parameter Sign Unit Bone meal Meat meal 

Frequency constant 𝑘0 1/s 0.456 7.219E-03 

Activation energy 𝐸 kJ/mol 47.197 22.036 

 

 

Figure 3: Kinetic characteristics of volatile combustion process. 

 

The combustion time of volatile components 𝜏𝑉  can then be calculated from the simple equation: 

 

𝜏𝑉 =
1

3
∙

(𝑑𝑧/2)2 ∙ 𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑎𝑓

∙ 𝑉𝑑𝑎𝑓

𝐷 ∙ 𝑑𝑎_𝑔𝑝
𝑑𝑎𝑓

∙ (
𝑌∞
𝛽

+ 𝑌𝑓_𝑠)
 (4) 

 

where: 𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑎𝑓

  is reduced density of grain, kg/m3; 𝑉
𝑑𝑎𝑓

 represents volume fraction of pyrolysis gasses in 

combustion mixture,  -; 𝐷 equals diffusion coefficient, m2/s; 𝑌∞ and  𝑌𝑓_𝑠 are  mass fraction of  oxygen 

in atmosphere, and  mass fraction of pyrolysis gasses in combustion mixture, -, respectively; 𝛽 defines 

stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio, -. Figures 4 and 5 show the dependence of combustion time of volatile 

components  on grain diameter and process temperature for meat and bone meal, respectively. This time 

practically coincides with the time of meal pyrolysis. The difference between the two processes is that 

the pyrolysis process is carried out on the grain surface of the meal and the combustion process takes 

place on the microparticle surface of the combustion of the volatiles formed in the around-grained space 

which determines the equilibrium conditions for the normal rate of combustion of the gas mixture at the 

rate of formation of the mixture.  
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Figure 4: Combustion  time of volatiles components separated from meat meal. 

 

Figure 5: Combustion  time of volatiles components separated from bone meal. 

In this case the size of the microfront of combustion of the volatiles around the grain of the meal is 

limited by the rate of formation of the combustible mixture of hydrocarbon gases with air. The 

combustion time of the volatile components rises with the increase in particle size and with the 

temperature decrease in the combustion chamber. At high process temperatures, above 800 oC, the 

reduction of the combustion time of the volatile components with the increase in temperature is so small 

that the combustion process could be controlled by the physical processes related to the rate of transport 

of the reactants and the formation of the combustible mixture. 
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4 Conclusions 

This paper is concerned with the performed investigations of the combustion process of meal grains. 

The process of secreting and combusting of pyrolysis gases occurs immediately prior to combustion the 

carbonate. From the obtained characteristics it can be stated that for both meat and bone meal the 

influence of temperature on the volatilizing time and combustion of volatiles components is small but 

the grain size is decisive. Mass combustion rate of the pyrolysis gases of bone and meat meal largely 

depends on a type of morphological meal and combustion temperature. The kinetic constants of the 

combustion process of volatile components of meat and bone meal, designated by calculation analysis 

of measurement data describing the gas phase combustion kinetics, could be used as input data for the 

thermal modeling of animal waste disposal. 
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Abstract 
Here we investigate the possibility of a combined heat and power plant undergoing a process of 

retrofitting by turning a flow of part of steam, instead to the steam turbine, to the gas turbine using 

injection technique into a combustion chamber.  Therefore, we analyze two potential retrofitting: steam 
injection gas turbine (STIGT) and combined steam injection gas turbine (CSTIGT). STIGT is a classic 

solution where live steam is taken off before the valves of a turbine. In CSTIGT, steam is taken-off from 

the turbine extraction. STIGT and CSTIGT are investigated from the thermodynamic, exergy, and 
ecology perspectives and compared with the reference combined heat and power plant. Proposed 

modernizations are generally considered to be environmentally-friendly solutions leading to a decrease 

of both NOx and CO2 emissions. It is shown that from an energy viewpoint the CSTIGT is more 
profitable; whereas from an exergy viewpoint STIGT modernization is preferred. 

1 Introduction 

Today, combined gas-steam power plants with district heating represent highly developed power 
technologies. Therefore, their retrofitting is extremely complex and requires comprehensive 

thermodynamic, exergetic, and environmental analyses. The main goal of combined heat and power 

plant (CHP) modernization is usually “repowering” due to reduced demand for district heating. This 
problem has recently been stated by Carapellucci and Milazzo [8] and developed by Ibrachim at al. [16]. 

The basic concept of these “repowering” approaches is to replace a localization of the flux of heat 

utilization from a heat exchanger directly to a turbine. However, generally, in a CHP plant, we have two 
turbines for disposition: a steam turbine and a gas turbine – this means that we can turn off the steam in 

two manners: into the steam or into the gas turbine.   

In this aspect, the repowering of the combined gas-steam cycles depends on the steam turbine 

construction, quantity of extractions, and quantity of regulative stages, among other things. However, 
for the combined cycle, it should be assumed that the steam extraction in the back-pressure turbines 

leads to an efficiency decrease with a drop of the power. For this reason, generally, combined cycles are 

not preferred for these types of application. In some situations, the STIGT system should be considered 
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when modernizing a gas turbine via a steam injection into the combustion chamber. STIGT can achieve 
a relatively high efficiency at low and very low power [11,12]. Due to its relatively small size and low 

thermal inertia, operational flexibility is high, which allows for quick power change to keep up with the 

variable demand of the power system. These advantages place the STIGT systems among the most 
favorable cogeneration solutions for supplying the modern energy grid based on the distributed energy 

sources [15]. 

In the literature, there are various proposals for the retrofitting of combined gas-steam cycles by steam 
injection. Depending on the amount of injected steam, steam can be utilized mainly for cooling of the 

gas blades system [14], to cooling the inlet air [22] or for inlet evaporable cooling [12]. A small quantity 

of steam can also be used for repowering by compressor discharge air bypass [6]. Kilani et al. [15] and 

Hissein et al. [17] have shown that the efficiency of combined heat and power generation in the STIGT 
systems is relatively high, however, there is still oportunities for improvements; for example, by 

introducing gas inter-stage superheating, compressors intercooling, compressed air humidification, and 

adding steam turbines, for example, in the CSTIGT installation [17].  
Some of the discussed concepts are directly related to the present paper. We decided to study two cases 

of PGE Gorzow combined heat and power plant (gas-steam cycle) retrofitting: STIGT (steam injection 

into gas turbine) and CSTIGT (combined steam injection into gas turbine). Integration of steam injection 

techniques with the combined cycle provides an increase in power and efficiency of the Joule-Brayton 
cycle. The STIGT and CSTIGT solutions are particularly beneficial while the demand for heat in the 

CHP power plants is reduced. In turn, the STIGT and systems of water injection into the compressor 

and regeneration before the combustion chamber have the potential to increase the power and efficiency 
of the unit during shut-downs of the steam turbine. Moreover, the STIGT and the CSTIGT systems 

provide flexible operation of power plants with optimal utilization of generated steam [10-11,23]. 

However, it should be mentioned that both STIGT and CSTIGT modernizations are able to increase 
cycle power and efficiency only in the case of back-pressure steam turbines. In case of the condensing 

steam turbines, extracted steam is expanding to the atmospheric pressure instead of the vacuum in the 

condenser, which causes power and efficiency decreases. A brief discussion about the various types of 

heat exchangers adapted to water recovery systems with steam or water injection has been studied 
[18,19]. Future CHP plants can also involve a steam injection [5,23]. 

The purpose of this article is to analyze the possibility of repowering of CHP plants by increasing electric 

power to the heat generation ratio during periods of low district heat demand. The reference plant data 
are based on the real PGE Gorzow station, the thermodynamic and operational parameters of the 

reference Joule-Brayton basic cycle and gas-steam cycle have been determined using the in-house 

numerical code COM-GAS [1,2]. Next, the analysis of the efficiency and exergy losses for the two 
proposed modernizations (STIGT and CSTIGT), have been evaluated; an optimal solution has also been 

indicated. Additionally, different environmental aspects of steam injection into the gas turbine cycle 

have been discussed. 

2 Modernized PGE Gorzow CHP plant  

Figure 1 shows schemes of the analyzed cycles. Firstly, it presents the layout of the reference combined 

gas-steam power plant, which is a subject of retrofitting. All thermodynamic parameters were taken 
from the PGE Gorzow CHP power plant [3,4].  
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the reference gas-steam cycle and the retrofitting – dashed lines, where:  a) live 
steam extraction for the STIGT; b) CSTIGT with extraction of steam before 5 regulative stage.   

Here: C – compressor, CC – combustion chamber, D – deaerator, GT – gas turbine, G – generator, 

HRSG – heat recovery steam generator, ST – back-pressure steam turbine, CON – condenser/district 
heating water heat exchanger, P – feed water pump, V – valve, WH – district heating water heater, 

WR – water recover. 

In the reference cycle, the air (1) is sucked from the environment into the compressor (C), after which 

it is divided on the cooling stream for gas turbine (�̇�𝑐) and the main stream (�̇�𝑎) directed to the 

combustion chamber (CC). Next, the heated medium (3) is expanded in the gas turbine (GT) coupled 

with an electric generator (G1). The temperature of the expanded gas in a turbine (4) is high enough 

(𝑡4 = 520°C) to produce steam in the heat recovery steam generator (HRSG), where the feed water is 

heated in the economizer, evaporated in the drum circuit, and superheated up to 𝑡9 = 450°C. Steam is 

driving a steam turbine (ST) coupled with a second electric generator (G2). Part of the steam (�̇�𝑑 =
1.42 kg/s) is extracted from the turbine at 12 bar and directed to the deaerator (D). The rest of the steam 

in expanding in the turbine to a pressure of 𝑝6 = 3.93 bar. The condensation temperature is 143°C and 
water cooling the condenser (CON) supplies a district heating system. The inlet water temperature is 

60°C and the outlet at 130°C. The second source of thermal energy for the district system is a heat 

exchanger (WH), which cools the exhaust gases from 𝑡10 = 187°C to 𝑡11 = 100°C, and heats the water 

from 60 up to 130°C.  

Secondly, in Fig. 1a , the STIGT retrofitting for CHP power plant is presented. In this configuration, the 

live steam is parallel distributed between the steam cycle (�̇�𝑆𝑇 = �̇�5) and the gas cycle (�̇�𝑠). For �̇�𝑆𝑇 =
0, the cycle becomes the Cheng cycle; however, the live steam mass stream �̇�𝑠 = 23.2 kg/s (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
23.2/182.3 = 0.13) can be smoothly distributed between the steam turbine and the combustion 

chamber. Repowering in this extreme situation is obtained both by a decrease of the amount of air flux 

up to �̇�𝑎 = 173.9 kg/s, which decreases the compressor work and increases the gas turbine work due 
to partial replacement of working fluid. Continuing in this manner, we keep the turbine mass flux 

constant and, what is important, also stabilize the internal turbine efficiency: 𝜂𝐺𝑇 = 89%. 

Relative to the reference cycle, the new WR heat exchanger is added for water condensation from the 

exhaust gases. The WR heat exchanger is connected with existing demineralization station (demi), 

which allows for heat recovery. Demineralized condensate is heated up to 𝑡14 = 105°C (the technical 
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ability of the existing demi station) and directed back to the cycle (14) after the deaerator. The mass 
flow rates of air at points (1), (a), and (c), fuel and water (9) are the same as for the reference cycle. 

Also, the temperatures of exhaust at point 11 and district heating water are the same. 

The scheme in Fig. 1b shows an arrangement of CSTIGT, which is a kind of STIGT system similar to 
the solution presented above in Fig. 1a. The difference is about the point of steam extraction for the 

combustion chamber, which first reworks part of the enthalpy in the steam turbine. The mass stream for 

the combustion chamber (�̇�𝑠) is extracted together with the mass stream for the deaerator (�̇�𝑑). The 

maximum available �̇�𝑠 in this solution is �̇�𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 15 kg/s. 

Main thermodynamic parameters of machinery is presented in Table 1 in an Appendix. 

3 Definition of repowering and retrofitting efficiency 

The electric power of the gas-steam cycle is defined upon the mechanical power of the individual 

components of the thermodynamic cycle, (i.e., the gas turbine  𝑁𝐺𝑇, the steam turbine 𝑁𝑆𝑇 the gas 

compressor  𝑁𝐶 , the water pumps  𝑁𝑃  and the electric generator efficiency  𝜂𝑔). The power of the gas-

steam cycle, 𝑁𝑒𝑙, is a difference between the device’s power generation and consumption, according to 

the following expression: 
 

𝑁𝑒𝑙 = 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑇 + 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑇 = 𝜂𝑔(𝑁𝐺𝑇 − 𝑁𝐶) + 𝜂𝑔𝑁𝑆𝑇 − 𝑁𝑃 (1) 

 

Electric efficiency of the system, 𝜂𝑒𝑙, is defined as a quotient of the electric power, 𝑁𝑒𝑙  generated in the 

unit, and the chemical energy of the fuel given by the fuel mass stream and the lower heating value: 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑙 =
𝑁𝑒𝑙

�̇�𝑓 ∙ 𝐿𝐻𝑉
 (2) 

 

where: �̇�𝑓 - fuel mass flux [kg/s] and  𝐿𝐻𝑉  - fuel lower heating value [kJ/kg]. 

 

The overall  CHP plant efficiency,  𝜂𝐶𝐻𝑃 ,  is defined as a quotient of a sum of the electric power,  𝑁𝑒𝑙  

and heat power,   �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃  of the unit and the chemical energy of the fuel: 
 

𝜂𝐶𝐻𝑃 =
𝑁𝑒𝑙 + �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃

�̇�𝑓 ∙ 𝐿𝐻𝑉
 (3) 

 

When calculating the heat power for the district heating, namely �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃, it is the assumed heat exchanger 

efficiency, namely 𝜂ℎ𝑒. Finally, heat power �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 is defined as: 
 

�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 = 𝜂ℎ𝑒�̇�𝑆𝑇(𝑖6 − 𝑖7) + 𝜂ℎ𝑒�̇�𝑒𝑥(𝑖10 − 𝑖11) (4) 

 

where 𝜂ℎ𝑒 is the efficiency of the heat exchangers [-]; �̇�𝑒𝑥 is the mass flux of the exhaust gases [kg/s], 

points (4), (10) or (11); �̇�𝑆𝑇 is the mass flux of steam at the steam turbine exhaust [kg/s], point 5; 

𝑖6, 𝑖7, 𝑖10,  𝑖11 are medium enthalpy [kJ/kg] determined at points (6), (7), (10), (11) in Fig.1. 
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Furthermore, the relative steam flux, 𝑘, is defined as a quotient of the steam mass flux, �̇�𝑠 , injected 

into the combustion chamber, and air mass flux  �̇�𝑎: 

 

𝑘 =
�̇�𝑠

�̇�𝑎
 (5) 

 

where:     0 < 𝑘 < 0.13   for the analyzed systems.  

 

However, in the literature it is possible to find second definitions of the relative steam injection 

coefficient related to the fuel mass flux,  𝛽 = �̇�𝑠/�̇�𝑓   (according to [6,14]).  

The energy and exergy analysis of thermodynamic cycles are performed on the in-house program COM-
GAS, where the balance equations of mass, momentum, and energy are given in the integral form (0D, 

integrated). In our previous works [1,2], the calculation procedures were presented for the all 

components of the turbine set, such as compressors, combustion chambers, turbines, pumps, and heat 

exchangers. However, the power, efficiency, steam injection rate, and other relevant parameters should 
be defined according to the classical principles [5,24]. 

4 Definition of exergy losses within CHP 

The exergy analysis of a combined heat and power plant, in principle, follows within a frame of the 

general formulation of exergy principles. But large power plants, especially combined cycle plants, 

consist of many apparatuses, where the exergy losses should be determined, as has been proposed by 

Stanek, Gazda, and Kostowski [20], Bartnik [10], Elwekeel and Abdala [9], Sharma and Singh [13]. It 
should be remembered that the exergy analysis of these plants requires the computation of the 

thermodynamic properties at inlets and outlets of all apparatuses. These results allow for the calculation 

of the exergy values at all considered points after defining appropriate environment properties. Using 
these exergy values, exergy losses and efficiencies of all considered apparatuses can be determined using 

general definitions (see: Stanek, Szargut and Usón [21]). 

To avoid multi-parameter numerical optimization, authors propose to employ the exergy destruction 
analyze, based on the Second Law of Thermodynamic, based on the Gouy-Stodola law, which describes 

the exergy loss [21]: 

 

𝛿𝐵 = ∆𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑇0 (6)  

 

Exergy efficiencies of power cycles show the actual losses, but,  in general, they do not clearly indicate 
a potential for improvement. Thus, using of the so-called internal exergy efficiency of a power cycle  

will be helpful for understanding this potential [9]. Also, the value the Grassmann diagrams and exergy 

flow diagrams are very useful to understand the thermodynamic performance of complex systems [13].  

Equation (6) is a very general. Using this approach,  the exergy destruction in each cycle component has 
been determined and presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1 Definition of exergy losses in the devices of proposed thermodynamic cycles. Subscriptions 
according with Fig.1.  

System 

component 
Symbol The equation for the exergy losses 

Eq. 

no 

Combustion 

chamber 
CC 𝛿�̇�𝐶C = �̇�𝑓𝑏𝑓 − [�̇�3𝑖3 − �̇�𝑎𝑖2 − �̇�𝑠𝑖𝑠 − 𝑇0(�̇�3𝑠3 − �̇�𝑠𝑠𝑠 − �̇�𝑎𝑠2 (8) 

Gas turbine 

with el. 

generator 

GT+G1 
𝛿�̇�𝐺𝑇+𝐺1 = (1 − 𝜂𝑚,𝐺1𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐺1)[�̇�3𝑖3 + �̇�𝑐𝑖2 − �̇�4𝑖4 − 𝑇0(�̇�3𝑠3 +
�̇�𝑐𝑠2 − �̇�4𝑠4)] 

(9) 

Heat recovery 

steam generator 
HRSG 

𝛿�̇�𝐻𝑅𝑆𝐺 = �̇�4[(𝑖4 − 𝑖10) − 𝑇0(𝑠4 − 𝑠10) − �̇�5[(𝑖5 − 𝑖9) − 𝑇0(𝑠5 − 𝑠9)     
 

(10) 

Steam turbine 

with el. 

generator 

ST+G2 

𝛿�̇�𝑆𝑇+𝐺2 = �̇�6[(1 − 𝜂𝑚,𝐺2𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐺2)(𝑖5 − 𝑖6) − 𝑇0(𝑠5 − 𝑠6)]

+ �̇�𝑠[(1 − 𝜂𝑚,𝐺2𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐺2)(𝑖5 − 𝑖𝑠) − 𝑇0(𝑠5 − 𝑠𝑠)]

+ �̇�𝑑[(1 − 𝜂𝑚,𝐺2𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐺2)(𝑖5 − 𝑖𝑑) − 𝑇0(𝑠5 − 𝑠𝑑)] 
 

(11) 

Steam 

condenser 
CON 

𝛿�̇�𝐶𝑂𝑁 = �̇�6[(𝑖6 − 𝑖7) − 𝑇0(𝑠6 − 𝑠7)]

+ �̇�𝐷𝑊1[(𝑖𝐷𝑊1,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑖𝐷𝑊1,𝑖𝑛)

− 𝑇0(𝑠𝐷𝑊1,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑠𝐷𝑊1,𝑖𝑛)] 

(12) 

Feed water 

pump 
P 𝛿�̇�𝑃 = �̇�8 [(

1

𝜂𝑚,𝑃

− 1)(𝑖9 − 𝑖8) − 𝑇0(𝑠8 − 𝑠9)] (13) 

Water heater WH 

𝛿�̇�𝑊𝑅 = �̇�10[(𝑖10 − 𝑖11) − 𝑇0(𝑠10 − 𝑠11)]

+ �̇�𝐷𝑊2[(𝑖𝐷𝑊2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑖𝐷𝑊2,𝑖𝑛)

− 𝑇0(𝑠𝐷𝑊2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑠𝐷𝑊2,𝑖𝑛)] 
 

(14) 

 

The exergy of fuel 𝑏𝑓 is to be estimated by an approximation of the equation involving carbon and 

hydrogen share in the chemical composition [21]. Total exergy flux of fuel �̇�𝑓 = 172.57
𝑀𝐽

𝑠
 . Using 

fallowing equation the exergy efficiency of the cycle can be determined: 

 

 

While exergy efficiency of gas, steam and combine cycle is given as ratio of gas, steam or combine 
cycle power divided by total exergy of fuel. Equation for gas cycle exergy efficiency:   

 

 

All results are given in Table 2 in the Appendix.  

5 Influence of steam injection on the STITG and CSTITG performances 

The investigated gas-steam unit retrofitting was studied under realistic conditions; all simulations are 

performed with �̇�𝑓 = 8.4 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 [kg/s] for modifications by steam injection in STIGT and CSTIGT 

systems. Also, the air condition at the first stage of compressor was fixed as 1.034 bar and 15°C. The 

temperature of the flue gases varies depending on amount of injected steam from 1100 to 910°C. The 

parameters of injected steam are: 40 bar and 450°C for STIGT and 17.1 bar and 345°C for CSTIGT. 

𝜂𝐵,𝐶𝐻𝑃 = 1 −
∑ 𝛿�̇�i

𝑗
𝑖=1

�̇�f

 (7)  

𝜂𝐵,𝐺𝑇 =
NGT

�̇�f

 (8)  
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The exhaust gas temperature at the HRSG exit, during numerical simulations, was maintained above the 
condensation temperature of the flue gases mixture. The COM-GAS code was used with a modification 

that allowed us to take into account both steam injection configurations.  

The performance of both modernizations (STIGT and CSTIGT) as a function of the steam injection ratio 

(0 < 𝑘 < 0.13) is presented in fig. 2. In both cases, we observe that increases of steam injection lead to 

an increase of the electric power of the CHP, which is in agreement with the retrofitting assumptions for 

back-pressure steam turbines. The maximum increase of electric power is 1.33 MWe for STIGT and 

2.68 MWe for CSTIGT. Simultaneously, overall electric and thermal power (𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃) decreases 

by 50.497 and 34.283 MW respectively.  

In turn, while analyzing Fig. 3, it should be noted that the original electrical efficiency of the gas-steam 

cycle in the power plant is equal 𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃 = 41.21%. After STIGT retrofitting, the electrical efficiency 

of the gas-steam cycle be heading to 𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃 = 42.05%. However, higher increase of the efficiency is 

obtained after CSTIGT modernization (𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃 = 42.9%). Therefore, in case of STIGT the highest 

efficiency is achieved at a ratio of steam injection at the level of k = 0.13, where the power of a steam 

turbine 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑇 = 0, and the whole stream �̇�𝑠 = �̇�𝑆𝑇 produced in the heat recovery steam generator 

(HRSG) is injected into the combustion chamber (CC). 

 

Fig. 2. The effect of a fraction of steam injection on the electrical power of the gas turbine cycle, 

steam turbine cycle, and on CHP.  a) STIGT retrofitting, b) CSTIGT retrofitting.   

In the STIGT calculations, a constant water pressure at the inlet to the HRSG 𝑝5 = 40 bar has been 

assumed. Vapor pressure at the outlet of the steam turbine should have a sufficient value to obtain 

satisfactory mixing of the mediums in the combustion chamber. For the purpose of this study, we 

established a 𝑝6 vapor pressure 10% higher than the  𝑝2 pressure of the inlet air to the combustion 
chamber (without penetrating the flow phenomena occurring in the combustion chamber).  
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Fig. 3  Comparison of the overall electrical efficiency (a) and heating flux (b)  for STIGT and CSTIGT 

in function of  𝑘. 

Calculations show that some increase in the electrical efficiency (𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃) of the system is possible. This 

is achieved by the recovery of heat energy from the exhaust gas leaving the gas turbine, and its use for 

the production of mechanical energy in the two turbines (ST and GT). Steam generated in the HRSG is 

first expanded in a steam turbine (ST) coupled to the second of the electric generators (G2). Part 
expanded steam is fed into the combustion chamber, where it is mixed with the working medium of a 

Joule-Brayton cycle. In the gas turbine (GT), there is further expansion of steam together with the 

exhaust gas, which is accompanied by the generation of mechanical power discharged from the first 
electrical generator (G1). On the other hand steam extraction from the steam cycle significantly 

decreases the heat stream directed for district heating (�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃) in the steam condenser. For the same 

values of k coefficient �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 for CSTIGT is about 14% lower than for STIGT modernization. This is 

due lower 𝑡4 temperature at the GT outlet. The CSTIGT allows to decrease thermal power of the CHP 

unit down to 20.478, while STIGT only to 35.648 MWth. 

6 Exergy flows within the CHP, STIGT, and CSTIGT retrofitting 

The column diagrams in Fig. 4 present the exergy balance in the three investigated cycles. The height 

of each column represents the total input exergy stream for each cycle. The exergy output, the upper 

part of the columns, represents the net power of gas and steam cycles (𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑇  and 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑇 respectively) 

and exergy streams for district heating (�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃). While the lower part represents the exergy losses.  
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Fig.4. The exergy balance of the investigated cycles. 

The main source of the exergy losses is a combustion process, which is caused by the mixing of hot 

oxidized fuel with the remaining compressed air to adjust TIT. Injection of steam to the combustion 

chamber led to a further decrease of TIT. This affects increased exergy destruction, despite the positive 
aspect of the high temperature of the injected steam. Increased power of the gas turbine increases the 

amount of exergy loss in this machine. However, its isentropic efficiency is constant. On the other hand, 

steam injection decreases the exergy destruction in the HRSG. This is caused by lower temperatures at 
the HRSG, flue gases side, inlet, and outlet. All small exergy losses, corresponding with the condenser, 

water heater, and water pumps, were summed together.  

In the STIGT and CSTIGT cycles, those losses are smaller than in the reference cycle because of lower 

temperatures at the WR flue gases side. However, a high share of steam in the exhaust causes its 
increased exergy, for the same exhaust temperature. In our analyses, the heat recovery from the water 

recovery heat exchanger was not taken into account; because this kind of device would also increase the 

efficiency of the reference cycle. 

The net power of the gas turbine 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑇 is the highest for the STIGT cycle, however, the sum of the net 

power of gas and steam turbines is highest for the CSTIGT solution. Values of exergy streams for district 

heating (�̇�𝑡ℎ,𝐶𝐻𝑃) correspond only with mass flow rate of water, because in each case the unit exergy of 

heating water was the same. The highest thermal power reached was the reference cycle, followed by 

CSTIGT and then STIGT. The exergy efficiency of the cycles are gathered in Table 2 in the Appendix. 

7 Conclusions  

This article describes and summarizes possibilities of modification of the current gas turbine of the PGE 

Gorzow heat and power plant, into their a STIGT or CSTIGT retrofitting. Our modernizations address 
the thermal cycle, in which steam produced in a heat recovery steam generator is injected into the gas 

turbine’s combustion chamber (STIGT, CSTIGT). The numerical analyses of thermal cycles, before and 

after the modification, were carried out using the COM-GAS code. 
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The electrical power increase is caused by greater expansion of extracted steam in the gas turbine than 
in the back-pressure steam turbine. This is because the atmospheric pressure at the gas turbine outlet is 

lower than the steam condensation pressure in the district heating heat exchanger at the steam turbine 

outlet. An additional advantage of these solutions is the reduction in emission of pollutants, such as 
nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide. On the other hand thermal power of district heating heat exchanger 

decreased. Thus, the use of steam to increase the flow of working medium in the Brayton cycle is the 

preferred solution during the modernization of traditional cogeneration systems aimed at district heating 
thermal power decrease. Moreover, it is possible to utilize waste heat recovered from the exhaust gases 

of the power generation unit using a low-temperature heat exchanger. The disadvantage of these 

solutions is the need for water recovery from the exhaust gases. Nevertheless, we observe substantial 

progress in the design of condensing heat exchangers, which could be used in such systems. 
For efficiency, the CSTIGT combined cycle performs best. It has much flatter performance 

characteristics, so certain pressure sections achieve higher efficiency than the steam injection cycle. In 

turn, the traditional STIGT solution is characterized by a lower efficiency relative to CSTIGT, but allows 
for a more flexible system.  

The final and full comparison of these systems requires 3D-CFD analysis of key elements of the cycle, 

under which water or steam are entered. We also recommend carrying out an economic analysis that 

considers both the construction of new systems and modernization of old ones, in accordance with the 
examined cycles. 
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Appendix  

 
 
Table 1. Parameters of Gorzow combined power. 

Gas turbine Steam turbines (together) Combined cycle 

Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value 

 𝑡1 [oC] 15 𝑡5 [oC] 450 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑡10 [oC] 100 

𝑝1 [bar] 1.0 𝑝5 [bar] 40.0 �̇�𝑒𝑥 [kg/s] 182.3 
𝑡𝑓  [oC] 15 �̇�5 [kg/s] 23.2 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃

  [MWe] 65.49 
𝑝𝑓  [bar] 40.5 𝑡d [oC] 210 𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐶𝐻𝑃

 
 [%] 41.21 

�̇�𝑒𝑥 [kg/s] 182.3 𝑝d [bar] 12.0 �̇� [MWt] 72.38 

𝑡𝐺𝑇 = 𝑡4 [oC] 520 𝑡6 [oC] 143 𝜂𝐶𝐻𝑃
 

 [%] 86.59 

𝑡𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 𝑡3 [oC] 1100 𝑝6 [bar] 3.9 𝐶𝑂2 [kg/MWhel] 493.01 
𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑇

 
 [%] 34.28 𝜂𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑇

 
 [%] 15.22 𝑁𝑂𝑥 [g/MWhel] 324 

𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑇
  [MWe] 54.49 𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑇

  [MWe] 11.0    

 
 
Table 2. Power, exergy and efficiency of the investigated cycles. 

         Ref. STIGT CSTIGT 

     
𝑁𝑒,𝐶𝐻𝑃  [MW] 65.610 67.014 68.058 
𝑁𝑒,𝐺𝑇 [MW] 54.621 67.014 61.669 
𝑁𝑒,𝑆𝑇  [MW] 10.989 − 6.389 
�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 [MWth] 72.379 20.478 35.648 

�̇�𝑡ℎ,𝐶𝐻𝑃  [MWth] 15.570 4.190 7.670 
𝑁𝑒,𝐶𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 [MW] 137.989 87.492 103.706 

�̇�𝑡ℎ,𝐶𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 [MW] 81.180 71.204 75.728 

     
𝜂𝐸𝑛,𝐶𝐻𝑃  [-] 0.8659 0.5428 0.6508 
𝜂𝐵,𝐶𝐻𝑃 [-] 0.4737 0.4159 0.4421 
𝜂𝐸𝑛,𝐸𝐿  [-] 0.4117 0.4205 0.4271 
𝜂𝐵,𝐸𝐿  [-] 0.3802 0.3883 0.3944 

𝜂𝐸𝑛,𝐺𝑇 [-] 0.3428 0.4205 0.3870 
𝜂𝐵,𝐺𝑇 [-] 0.3200 0.3883 0.2649 
𝜂𝐸𝑛,𝑆𝑇 [-] 0.1826 − 0.0989 
𝜂𝐵,𝑆𝑇 [-] 0.3972 − 0.2198 

     
𝜂𝐵,𝐶𝐶 [-] 0.6448 0.5837 0.5936 

𝜂𝐵,𝐻𝑅𝑆𝐺  [-] 0.8016 0.8260 0.8228 
𝜂𝐵,𝑊𝐻  [-] 0.6381 0.6971 0.7122 
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Abstract 
One of the main problems with firing and cofiring fuels in industrial systems is the lack of knowledge 

about the impact of changing the basic system settings and the properties of the fuels used on the 

obtained results with regard to energy, environment and economy. The characteristics that allow one to 
predict the performance of the processes and optimize the performance of the system are a solution to 

this problem. The paper presents a methodology for determining the multidimensional 

functions/characteristics for the processes of cofiring fuels in grate furnaces. One of the key elements of 
the presented methodology is the determination of an equation describing the demand for air along the 

length of the grate. The presented methodology also employs the principles of experiment design. As 

part of the presented methodology, analyses of the independent factors and of the experiment designs 

that can be applied were conducted. A second-degree polynomial with first-degree interactions was used 
as the equation for the function of the research object (the methods of simplifying the equations of the 

characteristics are also presented). The article also presents statistical measures for evaluating the 

determined equations of characteristics; the significance of individual coefficients of the polynomial is 
measured, as is its adequacy, and the graphical methods of evaluating the fit of the determined 

characteristics' functions to the results of the experiment are presented. The postulated methodology is 

presented using an example of cofiring hard coal and sewage sludge. The obtained results are shown in 

detail with examples of the equations for the characteristics of NO emission for the analyzed process. 
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1 Introduction 

Today, many countries are increasingly implementing the process of cofiring fuels [1-8]. This 

implementation is due to a number of reasons: the willingness to use renewable fuels (biomass), the 

need to dispose waste material, and the necessity of reducing the costs of generating electrical energy 
and useful heat (the combustion of certain substances is often endorsed by governments, for example, 

by issuing green certificates). However, the increasing use of biomass and waste substances to produce 

energy makes individual companies face the problem of securing adequate quantities of these 

substances. In particular, smaller and economically weaker companies are often forced to use various 
substances that appear on the market only occasionally and in relatively small quantities.  

The energy of many substances that are classified as renewable fuels can be recovered in firing or 

cofiring processes in grate furnaces [1-8]. Grate furnaces, particularly grate furnaces that have been 
designed for the combustion of coal and waste, are characterized by a relatively high degree of 

technological flexibility in terms of their compatibility with fuels of various characteristics. 

Many countries [7-10], including Poland, possess a great number of boiler systems equipped with grate 
furnaces, including travelling grate furnaces. It is estimated that there are still a few thousand furnaces 

of this type in Poland. These furnaces are most frequently used in boilers with relatively low output 

(most frequently below 15 MW). The boilers are installed in heating plants and in combined power-and-

heating plants, both municipal and industrial. The popularity of this boiler design in Poland can be 
attributed to the decades of hard coal and brown coal deposit exploitation and to the lack of other types 

of fuel. Currently, these systems, both due to their spread across the entire country and to their low fuel 

consumption, are used increasingly often for the firing and cofiring of locally produced alternative fuels 
and biomass. The usage of such systems allows for their easier compliance with the standards of 

environmental protection and makes it possible to obtain funding for modernization. Each change in the 

consumed fuel, however, makes it necessary to adjust the settings of the furnace and the entire boiler 
system. This issue is further complicated by the requirements for heat (e.g., technological, useful) and 

electricity that vary over time. Additionally, particularly in the case of small systems, boiler operators 

largely follow their intuition and habits during the adjustment of boiler settings, which often results in 

the device operating significantly below its potential efficiency. This, in turn, increases fuel 
consumption and the emission of pollutants [9, 10]. The operators' behavior is less of an issue for large 

systems because they are equipped with more advanced control and measurement systems and are 

operated by more qualified personnel. Nonetheless, for both small and large systems, the knowledge of 
adequate functional relations and characteristics allows for better control of the boiler. It allows the 

operator to appropriately adjust the settings of the boiler or create adequate algorithms to control the 

adjustment devices. Due to the huge variability in the parameters of the loads and the burned fuels, the 

established functional relations and characteristics should be characterized by a wide range of 
applicability. The subject of the research presented in this article is the determination of such relations 

with respect to the cofiring of substances in grate furnaces. The presented methodology allows one to 

determine the characteristics of both furnaces and entire boilers with fixed or travelling grates. In 
particular, the paper attempts to discuss the adjustment of the flow of air supplied under the grate. The 

presented methodology discusses the example of the cofiring of hard coal and sewage sludge. 

2 Material and methods 

2.1 Characteristics (function) of cofiring 

The characteristics (function) of a process describe the impact of the factors that determine its course 

(independent variables) on the respective characteristics of the product or process (dependent 
variable/factor). A number of independent variables and a number of dependent variables can appear as 
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part of a process. The values of decision (independent) parameters that determine the conditions of 
implementing the process are established prior to the tests. The values of the resulting (dependent) 

variables are determined through measurement. The characteristics (functions) of a process are 

approximate relations between the assumed sets of decision parameters and the corresponding 
measurement results (a separate characteristic is obtained for each independent factor).  

It is advantageous to use polynomials for approximation [11, 12]. It this case, in the characteristics 

(function) of a process, constant factors and independent variables appear. Their values should be 
calculated based on the measurement results. The number of the sets of values of independent variables 

used for this purpose should be at least equal to the number of sought variables.  

The decision parameters considered for establishing the characteristics and the range of their variation 

should be selected based on direct observation and/or research based on the literature. At the same time, 
the number of sets of values for these parameters that is used to determine the characteristics (or, more 

precisely, the coefficients of the equation of the characteristics) should be adequate. This number should 

not be too high to avoid excessively increasing the costs and duration of the research. At the same time, 
it should not be too low to adequately describe the course of the process. This condition can be met by 

applying the principles of scientific design to an experiment [11-13]. 

In a study, there are also constant factors and interference factors. Constant factors are the factors whose 

value is constant throughout the study. Interference factors are the factors whose values are not 
controlled in a study (i.e., due to their random nature or negligible impact). 

2.2 Ranges and values of the factors considered in the study 

In this study, the following independent factors (independent variables) were considered:  

 content of dry matter of sludge mixed with hard coal, 

 moisture content in the sludge, 

 thickness of the fuel layer on the grate, 
 theoretical value of the excessive primary air supplied to the combustion process, 

 duration of the process,  

 change in the flow rate of the primary air supplied to the combustion process along the length 
of the grate (under the grate). 

The following fixed factors were considered: 

 design of the grate and the combustion chamber (i.e., among others: number of blast zones of 
primary air),  

 parameters of the fired coal and sludge. 

Among others, the following uncontrolled interference factors were considered: the temperature and 

humidity of the supply air and the ambient temperature. 
The following were the dependent factors, which are the values obtained as a result of the experimental 

tests conducted: 

 emission flows: 
- carbon dioxide CO2, 

- carbon monoxide CO, 

- sulphur dioxide SO2, 

- nitrogen monoxide NO, 
and 

 percentage of combustibles in the slag, 

 amount of obtained useful heat Q. 
The emission flow of a flue gas component expressed as kg/s or as m3n/s (where: m3

n=1/22.42 kmol) is 

the product of the share of the component in the flue gases and the flue gas flow. In technical calculations 

the dry flue gas flow (which is often difficult to measure) is determined on the basis of (dry) combustion 
air flow (which is easier to determine). The analyses carried out by the authors demonstrate that, for 
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burning of coal and biomass, the flow of dry flue gas is usually lower than the dry air flow by no more 
than 5%. 

Table 2 presents the ranges of variation observed for the independent factors assumed in the study.  

The relevant range of variation of the weight percentage of sewage sludge in the mixture and the 
moisture content of the sludge was determined using earlier studies and research based on the literature 

[i.e., 14-16]. When the maximum percentage of moisture was observed, the findings of studies on the 

feasibility of mixing sludge of varying moisture content with coals were considered. 
The assumed range of variation of the thickness of the fuel layer on the grate was based on typical 

adjustability of a travelling grate (i.e., between 50 and 150 mm). Fuels with a high ash content or coarse-

grained fuels should, however, be burned in a thicker layer and at a lower travel rate of the grate.  

For furnaces with a mechanical travel grate, the excess air ratio should be between 1.3 and 1.6 (for the 
types of coal from Poland) [14]. For the purpose of the study, the lower value of this range was extended 

to 1.2. The range was extended due in part to the intent to examine the impact of a lower air flow rate 

on blowing away the fine particles of sludge. 
The duration of the process is determined by the allowed weight and the heat loads of the grate areas. 

This duration is controlled mostly by adjusting the grate travel rate.  

For a mechanical travel grate with air blast [14]: 

 the allowed weight load is typically between 140 and 200 kg/(m2h); 
 the allowed heat load is typically between 700 and 1200 kW/m2. 

The heat load is usually considered to be the more meaningful of the above criteria. 

Depending on the furnace design (including its size) and boiler load, among other factors, the duration 
of the combustion process ranges from several minutes to longer than one hour. The range of variation 

observed for the duration of the process considered in the study has been determined based on the above 

factors and by considering the calorific value and density of the burned mixtures as well as the 
anticipated load of the boiler. 

In the case of furnaces with a mechanical travel grate, air demand varies along the length of the grate. 

The distribution of air demand depends on the type of burned fuel, the travel rate of the grate and the 

thickness of the burned fuel. Figure 1 shows an example of the distributions of air demand along the 
length of the grate for burning sample fuels. As shown in Figure 1, the curves of the combustion air 

demand differ considerably from one another depending on the characteristics of the burned fuel. 

Therefore, to supply the required amounts of air along the length of the grate, boilers with mechanical 
grates are equipped with adjustable zones of air supply control (i.e., the area under the grate is divided 

across its entire width and along its length into the areas to which individual quantities of air are 

supplied). The industrial boilers used in Poland are usually divided into 3 to 10 zones. The study 
presented in this article involved a process with 5 zones of air supply. 

The study analyzed sewage sludge obtained from a large municipal wastewater treatment plant. The 

sludge underwent a methane fermentation process at the plant. Prior to the study, the sludge had been 

dewatered by presses to obtain a moisture content of approximately 70% and was subsequently heat-
dried until the moisture content was less than 15%. As a result of the drying, the sludge was transformed 

into fine particles with diameters of less than 5 mm. The study involved pea coal mined in Poland. 
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Figure 1: Air demand curves along the length of the grate (based on [14-16]). 

To determine the amount (and flow) of the air supplied during the test to each zone, the functional 

relationship f(l) was determined, which describes the amounts of air supplied along the length of the 

grate. The analyses and further tests assumed that the air is supplied to the combustion process only 
under the grate. The information available in the literature [i.e., 14-16] was considered when determining 

this relationship. The following boundary conditions were derived from the functions available in the 

literature: 
 the surface area below the f(l) curve should correspond to the volume of air required to burn the 

mixture at a given: 

 

dllfV

L


0

)(  (1) 

 

where 

V is the volume of air required to burn the mixture at a given , kg/s or m3
n/s, 

f(l) is the function describing the division of air demand along the length of the grate, kg/(m×s) or 

m3
n/(m×s), 

l is the positioning of the fuel on the grate (one-dimensional), 

L is the length of the grate. 

 
 at the end of the grate (l=L), the value of the function should be 0: 

 

𝑓(𝐿) = 0 (2) 

 

 the f(l) function should have its maximum at the l=Z point to determine the position of the 

maximum of the air flow: 

 

𝑓′(𝑍) = 0   for Z < L (3) 
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The assumed conditions are met by the curve of the following equation [11]: 
 

𝑓(𝑙) = 𝑎 (1 −
𝑙

𝐿
) 𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑐𝑙 (4) 

where 
a, b, c are equation coefficients. 

 

In equation (4), the coefficients a and c can be calculated for known values: l=Z, the total volume of air 
supplied to the combustion process under the grate and the coefficient b. The influence of Z and b on 

f(l) for sample total volumes of air supplied under the grate is shown in Figures 2 and 3.  The functions 

known in the literature are obtained for   and b less than 1 (an example is shown in Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: The influence of the value of the coefficient "b" (equation (4)) on the function modeling the 

distribution of the air flow along the length of the grate for Z=1/6 and the identical value for the total 

amount of air supplied under the grate. 

 

Figure 3: The influence of the location of the extremum of the function modeling the distribution of the 
air flow along the length of the grate on its shape for b=0.99 and the identical value for the total 

amount of air supplied under the grate. 
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For the study, a constant value of 0.99 was assumed for b, and the following values of air supplied to 
the respective zones were determined using software written for this purpose: 

 the proportion of excessive air resulting from the research design ( between 1.2 and 1.6), 
 the Z value of the position of the maximum of the air flow resulting from the research design 

(the position of the maximum of the function describing the distribution of the supplied air was 

assumed to be in the range from 1/6 to 2/3 of the length of the grate), 
 the duration of the process resulting from the research design, 

 the thickness of the burned fuel layer resulting from the research design, 

 the composition of the burned fuel resulting from the research design. 

2.3 The employed research design and the function of the research object 

The selection of the research design is closely related to the function of the research object. Individual 

research designs often allow one to create a particular form of the function of the object. In addition, a 
more complicated form of a function (e.g., one with a greater number of coefficients) requires more 

research to determine this form. One of the types of functions that is most widely used in practice is a 

second-degree polynomial with first-degree interactions. This form of a polynomial is also often 
considered to be its most general form that has a practical use. Its use is, in fact, a compromise that 

accounts for, on the one hand, the non-linearity of actual objects of research and, on the other hand, the 

aim to reduce the number of measurements. It is this function that was used in the study as the function 
of the research object: 
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where 

z is the dependent variable (factor), 
b is the polynomial coefficient, 

x is the independent variable (factor), 

k, g is the designations of independent coefficients and variables, 

i is the number of independent variables (factors). 
 

The total number of coefficients of this polynomial is equal to 

 

2

)2)(1( 


ii
N  (6) 

 

In the case of this polynomial, there are 28 coefficients for 6 independent factors. Naturally, the number 
of coefficients corresponds to the minimum number of arrangements of the independent factors that 

need to be studied. 

To make the methods of research design and the statistical analysis independent of the actual object of 
the research, the input values were normalized (encoded), i.e., they were assigned values from the <-

1,1> range (these values are hereafter denoted as 𝑥𝑖). 

An analysis of the properties of dozens of research designs allowed for the selection of a group of four 

designs that are the most favorable in the opinion of the author and can be applied. These designs, 
together with their characteristic values, are shown in Table 1. It is worth noting that if the research 

followed the complete three-value design, it would be necessary to perform 729 tests. 

From the group of designs presented in Table 1, the type B design was ultimately chosen for the 
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following reasons:  
 the D-optimality criterion that is met by the type B design should be considered superior to the 

rotatability criterion met by the rotatable design, and meeting either criterion requires a 

comparable number of tests; 
 the type B program is easier to prepare than rotatable programs: the type B program contains 

only 3 values for each factor (rotatable programs contain 5 values); 

 the type B program takes better advantage of research capabilities compared to the Hartley 
program; the low number of arrangements analyzed in the Hartley plan increases the impact of 

gross errors on the final form of the function; 

 the Box-Behnken program is more difficult to develop than the type B program (it is also not 

recommended for testing the impact of 6 independent factors [12]). 

Table 1: The characteristic values of the designs (static-determined polyselectional) that can be used 

in this research (number of independent factors – 6). 

Type of research design 
Number of necessary 

tests 

Number of values of the 
respective factors 

considered in the 

research design 

Rotatable 45÷58a 5 

Hartley 29 
3 

5 

B 44+7 3 

Box-Behnken 54 3 

 
The disadvantage of the type B program is that it lacks the series of measurements conducted for 

identical values of the factors. Some programs include such tests (usually in the center of the design, 

i.e., in rotatable-uniform or Box-Behnken designs). This makes it necessary to perform further series of 
repeated tests (at least 7) to determine the uncertainty of the measurements. 

The theoretical grounds of type B programs are included in [11, 12, 17], among other studies. 

It was decided to conduct the research following the B6 design type, in which the core of the design 

comprises a design that is complete, selectional, multivariate, with repeated fractions, type 26-1 and with 

fundamental identity 654321 x̂x̂x̂x̂x̂x̂ . Fifty-one arrangements of the factors are necessary to implement 

this research design (44 arrangements of independent factors are directly connected to the research 

design, and, on top of that, the test for one arrangement of independent factors, i.e., for the central point, 
should be repeated at least 7 times to determine the uncertainty of the measurements). 

Table 3 summarizes the various independent factors with their designations adopted in the study and 

with the analyzed range of variation expressed in real and normalized values. 

2.4 Tests and result analysis 

The tests were conducted using a laboratory grate furnace with a maximum allowed output of 100 kW. 

The applied research procedure and the adjustability of the system allowed one to obtain stable values 
for the independent factors discussed above. The concentrations and gas flow were measured at the flue 

outlet of the combustion chamber (in the flue gas channel). In addition, during the tests, the temperatures 

and flows were measured to determine the usable heat output. During the tests, samples of the produced 
slag were also collected, and their combustible fractions were determined. The reminder of this article 

discusses only the obtained examples of functions for the research object for NO emissions.  

The analysis of the composition of flue gases presented in this paper was carried out with an MGA 5 

analyser by MRU GmbH (Germany), while the air flow was measured with rotameters (type RDN 65, 
RIN 402 and 405). Air humidity was measured with an ALMEMO 2290-8 universal measuring 
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instrument. The percentage of combustibles in slags was determined using the weight method, based on 
the standard/as specified in the provisions of the PN-93/Z-15008/03 standard. 

The measured values are subject to uncertainty. Therefore, to meet the assumed measurement accuracy 

(which is critical if each individual test is conducted only once and if it is possible for gross errors to 
occur), the measurements were normalized using the adjustment calculus procedures. These procedures 

involve additional use of the energy and substance balances. These balances, in addition to the measured 

values, may include unknown values. The proceeding is possible if the number of balances is greater 
than the number of unknown values. The measured factors and unknown factors that are part of the 

equations are also adjusted. These adjustments should be as insignificant as possible, but at the same 

time, they should make it possible to meet the balance equations. This issue comes down to optimizing 

the function defined by the sum of the weighted squares of the adjustments and is limited by the 
requirement of meeting the balance equations. The accuracy values for determining the respective 

factors constitute the weight factor. The preferred method for solving the above is the method of 

undetermined Lagrange coefficients . The appropriate procedures are described below [18, 19]. 

Table 2: Normalized values together with real values of the factors. 

Independent variable 

(factor) 

Designa

-tion  
xk 

Min 

value 
xkmin 

Max 

value 
xkmax 

Average 
value 

�̅�𝑘 

Range of 
variation 

∆𝑥𝑘 

Normalized 

value 

𝑥𝑘 

-1 0 +1 

Percentage of sludge in the 

mix, % 
x1 0 30 15 15 0 15 30 

Moisture content in the 
sludge, % 

x2 20 60 40 20 20 40 60 

Thickness of the fuel layer 

on the grate, mm 
x3 50 150 100 50 50 100 150 

Theoretical value of the 
excessive air supplied to 

the combustion process 

x4 1.2 1.6 1.4 0.2 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Duration of the process, 

minutes 
x5 30 50 40 10 30 40 50 

Distribution of the flow of 

the supplied air – position 

of the maximum of the flow 

x6 1/6 2/3 5/12 1/4 1/6 5/12 2/3 

 
Polynomial coefficients were estimated using the quasi-Newton method, with the loss function being 

defined as the sum of squared deviations from the predicted values (the least squares method). If the 

estimation process was not convergent, 
 as a first step, the Hooke-Jeeves method was used to determine the initial estimates; 

 the quasi-Newton method was then applied to these initially determined estimates. 

The values of the polynomial coefficients were determined for the normalized values of the independent 
variables.  

The calculations used the values of the dependent variables that were obtained from the adjustment 

calculations.  

The calculations were performed using the Statistica software [StatSoft, Inc. (2017). STATISTICA (data 
analysis software system), www.statsoft.com]. 

The relationship expressed as a function of the research object is a quantitative correlation. The 

verification of such a correlation consists of 
 verifying the significance of the individual components of the function of the research object 

and 
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 verifying the adequacy of the function of the research object with regard to the measurement 
results. 

The significance of the individual components of the approximating polynomial was verified using the 

t-test, whereas the adequacy was verified using the F-test.  
The verification of the significance of the individual components of the object function allows one to 

order the components according to their impact on the value of the dependent variable. This ordering 

also has the following advantages: 
 it allows one to conduct a qualitative analysis of the impact of the respective factors, 

 it allows for the possible elimination of the least significant values, thus simplifying the form of 

the function, 

 it can provide a starting point for further analyses aimed at creating a model of the object.  
In addition, the multiple correlation coefficient R was used as an auxiliary criterion. This coefficient, 

although its usefulness with regard to non-linear relations is disputed, was used due to its popularity.  

A separate issue is the determination of the appropriate levels of significance α=αgr, for the verification 
of both the level of significance of individual components of the object function and its adequacy.  

It is most often recommended that values from the range 0.001-0.1 are taken as the αgr level [11, 12] to 

determine the significance of the individual components of the object function. The choice of the 

individual values, however, is a subjective decision made by the author of a study.  
This paper presents the significance levels for all of the determined coefficients. A different approach is 

recommended to verify the adequacy because it is not possible to influence its level after adopting the 

final form of the function. Therefore, the αw level of significance was determined and quoted in each 
case, together with the results of the analyses. 

Charts are also helpful in evaluating the fit of the designated function to the test results. Because this 

study considered 6 independent variables, it was not possible to present the results in a single graph that 
would show the influence of all analyzed independent variables on the determined dependent variable. 

Nonetheless, the fit can be evaluated, e.g., based on the graph showing the observed values (obtained 

by performing the tests) versus the anticipated values (obtained from the calculated polynomial). In the 

case of the perfect fit of the determined relation to the test results, the individual points should form a 
straight line (inclined at a 45° angle to the axis provided that the scales for each axis are the same); in 

other cases, the values should be as close to the line as possible.  

A graph showing the relationship between the anticipated values and the remainder values (i.e., the 
differences between the anticipated and observed values) can serve the same purpose. In the case of a 

perfect fit, the remainder values should be 0; in other cases, they should be as close to that value as 

possible. 

3 Results and discussion 

The results of the tests and analyses conducted in this study are shown below in relation to the 

determination of only one characteristic: the description of the changes in average NO emission from 
the process of cofiring sewage sludge with coal in the test system.  

Table 3 shows the values of the individual coefficients of the determined function describing the average 

NO emission in mg/s as a function of the values of the normalized independent factors. Table 4 presents 
the function coefficients ordered according to their level of significance and highlights the factors that 

are at the end with significance levels below 0.01 and 0.05. For the research object, the following 

independent factors have the greatest impact on the average NO emission (in order of the significance): 

thickness of the layer of fuel burned on the grate x3, duration of the process x5, theoretical value of the 
excessive air supplied to the combustion process x4, and moisture content in the sludge x2. 

Table 5 presents the values of the fitted measures of the designated function to the test results. This table 

contains the following fitting measures: adequacy level, final loss and correlation coefficient. The 
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following three forms of the function were analyzed: 
 all coefficients of the polynomial (full form of the polynomial), 

 factors of the significance level lower than 0.05, 

 factors of the significance level lower than 0.01. 
The highest level of adequacy was obtained for a polynomial with coefficients that had a significance 

level <0.05. Eliminating the coefficient with the lowest significance level increased the level of 

adequacy as a result of the increase in the number of degrees of freedom.  
Figure 4 presents a comparison of the observed (measured) values and predicted values (calculated using 

the full form of the polynomial). The corresponding values were determined for identical operating 

conditions. The polynomial is one of the equations of the operational characteristics (object function). 

It is a mathematical model of the analysed co-firing process. The figure also presents the line of perfect 
match between the corresponding observed and predicted values. Figure 5 shows the remainder values 

for the respective anticipated values. The average absolute difference between the observed value and 

the anticipated value (for the full polynomial) is lower than 10% of the observed value. 

Table 3: Coefficients of the polynomial describing the average NO emission in mg/s. 

Coefficient b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 

Value 4.01 -0.08 0.17 1.80 0.34 -1.01 0.08 

Coefficient b11 b22 b33 b44 b55 b66 b12 

Value -0.38 -0.63 -0.12 0.00 0.97 0.06 0.03 

Coefficient b13 b14 b15 b16 b23 b24 b25 

Value 0.00 0.04 0.11 0.07 0.30 -0.01 -0.03 

Coefficient b26 b34 b35 b36 b45 b46 b56 

Value 0.02 0.26 -0.44 0.14 0.02 0.19 -0.04 

Table 4: Values of the significance level for the coefficients of the polynomial describing the average 

NO emission - ordered by increasing value of the significance level. 

Order Coeff. 
Significance 

level value 
Order Coeff. 

Significance 

level value 
Order Coeff. 

Significance 

level value 

1 b3 9.88E-09 11 b22 7.08E-03 20 b25 0.454 

2 b0 1.86E-08 12 b36 0.0179 21 b33 0.487 

3 b5 3.22E-07 13 b15 0.0420 22 b12 0.491 

4 b35 4.79E-05 14 b11 0.0520 23 b45 0.591 

5 b4 1.77E-04 15 b6 0.105 24 b26 0.720 

6 b23 4.28E-04 16 b1 0.108 25 b66 0.723 

7 b55 8.07E-04 17 b16 0.151 26 b24 0.828 

8 b34 8.94E-04 18 b56 0.338 27 b13 0.914 

9 b46 4.75E-03 19 b14 0.341 28 b44 0.990 

10 b2 5.82E-03  
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Table5: Values of the fitted measures of the designated function to the measurement results. 

Function 
Level of 

adequacy 
Final loss 

Correlation 

coefficient R 

Full polynomial (28 coefficients) 0.0827 2.928 0.992 

Polynomial with coefficients of the 
significance level <0.05 (13 coefficients) 

0.1467 4.218 0.989 

Polynomial with coefficients of the 

significance level <0.01 (11 coefficients) 
0.1073 5.214 0.985 

 

Fig. 4: Anticipated and observed values for average NO emission in mg/s. 

 

Fig. 5: Remainder values for the average anticipated NO emission in mg/s. 

As a result of the tests and analyses, the characteristics that are analogous to those presented above for 

NO emissions were obtained for the other tested related factors. Based on the set of these characteristics, 

it is possible to create software that generates the optimal values of the control parameters for a system, 

depending on its load and the properties of the fuel used. It is also possible to match the optimum 
composition of the combustion mixture, depending on the expected load of the system and the costs of 

acquiring the substance used to produce the mixture. Both the system setting adjustments and the 

mixture composition can be optimized in terms of any chosen criterion based on a group or all of the 
designated characteristics (including the appropriately selected weights). 
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The presented example of the application of the methodology is still labor-intensive in terms of the 
research conducted. The purpose of the presented example was to demonstrate a procedure for obtaining 

the characteristics that are most closely tailored to an actual object. To perform analyses for a narrower 

range of variation of the respective independent factors (adjustment parameters) or if it is necessary to 
reduce the number of tests (and thus to accept a suboptimal fit of the determined characteristics to the 

actual object), it is possible to apply characteristics that are described only by first-degree polynomials. 

This allows one to determine the polynomial using significantly fewer coefficients and thus to 
significantly reduce the number of necessary tests (to about a dozen, even including the tests to 

determine the uncertainties). In addition, the use of adjustment calculus eliminates the need to conduct 

repeated tests to determine the uncertainties; however, using adjustment calculus makes it necessary to 

determine the uncertainties using the theoretical basis. This allows one to further reduce the number of 
tests. It is also possible to make the tests less labor-intensive by using one of the so-called saturated 

designs, i.e., designs in which the number of arrangements of independent factors that need to be tested 

is equal or close to the number of function coefficients of the tested object. 

4 Conclusions 

This article describes the experimental determination method for process characteristics by applying the 

scientific principles of research design and research result development. 
The provided method is particularly advantageous in determining the characteristics for the process of 

cofiring substances in grate furnaces, accounting for variability in the air supply flow along the length 

of the grate. This paper postulates a form of the function describing this variability of the air flow. The 
adopted form of the function is based on the experience that the authors acquired during many years of 

work with grate furnaces cofired with a variety of waste substances and coal. The adopted form of the 

function considers the average ratio of excess combustion air and the position of the extreme of this 
flow and meets the boundary conditions of the combustion of fuel in grate furnaces. 

By applying the procedures of adjustment calculus as part of the presented methodology, it was possible 

to obtain more reliable measured values that were the basis for the determination of functional 

dependencies. 
The obtained characteristics of the combustion process allow one to assess the influence of decisive 

factors on the emission of gaseous substances and the energy-related outcome (i.e., performance and 

efficiency). This allows one to determine the most advantageous conditions for performing the process 
depending on the adopted criteria and/or the order of their importance. 

The characteristics determined based on the presented methodology can be used to create an algorithm 

for controlling the operation of the system (or, in the case of less advanced systems, to determine the 
optimal parameters for system operation with a given set of limitations). 
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Abstract 
In municipal energy systems, an optimal spatial configuration, the technology of heat generation, the 

power of heat sources and their energy performance are the key issues from the point of view of  negative 
environmental impact and comfort of life. Currently, in Poland as well as elsewhere in the world, 

advanced analytical tools as well as consultancy services that could be used for a complex analysis of 

such systems are lacking. Tools of that type should render it possible to work out recommendations that 
would aim at converting the existing municipal energy systems to modern, high performance, ecological 

and intelligent systems typical for “Smart Energy Systems”. 

The paper presents the analytical and consultancy system which aims at a complex, comprehensive, 
multi-criteria energy performance analysis of a given building or a group of buildings and at making a 

recommendation for  an energy source with regard to CO2 emission and investment costs determined 

on the basis of indicators included in the knowledge bases. The analytical and consultancy system 

employs advanced energy performance computer simulations of buildings as well as innovative 
analytical algorithms worked out and contributed by the authors, including those based on the 

knowledge base developed on the grounds of performance data from selected buildings of various types 

situated in a dozen or so cities of different population in Poland. 
A part of the research work was carried out within the framework of the strategic programme financed 

by the National Centre for Research and Development in Poland. 

1 Introduction 

Both in Poland as well as in other countries of the European Union, the issue of energy efficiency in the 

construction industry and in energy systems, including centralized heating systems, is treated as a 

priority. This approach follows from a number of EU Directives and Polish regulations, which aim at 
reducing the use of primary fuels and pollutant emissions, mainly CO2. The current energy policies 
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which, among others, have brought about the introduction of legal and organizational solutions that 
render it possible to obtain financial support for investment projects which improve energy efficiency, 

have changed the Polish  and European construction and power industry considerably [1]–[5]. More and 

more frequently, the need to convert the existing municipal energy systems into intelligent systems that 
can be an element of Smart Energy Cities has been emphasized. One of the effects of the above 

mentioned changes is a gradual decrease in the contracted power and heat supplied by centralized 

heating systems. This problem is a live issue not only in Poland, but also in other European countries 
and globally. The importance of the problem is also evidenced in a broad range of literature on this 

subject [5]–[11]. In this context, it is of particular significance to look for new solutions which allow 

optimization of operation of municipal energy systems, first of all in the aspect of energy efficiency, but 

having regard also to ecological and economic conditions. Additionally, it should be underlined that 
research and implementation projects which are currently carried out in Poland and worldwide are 

focused on solutions which can be directly implemented in practice, and this forces the use of most 

modern solutions, frequently very innovative, previously unavailable on the market [12]–[18]. Such an 
approach is perfectly consistent with the concept of Smart Energy City [19]–[22]. 

2 Optimization of municipal energy systems 

The key element in the concept of Smart Energy City is the use of information technologies and 
information and communication technologies for the purpose of enhancing interactivity and efficiency 

of municipal infrastructure and its components, and also for raising public awareness. In respect of 

energy management of urbanized areas, the term “Energy” is important in the name of the concept. It 
underlines that in these areas municipal energy systems used for the generation and distribution of all 

types of energy, and also equipment of buildings, which affects efficient energy use, are subjected to 

analysis from the point of view of their performance and optimization. 
Municipal energy systems, in the broad meaning, comprise municipal power grids, heating and cooling 

networks, heat substations in buildings, district or individual heat sources, including renewable energy 

sources, and also combined heat and power sources. The systems are extremely complicated, frequently 

territorially dispersed, and also diverse in terms of technology and ownership. As a consequence of this 
fact, the analysis referring to their technological aspects and optimization of their operation is a 

considerable challenge [23]–[25]. It should be carried out with the use of advanced analytical systems, 

supported with computer simulation methods and intelligent analytical systems. It is of crucial 
importance to base optimization of energy systems on multi-criteria analyses, taking into account all 

their elements, and to develop knowledge bases of intelligent analytical systems on the basis of 

operational data (consumption of electrical energy, heat, cooling, etc.) obtained from real buildings, 
sources of energy, heating and cooling and distribution networks. It is also essential to consider in the 

analyses the buildings which are supplied with electrical energy, heating and cooling by municipal 

energy systems. It should be emphasized that it is not possible to select appropriately elements of such 

systems without full knowledge about the structure of demand of buildings for various forms of energy, 
and also annual trends in the demand determined using a time step not exceeding one hour. A proper 

identification of energy performance of buildings renders it possible to evaluate technical parameters of 

energy systems, such as, among others, energy source power (heat, cooling, electrical energy), the flow 
of heating and cooling medium in distribution networks, capacity of local or group heat and cold storage 

tanks, technological scheme, power and equipment of a heat substation. 

In the framework of the research and implementation project, the existing analytical methods and tools 

for optimization of municipal energy systems have been reviewed extensively. The results of the review 
indicate that research studies which are currently carried out, mostly concentrate on an approach to the 

analysis and optimization of energy systems based on one criterion. Additionally, very often, they cover 

only selected aspects of their operation. Research studies published in [26]–[33] may serve as an 
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example. Research studies carried out in such a manner is of great scientific and practical value. They 
offer solutions to many complicated problems in the field of municipal power industry, for instance, 

they define the methodology of energy demand prediction [34]–[36] and optimize the procedures for 

controlling the operation of distribution networks [27], [29], [32], [37]. It should be emphasized, 
however, that a definitely better approach to the issue of optimization of municipal energy systems as a 

whole is a complex analysis which takes into consideration energy sources, distribution networks and 

buildings supplied with energy. Only such a multi-criteria approach to research allows a detailed 
analysis of each aspect of municipal energy system operation and a recommendation - based on this 

analysis - on its configuration and operational algorithms in order to achieve the assumed energy, 

ecological and economic indicators. It applies both to energy sources and distribution systems, as well 

as to buildings supplied with energy and heat from such systems. Therefore, we should strive to develop 
tools which would allow an analysis and recommendation on possible solutions. Such a tool has been 

designed and implemented. 

3 Intelligent, multi-criteria system for the analysis and optimization of 

municipal energy systems 

An intelligent multi-criteria system for the analysis and optimization of municipal energy systems (an 

intelligent analytical system) was developed within the framework of the research and implementation 

project, financed by the National Centre for Research and Development, entitled “Analysis of Technical 
and Functional Requirements for Buildings Supplied by Centralized Heat Sources”, which was carried 

out as one of the tasks of the strategic project entitled “The Integrated System for Decreasing the 

Functional Energy Consumption of Buildings”. 
The intelligent analytical system is an integrated multi-module computer application developed with the 

use of the “R environment” (R project) and the ready-made EnergyPlus calculation engine [38], [39]. 

The concept of the system was based on the integration of many calculation tools for the purpose of 

creating a uniform computer system supported with knowledge bases which are based on operational 
investigations carried out in the course of the project. The objective of the intelligent analytical system 

is to perform energy performance analysis of a building or a group of buildings and also to make a 

recommendation concerning an optimum configuration of the system (local heat sources, centralized 
system, wide-spread generation of electrical energy and heat, etc.). The basic criteria taken into 

consideration in the analysis are: CO2 emissions and investment costs determined on the grounds of 

indicators contained in the knowledge bases. It should be stressed here that knowledge bases used in the 
intelligent analytical system have been developed on the grounds of actual operational data 

(consumption of electrical energy, heat and cold) which were measured in more than 1050 buildings 

localized in the West of Poland. 

The fundamental elements of the intelligent, multi-criteria system for the analysis and optimization of 
municipal energy systems comprise: 

 a module for entering and editing data of building/buildings, 

 a module for the generation of input files to the simulation application (EnergyPlus) which 
calculates energy performance features of the buildings under investigation, 

 a simulation application based on the ready-made EnergyPlus calculation engine, 

 a module for the generation of input files for the calculation and selection of energy source, 
 an independent calculation module, prepared in the MATLAB and R environment, designed for 

the calculation and selection of an energy source for a building (including a centralized source) 

on the basis of CO2 emissions, 

 a module for the analysis of investment costs of building a heating network together with an 
energy source for the needs of a group of buildings, 
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 an external module for the analysis of investment costs and recommendation on an energy 
source on the basis of CO2 emissions, and investment costs of the recommended energy source. 

Each of the above mentioned parts of the intelligent analytical system is based on knowledge bases. All 

data about buildings, installations, energy sources, operating costs constitute knowledge bases which 
are based on the investigations and analyses carried out within the framework of the project. The 

intelligent analytical system allows corrections to be made to the data comprised in knowledge bases, at 

the level of building analysis and also for the purpose of complementing software functionality. 

3.1 Analysis of municipal energy system 

The intelligent analytical system, which was developed, renders it possible to analyse an energy system 

which comprises one building and also a group of buildings. From the point of view of quality of the 
analysis, it does not matter which kinds of buildings will be considered. Buildings of different types can 

be analysed when the system is in operation (multi-family residential buildings, single-family buildings, 

public facilities, office buildings). The intelligent analytical system both for a single building and a 

group of them performs all the analyses considering the following possibilities of making a 
recommendation related to a municipal energy system configuration, including in particular the decision 

concerning the choice of an energy source for a building or a group of buildings (Figure 1): 

 an analysis of a single building -  built-in microcogenaration unit, connection of the building to 
the existing heating system with a centralized heat source, built-in gas boiler room, 

 an analysis of a group of buildings -  gas boiler room built-in in each building separately, heating 

micro-network with a group heat source in the form of a gas boiler room, heating micro-network 
with a group heat source in the form of a microcogeneration unit, connection of the group of 

buildings to the existing heating system with a centralized heat source. 

 

           
 a) b) 

Figure 1: Exemplary stages of municipal energy system analysis: a) connection of buildings to heating 

micro-network, b) analysis of power and performance of the microcogeneration unit. 

The analysis carried out by the intelligent analytical system produces a list of recommendations on 
energy sources for either a single building or a group of them, which can be ordered in respect of both 

criteria at the same time, i.e., CO2 emissions and estimated investment costs, or in respect of only one 

criterion. 
The intelligent analytical system algorithm and consequently its operations is divided into three stages 

which are carried out sequentially. In the first stage, energy performance calculations are made for a 

building or a group of buildings. At this stage, it is necessary to enter to the system all parameters which 

are essential from the point of view of energy performance of a building and/or buildings. A part of the 
data should be entered using the knowledge bases built-in into the system, whereas a part should be 

defined precisely on the basis of documentation or inventory of a given building. The intelligent 

analytical system makes it also possible to enter detailed information about the heating network, to 
which a building or a group of buildings may be connected. The geometry of the heating network is 
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defined with the use of a graphic tool (Figure 1a), which permits drawing a scheme of the network, 
connections of buildings and indication of energy source. Each symbol in the drawing is active, i.e., it 

renders it possible to assign to an element of the system proper technical parameters which allow the 

assessment of investment costs. The next step of the algorithm at this stage is generation of input data 
for the energy performance analysis of a building and/or buildings. The analysis is made with the use of 

EnergyPlus software integrated with the intelligent analytical system. The data are generated on the 

basis of parameters entered into the intelligent analytical system, such as basic dimensions, number of 
segments, floors, percentage share of windows in the area of individual walls, heat transfer coefficients, 

etc. Even though the input data for energy simulation describe a building in a simplified manner, the 

results obtained in the form of annual trends in changes in building energy performance parameters 

(with an hourly step) are one hundred percent consistent with the simulation results for such buildings, 
which are obtained using a very detailed building model. This follows from the research conducted 

within the project, in which a method was developed for simplifying the computer model of a building 

in such a manner that it would not lower the quality of its energy performance simulation results. A 
detailed description of  the research work and results obtained can be found in [40]. 

The second stage of the algorithm operation of the intelligent, multi-criteria system for the analysis of 

municipal energy systems (intelligent analytical system) begins with loading the annual trends in 

changes in building energy parameters generated in EnergyPlus simulations (*.csv file). It consists in a 
multi-criteria selection of a heat source for a building or a group of buildings. On the basis of additional 

parameters entered by the user, the intelligent analytical system calculates the instantaneous power 

demand for domestic hot water production and instantaneous electric energy consumption on a yearly 
basis. The results obtained and annual trends in changes in energy performance parameters of buildings 

determined in computer simulations constitute the basis for selection of a heat source. Figure 2 presents 

an example of a chart obtained in the intelligent analytical system illustrating the consumption of heat 
and electrical energy in a building. 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of simulation results obtained in the intelligent analytical system for electrical 
energy and heat consumption in a building. 

The intelligent analytical system allows the choice of many different sources of heat and electrical 

energy for a municipal energy system. For example, an analysis was carried out for three variants: a 
cogeneration source, a gas boiler room and for a connection of the building to the existing heating 
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system. In the case of the cogeneration system, a gas boiler or a heat substation can be the peak source. 
The intelligent analytical system enables simulation of the cogeneration system operation according to 

the demand for heat or electrical energy. In order to conduct all the calculations and analyses at this step 

of the algorithm operation, it is also necessary to enter data of the centralized heat source, which describe 
unequivocally the most important features from the point of view of the intelligent analytical system 

operation, i.e., CO2, emissions factors, source efficiency and heat cost, ordered charts, power, etc. Upon 

supplementation of input data, the intelligent analytical system activates the module created in the R 
environment, which carries out all the necessary calculations and analyses energy sources (including the 

centralized source). This module also generates all the necessary charts and characteristics. Figure 3 

shows an example of the simulation result for the operation of a cogeneration system with the electrical 

co-generation coefficient βel = 0.8. 

 

Figure 3: Example of simulation results for the operation of a cogeneration system with the electrical 

co-generation coefficient βel = 0.8. 

In stage 3 of the algorithm operation, the intelligent analytical system carries out economic analyses of 

investment projects in order to select an optimum solution from the point of view of operating costs and 

also with consideration given to investment costs. The result of the analysis is a set of data which make 

it possible to choose an optimum heat source on the basis of technical and economic algorithms. The 
data are entered to the module for the purpose of their analysis and recommending heat sources on the 

basis of the economic analysis (which includes, among others, investment project costs, fuel costs, costs 

of pollutant emissions, costs of obtaining emission certificates, operating costs, etc.). The module 
generates charts and characteristics which allow investigating and checking on, among others: additional 

EBIT (Figure 4) and EBITDA for an investment in a microcogeneration system, measures of economic 

effectiveness of the investment (NPV, IRR, discounted payback period) and others. 
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Figure 4: Example of a chart showing changes in the operating profit (EBIT) as a function of time 

(years 1-7) for the variant with a microcogeneration unit. 

The reports generated reflect the characteristics of the investment entered into the system. The number 
of potential combinations concerning investment characteristics is large enough to make it possible to 

assess almost all cases related to an investment in a small-scale cogeneration source. The data thus 

obtained can be used, among others, for analysing the profitability of investing in a cogeneration source 
for a building or a group of buildings and for issuing a decision concerning Union funding. 

4 Conclusions 

The intelligent analytical system is an advanced IT tool, based on solid mathematical fundamentals and 
extensive knowledge databases, designated for recommending a local or centralized heat source for a 

building or a group of buildings on the grounds of constructional or operational features. The software 

is perfectly suited for supporting investment decisions, planning investments connected with changing 
heat supply to buildings or small housing estates. Due to its expert character it can also be treated as an 

advisory tool for planning changes in energy policies of an urban area. 
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Abstract 
Both the Polish as well as the global energy economy, including in particular heat generation, is to a 
great extent based on facilities for the combustion of liquid and gaseous fuels. Worldwide, a 

considerable part, and in Poland a vast majority of these facilities are much worn out, and consequently, 

they work with low efficiency producing considerable amounts of pollutants which have a very negative 

impact on the environment. There are a significant number of solutions on the market (intended for 
operation in various technological systems) which aim at heat recovery, e.g., from combustion gases or 

technological processes. Quite frequently the solutions are of low energy efficiency. They fulfil only the 

function of heat exchangers and in no way affect a reduction of pollutant emission, neither do they 
contribute to improving the effect technological systems exert on the environment, economy and energy 

efficiency. Therefore it is of crucial importance to develop innovative solutions that enhance the 

efficiency of fuel combustion and at the same time reduce emission of pollutants. 
The paper presents a solution which renders it possible to increase the efficiency of fuel conversion by 

heating up substrates of combustion processes, heat recovery from combustion gases as a result of their 

cooling and water vapour condensation and which contributes to a reduction of pollution. It  brings about 

significant fuel consumption savings and thus a considerable enhancement of economic and ecological 
efficiency of heat sources. The solution is specially dedicated to heat sources of low and medium power, 

in which technologically advanced methods of a simultaneous heat recovery and combustion gas 

cleaning are not applied. The technology which has been developed and described herein will also allow 
an elimination of environmental burdens caused by inefficient heat sources already in operation. 

1 Introduction 

Combustion of oils in boilers is possible when the oils are converted to gaseous state and heated to 
ignition temperature. The main factors which affect the combustion process and emission of the resultant 

pollutants are: the composition of the fuel (hydrocarbon composition, content and type of fuel oil 

conditioners and modifiers) and the construction of the burner and combustion chamber. The 
advancement in the construction of boilers and burners has affected significantly a reduction in emission 
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of pollutants, however, the emission of soot and unburnt hydrocarbons during the start-up and shut-
down of a boiler still remains a problem. At the time of start-up and shut-down, 50-70 % of soot is 

generated with adsorbed products of the polymerization of hydrocarbons and unburnt hydrocarbons [1]. 

Combustion of poor quality fuel oils, e.g., light oil with an addition of heavy oil, constitutes another 
problem. 

The requirements concerning  pollutant emission to the atmosphere, these already in force and those 

planned, make it necessary to use not only fuels of appropriate quality and more and more efficient 
construction of devices, but also necessitate development of solutions for combustion gas cleaning. 

2 Combustion gas cleaning and heat recovery from combustion of liquid 

fuels 

Light fuel oil is most frequently burnt in oil boiler-rooms of small and medium power. Medium and 
heavy fuel oil is occasionally used for heating purposes in production facilities, e.g., in horticulture. 

Mainly fresh rapeseed oil is used as a biofuel for heating. It is characterized by high viscosity, high 

surface tension and difficult ignition (it is a mixture of fractions boiling in a wide range of temperatures) 
and therefore it is burnt blended with fuel oil [2]–[4]. 

The greatest advancement in new constructions is observed in industrial fuel oil burners, which in 

comparison with burners of small and medium power, are characterized by very high emission of 

pollutants. Oil condensing boilers (of the power of approximately up to 350 kW) also enhance the energy 
efficiency of liquid fuel boilers. In larger boilers, heat recuperators – flue-to-water heat exchangers – 

are installed in the exhaust system. In the case of light oils, apart from changes in the technological 

process of their production, fuel oil conditioners, so called combustion modifiers, are used additionally. 
They lower the emission of toxic compounds (reduce the emission of unburnt and partly burnt 

hydrocarbons and soot) and prevent collection of carbon deposits on the burner nozzles and in the 

combustion chamber [5]–[10]. 

The speed of the combustion reaction grows together with temperature and the level of substrate 
fragmentation. Oil viscosity and surface tension, which diminish with an increase in temperature, are 

the parameters which decide about the degree of fuel atomization. For instance, heating up to the 

temperature from 20oC to 50oC lowers the viscosity of fuel oil by about 50%, whereas in the case of 
rapeseed oil - by approximately 30%. This helps achieving a better atomization of droplets after they 

are discharged from the burner nozzle and obtaining an appropriate outflow cone for a given 

construction of a furnace. Droplets of sprayed oil evaporate and are transformed into hydrocarbon gas. 
The mixture thus created, when it reaches the right temperature, gets ignited and forms the flame front. 

The temperature in the space between the burner nozzle outlet and the flame front should be lower than 

the fuel cracking temperature in both phases (liquid and gaseous). If the cracking process takes place in 

the liquid phase, carbon in the form of coke is precipitated, whereas in the gaseous phase soot is 
produced, on the surface of which hydrocarbons produced in the flame are deposited. The amount and 

size of emitted particles of soot is the higher, the worse is the atomization of fuel. In the case of liquid 

fuel combustion, more than 150 different hydrocarbons have been identified in combustion gases. 
Highly carcinogenic compounds (fluorene, pyrene, benzopyrene, etc.), which are comprised in the soot, 

deeply penetrate the respiratory system of living organisms. 

The effect of condensation of water vapour contained in combustion gases is known and has been used 
in condensing boilers since 1894 [11]. However, it should be underlined that typical processes aiming 

at optimization of the performance of devices for combusting liquid fluids cover only heat recovery, and 

to a much lesser extent they focus on heat recovery combined with combustion gas cleaning [3], [4], 

[12]–[20]. 
From the patent specification number PL217784 there is known a device and method for the recovery 

of heat and dry cleaning of combustion gases which consists in using a non-membrane heat and mass 
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exchanger in which water from condensation of water vapour contained in combustion gases gets cooled 
in a membrane exchanger situated outside the device, and then is circulated to remove dust and gaseous 

compounds from combustion gases [21]. The heat transferred to the water cooling agent in the external 

heat exchanger defines the recovery of heat, which (apart from cleaning the combustion gases) is the 
main objective. 

From the patent specification number DE102011011421A1 there is also known a device for saving 

liquid fuel, in which the air for combustion is heated by combustion gases initially in an exchanger 
situated outside the chimney of the installation, with a simultaneous condensation of water vapour 

contained in them. Then air is heated in a membrane exchanger by means of circulating water obtained 

from water vapour condensation. Combustion gases are cleaned in mechanical filters with metal or 

plastic packed beds and in water mist which is obtained by spraying the circulating water. The device 
provides for using elements made of teflon or other acid-resistant synthetic materials. 

3 Innovative system for heat recovery and combustion gas cleaning 

The solution which was developed and is discussed herein is comprised of an installation for fuel saving, 

combustion gas cleaning and recovery of heat and water from combustion gases produced in combustion 

chambers of boilers, industrial furnaces, combustion engines, gas turbines, reaction chambers, etc., 

which use liquid or gaseous fuel, mainly biofuels. It is particularly dedicated to devices of small and 
medium power, in which technologically advanced methods of combustion gas cleaning are not used. 

As a result of fuel combustion in combustion chambers, combustion gases of high temperature are 

produced, which are used to obtain a useful effect. Before combustion gases are released to the 
atmosphere, they may be of a relatively high temperature, which is a measure of the effect of sensible 

heat. They also contain water vapour which is the source of latent heat. Such combustion gases should 

be used for the generation of secondary useful effects, e.g., external heating of energy carriers and/or 
heating of substrates of the combustion process, i.e., air and/or fuel. It follows from the information 

published in the literature (e.g. [22]–[24]) that the use of combustion gases flowing out of the 

combustion chamber for heating of combustion substrates achieves a particularly high energy, economic 

and ecological efficiency. 
An efficient way of using fuel consists in restricting the emission of waste energy and reducing its 

adverse environmental effects. The above mentioned objectives can be achieved by means of 

introducing specific changes in the construction of devices and by optimizing their performance. The 
most important activities pertaining to optimization of the performance include control of the air-fuel 

ratio and selection of its proper values. Stoichiometry of the combustion process was analysed 

extensively in [24]. The correctness of the combustion process can be checked by measuring the 
composition of combustion gases. To this aim we should measure CO2, O2, CO and H2O content in the 

dry and wet combustion gases. The following relation holds for the content of the ith component in the 

dry and wet combustion gases:  

 

(𝑖) =
[𝑖]

1 + 𝑋
 (1) 

 
[𝑖], (𝑖) -  content of the ith component in the dry and wet combustion gases, 
X - content of H2O in the dry combustion gases – so called moisture level of combustion gases. 

 

It should be borne in mind that the content of combustion gas components is always determined or 

measured with a certain error. On the basis of the generalized Ostwald triangle, the intended composition 
can be adjusted [24]. The adjustment consists in correcting the measured contents of combustion gas 

components (mainly oxygen and carbon dioxide) in such a way that, using the smallest possible 
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correction, they would satisfy the conditions which follow from the stoichiometry of the combustion 
process. The adjusted content of carbon dioxide [CO2]ad and oxygen [O2]ad may be calculated by using 

the formulae: 

 

[𝐶𝑂2]𝑎𝑑 =
𝐴𝐵

𝐴2 + 𝐵2
(1 − [𝐶𝑂2] +

𝐴

𝐵
[𝑂2]) (2) 

 

[𝑂2]𝑎𝑑 =
𝐴𝐵

𝐴2 + 𝐵2
(1 − [𝑂2] +

𝐴

𝐵
[𝐶𝑂2]) (3) 

 

and 
 

𝐴 = 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1 −
[𝐶𝑂]

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥
) (4) 

 

𝐵 = 0,21 (1 −
[𝐶𝑂]

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥
) (5) 

 

[O2], [CO2], [CO] -  content of oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon oxide before adjustment, 

[O2]ad, [CO2]ad -  content of oxygen and carbon dioxide after adjustment, 

kmax, lmax -  maximum theoretical content of [CO2] and [CO] in the dry combustion gases – the 
coefficient depends on the type of fuel. 

 

Usually, contents of [CO] and [H2O] are not adjusted. The values of maximum contents kmax and lmax 
are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Indicative maximum values of theoretical contents of carbon dioxide and carbon oxide for the 

fuels used in  the installation.  

Type of fuel kmax lmax 

Light fuel oil 0,157 0,223 

Heavy fuel oil 0,120 0,229 

Natural gas 0,115 0,147 

 
In a general case, the air-fuel ratio is determined from the balance of the following elements: C, H, O, 

N after a prior determination of the theoretical air demand. In the case of combustion of fuels containing 

little nitrogen and when at the same time there is no free carbon in solid combustion products, the 

following formula can be used to determine the air-fuel ratio  [24]: 
 

𝜆 =
1

1 −
79
21 

[𝑂2]𝑎𝑑 −
1
2

[𝐶𝑂]

1 − [𝐶𝑂2]𝑎𝑑 − [𝑂2]𝑎𝑑 − [𝐶𝑂]

 
(6) 

 

The above relation is particularly suitable, because it does not require knowledge of fuel composition. 

When the combustion chamber is supplied with fuel oil or natural gas it is recommended to keep 

 = 1,1÷1,2. A favourable and effective manner to enhance the energy, ecological and economic 

efficiency of the combustion chamber is to heat the substrates of combustion (air and/or fuel) with the 
heat which is recovered through recuperation. Recuperation brings additional energy to the chamber and 

increases the temperature of fuel combustion. This makes it possible, among other things: 
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 to intensify the use of combustion gases in the chamber, 
 to save fuel, 

 to obtain a higher content of H2O in combustion gases (e.g., in driers) and CO2 (in technological 

processes), 
 to lower the temperature of combustion gases discharged to the environment. 

 

Fuel savings due to recuperation is defined by the index [25]: 
 

𝑤 =
ΔP

𝑃0
=

𝜒 q𝑟

𝑊𝑑 + 𝜒 q𝑟 − 𝑆Δ𝑇𝑠𝑜
 (7) 

 

ΔP -  fuel savings, 

𝑃0 -  fuel consumption without recuperation, 

𝑊𝑑 – fuel calorific value, 

𝑆 – heat capacity of combustion gases per fuel unit, 

𝑞𝑟 – heat of recuperation in relation to fuel unit, 

Δ𝑇𝑠𝑜  – difference between the temperature of combustion gases flowing out of the chamber without a 
recuperator and the ambient temperature, 

𝜒 – index of temperature distribution, 

 
where 

 

𝑞𝑟 = 𝐴Δ𝑇𝑎 + 𝐵Δ𝑇𝑏 (8) 

 

A, 𝐵 – air and fuel heat capacity per fuel unit, 

Δ𝑇𝑎 , Δ𝑇𝑏  – difference between the temperature of heated air and fuel and the ambient temperature. 

 
It is recommended to adopt the indices of temperature distribution in the combustion chamber in the 

following ranges [23]: 

 for a one-zone chamber  = 1÷1,15, 

 for a counter-current flow of combustion gases and heated medium in the chamber  = 1,1÷1,3, 

 for a multi-zone chamber  = 1,3÷1,5. 
After the combustion gases are cooled below the dew point, the water vapour contained in them is 

successively condensed. Condensation brings about an intensive heat transfer to the condensing agent. 

Water droplets which appear, not only absorb gaseous impurities contained in combustion gases, but 
also remove solid impurities from them. The process of water vapour condensation in combustion gases 

should be treated as particularly favourable for making use of combustion gas waste heat and 

combustion gas cleaning. 
A diagram of the installation is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Combustion gases from the combustion chamber 

flow through a cross-flow pipe heat exchanger, used in the second air heating stage, and then they are 

directed to the condensation tract for condensing water vapour contained in combustion gases. The tract 

is comprised of the following equipment: a sprinkler and two cross-flow heat exchangers used for the 
1st stage of fuel and air heating. It also serves as an absorber and washer for combustion gas cleaning. 

Then combustion gases flow through a separator to a combustion tunnel from which they are discharged 

to a chimney by a fan. After heating, air and fuel are pumped to a burner. Circulating water atomized in 
a sprinkler and the condensate together with combustion gases flow to the separator and through a 

blowdown connection flow off to a tank with a sedimentation tank. By means of a pump-pipeline system 

and control valves water from the tank is directed to the system of heat recovery and the sprinkler for 

the purpose of regulating the temperature of combustion gases and intensifying the processes of water 
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vapour condensation, absorption and removal of solid impurities. The installation is a freely configured 
modular structure and depending on the requirements of the combustion process it can be modified 

freely, i.e., two-stage heating can be performed only for the air or both for the fuel and air at the same 

time. Clean air and fuel flow through the space of heat exchanger pipes, and therefore the necessity of 
its in-service cleaning is eliminated. Thus, it is possible, for instance, to build-in some elements which 

increase the turbulence of flowing fluids and the heat transfer coefficient to the pipes’ surfaces. The 

space in between the pipes through which only combustion gases or combustion gases and sprayed water 
flow is an open space, which is easy to be cleaned. The modular structure of the installation also 

facilitates an easy disassembly of its elements and moreover, it renders it possible to use the space 

between heat exchangers in the condensation tract as pall rings in order to increase the area of contact 

between the gaseous and liquid phase, thus to enhance the efficiency of removal and absorption of  
impurities. 

The advantage of the invention consists in the high energy efficiency. Fuel savings may come to 8% up 

to 15%. It is tantamount to the high economic and ecological efficiency. The installation can cooperate 
with combustion chambers supplied with a conventional liquid or gaseous fuel and with a biofuel. It can 

also be used for combustion gas cleaning without preliminary dust collectors, especially filters.  

 

 

Figure 1: A diagram of the installation for fuel savings, combustion gas cleaning and heat and water 
recovery from combustion gases produced in combustion chambers. 

The drawback of the solution is the necessity of keeping the installation tight. Moreover, elements of 

the installation should be made of acid-proof materials, e.g. acid-proof steel. The installation can also 
be manufactured using non-metal materials, for example teflon. These materials, however, have very 

unfavourable thermal conductivity coefficients and therefore their usability in constructing heat 

exchangers is relatively small. An improvement in the thermal conductivity of a material, while keeping 
a high resistance to aggressive factors and a low flow resistance, can be achieved by applying protective 

coatings 50-200 µm in thickness put on elements made of, for example, boiler steel. 
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Figure 2: A diagram of the installation for fuel savings, combustion gas cleaning and heat and water 
recovery from combustion gases produced in combustion chambers – cross-section A-A  

(markings as in Fig.1). 

The assumptions presented above concerning fuel savings resulted from the assessment of operation of 
a previously built installation having similar constructional features, on the basis of which the device 

described in this article was developed. The installation was used at the Euro-Box company for heating 

the air for drying motorcycle frames which were spray painted. The given analytical relations constitute 

the basis for the automatic control of the air-fuel ratio and the assessment of fuel recuperative heating 
of the installation presented in the paper was supposed to be the subject of a new research and 

implementation project, which has not been implemented yet due to lack of funding. 

4 Conclusions 

The invention presented herein is comprised of an installation which uses combustion gases for heating 

combustion substrates, recovers heat by condensing water vapour contained in combustion gases and 
cleans them in the process of  absorption and removal of solid impurities. Liquid or gaseous fuel and air 

are heated in membrane heat exchangers that fill up the absorption column acting also as a washer, in 

which gaseous and solid impurities are absorbed and removed by water. Air and/or fuel is additionally 

heated in an exchanger placed at the combustion gas inlet to the installation. The solution is 
characterized by a simple construction and a high energy efficiency. In addition, it can be modified for 

individual needs for fuel and air heating by using multi-section exchangers and two-stage heating of 

combustion substrates. 
The development of the device described in the paper is a consequence of earlier tests and research work 

on a solution based on identical assumptions and theoretical fundamentals; however, the device under 

consideration here is built using a slightly different construction (technology). The results of the tests 
proved to be so promising that the Board of Euro-Box ordered development of a new generation of the 
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device. The decision was taken as a result of the intention to install the device in other production floors 
of the company and prospective distribution of the device on a commercial basis. An application under 

the Regional Operational Programme in the Lubuskie administrative province was filed for financial aid 

for testing the device which was developed and its implementation. Financial analyses, including the 
concept of implementation and commercialization, also proved to be extremely promising. This means 

that there is a great potential for implementing the device (of various sizes and power), particularly, 

taking into account the current state of industrial enterprises in Poland, where quite frequently, due to 
their location (lack of gas networks), much worn-out liquid fuel boilers and/or devices supplied with 

biogas are still in operation. 

 

A patent application  for the invention was filed to the Patent Office of the Republic of Poland. 
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Abstract 
The proposed Thermo-Electric Energy Storage (TEES) system addresses the need for peak-load support 

(1-2 daily hours of operation) for small-distributed users who are often owners of small/medium size 

PV systems (4 to 50 kWe) and wish to introduce a reliable storage system able to compensate the 

productivity/load mismatch. The proposed thermoelectric system relies on sensible heat storage: a warm 
resource at 120/160°C (a hot water reservoir system), and a cold resource at -10 /-20°C (a cold reservoir 

system containing water and ethylene glycol). The power cycle operates through a trans-critical CO2 

scheme including recuperation; in the storage mode, a supercritical heat pump restores heat to the hot 
reservoir, while a cooling cycle (using a suitable refrigerant) cools the cold reservoir; both heat pump 

and cooling cycle operate on PV surplus energy. The power cycle and the heat pump benefit from 

geothermal heat integration at low-medium temperatures (80-120°C), thereby allowing to achieve a 

marginal round-trip efficiency (electric-to-electric) in the range from 50 to 70% (not considering 
geothermal heat integration). 

The three systems are analyzed with different resource conditions and parameters setting (hot storage 

temperature, pressure levels for all cycles, ambient temperature…); an exergy analysis is performed to 
identify which are the critical items in the overall system. 

1 Introduction 

In many countries high market penetration levels of RES have been achieved. This is certainly the case 

of southern European countries, where large PV systems have been built providing a relevant share of 

renewable electricity on the grid during sunny hours. On the other hand, peak-load absorption on the 

grid has systematically shifted to the evening, thereby asking to the grid a heavy service in terms of 
dispatch ability.  

The problems raised by the increasing share of renewable are addressed with a variety of approaches: 
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among these, smart grids and smart energy solutions [1, 2], demand-side management [3], resource 

forecast [4, 5]. Energy storage systems are typically integrated within smart grids, with the possibility 
of integrating different ways of storing energy with the general objective of resource conservation [2, 

6]. Most of the energy storage solutions currently investigated include batteries, pumped hydro, 

compressed air, liquid air, flywheel, as well as chemical devices (hydrogen, ammonia, or other syn-
fuels); the different solutions depend largely on the characteristics of the resource and on the demand, 

and the grid management itself. Also the capability of the electricity generators connected to the grid to 

respond to load variability play a relevant role. 

Thermo-electric energy storage (TEES) is a relatively new idea, which has its specific attractiveness in 
being able to cover a variety of energy vectors (electricity, heat and cold), thus connecting multi-purpose 

consumer applications. The concept was originally proposed with reference to large, centralized energy 

storage systems managed by grid operators [7, 8, 9], using underground sensible heat storage in rocks; 
a similar solution with sensible heat storage using water tanks was proposed in [10] and appears to be 

suitable for low- and medium-sized distributed energy storage systems. The systems proposed for TEES 

are usually working with trans-critical CO2 cycles; in principle, the cycle concept is reversible: referring 

to applications powered by PV electricity, the warm resource is charged over the day (typically in 6 to 
10 hours) using a heat pump inverse cycle; the energy accumulated in the warm storage is discharged in 

a shorter time (typically 1 to 2 hours) corresponding to the peak-load demand in the evening. In practice, 

as the size of equipment for heat transfer and power exchange (expander and compressor) are largely 
different between the storage and production cycles, it is difficult to propose the use of the same units 

without accepting high penalties for off-design operation. The technical solutions with sensible heat 

storage in rocks are attractive only for large units, where the volume/surface ratio for the storage is 
sufficiently large to reduce the negative effects due to poor insulation in a natural environment (without 

thermal insulation); moreover, the performance is affected by the limited thermal conductivity of the 

rock, so that expensive multiple drilling allowing to develop a close-spaced array of heat transfer pipes 

should be applied. Systems using accumulation of heat or cold in liquid reservoirs have evident size 
limits: however, the reservoirs can be accurately insulated, and the liquid flow rate can be adjusted 

matching the heat capacities of the heat storage/transfer and working fluid. The possibility of lowering 

the temperature level of the cold storage is attractive, because it allows to develop a power cycle with a 
higher efficiency without the need of producing and storing heat at high temperatures; to this purpose, 

the use of water mixtures with suitable anti-freeze additives (such as Ethylene Glycol or Calcium 

Chloride) is particularly attractive; however, the cold reservoir should be restored to low temperature 
during the storage mode operation, using a suitable refrigeration cycle. TEES makes thus available 

relevant quantities of heat stored in warm conditions (typically 120-140°C) and cold (typically at -20 -

10 °C); both resources are available for direct use (heating or cooling depending on the season for 

residential applications; process requirements in case of industrial tri-generation). The system can be 
fruitfully coupled to utilization of warm natural resources, such as low- and medium-temperature 

geothermal, excess heat from district heating networks (off-peak or off-season utilization), or solar 

thermal. This makes TEES a very flexible tool to be integrated into optimized and flexible smart energy 
systems. 

2 Description of the proposed system 

The TEES here proposed is built around three separate systems: a power cycle, a heat pump and a 
refrigeration cycle. 
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2.1 Transcritical CO2 Power Cycle 

The power cycle schematic is represented in Figure 1, and its T-s diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

Operation of the cold reservoirs systems (CMCR and CMHR) at low temperature allows to take profit 

from a trans-critical design, with liquid compression. A geothermal heat integration (geo-fluid 

conditions 14 and 15) is placed before the regenerative heater RH. The cycle operating conditions are 
summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 1- Power cycle operating parameters 

Variable Description 

T1, T2 (HWR) 105/145 °C 

pHWR, pCWR 1800/100 kPa 
mHW  1 kg/s 

T14, T15 (GEO PH) 105/95 °C 

p5 10000 kPa 

THOT = T1-T5 = TGEO = T14-T11 5°C 

TCOLD = T8-T3 10°C 

T3, T4 (CWR) -20/-10 °C 

RH 0,8 

t, p 0,9/0,8 

Operation Time (Power Cycle) 1 h 

 
The selection of temperatures for operating the hot and cold reservoirs (HWCR, HWHR, CWCR, 

CWHR) is the result of a parametric study, involving not only the power cycle but also the two 

recharging ones (Heat Pump and Refrigeration Cycle). Conditions for overall system optimization are 
discussed in Section 4. The geothermal resource conditions were set at values commonly encountered 

in several locations (for example, EGS systems under development in Belgium, the Netherlands or 

Germany; or from the operating data of the Italian Ferrara urban district heating network). 
  

Figure 1- CO2 power cycle – Schematic Figure 2 – Transcritical CO2 power cycle – T-s diagram 
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The operation mode is determined by the preset conditions at the HWR in terms of flow rate �̇�𝐻𝑊: 

 

�̇�12 =  �̇�𝐻𝑊(ℎ1 −  ℎ2) (1) 

 

The working fluid flow rate is given by: 

 

�̇�𝑊𝐹 =
�̇�12

(ℎ5− ℎ11)
  (2) 

 

The temperature and enthalpy conditions at point 11 are determined by the heat extraction from the 
geothermal resource preheating:  

 

𝑇11 =  𝑇14 −  ∆𝑇𝐺𝐸𝑂  (3) 

 

The turbine power is given by: 

 

�̇�𝑡 =  �̇�𝑊𝐹(ℎ5 − ℎ6)  =  �̇�𝑊𝐹(ℎ5 − ℎ6𝑠) ∙ 𝜂𝑇 (4) 

 

From the definition of the re-heater efficiency: 

 

𝜀𝑅𝐻 =  
�̇�𝑅𝐻

�̇�𝑅𝐻,𝑀𝐴𝑋
=  

�̇�𝑊𝐹∙(ℎ6− ℎ7)

�̇�𝑊𝐹∙(ℎ6− ℎ7 𝑚𝑖𝑛)
=  

�̇�𝑊𝐹∙(ℎ10− ℎ9)

�̇�𝑊𝐹∙(ℎ6− ℎ7 𝑚𝑖𝑛)
  (5) 

 

Where h7 min is evaluated at T7 min = T9 and p7 = p6. 

The CO2 condenser is cooled using the two cold reservoirs, 

 

�̇�12 =  �̇�𝐶𝑊(ℎ4 −  ℎ3)  =  �̇�𝑊𝐹(ℎ7 −  ℎ8)  (6) 

 

Which, once T4 and T3 are given, can be solved for �̇�𝑊𝐹. The cycle is closed by the transformation in 
the transcritical CO2 pump: 

 

�̇�𝑃 =  �̇�𝑊𝐹(ℎ9 − ℎ8)  =   �̇�𝑊𝐹(ℎ9𝑠 − ℎ8) 𝜂𝑝⁄    (7) 

2.2 Heat Pump Cycle 

The schematic and the T-s diagram of the heat pump cycle are shown in Figures 3 and 4.  
A supercritical CO2 heat pump is proposed to restore the required heat in the HWHR reservoir. The use 

of CO2 under supercritical conditions results from the necessity of operating at high temperature (from 

140°C to 200°C); the heat pump is able to upgrade the heat from the geothermal resource, with a 
calculated COP of about 3, thanks to the possibility of using a supercritical expander 21-22) in place of 

a pressure reduction valve, and to the proper matching of temperature profiles in the heat exchangers.  
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Mass and energy balance were developed in order to simulate the heat pump cycle. The reference 

assumed variables for operating the heat pump cycle are resumed in Table 2.  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3 – Heat pump cycle – schematic                         Figure 4 – Heat pump cycle – T-s diagram 

2.3 Refrigeration Cycle 

The schematic and the T-s diagram of the refrigeration cycle are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The purpose 
of the refrigeration cycle is to restore cold energy in the CMCR, decreasing the temperature of the water-

ethylene glycol mixture taken from the CMHR. Having a low temperature cold storage is essential for 

achieving good roundtrip efficiency in operation of the whole TEES system. The high- temperature heat 

rejection conditions for the refrigeration cycle are represented by the condenser discharging heat to the 
environment. Several working fluids were evaluated as possible candidates for the refrigeration cycle 

(R134a, R717, R1233zd(E), R404a). A subcritical R134a cycle, including a two-phase expander in place 

of the pressure reduction valve, resulted the best option. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5 – Refrigeration cycle – schematic                      Figure 6 – Refrigeration cycle – T-s diagram 
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Table 2- Reference parameters for operating the Heat Pump and Refrigeration Cycles 

Variable Value 
 

Heat Pump Cycle 

TCO2-HW = T21-T2 5 °C 

pmin,HP 13500 kPa 

TGEO-CO2 = T14-T23 5 °C 

Refrigeration Cycle 

TCOLD = T31-T0 10 °C 

TEVA = T32-T3 5 °C 

T0 5 °C 

Operating Time  Ref & Heat Pump 8 hr  

3 Exergy Analysis and selection of overall system operating parameters 

Exergy analysis combines the First and Second Principles of Thermodynamics, allowing the evaluation 

of an efficiency based on the actually convertible part of the energy input and the distribution of 
irreversibilities among the system components [11]. The exergy analysis has become one of the most 

powerful tools for the design and analysis of energy systems and power plants [12], and was here applied 

to the whole system including storage and production modes, in order to determine the possibilities of 

optimization through a careful setting of the operating parameters. 

The total flow exergy was calculated at every point in the thermodynamic cycles: 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑡 = �̇� ⋅ [(ℎ − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 ⋅ (𝑠 − 𝑠0)]  (8) 

 

The exergy destructions and/or losses of each component were evaluated for the three sub-systems: 

 

𝐸𝑥𝐷 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡   (9) 

 

𝐸𝑥𝐿 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑒𝑛𝑣   (10) 

 

The exergy efficiency of the power cycle and the exergy-based coefficient of performance of heat pump 

and refrigeration cycles can also be calculated with the direct approach: 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑥 =
𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛
  (11) 

 

In order to define a global second law round trip efficiency, every instantaneous exergy flow may be 

multiplied by the operational time of each sub-system, thus achieving an exergy balance in terms of 

energy (kWh).  
Disregarding the contribution from the geothermal resource, the marginal round trip efficiency may be 

defined in terms of electricity as:  
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𝜂𝑅𝑇 =
𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑃𝐶∗𝑂𝑇𝑃𝐶

𝑊𝑐𝐻𝑃∗𝑂𝑇𝐻𝑃+𝑊𝑐𝑅𝐶∗𝑂𝑇𝑅𝐶
  (12) 

 

Or, in terms of exergy: 

 

𝜂 𝑅𝑇 𝑒𝑥 =
𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑀𝐶∗𝑂𝑇𝑀𝐶

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑃𝐶
∗𝑂𝑇𝑃𝐶+𝑊𝑐𝐻𝑃∗𝑂𝑇𝐻𝑃+ 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑃

∗𝑂𝑇𝐻𝑃+𝑊𝑐𝑅𝐶∗𝑂𝑇𝑅𝐶
  (13) 

 

Which, conversely, considers the exergy inputs from the geothermal resource both in Power and Heat 
Pump Cycle. 

For the selection of the system operating parameters, several sensitivity analyses were carried out, with 

varying the following parameters: maximum and minimum pressure of the power cycle, mass flow rates, 

ambient temperature, hot reservoir (HWHR) pressure and temperature, geothermal fluid temperature, 
lower pressure of the heat pump and the refrigeration cycles. The results are summarized in section 4.1. 

4 Results 

Table 3 resumes the main results of the reference case, calculated with parameters from Tables 1 and 2. 
A 1/8 operational time ratio was selected, providing 180 kW net power output during the power cycle 

operation. The design choices of the reference case lead to a possible design, with specific reference to 

the size of the hot (pressurized) and cold (atmospheric) reservoirs used for the storage. 

4.1 Parametric analysis 

The round-trip efficiency is a function of several parameters. Some relevant results only are shown for 

the sake of brevity, with reference to the key parameters leading to the conditions of system optimization. 
Figure 7 displays the behavior of the roundtrip efficiency when the temperature of the hot reservoir is 

adjusted. Particularly, the temperature of the tank deeply influences the heat exchange of the high 

temperature heat exchanger (between water from hot reservoirs and supercritical CO2); this, for a fixed 

turbine pressure, determines an optimal temperature of the hot reservoir.  
Figure 8 displays the trend of the roundtrip efficiency when the lower pressure of the heat pump cycle 

is changed. Also for this parameter, an optimizing value for the round trip efficiency exists, which is 

directly connected to the maximum of the coefficient of performance of the heat pump.  
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4.2 Exergy analysis 

The computation of component exergy destruction is shown for the final reference configuration of the 

TEES system (Fig. 10) under the optimized conditions resumed in tables 1 and 2, allowing a marginal 
round-trip efficiency of about 71%. The operation time of the power cycle was fixed at 1 hour and the 

charging time, or the operational time of heat pump and refrigeration cycle was fixed at 8 hours.  

The component with the largest exergy destruction in the power cycle is the geothermal heater; this 

means that a better optimization of mass flow rates and temperature could lead to a remarkable 
performance improvement. As expected, the compressor is the critical component for the heat pump 

cycle. In a real case study a thorough optimization of this component would be required. Also for the 

refrigeration cycle, as for the heat pump cycle, the compressor and the evaporator are the components 
determining the largest exergy destructions. 

In each subsystem, also the energy and exergy efficiency or COP were calculated (Table 3). Finally, 

38% exergy round trip efficiency was achieved for this cycle configuration. 

 

Figure 10 – Non-dimensional component exergy destruction 

Figure 7 – Marginal round-trip efficiency 

vs Temperature of hot reservoir 

Figure 8 – Marginal round-trip efficiency 
vs lower pressure of Heat Pump 
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Table 3- Overall performance and efficiencies of the whole system  

Variable Value 

�̇�𝑇 180 kW 

�̇�𝐻𝑃 6,6 kW 

�̇�𝐶 25,5 kW 

𝑄𝐻𝑊 611997 kJ 

𝑄𝐺𝐸𝑂 𝑃𝐶  3,11*106 kJ 

𝑄𝐶𝑂𝐿𝐷 3,07*106 kJ 

Vtank,HOT 3,8 m3 

Vtank,COLD 86 m3 

COPRC 4,17 

COPHP 3,20 

ηPC 0,18 

η,PC ex 0,74 

ηRT 0,71 

η,RT ex 0,38 

5 Conclusions 

An integrated Thermal-Electric Energy Storage system (TEES) is presented and discussed. The system 

consists of three main blocks (power cycle, heat pump and refrigeration cycle), matched through the 
utilization of properly sized reservoirs. The three cycles share some basic components, so that significant 

cost reductions may be achieved, in principle, through simple circuit commutation. 

A complete analysis was performed in order to identify the sensitivity to optimizing parameters. 
Furthermore, an exergy model of the whole system was applied to assess the progressive degradation of 

energy flows in the different plant components. The results of the exergy analysis showed that the most 

critical component of the system are the geothermal recuperative heater of the power cycle and the 
compressor of the heat pump. A marginal electric round-trip efficiency of 71% (not considering the heat 

input from the geothermal resource) was evaluated; the exergy-round trip efficiency of the system, 

including the exergy inputs of the geothermal resource in both the Power and the Heat Pump Cycles, is 

about 38%. A good margin still appears to be present for system optimization, through (i) the improved 
setting of operating parameters and (ii) considering possible layout upgrades. 
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Nomenclature 

COP Coefficient of performance 

ex Exergy, kJ/kg 

Ext Total exergy, kW 

h Enthalpy, kJ/kg 

ṁ  Mass flow rate, kg/s 

p Pressure, Pa 

Ẇ Power, W 

Q̇ Heat rate, Kw 

Q Heat, kJ 

s Entropy, kJ/(kg K) 

T Temperature, C  

TEES Thermo-Electric Energy Storage 

V Volume m3 

Greek: 
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  effectiveness 

 efficiency 

Subscripts: 

0 Reference state 

1,2, .. Point indicator 

C Compressor (Refrigeration Cycle) 

COLD Cold 
CW Cold Water 

CWR Cold Water Reservoir  

D Destruction 

Env to the environment 

EVA Evaporator 

ex Exergy 

GEO Geothermal brine 

H Heater 

HOT Hot 

HP Heat Pump 

HW Hot Water 

HWR Hot Water Reservoir 

in Inlet  

L Loss 

OT Operational Time 
out Output 

p Pump 

PC Power Cycle 

RC Refrigeration Cycle 

RH Regenerative Heat exchanger 

RT Round Trip 

s Isentropic conditions 

t Turbine 

tank Tank 

WF Working Fluid 
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Abstract 

In the last two decades, many scientific papers and reports have been published in the field of application 

of CO2 as the working fluid for power/refrigeration systems using diverse heat sources, including 

supercritical (transcritical) cycles. This paper discusses a tri-generation concept of a combined cycle: a 

closed-cycle power cycle coupled with a supercritical refrigeration cycle. A stand-alone system, which 

uses waste heat to produce power, refrigeration and heating capacities simultaneously, was simulated 

using HYSYS. Further analyses of various evaporation temperatures from the exergetic, economic and 

exergoeconomic viewpoints have been conducted by coding in Python. The results showed that the 

system has higher exergetic efficiency and lower specific cost of the products with the condition of 

lower evaporation temperature. Moreover, the particular attention should be given to the gas cooler and 

the throttling valve. To further improve the performance of the overall system new configurations should 

be considered. 

1 Introduction 

Industrial processes often produce large amounts of waste heat, which should be cooled or directly 

exhausted into the environment. Considering energy and environmental isssues, the efficient and 

suitable measures for utilizing of the waste heat need to be investigated. In the last two decades, many 

scientific papers and reports have been published in the field of waste heat recovery technology. 

Carbon dioxide as an old natural refrigerant has been widely investigated because it has zero ozone 

depleting potential and low global warming potential. It is also safe, reliable, inexpensive and abundant 

[1]. Especially in supercritical cycles, CO2 as working fluid offers high efficiency, simplicity, 

compactness and low cost [2]. 

The initial idea of the tri-generation system in this paper is to design a stand-alone system, which can 

take advantages of the properties of carbon dioxide near its critical point and recover the energy from 

waste heat to generate the electricity needed for the cooling requirement and fully/partially fulfill the 

needs of the power and the heating capacity simultaneously. It is expected to be environmentally benign 

and flexible with low cost and low footprint. 
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2 System description and simulation 

Chistiakov and Plotnikov (USSR) proposed (and patented) the first heat driven compression 

refrigeration machine in the year 1952 [4]. It combines direct Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and Vapor-

Compression Cycle (VCC) with a common condenser (Figure 1 (a)). The machine consists of seven 

main components: a compressor (CM), a condenser (CD), a throttling valve (TV), an evaporator (EV), 

a generator (G) as well as a pump (P) and an expander (EX).  

This idea was extended by the authors in order to develop a tri-generation system. The following has 

been proposed: 

 Natural refrigerant CO2 is selected as working fluid for the overall system due to its high 

efficiency, safety, reliability, environmental friendliness and low cost [2], 

 Instead of ORC, a closed-cycle gas turbine cycle is applied. Therefore the pump is replaced by 

a compressor (CM_P) that operates in the supercritical condition, and the gas will be cooled 

down in a gas cooler (GC) rather than condensed in the condenser, 

 VCC (subcritical cycle) is replaced with a supercritical refrigeration cycle, 

 The refrigeration capacity of the evaporation process and the electricity generation from the gas 

turbine are considered as the main products, while the heating capacity of the gas cooler is 

treated as the available product as well. 

The software Aspen HYSYS was used for the simulation and optimization of the tri-generation system, 

and the programming language Python was applied for conducting exergetic, economic and 

exergoeconomic analyses via automation.  

 
                               (a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 1: (a) Chistiakov-Plotnikov refrigeration machine [4];  (b) Tri-generation system.  

Four evaporation temperatures (T_EVAP=-15, -5, +5, +15oC) are selected for the evaluation. The 

isentropic efficiency of both compressors (CM_P and CM_R) is assumed to be equal to 0.85 [5], and 

the isentropic efficiency of the expander is 0.9 [5]. The pinch temperature of 5 K in gas cooler (GC) and 

evaporator (EVAP) is assumed. And the refrigeration capacity should be 100 kW. 

The objective function of the optimization procedure in the present study is defined to maximize the 

exergetic efficiency of the overall system, as shown below. 

 

Maximize ηsys (PRc, T_10, P_10, P_2): 

   2.2 ≤ PRc ≤ 4.2; 
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   220 ≤ T_10 (oC); 

 P_10 (bar) ≤ 200; 

                                                                     P_4 ≤ P_2 ≤ P_10. 

 

Where PRc is the pressure ratio of the compressors, T_10 and P_10 are turbine inlet temperature and 

pressure, respectively, P_2 is the pressure of mixing two streams coming from the closed-cycle gas 

turbine and supercritical refrigeration cycle, and P_4 presents the pressure within the evaporator.  

The range of the pressure ratio of the compressors was obtained from [5]. A minimum value of 220 oC 

is known as the least feasible turbine inlet temperature for a closed-cycle power cycle [6]. And the reason 

for operating supercritical CO2 cycles at the maximum pressure of 20 MPa is the components would 

become heavier with thicker walls, and this will increase the cost of the overall plant if the maximum 

cycle pressure is over 20 MPa [5]. Also, the improvement of the overall energetic efficiency is less 

attractive once the highest operating pressure is over 20 MPa [1]. Therefore, the maximum operating 

pressure of 20 MPa as the compressor outlet pressure and the turbine inlet pressure was conservatively 

selected. 

3 Evaluation and results 

3.1 Exergetic analysis 

For implementing the exergetic analysis, the exergy of fuel and exergy of product for each component 

as well as for the overall system need to be defined (Table 1). Note that �̇�𝑃 is for the condition of the 

evaporation temperatures of -15, -5, +5 oC, while for evaporation process with the temperature of +15 
oC, the equations of  �̇�𝑃

′  for defining the products of the evaporator as well as the overall system should 

be applied because the temperature of stream 5 in this condition is becoming higher than the ambient 

temperature. And two definitions of exergetic product and loss for the overall system (Overall and 

Overall_C) are implemented, the first one considered both heating and refrigeration capacities as the 

products, while for the second one, the product is only refrigeration capacity and the heating capacity is 

defined as the exergetic loss of the overall system. The mixer is considered as a dissipative component 

(the exergy destruction is defined as the subtraction of the sum of exergy outputs from the sum of exergy 

inputs). 

The optimal results of T_10, P_10 and P_2 for various evaporation temperatures are identical: T_10 = 

220 oC, P_10= 200 bar and P_2 = 77 bar. The results of exegertic efficiency for the overall system are 

demonstrated in Figure 2. The values of the overall exergetic efficiency are relatively low and vary 

between 17% for T_EVAP = -15 oC and 10% for T_EVAP = +15 oC if heating and refrigeration 

capacities are both counted as products. While for the condition that only cooling is required, the values 

of exergetic efficiency are lower and it is only 1.52% for T_EVAP = +15 oC. It can be noticed that the 

system with this configuration is relatively not efficient enough, and the lower the evaporation 

temperature, the better exergetic performance. 

Table 1: Definition of exergetic fuels and products for components and the overall system. 

 EVAP CM_R MIX GC TV CM_P HE EX Overall Overall_C 

�̇�𝐹 �̇�4

− �̇�1 

�̇�𝐶𝑀 - �̇�2

− �̇�3 

�̇�3_1
𝑀

− �̇�4
𝑀

+ �̇�3_1
𝑇  

�̇�𝑆_𝐶𝑀 �̇�𝐻𝐸(1

−
𝑇0

𝑇𝐻𝑆
) 

�̇�10

− �̇�2_2 

�̇�𝐻𝐸(1

−
𝑇0

𝑇𝐻𝑆
) 

�̇�𝐻𝐸(1

−
𝑇0

𝑇𝐻𝑆
) 

�̇�𝑃 �̇�6

− �̇�5 

�̇�2_1

− �̇�1 

- �̇�8

− �̇�7 

�̇�4
𝑇 �̇�9

− �̇�3_2 

�̇�10

− �̇�9 

�̇�𝐸𝑋 �̇�6 − �̇�5

+ �̇�8

− �̇�7 

�̇�6 − �̇�5 
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�̇�𝑃
′  �̇�6

+ �̇�5 

- - - - - - -  �̇�6 + �̇�5

+ �̇�8

− �̇�7 

�̇�6 + �̇�5 

�̇�𝐿 - - - - - - - - - �̇�8 − �̇�7 

 

 

Figure 2: Exergetic efficiency of the overall system for different evaporation temperatures 

Figure 3 illustrates the exergy destruction within the components of the tri-generation system: The 

heater, the gas cooler, and the throttling valve have the highest exergy destruction rates for the different 

operating conditions. The enormous destruction occurs within heat exchangers usually due to the high 

temperature difference between the hot and cold streams. However, for throttling valve, since it cannot 

be improved by itself, the modification of the configuration of the system can be considered. And by 

increasing the evaporation temperature T_EVAP, the exergy destructions within all the components 

decrease except for the mixer. It has to be mentioned that the values of exergy fuels of the components 

and the overall system also change for the various evaporation conditions because the mass flow of the 

system is controlled to set the W_El = 0. This indicates the lower exergy destruction does not equal the 

higher exergy efficiency for each component as well as for the overall system. 

The results of the exergetic efficiency of the components are shown in Figure 4. The changes of the 

efficiencies by increasing the evaporation temperature are generally small, exceptions are for the 

evaporator, throttling valve and gas cooler. For the evaporator, the cooling output is set by energy value 

of 100 kW, i.e., the product of energy keeps constant, however, with the concept of exergy, since the 

quality of the same amount of energy varies a lot by different operation conditions, the product of exergy 

within this component is affected dramatically when the evaporation temperature changes. 
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Figure 3: Exergy destruction for different evaporation temperatures of the tri-generation system 

within each component. 

 

Figure 4: Exergy efficiency for different evaporation temperatures of the tri-generation system within 

each component. 

3.2 Economic evaluation 

The feasibility of the system should be considered not only from thermodynamic aspects but also 

economic perspective, especially for new and non-commercialized systems. Therefore, an economic 

analysis with the Total Revenue Requirement (TRR) method [3] is performed, and the assumptions have 

been used for the economic analysis are presented in Table 2. All the costs are brought up-to-date by 

using the cost indexes from the Chemical Engineering (CE). 

  

EVAP CM_R MIX GC TV CM_P HE EX

T_EVAP=-15 4,63 5,92 1,29 24,24 16,19 3,22 57,37 5,86

T_EVAP=-5 4,28 4,52 2,04 17,08 11,73 2,38 42,38 4,33

T_EVAP=+5 3,97 3,25 2,70 11,42 8,10 1,66 29,50 3,01

T_EVAP=+15 2,78 2,08 3,02 6,52 5,12 1,03 18,27 1,87
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Table 2: Assumptions for the economic analysis.  

Item Nomenclature Value Unit 

Economic lifetime of the power plant n 20 a 

Annual full load hours τ 8000 h/a 

Effective interest rate ieff 10 % 

Average general inflation rate ri 2.5 % 

Total Capital Investment  TCI 6.32 * PEC [3] $ 

Fuel cost at the beginning of the first year 𝐹𝐶0 0 $ 

Operating and maintenance cost at the beginning of the first year 𝑂𝑀𝐶0 5%*TCI/n $ 

3.3 Exergoeconomics 

Exergoeconomics is a method combined the concept of exergy with economic analysis, and it helps to 

determine the relative cost importance of components within a system [3]. And it can offer further useful 

information for improving the cost-effectiveness of the overall system. 

The results obtained from the exergoeconomic analysis are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 

demonstrates the cost rate of exergy destruction within each component. It can be seen that the highest 

exergetic destruction cost occurs in the gas cooler (mainly due to the high mass flow rate), while within 

the expander, the compressor in the closed-cycle power cycle and the mixer, the cost rates of destruction 

are relatively small. The cost rate of exergy destruction within the throttling valve is also notable besides 

the gas cooler, especially in the condition of low evaporation temperature. The values of the exergetic 

destruction cost for the heater are 0, since the fuel cost of the heater (waste heat) is assumed for free.  

 

 

Figure 5: Cost of the exergy destruction within components of the tri-generation system at different 

evaporation temperatures. 

In Figure 6, the values of the total cost, which is the sum of �̇�𝐷,𝑘 and 𝑍�̇�, are presented. The gas cooler 

still has the highest total cost, because at the same operating condition, the higher mass flow rate, the 

higher exergy destruction and the higher cost rate of it as well. The following components with relative 

high total costs are the compressor in the supercritical refrigeration cycle and the expander, which are 

both due to the high contribution of  𝑍�̇� . The heater and the mixer have only minor effects, because 

�̇�𝐷,𝑘 of heater is 0, and the PEC of the mixer is neglected. 
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Figure 6: Total costs (�̇�𝐷,𝑘 + 𝑍�̇�) associated with components of the tri-generation system at different 

evaporation temperatures. 

 

Figure 7: (Average) product costs per unit of exergy for the overall system and the specific product 

cost (the cost of electricity) within the expander 

Figure 7 shows the specific (average) product costs per unit of exergy for the overall system and the 

specific product (electricity) cost within the expander. The first assumption regarding the product for 

the overall system was that both refrigeration and heating capacities are required, and the second 

assumption was made that only refrigeration capacity is needed. The specific cost of the electricity is 

only calculated within the component rather than for the overall system is because there is no net 

electricity produced by the overall system, and if the net electricity is generated, its specific cost for the 

overall system should be higher than that within the components. 
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It can be noticed that the specific cost of the product(s) for the overall system increases drastically when 

the evaporation temperature varies from -15 oC to +15 oC. Especially, the specific cost of the 

refrigeration capacity at the condition of +15 oC evaporation temperature is exceptionally high. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, the tri-generation system using CO2 as working fluid, which combined a closed-cycle 

power cycle and a supercritical refrigeration cycle, is evaluated based on exergetic, economic and 

exergoeconomic analyses. The stand-alone system driving by waste heat can produce refrigeration 

capacity, heating capacity and electricity simultaneously.  

The system is favored to be applied in the condition of lower evaporation temperature. Once the 

evaporation temperature increases, the exergetic efficiency drops significantly, and the final specific 

cost of the product(s) for the overall system rises remarkably, especially when the refrigeration capacity 

is considered as the only product from the system. According to the results of the exergetic and 

exergoeconomic analyses within each component, the particular attention should be given to the gas 

cooler and the throttling valve due to their low exergetic efficiencies and high cost rates of the exergy 

destruction. The economic estimation in this paper has relative high uncertainty since the technology is 

still immature and little information can be found. And to improve the performance of the overall system, 

new configurations should be considered in the further research. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the optimum control strategy of liquid piston engine with respect 
to the best possible efficiency. The investigation is based on the dynamic oriented model that was 

implemented in Aspen Hysys. The research revealed that the proposed parameter 𝜋 that uniquely defines 

the phase of the engine could be used as a basis for valve control. The proposed strategy for valve control 
ensured the stable operation of examined liquid piston engine. In addition, it was found that the optimum 

level of oil at the begin of the cycle is equal to 72%, assuming the constant vapor pressure (it corresponds 

to the saturation pressure of selected freon). This strategy was further developed to propose guidelines 
for the optimum system operation.  

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, energy becomes more and more expensive what drives a research on innovative power 
systems. One of promising sources of power is an utilization of low grade waste heat, so called low 

temperature heat, which is a byproduct of many technological process. It is common that industrial 

factories emits waste heat to the environment, thus many researches are looking for the solution how 
effectively convert this (waste) heat into electric power. The promising solution seems to be an engine 

based on liquid piston, which is classified as a type of Stirling engine. This concept was firstly reported 

in the available literature in 1971 and denoted as Fluidyne engine [1]. Together with the basic system 

layout, the several modifications were proposed [2]. Slavin et al. [3] proposed a new scheme of engine 
that is characterized by use of offset heat exchangers instead of the usual heater and cooler. Slavin et al. 

[3] assumed that the working gas is taken from cylinder, is forced to pass through offset heat exchanger 

by a fan and finally returned to the same cylinder. Such a method of heating and cooling is preferable 
when the cycle duration is long enough, because during single expansion or compression process the 

working gas passes through heat exchangers many times, thus the process is closer to isothermal. The 

proposed system layout was firstly reported by [4]. Slavin et al. [3] developed numerical model and 
simulated engine working cycle to characteristic parameters for design. Author concluded that the 

energy conversion based on the proposed principle is a promising area, however he [3] indicated that 
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the realization of the prosed scheme is debatable due to difficulties related to its construction such as 
requirements for valves related to short actuation period, the realization of components sealing such as 

hydro-turbine.  

Among many theories reported in literature for efficiency increase of liquid piston engine, it seems that 
the research efforts should be stressed for water substitution by other substance that also could be used 

as a heat carrier [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1: General idea of the proposed concept TURMES; 1 – valve, 2 – pressurized vessel, 3 – oil 

expander 

We developed the modified concept, which bases on the idea of the using the pressure of vapors of low-

boiling working fluids (refrigerants – instead of air that was reported in [3]  to ensure a continuous liquid 

flow (oil instead of water) between the system of connected tanks, which liquid is used for driving the 
oil expander (see Fig. 1). The concept was widely described in [5] as well as the test lab-scale installation 

was constructed and used for model validation [6] and research [7-8].  

2 General scheme of the proposed concept 

The proposed concept “TURMES” converts low-grade heat into electric power. The diagram of the 

system as well as its principle of operation is presented in Fig. 3. The preliminary study [6,7,8] revealed 

that the most appropriate freon is R245fa and oil is Ergolid A (-35°C) (selected parameters are displayed 
in Table 1). The selection of working agents was optimized with respect to desired operating conditions, 

i.e. waste heat with temperature 120°C. The temperature of upper source (temperature in evaporator) is 

equal 120°C, thus it corresponds to live vapor pressure of R245fa that is equal to saturation pressure i.e. 

8 bars.  
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Table 1: Selected parameters of working agents.  

Property Value 

Freon  

Trade name R-245fa 

IUPAC name 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane 

CAS Number 460-73-1 

Boiling point, °C 15.3  

Oil  

Trade name Ergolid A (-35°C) 

Appearance clear, homogeneous blue liquid, slightly sweet odout 

CAS Number 107-21-1 

% concentration of glycol 48 

Type of glycol Ethylene 

Freezing point, °C -35 

Boiling point, °C 107.5 

Density ( 20°C), g/cm3 

 

1.070 

 
The proposed liquid piston engine is based on an expander, which characteristic curve (efficiency as a 

function of flow rate) is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Characteristic curve of the expander operating on Ergolid A (-35°C). 
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2.1 Working cycle of liquid piston engine 

   

Figure 3: Simplified diagram the innovating power plant equipped with liquid turbine and hydraulic-

gas generator of working agent’s flow, sources by waste heat 

The working principle of proposed liquid piston engine is guided by opening and closing valves that are 
used to control the process of oil and liquid motion. In general, the four operation modes are 

distinguished at liquid piston operation (see Fig. 1): 

 Phase 1 - freon expands inside the vessel 1 and forces the flow of Ergolid, which drives an 

expander. Valve Z1 and Z2 are opened. Valve Z3 and Z4 are closed 

 Phase 2 - when the pressure inside the vessel 1 drops to a required value and oil level in the 

vessel 1 reaches the minimum level, the vessel 2 is loaded by a live vapor from condenser (valve 
Z-8 is open, while valve Z8 and Z9 are closed. Pressure inside the vessel 2 rises up to desired 

value 

 Phase 3 - vessel 2 starts to work. Valve Z3 is opened and liquid agent (Ergolid) flows from 

vessel 2 to vessel 1 and drives an expander. 

 Phase 4 - vapor loading to vessel 1 - stage very similar to stage 2. 

 

The parameter, which defines uniquely the phase of the cycle is a ratio of vessels’ pressure:  

 

π(t) =
𝑝1

𝑃2
  (1) 

 

𝑝1  pressure inside the 1st vessel,  

𝑝2   pressure inside the 2nd vessel.  
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It should be noted that during the operation of Vessel 1, pressure 𝑝2 – corresponds to condenser pressure 
(condenser pressure is equal to pressure at Vessel II due to the open valve between the condenser and 

Vessel II), while the pressure  𝑝1 (pressure in Vessel I) varies from initial pressure (i.e. 8 bar) to final 

pressure. Thus, the proposed parameter π(t) defines the phase of the system and it could be used as a 
basis for control strategy of the system. 

2.2 Control strategy of the proposed concept 

The continuous system operation requires control strategy for opening and closing valves to ensure 
stable and reliable system operation. The proposed control system basis on parameter π(t) that accurately 

and uniquely defines current state of the system operation at time (t).  

 

 

Figure 4: Variation of proposed control parameter in time 

In other words, the proposed parameter varies within the range 3.99 .. 1.73, when the 1st vessel is 

operating and at the moment of switching phases, the parameter becomes 0.2. With the pressure drop  

in the 2nd vessel, its value increases up to 0.57 – see Fig. 4. The nature of π(t) allows to define valves 
behavior with respect to π(t). Thus, it is assumed that the valve configuration is as follows when 

parameter π(t) is within the range 3.99..1.73, i.e. phase “2” according to the Fig. 3: 

 Z-1 – open, 
 Z-2  - open, 

 Z-3 – closed, 

 Z-4 – closed, 

 Z-5 – closed, 
 Z-6 – open. 

Valves Z-5 and Z-6 are responsible for filling of vessels with live vapor and for vapor release to 

condenser, respectively. The control strategy assumes that valve, which govern vessels filling with live 

vapor, opens one second before the engine phase change, i.e. 𝜋 = 0.55. This assumption basis on the 

fact that time of vessels filling with live vapor is extremely short. 

In addition, due to the nature of the proposed concept i.e. continuous contact between two substances 
with different temperature, it is possible that the Freon could condensate and appear at the expander 

flow. Hence, the control strategy includes the safety level, i.e. maximum (80%) level of oil and minimum 

(20%) level of oil in the vessel. The exceeding of the value initiate the phase change of the engine 

operation. 

Time, s 

π
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3 Simulation results 

3.1 General assumptions for simulations 

The model of liquid piston engine was implemented in Aspen Hysys. The wide description of model 

and its validation is reported in [6]. In short, the main aim of the model is both a simulation of an 

expansion process inside the tank which results in oil flow through a turbine and simulation of the valves 
governing the process. To simulate dynamic operation of the system, the available components in Aspen 

Hysys [10] were used,  thus the developed model consist of vessels, expander and valves to control a 

process.  
The basic thermodynamic assumption for modeling a working agents behavior is the proper selection of 

the gas model. Modeling the operation of the system required the use of a real gas model. Among the 

many available models, the Peng-Robinson model [11] was selected, due to possibility to simulate 
various pairs of working agents i.e. vapors/liquids to select the working agent with respect to interactions 

with each other. 

3.2 Simulation results 

In Fig. 5-6, there are presented simulation results (theoretical considerations), which will be used as a 

guidelines to select optimum control strategy for the examined installation. Fig. 5 shows the variation 

of pressure inside the vessels during the system operation, which was varying between 1.8 bar to 7 bar. 

 

Figure 5: Variations of pressure in vessels during the engine operation 
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Figure 6: Power generated by the oil expander 

The generated power results from pressure difference between the vessels as well as oil flow through 

the expander: 

  

𝑊 =
(𝑝1 − 𝑝2) ⋅ �̇�

𝜌
 (7) 

 

p    pressure, bar; 1, 2—indices which denotes inlet and outlet, respectively  
m   mass flow rate, kg/s;  

ρ    density, kg/m3. 

 
Hence the power generated varies within the range -0.02 .. 1 kW for each cycle (see Fig 6). The negative 

value of generated power means that the expander is consuming power to pump oil from vessel 1 to 

vessel 2. It results from the characteristic curve of an expander, where the expander efficiency drops 
below 0% when operating at flow rate lower than 4 m3/h.  It should be noted that the presented negative 

power is a theoretical consideration, while the cycle should be switched when the power becomes 0. 

4 Methods for efficiency increase 

The proposed concept of liquid piston engine is design to convert low grade waste heat into electricity, 

which operates in cyclic mode. Hence its efficiency is defined as follow: 

 

η =
𝐿expander

mR245fa ⋅ 𝛥ℎ
  (8) 

 

𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟   the sum of work done by expander during the entire cycle, 

𝑚𝑅245𝑓𝑎  mass of working agent (R245fa) in working vessel, 

∆ℎ   enthalpy difference between the inlet and outlet of vapor generator. 

 

The component of the system, which has a crucial influence on system efficiency is an oil expander, 
assuming that initial and final pressure remains constant, i.e. is defined by saturation pressure and 

condenser pressure. Hence, the selected expander should have relatively high efficiency for oil flows 

that occurs during cycle operation. For the examined oil expander, the efficiency drops to almost 0% 
with flow rate lower than 4 m3/h. 
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Table 2: Selected parameters of working agents.  

Paremeter 1 2 3 

The initial oil level in the vessel, % 80 70 60 

Initial freon pressure, bar 7,0 7,0 7,0 

Mass for working agent (R245fa) in the tank, kg 0,3 0,45 0,6 

Electrical efficiency, gross, % 1,04 2,54 2,05 

 

Table 2 shows variation of system efficiency with respect to volume occupied by oil at time = 0s. The 

mass of freon inside the vessel depends on level of oil in tank assuming the constant initial pressure 
(saturation pressure). The values displayed in Table 2 were calculated with assumption that cycle 

duration is limited to the moment when expander starts to operate as a pump (Case 1 & 2). In case 3 the 

expander did not operated as a pump, because the level of oil dropped below 20% what initiated the 
operation phase change. In the Figures 7 - 10, there are compared changes of selected parameters with 

respect to various initial oil level in the vessel. The labels in Figs corresponds to labels displayed in 

Table 2: 

 Case 1 - oil level equal to 80% at the beginning of cycle, 
 Case 2 - oil level equal to 70% at the beginning of cycle, 

 Case 3 - oil level equal to 60% at the beginning of cycle. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: The comparison of generated power by the expander for various amount of Freon inside the 

pressurized vessel 

Figure 7. compares generated power by the oil expander for each examined case. As it is shown, the 
best case is “3”, i.e. when the oil level at the begging of phase is equal to 60% what corresponds to 

0.6 kg of Freon inside the vessel. The line 3 disappears after 6 seconds of cycle duration due to drop of 

oil below 20%. In the case 1, the expander generates the smallest amount of work and after 3 seconds 

stars to consume power to pump Ergolid. 
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Figure 8: The comparison of oil flow through the expander for various amounts of Freon inside the 
tank. 

Figure 8 shows an oil flow through the expander. The limiting flow for the simulated turbine is 4 m3/h 

(1,42 kg/s). Thus, based on the Fig. 8, it can be seen that when tank is charged up to 80%, the expander 
operates in a very unfavourable efficiency range and after 3 seconds it starts to consume energy. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of pressure drop inside the vessel for various amounts of Freon inside the tank.  

Fig. 9 shows the pressure drop in tank for each examined case. The rapid pressure drop to 1.8 bar is 

noticed for case 1 & 2 – it corresponds to the moment when cycle is switched and isenthalpic expansion 

to the condenser pressure occurs. 
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Figure 10: The impact of the oil level at the beginning of cycle for system efficiency 

Fig. 10 shows the impact of the oil level at the beginning of cycle for system efficiency, hence it seems 

that the optimum initial oil level is 72%. 

Another theoretical method  to increase the system efficiency is a decrease of pressure in the condenser 
to 1.0 bar, however it means that the condensation should occur at temperature 19°C, what at Polish 

conditions is almost impossible unless the low heat tank is ensured. 

Table 3: The influence of pressure inside the condenser for system efficiency.  

Paremeter 1 2 

Initial freon pressure, bar 7,0 7,0 

Pressure inside the condenser, bar 1.8 1.0 

The initial oil level in the vessel, % 70 70 

Mass for working agent (R245fa) in the tank, kg 0.45 0.45 

Electrical efficiency, gross, % 2.54 2,54 

5 Conclusions 

Authors proposed a novel concept of fluid-piston engine called “TURMES” which was widely described 

in [5-8]. The proposed heat engine is assumed to operate as a low temperature recovery power source, 
hence its upper temperate heat tank is limited and equal to 120°C. Thus the previous research was 

focused on the selection of the best pair of working agents (liquid and gas) [7-9], while this examination 

is focused on the optimization of control strategy. 

The research revealed the parameter 𝜋 that uniquely defines the phase of the engine, thus it could be 

used as a basis for valve control. The proposed strategy for valve control ensured the stable operation of 

proposed concept. This strategy was further developed to propose guidelines for the optimum system 
operation. The research revealed that the proper control strategy could rise the system efficiency up to 

2,5%. It should be noted that efficiency is lowered by the expander, which has very low output at 

operating conditions. In addition, it was found that the optimum level of oil at the begin of the cycle is 

equal to 72%, while assuming the constant vapor pressure (it corresponds to the saturation pressure of 
selected Freon).  

The simulations conducted revealed the greatest efficiency loss is caused by an oil expander, hence 

further studies will address the optimization of an expander – selection of an expander which have the 
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better power output at operating conditions, i.e. when operating on the selected liquid. 
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Abstract 

A 2-D axisymmetric mathematical model was developed in order to simulate coupled heat- and mass 
transfer during the bread baking process and to predict the bread temperature and water content at different 

oven temperatures (180, 200, 220, 240 and 260ºC). The thermophysical properties of bread are the functions 

of local values of temperature and moisture content. The model equations were solved using COMSOL 

Multiphysics. Transient temperature and moisture distributions inside the product were predicted. The 
results showed that the temperature of the crust increased from 132.4°C to 179.5°C by increasing the oven 

temperature from 180 to 260°C. The results also showed that increasing the bread temperature and 

decreasing the moisture content are the functions of time. The temperature increased from 20°C to 157°C, 
and the “moisture loss” increased from 0 to 43.7% during the time period of 30 min at oven temperature of 

220°C as the average temperature. 

1 Introduction 

The baking of bread can be defined as the process which transforms a raw dough into a light, porous, readily 

digestible and flavorful product. During this process, a number of phenomenal changes happen inside the 

product, including volume expansion, crust formation, inactivation of yeast and enzymatic activities, protein 
coagulation and gelatinization of starch [1]. The dominating factors behind these changes are temperature 

and moisture content. Therefore, the modelling of heat- and mass transfer processes during baking is a topic 

of considerable interest. 
Bread is baked at temperatures of 300-350ºC in 4-6 min [2, 3]. It can also be baked at a substantially higher 

temperature, e.g. 400-600ºC, during only 40-60 s [4, 5]. Other kinds of bread are normally baked at 

temperatures of 218-232ºC in 20-25 min. 

Computer simulation is a powerful tool for prediction and optimal design of food engineering operations. 
Partial differential equations describing momentum, heat, and mass transfer coupled with equilibrium and 

kinetic equations, which usually form a model for a processing operation, can be solved easily with today’s 

computing capabilities [6].  
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Nicolas, Salagnac [7] used COMSOL Multiphysics to model bread baking, considering heat and mass 

transfer coupled with the phenomenon of swelling. This model predicts the pressures, temperatures and 

water contents evolutions in the dough for different energy requests. Bikard, Coupez [8] reported the 
simulation of bread making process using a direct 3D numerical method at microscale. Also, Baldino, 

Gabriele [9] mathematically studied the behavior of the baking of semi-sweet short dough biscuits. Purlis 

[10] reported the heat- and mass balances for baking process.Pinelli and Suman [11] presented experimental 
and CFD numerical analyses of an air-forced convection rotary bread-baking oven.Ureta, Goñi [12] 

presented experimental and modeling approaches to calculate the product energy demand and evaluated 

efficiency relating the oven energy consumption and the product energy demand. Khater and Bahnasawy 

[13] developed a mathematical model of heat and mass balance of the bread baking process. This model 
showed that the bread temperature increased from 20.00 to 131.69°C, and the weight loss of bread increased 

from 0.00 to 40.79% during the time period of 30 min at 200°C oven temperature.  

Limited reports have been found to describe simultaneous heat and mass transfer during baking at different 
oven temperatures. Most of the previous research in this area assumed constant processing conditions and 

thermophysical properties. Consequently, while there does exist a body of relevant literature, there still 

remains a need for models that can be utilized for real world processing applications. 
In the present paper, a theoretical model describing the transport phenomena involved in the bread baking 

process is discussed. Special attention was focused on the thermal physical properties of food with functions 

of local values of temperature and moisture content. The model can be used for an evaluation of the time 

evolution of some characteristic parameters, namely the moisture content of food and its temperature, and 
to predict bread temperature and water content at different oven temperatures (180, 200, 220, 240 and 

260ºC). 

2 Methodology 

During the convection baking process, heat was mainly transferred by convection from air to the product 
surface, and by conduction from surface towards the product center. Meanwhile, moisture diffuses outward 

towards the product surface, and is vaporized. Bread is modeled as a system containing three different 

regions: (1) crumb - wet inner zone; (2) crust - dry outer zone, and (3) evaporation front - between the crumb 

and crust where temperature is 100°C and water evaporates, i.e. liquid-vapor transition [10, 14]. 
To simulate simultaneous heat- and mass (moisture) transfer during the bread baking process of convection 

cooking, the following assumptions were made: (a) no crust formation or shrinkage; (b) mass transfer only 

as single species (i.e., only water); and (c) moisture diffuses to the product surface, and is evaporated only 
at the surface. 

The object of this study was cylindrical bread, the bread was 2 cm thick and 22cm in diameter, it contained 

about 42% water (wet basis). Due to the axisymmetric structure of the bread (Figure 1), only one quarter of 

a planar intersection was simulated. The coordinate origin represented the center of the bread. 
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Figure 1: Finite element mesh of the cross section of bread (in mm). 

Table 1: Properties, values, and descriptions of the dough/bread for the moisture loss in COMSOL model. 

Properties, units Value 

oven air temperature, Tair [ºC] 220 

initial dough/bread temperature, T0 [ºC] 20 

dough/bread density, ρp [kg/m3] 380 

heat transfer coefficient, hT [W/(m2*K)] 28 

the molar mass, MH2O [g/mole] 18 

initial dough moisture concentration, c0 0.4* ρp / MH2O 

air moisture concentration, cb 6.36e-5* ρp / MH2O 

specific moisture capacity, Cm (kg moisture/kg dough bread) 0.7373 

moisture conductivity, km [kg/(m*s)] 1.53e-6 

mass transfer coefficient in mass units, hm [kg/(m2*s)] 5.09e-4 

diffusion coefficient, D km /( ρp * Cm) 

mass transfer coefficient, kc hm /( ρp * Cm) 

surface moisture diffusivity, Dm [m2*s] 5e-10 

latent heat of vaporization, λ [J/kg] 2.3e6* MH2O 

 

Table 1 shows the properties, values, and descriptions of the dough/bread for the initial moisture loss model. 

The initial dough temperature was at room temperature, the density of the dough was from [15], the heat 
transfer coefficient and the initial dough moisture concentration were based on information by [16]; the air 

moisture concentration, the specific moisture capacity, moisture conductivity, mass transfer coefficient in 

mass units, diffusion coefficient, mass transfer coefficient, surface moisture diffusivity, and latent heat of 

vaporization were taken from [17]. 

2.1 Governing Equation 

The energy balance in the solid, based on Fourier’s law, leads to 

 

ρcp

∂T

∂t
+ ∇. (−K∇T) = 0 (1) 
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Mass balance, based on Fick’s law, leads to: 

 
∂c

∂t
+ ∇. (−D∇c) = 0 (2) 

 

Supposing that the material parameters above (ρ, Cp, k and D), in the most general case, depend on local 

water concentration and food temperature, Eqs. (1) and (2) form a system of non-linear partial differential 
equations. The thermal physical properties of bread used in the model baking process are based on [18] [19]. 

 

1 + c

ρ
=

1

ρs
+

c

ρw
 (3) 

 

D =
K

ρ. c
 (4) 

 

Cp = 3017.2 + 2.05T + 0.24T2 + 0.002T3 (5) 

 

K=0.194+0.436c (6) 

2.2 Initial and Boundary Condition 

The initial conditions are given by the uniform distribution of temperature and moisture content 

(T)t0 = T0              (C)t0 = C0 

The boundary conditions relative to Eq. (1) applied to the external surfaces of food where no accumulation 

occurs actually state that heat transported by convection from air to food is partially used to raise sample 
temperature by conduction, and partially to allow free water evaporation: 

 

−n(−K∇T) = q0 + h(Tinf − Ts) (7) 

 

The boundary conditions relative to Eq. (2) applied to external surfaces of food describe the balance between 

the diffusive flux of liquid water coming from the core of the product and the flux of vapor leaving the food 

surface which was transferred to the drying air: 
 

−𝑛(−𝐷∇𝐶) = 𝐾𝑐(𝐶𝑏 − 𝐶𝑔𝑏) (8) 

 

The system of non-linear partial differential equations (Eqs. (7) and (8)) were solved by the finite elements 

method developed by the COMSOL Multiphysics, using the time-dependent iterative non-linear solver 

already implemented in the Chemical Engineering Module. 

3 Results and Discussion 

In the bread baking process, temperature and water content distributions are important factors which 
determine the quality of the product. The water content distribution is influenced by the temperature 

distribution. 
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3.1 Temperature Evaluation 

Figure 2 illustrates the temperature distribution in bread during the baking process at oven temperature 
220°C as the average temperature. The surface of the bread is at a much higher temperature than the inside 

part of the bread sample, and a large temperature gradient is developed in the region close to the surface. 

When the baking process starts, this large temperature gradient gradually shifts from near the surface to 

inside of the product. 
Figure 3 shows the predicted temperature of the crust of bread during the baking at different oven 

temperatures (180, 200, 220, 240 and 260°C). The results indicate that the bread temperature increases with 

increasing oven temperature. It also indicates that when the oven temperature increases from 180°C to 
260°C, the temperature at the crust of bread increases from 132.4°C to 179.5°C. The results show that the 

temperature increases with the increasing time, it increases from 20°C to 132.4°C when the time increases 

from 0 to 30 min at an oven temperature of 180°C. The temperature increases from 20 to 145.17, 20 to 
157.21 °C, 20 to 168.65°C and 20 to 179.5°C at oven temperature of 200, 220, 240 and 260°C, respectively. 

The temperature by the model was in a reasonable agreement with Khater and Bahnasawy [13]. Where; it 

ranged 20.00 to 145.17°C in this model while it was from 20.00 to 131.69°C  in the model by  Khater and 

Bahnasawy [13]   during the baking at 200°C oven temperature. 
It is worth to note that the bread temperature reaches 73.55% of the heat balance at a temperature of 180°C, 

while it reaches 69% of the heat balance at an oven temperature of 260°C, this could lead to using the lower 

temperature (180 to 220°C) for a more efficient heat energy utilization. 

 

Figure 2: A 3D temperature distribution (K) in bread during the baking process 
at an oven temperature of 220°C as the average temperature. 

 

Figure 3: Predicted temperature of the crust of bread process during the baking at different oven 

temperatures. 
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3.2 Water Concentration Evaluation 

The water transport depends on the material properties, the diffusivity coefficient, and the pressure gradient. 
Figure 4 shows that the external surface is drier than the core. The water concentration changes during the 

baking process. The increase in temperature causes the bread to reduce its water holding capacity and the 

water moves to the surface which is lost by evaporation. As a result, the water concentration gradient is 

developed within the bread. The temperature gradient gradually shifts towards the interior of the bread. 
Moisture content is an important parameter in baked bread that significantly affects shelf life. As baking 

time and temperature increases there is a reduction of moisture content. Figure 5 shows the predicted water 

concentration in bread during the baking process at an oven temperature of 220°C as the average 
temperature. The results indicate that the water concentration decreases with increasing time. It decreases 

from 8866.6 to 4991.3 mole/𝑚3 when the time increases from 0 to 30 min. Figure 6 demonstrates the 

predicted moisture content % during the baking process at the same oven temperature of 220°C. The results 

show that the moisture content % decreases with increasing time. It decreases from 42 to 23.6 % when the 
time increases from 0 to 30 min. 

 

Figure 4: The water concentration distribution (mole/m^3) in bread during the baking process at an oven 

temperature of 220°C as the average temperature. 

 

Figure 5: The predicted water concentration in 

bread during the baking process at an oven 

temperature of 220°C as the average temperature. 

 

Figure 6: The predicted moisture content % in 

bread during the baking process at an oven 

temperature of 220°C as the average temperature. 
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3.3 Cooking Yield 

The cooking yield is a quantity that measures how much moisture remains in the bread after the cooking 
process. Figure 7 shows the predicted cooking yield in bread during the baking process at an oven 

temperature of 220°C as the average temperature. The results indicate that the cooking yield decreases with 

increasing time. It decreases from 100 to 56.2% when the time increases from 0 to 30 min. Figure 8 shows 

the predicted moisture loss % during the baking process at the same oven temperature of 220°C.The results 
show that moisture loss % increases with increasing time. It increases from 0 to 43.7% when the time 

increases from 0 to 30 min. 

The moisture loss %  by the model was in a reasonable agreement with Khater and Bahnasawy [13]. Where; 
it ranged 0.00 to 43.7%  in this model while it was from 0.00 to 40.79%  in the model by  Khater and 

Bahnasawy [13]   during the baking at 200°C oven temperature. 

 

Figure 7: The predicted cooking yield in bread 

during the baking process at an oven temperature 
of 220°C as the average temperature. 

 

Figure 8: The predicted moisture loss % in bread 

during the baking process at an oven temperature 
of 220°C as the average temperature. 

4 Conclusion 

A mathematical model for the baking process was developed successively according to heat balance and 
mass balances in order to study the bread temperature and water content at different oven temperatures. The 

most important results obtained can be summarized as follows. 

The model shows that the predicted bread temperature increases with increasing oven temperature, where, 

the oven temperature increases from 180 to 260°C, and the temperature of the crust of bread increases from 
132°C to 179°C. The model shows that the temperature increases with increasing time, where, it increases 

from 20 to 132.4°C when the time increases from 0 to 30 min at an oven temperature of 180°C. On the other 

hand, the temperature increases from 20 to 179.5°C at an oven temperature of 260°C. The surface of the 
bread is at a much higher temperature than the inside part of the bread sample, and a large temperature 

gradient is developed in the region close to the surface, using the lower temperature (180 to 220°C) more 

effectively in utilization of heat energy. The model shows that the water concentration decreases with 

increasing time. It decreases from 8866.6 to 4991.3 mole/𝑚3 when the time increases from 0 to 30 min at 

an oven temperature of 220°C. The model shows that the moisture content % decreases with increasing 

time. It decreases from 42 to 23.6 % when the time increases from 0 to 30 min at an oven temperature of 

220°C.The model shows that the cooking yield decreases with increasing time. It decreases from 100 to 
56.2% when the time increases from 0 to 30 min, and the moisture loss % increases with increasing time. It 

increases from 0 to 43.7% when the time increases from 0 to 30 min. 
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Nomenclature 

ρ      density (kg/m3) q0    inward heat flux (W/m2) 

Cp    heat capacity (J/kg·k) Ts     food external surfaces temperature (K) 

T      temperature (K) Tinf   hot air temperature (K) 

t       time (s) h       heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·K) 

k      thermal conductivity (W/m·K) Kc     mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 

C     water concentration in food (mol/m3) Cgb   water bulk concentration in the air (mol/m3) 

D     effective diffusion coefficient of water 

        in food (m2/s) 

Cb     water concentration evaluated in  

         gaseous phase at food/air interface (mol/m3) 

ρs    absolute dry density (kg/m3) ρw    wet density (kg/m3). 
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Abstract 

Advantages of an application of the generalized method of data validation and reconciliation in energy 

conversion processes from the decrease of the uncertainty of measurements data point of view have been 

presented. An application of this method made it possible to complete the validation model of the 

process (conditional equations of optimization task) including substance and energy conservation 

principles with additional equations describing energy conversion processes. The developed 

methodology has been used for example calculations of data reconciliation in the selected steam power 

unit. The equations of steam flow capacity, adiabatic internal efficiency and equations resulting from 

the form of an isobaric line on the h-s diagram for a group of turbine stages have been applied. Moreover, 

Darcy’s equation of steam pressure drop in the pipeline into heat exchangers as well as Peclet’s 

equations of heat transfer and equations of over-cooling of condensate in regenerative heat exchangers 

have been applied as additional equations in the validation model. The criterion of an assessment of the 

decrease of measurements uncertainty in form of global decrease of a measurements variance after 

measurement data reconciliation has been proposed. Derivation of the analyzed coefficient based on the 

characteristic property of the measurements variance, coming from the variance-covariance matrix of 

measurements before and after data reconciliation. The criterion of selection of the mathematical form 

of additional equations in the validation model in reconciliation calculation has been formulated. The 

advanced data validation and reconciliation method was introduced and developed in Poland to the 

thermodynamic analyzes of energy conversion processes by professor Jan Szargut. The above issues 

constitute further researches on the development and application of this method in thermodynamics 

analyzes performed by the author of this paper. 

1 Introduction 

Scientific research on an application of the advanced data validation and reconciliation (DVR) method 

at the Institute of Thermal Technology of the Silesian University of Technology in Gliwice, Poland in 

the fifties of the twentieth century was undertaken. This method, under the name of the justification 
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calculations used in Poland, was introduced to the thermodynamic analyzes of energy conversion 

processes by professor Jan Szargut. Along with cooperators, a significant contribution to the 

development of the method theory and expanding its application capabilities has been made. The 

considered problems primarily concerned the issues of mass and energy balances reconciliation 

[14-16], solving the problems of reverse heat conduction, multi-stage, and multi-group reconciliation 

and determining the coefficients of empirical equations. The results of these works were published in 

[6-8,13,17]. At that time, scientific researches on the application of advanced DVR method were also 

carried out in other countries [1,5,9,10-12,28]. They mainly concerned the chemical industry. The 

mathematical principles of the advanced DVR method have been described in many publications 

[2,3,9,10,25-28]. In Poland, to these publications belong [13,17,19]. The advanced DVR method is the 

procedure of optimally adjusting measured variables in such way that the adjusted values of these 

measurements satisfy the laws of conservation and other constraints. In general, it is formulated by the 

constrained weighted least-squares optimization problem results from the maximization of Gauss 

likelihood function: 

 

 

 






















 



m

i i

ii xx

1

2

ˆ
min


 

(1) 

 

subject to 

 

  rlforyxg jil ,...,10ˆ,ˆ   (2) 

 

lg  l-th conditional equation of data validation task,   

m number of measurements, 

r number of conditional equations,  

x raw measurement data, 

x̂  reconciled measurement data, 

ŷ  reconciled not measured variable, 

   standard uncertainty of raw measurement data, 

 

Equation (2) defines the set of model constraints – so-called conditional equations. These constrains in 

thermal analyzes are generally mass and energy balances. 

Application of the advanced DVR method in energy conversion processes permits to achieve the 

following aims: 

 calculation of the most reliable thermal measurements values, 

 unique solution of the most probable unknown quantities in thermal processes, 

 an assessment of the accuracy of the validated results of measurements and of calculated 

unknown quantities, 

 a reduction of uncertainty of measured quantities, 

 a control of fulfilling of the assumed measurements uncertainty. 

The advanced DVR method that validates only real measurements is called the classical method. In this 

method estimated not-measured and non-measurable values adopted for reconciliation calculations have 

an infinite value of uncertainty estimation. An application of a finite value of uncertainty of the estimated 

unknown quantities leads to the so-called generalized (unified) advanced DVR method [9,26]. This 

generalized method enables the increase of the number of the conditional equations (equality 

restrictions) of advanced DVR method through utilizing the equations in which unknown (not measured 
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or non-measurable) quantities occur, which are not present in the other equations. These unknown values 

in the generalized advanced DVR method are so-called pseudo-measurements. Application of the 

generalized advanced DVR method provides greater reduction of uncertainty of measured quantities 

than the mentioned classical method without preliminary estimation of the range of uncertainty of 

unknown values. In Poland, the method was presented in [6,17,18]. It was applied for solving boundary 

inverse problems of heat conduction process for the preliminary estimation of unknown temperature 

values and their uncertainty interval. A difference between classical and generalized advanced DVR 

method can be shown by comparison of the form of a variance-covariance matrix of the unknown 

variables after DVR calculations for both methods. The variance-covariance matrix of a solution of the 

generalized advanced DVR task including only unknown variables has the following form [18]: 

 

   1
ˆ

  Y

1T

XXXY

1

YY AASAASS  (3) 

 

AX Jacobian matrix of conditional equations for measurements data, 

AY Jacobian matrix of conditional equations for preliminarily estimated variables, 

SX variance-covariance matrix of measurements data before DVR, 

SY variance-covariance matrix of preliminarily estimated variables before DVR, 

YŜ  variance-covariance matrix of preliminary estimated not measured variable after DVR.  

 

As is apparent from Eq. (3), the generalized advanced DVR method always gives a better estimation of 

elements of the unknown variables variance-covariance matrix YŜ
 
than the classical method. For the 

finite values of elements of matrix SY, elements of matrix YŜ  resulting from the Eq. (3) are always 

lower than elements of variance-covariance matrix resulting from the classical method. If elements of 

variance-covariance matrix SY of a preliminary assessment of not-measured and non-measurable 

variables uncertainties approach infinity (i.e. we have a lack of information about the accuracy of 

assessment these variables), a solution of equation (3) will approach to the solution of the classical 

method (without matrix SY in the equation (3)). This generalized method was also presented in other 

scientific works [19,26,27]. Further researches on the development and application of the generalized 

advanced DVR method in thermodynamics analyzes the energy conversion processes by the author of 

this paper have been undertaken. They are presented in the next sections of the paper. 

2 Advantages of an application of the generalized advanced DVR method 

in thermal engineering 

The benefits of the application of the generalized advanced DVR method can be also shown, besides 

previously presented the relationship (3), by comparison of the form of a variance-covariance matrix of 

the measurements after data validation calculations for both methods. For this purpose, for the 

assessment of reducing the measurements data uncertainty in a global way, the value of a sum of 

weighted variances of measurement variables after DVR calculations was proposed. As weights of these 

variances, the inverses of measurements variances adopted for DVR calculations were assumed. 

Utilizing a definition of the trace of a square matrix for the diagonal form of the variance-covariance 

matrix of measurement data X
S  (i.e. in the case of without stochastic dependences between 

measurement variables), it can be written:  
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̂  standard uncertainty of a reconciled measurement data, 

XŜ  variance-covariance matrix of measurements data after DVR,  

Tr( ) trace of an square matrix. 

 

On the other hand, utilizing equation for calculation of the variance-covariance matrix of measurement 

data after mentioned classical advanced DVR calculations, obtained by undetermined Lagrange 

multipliers method and the notion of the trace of a square matrix, can be proven that [20,21]: 

 

  rumTr 1

XXSŜ  (5) 

 

u  number of not measured variables, 

 

From equations (4) and (5) results, that for generalized advanced DVR task with a constant number of 

conditional equation r, changing the unmeasured variable u nature in the classical method to pseudo-

measurement one, does not change the value of the sum of weighted variances of measurement variables 

after data validation calculations. It results from here, that value of the trace of the matrix is constant, 

but includes a larger number of variables with a finite value of statistical weight – uncertainties of 

measurements. For generalized advanced DVR method, the equation (5) has the following form [19]: 

 

    rumTrTr   1
YY

1
XX SSSS ˆˆ  (6) 

 

As shown by the equation (6), for the finite values of elements of matrix SY, elements of the matrix XŜ  

will be always smaller than elements of this matrix resulting from the classical method (i.e. for 0S
1

Y 

). Sum of weighted variances of measurements data and pseudo-measurements after reconciliation 

resulting from the Eq. (6) can be used for evaluation of advantages of the application of the generalized 

advanced DVR method. After dividing the sum of the weighted variance including only real 

measurements in the generalized advanced DVR method resulting from Eq. (6) by the sum of variances 

in the classical method – Eq. (5) it can be received the indicator which describes the global reduction of 

variances of real measurements after application of the generalized advanced DVR method: 

 

 
rum

Tr




1
YYSŜ

1  (7) 

 

From the Eq. (7) results, that the generalized advanced DVR method always leads to a greater reduction 

of uncertainty of measured quantities (interpreted a global way) than the classical method. It is obvious 

that indicator   resulting from the equation (7) for the classical method is always equal to one, however 

for the generalized advanced DVR method the value of this indicator is always less than one. Further 

development of the advanced DVR method, especially in its application in energy conversion processes 

in thermal power plants, mainly by applying mentioned generalized (unified) method was achieved in 

[21]. An application of modern distributed control systems in industrial thermal processes has created 

completely new possibilities of applying the advanced DVR method in computer systems decision 

support in the field of technical control and supervision of operation. These possibilities mainly concern 

energy conversion processes in thermal power and CHP plants [19,21]. However, the application of the 
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generalized advanced DVR method is not an easy and schematic task in this case. It required a solution 

to numerous new problems regarding both the basis of this method as well as application problems. The 

usefulness of control methods for assumed measurement accuracy as well as detection and identification 

of gross measurements errors from distributed control systems, using statistical inference methods was 

tested [19,20-24]. Moreover, methods for preliminary estimation of not-measured and non-measurable 

values were developed. The methods of uncertainty assessment of this estimation in the generalized 

advanced DVR method have been carried out [19,22]. The methodology for developing the conditional 

equations set was elaborated with additional equations describing the ongoing energy conversion 

processes in order to obtain physically correct results of advanced DVR task to be solved. The 

methodology and criteria for developing the set of conditional equations of the solving DVR task with 

additional equations not having the exact status of physical laws were elaborated [21]. For this purpose, 

the DVR task solution property described in Eq. (6) was used. It is presented in the next item of the 

article.  

3 Requirements of the additional conditional equations application 

In the generalized advanced DVR method, as described above, we can apply as conditional equations 

(equality constraints) additional equations which describe the physics of the occurring processes. 

Development of the conditional equations system in the task of DVR method yields additional benefits 

presented in [19,21]. Advantages of using additional conditional equations are for satisfying not only 

the substance and energy laws of conservation, but also the principle of entropy increasing in 

thermodynamics. Development of the conditional equations system also yields additional benefit for 

reducing the measurement uncertainty after DVR. Evaluation of the effect of reducing uncertainty 

through the use of additional equations in generalized advanced DVR method in [19] is presented. For 

evaluation of this effect, an indicator was implemented, which results from dividing the sum of the 

weighted variance measurements and estimated values described by formula (6) by the number of all 

variables which are taken into consideration – measurements and estimated values. This indicator was 

defined as the global weighted average variance of all variables in generalized advanced DVR 

method [19]: 
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On the base of equation (8), the value of the global variance 2D  is uniquely determined by the number 

of equations, a number of measurements and estimated values in the DVR task. Value of the global 

variance 2D  resulting from the equation (8) in generalized advanced DVR method is always contained 

in the interval (0,1), because of the condition: r<m+u. Introduction to advanced DVR task additional 

conditional equations, measurements or estimated values would be beneficial if the global variance 

resulting from equation (8) is less than this variance of the analyses without this development. The 

condition of an advantage considering the reduction of uncertainty in measurement after data 

reconciliation, in this case, is as follows [19,20]: 

 

0,,2 


qzforD
z

qz
 (9) 

 

As is clear from inequality (9), the suitable effect of introducing additional conditional equations 

depends on the number of these equations z and the number of estimated values q, which will be the 

usually empirical coefficients which are present in these equations. For example, implementing one 
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additional conditional equation with one estimated an empirical coefficient (eq. z = 1 and q = 1) will 

always result in reducing the uncertainty of the reconciled variables. For these values of z and q left-

hand side of inequality (9) equals zero, in fact, this case. Thus, for a positive value of the global variance 
2D resulting from the Eq. (8), condition (9) is always satisfied. 

4 Computational example 

A computational example of the thermal cycle of a steam power unit of 150 MW electric power was 

developed. Figure 1 presents the scheme of the investigated thermal cycle. According to the 

measurements system of this analyzed steam power unit, mass and energy balances equations in the 

steady state of operation of equipment – mainly turbine parts and heat exchangers have been formulated 

[21]. These balances constituted the conditional equations of the classical advanced DVR method. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Thermal cycle of a steam power unit on 150 MW turbo-generator electric power 

Reducing measurements uncertainties after performing DVR calculations, thereby reducing the 

uncertainties of calculated indicators of energy conversion process can be obtained by a development of 

the system of conditional equations. In the reconciliation of measurements in steam power units to these 

equations can include equations of steam flow capacity in turbine stages and its adiabatic internal 

efficiency, the equations of pressure drop in pipelines, heat transfer in regenerative heat exchangers and 

equation resulting from the course of the isobars on the h-s diagram. In these equations to the values of 

not-measured, initially estimated in the generalized advanced DVR method, will also belong to the 

empirical coefficients. These coefficients are determined mostly on the basis of special or operation 
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measurements of the considered power units. Mathematical forms of those equations are as follows: 

- the equation of adiabatic internal efficiency: 

 

soutin

outin
i

hh

hh




  (10) 

, 

i   adiabatic internal efficiency, 

h  specific enthalpy, kJ/kg, 

 

- the equation of steam flow capacity of a turbine: 
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csf empirical coefficient,  

m  mass flow, kg/s, 

p   pressure, Pa, 

T   absolute temperature, K  

 

- the equation of pressure drop in a flow pipeline: 

 
2mcppp pdoutin

  (12) 

 

cpd empirical coefficient,  

 

- the equation of heat flow in regenerative heat exchangers (Peclet’s equations):  

 

  minfwoutfwfw TUAhhm   (13) 

 

A  area, m2, 

U average heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K), 

 

The average temperature difference mT
 

has been calculated as a thermodynamic temperature 

difference of fluid streams flow through the heat exchanger: 
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s  entropy, kJ/(kg K) 

 

From the dependence describing the course of the isobars in the h-s diagram for water vapor 
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for finite values of increases of specific enthalpy   and entropy   in an irreversible adiabatic process, the 

following form of the conditional equation was adopted in the reconciliation procedure: 

 

soutoutT

inout

soutout
TTc

ss

hh





 (17) 

 

cT empirical coefficient,  

 

The right side of the dependence (16) is the product of the geometric mean of the actual temperature Tout 

of the steam after expansion and the temperature after the reversible adiabatic expansion Tout s  and the 

empirical coefficient cT. Each of the presented equations contains a value which requires initial 

estimation. They are adiabatic internal efficiency i , empirical coefficients csf, cpd, cT and average 

overall heat transfer coefficient U. Introduction of these additional equations for the data reconciliation 

process, which includes initially only mass and energy balances, will reduce the uncertainty of measured 

and estimated variables after data reconciliation. Each of equations (10), (11), (12), (13), (16), as shown, 

contains only one variable, having the status of the pseudo-measurement. The equations (10), (11) and 

(16) were written for groups of turbine stages, whereas equations (12) and (13) for regenerative heat 

exchangers. According to the inequality (9), implementation of these equations to the generalized 

advanced DVR task will reduce uncertainties of measurements. In Table 1, results of calculations have 

been presented. Table 1 shows the values of the specific consumption of heat by the turbo-generator qT 

and its uncertainty, relative standard uncertainty  TqRSD  and its relative reduction marked as qT . 

Moreover, the global weighted average variance of all variables 2D  and indicator of global reduction 

of real measurements variances   have been shown. The results for three variants of calculations have 

been presented; A – calculations without advanced DVR method, 

B – calculations using classical advanced DVR method wherein only mass and energy balances as the 

conditional equations have been adopted, and variant C – calculations using generalized advanced DVR 

method wherein all possible mathematical dependencies have been applied. 

Table 1. Results of calculations of the advanced DVR tasks of the thermal cycle 

of the steam power unit 

Variant of 

calculations 

 

Parameters of the advanced DVR task 

Evaluation of the specific 

consumption of heat by the turbo-

generator 
1 2 3 

 

A 

Mathematical balance model with the 

minimum resources of measurement 

information (calculations without DVR 

method: u = r) 

Tq = 7971.8 ± 292.1 kJ/kWh 

 TqRSD  = 3.66 % 

 

B 

Number of measurements: m = 63 

Number of not measured quantities: u = 22 

Number of conditional equations: r = 25 
2D  = 0,7059 

  

Tq  = 7822.7 ± 111.0 kJ/kWh 

 TqRSD = 1.42% 

qT = 0.6120  

  = 0.8258 

 

C 

Number of measurements: m = 63 

Number of not measured quantities (pseudo-

measurements): u = 59 

Number of conditional equations: r = 57 
2D  = 0,5328  

Tq  = 7845.6 ± 80.4 kJ/kWh 

 TqRSD  = 1.02 % 

qT = 0.7213  

  = 0.5351 
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As can be seen from the Table 1, the use of the advanced DVR method (variant B) brings measurable 

benefits in terms of improving the reliability of the calculated specific consumption of heat. The relative 

standard uncertainty of this indicator decreased by 61.2% in relation to this uncertainty calculated 

without using the advanced DVR method. Further reduction of the uncertainty of the indicator qT is 

obtained by extending the system of conditional equations with the equations resulting from the course 

of the proceeding energy conversion processes, i.e. using the generalized advanced DVR method. In this 

case (variant C) the relative standard uncertainty of this indicator decreased by 72.1% in relation to this 

uncertainty calculated without using the advanced DVR method. As a result of applying the advanced 

DVR method, it is ensured that the values of quantities used to calculate the indicator qT satisfy mass 

and energy balances and in the case of generalized DVR task with additional conditional equations, 

these values also satisfy the principle of increasing entropy for the occurring physical phenomena.  

5 Summary and final conclusions 

The paper presents the benefits of using the generalized advanced DVR method in the studies of 

exemplary energy conversion processes. Properties and indicators showing the advantages of this 

method, derived on the theoretical path, are shown. These include, first of all, the global weighted 

average variance of all variables 2D  and indicator   of global reduction of real measurements 

variances. A computational example of a thermal system of a steam power unit of 150 MW electric 

power using classical and generalized advanced DVR method was developed. The advantages of both 

methods are shown in the example of decreasing uncertainty of measurements used to calculate the 

uncertainty of the specific consumption of heat qT by the turbo-generator (Table 1). It is shown that the 

generalized DVR method brings more benefits than the classic one. In accordance with the theoretical 

predictions, for the classical method, the relative standard uncertainty of the indicator qT decreased by 

61.2% in relation to this uncertainty calculated without using the advanced DVR method, whereas in 

the case of the generalized method this decrease is equal to 72.1%. The indicators presented in Table 1, 

characterizing the DVR task in a comprehensive manner, inform about the favorable changes of these 

indicators as a result of the development of the conditional equations system resulting from the course 

of energy conversion processes. Both the global weighted average variance of all variables 2D  and 

indicator of global reduction of real measurements variances   are reduced. 
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Abstract  

The paper presents the results of physical and numerical tests of fluid flow through the filling of rotary 

air heater (RAH). A laboratory-scale test bench was used to measure flow resistance across a fragment 

of a RAH. Seven types of RAH modules were tested - one steel and six ceramic (as catalyst carriers). 

The relationship between pressure drop and velocity (Re number) of the flow was used to deduce the 

flow characteristics for each of the tested RAH modules. 

Measurements carried out on the test bench were used to create a substitute mathematical model, which 

in the CFD code Ansys Fluent allows for accurate mapping of pressure drop and velocity distribution 

full fit to the real flow conditions. 

Numerical calculations were used to validate measurements, to for an alternative model, and to create 

guidelines for the substitute model of the porous zone, and to optimize application checking the 

correctness of created guidelines for simplified calculations. Flow simulations were performed for 

various turbulence models. Result were compared to the test-bench measurements to determine best 

adjustment for this specific type of reverse flow inside air duct.  

This research is part of an ongoing research project: “Hybrid Technology of Flue Gas Denitrification 

System in Steam and Hot Water Boilers”. The aim of the project is to investigate the concept of using 

rotary air heater fillings as a carrier for catalytic coatings to reduce nitrogen oxides. In the further part 

of the research project, the replacement porous zone substitute models will enable precise calculation of 

the entire RAH, as well as significantly reduce the calculation time as the basis for further project work. 
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1 Introduction 

Due to The Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) and Best Available Techniques Conclusions (BAT) [1, 

2], more attention is being paid to nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions. Fulfilling the legal requirements – 

a reduction of NOx emission to the level lower than 150 mg/m3
n, referred to flue gases with a 6 % content 

of O2, for existing power units producing more than 100 MW from fossil fuel combustion before August 

2021 – poses a current challenge for the energy industry. 

Until now, the reduction of NOx emissions is obtained by using Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) or 

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR), combined with primary methods (e.g., an Over-Fire Air 

system). However, a continual tightening up the regulations requires the development of more efficient 

technologies; for example, Hybrid Denitrification System (HDS) which combines SNCR with SCR.  

Previous research with catalytic metal elements added to the RAH has shown promising NOx reduction 

results [3, 4, 5]. It can be seen that combined SNCR and SCR method, with SCR located in the RAH,  

has been a subject of research for roughly 30 years. Analysis performed within [3, 4] concern mostly 

chemistry of reactions and the temperature dependence of the catalyst selectiveness as well as its 

structure along the temperature profile, when in [5] full-scale tests of installation were performed in 

existing Swedish power plant, resulting in 90 % NOx reduction. That was obtained thanks to the NOx 

reduction process occurring in parallel with partial oxidation of ammonia at the catalyst surface located 

in the RAH. The oxidation enables to use more reactant in SNCR installation, which also improved NOx 

reduction at the SNCR stage. Unfortunately, erosion problems of metal sheets coated with catalyst have 

prohibited these technologies from being installed in coal-fired boilers [6]. 

Commercially available HDS technologies consist of SNCR stage followed by SCR stage, usually being 

an integral part of boiler secondary duct. These systems are characterized by high NOx reduction levels 

(up to 90 %) with relatively small operating costs, as compared to a traditional SCR and/or SNCR, due 

to a decrease in the amount of ammonia required. When the SNCR and SCR are combined, the furnace 

NH3 slip from the SNCR is used as the reductant in the downstream SCR. This also results in the 

simultaneous reduction of NH3 emissions. Due to the SNCR NOx reduction, the SCR size can be 

reduced, lowering catalyst maintenance costs and flue gas flow resistance [7]. 

The greatest obstacle to implementing hybrid systems in existing boiler units is lack of space for the 

SCR system, even though its size has been significantly reduced. That became the basis of project 

realized by the Consortium of SBB ENERGY S.A. and Institute of Power Engineering and 

Turbomachinery, Silesian University of Technology. On the basis of previous studies performed in lab- 

and, afterwards, semi-technical scale [8, 9] concerning the heat transfer and reduction efficiency of 

catalytic elements, the conception of placing them in rotary air heater (RAH) has been proposed to allow 

HDS to be installed economically in a majority of existing boilers. 

This paper presents the first stage of this investigation and concerns the analysis of pressure drop across 

metal and catalytic elements in relation to their porosity and shape. Due to initial numerical analysis of 

the air flow distribution in the duct, the laboratory-scale research facility required a redesign. The 

previous laboratory-scale RAH system introduced measurement uncertainly due to radial and axial leaks 

and the influence of fluids temperature change on the dynamics of pressure changes. 

The main aim of the study was to determine the equations expressing flow resistance, turbulence and 

pressure drop dependence on the type of catalytic input, based on the measurement results. These 

equations were then used to simplify a numerical analysis of NOx reduction and heat transfer in the full-

scale RAH, thereby reducing the computational time while maintaining an acceptable accuracy of the 

results.  
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Laboratory-scale stand description 

Pressure drop measurements were performed in the laboratory-scale stand is illustrated in Figure 1. The 

stand is a pie-shape 12 m length duct (cross-sectional area = 0.066 m2), supplied with air by a centrifugal 

fan (1). It is equipped with flow straightener (3) before which stub pipe is located (2) enabling the 

injection of hot gas from a gas burner into the channel. About 3 m after flow straightener the pie-shaped 

catalytic or metal investigated elements (Figure 2) are mounted (5). 

Measurement system is equipped with pressure and velocity devices (4 and 6). Before the insert 

placement velocity, pressure and temperature of fluid were measured and pressure after the placement 

as well. All data is collected and remotely communicated to the main control and acquisition unit 

(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of laboratory stand  

1 – fan 2 – stub pipe 3 – flow straightener 4, 6 – measuring points 5 – investigated elements placement 

 

Figure 2 One of the exanimated steel 

elements 

 

Figure 3 The main control and data acquisition unit 

 

Measurement of pressure drop at the facility enables precise characterization of any type of RAH inner 

elements, while avoiding measurement inaccuracy associated with radial and axial fluid leaks.  
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2.2 Numerical simulation 

The second stage of the research was to conduct a series of numerical calculations using the FVM finite 

volume method in the ANSYS Fluent program. Numerical calculations have been investigated in order 

to: 

 validate the measurement results  
 determine an alternative model 

 create guidelines for the substitute model of the porous zone and optimization of its application 

 check the correctness of created guidelines for simplified calculations. 

Flow simulations were performed for various turbulence models. Result were compared to 

measurements to determine best adjustment for this specific type of reverse flow inside air duct. The 

following turbulence models were evaluated: 

 k- Ω / SST 

 k- Ω / standard 

 k-  / standard 

 k-  / RNG 

 k-  / realizable 

 Reynolds stress 

By considering the results for the different turbulence models, the overall correctness of the numerical 

model could be evaluated. Moreover, these comparisons allowed a correction to be introduced to match 

the numerical calculations to the measurements. In order to best match the numerical model to the results 

of measurements, a series of simulations were carried out, to determine also the influence of the mesh 

refinement. The example of the catalyst insert shape and its discretized model are shown in Figure 4 and 

Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 4 One of the investigated catalytic 

elements  

 

Figure 5 Mesh generated for the catalytic 

element in Figure 4 

3 Results 

3.1 Results of physical investigation 

During physical tests at this stage of the research project, 6 types of catalytic filings (Element 1 - 6) and 

1 steel (Element 0) were tested (Figure 6).  

Laboratory installation allows to measure relationship between fluid velocity and pressure drop for any 

flow and shape of insert. The relationship between velocity and pressure drop can be calculated, 
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however, for the corrugated metal insert it is better to use empirical results over CFD calculations. This 

is due to the advanced and complicated boundary layer (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6 Pressure drop depending on fluid velocity for 7 types of fillings 

3.2 Optimization of lab-stand performance conditions 

First measuring series provided for steel insert nr 0 gave correlation between fluid velocity and pressure 

drop on Figure 7 (left side). 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Pressure drop for element nr 0 (metal insert) depending on fluid velocity –before 

(left) and after (right) re-designing of lab-stand  

 

Analysis of result shown on Figure 7 (left) indicates a slight analytical error because the relationship 

between velocity and pressure drop does not converge to zero. Two possible sources for this non-realistic 

result are: (1) problems with the measurement devices or (2) problems with the design of the ductwork.  

Potential error provided by measurement devices was quickly excluded by replacement with newly 

calibrated device. To find a reason for a unphysical result it was crucial to calculate flow at all ducts 

within flow straightener (Figure 8 – 10). 
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Relationship shown on Figure 6 was used to create porous zone model. The porous zone model is 

commonly used in CFD calculations due to its simplicity. A set of equations were created for each tested 

insert.  

Superficial Velocity Porous Formulation is a part of ANSYS Fluent code. This formulation allows users 

to calculates the pressure drop for calculated mixture velocities based on the volumetric flow rate in a 

specially declared porous region. Porous media are modeled by the addition of a momentum source term 

to the standard fluid flow equations. For case of homogeneous porous media the viscous loss term is 

included on the first righthand side of the Eq.(1)., and internal loss term on the second term on the 

righthand side of Eq.(1).  

 

𝑆𝑖 = − (
𝜇

𝛼
𝑣𝑖 + 𝐶2

1

2
𝜌|𝑣 |𝑣𝑖  ) (1) 

 

Si – source term for the i th (x, y, or z) 

vi – direction velocity 

v – magnitude of the velocity  

alpha, C2 – internal resistance factor 

 

Alpha and C2 are calculated from the laboratory measurements. In indicated cases of fluid flow in the 

catalytic layer, the above equation has to be implemented in the fluid main flow direction. In other 

directions the values are enlarged (e.g., 100 000) to stop or to reduce flow at real catalytic input. 
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Figure 8 Results of numerical analysis for element nr 0 – air velocity 

All calculated cases presented show a vortex at measurement point 1 after flow straightener. This result 

was common to all cases, independent from the turbulence model and mesh refinement. 

Examples of result for tested insert nr 0 are shown on Figure 8 to Figure 11. Series of measurement were 

taken at Measurement Point 1 (on Figure 8) as a representative place investigate best correlation between 

theoretical calculated model and real measurement. This measuring domain is located 50 mm from Flow 

straightener at the center of tested duct.   
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Figure 9 Velocity vectors in flow straightener for 

Element 0 

Figure 10 Velocity contours in flow 

straightener for Element 0 

 

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the obtained cross-section velocities (Measuring Point 1) for 

different turbulence models to data from real measurements. Values closest to those measured during 

the measurements at the station are shown in the model k- / realizable. This model was adopted as a 

reference. 

In tests [10, 11] for the parameter verifying the convergence of the model with the results of 

measurements or literature data, the reattachment flow length (RFL) was adopted - the distance between 

the backflow-step and the position. In [10] it was shown, on the basis of measurements in the wind 

tunnel, that for backflows characterized by low Re values (from 133 to 3693, of which Re=380 can be 

regarded as laminar), the relatively high convergence of the k- Ω / SST model with experimental results, 

with none of the k- models correctly predicting RFL. 

In [11] on the other hand, for Re equal to 9000, the k- Ω / SST model is also recommended, comparing 

the results to the literature data, whereby the k-ε models are found to have very low convergence. In 

turn for higher Re (13200) both model k- Ω / SST, and k- ε / standard show satisfactory convergence 

[12] - model k- Ω / SST for RFL, while model k- ε / standard for mean velocity profile. In [13], for 

Re = 38,000, the k- Ω / SST model was also recommended as being closer to the measurement results. 

However, the station tests described in this paper indicate greater accuracy of the k- ε / realizable model. 

The speed profiles obtained in numerical simulations with data obtained during the measurements were 

compared. This confirms the thesis, contained in [12], that k-ε models quite accurately reproduce the 

velocity of the fluid. 
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Figure 11. Horizontal velocity composition - comparison of measurement result to 3 different 

turbulence models 

An additional result of the numerical calculations the cause of measurement errors during the first series 

tests was finding. These errors resulted from the design defect of the test stand. 

Completed calculations and detailed measurements of individual inserts (catalytic and steel) allowed to 

determine accurate and validated replacement models. In the subsequent part of the HDS research 

project, the replacement porous zone models will enable precise calculation of the entire regenerative 

rotary air heater RAH and will significantly reduce the calculation time as the basis for further project 

work. 

4 Conclusions 

The aim of the laboratory work, and the numerical calculations based on them, was to create a corrected 

and simplified model of mathematical catalytic contribution based on real flow measurements. 

Measurements carried out on the test bench enabled the creation of a substitute mathematical model, 

which in the computing environment of Ansys Fluent allows accurate mapping of pressure drop and 

velocity distribution while maintaining the model's full fit to the actual flow conditions. 

Substitute mathematical model is at stage of implementation into full scale numerical model and is tested 

and evaluated due to measurement from RAH.  

Considerable convergence of performed measurements and numerical analysis results was observed in 

the case of k-/realizable turbulence model. This particular model can be assumed as reliable for use in 

RAH models.   
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Abstract 

Many fossil fuel fired municipal heating plants have been upgraded to cogeneration systems through 

installation of biomass fired cogeneration modules. This paper shows the effects of installation of the 

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology based module in the plant with coal fired water boilers. 

Current problems related to the operation of the integrated system are presented and discussed. Special 

attention is given to the volatility of main operational parameters that affects economic performance of 

the project. In search for improvement an installation of new equipment such as heat storage and district 

heating water cooler are proposed and examined. Mathematical simulation model and optimization 

algorithm for thermal energy storage capacity sizing was developed using the commercial software 

EBSILON® Professional. The model was calibrated and validated with real measurement data from the 

SCADA system of the plant. Results of simulations revealed potential annual financial benefits related 

to savings of chemical energy of fuels and selling excess electricity on the balancing market. The results 

of this simulation prove that proposed modifications of the technological system structure can be a good 

option for increasing investment profitability at the current level of fuel and energy prices. 

1 Introduction 

Rising energy consumption and anthropogenic emissions causing climate change are major challenges 

that the Europe will have to deal with in the future. Using locally available renewable energy sources 

including biomass is nowadays regarded as one of the solutions to the problems of energy security and 

climate protection. Biomass is nowadays in Europe the most important source of primary renewable 

energy. In 2016 wood and other solid biofuels as well as renewable wastes represented a share of 49.4 

% of the total 211 Mtoe of primary renewable energy production [1]. The most effective technology for 

utilisation of biomass is combined production of heat and power (CHP) also known as cogeneration. 

Cogeneration industry in Poland is traditionally based on coal. Within recent years, the use of biomass 

in energy sector has gained a lot of attention. However, due to biomass fuel transportation and storage 
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issues, biomass fired cogeneration has been implemented mainly in small and medium scale plants for 

utilisation of locally available feedstock. The main issue in this case is commercial availability of 

reliable biomass energy conversion technologies. 

Over the years the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology has increasingly became important 

solution for small and medium scale biomass-fuelled CHP systems. This solution nowadays is fully 

commercialised and represent relatively low technological risk, whereas other technologies, mainly 

based on gasification still suffer difficulties to take off in the market. In the case of traditional steam 

plants there are problems with economic viability of projects at small scale.  Therefore steam plants are 

rarely implemented in local energy systems. The cumulated installed capacity of the ORC plants in 2016 

exceeded 2.7 GW in more than 705 projects where 1754 ORC units have been deployed [2][3]. The 

share of biomass fired plants is 11% with 301 MW of the electric power installed in 332 ORC units. The 

range of the installed electric power of a single plant is 0,2 to 13,0 MW, however majority of systems 

are below 1,5 MW. Small plants up to 0,5 MW represent the biggest share of the total number of plants. 

Most of the plants were built within years 2004 to 2016 in Germany, Austria and Italy as the result of 

effective system of incentives and financial support for investment projects. However, recent 

modification of support mechanism including reduction of feed-in-tariffs as a result of implementation 

of EU Commission Regulation 651/2014 [4] (case of Germany) or low market value of certificates of 

electricity origin (case of Poland) have hampered the development. It is even expected that in Germany 

the total installed power will start decreasing from 2020 [5].  

In Poland, the number of plants with ORC units is small comparing to western Europe countries. 

Nowadays, only 8 biomass-fired plant with ORC modules are in operation and 3 plants are under 

construction. These systems were implemented either in small district heating plants or in wood 

industry. Not any plant has been commissioned since 2015. This is mainly due to unfavourable economic 

performance resulting from high investment costs, increase of biomass prices due to the increased 

demand, decreasing energy prices and less attractive financial support mechanisms. Many of the 

developed feasibility studies for biomass combustion systems show that renewable  energy projects are 

heavily dependent on financial support via policy and legal regulatory mechanisms [6][7][8][9][10]. In 

each case the economic effects are different depending on selection of technology, structure, size, design 

and operating parameters of an energy conversion plant. 

Biomass-to-energy projects are usually initiated in existing fossil fuel fired heating plants as either back 

fitting or modernisation projects oriented on using locally available feedstock and making profits out of 

electricity generation. In the paper a project of this type is presented and discussed. The object of 

research is the municipal heating plant in Krosno (Poland) that has been converted into CHP system 

through installation of biomass fired unit based on the ORC technology. The analysis of performance 

indicators showed a decrease of the annual average energy efficiency of the coal-fired boiler plant from 

about 80% down to the level of 71 to 73% (depending on year) after commissioning of the CHP block. 

This is due to the way the boilers are run within the integrated system. Boiler load duration curves 

indicating part load operation and frequent switching of boilers are presented in Fig. 1a. An example of 

daily load profile is presented in Fig. 1b. It depicts the problem with significant volatility of load on 

hourly basis.  
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a) b) 

 

Fig. 1 a) Boiler load duration curves, b) Sample daily load  profile of heat sources. 

As mentioned before, financial support mechanism has significant impact on the financial profitability 

of biomass-fired small scale cogeneration. In the case of Krosno project market oriented Quota 

Obligation mechanism has been applied according to Polish regulations. Within this mechanism 

electricity generated from renewable energy source is eligible for tradeable certificate of origin. As this 

system applies also for cogeneration [9] the investment project in Krosno was supported by two 

additional streams of income. Just before the investment decision was made in 2011 the financial support 

was at the highest historical level. The project was profitable and the expected value of discounted pay-

back time (DPBT) was 14 years. The results were in line with theoretical studies such as [8]. However, 

when the investment project was at the commissioning stage the values of renewable electricity 

certificates decreased rapidly. In addition, the trading system for certificates concerning the energy from 

cogeneration stopped functioning as the relevant legal regulations expired. In addition to the problems 

with financial support also the value of electricity decreased. When the actual values of profitability 

indices were corrected taking into account the updated market conditions and reduction of efficiency of 

heating boilers it appeared that the profitability has been lost. It has been estimated that in order to get 

the neutral investment project (NPV=0) the total revenues generated by the project should increase by 

approximately 15% from the 2017 value. Therefore the management board of the company made 

decision on using electricity as much as possible within dispersed own premises and selling excess 

electricity on the balancing market. Further improvement of economic effectiveness could be gained 

through implementation of new equipment such as heat storage vessel or network water cooler, that 

would allow optimization of plant operation strategy. 

Implementation of thermal energy storage and network water cooler in the existing system is examined 

in this work. Mathematical model of the reference system is presented. Basing on measurement data an 

optimization algorithm for thermal energy storage capacity sizing was developed. Financial effects of 

system modifications are discussed. 

2 Plant description and reference model 

The Krosno plant basically consists of three integrated subsystems: biomass-fired boiler with thermal 

oil system, ORC unit and heat only plant equipped with 4 coal fired water boilers. Simplified diagram 

of the system is depicted in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2 Simplified topology of the Krosno CHP plant with input and output signals. 

During normal operation hot exhaust gases from biomass combustion chamber (BCC) go through the 

system of three heat exchangers (OB) where heat is transferred to the thermal oil circuit. The fuel fed 

into the biomass boiler has different composition and different water content varying from 5% to 55% 

and its lower heating value is between 8 – 12 MJ/kg. The quality of fuel varies both seasonally and daily. 

Thermal oil system consists of two loops: high temperature HT (310/250°C) and low temperature LT 

(250/130°C). The thermal oil transfers heat to the evaporator and the working fluid preheater of the 

Turboden 14 CHP SPLIT ORC module. The working fluid within the ORC is MDM 

(Octamethyltrisiloxane). After expansion in the ORC turbine the working fluid goes through the 

regenerative heat exchanger to the condenser where heat is transferred to the heating network. The heat 

rejected by the module is discharged to the return water of the district heating system (DHS). The 

maximum thermal output is 5350 kWth. The ORC module has a gross electrical power output of 1400 

kWel. Furthermore, there are additional heat sources in plant: exhaust gas condensation system (GCS), 

which allows recovery of additional 800 kWth and moving grate cooling heat exchanger (MGC) with 

nominal heating power of around 120 kWth.  

Within the heat only block there are installed 4 coal-fired water boilers of the WR type (B1-B4). This is 

one of the most popular boiler constructions in the Polish heating sector. It is a forced circulation water-

tube boiler with a mechanical grate. The nominal heating power of the WR10 boiler is 10 MWth and of 

the WR4.8 is 4.8 MWth. Design thermal efficiency of each boiler is at the level of 83% (ratio of heat 

output to fuel LHV chemical energy input). The fuel is hard coal of the lower heating value (average 

weighted):  LHV = 23.2 MJ/kg. Main technical data of the plant are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Technical data of the plant in Krosno. 

Specification parameter  Unit of measure  Value 

Biomass cogeneration 

Generator power output  kWe  1400 

Captive power consumption  kWe  62 

Indicative turbine isentropic efficiency  %  up to 90 

Heating network water temperature (in/out)  °C  60/80 

Thermal output to water circuit  kWth  5350 

Thermal output from gas condensation system  kWth  800 

Thermal output from water cooled moving grate  kWth  120 

Total cogeneration heat output  kWth  6270 

Nominal temperature HT oil loop (in/out)  °C  310/250 

Thermal power input HT loop  kWth  6130 

Nominal temperature LT oil loop (in/out)  °C  250/130 

Thermal power input LT loop  kWth  585 

Overall thermal input  kWth  6715 

Indicative biomass consumption (50 % water content)  kg/h  2935 

Plant electric efficiency (related to fuel power input)  %  16,4 

Cogeneration plant overall efficiency  %  90,5 

Heating plant 

Nominal thermal power boiler WR10  MWth  10 

Nominal thermal power boiler WR4.8  MWth  4.8 

Nominal coal boiler thermal efficiency  %  83 

Fuel power input (LHV – 21 MJ/kg)  MW  41,9 

 
Mathematical model of the integrated plant has been built using the commercial software EBSILON® 

Professional [11]. The software is a simulator of thermodynamic systems in steady state conditions. It 

is capable of modelling of complex energy conversion systems uder design and off-design conditions 

(i.e. under nominal and partial load). The model consists of a system of individual components. Model 

equations contain equations describing individual thermodynamic processes as well as mass and energy 

balances. Each component is additionally described with relevant equations of built-in operational 

characteristics, which can be modified by the user. The model of cogeneration system of the Krosno 

plant is presented in Fig. 3. All the existing physical components are represented with relevant blocks 

of the model. These are: combustion chamber, exhaust gas heat exchangers, thermal oil circuit heat 

exchangers, working fluid heat exchangers and ORC turbine. The simulation model was calibrated using 

real measurement data acquired from the SCADA system of the plant. 

 

Fig. 3 Ebsilon Professional model of biomass fired cogeneration plant with ORC module. 
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For a proper model calculations it is necessary to determine the parameters that are output from the 

model and independent parameters which control the model. Model input and output variables are 

presented in Table 2. Respective measurement points are also shown in Fig. 3. Current load status is 

determined by the thermal oil heating power delivered to the ORC. The estimated operational 

characteristics of particular components within the permissible operating range (from technological 

minimum to maximum load) have been implemented. There have been determined operating 

characteristics of the ORC turbine and correlations between mass streams (thermal oil and working 

fluid) and the load. Efficiency characteristics of coal boilers were also developed. Sample characteristics 

such as isentropic efficiency of the turbine and energy efficiency of coal boiler are presented in Fig. 4.  

 Table 2. Input and output signals in mathematical model of Krosno plant. 

 

 

a) 

 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 4. a) Approximate isentropic efficiency of the turbine as a function of cogeneration load.  b) 

Approximate coal boiler efficiency as a function of thermal power. 

The simulation model was validated using measurement data collected over one year of operation.  In 

the first stage of analysis the simulated parameters were compared with the measured values. Hourly 

average values of measurements were calculated and implemented within the simulation. This gives 

p Input signals  p Output signals 

1 Composition of biomass (c, h, n, o, s, w), mass %  1 Generator power output, kW 

2 Air temperature to biomass combustion, K  2 Heat power of ORC condenser, kW 

3 Temperature of flue gas in combustion chamber, K  3 Biomass consumption, kg/s 

4 Thermal oil power, kW  4 
Temperature of flue gas supply to 

electrostatic precipitator, K 

5 Temperature of thermal oil supply to ORC, K  5 Coal consumption – B1, kg/s 

6 Temperature of thermal oil return from ORC, K  6 Coal consumption – B2, kg/s 

7 Temperature of working fluid in evaporator ORC, K  7 Coal consumption – B3, kg/s 

8 Pressure ORC of working fluid in evaporator, K  8 Coal consumption – B4, kg/s 

9 Temperature of water supply ORC condenser, K    

10 Temperature of water return from ORC condenser, K    

11 Temperature of water return from DHS, K   
12 Temperature of water supply DHS, K   
13 Heat power of moving grate, kW   
14 Heat power of gas condensation system, kW   
15 Heat power of coal boiler – B1, kW   
16 Heat power of coal boiler – B2, kW   
17 Heat power of coal boiler – B3, kW   
18 Heat power of coal boiler – B4, kW   
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8760 calculation steps of the simulation. Generator power output and consumption of fuels (coal and 

biomass)  were compared in the model validation process. The relative error for compared parameters 

was used to assess the quality of the developed simulation model. The values of relative error 𝛿𝑥,𝑖 of 

selected parameters were calculated according to the following formula: 
 

𝛿𝑥,𝑖 = (
𝑥𝑖

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ) (1) 

 

Where: 

 

𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 – simulation model value in the i-th calculation step, 

𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 – reference (measured) value in the i-th calculation step. 

 

The values of relative errors of generator power output at part load conditions are presented in Table 3. 

The values of relative errors obtained from the model validation confirm the correctness and accuracy 

of the simulation model.  

Table 3. Examples comparison of generator power output in different cogeneration loads. 

Load CHP Measurement Model δxi 

100% 1338 kW 1377 kW 2,91% 

90% 1263 kW 1295 kW 2,53% 

70% 858 kW 822 kW 4,20% 

60% 722 kW 734 kW 1,67% 

50% 647 kW 643 kW 0,56% 

 

The analysis shows that the difference in generator power between simulated and measured values varies 

from 0.56 to 7.10% and annual average relative error 𝛿�̅�,𝑖 is 3.48%. Fig. 5 depicts relative errors of 

generator power in sample winter and summer months. The plots show that the model is more precise 

in summer when the system is operated at lower loads. This means that the accuracy of the simulation 

model is the highest for part load conditions and increase with a drop of load. The main reason for this 

is thermodynamic state of the ORC working fluid at the outlet of the evaporator.  During operation at 

higher loads (in winter), the MDM is superheated (5-10 K degrees superheating). During summer 

operation working fluid is close to the saturation point and accuracy of the simulation model is better. 

However, uncertainties of measured data used in the verification process must be also taken into account. 

a) b) 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison of electric power in the example months, a) winter month, b) summer month. 

In the case of verification of consumption of fuels the relative errors are higher. Due to the unknown 

instantaneous composition of fuels supplied to boilers, the differences between modeled and measured 

values were compared on monthly basis. The relative errors in biomass consumption varied from 0.44 
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to 10.07%  (average value 𝛿�̅�,𝑖 =  4.57%). Regarding errors in the coal consumption the values oscillated 

from 0.76 to 48%  (average value 𝛿�̅�,𝑖 =  17,5%). 

Within further analysis of effects of plant structure modification the reference state is the model. In other 

words the results of modifications are determined within model simulations after and before changes.  

3 Thermal energy storage  

Thermal energy storage (TES) in the form of hot water vessel allows excess heat to be stored in periods 

of low demand and used in periods of high demand. Consequently it leads to higher flexibility and 

reliability as well as to increase of energy efficiency. The crucial role of the heat storage in CHP systems 

is partial decoupling of electricity generation from heat demand in the DHS. In our case, an increased 

generation of electricity when the electricity price is high allows increase of incomes from selling of 

excess electricity on the balancing market. 

Operation of TES and distribution of loads between particular sources of heat were simulated using 

historical district heating network load data. Relevant control algorithm based on load and electricity 

price predictions has been designed. The operation of TES has been divided into two modes:  

 Winter operation when CHP runs at full load parallel with coal fired boilers. In this case the 

objective function is maximization of energy efficiency of the coal-fired heating (thus 

minimization of fuel consumption)  

 Summer operation mode when boilers are off and the CHP is the only source of heat for the 

network. In this case the objective function is maximization of profits from the sale of electricity 

on the balancing market.  

It was proposed that operational decisions are taken at specified time horizon ahead. The length of the  

time horizon is assumed to be one day as weather forecast in this time span is more reliable. In this study 

each day has been divided into hours system operation and all calculations are made on hourly basis. 

This assumption is justified by thermal inertia of the network and the fact that heating loads are not fast 

changing. Operational decisions (settings) related to the load distribution and TES loading/unloading 

are generated at the beginning of each day. It is possible to correct them at each time step. Consequently, 

it leads to predictive system control algorithm (MPC – model predictive control). 

Assuming that system control volume of the system contains cogeneration plant and heat only boilers 

the energy balance of the system with TES can be written as follows: 

 
𝛿(𝑄𝑇𝐸𝑆 + 𝑄𝐷)

𝛿𝜏
= �̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝐻𝑃 − �̇�𝐷𝐻𝑆 − �̇�𝐿 (2) 

 

Where: 

�̇�𝐷𝐻𝑆 – heat flux into the district heating network, MW. 

�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 – heating power of cogeneration, MW. 

�̇�𝐻𝑃 – heating power of coal fired heating plant, MW. 

�̇�𝐿 – heat loss from TES, MW. 

𝑄𝑇𝐸𝑆 – heat accumulated in TES (load/reload), MWh. 

𝑄𝐷 – heat accumulated in pipelines, MWh. 

𝜏 – time, h. 

 

It was also assumed that parameters of water do not change within the system in comparison to the 

current reference values. In this case storage of heat in internal pipelines of the plant QD can be neglected. 

For simplification of the analysis also heat losses from TES QL have been assumed to be negligible due 

to relative short period of storage and quality of the insulation). After integration of (2) the change of 
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state of charge of TES is can be calculated: 

 

∆𝑄𝑇𝐸𝑆|0
24 = ∫ �̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆𝛿𝜏

𝜏=24

𝜏=0

= ∫ (�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝐻𝑃 − �̇�𝐷𝐻𝑆)𝛿𝜏

𝜏=24

𝜏=0

 (3) 

 

It should be noted that the current value of �̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆 can be either positive (loading) or negative (unloading). 

In order to minimize heat losses within the control algorithm it was assumed that initial and final states 

of charge are the same.  

 

∆𝑄𝑇𝐸𝑆|0
24 = 0 (4) 

 

The constraint of TES charging and discharging processes is the charging/discharging rate which results 

from the water flow rate in the pipelines: 

 

�̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ �̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆 ≤ �̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5) 

 

𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 (6) 

 

The minimum flow rate in the pipelines is depended on the characteristics of pipes, pumping system and 

valves. The maximum speed is the assumed design speed for the assumed pipeline diameter. The 

instantaneous speed for a hot water pipeline can be written as follows: 

 

𝑤 =
ṁ

𝐴𝜌ℎ
=

�̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆

h𝑤,𝑖𝑛 − h𝑤,𝑜𝑢𝑡
∙

4

π𝜌ℎd2
 (7) 

 

Where: 

𝐴  – cross-sectional area of the pipeline, m 

𝜌ℎ – density of hot water, kg/m3 

ṁ – mass stream of water (for the incompressible fluid, the inlet stream is equal to the outlet), m/s 

h𝑤,𝑖𝑛 – water enthalpy supply to TES, kJ/kg 

h𝑤,𝑜𝑢𝑡 – water enthalpy return from TES, kJ/kg 

d – diameter of the pipeline, m 

3.1 TES control algorithm in winter 

The winter mode of operation is realised in periods when coal boilers are operated.  

 

QHP,j > 0 (8) 

 

Where: 

QHP,j – heat generated in coal boilers within the j-th prediction horizon (day), MWh. 

And the boilers are started when the CHP and TES are not able to cover the demand for heat within a 

given horizon of prediction, thus the following condition is met: 
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∫ (�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 + �̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆 − �̇�𝐷𝐻𝑆)𝛿𝜏 < 0

𝜏=24

𝜏=0

 (9) 

 

The first step in control algorithm control is assessment of the suitability of TES operation within the 

given horizon of prediction. Instantaneous thermal power of TES in the winter mode (loading / 

unloading) is calculated using the following equation: 

 

�̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖𝑗 = ∑ �̇�𝐵,𝑖𝑗

𝐵=𝑛

𝐵=1

− �̇�𝐻𝑃,𝑎𝑣𝑟,𝑗 (10) 

 

Where: 

n – number of working coal boilers, 

�̇�𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖𝑗   –TES power (loading/reloading) heat flux within the i-th hour of j-th time horizon, MW 

�̇�𝐵,𝑖𝑗 – HP power demand of the i-th hour, j-th time horizon, MW 

�̇�𝐻𝑃,𝑎𝑣𝑟,𝑗 – average heating plant (boilers only) power demand within the j-th time horizon, MW 

Coal fired boilers boiler can work only in the range of permissible loads: 

 

�̇�𝐵,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ �̇�𝐵,𝑖𝑗 ≤ �̇�𝐵,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (11) 

 

Basing on the given operating conditions the threshold conditions for running particular components of 

the system within the heating season were developed. Table 4 shows when operation of TES and 

particular boilers is considered within the control algorithm.  

Table 4. Working conditions of coal boilers with thermal energy storage. 

 

As the coal boilers are of the same type it was assumed according to technical documentation that 

dimensionless efficiency characteristics of all coal boilers within the are the same (see Fig. 4b). 

The operation of TES in winter mode allows avoiding of an additional boiler operation (peak boiler) or 

replacing a bigger boiler (B2 or B3) with the smaller one (B1). The effects of TES operation were 

determined using historical data from the SCADA system. Fig. 6 depicts the effects of TES operation 

in sample days. On the left figure (a) TES allows replacing the large boiler with the small one. The right 

side figure (b) shows avoidance of switching on the peak boiler. Consequently, presented TES control 

algorithm leads to improvement of energy efficiency of heat generation, reduction of primary energy 

consumption and lower emissions.  

  

Daily average HP power Maximum HP power TES B1 (5 MW) B2 (10 MW) B3 (10 MW 

Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 6MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 6MW NO YES NO NO 

Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 6MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 6MW YES YES NO NO 

6MW < Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 12MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 12MW NO NO YES NO 

6MW < Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 12MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 12MW YES NO YES NO 

12MW < Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 18MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 18MW NO YES YES NO 

12MW < Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 18MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 18MW YES YES YES NO 

18MW < Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 24MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 24MW NO NO YES YES 

18MW < Q𝑎𝑣𝑟 ≤ 24MW Q𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 24MW YES NO YES YES 
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a) b) 

 

Fig. 6 Effects of the winter TES work in the example days a) operation with a smaller coal boiler  b) 

avoidance switching on of the peak boiler. 

3.2 TES control algorithm in summer 

The concept for TES operation within the summer season assumes that CHP runs under partial load as 

the only heat source for the heating network. It was assumed that the summer mode algorithm is taken 

into account when the following inequality is met: 

 

�̅�𝑗
𝑟𝑒𝑓 > 0,9 (12) 

 

Where: 

�̅�𝑗
𝑟𝑒𝑓 – average reference CHP load within the j-th time horizon considered. 

The CHP load is related to the thermal oil power supplied to ORC module: 

 

𝜑 =
�̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙

�̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (13) 

 

Where: 

�̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙 – instantaneous thermal oil power, kW 

�̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 – maximum thermal oil power, kW 

Within the summer mode TES allows for a partial shift of electricity production to hours of maximum 

prices on the balancing market. However, there is a limitation in the work of the TES resulting from the 

total heat demand within the horizon of prediction. Generation of electricity for the balancing market 

does not lead to an increase in the amount of heat generated within a day. The condition of a constant 

amount of heat generated results in a significant reduction in the potential production of electricity. In 

order to eliminate it, the possibility of installation of a network water cooler (NWC) was also taken into 

account. The NWC gives the possibility of total decoupling of electricity generation from heat demand, 

and therefore additional increase of a generator power output. 

In order to optimize operating parameters of the system the operational characteristics of the biomass 

fired cogeneration block was elaborated. Basing on the reference model, the characteristics of the 

generated electric power, heating power of the ORC condenser and the fuel power consumed as a 

function of the load were created (Fig.7). To determine the characteristics, only the points of operation 

were adopted when the CHP system was the only source of heat for the heating network. 
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a) b) 

 
c) 

 

Fig. 7 Approximate operating characteristics of the CHP system as a function of load, a) ORC 

condenser power b) Biomass fuel power, c) Generator power output . 

Three alternative variants of control algorithm for the summer work mode were proposed. In a simplified 

method “A”, the increase of the system load and consequently the increase of electrical power output is 

proportional to the instantaneous increase in the energy price during the day. Within the alternative 

method “B” the CHP system load settings in following hours are optimized to maximize profits from 

sales of electricity. This option requires an optimiser to be integrated within the control software. The 

third variant is the one that takes into account operation of NWC. The possible load increase in this case 

leads to the largest financial profits.  

3.2.1 Control of thermal energy storage – method A 

The maximum possible increase of load due to operation with TES was determined as follows: 

 

∆𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝐸𝑆 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(|𝜑𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 − �̅�𝑗

𝑟𝑒𝑓|) (14) 

 

Where: 

𝜑𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 – specific load which is either 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1 or 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0,3 

The deviation of the load from the average value is then determined proportionally to the deviations of 

the energy price from the average daily value: 

 
∆𝜑𝑖𝑗

∆𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝐸𝑆 =

∆𝑐𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗

∆𝑐𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗
 (15) 

 

Where: 

∆𝜑𝑖𝑗 – the difference between the instantaneous and the average load value, 

∆𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝐸𝑆  - the difference between the maximum and the average load value, 

∆𝑐𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗 - the difference between the instantaneous and the average electricity price, 

∆𝑐𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗- the difference between the the maximum and the average electricity price. 
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The increase in electricity is related to the load through characteristics of the system (see Fig. 7): 

 

∆𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗 = f(𝜑𝑖𝑗) (16) 

 

3.2.2 Control of thermal energy storage – method B 

 

As the average load of the ORC unit remain unchanged the changes of average efficiency and costs of 

the system are negligible. Therefore optimal distribution of load is performed according to the financial 

income. The maximum income from the sale of electricity is determined: 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑙 = ∫ (∆𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗 ∙ 𝑐𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗)𝛿𝜏

𝜏=24

𝜏=0

→ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (17) 

 

Constraints result from the facts that the cogeneration system can work only within the range of 

permissible loads and the daily production of remain unchanged in relation to the reference value: 

 

∆𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝐸𝑆 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(|𝜑𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 − �̅�𝑗

𝑟𝑒𝑓|) (18) 

 

𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶
𝑇𝐸𝑆 = 𝑄𝑂𝑅𝐶

𝑅𝐸𝐹 (19) 

 

Where: 

∆𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗
𝑁𝑊𝐶 – increase in electricity generation of the i-th hour, j-th time horizon considered, MWh 

𝑐𝑝,𝑖𝑗 – electricity price of the i-th hour, j-th time horizon considered, PLN/MWh 

3.2.2 Network cooling water 

Optimal load increase and acceptable working area of NWC are determined by the maximum financial 

profits of the system: 

 

3,6 ∙ ∆𝑁𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑗
𝑁𝑊𝐶 ∙ 𝑐𝑝,𝑖𝑗

∆𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑜,𝑖𝑗
𝑁𝐶𝑊 ∙ 𝑐𝑏𝑖𝑜,𝑖𝑗

→ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (20) 

 

Where: 

𝑐𝑝,𝑖𝑗 – electricity price of the i-th hour, j-th time horizon considered, PLN/MWh 

𝑐𝑏𝑖𝑜,𝑖𝑗 – biomass price of the i-th hour, j-th time horizon considered, PLN/GJ 

 

Fig. 8 depicts operation of the system with TES and NWC in a sample day of the summer mode under  

all 3 variants of control algorithm. System performance indicators are presented in Table 5. The analysis 

revealed that the control method “A” gives slightly worse results than the solution based on the 

optimization tools (method “B”). However, optimization calculations are not required and the algorithm 

is easier to be implemented. Daily profit in method “A” amounted to 2232,5 PLN/day and in method 

“B” it was 3418,5 PLN/day. The biggest incomes for the sale of electricity were obtained in the variant 

with a network water cooler. However, due to the increased fuel consumption a daily profit was smaller 

than in the case of the system with TES only and control method “B”. It amounted to 2740,9 PLN. 
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a) b) 

 
Fig. 8 Daily TES and NWC working operation in summer mode, a) method A, b) method B. 

Table 5. The summer mode indicators for an example day. 

Parameter Reference 
 

 

Heat storage  

(method I) 

 

 

Heat storage  

(method II) 

Newtork water 

cooler 

Heat produce from CHP, GJ 236,6  236,6  236,6 329,9 

Waste heat, GJ 0  0  0 93,3 

Electricity produce, MWh 14,1  13,6  12,6 22,0 

Biomass consumption, GJ 370,0  370,0  370,0 539,0 

Costs of biomass consumption, PLN 6994,0  6994,0  6994,0 10187,1 

Electricity sale incomes, PLN 6701,9  9226,5  10412,5 12928,0 

Daily profit, PLN -292,1  2232,5  3418,5 2740,9 

4 Simulation results 

Simulations have been performed for each day of the year period. The hourly amount of heat storage in 

TES and achieved thermal power of the heat storage during a year are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The 

results of the simulation allowed to determine the maximum volume of the TES. As a consequence, the 

highest efficiency of heat generation in the coal boilers was achieved. The maximum volume of the TES 

includes the additional volume occupied by the thermocline (10% of the TES working volume). The 

maximum working volume of TES has been calculated from the following formula: 

 

V𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (
Q𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑚𝑎𝑥

c𝑝,𝑤 ∙ 𝛥�̅�𝑤 ∙ ρ𝑤
) (21) 

 

Where: 

Q𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑚𝑎𝑥 – maximum storage heat capacity during the year, kJ 

c𝑝,𝑤 – specific heat of hot water, kJ/kgK 

𝛥�̅�𝑤  – average increase in the temperature of water in the heating network, K 

ρ𝑤– hot water density, kg/m3 
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Fig. 9 The hourly the amount of heat 

accumulation in the TES 
Fig. 10 Heat storage power during the year. 

An analysis of the selection the optimal TES volume was also carried out. The solution of the problem 

is done by maximizing the objective function – Net Present Value (NPV). In the simulation, the volume 

of the TES was reduced and the largest value of NPV was sought. The results are shown in the Fig 11. 

Financial analysis has also shown that the DPBT for the optimal volume is around 11 years (Fig. 12). 

The possibility of obtaining subsidies has been taken into account. Subsidies were assumed for 30% of 

the purchase cost of the heat storage. The cogeneration plant in Białystok (Poland) received similar 

financial support for investment project dedicated to installation of TES [12]. Taking into account the 

subsidy, the payback time is 4 years (optimal volume) and around 11 years (maximum volume). The 

investment of the maximum volume of the TES without subsidies would be unprofitable. 

 

Fig. 11 Results of optimization of the TES volume 

selection 
Fig. 12 Discount payback time of TES. 

The energy indicators and annual savings resulting from the proposed modernizations are shown in 

Table 6. The results were presented in four scenarios: 

 Scenario I – Network water cooler 

 Scenario II – Maximum TES volume (2000 m3) and TES algorithm using the B method 

 Scenario III – Optimum TES volume (800 m3) and TES algorithm using the B method 

 Scenario III – Optimum TES + NWC TES and algorithm using the B method 

The results of this study proves that implementation of TES and NWC can be a good option for the 

Krosno plant, both from economic and energy point of view. The operation of the heat storage during 

the heating period allowed significantly increased the efficiency of heating plant (Fig 13). Average 

heating plant efficiency for maximum TES volume was 0,771  and optimum was 0,756. The work mode 

of the system in the summer allowed to save an additional PLN 60,000. The comparison of electricity 

production at the work of thermal energy storage and network water cooler  are presented in Fig. 14. 
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Table 6. Results of simulation analysis of the system with TES and NWC 

Parameter Unit  Reference 
Scenario 

I 

Scenario 

II 

Scenario 

III 

Scenario 

IV 

Annual heat produce from CHP GJ  147 047 147 965 147 047 147 047 147 495 

Annual heat produce from Heating 

plant GJ  118 271 118 271 118 271 118 271 118 271 

Annual waste heat GJ  0 919 0 0 186 

Annual overall heat produce GJ  265 318 265 318 265 318 265 318 265 318 

Annual electricity produce MWh  9 281 9 354 9 146 9 146 9 161 

Annual biomass consumption tons  24 454 24 610 24 454 24 454 24 494 

Annual coal consumption tons  7 303 7 303 6 483 6 575 6 575 

Average energy CHP efficiency (power 

generation) -  0,155 0,15485 0,152 0,152 0,152 

Average Energy CHP efficiency 

(overall) -  0,836 0,831 0,833 0,833 0,832 

PES (cogeneration) -  0,195 0,192 0,191 0,191 0,190 

Average heating plant efficiency -  0,683 0,683 0,771 0,756 0,756 

Average plant effciency -  0,793 0,790 0,833 0,828 0,827 

Annual electricity sale incomes 

mln 

PLN/y 

 

 1,448 1,502 1,508 1,508 1,516 

Annual sale of certificates of electricity 

origin incomes 

mln 

PLN/y 

 

 0,464 0,468 0,457 0,457 0,458 

Annual costs of biomass consumption 

mln 

PLN/y 

 

 4,081 4,110 4,081 4,081 4,088 

Annual costs of coal consumption 

mln 

PLN/y 

 

 2,337 2,337 2,075 2,104 2,104 

Annual cost of fuel consumption 

mln 

PLN/y 

 

 6,418 6,447 6,156 6,185 6,192 

Annual financial benefits PLN/y  - 28 607 316 240 286 892 288 527 

 

Fig. 13 The efficiency coal boiler’s curve 

(maximum TES volume). 

Fig. 14 Generation of electricity in the 

summer. 
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5 Conclusions 

The paper presents the concept of implementation thermal energy storage and network water cooler to 

municipal heating plant integrated with biomass-fired cogeneration module. Modernization was aimed 

optimize of plant operation strategy and increase investment profitability during problems related to 

current level of fuel and energy prices. The mathematical model of the Krosno plant has been elaborated, 

calibrated and validated with real measurement data from the SCADA system. The results of parameter 

verification from the model showed high accuracy. The differences between the measured electrical and 

simulation electrical values resulted from the variable working state of the ORC. If the working medium 

was in the saturated state, the relative error values were smaller. Based on the reference data, the thermal 

energy storage algorithm was developed and presented. The algorithm has been divided into 2 work 

modes: the winter mode – to maximizing the efficiency of heat generation in a coal-fired heating plant 

and the summer mode - maximizing profits for the sale of electricity on the balancing market. 

The results presented in the paper were obtained using commercial software that allowed creation of 

reference models. The simulation results of the reference system and after modernization are presented. 

The analysis showed that the installation of a TES allows to increase the average efficiency of heat 

generation in a coal-fired boilers even about 8,8 %. The summer work mode also saves tens of thousands 

of PLN a year. Optimization of the selection of the storage capacity was carried out. The function of the 

optimal volume TES target was the NPV value. Financial analysis has shown that the DPT time for the 

optimal TES volume is 11 years and 4 years in the case of a subsidy received. The results of this 

simulation confirm that the proposed solutions could improve the energy and economic performance of 

the Krosno plant. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a thermodynamic analysis of four variants of a supercritical oxy-type plant. These 

variants differed in terms of air separation units (ASU Variants: V1-cryogenic; V2-hybrid; equipped 

with a three-end (V3a) or four-end (V3b) high-temperature membrane) and boilers (V1&V3a-lignite-

fired fluidized-bed; V2&V3b-hard-coal-fired pulverized-fuel). All variants were equipped with the same 

steam turbine unit (STU) and CO2 capture and compression unit. The gross power of STU was 600 MW. 

Live and reheated steam parameters were 650°C/30 MPa and 670°C/6.5 MPa, respectively. The 

influence of ASU operating parameters on ASU auxiliary power rate and boiler efficiency (V3a&V3b 

only, because of ASU and boiler integration) was researched. ASU operating parameters for maximum 

net efficiency were determined. The decrease in the net efficiency compared to a reference plant (with 

a classic fluidized-bed or pulverized-fuel boiler) fluctuated in the range of 7.2(V3b)–11.2(V1) p.p.. 

1 Introduction 

In March 2006, the Green Paper “A European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Energy” 

was adopted and published. It has been adopted by the European Commission and its main objective is 

to achieve the security of the energy sector by formulating appropriate political and economic directions. 

This goal can be achieved in line with sustainable development and climate change policies. Thus, at 

the European Council Summit held on 8 and 9 March, 2007, to limit the increase in global average 

temperature to 2°C above pre-industrial temperature, an action plan integrating the energy and climate 

policy of the so-called European Union Climate and energy package was agreed. This plan is the 

consequence of an agreement reached at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

conferences in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro and in 1997 in Kyoto, which assumes: a) reduction of greenhouse 
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gas emissions by at least 20% before the end of 2020 compared to 1990 levels; b) rationalization of 

energy use and a consequent reduction of its consumption by 20%; c) increase in the proportion of 

energy produced from renewable energy sources to 20% of total energy consumption in the European 

Union (EU) by 2020; and d) achieve at least a 10% share of bio fuels in transport fuels [1].  

The main assumption of oxy-combustion technology [2] is the elimination of nitrogen from the oxidant. 

As a result, flue gas with a high concentration of CO2 and moisture is produced. Thus, after the process 

of flue gas drying the CO2 capture process is much less complicated and energy-intensive. The 

disadvantage of the technology is the necessity of using an air separation unit (ASU) which produces 

oxygen with adequate purity. For oxygen production, all available gas separation methods are used (e.g., 

chemical absorption, cryogenic processes [3] and high temperature membranes [4] – currently being 

researched on a laboratory scale [5]. The power consumption of the carbon dioxide capture process in 

this technology is reduced to a value near the lower limit of the range of 110–170 kWh/tCO2 [6]. 

Currently, pulverized fuel boilers [7] and fluidized bed boilers [8] are being studied with a view to oxy-

combustion implementation and pilot oxy-type boilers with a thermal power of 15 and 30 MWth are 

being tested [8].  

2 Description of the analyzed oxy-type power plant 

The overall structure of this thermal power plant integrated with oxy-combustion technologies is 

presented in Figure 1. This power plant consists of boiler island consisting, inter alia, of a steam boiler 

and flue gas cleaning-drying system (FD), steam turbine unit (STU), air separation unit (ASU) and 

carbon dioxide capture and compression unit (CC). The steam boiler produces the steam to be fed to the 

steam turbine, where stream energy is transformed into mechanical energy. Then, this energy is used to 

drive the electric generator (G). Oxygen produced in ASU mixed with recirculated flue gas is fed to the 

boiler as an oxidizer. The oxygen content in the oxidizer has a significant impact on the maximum flue 

gas temperature in the boiler combustion chamber (the higher the oxygen content, the higher the 

maximum temperatures – [9]) and fuel ignition temperature. Therefore, this quantity should not deviate 

strongly from the oxygen content in the air. With such combustion processes in the boiler, flue gas 

consisting mainly of CO2 and water vapor is produced. Next, the flue gas is fed to the flue gas cleaning-

drying system and then to the CO2 capture and compression unit (CC). In the latter, the flue gas is 

prepared for transport (compression and CO2 separation).One of the most important power plant work 

indicators is the net efficiency of electricity generation (𝑁el,N). For all power plant types, this depends 

on the gross power of the power plant (𝑁el,G), the sum of the auxiliary power of the power plant 

(∑𝑁AUX), the fuel flow rate (�̇�F) and the lower heating value (𝐿𝐻𝑉): 

 

𝜂el,N =
𝑁el,G −∑𝑁AUX
�̇�FL ∙ 𝐿𝐻𝑉

 (1) 

 

This efficiency in the case of a thermal power plant can be described as a function of steam turbine unit 

efficiency (𝜂STU) and thermal boiler efficiency (𝜂B): 

 

𝜂el,N = 𝜂STU ∙ 𝜂B ∙ (1 −
∑𝑁AUX
𝑁el,G

) (2) 

 

In the steam turbine unit efficiency and thermal boiler efficiency equations a heat flux supplied to steam 

turbine unit (�̇�STU,F) appears: 
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𝜂STU =
𝑁el,G

�̇�STU,F
 (3) 

𝜂B =
�̇�STU,F

�̇�FL ∙ 𝐿𝐻𝑉
 (4) 

 

Figure 1: Overall scheme of an oxy-type power plant 

On the other hand, after introducing the auxiliary power rate of a power plant, which is the sum of the 

auxiliary power rates of the air separation unit (𝛿ASU), the CO2 capture and compression unit (𝛿CC) and 

the steam turbine unit (𝛿STU): 

 

𝛿 =
∑𝑁AUX
𝑁el,G

= 𝛿ASU + 𝛿CC + 𝛿B + 𝛿STU (5) 

 

the equation (2) appears in the following form: 

 

𝜂el,N = 𝜂STU ∙ 𝜂B ∙ (1 − 𝛿) (6) 

 

In the case of oxy-type power plants, by use of an air separation unit and a CO2 capture and compression 

unit, waste heat sources appear in the power generation systems that can be used to increase the 

efficiency of power generation. For assumptions that the heat fed to the steam turbine unit is constant 

but the electric power of the steam turbine unit is increased by ∆𝑁el, the auxiliary power of power plant 

is lowered by ∆𝑁AUX and thermal boiler efficiency is increased by ∆𝜂B, the net efficiency of electricity 

generation will be increased by [10]: 
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∆𝑁el,N =
∆𝑁el

�̇�STU,F
∙ 𝜂B +

𝑁el,G

�̇�STU,F
∙ ∆𝜂B ∙ (1 −

∑𝑁AUX
𝑁el,G

) +
∆𝑁AUX

�̇�STU,F
∙ 𝜂B (7) 

 

The summarized results of an analysis of the following four variants of a oxy-type power plant are 

presented in this paper: 

 Variant V1 – oxy-type power plant equipped with a lignite fired fluidized bed boiler and 

cryogenic ASU [11]; 

 Variant V2 – oxy-type power plant equipped with a hard coal fired pulverized fuel boiler and 

hybrid ASU (membrane-cryogenic) [12]; 

 Variant V3a – oxy-type power plant equipped with a lignite fired fluidized bed boiler and ASU 

with a three-end type high temperature membrane (HTM) [12]; 

 Variant V3b – oxy-type power plant equipped with a hard coal fired pulverized fuel boiler and 

ASU with a four-end type high temperature membrane (HTM) [10]. 

 Variant V4a – reference power plant equipped with a lignite fired fluidized bed boiler; 

 Variant V4b - reference power plant equipped with a hard coal fired pulverized fuel boiler. 

So, the analyzed variants of the oxy-type power plant differ in terms of the construction of the boiler 

and the air separation unit. In all variants, the same steam turbine unit (presented in Figure 2) and the 

same CO2 capture and compression unit (presented in Figure 3) were used. 

 

Figure 2: Scheme of a steam turbine unit 

Ultracritical steam parameters (live steam – 650°C/30 MPa; reheated steam –670°C/6.5 MPa) were 

assumed in the steam turbine unit. The boiler fed water temperature was 310°C. The STU was equipped 

with four low-pressure fed water heaters (WH1–WH4), three high-pressure fed water heaters (WH5–

WH7) and one steam cooler (WH8). The pressures in the deaerator (DEA) and of water at the outlet of 

the condensate pump (COP), respectively, were 1.2 MPa and 1.6 MPa. The condenser (CND) pressure 

was 5 kPa. The electric power of the generator (G), which is equal to the gross electrical power of the 

power plant, was 600 MW. The auxiliary power rate of the steam turbine unit appearing in equation (5) 

was the sum of the powers of the condensate pump (𝑁COP), the main water pump (𝑁MP) and bleed 

condensate pumps BP1 and BP2 (∑𝑁BP), divided by the gross electrical power of the power plant 

(𝑁el,G): 

 

𝛿STU =
𝑁COP +𝑁MP + ∑𝑁BP

𝑁el,G
 (8) 
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Other assumptions based on [10] are presented in Table 1. 

 

Figure 3: Scheme of a CO2 capture and compression unit 

The thermodynamic parameters and composition of the flue gas at the inlet to the CO2 capture and 

compression unit (D1 point in Figure 3.) were calculated during the boiler model computation. The CC 

unit can be divided into two main parts. In the first, the flue gas is: 

 compressed in two compressor sections, FC1 and FC2, to the pressures 0.4 MPa and 1.6 MPa, 

respectively; 

 cooled to a temperature of 46°C (the temperature at which most of the water will condense) in 

two flue gas intercoolers (FIC1 and FIC2); 

 deprived of a significant portion of the water in two phase separators (PS1 and PS2). In the 

second part of the CC unit: 

 the flue gas is further compressed to a pressure of 6.5 MPa in the last compressor section (FC3); 

 the flue gas is cooled in the flue gas intercooler (FIC3) to the temperature at which most CO2 

is condensed (variants V1 and V2 – 3°C; variants V3a and V3b – 11°C);  

 separation of liquefied gas (containing a high content of CO2) in the third phase separator (PS3); 

 increasing the liquefied gas pressure to transport pressure (15 MPa) in the CO2 pump (CDP). 

Table 1: Steam turbine unit assumptions 

Quantity, unit Value 

Mechanical losses of steam turbine, MW 6 

Isentropic efficiency of 

groups of stages of:  

high-pressure part of steam turbine (ST(h)), % 90 

intermediate-pressure part of steam turbine (ST(i)), % 93 

low-pressure part of steam turbine (ST(l)), % 86 

Isentropic efficiency of last group of stages of low-pressure part of ST, %  81 

Temperature difference on cold side of fed water heaters, K 10 

Temperature increase in low-pressure fed water heaters (WH1-4), K 30 

Temperature increase in the WH6 fed water heater, K 40 

Temperature of water in the outlet of PW8 fed water heater, °C 305 

Pinch point for fed water heaters, K 3 

Generator efficiency, % 99 

Isentropic efficiency of pumps, % 85 

Thermal efficiency of fed water heaters, steam cooler and deaerator, % 99.5 

 

Thus, in this part of the installation, the CO2 is compacted and prepared for transport. It was assumed 

that the isentropic efficiency of flue gas compressor sections were 85% and the mechanical-electric 

efficiency of these sections were 98%. 

The auxiliary power rate of the CO2 capture and compression unit appearing in equation (5) is a sum of 

the powers of the three sections of the flue gas compressor (∑𝑁FC) and CO2 pump (𝑁CDP), divided by 

the gross electrical power of the power plant (𝑁el,G): 
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𝛿CC =
∑𝑁FC +𝑁CDP

𝑁el,G
 (9) 

3 Thermodynamic analysis results for oxy-type power plant variants 

Preliminary thermodynamic analyzes for variant V1 of a oxy-type power plant were performed based 

on the assumptions presented in section 2 and for pressure at the outlets of air compressors in ASU equal 

to 6 bar. Results of this analysis are presented in Table 2. The auxiliary power rate of ASU presents the 

highest value (~15.7%) of all the other auxiliary power rates. The CC unit auxiliary power rate (~9.6%) 

is the second highest. Both these quantities (𝛿ASU and 𝛿CC) are several times greater than the remaining 

two auxiliary power rates (𝛿B and 𝛿STU); therefore, they have the greatest impact on the net efficiency 

value of a power plant. This efficiency for variant V1 was 32.6%, which is about 12.3 p.p. lower than 

the analogous efficiency for the reference power plant (variant V4a). 

A similar preliminary thermodynamic analysis was performed for the variant V2 oxy-type power plant. 

The assumptions for this analysis are presented in subsection 2.2. As in the previous example (variant 

V1), the highest value amongst the auxiliary power rates are seen in 𝛿ASU and 𝛿CC. The net efficiency 

of the power plant was 36.1%, which is ~9.8 p.p. lower than the analogous efficiency for the reference 

power plant (variant V4b). So, it can be concluded that the implementation of a membrane installation 

into the structure of the cryogenic air separation unit is thermodynamically viable, because the ASU 

auxiliary power rate was decreased. As a result, the difference between the net efficiency of the reference 

power plant and the oxy-type power plant was also decreased. 

Further thermodynamic analysis of the V1 variant of oxy-type power plant focused primarily on a 

sensitive analysis of the effect of changes in the most important operating parameters of the cryogenic 

air separation unit on the auxiliary power rate of ASU (𝛿ASU). This is due to the fact that almost half of 

the auxiliary power rate of power plant was the ASU auxiliary power rate.  

In Figure 4. the auxiliary power rate of ASU and oxygen recovery rate are presented as a function of the 

pressure (𝑝AC,out) at the outlet of the air compressor in ASU. The increase in pressure results in an 

increase of 𝛿ASU and, at the same time, an increase of 𝑅O2 (which reaches the maximum value for 

𝑝AC,out ≈ 5.5 bar). Additionally, net efficiency as a function of the pressure (𝑝AC,out) at the outlet of the 

air compressor in ASU is presented in Figure 4. This efficiency decreases with increases in the pressure.  

Further thermodynamic analysis of the V2 variant of oxy-type power plant focused primarily on a 

sensitive analysis of the effect of change in the operating parameters of the membrane part of the (hybrid) 

air separation unit on the auxiliary power rate of ASU (𝛿ASU). Mainly, the influence of separation 

membrane surface area and permeate pressure on 𝛿ASU were analyzed. In Figure 5. the auxiliary power 

rate as a function of separation membrane surface and permeate pressure is presented. The results are 

based on the analyzes presented in [12]. According to [12], the permeate pressure and membrane surface 

area should be optimized together with the aim of minimizing the auxiliary power rate of ASU. In this 

case for a permeate pressure of ~0.45 bar and membrane surface of ~1800 m2, 𝛿ASU has the lowest value 

(~12.28 %). According to the results presented in Figure 4. and Figure 5., the cryogenic air separation 

unit (variant V1) auxiliary power rate was significantly greater than that of the hybrid air separation unit 

(variant V2). However, in the V1 variant the oxy-type power plant lignite is used as fuel, which 

significantly increases the amount of oxygen needed for the fuel combustion process. 

An analysis was performed into the possibility of a further decrease in 𝛿ASU by decreasing the 

temperature at the outlet of the intercoolers, decreasing the pressure increase in the air fan and an 

increase in the O2/N2 membrane selectivity coefficient (𝛼). The results of this analysis are presented in 

Figure 6. Curve A represents the results for the assumption that the increase in pressure in AF was 0.05 

bar and the temperature at the outlet of the intercoolers was 30°C (the same as for results presented in 

Figure 5.); while curve B represents the results for the assumption that the increase in the pressure in 
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AF was reduced to 0.02 bar and the temperature at the outlet of the intercoolers was decreased to 20°C. 

Decreasing the pressure difference and the temperatures can reduce the auxiliary power rate of ASU by 

approximately 0.9 p.p. (lower 𝛼 values) and 1.3 p.p. (higher 𝛼 values). Increasing the O2/N2 membrane 

selectivity coefficient reduced 𝛿ASU by 1.5 p.p. The lowest value of the auxiliary power rate of ASU 

presented in Figure 6. is 9.8%. The influences of decreasing the temperature at the outlet of intercoolers, 

decreasing the pressure increase in the air fan and increasing the O2/N2 membrane selectivity coefficient 

(𝛼) on the net efficiency of electricity generation are presented in Figure 7. (Curves A and B represent 

the same assumptions as in Figure 6.). The results indicate that there is a great possibility to increase the 

net efficiency by up to 1.2 p.p. (to a maximal value of 37.3 %). 

Table 2: Thermodynamic analysis results (variants V1 and V2) 

 
Quantity, unit V1 V2 

 

A
S

S
U

M
P

T
. Air compressor pressure ratio in ASU, - 6.0 6.0 

Vacuum pump pressure ratio in ASU, - - 2.2 

Oxygen recovery rate in ASU, % 99.0 72.3 

Purity of produced oxygen in ASU, % 95 95 

R
E

S
U

L
T

S
 

Auxiliary power rate of ASU, % 15.73 12.28 

Auxiliary power rate of boiler, % 3.02 2.04 

Auxiliary power rate of CC unit, % 9.60 8.41 

Auxiliary power rate of power plant, % 31.76 26.12 

Thermal efficiency of boiler, % 92.00 94.16 

Net efficiency of electricity generation, % 32.61 36.14 

 

Figure 4 & Figure 5: Power plant net efficiency, auxiliary power rate of ASU and oxygen recovery 

rate as a function of air compressor outlet pressure and ASU auxiliary power as a function of 

permeate pressure and membrane surface area 
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Figure 6 & Figure 7: ASU auxiliary power rate as a function of the O2/N2 membrane selectivity 

coefficient and the net efficiency of electricity generation as a function of the O2/N2 membrane 

selectivity coefficient 

The remaining quantities necessary to determine the net efficiency of electricity generation (equation 

(6)) are presented in Table 2. For the V1 variant of oxy-type power plant the decrease in the net 

efficiency relative to the reference power plant was reduced to ~11.2p.p. (by ~1.1 p.p.) by the decrease 

in the pressure at the outlet of the air compressor (to 4.6 bar). For variant V2, the same efficiency 

difference was reduced to 8.6 p.p. (by ~1.2 p.p.) by decreasing the temperature at the outlet of the 

intercoolers, decreasing the pressure increase in the air fan and increasing the O2/N2 membrane 

selectivity coefficient (𝛼). 

As described previously, the ASU operating parameters for the variants V3a and V3b oxy-type power 

plants have a huge impact on the auxiliary power rate of ASU, thermal boiler efficiency, auxiliary power 

rate of boiler and CC unit. Thus, analysis of the influence of these parameters on the ASU auxiliary 

power rate without a simultaneous influence analysis on the boiler thermal efficiency is pointless. The 

auxiliary power rates of the boiler and CC unit as a function of oxygen recovery rate for variants V3a 

and V3b are presented in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 & Figure 9: Auxiliary power rates of boiler and CC units as a function of oxygen recovery 

rate and ASU auxiliary Power rate as a function of oxygen recovery rate 

The influence of the oxygen recovery rate in ASU on the ASU auxiliary power rate is presented in 

Figure 9 for variants V3a and V3b. This auxiliary power rate is increasing with the increase in the 

oxygen recovery rate and this quantity has a negative value for the whole analyzed range of 𝑅O2. This 

means that the ASU does not use electricity to drive the equipment, but instead the additional electricity 

is generated in such installations. However, it should be remembered that the heat flux from the steam 

boiler is supplied to ASU for this purpose. According to Figure 9, the value of 𝛿B for variant V3a is 
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much higher. This is because in this case an additional regenerative air heater (RAH) was incorporated 

into the system, which significantly reduces the retentate expander power.  

This quantity increases as the oxygen recovery rate increases for both cases, as is the case of ASU 

auxiliary power rate (Figure 9.). As previously described, the 𝛿B and 𝛿CC decreases with the increase in 

𝑅O2 (Figure 8.). Thus, it can be concluded that the auxiliary power rate of the power plant is most 

influenced by the ASU auxiliary power rate.   

Thermal boiler efficiency as a function of ASU oxygen recovery rate is presented in Figure 10. This 

efficiency increases with the increase in 𝑅O2 for both cases. Initially, it is higher for variant V3a until 

𝑅O2 reaches the value of ~85%, and then the values of this quantity for both cases are similar. It is 

possible to determine the net efficiency of electricity generation (equation (6)) when the thermal 

efficiency of the steam turbine unit (51.95%), boiler thermal efficiency (Figure 10.) are known. 𝜂el,N as 

a function of oxygen recovery rate in ASU for variants V3a and V3b is shown in Figure 11. This 

efficiency for both cases increases with the increase in ASU oxygen recovery rate. Such dependences 

can also be observed in [10]. Much higher values of the net efficiencies are achieved by the variant V3b 

of oxy-type power plant. This is primarily because hard coal is used as a fuel in this variant. For the 

examples analyzed in this paper, the maximum value of 𝜂el,N occur for the following oxygen recovery 

rates: ~88.5% (variant V3a) and ~99% (variant V3b).  The thermodynamic indicators for the V3a and 

V3b variants of oxy-type power plants for ASU operation parameters characterized by the highest net 

efficiency of the power plant are collated in Table 3 For variant V3b, this efficiency is 7.24 p.p. lower 

than that for the reference power plant (variant V4b). This efficiency decrease for variant V3a is 

significantly higher (9.52 p.p. relative to the variant V4a reference power plant). 

 

Figure 10 & Figure 11: Thermal boiler efficiency as a function of oxygen recovery rate and net 

efficiency of electricity generation as a function of oxygen recovery rate 

Table 3: Thermodynamic analysis results (variants V3a and V3b) 

 
Quantity, unit V3a V3b 

 

A
S

S
U

M

P
T

IO
N

S
 Air compressor pressure ratio in ASU, - 13.82 15 

Vacuum pump pressure ratio in ASU, - 2.45 - 

Oxygen recovery rate in ASU, % 88.5 99.0 

Purity of produced oxygen in ASU, % 100 - 

R
E

S
U

L
T

S
 

Auxiliary power rate of ASU, % -1.71 -5.23 

Auxiliary power rate of boiler, % 2.76 2.86 

Auxiliary power rate of CC unit, % 10.89 9.14 

Auxiliary power rate of power plant, % 15.34 10.17 

Thermal efficiency of boiler, % 80.50 82.85 

Gross efficiency of electricity generation, % 41.82 43.04 

Net efficiency of electricity generation, % 35.41 38.66 
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4 Summary 

The methodology of thermodynamic analysis of an oxy-type supercritical power plant is presented in 

this paper. During this analysis, the thermal efficiency of the steam turbine unit, the thermal efficiency 

of the boiler, and the auxiliary power rates of individual units in the power plant were determined. These 

quantities allowed the determination of the net efficiency of electricity generation. The efficiency of the 

individual examples of the oxy-type power plant were compared to the analogous efficiency of the 

appropriate variant of the reference power plant and the remaining examples of the oxy-type power 

plant. 

The paper shows that in all analyzed oxy-type power plants the process parameter assumptions (in 

particular, the process parameters of ASU) are significant for the value of the net efficiency of the power 

plant. The use of waste heat from air in ASU and from flue gas intercoolers in CC unit in a lignite dryer 

or in a steam turbine unit is also very important. 

The variant V1 of the oxy-type power plant is equipped with the most technologically advanced air 

separation unit. The power plant net efficiency for this variant was 32.6% for an assumed pressure in 

the ASU equal to 6 bars (pressure at the outlet of air compressor). Lowering this pressure to 4.6 bars 

results in an increase in the net efficiency of ~1.1 p.p.. Use of the nitrogen from ASU for lignite drying 

increases the thermal boiler efficiency and consequently increases the net efficiency of electricity 

generation by ~0.4 p.p.. The use of waste heat from air intercoolers (ASU) and flue gas intercoolers (CC 

unit) in a steam turbine unit results in a further increase in this efficiency by ~0.6 p.p. As a result of all 

methods, the net efficiency of the variant V1 of oxy-type power plant is 34.7% and this efficiency is 

10.2 p.p. lower than the analogous efficiency of the reference power plant. 
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Abstract 

Traditional heat pumps are a very attractive pro-ecological solutions for a number of applications, 
including heating or heat recovery. The application range of heat pumps is greatly enlarged when the 

operating temperature can be increased to 150oC and/or the temperature lift can be increased to 50-

100oC. In the paper, the original high temperature compressor based heat pump with a dry working fluid, 
i.e. the one in which the slope of saturated vapour line is positive, was presented. Such system is not yet 

commercially available on the market and in author's opinion it has significant potential for various 

applications. In described analysis it was assumed that that heat source has a temperature of 50oC. Some 
preliminary tests have been conducted. On the basis of obtained results the working fluid temperatures, 

heat rates and the coefficient of performance of proposed solution have been determined. 

1 Introduction 

Heat pumps for high temperature applications and industrial use see recently a significant interest in 

industry as the potential technical applications are numerous. The industrial sector is of course a large 

energy consumer but at the same time produces significant amounts of energy which are unused and 
wasted. Heat recovery technologies can be considered as a tool to improve the energy efficiency 

decreasing the energy consumption of the industrial processes and therefore, the greenhouse gases 

emissions. Most industrial processes require heat at temperature levels up to above 120°C and hence 

require steam at different pressure/temperature levels. Traditionally the term high temperature heat 
pumps was referring to temperatures of the higher heat source ranging from 60 to 80 oC. That can be a 

little misleading in cases where the requirements are set to be above 120oC. For that reason Peureux and 

Bobelin [1] introduced the term very high temperature heat pump (VHTHP) with heat sink temperatures 
between 100 and 140oC. The temperature of industrial waste heat is by definition too low to be reused 

directly. Energy can be saved if one is able to upgrade waste heat to usable process heat. The heat pumps 

that are available nowadays are limited in operating temperature (< 130°C) and in temperature lift 
(50°C). The application range of heat pumps is greatly enhanced when the operating temperature can be 

increased to 120°C and/or the temperature lift can be increased to 50-100°C. 
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Thus, the attempts to introduce high-temperature heat pumps (HTHPs) have attracted significant 
attention for waste heat recovery in industrial processes [2]. In addition, the integration of HTHPs as a 

heat source for the industrial processes leads to a reduction of the fossil fuels dependence, promoting a 

decarbonised and sustainable industrial sector. At present, HFC-245fa, with a global warming potential 
GWP=858, is widely used as a working fluid for HTHPs and Organic Rankine Cycles [3]. The use of 

HTHPs for waste heat recovery using working fluids with low GWP becomes a solution to climate 

change mitigation by improving the industrial processes energy efficiency, using environmentally 
friendly working fluids. A few studies realised a fundamental performance analysis of different low 

GWP working fluids for HTHPs, [4,5]. Moreover, vapour compression systems can use different 

configurations alternatives to basic cycle to improve the energy performance, [6,7]. HTHPs can also use 

these variations to increase the temperature of the heat source to a higher and more useful temperature. 
However, waste heat can used as a proper heat source for HTHP. Hence, Cao et al. [8] studied different 

heat pump systems configurations for using waste heat recovery with an average temperature of 45 °C 

as a heat source and heating production temperature up to 95°C. Nevertheless, studies that analyse 
HTHP configurations with low GWP working fluids at different heating production temperatures are 

not found in the literature. Therefore, the aim of this article is to compare theoretically the energy 

performance capacity of five vapour compression system configurations using ethanol, pentane, 

R365mfc, SES36, R1233zd(E), R245fa, n-butane and R1234ze(z) as low GWP alternative fluids to 
HFC-245fa for the possibility of preparation of technological steam with temperature of 120oC from the 

waste heat resource at temperature of 50oC. Single compression cycles as well as cascade systems have 

been considered for that purpose. 

2 Selection of working fluid 

Despite the theoretical possibility of using any substance as a working medium in a heat pump cycle, 
the ideal working fluid should have the following characteristics [1]: 

 normal boiling point higher than the evaporation temperature, 

 high critical point (critical temperature tcr and critical pressure pcr), 

 chemical stability in the full operating temperature range and no chemical interactions with the 
applied construction materials, 

 a small specific volume value of the saturated vapour prior to the compressor (this guarantees a 

smaller compressor size), 
 High value of heat transfer coefficient in evaporation and condensation processes (this provides 

small areas of heat exchangers), 

 low viscosity (lower flow resistance, i.e. reduced pressure drop in the system), 
 low theoretical compression work, 

 low water solubility, 

 non-hazardous, non-flammable working fluid 

 Zero (or close to) ozone depletion potential (ODP) and low greenhouse warming potential 
(GWP). 

 low unit cost. 

Failure to meet all these requirements forces a compromise between the advantages and disadvantages 
of the substance. Selecting the working fluid is a fundamental design problem, with the following criteria 

(in order): environmental impact, workplace safety, thermodynamic, technical and economic criteria. 

According to current legislation, the working fluid should be characterized by ODP = 0 and GWP less 

than 150 [1]. The current legislative act is Regulation (EC) No. 517/2014 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council. The goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80-90% by 2050. By the year 

2030 emissions of fluorinated greenhouse gases should be reduced to 2/3 (compared with 2010 levels) 

by discontinuing their use. The provisions on heat pumps limiting and sanctioning the prohibition of F-
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gases include [9]: 
 From 1.01.2020 - stationary refrigeration units containing HFCs with GWP = 2500 and higher, 

 From 1.01.2022 - commercial refrigeration systems with a power output of more than 40 kW, 

containing fluorinated greenhouse gases with a GWP of 150 or greater - except for single stage 
loops in cascade systems with fluorinated greenhouse gases of GWP = 1500 and above, 

 From 01.01.2025 - single split refrigeration systems that contain less than 3 kg of fluorinated 

greenhouse gases containing those gases with GWP = 750 or greater. 
Despite hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have been commonly used as refrigerants for HTHPs, the European 

Commission is gradually limiting the production and use of these chemicals. Hence, hydrofluoroolefins 

(HFO), hydrochlorofluoroolefin (HCFO) and natural refrigerants become potential alternatives. The 

higher critical temperature of n-Pentane compared with the other refrigerants makes it an interesting 
candidate. Both hydrocarbons are flammable but non-toxic refrigerants. 

Due to the process of compression, three types of working fluids can be distinguished: dry, wet 

and isentropic (figure 1). Thus, the wet fluid has a positive slope of the vapour saturation curve, 

the dry negative fluid, and the isentropic has an almost right parallel limit curve to the entropy 

constant line [3]. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 1. Types of working factors due to the compression process: a) wet (R152a), b) dry (R365mfc), 

c) isentropic (R123) 

There are many ways to differentiate refrigerants. Due to the composition, the working media 

can be divided into single component and multi-component (mixtures, solutions) systems 

(containing at least two components). The classification of natural and synthetic refrigerants 

is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Classification and terminology scheme of natural and synthetic refrigerants [10] 

The most commonly used synthetic agents are saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons [10]. A selection 

of probable for application fluids are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of selected properties of synthetic working fluids for high temperature heat 

pumps [9] 

Working fluid Chemical formula Group 
tcr 

[˚C]  

pcr  

[bar] 
t0,n [˚C] GWP ODP 

Safety 

group 

R245fa CHF2CH2CF3 HFC 154 36,5 15,3 1030 0 B1 

SES 36 
Pentafluorobutane / 

Perfluoropolyether 
MA 177,55 28,5 35,6  -  0  

R365mfc CF3-CH2-CF2-CH3 HFC 186,85 32,5 40,2 890 0 
A2 

(expected) 

R1234ze(Z) CF3CF=CHF HFO 150,1 
35,3-

39,7 
9,8 <1 0 

A2L 

(expected) 

R1233zd(E)  CF3CH=CClH HFO 165,6 37,7 18,3  1 small 
A1 

(expected) 

DR-12 ? - 137,7 31,5 7,5 32 0 n/a 

DR-40A ? MBA 166,5 35 25,5 <170 0 n/a 

DR-2 

(R1336mzz(Z)) 
CF3CH=CHCF3(Z) HFO 171,3 29 33,4 2 0 A1 

 
Widely used in high temperature heat pumps was R245fa, whose critical temperature (154 °C) allowed 

for use in the condensing temperature range to about 125 °C. It is a non-flammable and non-toxic 

homogeneous compound with a weak ethereal odor. As a drawback can be indicated toxicity and high 

GWP = 1030. Due to the latter property, there is still a need for more environmentally friendly factors 
[10]. 

REFRIGERANTS

Single-component

Natural

R718 (water)

R717 (ammonia)

R600a (isobutane)

R729 (air)

R744 (CO2)

Synthetic

CFC

R11

R12

R13

R113

R114

R115

HCFC

R22

R23

R24

R142b

HFC

R134a

R32

R25

R143a

R152a

R227

Multi-component

Azeotropic

R502

R507

R508

R509

R410B

near-azeotropic

R402C

R403B

R404A

R406A

R507A

R410A

Zeotropic

R401A

R401B

R401C

R402A

R402B

R407C

R409A
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3 Calculations 

In order to analyze the Linde cycle, the following assumptions were made: 

 flow of the working fluid through the pipelines connecting individual components of the system 

takes place without pressure loss and heat exchange with the environment, 
 condenser and evaporator pressure losses are negligible, 

 compression process is executed isentropically, 

The thermodynamic circuit of the heat pump for wet fluid is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Single-stage thermodynamic cycle for the wet fluid 

Results of calculations of circuits for given conditions of work are presented in Table 2. The 

computational model was used, which was adapted to the Engineering Equation Solver [11]. 

Results of calculations of circuits for given conditions of work are presented in Table 2. The 
computational model was used, which was adapted to the Engineering Equation Solver [11]. 

Table 2. Results of calculations for the cycle with operating parameters (Tk = 130˚C, T0=50˚C, 

Δtsuperheat/Δtsubcooling = 5 K, ηcompr = 0,8; Q0 = 50 kW) 

Working fluid 
Tcr  

[˚C] 

pk 

[kPa] 

p0 

[kPa] 
qv =qk/1 

[kJ/m3] 

T2  

[˚C] 

m  

[kg/s] 

Pcompr  

[kW] 

Qk  

[kW] 

COP 

[-] 

ηegz  

[%]  

Ethanol 240,8 574 30 459 199 0,076 19,1 69,1 3,62 71,9 

Pentane (R601) 196,4 1102 160 1156 130 0,274 24,4 74,4 3,05 60,5 

R365mfc 186,9 1143 142 1070 130 0,542 25,5 75,5 2,96 58,8 

SES36 177,6 1205 162 1054 130 0,809 29,0 79,0 2,72 54,0 

R1233zd(E) 165,6 1908 293 1880 132 0,629 27,1 77,1 2,84 56,4 

R245fa 154,0 2339 343 1990 130 0,767 31,6 81,6 2,58 51,3 

n-Butane (R600) 152,0 2632 497 2460 131 0,396 32,1 82,1 2,56 50,7 

R1234ze(Z) 150,1 2455 391 2536 148 0,559 26,7 76,7 2,87 57,0 

 

Working fluids presented in Table 2 are tabulated in the order of decreasing critical temperature. 

Presented calculations were made for the case of evaporator capacity of 50 kW received in the lower 
heat source. Based on the calculations, it can be stated that the best efficiency of the cycle is found for 

ethanol. In that case the smallest required compressor work is also found. The volumetric heating 

capacity factor, which determines the compressor dimensions, must also be considered. In this respect 
ethanol is definitely the worst fluid, as the volumetric heating parameter is the smallest of all analysed 

fluids. That renders a large size of the compressor. In case of other dry working fluids (pentane, R365mfc 
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and SES36) the value reached is more than double that of ethanol, but still twice worse than other fluids 
listed in Table 2. The best in this respect is the R1234ze (Z) followed by HFO - R1233zd (E). R245fa 

and butane have reached the second and third highest qv values, but cannot be considered as good ones 

due to relatively low COP values. 
As a part of the additional calculations, the heating capacity of selected cycles was examined for 

different condensing temperatures at the condition that constant temperature difference between heat 

reservoirs was maintained, and equal to 80K. In such case both the evaporation and condensation 
temperatures were regarded as variable, but the difference between them was constant. The condensing 

temperature level may correspond to the potential uses of the high temperature heat pump. The results 

are shown in Figure 4. Ethanol proved to be the only fluid for which the coefficient of performance 

increased with the increase of condensing temperature. The high critical temperature and the shape of 
the saturation curves allow for this fluid to reach the maximum COP at condensation temperature of 

190°C, which under the present assumptions corresponds to evaporation temperature of 110°C, 

respectively. The pentane and R365mfc exhibit a maximum, with the highest performance achieved for 
the condensation temperature of 130°C. R1234ze achieves high COP values in the temperature range of 

100-120˚C, while above 140˚C the second fluid from the HFO group, namely R1233zd, becomes more 

effective. 

In the work considered also were the cascade systems constituting of compressor heat pumps. The 
assumed operating conditions of the system are the same as for the single-stage cycles. The evaporation 

temperature of the upper cycle is 50˚C and the condensing temperature of the upper cascade is 130˚C. 

The basic degree of subcooling of liquid is 5 K for both cycles. For bottom cycle superheating is set at 
5 K, for the upper cycle (with dry fluid) it is the minimum value that ensures dry compression to the 

saturation line. The isentropic efficiency of both compressors is 80%. All absolute quantities (mass flow 

rates, compressor operation, heating capacity) were calculated for 50kW removed from the lower heat 
source. The temperature difference between condensing temperature of the lower stage and evaporation 

of the upper stage resulting from the finite surface of the exchanger is δ = 5 K. The results of calculations 

are presented in Fig. 5. 

 

  

Fig. 4. COP calculations of single stage 

compressor cycles at varying evaporation and 
condensation conditions (Δt = 80°C) 

Fig. 5. Results of COP calculations for different 

condensing temperatures (T0 = 50°C, Δtsup and 
Δtsub = 5 K, ηcompr = 0.8) 

In addition to cascade systems, inter-stage coupling parameters, especially inter-stage temperature Tm, 

is very important. The literature methods of determining its value by calculating the geometric or the 
arithmetic mean do not take into account the characteristics of both fluids and therefore does not 

necessarily lead to the most efficient operation of the system. Optimised adjustment of the interstage 

temperature has not been the topic of the present study, as in the case of cascade systems the temperature 
of 77oC has been selected.  
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By analyzing cascade systems in Fig. 5 as a whole, it can be seen that they achieve higher COP values 
than most single-stage systems, although none of them came close to the COP value obtained by ethanol. 

Both pentane and R365mfc obtained very similar results as top cascade substances. The pressure in the 

system for these fluids is almost the same. The pentane exhibits a slightly higher COP value, while the 
R365mfc was characterized by higher unit volume heating capacity. The advantage of the former was 

also almost double the mass flow. For bottom-cascade fluids it can be stated that the basic selection 

criterion should be a suitably high critical temperature, allowing sufficiently high intercooling 
temperature. The most effective in that respect was R1234ze, which reached COP values of around 3.2. 

The cascade cycle operates more efficiently, the closer is the power of the two compressors for 

respective fluids. When trying to build a system consisting of two natural working fluids, the most 

effective would be ammonia (the biggest disadvantage is high temperature after compression of 150˚C 
and highest system pressure) and di-methyl ether (also high pressure in the system). In the case of 

R1234ze, the shape of the saturation curves did not allow the most optimum interstage temperature of 

77˚C to be used, and it was necessary to raise it by 12 K to provide the required superheat. It was also 
tested to build a cascade system with ethanol in the upper range, but it had lower COP values than the 

single-stage arrangements. The advantage of such a solution was a lower temperature of the compression 

end. 

Table 3. Comparative comparison of selected working fluids for use in the lower cascade 

Fluid Chemical formula Group tcr [˚C] t0,n [˚C] GWP ODP Safety group 

R152a CHF2-CH3 HFC 113 -24,7 124 0 A2 

R134a CF3CH2F HFC 101 -26 1430 0 A1 

R1234ze(E) CF3CH=CHF HFO 110 -18 6 0 A2(L) 

R161 C2H5F HFC 102 -37,6 12 0 A3 

 

Results of calculations of pentane as a working fluid in the upper stage with the selection of different 

fluids in the lower cascade in presented in Table 4. 

Compared have been selected single-stage loops and cascade systems with pentane/R1234ze or 
R365mfc/R1234ze. The results are shown in Figure 5. Excluded have been the distributions of butane 

and R1234ze due to very similar characteristics to R245fa and R1233zd (E) respectively. Based on the 

outlined characteristics, it can be stated that cascade systems work more efficiently than single-stage 
circuits only with a suitably high evaporating and condensing temperature difference. In the analyzed 

case this is about 115°C. Compared to cascade systems, ethanol provides both the highest achievable 

heating capacity ratios and the applicable temperature range 
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Table 4. Results of calculations for cascade system with pentane as a fluid in upper cycle with 
operating parameters (Tk = 130˚C, T0=50˚C, Δtsup=Δtsub = 5 K, ηcompr = 0,8; Q0 = 50 kW) 

No. Working fluids 

pk / p0 

[bar] qv 

[kJ/m3] 

Δtp 

[K] 

Tss [˚C] m 

[kg/s] 

Pspr 

[kW] 

Tm 

[˚C] 

Qm 

[kW] 

Qk 

[kW] 

COP 

[-] 

ηegz 

[%] 
Ttł [˚C] 

1 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,42 2953 12,1 97 0,267 12,0 

90 60,6 72,6 3,21 63,7 
d: R1234ze(Z) 12,1 / 0,39 3167 5,0 108 0,354 10,6 

2 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,41 2881 12,4 96 0,269 12,4 

89 60,8 73,2 3,15 62,6 
d: R717 55,5 / 20,34 15946 5,0 150 0,058 10,8 

3 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,37 2607 13,4 93 0,270 13,7 

85 59,7 73,5 3,13 62,1 
d: di-metylo eter 27,35 / 11,51 7638 5,0 106 0,184 9,7 

4 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,33 2355 14,4 90 0,272 15,1 

81 58,8 74,0 3,09 61,3 
d: R152a 26,57 / 11,79 7923 5,0 102 0,267 8,8 

5 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,31 2179 15,1 88 0,275 16,3 

78 58,4 74,6 3,03 60,1 
d: R161 34,85 / 17,30 10569 5,0 101 0,221 8,4 

6 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,29 2068 15,5 87 0,275 17,0 

76 57,8 74,7 3,02 60,0 
d: R134a 26,91 / 13,18 8475 5,0 92 0,434 7,8 

7 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,28 2068 15,5 85 0,277 17,1 

76 58,2 75,3 2,98 59,1 
d: propan 30,75 / 17,13 9132 5,0 89 0,236 8,2 

8 
g: pentan 11,02 / 0,41 2881 12,4 96 0,278 12,8 

89 62,7 75,6 2,96 59,1 
d: R1234ze(E) 26,86 / 1,0 5718 5,0 102 0,568 12,7 

Table 5.Calculation results of cascade systems with R365mfc in the upper stage with assumed 
operating parameters (Tk = 130˚C, T0=50˚C, Δtsup=Δtsub = 5 K, ηcompr = 0,8; Q0 = 50 kW) 

 

No. Working fluids 
pk / p0 

[bar] 

qv 

[kJ/m3] 

Δtp 

[K] 

Tss [˚C] 
m 

[kg/s] 

Pcompr 

[kW] 

Tm 

[˚C] 

Qm 

[kW] 

Qk 

[kW] 

COP 

[-] 

ηegz 

[%] 
Ttł [˚C] 

1 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,41 3076 12,8 99 0,523 11,9 

91 60,9 72,8 3,19 63,3 
d: R1234ze(Z) 12,37 / 0,39 3152 5,0 109 0,357 10,9 

2 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,40 2995 13,1 98 0,527 12,3 

90 61,1 73,4 3,13 62,2 
d: R717 56,65 / 20,33 15918 5,0 152 0,059 11,1 

3 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,36 2686 14,3 95 0,529 13,7 

86 60,1 73,7 3,11 61,7 
d: Di-metylo eter 27,88 / 11,51 7595 5,0 107 0,186 10,1 

4 
g: R365mfc 11,42 / 0,33 2473 15,1 93 0,533 14,8 

83 59,5 74,3 3,06 60,7 
d: R152a 27,67 / 11,79 7817 5,0 105 0,273 9,5 

5 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,30 2211 16,2 90 0,538 16,3 

79 58,7 75,0 3,00 59,5 
d: R161 35,53 / 17,30 10497 5,0 102 0,224 8,7 

6 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,30 2211 16,2 90 0,540 16,4 

79 58,9 75,2 2,98 59,2 
d: R134a 28,68 / 13,19 8227 5,0 95 0,456 8,8 

7 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,30 2211 16,2 90 0,545 16,5 

79 59,4 75,9 2,93 58,2 
d: propan 33,75 / 17,13 8835 5,0 95 0,249 9,4 

8 
g: R365mfc 11,43 / 0,41 3076 12,8 99 0,547 12,5 

91 63,8 76,2 2,91 57,7 
d: R1234ze(E) 27,96 / 1,0 5571 5,0 104 0,592 13,8 
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4 Conclusions 

In the paper presented have been consideration of different fluids for application in the high temperature 

heat pump systems for temperatures higher than 120oC. In the analysis it was assumed that the heat 

source has a temperature of 50oC. Such systems are yet to be commercially available on the market and 
have a very significant potential for applications. Remarkably, the best fluid in the analysis proved to 

be ethanol operating in the single stage compression systems. The important issue in that case is to find 

an appropriate compressor for developing a prototype. That is the direction for further activities in 

small/medium scale turbomachinery. Development of the prototype of ethanol system is underway in 
group. Cascade systems proved not to be as efficient. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents a method of assessing the energy efficiency of a steam boiler, in which the 

modernization was carried out consisting in cooling the flue gases below the dew point and absorbing 

the recovered thermal power in boiler installations. In the heat plant there is also a wet flue gases 

treatment that ensures reduction in emissions of particulates and acidic gases. Recommendations are 

illustrated on the example of settlement of savings made in natural gas heating plant in a food industry 

factory, equipped with two steam boilers, flue and smoke type, with a capacity of 2x30 t/h, operating 

with quasi-constant output during the year.  

 Introduction 

The Energy Law [1] and the Energy Efficiency Act [2] force the Industrial Plants to take measures to 

improve energy efficiency. Activities should start from the energy audit in accordance with PN-EN 

16247-3: 2014 [4] and [3], and end with the implementation of modernization proceeded by submission 

of an appropriate application for the guarantee of origin (so-called White certificates, which are the 

energy recipient’s remuneration for effective use of final energy and energy services). 

Among the undertakings aimed at improving energy efficiency in art.19, the following were indicated: 

 point 3 – modernization or replacement c) local heating networks and local heat sources…;  

 point 4 – energy recovery, including energy in industrial processes.  

At the same time, the Commission Implementing Decision (EU) [5] establishing the Best Available 

Techniques (BAT) conclusions for large combustion plants in accordance with the IED Directive [6] 

identified new emission standards for concentration, e.g. SO2, NOx and PM in flue gases for some types 

of installations, combustion sources and combustion devices, which are more restrictive than those 

contained in the Regulation [7] in force from 01.01.2016.  
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Industrial and municipal boiler houses  

In the vast majority of boilers built in previous years, the temperature of flue gases to the environment 

is traditionally maintained in the range of 130-160°C for water tube boilers and 230°C for flue and 

smoke tube boilers, due to the risk of overcooling the flue gases below the acid dew point. This relatively 

high flue gas temperature implies high stack loss, which limits the energy efficiency of gas (and oil) 

boilers up to approx. 94%, pulverized coal boilers up to approx. 92% and grate type boilers up to approx. 

84% (76%) in relations to the lower calorific value of the fuel.  

The described conditions encourage to search for other ways to increase the energy efficiency of boiler 

house, by taking over the heat power recovered from lowering flue gases temperatures below the dew 

point from the devices in boiler house (water repleanisher and condensate heaters, deaerator, 

combustion air heaters, etc.) [10,11]. 

In recent years, the Department of Boilers and Steam Generators of Energy Machinery of the Institute 

of Energy Machinery and Equipment of the Silesian University of Technology has carried out concepts 

and balance calculations of the heat recovery and heat management installation called EWHR 

(Ecological Waste Heat Recovery), mainly for industrial boilers fired with gaseous fuels, hard coal 

combusted on grate or dust burners. 

Below based on the recommendations [8] and [9] method of the boilers energy efficiency calculation 

for this type of boilers using direct and indirect method is presented, also for boilers with condensation 

of flue gases (balanced based on lower heating value). After accepting the balance boundary and 

introducing additional markings, the energy efficiency of the boiler house before and after 

modernization were calculated- both in relations to lower heating value 𝐻(𝑁) and in relation to higher 

heating value 𝐻(𝐺). It should be noted that balancing of the condensing boilers with respect to lower 

heating value is from a formal point of view incorrect because it may yield results exceeding 100%. 

However, it is sometimes used to show an improvement in energy efficiency in relation to the state 

before modernization, when the water contained in the exhaust did not undergo condensation. 

 The energy efficiency of a boiler house equipped with gas steam boilers 

2.1 The energy efficiency of a gas boiler 

Based on the recommendations contained in the standards [8] and [9] the method of calculating 

the energy efficiency of gas fired steam boilers, flue and smoke and water tube boilers using direct and 

indirect method is presented below: 
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Figure 1: Gas fired boiler scheme.  

𝜂(𝑁)𝐵  boiler energy efficiency expressed as the ratio 𝑄𝐸 of useful thermal power, transferred 

to the steam and/or water, to 𝑄(𝑁)𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡 energy stream supplied to the boiler in relation 

to the lower heating value 𝑯(𝑮). 

 

When there are no other energy streams 𝑄(𝑁)𝑍 = 0 and whole fuel is combusted 𝐼𝑈 = 0  

then 𝑄(𝑁)𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝐹𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡  

 

and 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡 = [(𝐻(𝑁)+ℎ𝐹) + 𝐽𝐴] = [𝐻(𝑁) + 𝑐𝐹(𝑡𝐹 − 𝑡𝑟) + 𝜇𝐴𝑐𝐴(𝑡𝐴 − 𝑡𝑟)] (1) 

 

Boiler energy efficiency  

𝜂(𝑁)𝐵 =
 𝑄𝐸

𝑄(𝑁)𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (2) 

Calculated directly  

𝜂(𝑁)𝐵 =
𝑚𝑆𝑇 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 −  ℎ𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (3) 

Calculated indirectly  

𝜂(𝑁)𝐵 =
𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡  −  (𝑄(𝑁)𝐺 +  𝑄𝑅𝐶)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (4) 

 

In the equation (4) total loss has been marked as follow: 

 

Total loss  

  

∑ 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑄(𝑁 𝐺⁄ )𝐺 + 𝑄𝐴𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝐹𝐴 + 𝑄𝑢 + 𝑄𝑅𝐶 

 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑄(𝑁 𝐺⁄ )𝐺 + 𝑄𝑅𝐶 

 

 

(5) 

 

 

(6) 
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after neglecting negligible small losses 

𝑄𝑢 = 0,     𝑄𝐴𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝐹𝐴 = 0 

 

For example, for the CONDOR HD 06 10/13 barg steam boiler used in the example the determined 

energy efficiency is 𝜂(𝑁)𝐵= ~94%,   

 

𝜂(𝐺)𝐵  boiler energy efficiency expressed as the ratio 𝑄𝐸 of useful thermal power, transferred 

to the steam and/or water, to 𝑄(𝐺)𝑍𝐹 energy stream supplied to the boiler in relation to 

the higher heating value 𝑯(𝑮). 

 

When there are no other energy streams 𝑄(𝑁)𝑍 = 0 and whole fuel is combusted 𝐼𝑈 = 0  

then 𝑄(𝐺)𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝐹𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡  

 

and 𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡 = [(𝐻(𝐺)+ℎ𝐹) + 𝐽𝐴] = [𝐻(𝐺) + 𝑐𝐹(𝑡𝐹 − 𝑡𝑟) + 𝜇𝐴𝑐𝐴(𝑡𝐴 − 𝑡𝑟)] (7) 

 

Boiler energy efficiency  

𝜂(𝐺)𝐵 =
 𝑄𝐸

𝑄(𝐺)𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (8) 

Calculated directly  

 

𝜂(𝐺)𝐵 =
𝑚𝑆𝑇 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

 

(9) 

Calculated indirectly  

𝜂(𝐺)𝐵 =
𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡  −   (𝑄(𝐺)𝐺 + 𝑄𝑅𝐶)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (10) 

In the equation (10) total loss has been marked according to (6). 

 

Energy efficiency η(G)B is used for boilers with steam condensation in flue gases and equation (5) has 

been used for its calculation. 

 

Determining the energy efficiency of the gas fired boiler house as  𝜂(𝑁/𝐺)𝐵𝑅 (Boiler House Energy 

Efficiency 𝜂(𝑁/𝐺)𝐵𝑅), one can calculate: 
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2.2 The energy efficiency of the gas fired boiler house before modernization 𝜼(𝑵)𝑩𝑹𝒃(based on 

lower heating value of the fuel H(N)): 

 

Figure 2: Boiler house scheme. 

 

Figure 3: Energy flow before modernization. 

 

 Calculated directly:  

  

       𝜂(𝑁)𝐵𝑅𝑏 =  
 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ′

𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 

 

 
=  

 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′
𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
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but        𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 = 𝑚𝑆𝑇 − 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁  

then 
=

 𝑚𝑆𝑇  (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) − 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

 

 
= 𝜂(𝑁)𝐵 −

𝑸𝑫 + 𝑸𝑯

𝒎𝑭 𝑯(𝑵)𝒕𝒐𝒕
+

𝑸𝑫 + 𝑸𝑯

𝒎𝑭 𝑯(𝑵)𝒕𝒐𝒕
 

 

after all =>   𝜂(𝑁)𝐵𝑅𝑏 =   𝜂(𝑁)𝐵 (11) 

 Calculated indirectly:  

  

𝜂(𝑁)𝐵𝑅𝑏 =
𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡 − [𝑄(𝑁)𝐺 + 𝑄𝑅𝐶] − [𝑸𝑯 + 𝑸𝑫] + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′

𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

 
=  𝜂(𝑁)𝐵 −

𝑸𝑫 + 𝑸𝑯

𝒎𝑭 𝑯(𝑵)𝒕𝒐𝒕
+

𝑸𝑫 + 𝑸𝑯

𝒎𝑭 𝑯(𝑵)𝒕𝒐𝒕
 

 

after all => 𝜼(𝑵)𝑩𝑹𝒃 =   𝜼(𝑵)𝑩 (12) 

 

 so the energy efficiency of the boiler house before modernization 𝜼(𝑵)𝑩𝑹𝒃 is equal the boiler energy 

efficiency 𝜼(𝑵)𝑩. 

2.3 The energy efficiency of the gas fired boiler house after modernization 𝜼(𝑵/𝑮)𝑩𝑹𝒂 (based on 

lower/higher heating value of the fuel H(N/G)): 

Marking: 

𝜼(𝑵)𝑩𝑹𝒂 the energy efficiency of the gas fired boiler house after modernization (based on 

lower heating value of the fuel 𝑯(𝑵)):  

𝜼(𝑮)𝑩𝑹𝒂 the energy efficiency of the gas fired boiler house after modernization (based on 

higher heating value of the fuel 𝑯(𝑮)):  
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Figure 4: Heat scheme of the boiler house. 

 

 

Figure 5: Energy flow after the modernization. 

𝑸𝒆𝒗 – heat of condensation (evaporation) from the flue gases cooling from the temperature 𝒕𝑹𝒉𝟏 

to 𝒕𝑹𝒉𝟐  

𝑸𝒆𝒗 = 𝒎𝒆𝒗𝒉𝒆𝒗 = 𝒎𝒆𝒗(𝒉𝒆𝒗𝑮𝑹𝒉𝟏 − 𝒉𝒆𝒗𝑮𝑹𝒉𝟐)   (13) 
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Explanation: 

1. 𝑄𝑒𝑣 has an effect on the higher heating value through 𝑡𝐴  (𝑡𝐴 increases beyond balance boundary of 

the boiler)  

 

𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡 = [(𝐻(𝐺)+ℎ𝐹) + 𝐽𝐴] = [𝐻(𝐺) + 𝑐𝐹(𝑡𝐹 − 𝑡𝑟) + 𝜇𝐴𝑐𝐴(𝑡𝐴 − 𝑡𝑟)] (7) 

 

2. Because in the energy efficiency formula 𝑡𝐹𝑊 of the water is invariably 105°C, the effect on the energy 

efficiency increase resulting from the sum of recovered heat equals the reduction of the stack loss by 

[𝑄(𝐺)𝐺 − 𝑄(𝐺)𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛] increased by the introduced heat of condensation of the steam from flue gases 𝑄𝑒𝑣 

which reduces the demand for steam streams to the deaerator 𝑄𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 and boiler house heating 𝑄𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

It is equal to the thermal power used outside the balance boundary to heat the air in the boiler house 

(see 1, increase 𝑡𝐴 and 𝑡𝐹 ) and heat the water to temperature 𝑡𝐹𝑊1 < 105°𝐶 

(e.g. 𝑡𝐹𝑊1 = 103°𝐶) . Water can be calculated from the formula 𝑄𝐹𝑊0 = 𝑚𝑆𝑇4.19 (𝑡𝐹𝑊1 −
𝑡𝐹𝑊0) where 𝑡𝐹𝑊0 (e.g. tFW0=60°C) is the water temperature (condensate + replenishment water) in the 

tank before the deaerator in the reference state i.e. without heat recovery.  

FINALLY: total loss 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 (see 6) after modernization will be smaller and will be equal 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑄𝐹𝑊0 which has been introduced to the formula (15) but with the higher heating value increase 

𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡 due to the increase of 𝑡𝐴 and 𝑡𝐹 

Taking into account the mass balance of the steam (as above): 𝑚𝑆𝑇 = 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 + 𝑚′𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁 the energy 

efficiency of the gas fired steam boiler house is determined: 

 

Calculated directly 

𝜂(𝑁 /𝐺)𝐵𝑅𝑎 =
 𝑚𝑆𝑇 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
=

    𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)   

𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 

 

=
 𝑚𝑆𝑇 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) − 𝑚′𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 

 

 𝑚𝑆𝑇 (ℎ𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝐹𝑊) −  (𝑸𝑯𝒎𝒊𝒏 + 𝑄𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛) + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

 

 
          𝜂(𝑁/𝐺)𝐵𝑅𝑎 =  𝜂′

(𝑁/𝐺)𝐵
+

 − (𝑸𝑯𝒎𝒊𝒏 + 𝑄𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛) + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

(14) 

Calculated indirectly: 

𝜂(𝑁/𝐺)𝐵𝑅𝑎 =
𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡 − [𝑄(𝑁/𝐺)𝐺 + 𝑄𝑅𝐶] − [𝑄𝐻 + 𝑄𝐷] + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 

 

=
𝒎′𝑭 𝑯(𝑵/𝑮)𝒕𝒐𝒕 − [𝑸(𝑵/𝑮)𝑮𝒎𝒊𝒏 + 𝑸𝑹𝑪]

𝒎′𝑭 𝑯(𝑵/𝑮)𝒕𝒐𝒕
 + 

 − [𝑸𝑯𝒎𝒊𝒏+𝑄𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛] + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′
𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡

 
 

after all => 
𝜂(𝑁/𝐺)𝐵𝑅𝑎 =  𝜼′(𝑵/𝑮)𝑩 +  

 −(𝑸𝑯𝒎𝒊𝒏 + 𝑄𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛)+ 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 (ℎ𝐹𝑊 − ℎ′𝐹𝑊)

𝑚′
𝐹 𝐻(𝑁/𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡

 
(15) 

At the same point of operation of the boiler (the demand for the process of saturated steam is fixed), 

only 𝑄𝑅𝐶 losses are equal to the losses before modernization.  
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 Example of economic evaluation of the steam generation process in a 

boiler house equipped with two flue and smoke tube steam boilers 

(2x30t/h) 

3.1 Description of heat recovery from flue gases and its management  

It follows from the above considerations that due to the lowering of the flue gas temperature 

exiting the boiler to the stack below the dew point, physical enthalpy of the flue gases can be 

recovered (cooling of the flue gases from approx. 135°C to approx. 55°C) and latent 𝑄𝑒𝑣 (steam 

condensation from wet flue gases), which can be transferred to: 

a) heating the returning condensate coming from the technological process and treated feeding water 

to the deaerator (up to 𝑡𝐹𝑊1 =105°C in the deaerator) 

b) two-stage heating of the combustion air  

 The first stage heats the external ambient air of the boiler house to approx.25°C (during all 

year operation), 

 The second stage heats the air above 50°C (temperature close to the final temperature of the 

cooled flue gases). 

This organization of air heating ensures minimal stack loss 𝑄(𝐺)𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 . 

 

Note: the stack loss is equal zero if the temperature of the cooled flue gas ~ temperature of the preheated 

combustion air. 

 

It should be noted that in the process of cooling the flue gases with condensation, recovery 

of heating power and taking over this power to heat water before deaerator and combustion air in the 

boiler contributes into lowering the demand for fuel (natural gas). 

3.2 Economical evaluation of the steam generation process 

Assuming the boiler energy efficiency 𝜂(𝑁)𝐵𝑅𝑏=94% related to the lower heating value of the 

fuel 𝐻(𝑁) according to the parameters given by the manufacturer and measurement data from February 

2017: 

 in 2017 steam production (directed to the Plant and to the deaerator) amounted 435876400 kg during 

8534 hours determining the average steam production 𝑚𝑆𝑇=51.075 t/h (𝑚𝑆𝑇=14.198 kg/s), 

 saturated steam flow rate to the deaerator 𝑚′𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁=approx. 200 kg/h (𝑚𝑜𝑛=0.0555 kg/s) hence the 

total production for technological process equal 50.875 t/h   

 water temperature in deaerator 𝑡𝐹𝑊 =103°C 

 average ambient air temperature 𝑡𝐴=1+1.79°C (Nysa, February 2017) 

 specific enthalpy of the saturated steam produced by the boiler: ℎ𝑆𝑇=2782 kJ/kg 

 natural gas lower heating value 𝐻(𝑁) =35867 kJ/m3
N; higher heating value 𝐻(𝐺)=39769 kJ/m3

N 

(readout from the reporting data of GAZ-SYSTEM SA), 
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Table 1: Steam consumption t/h in 2016-2017 

  2016 Steam division before modernization in 

2016 converted into average steam yield in 

2017 (increased energy efficiency 

compared to 2016) 

2017 
(average 

current 

reading) 

1. Technological processes 44.00 50.375 
50.875 50.875 2.  Plant heating 0.50 0.50 

3. Deaerator  60°C  /  103°C 4.02 4.648 0.20 

4. Boiler house heating 0.50 0.500  

 Sum 49.02 56.023 51.075 

 

Accepted as above values, supplemented with archive data on steam consumption in 2016 and water 

temperature in the intermediate tank 𝑡𝑊𝑃 = 60°𝐶 in the period preceding the increase in its demand due 

to the increase in production, was calculated proportionally in relation to the current capacity of the 

boiler house for production and heating purposes of the plant in 2017 (as above = 51.075 t/h). The 

results presented in the table above show the quantitative effects of modernization.  

The actual steam production for the boiler house in 2017 was 435876.4 t/a 

(=435876400/8534/3600=51.075 kg/s). With known energy efficiency 𝜂(𝑁)𝐵𝑅𝑏=94% from equation 

(11)  

 𝜂(𝑁)𝐵𝑅𝑏 =
 𝑚𝑆𝑇 (ℎ𝑆𝑇−ℎ𝐹𝑊)

𝑚𝐹 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡
 calculated: 

 

𝑚𝐹 – annual demand for 2 boilers for natural gas before modernization.  

 

𝑚𝐹 = 435876400 ∗ (2782 − 4.186 ∗ 105)/0.94/35404 = 𝟑𝟎 𝟔𝟖𝟎 𝟓𝟐𝟑. 𝟕𝟓 𝒎𝟑
𝑵/𝐚 

 

According to the report, natural gas consumption in 2017 was: 26 232 719.00 m3
N/a hence saving 

gas consumption: 4 447 804.75 m3
N/a which corresponds to energy savings: 157 470.08 GJ/a 

(43 741.69 MWh) and for the average price in 2017 for natural gas 1.014 PLN/m3
N this means avoided 

spending: 4 512 089.38 PLN/a 

 

Evaluation of boiler energy efficiency improvement: 

a) Boiler energy efficiency calculation based on lower heating value. 

Boiler energy efficiency before modernization: 94% (accepted or designated in the initial audit). 

Average energy efficiency (based on the lower heating value) of each modernized boiler in reporting 

month of February was calculated according to equation (11). Designated on the basis of the plant’s 

production report (within a month or a year) steam production 435 876 400.00 kg/a natural gas 

consumption 26 232 719.00 m3
N/a 

 

(𝐍)𝐁𝐑𝐛 = 435 876 400 ∗ [2782 − 439.5]/26 232 719/35404 =  𝟏𝟎𝟗. 𝟗𝟒 % 

 

b) Boiler energy efficiency calculations based on higher heating value.  

Ratio value = lower heating value H(N)tot/ higher heating value H(G)tot for corrected values 

(according to [8]) for changes in reference temperature for tF and air tA: 

 

𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝐹[𝐻(𝑁) + 𝑐𝐹(𝑡𝐹 − 𝑡𝑟) + 𝜇𝐴𝑐𝐴(𝑡𝐴 − 𝑡𝑟)] = 

 

= 𝑚𝐹[(35867 + 2.37 (12 − 25) +  18.41 1.011 (1.79 − 25)] = 35404𝑚𝐹 
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𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝐹[𝐻(𝐺) + 𝑐𝐹(𝑡𝐹 − 𝑡𝑟) + 𝜇𝐴𝑐𝐴(𝑡𝐴 − 𝑡𝑟)] = 

 

=𝑚𝐹[(39769 + 2.37 (12 − 25) +  18.41 1.011 (1,79 − 25)] = 39306𝑚𝐹 

hence the corrected ratio: 

lower heating value 𝐻(𝑁)𝑡𝑜𝑡/higher heating value 𝐻(𝐺)𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 35404/39306 = 0,9007 

Boiler energy efficiency calculation based on higher heating value equals:  

 before modernization: 94.00%* 0.9007=84.67% 

 after modernization:   109.94%*0.9007=99.02% 

3.3  Opinion on the need to amend the economic assessment of the steam generating process in 

the boiler house 

A typical algorithm recommended in audits in the calculation of the current value of savings based on 

measurements of the recovered power taken and its summation in the reporting period, e.g. 1 month 

(monthly settlements). 

For an exemplary steam boiler house 2x30 t/h savings (expenses avoided) in the amount 

of ~ 2 014 360,62 PLN/a; this value is the sum of monthly settlements calculated according to the 

algorithm in the period of 12 months from I to XII.2017.  

Actual savings in the boiler operation 4 447 804.75 PLN/a outweigh the savings shown by 

4 447 804.75 - 2 014 360.63=2 433 444.12 PLN/a which means that the actual profits of the Plant are 

higher by 120.80%. 

At this point, it should be noted that the Plant’s submission for the modernization of the boiler house, 

the application for the allocation of the „white certificates”, with incorrect calculation of savings will 

lead to understatement of the reported savings in the amount of 2 433 444.12 PLN/a.  

 Summary 

In an industrial steam boiler house, which is equipped with 2 gas boilers, a modernization was carried 

out, which consisted in supplementing the installation to cool down the flue gases below the dew point 

and supplying the recovered thermal power into the boiler installations, among others for heating up 

water replenishment, use for own needs (deareating before the boiler and heating the boiler house) and 

heating the combustion air. In the installation, there is a wet exhaust purification system in parallel to 

ensure a reduction of VOC emissions (Volatile Organic Compounds). In the article, based on the 

recommendations included in the EN [8] and [9] standards, the method of calculating boiler energy 

efficiency using direct and indirect method is presented, also for boilers with flue gas condensing. After 

accepting the balance boundary and accepting additional markings, the energy efficiency of the boiler 

house before modernization and energy efficiency of the boiler room after modernization were 

calculated - both in relation to the lower heating value 𝐻(𝑁) and in relation to the higher heating value 

𝐻(𝐺). The comparison of calculation results as above is a method of assessing the energy efficiency 

improvement of a gas boiler room as a result of modernization. The recommendations elaborated are 

illustrated by a real example of accounting for savings arising in a steam gas boiler plant in an industrial 

plant, equipped with two gas fired steam boilers, flue and smoke and water tube boilers with a capacity 

of 2x30 t/h operating with a quasi-constant load of about 80% a year. 
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Symbols: 

𝑚𝑆𝑇 t/h steam flow rate exiting the boiler 𝑚𝑆𝑇 = 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 + 𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁  

𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑃 t/h Plant’s own consumption, boiler house consumption (boiler house heating 

+ deaerator)  

𝑚𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁 t/h steam flow rate before modernization, 

𝑚′𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑁 t/h steam flow rate after modernization, 

ℎ𝑆𝑇 kJ/kg specific enthalpy of saturated steam (for 1,123MPa; ℎ𝑆𝑇= 2782 kJ/kg), 

ℎ𝐹𝑊 kJ/kg specific enthalpy of feeding water (for 𝑡𝑤=105°C;  ℎ𝐹𝑊=440.2 kJ/kg), 

ℎ′𝐹𝑊 kJ/kg specific enthalpy of water entering deaerator (for 𝑡𝐹𝑊=60 °C; ℎ′𝐹𝑊=251.1 

kJ/kg), 

𝑡𝐹𝑊 °C boiler feeding water temperature/from the deaerator (𝑡𝐹𝑊=105°C), 

𝑚𝐹 m3
N/h natural gas flow rate, 

𝑚𝐹𝑏 m3
N/h natural gas flow rate before modernization, 

𝑚𝐹𝑎 m3
N/h natural gas flow rate after modernization, 

𝐻(𝑁) kJ/m3
N natural gas lower heating value (𝐻(𝑁) =35 867 kJ/m3

N in 02.2017), 

𝐻(𝐺) kJ/m3
N natural gas higher heating value (𝐻(𝐺) =39 769 kJ/m3

N in 02.2017), 

by. PSG ORCS030017: higher heating value in 02.2017, 

ℎ𝑒𝑣 kJ/m3
N increase in the enthalpy of vaporization (condensation) from flue gases 

cooling, after lowering the dew point temperature 

𝑡𝑅ℎ1 and 𝑡𝑅ℎ2,                ℎ𝑒𝑣 = ℎ𝑒𝑣𝐺𝑅ℎ1 − ℎ𝑒𝑣𝐺𝑅ℎ2, 

ℎ𝐹 kJ/m3
N specific enthalpy of natural gas 𝑐𝐹= 2,37 kJ/(kg K), 

𝐽𝐴 kJ/m3
N enthalpy of combustion air 𝑐𝐴= 1,02 kJ/(kg K), 

𝜇𝐴  air to fuel ratio 𝜇𝐴=18.41 kgA/kgF 

𝑡𝑟, 𝑡𝐹 , 𝑡𝐴 °C temperatures: reference 𝑡𝑟=25°C, natural gas, combustion air, 

𝑡𝑟𝐺1, 𝑡𝑅ℎ1 °C temperatures: flue gas, dew point at the inlet to the HRS installation,  

𝑡𝑅ℎ2, 𝑡𝑟𝐺2,  °C temperatures: flue gas, dew point at the outlet to the HRS installation, 

𝑄𝐸  useful heat 

(with quasi constant conditions in the boiler work point and negligible 

small loss of desludging and desalination) 

Losses proportional to the fuel mass flow rate: 

𝑄(𝑁⁄𝐺)𝐺  stack loss calculated for lower and higher heating value, 

𝐽(𝑁⁄𝐺)𝐺  enthalpy of flue gases at the outlet temperature tG2;         
      Q(N⁄G)G = mFJ(N G⁄ )G 

𝐽(𝑁⁄𝐺)𝐺𝑟  enthalpy of flue gases at the reference temperature 𝑡𝑟;  

     𝑄(𝑁⁄𝐺)𝐺𝑟 = 𝑚𝐹𝐽(𝑁 𝐺⁄ )𝐺𝑟 

𝑄𝑆𝐹  enthalpy and unburned particles loss in the fly ash  
𝑄𝑆𝐹 = 𝑄𝐴𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝐹𝐴 and incomplete combustion loss 𝑄𝑈  (with quasi 

constant conditions in the boiler working point and negligible small loss), 

Losses independent of the fuel mass flow rate: 

𝑄𝑅𝐶  loss to the environment 𝑄𝑅𝐶=0,007 𝑄𝐸 (is constant at the boiler’s working 

point), and: 

𝑄𝐻  own consumption; boiler house heating, 

𝑄𝐷  own consumption; steam to the deaerator 

𝑄𝑒𝑣  heat of vaporization (=heat of condensation) 
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Abstract 
The need of biomass combustion with CO2 capture and storage, so called bio-energy CO2 capture and 

storage (BECCS), has been identified as one of the key technologies to keep global warming below 2°C. 

BECCS is the only large-scale technology that can “remove” the CO2 from the atmosphere. According 

to the BECCS definition capturing and storing the CO2 originating from biomass, and as the biomass 

binds carbon from the atmosphere as it grows, will results in “net removal of CO2” from the atmosphere. 

The CO2 capture and storage (CCS) technologies are planned to be mid-term technologies, which should 

help to meet the required CO2 emission reduction goals. Generally three types of CCS technologies can 

be distinguished, namely: post-combustion, pre-combustion and oxy-fuel combustion. The analysed in 

this paper post-combustion calcium looping (CaL) belong to emerging technologies for CO2 capture. 

The process integration options of calcium looping CO2 capture installation and biomass-fired combined 

heat and power (BCHP) plant are investigated. With the process modelling of the CaL systems, different 

process configurations (mainly in terms of heat integration) with BCHP plant are discussed. Various 

options for process integration are available depending on the oxygen supply (e.g. cryogenic or 

membrane technology), water-steam cycle configuration (e.g. separate steam cycle for CaL process) or 

district heating heat supply. All of the presented process configurations of BCHP plant with CaL 

installation are analysed from energy efficiency point of view. The mathematical models of analysed 

options have been developed within the IPSEpro software and the analysis have been performed on the 

design parameters only. 
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1 Introduction 

There are different pathways to address the global challenges that are in front of energy sector, which 

depends on the countries energy and climate policies, access to natural resources and new technologies, 

as well as social acceptance. Nevertheless, some points are raised in most of them, viz. renewable energy 

sources, energy effectiveness and decarbonisation. Within the paper the investigated technology is 

coherent with all three points, as it emphasizes the usage of renewable energy sources (by means of 

biomass energy), increase of energy utilization efficiency (by means of cogeneration of heat and 

electricity) and the decarbonisation (by means of CO2 capture and storage) of the energy sector. 

The topic of potential of biomass and CCS has been raised in several studies (e.g. [1-2]), as well as the 

biomass and CHP plants (e.g. [3-4]), which is currently mature and commercially available technology. 

International Energy Agency predicts the increase of biomass utilization in the energy sector that, 

depending on the scenario, could be between 5 to 8 times over the next years [3]. The integration of CO2 

capture and storage (CCS) technologies with the biomass-fired combined heat and power plants (BCHP) 

allows to classify this technology as Class 3 (carbon-negative), which as stated in [5]: “… may allow 

for the whole project to remove CO2 from the atmosphere on a lifecycle basis.”. The negative emission 

technologies (NETs), to which bio-energy CCS (BECCS) belongs, were analysed from research [6], 

costs [7] and innovations [8] point of view. The overview of NETs in those studies let to believe that 

BECCS might have a significant potential for CO2 removal, at rather high cost (which could raise in the 

future) and with the negative impact (in socio-economic and environmental) on the biomass-supply 

chain side. 

When CHP plants with CCS are concern, the estimated net energy efficiency penalty is reported in a 

wide range, which is the result of different configurations of the plants themselves (e.g. back-pressure 

vs condensing steam turbine). For example in [9] the system energy efficiency penalty for coal-fired 50 

MWth CHP plant with chemical absorption CO2 capture was reported to be around 33 percentage points. 

In [10], for similar as in this study, biomass-fired CHP plant with MEA based CO2 capture (and unit 

energy consumption for amine regeneration of 3.2 MJ/kg CO2) the energy efficiency penalty was around 

35 percentage points, with the option to decrease the penalty by 2.5 percentage point when heat 

integration option is acknowledged. The research focused on BCHP plants is concentrated on two main 

areas: (i) biomass-fired boilers and (ii) configuration and design of the systems. Within the first topic, 

in most of the biomass-fired boilers the circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers are being considered [6]. 

As CHP plants are connected with district heating network, their design in terms of heat capacity should 

be taken into account within the second topic. In most of the pre-feasibility studies the analysis are based 

on the peak heat demand, which lead to an overestimation of operating hours and further on misleading 

economic and environmental performance results [12]. This issue is usually addressed by the detailed 

economic analysis [13], but also in addition to the economic performance biomass feedstock, uncertainty 

on heat demand side and technology itself are also taken into account [14].  

Within the paper post-combustion calcium-looping (CaL) for CO2 capture is concern, which belong to 

emerging technologies. When CaL process modelling is concern, the main research activities are 

focused around detailed reactor modelling (both carbonator and calcinator) as well as process modelling 

of the whole system. For the reactors different models are proposed, which provide various levels of 

accuracy and details [15], but in general the conclusions points out the need of validation based on 

commercial scale systems. With the process modelling of the CaL systems, different process 

configurations (in terms of heat integration) are discussed [15,16]. Different options for process 
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integration are available depending on the considered power plants, viz. retrofitting, newly build or 

novel CaL processes. Wide range of net efficiency penalties are reported, varying from 6 to 9 percentage 

points [19], which indicates the need of more detailed process modelling, especially in the field of taking 

into account auxiliary power consumption in CaL systems [16]. In [17] the points of heat integration 

between CaL process and water-steam cycle have been identified for the existing power plant. As 

presented, the energy sources in CaL process can be integrated into supercritical steam cycle to produce 

additional power output. Other options incorporate the utilization of the heat in new (separate) steam 

cycle [15]. In [18] the application of CaL process to biomass-fired system have been presented, where 

the Author proposed combination of the carbonator with the combustion chamber of the power plant (so 

called in-situ Ca-looping power plant). Presented results indicate that the proposed integration could 

lead to higher net energy efficiency in comparison with the biomass-fired oxyfuel combustion power 

plant, although the compared unit had higher capture efficiency. Thus it can be concluded that economic 

aspects should also be taken into account to properly design and optimize the CaL plants [15]. 

2 Process description 

2.1 District heating system and biomass-fired CHP plant 

Municipal consumers use heat for the purpose of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, hot tap water 

and cooling. The demand of heat for the purpose of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning varies 

depending on atmospheric conditions. The basis for calculations of the demand for heat for space heating 

purposes and ventilation is the duration curve of external temperature in the heating season. An adequate 

approximation of changes of the relative external temperature is Raiss’s equation, which may be applied 

in various climatic zones.  

The main parameters of analysed District Heating System (DHS) have been taken from the prefeasibility 

study and have been summarized in Table 1. The analysed heating network operates according to the 

qualitative-quantitative regulation. 

Table 1. Main parameters of the analysed DHS 

Parameter Value 

Climatic zone (in Poland) 

Lowest external temperature characteristic for given climatic zone 

External temperature when the heating season starts 

Duration of the heating season (calculated) 

II 

-20°C 

12°C 

5400 h 

Maximum heat flux demand in DHS 

Ratio m 

Ratio m0 

Heat flux for the hot tap water (calculated) 

20 MWth 

0.2 

0.2 

3.33 MWth 

Temperature of DHS water output (at maximum heat demand) 

Temperature of DHS water input (at maximum heat demand) 

Water pressure in the DHS (at nominal flow) 

130°C  

70°C 

2 bar 

 

The demand for heat feeding district heating systems varies in compliance with the duration curve of 

external temperature. Therefore the thermal load of a CHP plant meeting the needs of municipal 
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consumers is characterized by a large degree of irregularity which denotes a considerable ratio of the 

maximum to the minimum loads (e.g. in Poland the maximum/minimum ratio is 5:1). The power rating 

of the turbine (maximum heat production) in a CHP unit ought to be chosen according to the optimal 

coefficient of the share of cogeneration, which defines the ratio of the maximum heat flux from the 

steam turbine (cogeneration) to the maximum demand for heat in DHS: 

 

𝛼𝐶𝐻𝑃 =  
�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 𝑚𝑎𝑥

�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (1) 

 

where: 

�̇�𝐶𝐻𝑃 𝑚𝑎𝑥  – maximum heat flux from the cogeneration unit (e.g. CHP plant with extraction-condensing 

turbine), 

�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥 – maximum heat flux required in DHS. 

 

Fig. 1. Simplified model of a BCHP unit with an extraction-condensing turbine (peak boilers PB1 and 

PB2 not included in the analysis) 

Based on the analyses concerning the optimal coefficient of the share of cogeneration in district heating 

systems [19] and available data concerning Polish DHS [13], the coefficient of the share of cogeneration 

for the analysed referenced biomass-fired CHP plant have been assumed as 0.65, which corresponds to 

the maximum heat flux for the BCHP plant equal to 13 MWth. In order to meet the maximum heat 

demand the peak boilers have to be taken into account (two gas-fired units of 4 MWth each). The 

simplified diagrams of the biomass-fired combined heat and power plant (BCHP) with back- extraction-

condensing turbines (ECT) has been presented in Fig. 1. Analysed plant use stoker-fired boiler (B), 

which burns wood chips with a high moisture content. Live steam is generated in the boiler and then 

enters the steam turbine. Steam extracted at low pressure supplies regeneration system consisting of one 

regenerative heat exchanger (RHE) preheating the condensate prior to feeding it to the deaerator (DEA).  

After removal of oxygen and other dissolved gases, feedwater is pumped into the boiler to repeat the 

cycle. The outlet steam goes to the steam condenser (CON). In design mode (nominal heat load of the 

CHP plant) 15% of the nominal steam flow is directed to the condenser. Base heat exchanger (BHE) 

covers the basic heat demand resulting from the characteristics of the district heating network and is 
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supplied with the steam extracted at intermediate pressure. The same heat extraction is also used to feed 

the deaerator after pressure-reduction valve (PRV). The peak heat demand is covered by the gas-fired 

boilers (PB1 and PB2). The BCHP are equipped with the forced draft cooling tower (FCT). Flue gases 

from the pulverized biomass boiler are fed into the flue gas conditioning system with the selective non-

catalytic reduction (SNCR with 46% of NOx reduction) and electrostatic precipitator (ESP with 92% of 

particulate removal efficiency). Due to the low sulphur content in the fuel the desulphurization system 

have been neglected. The proposed design of the BCHP plant is based on the data obtained from EKOL 

Brno company (ShaanGu Group), that were already presented and discussed in [13]. Main parameters 

of the analysed CHP plant have been summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2. Main parameters of the analysed CHP plant (nominal load) 

Parameter Value 

Boiler outlet steam parameters: 

- temperature 

- pressure 

- mass flow 

Boiler efficiency 

Fuel input (LHV) 

Air excess in the boiler 

 

482°C 

53 bar 

24.725 t/h 

88.4% 

22.78 MWLHV 

1.2 

Turbine inlet steam parameters: 

- temperature 

- pressure 

HP turbine isentropic efficiency 

IP turbine isentropic efficiency 

LP turbine isentropic efficiency 

Extraction pressure: 

- to MHE  

- to DEA (after 1.9 bar extraction) 

- to RHE 

Condensing pressure 

Deaerator temperature 

 

480°C 

50.88 bar 

84.0 % 

72.0 % 

70.0 % 

 

1.9 bar 

1.3 bar 

0.13 bar 

0.04 bar 

ca. 107°C 

Gross electric power 

Net electric power 

Main district heat exchanger power 

Net energy efficiency of the BCHP plant 

Net electrical efficiency of the BCHP plant 

4.636 MWel 

4.456 MWel 

13.00 MWth 

76.62 % 

19.56% 

 

The parameters of the assumed biomass (wood chips) have been presented in Table 3, for which the 

LHV (as received) was around 9515 kJ/kg [13]. 
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Table 3. Biomass composition (wood chips) [13] 

Ultimate analysis 
Dried Ash Free - 

DAF, wt. (%) 

Dry Basis - 

DB, wt. (%) 

As Received - 

AR, wt. (%) 

Carbon 50.02 48.74 28.15 

Hydrogen 6.38 6.22 3.59 

Oxygen 43.39 42.29 24.42 

Nitrogen 0.18 0.17 0.10 

Sulphur 0.04 0.03 0.02 

Ash - 2.55 1.47 

Moisture - - 42.25 

 

Within the analysis, the peak heat demand will be covered by the gas-fired boilers, and the gas boilers 

themselves are not included in the analysis. 

2.2 Calcium looping CO2 capture installation and CO2 processing unit 

Within the paper the calcium looping process is considered for the CO2 capture process. The process 

itself is comprised of two interconnected fluidised bed reactors (carbonator and calciner) with cyclones. 

A process model of the CaL unit has been developed in IPSEpro software, with the use of Model 

Development Kit and the Flue Gas Cleaning Library (build-in database with the properties of solid 

components). The carbonator was modelled as stoichiometric reactor with the average conversion model 

described in [20] and deactivation curve from [21]. Within the calciner the same type of biomass as in 

the BCHP plant is combusted in an CO2/O2 atmosphere. The nominal load design assumptions for the 

CaL process have been take over from [22,23] and summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4. Main parameters of the analysed CaL process (nominal load) 

Parameter Value 

Carbonator: 

- temperature 

- pressure drop 

- carbonation extend (fcarb) 

- CO2 capture efficiency 

 

650°C 

150 mbar 

0.8 

80.0% 

Calciner: 

- temperature 

- pressure drop 

- oxygen excess (λcalc) 

- calcination extend (fcalc) 

- relative make up of fresh limestone (CaCO3 makeup to CO2 in flue gas) 

- O2 share in the CO2/O2 mixture 

 

950°C 

150 mbar 

1.2 

0.95 

0.2 

50 mol.% 

Specific heat of CaCO3 formulation [24] ∆𝐻850℃
𝑜  

Specific heat of CaSO4 formulation [24] ∆𝐻850℃
𝑜  

1685 kJ/kg 

3539.7 kJ/kg 
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CO2 processing unit (CPU) is based on a single flash auto-refrigerated process, set to purify the CO2 up 

to 97 mol.% and compress it to 110 bar [25, 26]. Impure CO2-rich gas from the CaL looping installation, 

after cooling down (and drying) to ca. 30°C is initially compressed to about 20 bar by a three-stage 

compressor unit with interstage cooling. It is then dried and cooled down to obtain liquid stream, and 

heads to knock-out drum where CO2 (at specified purity) is separated from the non-condensable gases. 

The liquid CO2 from the knock-out drum is then expanded in a valve in order to reduce its temperature 

and provide the cooling power in the multi-stage regenerative heat exchanger. The evaporated CO2 

stream is then compressed to 90 bar in a two-stage compressor unit (with interstage cooling) and finally 

pumped to 110 bar. The gaseous flow exiting the knock-out drum (vent gas) is also expanded to nearly 

atmospheric pressure in an expander (with interstage cooling), further cooling the impure CO2 stream 

before entering the knock-out drum [25]. The CO2 recovery rate within the analysed CPU is around 90% 

and unit electricity consumption of about 130 kWhel per ton of CO2. 

 

Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of the CaL CO2 capture and CPU 

In Fig. 2 the simplified diagram of the CaL CO2 capture installation and CO2 processing unit have been 

presented. All the heat integration points have been showed and furthermore, divided into high-

temperature (HT) and low-temperature (LT) sources of heat for utilization. The use of those heat 

sources, depending on temperature levels, have been summarized in Table 5. The presented examples 

do not meet all the available options [27,28], but shows in general the heat utilization options that seems 

to be reasonable in terms of energy and economic factors. 

Table 5. Options for heat integration 

Heat integration Application 

High-temperature heat 

integration 

 superheated steam production in additional steam cycle 

 heat source in additional supercritical CO2 cycle 

 reheating steam in the existing CHP steam cycle 

 air heating before membrane air separation unit 

Low-temperature heat 

integration 

 basic and/or peak heat demand in district heating system 

 preheating water in additional steam cycle 

 preheating water in existing CHP steam cycle 
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Additionally, cooling water will also be required to maintain low-temperature (30°C) of the impure and 

pure CO2-rich gas at the inlet to the compressors at given stage. For this purpose the cooling water from 

the forced draft cooling tower, used primarily in the condenser, can be used. 

2.3 Membrane and cryogenic air separation unit 

Within the analysed scenarios two options for oxygen supply are taken into account, viz. cryogenic air 

separation unit and high-temperature three-end membrane for air separation. For the conventional 

cryogenic air separation unit, the O2 purity of 95 vol.% is obtained thru ASU with a dual reboiler low-

pressure column. The unit electricity consumption of this design is equal to 220 kWhel per ton of O2 

[29]. The heat from the interstage cooling of the air compressors is rejected thru the cooling water, where 

the unit cooling demand is ca. 180 kWhth per ton of O2 [29]. 

 

Fig. 3. Simplified diagram of membrane-based air separation unit 

As oxygen production represents an important burden to the total plant efficiency (e.g. in oxy-fuel 

combustion power plant the cryogenic air separation unit can reduce the net energy efficiency by up to 

8 percentage points) [35], thus competitive technologies are being developed. Among the high-

temperature ceramic membrane (HTM) could provide an interesting option, as they are associated with 

significantly lower efficiency losses [30]. Within the HTM two types are being investigated, viz. four-

end and three-end operation modes. The four-end membrane operation requires sweep gas on the 

permeate side (in this case flue gases with high CO2 concentration), which requires high-temperature 
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flue gas cleaning units (above 700°C) to remove dust and other impurities, as well as high-temperature 

recirculation fans. Those, and other technical challenges [31], puts the four-end design operation in 

further future than the three-end design. The three-end operation mode does not require sweep gas and 

to generate the O2-partial pressure difference, pressurized air is conducted to the feed side, whereas the 

permeate side is set at vacuum conditions. The simplified diagram of the HTM-ASU has been presented 

in Fig. 3. 

In the HTM model developed, the atmospheric air is compressed and then heated up to 850°C (which is 

the assumed membrane operation temperature) before being supplied to the ceramic membrane. After 

the separation pure O2 is led to the calciner by a vacuum pump, where it is mixed with recycled CO2-

rich stream to ensure stable temperature conditions in the calciner. A heat exchanger is used to heat the 

CO2 and O2 mixture before the calciner, which at the same time allows to cool down the produced high-

temperature O2 from the membrane before entering into the vacuum pump. The vent gas from the 

membrane (mainly N2) leaves the membrane at high pressure and temperature (retentate), is expanded 

in a turbine to drive the air compressor and to generate additional electrical power. Part of the heat from 

the vent gas (mainly N2) after the expander is transferred to the air before the main heat input (high-

temperature source of heat is needed to meet the required membrane operation temperature), where the 

rest of the heat can also be utilized (medium-temperature heat integration), as the temperature after the 

air/vent gas heat exchanger is still around 250°C. 

The main parameters concerning the three-end HTM are as follow: 

 oxygen separation ratio (SRO2) – oxygen mass flow separated by the membrane module; 

 compressor compression ratio (β) – pressure of the air feed to membrane to the air pressure at 

the inlet to the compressor; 

 retentate oxygen pressure ratio (Πret) – oxygen partial pressure ratio at the end of the membrane 

separation process (the oxygen partial pressure in the retentate side to permeate side). 

Based on [30,31], the total membrane area (Amemb) required to supply given oxygen mass flow (�̇�𝑂2
) is 

given by: 

 

𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 =

�̇�𝑂2
∙ (𝐶𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑒

−
𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑟

𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏
∙
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 )

−1

ln (
𝛱𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑒
) + (

1 − (𝑧𝑂2𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∙ 𝑆𝑅𝑂2
)

(1 − 𝑧𝑂2𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑) ∙ 𝑆𝑅𝑂2

) ∙ ln (
1 − (𝑧𝑂2𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∙ 𝑆𝑅𝑂2

)

1 − 𝑆𝑅𝑂2

)

 (2) 

 

where 𝐶𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑟  and 𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑟  are material constants, 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏  is the absolute membrane temperature, 

𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 the membrane thickness and 𝑧𝑂2𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑  is the oxygen molar fraction of the feed air. 

Following the assumption concerning the HTM membranes presented in [30,31] the perovskite-type 

Ba0.5Sr0.5CO0.8Fe0.2O3-δ membrane has been selected. Based on the results presented in [30] the range the 

design parameters for the HTM ASU have been summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Main parameters of the analysed HTM ASU 

Parameter Value 

Membrane material constants: 

- Cwegner 

- kwegner 

Membrane thickness (dmemb) 

 

1.004 × 10-8 mol/(cm s K) 

6201 K 

0.6 mm 

Membrane operation temperature (Tmemb) 850°C (1123.15 K) 

Oxygen separation ratio (SRO2) 80.0% 

Compressor compression ratio (β) 11 

Retentate oxygen pressure ratio (Πret) 2 

Machinery efficiency: 

- compressor efficiency 

- expander efficiency 

Vacuum pump energy required [30] (�̇�𝑂2
kg/s; 𝑝𝑣𝑎𝑐 mbar) 

 

80.0 % 

90.0 % 

�̇� = 23.168 ∙ �̇�𝑂2
∙ 𝑝𝑣𝑎𝑐

−0.8151 MW 

2.4 Analysed cases 

As presented, there are several points of possible heat integration within the analysed biomass-fired 

CHP plant with calcium looping CO2 capture and CO2 processing unit. As the main goal of the BCHP 

plant operation is to meet the required heat demand for DHS, then the heat integration can lead to 

maximizing the electricity production or minimizing the fuel consumption. The application of the CO2 

capture installation can also be made through retrofit of the existing BCHP plant (and lead mainly to 

additional electricity production) or by means of new BCHP plant with CO2 capture plant fully 

integrated (which could lead to minimizing of the total fuel consumption). Within the paper four cases 

of BCHP with CO2 capture installation are analysed (two for retrofit and two for new design). In addition 

the BCHP plant without CO2 capture is analysed as the reference case. Within the retrofit cases, in order 

to minimize the changes into the existing design, only the LT heat is utilized in the DHS, lowering the 

duty of the base heat exchanger (but maintaining the nominal steam flow). In addition, within the retrofit 

cases, the cooling duty increases significantly, thus additional cooling towers would be needed. The HT 

heat could be used in additional steam cycle, integrated into existing one or partially used also in the 

HTM (Fig. 4) for air heating before membrane.  

Other modelling assumption have been gathered in Table 7, which were obtain mainly from [32], but 

also other available sources have been used (e.g. [13,23,29]). 

Table 7. Main process modelling assumptions 

Parameter Value 

Efficiencies: 

- isentropic efficiency of turbine (LP / IP / HP) 

- isentropic efficiency of pumps 

- isentropic efficiency of fans 

- isentropic efficiency of compressors 

- isentropic efficiency of expanders 

- mechanical efficiency 

 

84% / 72% / 70% 

75.0% 

75.0% 

80.0% 

90.0% 

98.0% 
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- electrical efficiency of generators 

- electrical efficiency of motors 

98.5% 

95.0% 

Pressure losses in heat exchangers:  

- liquid side 

- gas side 

 

4.0% 

2.0% 

 

In Table 8 all the analysed cases have been characterized. In cases 1 and 3 the additional steam cycle 

has the same parameters as the steam cycle in the reference BCHP plant, but it is operated in full 

condensation mode. In cases 2 and 4 the HT heat is integrated into existing steam cycle, with the 

assumption that the 15% of the steam before the turbine is directed to condenser at nominal heat load. 

Cryogenic air separation unit is introduced in cases 1 and 2, and the high-temperature membrane one in 

cases 3 and 4. 

Table 8. Summary of analysed cases 

Case Main structure 

0 reference BCHP plant without CO2 capture 

1 
design: retrofit                                                           oxygen supply: cryogenic ASU 

HT heat integration: additional steam cycle              LT heat integration: into DHS 

2 
design: new plant                                                       oxygen supply: cryogenic ASU 

HT heat integration: into existing steam cycle          LT heat integration: into DHS 

3 
design: retrofit                                                            oxygen supply: membrane ASU 

HT heat integration: additional steam cycle               LT heat integration: into DHS 

4 
design: new                                                                oxygen supply: membrane ASU 

HT heat integration: into existing steam cycle           LT heat integration: into DHS 

 

Based on the results concerning the analysed cases, other subcases (variations) of the main cases have 

been analysed. The variations of case 4 have been introduced in section 3.2 of this paper, together with 

the parametric study of case 4 in section 3.3. 

3 Results 

The performance of the analysed BCHP plants with CO2 capture (cases 1 – 4) assessed in this paper are 

compared with the reference (case 0) BCHP plant without CO2 capture. Direct analysis of energy and 

CO2 emission have been performed by means of the following parameters: 

 gross and net EUF efficiency – ηEUF and ηEUF net, 

 

𝜂𝐸𝑈𝐹 =
�̇�ℎ + ∑ 𝑁𝑒𝑙

�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝐿𝐻𝑉

 (3) 

 

𝜂𝐸𝑈𝐹 𝑛𝑒𝑡 =
�̇�ℎ + 𝑁𝑒𝑙 − ∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑥

�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝐿𝐻𝑉

 (4) 
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 net electrical efficiency (defined as net electrical power to total fuel consumption) – ηel net, 

 

𝜂𝑒𝑙 𝑛𝑒𝑡 =
∑ 𝑁𝑒𝑙 − ∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑥

�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝐿𝐻𝑉

 (5) 

 

 direct CO2 emission per chemical energy of fuel – eCO2 

 

𝑒𝐶𝑂2 =
∑ �̇�𝐶𝑂2

�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝐿𝐻𝑉

 (6) 

 

where: 

�̇�ℎ – heat flux to the BCHP plant (constant value of 13 MWth), MWth, 

∑ 𝑁𝑒𝑙 – electrical power of the generators (incl. CHP plant, additional steam cycle, sCO2 cycle and HTM 

ASU), MWel 

∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑥  – electrical power of all auxiliaries, MWel 

�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝐿𝐻𝑉 – chemical energy flux of biomass (incl. CHP plant and calciner), MWLHV 

∑ �̇�𝐶𝑂2 – CO2 emissions mass flows to atmosphere (incl. CHP plant, CaL installation and CPU), kg/s. 

 

In addition to the direct CO2 emission analysis, the net CO2 balance (e*
CO2) have been presented to 

evaluate the potential of obtaining so called “negative CO2 emission”. In this analysis, the CO2 emitted 

from the biomass combustion is equal to the CO2 absorbed by the biomass in the growth process [33]. 

The CO2 emission concerning the biomass acquisition, processing and transport is being taken into 

account, which is equal to e*
bio = 0.0034 kg CO2 per MJLHV [29]. For the negative CO2 emissions to be 

obtained, the captured CO2 should be also stored permanently, which adds the CO2 emissions to the 

chain due to the transport and storage process. Within the paper, the value of CO2 emissions associated 

with the transport and storage were accounted as 1% of stored CO2 [29]. 

3.1 Energy analysis 

The results of the analysis for all analysed cases have been summarized in Table 9 and presented in Figs. 

4 – 6.  In Fig. 4 the comparison of net EUF and electrical efficiencies have been presented, where the 

results shows that depending on the analysed case, significant changes in the efficiency penalty can be 

observed. For the retrofit cases (case 1 and 3) the net EUF efficiencies penalty due to the CO2 capture 

are around 30 percentage points, where for the new designs (cases 2 and 4) they are much smaller (4 to 

5 percentage points). This is the result of utilizing the HT heat in the additional steam cycle operating 

in full-condensation mode. When the net electrical efficiencies are of concern, the lowest efficiency 

penalty can be observed for case 3, which comprise of new-build design with high-temperature 

membrane ASU. 

In Fig. 5 the power production and internal consumption are presented. Retrofit cases (case 1 and 3) 

show much higher net electrical power, which results from higher fuel input (Fig. 6). In cases 3 and 4 

(compered to cases 1 and 2, respectively) the effect of application of HTM ASU is clearly visible 

(additional electricity production – gas turbine generator and lower electricity consumption – vacuum 

pump only). 
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Fig. 4. Net EUF and electrical efficiencies (nominal load) 

 

 

Fig. 5. Electrical power balance 
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Within the analysed cases, the LT heat available in the given CO2 capture configuration, are utilized in 

the DHS, reducing the amount of heat needed from the extraction of the BCHP plant. In case of the CO2 

processing unit, the heat comes from the interstage cooling of the compressors. In case of the HTM ASU 

and CaL process, the heat is harvest from the vent gas streams (in the range from ca. 150°C to 80°C) 

before the stack (the outlet temperature is kept above the condensation point). As presented in Fig. 6, 

the LT heat integration allows to add from around 1 do 3 MWth to the DHS. Further cooling of the CO2 

stream (in CPU) is done by means of cooling water, thus the cooling water demand increases (Table 9). 

In the retrofit cases, the increased cooling water demand comes mainly from the condenser in additional 

steam cycle (ca. 50%), where the next consumers are CPU (ca. 30%) and cryogenic ASU (ca. 10%). 

Table 9. Summary of the analysis 

Parameter Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

EUF efficiency: 

- gross (ηEUF) [%] 

- net (ηEUF net) [%] 

Net electrical efficiency (ηel net) [%] 

 

77.43 

76.64 

19.56 

 

52.62 

43.11 

15.33 

 

80.62 

71.51 

10.60 

 

54.04 

47.48 

17.97 

 

78.89 

72.50 

13.66 

Direct CO2 emission (eCO2) [kgCO2 / GJLHV] 

Net CO2 balance (e*
CO2) [kgCO2 / GJLHV] 

CO2 stream to storage [kg / s] 

108.40 

3.40 

- 

24.34 

-90.428 

4.436 

24.36 

-90.433 

2.023 

24.99 

-90.422 

4.175 

24.98 

-90.421 

2.094 

Calcium looping process: 

- flue gas input [kg / s] 

- limestone makeup [kg / s] 

- share of calciner fuel input to total fuel input 

- oxygen flow from ASU [kg / s] 

 

- 

- 

- 

- 

 

12.29 

1.123 

0.513 

2.449 

 

5.605 

0.512 

0.513 

1.117 

 

12.29 

1.123 

0.483 

2.046 

 

6.164 

0.563 

0.483 

1.026 

Cooling water demand [MWth] 2.280 25.753 5.831 20.853 5.024 

Membrane area [m3] - - - 5409.6 2714.0 

 

 

Fig. 6. Fuel input (left side) and DHS supply sources (right side) of the analysed cases 
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The value of the direct CO2 emission for the reference case (case 0), corresponds to the values presented 

in [3] concerning the wood chips biomass, where the overhead net CO2 balance results from the 

acquisition of the biomass. In the cases with CO2 capture, the negative CO2 emissions were obtained, 

and were of around -90.4 kg CO2 per GJLHV of biomass utilized in both boiler and calciner. 

Based on the presented results concerning the energy and electrical efficiencies it might be problematic 

to indicate which of the analysed cases have the best overall performance. Depending on the economic 

factors, like CAPEX and OPEX costs, price of electricity and heat, subsidies for the RES based heat 

and/or electricity production, as well as the price of the CO2 emission allowance, different design cases 

might be the most profitable for potential investors. As the economic analysis is outside the scope of 

this paper, an exergy analysis have been proposed, to assess the thermodynamic performance of the 

analysed cases. Based on the thermodynamic parameters of the water in the DHS before and after the 

main district heating heat exchanger, the specific exergy of heat have been calculated (0.213 MJex/MJth) 

[29]. The specific exergy of wood-based biomass have been assumed after [34] and equal to 1.06 

MJex/MJLHV. Similarly as the net EUF efficiency, the net exergy efficiency have been defined. Based on 

the obtained results from energy analysis, the net exergy efficiencies are equal to 29.93% for the 

reference case (case 0) and 20.05%, 22.25%, 22.89% and 24.71% for cases 1 to 4. Based on the exergy 

analysis results, the most thermodynamically-preferable case would be case 4 (presented in Fig. 7), 

which comprise of HTM ASU and internally-integrated BCHP steam cycle, as well as full LT heat 

integration into DHS. 

 

Fig. 7. Simplified schematic of case 4 (peak boiler PB not included in analysis) 
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3.2 Subcases 

Taking into account the results presented in Fig. 7 concerning the case 4 and the DHS heat supply from 

the CPU, CaL and HTM ASU, it can be noticed that the heat integration leads to decrease of heat supply 

from the CHP plant by around 1.5 MWth. In order to do so, eight additional heat exchangers are needed: 

six on the interstage cooling of CO2 compressors (in CPU), one on vent gas from carbonator (in CaL 

unit) and one on vent gas from the HTM ASU. This could lead to unjustified increase in CAPEX, which 

might not be compensated from the improved economic performance in operation (e.g. DOE/NETL in 

oxy-fuel combustion power plants studies neglects the heat integration of interstage cooling of air and 

CO2 due to lack of economic profitability [29]). Thus the first subcase – subcase 4A – would comprise 

of the same system as in the case 4, but the additional cooling in the CPU will be provided by the cooling 

water and the vent gas (both from CaL process and HTM ASU) would be rejected to atmosphere at 

higher temperatures (ca. 150°C). 

Within the analysed cases, the HT heat is utilized in conventional steam cycles (separate HRSG or 

parallel to biomass boiler). The HT heat can also be used in the supercritical CO2 cycle, where within 

the paper – subcase 4B – the simple cycle with recuperation is considered (Fig. 8), which would be 

integrated with the excess heat in the carbonator. As the supercritical CO2 after the regenerative heat 

exchanger (RHE) has the temperatures of around 150°C, the heat can also be utilized in the DHS, 

together with the other LT heat sources (CaL, HTM ASU and CPU). Cooling of the supercritical CO2 

before the compressor would be done by the cooling water. The main assumptions concerning the sCO2 

cycle have been given in Fig. 8. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Supercritical CO2 cycles with regeneration 

The results of the subcase analysis have been presented in Table 10. In comparison with the case 4, in 

the subcase  4A (without LT heat integration) decrease in the net electrical efficiency is only 0.02 

percentage points, where the net EUF efficiency decreases by about 5 percentage points. On the other 

hand, subcase 4B (with sCO2 cycle) increases both efficiencies, 0.71 and 0.57, respectively. If the net 

EUF and electrical efficiencies are defined for the stand-alone sCO2 cycle, following values are obtain: 

66.51% and 35.09%, respectively. 
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Table 10. Summary of the analysis 

Parameter Case 4 Subcase 4A Subcase 4B 

EUF efficiency of whole system: 

- gross (ηEUF) [%] 

- net (ηEUF net) [%] 

Net electrical efficiency (ηel net) [%] 

 

78.89 

72.50 

13.66 

 

72.07 

67.39 

13.64 

 

77.69 

73.07 

14.37 

Cooling water demand [MWth] 5.024 6.533 6.855 

Change in efficiencies (reference case 4): 

- net EUF (ΔηEUF net) [p.p.] 

- net electrical (Δηel net) [p.p.] 

 

- 

- 

 

-5.11 

-0.02 

 

+0.57 

+0.71 

 

Based on the presented results for the analysed subcases, following investigations should include 

economic justification of LT heat integration and sCO2 cycle integration. Those results will strongly 

depend on the subsidies for the RES based heat and/or electricity production, as well as the price of the 

CO2 emission allowance. 

3.3 Parametric study 

Within the paper certain assumptions were made, thus in order to evaluate their impact, the parametric 

study for two analysed cases (case 1 and case 4) have been proposed. First of all the influence of net 

heat rate of additional steam cycle in case 1 on the net electrical efficiency of the whole system have 

been analysed. The range of the net heat rates (or steam cycle net electrical efficiencies) have been taken 

over from literature for the HRSG and steam cycle of the combined cycles of similar size. 

 

Fig. 9. Impact of net heat rate in additional steam cycle on the performance of the whole system in 

case 1 

Presented results of the parametric study (Fig. 9) indicates, that the assumed steam cycle (based on the 

BCHP plant operated in only-condensation mode) might be below the state-of-the-art ones. High-
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temperature heat integration with the HRSG and steam cycle with the heat rate of 9 000 kJ/kWh, instead 

of proposed one, could lead to the increase of net electrical efficiency slightly above 3 p.p., which in 

comparison with the reference case, could give just 1 p.p. net electrical efficiency penalty associated 

with the CCS process. The presented analysis was made without the detailed modelling and only as a 

theoretical study. As it can be expected, the steam cycles with higher efficiencies (or lower net heat rate) 

require higher temperatures of primary steam and steam reheat, thus a detailed study is needed based on 

actual design, to evaluate the potential of their application. 

Within the case 4, certain parameters of the HTM ASU were assumed (based on the results presented in 

[30,31]), which were summarized in Table 6. In the second part of this parametric study the influence 

of the main membrane parameters (oxygen separation ratio, compressor pressure ratio and retentate 

oxygen pressure ratio) on the performance of the whole system, as well as the membrane area, have 

been investigated. In Fig. 10 the impact of compressor pressure ratio and oxygen separation ratio of the 

net efficiencies have been presented. The presented results indicates that preliminary assumptions 

concerning the compressor compression ratio (β = 11) and oxygen separation ratio (SRO2 = 0.8) could 

be optimal from the energy and electrical efficiency point of view. 

 

Fig. 10. Impact of the compressor compression ratio and oxygen separation ratio on the net 

efficiencies of the whole system (for Πret = 2) in case 4 
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Fig. 11. Impact of the retentate oxygen pressure ratio on the net electrical efficiency and membrane 

area (for SRO2 = 0.8 and β = 11) in case 4 

In Fig. 11 the results of the analysis concerning the retentate oxygen pressure impact on the net electrical 

efficiency and membrane area has been presented. With lower retentate oxygen pressure ratio, the net 

electrical efficiency increase (by 0.62 p.p. for Πret = 1 in comparison with Πret = 2), but it also leads to 

significantly higher membrane area (increase by ca. 80%). With higher retentate oxygen pressure ratio, 

the net electrical efficiency decrease (by 0.68 p.p. for Πret = 3 in comparison with Πret = 2), but the 

decrease of membrane area is smaller (decrease by ca. 20%). The energy analysis should be 

supplemented by the economic one, but already presented results (as well as those in [30,31]) may 

indicate that the optimal retentate oxygen pressure ratio will be around 2. 

4 Conclusion 

Within this paper, results of the energy analysis concerning four different configurations of biomass-

fired combined heat and power plant with calcium looping CO2 capture have been presented. In addition 

to those cases two subcases have also been analysed. The analysis was also supplemented by the 

parametric study for chosen cases. In summary the following conclusions can be made: 

 The retrofit of existing BCHP plant with CaL CO2 capture lead to higher net energy efficiency 

penalty associated with the CO2 capture, purification and compression in comparison with the 

newly build ones. On the other hand the trend of net electricity efficiency penalty is opposite.. 

The energy analysis ought to be supplemented by the economic one, which could answer the 

question of profitability of each case. Depending on the subsidies for the production of 

electricity and/or heat from renewable energy sources, price of CO2 emission allowance, price 

of heat for the DHS and investment outlay, different configurations might be more favourable.  

 Application of HTM for O2 production lead to more favourable results, especially when net 

electrical efficiency is concern. The substitution of conventional cryogenic ASU with the 

membrane one lead (in both scenarios - retrofit and newly build) to the decrease of net electrical 

efficiency penalty due to the CCS by ca. 2.5 to 3.0 p.p. 

 The configuration of the BCHP plant with CaL does not impact the unit net CO2 balance per 

unit of fuel, but the retrofit cases have significantly higher potential, due to the higher fuel 
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streams (two times higher than newly built configurations). 

 When retrofit cases are considered, significant increase of cooling water demand can be 

observed. The newly built configurations could lead to 4 - 5 times smaller cooling duty, which 

might be important aspect in environmental analysis. 

 The integration between the DHS and waste heat (e.g. from interstage cooling of CO2 

compressors) have positive effect on the energy and electrical efficiencies, but requires many 

more heat exchangers, which from economic point of view, might not be justified. 

 Heat integration between carbonator and supercritical CO2 cycle could lead to higher energy 

and electrical net efficiencies, which if justified from economic point of view, might be an 

interesting option to decrease the overall penalty associated with the CCS. 
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Abstract 

The possibility of carbon dioxide purification, coming from oxy-fuel combustion by vacuum pressure 

swing adsorption, was presented. The experimental research, development of mathematical model and 

its validation, development of the concept of purification installation and investigation of the optimal 

parameters were carried out. The experimental research, conducted on bench scale four-fixed bed 

vacuum pressure swing adsorption installation filled with zeolite, has shown the possibility of 

enrichment the oxy-combustion flue gas to 95% vol. of CO2 and more at an oxygen content in the range 

of 3000÷7000ppm vol. During the simulation experiment an extended range of thermodynamic 

parameters of the process were tested and both: single step and two stem DR-VPSA adsorption were 

calculated. Results show, that purification of CO2 from oxy-fuel combustion with VPSA technology 

allows for obtaining the required level of carbon dioxide purity at acceptable recovery rates, however, 

the oxygen content in the product exceeds its limit, and therefore the adsorption purification on zeolite 

adsorbent must not be applied for EOR purposes.  

1 Introduction 

The World Energy Outlook 2016 [1] estimates that the world primary coal demand in 2040 in relation 

to 2020 is growing for Current Policies Scenario and New Policies Scenario by about 22.2% and 4.7% 

respectively. Only 450 Scenario fulfillment (which allows to staying below the 2°C climate change 

limit) will contribute to 37% reduction of coal demand. Despite carbon capture and storage becomes an 

important alternative for recently built plants and it is estimated that 430 GW of fossil-fuel plants are 

equipped with CCS installation. To facilitate the capture of CO2 from flue gas, in which the 
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concentration is at the level of 3.3% ÷ 10% for natural gas combustion [2] and 10% ÷ 12% for coal 

combustion [3], the oxy-combustion technology [4-7] is proposed. The technology characterizes by the 

combustion of the fuel in the atmosphere of oxygen with addition of recirculated flue gas. This make it 

possible to obtain a high concentration of CO2 in the exhaust gas in the range of 75% ÷ 85% vol. [8]. 

However, in order to meet the purity requirements for EOR and storage [9], the oxy-combustion exhaust 

gas must be treated. As described Zheng et al. [8] the purification process of CO2 for beverage, medical, 

food processing is usually the same but in the case of flue gas coming from oxy-combustion there is a 

difference in sub-ambient temperature purification step in which the cold box equipment is used. The 

unit allows for auto-refrigeration based process in which compressed to the pressure of 25 ÷ 35bar abs. 

is cooled to the temperature of -45 ÷ -50°C at which majority of the CO2 condenses [8]. Next the liquid 

CO2 is separated form vapor, expanded to 12 ÷ 21bar abs. (with one or more gas stream production) to 

provide refrigeration for incoming CO2 gas stream [8]. Finally, the multi-stage compression to 103.4 

bar abs. or higher with cooling is required to produce compressed CO2 stream at near ambient 

temperature. The conducted process allows to receive the product of the grade of EOR and storage 

requirements. Instead of gas compression up to the 25 bar abs. and gas processing in the cold box, an 

adsorption method is proposed for oxy-combustion CO2 exhaust gas purification in the following 

research. The most important purity limits specified by NETL [9] for the EOR and saline reservoir 

sequestration (SRS) are: min. 95% vol. of CO2, 500ppm vol. of H2O, 10ppm vol. of O2, however in the 

literature [9] there are wider ranges: 90÷99.8% vol. of CO2, 20÷650ppm vol. of H2O and 10ppm÷1.3% 

vol. (for EOR) or 10ppm vol.÷4% vol. (for SRS) of O2. The conducted research gives an answer 

regarding the fulfilment of these limits. 

2 Experimental research 

2.1 Adsorbent properties 

The overall properties of applied zeolite adsorbent were summarized in Table 1. For numerical 

simulation the equilibrium capacities have been determined (Fig.1.) and the coefficients of isotherm 

equations for pure gas components (Table 2) have been calculated. 

Table 1: Properties of zeolite 

Particle size Bulk density 
Water vapor 

capacity 
He density BET Net price 

[mm] [kg/m3] [%] [kg/m3] [m2/g] [EUR/kg] 

1.6-2.5 700 30,0 2.662 492 ~ 5.5 

 

The equilibrium capacities have been made using thermogravimetric analyzer for pure (≥99,999%) 

gases: CO2, N2 and O2 in the pressure range from 0 bar abs. to 10 bar abs. and the temperature of 30°C. 

Then the coefficients of adsorption isotherms equations of Langmuir-Freundlich (for CO2) as well as 

Langmuir (for O2 and N2) were calculated based on the results, according to the formula (1) and (2) 

respectively [10]: 

 

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑚

(𝐵 ∙ 𝑝)
1
𝑛

1 + (𝐵 ∙ 𝑝)
1
𝑛

 (1) 

 

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑚

𝐵 ∙ 𝑝

1 + B ∙ p
 (2) 
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𝑞  amount adsorbed [mol/kg], 

𝑞𝑚 monolayer or saturated amount adsorbed [mol/kg], 

𝐵
 

Langmuir constant,  

𝑝
 

total pressure [bar], 

𝑛
 

parameter affecting the isothermal linearity [-].  

 

Figure 1: Adsorption equilibrium of CO2, O2, N2 for zeolite 

Table 2: Coefficients of isotherm equations 

 CO2 N2 O2 

𝒒𝒎 6.169 3.276 5.802 

𝑩 0.065 9.524·10-5 1.669·10-5 

𝒏 1.910 - - 

2.2 Description of the vacuum-pressure swing adsorption installation 

The construction of four-fixed bed bench scale adsorption installation has been shown in Fig. 2. The 

simulated mixture of feed gas, characteristic of oxy-fuel combustion flue gas, has been made by mixing 

CO2 with air, giving the feed gas composition of 81.5% CO2, 11.9% N2, 3.0% O2 and 3.6% Ar. Next the 

gas was compressed by the blower and supplied to the bottom valve station where was directed to the 

appropriate adsorber operating in the adsorption step. After adsorption step the gas purified from CO2 

was obtained at the top of the adsorber as the high-pressure product (CO2-lean gas) while at the bottom 

of the adsorber the low-pressure product (CO2-rich gas) was evacuated by the vacuum pump. The 

process was carried out such way to ensure the continuity of the feed gas flow rate and product receiving. 

The solenoid valves were controlled by means of software and the gas flow by manual needle valves. 
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Figure 2: Scheme of four-bed VPSA installation 

2.3 Characteristic and parameters of the process 

The ten-step separation process was developed for purification of CO2 coming from oxy-fuel 

combustion. The individual steps of whole cycle (divided into four sequences) for one of the column are 

presented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Sequential description of the VPSA process for one bed 

A – adsorption, EQ – pressure equalization, I – idle, PP – purge & product, 

E1 – evacuation 1, P – purge, E2 – evacuation 2, R – re-pressurization 

FG – feed gas, CO2 LG – CO2 lean gas, CO2 RG – CO2 rich gas, BG – buffer gas 

I, II, III, IV – individual cycle sequences 

The process was arranged in such way that each adsorber realizes at the specific time the step/steps of 

one of the sequences. This allows the purification process to be carried out continuously. In the 

adsorption step (A) the CO2 contained in the feed gas is selectively adsorbed by the zeolite which the 

columns were filled with. Next the cocurrent depressurization steps including the pressure equalization 

step (EQ) and purge & product step (PP) are realized, divided by idle steps (I). During the 

countercurrent depressurization steps which included two evacuation steps (E1 and E2) as well as the 

purge step (P) the low pressure product is produced. The sequential description is finished by the 

countercurrent pressure equalization step (EQ) and the re-pressurization step (R) in which the CO2-

lean gas is used. The pressures (𝑝) characteristic for each step as well as other assumed parameters like 

cycle time (𝑡𝐶) and feed gas flow rates (𝑉𝐹) are listed in the table 3. 
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Table 3: Characteristic parameters of the process 

symbol unit A EQ I PP I E1 P E2 EQ R 

𝑝 [kPa abs] 160 72 72 60 60 15 18 15 72 160 

𝑡𝐶 [s] 600, 720, 840, 960 

𝑉𝐹 [Nm3/h] 2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 3.7 

 

The pressure during the measurement has fluctuated within ± 4 kPa of the setpoint and the temperature 

was in the range of 23÷27°C. The gas flow rate was regulating with manual needle valves. 

2.4 Results and discussion 

The carbon dioxide (𝐶𝐶𝑂2) and oxygen (𝐶𝑂2) concentrations in the product, the CO2 recovery (𝑅) and 

the productivity (𝑃) from the different feed gas flow rates (VF) were calculated according to the formulas 

3÷5: 

 

𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑜𝑟 𝑂2 =
∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑜𝑟 𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)
𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡

 [%], (3) 

 

𝑅 =
∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡

∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡)
𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡 + ∫ 𝑉𝐻𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝑃𝑃(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡

 [%], (4) 

 

 𝑃 =
3600 ∫ 𝑉𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝑡) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑃𝑃

𝑡2

𝑡1
𝑑𝑡 ∙ 𝑀𝐶𝑂2

22,4 ∙ (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) ∙ 𝑉𝐴
[

𝑘𝑔

𝑚𝐴
3 ∙ ℎ

]. (5) 

 

The feed gas flow rate (VF) is calculated as the sum of the high-pressure product flow rate (VHPP) and 

low-pressure product flow rate (VLPP). The volume of adsorbers (𝑉𝐴) filled with zeolite was equal of 

0.041m3. The results of the investigations with trends are presented in Figures 4 ÷ 7. 
 

  

Figure 4. The influence of process parameters 

on concentration of CO2 in the product 

Figure 5. The influence of process parameters 

on concentration of O2 in the product  
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Figure 6. The influence of process parameters 

on recovery of CO2 from the feed gas 

Figure 7: The influence of process parameters 

on productivity 

The results of experimental research confirmed the possibility to achieve 95% vol. of CO2 and more in 

the enriched product. For the shortest cycle time (600 sec.) the carbon dioxide concentrations were 

higher than others, which indicates the higher carbon dioxide kinetics compared to the other 

components. A similar situation occurs in the case of oxygen, whose content in the product decreases 

and reaches values below 4000ppm vol. for all feed gas flow rates at cycle time of 960 sec. Because this 

value is higher than conceptual design purity (10ppm vol.) determined by NETL [9] the product is not 

suitable for EOR, transport and storage, but taking into account the wider purity limits from the literature 

[9] it is. The other value such as recovery decreases with increasing cycle time (which is related to the 

adsorption time) as well as feed gas flow rate. The productivity for all feed gas flow rates is very similar 

and decrease with the increase of cycle time. 

3 Numerical simulation 

3.1 The concept of purification installation 

The oxy-fuel power plant with wet flue gas recirculation into the boiler for which the flue gas 

composition and flow rate are shown in Table 4 was considered. 

Table 4. The flow rate and composition of the flue gas 

Mass flow rate kg/s 66,22 

CO2  % mol 79,376 

H2O  % mol 3,356 

O2  % mol 3,256 

N2  % mol 10,487 

Ar  % mol 3,525 

 

Since sorbents used for adsorption separation are very sensitive on the level of moisture content in the 

separated mixture, and due to the strong dependence on process thermodynamic parameters of 

separation efficiency, the concept of the purification installation was established and is shown in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. CO2 separation concept for oxy-fuel power plant 

Before the CO2 purification preformed in VPSA unit, flue gas (FG) is compressed first by compressor 

(FGC) driven by mechanical work (MW). After compression, the flue gas is cooled down in the flue gas 

cooler (FGCO) while waste heat (WH) is generated, and then moisture is removed (MR) in flue gas 

dehumidifier (FGDH). It was assumed that drying process is done by adsorption on silica gel which 

leads to a very low moisture content in the dried gas. The flue gas prepared in such a way is then fed 

into the VPSA separation unit, where CO2 separation is performed. As a result of separation, two streams 

of gases are obtained. One is the high-pressure product (HPP) with a very low concentration of separated 

CO2, while the second, low-pressure product (LPP) is rich in CO2 but may contain some impurities. The 

low-pressure product is derived from the VPSA unit at pressure much lower than atmospheric one, 

therefore the vacuum pump (VP) must be used. At the end of the chain, the product gas (PG) is delivered 

to the next process at the atmospheric pressure. 

3.2 Simulation model 

Elaborated and developed with use of IPSEpro simulation software steady state model for such a 

conceptual installation was calibrated and verified on experimental data. Model consists of a set of 

governing equations for mass, energy end momentum balances, however time dependent characteristics 

of the process like breakthrough curves or sorption speed of mixture components on zeolite adsorbent 

were also taken into account an implemented. These allowed for simulation both steady state equilibrium 

and non-equilibrium adsorption processes. The time dependent characteristics for different times of 

sorption and flow rates of flue gas were derived from experimental research, and allowed for proper 

model calibration. 

Exemplary results of simulation model validation are shown in Table 5 where results of experimental 

research and of numerical simulations are supplemented with calculated relative error (𝛿) done with 

equation (6) 

 

𝜹 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 ∙ |
𝑽𝒆−𝑽𝒎

𝑽𝒆
|, [%] (6) 

 

where: 

𝑉𝑒 – value from experiment, 

𝑉𝑚 – value from simulatioins. 
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Table 5: Compliance of experimental and numerical results 
 

tA VF CCO2 R CO2 
 

[s] [Nm3/h] [%] [%] [%] 

experiment 

600 3.0 

96.54 54.85 0.4065 

simulation 96.22 54.10 0.4004 

relative error 0.33 1.37 1.50 

experiment 

720 2.5 

94.67 56.97 0.5906 

simulation 94.78 57.22 0.5951 

relative error -0.12 -0.44 -0.76 

experiment 

840 2.2 

95.85 52.31 0.3296 

simulation 95.70 52.12 0.3224 

relative error 0.16 0.36 2.18 

experiment 

960 3.7 

95.79 45.00 0.3718 

simulation 95.72 45.06 0.3791 

relative error 0.07 -0.13 -1.96 

 

For different time of sorption (cycle time tA) and volumetric flow rates (VF) of flue gas, results obtain 

from simulation does not differ from experiment of more than 2.2%, therefore, values of the relative 

error are acceptable, and prove the model was properly elaborated and calibrated. 

3.3 Process parameters research 

The influence of various adsorption temperature and pressure, desorption pressure, as well as method of 

rising the bed on carbon dioxide purity, recovery rate and oxygen content in the product gas were 

simulated. During the simulation research, the three different methods of bed regeneration have been 

tested: 

 purge with rinsing gas, coming from PP step (as described in table 3), 

 purge with inert gas – nitrogen, 

 without purge step (only vacuum regeneration). 

Exemplary results of calculations for different adsorption temperature and pressure, for desorption 

pressure of 15 kPa, volumetric flow rate of flue gas of 2.2Nm3/h and cycle time of 840s are shown in 

Fig. 9 ÷ Fig. 11. 
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 Figure 9. CO2 purity vs flue gas  Figure 10. CO2 Recovery vs flue gas 

 pressure and temperature pressure and temperature 

 

 

Figure 11. O2 content in the product vs flue gas pressure and temperature 

The results show that due to the change in the thermodynamic parameters of the process it is possible to  

achieve high CO2 purity exceeding 97.5%, and low oxygen concentration in the product gas at about 

0.1807%. However, the CO2 recovery rate does not exceed 68% which may be acceptable, but especially 

for highest CO2 purity and lowest O2 content it not exceeds 53% which is below acceptable minimum.  

3.4 Results and discussion 

The carbon dioxide purification in one stage adsorption unit allows for achievement of satisfactory level 

of CO2 purity for the purpose of EOR or storage at acceptable recovery rates. However, the required 

level of oxygen concentration could not be met at any conditions analyzed. Therefore the two stage 

adsorption process, simulating dual-reflux vacuum pressure swing adsorption method [11], has been 

arranged, simulation experiments were performed, and the exemplary calculation results are shown in 

Table 6. The calculations were performed for the same thermodynamic process conditions in both 

separation stages. 
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Table 6: DR-VPSA purification results 

Sorption temperature oC 60 

Flue gas pressure MPa  0.6 

Desorption pressure MPa 0.015 

Product pressure MPa 0.1013 

Product mass kg/s 49.95 

CO2 recovery % 87.41 

CO2 % 98.33 

O2 % 0.1618 

N2 % 1.5082 

 

Even in this case, no satisfactory level of purity of CO2 stream coming from oxy-fuel combustion was 

achieved, because of 0.1618% concentration of oxygen in the product, which is not acceptable from 

EOR point of view. 

4 Conclusions 

The possibility of carbon dioxide purification, coming from oxy-fuel combustion by vacuum pressure 

swing adsorption, was analysed and presented in the paper. The experimental research, development of 

mathematical model and its validation, development of the concept of purification installation and 

investigation of the optimal parameters were carried out. The experimental research, conducted on bench 

scale four-fixed bed vacuum pressure swing adsorption installation filled with zeolite, has shown the 

possibility of enrichment the oxy-combustion flue gas to 95% vol. of CO2 and more at an oxygen content 

in the range of 3000÷7000ppm vol. During the simulation experiment an extended range of 

thermodynamic parameters of the process were tested and both: single step and two step DR-VPSA 

adsorption were calculated. Results show, that purification of CO2 from oxy-fuel combustion with 

VPSA technology allows for obtaining the required level of carbon dioxide purity at acceptable recovery 

rates, however, the oxygen content in the product exceeds its limit, and therefore the adsorption 

purification on zeolite adsorbent must not be applied for EOR purposes. 
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Abstract 

The aim of the paper is the thermo-ecological cost analysis of cogeneration and trigeneration energy 

system based on biomass-fired CHP plants and their integration with thermal conversion of biomass 

units, respectively. Thermo-ecological cost is defined as cumulative consumption of non-renewable 

exergy with additional consumption resulting from compensation of losses due to harmful emission to 

environment. In order to estimate the environmental effects of integration the allocation of the thermo-

ecological cost between different products need to be done. Some of the allocation methods have their 

origins in economic cost allocation, other in energy or energy analysis. Within this paper four different 

methods are investigated: avoided production in national energy system, replaced production in separate 

processes, physical and exergetic allocation. First all of, the methods are applied to cogeneration 

technology, where the avoided production in national energy system gives misleading results, mainly 

due to the nature of the thermo-ecological cost. In trigeneration energy systems, the replace production 

in separate processes method can also lead to wrong conclusion, mainly due to the assumption 

concerning replaced products efficiencies. At the end, the exergetic allocation method is proposed as a 

suitable way to allocate the thermo-ecological cost in co- and trigeneration energy systems, where the 

positive environmental effects of integration can observe.  
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1 Introduction 

Over the last decades different pathways are proposed to achieve sustainable energy systems. Depending 

on the available resources, technology development and social acceptance they propose to increase 

shares of renewable energy sources, nuclear energy or distributed energy systems. On the other hand, 

the cogeneration and polygeneration technologies are proposed within the utilization of different energy 

resources to maximize their useful utilization. Within this paper the biomass-based cogeneration and 

trigeneration systems are analysed from the thermo-ecological point of view and different methods of 

cost allocation are discussed and compared. 

The main data concerning the cogeneration and trigeneration energy systems performance comes from 

a series of studies devoted to the improvement of effectiveness and profitability of thermal conversion 

of biomass [1]. Within those studies the small-scale wood-fired combined heat and power (CHP) plants 

integration with mild thermochemical conversion processes (torrefaction and hydrothermal 

carbonization) are analysed. Results of studies [2,3,4,5] are the base of this paper in term of 

thermodynamic data (e.g. annual production of energy carriers). The main findings from studies [1-5] 

indicate that the integration of CHP plants with thermochemical biomass conversion processes has a 

significant impact on the plant operation and economics. From the operation point of view the annual 

operation time of back-pressure CHP plant can be extended to 7500 - 8000 hours per year, but significant 

improvements of energy efficiency due to the integration seems to be impossible. From the economic 

point of view, the integration leads to decrease of investment costs and increase of net cash flow rates 

and net present value. The ecological impact of the integration has not been analysed, but due to the 

slightly higher energy efficiencies, a corresponding decrease of emissions can be expected. 

Within this paper the idea of thermo-ecological cost (TEC) has been proposed to evaluate the ecological 

performance of the energy systems.  The TEC proposed by Szargut [6,7] is a measure of the efficiency 

of natural resources management. It combines the cumulative exergy of non-renewable natural resources 

burdening given product and the additional exergy consumption of non-renewable natural resources to 

abate or compensate the negative effects of harmful wastes rejection (e.g. emissions) to the natural 

environment within the production process. The idea of the TEC has been developed over the last decade 

by Stanek [8] and Czarnowska [9], as well as other researchers who applied the TEC in their ecological 

analysis of various energy systems. 

When the cogeneration or polygeneration (simultaneously production of heat and power as well as other 

products in a single integrated process) technologies are analysed, the problem of allocation between 

different products arise. Within the literature different methods are proposed, which some of them are 

applied in LCA studies. The problem of allocation of economic cost in a coal-fired CHP plants have 

been discussed in details in [10] where four methods have been compared, viz. avoided production in 

national energy system (NES), physical, compromise and exergetic. The results of this analysis has been 

presented in graphical interpretation (Fig. 1a). Based on the analysed within this paper reference case of 

CHP plant [2] and the corresponding economic data presented in [3] the same economic cost allocation 

analysis has been reproduced and presented in Fig. 1b. 

The first method - avoided production - has been proposed by the Authors as the most suitable for the 

economic cost allocation in cogeneration plants. It is based on the idea that electricity production in 

CHP plant will substitute the electricity production in national energy system, thus the economic cost in 

CHP plant will be the same as in the national energy system. The method, also known as avoided cost 

method or marginal cost, is widely used to allocate the economic cost of cogeneration production of 
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heat and electricity. The second method - physical allocation - relays on the assumption that the 

production costs of electricity and heat are equal, which can be significantly misleading. The same 

remark can be applied to third method - compromise allocation - which  relay on the idea that the benefits 

resulting from cogeneration should be equally distributed between heat and electricity. This would lead 

to a misleading conclusion especially when low value of back-pressures are applied [10]. The fourth 

method - exergetic allocation - relays on the idea that economic cost ought to be distributed in 

accordance to the exergy of products, as it is assumed that the unit of exergy (of any type of energy 

carrier) has the same value.  

 

Fig. 1. Economic cost allocation for CHP plant; 1 - avoided production; 2 - physical; 3 - compromise; 

4 - exergetic; 1’ - avoided production with cel = 100 EUR/MWh; 1” - avoided production with cel = 44 

EUR/MWh 

In Fig. 1b the results of the analysis, based on the methodological assumption presented in [10], is 

presented for the reference CHP plant analysed within this paper. The point 1’ and 1” corresponds to 

the avoided cost method with different price of electricity in the national energy system. The cost of 100 

EUR/MWh corresponds to the price of buying the electricity from the grid and the 44 EUR/MWh to the 

average sale price of the plant to the grid [3]. As it can be observed the assumption concerning the cost 

of electricity can lead to significant differences in the final results. 

As the goal of this paper is to allocate the thermo-ecological cost between different products of the 

cogeneration or trigeneration technology, the following allocation methods will be investigated: 

 physical allocation (PHY) where total thermo-ecological cost is proportionally allocated to the 

amount of produced products, 

 avoided production allocation (AVO) where total thermo-ecological cost will be allocated 

taking into account the avoided TEC of substitute product in national energy system, 

 exergetic allocation (EXE) where the total thermo-ecological cost will be allocated in 

accordance to the exergy production of given products, 
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 replaced process allocation (REP) where the total thermo-ecological cost will be allocated 

taking into account the TEC of the replaced production of given product in single-products 

process. 

First three proposed methods corresponds to the general idea of economic cost allocation described 

above. The forth method is based on the idea of Primary Energy Savings factor proposed in [11] to 

evaluate the cogeneration systems. The primary energy savings due to the cogeneration are evaluated 

by means of referencing separate production of heat and electricity, where for the efficiency reference 

values are divided between different types of fuel, technology and size of the single-product units 

[12,13]. This allows to allocate the TEC between different products in co- or trigeneration system in 

accordance to their reference single-product processes of the same type, fuel used and size. The 

differences between avoided and replaced allocation methods has been presented in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Avoided and replaced allocation method (marked red are the values that can be calculated in 

given method) 

In Fig. 2 the TECtot is the total TEC associated with the operation of the unit and express the total 

cumulative consumption of non-renewable natural resources associated with fuel consumption, by-

products management and compensation of emissions in the operation phase. For the trigeneration 

plants, the problem of substitution occur, where the specific thermo-ecological cost (ρ) for the second 

products has to be known. In Fig. 2 the substitution of heat has been presented, but taking into account 

the idea to avoided production and fact of local consumption of heat, the second avoided (or replaced) 

product should rather refer to the products of biomass thermal conversion (biochar, also referred as 

biocoal or hydrochar) than heat. This topic has been further discussed in Section 2 and 3 of this paper. 

The idea of TEC has already been implemented in trigeneration technologies, mainly electricity, heat 

and cold production [14,15]. In [14] for more complex energy systems Authors proposed to merge the 
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idea of TEC with thermoeconomic analysis (TEA) which allows to analyse how the dimensionless TEC 

increase through the production system due to irreversibility and associated harmful emissions. In [15] 

also the idea of TEC was merged with the TEA and it was used to demonstrate how the results depends 

on the type of generated energy carrier, internal process irreversibility and emissions. In both of those 

studies [14,15] where TEC was combined with TEA, the detailed analysis of technological modules on 

an integrated trigeneration plants had to be done. On one hand it allows to investigate the origins of the 

TEC of given product, but on the other hand it is much more time consuming and can be used to energy 

systems in which the division between technological modules can be done in reasonable way (e.g. 

internal combustion engine integrated with photovoltaics and gas boiler [15]). 

2 Process and methodology description 

2.1 Analysed cases 

Within this study a small modular biomass-fired back-pressure CHP plant was considered. At design 

point net outputs of 20 MWth district heat and 8 MWel electricity are assumed, which result in 86% total 

CHP efficiency. To consider the annual operation a multi-period model was implemented, described in 

detail in [1-5]. For the biomass thermochemical conversion torrefaction (TOR) and hydrothermal 

carbonization (HTC) have been considered. The configurations of the stand-alone as well as integrated 

plants have been described in [1-5] together with the main process parameters such as the reaction 

temperatures of torrefaction (250°C) and hydrothermal carbonization  (220°C). Some of the relevant 

data for this study have been summarized and presented in Table 1, where all of the data have been 

obtained from [3,5]. 

Table 1. Main parameters of the analysed examples 

Technology Torrefaction Hydrothermal carbonization 

Scenario 
Reference 

(TOR_ref) 

Integrated 

(TOR_int) 

Reference 

(HTC_ref) 

Integrated 

(HTC_int) 

Case CHP TOR TOR_TRI CHP HTC HTC_TRI 

CHP boiler fuel GWhLHV 157.3 - 209.01 157.3 - 201.8 

Stoker boiler GWhLHV - 51.4 - - 49.8 - 

Biomass feed GWhLHV - 230.6 214.7 - 292.1 261.5 

Sold electricity GWhel 38.96 - 31.68 38.96 - 28.79 

Purchased electricity GWhel - 6.58 1.33 - 4.85 - 

District heat output GWhth 94.8 - 103.5 94.8 - 102.3 

Products output GWhLHV - 242.35 226.3 - 259.2 233.0 

 

In Table 1 the value of 1.33 GWhel of purchased electricity in the CHP plant integrated with a torrefaction 

unit results from the full-load operation period, where the combined power consumption of the 

torrefaction plant and CHP plant auxiliary equipment exceeds the generator power [1,3]. 

For the analysed scenarios the following trigeneration efficiencies, defined as the sum of net electrical 

power, district heating and char chemical energy divided by the sum of fuel consumption and biomass 

feed, were obtained: TOR_ref - 84.13%, TOR_int - 85.00%, HTC_ref - 77.75% and HTC_int - 78.59%. 
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The increases of the energy efficiencies are rather small, but still noticeable. The stand-alone CHP plant 

is characterized by high annual energy efficiency of ~85% and PES [11,12] of ~31%, which allows to 

treat it as high-efficiency cogeneration technology. For the SO2, NOx and PM emission, the BAT 

standards are meet for the new build small-scale plants fired with wood biomass. 

2.2 Methodology 

In general the specific thermo-ecological cost (ρj) for a given system boundary can be calculated from 

the thermo-ecological balance equations, which in general form is presented as: 

 

ρj =∑bsj
s

+∑pkj
k

ξk −∑(fij − aij)ρi
i

 (1) 

 

where 

aij - coefficient of consumption of i-th material per unit of j-th main product, 

fij - coefficient of by-production of i-th product per unit of j-th main product,  

bsj - exergy of s-th non-renewable natural resource immediately consumed in the process under 

consideration per unit of j-th product 

ρi - specific thermo-ecological cost of i-th product, 

pkj - amount of k-th harmful substance for j-th process 

ζk - thermo-ecological cost of k-th harmful substance. 

The data concerning national energy systems or specific process can be obtained from the Life Cycle 

Inventories  used in the LCA studies. In addition the Life Cycle Impact Assessment method of 

Cumulative Exergy Consumption can also be used to evaluate the material and energy balance of the 

TEC. Beside the operation part described by the equation above also other phases of the whole life cycle 

can be included in the TEC balance [16], which can be very important when renewable energy systems 

are considered [17]. Due to the limitations of available data, the LCA approach has not been included 

in this study for the analysed cases, but it was included in the TEC of energy carriers from the national 

energy systems in accordance with the available data.  

The total TEC for a cogeneration or trigeneration plant can be calculated as follows: 

 

TECtot =∑Echiρi
i

+ Eel,conρel,NES +∑Pk
k

ξk (2) 

 

where 

Echi - annual chemical energy consumption of i-th fuel or feed, 

ρi - specific thermo-ecological cost of i-th fuel or feed, 

Eel,con - annual electricity purchased from the grid, 

ρel,NES - specific thermo-ecological cost of electricity from the grid (national energy system), 

Pk - annual emission of k-th harmful substance or waste in the analysed system, 

ζk - thermo-ecological cost of k-th harmful substance or waste. 

The core of this paper is to analyse the allocation of the TEC associated with the operation of the 

cogeneration or trigeneration between all the products. As mentioned before, four allocation methods 

will be investigated: physical allocation (PHY), avoided production allocation (AVO), exergetic 
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allocation (EXE) and replaced process allocation (REP). Thus, for the cogeneration plant, the following 

equations can be used to calculate the specific thermo-ecological costs of heat (ρQ,cog) and electricity 

(ρel,cog): 

 physical allocation (PHY) 

 

ρQ,cog =
TECtot,cog

Qcog + Eel,cog
 (3) 

 

ρel,cog =
TECtot,cog

Qcog + Eel,cog
 (4) 

 

 avoided production allocation (AVO) 

 

ρQ,cog =
TECtot,cog − Eel,cog ∙ ρel,NES

Qcog
𝑃𝑘,𝑒𝑙 =

�̇�𝑘

𝑁𝑒𝑙
 (5) 

 

ρel,cog = ρel,NES (6) 

 

 replaced process allocation (REP) 

 

ρQ,cog =
TECtot,cog − Eel,cog ∙ ρel,REP

Qcog
 (7) 

 

ρel,cog = ρel,REP (8) 

 

 exergetic allocation (EXE) 

 

ρQ,cog =
γQ ∙ TECtot,cog

Qcog
 (9) 

 

ρel,cog =
(1 − γQ) ∙ TECtot,cog

Eel,cog
 (10) 

 

γQ =
BQ,cog

BQ,cog + Bel,cog
 (11) 

 

where 

Qcog - annual production of heat for district heating in the CHP plant, 

Eel,cog - annual net production of electricity in the CHP plant, 

ρel,NES - specific thermo-ecological cost of electricity from the grid (national energy system), 

ρel,REP - specific thermo-ecological cost of electricity production in replaced power plant utilizing the 

same type of fuel with reference efficiency, 

γQ - share of exergy of heat to the total exergy of products (heat and electricity), 
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BQ,cog, Bel,cog - annual exergy of heat and electricity production in the CHP plant. 

In case of trigeneration energy systems the allocation methods can also be applied, where for the avoided 

production and replaced process, there is a need to choose which production (beside electricity) will also 

be avoided or replaced. In Fig. 2 the idea of applying heat as the second avoided/replaced product has 

been presented as an example. 

In order to perform the exergetic allocation, the exergy of the products must be known. In case of heat, 

the following equation can be used: 

 

BQ = Q ∙ bQ = Q ∙
Tm − T0
Tm

 (12) 

 

Tm =
T1 − T2
ln(T1 T2⁄ )

 (13) 

 

where 

bQ - specific exergy of heat, 

Tm - mean thermodynamic temperature of the heat carrier, 

T0 - ambient temperature, 

T1, T2 - temperature of hot and return water in the district heating system. 

The exergy of char (biochar also referred as biocoal or hydrochar) can be calculated based on the 

formulas presented in [7]. 

2.3 Input data 

In order to calculate the total TEC of cogeneration or trigeneration energy systems analysed within the 

paper, the specific thermo-ecological cost of biomass, as well as that of harmful substances or waste, 

need to be known. For the AVO and REP allocation methods also the specific thermo-ecological cost 

of electricity and heat are needed. 

Based on the available data concerning biomass acquisition coming both from literature [18,19] and 

LCA databases [20] the thermo-ecological cost of biomass for the CHP plant have been calculated with 

the application of the TEC balance equation. In addition the TEC of electricity and heat from the national 

energy system, based on available LCA data [20] and official energy mix statistics [21,22] have been 

calculated for both Poland and Finland. The thermo-ecological cost of harmful emissions have been 

taken from [9]. The data is summarized in Table 2 and presented in Fig. 3. 

Table 2. Main input data concerning TEC 

Country Finland Poland 

specific TEC of biomass ρbio [MJ*
ex/MJLHV] 0.0450 0.1000 

specific TEC of electricity ρel,NES [MJex/MJel] 0.7788 3.9006 

specific TEC of heat ρQ,NES [MJex/MJth] 0.2903 1.3463 

specific TEC of SO2 emission ζSO2 [MJex/kg SO2] 19.77 136.24 

specific TEC of NOx emission ζNOx [MJex/kg NOx] 12.44 112.97 

specific TEC of PM emission ζPM [MJex/kg PM] 7.34 72.89 
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Fig. 3. Specific TEC of biomass, heat and electricity for Finland and Poland 

The significant differences in the TEC of electricity and heat production between Finland and Poland 

comes from the different energy mix in the production of the given energy carrier (Fig. 4). In Poland the 

main source of both electricity and heat production are fossil fuels (ca. 85%), thus the high consumption 

of non-renewable natural resources occurs. For Finland, the energy mix has a high share of RES which 

lead to significantly lower rate of depletion of non-renewable natural resources associated with the 

production of both electricity and heat. In should be noted here, that for the specific thermo-ecological 

cost of electricity in national energy system, the nuclear energy was not considered. Based on the results 

presented in [23] the specific thermo-ecological cost of electricity production from nuclear power plants 

can be up to 58.4 MJex/MJel (for existing nuclear power plants), as the results of very high share of 

nuclear exergy associated with the mining, conversion and enrichment process of the nuclear fuel (98%). 

Although the methodology presented in [23] is correct in terms of approach to TEC balance equations, 

the value appears unreasonably high and suggests that other ways of including nuclear exergy in the 

TEC of nuclear power plants may need to be developed. Thus, within this study, the nuclear energy has 

not be included. 
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Fig. 4. Energy mix of electricity and heat production in Finland and Poland (2016) [21,22] 

In case of replaced separate production of electricity and heat, the reference efficiencies of biomass-

based generation have been take from [12] (ηel,pp,REP = 33% and ηQ,REP = 86%). The BAT emission 

standards have been assumed, and thus from the general TEC balance equation the specific thermo-

ecological cost of electricity (ρel,REP = 0.1401 MJex/MJel for Finland and 0.3327 MJex/MJel for Poland) 

and heat (ρQ,REP = 0.0537 MJex/MJth for Finland and 0.1277 MJex/MJth for Poland) have been calculated. 

The difference between Finland and Poland results mainly from the TEC of biomass consumed in plants, 

as well as TEC of harmful emissions (Table 2).  

In order to apply the exergetic allocation methods, the annual average specific exergy of heat was 

calculated based on the temperatures of hot and return water, as well as heat load during the whole year 

[1]. The value of bQ =  0.1534 MJex/MJth obtained corresponds with the values for low-temperature 

district heating systems. For the biochar (from torrefaction) and hydrochar (from hydrothermal 

carbonization) the specific exergies have also been calculated in accordance to the methodology 

presented in [7], yielding the following values: 1.044 MJex/MJLHV (or 22.24 MJex/kg)  and 1.048 

MJex/MJLHV (or 24.42 MJex/kg), respectively. 

3 Results 

First, the total (annual) TEC cost of both scenarios were calculated in all analysed examples. The results 

of separate and integrated HTC and CHP plants are presented in Fig. 5 as an example. 
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Fig. 5. Total TEC of both scenarios (country: Finland, technology: HTC) 

As presented in Fig. 5 the TEC of emissions is rather low, which results mainly from low emissions. In 

the stand-alone HTC unit, the TEC associated with the electricity consumption is rather high and 

strongly affects the final results. The total TEC in the integrated scenario (HTC_int) is lower than in 

reference one (HTC_ref), but it should be noted that in the integrated scenario the production of 

electricity and hydrochar is lower, and heat production is higher.. Thus, the allocation of TEC to the 

products should be done, which will allow to compare the results on the same basis, as well as 

standardize the TEC maintaining the same production outputs.   

3.1 Allocation of TEC in cogeneration 

First, the TEC allocation in the cogeneration technology has been investigated. As an example the CHP 

case (Table 1) have been analysed, for which the results have been presented in Table 3 and Fig. 6. For 

the stand-alone torrefication and HTC unit, the specific TEC of products of thermal conversion of 

biomass (biochar and hydrochar, respectively) have also been presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Results concerning TEC allocation in cogeneration technology and stand-alone char 

production unit 

Country Finland Poland 

Method Case CHP CHP 

PHY 
specific TEC of electricity ρel,cog [MJex/MJel] 

0.0543 0.1291 
specific TEC of heat ρQ,cog [MJex/MJth] 

EXE specific TEC of electricity ρel,cog [MJex/MJel] 0.1359 0.3227 
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specific TEC of heat ρQ,cog [MJex/MJth] 0.0208 0.0495 

AVO 
specific TEC of electricity ρel,cog [MJex/MJel] 0.7788 3.9006 

specific TEC of heat ρQ,cog [MJex/MJth] - 0.2434 - 1.4209 

REP 
specific TEC of electricity ρel,cog [MJex/MJel] 0.1401 0.3327 

specific TEC of heat ρQ,cog [MJex/MJth] 0.0191 0.2243 

specific TEC of biochar production ρchar [MJex/MJLHV] 0.0738 0.2243 

specific TEC of hydrochar production ρchar [MJex/MJLHV] 0.0742 0.2068 

 

 

Fig. 6. Results concerning TEC allocation in cogeneration technology (country: Finland) 

As presented in Fig. 6 (and Table 3) the values obtained for the REP method are close to the values from 

the EXE one. The values for the AVO method, in which the electricity from the CHP plant is assumed 

as avoided production in the national energy system, leads to negative values of TEC for heat production. 

This is due to the TEC of the electricity and heat production in the national energy system being 

significantly different than in the case of a single CHP plant, as the TEC concerns only the depletion of 

non-renewable natural resources, and in the energy mix (Fig. 4) other sources (with often much higher 

TEC for the production of energy carriers) are also included. Thus, in opposite to the economic cost 

(Fig. 1), the application of the AVO method for the allocation of the TEC can be misleading, especially 

when the fuel differs from the dominant one in the energy mix. This is more visible for the case of 
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Poland. Nevertheless, the REP method, which gave very similar results to exergetic allocation method 

can also be misleading when different reference efficiencies of electricity production are applied (Fig. 

7). In [13] the Authors suggested, that for the biomass-fired power plant below 25 MWel the reference 

electrical efficiency should be 33%, but for the higher power outputs the efficiency should be 37%, 

corresponding to the average net electrical efficiency of biomass-fired power plants in Połaniec. Further 

improvements in energy efficiency for biomass-fired power plants can be expected, thus the application 

of REP allocation method with higher reference efficiencies can also lead to changes in the TEC 

allocation (Fig. 7). 

 

Fig. 7. Results of sensitivity analysis concerning TEC allocation in cogeneration technology (country: 

Finland) 

With the theoretical increase of the reference electrical efficiency of biomass-fired (ηel,pp,REP) the increase 

of the specific TEC of the heat production in CHP plant can be expected. The problem of using REP 

method in TEC allocation is also visible when the trigeneration technologies are investigated. 

3.2 Allocation of TEC in trigeneration 

When the trigeneration technologies are considered, the cogeneration third product must be added to the 

equations of the physical and exergetic allocation methods accordingly. In case of replaced generation 

allocation method, the problem of choosing appropriate second replaced product arise (first will always 

be electricity). For the replacement of heat from a heat-only boiler fired with wood biomass the specific 

thermo-ecological cost was already given (ρQ,REP = 0.0537 MJex/MJth for Finland and 0.1277 MJex/MJth 

for Poland). For the replacement of torrefied biomass or hydrochar the parameters of the stand-alone 

reference installations were assumed and thus the values presented in Table 3 were adopted. Taking into 

account the proposed approach, the REP method was investigated from two viewpoints - when 

electricity and heat separated production units are replaced (REP el. and heat) and when electricity and 

char separate production units (REP el. and char) are replaced. The results of this analysis are presented 

in Table 4 and Fig. 8. 
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Table 4. Results concerning TEC allocation in trigeneration technology 

Country Finland Poland 

Method Case TOR_int HTC_int TOR_int HTC_int 

PHY 

specific TEC of 

electricity 

ρel,tri 

[MJex/MJel] 

0.0563 0.0579 0.1372 0.1327 
specific TEC of 

heat 

ρQ,tri 

[MJex/MJth] 

specific TEC of 

char production 

ρchar,tri 

[MJex/MJLHV] 

EXE 

specific TEC of 

electricity 

ρel,tri 

[MJex/MJel] 
0.0717 0.0731 0.1748 0.1673 

specific TEC of 

heat 

ρQ,tri 

[MJex/MJth] 
0.0110 0.0112 0.0268 0.0257 

specific TEC of 

char production 

ρchar,tri 

[MJex/MJLHV] 
0.0749 0.0766 0.1825 0.1754 

REP 

(el. and 

char) 

specific TEC of 

electricity 

ρel,tri 

[MJex/MJel] 
0.1401 0.3327 

specific TEC of 

heat 

ρQ,tri 

[MJex/MJth] 
- 0.0075 - 0.0021 - 0.1131 - 0.0924 

specific TEC of 

char production 

ρchar,tri 

[MJex/MJLHV] 
0.0738 0.0742 0.2243 0.2068 

REP 

(el. and 

heat) 

specific TEC of 

electricity 

ρel,tri 

[MJex/MJel] 
0.1401 0.3327 

specific TEC of 

heat 

ρQ,tri 

[MJex/MJth] 
0.0537 0.1277 

specific TEC of 

char production 

ρchar,tri 

[MJex/MJLHV] 
0.0458 0.0496 0.1142 0.1102 

 

 It can be seen from Table 4 and Fig. 8 that if the replacement of heat and char is assumed, then negative 

values of the specific TEC of heat production in trigeneration system were obtained. Thus it can be 

concluded that the REP allocation method is also very sensitive for the choice of replaced products, 

which can also provide misleading results. If in the REP allocation method the replacement of heat and 

char is assumed then for the specific TEC of electricity also negative values will be obtained (e.g. for 

Finland and integrated HTC technology the specific TEC of electricity production would be -0.0585 

MJex/MJel] 
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Fig. 8. Results concerning specific TEC of products in trigeneration technology (country: Finland, 

technology: torrefaction, case: TOR_int) 

The values of TEC for electricity and heat in trigeneration system, when exergetic allocation is applied, 

are approximately 50% lower than those obtained from the cogeneration system. On the other hand, the 

TEC of char production in trigeneration system increases slightly compared to the stand-alone units. It 

is associated with the high exergy of the products (biochar or hydrochar), which corresponds with high 

economic profit (cash flow) associated with the char sale [3,5]. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Results concerning share of TEC allocation in trigeneration technology (technology: HTC, 

case: HTC_int) and annual economic income 
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As an example the share of the TEC of different products for different allocation methods has been 

presented in Fig. 9. In addition to the TEC allocation share the share of economic income resulting from 

selling the products has also been presented, where the unit price of products for Finland has been taken 

over from [5] (44€/MWhel, 60€/MWhth and 40€/MWhLHV) and for Poland from [24] and other sources 

(100€/MWhel, 36€/MWhth and 40€/MWhLHV). As presented in Fig. 9 for Finland the physical TEC 

allocation method is closes to the economic income distribution, where for Poland the replaced 

production (electricity and heat replacement) TEC allocation method is similar to the economic 

distribution. 

In Fig. 10 the example results with the application of exergetic allocation are presented where positive 

environmental effect of the integration was obtained after unification of the results to the production 

volumes in corresponding reference cases. 

 

Fig. 10. Results concerning TEC after unification of production to reference levels (allocation 

method: exergetic) 

In case of Finland, the decrease of the total TEC due to the integration were on average approximately 

19.7%, whereas for Poland they reached 31.3%. This was mainly due to the higher TEC of biomass 

supply, which for Poland was around twice time higher than for Finland. The decrease of the total TEC 

(rate of cumulative depletion of non-renewable natural resources) was associated mainly with the 

decrease of the TEC share associated with electricity production. This could prove to be a positive effect 

of integration, as the decrease of the TEC of electricity production in integrated energy system can be 

noticed. 

4 Conclusions 

As presented within the paper, the AVO and REP allocation methods applied in biomass-based 

cogeneration or trigeneration technologies can provide misleading results. This is first of all the direct 

result of the definition of the TEC, where the cumulative depletion of only non-renewable natural 

resources is concern. Secondly, the problem of choosing the reference efficiencies and replaced products 
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arise, which can significantly impact the allocation of the TEC for different products. Thus, the exergetic 

allocation method appears to be the most reasonable when TEC allocation is concern, especially as the 

idea of the TEC relies on the exergy itself. The exergetic allocation method for TEC was also 

successfully applied in biomass-to-biofuels production systems [25]. Nevertheless with all allocation 

methods, a positive environmental effect of the integration was obtained after unification of the results 

to the production volumes in corresponding reference cases.  

Further studies in terms of thermo-ecological cost allocation should be done, including the LCA 

approach, wide range of energy sources (e.g. mix of RES and fossil fuels) and technologies (e.g. IGCC 

with fuel production). So far the idea of exergetic thermo-ecological cost allocation seems to be most 

suitable for the analysis of RES based energy systems, and as such can be applied e.g. in biomass-fired 

CHP plants with CO2 capture and utilization to useful products.  
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Abstract 
Biomass is considered as a renewable fuel with zero CO2 balance. That is why in recent years it has 

gained so great popularity. But due to numerous problems with the direct use of raw biomass, different 
methods of its conversion through the process of torrefaction, gasification or pyrolysis are commonly 

studied. To make the thermal biomass conversion process even more pro-ecological, the possibility  

of using solar energy as a source of heat is widely examined.  

Thermal decomposition of the biomass deposit of any origin (wood, straw, sewage sludge, stones, etc.) 
is a very complex process. The yield of individual pyrolysis products, biogas, bio-char and bio-oil, 

depends strongly on many parameters. In addition, biomass covers a large group of feedstock, whose 

origin strongly influences composition of the deposit and the level of material preparation changes  
the process course. Such high complexity and sensitivity of occurring phenomena cause, that if one 

wants to design a process with a focus on specific results in industrial scale, it is necessary to thoroughly 

examine the phenomena in laboratory conditions. 
Due to the rich composition of biomass, it is impossible to strictly model elementary chemical reactions 

taking place successively during the pyrolysis. Research on the mathematical description of pyrolysis 

reactions has been going on since over 50 years. The paper presents contemporary approaches 

commonly applied to model the pyrolysis kinetics. The most commonly adopted simplification  
to approximate complex chain of chemical reactions is a simple decomposition of raw biomass material 

into tar, gas and char. 

The aim of this work is development of a preliminary model of solar pyrolysis. This is the first step 
towards more comprehensive description the phenomena. At this stage the effect of the description  

of pyrolysis kinetics into the model needs to be verified.  A temperature distribution in the domain  

was examined for different values of the heat flow supplied to the reactor. Moreover, the course  

of maximum, minimum and average temperature of the biomass deposit and specific heat flow rate  
of the pyrolysis was observed. 
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1 Introduction 

Biomass is currently a very popular research object for scientists around the world dealing with both 

conventional and renewable power engineering. That's because biomass as a fuel can be used  

in a conventional way in classic coal, grate and fluidized bed boilers and at the same time, it is a fuel 
classified as renewable, with a zero CO2 balance. However, its direct use in industrial boilers is limited 

by a number of difficulties related both to its composition and condition. Biomass has a very diverse 

composition depending on the origin, contains a lot of chlorine enhancing corrosion, usually contains  

a lot of moisture and has a low density, due to which it should be used locally because of the low ratio 
of chemical energy content per unit volume to transport costs. Pelletization partly reduces some of these 

problems, but on the other hand, requires the construction of subsequent installations and needs 

electricity to their drive or sometimes even water in the preparation process [1]. Therefore, the methods 
of biomass conversion through torrefaction, gasification and pyrolysis are widely studied. All of the 

mentioned treatments are based on thermal processing of biomass: torrefaction is heating up  

to temperature 220-300 °C without any oxygen access, gasification and pyrolysis are heating up  
to higher temperatures, but in the case of gasification, a certain amount of oxygen is allowed,  

while during the pyrolysis the atmosphere is inert [1].  

The subject of this research is the thermal processing of biomass by the pyrolysis process.  

Due to supplying the heat without access of oxygen (accept of that already present in its composition) 
biomass is decomposed into solid, liquid and gaseous products, so-called biochar, bio-oil (tar)  

and bio-gas. In fact, the direct products of the process are only solid and gaseous fraction, from which 

after lowering the temperature condenses the tar. Biochar can be used as a sorbent in the chemical 
neutralization of toxic substances from industrial processes, while bio-oil and gas can be used as fuels 

directly after the process or can be stored and transported to the place of use. To make the process  

of thermal biomass conversion even more ecological, the possibility of using solar energy as a source 
of heat is widely studied. The most frequently proposed technological solution is to place a pyrolytic 

reactor in the focus of a solar concentrator of parabolic trough structure. In laboratory conditions, the 

focusing system of the concentrator is often replaced by an artificial source of light beam which is then 

targeted to a biomass sample directly or indirectly, placing the sample in a copper pipe, and pointing the 
beam to the pipe wall [2,3].  

Thermal decomposition of the deposit of any origin (wood, straw, sewage sludge, stones etc.) is a very 

complex process. Chemical reactions occur gradually, and, additionally, products may imitatively react 
with each other. The yield of individual pyrolysis products, the biogas, bio-char and bio-oil, depends 

strongly on many parameters: process temperature, heating rate, sample residence time in the reactor 

and other more difficult to assess factors such as the products ability to contact with each other.  

In addition, biomass includes a numerous groups of feedstocks, whose origin strongly affects  
the composition of the deposit, and the level of material preparation changes the course of the process,  

eg. heat and mass transfer through compact, dried pellets occur differently than through a loose bed  

of moist sawdust. Such high complexity and sensitivity of occurring phenomena causes, that if one 
wants to control and design a process with a focus on specific results and determined products yield  

in industrial scale, it is necessary first to thoroughly examine the phenomena in the laboratory scale, 

their course and sensibility to key parameters. Therefore, the biomass pyrolysis process is commonly 
studied both in a traditional, experimental way,  as well as with the use of modern advanced numerical 

tools, whose intensive development allows more and more accurate and reliable mapping of complicated 

physical and chemical phenomena occurring during pyrolysis. 

1.1 Biomass pyrolysis 

Physics and chemistry strongly interchange in the complex pyrolysis process, so that it is difficult  

to determine their limits: physical flow of gas streams and heat transfer causing, among others, change 
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of state of components and evaporation of moisture, mix with a complex chain of endothermic  
and exothermic reactions - thermal decaying and transformation of raw biomass compounds, 

intermediate and final compounds to their final form which are obtained at the output of the reactor.  

In addition, all of this causes shrinkage of the sample, change of its state, structure and physical 
properties, and thus a change in the heat, mass and momentum transfer conditions. It is difficult  

to capture all these phenomena simultaneously in one numerical model. Additionally, some are more 

important, while others may be omitted, depending on the desired output information from  
the calculation. Therefore, various types of simplifications and approximations are being adopted. 

Due to the rich composition of biomass, it is impossible to strictly model elementary chemical reactions 

occurring successively during pyrolysis. Mostly, the elementary composition of biomass is not taken 

into account, but the content of basic substances included in the biomass is examined, namely,  
in the case of plant-based biomass: cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Usually biomass contains also 

some inorganic substances- salts or minerals, extractives and moisture [2]. Cellulose, called fibre,  

is the basic component of plants. It is a polymer produced within the photosynthesis. It has a fibrous 
structure and is practically insoluble in water [3]. Hemicellulose is a polysaccharide, it is a building and 

stock material. Lignin is also a polymer, it is an adhesive between cellulose fibres and gives wood  

its hardness and strength. Lignin is currently being used for production of carbon fibres or composites. 

Some researchers also use further division of lignin onto different types: oxygen-rich lignin, carbon-rich 
lignin and hydrogen-rich lignin [4]. As was mentioned, in the pyrolysis process three fractions  

are obtained: liquid, gas and solid. The solid consists mainly of coal and some amounts of ash.  

Ash contains the inorganics and extractives. The bio-oil consists generally of heavy hydrocarbons, 
whereas gas is formed by a mixture of volatiles: H2, CH4, CO, CO2 [5]. 

1.2 Modeling pyrolysis phenomena 

The most commonly accepted simplification approximating complex chains of chemical reactions  
is a simple decomposition of raw biomass material into tar, gas and char: 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 → 𝑔𝑎𝑠 +  𝑡𝑎𝑟 + 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟. 

This solution can be implemented by numerous models that have been summarized by Prakash  

and Karunanithi [6]. They specify one-step global models that capture the thermal decomposition  
of biomass by one reaction equation, competing models containing three equations, one for each 

reaction of biomass transformation into every of three products, parallel models with several 

independent reaction equations and models with secondary tar cracking in which biomass 
decomposition occurs in two stages. Models can also combine several of the above solutions; there  

are also those that can’t be assigned to any of specified groups. The literature indicates that  

all the mentioned models are being used to this very day, and the authors state a good agreement between 

the calculations and experimental results. 
Bashir et al. [7] modeled fast biomass pyrolysis occurring in installation made of parabolic trough 

concentrator with pipe reactor located in the focus of the concentrator. The model took into account 

phenomena of two-phase flow of shredded biomass (biomass particulate prepared from switch grass)  
in a nitrogen stream through the reactor, as well as the process of drying and thermal decomposition  

of biomass. The model was made in the ANSYS Fluent program. Pyrolysis reaction was described  

by a one single-step reaction in which biomass falls apart into tar, char and assumed, determined gaseous 

compounds: H2O, H2, CH4, CO, CO2. Yu et al. [9,10] also  modelled multiphase flow, chemical 
reaction and drying phenomena. Reaction kinetics was also described by global one-step model.  

Yu, similarly to Bashir, examined pyrolysis of switch grass. Scheme of global one-step kinetic model  

is presented in Fig.1. 
 

Biomass→α1char+α2tar+α3H2O+α4CO+α5CO2+α6H2+α7CH4 

Figure 1 Scheme of global one-step kinetic model [5,7,8] 
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Grønli and Melaaen [9] built a numerical model that counted the yield of individual biomass 
decomposition products and the rate of conversion of deposit material. The model covered the heating 

of a single pellet with a xenon lamp. Biomass subjected to pyrolysis process was pellets from Norwegian 

spruce. The competing model adopted to simulate process kinetics is presented in Fig. 2.  

 

Figure 2 Scheme of two-step competing model [9] 

Xue et al.[10] built a numerical model that takes into account both the kinetics of chemical reactions 
and two-phase flow in a fluidized bed reactor. Reactions were described by a global multi-step kinetic 

model, where separate pyrolysis reaction equation is assigned for each of three main components  

of biomass, cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Liu et al. [11] focused on particle shrinkage  
and its influence on the pyrolysis process;  the model also included multiphase flow. Scheme of chemical 

reactions which were described in the same way as by Xue, is presented in Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3 Scheme of model with secondary tar cracking [11,12] 

Soria et al. [4]  modeled solar pyrolysis of single pellet by building 2D model of simple geometry,  

but deeply examining chemical reactions and heat and mass transfer inside the particle. Researchers 

employed multi-step kinetic model including competitive reactions and secondary tar cracking proposed 

in 2014 by Ranzi et al.[12] which was an improved version of that proposed in 2008 in Ref. [13]. 

1.3 Chemistry description 

Rate coefficients present in above schemes (𝑘1 , 𝑘2, …) (Fig. 2, 3) are being obtained experimentally,  

by TGA experiments from which values of frequency factors, activation energies and reaction heats  
are derived for specific type of biomass. Then rate coefficients are calculated according to Arrhenius 

scheme (Eq.(1))  

𝑘𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖𝑒−
𝐸𝑖
𝑅𝑇 (1) 

  

𝐴𝑖  frequency factor (pre-exponential factor) characteristic for given reaction, 1/𝑠 

𝐸𝑖 activation energy, 𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 
𝑅 universal gas constant, 𝑅=8.3144 𝐽/(𝑚𝑜𝑙 ∗ 𝐾) 

𝑇 temperature, 𝐾 
 

 

Specific heat flow rate of the reaction is given by Eq.(2):  

 

�̇� = ∆ℎ𝑖𝐴𝑖𝑒−
𝐸𝑖
𝑅𝑇 (2) 

  

�̇�  specific heat flow rate, 𝐽/(𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑠) 

∆ℎ𝑖 reaction heat, 𝐽/𝑘𝑔  
 

k2 tar  

gas  

  
 char 

 

k1 

k3 
Biomass 
 

k4 gas  

tar  
k4
→     gas 

char + gas 
 

k2 

k3 

biomass component
celulose/hemicelulose/lignin 

 
k1
→   activated biomass component  
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The course of individual reactions can be described by the following formula (Eq.(3)) :  
 

𝑚𝑣,𝑗 = 𝛼𝑗𝑘𝑖 (3) 

 

𝑚𝑣,𝑗𝑖
  mass yield of substance 𝑗 due to the reaction 𝑖, 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3𝑠 

𝛼𝑗 stoichiometric coefficient, - 

Values of stoichiometric coefficients are being calculated based on molar elemental balances of carbon, 

hydrogen and oxygen in the examined type of biomass and on TGA experiments- composition analysis 

of pyrolysis products: gas, tar and char [7,10]. 

2 Analysis and modeling 

The aim of this work is preliminary modelling of reaction kinetics occurring during biomass pyrolysis. 

This is the first step towards describing chemical phenomena. Therefore, the effect of introduction  
of the kinetics description into the model need to be verified. The influence of heat flux supplied  

to the reactor on the temperature distribution in the biomass is analysed in the paper.  

2.1 Geometry 

The model geometry includes a pyrolysis reactor which is a copper pipe, insulated from the outside 

except for place, where the radiation beam strikes the reactor surface. Pyrolysis is carried out in an inert 

nitrogen atmosphere. A set of pellets packed in a copper gauze is placed inside the reactor. The gauze 
ensures that the original position of the deposit is maintained during the process, simultaneously 

allowing nitrogen flow freely around the pellets. High thermal conductivity of copper ensures good heat 

transfer from the tube's wall to the biomass. 2D model is axisymmetric. The scheme is presented  
in Fig. 4. Dimensions of the computational domain are shown in Fig. 5 (values are given in millimetres).  

Biomass feedstock is located asymmetrically (regarding the centre of the reactor tube) to allow primary 

heating of nitrogen before it reaches contact with the pellets. 

 

 

Figure 4 Diagram of a pyrolysis reactor with a pellet deposit and a copper gauze 

 

Figure 5 Geometrical dimensions of the computational domain  
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2.2 Radiation model  

The Discrete Ordinates model was used to describe the heat transfer by radiation using the angular 

discretization in azimuthal direction equal to 2 (since the model is 2D) and in polar direction  
equal to 30.  

2.3 Kinetic model 

For preliminary simulations kinetic model described in work [9] was chosen to represent pyrolysis 
kinetics. The parameters of the reaction kinetics included in that work, adopted also in following 

simulations, come from work of Chan et al.1: values of frequency factors, activation energy, reaction 

heat. Stoichiometric coefficients come from work [7]. Values of kinetic data, heat of reaction and 

stoichiometric coefficients adopted in the model are summarized in Tab. 1 and Tab.2. 
Chemistry of pyrolysis was implemented with User Defined Function (UDF). Ultimately, kinetic 

parameters and stoichiometric coefficients will concern specific types of tested biomass, i.e. wood, straw 

and sewage sludge. This preliminary model uses literature data for a similar type of biomass, wood 
biomass (Norwegian spruce) and straw biomass (switch grass).  

 

Table 1: Values of kinetic parameters and reaction heats adopted in the model 

preexponential factor 

 1/𝑠 

activation energy 

𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 
reaction heat 

 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 

A1 1.30E+08 E1 1.40E+05 ∆h1 1.50E+05 

A2 2.00E+08 E2 1.33E+05 ∆h2 1.50E+05 

A3 1.10E+07 E3 1.21E+05 ∆h3 1.50E+05 

A4 2.30E+04 E4 8.00E+04 ∆h4 -5.00E+04 

Table 2: Values of stoichiometric coefficients used in the model 

𝛼𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝛼𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 𝛼𝐻2𝑂 𝛼𝐻2
 𝛼𝐶𝑂 𝛼𝐶𝑂2

 𝛼𝐶𝐻4
 

0.805 0.138 0.15 0.003 0.035 0.018 0.008 

2.4 Boundary conditions and other assumptions 

Heat flux in the solar pyrolysis process is actually provided by concentrated solar radiation,  

while in laboratory conditions it is often supplied by a xenon lamp beam. In the model solar heat  

is provided by a steady heat flux on an uninsulated fragment of the pipe external surface. Initially,  

its value was assumed equal to 160 W. The nitrogen flow was adopted equal to 0.15 l/min with an inlet 
temperature 15 °C. 

The volume of biomass was defined as a porous medium composed of wood and nitrogen,  

with a porosity of 0.08. Similarly, the volume occupied by a copper gauze is defined as a porous medium 
composed of copper and nitrogen with a porosity of 0.705. The outer surface of the copper pipe covers 

a 15 mm layer of insulating material. The most important assumptions of the model are shown in Fig.6. 

                                                   
1 W-C.R. Chan, M. Kelbon, B.B. Krieger Modelling and experimental verification of physical and chemical 
processes during pyrolysis of a large biomass particle, Fuel 64 (1985) pp.1505-1513 
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Figure 7 Results of average, minimum, and maximum temperature of biomass feedstock  

for different mesh density 

 

 

Figure 8 Specific heat flow rate for different mesh density 
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Figure 9 Results of average, minimum, and maximum temperature of biomass feedstock  

for different time step size (TSS) 

 

Figure 10 Specific heat flow rate  for different time step size (TSS) 
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Figure 11 Calculation results for different heat flux supplied to the reactor: 

Temperature of biomass feedstock:  A) average B) maximum and minimum; 

C) Specific heat flow rate 
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Figure 6 Main boundary conditions and continuous regions 

3 Simulation results and discussion 

In the first step, model sensitivity to computational parameters was verified. The influence  

of the numerical mesh density and the length of the calculation time step on the simulation results was 

investigated. Numerical meshes having 20,800 , 83,200 and 332,800 elements were verified.  
(Second mesh is 4 times denser than the first and the third is 4 times denser than the second).  

Similar analysis was conducted for time step size (TSS). Time steps equal to  0.2s, 0.1s and 0.05s were 

checked.  Results of pellet temperature and specific heat flow rate for different mesh density are 
presented in Fig.7 and Fig.8. Results obtained for different time step size are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9. 

Secondly, simulation with different values of heat flux supplied to the reactor (160W, 320W, 480W) 

were carried out. Results of temperature of biomass pellets are presented in Fig. 11 A and B, calculation 

of specific heat flow rate collects graph in Fig. 11C. Temperature distribution in whole domain was also 
verified. Results are presented in Fig. 12. Calculations allowed operation evaluation of the influence of 

implemented kinetic model and assessment of model response on determined external heat flux and 

internal heat source. 

4 Conclusion 

The analysis of time step size impact on the simulation results showed that negligible differences occur 

only in the calculation of the specific heat flow rate. Improving of density of the numerical mesh, in 
turn, caused minor differences in the calculations of maximum pellet temperature, whereas the 

calculations of mean and minimum temperature were not influenced at all. It can therefore be concluded 

that the mesh density and the time step size adopted in the analysis were chosen properly and asymptotic 
behaviour of the numerical solution was proved. 

Increasing thermal power supplied to the reactor caused faster heating of the feedstock and achieving 

higher final maximum temperature. The minimum and average temperature obtained at the end of the 
process reached the same level in each case. Therefore, increasing the external heat flux causes a larger 

temperature gradient in the biomass and allows faster reaching the steady state temperature. The value 

of temperature at the steady state is only slightly influenced by the heating flux. 

The key factor is the specific heat flow rate, which increases significantly with the increase of the heat 
flux. This means that the reactions occur more intensively and earlier. The growing specific heat flow 

rate balances the heat flux from the outside, therefore, the average temperature of the feedstock is nearly 

constant. 
The temperature distribution in the domain also confirms the similar level of final bed temperatures.  

It also indicates a large temperature gradient in the reactor wall along the bed.  

Asymmetric locating of biomass feedstock in the reactor (regarding centre of the reactor tube) provided, 
as expected, the possibility of preheating the nitrogen before it reaches contact with the biomass bed. 
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A simple kinetic model provided the opportunity to investigate the influence of numerical parameters 
on simulation results; investigating the temperature distribution in the reactor, identifying the existing 

temperature gradients and verifying the importance of the supplied heat flux.  

Future work will focus on improving the kinetic model, introduction of kinetic data suitable for the 
examined types of biomass, obtained from TGA tests. The loss of mass caused by the bed decomposition 

will be taken into account and changing of heat transfer conditions in the reactor will be also considered. 
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Abstract 

In the face of growing, and becoming more differential, thermal comfort needs, the development and 

implementation of 4th generation advanced heating and cooling substations is needed. In the paper, 

a unique structure of a hybrid node designed and operated in Poland is presented. Analysed substation 

integrates district heat rate with a locally produced useful heat gain from solar collectors. The heat driven 

system delivers central heating, domestic hot water, cooling power and low-temperature waste heat.  

The manuscript presents a preparation path of a simulation model for the proposed system and proposes 

a method for smart control of the node. Creation of the control procedure satisfying economic 

or environmental saving objective functions is discussed. The procedure was built upon assumed 

economic data and boundary conditions. Its potential is verified by means of simulation on validated 

component models. Depending on assumed thermal comfort demands, surrounding conditions and 

chosen optimization criterion, implementing the procedure may contribute to savings of variable scale 

if compared to a reference case. 

1 Introduction 

Europe has pledged to decrease its energy consumption by 20% (if compared with modelled levels) by 

2020 [1]. It is to be achieved by increasing the efficiency of energy use and by encouraging to reduce 

the energy needs. However, in the world of increasing, and becoming more sophisticated, living 

standards one cannot expect that the energy demand will start decreasing. Society is smoothly getting 

used to comfort and to a state when their needs are satisfied, with thermal comfort need being one of the 

satisfaction factor. To be able to please the end-consumer and still respect the European commitments, 

technologies assuring primary energy savings should be developed and incorporated in the system. A 

heating and cooling node driven by energy from cogeneration unit and by energy from renewable 

sources might be an answer. This idea belongs to the assumption of 4th generation district heating 

(4GDH) more and more present in the literature. [2][3][4][5][6] 

Integrating solar energy in heating&cooling node is all the more profitable, since the cooling demand 

occurs simultaneously with the highest solar energy availability, enabling almost instant renewable 
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energy consumption with lower storage need. At the same time, demand for district heat to drive the 

sorption chillers in the summer means that the seasonal load valley of heating-network is levelled. It is 

a good prognosis for the heat providing companies. On the other hand, one should be aware that all of 

the thermal comfort demands are not always occurring with the driving energy availability. Therefore 

an advanced storage plan and a wise energy stream management system should be proposed. 

1.1 Aim and scope 

Aim of the manuscript is to present the idea of solar energy integrated hybrid heating and cooling node 

to be operated under moderate climate conditions and to show the potential of incorporating an 

optimization procedure. The paper covers description of the node, methodology for building the 

simulation models, energy analysis, explanation for the optimization procedure creation, description of 

objective functions and only an introduction to comparative results. 

2 Advanced Hybrid Heating&Cooling node 

The object of study is a hybrid heating and cooling node already operated in south-western Poland. 

Design of the node is an effect of cooperation between Fortum company, Wroclaw University of 

Technology and Silesian University of Technology. 

Analysed substation integrates district heat rate with a locally produced useful heat gain from solar 

collectors. The heat is converted in order to provide end-users with central heating, domestic hot water, 

cooling power and low-temperature waste heat. Therefore, the title-hybridization is achieved dual way. 

Not only is the heat obtained from sources of a different nature (non-renewable centralized origin – CHP 

unit, renewable local origin – thermal solar collector), but also a full range of thermal comfort needs can 

be satisfied.  

The system of interest is built up by following components: flat plate solar collectors field, single stage 

LiBr-H2O absorption chiller (around 20 kW), hybrid adsorption-compression chiller (around 50 kW), 

heat storage, node intermediary devices (heat exchangers, connectors, mixers, splitters etc.), 

measurement devices. Sensible heat storage at 3 temperature levels has been provided for the system: 

hot water storage (around 70-90°C), waste heat water storage (around 36°C) and cold water storage (at 

around 8°C). The concept of the hybrid node is presented in Table 1, while the final scheme presenting 

modules of the structure is shown in Fig. 1. 

The substation has been designed in such a way that the cooling devices can be fed independently by 

solar heat rate, district heat rate or by a heat rate emerging after mixing previous two. The temperature 

level of the water flow rate has to be always adapted to the chiller demands. This feature is possible 

thanks to the specific, yet confidential, bypass-mixers-splitters arrangements.  
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Fig. 1 Modular scheme of the analysed substation 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Simulation model of the hybrid node 

The system of interest is built up by connected heat conversion units. Creation of the whole substation 

simulation model required firstly to prepare simulation models of self-standing devices which furtherly 

would be combined by a set of energy and mass balance equations satisfying the 1st Law of 

Thermodynamics. Main modules to be modelled were the Solar Field, absorption and adsorption 

chillers, storage vessels. 

 

 Solar collector field 

 

The efficiency of solar collector (𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙) depends on incoming radiation, ambient temperature and 

working fluid temperature increase. The performance of collector was simulated taking advantage of a 

steady-state solar collector Bliss equation (eq. 1) and using manufacturer performance data presented 

in assumptions section. 
 

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 𝜂𝑜 − (𝑎1 + 𝑎2∆𝑇)
∆𝑇

𝐺𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑
 (1)  

 

𝜂𝑜   optical efficiency,-  

𝑎1    linear heat loss coefficient, W/(m2K) 

𝑎2    quadratic heat loss coefficient, W/(m2K2) 

ΔT  difference between the average HTF temperature, 𝑡𝐻𝑇𝐹  and the ambient temperature 

𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑏, K 

𝐺𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑  total solar radiation on tilted surface, W/m2 

 

 Absorption chiller 
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The mathematical model of the chiller was based on the 1st law of thermodynamic analysis including 

the definition of mass and energy conservation equations. Every component can be universally described 

using following balances 2 and 3. 

 

∑ �̇�𝑖𝑖𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

 = ∑ �̇�𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (2)  

∑(�̇�𝑖ℎ𝑖)𝑖𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

 = ∑(�̇�𝑖ℎ𝑖)𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑛

𝑖=1

+ �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 (3)  

 

in/out    inlet/outlet to/from component,  

�̇�𝑖   mass flow rate, kg/s  

ℎ𝑖   specific enthalpy of given stream, kJ/kg 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝  heat transfer rate within every chiller component (for pump Npump) 

 

Design simulation recognizes following idea: the two-phase mixture of liquid and vapour remains 

always in the thermodynamic equilibrium. The rich solution leaving the absorber is a saturated liquid at 

the absorber temperature. The weak solution is leaving the generator at saturated conditions, at the 

generator temperature. Water leaving the condenser is a saturated liquid at the condenser temperature, 

while water flowing out of the evaporator is saturated vapour at the evaporator temperature. 

Effectiveness of a chiller is defined by coefficient of performance (COP). Off-design simulation was 

enabled after definition of heat exchangers size. Primary sizing of the components is done on the base 

of Peclet equation. Knowing the heat exchanger logarithmic temperature difference ∆𝑇𝑙𝑔, the value of 

overall heat loss coefficient multiplied by the heat exchanger size may be defined (UA, W/K).    

 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = (𝑈𝐴) ∙ ∆𝑇𝑙𝑔 (4)  

 

Proper sizing of the heat exchangers was then verified and validated thanks to the experimental 

campaign. 

 

 Adsorption chiller 

 

In the face of scarce technical data about the chosen adsorption chiller, the performance curve has been 

reconstructed basing on training materials and scientific papers [7][8]. 

3.2 Optimization procedure 

The aim of research was to create a control algorithm that, basing on current external conditions and 

defined optimization criterion, would be indicating on desired flow settings: flow rates values and valves 

opening configuration. Depending on meteorological conditions and online updated measurements, the 

procedure should prompt the way chiller operates and how the streams of district hot water and hot water 

from the solar storage should be mixed and/or split. Optimum parameters are chosen according to one 

adapted criterion: economic or environmental.  

Economical criterion looks for parameters assuring minimum value of objective function, that is of cost 

of district heat and electricity consumed to drive chillers, pumps and auxiliary devices. On the other 
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hand, the goal of environmental optimization is to find the operation configuration minimizing the 

emission of harmful substances (e.g. SO2, NOx, CO2) induced by cumulative fossil fuel consumption. 

The control algorithm has been written in a form of logic procedure taking advantage of i.a. 

mathematical bisection method, iterative incremental loop method. Its effect has been tested on chosen 

operational cases.  

3.3 Assumptions  

 Simulation assumptions – design thermodynamic parameters 

Simulations have been performed basing on the technical data provided by the manufacturers. Solar 

collector efficiency coefficients are given in table 1.  

Table 1: Solar collector efficiency curve parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Optical efficiency η0, - 0.701 

Linear heat loss coefficient a1, W/(m2K) 3.362 

Quadratic heat loss coeffcient a2, W/(m2K2) 0.011 

It is assumed that the solar collector are tilted 45° above ground, facing South. Incidence Angle Modifier 

(IAM) was also provided by the manufacturer. Heat transfer fluid (HTF) is propylene glycol-water 

solution; the design model based on the assumption that the temperature increase of HTF in solar 

collector equals 10K.  

The model of absorption chiller was created knowing the design parameters written in Table 2. 

Table 2: Design parameters of absorption chiller. 

Parameter Value 

Chilled water 

Cooling capacity �̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 17.6 kW 

Chilled water temperature t chilled in/ t chilled out 12.5/7°C 

Flow rate �̇�𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 0.77 l/s 

Hot water 

Heat input �̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛 25.1 kW 

Hot water temperature t hot in/ t hot out 88/83°C 

Flow rate �̇�ℎ𝑜𝑡 1.2 l/s 

Cooling water 

Heat rejection �̇�𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 42.7 kW 

Cooling water temperaturę t cw in/ t cw out 31/35°C 

Flow rate �̇�𝑐𝑤 2.55 l/s 

Electrical Pump power consumption Nel 48 W 

 

Adsorption and auxiliary vapour compression chiller were modelled following the data in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Design parameters of adsorption-compression chiller 

Parameter Value 

Max. cooling power �̇�ℎ𝑦𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑 49.6 kW 

Compression chiller 
Refrigeration power �̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝_𝑒𝑙 32 kW 

Max. power consumption Ncomp 15.76 

adsorption chiller 

Hot water 

Max. heat input �̇�𝑔𝑒𝑛 32.3 kW 

Hot water temperature range t hot in  50-95°C 

Flow rate �̇�ℎ𝑜𝑡  0.694 l/s 

Chilled water circuit 
Temperature range tchilled 8-22°C 

Flow rate �̇�𝑐𝑤 2.06 l/s 

Cooling water 
Temperature range tcw 20-40°C 

Flow rate �̇�𝑐𝑤 1.42 l/s 

 Testing the procedure under defined techno-economic environment  

The optimization procedure is meant to work as an automatic decision support tool for the node self-

management. It works as an Input-Output type. The procedure uses inputs which can be divided into 

subgroups: constants (geometry of the system, geo-location, emission indicators, performance 

coefficients), limitation conditions (minimal and maximal: cooling power, temperatures, mass flow 

rates, valve opening level), external variables (date, hour, meteorological conditions, DHW demand, 

cold demand, heat unit price, electricity unit price), measured state of the system (temperatures, 

pressures, mass flow rates, position of the valves). 

The procedure reads and converts the inputs. On the base of current (valid for one time step) thermal 

comfort demand, availability of driving energy streams and their quality, applicable price paths, chosen 

optimization criterion, the algorithm should prompt the decision on how to set the valves arrangement, 

what should be the mass flow rates of district hot water and of water from hot storage warmed by solar 

energy, what amount of electric energy is needed. 

The results are returned as a report which should be translated by the automatic control system to set the 

desired parameters. 

4 Results and discussion 

Before the optimization procedure could have been tested during a simulation, the theoretical model of 

the node components should have been verified and validated. Authors were provided with data 

experimental data obtained during tests on absorption and adsorption chiller. These results allowed for 

modifications in adapted design of the heat exchangers and therefore the final heat transfer coefficients 

have been modified. An exemplary effect of the model validation is shown in Fig. 2. The chart presents 

the coefficient of performance (COP) of the chiller obtained during a test campaign when the chilled 

water inlet temperature was maintained at 13°C, cooling water inlet temperature was 27°C and hot water 

inlet temperature was 70°C. At the same time, COP was defined computationally using the created 

model assuming the same input temperatures and flow rate parameters as in the experiment. After 

applying changes to the design modelling phase, the correlation coefficient between experimentally and 

theoretically obtained COP was increased from 0.8 to 0.87.  

Adsorption chiller performance function has been adapted to obtained experimental results. In the face 

of lack of solar field operation test results, it was decided to accept the performance data provided by 

the manufacturer as standardized and reliable.  
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Fig. 2 COP profile for subsequent measurement data (tchwin=13°C, tcwin=27°C, thwin=70°C) 

Once the preliminary validation of the component models has been performed, it could have been 

possible to conduct a simulation for the whole node operation (yet without the optimization procedure 

and storage).  

A demonstrative simulation was performed for a representative day of the cooling season, for which the 

cooling demand equals 100% of rated demand for every hour between 11 and 15. Figure 3 shows from 

which devices would the cooling power originate. Simulation regime prompts the adsorption chiller to 

work in the base load, the demand is then covered by solar driven absorption chiller, then by a vapor 

compression chiller being a part of the hybrid chiller and if that is not enough: by additional vapor 

compression chiller that could work as a backup.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Division of cooling energy streams coming from adsorption chiller (Q_dot_cold_ads), from 

absorption chiller (Q_dot_cold_abs), from build in compression chiller (Q_dot_cold_vap) and from a 

backup compression chiller (Q_dot_cold_vap_ADDITIONAL) during 5 hours of a representative day 

of 100% cold demand. 
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It is visible that the base load is always satisfied by the adsorption chiller. Cooling power obtained from 

absorption chiller depends on amount of solar thermal energy available and the deficiencies are 

supplemented by the compression part of the hybrid chiller. Only at 15:00, when there is not enough 

solar radiation, the cold would have to be coproduced from a backup vapor compression chiller. This 

simulation is not taking into account neither economical nor environmental impact of providing the end-

user with cooling power coming from different devices driven by heat streams of variable origin.  

Figure 4 is presenting a graph where the optimal mass flow rates minimizing the economic cost are 

indicated. Because of data confidentiality, all results are normalized. Mass flow rate of district hot water 

and of ‘solar hot water’(water that was warmed by glycol coming from solar collectors) from the storage 

is given as a percentage value of the design flow rate given by the pump manufacturer (Design flow rate 

values for district hot water and solar hot water were the same). The chart shows what mass flow rate 

coming from the solar hot water storage should be set and what should be the district hot water mass 

flow rate. The optimal pair of mass flow rates (affecting the valves position) is defined separately for 

different cooling loads (defined as a part of nominal cooling power of the whole system). For the purpose 

of this simulation, it was assumed that the solar hot water storage tank is loaded, the outlet temperature 

from the solar hot water storage is 85°C, while the temperature of the incoming district hot water: 65°C. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Selection of optimal mass flow rates (district hot water and water from hot water storage) to 

drive the chillers system depending on the cooling load and the comparison of cost indicator if the 

optimization procedure is not used (yellow bar) 

It is visible that the relative mass flow rate of district hot water for every study case should remain the 

same (it is the minimum limit of the district hot water flow rate), and the cooling need is satisfied by 

varying the mass flow rate assigned to the solar collectors performance. Such a selection of mass flow 

rates pair should assure the economic cost minimization – it is understandable since in the case of solar 

collectors exploitation the only energy paid for is the electric energy consumed by the pump. If no 

optimization procedure was applied, the cost could have been even three times higher for the highest 

analysed here cooling load (32% of the rated load). On the other hand, it is worth noticing that the chosen 

optimal mass flow rate of water warmed by the glycol from solar collectors is never the highest possible. 

It is limited by the expense on pumping energy (the higher the mass flow rate, the higher the cost for 

the energy spent). This phenomenon is presented on a quasi-Pareto profile in fig. 5. It is here visible that 

although utilizing more solar heat for energy conversion could induce economical savings, the higher 
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the mass flow rate of water warmed by glycol from solar collectors, the higher the temporary pumping 

cost. At one point (extreme of the function) it is no longer economical to increase the ‘solar hot water’ 

mass flow rate.  

 

 

Fig. 5 Chart proving a minimum of cost indicator in the function of hot water flow rate  

5 Conclusions 

In the article, the idea of a hybrid heating and cooling node is discussed. An optimization procedure 

concept following economic or environmental criterion is shortly explained. 

This manuscript is only a preface to the whole spectrum of features, profits but also challenges of 

incorporating an optimization procedure to a specific structure of proposed hybrid heating and cooling 

substation.  

According to obtained results, of which only a fragment is here shown, if the control algorithm had been 

applied to the node management system, the cost and environmental influence indicators would have 

been lower than in a reference case without the procedure. At the same time, it occurred that it is not 

always of highest benefit to demand the highest mass flow rate of water which was heated in the solar 

collector. Although it was warmed by a zero-cost source, the energy consumption of pump also 

contributes to the total cost indicators (not to mention the LCA which was out of scope of this analysis). 

The procedure was built upon assumed economic data and boundary conditions. The assumptions should 

be verified. Once the verification is done, the procedure could be translated into programming language 

and validated under test conditions. 
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Abstract 

There is a developed structure of heating networks in Poland. These networks are modernized and 

expanded each year. Current global trends indicate that the expansion of heating networks can bring 

significant ecological benefits and at the same time enable the implementation of the European Union's 

policies. The article aims to present the structure of existing heating networks in Poland and Europe. 

This is an introduction to the development opportunities of heating networks and an attempt to 

implement modern heating networks in two regions in Silesia. In addition, the possibility of creating a 

cold supply network has been considered, although no expected progress has been made in this field of 

study. 

1 Introduction 

Poland has a very well-developed district heating system, one of the biggest in Europe, though some are 

based on outdated technology and in need of modernization. Heat and power generation sector in Poland 

is based on coal, which associates with significant pollution especially in the winter’s heating season 

when small residential boilers with low efficiency are used. An important factor affecting air quality is 

low emission from the residential sector. To improve the situation some effective legal regulations 

should be imposed such as financial support for modernization of boilers and buildings, and penalties 

executed for burning forbidden substances. In this way, Polish district heating has a good chance to 

improve efficiency and decrease air pollution, changing Poland into highly-developed, more responsible 

and caring about the environment country. This topic should be of great interest for us because countries 

such as Denmark have already successfully implemented many crucial ideas and are becoming owners 

of the 4th Generation District Heating Systems (4GDH) as a part of Smart Energy System. Many 

obstacles need to be overcome to approach this model, however, with proper analysis and reasonable 

gradual changes, Poland can meet the future goals for its heating systems. Eventually, we should aim 

for smart energy systems with small distributed district heating systems with high efficiency, almost no 

losses and emission – based on renewable energy sources and cogeneration (or trigeneration) 

cooperation. Well-planned changes can bring benefits – thinking not only locally but also globally can 

impact the environment in a better way. 
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The tendency that can be spotted is increasing share of renewables, which is a good sign of development; 

however, Poland is still below EU’s average (see Fig. 1), and lack of integration the renewables with 

existing heating systems are significant issues that we will discuss later. 

 

Figure 1: Share of renewables in heating and cooling in Poland and EU. [19] 

We aim to design an exemplary modern district heating or heating and cooling system for two residential 

areas - with blocks of flats and single-family houses located in Silesia Region. Both of them are different 

when it comes to available space, network characteristics and other possibilities. The project involves 

designing a system ultimately aiming for the 4th generation heating system. Our most important goals 

are sustainability, a decrease of emission, savings of conventional fuels, an intelligent system with 

solutions similar to the Fourth Generation District Heating that will be further described. 

In the single-family houses area on the street, there are 45 single-family detached houses placed close 

to one another. In each house, about four people are living on average. All houses have a private heating 

source, namely coal-fired boilers, which means that no heating network is currently available. In the 

neighbourhood, there is a lot of green areas, which can be an advantage when planning a distributed 

heating system. 

When it comes to the area of blocks of flats, there are 7 blocks in the neighbourhood, each having 40 

flats with the average area of 60m2 each with the average of 3 people per flat. This gives 840 people. 

The neighbourhood is located in the busy city of Ruda Śląska, having almost no green free space to 

spare. The city is a typical Silesian city based on mining industry where the vast majority of the city is 

connected to the big heating network. 

2 Energy smart system vs. smart grid 

With the new challenges and opportunities arising, a new idea appeared, named Smart Grid. As the 

concept is relatively fresh and is still under development, it is hard to find a unique definition of this 

term. Its meaning is broad and complex, covers many various fields and aspects, and by different authors 

is described in a different way, depending mainly on the area of study the work focuses on. These are 

the reasons why Smart Grid is often misinterpreted. Comparing definitions from various sources and 
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gathering the crucial, most often repeated features, the term Smart Grid in this report will be defined as 

an intelligent, fully automated electrical network, contributing to improvement of efficiency, providing 

greater reliability and security of the system, allowing better control and monitoring, balancing 

production, delivery and consumption, increasing consumers' participation, and allowing also 

integration of fluctuating renewable energy to the system. Although for the concept of Smart Grid the 

introduction of the ICT (Information and Communication Technology) plays an important role, this 

work will not be focused on this part of Smart Grids. 

Together with the development of Smart Grid, a new term has appeared, Smart Energy System. Those 

two expressions are often treated synonymously, yet, in fact, they are not equal. The Smart Energy 

System concept has been defined to express a broader meaning and is a development of the Smart Grid 

concept. While the Smart Grid scenarios focus primarily on the electricity sector, the Smart Energy 

System approach is based on a cross-sectoral use of all grids, including electricity, heating, cooling and 

gas grid, combined with storage technologies, allowing to identify synergies between them in order to 

achieve an optimal solution for each individual subsector as well as for the total energy system [11]. It 

is a change from single-sector thinking towards integrating of all sectors, identifying the best, most 

effective and least-cost solutions, resulting in a sustainable system, highly efficient and reliable. It 

demands to rethink and redesign the whole energy system. 

The main point of the Smart Energy System idea is that all subsectors influence one another and so the 

synergies can be identified and used when designing a smart system. Those synergies include mainly 

utilizing excess heat from electricity production or industrial processes for heating of buildings in the 

district heating system, or heat pumps for heating can also be used to provide cooling for district cooling 

networks. As noted by [12], focusing on how subsectors complement one another may help in 

transforming a system into 100% renewable energy system. Thinking about Polish conditions, we 

believe that district heating is a sector from which aiming for Smart Energy System should start for 

Poland. The district heating can be considered as the smart energy system, throughout support and 

management fulfilling some of the point mentioned in the Table 1. 
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Table 2: Total length of heating network in Poland in selected years 
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1 +   + + +  +  +  + +  +  + +  + + + + 

2    + +   +    + +   +        

3   +   +  +  +   + +  +     + +  

4 + + + + + + + + + + +  + +  +   + + +   

5 +                 +      

6  + + +  +          +    +    

7  + + + + + + + + + + + + +   + +  + +   

8  +  +      +     +     +    

9    + + +    +      +  + +   +  

10    +    + + +  +  +  +   + +    

3 Generations of District Heating Systems 

District heating can be simply defined as a network of pipes distributing heat within a centrally-

controlled system. One such network can include a few buildings or whole cities depending on the initial 

design. The basic idea of such system is to provide space and water heating from one or several sources 

to as many households or other receivers as possible. In Poland such sources are mainly coal-fired 

Heating Plants or sometimes Cogeneration Plants. IEA Statistics provides very clear information about 

the scale of coal’s significance in polish heating systems – over 86% of the heat produced in 2015 was 

with coal as fuel [13]. District heating assumes the use of locally available fuels, which made coal an 

obvious choice for the Polish energy sector, but on the other hand, defines district heating as usage of 

waste or excess heat. Although the Fourth Generation District Heating concept should be treated as a 

role model for all heating systems, including such countries like Poland, some essential steps must be 

taken prior to even approaching the 4th generation ideas implementation. Currently, the tendency of 

District Heating development includes increasing the share of heat recovery from waste and heat 

production in Combined Heat and Power Plants (CHP). While those are being gradually realized, the 
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number of installed renewable energy systems should also increase. The mentioned two concepts should 

be combined in the nearest future if aiming for the 4GDH. 

The history of heating, based on [14], is almost as old as humanity, when people started to use chemical 

energy of wood to, for example, warm up. The idea of wood as a smokeless fuel was first introduced in 

Ancient Rome. What is more, the very first central heating system was also created there – it was a kind 

of floor heating, where flue gases from combustion were used as a working medium. Another system 

became popular much later, in the Middle Ages, when burning wood was exchanging its energy with 

cold stones, and as they heated, they were used to warm up rooms. Around the year of 1750, the very 

first steam heating system was invented in England. 

But to fully understand the most important tasks for the future of heating systems, there were 

distinguished four separate generations of district heating and cooling, according to [15] and [16]. The 

idea of the first generation appeared in the 80s of 19th century in The United States of America in the 

city of New York. When big cities were rapidly developing, the idea of replacement of small apartment 

boilers with a common heating system appeared. This means that steam was a heat carrier in the 1st 

generation networks. Those systems were not efficient enough, and the risk of malfunction or accident 

was very high. Example of such a solution is up to this day in the city of Paris.  As in Polish heating 

systems, steam as a medium is used almost only in the industrial sector; this is due to very small 

distribution distances requirement. Another way of utilizing steam is for residential heat transportation 

also over small distances, meaning up to 3 kilometres in Poland, but only when pressure is above 

0.17MPa [14], those are justified mainly by the heat losses. 

As the competitiveness kept growing, the idea of water as a more efficient and safer heat carrier 

appeared. This began the 2nd generation of district heating. The water was pressurized, and its 

temperature was over 100°C [14]. A huge drawback of this concept was the lack of any control system. 

Many such technologies were implemented in the former USSR, which included Poland and Polish 

systems built mostly, but not only, between the 30s and 70s of the last century. Based on the temperature 

of the working medium as the most important indicator, Polish district heating systems can be, in the 

majority of cases, classified as the second generation systems. Those networks are usually not well-

distributed, and they transport heat over relatively long distances. For mentioned distances and 

significant heat demands, there is commonly used water with the maximal temperature of 150°C [14]. 

According to the tendencies in all processes of modernization of district heating, the temperature of 

heating water in Poland is currently being lowered typically to 130°C [14]. For distances smaller than 

0.5km water of around or less than 115°C can be used [14]. The big concern is also the lack of flexibility 

of water systems when it comes to changing and adjusting loads, but on the other hand, it is much 

cheaper than a steam system and almost insensitive to corrosion. Second generation scheme comprises 

the vast majority of Polish heating systems.  

“Scandinavian district heating technology” is the main term referred to when talking about the third 

generation. The very important feature of this technology is water temperature below 100°C. Many such 

solutions were developed in Scandinavia, among which there are modern pipes insulation or no concrete 

ducts for the pipes. For such solutions, there are widely used plastic pipes, instead of those made of 

steel. Since the 70s and 80s, the third generation technology is the most popular solution in new 

installations in such regions as China or America. What is more, all the replacements on the areas of the 

former USSR systems were done with Scandinavian technology. This means that the main Polish 

improvements in district heating were done on the basis of adapting the second generation’s systems 

into Scandinavian solutions. The borders between generations are sometimes not too clear, but it can be 

said that in the 3rd generation the CHP concept was significantly enhanced, but it is supposed to be 

utilized since the second generation. This leads to the conclusion that generally Polish district heating is 

somewhere in between those generations, depending on locally used water parameters and distribution 

options. Visible trends can be pointed out in the future: efficiency will be the crucial parameter, the 

temperature of the working medium will be decreasing, and more automated and flexible systems will 

be chosen.  
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The Fourth Generation District Heating concept first appeared in Denmark and “is defined as a coherent 

technological and institutional concept, which using smart thermal grids assists the appropriate 

development of sustainable energy systems. 4GDH systems provide the heat supply of low-energy 

buildings with low grid losses in a way in which the use of low-temperature heat sources is integrated 

with the operation of smart energy systems. The concept involves the development of an institutional 

and organizational framework to facilitate suitable cost and motivation structures.”[17] led to the 

formation of the set of five points that should be fulfilled by a heating system to be of the 4th generation: 

“1. Ability to supply low-temperature district heating for space heating and domestic hot water (DHW) 

to existing buildings, energy-renovated existing buildings and new low-energy buildings. 

2. Ability to distribute heat in networks with low grid losses. 

3. Ability to recycle heat from low-temperature sources and integrate renewable heat sources such as 

solar and geothermal heat. 

4. Ability to be an integrated part of smart energy systems (i.e., integrated smart electricity, gas, fluid, 

and thermal grids) including being an integrated part of 4th Generation District Cooling systems. 

5. Ability to ensure proper planning, cost and motivation structures about the operation as well as to 

strategic investments related to the transformation into future sustainable energy systems.” [16] 

4 District Heating Systems in Poland 

Those goals are long-term ones for almost all countries. They should be treated as role models and show 

the tendency in which district heating (and cooling) should aim and what changes should be treated as 

priorities. As it was stated earlier, most of the Polish district heating systems are of the second 

generation, sometimes the third one. So first thing that needs to be done is lowering the temperature of 

the water below 100°C. This could be done only in distributed systems with short distances of transport, 

which means that significant heating and CHP plants should not be a main source of heat anymore. 

There should be built smaller systems connected to a smaller number of households, probably based on 

renewables and then CHP plants should be treated as a back-up. This leads to the next conclusion, that 

heating plants should be removed entirely and replaced with cogeneration or even trigeneration. 

According to professor Ziębik in [14], cogeneration and methods of calculating profits from 

implementing it are essential in the modernization of Polish district heating. To be able to lower the 

water’s temperature, the pipelines should be modernized or replaced and organized in such a way that 

the losses in a grid are minimal. The big challenge will be a process of integration of renewables and 

conventional sources and also integrating it all with Smart Energy System. The research should be done 

to answer the questions connected with automation. To create such a distributed system and to integrate 

it with a new grid, we must search for the relevant amount of space to organize locations for renewable 

energy sources, small conventional plants or other energy sources. Also, we may start building low 

energy buildings, but a great effort must be put into modernization of already existing buildings. They 

should be well-insulated, have good ventilation and new plastic windows. Another big problem is the 

number of households that are not connected to the residential heating systems, even in the big cities. 

Old, low-efficiency and high-emission residential boilers cannot be a part of the modern 4th generation 

heating system. 

The other aspect that must be taken into account prior to assumption that Polish heating system can be 

exactly like Danish role model is the difference between climates in those countries. According to Figure 

2, the average temperature in Denmark is never below 0°C, which makes it much easier to lower the 

water’s temperature in pipelines and replace them with plastic ones. What is more, lower average 

temperatures in Denmark make it cheaper to introduce cooling systems. When it comes to renewable 

energy source as a big share in Smart Energy Systems, Denmark has much higher and relatively stable 

wind speeds to utilize for energy production (see. Figure 3).  
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Figure 2: Average temperature in Poland and Denmark in 2016 [20] 

 

Figure 3: Average wind speed in Poland and Denmark in 2016 [20] 

In order to precisely define the challenges for Polish district heating and cooling, a more descriptive 

presentation of data can be done. For example, a good indicator of the tendency where Polish district 

heating is going is the total length of heating network in Poland. There can be seen that this length is 
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gradually growing every year, which is a sign of constant development of district heating. The only 

disadvantage is that probably this is due to developing already existing long-distance networks and not 

building new small distributed systems.  

Table 2: Total length of heating network in Poland in selected years 

Year Total length of heating network, 

km 

2002 17 312 

2015 20 456 

2016 20 745 
Source: URE 2016 [21] 

When it comes to installed capacity, Silesian voivodship is on the second place with 9987.2 MW (little 

below Mazowieckie voivodship), this is probably due to the biggest population density in Silesia 

compared to other voivodships. The biggest amount of heat is also produced in Mazowieckie 

voivodship, with the capital city of Warsaw. The longest network is in the Silesian region, where it is 

over 3300km. The difference between these voivodships is that the Mazowieckie includes only one huge 

city which is Warsaw and Silesian region consists of many big cities which makes the district heating 

much more distributed and heat transported over shorter distances.  

Table 3: Installed capacity, heat production and length of a heating network by voivodship in 2016 

Voivodship Installed 

capacity, MW 

Heat 

production, TJ 

Length of a 

network, km 

Population 

Poland 54 260 383 783 20 745 38 437 239 

Dolnośląskie 3 470 23 552 1 787 2 904 207 

Kujawsko-pomorskie 4 415 48 874 1 334 2 086 210 

Lubelskie 2 667 20 903 1 044 2 139 726 

Lubuskie 810 5 690 304 1 018 075 

Łódzkie 3 124 22 067 1 572 2 493 603 

Małopolskie 3 940 22 295 1 530 3 372 618 

Mazowieckie 10 030 84 538 3 026 5 349 114 

Opolskie 1 519 9 625 572 996 011 

Podkarpackie 1 563 6 930 737 2 127 657 

Podlaskie 757 3 832 641 1 188 800 

Pomorskie 3 677 30 943 1 543 2 307 710 

Śląskie 9 987 49 226 3 321 4 570 849 

Świętokrzyskie 1 208 7 630 477 1 257 179 

Warmińsko-mazurskie 1 454 9 909 678 1 439 675 

Wielkopolskie 3 517 21 559 1 335 3 475 323 

Zachodniopomorskie 2 123 16 211 843 1 710 482 

Source: URE 2016 [21]; GUS [18] 

When it comes to Warsaw, it is the longest heating network in European Union with the biggest Polish 

heating plant “Siekierki”. The length of this network is 1721km [22], which on one hand can be treated 

as a good quality, because it means that majority of the city is connected to the district heating network, 

but on the other hand, it states that heat is distributed over long distances and supplied from big plants. 

This, in conclusion, means that temperature of the water is way above 100°C, at least 130°C [14]. 

A slightly more convenient situation is in Katowice and all big cities nearby. Due to the fact that there 
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is high population density which is uniformly distributed among several cities, the potential conditions 

for 4th generation district heating implementation are better, because of already existing smaller plants 

and shorter distribution distances. This contributed to our idea of studying our own cities which happen 

to be in Silesia region, full of potential in development of Smart Energy System. 

Table 5: Prices of heat produced from coal by voivodships in 2016 

Voivodship Price of heat produced from coal, zł/GJ 

Poland 37.43 

Dolnośląskie 39.38 

Kujawsko-pomorskie 41.04 

Lubelskie 36.71 

Lubuskie 41.79 

Łódzkie 40.46 

Małopolskie 35.77 

Mazowieckie 32.25 

Opolskie 40.96 

Podkarpackie 39.67 

Podlaskie 40.99 

Pomorskie 38.71 

Śląskie 41.10 

Świętokrzyskie 35.10 

Warmińsko-mazurskie 36.87 

Wielkopolskie 37.21 

Zachodniopomorskie 38.99 

Source: URE 2016 [21] 

5 Cooling Systems in Poland 

One of the issues and challenges for future Polish district heating and cooling systems is practically a 

lack of any cooling system. Less than 1% of households is equipped with air-conditioning. 

Table 4: Households equipped with air-conditioning 

Device Households utilizing 

the device, % 

Average amount of 

devices per household 

Central air-conditioning 0.17 1.00 

Room air-conditioning mounted inside 0.57 1.20 

Room air-conditioning mounted outside 0.21 1.73 
Source: GUS – Energy Consumption in Households in 2015 [23] 

Considering an air conditioner with an energy efficiency class A, cooling power 3.5 kW, assuming 

electricity consumption about 0.8 kW, and taking the price of 1 kWh about 0.50zł, when assuming 

maximal length of using an air conditioner for 10 hours a day, for monthly calculations it would give 

electricity consumption equal 240 kWh and total costs 120zł. 

For a single-family house, it would not be enough to install one air conditioner, which is shown in the 
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table above, that usually households need more than 1 air-conditioner so depending on size, room 

location and preferences, at least two such devices would be needed, which doubles the electricity 

consumption and price. For now, people are only mounting those devices individually, there is 

practically no district cooling system that is offering better solutions than already relatively costly air-

conditioners. It can be treated as a good perspective for the future – no systems have to be modernized. 

6 Summary 

The article presents data about Polish district heating networks and their status in the classification of 

the Generations of District Heating Systems. The description of the fourth generations and the Polish 

history of district heating is presented. The smart energy system is described to show the possibilities to 

develop the existing district heating systems in the efficient, ecological and easy to maintain way.  

Additionally, the prices of heating, cooling and electricity are given. 
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Abstract 

A simplified analytical model of the Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube has been proposed within the presented 

paper. The model originates from the local compression/expansion and inner friction hypothesis 

anticipated to be responsible for the Ranque–Hilsch effect. The model in a presented form provides a 

fair estimation of the temperature limits at each outlet, hence enabling its application on new 

thermodynamic cycles studies that include vortex tube in the process. The drawback of the proposed 

model is its simplification by neglecting the impact of kinetic energy on the anticipated temperature 

values at each outlet. 

1 Introduction 

Vortex tube is a simple device in which a pressurized fluid is divided into two separate streams of 

lowered pressure and altered temperatures. The fluid is introduced through tangent nozzles. The orifice 

mounted nearby the nozzles forces a unidirectional swirl flow. As the flow approaches the control valve 

its temperature rises above the inlet value. In spite of the limited cross–section area set by the control 

valve only the outer shell of the swirling flow is allowed to pass whereas the remaining part of the flow 

is forced back through the core of the aforementioned swirl. As this part of the flow progresses its 

temperature gets reduced to the value below the inlet temperature. The simplified flow distribution is 

presented in Figure 1. 

Despite the simple design of the vortex tube the flow associated with the Ranque–Hilsch effect is highly 

complex. Since the first observation of the phenomenon by Georges Ranque [1] a number of concepts 

have been proposed to describe the effect, yet up to date no general agreement has been achieved. The 

reason for such a disagreement lies in the lack of appropriate experimental method for model validation 

process. 
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Figure 1: Simplified flow distribution inside the vortex tube. 

Currently the PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) method can be assumed as the most sophisticated 

experimental approach for real flow rendering. None the less, the standard 2D PIV approach fails to 

represent Ranque–Hilsch flow in spite of the (1) significant centrifugal forces occurring and (2) strongly 

three–dimensional flow structure. Burow et al. point out the need of PIV method to be extended by 

adapted stereoscopic approach [2]. Also, the standard sensors fail to provide the information on flow 

structure, as their presence has a destabilizing impact on it [3]. 

Although the lack of the mathematical description of the process limits it’s a priori optimal design, the 

vortex tube is widely applied in the industry and new conceptions are proposed annually. The possible 

application fields are: oil & gas industry [4]–[7], heavy duty power generation [8], distributed power 

generation [9], medicine [10][12], chemical analysis [13], [14], locksmith industry [15] and many 

others. 

There are variety of proposed mechanism, which might be responsible for Ranque-Hilsch phenomenon. 

The most commonly mentioned ones are: 

 Local compression/expansion [16]–[18], 

 Inner friction [19]–[21], 

 Gortler vorticies [22], 

 Static temperature gradient [23], 

 Accoustic streaming [24]. 

Wide application range of Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube spots the demand for prediction of temperature 

limits possible to achieve during the process. This in turn would allow one to justify the thermodynamic 

deficiency of given vortex tube design. The most common prediction of the temperature limit at the cold 

outlet of the device bases on the isentropic expansion of the medium. The drawback of this method is 

that the predicted temperature is independent of the cold mass fraction μc, defined as the ratio of cold 

outlet mass flow to the inlet mass flow, which is against the common observation.  

The extended isentropic model utilized inter alia by Rosiński [25] assumes that the total power 

generated in a theoretical expander is transferred to run theoretical compressor processing the hot part 

of the stream, which is intended to mimic the temperature rise of the stream, as presented in the Fig. 2. 

The drawback of that model is that as the cold mass fraction is increased the power generated in the 

theoretical expander also increases and then that power is utilized to run theoretical compressor working 

on the reduced hot stream, which in turn leads to extremely over predicted temperature limit at the hot 

outlet, exceeding the observed temperature by the order of magnitude. 
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Figure 2: Isentropic model of Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube. 

Another model has been proposed by Simoes–Moreira [26]. The model originates from the first and the 

second law of thermodynamics and proposes temperature description at each outlet to be dependent on 

cold mass fraction μc. The temperatures are described in a relative manner, compared to the inlet 

temperature. However, according to the results presented in the paper, the limit temperature at the cold 

outlet for isentropic vortex tube is suggested to be as low as practically 0 K, which is far beyond the 

range of any isentropic device working at reasonable pressure ratio, hence the model requires further 

improvement. 

2 Model description 

A new ideal model of Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube has been proposed within the present paper. The idea 

of the model structure originates from the latest numerical investigations and most common postulates 

on Ranque–Hilsch effect mechanisms, in fact a local expansion/compression and inner friction heating 

effects. Additionally, according to Thakare [27] and confirmed by own not yet published results the 

share of mass flow recirculating inside the vortex tube reaches considerable value. For given design 

25% inlet mass flow has been achieved, hence the authors find it critical to include the effect of 

secondary flow into analytical model structure. 

The share of recirculating mass flow in relation to inlet mass flow is defined as follows: 

 

𝜇𝑟 =
�̇�𝑟

�̇�𝑖𝑛
 (1) 

 

where �̇�𝑟 defines the recirculating mass flow, and �̇�𝑖𝑛 inlet mass flow. The graphical representation of 

analytical model has been presented in Figure 3.  The model consists of specific components, which are: 

(1) mixer M, in which the recirculating mass flow is mixed with newly introduced inlet mass flow; (2) 

expander E, in which the part of the flow leaving the vortex tube as a cold one altogether with 

recirculating mass flow are expanded, which in turn is intended to reflect the effect of local expansion 

of the flow; (3) compressor C, in which the pressure of the recirculating flow is increased to the inlet  
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Figure 3: New analytical model: initial configuration 

value to reflect the local compression effect; (4) virtual heater VH, in which the inlet flow altogether 

with recirculating flow is heated by the dissipation of the excess power from expander E to reflect inner 

friction effect; (5) throttle valve TH, in which the pressure of the hot stream is reduced to the ambient 

value based on isenthalpic pressure reduction. 

The inlet parameters (mass flow, temperature and pressure) are defined at control point 0. Then the flow 

is mixed with recirculating flow 3 (marked with green color at Figures 3 – 5) in mixer M. Next, the flux 

is heated by dissipated power excess from the expander E into heat in virtual heater VH. Subsequently, 

downstream the control point 1 the flow is divided into two separate streams: the hot one of (1 − μc) 

inlet mass flow and the cold one of (μc + μr) inlet mass flow. The hot stream is then throttled to the 

ambient pressure defined at control point 4, while the remaining flow is directed to the expander E, 

downstream which the flow is divided into leaving cold stream and recirculating one. Then, the 

recirculating flow is compressed back to the inlet pressure value at compressor C and directed afresh to 

the mixer M. 

Equivalently, the heat flux from the expander E dissipated in virtual heater VH can be directed to the 

recirculating flow downstream the compressor C, as depicted in Figure 4. This will leave the 

thermodynamic parameters at control points 0, 1, 2 and 4 with no change and will allow further 

simplification. 

The heat from the dissipated power directed to the recirculating flow through the virtual heater VH can 

be introduced directly through the compressor C of lowered isentropic efficiency, as presented in 

Figure 5. In that case, the isentropic efficiency of compressor C is a resultant value derived from the 

recirculating mass flow ratio, downstream and upstream pressures and power transferred from the 

expander E. This approach allows one to exclude the virtual heater VH from the model at this stage. 

Subsequently, the proposed model has been described with energy balance equations, taking into 

account the thermal part only, assuming the kinetic energy stands a negligible part of it. The 

mathematical description has been presented for a unitary inlet mass flow of 1 kg/s, hence the equations 

consist of specific enthalpies and appropriate mass fractions only. 
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Figure 4: New analytical model: the first simplification 

 

Figure 5: New analytical model: the second simplification 

According to the Figure 5, the energy balance for mixer M can be written as: 

 

𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑓) + (ℎ0 − ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑓) = (1 + 𝜇𝑟)(ℎ1 − ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑓) (2) 

 

where href denotes reference enthalpy. Considering href = h0, the equation (2) can be written as follows: 

 

𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ0) = (1 + 𝜇𝑟)(ℎ1 − ℎ0) (3) 

 

Then, after expanding the rightmost part of the equation (3) into two factors it is obtained: 

 

𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ0) = 𝜇𝑟(ℎ1 − ℎ0) + (ℎ1 − ℎ0) (4) 
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Finally, after sorting out the equation (4) the energy balance for the mixer M can be written in a following 

form: 

 

𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ1) = (ℎ1 − ℎ0) (5) 

 

The other energy balance equation covers the expander E and compressor C simultaneously. It describes 

the power generated from the isentropic expander E being passed to the non-isentropic compressor C, 

while either device work at the same pressure difference, yet at different mass flows. While through 

expander E the passing by mass flow equals (μc + μr) of inlet mass flow, the compressor C processes 

only μr of inlet mass flow. The energy balance for power transfer is described with the following 

relationship: 

 

(𝜇𝑐 + 𝜇𝑟)(ℎ1 − ℎ2) = 𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ2) (6) 

 

Where the left side of the equation describes isentropic expansion and the right side of the equation 

describes the non–isentropic compression. After expanding the rightmost part of the equation (6) into 

two factors it is obtained: 

 

𝜇𝑟(ℎ1 − ℎ2) + 𝜇𝑐(ℎ1 − ℎ2) = 𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ2) (7) 

 

Which after being sorted out results in a final form of energy conversion equation for expander E and 

compressor C: 

 

𝜇𝑐(ℎ1 − ℎ2) = 𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ1) (8) 

 

The equations (5) and (8) together describe the mass flow recirculation in a vortex tube, hence can be 

written into the system of equations: 

 

{
𝜇𝑐(ℎ1 − ℎ2) = 𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ1)

𝜇𝑟(ℎ3 − ℎ1) = (ℎ1 − ℎ0)
 (9) 

 

Which in turn reveals that the model is independent on recirculating mass flow and the enthalpy for the 

cold outlet can be written as follows: 

 

𝜇𝑐(ℎ1 − ℎ2) = (ℎ1 − ℎ0) (10) 

 

Taking into account the isenthalpic throttle of the hot stream, which results in h1 = h4, the equation (10) 

can be rewritten to the form: 

 

𝜇𝑐(ℎ4 − ℎ2) = (ℎ4 − ℎ0) (11) 

 

The equation (11) consists of two unknowns h2 and h4, which describes the specific enthalpies at the 

cold outlet and hot outlet, respectively. The enthalpy at the cold outlet can be also independently 

described by applying the equation for isentropic expansion, which in discussed case can be written in 

a following form: 

 

𝜂𝑖,𝑒(ℎ4 − ℎ2) = (ℎ4 − ℎ2,𝑠) (12) 

 

where 𝜂𝑖,𝑒 is the isentropic efficiency of the expander E and  h2,s denotes the specific enthalpy of the 

fluid after its isentropic expansion, while the entropy at the state 2 is equal to the entropy at the state 1, 
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which is a function of p0 and h4. Now let’s set the equations (11) and (12) into the system of equations: 

 

{
𝜇𝑐(ℎ4 − ℎ2) = (ℎ4 − ℎ0)

𝜂𝑖,𝑒(ℎ4 − ℎ2) = (ℎ4 − ℎ2,𝑠)
 (13) 

 

The equation system (13) is a mathematical description of energy balance, and hence temperature values 

for a Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube at given inlet conditions and desired cold mass fraction for either 

isentropic or non–isentropic description of the device. The graphical interpretation of the equation set 

(13) is presented in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: New analytical model: the final configuration 

The presented mathematical description is dependent on cold mass fraction μc, which is in agreement 

with common observation. Additionally, as the isentropic efficiency of the expander 𝜂𝑖,𝑒 (subsequently 

denoted as vortex tube isentropic efficiency 𝜂𝑖,𝑣𝑡) is decreased, part of the work generated at the 

expander E is used to overcome additional friction forces hence increasing the temperature at the cold 

outlet, while simultaneously a reduced power is transmitted to the virtual heater VH resulting in a 

reduced temperature increment at the hot outlet, which in turn reflects the Ranque–Hilsch effect 

depletion. 

In case of 𝜂𝑖,𝑣𝑡 = 0 the vortex tube operates similar to throttle valve and the Ranque–Hilsch effect 

vanishes. It is a result of the fact, that the theoretical expander does not generate power at all, hence no 

heat dissipation to the flow upstream the expander occurs. 

The vortex tube isentropic efficiency 𝜂𝑖,𝑣𝑡 proposed in the presented formulation provides a new 

evaluation tool for given vortex tube design. The efficiency can be calculated by adjusting its value to 

match both temperatures at the cold and hot outlet, simultaneously. From the preliminary calculations it 

is observed that by adjusting a single variable of 𝜂𝑖,𝑣𝑡 it is possible to achieve the temperature difference 

between experimental and modelled value at the level of 1 K for each outlet separately. However, the 

further investigation in that direction is anticipated. 

Additionally, the proposed model correctly reflects the operational conditions of the vortex tube at the 

extreme μc values. 

For μc = 0 the whole flux is directed towards the hot outlet, hence the expander is avoided and the vortex 

tube operates as the isenthalpic throttle valve. 

For μc = 1 the whole flux is directed towards the cold outlet, hence all the power generated in the 
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expander is provided upstream and dissipated as a heat, what in turn leads to the increase in specific 

enthalpy at the inlet of the expander, which subsequently leads to the equalization of specific enthalpies 

between the vortex tube inlet and it’s cold outlet. This means that also in that case the device is operated 

as the isenthalpic throttle valve, which is in agreement with common observation. 

3 Verification 

The validation of the proposed  ideal model of the vortex tube is not possible since there is no such a 

construction of the vortex tube. None the less, a verification has been performed by comparison of the 

predicted temperatures with experimental ones. It was assumed that the correctness of the model is 

questioned in case of the operational conditions at which the predicted hot outlet temperature would be 

lower compared to the experimental results and/or the predicted cold outlet temperature would be higher 

compared to the experimental results. 

A literature data and commercial data have been investigated. In the first instance the isentropic model 

and proposed model have been compared with the experimental results by Eiamsa-Ard [28] for air of 

inlet absolute pressure 400 kPa and inlet temperature 24°C. The results have been presented in Figure 7. 

It can be seen that for low μc values the temperature difference between isentropic and proposed model 

are insignificant compared to high μc values. At μc = 0.94 the temperature difference between the 

proposed model and values observed experimentally are 6 K and 54.7 K for cold and hot outlet, 

respectively. Simultaneously, for the same μc = 0.94 the temperature difference between the isentropic 

model and values observed experimentally are 93.7 K and 1285.8 K for cold and hot outlet, respectively. 

This indicates the more strict temperature limit prediction by proposed ideal model of the vortex tube. 

Subsequently, the experimental data on commercial vortex tube have been taken into account. As 

presented in Figure 8, the differences between the temperature values predicted by the proposed model 

and experimental results are reduced compared to the previous case while the temperatures differences 

for isentropic model remain over predicted. 

Along with the analysis of subsequent experimental data some cases questioning the proposed form of 

the vortex tube model have been found. As depicted in Figure 9 for reduced hot stream flux of μc > 0.8 

the proposed model under predicts the temperature limits, both at the cold and hot outlet. The most 

significant under prediction has been found to be 66.2°C predicted limit vs. 82.0°C observed at the hot 

outlet and -7.8°C predicted limit vs. -9.0°C observed at the cold outlet. 

However, a fair explanation for this inconsistency is suggested. Proposed analytical model bases on the 

static thermodynamic parameters, while the temperature measured at each outlet is much closer to the 

total value. This is especially critical for subsonic flow which according to Eiamsa–Ard is the case for 

the vortex tube [29]. This indicates that the kinetic energy cannot be neglected in a full analytical  
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Figure 7: Experimental literature results and modelled limit temperatures (Air, 400 kPa) 

 

Figure 8: Experimental commercial results and modelled limit temperatures (Air, 1040 kPa) 

model. None the less, it is not possible to predict the kinetic energy values at the inlet and each outlet a 

priori to the experimental approach due to lack of the pressure distribution mechanism inside the device. 
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In the Figure 10 a typical pressure distribution inside the vortex tube has been presented.  

 

Figure 9: Experimental commercial results and modelled limit temperatures (Air, 240 kPa) 

 

Figure 10: Static pressure distribution inside the vortex tube. Own materials. 

It can be noted that three different pressure levels can be distinguished: downstream the tangent inlet 

nozzles, upstream the hot outlet at the control valve region and upstream the cold orifice. 
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None the less, the impact of the kinetic energy on temperature prediction at each outlet can be estimated 

based on the case at which the predicted temperature was said to be 66.2°C while the observed 

experimental one was 82.0°C. If the predicted temperature is treated as the static value and the observed 

temperature as the total temperature, then the Ma number can be determined using the following 

expression: 

 
𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡

= 1 +
𝜅 − 1

2
𝑀𝑎2 (13) 

 

For discussed case as a result a Ma = 0.42 is obtained. This means that the predicted static temperature 

at the hot outlet actually was not under predicted unless the Ma number at the hot outlet exceeds 0.42 

for a given case.  

The other drawback of the model is the underestimation of the temperature at the cold outlet, like in the 

previously discussed case where -7.8°C was predicted as the limit vs. -9.0°C observed. This can be 

explained by taking into account the heat losses during the process. The tube design empowers the heat 

losses to the surroundings from the hot outer shell of the flow. Meanwhile no heat gains occur during 

the process since the cold stream is surrounded by the outer shell of the flow preventing the cold flow 

from the contact with the tube casing. This globally leads to the temperature decrement at each outlet 

resulting in cold outlet temperature observed to be lower than anticipated by the proposed model. 

4 Conclusions 

A simplified analytical model of the Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube has been proposed defined by the 

equation system (13). The model originates from the local compression/expansion and inner friction 

hypothesis anticipated to be responsible for the Ranque–Hilsch effect. 

The model offers the least over prediction in temperature limits possible to achieve in a Ranque–Hilsch 

vortex tube compared to models proposed up to date. The drawback of the proposed model is its 

simplification by neglecting the impact of kinetic energy on the anticipated temperature values at each 

outlet. A further research on either empirical or analytical model describing the pressure distribution 

inside the vortex tube are expected to be undertaken in order to develop the presented model. 

The model in a presented form provides a fair estimation of the temperature limits at each outlet, hence 

enabling its application on new thermodynamic cycles studies that include vortex tube in the process. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, numerical model describing heat and flow transfer for low- and high-speed configuration 

in PM BLDC motor is presented. The three speeds were considered during calculations, i.e. 3.5, 60 and 

100 krpm. The increasing rotational speed influences the viscous effect significantly. In the maximum 

analysed rotational speed, the hot spot in the numerical domain occurred within the air gap. Moreover, 

the heat dissipation improvement from motor windings was proposed. Moreover verification of this 

ideas was described numerically and experimentally.  

1 Introduction 

Today environmental policy restriction promoting the reduction of the fossil fuels concept encourages 

the rapid development of the electric drive solutions in the automotive industry. One of the application 

in this sector can be a permanent magnet brushless DC (PM BLDC) motor. High efficiency and density 

power with ability of DC power supply from the car batteries are the most important advantages of these 

machines. Electronic commutation in the PM BLDC motors allows also the use of these machines in 

high-speed application [1].  

In the electric motor designing process, heat transfer analysis should be its integral part. Thermal 

analysis could reduce the risk of machine damage due to overheating of the crucial construction 

components. The heat dissipation intensification from the main motor components could allow spread 

of the load range by moving its upper limit. These advantages indicate that thermal analysis should 

always be included in the motor designing process [2]. 

The aim of presented study was to investigate the thermal motor behaviour in the various conditions. 

The first step of the conducted analysis was based on the numerical model with constant thermal sources 

representing motor losses. In this part, three rotational speeds were investigated to estimate the influence 
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of the viscous heating effect on the thermal motor behaviour. In the second step, the analysis was 

conducted using a two-way coupling between EMAG and CFD models describing processes in a small 

electric motor. In this research only one rotational speed was analysed but options with and without 

thermal filler were investigated. Thermal filler was a proposed solution for the intensification of the heat 

transfer from main parts of the electric motor. 

2 Viscous heating modelling 

2.1 Model 

In the presented paper, CFD models were built to investigate heat transfer and fluid flow inside the PM 

BLDC motor.  

The complex 3-D geometry was prepared and used for thermal numerical analysis. Numerical domain 

contained multi-material solid elements representing different properties and air occurring within 

studied machine. 

In the heat transport mechanism, three main ways were analysed. Heat conduction in the solid materials, 

natural and forced convection with accompanying radiation were mechanisms of heat dissipation 

between the internal parts of motor. 

Model of the studied object was prepared for PM BLDC motor designed for the rated rotational speed 

on the level of 3500 rpm. The detailed geometry and numerical mesh reaching 3.5 million elements was 

prepared for CFD simulation. In the low-speed motor model, additional contact resistances were 

assumed between winding and plastic cover of laminated iron. In the region of windings and laminated 

iron, the anisotropic thermal conductivity was applied to mimic the thermal behaviour of windings 

isolation and core lamination. 

In all presented cases, to visualise the viscous heating effect with the increasing rotational speed constant 

losses were assumed. The constant losses included iron and copper and mechanical losses on the same 

level as in the lowest studied rotational speed, i.e. 3500 rpm. 

In this paper, the mathematical model was based on governing equations of the CFD approach [3]. 

During the calculation, k-ε model of turbulence from the RANS group was applied. The influence of 

viscous heating on the heat generation in a high-speed motor was included in the energy equation for 

fluid volume in the viscous dissipation term which can be expressed by (1) [3]. 

 

∇ ∙ (�̿�𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∙ �⃗�) (1) 

 

where: �̿�𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the  stress sensor being the values calculated on the base molecular and turbulent viscosity 

and �⃗� is the velocity vector. 

On the external walls of the motor, the local heat transfer coefficient and ambient temperature were 

applied as the boundary conditions. This boundary condition was built on the base of the empirical 

equations describing heat transfer from shapes as cylinder and vertical walls for the specific boundaries 

of the model according with [4]. 

The rotational speed was included in the model as the walls rotation in the multiple reference frame 

approach. 

2.2 Results 

The model validation was conducted for the presented rotational speed reaching 3500 rpm. The 

measurements were executed using thermocouples fixed inside the motor and on the external housing 

walls. Additionally, natural convection around motor was investigated numerically and experimentally 
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using thermocouples and constant temperature anemometers. Model validation was presented in [5,6] 

and showed reasonable agreement between CFD results and measurements. In the present study, air 

around motor was replaced in the model by the calculated heat transfer coefficients which gave results 

similar with the previous case. 

In Fig. 1, the temperature field is presented in the cross section of the low-speed configuration reaches 

3500 rpm in PM BLDC motor. In this case, hot spots occurred in the region of windings. The maximum 

temperature reached the value over 364 K. The presented results were estimated close to the rated 

parameters. In this case, the viscous heating effect was negligible. 

 

Figure 1: Temperature field in K in the cross section of motor operating at rotational speed of 

3500 rpm. 

In Fig. 2, the temperature field is presented in the same plane as in the previous case. It has been 

calculated for rotational speed on the level of 60 krpm. The homogeneous volumetric heat generation 

was modelled within windings and iron core on the same level as in the previous case. It is caused by 

the viscous heating connected with the air friction of solid elements which can be significant considering 

the high speed applications. The highest temperature occurs still in windings and reached 379.6 K. The 

temperature field achieved higher level than in the previous case. 
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Figure 2: Temperature field in K in the cross section of motor operating at rotational speed of 

60 krpm. 

In Fig. 3, the temperature field for high-speed configuration is presented with rotational speed at the 

level of 100 krpm. In this figure, one can see that the viscous heating effect is more significant than in 

the previous presented results obtained for lower rotational speed. Therefore, in this case as a result of 

calculation, the hot spots appeared in the air gap between the motor stator and rotor and reaches 418.6 

K. The highest temperature in the windings region was of approx. 405 K. 

 

Figure 3: Temperature field in K in the cross section of motor operating at rotational speed of 

100 krpm. 
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3 HEAT DISSIPATION IMPROVEMENT 

Experimental study covered four concepts of the heat transfer intensification from the motor windings. 

Those concepts was modelled using modified versions of the presented numerical model. They are listed 

as follows: 

 covering motor and aluminium fixing by high emissivity cover, 

 mounting radiators on the motor housing of the first type,  

 mounting radiators on the motor housing of the second type,  

 applying thermal filler within motor between stator teeth where winding is located. 

3.1 Covering motor and aluminium fixing by high emissivity cover 

The first idea of heat dissipation intensification from the motor casing walls was to increase the 

emissivity of the external surfaces connected with the motor. Before this modification, the smallest 

emissivity occurred on the aluminum fixings which fasten motor to the experimental stand and was on 

the level of 0.32. The emissivity improvement was realized by applying a thin graphite cover to reach 

the value of 0.95. The achieved reduction of the average temperature measured in 4 locations on the 

windings was about 4 K for the rated point. 

 

 

Figure 4: Picture of the motor before modifications (left) and after graphite cover application (right).   

3.2 Radiators 

The next idea for the heat dissipation intensification from the motor windings was to mount radiators to 

the external surface of the housing. The thermal resistance reduction between windings, core and 

ambient should reduce the temperature of the hot spot. Therefore, during the experiment, two types of 

radiators were investigated. The first radiator type has fins placed denser than the second type, but those 

fins were shorter. In Fig. 5, on the left hand side the model geometry is presented where the first radiator 

type is investigated and on the right hand side the second radiator type is shown. In the middle of Fig. 

5, the photography from the experimental test rig with first radiator type is presented. The average 

temperature after applying graphite cover and the first radiator type was reduced by about 9 K for the 

rated point of this motor. 
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Figure 5: Model geometry of the first radiator type (left), picture of the test rig with first radiator type 

applied (middle), model geometry of the second radiator type (right)   

3.3 Applying thermal filler 

The last presented concept of the heat dissipation intensification is application of thermal filler in the 

free spaces between stator teeth where windings are also located. In this case, it is also expected that 

thermal resistance between windings, core and housing is reduced.  

3.3.1 Numerical model 

The similar geometry of the studied machine, as described in the previous chapter, was used to 

investigate the heat dissipation improvement from the motor windings. In this case, the air between 

stator teeth, on which windings were wounded, were changed by a solid material. The solid material 

was used to mimic filling of free spaces by epoxy resin. The thermal conductivity of the filling was 

assumed on the level of 1.4 W/(m·K). The value of thermal conductivity characterizes the state of the 

art materials occurring on the market [7]. The geometry changes forced the domain remeshing, but mesh 

size and quality were similar as in the model described in the previous chapter.  

The temperature field in the vertical cross-sections of the machine are presented for Case A in Fig. 6 

and for Case B in Fig. 7. The same temperature range was used to highlight the differences between the 

analysed cases.  

In Fig. 6, the highest temperature can be noticed in the region of the windings reaching the temperature 

higher than 363 K. The presented cross-section does not cut the domain through the windings but it 

crosses the air between the two neighbouring phases. Similar temperature as that of the windings also 

occurs in the region of the copper paths on the PCB plate. The lower temperature occurs in the rotor and 

housing frame region in the range of 343 and 353 K. 

 

Figure 6: Temperature field in K in vertical cross-section for Case A. 
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The temperature decreases with the increasing spatial distance from the heat generation sources. 

Therefore, the temperature of front motor fixing is higher than that of the rear one. It is caused by the 

fact that stator core with wounded windings is mounted closer to the motor front. Moreover, the PCB 

plate is located between core and the back endcap. The lowest temperature in the analysed domain 

occurs in the region of the rotating coupling. It is caused by the highest influence of forced convection 

in the ambient temperature. It could also partially influence the intensified heat dissipation from front 

fixing vs. back one.  

The temperature field in Fig. 7 is presented for Case B. Comparing this field with that obtained from 

Case A, significant temperature decrease can be noticed. The maximum temperature of thermal filler 

was approx. 356 K. It could be reached by reduction of the heat flux resistance from the windings to the 

internal air. This resistance was replaced by resistance of thermal filler conductivity which is smaller. 

One can also see the temperature reduction of the copper paths occurring on the PCB plate.  

 

Figure 7: Temperature field in K in vertical cross-section for Case B. 

3.3.2 Experiment 

Experimental validation of the model was conducted using polyurethane resin modified by epoxies as 

material filling free spaces inside the motor. At the moment, the application tests of this material and its 

hardening was conducted. It was verified that using plastic phantom of the rotor made it possible to fill 

empty spaces between tooth. The phantom will be subsequently removed. Thermal filler which is used 

for the model validation is characterized by thermal conductivity of 0.53 W/(m·K). As one can see in 

Fig 8, the hardened thermal filler has also micro air bubbles. 
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Figure 8: Thermal filler hardened on the motor core and windings wounded on one teeth.   

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper, CFD and experimental analysis of phenomena in PM BLDC motor was presented. 

Additionally, the thermal improvement was proposed and investigated. The temperature reduction of 

hot spots was achieved. 

Moreover, the numerical models were built to investigate and compare the heat generation and heat 

dissipation processes from the low- and high-speed operating conditions of PM BLDC motor. The 

conducted thermal analysis covered viscous heating phenomenon in the high speed application. 

Results have revealed that the viscous heating starts playing more important role with the increasing 

speed over dozens of thousand rpms. 

Moreover, presented paper described concepts of heat dissipation improvements which could be used 

for this type of motors. 
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Abstract 
The paper presents optimisation of the shape of the Savonius turbine rotor. The rotor was parametrised 

assuming an elliptical shape; this allowed us to limit the number of the design variables in the 
optimisation problem as well as verify obtained optimal solution because it should be close to the 

classical Savonious turbine. The optimisation problem was solved using the in-house Evolutionary 

Algorithm.  

1 Introduction 

Unhindered access to the electric energy is one of the most important factors in ensuring dynamic 
development of the countries and civilisations. Since the middle of nineteen-century fossil fuels have 

been considered as a most common energy carrier which has established the rapid development of 

European civilisation. However, due to ecological and economic issues, many countries are introducing 

new regulations regarding fossil fuels utilisations and carbon dioxide emissions. The new European 
Union regulations put great pressure on the minimisation of the carbon dioxide emission. According to 

this regulations, EU countries are obligated to increase the fraction of the renewable sources of energy 

in the total installed electric power to 15 percents until the year 2020. The wind energy may be a good 
alternative for the fossil fuels which can help us reducing fossil fuels consumption and flue gasses 

emission and to keep energetic sector and economy competitive. It is confirmed that wind energy is the 

lowest-priced renewable energy source available today, that is why it is one of the fastest growing energy 
sectors in the World. The amount of installed wind power is increasing by around 20 per cent each year 

in the World.  

Basically, two different constructions of the wind turbines can be distinguished, depending on the 

orientation of the revolution axis direction, namely: horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and vertical 
axis wind turbines (VAWT). Nowadays, the horizontal axis wind turbines are the most popular units 

due to their higher efficiency comparing to the vertical axis units [1, 2,3]. However, some authors argue 

that this is mainly caused by more than century of the investigation on improvement of this construction 
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[3,4,5] and they predict that in the next few decades VAWT will dominate energy production sector [6]. 
The first constructions of the vertical axis units were proposed in the 1930s by Darrieus and Savonius 

[7,8]. Since those days there was almost no interest in developing these ideas. However, wind turbines 

of this type offer many advantages over the HAWTs: lower noise emission, higher cut off wind speed, 
lower minimal operational wind speed, extremely low susceptibility on the turbulence level of the wind, 

omnidirectionality, more compact construction. All these elements are causing that they offer the far 

wider field of applicability that is why their popularity is growing rapidly lately. Mentions on the 
commercial VAWT constructions can be already found in the subject literature [9,10]. There are already 

reported installations of the VAWT at buildings rooftops to generate power for household purposes 

[11,12]. Some authors describe micro VAWT systems for power generation, that can have wide 

applicability [13,14].  
The new insight into flow phenomena taking place during the flow around the operating wind turbine 

can be offered by mathematical modelling methods. Especially important may appear to be modelling 

using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Up to now, a few modelling approaches were developed 
for the description of the flow around wind turbines: 

 streamtube method [15-18], 

 vortex method [19-21], 

 conformal mapping method [4,5], 
 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations approach [22-32],  

 Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of the single airfoil 

[33-35]. 
Aside from the mathematical modelling important issue is the shape optimisation VAWTs design; it is 

a fairly complex topic which involves a relatively large number of design variables [36]. Depending on 

the particular VAWT concept different rotor design elements can be altered. In the optimisation of the 
lift type vertical wind turbines researchers focus mostly on two critical aspects of turbine design: solidity 

and airfoil profile type [37-40]. In more complex optimisation attempts authors increase the number of 

degree of freedom of blade profile shape by usage of Bezier splines [41-43]. As for Savonius type 

VAWTs the most often optimised parameter is the characteristic overlap ratio [22] less often, due to its 
complexity, blade shape [41,44]. In this work shape optimisation of the Savonius wind turbine rotor is 

presented. It was assumed that the turbine blades could be described as an elliptic cylinder which two 

main axes and the overlap ration can be optimised. The paper presents a numerical algorithm and results 
which are compared with experimental data. 

2 A mathematical model of the Savonius wind turbine 

The airflow around the VAWT can be treated as an unsteady and incompressible, due to low values of 

the Mach number. The Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier – Stokes (RANS) modelling approach is 

applied to describe this flow. In this method, the instantaneous variable is decomposed into the 

assembly-averaged value of the dependent variable and its fluctuation, and further equations itself are 
averaged. Hence the flow governing equations have the following form [45]: 

 Continuity equation 

 

0 u  (1) 

 

 Navier-Stokes equation 
 

  tτuguu
u





2 p

t
 (2) 
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where   is the Reynolds averaging operation.  stands for air density, as changes of pressure and 

temperature are meaningless since it is assumed a constant value, u is velocity vector of fluid, p refers 

to the static pressure of the fluid, g is the gravitational acceleration at the Earth surface,  is the dynamic 

viscosity coefficient of fluid and t stands for Reynolds stress tensor. The Reynolds stress tensor 
accounts for extra stresses built up by the velocity vector fluctuations. In this work Boussinesque 
approximation was together with Transition SST model to account for these extra stresses [45]. 

When coupled with any type of the multidimensional optimisation procedure the CFD model needs to 

be solved a significant number of times, for unsteady three-dimensional flow it is not very likely 

possible. Therefore the computational domain was simplified to two dimensions (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Schematic view of the computational domain. 

3 Rotor optimisation methodology 

3.1 Rotor shape parametrisation 

In order to optimise the shape of the wind turbine rotor, it was parametrised assuming that it can be of 

the elliptical shape. Therefore, the optimisation procedure had two design variables; the ratio of major 
and minor ellipse axes (it will be called axes ratio - AR) and the distance between the blades of the 

turbine (it is commonly called overlap ratio – OR) – see figure 2. Referring to the figure 2, the axes ratio 

(AR) can be written as: 

 

b

a
OR   (3) 

 
Figure 2: Schematic view of the rotor parametrisation. 
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3.2 Optimisation procedure 

The objective function in the optimisation procedure is the coefficient of performance of the turbine. 

This quantity is defined as an average power output of the turbine 
avgP  divided by the maximum 

available wind power, which is equal to the kinetic energy of the wind stream flowing through the area 

of the turbine projection onto a plane perpendicular to the wind direction: 
 

3
2




wA

P
CP

avg


 (4) 

 

where A is the area of the rotor projection onto a plane perpendicular to the wind direction,   is the air 

density and w  stands for the wind speed. 

The optimisation problem covering choosing the turbine rotor shape in such a way to achieve the 

maximum power output was solved by the use of the in-house Evolutionary algorithm presented in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Workflow of the Evolutionary algorithm used to solve shape optimisation problem. 

4 Results 

Performance of the developed optimisation approach is presented in figure 4. Computations were carried 
out for four different values of wind speed: 3, 5, 8 and 10 m/s. The presented optimisation problem is 

relatively simple it consists of only two design variables. Therefore it was enough to set 10 individuals 

in a single population and 10 populations to solve the problem. It can be seen that the algorithm is quite 
efficient, it finds the optimal solution quickly, and the cloning operator keeps it up to the end of 

computations. Moreover, it can be seen that the average fitting of the population is increasing and 

converging to the optimal solution as the algorithm proceeds.  

  

  
Figure 4: Plots of the best and average values of the coefficient of performance for subsequent 

populations as the optimisation algorithm proceeds. 
In table 1 optimal solutions are gathered, it can be seen that for the relatively low wind speed values as 

it was used in the presented analysis the optimal rotor shape does not depends on the wind speed values. 

Moreover, the obtained shape is very close to the traditional cylindrical rotor of the Savonious wind 
turbine. What is more, the obtained value of the overlap ratio is very close to the value verified 

experimentally what proves the effectiveness of the developed algorithm [22]. 
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Table 1: Results of the optimisation procedure.  

Paramter Wind speed 

3m/s 

Wind speed 

5m/s 

Wind speed 

8m/s 

Wind speed 

10m/s 

Overlap ratio 

(OR) 
0.144 0.164 0.164 0.146 

Axes ratio 

(AR) 
0.993 0.973 1.001 0.956 

Coefficient of 

performance 
0.173 0.181 0.187 0.192 

5 Conclusions 

The paper presents the application of the Evolutionary Algorithm to optimise the shape of the wind 

turbine rotor. The rotor shape was assumed to be of the elliptical type to diminish the number of design 
variables. Moreover, it was predicted that the optimal shape should be close to the classical Savonious 

rotor, which was confirmed. This works as a validation of the developed optimisation procedure, 

showing its robustness. In the further work shape of the Savonious rotor will be parametrised using 

spline functions what on the one hand will increase the number of design parameters but on the other 
hand will give us more freedom in the shaping of the optimal solution. 
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Abstract 

A second-order, one dimensional, numerical model of an α-type Stirling engine is shown in this work, 

based on the models of Schmidt, Urieli and Buliński et al. The model is based on the assumptions of the 

gas treated as a real gas, using CoolProp libraries to ascertain its parameters. The model allows for 

comparing different heat transfer models within it. Results of using  the Woschni heat transfer models 

are shown in the work, and resulting engine characteristics are shown. 

1 Introduction 

The Stirling engine, invented in 1816 as a safer alternative to steam engines for small applications, is 

currently of interest as a power source for co-generation, and other applications [10]. In order to mitigate 

the limitations of such engines, the processes occurring inside need to be quantified and understood. The 

purpose of this work is to provide a model, that can be utilized in further research, namely, on the heat 

transfer processes in the engine. The model is concerned with an  type engine, eg. separate expansion 

and compression cylinders, quarter turn out of phase, without a displacer.   

2 The real gas model of a Stirling engine 

2.1 The development of the real gas model 

In order to ascertain engine behavior and characteristics, a model has to be developed accounting for the 

thermodynamic processes occurring inside the engine. This is done by formulating energy and mass 

balance equations for the three separate chambers of the engine, eg. the heater/expander, regenerator 

and cooler/compressor. What is taken into account, is energy exchange by the means of mechanical 

work and heat transfer into the gas medium from the heater, regenerator and cooler. In order to simplify 

the model and shorten the time of completing the calculations, following assumptions are made:   

 the pressure inside the engine is uniform,  

 the walls of heater and cooler are to be of constant temperature,  
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 the regenerator changes its temperature in a uniform manner,  

 outside of the cooler area, there are no heat losses to the outside,  

 no leakages of the medium are considered,  

 pressure losses are neglected. 

Furthermore, there are certain assumptions made when convective heat transfer is analyzed, these being 

taken from their respective heat transfer models. The equations of balance take form of differential 

equations, expressed as a function of crank angle. 

2.2 Kinematics of the piston movement 

First, the relationship between crank angle, angular velocity and the surface area and volume need to be 

discussed. The angular velocity is derived from the given rotational speed (which is an input for the 

model) as:  

 

 
(1) 

 

The piston position equation is (1):  

 

 
(2) 

 

The derivative of which in respect to time is the piston velocity:  

 

 
(3) 

 

where l is the connecting rod length, r the radius of the crank, and  the crank angle. It has to be noted, 

that those equations are only valid for a conventional crank mechanism. The cylinder volume for any 

cylinder can be expressed as:  

 

 (4) 

 

where  is the clearance volume of the cylinder, this can be assumed as a fraction of the total swept 

cylinder volume, and denoted as . It can be also expressed as:  

 

 (5) 

 

The piston velocity multiplied by piston area gives the derivative of cylinder volume over crank angle:  

 

 
(6) 

 

where  is time – in case of numerical integration, this is equivalent to the time period of a step in the 

model. Those equations are solved separately for the compressor and expander volumes, one of which 
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being advanced by the angle . The volume of the regenerator remains constant and is one of the input 

arguments of the model.  

The adiabatic model of Urieli [8] separates the heat exchange surfaces from the cylinders. This is valid 

only for some engines, and can be questioned due to the open connections existing between the 

exchangers and cylinders in most designs [6]. Therefore, the approach of Buliński et al. [2] is considered 

more valid – that is the cylinders are not separated from the heat exchange volumes as far as balance 

equations are concerned. The assumption of that model, that the cylinder wall is the only heat exchange 

surface is however not used in this work, and a more general approach is taken, where the area is 

expressed as:  

 

 (7) 

 

Where  is any additional area, such as the cylinder head, additional exchangers or other solutions 

discussed further. This is assumed to be constant.  is the cylinder perimeter. The number  is 

defined as the cylinder surface development coefficient and can equal anything from 0 for an engine 

with no heat transfer through the cylinder walls, 1 for a conventional design, and any higher positive 

value if the surface is developed, elongated, etc.  

2.3 Mass and energy balance 

To use the first law of thermodynamics, a system boundary needs to be defined. It is proposed, that for 

different equations used in the model, the boundaries shall be set as:  

1. the expansion cylinders,  

2. the compression cylinders,  

3. the gas space of the regenerator,  

4. the solid mass of the regenerator,  

5. the engine as a whole sans the regenerator solid mass, 

This is illustrated in fig. 1   
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Figure 1: System boundaries of the analysed engine 

The energy balance, according to Ochęduszko [5], can be written in a general, differential form for a 

cylinder-piston apparatus: 

 

 (8) 

 

This can be expressed with respect to the crank angle:  

 

 
(9) 

 

This equation is true for all the control volumes. It can be noted, that for the regenerator both the solid 

and gas masses, where the volume is constant,  and the work expression is eliminated. 

Furthermore, for the solid mass, there is no inflow or outflow of fluid, therefore . It can be 

also seen, that as no leakage is assumed, setting the boundary outside the engine eliminates the terms 

related to the exchange of mass, eg.  (though the internal energies of each gas spaces being 

different needs to be taken into account). Those considerations, lead to formulating the form of the 

energy conservation equation for each volume. 

For the expansion cylinder, shown on the left in fig.1, energy leaves the boundary through work, enters 

through the heat flux and through the mass flow into the cylinder from the regenerator. Therefore: 

 

 
(10) 

 

The convention assumed for this volume, is the flow of mass into, and the flow of heat into this volume 

will have a positive sign. It can be noted, that the pressure, as a global parameter of the whole engine is 

referred to as a function of the angle of the expander crank, and will be referred to that way in the rest 

of this work. This pressure is the function of at least two independent gas properties, and the evaluation 

method will be shown further. The expression referring to heat flow can be understood as the amount of 
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energy passed from the walls to the gas in the cylinder during a change of the crank angle by the amount 

. If so, it can be evaluated as:  

 

 
(11) 

 

The area  is to be evaluated from equation 2.5. The convective heat transfer coefficient  is itself a 

function of the gas parameters at the particular angle. Its evaluation is a matter of current research and 

the applicability of models is discussed further. The temperature of the wall is proposed to be assumed 

constant and part of the input data. It is known [5], that fluctuations in the wall temperature will occur 

in piston-cylinder devices due to cyclically varying boundary conditions. However as the work of 

Martage et.al [4], shows the variations in temperature to be in the range of 1K. The compression 

cylinder, seen on the right of figure 1, is a subject to the same mass and energy transfer mechanisms. A 

different approach is however taken in the regard to the signs, that is, the outflow of mass to the 

regenerator is considered positive, the heat flow out of the volume is considered negative. Therefore: 

 

 
(12) 

 

And: 

 

 
(13) 

 

Also, notably , where the phase difference is equal to 90 degrees (traditionally) or a 

different value.  

Inside the regenerator, energy is only exchanged through heat transfer through the walls, the area being 

constant, and the volume being constant [8], no mechanical work occurs. Therefore, the equation of 

energy balance for the gas in regenerator can be written as: 

 

 
(14) 

 

While the derivative of heat exchanged over crank angle is: 

 

 
(15) 

 

As this heat is being exchanged between the gas and the solid mass, the energy balance equation for the 

solid mass follows as: 

 

 
(16) 

The values of the heat exchanged being equal. 
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The mass balances for each control volume can be summed as (using the angle of the cold cylinder crank 

as the variable): 

 

 (17) 

 

 (18) 

 

As the mass of the gas remains constant in the system as a whole. This is based on the no-leakage 

assumption. 

2.4 The solution method 

The proposed method of solution of the mass and energy balance equations is quasi-static. A flowchart 

for the algorithm is presented in a simplified form in figure 2  

 

Figure 2: A simplified flowchart for the algorithm used with the real gas model 
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2.5 The regenerator model 

The Urieli model [8], assumes that the temperature distribution in the regenerator is linear, with the 

bounds on each end being the cooler and heater temperatures. The regenerator effectiveness is then 

noted as: 

 

 
(19) 

 

The symbols being the same as on the diagram below, the indices h signifying flow from the hot to the 

cold side, and k, the opposite direction.  This model is utilized in this work, but with certain changes, 

that is, the temperature bounds of the regenerator are not the heater and cooler temperatures, but a 

weighted average of the temperature of the gas in those volumes, averaged of the cycle, where the weight 

factor is the mass change dm. Note, this equation is based on an assumption of a constant specific heat 

(while it should be variant for a real gas).  

 

 
(20) 

 

Another departure from the described model, is the introduction of mean averaged gas temperature. As 

the distribution of temperature is assumed linear in both the gas, and the solid mass, it follows, that for 

each step the amount of heat flowing from the gas to the solid mass and vice versa, is a function of their 

average temperatures. This allows to introduce the regenerator mass and area into the model. The 

efficiency parameter is therefore used to find the  as a function of the mass averaged bound 

temperature, and the mean regenerator gas temperature as:  

  

Figure 3: Simple regenerator model, after [8] 

 (21) 

 

 (22) 

 

As can be seen, for a regenerator having a 100% efficiency the temperature reaches the averaged value 

of the respective cylinder, and for a 0% effective one, the regenerator looses its “counterflow" 

characteristic. 
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3  Parametric analysis 

The parametric analysis is carried out using the Woschni heat transfer model. This is done for a small 

engine, of a 1 cm bore and 3 cm stroke, with a 10% clearance volume, with the phase angle set at 90 

degrees. The temperatures for the heater and cooler were set at 1200 K and 300 K respectively.  

For internal heat transfer calculations, the Woschni model was used [9]. The equation for the model can 

be written in a non-dimensional form :  

 

 (23) 

 

Where:  

 

 
(24) 

 

The velocity  is given as  for the intake and exhaust period and 

 for combustion and expansion. As the Stirling engine has no combustion taking 

place inside the cylinder, the first value is used.  

The parameters varied were the rotational speed and pressure. The rotational speed was varied between 

a 100 and 1500 rpm, while the pressure was varied between 1.15 and 10.5 bar (at the starting point). The 

analysis shows the variance of power and thermal efficiency of the motor. This is shown in the form of 

a surface plot with an added color scale, this is fig.5.1 for the efficiency and fig.5.2 for the power.  

  

Figure 4: Engine No.1 efficiency plot, Woschni heat transfer model 

For such an analysis, the efficiency is shown to decrease with both pressure and rotational speed. This 

is due to the heat transfer. It can be shown, that with the pressure increasing, the mass trapped inside the 

engine increases. The heat transfer (convection) coefficients will raise also, but in this design geometry, 

this does not compensate the for the extra amount of heat required. The increase of the rotational speed 

also will increase the heat transfer coefficients, but the effect of decreased heat transfer time period in 

each stroke diminishes this gain. 

Power varies differently, increasing with pressure, and to a point increasing with the rotational speed. 

Despite the negative effects of both mentioned previously, power being proportional to the number of 

strokes in a period of time raises faster, together with the heat transfer coefficients than the negative 

effects of decreased heat transfer time, up to a point. With pressure, the positive effect is compounded 

by the fact that the amount of work in the stroke is itself proportional to the mean effective pressure. 
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Abstract 
The paper presents a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model of the cold alpha-type Stirling 

engine. The developed mathematical model comprises of Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 

(URANS) set of equations, i.e. continuity, momentum and energy equations, turbulence was modelled 

using standard  model and was built in the framework of commercial CFD software ANSYS Fluent. 
Pistons walls movements were modelled using dynamic mesh capability in ANSYS Fluent; their 
movement kinematics was described based on the geometry of the crankshaft geometry. The developed 

mathematical model comprises a non-equilibrium description of the regenerator, by the introduction of 

the energy conservation equation for the regenerator matrix. The developed mathematical model was 

used to analyse the influence of the regenerator on the performance of the Stirling engine. Specifically, 
the influence of the heat source and sink temperatures on the engine operation were analysed. 

1 Introduction 

The Stirling engine was invented and patented in 1816 by Scottish minister Robert Stirling. Initially, it 

was the so-called atmospheric engine which was driven by the external burning of fossil fuels. But it 

can also be powered by any external heat source. Moreover, from the theoretical point of view, the 
Stirling engine can be driven by any reasonable temperature difference between heat source and heat 

sink. It means that it can be driven by applying a low-temperature heat sink and environment as a heat 

source. What brings us the idea of a so-called cold engine which can be used to recover low-temperature 

exergy that is irreversibly lost in many industrial processes.  
The Stirling engine seems to be a very interesting concept in the context of recovering low-temperature 

exergy due to the possibility of propelling by the external heat sources and very high theoretical 

efficiency equal to the efficiency of the Carnot cycle. Achieving theoretical maximum efficiency is 
hindered due to a number of irreversible processes taking place during engine operation, namely, heat 

transfer under finite temperature difference, pressure drops, leakages or heat transfer in the engine 

housing. The idea of application of the Stirling engine to recover cryogenic exergy of the LNG was 
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already elaborated by a few authors who carried out thermodynamic analysis of such a solution [1–3]. 
However, the analysis presented in the referenced papers was simplified and not capable of verifying 

the influence of listed irreversible processes inside the engine on its potential in recovering cryogenic 

exergy. Therefore, it is great need to develop advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics tool which will 
be capable of predicting the performance of the Stirling engine.   

The problem of mathematical modelling of the Stirling engine is not new; there are different methods 

developed starting from simple thermodynamic analysis, through a model which employ zero-
dimensional differential balance equations to the application of advanced Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) methods. One of the first papers presenting the application of CFD to modelling 

Stirling engine was work by Zink et al. [4]. In this paper, the authors presented the methodology of CFD 

simulation of the thermoacoustic engine with use of commercial software Fluent 6.3.26. They 
concentrated on the pressure distribution and showed that curved resonator has a crucial influence on 

the performance of thermoacoustic Stirling engine.  

Salazar and Chen [5] and Chen at al [6] developed computation fluid dynamics models of  and  Stirling 
engines which were applied to analyse heat transfer characteristics inside engines. Both analysed 

engines were not equipped with regenerator; its role was carried out by small channel connecting 
expansion and compression spaces. Lack of typical regenerator with porous filling considerably 

simplifies the mathematical model. Li et al. [7] presented a mathematical model of a high-performance 

Stirling engine equipped with regenerator. Computational results were validated against analytical 
benchmark solution for channel flow as well as against experimental data for the whole engine 

simulation. Authors proposed an optimised porous-sheets regenerator which by the limitation of friction 

losses allows obtaining a very high thermal efficiency of the engine reaching almost 44%. Chen et al. 

[8] presented the influence of the moving regenerator on the performance of the -type Stirling engine. 

Although their mathematical model can be considered as one of the most advanced, it treats the porous 
regenerator in a simplified manner assuming thermal equilibrium between the gas phase and solid porous 

matrix. In [9] Chen et al. presented a parametric study of the performance of the low-temperature -type 
Stirling engine. They analysed the influence of operational and geometrical parameters: temperature 

difference between the hot and cold side, engine speed, power piston stroke and radius and displacer 

stroke. They found out that the engine power and efficiency are increasing with increasing value of the 
power piston stroke and radius. On the other hand, displacer stroke influence engine power weakly but 

strongly affects the heat input causing engine efficiency to decrease as the stroke increases. Alfarawi et 

al [10] developed a mathematical model of gamma-type Stirling engine based on the Local Thermal 
Non-Equilibrium (LTNE) approach for the cooler and regenerator using commercial software 

COMSOL. They also carried out a parametric analysis to establish an optimal phase angle between the 

power piston and displacer. Cheng and Chen [11] presented a mathematical model of a 1-kW beta-type 

Stirling engine. Moreover, they carried out experimental validation of the mathematical model of 
engine, developed model reproduced trends observed in measurements, however, they obtained 

significant discrepancy between model and experimental data. Chen [12] studied low-temperature 

differential Stirling engine of gamma-type using CFD approach. He analysed the influence of phase 
angle between power piston and displacer, the gap between displacer and cylinder head, displacer length 

and length of the linkage bar of the power piston. He found out that all these four parameters influence 

engine performance significantly. 

In this paper, a mathematical model of cold -type Stirling engine presented. The model was developed 

using commercial CFD software ANSYS Fluent. It includes non-equilibrium thermal model of 
regenerator treated as a porous medium. Hence it is capable of capturing its influence on the engine 

operation. The non-equilibrium thermal model of the regenerator was implemented in the commercial 

software by use of the user-defined functions (UDFs) capability, which are user provided programs 
written in C programing language and compiled with the core of the Fluent code. The developed model 

was used to analyse the potential of application of the cold Stirling engine idea to recover cryogenic 

exergy of the Liquified Natural Gas (LNG). 
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2 Non-equilibrium mathematical model of Stirling engine 

2.1 Geometrical model and numerical mesh 

In the paper a small scale alpha-type Stirling engine was analysed, in order to simplify the geometry to 
two-dimensional axisymmetric, it was assumed that axes of compression and expansion cylinders are 

colinear (see Figure 1). The compression and expansion cylinders are connected with the annular 

regenerator channel which is filled with a porous solid matrix. The two-dimensional axisymmetric mesh 
was generated with ANSYS Mesher software. The mesh was fully structural and depending on the 

position of the piston it had between 200 000 and 500 000 quadrilateral elements. Layering algorithm 

was used to model dynamic changes of the mesh. This algorithm keeps high-quality mesh throughout 

the whole simulation. 

 

Fig. 1.  Schematic view of the analysed of the computational domain of the analysed Stirling engine. 

2.2 Governing equations 

In the analysed problem thermal non-equilibrium in the regenerator was assumed. Hence flow was 

described by two set of equations one written for gas phase (dry air treated as an ideal gas) and the 

second set of equations was written for the solid chequerwork located in the regenerator. The flow of 

the working fluid is described by the following set of unsteady equations [13,14]: 
Continuity equation: 

 

  0



w





 
(1) 

 

where   is the air density, w  refers to the air velocity vector and   stands for time. 

Momentum equation for working medium and turbulence modelling methodology: 
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where p is the static pressure of air, T  refers to the molecular stress tensor, tT  stands for the turbulent 

stress tensor and pS  refers to the auxiliary momentum source due to mechanical interaction with the 

porous material. Auxiliary momentum source is proportional to the fluid velocity according to: 
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where   is dynamic viscosity coefficient of flowing fluid,   is the intrinsic permeability and 2C  refers 

to inertial resistance coefficient. Values of permeability and inertial resistance coefficient were assumed 
after the publication of Costa et al. [15] in which authors proposed steel wire matrix S110-60% as an 

effective regenerator filling for Stirling engines.  

The two-equations Standard  -  model was applied to describe turbulence in the analysed engine. 

Hence, the turbulent kinetic energy  and the specific dissipation rate are obtained by solution of two 

auxiliary differential transport equations: 
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where  , 
 ,   and 

  are model constants. 

 Energy equation for the gas phase writes: 
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where fT  is the fluid Temperature, fpc ,  stands for the specific heat of fluid,   is the porous material 

porosity, effk  is the heat conductivity coefficient that lumps together molecular conductivity of the 

working fluid and heat transfer due to turbulence.  
The last term in equation (6) accounts for heat the thermal interaction between the fluid and the solid 

matrix of porous material. The heat exchange between solid and gaseous phases is thus proportional to 

the temperature difference between these phases. In equation (6), h  stands for the heat transfer 

coefficient referenced to the unit volume of porous material and assuming that the porous bed is formed 
by spherical particles, it is equal to:   
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where sk  refers to the heat conductivity of the solid material, the Nusslet number is computed using the 

following correlation [13]: 

 

3/23/1 RePr
255.0

Nu p




 

(9) 

 

Pr  stands for the Prandtl number for gaseous phase and pRe  is the pore based Reynolds number. 

The developed model is based on the assumption on local thermal non-equilibrium between gaseous 

and solid phase. Therefore separate energy equation is solved for the solid phase: 
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where sT  is the solid temperature, spc ,  stands for the specific heat of solid and sk  is the heat 

conductivity coefficient of the solid matrix. Equation (10) was implemented in the mathematical model, 

developed in ANSYS Fluent software, using so-called User Defined Scalar (UDS) technique. 

The set of equations (1)-(10) was supplemented with the model of the kinematics of engine pistons (for 
details see [16]), gas model and appropriate boundary and initial conditions. In this work, it was assumed 

that the working gas behaves as an ideal gas. The whole model was implemented and solved on the 

platform of ANSYS Fluent software. 

3 Results 

The developed mathematical model was used to assess the performance of the cold Stirling engine. 

Based on the detailed time-dependent fields of pressure, the temperature of the gas and solid phases, 
pressure-volume and temperature-entropy diagrams of the engine cycle were constructed. Integrating 

those diagrams, indicated work of the CFD estimated cycle and energy efficiency was computed. In 

figure 2, pressure-volume diagrams of the cycle for the engine without regenerator (figure 2a) and the 
engine equipped with regenerator (figure 2b) are presented. In figure 3, temperature-entropy diagrams 

for both engines are presented. The engine cycles shown in figures 2 and 3 were computed assuming 

the temperature of the heat sink 113 K and heat source 293 K. It can be noticed that application of the 

heat regenerator significantly increased specific work of the cycle, obviously the amount of the supplied 
heat also increased. However, the relative increase of the specific work was higher than the increase of 

the supplied heat; effectively it increases the energy efficiency of the engine equipped with the 

regenerator. Regenerator causes an increase in the average temperature during heat absorption and 
decreases temperature during heat removal. This effect is especially enhanced in the case of the cold 

engine where the change in the average temperature difference between source and sink is relatively 

higher than for hot engines. It is clearly seen in figure 4, in which energy efficiency of the Stirling engine 

is shown as a function of the heat sink and heat source temperatures. The increase in the efficiency due 
to regenerator application for heat source temperature equal to 0oC and heat sink temperature equal to -

120oC, is considerably higher than in case of the other extreme point (source temperature: 100oC, sink 

temperature: -180oC). 
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Figure 2: Pressure-volume plot of the analysed Stirling engine: a) without regenerator, b) equipped 
with regenerator. 

 

Figure 3: Temperature-specific entropy plot of the analysed Stirling engine: a) without regenerator, b) 

equipped with regenerator. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the energy efficiency of the analysed Stirling engine for a case with 
regenerator and without regenerator. 

4 Summary 

A mathematical model of -type Stirling engine equipped with porous regenerator is presented in the 
paper. The model is based on the local thermal non-equilibrium between working fluid and solid porous 
matrix. The developed model allowed us to analyse in details heat and mass transfer processes inside 

the engine during its operation. Moreover, it allowed us to compare the performance of the same Stirling 

with and without regenerator, showing crucial influence on the engine performance. 
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Abstract 

This paper deals with the Bayesian estimation of chosen flow parameters in a porous material based on 

the measurements of local temperature at chosen points inside the packed-bed. The unknown 

distribution of estimated parameters was sampled using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. 

The MCMC method is efficient in sampling unknown distributions, but it is extremely time-consuming. 

The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition was used to construct off-line, low order approximation of the 

porous media flow problem. This model was further incorporated into the Metropolis-Hastings 

algorithm to retrieve the posterior distribution of unknown parameters. This approach allowed us to 

decrease the computational time necessary to generate an ergodic Markov Chain.  The efficiency of the 

proposed approach was tested on the simulated data generated by use of the CFD tools. 

1 Introduction 

According to the European Union regulations, biomass is considered as a renewable source of energy, 

characterised by the neutral balance of the emission to absorption. Therefore it is attracting the attention 

of a significant number of scientists and engineers, and it undergoes intense experimental and 

computational investigation getting more and more popular. The most popular methods of biomass 

utilisation cover burning and co-firing in furnaces (considered as a direct utilisation) or indirect 

utilisation as a substrate for the syngas production in pyrolysis or gasification processes. Nevertheless, 

further processing of the biomass very often requires its drying. The biomass drying process increases 

the storage and transportation potential of the biomass and very often increases the effectiveness of its 

processing. Liang et al. [1] analyse the influence of the biomass moisture content on the efficiency and 

the relative size of the boiler. The paper brings quantitative arguments for drying of the biomass before 

burning or co-firing in power plants. Pang and Mujumdar [2] present a wide review of dryers and drying 
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technologies that can be applied for biomass drying as a part of an integrated biomass power plant. 

Vigants et al. [3] analysed energy consumption of the drying process with a special focus on the 

influence of the air recirculation on the total energy consumption of the process. 

The drying by itself is a very important element of the biomass processing before its utilisation in the 

energy sector, but on the other hand, the drying can be considered as the first stage of any direct (burning, 

co-firing etc.) or indirect (gasification, pyrolysis etc.) utilisation of biomass in power sector. Therefore, 

mathematical models covering the problem of biomass drying are highly desirable.  

Bruch et al. [4] presented a mathematical model of combustion of solid particles in a packed bed, each 

particle modelled separately and one of the elements of the model was a description of particle drying 

process. Xu and Pang [5] developed a one-dimensional unsteady model of the rotary dryer of wood. 

Jurena et al. [6] developed a one-dimensional simulation tool for modelling drying in a packed bed of 

the grate combustion reactor. The model was only qualitatively compared against experiments; solid 

validation was not carried out.  Perre in the paper [7] presented an in-depth view of the micro- and macro 

scale models describing mass and heat transfer during drying of porous materials. He applied the 

developed methodology to different configurations: drying of a heterogeneous porous material, drying 

of a stack of timber, convective drying of a thick bed of particles and storage of a bed of particles.  

Eliaers et al. [8] proposed a transient one-dimensional unsteady model of biomass drying in the rotating 

fluidised bed, they compared simulation results with experimental data and estimated unknown model 

parameters, finally developed model was applied to industrial scale vortex chamber for biomass drying. 

The model was validated against experimental data presented in literature, based on the experimental 

data heat and mass transfer coefficients were estimated. The model revealed reasonably good agreement 

with experimental data. Liu et al. [9] presented results of the experimental investigation and numerical 

simulation of the innovative fluidised bed dryer equipped with the heat-recuperative module. They 

applied developed dryer for biomass drying with superheated steam. Sonthikun et al. [10] developed a 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model of solar-biomass hybrid dryer. Authors concentrated on 

the distribution of velocity and temperature inside the innovative chamber of the dryer; numerical results 

were validated against experimental data. Romdhana et al. [11] carried out an extensive discussion of 

the application of Computer Aided Engineering for industrial drying of biomass. Simona et al. [12] 

presented a thermodynamic analysis of biomass drying process for a pelleting purpose. Authors 

especially focused on the influence of drier inlet parameters (biomass moisture content, particle diameter 

and drying gas temperature) on the moisture content and temperature distribution along the drier. 

Khodaei et al. [13] presented a CFD model of drying of a single biomass particle. They were especially 

interested in the influence of the description of the drying kinetics on the numerical results. 

Most of the abovementioned works present CFD modelling of the biomass drying process both at the 

scale of the drying devices and at the scale of processes inside the single biomass particle. The huge 

advantage of the CFD models of a biomass drying process is detailed information on the process 

progress; especially they offer spatial and temporal distributions of the most important quantities 

describing the process like temperature and moisture content. However, there are two important issues 

of the CFD modelling of drying. Firstly, the unsteady heat and mass transfer computations are extremely 

time-consuming. Secondly, there are still some model parameters which are unknown for random 

biomass.  

This paper presents a mathematical model and numerical simulation of mass and heat flow during 

biomass drying in a small fixed bed reactor. Proposed model considers the two-dimensional 

axisymmetric transient problem, all heat transfer modes, i.e., conduction, convection and radiation in 

the porous biomass zone were included in this model. Finally, an inverse methodology which applies a 

Bayesian estimation approach and construction of reduced order models, which allowed us to predict 

effectively, values of some of the unknown model parameters. 
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2 Forward problem 

In the proposed mathematical description biomass fixed bed is treated as a stagnant porous material 

which pores are filled with gas phase (air). It is assumed that air is composed of three constituents: 

oxygen, nitrogen and vapour water. Moreover, it is assumed that the gas phase is in thermal equilibrium 

with the solid matrix (porous material). The flow is assumed to be laminar this is fully justified since 

the inflow Reynolds number is around 1300 and radiation is also considered in the model. These 

assumptions lead to the following set of equations: 

 The continuity equation for gas phase (air), 

 The transport equations for air constituents, namely oxygen and vapour air, 

 The momentum equation for the gas phase, 

 The lumped diffusion model was used to describe the transport of moisture in the porous 

material, and the evaporation and condensation process inside the porous material was modelled 

using a modified Hertz-Knudsen equation (for details see [14]), 

 Energy equation shared by both phases, 

 Radiative transport equation, in the developed model we assumed that both, the gaseous phase 

and the solid porous matrix interacts with radiation, radiation absorption and emission was 

considered in the model.  

Above set of equations together with appropriate boundary and initial conditions formed a closed system 

which was discretised using finite volume method and it was solved using the commercial CFD platform 

ANSYS Fluent. 

3 Inverse problem 

3.1 Problem formulation 

The mathematical model described above has some model parameters which values can greatly 

influence on the obtained results. Since the biomass is rather random material, it is difficult to find 

realistic data regarding the model parameters in literature. Therefore, it is proposed to estimate some of 

the parameters based on the temperature measurements recorded along the height of the biomass packed 

bed. Positions of the temperature sensors inside the packed bed are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The position of the temperature sensors in the biomass packed bed. 

In this work values of two crucial parameters were estimated indirectly based on the temperature 

recordings, namely: biomass porosity and evaporation constant. The Bayesian framework was 

applied to the proposed inverse procedure. In the Bayesian approach, all unknown parameters, as 

well as measured data, are treated as random variables, and the posterior distribution function of 

the unknown parameters is sought [15]: 
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where  mTP  is the posterior distribution of the unknown parameters,  PTm  refers to likelihood 

distribution,  P  stands for the prior distribution of the parameters and  mT  is a marginal 

distribution of the measurements, which is normalisation constant. mT  is the vector of the values of 

temperature at sampling points in the consecutive time instances. The likelihood function which 

describes the probability density of measurements was developed assuming that consecutive 

measurements are independent, measurement errors are additive and Gaussian with zero means. This 

results in the multivariate Gaussian distribution: 
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It was assumed that no prior information except the ranges of unknown parameters is available on the 

value of the estimated diffusion coefficient. Hence the prior distribution was: 
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The resulting posterior distribution function cannot be written in the closed explicit form because it 

depends on the unknown parameters through the complex mathematical model described by coupled, a 

nonlinear set of differential equations described in section 2. Therefore, this posterior distribution can 

be obtained only by the sampling procedure, in this paper Metropolis-Hastings procedure was used to 

sample unknown distribution effectively. 

3.2 Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 

The Metropolis-Hastings procedure is a type of accept-reject algorithm generating the Markov Chain 

which samples unknown probability distribution function [15]. The algorithm writes as follows: 

1. Draw a candidate point P
~

 from a proposal distribution  1,
~ i

PP . 

2. Calculate the acceptance factor: 
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3. Draw a random number R that is uniformly distributed in [0; 1]. 

4. Accept the candidate point if R  and set PP
~

i
. Otherwise, set 

1 ii
PP . 

Where  PP
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,1i  and  1,
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PP  are proposal distributions of achieving the previous point in the 

Markov Chain 
1i

P  from the proposal point P
~

 and in the opposite direction, respectively. In this work, 

a uniform random-walk proposal was used for each parameter. Therefore, the acceptance factor formula 

simplifies to the expression [15]: 
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There are two main issues of the application of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, firstly, the starting 

point of the Markov chains can be relatively far from the solution. Therefore, some number of the initial 

states of the Markov Chains have to be discarded until the chains have not reached equilibrium (this is 

so-called burn-in period). Secondly, there is a significant number of proposal points which are rejected 

(usually it is around 70 – 80 %). Because for each proposal point forward problem needs to be solved 

this results in huge computational cost which does not improve estimation of the unknown parameters. 

Therefore, in this work, a reduced order model of the direct problem described in section 2 was 

developed based on the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition technique. Further, the reduced order model 

was used in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to decrease significantly computational time.  
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4 Reduced order model 

As mentioned in the previous section, the Proper Order Decomposition (POD) technique was used to 

develop a low-order model of heat and mass transfer inside the biomass packed bed [16], [17]. In this 

methodology an accurate mathematical model (e.g. CFD model) is used to generate a series of solutions 

which are called images for different values of input data, it might be a different value of physical 

properties, boundary conditions and so on. The single image can be any set representing computational 

result in this paper a single image was considered as temperature recordings in subsequent time instances 

at selected sample points. A number of computations with different input values of chosen parameters: 

porosity and evaporation constant were carried out, results of these off-line computations were further 

used to build the matrix of images. The image matrix was further decomposed using the Singular Value 

Decomposition technique into the matrix of left singular vectors U, the matrix of singular values  and 

the matrix of right singular vectors V: 

 

UAVUΣY  T
 (6) 

 

The matrix of left singular vectors represents vectors spanning the solution space which depends on the 

independent variables (space and time), the right singular matrix represents vectors spanning input 

space, i.e. the space of input parameters. The singular values measure the amount of information that is 

carried by every singular vector (mode), and their values for subsequent modes decrease rapidly. 

Therefore some number of modes was truncated without loss of accuracy of the representation but 

disregarding possible noise which may appear in the solution.  

Because the accurate CFD model is highly nonlinear concerning the unknown parameters (porosity and 

evaporation constant), the product of the matrix of singular values and the matrix of right singular 

vectors, a so-called matrix of amplitudes, was assumed to be a linear combination of known base 

functions which depended on the unknown parameters:  
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The Inverse Multiquadrics (IMQ) Radial Basis Functions (RBF) were used as arbitrary base functions 

because they are very robust and can be easily applied to approximate scattered data: 
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Briefly described reduction procedure allowed us to build a robust and very fast approximation model 

which was incorporated into Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and used to estimate unknown model 

parameters. 

5 Results 

The effectiveness of the proposed computational algorithm was tested using simulated data. A numerical 

solution for arbitrarily chosen values of the porosity and evaporation constant was obtained using the 

CFD model, this solution was perturbed with randomly distributed Gaussian error, and this data was 

taken for the inverse procedure to estimate values of both parameters. In figure 2 fitting of the results of 

the reduced model to the simulated data is presented. The results were obtained for values of unknown 
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parameters (porosity and evaporation constant) obtained from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 

coupled with the developed POD reduced order model.  

 

Figure 2. Comparison of the simulated data with estimation result at selected sensor position. 

In figure 3 obtained posterior distribution of the sought parameters obtained with the presented algorithm 

are shown. It should be noted that the exact values of porosity and evaporation constant used to produce 

simulated data was 0.37 and 0.02 appropriately. Hence, it can be noted that the presented algorithm 

estimates reasonably accurate sought model parameters.  

 

Figure 3. Posterior distribution of the unknown parameters: (a) porosity, (b) evaporation 

constant. 
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6 Conclusions 

The paper presents an inverse statistical methodology to estimate unknown parameters of the 

mathematical model of biomass drying process. Developed methodology couples the Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo method with the POD reduced order model. This methodology allowed us to obtain 

reasonably accurate results within reasonable computational time. 
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